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| ae PREFACE 

This volume was prepared under the general supervision of E. Ralph 
Perkins, formerly Chief of the Foreign Relations Division, which 
is currently headed by Fredrick Aandahl. | 

| The compilers of this volume were Francis C. Prescott, Herbert 
A. Fine, and Velma Hastings Cassidy. Preliminary planning and 

| review of the volume was provided by Mr. Perkins, John G. Reid, 
and Mr. Prescott. Final review was the responsibility of S. Everett 
Gleason, formerly Chief of the Foreign Relations Division, and of 
Rogers P. Churchill and Mr. Reid. . 

The editors acknowledge with appreciation the assistance provided 
them by the historians of the Department of Defense, including those. 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

| The Publishing and Reproduction Services Division (Jerome H. 
Perlmutter, Chief) was responsible for the technical editing of this 
volume. , | 

The index was prepared by Mr. Prescott. | 

| | Wiuram M. Franxiin 
| Director, Historical Office 

Bureau of Public Affairs 

| _ PrIncreLes FoR THE COMPILATION AND EprtinG oF 
~ “RorEIGN RELATIONS” | 

The principles which guide the compilation and editing of Foreign 
felations are.stated in Department of State Regulation 2 FAM 1350: 
of J une 15, 1961, a revision of the order approved on March 26, 1925, 
by Mr. Frank B. Kellogg, then Secretary of State. The text of the 
regulation, as further amended, is printed below: | oe 

1350 Documentary Recorp or AMERICAN D1IpLOMACY 

1351 Scope of Documentation 

The publication Foreign Lelations of the United States constitutes 
the official record of the foreign policy of the United States. These 
volumes include, subject to necessary security considerations, all docu- 
ments needed to give a comprehensive record of the major foreign 
policy decisions within the range of the Department of State’s respon- 
sibilities, together with appropriate materials concerning the facts 
which contributed to the formulation of policies. When further mate- 

‘rial is needed to supplement the documentation in the Department’s 

III



IV | PREFACE | | 

files for a proper understanding of the relevant policies of the United 
States, such papers should be obtained from other Government 
agencies. : 7 

1352 Editorial Preparation 

The basic documentary diplomatic record to be printed in Foreign 
Relations of the United States is edited by the Historical Office, Bureau 
of Public Affairs of the Department of State. The editing of the record _ 

| is guided by the principles of historical objectivity. There may be no 
alteration of the text, no deletions without indicating where in the 
text the deletion is made, and no omission of facts which were of major 
importance in reaching a decision. Nothing may be omitted for the 
purpose of concealing or glossing over what might be regarded by 
some as a defect of policy. However, certain omissions of documents 
are permissible for the following reasons: 

a. To avoid publication of matters which would tend to impede 
current diplomatic negotiations or other business. 

b. To condense the record and avoid repetition of needless details. 
_ .¢@. To preserve the confidence reposed in the Department by ind1- 

viduals and by foreign governments. | 
ad. To avoid giving needless offense to other nationalities or 

: individuals. 
-  @. To eliminate personal opinions presented in despatches and not 

acted upon by the Department. To this consideration there is 
one qualification—in connection with major decisions it is — 

| desirable, where possible, to show the alternatives presented to 
. the Department before the decision was made. | 

1353 Clearance | 

To obtain appropriate clearances of material to be published in_ 
Foreign Relations of the United States, the Historical Office: 

a. Refers to the appropriate policy offices of the Department and 
. of other agencies of the Government such papers as appear to 

require policy clearance. 
. 6, Refers to the appropriate foreign governments requests for 

7 permission to print as part of the diplomatic correspondence 
of the United States those previously unpublished documents 

: which were originated by the foreign governments.
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UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO CHINA? 

I. EFFORTS TO EXPEDITE SHIPMENTS OF SURPLUS MILITARY SUP- 
PLIES AND AMMUNITION TO CHINA; CHINESE REQUESTS FOR 
ARMAMENTS CREDIT _ 

§93.24/12-2347 _ | | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of 
a Chinese Affairs (Ringwalt) — | 

| a | [WasHineton,] January 2, 1948. 

Reference: Memoranda dated November 4, 1947, and December 23, 
_ 1947, from: the Chinese Embassy, enclosing lists of military 

_ supplies said to be urgently needed by the Chinese armed forces; 
letter dated November 8, 1947, from the Chinese Minister; in 
regard to the Chinese request for M .50 cartridges. 

_ Dr. Tan‘ called at 11:30 today by appointment. He said that he 
had just received from his Government word to the effect that the 
field representative® of FLC® at Shanghai had been authorized to 
sell to China surplus ammunition and explosives in the Marianas at 
one percent of procurement cost. He requested that I supply him 
with such details as were in my possession for the information of his 
Ambassador. | , 

In reply I gave Dr. Tan the substance of the information contained 
in the first paragraph of the Department’s telegram no. 1585, of De- | 
cember 30, to Nanking,’ and added that the Chinese Government 
might wish to act quickly to obtain this ammunition, which it was 
hoped would meet in part their urgent needs as outlined in the Chinese | 
Embassy’s memoranda of November 4 and December 23. I stated 
that, in my opinion, it would be inadvisable to consider this ammuni- 
tion as substituting for any ammunition for which the Chinese Gov- 
ernment had placed an order with Olin Industries, firstly, because of 
the nominal price to be charged, and secondly, because this ammuni- 
tion may have suffered some deterioration in storage in the Marianas. 

With further reference to the Chinese Embassy’s two memoranda 

*For previous correspondence, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, pp. 785 ff. 
2 Tbid., pp. 918 and 934, respectively. 
*Tbid., p. 916. 
“Shao-Hwa Tan, Chinese Minister. 
°S. N. Ferris Luboshez. 
* Foreign Liquidation Commissioner. 
"Foreign Relations, 1947, -vol. vii, p. 936. 1
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already mentioned, I informed Dr. Tan that we had sent copies thereof 

to the Department of the Army, inquiring to what extent these re-. 
quirements could be met from surplus. I said that we had also asked 
the Department of the Army to what extent other types of war mate- 
rial similar to that supplied to the 39 Division Program could be 
declared surplus for transfer to China. I promised to keep him in- 
formed of developments. (Reference: Department’s letter of 
December 31, 1947 to the Department of the Army.’) 

With respect to negotiations now in progress for the purchase of 
surpluses in the Zone of the Interior applicable to the 8144 Group 

Program, I said that it was my understanding that the Department 
of the Army was becoming somewhat impatient over what it felt to 
be an unreasonable insistence on the part of the Chinese negotiators 

_ that.a careful check be made of all material declared surplus with a 
view to obtaining only the most desirable items and discarding every- 
thing else. I said that it was my impression that the Department of 
the Army objected to this stand from several viewpoints: : 

(1) It would be a very expensive and time-consuming program if 
each lot were to be opened and inspected, as such an undertaking 
would require up to three or four months and the Army did not have 
the personnel to make such inspection. | 

(2) The price at which this material was offered was based on an 
overall consideration. Many of the items are in short supply in this 
country and are sold on the local market at prices up to 75 percent | 
of procurement cost. It would, therefore, be manifestly impracti- 
cable to agree to any such arrangements as recommended by the 
Chinese. | 

: (3) The United States Air Force is now expanding and material 
already declared surplus is now needed in connection with this ex- 7 
pansion. It has been suggested that if no progress 1s made in the 
near future, some of the material which has been declared surplus 
for the 814 Prograin, especially C-46 spare parts, will be recalled. 
Part of the Air Force expansion involves the utilization of C-46 
aircraft at stations overseas, spare parts for which are in short supply. 

I said that I did not wish to give the impression of exerting pres- 
sure on the Chinese but I did wish to point out that it seemed to me | 

highly desirable that the Chinese delay no longer in acquiring the 
material allocated, especially the aircraft engine overhaul plant and © 
the spare parts at Wright Field. | ) 

Dr. Tan said that his Embassy was doing its best to persuade _ 
General Mow ® to expedite the completion of the negotiations. He 
confirmed my understanding that General Mow had finally been 

® Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 938. _ 
°Lt. Gen. P. T. Mow, Deputy Commanding General, Chinese Air Force, tem- 

porarily in the United States regarding purchase of supplies and equipment.
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authorized to pay cash for the Zone of the Interior portion of the 

Program. | 
A[rrHur] R. R[rnewatt] 

893.24 /1-748 : 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (fing- 
walt) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 

(Butterworth) | 
| [WasHineron,] January 7, 1948. 

Sate or Comspar Arrcrarr APPLICABLE TO THE 814 Group PrRocRAM 

_I have been checking with the various interested Government agen- 
| cies in regard to the above transaction in order to ascertain whether 

this Program were proceeding smoothly. 
On. your instruction I informed Dr. Tan on January 2 that we 

were now prepared to negotiate for the sale of these aircraft. 
Colonel Kingman, Field Commissioner for Military Programs— 

OFLC, assures me that he now has the necessary authority to nego- 
tiate the sale of these aircraft and is merely awaiting declaration to 

OFLC of these aircraft as surplus. 

Colonel Sterner of the Department of the Army informs me that 

it is clearly the responsibility of the Department of the Air Force 
to make the necessary surplus declarations. 

Colonel Yates of the Department of the Air Force gives me the 
following rather gloomy picture: All available combat aircraft which 
could be declared surplus for the Program are in storage. Until or 
unless there is some definite indication from the Chinese that 
they want these aircraft, the Department of the Air Force does 
not contemplate taking any action. It is noted in this connec- 
tion that the Chinese have not yet signed the master agreement 
covering the sale of Zone of the Interior surplus earmarked for this 
Program. Regulation requires that aircraft have to be declared sur- 

| plus by serial number. For this reason, each aircraft has to be han- 
dled as an individual reconditioning project. Reconditioning of the 
180 aircraft called for will take considerable time, perhaps six to eight 
months. Experience has shown that up to 50 per cent of aircraft 
placed in storage under similar circumstances have proved to be 

| insusceptible of reconditioning. (I infer from talking to Colonel 
Yates that the China Program has a low priority and if China really 
wants to buy these planes, it may take a little high level talle-pound- 
ing to expedite action.) 

* Office of the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner.
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The Department of the Air Force is writing a letter to Colonel 
Kingman telling him what plans will be available and requesting 
that he ascertained the Chinese wishes in the matter.* | 

| | _ A[rrHur] R. R[inewarr] 

893.24/1-1048 | | - a 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Director of the Office 
of Far Hastern Affaurs (Butterworth) — . 

[WasuHineron,] January 20, 1948. 

Mr. Graves** of the British Embassy telephoned today to ask 
whether the Department had any comment to make on the note of 
January 10, regarding the proposed British sales of arms to the 
Chinese Government, which the British Ambassador '* left with Mr. 

Lovett.1¢ | a : —— 
: I reread the note and indicated that it was couched in terms which 

seemed to require no reply. . I referred to the fact that the Department 
had announced in May last that it was issuing licenses for the export of 
ammunition to China and that on one or two occasions such licenses | 
had been issued or promised, and that in the circumstances there 
seemed to be no useful comment that could be made. a 

_ I took this occasion to thank Mr. Graves for being so goodastokeep 
us advised of the British Government’s intentions. Mr. Graves 
seemed satisfied with this. ee Oo ee 

898.24/1-2348 | | | | | 

The Secretary of the Army (Royall) to the Secretary of State — 

WASHINGTON, 23 January 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 7?" It is noted your 31 December 1947 letter 
attaching a memorandum from the Chinese Embassy includes three _ 

* Marginal notation by Mr. Butterworth: “Whatever the priority the first 
step seems to be for the Chinese to inform FLC that they want the planes 
promptly”. : 

, * H. A. Graves, Counselor of the British Embassy. 
* Lord Inverchapel. | . 
** Robert A. Lovett, Under Secretary of State. In the memorandum of Jan- . 

uary 10, 1948, not printed, from the British Embassy, the statement was made 
that, because the United States had decided in June 1947 to resume the issue 
of export licenses for arms to China, and the Canadian Government had followed 
suit, the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Ernest Bevin now con- 
sidered it proper to modify the British policy of a complete embargo and to 
meet a specific request by China to supply some guns as armament for aircraft 
being purchased from Canada. Any further Chinese requests for war material, 
however, would be decided on merit. (898.24/1-1048) 

7 George C. Marshall was Secretary of State at this time in succession to 
James F,. Byrnes who had served from July 3, 1945, until January 21, 1947. 

** Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v1, p. 938.
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detailed lists of supplies and equipment urgently needed by the Chi- 

nese Government. These requirements have been considered in the 

light of your instructions that all statements with respect to availa- 

bility are predicated on the material being surplus to the needs of 

the Department of the Army. Since the Chinese memorandum ex- 

tracts items from the detailed lists of equipment, this matter can be 

most expeditiously disposed of by confining my reply to the require- 

ments of the memorandum and not indicating the supply position by 

individual item, However, the supply position indicated on this basis 

will apply equally well to the detailed lists. an 

Currently the Departments of the Army and Air Force are declar- 

ing surplus for China approximately 6,500 tons of excess ammuni- 

tion located in the Marianas. These declarations include some of the 

items enumerated in the attached list but not in the quantities desired. 

An additional quantity of 13,000 tons of bombs of all types are avail- 

able in the Pacific.. The propriety of furnishing the Chinese Govern- 

ment bombs larger than 100 pound is questionable. The tonnage of 

100 pound bombs is approximately 600 tons. If it is your desire to 

supply the Chinese Air Force with bombs larger than 100 pound, this 

indication would be appreciated, otherwise declarations will be limited 

to only the 100 pound bombs. When the declarations are completed, 

in line with your directives, and the Office of the Foreign Liquidation 

Commissioner has made the transfer to China, no other Pacific Army 

stocks will be available for transfer to China. AJl surplus ammunj- 

tion existing in the Zone of Interior has been committed to other 

programs. 
The enumerated vehicles, tires, and tool replacement items are not. 

available as surplus either in the Pacific or the Zone of Interior. All 

excess items of this type in the Pacific were disposed of to the Chinese 

| Government under the 30 August 1946 Bulk Sale to China.® As you 

will recall, this contract covered all items in China and seventeen 
Pacific Islands surplus at that time or subsequently declared. 

The aircraft items of engine assemblies, tires, and tubes are being 

fulfilled to the extent available from surpluses in the Pacific and the 
Zone of Interior for application against the requirements of the 814 
Group Program. Those items declared in the Pacific are covered by 
the open-end surplus sales contract dated 6 November 1947. The total 
valuation of this contract is unknown as declarations are uncompleted 
to date. Approximately $26,000,000 worth of Air Force supplies have 
already been declared to the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner, 
Washington, D. C. In addition, the Department of the Air Force 

: ” Signed at Shanghai; Department of State, Report to Congress on Foreign 

Surplus Disposal, October 1946, p. 40.
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has 135 aircraft available for transfer. Application of these aircraft | 
against total 814 Group requirement of 1,071 would complete this 
phase of the program as 936 were transferred prior to August 1946. 
It is to be noted 37 of the aircraft are Medium Bombers. It appears 
the transfer of this type equipment would only further complicate _ 
the Chinese supply problem. | 
The list of communications equipment and accessories is greatly — 

in excess of known Army surpluses. Some of the requirements such 
as wire, radio tubes, etc., can be met, but in any event, the amount - 
which could be supplied is small since the same type of equipment is 
being used in support of the Greek and Turkish Aid Programs.” 

In summing up the supply situation with respect to China, it can 
be stated the Department of the Army is now making maximum sur- _ 
plus declarations for approved programs. The introduction of a 
greatly diversified list of military equipment for study at this time | 
can only delay the present transfer of surpluses to China. Surplus 
equipment not within presently approved Chinese programs but in- | 
cluded in the list submitted would be so small as to be insignificant. 
The most desirable means of meeting future Chinese requirements of 
this type would be by legislative authority similar to Public Law 75 
of the 80th Congress." Under this authority items not found sur- 
plus may be procured. 

Sincerely yours, | | Kennetu C. Royaun 

§93.24/1-2648 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: NankInG, January 26, 1948—7 p. m. 
oe [Received January 27—5: 57 a. m.] 

162. Question of automotive spare parts contract (reDeptels 1596, 
December 31, 8 p. m.2 and 89, January 21, noon”) discussed here 
January 9 with Captain Luboshez and Colonel Anderson of OFLC 
Shanghai, following which atde-mémoire January 12 handed by Min- 
ister-Counselor ** to Dr. George Yeh, Vice Foreign Affairs Minister. 

In conversations with Embassy officers on January 16 and 24, Yeh 
stated emphatically that Chinese Government had no intention of 
using unfilled contract to embarrass US Government in any way. He 
requested, however, that question of availability automotive spare 

”For report to Congress on assistance to Greece and Turkey for period of 
three months ending March 31, 1948, see Department of State publication No. 3149. 
' ™ Approved May 22, 1947 : 61 Stat. 103. 
“Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, p. 939. 

-*™ Not printed. 
* Lewis Clark. | | | |
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parts again be investigated by US Government owing to lack of which 
3,000 trucks now immobilized in Chinese Army which has urgent 
need therefor. He said that Foreign Office had received information 
to effect such parts available in Japan and Hawaii; that purchase 

_ price by Chinese Government of parts on open market in USA would 
be about 10 times higher than under his contract. 

Yeh said that if final investigation reveals parts not available to 
fulfill contract, Embassy should so inform Foreign Office by note, 
upon receipt of which he would arrange for General Kiang of 
Bosey * to accept refund and cancellation of contract. | 

Sent Department 162; repeated Shanghai for OFLC 77. 

STUART 

893.50/1-2848 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State ?° 

[WasurneTon,] January 28, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 
: Mr. Tsu-yi Pei, Head of Chinese Technical Economic 

Mission to the United States | 
The Secretary 
Mr. W. Walton Butterworth, FE 

The Chinese Ambassador accompanied Mr. Tsu-yi Pei, the Head 
of the Technical Economic Mission to the United States, to call upon 
me. Mr. Pei brought the usual greetings from the Generalissimo ”7 
and Madame Chiang, General Chang Chun, Mr. Wang Shih-chieh 
and others. I asked Mr. Pei a number of questions regarding other - 
Chinese personalities and regarding conditions in Nationalist-held 
territory. 

Only three statements worthy of record were made by Mr. Pei or 
Dr. Koo. The former stressed the urgency of China’s needs, indicat- 
ing that dollar assets had rapidly declined since June and were now 
nearing $150,000,000. Secondly, he asked whether a 100-million- 
dollar credit could be given the Chinese Government to take care of 
further arms purchases. In this connection he expressed appreciation 
for the actions of the United States Government in making available 
equipment and ammunition surplus to the U. S. Army’s needs at very 
moderate prices. He pointed out that repair and transportation 
charges were very heavy. . In reply, I stated that his request would 

** Gen. P. Kiang, Director of Board of Supplies of the Chinese Executive Yuan. 
*’ Drafted by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth). 

oni Chiang Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of 

* President of the Chinese Executive Yuan. 
* Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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be given consideration. Dr. Koo referred to the arrangements with 
Olin Industries, stressing the urgency of China’s need for .50 caliber 
ammunition. He stated that the present delay was being occasioned 
by the non-conclusion of the contractual arrangement between Olin 
Industries and the Army and asked whether I could intervene to 
accelerate action. I requested Mr. Butterworth to take the matter 

| up with the Department of the Army to see what could be done to 
expedite action. _ oo po = 

| : | ~ Gf[rorcr] C. M[arsHatt] _ 

[The following was added by Mr. Butterworth :] | Ce 
I got in touch with General Timberman, P & O, Department of 

the Army, and recounted to him the Chinese Ambassador’s statement 
and the Secretary’s request. General Timberman later called me back 

to say that certain legal difficulties had arisen due to differences in 

the cost of the Army’s ammunition and that being manufactured 
under the contract with the Chinese Government, that an attempt 
was being made to solve these difficulties and that a representative 
of Olin Industries was coming to Washington next week to discuss 
the situation. General Timberman agreed to keep me informed of 
developments. W. W. B. | 7 . | 

893.24/1-2648 : Telegram a a ee 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

a WASHINGTON, January 28, 1948—7 p. m. 

144. Emb should urgently inform FonOff by note that as result of 
Embtel 162 Jan 26 FLC again raised with Army question of avail- 

| ability of automotive spare parts and was informed these parts not 
available from any surplus source. Emb may state informally to 
Vice Minister that any parts which may have been seen in Hawaii or 
Japan are normal Army stocks and are not available as surplus. Emb 
should press Yeh arrange with Bosey for early acceptance refund 
and cancellation contract. © 9 ee 

| | ae MARSHALL © 

711.93/1-2948: Telegram - ee oo 

| The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

| WASHINGTON, January 30, 1948—1 p. m. 

153. Third paragraph of your number 181 January 29* contains — 
expression “unless effective military assistance is forthcoming”. Just 
what do you mean by the word “effective”. — —_ | 

° Post, p. 464. .
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Are you referring to material, or to leadership, or to advice, or to 
wholesale removal of incompetent or venal commanders, or to Ameri- 
can troops, or to what? 

Are you considering long-range result of charge of United States. 
acceptance of responsibility for a military campaign with its inevi- 

| table international perils and probable tremendous demands of one 
kind or another ? | 

I understand the proposals of your no. 181 regarding civilian mat- 
ters but I am not clear as to military. Please give me your own per- 
sonal and individual reaction. | a 

| , MaRsHALL 

893.20 Missions/1-8148 : Telegram 

_ The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

_ Nanxrne, January 31, 1948—5 p. m. 
CT [Received January 31—9: 02 a. m.] 

) 193, Referring to your 153, January 30,1 p. m., I am convinced that 
we are so deeply involved already in Chinese affairs that we cannot 
avoid a certain share of responsibilities unless we promptly and com- 
pletely withdraw AAG and NAG* and all other forms of aid to 
China. This would result in disintegration of present government 
and rapid expansion of Communist influence. On other hand, I feel 
confident that the authorization given Gen. Barr in your 1436, Novem- 
ber 28, 5 p. m.,*? if understood as permitting over-all planning to meet 
actual situation and as assuring supply of material he deems necessary, 
will be sufficiently effective to accomplish our purpose. 

This would assume advice as to eliminating civil and military venal 
or incompetent personnel and other reforms intended to retain popular 
support without which no amount of American military or financial 
aid would be successful. There is in such a course an element of risk 

: but I believe it to be abundantly worth attempting and the alternative | 
seems to me unthinkable. General Barr would naturally keep you 
constantly informed so that any contemplated advice could be stopped 
if contrary to American global policy. On this basis we can reason- 
ably look for new hope and more initiative in self-help. 

The Generalissimo is probably aware of critical situation he is facing 
and would accept, however reluctantly, even unpalatable advice if he 
realized that further assistance were conditioned upon his acceptance. 

| | | | 7 : | STUART 

3 Army Advisory Group and Navy Advisory Group. 
= Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, p. 923. oo
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§93.24/2~348 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxgine, February 3, 1948—7 p. m. 

: [Received February 4—9: 01 a. m.] | 

913. In compliance with Deptel 144, January 28, 7 p. m., we deliv- 

ered note Foreign Office today to George Yeh, Vice Minister, stressing 

need for immediate acceptance of refund of $1,800,000 and cancellation 

contract for automotive spare parts. Yeh said he would take matter 

up immediately with Prime Minister and endeavor expedite authoriza- 

tion Bosey, Shanghai, accept refund and cancel contract. Difficulty 

was, he said, that money had been appropriated and if refund was 

accepted without special arrangements money would have to be | 

covered into Treasury and reappropriated before it could be used for 

other purposes. Government agencies concerned were very anxious to 

avoid this and find some way of leaving money in US where it could be 

re-expended. This desire to have money available for re-expenditure 

appears to have been prime motive behind Chinese refusal hitherto to 

accept refund. | 
STUART 

§93.24/2-648: Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: - | NANKING, February 6, 1948—8 p. m. 

| | [Received February 7—10 a. m. ] 

941. Cheng Chieh-min, Vice Minister National Defense, expressed 

to me today his worry over the evidence that functionaries of the 

Chinese Government in the US were being too cautious in dealing with 

our responses to Chinese requests in respect of military acquisitions. 

He said, and I confirm, that he is one of the few people who have | 

access to Generalissimo without prior appointment. He added that 

. Generalissimo had vested in him authority to effect necessary military 

acquisitions. 

We find possible confirmation in this in that in our conversations 

at Foreign Office, we have been told that Executive Yuan follows prac- 

tice of referring to Foreign Minister all applications for foreign ex- 

change for acquisition military supplies, with idea of centralizing 

control of procurement and reducing to minimum foreign exchange 

commitments, but that this procurement procedure has encountered 

difficulties from time to time when Generalissimo has specifically au- | 
thorized some agency to procure certain products and Executive Yuan 
and Foreign Office are placed in position of being mere rubber stamps. 

Cheng Chieh-min suggested that with his authorization from Gen-
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eralissimo acquisition of military supplies could be expedited and 

facilitated if direct contact could be established between him and 

OFLC. He suggested in this connection possibility of agreement in 

general terms between him and OFLC under broad terms of which 

individual acquisitions could be consummated. 

To us it seems that procurement methods of Chinese Government 

have been so confused that it would be desirable for us to encourage 

such centralization as that envisaged by Cheng Chieh-min. As we see 

it, one of the principal difficulties in the procurement situation has been 

the number of agencies involved, with the result that at any given 

moment the Chinese Government is unaware of its actual materiel 

position. | 
We wonder, therefore, whether with the arrival of General Barr * 

the opportunity may not present itself for centralizing and channeliz- 

ing future requests of the Chinese Government for assistance in pro- 

curement of military supplies. Barr’s expert advice should aid us 

materially in formulating over-all policy and in deciding upon specific 

requests. 

| May I suggest, therefore, that the Department give consideration 

to desirability of authorizing me to suggest to Generalissimo that | 

interests of China and US in this field might be served if he were 

to authorize Cheng Chieh-min to submit to Barr all future requests 

in military field in order that Barr may be in position to advise me 

as to recommendations I should make to my Government. This pro- 

cedure, or some variation of it, would seem to me highly desirable. 

In any event I should appreciate Department’s instructions as to 

the nature of reply I should make to Cheng Chieh-min. 

| : | . STUART 

893.00/2—748 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, February 7, 1948—9 p. m. 

| [Received February 7—4: 53 p. m.] 

253. Subject is... message from Mukden*™ ... with regard to 

ammunition supply problem Mukden area repeated to . . . Washing- 

ton via Shanghai 7 February and received by me by officer messenger 

same date. | | 
| Upon receipt this message I called interested members of my staff 

and General Barr together and, after much discussion, I called on 

33 Maj. Gen. David G. Barr, newly appointed Chief of the Army Advisory Group 

in China. 
* Not printed. 

429-525—73-——2 | |
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Generalissimo who, in answer to my questions, stated categorically 
and forcefully that he was determined to hold Mukden, Changchun 
and Kirin at all costs, that he was completely without ammunition to 
do so; that the ammunition made available in the Marianas could not _ 
arrive in time to be of use, and when available will be entirely inade- 
quate to meet requirements. With pipeline almost empty, he feels 
desperate need for ammunition for Manchuria immediately. 
We desire point out that the United States is entirely without 

firm information on ammunition situation Chinese Government 
armies. However, we feel shortage ammunition Manchuria very pos- — 
sibly as General Wei * and Generalissimo report. Also we feel con- 
tinued Government hold Manchuria not entirely matter of ammu- 
nition since Government forces there are over-extended and have lost 
initiative and by own admission Government is incapable opening 
land communication to Mukden area, so that all supply there through 
predictable future must be air lifted. ee 

Furthermore as we have commented before any further serious 
military losses by Government in Manchuria will have severe military 
and political repercussions elsewhere. If Communist. armies now 
operating Manchuria can be shifted south of Great Wall, it is diffi- 
cult to see how Government can retain any hold north of Yellow 
River. In other words, Government loss Manchuria may possibly be 
factor precipitating general military collapse. In addition it would 
seem to us, and General Barr concurs in this, that it would be far 
cheaper for us to support Generalissimo now in an attempt to main- | 
tain at least a foothold in Manchuria than to support possible later 
attempt on his part to regain this foothold. - 
We realize the reluctance in the Department to become involved in 

the military situation in China. As we have pointed out on numerous 
occasions in the past, however, we are already considered involved 
in the Government’s defeats and our prestige is already suffering. In 
the particular situation obtaining in Manchuria, our prestige is 
further involved in that the principal Government forces consist of 
5 American trained and equipped divisions. Any aid we give to | 
China, whether foodstuffs or assistance in rehabilitating the economy, 
is, in effect, indirectly assisting the military phases of the Govern- | 
ment’s activities. That aid will be wasted if the military position of 
the Government deteriorates to a point where its very existence is 
endangered. This will be the case unless we soon provide military | 
assistance to meet the immediate practical situation confronting the 
Government in Manchuria. | a a 

“Gen. Wei Li-huang, Acting Director of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek’s 
Headquarters in the Northeast and Commander in Chief of Northeast Bandit Suppression. Headquarters, 

| |
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‘I wish to reiterate that the situation really seems critical and I 

should appreciate being informed of the Department’s reaction. 

7 | STUART 

893.24/2-648 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasurneron, February 9, 1948—7 p. m. 

215. Although Dept has no great confidence in Gen Chen Cheng Kai- 

min it would no doubt be advantageous (Embtel 241 Feb 6) for 

Chinese to centralize purchases for acquisition of military supplies. 

However Dept considers this administrative matter for decision by 

Chinese sis | ns ne 

, | [Marsa | 

§93.20 Mission/1-3148 : Telegram | oo Ds | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| : | WasuHIncron, February 9, 1948—8 p. m. 

919, There has been and is no lack of awareness here of seriousness 

situation in China as described in urtels 252%” and 253 Feb 7 nor 

is there any lack of desire to take feasible action consistent with our 

overall interests and responsibilities toward assisting ChiGovt. I 

do not think however that such involvement as referred to urtel 193 

Jan 30 [81] places upon us responsibility for course and conduct 

of the civil war and maintenance of the regime nor on the other hand 

do I think we should withdraw all aid from China. Regardless of 

propaganda efforts respecting our role in China US has not assumed 

and cannot assume responsibilities which can be undertaken only by 

ChiGovt. Course advocated by you would in effect place upon us 

those very responsibilities which would make it virtually impossible 

for us to amend our course regardless of ChiGovt actions or of other 

circumstances. Once thus committed our freedom of action would be 

lost. | : | 

You evidently misunderstood meaning my 1436 Nov 28% re Gen 

Barr’s position. His advice to Gimo is to be given at latter’s request 

_ on personal, informal and confidential basis. As was stated in my 

1436 “I am however not willing that we should accept responsibility 

for Chinese strategic plans and operations.” His advice must not in 

any way imply US commitment to furnish military matériel for 

- operations resulting from acceptance his advice. There is at present 

no legal authority by which US can furnish such military matériel 

87 Vol. vir, p. 85. | | 

. * Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vi, p. 923. os | | |
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except Chinese can make purchases from FLC of limited surplus 
stocks now available and from Amer manufacturers. The foregoing 
should be made immediately clear to all concerned. 

| MarsHALL 

893.24 FLC/2-1348 | 

The Department of State to the Chinese E'mbassy 

. A1DE-MéMmorIre 

Reference is made to negotiations presently going on between repre- 
sentatives in Washington of the Chinese Government and the Field 
Commissioner for Military Programs, Office of the Foreign Liquida- 
tion Commissioner, for the purchase of combat aircraft under the 814 
Group Program. 

It is learned that spare parts for P-51 aircraft are in critical short- 
age. Manufacturers have discontinued production and when present 
stocks are exhausted there will be no more procurable. 

It is therefore suggested that if the Chinese Government plans to 
purchase P-51 aircraft under the 814 Group Program it would be well 
advised were it to take advantage of present limited availabilities to 
purchase an adequate amount of the spare parts in question. | 

WasHInoTon, February 11, 1948. 

893.24/2-1148 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State | 

Nanxina, February 11, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received February 12—4:16 a. m.] | 

278. We have again discussed with George Yeh, Vice Minister 
Foreign Office, cancellation contract for automotive spare parts, our 
213, February 3,7 p.m. Yeh says he will write us letter tomorrow 
agreeing cancellation contract and refund $1,800,000, but at instance 
army expressing hope our Government will assist in otbaining available 
spare parts in future to extent same value. Chinese Ambassador 
Washington is being instructed to accept refund. We will confirm 
upon receipt note. 

| | STUART . 

893.20 Missions/2-1148 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxrng, February 11, 1948—8 p. m. 
[Received February 11—8: 37 a. m.] 

280. I understand that the United States has responsibilities other _ 
than those in China and I shall be guided by your 212, February 9,
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8 p.m. In this connection, however, you may wish to see latest plea 
from Wei for ammunition. ... | 

| STUART 

893.24/2-1648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, February 16, 1948—noon. 
|Received February 16—9: 44 a. m.] 

302. Note agreeing cancellation contract for automotive spare parts. 
(Embtel 278, February 11, 6 p. m.) and requesting that $1,800,000 be 
returned to Chinese Embassy Washington received. Note expresses 
hope that returned funds can be used to acquire available surplus 
property on most favorable terms to be negotiated. Text by airmail.*! 

Sent Department 302, repeated Shanghai for OFLC as 129, Febru- 
ary 16, noon. | | 

STUART 

893.248/2-1848 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Far 
Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) 

| [Wasutneron,| February 18, 1948. 

_ As the Chinese Ambassador and Mr. Tsu-yee Pei were leaving Mr. 
Thorp’s * office, the former invited himself to talk with me in my 
office and Mr. Tsu-yee Pei came along but did not participate in the 
subsequent conversation. | 

After a number of pleasantries, Dr. Koo referred again to his 
request for further information as to what determination the Secre- _ 
tary had arrived at as regards the Chinese Government’s request for 

_ a credit of $100 million for arms purchases. I again said that as far 
as I knew the Secretary was still considering it and went on to point 
out the nature of the program presented to Congress today ** would 
free Chinese Government resources, which would otherwise be devoted 
to purchases of the products named in the bill, for use by the Chinese 
Government for arms or other materials. 

| Dr. Koo then went on to ask for the Department’s intervention in 
the negotiations now taking place with FLC regarding combat planes 
and he stressed (a) the urgency of their need and (6) the desirability 
of having the planes made available in the Western Pacific rather than 
in the United States. I agreed to look into the matter. 

* Not printed. | 
“ Willard L. Thorp, Assistant Secretary of State. 
* For correspondence on this subject, see pp. 442 ff.
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Dr. Koo also complained that having accelerated action on the 

Zone of the Interior 8-14 Group Program purchases and having signed 

the mass contract, the Chinese Government was still unable to take 

delivery of the repair depot equipment now boxed and ready for ship- 

ment in Honolulu. In this connection he emphasized that he had the 

money in Washington to pay for it. I also agreed to look into this 

matter. | 

893.24/2-1948 | 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Munitions Division (Cummins) to 

the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (ingwalt) 

| : , - .. [Wasuineton,] February 19, 1948. | 

In accordance with our conversation, there is attached hereto a 

statement “* showing arms, ammunition, military aircraft and air- 

craft parts which have been licensed for export from May 26, 1947 

through January 31, 1948. The total dollar value, as you will note 

on page 3, amounts to $9,406,358.92. All of these items, excepting the 

10,000,000 rounds of ammunition, were from commercial sources in 

this country. The 10,000,000 rounds, as you. know, 1s the 7.92 ammu- 

nition which was in the hands ofthe Army... __ 

MD has pending a license for the export of 600 20mm guns for 

the Chinese Air Force. The reason for holding this application 1s 

due to the fact that they are having difficulty in obtaining these guns 

from surplus or commercial sources. : | 

‘There is also shown ammunition sold to China by the Army under 

contract dated January 7, 1948, and other ammunition under transfer 

consideration by the Army, as well as material to be included in the © 

814 Program. c : 

Should you desire any further information on this subject, I will be 

glad to furnish it to you if it is available. a 

893.00/2—2448 : Telegram . . 

The Consul General at Mukden (Ward) to the Secretary of State 

a - _Muxven, February 24, 1948—4 p. m. 

os | [Received February 25—1: 35 p. m.] 

95. Wei Li-huang, who enjoys the acquaintance of General Mar- 
shall, requests following message be delivered to Secretary: 

“Am appealing to you to assist me in every way possible in my effort 
hold Northeast. Was sent Northeast too late hold area with forces — 

“ Not printed. : .
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and equipment now at my disposal. Desperately need ammunition 
for present troops and weapons and ammunition for Northeastern 
People’s Milita and cargo planes move equipment and supplies into 
Mukden. Without your support and American assistance I do not 
believe I shall be able hold Manchuria, but with them, together with 
additional troops from intramural China, I am confident I can restore 
communications in and drive Communists from south Manchuria.” 

| | _ Warp 

893.00/2—-2448 : Telegram | | . . . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a NanxING, February 24, 1948—8 p. m. 
[Received February 25—10: 36 a. m.] 

846. We have had preliminary discussions with General Barr on 
Mukden’s 120, February 19 ** and 121 February 20,*° regarding mili- 
tary and political situation Manchuria and hope to discuss general 
question with Generalissimo upon his return Nanking, expected Feb- 
ruary 27. Barr is, of course, handicapped by lack of knowledge of 
actual situation Manchuria. Our best information is that Wei is 
requesting the impossible in that there are not three armies available 
to send to his support and we have a suspicion he may be aware of 
this fact. We should appreciate any comments Department may see 
fit to make. — 

Generalissimo’s secretary has reiterated desperate need Chinese 
forces for .80 and .45 ammunition and has queried whether it would 
be possible to declare surplus such ammunition, and possibly other 
needed war supplies in Japan theater and in Philippines. When 
he was told of our commitments to Philippines, he argued rather 
cogently that such ammunition, which might be declared surplus in 
Philippines today, could be used much more effectively in the interest 
of Philippines by meeting actual urgent need in Manchuria and 
preventing China from going Communist with resulting jeopardy to 
Philippine security than it would be if held to protect Philippines 

~ against some possible future contingency. He wondered whether we 
could not use our influence to persuade Philippine Government of the 
validity of this argument. Also he thought similar supplies in Japan 
should be much more valuable to the US in meeting immediate China 
problem than if held in reserve for some future need in Japan. There 
is continuing and convincing evidence that Chinese need for ammuni- 
tion is real and urgent and we should appreciate Department’s com- 
ments on the above. 

| | STUART , 

“ Sent to the Department as telegram No. 88, vol. vit, p. 97. 
“Sent to the Department as telegram No. 89, ibid., p. 103. |
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$03.24/2-2448 

The Secretary of the Army (Royall) to the Secretary of State 

WasuinetTon, 24 February 1948. 

Dear Mr. Srcrerary: Events of the past few weeks affecting China, 

especially in Manchuria, have again highlighted the need for ammuni- 

tion by the Chinese Government. Little can be done by the Depart- 

ment of the Army to improve the situation quickly. As you know, 

the Surplus Property Act,*’ which is time consuming in its application, | 

is the only real authority now existing to permit the transfer of muni- 

tions to China in any quantity. 

The status of the transfer, since the lifting of restriction on military 

items, of ammunition to the Chinese under the Surplus Property Act 

is summarized below : 

| a. In the Marianas there are 3,864 tons of ammunition transferred 

to the Chinese Government which have been available for movement 

to China from Saipan since 7 January 1948. 
b. There are an additional 59,462 tons of ammunition at the follow- 

ing locations, available for sale through OFLC to the Chinese 

Government : 

Marianas (Saipan and Tinian) 14, 696 tons 
Hawai 17, 266 tons 
Okinawa | 27,500 tons (estimated) 

It appears that the problem now, in the main, is that of transporting 

the ammunition to China. The Chinese Government apparently is 

without the means to effect early movement of the above tonnage. _ 

The Department of the Army, in order to assist the Chinese Govern- 

ment in moving this ammunition to China, has neither the authority 

to participate, nor the funds required to defray handling and trans- 

portation costs. : 

I trust that the above will serve to clarify the position of the 

Department of the Army in this matter. 

Sincerely yours, / Kennetu C. Roy ayy 

[Enclosure] 

Memorandum by the Director of Plans and Operations of the Army 

General Staff (Wedemeyer) to the Chief of Staff (Eisenhower) 

| WASHINGTON, 18 February 1948. 

Subject: Status of Ammunition for Transfer to the Chinese Govern- 
ment 

Discussion | 

1. A grand total of 63,326 tons of surplus ammunition has been 

earmarked for transfer to the Chinese Government. Of the total, 

“” Approved October 3, 1944; 58 Stat. 765.
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OFLC has completed contracts with the Chinese Government for 3,864 

tons (Inclosure 4£1).* The remaining 58,462 tons have been declared 

surplus by the Department of the Army to OFLC or is now in the 

process of declaration. All of this ammunition is located in Saipan, 

Tinian, Hawaii and Okinawa. The removal from its present location 

and shipment to China is a responsibility of the Chinese Government. 

2. Marianas | 
a. An open end surplus sales contract was negotiated by OFLC in 

Shanghai and signed by the Chinese Government on 7 January 1948 

for ammunition in the Marianas. The initial transfer under this 

| contract involved 3,374.7 tons of ground type ammunition and 489.3 | 

tons of aviation type ammunition, the latter applicable to the 814 

Group Program, all of which is located in Saipan. (Itemized list 

by type and quantity is attached as Inclosure #1.) A Chinese ship 

and labor to commence removal of this ammunition was scheduled 

for arrival at Saipan on 30 January 48. Neither ship nor labor had 

arrived at Saipan as of 3 February and no report of arrival has been 

received to date. 
b. (1) On 15 January the Department of the Army, by radio to 

CinCFE,® directed that 725 tons of 100 pound bombs be declared 

_. surplus. 125 tons of 100 pound bombs are located in Saipan and 600 

tons are located in Tinian (See Inclosure #2). Declaration forms 

are now being prepared by MarBo.” OFLC will negotiate the trans- 

fer contract upon receipt of the completed declaration forms. This 
ammunition is applicable to the 814 Group Program. __ 

(2) In addition to the 100 pound bombs, there are 5,850 tons of 

250 and 500 pound bombs located in Saipan and 7,225 tons of similar 

types located in Tinian all of which is also applicable to the 814 Group 
Program. Although available for declaration as surplus on 15 Janu- 

ary 1948 with the 100 pound bombs, declaration of the 250 and 500 

pound bombs is being withheld, at the request of the State Depart- 

ment, until specifically requested by the Chinese Government. (An 
itemized list of this ammunition, by type, quantity and location is 

attached as Inclosure #2) 
c. On 3 February 1948, the Department of the Army by radio to 

CinCFE, ordered the declaration of an additional 896.41 tons of artil- 

lery ammunition (See Inclosure #3). Upon completion of the dec- 
laration forms, now being processed by MarBo. OFLC will add this 
transfer to the open end contract signed on 7 January 1948 and men- 

tioned in paragraph 2 a above. 
3. Hawaii. <A total of 16,266 tons of ammunition in Hawaii is 

| *’ Subenclosures 1-4 not printed. | 
* Commander in Chief, Far East (MacArthur). 
© Marianas-Bonin Command.
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available for transfer to the Chinese Government (See Inclosure #4). 
1,266 tons were declared surplus by Department of the Army radio to 

~ComGen USArPac *™ on 19 January 1948. An additional 15,000 tons 
were declared surplus by Department of the Army radio to ComGen 
USArPac on 11 February 1948. Declaration forms are being pre- 
pared in Hawaii and will be forwarded to Department of the Army | 
upon completion. OFLC upon receipt of the declaration forms, and 
State Department approval, will negotiate the sales contract in Wash- 
ington with representatives of the Chinese Government. —_ 

4. Okinawa. CinCFE has notified the Department of the Army that 
a quantity of ammunition estimated roughly as 27,500 tons is available 
in Okinawa. The types, exact quantities and serviceability are. un- 
known. CinCFE has stated that a 100% inspection would be neces- __ 

| sary before executing declaration forms. Department of the Army 
has instructed CinCFE to determine if sale of this ammunition in bulk 
is acceptable to OFLC and the Chinese Government. If answer is 
affirmative, the 27,500 tons will be declared surplus by Department of 
the Army, and OFLC, if State Department then approves, will nego- 
tiate a bulk contract in Shanghai for the entire amount. 

d. Zone of Interior. ‘The Department of the Army has prepared 
and delivered to Olin Industries, Inc., a contract for the exchange 
of 6.5 million rounds of caliber .50 ammunition from U. S. Army 
stocks in return for a quantity of newly manufactured ammunition. 
Olin Industries is arranging resale of the 6.5 million rounds to the 
Chinese Government. The ammunition from U. S. Army stocks is 
Armor Piercing, Incendiary and Tracer linked in ratio 2-2-1, and is 
packed ready for overseas shipment. Olin Industries will sign the 
contract with the Army upon receipt in writing from the Bureau of 
Internal Revenue, the exact amount of the excise tax payable on the 
ammunition to be manufactured and returned to the Army. <A Chi- 
nese representative has indicated willingness to accept the price which 
Olin Industries expects to offer to his government. Olin will com- 
plete the separate contract with the Chinese Purchasing Agent follow- 
ing signature of the contract with the Army. It is expected that the 

contracts will be signed on Tuesday, 17 February 1948. Delivery of 
the ammunition at U. S. Army depots to transportation, arranged 
by Olin for the Chinese, is expected to commence within 10 days fol- 
lowing the signing of the two contracts. 

6. Completion of contracts for transfer of the remaining 58,462 
tons of surplus ammunition may be quickened with the negotiation 
of a contract by OFLC for sale of this remainder as bulk. This 
would eliminate the necessity of the time consuming preparation of 

* U.S. Army, Pacific. , | | -
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declaration forms which at present itemize in detail all supplies trans- 

ferred by each contract. Further, the negotiation of contracts by 

OFLC and the transfer dates of ammunition stocks would be consid- 

erably advanced if initially there is an “open end” contract negotiated 

for this transfer in bulk of surplus ammunition. This procedure, if 

established, would be the appropriate action of the State Department 

which is responsible for the policies governing operations of OFLC. 

7. To further expedite the delivery of surplus ammunition to China 

by increasing the degree of assistance the Department of the Army 

has neither funds nor the appropriate authority. 

a. For the Department of the Army to assist in delivery to the 

inainland of China, ammunition already transferred to Chinese 

ownership, there would be required, in addition to an allocation of 

funds, either legislation or an Executive Directive giving the 

necessary authority. 

b. It is considered that the Department of the Army has authority 

to transport surplus U. S. military supplies to any location prior to 

relinquishing ownership. The delivery of surplus ammunition to the 

mainland of China prior to transferring ownership to the Chinese 

Government would require, however, | 

. (1) An allocation of funds to the Department of the Army for 

transportation and handling costs, and | 

(2) National policy with respect to military aid for China that 

would permit the Department of the Army to transport surplus mili- 

tary supplies to China for sale to the Chinese Government. 

Conclusions | 

8. In view of the foregoing, it is concluded that: 

a. Contractual negotiations with the Chinese Government can be 

expedited by Department of State policy direction to OFLC permit- 

ting transfer of surplus ammunition without prior lengthy prepara- 

tion of declaration forms. oe 

b. The Department of the Army can render assistance in delivery 

to the Chinese Mainland, surplus ammunition already transferred to 

Chinese ownership, only if: | 

(1) Given appropriate authority through legislation or an Execu- 

tive Directive; 
- (2) Funds are made available to the Department of the Army 

proportional to the degree of assistance to be rendered. 

c. The Department of the Army can expedite delivery to China, 

surplus ammunition not yet transferred to the ownership of the 

Chinese Government, provided: 

(1) Funds are made available to the Department of the Army for 

transportation and handling costs. :
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(2) The Department of the Army receives a national policy state- 
ment that will permit transporting of military supplies to China for 
sale to the Chinese Government. | 

d. In the absence of appropriate funds and authority as described 
in paragraphs 8 b and 8 ¢ supra, the movement of surplus ammunition — 
to China will follow transfer of ownership and will be entirely in the 
hands of the Chinese Government. 

Recommendation 

9. It is recommended that the attached letter to the Secretary of 
State * be presented to the Secretary of the Army for signature. 

| A. C. WEDEMEYER 
| | | | Lt. General, GSC 

893.24 /2-2648 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of 
Chinese Affairs (Ringwalt) | 

[Wasuinoton,] February 26, 1948. 
Participants: Dr. Shao-Hwa Tan, Minister, Chinese Embassy | 

a - Mr. Butterworth, FE | | 
Mr. Ringwalt, CA : | : 

Dr. Tan called at Mr. Butterworth’s office at four o’clock this after- 
noon by appointment to discuss a number of problems of mutual inter- 
est and took the occasion to review the recent efforts of the Chinese 
Government to obtain munitions in this country. 

Dr. Tan referred to the two detailed memoranda of November 4, 
1947 and December 23, 1947 which his Embassy had sent to the 
Department outlining the needs of the Chinese Government for arms — 
and munitions. He said that it was his understanding that copies of : 
these memoranda had been sent to the Department of the Army. 

Dr. Tan expressed gratification that since the presentation of the 
above memoranda considerable progress had been made. He referred : 
specifically to the signing of the contracts in connection with the 814 | 
Group Program, the purchase of the 150 C-46 aircraft and the ammu- 
nition deal at Saipan. Notwithstanding the completion of these con- 
tracts, however, Dr. Tan expressed the opinion that in certain respects 
the efforts of the Chinese Government to obtain munitions were being 
frustrated by unnecessarily protracted negotiations. He referred in 
particular to the Olin Industries deal, the contract for which had been 
signed on December 9, 1947, but in view of its complicated nature 
had not been finally cleared until 4:00 p. m. on F ebruary 95, 1948. 

? Dated 24 February 1948, p. 18. : 
" Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, pp. 913 and 934, respectively. |
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He also brought up the question of the combat aircraft still due 
under the 814 Group Program and the delay in the transfer of the 
aircraft engine overhaul plant in Hawaii. With respect to the former 
he pointed out that there was a considerable difference of opinion 
between the Chinese Air Force, the United States Army Air Force 
in Washington, and the Army Advisory Group as to the number of 
aircraft still to be transferred under the Program. He said that the 
Department of the Air Force had agreed to explore the possibility of 
obtaining surplus aircraft for this Program from the Pacific. 
With regard to the aircraft engine overhaul plant, Dr. Tan stated 

that his Government was particularly anxious to obtain this equipment 
but that final negotiations have not yet been completed for its shipment 
to China. He said that in the past it had been found helpful for the 
various representatives concerned of the Armed Forces, the Depart- 
ment of State and the Chinese Government to confer together and he 
recommended that in order to expedite action similar conferences be 
held on outstanding questions. 
_Mr. Butterworth replied that with respect to conclusion of contracts 

for the purchase of munitions the Chinese representatives themselves 
should shoulder a certain responsibility. He pointed out that whereas 
the ban on export licenses of ammunition destined for China had been 

. lifted in May 1947 it was not until after he had spoken to General 
Pee * in September that the Chinese had displayed any interest in the 
purchase of arms in this country. 

With respect to the memoranda submitted by the Chinese Embassy __ 
on their need for munitions Mr. Butterworth said that we had re- 
quested the Department of the Army to investigate thoroughly the 

_ problem of surplus munitions which might be made available for trans- 
fer to the Chinese Government and that he hoped to communicate with 
the Chinese Embassy shortly in regard to this matter. 

With regard to the discrepancy in the number of planes due for 
transfer to China under the 814 Group Program, Mr. Butterworth sug- 
gested that these were factual matters which the various agencies con- 
cerned should be able to work out satisfactorily. 

Mr. Butterworth said that the Department would be glad to call 
meetings of representatives of the agencies concerned with transfer of 
munitions to China whenever it was likely such meetings would serve 
a useful purpose. 

Mr. Ringwalt informed Dr. Tan that he had been advised by the 
Department of the Air Force that there were no combat aircraft in the 
Pacific surplus to the needs of our armed forces, and that any aircraft 
to be delivered under the 814 Group Program would therefore have to 

“ Brig. Gen. Peter T. K. Pee, Chinese Military Attaché.
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come from the United States. He said that he had been informed that 

because of prior commitments, lack of competent personnel, and the in- 

evitable deterioration of aircraft in storage, it was the view of the Air 

Force that the combat aircraft could not be delivered before six to 

eight months. He volunteered that he was recommending to the De- 

partment of the Air Force that an equivalent number of combat air- 

craft be substituted for the bombers which were called for in the 814 

Group Program but which were in short supply and therefore 

unavailable. oe On 

With respect to the shipment of the aircraft engine overhaul plant, 

Mr. Ringwalt explained that according to Colonel Kingman, Military 

Programs Field Commissioner, FLC, final arrangements had been 
held up pending the receipt of an estimate by the authorities concerned _ 
in Hawaii as to the-cost of moving the equipment to the dock at. 
Honolulu. He said that he had just received information from 
Colonel Kingman to the effect that this estimate had now reached 
Washington and that instead of the customary 15 percent procurement. 
cost deposit required of purchasers of surplus property, in this in- 
stance the Chinese Government would be required to pay only about ~ 
6.24%. Mr. Ringwalt stated that it was his understanding that final 

- arrangements could now be completed. =| | So | | 

| | Soe  Alrraur]| R. Rl inewarr] 

893.24/2-2648 a | ) 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Chinese 
| | — Affairs (Ringwait) - : 

| [Wasuineron,] February 26, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. Shao-Hwa Tan, Minister, Chinese Embassy 
| _ Mr. Butterworth, FE | - Oo | 

a Mr. Ringwalt, CA a 

Dr.-Tan called at Mr. Butterworth’s office at four o’clock this after- 
noon by appointment to discuss a variety of subjects, including a — 
request made by. the Kwangsi Provincial Government for arms and. 
ammunition. | | - a 

_ Dr. Tan stated that he had received a telephone call from Mr. 
Margrave of MD * in regard to a letter which the Department of 
State had received from the Commercial Commodities Company, Inc.,. 

- of Los Angeles, in regard to a request made by the Kwangsi Pro- 
| vincial Government for a supply of small arms and ammunition. He 

said that Mr. Margrave indicated that he had called at the request. 

* Robert N. Margrave, Munitions Control Office of the Munitions Division. 
* Not printed. | oe
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of Mr. Ringwalt to ascertain whether this transaction had the approval 

of the Chinese Embassy. Dr. Tan added that he had sent a wire 

to his Foreign Office for instructions. He expressed appreciation for 

the cooperation of the Department and requested that all future cases 
of this nature be referred to his Embassy for approval as such a 
procedure would tend to keep arms and munitions from falling into 

the hands of unauthorized persons. 

893.24/2-2448 | | 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of the Army (Loyall) 

| | | Wasuineron, March 1, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secrerary: I have received your letter of February 24, 
1948, and welcome the information contained therein to the effect 
that further substantial tonnages of ammunition have been located 
which can be made available for sale through OFLC to the Chinese 
Government. I am taking steps to facilitate the consummation of 
these sales. | | 

| I appreciate the difficulties under which the Department of the 
Army is operating in determining the surpluses which can appro- 
priately be made available to the Chinese Government. At the same 
time I believe that every effort should be made to make these deter- 

- minations and to make surplus disposal of such supplies and equip- 
ment as may be useful to the Chinese. I have particularly in mind 
the desirability of determining to what extent Chinese requirements, 

as set forth in the lists mentioned in Mr. Lovett’s letter of December 
81, 1947,°7 can be met from stocks surplus to the Army’s needs and 
where such surplus material is located. | | 

With reference to your question whether the Chinese Government 
should be supplied with bombs larger than 100 pounds, this Depart- 
ment has been informally advised by the Chinese Embassy that it is 
the intention. of the Chinese Government to utilize such large bombs 
for salvage purposes. | | 

- Faithfully yours, G. C. MarsHALh 

893.24/3-148 :Telegram | | | 

, The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) _ 

| Wasuineton, March 1, 1948—6 p. m. 

822. Supplementary surplus property agreement covering sale air- 
craft engine overhaul plant equipment Hawaii signed Feb 28 and 

° Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, p. 988. | |
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payment received. (Sent Nanking as 322 repeated Shanghai as 370.) 
Movement from Hickam Field depot to port will be made on request 

of Chinese authorities. : 
| MarsHALL 

893.00/2-2448 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasuineTon, March 1, 1948—6 p. m. 

323. 1. Please instruct ConGen Mukden to convey orally to Gen 
Wei Li Huang a courteous acknowledgment his message contained 
Mukden’s 95 Feb 24,4 p.m. Also pass on to him apropos Mukden’s 
89 Feb 20° and your 3846 Feb 24, 8 p. m. info contained in pars. & 

~ and 8 which he can orally draw upon in his conversation with Gen Wei. 
At same time you should make clear to ConGen that only legal means 
by which USGovt can assist ChiGovt in obtaining military equipment 
and ammunition from this country is to issue export licenses covering 
commercial purchases by ChiGovt from Amer manufacturers and by 
sale by FLC to ChiGovt of material and ammunition declared surplus 
to US Army’s needs. You should also apprise Ward of reasons why 
it is impossible to comply with any such suggestion as use of 200 
Army planes to deliver supplies into Mukden. You should also indi- 
cate to Ward impropriety of US Govt taking action on basis personal 
requests from individual Chi generals in field. | 

2. Surplus ammo being loaded Chi ship now at Saipan includes 
following items: | 

80 cal AP 12, 783, 000 rds, 481.4 tons; 
.80 cal tracer 8, 742, 000 rds, 320.4 tons; 
60 MM Mortar 100, 000 rds, 226.0 tons. 

Efficient utilization by ChiGovt of its air facilities should be sufficient 
effect rapid air transport from port of arrival to Northeast. For your 
info Gen Brown FLC, recently returned from Manila, is of opinion 
that PhilGovt has little if any small arms ammo excess to their current 
requirements. So far as stocks in Japan are concerned we understand 
they are committed to other programs. However Army has now 
‘found in Saipan, Tinian, Hawaii and Okinawa ammo which it can 
declare surplus to its needs which may amount to as much as 60,000 
tons. Exact types and quantities not yet known. Arrangements will 
proceed as speedily as possible. | 

3. Dept informed first group of 150 C-46’s purchased by Chi have 
been flown to West Coast for final reconditioning before onward flight. 

* Vol. vu, p. 103.
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ChiEmb has completed arrangements for balance of planes to be 
removed from storage and readied for flight to reconditioning depots. 

| MarsHALL 

§93.24/1-8148 a 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Far 
 EBastern Affairs (Butterworth) 

[WasHINGeTON, | March 2, 1948. 

At my request the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs tele- 
phoned Dr. Tan on March 1 and asked him to call upon me today. 

I informed Dr. Tan that the Department of State had now received 
official confirmation from the Department of the Army of the pre- 
liminary estimates of ammunition available in Saipan, Tinian, 
Okinawa, and Hawaii which the Secretary had referred to in his 
testimony before the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House of 
Representatives on February 20.59 Now that the Army had officially 
notified the Department that it would declare this ammunition surplus 
to its needs the OFLC had been similarly informed. I gave Dr. Tan 
the main breakdown and in response to his request indicated that I 
would take steps to supply him with details which might not be wholly 
accurate regarding the types and quantities available in Saipan, _ 
Tinian, and Hawaii. As regards Okinawa I pointed out that the 
total named constituted merely a rough estimate. 

I took this occasion to cast a fly over Dr. Tan in the matter of 
certain information contained in Mr. Bullitt’s © testimony today be- 
fore the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House “ a good deal of 
which was clearly based on information obtained from the Chinese 
Embassy. I said to Dr. Tan that I had heard at lunch in the Metro- 
politan Club that Mr. Bullitt had vouchsafed the fact that the Chinese 
had not been officially informed of the information which I was now 
conveying to him and which Mr. Ringwalt had yesterday arranged 
this appointment for the purpose of conveying to the Chinese Em- 
bassy, and I wondered whether he could throw any light on how Mr. 
Bullitt came into possession of information regarding such negotia- 
tions between our two Governments. Dr. Tan was obviously some- 
what at loss as to how to meet this query and from my knowledge 
of him I should say that he was not inclined to approve tactics of this 
kind. By way of reply he merely said that when Mr. Bullitt’s article 

* United States Foreign Policy for a Post-War Recovery Program: Hearings 
before the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, 80th Congress, 2d sess. (Wash- 
ington, Government Printing Office, 1948), pt. 2, pp. 1545 ff. . 

° William ©. Bullitt, former Ambassador in the Soviet Union and in France. 
soe te States Foreign Policy for a Post-War Recovery Program, pt. 2, pp. 

429-525 —73——_3
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had appeared in Life he had learned many things which he had not 
previously known himself. | 

I took this occasion also to call Dr. Tan’s attention to the fact that, 
although the Embassy had purchased houses and buildings from 
private individuals in accordance with the terms of the Surplus Prop- | 
erty Agreement of August 30, 1946,” it had not yet received the titles 
for the properties specified in the Annex to that agreement and other 
properties purchased which were in the ownership of a Chinese Gov- 
ernment entity (Embtel 190, January 31, 10:00 a. m.*). I referred 
to the undertaking of the Chinese Government to make the requisite 
transfers “promptly”. I also pointed out that, although the delay 
was no doubt merely a technical oversight, it was causing embarrass- 
ment to the Office of Foreign Buildings in its dealings with the 
Appropriation Committees, and under existing statutes the Depart- 
ment was limited in the matter of repairs, et cetera, as regards prop- 
erties the titles of which were not vested in the United States. 

Before leaving Dr. Tan asked whether the Department would again 
look into the possibility of supplying the combat planes due under 
the 814 Group Program from Pacific sources. He indicated that, 
although the Embassy had been informed that in response to a query 
from the Department General MacArthur had stated that no such 

_ planes were available as surplus in his theater, the Chinese authorities 
had informally learned from individual Army officers in the Depart- 
ment of the Army that in their opinion, if the authorities in Wash- 
ington would be prepared to supply in due course more or less new 
planes from the United States to General MacArthur, he would be 
prepared to make available serviceable although somewhat used 
planes from his command. I said I would have his suggestion looked 
into. 

893.24/3-248 

Lhe Director of the Office of Far Kastern Affairs (Butterworth) to 
the Director of Plans and Operations of the Army General Staff 
(Wedemeyer) | 

| [Wasnineron,] March 2, 1948. 
My Dear Genera, Wepemeyer: Reference is made to my letter © 

of December 16, 1947 * in regard to arrangements for the transfer to 
China of surplus ammunition located in the Marianas, and to the 
Secretary of the Army’s top secret letter of February 24, 1948 in 
regard to additional stocks of surplus ammunition located in various 

* Report to Congress on Foreign Surplus Disposal, October 1946, p. 40. * Not printed. ) 
“* Missing from Department files.
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bases in the Pacific. As indicated in the Secretary of State’s letter 
of March 1, 1948 the Department of State is taking steps to facilitate 
the sale of this ammunition to China. Arrangements should now be 
consummated by the Department of the Army to effect the transfer 
to China of the stocks referred to in Secretary Royall’s letter of 
February 24, 1948. 

) This authorization should likewise be considered as covering any 
additional stocks which may be declared surplus in these bases or other 
bases in the Pacific. 

The OFLC on December 16, 1947 was authorized to accept for 
transfer to China surplus stocks in foreign areas and the Zone of 
the Interior, including Hawaii. 

Sincerely yours, _ W. Wauron Burrerworru | 

-893.24/3-348 : Telegram / 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State : 

| Nanxine, March 3, 1948—4 p. m. 
[ Received March 8—9: 06 a. m.] 

400. In taking inventory possible surplus ammunition Saipan, 
Tinian, Hawaii, Okinawa, Deptel 323, March 1, 6 p. m., may we sug- 
gest desirability screening small arms ammunition first and declaring 
such ammunition surplus to FLC in each locality as availability 
ascertained rather than waiting for completion entire inventory. 
Need is urgent and every possible means expedite action necessary. 

STUART 

— $93.24/3—348 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| Wasutineron, March 4, 1948—5 p. m. 
345. Action recommended urtel 400 Mar. 3 approved and will be 

adopted. Chinese Emb has been informed of FLC’s readiness to open 
negotiations for purchase surplus ammo Hawaii and Pacific, Despite 
repeated requests by Chinese Emb for surplus ammo and advance | 
notice given Chinese Emb informally of likelihood that ammo in 
question would be available,. Chinese Emb now states that no Chinese 
rep here empowered to negotiate purchase Hawaii surplus and it is | 
requesting instructions. Please recommend prompt action by FonOff 
and at same time suggest that Chinese Govt begin making shipping 
arrangements for moving supplies to China. 
FLC instruction to Luboshez regarding Pacific surplus went for- 

ward yesterday. : 

MarsHaLn
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$98.24 /12-2347 | 

The Depariment of State to the Chinese Embassy 

MEMORANDUM | 

Responsive to the Chinese Embassy’s memoranda of November 4, 
1947 and December 23, 1947 ® with which were transmitted lists of 
military supplies urgently needed by the Chinese Government, the 
Department of State encloses three lists prepared by the Department 
of the Army “ indicative of the amount and type of ammunition in 
Hawaii and the Pacific now available for purchase by the Chinese Gov- 
ernment through surplus channels. It should be understood that a 
portion of this ammunition may upon inspection prove to be unserv- 
iceable or unstable and that the final tonnages available for purchase 
by the Chinese Government may thus be considerably less than those 
listed in the attached enclosures. | 

It is learned that there are additional quantities of surplus ammuni- 
tion located in Okinawa. A preliminary survey indicates that these 
stocks may total approximately 27,500 tons. The Chinese Govern- 
ment will be furnished figures on tonnages and types of this ammuni- 
tion as soon as available. 

There is also enclosed a list * of the surplus ammunition at Saipan 
which was transferred to the Chinese Government under the contract 
of January 7, 1948. : 

WasHineton, March 4, 1948. 

893.20 Missions/2-1148 

The Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) to 
the Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China (Clark) 

WasuHineTon, March 8, 1948, 

Dear Lewis: In connection with your telegram no. 280 of February 
11, I have been asked to reiterate and emphasize to you the reasoning 
upon which the Secretary’s telegram no. 212 of February 9 was based. 
If you will read this telegram again, particularly the last three sen- 
tences of the first paragraph, you will note that it is not merely pred- 
icated upon the requirements of meeting United States responsibili- 
ties, actual and potential, in other areas of the world although these 
are and will be large and increasing. It is in large part predicated 
upon the undesirability of the United States assuming responsibilities 
and commitments in China which in themselves would inevitably 

© Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, pp. 918 and 934, respectively. 
* None printed. 
*’ Not printed. |
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destroy our freedom of action and impose upon the United States 
burdens which it cannot bear and dangers which it should not, in 
present circumstances, risk. 

I enclose a copy of the prepared statement which the Secretary made 
in the Executive Sessions to the Foreign Relations Committees of the 
House and Senate.* At both sessions, he elaborated on this statement 
at various points and, of course, in replying to questions put to him by 
members of the Committees. 

I cannot overemphasize the confidential character of this document. 
I do not think it should leave the Chancellery. At the same time, I 
hope you will find means of showing it to Jack Cabot ® and to other 
principal collaborators and assistants. — 

As ever, | W. Watton ButTrerwortTH 

$93.24/8-1148 : Telegram : 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a | Nanxine@, March 11, 1948—11 a. m. 
[Received March 11—3: 22 a. m.} 

445. For Butterworth from Clark. In casual conversation Admiral 
Badger ComNavWesPac” indicated willingness and ability to make 
available to China urgently needed ammunition landed China’s stock- 
pile, say Shanghai, from sources within his command making replace- 
ments from trans-Pacific pipeline. Specifically he suggests possibil- 
ity loading US ammunition located Philippines on inter-island vessel 
for shipment China theater and declaring it surplus en route thus mak- 
ing it available to China on arrival China port. 

Suggest you may wish canvass this possibility with Navy Depart- 
ment. Badger has agreed this approach and will welcome inquiry 
from Navy. [Clark.] 

| | STUART 

711.00111 Armament Control/1-—2948 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert N. Margrave, of the Munitions Division 

[Wasuineron,| March 17, 1948. 
The Munitions Division received a letter from the Commercial Com- 

modities Company, Inc.,” of Los Angeles with respect to an inquiry 
from the Kwangsi Government, south China, for a quantity of muni- 

® Post, p. 479. 
*° John M. Cabot, Consul General at Shanghai. 
” Vice Adm. Oscar C. Badger, Commander, U. 8S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific. 
™ Not printed.
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tions, including 5,000 TSMG,” 2,000 .22 caliber carbines, 1,000 .45 
caliber Colt automatics, 2,000 .38 caliber revolvers, and ammunition 
for these. In response to a memorandum, Mr. Ringwalt, CA, stated 
that, while he perceived no objection to the sale of this matériel to the 
Kwangsi Provincial Government, that approval was contingent upon 
the approval of the Chinese Embassy. 

Accordingly on February 24, 1948, I contacted General Pee, Chinese 
Military Attaché, and Dr. Tan, Minister at the Chinese Embassy. 
They informed me that they were most desirous of checking this mat- 
ter with their own Government and requested that the Department 
hold up action on the request until they had an opportunity to make 
that check. It was agreed that General Pee would inform me of the 
result of the investigation within two weeks. | 

On March 10, 1948, General Pee informed me that the Chinese 
Government and Embassy does not approve of the proposed munitions 
export to the Kwangsi Government and requested the cooperation of 
the Department in not approving such an export. I informed him 
that the Department was very glad to receive this information and 
would proceed accordingly. | : 

§93.24/3-1748 | 

The Chinese Minister (Tan) to the Chief of the Division of Chinese 
Affairs (Ringwalt) 

| Wasuineton, March 17, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Rinewatr: Confirming my conversation with you over 
the phone on the 15th instant that my Government is in need of the 
250 pounds, 300 pounds and 500 pounds bombs located at Saipan and 
Tinian, I am directed by the Ambassador to request that they be 
declared surplus and made available to us. Kindly communicate 
this information to the appropriate authorities. I am also instructed 

| to express that it will be greatly appreciated if the list for the surplus 
ammunition located in Okinawa would be sent to us as soon as possible. 

Regarding the items of equipment for the 814 Group Program for 
the Chinese Air Force under the Supplementary Agreement No. W- 
ANL(MP-1)-853 China 2 (1P), I should like to take this oppor- 
tunity to inform you that General Mow’s office received on the 16th _ 
instant a cable from his representative, Major Hu, to the effect that 
no documents had been received as yet by the United States Depot 
officials in Hawaii and that it was impossible to make the first ship- 
ment on the boat scheduled to sail on the 22nd instant as expected. 
Major Hu has also indicated in another communication that a number 

” Thompson Submachine Guns.
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of heavy boxes containing many of such items of equipment have been 
left in the open air and that according to his observation the contents 
must have been seriously affected by weather conditions. I under- 
stand General Mow’s office has communicated with Colonel Allen F. 
Kingman about this matter. 

Yours sincerely, SH40-Hwa Tan 

893.24/3-1848 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (Ring- 
walt) to the Director of the Office of Far Fastern Affairs (Butter- 
worth) 

a [Wasutnetron,] March 18, 1948. 

The Department of the Army, in its letter of February 24, 1948, 
stated that, in addition to the ammunition in the Marianas already 
transferred to the Chinese Government, there were “an additional 
59,462 tons of ammunition at the following locations, available for 
sale through OFLC to the Chinese Government: | 

- Marianas (Saipan and Tinian) 14, 696 tons 
Hawaii 17, 266 tons 
Okinawa 97,500 tons 

(estimated) ”. 

The penultimate paragraph of this letter is as follows: “It appears 
that the problem now, in the main, is that of transporting the ammu- 
nition to China. The Chinese Government apparently is without the 
means to effect early movement of the above tonnage. The Depart- 
ment of the Army, in order to assist the Chinese Government in mov- 
ing this ammunition to China, has neither the authority to participate, 
nor the funds required to defray handling and transportation costs.” 
From this paragraph it would appear that it is the intent of the De- 
partment of the Army to place upon the Department of State the 
responsibility for initiating action in support of a program which 
would place on this Government the responsibility for the handling 
and transportation of the ammunition. 

I have discussed with General Brown of FLC the feasibility of 
utilizing the special deposit of $25,000,000 provided under the terms 
of the Surplus Property Agreement with China. It is his opinion, 
however, that the pertinent clauses of the Agreement preclude any 
use of this deposit. According to paragraph ¢ of Article 3 this de- 
posit is to be used “in accomplishing the transfer of the property sold 
hereby”. Article 1 reads in part as follows: *“. . . the United States 
sells... property ... surplus to its needs except air-craft (and) 
nondemilitarized combat material... .” 

® Omissions indicated in the original.
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It would seem pertinent to review briefly the capabilities of the 

Chinese Government itself to move the surplus ammunition. Ac- 

cording to a report prepared by the Office of the Military Attaché at 

Nanking (Report No. R-92-48, dated January 30, 1948) ,”* the Chinese 

Merchant Marine at present consists of the following ocean-going 

vessels : | | 

13 Liberty Ships 
5 LST’s . 

60 other miscellaneous vessels some of which are Japanese 

78 Total | | 

In a study dated March 15, 1948,’ prepared for me by DRF,” it is 
stated that China’s present fleet is adequate and perhaps excessive for 
current commercial needs and that, in terms of vessels particularly 
suitable for moving large tonnages of cargo over ocean routes, China 
is better off than ever in its history. Although diversion of ships to 
military use has cut heavily into China’s Merchant Fleet, it is gen- 
erally understood that the effects of this diversion could be lessened 
if military traffic were better coordinated. In sum, it appears to me 
that the Chinese themselves are quite capable of, and should assume, 
the responsibility for the movement of the surplus ammunition which 

they purchase. | 
| A[rtHurR] R. R[rNewart | 

893.24/3-1148 : Telegram . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| Wasuineton, March 19, 1948—noon. 

418. For Clark from Butterworth. CNO™ Navy Dept states no 
ammo in Pacific surplus essential war reserves and to draw from such 
reserves would require action by JCS ” and National Security Council. 

CNO therefore believes suggested action (Embtel 445, Mar 11) im- 
practicable. [Butterworth. ] | | 

| - THorRe 

893.24/3-1948 | | 

The Counselor of the Department of State (Bohlen) to the Chairman 
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee (Vandenberg) 

WasHineron, March 19, 1948. 

My Dear Senator Vanpensere: You will recall that during the 
hearing on the draft China Aid Bill in Executive Session of the Sen- 

™ Not found in Department files. | 
® Division of Research for Far Hast. — 
6 Chief of Naval Operations, Adm. Louis EB. Denfeld. 
" Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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ate Foreign Relations Committee of February 27, Senator Wiley 

requested that the Committee be furnished pertinent information re- 

garding the sales of surplus property by the United States Govern- 

ment to the Chinese Government, including an indication of the 

procurement cost, sales price and the terms of such sales. 

Pursuant to that request, we are forwarding as an enclosure to 

this letter a memorandum in which is set forth the pertinent informa- 

tion, obtained from the Government agencies concerned, regarding 

the sales and transfers of U. S. surplus property to the Chinese 

| Government. | 
It would be appreciated if this information could be communicated 

to Senator Wiley and made a part of the official records of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee. 

Sincerely yours, , Cuar.es E. BoHLEN 

[Enclosure] 

Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State 

Sates AND Transrers or U. S. Surptus Prorerty TO THE CHINESE 

GOVERNMENT 

The underlying table lists the various contracts and agreements 

between representatives of the U. S. Government and the Chinese Gov- : 

ernment covering the sales and transfers of U. S. surplus and excess 
stocks from 1945 to date and, where the information is available, 
indicates the procurement cost and the sales price or value of the 
stocks made available under each contract or agreement. Details 
regarding these transactions, including the terms under which these 
surplus stocks were sold or transferred to the Chinese Government, are 
set forth immediately following the table in paragraphs numbered to 
correspond with the numbers of the contracts and agreements listed 

in the table. 
It should be noted that the sales and transfers of U. 8. surplus prop- 

erty listed below are not included in the total of $1,436.9 million of 
grants and credits authorized for China since V—J Day, which has been 
previously reported to the Congress. (See Appendix A, pp. 18-19, 
of the House Foreign Affairs Committee print of “Text of Proposed 
China Aid Bill and Background Information on Economic Assistance 
Program for China”, February 20, 1948.) Moreover, parts of the 
information indicated below represent a summary recapitulation of 
that presented in Sections 9 to 11, pp. 26-30, of the document under 
reference. It is not possible to draw up a total for the surplus prop- 
erty transactions. In some cases the surplus stocks are still in the 
process of being transferred and the full value of the property will 
not be known until the transfers have been completed.
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Date of Contract Procurement Sales Price or 
or Agreement Type of Surplus Cost Value Realized 

1. Nov. 29, 1945 U. S. Army Stocks in West n. a. $20, 000, 000* 
China = 

2, May 15,1946 Dockyard Equipment na. 4, 000, 0007 
3. Aug. 30, 1946 Civilian-type Surplus Prop- SO 

erty in China, India and 
on 17 Pacific Islands $824, 000, 000 175, 000, 000 

4, (Nov. 29, 1945 Surplus Ship Sales by the 
(July 15, 1947 Maritime Commission 77, 300, 000 26, 200, 000 
(Feb. 18, 1948 
(Feb. 27, 1948 : 7 . 

5. June 25, 1947 Rifle Ammunition 6, 566, 589 656, 658 
6. Oct. 1947 T. N. 'T. 2.75, 000 99, 000 
7. Nov. 6, 1947 Air Force Equipment 9, 449, 8503 935, 812+ 
8. Dec. 8, 1947 Naval Vessels ~ (0, 589, 298 (gift) 
9. Dec. 22, 1947 Transport Aircraft «84, 800, 000 750, 000 

10. Jan. 7, 1948 Ammunition 4, 441, 337 44, 413 
11. Jan. 80, 1948 Air Force Equipment 25, 292, 365 4, 426, 1638 
12. Jan. 31, 1948 Air Force Equipment £ £ 
13. Mar. 17, 1948 Ammunition and other , 

Matériel n. a. n. a. 

1. On November 29, 1945 the U. S. Army, upon the occasion of its | 
withdrawal from west China, sold to the Chinese Government its 
property in that area which consisted of a broad assortment of ex- 
peditionary supplies. This property was sold for down payments of 

| CN$5,160,000,000 and US$5 million plus US$20 million to be paid 
subsequently over time on terms to be agreed upon. The down pay- 
ments were made in the form of offsets against the United States 
Yuan indebtedness to China, the US$5 million down payment having 
been one of the considerations incorporated in the Surplus Property 
Sales Agreement of August 30, 1946. As the west China sales was 
made under pressure of departure, a detailed inventory of the prop- 
erty transferred could not be made and there is no estimate available 
regarding its procurement cost. __ | 

2. On May 15, 1946, the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner entered 
into a contract with the Chinese Government providing generally for 
the sale of surplus equipment for dockyards in Shanghai and Tsingtao. 
The equipment sold was to be evidenced by schedules of property to be 
attached as a part of the contract thereafter to be agreed upon. Pay- 
ment is to be in 80 annual installments or, alternatively, the contract 

“These stocks were sold for down payments of Chinese $5,160,000,000 and. 
US$5 million, plus US$20 million to be paid subsequently over time on terms to 
be agreed upon. The down payments were made in the form of offsets against 
the U. S. Yuan indebtedness to China, the US$5 million down payment having 
been one of the considerations incorporated in the Surplus Property Sales 
Agreement of August 30, 1946 (Section 3). [Footnote in the original.] . 

fWith reference to item 2 of table on preceding page [i. e., table above], 
according to the most recent information approximately $4 million (fair sales 
value) of dockyard facilities and floating equipment have been delivered under 
this contract. [Footnote in the original.] . 

*The procurement cost and sales value of surplus stocks under contract of 
November 6, 1947 also include the totals for the supplemental contract of Jan- 
uary 31, 1948 for the sale of Air Force Equipment. [Footnote in the original. ]
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provides that the U. S. should have the right at its option to demand 
of China goods and services in the form of maintenance, repairs and 
operating supplies for vessels of the U. S. Navy and U. S. Govern- 
ment, provided such goods and services do not exceed 25% at any one 

| time of the capacity or facilities of the dockyards concerned. The» 
most recent information indicates that approximately $4 million. 
(fair sales value) of dockyard facilities and floating equipment has 
been delivered under this contract. An estimate of the procurement 
cost of these deliveries is not available at this time. 

3. The Surplus Property Sales Agreement of August 30, 1946 be- 
tween OFLC and the Chinese Government transferred fixed installa- 
tions in China and movable property located in China and on 17 named 
Pacific Islands. The property sold under this Agreement included 
every type of supply used by an expeditionary force except combat 
matériel, vessels and maritime equipment, and aircraft, all of which 

- were specifically excluded from the contract. F urthermore, the finan- 
cial settlement under the Agreement took into account a number of 
miscellaneous sales contracts which had been negotiated previously. 

Original cost of the property sold under the Agreement, together 
with that covered by miscellaneous sales contracts previously negoti- 
ated and recognized in the Agreement, amounted to approximately 
$824 million, the realized return on which to the United States was 
$175 million which the Chinese Government agreed to arrange as fol- 
lows: (1) US$150 million offset against the United States wartime 
indebtedness to China; (2) provision of a fund equivalent to US$20 
million fund for research, cultural and educational activities in China; 
and (3) the equivalent of US$35 million for acquisition of property in 

| China and for current governmental expenses. These items total US 
$205 million, but the United States in turn agreed to establish a fund 
of US$30 million to be used by China to cover the cost of shipping and 
technical services arising out of the property transfer. 

Property sold under the Agreement itself had an estimated procure- 
ment value of $584 million, the realized return on which was $101 
million. The procurement cost of property sold under the miscel- 
laneous sales contracts recognized in the Agreement was estimated at 
$240 million, the agreed-upon sales value having been $74 million. 
(For further details see Appendix A, section 9, pp. 26-28, of the House 
Foreign Affairs Committee print of “Text of Proposed China Aid Bill 
and Background Information on Economic Assistance Program for 
China”, February 20, 1948.) 

4. The Maritime Commission has sold or approved for sale to China 
a total of 43 war-built surplus ships with a war-time procurement cost 
of approximately $77.3 million, the sales price of which to China is 
reported to be $26.2 million.
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Ten of these ships (N-3 types) were sold for cash on November 29, 

1945. On February 20, 1946, the Export-Import Bank authorized ex- 

tension of a $4.2 million credit to cover 75 percent of the sales price of 

these vessels plus the cost of their towing to China. This credit has 

not yet been disbursed. The amount of this credit is included in the 

_ $1,436.9 million of grants and credits authorized for China since V-J 
Day as reported previously to the Congress. 

The remaining 33 ships have been, or are being, sold on credit terms 

as authorized by the Merchant Ship Sales Act of 1946 which requires 

that 25 percent of the sales price be paid in cash. The balance of the 

sales price of these 33 vessels (approximately $16.4 million) is to be 

repaid in annual installments over the economic life of the ships sold. 

The following table provides comparative detailed data on the trans- 

actions indicated above: 
Wartime Pro- . 

Ships Sold or Date of Sales curement Sales 
Approved for Contract or Cost Price 

Sale Approval (In millions of dollars) 

10 N-3 Ships Nov. 29, 1945 $13. 4 $4.3 
10 Liberties) July 15, 1947 28. 0 9.3 

8 N-3 Ships) 
8 C1-M-AV1 Ships) Feb. 18, 1948 28. 4 10. 0 
4 Cl1-S-AY1 Ships) | 
3 VC2-—A-P2 Ships Feb. 27, 1948 7.5 2.6 

43 $77.3 $26. 2 

5. A contract dated June 25, 1947, provided for the sale by OFLC 
of 130 million rounds of 7.92 (Generalissimo rifle) ammunition for 
$656,658.90. The procurement cost of this ammunition was $6,586,- 

589.02. The sales price was paid in cash in U. S. dollars at the time 
the contract was signed. a 

6. The War Assets Administration sold 1,100 short tons of T. N. T. 
to the Chinese Government in October 1947 on cash terms for $99,000. 

The procurement cost of this material was $275,000. 
7. All surplus aircraft, Air Force property and property procured 

by all other U. S. military branches, except combat matériel and imple- 
ments of war, located in the Pacific area and specifically earmarked 

for the 814 Group Chinese Air Force Program, were covered by an 

OFLC basic contract signed November 6, 1947. This contract in- 
cludes the following types of property: . 

(2) Commercial-type aircraft ; 
(6) Air Force supplies for commercial-type aircraft and for com- 

bat-type aircraft previously acquired by China under Lend-Lease; 
(¢c) Common user items, such as clothing, et cetera. 

The procurement cost of surplus stocks presently accepted by the 

' Chinese Government under this contract and under the supplemental 

contract of January 31, 1948 is $9,449,850. The sales value of these
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stocks is $935,312. The sales value, as stated under the terms of the 
contract, is all aircraft at current Foreign Liquidation Commissioner’s 
world-wide prices and remaining property at 1214 percent of the U. S. 
procurement cost. The Chinese Government maintains a deposit in 
U. 8. dollars with the OFLC representatives at Shanghai against 
which are charged the payments due at the time the items under this 
contract are declared surplus and transferred to the Chinese Govern- 
ment for removal. No removals are permitted unless the amount of 
the deposit is sufficient to cover the cost of the items involved. 

8. Naval vessels transferred by the U. S. Navy to the Chinese Gov- 
ernment under Public Law 512, pursuant to an agreement between 
the U. S. Government and the Chinese Government signed on De- 
cember 8, 1947, were not sold under surplus arrangements but were 
transferred as a gift. Ninety-six of these vessels had already been 
transferred under Lend-Lease. These were recaptured “on paper” 
for transfer under the agreement of December 8, 1947. The total 
invoiced value of these 96 vessels, together with 2 additional vessels 
transferred since that date, is $70,589,298. 

9. The War Assets Administration sold 150 C-46 transport planes 
to the Chinese Government on December 22, 1947 on cash terms for — 
$5,000 per plane, or a total of $750,000. The procurement cost of these 
planes was $34,800,000 (based on an average cost of $232,000 for each 
plane). | : 

10. An open-end contract between OFLC and the Chinese Govern- 
ment was signed on January 7, 1948 covering ammunition and explo- 
Sives located in the Marianas separate and apart from the require- 
ments of the Chinese Air Force 814 Group Program. The procure- 
ment cost of the stocks presently accepted by the Chinese under this 
contract is $4,441,337. The sales value is $44,413 or 1 percent of the 
procurement cost. 

11. All stocks in the United States, including Hawaii, available for 
the Chinese Air Force 814 Group Program (with the exception of 
combat aircraft which are being made the subject of a separate 
contract) were sold to the Chinese Government under an open-end 
OFLC contract signed on January 30, 1948. Engine overhaul plant 
equipment located in Hawaii, having a procurement cost of $1,360,- 
898.50, was sold on February 28, 1948, payment being made by the 
Chinese Government in U. S. dollars on that date. The remaining 
equipment covered by the contract will be sold in groups, under suc- 
cessive supplementary sales agreeménts (schedules). Payment for 
the equipment covered by each such sales agreement (schedule) will 
likewise be made in cash U. S. dollars at the time of the signing 
thereof. The procurement cost of all stocks thus made available is
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estimated at $25,292,365. The total sales price can be estimated at 

1714 per cent of procurement cost, or $4.,426,163.97. 

12, A contract (supplementing that of November 6, 1947) was 

sioned on January 31, 1948 covering the sale by OFLC of combat 

equipment in the Pacific applicable to the Chinese Air Force 814 

Group Program. Aircraft transferred under this contract are sold 

at current OFLC world prices and all other items, except ammuni- 

tion, are sold at 1214 per cent of the procurement cost. Ammunition 

under this contract is sold at 1 per cent of the procurement cost. The 

procurement cost and sales value of the stocks presently accepted 

by the Chinese under this contract are included in the totals shown 

in paragraph 7 above. Chinese payments under this contract are being 

handled in the same manner as that provided for in the November 

6, 1947 contract for Air Force Equipment (see 7 above). 

13. An open-end contract was signed on 16 March 1948 between 

OFLGC and the Chinese Government which will cover all available 

ammunition in Hawaii suitable for Chinese needs and other available 

surplus military stocks in the United States suitable for Chinese 

needs not already covered by the contract of 30 January 1948. The 

sales value of the stocks to be transferred under this contract is to be 

established sale by sale. The ammunition covered under this contract 

will be sold at either 5% or 10% of the procurement cost, depending 

upon the caliber of ammunition. Of this ammunition, there have 

been received by OFLC surplus property declarations to the amount 

of $842,727.50 procurement cost. This has been offered to the Chinese 

at a sales price of $81,247.84. 

893.24 /3-2248 

The Chinese Embassy to the Department of State 

MEMORANDUM 

1. The Chinese Government is in urgent need of certain items of 

armament, spare parts, service tools and materials, and bombs for a 

number of Mosquito airplanes which it has acquired recently. These 

items of supply were not available in sufficient quantities at the time 

when the planes were purchased. | 

9. It is learned that the United States Government has in its stocks 

a supply of such items, which are no longer required because the 

United States does not possess in its service the Mosquito type of 

planes. | 

3. There are attached hereto five lists in duplicate containing vari- 

ous items of armament and equipment needed for the said planes. It 

will be greatly appreciated by the Chinese Government if the United
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States Government would declare them surplus and make them avail- 

able to the Chinese Government through regular surplus channels. 

Enclosures : 
1. Armament Equipment required by Mosquito Airplanes 

| 2. 20 MM Cannon Tools 
8. 20 MM Links 
4, Service Oil & Material 

5. Bombs & Fuzes 

Wasuinetron, March 22, 1948. 

893.24/3-2248 

The Chinese Embassy to the Department of State 

A1DE-MEMOIRE 

The War Assets Administration has issued a general notice for the 

sale by bids of the Oklahoma Ordnance Plant at Pryor, Oklahoma, 

which has been declared surplus and will be offered for sale by the 

War Assets Administration. 

The Chinese Government would like to purchase this plant for the 

manufacturing of powders and explosives so as to reduce the purchase 

of such materials abroad. In view of the limited funds at its disposal, 

the Chinese Government desires to know if it would be possible to 

arrange for payments by installments extending over a reasonably 

short period of time. If such an arrangement for payments should be 

considered infeasible, the Chinese Government would appreciate a 

special ruling by the United States Government so as to make it 

| possible for the Chinese Government to purchase at minimum cost and 

| for cash payment a part of the essential equipment of this plant 

before the general disposal scheduled to be effected on April 1st. 

The partial equipment desired consists of the following items: 

a. One line—smokeless powder area | 
6b. One line—T. N. T. area 
ce. One line—Tetryle area 7 

d. One line—ammonia oxidation plant (AOP) area. 

WasuHineton, March 22, 1948. | 

893.24/3-2448 , | | 

The Chinese Embassy to the Department of State 

| | _ -Memoranpum | 

(1) On January 28, 1948, the Chinese Ambassador, pursuant to 

instructions of his Government, had the honor to request the Secretary 

%® None printed. .
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of State to give favorable consideration to a proposal of military aid 
for China. | 

(2) The military situation in China has since assumed greater pro- 
portions and is becoming more urgent, and the needs of the Chinese 
National Army have increased considerably. It is the earnest desire of 
the Chinese Government that the United States Government would 
extend to China a grant or credit of US$150,000,000 for the procure- 
ment of ammunition and military equipment preferably from surplus 
stocks of the United States. If the United States Government would 
agree to extend such aid, the Chinese Government should like to pro- 
pose that this grant or credit will be used for a period of twelve 
months beginning from April 1, 1948, mainly for the following 
purposes : | 7 | | | 

a. ‘To procure adequate arms, ammunition and other equipment for 
the Thirty-nine Divisions originally equipped or to be equipped with 
American arms, including accessories and items of equipment for com- 
munication and signal; 

6. To procure aeroplanes, necessary equipment and accessories, to- 
gether with ammunition, bombs and spare parts to maintain the first- 
line strength of the 814 Group Program sufficient for a period of one 
year; an 
, c. To pay for packing, inland and ocean transportation, insurance 
and other expenses incidental thereto. 

Detailed programs of procurement will be furnished in due course 
for the conclusion of an arrangement for the proposed aid fund. 

_Wasuineton, March 24, 1948, 

893.24 /3-2448 oo, 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State” 

oo [Wasnineton,] March 24, 1948. 
Participants: Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 

: The Secretary a | 
Mr. W. Walton Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern 

Affairs 
Ambassador Koo called at his request and made reference to the 

aide-mémotre * which he had sent the Department this morning. He 
said that on instructions from his government he was to-renew the 
request for an arms credit which he had informally broached on Janu- 
ary 28, and that in view of the rapidity with which the situation had 
aeteriorated in China, his government believed that the credit should 
be for $150 million instead of $100 million and for a period of one year 
beginning April 1, 1948. In this connection, he emphasized the 

” Drafted by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs. «= - - & Supra.
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rapidity with which China’s resources were being consumed and the 
difficulties from a psychological point of view of shipping gold now in 
China to the United States for sale or hypothecation. In this connec- 
tion, he mentioned negotiations were now proceeding with the National 
City Bank for hypothecating certain sums of gold now held in the 
United States. He also indicated that his government envisaged that 
programs of military assistance for other governments would de- 
cidedly diminish the availability of surpluses for China, and would 
result in increased purchases by China from American manufacturers 
at much higher prices. He also mentioned that packing and shipping 
charges currently ran to between 15 and 1714 percent of the original 
cost value of surpluses, and that this meant that those charges totaled 
more than the purchase price under current arrangements. 

I reviewed the status of the bills which had been reported out of the 
Senate and House Foreign Affairs Committees and pointed out that 
these matters were now for decision by the two legislative bodies. 
Ambassador Koo asked me whether I supported his government’s re- 
quest and I replied that such a matter was one which I could not 
properly pass upon alone and, in any case, the issue was out of the 
hands of the Executive and in active consideration by the Legislative 
branch of the Government. 

- 898.24/3-2648 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of 
Chinese Affairs (Ringwailt) 

| [ Wasurneton,] March 26, 1948. 
Mr. Tsui ** called at 5:30 p. m. on March 26 by appointment at 

which time he informed me that his Ambassador had received a tele- 
gram signed by both President Chiang and Foreign Minister Wang 
Shih-chieh to the following effect: 

General Thomas, Chief of the Air Branch of the Army Advisory 
Group, called upon the Generalissimo recently and stated that in 
view of the serious military situation in Manchuria the United States 
Government might make available to China twenty C-46 aircraft for 
immediate delivery in Shanghai or Tsingtao. This offer President 
Chiang had accepted. Pursuant to this telegram Lt. General P. T. 
Mow, head of the Chinese Air Force in the United States, called at the 
Military Assistance Section, Overseas Operations Division, Plans and 
Operations, Department of the Air Force, and learned that a similar 
message had been received by that office. It was suggested to General 
Mow that an official request for these aircraft should be made through 
the Department of State. Mr. Tsui requested my assistance in expe- 
diting the delivery ofthese aircraft. = 8 — 7 | 

"a T. L. Tsui, Counselor of the Chinese Embassy. —s_—© | - 

429-525—73 4
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I informed Mr. Tsui that I would discuss this question with the 

concerned officers in the United States Government in Washington. 

| Afrruur]| R. R[inewatrrt | 

Executive Secretariat Files : NSC 6 | 

Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, Eaecutive Secretary to the National 

| Security Council 

NSC 6 [Wasuineron,|] March 26, 1948. 

Tue Posrrion or THE Unrrep Srates Recarvine SHort-Trrm 

ASSISTANCE TO CHINA 

In accordance with a request of the Secretary of Defense, the De- 

partment of State is preparing, for consideration by the National 

Security Council, a report on the position of the United States with 

respect to China. 

Pending the completion of the above-mentioned report, the Na- 

tional Security Council Staff has prepared an interim report on the 

position of the United States regarding short-term assistance to 

China, which is enclosed herewith. The enclosure has been prepared 

with the assistance of representatives of the Departments of State, the 
Army, the Navy, and the Air Force, and of the National Security 

Resources Board and the Central Intelligence Agency. 
Attention is invited to the divergent views, regarding paragraphs 

| 8-c, 8-d and 9, of the representatives of the Department of State 
and the National Security Resources Board, and of the representatives 

of the Departments of the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force. | 
The enclosed report is submitted for consideration by the National 

Security Council at its next meeting, tentatively scheduled for 3:00 
p. m. on Thursday, April 1, 1948. It is proposed that this report, 

in the form adopted by the Council, be subsequently submitted to the 
' President for consideration. a 

| Sipngy W. Sourrs 

[Enclosure] | | 

Draft Report of the National Security Council on the Position of the 
United States Regarding Short-Term Assistance to China 

| - [Wasuineron,] March 24, 1948. 

| PROBLEM | 

1. To assess and appraise the position of the United States regard- 
ing short-term assistance to China, taking into account the security 
interests of the United States. | |
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ANALYSIS | 

2. The basic long-range objective of the United States in China 
is the furtherance of a stable, representative government over an 
independent and unified China which is friendly to the United States 
and capable of becoming an effective barrier to possible Soviet aggres- 
‘sion in the Far East. In view of the chaos in China, however, the 
most important objective which it is practicable to pursue in the 
short run is the prevention of complete communist control of China. 

3. China is primarily an agricultural country. It has relatively 
‘slight industrial plant capacity and is only modestly endowed with 
the natural resources necessary for heavy industry, in comparison 
with the U. S., USSR or Western Europe. China’s demographic 
pattern indicates that its enormous population is likely to continue 
breeding to the limits of subsistence. For the foreseeable future, 
therefore, China is likely to be poverty-stricken and technologically 
backward. For the United States and USSR, it possesses politico- 
military significance because of its (a) geographical position and 
(6) tremendous manpower. China’s propinquity to Southeast Asia 
means that if the Chinese Communists take over all China, they would 
in time probably strengthen communist movements in Indochina, 
‘Burma, and areas further south. — 

4. China is torn internally by civil war between the National Gov- 
ernment and the Chinese Communists, and is menaced on the north 

_ by Russian imperialism. The present trend in China is toward in- 
‘creasing Instability and the extension of Communist military and 
political influence. Without external assistance, for which the United 
States 1s the obvious source, the National Government has little pros- 
pect of reversing or arresting this trend, because of its declining mili- 
tary strength, the maladministration and corruption prevailing 
throughout its civil and military structure, its inability to cope with 
economic deterioration, and its lack of popular support. The prin- 
cipal factor operating in favor of the National Government is the 
prospect of United States assistance. Any improvement in the posi- 
tion of the Chinese National Government, therefore, requires both 
substantial internal reforms and foreign assistance.
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5. If unchecked, present trends will lead to disintegration of the 
National Government’s authority, decisive military successes for the 
Chinese Communists, the spread of warlordisms, and the acceleration 
of tendencies toward separatism and rebellion. Such disintegration 
would in all probability result in the eventual domination of China 
by the Communist party. As a last-resort alternative to disintegra- 
tion the National Government might seek a compromise settlement 
of its conflict with the Communists. But it is inconceivable that the 

communists would agree to such a settlement except on terms giving 
them a dominating position in the government. However, in the 
case of either disintegration or compromise, it is probable that the 
acute political and economic disorganization which would result 
would retard the development of a Communist China as an effective 
instrument of Soviet policy for some years. | | 

6. Deteriorating economic conditions are steadily weakening the 
political position of the National Government. In the absence of 
foreign aid, inflation may quickly lead to a virtually complete col- 
lapse of the national currency, thereby producing a political crisis 
and depriving the National Government of the means of supporting 
its military forces. | 

7. In the Chinese civil war the USSR continues to recognize the 
National Government, and thus far has refrained from giving overt — 
material assistance to the Chinese Communists. It is apparent never- 
theless that Soviet sympathies lie with the Chinese Communists, who 
are in effect an instrument for the extension of Soviet influence. So 
long as conditions in China continue to deteriorate according to the 
present pattern, which is favorable to the Chinese Communists, the 
USSR probably will refrain from open intervention. On the other 
hand to the extent that US aid tended to reverse the present course 
of the civil war, the USSR would probably counter by strengthening 
and encouraging the Chinese Communists. a | / 

8. In these circumstances the following possible courses of action 
are open to the United States: CO 

a. Lo refrain from furnishing further economic and military 
assistance. 7 | ee 

The adoption of this course would be based upon an assumption 
_ that communist expansion in China can be reversed, if at all, only
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at a cost greater than the United States can afford to bear. Such 
a course would in all probability lead to a prompt collapse of the 
National Government. It is not clear whether such a collapse would 
mean a slower communist consolidation of power. The advantage 
of this course is that it would make available aid for areas of greater 
strategic significance. On the other hand, refusal of further aid would 
be a reversal of past US policy and contrary to the sentiment in the 
United States in favor of “helping China”. 

6. To furnish extensive military and economic assistance in an 
effort to assist the National Government to defeat the Chinese 
Communists. 

This course of action might eventually make possible a unified non- 
Communist China as a potential ally of the United States. The 
military manpower and resources of China would not be opposed to 
the United States in the event of war, bomber overflight of China 
would be free from interference by locally based aircraft, a vast area 
would be provided for escape and evasion tactics, and potential sites 
would be available for advanced airbases if desired. The announce- 
ment of firm support of the National Government by the United States 
would have a psychological effect which would probably be beneficial 
to the National Government. On the other hand, the United States 
would be committed to a policy involving the absorption of its resources 
to an unpredictable extent, once it assumed such direct responsibility 
for the Nationalist side of the civil war and for the Chinese economy. 
In view of the strong position of the Chinese Communists, the United 
States, in order to make this course of action effective, would have to 
be prepared virtually to take over the Chinese government and admin- 
ister 1ts economic, political and governmental affairs. It would be 
impossible to estimate the final cost of a course of action of this mag- 
nitude, which would be a continuing commitment from which it would 
be practically impossible to withdraw. Moreover, large-scale US 
assistance to the National Government would probably result in large- 
scale Soviet assistance to the Chinese Communists. In the resultant 
mounting spiral of support and counter-support, the advantage would 
be with the USSR, because of its favorable geographical position and 
the vitality of the Chinese Communist movement. Such a develop- 
ment might lead to a Spanish-type revolution or to general hostilities.
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ce. Lo furnsh limited aid to China in the form of both military and 
economic assistance. 

State Dept. Member of the NSC Army, Navy, and Air Force 
Staff, concurred in by the Members of the NSC Staff 
National Security Resources 
Board Member of the NSC | 
Staff | : | 

This course of action would be This course of action would be 
in the nature of buying time in in the nature of buying time in 
China. It would not insure the China. Without immediate mil- 
defeat of the Communists noris itary assistance it is estimated 
it likely, in the absence of reso- that the Communists can com- - 
lute self-help on the part of the pletely consolidate their hold on 
National Government, even to Manchuria and extend their op- 
reverse the present trend of com- erations south of the Great Wall. 
munist advance. But it might Limited military aid would not 
retard communist progress, en- insure the defeat of the Commu- 
abling the National Army to nists but would enable the Na- 
continue the fight for some time tional Army to continue the fight 
to come and thereby provide the for some time thereby providing 
National Government with a the National Government with a 
new opportunity to attempt a further opportunity to stabilize 
stabilization of the internal sit- the internal situation. It might 
uation. It would restrict the ini- | enable the National Army pro- 
tial drain on US resources. But gressively to consolidate the con- _ 
as it became evident that such trol of the National Government 
aid was inadequate to check the over areas south of the Great 
communists, the limited military Wall. The funds devoted to 
aid given could be represented as = economic aid would be a much 
an obligation necessitating fur- _ better investment in the advance- 
ther military, as well as eco- ment of China’s economic sta- 
nomic, commitments to China. _ bility if expended under reason- 
This process could continue in- ably stable military conditions.. 
definitely and lead to deeper and Such a course of action would 
deeper involvement of our na- limit the drain on United States: 
tional strength in an area of, at — resources, would avoid a com- 
best, secondary strategic impor- _— plete underwriting of the Na- 
tancetous. Atthiscriticaljunc- tional Government, and would 
ture the United States Govern- not irrevocably commit the 
ment cannot afford thus to United States to further assist- 
compromise its freedom of de- ance. 
cision and action based upon 
considerations of its own vital 
interests.
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d. To furnish limited economic assistance to China. 

State Dept. Member of the NSC Army, Navy, and Ai Force 

| Staff, Concurred in by the Na- Members of the NSC Staff 

tional Security Resources 

Board Member of the NSC 
Staff | 

Under this course of action, Under this course of action, 

US military and naval missions US military and naval missions 
would remain in China, but the | would remain in China, but the 

United States Government would United States Government would 
not directly provide military notdirectly provide military sup- 

- supplies. This course, in com- plies. However, the effective- 
mon with c above, would limitthe ness of the US military and 
drain on US resources and avoid naval missions would be at a 
a complete underwriting of the minimum. This course, in com- | 
National Government. Inaddi- mon with ¢ above, would limit 
tion, it would avoid a reaffirma- the drain on US resources and 
tion of US obligations to supply = avoid a complete underwriting of 
military equipment leading to the National Government. In 
renewed demands for still more addition, it would avoid a re- 
military aid. Thispolicy,never- affirmation of US obligations to 
theless, would make it possible supply more military aid. 
for the Chinese Government to ‘Theoretically, this policy would 
acquire military equipment from make it possible for the Chinese 
US surplusand throughcommer- Government to acquire military 
cial channels in the US and other equipment from the US surplus 
countries, but in smaller quanti- and through commercial chan- 
ties than under ¢ above. The nels in the United States and 
military responsibility for the other countries in smaller quanti- : 
survival of the National Govern- __ ties than under ¢ above and after 
ment would be clearly placed much greater delay. The mili- 
upon Chinese shoulders. tary responsibility for the sur- 

vival of the National Govern- 

ment would be clearly placed 
upon Chinese shoulders. It is 
questionable that the National 

| Government is capable of. ade- 

quately discharging its responsi- 
: | bilities to supply its armies. The 

danger in such a course 1s the in- 
creased possibility that the Na- 

| | tionalist armies might be driven 
from the field. Such an event 

: leading toward communist con- 
trol of China would be highly un- 
favorable to US prestige and 

| interests.
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: CoNCLUSIONS 

State Dept. Member of the NSC Army, Navy, and Air Force 
Staff, Concurred in by the Members of the NSC Staff 
National Security Resources 
Board Member of the NSC 
Staff 

9. The United States should 9. The United States should 
furnish only limited economic furnish limited economic and 

| assistance to the National Gov- military assistance to the Na- 
ernment of China on a scale de- _ tional Government of China on a 
signed to (a) retard economic _ scale sufficient to retard economic 
deterioration, and (6) provide and military deterioration and 
that Government with an oppor- _— provide that Government with 
tunity to acquire limited military § an opportunity to stabilize its in- 
supplies with its own resources. ternal political and military 

situation. 

10. The United States assistance program in China should be re- 
garded as subordinate to the efforts to stabilize conditions in areas 
of more strategic importance. 

893.248/3-2748 | 

The Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (Ringwalt) to the 
Counselor of the Chinese Embassy (Tsut) 

WasHineton, March 31, 1948. 

My Dear Mr. Tsut: Reference is made to the conversation which 
took place in my office on March 26, 1948 during which you requested 
assistance in the implementation of an offer made by a member of the 
Army Advisory Group at Nanking for the immediate transfer to the 
Chinese Government of about twenty C—46 aircraft. 

I have discussed this matter with the concerned officers of the United 
States Government in Washington and I now take pleasure in inform- 
ing you that agreement has been reached for the transfer of sixteen 
to twenty excess C-46 aircraft to China under the 814 Group Program. 
It should be noted, however, that the unfulfilled requirement of this 
type of aircraft under the Program is only three aircraft, and that 
the remaining thirteen to seventeen aircraft are furnished to replace 
those already transferred but reported to be unserviceable at the 
time of transfer. In arranging for the transfer of the additional 
thirteen to seventeen aircraft under the 814 Group Program it should 
be understood that this action is not to be considered:
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a. A precedent or commitment to furnish any aircraft or spare parts 
in addition to those required to complete the Program. 

_ 6. A precedent to deliver items surplus in one area to another area 
more convenient to the purchaser. 

c. An acceptance by the United States of the Chinese contention that 
many of the aircraft already transferred were unserviceable at the 
time of transfer. 

Sincerely yours, ArtTHurR R. Rinewatt 

893.00/4—248 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasutneton, April 2, 1948—5 p. m. 
479. Emb has doubtless seen ComNavWesPac’s Top Secret 290855Z 

29 Mar 1948 commenting on CinCfe’s 261001Z *? regarding direct 
supply of munitions to Nationalist forces. 

Dept strongly endorses ComNavWesPac’s advice to Emb as outlined 
in reftel and it likewise remains unconvinced that transport and 
delivery of available ammunition is beyond Chinese capabilities and 
recognizes that use of US aircraft in such activity would be tanta- 
mount to direct involvement in hostilities. For Emb’s information no 
consideration is being given or even contemplated by Dept to reversal 
of present policy of avoiding direct participation in Chinese civil war. 

a Lovetr 

893.00/4-348 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, April 3, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received April 3—4: 12 a. m. | 

602. Embassy has had nothing to do with subject Deptel 479, April 
2,5 p.m. ComNavWesPac’s Top Secret 2908552Z, 29 March 1948 
commenting on CinCFE’s 261001Z regarding direct supply of muni- 
tions to Nationalist Forces was seen by us. It was message com- 
menting on one from Department of Army to General Barr which was 
repeated to CinCFE which in turn repeated it to ComNavWesPac. 
Army message to Barr which was shown to us appeared to us one in- 
volving precautionary planning in case Army was asked by Con- 
gressional Committee whether additional military aid might be 
possible. We did not seek, nor have we received advice from 

* Neither found in Department files. |
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ComNavWesPac on subject. We have taken no action in respect 

thereof. | 
| STUART 

893.24 /4-648 

The Secretary of the Army (Royall) to the Secretary of State 

Wasnineton, 6 April 1948. | 

Dear Mr. Srcrerary: The study referred to in my letter dated 

15 March 1948 ** has been completed. The amount of supplies trans- 

| ferred may vary from the quantity reported due to the fact that all 

surpluses available for transfer are subject to the terms of either 

Foreign Liquidation Commissioner or the Field Commissioner for 

| Military Programs contracts and Chinese acceptance. The com- 

putation, Tab “A”,®* compares the Chinese requirements as set forth 

in the memorandum inclosed in Mr. Lovett’s letter dated 31 December 

1947 8 with the availability of matériel. | | | 

Particular emphasis has been placed on ammunition requirements 

by listing them in detail. Transfer of these items has been expedited. 

Due to the nature of this transaction and the widespread location 
of the supplies, the Department of the Army is unable to maintain an 
up-to-the-minute status report on all items. These figures will, how- 
ever, indicate the approximate magnitude of this assistance. 

Quantities greater than indicated in the tabulations are not surplus 
to the Department of the Army needs and cannot, therefore, be made 
available under the Surplus Property Act. Only by statutory 
authority and appropriation can they be fulfilled.* | 

Sincerely yours, KENNETH C. RoyaLh 

893.50 Recovery /4—-748 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State * 

. Bocord, April 7, 1948—11 p. m. 
| [Received April 7—3: 47 p. m.] 

Martei 28. Reference the draft report to the National Security 
Council dated March 26 [24] on “The position of the United States 

** Missing from Department files. 
* Not printed; it gave detailed lists of various types of surplus material on 

Saipan and in Hawaii moved by Chinese or applicable against requests for 
assistance. 

% Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v1, p. 938. 
The lists enclosed with this letter were transmitted to the Chinese Embassy 

on April 21 with the statement that the amount of supplies eventually available 
might vary somewhat from the figures listed (8938.24/12-—2347). 

® The Secretary of State was attending the Ninth International Conference 

of American States at Bogota. ;
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regarding short-term assistance to China”, I favor the stand of the 
State Department and NSRB members. I consider the military view 
indefinite as to what is meant by “limited military aid”. Apparently 
the adoption of such policy would inevitably involve us in the drain 
referred to in the opposite statement of view. 

However, I do think there is a possibility for the Naval Mission 
to give more direct assistance than at present, by personally super- 
vising command and operating procedures on ships and smaller craft. 
‘This could probably be done without the multitude of involvements 
flowing from intimate relationships with command in field forces 
‘engaged in active operations. 

It is my view that there are many things the Military Missions can 
-do, such as the example I have just cited which would be in the form 
‘of limited military assistance but would not involve us in the dangers 
listed in the subject paper. | 

Paragraph 8, (d@) as submitted by the State Department and NSRB 
members is a succinct statement of my position. I should think that 
‘before further discussions with the defense establishment are con- 
ducted, they should be asked to define clearly, specifically and within 
reasonable limits, exactly what they mean on a logistical and man- 
‘power basis by “limited military assistance.” 

MarsHALL 

"893.50 Recovery/4-948: Telegram _ 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

Bocord, April 9, 1948—11 a. m. 
| Received—12: 48 p. m.] 

Marre 386. I assume passage of ERP ® with China assistance is 

the event which overtook the NSC paper. This should not preclude 
consideration by defense establishment of views contained in my 
Marten 28, 

Marsan 

893.248/4-1248 

| The Chinese Embassy to the Department of State 

MEMORANDUM 

1. According to the United States authorities concerned, the 814 
Group Program for the Chinese Air Force provides for 1,071 air- 
planes of various types, and prior to the suspension of the Program 

* European Recovery Program. .
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about two years ago 936 airplanes had been delivered to China, leav- 
ing in the books a balance of 185 planes, which upon delivery will 
complete the Program insofar as airplanes are concerned. 

2. It is to be observed, however, that of the 936 planes turned over 
to China under the Program, 158 were not in serviceable condition 
at the time of delivery, and 222 planes were made available to China 
under Lend-Lease arrangements, which by V—J Day had seen a great 
deal of service and were already worn out. Reference is also made 
to the fact that, on account of the suspension of the Program, all 
available planes in China have been put to excessive use and many 
of them on hand have been worn out and are beyond repair. As a 
result, the strength of the Chinese Air Force has been reduced to a 
critically low point. The Chinese Government requests, therefore, 
that, in view of the aforementioned reasons and the fact that the main 
objective of the Program is to maintain 556 front-line planes, a total 
of 515 planes be made available to China at the earliest practical date 
in order to consummate the Program. | 

8. The planes required to fulfill the inventory figures of the Pro- 
gram are as follows: OO 

a. Planes not yet P-51 P-3}? B-25 B-®4 F-5. 0-46 Total 
delivered. | 53 49 O 37 0 38 185 

b. Planes received 
but unserviceable. 638 27 18 0 6 49 158 

ce. Lend-Lease planes 
to be replaced. 120 0 50 80s 0 222 

Total number of planes 
required under 
Program. 236 69 68 74 21 52 515 

Since 150 C-46 planes were bought by the Chinese Government from 
the War Assets Administration in November, 1947, and some 16 
similar planes are being delivered to China from the Pacific area 
under arrangements recently entered into, there is no further need 
of such type of planes as originally provided for under the Program. 
It is desired that the 52 planes of the C-46 type be replaced by the 
same number of fighters or ight bombers. As regards the 74 B-24’s, 
it may be mentioned that such planes or similar heavy bombers are 
of no practical use to the Chinese Air Force as the present type of 
operations does not call for such planes. They may be replaced by 
fighters such as the P-51’s or P-47’s or light bombers such as the B-25’s 
or A-26’s. The Chinese Embassy is gratified to note that the Depart- 

| ment of State had promised on February 26th that it would under- 
take to explore all the possibilties of substituting the same number of 
fighters for the 37 B-24’s as a part of the book balance of 135, leaving
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for further consideration at a later date the question as to the total 
number of planes to be made available to China under the Program 
after pertinent records would have been consulted. 

4. As it will be recalled, officials of the Department and the Office of 
the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner had in February informed the 
Chinese Embassy and a representative of the Chinese Air Force in 
Washington that 95 fighter planes would be made available to China. 
These planes, however, will have to be reconditioned, flight-tested, dis- 
mantled, crated and then shipped to China. It is learned that the 
process may take eight months after the planes will have been allocated 
and not counting the time required for shipment. As such planes are 
urgently needed, the Chinese Embassy has had occasions to request the 
Department that the United States authorities would undertake to 
allocate to China from the United States Air Command in the Pacific 
95 fighter planes or whatever number available, which will be replaced 
in due course by planes to be assigned to China under the Program. 
The Chinese Embassy wishes to reiterate its request that a maximum 
number of fighter planes under the Program be made available to 
China from the Pacific at the earliest possible date. 
_5. As to the remaining planes, it is suggested for the favorable con- 

sideration of the United States authorities that small aircraft carriers 
be used to transport them, without disassembling or crating, across the 
Pacific immediately after they will have been flight-tested. In the 
event of technical difficulties which may arise in connection with the 
landing of planes from United States carriers at Chinese aerodromes, 
the planes may be unloaded on an island under the control of the 
United States authorities sufficiently near to the Chinese coast so that 
they can be ferried to China under their own power by Chinese pilots. 

6. On account of the urgent military situation in China, the Chinese 
Air Force is in pressing need of the undelivered ammunition, spare 
parts, and spare engines under the Program. It will be highly appre- 
ciated if this ammunition and equipment will be released to China at 
the earliest practical date. 

Wasuineton, April 12, 1948. 

893.50 Recovery /4—948 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Bogotd 

| Wasutneton, April 15, 1948—noon. 
Tetmar 66. With reference to the last para of Marrer 28 of Apr 7 

and to Marten 36 of Apr 9, FE and S/P™ are of the opinion that it 
would be unwise at this time to reopen the question of so-called short- 

| ” Office of Far Eastern Affairs and Policy Planning Staff, respectively.
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term assistance to China, since the National Security Council has post- 

poned indefinitely its consideration of the problem.” | 

Unless you wish to press the Defense Establishment for clarification 

immediately, Dept proposes to defer seeking suggested clarifications 

until it is prepared to present basic paper on our position regarding: 

China on which it is now working. | 

| LovetrT 

893.24/4-1648 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of 

Chinese Affairs (Ringwalt) 

| | [Wasuineton,]| April 16, 1948. 

Dr. Tan called by appointment at 5:00 p. m. to discuss the generak 

problem of Chinese military requirements. 

Dr. Tan stated that his Embassy had just received a communica- 

tion from Nanking setting forth the urgent need of the Chinese armed 

services for 20,000,000 rounds of .30 caliber carbine ammunition for 

immediate delivery to China. He inquired to what extent this type 

of ammunition could be met from ammunition surplus to the needs 

of the United States armed forces. In this general connection he 

asked whether this Department was now able to give him the promised 

information in regard to availability of surplus ammunition from | 

Hawaii and the Pacific. 

I informed Dr. Tan that we had just received a detailed statement 

of availabilities of surplus ammunition from the sources mentioned: 

but that unfortunately the Department of the Army had indicated 

that a section of the list should be treated as classified information. 

I said that we had requested the Department of the Army to supply 

us with an unclassified list which we could transmit in its entirety 

to the Chinese Embassy and that pending the receipt of this unclassi- 

fied list I saw no reason why I could not indicate to him informally 

the nature of the ammunition which might be made available for 

transfer in substantial amounts. Dr. Tan agreed that the informa- 

tion which I was able to pass on to him in this manner coincided in 

general with information already obtained by him through FLC, and 

that it appeared that only about 500,000 rounds of .30 caliber ammu- 

nition could be made available from surplus. 

Dr. Tan had inquired whether it would be possible to make a further 

survey to ascertain whether additional surplus ammunition could be 

discovered. I stated that I would inquire of the concerned officers 1n 

1 At a meeting on April 2 the National Security Council agreed that NSC6 had. 

been overtaken by events and deferred further action on the subject of China 

pending receipt of a position paper from the Department of State.
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the Department of the Army but that it was my impression that the 
list to be submitted would include all available surplus ammunition 
except that located in the Ryukyus. I said that I had learned from 

_FLC sources that a representative of Bosey had made an informal 
inspection of the surplus ammunition on Okinawa and had discov- 
ered that a substantial portion of this ammunition was either un- 
serviceable or of a type not used by the Chinese armies. It seems that 
this representative had requested authority to make a selection from 
this surplus rather than to accept it in its entirety on a where-is as-is 
basis. I suggested to Dr. Tan that in view of the nominal price at 
which this ammunition was to be offered, that is to say, one cent on a 
dollar, I doubted whether the Army or FLC would be willing to agree 
to the request of the representative of Bosey. I pointed out that the 
United States Army personnel on Okinawa had been so reduced that 
it would be quite impracticable for the Army authorities concerned 
to undertake to process this ammunition. — 

With respect to the seventeen C-46s which were being declared 
surplus by SCAP for transfer to China, I informed Dr. Tan that not- 
withstanding my previous statement to the contrary it had proven 
possible to have American pilots deliver these planes to Shanghai. 
I asked Dr. Tan to regard this concession on our part as entirely 
confidential. 

893.24/4-1348 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chinese Ambassador (Koo) 

The Acting Secretary of State presents his compliments to His 
Excellency the Chinese Ambassador and has the honor to refer to 
the Embassy’s note of March 24, 1948,°? requesting that arrangements 
be made for the use of a naval dock in Pearl Harbor for the loading 
of surplus ammunition purchased by the Chinese Government in 
Hawaii. A copy of the Embassy’s note was forwarded by this Depart- 
ment to the naval authorities concerned for appropriate consideration. 

A communication has now been received from the Navy Depart- 
ment *? stating that the facilities requested will be made available 
subject to the following provisions: | 

(a) That the facilities be used between 15 May and 15 July 1948. 
(6) That no extra expense be incurred by the Department of the 

Navy for loading the surplus ammunition. 
(c) That the Commanding Officer, U. S. Naval Ammunition Depot, 

Oahu have complete supervision over the loading, procedures and 
safety measures to be followed. 

* Missing from Department files.
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(d) That contract stevedores rather than civil service stevedores be 

employed to load commercial ships used by the Chinese to transport 

the ammunition. | 

(e) That the responsibility of the U, S. Navy for loading of the 

vessels not commence until the ammunition has been delivered and 

unloaded at the pier. 

If the Chinese Government desires the use of the facilities in ques- 

tion under the terms indicated above it is requested that this Depart- 

ment be so informed in order that the necessary arrangements may be 

made for the loading of the ammunition.” 

Wasuineton, April 20, 1948. 

893.24/4-2248 | 

The Chinese Embassy to the Department of State 

MEMORANDUM 

1. In the Memorandum of the Chinese Embassy to the State De- 

partment dated November 4, 1947,%* there was enclosed a list of 

ammunition and items of equipment urgently needed by the Chinese 

Air Force. Attached hereto is a supplementary list of ammunition, 

bombs and rockets comprising 17 items intended for the use of the 

Air Force. 
9. Some of these items have already been enumerated in the list of 

November 4th, but have not as yet been declared available for transfer, 

while the others are provided for and required under the 814 Group 

Program. It is to be noted, however, that the quantities indicated 

under the “requirements” column of the list are smaller than the 

respective figures indicated in the list of November 4th. This is due 

to the fact that they only cover the urgent requirements after deduct- 

ing the quantities delivered and already declared available for 

transfer to China in the Pacific and those procured by China from 

the United States Government on a loan basis as in the case of the 

M .50 cartridges. : 

3. It will be greatly appreciated if the United States Government 

would cause this list to be studied in conjunction with that of Novem- 

ber 4th and make available to China the several items of munitions 
and equipment for the Chinese Air Force contained therein at the 
earliest practicable date. — | 

WasHIneTon, April 22, 1948. 

The Chinese Embassy indicated by a note of April 28 that the Chinese 
Government desired these facilities. By later agreement use of these facilities 
was extended to August 15. - : 

“ Foreign Relations, 1947 vol. vu, p. 918.
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: | | [Annex] | | 

AMMUNITION REQUIREMENTS BY THE CHINESE AIR Force 

Item — oo Description Requirements 

1. M2 50 Caliber A. C. MLB . 21, 877, 250 
2.  .50 Caliber G. F. 3, 009, 070 
3. .80 Caliber (For Carbine) - 2,199, 700 
4, 80 Caliber | 1, 901, 000 
5. A5 Caliber 5, 306, 375 

6. Para. Cluster Practice 20, 000 
7. M89, M45 Signal A. C. 12, 500 
8. M26 Flare Bomb 53-lbs. | 5, 625 

| 9. Photo Flare 2, 500 
10. M 38 A2 100+ Practice Bomb 153, 200 
11. M47 A2 100# Incendiary Bomb 11, 805 
12. AM-M30 100# Bomb 3, 024 
13. M82 100# Frag. Bomb 15, 214 
14, M81 260# Frag. Bomb 4, 049 
15. AN-M65 1000+ Bomb | 376 
16. 2.25’ Rocket 135, 360 
1%. 5’” Rocket 8, 064 

893.24/4-2248 

The Chinese Embassy to the Department of State | 

MrmoranpuUM ’ 

1. The Chinese Embassy refers to the Memorandum of the Depart- 
ment of State dated March 4, 1948, transmitting four Lists * indica- 

_ tive of the types and quantities of ammunition in Hawaii and in the 
Marianas available for purchase by the Chinese Government through 
surplus channels, and desires to inform the Department that the con- 
tents of the said List had been duly communicated to the Chinese 
Government, certain agreements had been executed and a portion of © 
the ammunition in Saipan had already arrived in China. 

2. As the military situation in China is becoming more urgent 
and is assuming greater proportion, specially in the Northeast and 
the Northern provinces of the country, the need for the ammunitions 
and items of military supplies indicated in the Lists attached to the 
Memoranda of the Embassy to the Department dated November 4th 
and December 23, 1947,® has become increasingly pressing. The re- 
quirement for cartridges of .80, .45, and .50 calibers is particularly 

48 None printed. 
© Poreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, pp. 918 and 934, respectively. 

429-525—73——-5 |
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acute in view of the fact that the Chinese Army divisions armed with 

the American type of equipment are running out of ammunition. Ac- 

cording to the four Lists of the Department referred to above, the | 

total numbers of cartridges of these three calibers made available to 

China are 25,456,700 rounds, 1,000,000 rounds, and 3,540,600 rounds 

respectively, much falling short of the actual requirements of the 

Chinese Government as indicated in the Lists attached to the afore- 

mentioned Memoranda of the Embassy. Of the total number: of car- 

tridges of the .30 caliber, there are only 52,500 rounds suitable for 

carbines. On account of the weather conditions in the Pacific islands 

in which the ammunition has been stored, some of the cartridges are 

expected to be unusable or unsteady. | 

3. In the light of these facts and the exigency obtaining in China, 

the Chinese Government requests earnestly that the United States 

Government would undertake to make available to China through _ 

surplus channels 30,000,000 rounds of .380 caliber ammunition for 

carbines. In the List attached to the Memorandum of the Embassy 

dated December 23, 1947, mention was made of the requirements of 

| the Chinese Government for the different types of ammunition of 

such caliber with indications as to their priorities. A comparison of 

the figures shown in the said List will reveal that 30,000,000 rounds 

represent only a part of the requirements. It will be greatly appre- 

ciated if the United States authorities would accord this request their 

favorable consideration and make such cartridges available to the 

Chinese Government at the earliest practicable date. 

WasuineTon, April 22, 1948. | 

893.24/4-1048 | | : 

The Department of State to the Chinese Embassy | 

| MrmoraNDUM | 

The Department of State refers to the aide-mémoire from the 

Chinese Embassy dated March 22, 1948 expressing the interest of the 

Chinese Government in purchasing certain equipment of the Okla- 

homa Ordnance Plant at Pryor, Oklahoma. <A copy of this aide- 

mémoire was forwarded by the Department to the War Assets 

Administration for its consideration, | 

A reply has now been received from the War Assets Administra- 

tion * stating that on March 18, 1948 this plant was placed under the 

* Not printed. _
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full restrictions of the National Security Clause, under which it may 
be disposed of only for use in its present location. For the present, 

therefore, this Government is not in a position to act favorably on the 
request of the Chinese Government for special consideration in the 
purchase of the desired equipment. 

WasHIneTon, April 28, 1948. | 

893.28/5-448 Se nn | 
Lhe Chinese Minister (Lan) to the Chief of the Division of Chinese 

- - Affairs (Ringwalt) | 

| WasHINeTON, May 4, 1948. 
Dear Mr. Rinewatr: Referring to your conversation with me a few 

days ago in which you were kind enough to inform me that according 
to the judgment of certain officers in the Department of the Army the 
20 mm. cannons are not suitable for the Mosquito type of aircraft, I 
take pleasure to inform you that according to the information from 
the Office of the Chinese Air Force in the USA such cannons are 
suitable for the said type of aircraft and some of the Mosquito planes 
in the service of the Chinese Air Force are mounted with them. The 
pertinent portion of the memorandum from that office to the Embassy 
on this matter reads as follows: , 

May we emphasize that if the type of 22 mm. cannons which the 
United States Government can make available to us is exactly the same 
as listed in our memorandum [i. e., Memorandum of the Embassy to 
the Department dated March 22nd with enclosed Lists],°’ we do not 
think any accidents will occur, unless there are faulty parts in them. 
We are very thankful for the warning from experts of the United 

States Army Department, and we shall appreciate it if they would 
point out to us whether the cannons have any inherent defects to which 
attention should be called. 

I should like to take this opportunity to state that such cannons to- 
gether with the other items of equipment as indicated in the Lists 
attached to the Memorandum of the Embassy of March 22nd are 
urgently needed, and it will be greatly appreciated if they, particu- 
larly the cannons in question, would be made available to us at the 
earliest possible date. 

Very sincerely yours, SHA0-Hwa Tan 

* Brackets appear in the original.
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8938.50 Recovery/5-448 
~ — | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of 

Chinese Affairs (Ringwalt) | | 

[WasHincTon,] May 4, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. Shao-Hwa Tan, Chinese Minister 

Mr. Butterworth,FE | 
Mr. Ringwalt, CA 

Dr. Tan called at three o’clock this afternoon by appointment with 

Mr. Butterworth. He opened the conversation by stating that, the 

exchange of notes * having taken place, his Government was now 

giving attention to the appropriate utilization of the credits to be 

made available to it under the China Aid Act. He stated that his 

Government was planning to spend the entire $125,000,000 for mili- 

tary supplies ® and that it was working out a balanced program for 

the procurement of such supplies. Indications were that the larger 

portion of this amount would be expended for the purchase of sup- 

plies for the Army, a smaller portion for the Air Force and a still 

smaller amount for the Navy. The problem immediately confronting 

his Government, said Dr. Tan, was the proper utilization of the 13.5 

million-dollar portion of the $50,000,000 to be advanced by RFC. 

Dr. Tan referred to previous discussions in regard to the urgent — 

need for 30-caliber ammunition for use in carbines. He said that 

according to the lists which this Department had supplied his Em- 

bassy there were about 30,000,000 rounds of small arms ammunition 

of various categories of which, however, only 52,000 rounds were 

carbine ammunition. He asked whether, in view of the urgent need 

for such ammunition, further search might: be made with a view to 

uncovering more ammunition of this type for sale as surplus. 

Dr. Tan also referred to the 814 Group Program and reiterated his 

previous request that if possible aircraft for this Program be made 

available from Pacific sources to be replaced by similar aircraft from 

the Zone of the Interior. He also again asked whether fighter air- 

craft could be substituted for bombers under the Program and 

whether this Government would recognize China’s claim for a larger 

number of aircraft than the 185 held by the United States Air Force 

to be the amount still due under the Program. oo 

_ Mr. Butterworth stated that the various problems with regard to 
surplus ammunition and the 814 Group Program, mentioned by Dr. 

* Exchange of notes between the Secretary of State and the Chinese Am- 
bassador on April 30 regarding the China Aid Program; Department of State 

Bulletin, May 16, 1948, p. 647. 
*® For further correspondence on this subject, see pp. 73 ff. | 
* Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
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Tan, had already been referred to the Department of the Army and 
the Air Force respectively. He pointed out that, although this De- 
partment would be more than pleased if the Army could declare 
30,000,000 rounds of carbine ammunition or even a larger amount as 

| surplus, it had no authority whatsoever in connection with surplus 
declarations. He recalled that as far back as last December this 
Department had already asked the Army for a complete statement 
of surplus ammunition available for transfer to China and that lists 
of such ammunition had already been given the Chinese Embassy. 
With regard to the number of aircraft still due under the 814 Group 
Program Mr. Butterworth reiterated his previous position that this 
was a technical matter for the concerned officers of the Chinese and 
the United States Air Forces to work out. 

A[rtTHur] R. R[1Newarr] 

893.24/3-2248 | 

The Department of State to the Chinese Embassy 

MrmoraNnpUM 

The Department of State refers to the memorandum from the Chi- 
nese Embassy dated March 22, 1948 with regard to the interest of 
the Chinese Government in acquiring certain items of equipment for 
Mosquito airplanes and to the Department’s interim reply contained 
in its memorandum of April 15, 1948,? stating that the Department of 
the Air Force was engaged in an investigation to determine the availa- 
bility of the items desired. 

There is now transmitted herewith a list * supplied by the Depart- 
ment of the Air Force which indicates the status of availability in 
Air Force stocks of this equipment. The items shown as available 
may be obtained through the Office of the Foreign Liquidation 
Commissioner. 

In the letter ? transmitting the above-mentioned list the Department | 
of the Air Force commented as follows: 

“The United States Air Force has never used the British designed 
‘Mosquito’ aircraft for other than photographic work. These USAF 
aircraft did not mount 20 mm guns. Since specific information as to 
the serial and mark numbers of the aircraft are not available to the 
Air Force, it is impossible to determine whether the specific gun 
requested by the Chinese can be installed, without modification of 
the aircraft. In this connection, it is suggested that the representa- 
tives of the Chinese Government contact appropriate Canadian or 

* Not printed. | 
* List not found in Department files. : |
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British authorities, if they have any doubt as to the suitability of 
installation of the desired 20 mm cannon. If such an action is under- 

taken by the Chinese representatives, they should furnish the follow- 

ing information to the appropriate authorities: serial number of air- 

craft, mark number of aircraft and detailed data as to the mounting 

and feeding of the gun which they desire to install in their Mosquito 

aircraft.” | | 

WasuineTon, May 7, 1948. | 

893.24/5-1848 a 

The Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Secretary of State 

The Chinese Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary 

of State and has the honor to refer to the Memorandum of the De- 

partment of May 7, 1948, transmitting a List from the Department 

ef the Air Force which indicates the status of availability in the 

stocks of the United States Air Force of items of equipment for 

Mosquito aircraft. | | 

The Ambassador will appreciate it if the Secretary would be good 

enough to inform the Department of the Air Force and the Office of 

the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner that the Chinese Government 

desires to acquire all the items shown in the List as available and that 

a representative of the Washington Office of the Chinese Air Force 

will contact the Commissioner for this purpose. 

The Ambassador wishes to take this opportunity to thank the De- 

partment of the Air Force for its valuable suggestion as regards 

the suitability of the desired 20 mm guns for the Mosquito aircraft. 

Wasuineton, May 18, 1948. | | 

893.248/5-2048 | 

| The Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Secretary of State 

The Chinese Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary 

of State and has the honor to refer to the Memorandum of the Embassy 

to the Department dated April 12, 1948, transmitting the request of 

the Chinese Government for the implementation of the 814 Group 

Program for the Chinese Air Force. : 

The Ambassador wishes to inform the Secretary that the Chinese 

Government is urgently in need of the various types of aircraft as 

indicated in the said Memorandum and will deeply appreciate it if 

| the United States Government would find it feasible to make them 

available to China, together with the undelivered ammunition, spare.
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parts and spare engines under the Program, at the earliest practicable 
date. | | 

It is sincerely hoped that the Secretary would, in conjunction with 
the other departments concerned, give favorable consideration to the 
request of the Chinese Government as conveyed in the said Memo- 
randum and would make arrangements to have the fighter planes 
delivered to China at a base in the Pacific under the control of the 
United States authorities. 

Wasuineton, May 20, 1948. 

893.248/5-2448 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State 

| WASHINGTON, 24 May 1948. 
Dear Mr. Secrerary: I refer to your communication of 20 April 

1948 * and attached copy of a memorandum of 12 April 1948 from 
the Chinese Embassy in Washington, containing an urgent request 
for military equipment and especially aircraft for the Chinese Na- 
tionalist Forces. 

The Secretary of the Air Force has indicated that it would be neces- 
sary to refer to the Joint Chiefs of Staff the problem of transfer to 
the Chinese Government of aircraft from United States units in the 
Pacific. The heavy load of higher priority work precludes the me- 
chanical rehabilitation of the 95 fighter aircraft presently on contract 
for turn-over to the Government of China by USAF depots prior to 
late Spring 1949. Rehabilitation of the 95 aircraft by a civilian 
firm would require a minimum of 22 weeks plus time required for 
movement of the aircraft from the United States to China by surface 
vessel. It is not anticipated that either of the above mentioned 
approaches will meet the urgency of the deteriorating military situa- 
tionin China. Even if the Chinese Government accepts rehabilitation 
of the 95 aircraft by a civilian firm, it is anticipated that they will 
request that aircraft in addition to the 95 be made available to achieve 
the urgently needed revitalization of the Chinese Air Force. The 
degree of urgency could only be met by making such aircraft available 
from Pacific units. 

In view of the above it is requested that the Department of State 
advise me upon the degree of U. S. national interest involved in 
order that I may decide whether there is a question of military priority 
which should be referred to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. | 

Sincerely yours, _ James ForreEsTAL 

“Not printed. | |
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893.24 /5-1448 | | 

The Department of State to the Chinese E’'mbassy 

MEMORANDUM | 

The Department of State refers to the Chinese Embassy’s two memo- 

randa of April 22, 1948 with regard to the requirements of the Chinese 

Government for arms and ammunition for the Chinese Army and for 

| the Chinese Air Force, copies of which were forwarded by the Depart- 

ment to the military authorities concerned. oe 

| A communication has now been received from the Department of 

the Army ® indicating that its report, “Status of Surplus Matériel 

in Pacific Area as Pertains to Chinese Government”,® forwarded to the 

Chinese Embassy as an attachment to the Department’s memorandum 

of April 21, 1948,” contained the latest information on the amount 

of surplus matériel available for transfer to the Chinese Government. 

It is understood that contracts for the purchase of this matériel by the 

Chinese Government are now under negotiation. | 

The Department will inform the Chinese Embassy should the mili- 

tary authorities indicate that additional surplus matériel has become 

available for transfer to China. | 

WasHIneTon, May 28, 1948. | 

893.24/6-948 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 

(Butterworth) to the Secretary of State 

[WasHINGTON,] June 9, 1948. 

On December 22, 1947 the Chinese Government purchased 150 

C-46’s from the War Assets Administration. As of June 7, 36 of 

these had been flown to Shanghai and the balance were arriving 

there at the rate of 10 per week. If present schedules are maintained 

all the planes will have been delivered by the end of August. 
In late April CinCFE declared 13 C-46’s surplus and these were 

sold to the Chinese Government at a cost of $22,500 each under a 
contract concluded on May 12. In view of the urgent need of the 
Chinese Government for these planes and in view of the fact that they 
are transport and not combat planes, arrangements have been effected 
whereby United States flight personnel are now delivering them to 
Shanghai. The Department agreed to the delivery of these planes 

5 Not printed. 
*See footnote 85, p. 52. 
7 See footnote 87, p. 52. | : |
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at Shanghai by U. S. personnel on the basis that not more than 3 
would be delivered at a time and that there should be no publicity 
in regard to such action. It was stipulated that U. S. markings 
would be obliterated prior to the transfer of these planes to the 
Chinese. 

W. W[a4tton] B[utrerwortH] 

893.248/5-2448 . 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

WASHINGTON, June 10, 1948. 
_ Dear Mr. Secrerary: The receipt is acknowledged of your letter of 
May 24, 1948 with regard to the request of the Chinese Government 
for military equipment for the Chinese Air Force. 

The Under Secretary of State subsequent to June 20, 1947 approved 
for Departmental guidance a statement of policy with respect to the 
relative priorities for the receipt of U. S. military supplies. This 
decision was embodied in Policy Decision no. 11 of the Policy Com- — - 
mittee on Arms and Armaments, of August 20, 1947, copies of which 
were transmitted by the Deputy Chairman of the Committee to the 
Army and Air Force members of the SANAC® subcommittee on re- 
armament. By this decision three priority groups were established, 
though no attempt was made to establish a relative priority among 
the countries within any respective group. Group I comprised 
Greece and Turkey; Group II comprised Italy, Iran and China (814 
Group Program only—including civilian end-use items, transport 
planes and spare parts only for all equipment transferred to China 

_ under this Program) ; Group III comprised Canada, the Republic 
of the Philippines, and the American Republics. 

It is understood that a new study is now being made by the con- 
cerned Departments to determine the priority of various countries 
for the receipt of military aid. Pending the outcome of this study, 
it is the opinion of the Department that the furnishing of all types 
of equipment for the 814 Group Program should carry the priority 
indicated in the categories enumerated above and that any project 
sponsored by the Government to assist the National Government of 
China in maintaining an air force commensurate with her other armed 
forces and suitable to her present needs should be considered as 
maintaining a similar priority. : 

This Department has.been informed that in addition to the 95 
fighter aircraft in this country referred to in your letter under 

_ * Not printed. | | , ° State-Army—Navy—Air Force Coordinating. :
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acknowledgment, arrangements are now being completed for the 

transfer to China of 166 fighter aircraft from Pacific sources. It is 

understood that these aircraft will be turned over to the Chinese 

Government at Okinawa in combat operational condition. = | 

Faithfully yours, G. C. MarsHALL 

893.248 /6-1448 | | 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State 

| WASHINGTON, 14 June 1948. 

Dear Mr. Sxcrerary: Thank you for your letter of 10 June 1948 

which was in response to my earlier communication of 24 May 1948 

dealing with the request of the Chinese Government for military 

equipment for the Chinese Air Force. | | a 

It will be extremely helpful to have your statement concerning the 

priority to be accorded to the 814 group program pending completion 

of the current study with respect to priorities in the furnishing of 

military aid. I. shall immediately transmit a copy of your letter to 

the Secretary of the Air Force so that the request of the Chinese Gov- 

ernment may be considered in the light of your advice. =, a 

Sincerely yours, | | 7 James ForREsTAL 

893.24/6-2148 | Sn Se  , 

 -‘ Lhe Department of State to the Chinese Embassy : 

| MEMORANDUM a 

The Department of State has been informed by the Department of 

the Air Force that a number of P-47-N fighter aircraft now locatedin 

the Pacific will, during the remainder of the year, become surplus to 

United States Air Force requirements. The United States Govern- 

ment is prepared to make these planes available to the Chinese Gov- 

ernment through the Office of the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner. 

Present information, which can not be considered as final, indicates 

that thirty-two of these aircraft will be available for sale or transfer 

shortly after the middle of July with additional aircraft becoming 

available approximately as follows: Thirty-two in August; nineteen 

in September; seven in December. It is anticipated that about one- 

third of these aircraft will be P-47 N-RE-1’s and the remaining two- 

thirds will be P-47-N-RE-5’s. pO | 

The Department of the Air Force has indicated that the number 

of planes involved is-subject to change and that the schedule of deliv- 

eries is contingent upon several variable factors. Therefore, this 

memorandum should not be considered as establishing a commitment
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on the part of this Government to furnish the total number indicated 

or to furnish such numbers as may be provided on any firm schedule. 

The Department of the Air Force states that it is not in a position 

to furnish maintenance spares for the above aircraft as current United 

States military requirements and stock levels preclude the declaration 

as surplus of any such parts, and it suggests, therefore, that the 

Chinese Government may find it desirable to initiate procurement 

action with Republic Aviation Corporation, the manufacturer of these 

aircraft, in order to obtain such equipment. : | | 

Wasuineton, June 25, 1948. | 

898.24/7-348 | | a - | 

The Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Secretary of State 

The Chinese Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary 

of State and has the honor to refer to the Memorandum of the Embassy 

dated April 12, 1948, dealing with the request of the Chinese Govern- 
ment for certain types of aircraft under the Eight and One-third 

Group Program for the Chinese Air Force, and to the Memorandum 

of the Department of State dated June 25, 1948, stating that the 
United States Government is prepared to make available to China 
through surplus-channels a number of P-47-N fighter aircraft now 
located in the Pacific. : | 

Pursuant to instructions, the Ambassador wishes to inform the 

Secretary that the Chinese Government is desirous of acquiring as 

soon as practicable the aircraft in question. It is, therefore, highly 
desirable that a procedure for the transfer should first be discussed 
and agreed upon. — | | 

The Ambassador will appreciate it if the Secretary would be good 
enough to authorize the Shanghai representative of the Office of the 
Foreign Liquidation Commissioner to contact the representatives of 
the Board of Supplies of the Chinese Government with a view to 
making the necessary arrangements for such transfer. 7 

WASHINGTON, July 3, 1948. 

' §93.24/7-848 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs 
| (Sprouse) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 

(Butterworth) | 

[WasHINGTON,| July 8, 1948. 

Major MacGhee, Air Force P&O, called Mr. McAfee * July 2 to 
state that the Far East Air Force had recommended that the delivery 

”™ William McAfee, Division of Chinese Affairs.
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_ of fighter planes being transferred to the Chinese take place at Tainan, 
‘Taiwan, instead of at Okinawa. Mr. McAfee discussed this with 
Mr. Benninghoff “ and me and subsequently informed Major Mac- 
Ghee of this Department’s approval of this change. In his second 
conversation with Major MacGhee Mr. McAfee repeated the condi- 
tions which had been previously established as governing the transfer 
of these planes: that the markings on the planes should be obliterated 
prior to their transfer to the Chinese; that no publicity should attend 
the transfers. He added that since the transfers were now scheduled 

| to take place at Tainan rather than at Okinawa that not more than 
three planes should be delivered at a time. Major MacGhee stated 
that orders had been issued with respect to the first two conditions 
but added that FEAF hoped to deliver 32 planes to the Chinese 
within the period of a week in mid-July. Major MacGhee suggested 
that FEAF be instructed to space the deliveries of these planes evenly 
over that week. Mr. McAfee discussed this with Mr. Benninghoff and 
me and the Air Force was subsequently informed of this Department’s. 

| approval of this proposal. 
Mr. McAfee orally informed Mr. Tsui of the Chinese Embassy that 

the transfer would take place at Tainan, Taiwan, instead of at 
Okinawa. | | 

893.24/7-348 - 

. Dhe Secretary of State to the Chinese Ambassador (Koo) 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
| the Chinese Ambassador and has the honor to refer to his note of 

July 3, 1948 concerning the transfer to the Chinese Government of 
a number of P-47-N fighter aircraft now located in the Pacific. 

_ Prior to the end of June the Office of the Foreign Liquidation Com- 

missioner instructed its Shanghai representative to open negotiations — 
with officials of the Chinese Government to effect the transfer of the 
above-mentioned aircraft. Final instructions with respect tothe price — 
at which the aircraft are to be offered have now been forwarded to 
the Shanghai representative of the Office of the Foreign Liquidation 
Commissioner, who has been authorized to conclude the necessary 
contract. | | 

WasHineTon, July 15, 1948. | 

1H. M. Benninghoff, Deputy Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs.
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893.24/7-1948 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs 
(Sprouse) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) | 

[WasHineron,] July 19, 1948. 
Dr. Tan Shao-hwa, Chinese Minister, telephoned today and referred 

to the Department’s memorandum of April 21,!? enclosing a list of 
ammunition and other military items available under surplus ar- 
rangements for transfer to the Chinese Government. He pointed out 
that this was the same as the list enclosed with the Department’s 
memorandum of March 4, except for a few items. Minister Tan stated 
that on page 6 of the list forwarded with the Department’s memo- 
randum of April 21 certain airplane engines had been enumerated as 
being available for the 814 Group Program. He said that these 
engines were said by OFLC to be in the Pacific islands and that, 
therefore, negotiations must be negotiated with OFLC representa- 
tives at Shanghai. Minister Tan concluded with the request that 
OFLC representatives at Shanghai be instructed to enter into nego- 
tiations for thesale of theseengines. __ 

I telephoned Captain Sullinger of the OFLC and communicated 
the foregoing to him with a request for any available information he 
might have on the subject. Captain Sullinger said that OFLC had 
received a letter, dated July 14 from a representative of the Chinese 
Air Force, enclosing two photostatic copies of the list which the De- 
partmerit had forwarded to the Chinese Embassy on April 21. He 
said that 1,107 airplane engines had been listed on page 6 of this 
document. Captain Sullinger continued that his investigations to 
date indicated that 14 of these engines had already been delivered to 
the Chinese Government under the 814 Group Program. He further 
stated that 875 engines for P-51s and P-47s had been turned over to 

_ the Chinese under the Hogan project (Calcutta stockpile) as part of 
_ the 814 Group Program. It was his belief that perhaps all of these 

engines had already been turned over to the Chinese. He said that 
he would inform me further when he had completed his investigation 
of this matter. oo 

893.248/7-1648 | 

Ihe Secretary of State to the Chinese Ambassador (Koo) 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Chinese Ambassador and has the honor to refer to the Embassy’s 
communications to this Department dated April 12 and May 20, 1948 

* Not printed.
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with respect to the implementation of the 814 Group Program, and 
to the Department’s communications to the Embassy, dated June 
25 and July 15, 1948, respectively. : a 

The Department has now received a letter from the Secretary of 
Defense }* indicating that certain questions relating to the 814 Group 
Program and the delivery of planes by a United States aircraft car- 
rier are still under consideration by the appropriate military.authori- | 
ties. The views of the National Military Establishment concerning 
these problems will be transmitted to the Embassy at a later date. 

With respect to the purchase of the 95 fighter planes, the Depart- 
ment of the Air Force is prepared, should the Chinese Government 
purchase these through the Office of the Foreign Liquidation Commis- 
sioner, to furnish through the same channels those spare parts neces- 
sary to the reconditioning of the aircraft which the Chinese or their 
contractors are unable to secure from other sources. | 

‘The Secretary of Defense in his communication refers to the trans- 
fer of the P-47-N fighter aircraft to be effected as these aircraft become 
surplus to the United States Air Force requirements in the Pacific. 
It is anticipated that the schedule of transfers will be as indicated in 
the Department’s memorandum of June 25, 1948 although the num- 
bers and schedules of delivery will be, as previously noted, dependent 
on several variable factors. 

WasuHrneron, July 26, 1948. 

893.24/8-2048 : | 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of Far Eastern — 
Affairs (Benninghoff) to the Secretary of State | 

[WasuHtneton,] August 20, 1948. 

There are attached two reports from the Office of the Foreign 
Liquidation Commissioner summarizing transfers to the Chinese Gov- 
ernment of foreign and domestic ammunition between June 25, 1947, 
and August 16, 1948. One contract dates back to June 1947; the 
others have been implemented since November 6, 1947. 

A total of 19,730.507 measurement tons of foreign surplus ammuni- 
tion was accepted and shipped by the Chinese Government under the 
three contracts in Tab A.* (This figure is less than the OFLC May 
20, 1948, report by the amount not accepted by the Chinese 
Government. ) 

The transfers from domestic surplus are listed in Tab B ™ by caliber 

* Dated May 24, p. 65. | | On 
4 Not printed. | 
* Not printed; it listed 134,260,675 rounds of various calibre ammunition, 

229,392 grenades, and 60,213 mines ordered. This included all offered except. 
302,059 rounds of two types of ammunition.
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and general types rather than by tonnage. OFLC states that with the 

exception of some’5,000 grenades all domestic surplus ordered by the 

Chinese has been delivered. © : | 

II. ASSISTANCE TO CHINA UNDER THE $125,000,000 GRANT OF THE 

CHINA AID ACT; CHINESE PLEAS FOR GREATER MILITARY ASSIST- 
ANCE AND SUPPORT FROM THE UNITED STATES 

893.50 Recovery /4-—648 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

7 - Wasurneton, April 6, 1948—4 p. m. 

489. Senate Foreign Relations Committee Report ** and Senate de- 

bate on China Aid Act 1" indicated clearly $125,000,000 grant to be used 

by Chi Govt “on its own option and responsibility” for whatever pur- 

pose “decided upon by the Chi Govt”. Sen Vandenberg stated in de- 

bate Mar 29 [30]:%8 “This process must be completely clear of any 

implication that we are underwriting the military campaign of the 

Nationalist Govt”. Sen Connally stated: 1° “It is in the nature of an 

outright grant to China for her own use, under her own responsibility, 
for whatever great and critical need may arise. There is not a word 
in the bill regarding military supplies or military aid. ‘This measure 
is the best plan or device we could bring about in the Committee to ex- 
tend aid to China, without making hard and fast commitments which 
we did not feel it was wise to make”. (Deptel 483 Apr 3 7°) 

Committee Report states this grant is to be subject to “the admin- 
istrative terms which the President deems appropriate”, that grant 
is to be used by Chi Govt “without any of the conditions and controls 
which will prevail with respect to the expenditure” of the $338,000,000 
and that Committee does not intend that “Administrator of the Eco- 
nomic Cooperation Act should be held responsible for this part of 
the bill”. Legislative history indicates that phrase in the act “on such 
terms as the President may determine” refers to procedural and finan- 
cial terms and not to screening of requirements or supervision of 

| end use. | 
It should be noted that China Aid Act as passed reduces by the 

amount of this grant the amount for essential commodity imports 

under program to be administered by ECA. 

6 No, 1026, Aid to China, Senate Foreign Relations Committee, March 25, 1948 
(Washington, Government Printing Office, 1948). 

““Vitle IV of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948, approved April 3, 1948; 62 
Stat. 187, 158. . 7 

*® Congressional Record, 80th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 3668. | 
” Tbid., p. 3698. } | | 
»® Post, p. 485. | 

Title I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948.
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China Aid Act does not require U.'S. military aid mission to China 
since in final action Greek pattern ” was not adopted for China. Ex- 
ecutive Session hearings Senate Foreign Relations Committee indi- 
cated clearly Committee’s desire to avoid placing China in same cate- 
gory as Greece in respect to military aid. AAG * will not, therefore, 
be expected to administer military assistance program under the act. 
Rptd Shanghai as 597. | 

Lovett 

893.50 Recovery /5-1148 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of the Division 
of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) 

[WasHineton,] May 11, 1948. 

Participants: Tan Shao-hwa, Chinese Minister 
Mr. Ringwalt, CA * 
Mr. Sprouse, CA , . 

Minister Tan called at the Department by appointment today to 
make certain inquiries regarding the $125 million grant under the 
China Aid Program. He explained that Ambassador Koo” had 
suggested to him and to Dr. Lee Kan, acting head of the Chinese 
Technical Mission, that they approach their friends at the Depart- 
ment of State in this regard. Minister Tan stated that the Chinese © 
Government planned to use the entire amount for expenditures of a 
military character, with some of it going to the Chinese Army for 
purchases of munitions, some to the Chinese Air Force and a small 
amount for the Chinese Navy. He further stated that the Chinese 
Embassy has just received word that plans for the expenditure of this 
grant would be forwarded to it from Nanking within a short time. 
Minister Tan said that a General Yang, Chief of Ordnance, was ex- 
pected to arrive in Washington in the near future to take the necessary 
action to acquire military equipment for the Army and that General 
Mow * would act similarly for the Chinese Air Force. When asked 
what orders had been placed for the purchase of munitions from com- 
mercial sources in the United States, the Minister said that, while the 
Embassy had recommended such action to the Chinese Government, 
no steps had as yet been taken to that end. He pointed out that the 

"Title III of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948; for United States-Greek 
Relief Agreement, signed July 8, 1947, see Department of State Bulletin, July 
20, 1947, p. 189. 

72 Army Advisory Group. 
* Arthur R. Ringwalt, Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs. 
*'V. K. Wellington Koo. | 
* Lt. Gen. P. T. Mow, Deputy Commanding General of the Chinese Air Force 

and Chief of the Chinese Air Force Office in the United States.
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most urgent need was for .80 caliber rifle ammunition which the U.S. 

Army had recently indicated was not available from surplus stocks. 

Mr. Ringwalt explained that he had recently made a second request 

of the Department of the Army to ascertain whether such ammunition 

might not be available for transfer to the Chinese Government. 

Minister Tan then expressed an interest in knowing what procedures 

would be followed in making this $125 million grant available to the 

Chinese Government for its purchases. 

) Mr. Sprouse replied that this was a matter for approval by the 

President and that work was being done in this regard and should 

be completed this week. He added that the terms decided upon by the 

President would be promptly communicated to the Chinese Embassy. 

Minister Tan made an oblique reference to the possibility that for 

“diplomatic reasons” the Department might wish “to close one eye” 

to Chinese purchases of military equipment. Mr. Sprouse rejoined 

that, in his personal opinion, the Congress would be interested in 

knowing how this grant was spent even though it had been indicated 

that the Chinese Government was to use it for whatever purpose it 

might decide upon. The conversation then turned to other subjects 

unrelated to the China Aid Program. 

893.50 Recovery/5—1748 . 

Memorandum. by the Secretary of State to President Truman” 

Wasuineron, May 14, 1948. 

Subject: Administrative Terms to Govern the $195 Million Grant 

7 under the China Aid Act. 

Section 404 (b) of Title IV (China Aid Act of 1948) of the For- 

eign Assistance Act of 1948 authorizes the appropriation to the 

President of a sum not to exceed $125 million for additional aid to 

China through grants, on such terms as the President may determine 

and without regard to the provisions of the Economic Cooperation 

Act of 1948. This section of the Act retains the exact wording, except 

for the substitution of $125 million for $100 million, of the Senate’s 

version of this portion of the Act. The pertinent portions of the 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee Report on Aid to China and 

debate in the Senate on this subject are, therefore, applicable to this 

section of the Act. 

The Committee Report states that this grant is to be subject to 

“administrative terms which the President deems appropriate”, that 

the grant is to be used by the Chinese Government “without any of 

the conditions and controls which will prevail with respect to the 

Marginal notation : “Approved, May 17, ’48. Harry 8. Truman”, . 

429-525—73——6 |
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expenditure” of the $338 million authorized under Section 404 (a) | 
of the Act and that the Committee does not intend that the “Admin- 
istrator of the Economic Cooperation Act should be held responsible 
for this part of the bill”. The Report further states that the grant 
is to be used by the Chinese Government “on its own option and 
responsibility” and “for whatever purpose decided upon by the Chi- 
nese Government”. Legislative history indicates that the phrase in 
the Act “on such terms as the President may determine” refers to 
procedural and financial terms and not to screening of requirements 
or supervision of end use. 

During the debate in the Senate on the China Aid Act on March 29 
Senator Vandenberg stated: “This process must be completely clear 
of any implication that we are underwriting the military campaign 
of the Nationalist Government.” Senator Connally stated: “It is in 
the nature of an outright grant to China for her own use, under her 
own responsibility, for whatever great and critical need may arise. 
There is not a word in the bill regarding military supplies or military 
aid. ‘This measure is the best plan or device we could bring about in 
the Committee to extend aid to China, without making hard and fast 
commitments which we did not fee] it was wise to make.” 

It is recognized that such expenditures as the Chinese may make 
under this grant for items in short supply will have to be taken into 
account by the Administrator in connection with his programming 
of the requirements of other countries and his evaluation of the impact 
on the American economy. However, the Department of State should 
have no difficulty in arranging informally for the Chinese Embassy 

_ to keep the Administrator or other concerned Government agencies 
advised regarding Chinese expenditures under Section 404(6) of the 
China Aid Act. | 

In view of the expressed intention of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee, which originated this section of the Act, that the Admin- 
istrator should not be responsible for this portion of the Act and in 
the light of the considerations listed above, it is recommended that 
the President delegate his powers under Section 404(0) of the China 
Aid Act of 1948 to the Secretary of the Treasury. Since the Chi- 
nese will not be able to make any expenditures under this grant until 
the required administrative terms are decided upon and incorporated 
in an agreement between the United States and Chinese Governments, 
it seems desirable that this matter be handled as expeditiously as pos- 
sible. The Department of State would, of course, forward to the 
Chinese Embassy the document prepared by the Secretary of the 
Treasury setting forth the administrative terms to govern this grant 
and would arrange for an exchange of letters or for a formal agree- 
ment containing Chinese acquiescence to these terms. 

— G. C. Marsan
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&93.00/6-248 an | — : 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of the Division 
of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) 

: | [WasHiIncTon,| June 2, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. Dening, Assistant Under Secretary for Foreign 
| Affairs, British Foreign Office 

Mr. Graves, Counselor, British Embassy 
| Mr. Butterworth, Director, Office of Far Eastern 

Affairs 
Mr. Green,” NA 
Mr. Sprouse, CA | 

(The conversation described hereunder is one of the series of con- 
versations between Mr. Dening and Mr. Butterworth and other officers 
of the Department regarding various aspects of the situation in the 
Far East.) | 

Mr. Dening opened the conversation by referring to the efforts of 
the British Government to go along with the U. S. Government during 
parts of 1946 and 1947 in not permitting the sale of munitions to the 
Chinese Government. He explained that his Government had been 
somewhat embarrassed since it had publicly announced this policy 
and now found itself in a difficult position because of the constant 
criticism of aid to China from Lord Lindsay and other like-minded 
members of Parliament who continued to look upon the Chinese 
Communists as agrarian reformers. Consequently, he said, the British 
Government had not yet made public any change in its previous ban 
on the sale of munitions to China, although it was now selling military 
supphes to China from time to time. Prefacing his query with the 
statement that the British Government was not selling munitions to 
T. V. Soong *® or other Chinese leaders in southeast China, he asked 
what the U. S. Government’s attitude would be toward such action 
by the British Government. He further stated that he was aware 
that the U. S. Government had long since relaxed its ban on the ship- 

| ment of munitions to China and expressed an interest in knowing 
what military supplies were now going forward to China from the 
United States. 

Mr. Butterworth gave a full explanation of the circumstances sur- 
rounding the imposition of the ban on the shipment of munitions to 
‘China in 1946 and the hfting of this ban in May 1947. He continued 
with an explanation of the subsequent negotiations involving the sale 
of various surplus military items to the Chinese Government, the 

*® Marshall Green, Division of Northeast Asian Affairs. _ 
* Governor of Kwangtung. .
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problems involved in disposing of surplus war matériel in the Pacific 

islands and the Chinese lack of interest in obtaining munitions from 

commercial sources because of their desire to purchase such matériel 

from U. S. surplus stocks at prices only a fraction of their procure- 

ment cost. With reference to Mr. Dening’s query concerning the pos- 
sible sale of munitions by the British Government to Chinese leaders 

in southeast China, Mr. Butterworth made it clear that this Govern- 

ment would not. have any objection thereto. | | 

Mr. Butterworth went on to describe the China aid program and 
the background of the legislative history of the China Aid Act of 
1948. In this explanation he emphasized the differences between the 
thinking of the House and the Senate with respect to the question of 
military aid to China and the legislative evolution of the section in 
the Act providing for additional aid of $125 million in grants. He 
pointed out the desire of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

| _ to avoid having the U. S. Government assume responsibilities and 
enter into commitments in China similar to those with which it was 
confronted in Greece and compared the “tea cup” of Greece to the 
“ocean” of China. : , . 

Mr. Butterworth then went on to describe the purposes of the China 
aid program as it had developed from the Department’s original bill 
and the part that it was hoped would be played by the rural recon- 
struction program under the China Aid Act towards bringing about 
improvement in rural areas of China which were so important to the 
Government in its present situation. He described the composition of 

: the Economic Cooperation Mission that would shortly proceed to 
China and the various aspects of the program and expressed the hope 
that the British Government, because of its own interest in the Canton— 
Hankow Railway, would do what it could to cooperate in this project 
envisaged as a possibility under the reconstruction portion of the 
program. | 

Referring to the general political situation, Mr. Butterworth stated 
that the American Ambassador had of late been somewhat pessimistic 
with regard to the possibility of the Generalissimo’s © ability to carry 
out the reforms necessary to restore confidence in and strengthen the 

| Chinese Government in its struggle against the Chinese Communists 
and that this was a matter of concern to the Department since Dr. 
Stuart was on such close and intimate terms with the Generalissimo. 

Mr. Dening replied that he was not fully up to date on the latest 
developments in China but that this seemed to confirm in general re- 
ports received from British official sources in China. 

| Mr. Sprouse gave a brief explanation of the background of the 
most recent developments with respect to the new cabinet and the 

* President Chiang Kai-shek. |
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ranking military appointments and added an explanation of the role 

of the U. S. Army and Naval Advisory Groups in China. 

In reply to a question regarding the British opinion of Marshal 

Li Chi-shen and his Kuomintang Revolutionary Committee at Hong 

Kong, Mr. Dening said that it was his understanding that Marshal | 

Li was not being taken seriously as an important factor in the Chinese 

scene. Mr. Dening went on to express the serious concern of the | 

British Government over the dangers to the regions south of China, 

- including Hong Kong, inherent in the increasing strength of the 

Chinese Communists in China and the possibility of an eventual 

Communist-controlled China. 
Mr. Butterworth replied that the U. S. Government was equally 

aware of these dangers. 

Mr. Dening expressed a desire that there continue to be consulta- 

tion between the British and U. S. Governments regarding develop- 

ments in China and voiced his appreciation of the conversations he 

had had on these and related subjects. 

_ Mr. Butterworth agreed on the desirability of continued close con- 

_ tacts with respect to these developments and stated that the Depart- 

ment had only a few days ago instructed the Embassy at Nanking to 

keep the British and French Missions informed of its plans regarding 

the evacuation of American nationals from north China after refer- 

ence of this matter to the Chinese Foreign Office. He explained that 

‘if the American Embassy had not yet done so it was probably due 

to the circumstance that the interchanges with the Foreign Office on 

this subject had not yet been completed. 
The conversation was concluded upon arranging that discussions 

of Southeast Asia would be held at the next meeting on June 4. 

$93.50 Recovery /7—148 | 

President Truman to the Secretary of State 

, WASHINGTON, June 2, 1948. 

‘My Dear Mr. Secrerary: I am in general in accord with the posi- 

tion expressed in your memorandum to me of May 14, 1948, regarding 

the provision of additional aid to China as authorized by Section 
404 (b) of the China Aid Act of 1948. It is my desire that the grants 
to China under this section of the Act be made under the following 

procedures:
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1. The Chinese Government will, from time to time, submit to the 
Department of State requests for payment with respect to commodi- 
ties or services procured by it, supported by invoices or other 
appropriate documentation evidencing the transactions. — 

2. The Department of State will examine the documentation sub- 
mitted by the Chinese Government to determine that the request is 
not in excess of the total represented by the invoices or other sup- 
porting data, and will authorize the Treasury to make the appropriate 
payments to the Chinese Government. _ Oo 
8. The Secretary of State will request from the Chinese Govern- 

ment monthly reports showing in as much detail as possible the pur- 
poses for which expenditures have been made out of the funds pro- 
vided to it under the authority of Section 404 (0) of the Act. 

Attached is a copy of my letter to the Secretary of the Treasury * 
informing him of this procedure and making an allocation of $13,- 
500,000 to carry out the provisions of Section 404 (6) of the China 
Aid Act of 1948. — | | | me 

Sincerely yours, Harry 8. Truman 

893.24/6-248 | | 
The Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Secretary of State _ 

The Chinese Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary 
of State and, referring to the conversation he had with the Acting 
Secretary of State on April 9, 1948, inquiring as to the procedure 
to be followed in regard to the use of the “sum not exceeding $125,- 
000,000 for additional aid to China through grants” as stipulated in the 
China Aid Act of 1948, has the honor to transmit herewith two Lists 
of Items of Military Supplies and Equipment: one for the Chinese 
Army and Navy, the other for Chinese Air Force, to be procured 
immediately in the United States with the funds provided for under 
Section 404 (6) of the said Act. These Lists are summary statements 
abridged from two comprehensive procurement programs, which will 
be submitted in due course. | : 
The said Lists cover the immediate requirements of the Army and 

Navy, and the Air Force, to which the Chinese Government proposes 
to allot 75.84 and 22.56 per cent. respectively of the above-mentioned 
sum. The list of articles needed by the Armored Force, which repre- 

"Dated June 2, Department of State, United States Relations With China 
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1949), p. 947. | — : 

? Post, p. 490. |
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sent 1.6 per cent. of the total, will be transmitted to the Department 

of State presently. 
The data conveyed in the List for the Army and Navy are brought to 

Washington by Major General Yang Chi-tseng, Chief of the 

Ordnance Department, accompanied by Brigadier General Chien Li, 

Deputy Chief of Military Transportation Department; Colonel Koo 
Hou-ying, Deputy Division Head of the Signal Department; Lieu- 
tenant Colonel Shao-chi Tong, Branch Head of the Field Service 

Division of the Ordnance Department; and Commander H. L. Huang, 

Assistant Executive Officer of the Navy Command Forces. It is to be 
added that the Chinese Government has also appointed Lieutenant 

General Chu Shih-ming to come to Washington to assist the Embassy 
in connection with the procurement of military supplies. He, con- 
jointly with Lieutenant General Yang and his group, will supply tech- 

nical information and handle matters pertaining to the procurement of 

the necessary ammunition and items of equipment for the Chinese 
Army and Navy. | oe 

The List for the Air Force is furnished by the Chinese Air Force 
through Lieutenant General P. T. Mow, Deputy Commanding General 

of the Chinese Air Force and concurrently Chief of the Office in the 
United States of the Chinese Air Force, who will undertake to per- 
form the like functions in so far as the needs of the Chinese Air Force 
are concerned. . | | | 

The said officers stand ready to supply any information or details of 
a technical nature as regards the requirements in their respective fields. 

The Ambassador will be obliged if the Secretary would be good 
enough to indicate the agency or agencies of the United States Govern- 
ment which the above-mentioned representatives of the Chinese Gov- 
ernment may contact and to which they may supply the necessary in- 
formation with a view to clarifying the technical requirements of 
China’s armed services. | 

WasHINGTON, June 2, 1948.
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| [Enclosure 1] | 

| JUNE 2, 1948. 

Summary or Irems or Mirirary SupPPLies AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE 

Curese Army AnD Navy To Be Immepiatery Procurep WITH 

Funps Provipvep ror Unver Section 404(6) of tHE Cuina Arp Act 

oF 1948 3 | 
DISTRIBUTION OF $125,000,000 U.S. A. SPECIAL AID TO CHINA 

Combined Services Forces—Army Part 

Ordnance .........eccccceeceeeeeccceesss § 89, 070, 000 

Transportation .........eceeeeeeeeeeeeees 24,225, 000 

Sigral 20... .. ccc ee cece e cere eeeeeeteeecs 10,480, 000 

Medical............cccccccec cee eeeeceees 7, 000, 000 
| Engineer.........cceceeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 2,625, 000 

Quartermaster... .. ccc ce cece rece ce eeene 1, 750, 000 

Special Service........ cc cece eee eees - 150, 000 

Air Force.......cc ccc eee eccecceccsccecees 28,200, 000 

NAVY occ ccccec ccc c ccc ee cen cseeeeeeeeecens 9, 500, 000 
Armored Force........0. cece cece ee eees 2, 000, 000 

Total. .....cccceeeseeesccceeceee $125, 000, 000 

[Here follow detailed statistics in breakdown of the foregoing 

summary. | | | | 

[Enclosure 2] | 

JUNE 2, 1948. 

List or Irems or Minirrary SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT OF THE CuInEse 

Amr Force To Bre Procurep Immeprarety From tHe Funps Pro- 
_ VIDED FoR UNDER Section 404(0) or Cuina Ar Acts oF 1948 | | 

| FOREWORD 

1. This summary represents the first priority requirements of the 
Chinese Air Force for aircraft, spare parts, supplies and accessories, 
equipment, ammunition and explosives for the year of 1948. How- 
ever, POL °** requirements, which are supposed to be dealt with under 
separate funds, are not included. A detailed list on which this 
summary is based is also available. | 

2. The total value of the requirements, based on original procure- 
ment costs during the Second World War, of various items contained 
herein, 1s estimated to be about $123,974,145.58. 

8 The following note appeared on the original: 
‘This summary is intended solely to give a general idea of the material desired. 

on ay nation with details is contained in the studies on which this summary 
s based.” 
8 Petroleum, oil, and lubricants.
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3. It 1s contemplated that all items could be obtained from surplus 
| stock at the average price of 1714% of the original procurement cost. 

_ Therefore, the actual cost of all items herein listed will arrive at an 
approximate amount of $21,500,000. 

4, Any items, or part of that which might have been already secured 
from the existing two Master Agreements between the Chinese Gov- 
ernment and the Office of the Foreign Liquidation Commission, signed 
on January 30, 1948, and March 16, 1948, respectively, will be deleted 
accordingly when the actual requisition takes place. Therefore, the 
estimated amount in the previous paragraph could be considerably 
reduced, and with the money thus reduced plus the balance of 
$6,700,000, from the tentative allotment appropriated for the Chinese 
Air Force from “China Aid”, $28,200,000 will be used as funds of 
PH &T for the purchased property. 

5. In case no surplus stock could be made available, then the Chinese 
Air Force will place orders from the current market or manufacturer, 
in order to meet its most urgent requirements. It will stop such | 
practice when the remaining fund from the original allotment, 
$28,200,000, is barely enough to cover the PH & T for the property 
already purchased. It will continue the procurement only when a 
new allotment is available. 

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED TOTAL PROCUREMENT COST OF THE 18T PRIORITY 
FOR CHINESE AIR FORCE REQUIREMENTS IN THE YEAR 1948 

Item Description Procurement Cost 
1. Combat Aircraft $ 71,189, 300. 00 
2. Training Aircraft 12, 517,500. 00 © 
3. Bombs, Ammunition and Aircraft 

Armament Supplies 15, 701, 024. 00 
4, Air Corps’ Supplies 19, 340, 341. 94 
5. Signal Supplies | 990, O77. 74 
6. Weather Supplies 830, 402. 00 
t Vehicles Supplies 1, 818, 808. 90 
8. Medical Supplies 161, 691. 00 
9. Maintenance Matériel for Aircraft 1, 425, 000. 00 

| | Total $128, 974, 145. 58 
[Here follow detailed statistics in breakdown of the foregoing 

summary. | | |
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893.50. Recovery/6-748 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State ** 

: [WasuineTon,] June 7, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. Forrestal, Secretary of Defense 7 

Mr. Royall, Secretary ofthe Army . __ | 

Mr. McNeil, Assistant to Secretary Forrestal 

Mr. Marshall, Secretary of State 

| Mr. Sprouse, CA | : 

| ) Mr. McAfee, CA 

Secretary Forrestal opened the conversation by referring to the 

letter addressed to him by Senator Bridges, Chairman of the Senate 

Appropriations Committee, asking for information with respect to — 

Chinese military needs and to what extent they would be met by the 

grants under the China Aid Act of 1948. He continued that he wished 

to have no conflict in what has already been said on this subject in any 

statements that may be made by representatives of the National Mili- 

tary Establishment who would testify on aid to China before the Sen- 

ate Appropriations Committee. Secretary Forrestal stated that the 

Chinese had indicated that the $125 million grants under the China 

Aid Act would be used for military purchases under the following 

allocations among its armed services: Army, $87,500,000; Air Force, 

$28,000,000; and Navy $9,500,000. . 

Secretary Royall stated that an ad hoc committee of Army, Navy 

and Air Force representatives, in which General Wedemeyer *° par- 

ticipated, had estimated that Chinese Government military needs 

against the Communists for one year totalled $9738,000,000 and had 

supported the $125 million grants provided that Chinese expenditures 

of these funds were supervised. He pointed out that he saw no justi- 

fication for piece-meal programs which would fall short of the objec- 

tive of providing realistic assistance and for that reason he did not 

agree that the U. S. should give military aid to China. He further 

said that he had so testified before the House Appropriations 

Committee. | 
I then read the text of a note, dated June 2, 1948 which had just 

been received from the Chinese Ambassador, in which he had listed 

the names of recently arrived Chinese military officers, had enclosed 

a list of military items which the Chinese Government planned to 

purchase from the $125 million grants and had asked that he be 

informed of the U. S. Government agencies which these Chinese 

officers could approach with a view to clarifying the technical require- 

ments of China’s armed forces. I also read the text of a letter, dated _ 

June 2, 1948 from the President to me in which were set forth the 

% Drafted by the Assistant Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) 

and by William McAfee of the same Division. 

Tt, Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, Director of Plans and Operations of the 

Army General Staff.
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-administrative terms to govern the disbursement of the $125 million 
‘grants to the Chinese Government. (I handed copies of the Chinese 

Ambassador’s note and the President’s letter to Secretary Forrestal 
‘and Secretary Royall.) 

I pointed out that the U. S. Government must not allow itself to 
- ‘become undesirably involved in administering the $125 million grants 

‘and that it was necessary to maintain a distinction between advice 
and assistance lest the U. S. Government be placed in a position of 
underwriting the entire Chinese military program and running the 
Chinese Government. I indicated my belief that the U. S. Govern- 

_ ment should limit its action in this regard to putting the Chinese in 
contact with the concerned officers of the Department of the Army, 
Navy and Air Force who could give them help in spending these funds 
wisely and asked Secretary Forrestal to furnish the names of such 
officers so that this information could be transmitted to the Chinese 
Ambassador. © | 

Secretary Forrestal said that the core of the problem seemed to be 
| the degree of guidance which should be extended to the Chinese 

Government in the spending of the $125 million grants. 
I again expressed the opinion that the U. S. Government should 

not attempt to run the Chinese Government’s war but should point 
out the channels through which the assistance provided in these grants 
could best be made available. In reply to Secretary Forrestal’s query 
whether the U. S. Government should supervise the Chinese Govern- 
ment’s purchasing program under these grants, I stated that there was 
no objection to giving the Chinese appropriate advice in this regard 
but that the U. S. should not undertake to run the Chinese Govern- 
ment military effort in China. I then read excerpts from a document 
prepared in the Division of Chinese Affairs * which recommended 
that the concerned officers of the Departments of the Army, Navy and 
Air Force extend appropriate advice to the Chinese representatives 
in their expenditures of the $125 million grants. I said that the 
Chinese should be put in touch with those officers and that it was not 
necessary to spell out what should be done since the intent of the 
Congress and the President was sufficiently clear on this point. 

Secretary Forrestal indicated that Senator Bridges requested in 
his letter three types of information: (1) A report on the military sit- 
uation. (Secretary Royall said that the Department of the Army 
would have this information prepared for the hearings.) (2) A re- 
port on the volume of past aid. (Secretary Royall stated that his 
Department would provide these figures, much of which had already 
been submitted to the Congress by the Department of State. I 
pointed out that additional contracts for the sale of military surplus 
had been concluded with the Chinese Government since the submis- 

** Not found in Department files,
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sion of the previous data.) (3) A statement of the Chinese Govern- 

ment’s dollar requirements for military expenditures. 

When Secretary Royall referred to his previous statement that 

military needs would total $978,000,000, I emphasized that the mere 

provision of military equipment would not achieve the defeat of the 

Communists since the U. S. had already transferred considerable 

quantities of such equipment. I continued that this equipment and 

the divisions handling it had been misused by Chinese leadership. 

I further noted that the recent appointments of high military officers, 

such as the Chief of Staff” indicated no improvement in the quality 

of Chinese military commanders and that to compensate for this lack 

of leadership it would be necessary to send to China large numbers: 

of U. S. officers, not now available. This would result in the U.S. 

assuming responsibility for the Chinese Government’s war effort. 

I added that it was possible, however, to render more direct assistance 

in the training and equipping of naval forces, since this represented 

a minimum of involvement compared with that connected with land 

forces. | 

‘Secretary Royall expressed the opinion that the Department of the — 

Army should stand on the course of action outlined in the President’s 

letter and the general intent expressed in the China Aid Act of 1948. 

Secretary Forrestal asked if it would be desirable to have a more 

forceful and aggressive head of the Army Advisory Group than 

General Barr.*® 

I replied that General Barr had been selected in the belief that he 

would work well with the Generalissimo and that he had apparently 

been doing so. I added that I did not think it was necessary to replace 

General Barr since he was being effective and a more vigorous man _ 

might not work so well with the Generalissimo and thus cause difficulty. 

Secretary Forrestal said that General Barr would be asked to com- 

ment on the military situation and the Chinese military purchases 

under the $125 million grants. | 

Discussion at this point turned to the status of the 814 Group Pro- 

gram, as I asked for the latest information on the degree to which © 

it had been completed. | 

Mr. McAfee stated that although certain spares were not available 

the remaining combat aircraft were available and contracts covering 

their transfer were under discussion with the Chinese. He said that 

this complement included 95 fighters and 37 heavy bombers and that 

it has been proposed that fighters be substituted for these bombers. 

He further stated that there had been delay in concluding contracts 

with the Chinese because of their reluctance to accept the terms of- 

fered by the U. S. Army. Mr. McAfee noted that in the meantime 

Gen. Ku Chu-tung. | 
* Maj. Gen. David G. Barr.
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the Department of the Air Force has developed and has received the 

State Department’s approval for a program which will result in the 

transfer to the Chinese from the Pacific area up to 166 fighters in 

combat operational condition. He explained that these planes were 

not being transferred as a part of the 814 Group Program in order 

to avoid responsibility for the future provision of spares, although ap- 
_ proximately 10 percent of the spares were to be made available with 

these planes. | 
I pointed out that the transfer of all these planes would then more 

than ‘fulfill the U. S. Government’s commitments with respect to 
planes under the 814 Group Program. 

Mr. McAfee replied that this was true with regard to planes, accord- 
ing to the U. S. Government’s figures, but that the necessary spares 
under this program were not sufficient to complete the program. In 
reply to my query regarding the present status of the 150 C-46 planes 

sold to the Chinese Government in December 1947, at least 50 of 
which were said to have been in operational condition, Mr. McAfee 
said that no information was presently available regarding this matter 
but that it was his understanding that these planes were not in opera- 
tional condition required to cross the Pacific and were to be flown to 
the West Coast for the necessary repairs. He stated that he would 
endeavor to obtain the necessary information regarding the schedule 

. of their arrival in China. a | | 
- Secretary Forrestal inquired regarding General Ho Ying-chin, re- 
cently appointed Minister of National Defense. 

| I replied that he was not a competent military commander but rather 
a politically powerful figure who would be interested in succeeding to 
power ‘in the event of the collapse of the Generalissimo’s authority. I 
also pointed out that he had consistently been uncooperative during 
my mission to China ® and had opposed the things I had tried to ac- 
complish. Mr. Sprouse indicated his concurrence with this descrip- 

tion of General Ho. | | 
The conversation then turned to other recent Chinese military ap- 

pointments which seemed to indicate little promise for effective mili- 
tary action except in the case of General Pai Chung-hsi,* whom I 
described as an able commander. Favorable comment was also made 
regarding General Fu Tso-yi* and Marshal Wei Li-huang.* 

With respect to the China Aid Program I suggested that if the 
Department of the Army should take the position in its testimony be- 
fore the Senate Appropriations Committee of not favoring military 
aid at present it would be in order to recommend that the $125 million 

*° December 1945—January 1947. | 
“Former Chinese Minister of National Defense; Commander in Chief of Cen- 

tral China Bandit Suppression Headquarters. 
“ Commander in Chief of North China Bandit Suppression Headquarters. 

* Commander in Chief of Northeast Bandit Suppression Headquarters.
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be allocated to economic aid, as had been the case in the State Depart- 
ment’s original aid program. | | oe | | 

After a general discussion on the effect of recent reductions in the 
amount to be available, Secretary Royall asked what the Department. 
of the Army should recommend if asked to set a percentage of the: 
China aid funds to be earmarked for military aid. | - 

I said that we should not commit ourselves on this point but that 
information on Chinese military aid could be presented to the Com- 
mittee as set forth in the Chinese Ambassador’s note of June 2. 

Mr. Sprouse pointed out that the administrative terms decided upon. 
by the President and set forth in his letter of June 2 had not yet been 

- communicated to the Chinese Embassy since the legal division of the 
State Department felt it unwise to forward them to the Chinese until 

_ final action on the China Aid Act had been taken by the Congress. 
Secretary Royall stated that in any event the terms decided upon 

could be made known to the Senate Appropriations Committee during 
the hearings. | Bn a 

With respect to the reduction in the over-all aid funds to foreign 
governments, it was agreed that in answer to any specific questions. 
Department of the Army representatives would indicate that the need. 
existed for the restoration of the total funds previously authorized. 
for these programs. 

893.50 Recovery/6-948 | | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of 
_ the Division of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) | 

[Wasnineron,] June 9, 1948. 

I telephoned Mr. Tsui “* this morning to inform him that while the: 
administrative terms to govern the disbursement of the $125 million. 
grants under the China Aid Act had been decided upon by the Presi-. 
dent, we could not communicate them to the Chinese Embassy until 
final Congressional action had been taken on the appropriations for- 
the China Aid Act. IJ explained that these terms had been determined 
some time ago but that on each occasion when we had been on the: 
verge of forwarding them to the Chinese Embassy Congressional 
action during the hearings on the appropriation bill had made neces- 
sary a further postponement. I concluded that I was conveying this. 
information to him informally and in confidence. | 

* Tsui Tswen-ling, Counselor of the Chinese Embassy.
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893.50 Recovery /6-—-948 | | 

Memorandum by Mr. William McAfee, of the Division of Chinese 
Affairs, to the Director of the Office of Far Fastern Affairs (Butter- 
worth) 7 

| | | | [Wasnineton,] June 9, 1948. 

In response to your request I called on General Wedemeyer on the 
afternoon of J une 8. You had informed me that General Wedemeyer 

while at lunch with you in the Pentagon had indicated that in his 

testimony before the Senate Appropriations Committee he would 
favor aid. to China as instructed by General Marshall. You noted 

that General Wedemeyer referred to the conference between Mr. 
Forrestal, Mr. Royall and the Secretary as the source of this directive. 

In my conversation with General Wedemeyer I stated that Mr. 
Sprouse and I had attended this conference and had subsequently 
reported on it to you, and that you therefore were aware of a dis- 
crepancy in the interpretations placed on General Marshall’s remarks 
by the respective Departments. In order to clarify the State Depart- 
ment position, I gave (zeneral Wedemeyer the following report on 
the conversation: | | 

Mr. Forrestal indicated that Mr. Royall and General Wedemeyer 
would represent the Army at the Senate hearings and he asked if 
General Marshall had any comments. General Marshall said that 
the arrangements proposed by Mr. Forrestal were agreeable to him 
and he continued that he had at all times sought to avoid any action 
which could be interpreted as an attempt on his part to influence 
testimony that General Wedemeyer might be called on to make. 

General Wedemeyer indicated that his interpretation of General 
Marshall’s statements had been based on a memorandum of conver- 

sation prepared by Secretary Royall in which the latter noted Mr. 
Forrestal’s comments to the effect that Mr. Royall would oppose aid 
to China, but that General Wedemeyer would testify in favor of aid , 
to China. Mr. Royall’s memorandum further noted that General 
Marshall had indicated that he would like General Wedemeyer to do 
this. General Wedemeyer had interpreted the last statement as mean- 
ing that General Marshall would like him to represent the opinion 
favoring aid to China. | | 

General Wedemeyer accepted the interpretation given by me as 
representing General Marshall’s position and he thanked me for 
having clarified this statement. He asked that I convey his appreci-. 
ation to you. |
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$93.50 Recovery/6—748 
; 

| Memorandum by the Secretary of State = 

| [WasHineTon,] June 10, 1948. 

Subject: Amendment to Summary of Part [June ?] 7 regarding “As- 

sistance to China” in conversation with the Secretary of Defense 
and the Secretary of the Army. 

The foregoing statement, though correct in the main, does not make 

' glear two points of importance that I made in the conversations. 

I stated that the Department’s recommendation which had just been 

submitted to me and which endeavored to make a distinction between 

“advice” and “assistance” was not acceptable to me; that I did not 

think it necessary—or wise, to issue any instructions of that character 

which could result in interpretations that would completely subvert 

the policy we have been following. That policy is for this Govern- 

ment not to become directly involved in the conduct of the war in 

China. I therefore felt all that was required was to meet the request 

stated by the Chinese Ambassador in the document I read in the meet- 

ing, to place the representatives of the Chinese Government in touch 

: with the officials of the Armed Forces or otherwise who could render 

them the necessary assistance in making the desired purchases. I did 

not think we should endeavor to define the exact attitude of the officers 

so selected. That, I felt, was an unnecessary detail. 
In regard to the statements that might be made before the Senate 

Appropriations Committee, I felt that it was important that the state- 
ment of what had already been done in the way of military supplies 

from surplus should be brought up to date since a great deal had trans- 
pired since the previous statements before the Committees of Congress. 

| | G. C. MarsHau 

§98.50 Recovery /6-1148 Te 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State* 

[WasHiIneTon,] June 11, 1948. 

Subject: China Aid Act of 1948; Relation of the U.S. Army Advisory 
_ Group to Military Type Aid under the Act , | 

Participants: Mr. Royall, Secretary of the Army 
| Mr. Draper, Under Secretary of the Army 

General Bradley, Chief of Staff | 
General Wedemeyer, Director, Plans and Operations 

Mr. Marshall, Secretary of State 
Mr. Thorp, Assistant Secretary of State 
Mr. Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern Affairs — 
Mr. Sprouse, CA | 

“ Notation by Brig. Gen. Marshall S. Carter, Special Assistant to the Secretary 
of State: “Dictated but not read”. 

“” Drafted by the Assistant Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse).
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| Secretary Royall explained that discussion of the above-mentioned 

‘subjects was necessary because he and General Wedemeyer had been 

called upon to testify in this regard before the Senate Appropriations 

Committee on the preceding day ** and were expected to testify also 

on June 12. Hestated that the issue was U. S. supervision of military 

expenditures by the Chinese Government under the $125 million 

grants and the related issue of tactical or strategic control of the 

Chinese Government military operations. He continued that the 

newspapers have drawn a distinction between his views and those of 

General Wedemeyer as expressed in the hearings before the Senate 

Appropriations Committee on the preceding day, but that actually 

their views were not so divergent as the press had indicated. He 

pointed out that General Wedemeyer had said that he favored “strong 

supervision” while he himself had said that he did not want the United 

States to become intimately involved in the Chinese civil war but at 

the same time did not want the aid to China wasted. He had then 

read the three conditions established by the President to govern the 

extension of the aid to China under the $125 million grants. Secre- 

tary Royall said that it was his desire that the same line be taken by 

all concerned in this matter and that the views of the Department of 

the Army not differ from those of the Department of State. Refer- 

ring to the recent top secret telegrams *’ on the China situation received 

from General Barr and the Air Division of the U. S. Army Advisory 

Group, Secretary Royall said that they gave him pause for concern in 

that they were logical telegrams indicating the great need for control 

of military operations in China. In view of these telegrams, he asked, 

should the terms established by the President be altered and should the 

matter be taken to the President? He requested General Bradley to 

state his views on this subject. 

General Bradley replied that judging from the telegrams the sit- 

uation in China had deteriorated seriously and it was questionable 

whether the Chinese could do anything on the offensive side without 

U. S. aid. He said that such aid was probably necessary to spur 

them on and instill spirit in them. He added that this was, however, 

a question of U. S. Government policy and that, while it seemed logical 

to have U. S. supervision, he did not know to what degree or the 

feasibility of such action. 

I expressed the opinion that the supervision of the expenditures 

under the enabling act of the $125 million grants was sufficiently 

covered by the terms established by the President. I continued that 

these terms avoided a serious dilemma for the U. S. and were sufficient 

to protect U. S. interests. I said that I had read the recent telegrams 

8 See Economic Cooperation Administration: Hearings before the Senate Com- 

mittee on Appropriations, 80th Cong., 2d sess. on H.R. 6801 (Washington, Gov- 

ernment Printing Office, 1948), pp. 470 ff. : | — 
“Not found in Department files. | 

429-525—73——7
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from the U. S. Army Advisory Group and similar telegrams from 
Ambassador Stuart. The latter, I pointed out, indicated that the 
Generalissimo had registered his assent to having U. S. supervision 
but this meant nothing because of his customary willingness to say 
“yes” without, however, accepting the advice given. I explained 
that I had arrived at what I considered a single solution, that is, for 
the naval side of the problem, and had had prepared this morning a 
statement along the following lines which would cover this: “The 
Department of State would have no objection to U. S. Naval officers 
assisting in the instruction and training of Chinese naval crews both 
at sea and in port.” I said that I had asked that something be 
prepared covering the air side of Chinese military operations and 
then read the following statement: “The Department of State would 
have no objection to the Air Division of the U. S. Army Advisory 
Group assisting the Chinese Air Force by furnishing instruction and. 
advice in logistics, organization, tactics, administration and other 
related military subjects provided that U. S. officers so engaged shall 
not participate in official or other activities in areas of actual hos- 
tilities.” I added that I agreed with the first part of this statement 
but that the other part (which I did not read aloud) contained too 
many provisos. 

Referring to the instructions which had been issued to the U. S. 
Army Advisory Group, I said that they were probably confusing — 
from the Army side and then read the pertinent telegrams from the 
U.S. Army Advisory Group and from the Department of the Army 
in regard to the question of training of Chinese troops. I said that. 
these might have given considerable latitude but for the stipulations. 
governing the establishment of the training center in Formosa. I 
pointed out that General Barr, during his discussions with me prior 
to his departure for China, had expressed his desire to havea directive 
and that I had indicated that he would be better off without a directive 
since that would give him latitude not possible if such a directive were 
issued. I was not aware at that time, I added, of the stipulations 
regarding the training in Formosa. When the question arose re- 
garding the establishment of a training center in Nanking, I had con- 
sidered that he had freedom to take such action and had sent a tele- 
gram to Ambassador Stuart asking why General Barr felt the need 
for authorization therefor.” 

In reply to Secretary Royall’s query whether these instructions 
referred specifically to Formosa, I said that they did. After discus- 
sion regarding the directives issued to the U. S. Army Advisory 
Group, it was agreed that the Presidential] directive governed their 

“See paragraph 6 of memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs, June 15, p. 259, 
“ See telegram No. 398, March 3, 2 p. m., from the Ambassador in China and subsequent correspondence, pp. 253 ff. .
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activities and that this was a general directive. I then read the 
telegram from the Department of the Army to the U. S. Army Advis- 
ory Group containing the stipulations concerning the establishment 
of the training center in Formosa and added that I had overlooked 
this instruction when the question of the training center in Nanking 
had arisen. 

Secretary Royall stated that he might have thought this instruction 
was indicative of policy elsewhere. 

I then read the Department’s telegram to Nanking regarding 
General Barr’s functions sent by Mr. Lovett with my concurrence 
while I was in London and also read my telegram to N anking in 
February * on this same subject. These telegrams, I said, gave Gen- | 
eral Barr considerable latitude. I explained that I was trying to 
find a formula like this for the naval side of the problem. For ex- 
ample, I said, if a U. S. naval officer on board a Chinese ship should 
ask for instructions as to what he should do in action, he should be 
relieved. I pointed out that while we might be able to simplify the 
air side of the military operations it was difficult to know what could 
be done with the ground forces operations. I then asked General 
Wedemeyer to describe the set-up he had while in China. 

General Wedemeyer explained that he had had a staff of 50 U. S. | 
officers who worked on the staff level with General Ho Ying-chin, 
then Chinese Chief of Staff. He continued that he had had U. S. 
units of about 20 men with Chinese Army Group organizations and 
on down to divisions and units of 5 Americans with each combat 
regiment. In reply to my question regarding the withdrawal of such 
American units, General Wedemeyer said that they had been with- 
drawn at the time Chinese troops went into Indochina. When I 
referred to General Barr’s recommendation that advisory teams be ~ 
attached to selected Chinese Army Headquarters, General Wede- 
meyer pointed out that the Chinese had only 50 combat divisions 
and that U.S. observers would be needed with not more than 25 such 
divisions. , 

I observed that the important thing was to find out how to do this 
without “getting sucked in”, since it was obviously the Chinese pur- 
pose so to involve the United States. 

General Wedemeyer observed that two years ago the objectives 
of U. S. policy could have been achieved by such action and that 
one year ago a solution in north China could have been found through 

the use of U.S. advisers in that area, but that now there was no moral 
courage in the Chinese Government and it could not control its com- 
manders. He stated that he would now hesitate to advise that U. S. 

_ advisers be placed with Chinese Army units as is being done in Greece. 

° Telegram No. 1302, October 24, 1947, 5 p. m., to the Ambassador in China, 
Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, p. 901. 

** Not found in Department files.
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When I asked what difficulties would be encountered 1f one U.S. 

adviser were stationed with each Chinese Army Group, General 

Wedemeyer said that the difficulty was that they wouldn’t take advice. 

He explained that when he was in China questions were sometimes 

-yeferred all the way up to the Generalissimo and when such action 

was taken and when he discussed the matter with the Generalissimo, 

the latter issued orders and the advice was accepted. General Wede- 

meyer pointed out that the main thing was the problem of logistics 

with respect to food and equipment for the troops and that U. 8. 

_ military personnel were not permitted to go into operational areas 

where they were needed. He added that he would, however, hesitate 

to advise such action now. : 

Mr. Butterworth observed that the sorry state of the Chinese Army 

--was only a part of the problem and that he was not at all sure that 

U. S. military advisers constituted an adequate answer even to that — 

part. The larger problem was the rate of loss by the Government of 

its prestige, authority and effectiveness of which the morale of the 

troops was but one aspect. | 7 

- General Bradley pointed out that, while General Barr’s recom- _ 

| mendations perhaps represented the only way by which effective re- 

sults might be achieved, it was not likely that we could now get effec- 

tive results and that such a course of action would lead to the capture 

or killing of U. S. officers by the Chinese Communists. _ 

[pointed out that we would have to accept this hazard and recalled 

that U. S. Marines had on several occasions during my mission to 

China been captured or killed, some of them while on hunting trips. 

I continued that the thing that concerned me was that the Chinese 

have long been intent on the U. 8. going to war with the Soviet Union | 

with the expectation that the U. S. would drag the Chinese Govern- 

ment out of its difficulties. I recalled that Chinese political leaders 

had said as much to me in 1946. I said that 1f we now set up a com- 

mand relationship such as that which General Wedemeyer had with 

the Generalissimo this action would only serve to confirm this position. 

General Wedemeyer observed that could now be done only at a 

great cost in personnel and U.S. prestige. 

I stated that this would mean U. S. responsibility for the Chinese 

Government’s military campaign and explained my own experience 

in China as follows: We had reached agreement on the reorganization 

of the Chinese armies in February 1946 following the Chinese agree- 

ment on the political side and I had returned to the United States 

in an effort to obtain approval for a loan to China. After 5 weeks I 

returned to find that the Generalissimo was charging me with re- 

| sponsibility for the Communist capture of Changchun and the Chinese 

Army commanders were blaming me for their lack of supplies. They
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did this even though I had scoured the Pacific and the Aleutians for 
supplies, which ended up in storage in Hulutao while the Chinese 
soldiers were suffering from frozen feet. I had also differed with 
the Generalissimo with respect to getting replacements for the armies. 
He wanted to send new divisions into Manchuria while I had advised 
that he train replacements so that he would keep his good armies up* 
to strength instead of allowing them to be dissipated. My advice on 
this point was not accepted and the things that have happened have 
been much as I predicted. | 

I expressed the opinion that it would be easy to help the Chinese 
Navy along the coast since that meant no real difficulties with respect 
to possible involvement and that we should be able to do something 
to assist the Chinese Air Force but that I did not know how to act 
on the ground side. | 

General Wedemeyer and General Bradley expressed doubt regard- 
ing the air phase of assistance and General Wedemeyer said that he 
would hesitate to go too far on the air side since the Chinese Air Force 
would kill more Chinese civilians than Communists. He explained 
that he was dubious about having U. S. personnel flying in Chinese 
planes and said that he had recently read an article in an American 
magazine describing U. S. pilots flying L—5s in some operations in 
China. © : 

I pointed out that we could do something with regard to transport 
planes and could assist on the maintenance side and asked General 
Bradley what he would suggest. 

General Bradley said that he would not place U. S. advisers with 
Chinese units as recommended by General Barr. 

‘I said that I had thought that General Barr would act with freedom 
on his own judgment and without a directive and that he had seemed 
to understand this during our discussions prior to his departure for 
China. a 
When General Bradley suggested that General Barr might “go 

around”, General Wedemeyer pointed out that General Barr could 
not go into operational areas and that none of the members of his 
Group could do so. 

I then asked General Wedemeyer what his reaction was. 
General Wedemeyer replied that he feared that the U. S. would be 

blamed for the final debacle and that he would not recommend that 
U.S. advisers be placed with Chinese units as recommended by Gen- 
eral Barr. He added that a Joint Chiefs of Staff directive, which 
had been under consideration since February 7 and had been agreed 
upon on June 9,” approved the use of U. S. advisers in such capacity 
but that he thought it unwise. , | 

| * Post, p. 254. | |
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Secretary Royall agreed with this view and said that he did not 
even think military supplies should be given to the Chinese Govern- 
ment. He continued that the recent telegrams from the U. 8S. Army 
Advisory Group had convinced him of the seriousness and hopeless- 
ness of the situation and of the necessity of the U. S. Government 
going all the way in if anything were to be accomplished. He said _ 
that the terms decided upon by the President to govern the $125 mil- 
lion grants should help in having these funds spent properly. 

| General Wedemeyer said that he would go further than this since 
| he was not sure that military equipment and funds would be used for 

the purposes intended. He added that he believed that U. S. aid 
should be supervised on the spot. | 

Mr. Butterworth pointed out that ECA would exercise close super- 
vision of the economic aid and that this reference was presumably 
only to the $125 million grants. | 

General Wedemeyer then stated that General Barr and his group 
should supervise getting military supplies under these grants on the 
way but not in operational areas. He explained that he felt this nec- 
essary to prevent such supplies going to warlords and thus contribut- 
ing to regionalism in-‘China. He believed that the U. S. Army Advi- 
sory Group should have representatives at the ports of delivery and 
should follow through to see that it got to the Chinese Government. 
He agreed with my suggestion that this would have to be done with 
the knowledge of the Chinese Government and said that the Generalis- 
simo would accept this kind of supervision. 

| I pointed out that the Chinese would accept supervision in order 

to get the U. S. involved and that General Barr should keep his eye 
on the military supplies purchased from the $125 million grants as 
much as possible. When General Wedemeyer suggested that the U. S. 
Army Advisory Group could watch the trucks transporting the sup- 
plies, I recalled that jeeps had a habit of walking off if unwatched 
for a few minutes. 

Secretary Royall suggested that General Barr could see that the 
supplies were delivered to the National Government Army and that 
he could be furnished copies of the invoices submitted by the Chinese 
and see that military supplies were delivered to the National Govern- 
ment Army upon arrivalinChina. _ 

I pointed out that this could not be done as a right under the legis- 
Jation but that General Barr could arrange informally to find out 
where the supplies go. 

Mr. Butterworth suggested that copies of documents and lists sub- 
mitted by the Chinese, as well as shipping schedules, be sent to General 
Barr for his use in this connection. But he emphasized that this ques-
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tion of supervision was one which was clearly “black and white” in 
that if the U. S. wished to ensure the proper end-use of military sup- 
plies it would be necessary to follow these supplies all the way to the 
fighting lines. 

‘General Bradley pointed out that this had been found true by me 
and I added that Colonel Barrett *? had reported this to be true in the 
case of supplies landed at Hulutao, which were stored there and much 
of which never went forward where they were needed. I then asked 
if the Military Attaché * could not act for General Barr in this general 
connection. 

General Wedemeyer said that he could act for the Ambassador 
to see that the equipment was used properly. 

Discussion followed in regard to the possible use of personnel of 
the Military Attaché’s office stationed in localities such as Area Head- 
quarters for the purpose of observing but it was agreed that this 
would be dangerous and General Wedemeyer pointed out that the 
Chinese would use this to try to draw the U. S. into the China situation. 

I pointed out that the Chinese now wanted aid only if it were in 
considerable quantity and suggested that if personnel of the Military 
Attaché’s office could report to General Barr, we might be able to get 
action. 

General Wedemeyer said that a year ago this might have been 
possible but that recent telegrams indicated that the Generalissimo’s | 
power and authority had waned to the point where he could no longer 
exercise the control he formerly had. 

I said that I thought it worthwhile to do what we could through 
General Barr to ensure that the military supplies got to the Chinese 
Army, with which view General Wedemeyer concurred. I also said 
that I was concerned about the air phase and believed that we should 
see that the Chinese had transport planes and were able to keep them 
going. : 

Mr. Butterworth pointed out that General McConnell ** had done 
this very skilfully when he was Chief of the Air Division at Nanking 
and went on to describe his operations and the manner in which he 
had ably assisted the Chinese. General Wedemeyer observed that | 
General Thomas,** the present Chief of the Air Division, was also 
doing an excellent job along these lines. 

Secretary Royall interposed that the concrete problem was what 
he was to say the next day in the hearings before the Senate Appro- 
priations Committee. _ 

** Col. David D. Barrett, Assistant Military Attaché in China. 
“ Brig. Gen. Robert H. Soule. 
* Brig. Gen. John P. McConnell. 

Brig. Gen. Charles E. Thomas.
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I replied that we had taken the line of following the terms decided 

upon by the President and Mr. Butterworth added that we had also 

followed the line that the provision regarding the $125 million grants 

was put in by the Senate and approved by the Congress. He con- 

tinued that this was the legislative intent and that it was the view 

of Senators Vandenberg and Connally, as shown in the hearings 

attended by State Department representatives on the China aid pro- 

eram, that this sum should be given to the Chinese for spending by 

them on their own responsibility and at their own option and without 

the detailed supervision of ECA. 

Secretary Royall said that the Committee was asking what was 

desired now. , 

_ General Bradley stated that, while the greater the supervision the 

better the expenditures of this money, such supervision was imprac- 

tical and undesirable and that that was the answer. 

I pointed out that the next move in such a case would be an extensive 

affair. | 

Secretary Royall said that the Committee could be informed that 

we would supervise the delivery of the military supplies to the National 

(sovernment armies. | | | 
I said that the Army Advisory Group could follow up on such de- 

livery and that legislation on this point was not required, a view con- 

curred in by General Wedemeyer. | 
Secretary Royall observed that the proviso placing this aid in the 

same category as that to Greece and Turkey was not desired and asked 

what language should be suggested. | 
Mr. Butterworth replied that the President had decided upon the 

administrative terms governing the $125 million grants and that they 
were now a part of the Senate Appropriations Committee’s record 
and that all that was necessary, therefore, was to take out the proviso. 

Mr. Butterworth went on to refer to the Joint Chiefs of Staff direc- 
tive earlier in the discussion by General Wedemeyer and asked what 
should be done with this directive in the light of the decisions reached 

at this meeting. | 
General Wedemeyer observed that while the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

were aware of the military side of the situation they would not know 
the political implications thereof and Secretary Royall said that the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff should reconvene and reconsider this directive. 

General Bradley explained that he had not been present at the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff meeting at which this directive was approved and that 
he would take steps to arrange for reconsideration of the directive. 

General Wedemeyer pointed out that it should be noted that the great
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feature of the directive was that it combined all the services into one 
group. 

Secretary Royall concluded the discussion with the following sum- 
mary of the decisions reached regarding the hearing before the Senate 
Appropriations Committee on June 12: “It is agreed then that Gen- 
eral Wedemeyer and I tomorrow will say that we should take out the 
Greco-Turkish proviso, refer to the President’s administrative terms 
and state that we intend to implement this part of the China Aid Act 
to as great an extent. as possible without involvement by having the 
Army Advisory Group check on the deliveries of the military supplies 
from that end.” * 

893.24/6-248 | | 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

WASHINGTON, June 17, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: You will recall that during our conference on 
June 7, at which Secretary Royall was present, there was handed to 
‘you a copy of a note, dated June 2, 1948 from the Chinese Ambassador 
in regard to Chinese planned expenditures of the $125,000,000 grants 
authorized under Section 404(0) of the China Aid Act of 1948. The 
Chinese Ambassador enclosed with this note lists of items of military 
supplies and equipment to be procured in the United States for the 
Chinese Army, Air Force and Navy from these funds. He also listed 
certain officers of the Chinese armed forces who will assist the Chinese 
Embassy at Washington in the procurement of military supplies and 
requested that he be informed of the agency or agencies of the United __ 
States Government which these officers may approach and to which 
they may communicate the necessary information with a view to 
clarifying the technical requirements of China’s armed forces. 

It is the view of this Department that the request of the Chinese 
Ambassador should be granted. I am, therefore, asking the Foreign 
Liquidation Commissioner to designate certain officers whom the 
Chinese military representatives may approach in this connection. If 
you concur in such action, I should appreciate your designating the ap- 
propriate officers of the Departments of the Army, Navy and Air Force 
whom the Chinese representatives may approach in this regard and in- 
forming me accordingly in order that I may communicate their names 
to the Chinese Ambassador. 

Faithfully yours, G. C. MarsHaLn 

Apparently these statements were made in Executive Session; the published 
Were nents no further appearance by Secretary Royall or General
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893.24/6—-2448 : Telegram + | 

The Consul at Tientsin (Warner) to the Secretary of State 

TrentTsIN, June 24, 1948—10 a. m. 
| [Received June 24—4: 17 a. m.} 

184. ReConGentel Nanking 303, June 5, repeated Dept as 154.° 
Marcel Leopold * inquired today if reply received from Embassy or 
Dept indicating whether or not there was possibility obtaining arms 
and ammunition from US in connection with barter deal for Bureau 

| Consolidated Experts Technical Studies, Peiping. 
Leopold indicated Mojzisek ®° unable make headway with Welling- 

ton Koo, Washington, and if no assistance gained thru ConGen, Tien- 
tsin, he proposes pursue firearms matter with Belgians, who have 

apparently evinced much interest. 
ConGen would appreciate receiving Embassy and/or Dept views 

with indication as to possible reply if any which may be given Leopold 
letter to ConGen dated June 9, forwarded under despatch 66, June 
10.58 | | | 

Sent Nanking as 341, repeated Dept 184. 
| WARNER 

893.24/6—2548 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, June 25, 1948—10 a. m. 
| [Received June 25—2: 57 a. m. | 

| 1145. [To Tientsin:] Central Government and Supreme Head- 
quarters Nanking have sole authority in matters relating procure- 
ment of military material (urtel 341, June 24%). In view of [Aid?]} 
act we feel you can not with any propriety act as communications. 
channel or participate in any way in any transactions of private 
armament dealers. Smyth*? has been informed of all details of 
situation. | 

_ Sent Tientsin 118, repeated Department 1145. 
STuarT 

893.50 Recovery /6—2848 

The Secretary of State to the Chinese Ambassador (Koo) 

WASHINGTON, June 28, 1948. 

| Excettency: I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance 
with the authorization contained in Section 404(d) of the China Aid 

Not printed. 
° Landlord of the Consulate General at Tientsin. | 
© Oldrich R. Mojzisek, arms agent, Seattle. 
“ Repeated to the Department as telegram No. 184, supra. | 
“@ Robert L. Smyth, Consul General at Tientsin. . |
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Act of 1948 (Title IV of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948) and 
subject to the provisions of the Act appropriating funds thereunder, 
the Government of the United States is prepared, for the period of 
one year following the date of enactment of the Act, to extend to the 
Government of the Republic of China additional aid through grants 
in the amount of $125,000,000 which have been appropriated for this 
purpose by the Congress in the Foreign Aid Appropriation Act of 
1949. As stated in Section 404(6) of the China Aid Act of 1948, 
this aid is to be extended on such terms as the President of the United 
States may determine and without regard to the provisions of the 
Economic Cooperation Act of 1948. 

Pursuant to the authorization under the Act, the President of the 
United States has determined that the extension of additional aid 
under these grants shall be governed by the following terms: 

1. The Government of the Republic of China shall, through its 
authorized representatives in Washington, present from time to time 
to the Secretary of State formal written requests for payment with 
respect to commodities or services procured or to be procured by it, 
supported by invoices, contracts or other appropriate documentation 
evidencing the transactions. 

2. ‘The Secretary of State shall upon the receipt of such requests, 
supported by invoices, contracts or other appropriate documentation 

| evidencing the transactions, authorize the Secretary of the Treasury 
to cae the appropriate payments to the Government of the Republic 
of China. 

3. The Government of the Republic of China shall furnish the 
Secretary of State monthly reports showing in as much detail as 
practicable the purposes for which expenditures have been made out 
of funds provided to it under the authority of Section 404(d) of the 
China Aid Act of 1948. 

I should appreciate receiving notification of your Government’s 
agreement to the terms set forth above for the extension of this addi- 
tional aid under Section 404(6) of the China Aid Act of 1948.% 
Upon the receipt of a note indicating your Government’s acceptance 
of these terms, the implementation of this Section of the Act may be 
promptly undertaken. 

, Accept [ete.] For the Secretary of State: 
Rosert A, Loverr 

| Under Secretary 

_ The Chinese Ambassador in a note of J uly 1 concurred in the understanding 
ao ot above. For text of note, see United States Relations With China,
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| 893.50 Recovery/6-2848 | 

The Chairman of the Senate Committee on A ppropriations (Bridges) 

to the Secretary of State — 

[WasHineton,] June 28, 1948. 

My Dear Mr. Secrerary: Because of the urgent need of the 

Chinese Government for military supplies and economic aid, and the 

vital interest of the American people in the maintenance of Chinese 

independence, the Congress of the United States, on April 38, 1948, 

authorized and directed the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to 

advance $50,000,000 for the purposes of the China Aid Act. 

From April 3, 1948 to the present day, the Department of State 

has failed to use any portion of this sum for the purchase of military 

supplies by the Chinese Government. There has been a general lax- 

ness throughout Government in freeing the advances for China aid 

to be used by the Chinese Government. Although the advance of the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation for European recovery was made 

available in April, the funds for China military aid, which were 

provided in the same legislation, were not released until the middle 

of June. Moreover, none of this money has been expended to aid 

China since its expenditure was authorized. | 
The facts are as follows: | 

The China Aid Act passed by the Congress on April 3, 1948, author- 
ized, in Section 404(6), appropriation of a sum not to exceed $125,- 
000,000 for additional (military) aid to China through grants “on 
such terms as the President may determine and without regard to the 
provisions of the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948.” 

In Section 406 of the same act the Reconstruction Finance Corpo- 
ration was authorized and directed to make advances, not to exceed 
in the aggregate $50,000,000 to carry out the provisions of the China 
Aid Act of 1948, in such manner and in such amounts as the President 
shall determine. 

_ This sum of $50,000,000 was intended to cover advances upon the 
economic and military aid, pending an appropriation by Congress. 

Or April 5, 1948, officials of the State Department informed Chinese 

officials that of this sum $36,500,000 would be for the economic aid 
program and $13,500,000 for the special (military) aid. 

Since April 5, 1948, the Chinese Government has repeatedly at- 

tempted to obtain from the Department of State a statement of the 

necessary procedure for utilizing the $13,500,000, as well as the total 

sum of $125,000,000. No reply has yet been given by the Depart-_ 

ment of State, in spite of the fact that on June 10th at the open hear- 
ing of the Senate Appropriations Committee, the Assistant Secretary 
of State, Mr. Thorp, presented to the Committee a letter dated June 
2, 1948, outlining the procedure for the utilization of the special aid 
fund. (A copy of the letter of the President is attached hereto.) |
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Because the Department of State and other agencies of the Govern- 
ment have delayed in making these funds available for expenditure, 
the Chinese Government for nearly three months has been prevented 
from utilizing the military aid authorized by the Congress on April 8. 

In view of the extremely serious military situation in China, where 
Chinese Government armies with insufficient supplies are being at- 
tacked by more than 2,000,000 well-armed Communists, the delay of 
the Department of State in this matter is clearly contrary to the vital 
interests of the American people. 

It is my desire that you furnish to the Senate Committee on Ap- 
propriations a full explanation of the slow action by the Department 
of State in this very urgent situation. The Committee would like 
assurance, also, that immediate action will be taken to carry out the 
wishes of Congress that were expressed in the enactment of Public 
Law 472 last April. | | 

Sincerely yours, STYLES Bripcrs 

893.50 Recovery /6—2848 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chie f of the Division 
. of Chinese Affairs (Freeman) 

a : [WasHineron,] June 29, 1948. 
Mr. Tsui called this afternoon in response to our request and I 

handed him the original and one copy of the note dated June 28, 1948 
and signed by the Under Secretary outlining the President’s terms 
for the disbursement of the $125 million grants in aid authorized in 
Section 404(6) of the China Aid Act of 1948. I also handed Mr. Tsui 
a draft in duplicate of a suggested note (copy attached)® which, I 
stated, the Chinese Embassy might possibly wish to use in replying to 
the Department’s note. 

Prior to handing the note to Mr. Tsui, I explained to him that at 
12:45 p. m., immediately on receipt of the signed note from the 
Under Secretary’s office, Mr. Sprouse had attempted to get in touch 

_ with both Mr. Tsui and Minister Tan by telephone but without suc- 
cess. I stated that Mr. Sprouse had left an urgent request at the 
Chinese Embassy for Mr. Tsui or Minister Tan to call Mr. Sprouse or 
myself, but that having received no word at 8:30 p. m. I called Mr. 
Tsui and informed him that the note had been signed and was ready 
for delivery. (Mr. Tsui arrived at.the Department at 4:00 p. m.) 

Occasion was taken to inform Mr. Tsui that, when formal written 
requests were made by the Chinese Embassy for disbursement of funds 
under these grants, it would be appreciated by the Department if such 

* Not printed. — : '
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requests were made in quintuplicate. Mr. Tsui assured me that this 

would be done. 

I also informed Mr. Tsui that the Department was planning to 

instruct the Embassy in Nanking by telegraph * to make a copy of 

the note available to the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

893.24/6-2548 : Telegram 
| 

The Secretary of State to the Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) 

| WasHincTon, July 1, 1948—3 p. m. 

145. View expressed Nanking’s tel. 118 to Tientsin repeated Dept 

at 1145, June 25 concurred in by Dept. (Sent Tientsin as 145, repeated 

Nanking as 966.) | 
MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /6-2848 | 

The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the Senate Committee on 

| Appropriations (Bridges) 

WasHINGTon, July 1, 1948. 

My Dear Senator Bripces: The receipt is acknowledged of your 

letter of June 28, 1948 in regard to the extension of aid to China 

| as authorized by Public Law 472, in which you ask for an “explana- 

tion of the slow action by the Department of State” and request. 

assurance that immediate action will be taken to carry out the wishes 

of the Congress as expressed in the enactment of Public Law 472. | 

The China Aid Act of 1948 (Title IV of the Foreign Assistance Act 

of 1948) authorized the appropriation of $463,000,000 for assistance 

to China to remain available for obligation for the period of one year. 

Of this total $338,000,000 was authorized to be appropriated for eco- 

nomic type assistance, which would be administered by the Admin- 

istrator for Economic Cooperation. The sum of $125,000,000 was 

authorized to be appropriated for additional aid to China through 

grants, on such terms as the President might determine and without 

regard to the provisions of the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948. | 

On April 30, 1948, after consultation with the Administrator for 

Economic Cooperation and subsequent negotiation with Chinese Gov- 

ernment representatives, the Secretary of State exchanged notes with 

the Chinese Ambassador * which until July 3, 1948 would provide a 

legal basis for the implementation of Section 404(a) of the China | 

“ Telegram No. 956, June 29, 8 p. m., to the Ambassador in China, not printed. 

8 See Department of State Bulletin, May 16, 1948, pp. 647-648. Cf. also tele- 

gram No. 843, May 10, 3 p. m., from the Ambassador in China, p. 519.
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Aid Act of 1948. Prior to this exchange of notes, the Acting Sec- 
retary of State addressed a letter to the Director of the Bureau of 
the Budget recommending that the $50,000,000 advance by the Recon- 
struction Finance Corporation authorized under Section 406 of the 
China Aid Act of 1948 be divided as follows: $36,500,000 to the Ad- 
ministrator for Economic Cooperation to provide initial economic 
assistance to China and $13,500,000 to be reserved as part of the addi- 
tional aid through grants to the Chinese Government to be transferred 
in accordance with the terms decided upon by the President. 

Accordingly, $36,500,000 has been made available to the Administra- 
tor for Economic Cooperation for use in the program of economic as- 
sistance. Most of these funds have been committed for commodities 
which have either arrived in China or are in the process of being 

_ shipped to China. | 
Following detailed discussion by representatives of the Bureau of 

the Budget, the Treasury Department and the Department of State of 
the question of the terms to govern the transfer of the funds under the 
$125,000,000 grants in additional aid authorized in Section 404(b) of 
the China Aid Act of 1948, the Secretary of State submitted a memo- 
randum dated May 14, 1948 to the President in which he recommended 
that the President delegate his powers under Section 404(b) of the 
Act to the Secretary of the Treasury. On May 18 the Under Secretary 
of State forwarded a letter to the Director of the Bureau of the Bud- 
get * enclosing a draft letter of allocation setting forth these terms 
and asking for Presidential approval thereof. . a 

During the hearings on the China Aid Act of 1948 before the House 
Appropriations Committee, members of the Committee indicated to 
representatives of the Department of State and the Economic Coopera- 
tion Administration concern over what was regarded as a lack of ade- 
quate control of the expenditure of the $125,000,000 grants to be made 
available to the Chinese Government in accordance with the provisions | 
of the China Aid Act of 1948. On May 24, 1948 the Committee in 
executive session asked the Under Secretary of State for a statement of 
the arrangements to be prescribed by the President for the transfer 
of these $125,000,000 grants to the Chinese Government. Statements 
by members of the Committee indicated that the terms which had been 
set forth in the draft letter of allocation forwarded to the Director of 
the Bureau of the Budget by the Under Secretary of State on May 18 
would not conform to the wishes of the Committee in this respect. 
The Bureau of the Budget, therefore, in consultation with the Depart- 
ment of State, revised the terms contained in the draft letter of alloca- 
tion and forwarded the revised terms to the Chairman of the House 

“Not printed. — |
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Appropriations Committee in a letter dated May 26, 1948. The 

Chairman was informed that the President had not yet issued any 

determination of the terms for these grants and that no payments had 

yet been authorized from the advances made available for this purpose 
under Section 406 of the China Aid Act of 1948. He was also in- 

formed that the arrangements presently contemplated included pro- | 

cedures which were set forth in the letter. 
Under date of June 2, 1948 the President addressed a letter to the 

Secretary of State outlining the procedures under which the 
$125,000,000 grants authorized in Section 404(b) of the China Aid 
Act of 1948 were to be made available to the Chinese Government and 
stating that the Secretary of the Treasury had been informed of these 
procedures and that an allocation of $18,500,000 had been made to him 
to carry out the provisions of Section 404(6) of the China Aid Act of 
1948, | | 

The Department of State had already prepared a note to the 
Chinese Ambassador communicating to him the above-mentioned 
terms and was on the verge of transmitting this note when indications 
were received that the House of Representatives was considering a 
Foreign Aid Appropriation Bill which contained a proviso that the 
administration of the China aid program conform with the objectives 
of assistance to Greece and Turkey. This would have required the | 
imposition of terms different from those called for in the enabling 

legislation and would thus have made impossible the use of the terms 
decided upon by the President, as set forth in his letter of June 2, 
1948 to the Secretary of State. On June 4, 1948 the House of Repre- 
sentatives passed the Foreign Aid Appropriation Bill (H. R. 6801) 
containing the above-described proviso, reducing the total amount of | 
aid for China from $463,000,000 to $400,000,000 and making no provi- 
sion for an earmark of $125,000,000 for additional aid through grants. 
The Department of State did not, therefore, consider that it could 
communicate terms to the Chinese Government regarding these 
$125,000,000 grants which would be clearly inapplicable and inappro- 

priate in the light of the action of the House of Representatives. Con- 
sequently, further action in this regard was held in abeyance pending 
the passage of legislation by the Congress appropriating funds for 
implementation of the China Aid Act of 1948. 

The views of the Department on the reductions in the estimates and 
on the proposed controls are contained in the letter of June 10, 1948 
addressed to you by the Under Secretary of State.” | 

On June 15, 1948 the Senate approved. certain amendments to the 
Foreign Aid Appropriation Bill, 1949, one of which removed the _ 

" United States Relations With China, p. 946. oo 
| Economic Cooperation Administration, p. 551. -
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Greek-Turkey proviso contained in the House Bill and thus made 
the $125,000,000 grants available in accordance with the terms of the 
enabling legislation. On June 19, 1948 the Foreign Aid Appropria- 
tion Bill, 1949, was sent to Conference. The Conference Report shows 
that the total amount of aid to China was reduced from $463,000,000 
to $400,000,000, that the Greek-Turkey proviso was removed from 
the Bill and that the $125,000,000 grants were thus to be made avail- 
able to China in accordance with Section 404(6) of the China Aid Act 
of 1948. The Foreign Aid Appropriation Act, 1949, was then passed 
by the Congress on the same day. | 

The President signed the Foreign Aid Appropriation Act, 1949, 
on June 28, 1948. On the following day, the Department of State 
forwarded a note, dated June 28, 1948, to the Chinese Ambassador 
communicating the terms prescribed by the President governing the 
transfer of the $125,000,000 grants under Section 404(6) of the China 
Aid Act of 1948 and informing him that implementation of this Sec- 
tion of the Act would be promptly undertaken upon the receipt of a 
note indicating the Chinese Government’s agreement to these terms. 
A copy of this note is attached for your information. | 

At the same time the Department of State forwarded copies of this 
note to the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Defense and 
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget. In the letter ™ trans- 
mitting a copy of this note, the Director of the Bureau of the Budget 
was asked to take the necessary action to have allocated to the Sec- 
retary of the Treasury the funds authorized under Section 404(6) of 
the China Aid Act of 1948 and appropriated by the Congress in the 
Foreign Aid Appropriation Act, 1949. 

I am certain that you will recognize from the foregoing descrip- 
tion of the circumstances relating to the $125,000,000 grants under the 
China Aid Act of 1948 that the Department of State has taken and is 
taking all possible steps to carry out the wishes of the Congress as 
expressed in the enactment of the China Aid Act of 1948 and the 
Foreign Aid Appropriation Act, 1949. | 

Sincerely yours, | For the Secretary of State: 
| CuarLes KE. Bowen 

a | | | Counselor 

893.50 Recovery /7-2848 | 

The Chairmen of the Senate and House Appropriations Committees 
(Bridges and Taber) to President Truman 

—  Wasnineton, July 1, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Presipent: During the hearings on China aid before 
the Senate and House Committees on Appropriations this spring 

™ Not printed. 

) 429-525—73-8
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testimony was taken in executive session on the military needs of 
China. General Albert C. Wedemeyer, appearing with Secretary of 
the Army Kenneth C. Royall, made certain proposals for the expendi- 
ture of $125,000,000 for military requirements. The Congress has 
subsequently voted appropriations of $125,000,000 in the Foreign Aid 
Appropriation Act. _ 

During the Conference between the Senate and House Conferees 
on the bill it was the unanimous decision that the Chairmen of the 

: Committees should communicate with you and express the desire that 
the Administration check the expenditure of this $125,000,000 very 
carefully. There was a clear expression in the Conference of a desire 
that this money should be matched to the military requirements of 
China in accordance with the general proposals made by Secretary 
Royall and General Wedemeyer. 

Respectfully yours, Stytes Briners, Chairman, 
| Senate Committee on Appropriations 

JoHn Taser, Chairman, 
| House Committee on Appropriations 

$93.24/6-248 | 

The Secretary of State to the Chinese Ambassador (Koo) 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Chinese Ambassador and has the honor to refer to the Ambas- 
sador’s note of June 2, 1948, listing the names of Chinese military 
officers who will assist the Chinese Embassy in the procurement of 
military supplies for the Chinese armed forces and asking that he be 
informed of the agency or agencies of the United States Govern- 
ment which these officers may approach and to which they may furnish 
the necessary information with a view to clarifying the technical 
requirements of China’s armed forces. 

A. copy of the Ambassador’s note of June 2, 1948, was forwarded 
_ to the Secretary of Defense with the request that he designate certain 

officers of the National Military Establishment whom the Chinese 
military officers may approach and to whom they may furnish the - 
necessary information along the lines above described. The following 
officers of the National Military Establishment have now been desig- 
nated for this purpose: | 

Department of the Army: - | 
Lieutenant Colonel Malcolm F. Gilchrist, Jr., Plans and 

Operations Division. | 
Lieutenant Colonel Charles I. Davis, Logistics Division. _ | 

| Lieutenant Colonel Francis G. Hall, Logistics Division. |
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Department of the Navy: 

Captain M. M. Dupre, Jr., USN, Special Assistant to the 
Deputy Chief, Naval Operations (Logistics). 

Department of the Air Force: 

| Colonel Raymond F. Rudell, Directorate, Plans and 
Operations. 

Major David F. MacGhee, Directorate, Plans and Opera- : 
tions. 

Pursuant to instructions from the Secretary of State, the Foreign 

Liquidation Commissioner has designated Mr. Carroll M. Meigs, 

Director, General Disposals Division, as the officer whom the Chinese 

representatives should approach in regard to purchases of surplus 
property in this connection. 

It is suggested that the Ambassador request the Chinese military 
officers listed in his note under reference to approach the above-named 
officers of the United States Government agencies indicated with a 
view to carrying out the desired functions. 

‘Wasuineron, July 2, 1948. 

$93.50 Recovery/7—948 } 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State 
| | (Lovett) 

[WasuineTon,| July 9, 1948. 

Participants: The Honorable Walter H. Judd, Member of the House 
of Representatives | 

Mr. Lovett, Under Secretary of State 
Mr. Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern Affairs 
Mr. Sprouse, CA | 

Dr. Judd called on me this afternoon by appointment to discuss the 
problem of procurement by the Chinese under the $125 million grants 
authorized by Section 404 (>) of the China Aid Act of 1948. 

Dr. Judd gave a lengthy explanation of his attempts to include a : 
Greek-Turkey proviso in the China Aid Act in order to ensure that 
the Chinese would spend wisely the funds appropriated for military 
type aid. He referred several times to obstacles which he alleged 
had been placed by the State Department in the way of effective U.S. 
Army Advisory Group assistance to the Chinese Government in draw- 
ing up plans for expenditure of the $125 million grants. Both Mr. 
Butterworth and I assured him that such was not the case and that 
the Army Advisory Group had in fact assisted the Chinese in draw- 
ing up their plans for expenditure of these funds. Dr. Judd then
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described his discussion of the matter with Secretary Royall and _ 
explained that it was his (Dr. Judd’s) desire that the Department of 
the Army be permitted to assist the Chinese in procurement of mili- 
tary matériel along the lines authorized in the Greek-Turkey Assist- _ 
ance Act. He said that the Department of the Army had forwarded 
him a memorandum in which were set forth the terms decided upon 
by the President to govern the extension of aid to China through these 
grants, which had been communicated by the Department of State 
to the Chinese Embassy. He pointed out that under these terms it 
would not be possible to follow the procedure which he felt to be 
desirable. oe | 

I described the history of these terms and the legislative history of 
the China Aid Act. Iexplained that the Department of State had rec- 
ommended that the Treasury Department administer these funds, 
pointing out that the legislative intent regarding the Chinese use of. 
the $125 million grants had been made clear in the debate in the 
Senate on this subject and in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
Report on the China aid program. In reply to Dr. Judd’s query 
regarding the role of the State Department in screening Chinese 
requests for withdrawals from these grants, I emphasized that the... 

_ Department, in accordance with the President’s terms, would merely 
check the supporting documents accompanying Chinese requests to 
see that they tallied with the total of the requests submitted. 

I further stated that subsequent to receiving Dr. Judd’s call I had 
had the Legal Division of the Department look into the possibilities 
of a procedure which would permit the National Military Establish- | 
ment to go into procurement for the Chinese and thus meet Dr. Judd’s 
wishes in this matter. I said that the Legal Division had come up 
with two possibilities, somewhat complicated in their nature, and that 
an officer of the Bureau of the Budget had indicated informally that 
it might be difficult for the President to decide upon terms which 
would incorporate arrangements along the lines of the Greek-Turkey 
Assistance Act, since in both the enabling legislation and the appro- 
priation act the Congress had eliminated proposed Greek-Turkey pro- 
visos. I informed Dr. Judd that the Department desired to do what — 
it could to be of assistance in this matter and that the Department 
would now take up the matter formally with the Bureau of the Budget 
and the National Military Establishment with a view to ascertaining 
what could be done in this regard. 

Dr. Judd stated that this procedure would not be contrary to the 
legislative intent since Senator Vandenberg had informed him that 
the elimination of the Greek-Turkey proviso had been for.the purpose — 
of avoiding underwriting the Chinese military campaign and involve- |
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-ment in the Chinese civil war and that the elimination of this proviso 
would not prevent the procurement procedures from following those 
employed for Greece and Turkey. Dr. Judd then suggested that it 
might be advisable to have the Chinese submit a request that the Army 
assist them in procurement of desired military matériel, following the 
receipt of which the Department of State, the Bureau of the Budget 
and the Department of the Army could discuss the matter and arrive 
at some solution. He further stated that it might be necessary to 
approach the General Accounting Office in this connection and that 
he would be available during the next week if his assistance were 
necessary. It was agreed that it would be preferable for the matter 
to be worked out within the Government prior to giving any indica- 
tion to the Chinese of this possibility. 

893.50 Recovery /7—1248 . 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of the Division 

of Chinese Affairs (Freeman) 

| [WasnineTon,| July 12, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. Tan Shao-hua, Chinese Minister 
| Mr. Butterworth, FE 

Mr. Freeman, CA 

Dr. Tan opened the conversation by referring to the $125 million 
grants under Section 404(6) of the China Aid Act and stated that there 
were several contracts with the FLC which had been completed or 
were nearing completion and which the Chinese Embassy would sub- 
mit to the Department shortly. He stated, however, that the Chinese 
military personnel, including representatives of the army, air force, 
signal corps and navy, had expressed dissatisfaction over the methods 
of procurement as envisaged under the President’s terms. In the first 
place, he said, priorities had not been established for China as in the 
case of Greece and Turkey and the representatives of the U. S. Army 
with whom the Chinese had been dealing did not know in what cate- 
gory China should be put. In the second place, Dr. Tan continued, 
there apparently. was almost no surplus matériel available for pur- 
chase. 

Mr. Butterworth explained that the Congress had attached a rider 
to the Independent Agencies Appropriation Act” prohibiting the 
declaration of additional surplus stocks within the zone of the interior 
which included the continental United States and Hawaii. He pointed 
out that this in effect left only the Pacific area and that the majority 
of the surplus in this area had already been turned over to China. 

® Approved June 30, 1948; 62 Stat. 1187.
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Dr. Tan indicated his understanding of this situation but emphasized 
that China was particularly concerned with the time factor in pro- 
curing military supplies. He stated that orders placed with com- 
mercial firms required a period of 4 to 5 months for completion to 
which had to be added shipping time to China. In certain cases, he 
added, commercial firms would have to retool completely before begin- 
ning production which would add additional time. In order to solve 
these problems, Dr. Tan continued, the question had been broached 
informally to the U. S. Army of requesting the latter to undertake all 
procurement of military supplies and equipment in China’s behalf. 
He stated that the Army representatives had tentatively and in- 

_ formally indicated their willingness to assume this function if the 
legality of such a procedure under the President’s terms could be 
assured and if the State Department gave its approval. The Army 
had mentioned, he said, that “certain items” of matériel would, how- 
ever, have.to be purchased by the Chinese under direct contract with 
commercial firms. In this connection Dr. Tan stated that Ambassador 

Koo was particularly anxious to do a good job in the carrying out of 
the procurement program under the $125 million grants and was 
therefore desirous of exploring every possible avenue in an attempt to 
jump the priority and surplus hurdles. 

Mr. Butterworth stated that the Department was anxious to assist 
the Chinese in every way possible in their procurement problems, but | 
he queried if, as he had indicated previously, there were very little 
surplus stocks available, whether the great majority of supplies re- 

- quired by the Chinese would not fall under the category of “certain 
items” to be purchased direct from commercial firms; and, in this 
event, what the function of the Army would be in undertaking pro- 
curement for the Chinese. In reply Dr. Tan suggested that the Army 

— might possibly “lend” the Chinese matériel from available stocks to 
be replaced as soon as production could be completed, the procedure — 
to be similar to that followed in the purchase of 6 million rounds of 
ammunition through Olin Industries. Dr. Tan added that whether 
the Chinese would pay original procurement cost or replacement cost 
could be determined by discussion. 

Mr. Butterworth pointed out that contacts between the Chinese and 
our armed services had been established for the specific purpose of 
working out such arrangements and that similar procedures could 
undoubtedly be established in the future. Dr. Tan indicated that 
this type of arrangement still meant that the Chinese must deal directly 
with the commercial firms involved, which he stated they were reluc- 
tant to do, with the matériel being loaned by the Army to the firms. 
He explained that it was extremely desirable that the Chinese avoid
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concluding contracts direct with commercial firms as the unit cost to 
the Chinese would undoubtedly be greater in this way than if the 
Army were acting for the Chinese. 

Mr. Butterworth suggested that the Army might include the Chi- 
nese requirements in its own orders by ordering, for example, 1,100,000 
of a certain item with 100,000 earmarked for the Chinese. Dr. Tan 
indicated that this procedure would still not solve the time factor and 
would still require several months before: production could be com- 
pleted and delivery to China effected. 

Mr. Butterworth assured Dr. Tan that he would discuss the prob- 
lem with the Army at the earliest opportunity, with particular refer- 
ence to the possibility of the Army’s undertaking the procurement 
function for the Chinese, and that he would inform Dr. Tan of the 
results. | 

893.50 Recovery/7—-1648 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese A fairs. 
(Sprouse) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern A fairs 
(Butterworth) 

| [Wasuincron,] July 16, 1948. 
A meeting was held in the Division of Chinese Affairs on J uly 14 

to discuss means by which this Government could expedite assistance 
to China under the $125,000,000 grants, with officers from the Army 
and Air Force in attendance. There appear to be two main problems 
which will have to be resolved before the military services can mate- 
rially assist the Chinese in their purchasing program. These are: 1) 
The establishment of a legal means by which transfer of matériel from 
military stocks can be effected and 2) the establishment of a priority 
for China which will enable it to receive a share of the limited supplies 
available for foreign military aid. These difficulties will be considered 
in order in the following paragraphs: 

(1) The fact that stocks now surplus in the Pacific are being de- 
clared to the Chinese and the existence of recently enacted laws mak- 
ing it impossible for the armed services to declare material in the 
United States surplus, definitely limit the possibilities of additional 
transfers being made from surplus. The armed forces believe they 
have no legal justification for making transfers similar to those being 
made to Greece and Turkey where supplies are transferred from non- 
surplus stocks upon reimbursement at procurement costs. Mr. Eich- 
holz of the Department’s Legal staff indicated that section 404(6) of 
the China Aid Act 1948 exempted the $125,000,000 grants from the 
restrictions of the Economie Cooperation Act of 1948 but that it might 
be interpreted that they could be entitled to the benefits of that act
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(Section 113a). He stated that this might provide the desired au- 

thorization. It was agreed that Mr. Eichholz would meet with legal 

representatives of the Budget Bureau and the Services and if all were 

in accord with respect to the existence under present legislation of this 

authorization the Budget Bureau would then be asked to obtain an 

adjustment of the Presidential terms to permit such transfers. 

(2) Army and Air Force officers indicated that should a legal ve- 

hicle be found for the transfer of military stocks, the availability of 

such for transfer to China would depend on the establishment of a 

priority for that country. It was noted that National Security Council 

document 14, approved by the Cabinet July 1, states that Western 

Europe shall receive first priority for the receipt of military aid. 

Army officers pointed out that it was probable that all available maté- 

riel would be needed to meet the requests of the Western European 

countries, and that in any case many months would elapse before the 

extent of their needs would be known. Similarly, the military services 

would not know the extent of their own requirements pending deter- 

mination of troop basis figures now being prepared. It was agreed 

that it would be impracticable to delay action on Chinese requests 

until the above determinations had been made. It was likewise agreed 

that the SANAC study on priority now being prepared offered no 

solution, since it is not yet agreed upon and China will in all probabil- 

ity be placed after the countries of Western Europe and the Middle 

East. It was concluded that if China is to receive any material from 

military stocks, a special priority will have to be established to govern 

the expenditure of the $125,000,000 grants. Officers of Plans and 
Operations, Army indicated that a letter on the question of priorities 

had been drafted and if it is approved by Mr. Royall should reach the 

Department of State by Friday, July 16. 
It was noted that when the Army’s views had been received they 

would be considered by the Policy Committee on Arms and Arma- 

ments which would make appropriate recommendations to the Secre- 

tary on the question of priority. 

893.50 Recovery /7—2048 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Chief of the Division 

of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) 

[WasHINGTon,] July 20, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. Tan Shao-hwa, Chinese Minister 

| Mr. Sprouse, CA 

During the course of a telephone conversation today, Minister Tan 

referred to the conversation that he had had with Mr. Butterworth
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in regard to the possibility of the United States Army going into 
procurement for the Chinese in connection with their expenditures 
of the $125 million grants, and to a similar conversation which he 
said Ambassador Koo had had with the Secretary of State. Minister 
Tan stated that he hoped that it would be possible within the frame- 
work of the China Aid Act and the powers of the President for the 
U. S. Army to procure military supplies for the Chinese. He also 
expressed the hope that it would be possible to purchase surplus stocks 
and that the question of priority for Chinese purchases would be 
favorably acted upon. Minister Tan said that, as had been indicated 
to him, it was chiefly a legal question with reference to whether the 
Army could be reimbursed for transfers of its stocks or whether the 
money would be returned to the Treasury Department. 

In reply to his query regarding the status of this matter, I informed 
Minister Tan that this matter was being looked into and that every 
effort was being made to find some solution. : 

893.50 Recovery /7—2148 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State to President Truman 

| WasHiIneron, July 21, 1948. 

I have just received a copy of a letter dated July 1, 1948 addressed 
to you jointly by Senator Bridges and Mr. Taber, chairmen of the 
Senate and House Committees on Appropriations, respectively. In 
this letter, Senator Bridges and Mr. Taber express the desire that 
the Administration carefully check the expenditure of the 125 million 

- dollars authorized for grants to China under section 404(6) of the 
China Aid Act, with a view to assuring that those funds are matched 
to the military requirements of China. 

The legislative history of the China Aid Act indicates a strong 
desire on the part of the Congress that the United States Government 
should not be put in the position of appearing to underwrite the mili- 
tary efforts of the Chinese Government. It was rather the intention 
to make these funds available for such purposes as the Chinese Gov- 
ernment, on its own responsibility, might request. It was neverthe- 
less clearly anticipated that the Chinese Government would probably 
wish to use these funds for the procurement of military supplies. In 
its report on the Foreign Aid Appropriation Act of 1949, the Senate 
Committee on Appropriations stated (page 18) : “The Committee rec- 
ommends the appropriation of 125 million dollars with the intent that 
care shall be exercised to hold expenditures to military purposes.” 

There is enclosed a copy of a letter dated July 16, 1948 addressed by 
the Under Secretary to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget * 

® Not found in Department files.
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requesting that certain changes be made in your letter of June 2, 1948 
‘addressed to me and to the Secretary of the Treasury ™ governing the 
procedure to be followed in making grants under section 404(5) of 
the China Aid Act of 1948. Among the changes suggested in that 
letter was one to make it clear that United States Government agency 
appropriations might be reimbursed from the appropriation author- 
ized by that section. This should permit the Chinese to secure mili- 
‘tary supplies from stocks on hand or from procurement on its behalf 
by the National Defense Establishment. 

In the light of the foregoing circumstances, I respectfully suggest 
that in order to comply with the spirit of the China Aid Act of 1948 
and with the desires of the chairmen of the Congressional Committees 

| on Appropriations, the Secretary of Defense be requested by you 
to do everything possible to make available to the Chinese Govern- 
ment, from existing stocks or through supplemental procurement, 
such military supplies as that Government may request under the pro- 
visions of section 404(b) of the China Aid Act of 1948. I have 
attached a suggested draft of a letter to the Secretary of Defense ® 
for this purpose. 

It is my understanding that the estimates of allocations of funds — 
under this legislation which were presented by the Secretary of the 
Army and General Wedemeyer in executive sessions of the Congres- 
sional Committees on Appropriations are based upon proposals made 
by the Chinese Ministry of National Defense and concurred in by the 
United States Military Advisory Group in China. It would, there- 
fore, be appropriate for the National Defense Establishment to con- 
tinue to assist the Chinese Government in this regard. 

800.24/7-2448 

The Secretary of the Army (Royall) to the Secretary of State 

WASHINGTON, 24 July 1948. 

Drar Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to State Department 
secret document PCA/PD-11, dated August 20, 1947,7> subject: 
“Policy with respect to Relative Priorities for Receipt of U. S. Mili- 
tary Supplies”, which has been furnished to the National Military 
Establishment for guidance. | 

_ As you know, since the publication of referenced document, govern- 
mental commitments have come into being in connection with aid to 

“For letter to the Secretary of State, see p. 79; for letter to the Secretary of 
the Not ont See United States Relations With China, p. 947.
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China, Iran, and Argentina. As a result, the National Military 
Establishment is faced with the responsibility of implementing these 
programs in addition to the current programs in connection with 
‘Greece and Turkey. | 

In view of the civilian personnel ceilings imposed by the Byrd 
Law 7* on the National Military Establishment, it is not possible to 
increase the employment of civilian personnel to the number necessary 
for implementing all foreign aid programs simultaneously. There- 
fore, it is necessary to continue adhering to a system of priorities for 
implementing foreign aid programs. At the present time the capac- 
ity of the Department of the Army for handling foreign aid programs 
simultaneously is fully absorbed by the programs for Greece and 
Turkey. | 

Accordingly, I request that the Department of the Army be fur- 
nished with a current revision of the State Department document 
PCA/PD-11 to reflect priorities for implementation of current and 
imminent foreign aid programs, particularly with respect to Greece, 
Turkey, China, Iran, and Argentina. 

Sincerely yours, Kerenneto C. Royann 

893.24/7-2648 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) 

- [Extract] 

[Wasuineton,| July 26, 1948. 
A Departmental Committee on Grants to China, composed of rep- 

resentatives of the concerned offices and divisions of the Department, 
_ was established and held its first meeting on July 7. The terms of 
reference for the Committee are to decide upon and implement the 
procedures with respect to disbursements to the Chinese Government 
authorized under Section 404(0) of the China Aid Act of 1948. The 
Committee held its second meeting on July 23 immediately after the 
submission by the Chinese on that day of their first requests for with- 
drawals from the $125 million grants. 

A summary of these requests is attached (Tab A). Request No. 1 
covers the purchase of bombs and ammunition from OFLC and ship- 
ping and insurance charges thereon. Request No. 2 covers the pur- 
chase of aircraft engines from a commercial supplier and shipping 
and insurance charges thereon. Request No. 3 covers petroleum prod- 
ucts and containers for the Chinese Air Force. 

© Sec. 14 of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946, approved May 24, 1946; 
60 Stat. 219.
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| [Annex] | , 

| Tab A—First Chinese Requests in Summary | 

SUMMARY OF CHINESE REQUESTS FOR WITHDRAWALS FROM THE $125 MILLION 

Grants Unprer Section 404(0) oF THE CHINA AID AcT or 1948 

Type of Commodities 
and/or Services Supporting Documents Amount 

1. Bombs and ammunition Contract with OFLC $ 464, 351.17 

Shipping Invoices: ~ 

| Montreal Shipping Co. 443, 582. T2 

Barry & Powell Co. 2, 294. 75 

Montreal Shipping Co. 39, 742. 13 

— Total— $ 949, 920. 77 
2. Aircraft engines Babb Company—cContract $ 287,500. 00 

Shipping Invoices: 

C. J. Hendry Co. 5, 182. 84 

Barry & Powell Co. 20. 73 

Aircraft Components Corporation 2, 512. 84 

Barry & Powell Co. — 10. 73 

Total— $ 295, 227.14 

3. Petroleum Products Contracts: 
and Containers Standard-Vacuum Oil Co.— — § 486, 204. 43 

minus 1 percent discount - 4,362. 04. 

China Petroleum Co., Ltd., 2, 313, 042. 00 

agents for Sterns, Inc. 

minus 1 percent discount 238, 180. 42 

Texas Company— 951, 597. 07 

minus 1 percent discount 9, 515. 97 

Contract Total— $3, 700, 848. 50 

minus 1 percent discount 37, 008. 43 

Net Total $3, 663, 835. 07 

Total of the 3 Chinese Requests— $4, 908, 982. 98 

Executive Secretariat Files : NSC 22 | 

Note by Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, Executive Secretary to the 
National Security Council 

NSC 22 [Wasuineton,]| July 26, 1948. 

- Possrpte Courses or Action ror THE U. S. Wirn Respecr To THE 

‘CRITICAL SITUATION IN CHINA | | 

At the request of the Secretary of the Army the enclosed paper 
assessing the current critical situation in China and outlining alterna- 
tive courses of action is circulated herewith to the National Security 

Council for discussion at its next meeting. | | 
SIDNEY W. SoueErs
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: | | [Enclosure] 

Possible Courses of Action for the U. S. With Respect to the Critical 
: | Situation mm China 

/ |  PRoBLEM — 

~ 1. To assess the critical situation in China in light of current events; 
and state the critical questions facing the U. S. Government with pos- 

sible alternative courses of action. 

ANALYSIS 

2. a. The broad objectives of current U. S. policy toward China 
are understood to be: 

(1) Recognition of the National Government as the legal govern- 
ment of a sovereign China. | 

(2) China should eliminate, by political agreement, conflict of 
armed forces within her territories as a Chinese responsibility to the 
‘United Nations in ameliorating the threat to world stability and 
peace. 

(3) China should undertake steps to broaden the base of the Na- 
tional Government to make it truly representative of the Chinese 
people in achieving the goal of a united and democratic China. 

(4) The U. S. Government desires to assist China as she moves 
toward peace, unity and genuinely democratic government. | 

(5) The U. S. Government desires to assist China in the develop- 
ment of an effective Army and Navy, so limited in size as not to become 
an undue burden on the Chinese economy, and to this end maintains 
advisory missions. This assistance, however, will not extend to direct 
participation in the Chinese civil war. 

b. On 9 June 1947 the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed the following 

views : 

“It is the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that, from the military 
point of view, carefully planned, selective and well-supervised as- 
sistance to the National Government, under conditions which will as- 
sure that this assistance will not be misused, will definitely contribute 
to United States security interests. Such assistance should facilitate 
the military development which appears essential for the unification 
and stabilization of China. It should enable China more effectively 
to resist Soviet expansionist efforts in the Far East and will thus con- 
tribute to the military security of the United States. In addition, it 
should be a stabilizing factor throughout the Far East. A firm 
United States position in this regard, as in the Middle East and else- 
where in the world, would serve the cause of peace as well as the other 
aims of the United Nations.” : 

c. On 31 March 1948 the Joint Chiefs of Staff reaffirmed these views 
in the following language: | | 

 “, , 7 the situation in Greece emphasizes that economic aid has 
little value unless and until internal conditions of law and order are 

7 Omissions in this paragraph indicated in the original.
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established to the degree that the economic aid will serve the purpose 
for which intended . . . it would be unwise to extend economic aid to 
China without the military assistance which will provide the National 
Government some means with which to improve the present situation | 
of internal armed conflict . . . the Joint Chiefs of Staff perceive no 
objection to the view that the United States assistance program in 
China should be regarded as subordinate to the efforts to stabilize con- 
ditions in areas of more strategic importance.” 

d. Authorized U.S. aid to China from V-—J day to the present, ex- 
clusive of the surplus property sales, aggregates somewhat over one 
billion dollars, at least half of which was in the form of military 
assistance. ‘This aid in part, however, was not administered in a co- 

'.  ordinated manner and under an integrated program designed to effect 
the optimum benefit for value received. | 

é. The ... estimate of the situation places the Chinese Commu- 
nists in possession of the strategic initiative. The relative tactical 
troop strength of the opposing forces is estimated at 1,350,000 Com- 
munists and 2,200,000 Nationalists. However, the apparent National- 
ist numerical superiority is offset by the fact that more than half of the 
Nationalist total are currently isolated in 10 garrison areas in Man- 
churia, North China and Central China, and the remainder are en- 
gaged in attempting to maintain the few remaining lines of commu- 
nication. The Nationalist forces, isolated in a series of garrison areas 
or confined in shrinking areas, have no strategic offensive capability _ 
and their defensive capabilities are decreasing. The lack of overland 
lines of communication has placed an increasing burden on an already 
limited air supply service upon which the isolated Government con- 
centrations are totally dependent, and the local supply situation would 
remain critical even if adequate supplies were available in rear areas. 
Isolation and confinement of Nationalist concentrations has forced the 
Government to disperse supplies and troop strength over widely scat- 
tered areas to such an extent that the Nationalists are incapable of 
concentrating their efforts in a single area, and isolation of the concen- 
trations precludes mutual support and coordinated effort. Meanwhile, 
the Communists are directing their energies against strategic areas, _ 
the loss of which would adversely affect the Nationalists’ limited capa- 
bilities. In a number of instances the Nationalists have shown a lack 
of will to resist, but defection on an alarming scale has not been noted. 

j. In the political field the Generalissimo continues to be the balance 
of power among the various political cliques and elements striving for 
power in the Government. The appointment of Wong Wen-hao as. _ 
Premier indicates that the real administrative power will remain 
with the Presidency and that the Cabinet will function ineffectually. 
Dr. Wong Wen-hao is the symbol of reform but he is completely pow-
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erless at this time when the power structure of the Government is. 
being more closely identified with military factions, personality rela- 
tionships, and loyalty factors than with progressive administrative- 
processes. There is increasing speculation of late that certain sepa- 

_ ratist movements opposing the Generalissimo will take form in the- 
very near future. In this regard considerable emphasis has been. 
attached to the activities of Marshal Li Chi-shen in Hong Kong, who. 
was reported to have stated that he will form a provisional govern- 
ment in China proper imminently. It is difficult to credit Marshak 
Li Chi-shen with sufficient influence or capability of forming an effec- 
tive provisional Government at this time. Although it is evident that. 
the personal position of the Generalissimo is being severely contested: 
at this time, and that factors of potential dissidence are present in the 
government, it is at the same time recognized that the elements of” 
military and financial power, which represent political power, still 
remain at this time in the hands of the Generalissimo. 

g. Under the provisions of the China Aid Act of 1948, China will | 
receive aid in the amount of $400,000,000 from the United States,. 
$275,000,000 in economic assistance and $125,000,000, presumably, for- 
military supplies. However, there is doubt that this program will 
bring about any real or permanent improvement in the situation. It. 
may, however, serve to postpone total disintegration of the Govern-. 
ment by improving the economic situation in the large city areas, and’ 
provide a training and equipping program for much needed troop. 
replacements. 

h. The growing military and political power of the Chinese Com- 
munists is making a substantial contribution to the attainment of° 
Soviet objectives in the Far East. These appear to be: 

| (1) Formation of a Soviet-dominated puppet State in Manchuria;. 
(2) A more circumspect, but equally positive program in China,. 

based upon the anticipated collapse of the National Government. 

t. The situation in China will continue to be serious, but in the- 
_ absence of the wholesale Nationalist desertions to the Communists,. 
and uncontrollable strikes and food riots in the cities, it is believed 
that the Nationalists retain sufficient capability to forestall collapse- 
in the immediate future. This capability, however, appears to be- 
limited to a short period of time (say 3 to 6 months) unless certain. 
military or economic improvements can be effected: 

j. In light of the existing situation, the following critica] questions. 
face the U. S. Government: 

(1) What will be the effect on the security of the United States: 
should the present Chinese National Government collapse ? 

(2) What should be the attitude of the U. S. toward forestalling- 
collapse of the present Chinese National Government?
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(3) What should be the attitude of the U. S. with respect to recog- 
nizing and/or aiding regional governments in China, should this 
transpire? 

8. The following courses of action would appear to be open to the © 

U.S. 
a. U. 8. aid might be increased to the maximum extent feasible. 

This course of action would undoubtedly commit the resources of the 
United States to an extent which could be ill afforded at present, 
particularly in the light of the ERP. It is also questionable, owing 
to the rapid deterioration of the military and economic situation, as 
to whether commensurate benefits would ensue. 

b. U.S. aid might be withdrawn. Such a course of action would 
undoubtedly precipitate the fall of the National Government and 
accelerate the financial and economic deterioration now in process. 
This step would appear to nullify the will of the Congress which has 
legislated aid to China to the amount of $400,000,000 for the current 
year. | | 

ce. Continuation of U. 8. aid on basis of programs now authorized. 
This course of action would recognize the interest of Congress in 
continuing the ECA aid program as well as maintain, before the 

world, the semblance of adhering to announced U. S. policy toward 
China. Such a course could not produce the favorable decision re- 
quired in the short time available to the Chinese National Govern- 
ment; nevertheless, it would be in the nature of “buying time” until 
the overall world situation is clarified. 

ad. United States recognition and aid might be shifted from the 
National Government of China to appropriate regional regimes that 
may arise as a result of the collapse of the present national government. 
Under this course decision would have to be made as to whether to 
affiliate with certain separatist movements or remain aloof until such 
time as they might of their own accord arise out of the collapse of 
the present government. The process of encouraging separatist move- 
ments would be contrary to the expressed policy of the U. S. 

Executive Secretariat Files : NSC 22 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Policy Planning Staff 
(Butler) 7 

| | [Wasuineton,] July 27, 1948. 
The Secretary of Defense on January 15, 1948 requested that this 

Department prepare a basic study regarding U. S. policy toward 
China for NSC consideration. S/P*® thereupon undertook a pre- 

7 Addressed to the Secretary of State and the Under Secretary of State. 
© Policy Planning Staff. |
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liminary survey of the problem, calling in outside specialists on China 
for an exhaustive examination of the issues involved. S/P has there- 
fore completed basic preparation for an overall China paper. 

However, it soon became evident at NSC Staff Meetings, when the 
problems of interim aid to China and defense of Tsingtao arose, that 
this Department and the Departments of the Army and Air Force 
differed widely in their analyses of the China situation. This di- 
vergence resulted in a split paper on interim aid ** and a postpone- 
ment of decision regarding Tsingtao. | 

S/P therefore felt that, rather than presenting the NSC members 
with another split paper on the overall China problem, it would be 
preferable to wait on the persuasive influence of events in China to 
demonstrate the validity of this Department’s analysis. 

S5/P feels that the time is now about ripe for this Department to 
submit a position paper on China to the NSC. It is, therefore, begin- 
ning to prepare the initial draft of such a paper. 

- Meanwhile the Secretary of the Army has submitted for considera- 
tion by NSC members on August 5 the underlying paper, “Possible 
Courses of Action for the U. S. with respect to the Critical Situation 
in China” (NSC-22).82 The attached report anticipates an early 
collapse of the Chinese Central Government and raises the question 
of U.S. policy toward recognizing and possibly aiding such regional 
governments as might eventuate. 

There follows S/P’s comments on the concluding points in Mr. 
Royall’s paper, page 6, paragraph 7, onward: 

The collapse of the present Chinese National Government would 
probably have an adverse effect on the security of the U.S. However, 
like everything else about China, this should not be taken for granted 
as a hard and fast maxim. It is not inconceivable that a collapse of 
the Central Government might bring about a cessation of hostilities 
and a transfer of the struggle from the military to the political plane 
where non-Communist elements might retard the Communist advance 
more successfully than the National Government has through military 
action. And even if the Civil War were to continue it is not out of 

_ the question that the residual war lords, or a new non-Communist re- 
alignment, might fight more effectively than the present nominally 
centralized regime. | 

In examining courses of action open to the U. S. the underlying 
paper suggests that aid might be increased to the “maximum extent 
feasible” and then proceeds apparently to argue that such a course is 
infeasible. This internal contradiction, resulting from a failure to 
define terms, makes the suggestion meaningless. — 

* Dated March 26, p. 44. - | | | 
8 Supra. — , 

429-525—73——9 |
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S/P agrees with the Army paper in dismissing the suggestion that 
U.S. aid might be withdrawn. 

It agrees with the third course suggested, that U.S. aid should be 
continued on the basis of programs now authorized. S/P might add 
parenthetically that it does not see that any useful purpose is served 

. by raising the questions of increasing or withdrawing aid only to dis- 
miss them and conclude that our present policy of aid is correct. 

A fourth course is that “United States recognition and aid might 
be shifted from the National Government of China to appropriate 
regional regimes that may arise as a result of the collapse of the pres- 
ent national government.” It is quite normal in international relations 

that, with the collapse of a government, recognition should be trans- 
mitted to its successor. It would, however, obviously be inappropriate 
to transfer recognition to several regional regimes as the government 

| or governments of China. It is also stated in the attached paper that 
“Under this course decision would have to be made as to whether to 
affiliate with certain separatist movements or remain aloof until such 
time as they might of their own accord arise out of the collapse of the 

_ present government.” S/P would observe that it is not the policy of 
the U. S. Government to “affiliate” itself with foreign governments, 
much less alien separatist movements. There can be no hard and fast 
rule laid down for U. 8. relations with possible successors to the 

National Government this far in advance of the “collapse” anticipated 
by the Department of the Army. What position the U. S. Govern- 
ment 1s to take will depend on circumstances at the time. a 

Grorce H. Burier 

$93.50 Recovery /7—2848 

President Truman to the Secretary of State 

WASHINGTON, July 28, 1948. — 

My Dear Mr. Secrerary: My letter of June 2, 1948, addressed to 
| you concerning the provision of additional aid to China as authorized 

by Section 404(6) of the China Aid Act of 1948 is amended to read 
in pertinent part as follows: | 

“It is my desire that the grants to China under this Section of the 
Act, which grants are hereby made, shall be under the following . 
procedure: 7 | . 

1. The Chinese Government will from time to time submit to the 
Department of State requests for payment with respect to commodities 
or services procured or ordered by it, supported by purchase orders, 
contracts, Invoices or other appropriate documentation evidencing 
the transactions. 

2. The Department of State will examine the documentation sub- 
mitted by the Chinese Government to determine that the request is
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not in excess of the total represented by the supporting data and will 
authorize the Treasury to make the appropriate payments to the 
Chinese Government. The Treasury Department shall make the 
payments in accordance with such authorization. 

3. In those cases in which the Chinese Government wishes to ar- 
range for the procurement or furnishing of supplies or services by 
any department, agency, or establishment of the United States Gov- 
ernment, subject to the approval of the Secretary of State as to the 
availability of funds prior to the procurement or furnishing of such 
supplies or services and pursuant to Sections 403 and 113(a@) of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1948, such department, agency, or estab- 
lishment is authorized to submit to the Department of State requests 
for reimbursement of appropriations or for advance payments. On 
the basis of such requests, the Department of State will authorize the 
Treasury Department to make reimbursements or advance payments 
to such department, agency, or establishment. 

4. The Secretary of State will request from the Chinese Govern- 
ment monthly reports showing in as much detail as possible the pur- 
poses for which expenditures have been made out of the funds pro- 
vided to it under the authority of Section 404(6) of the Act.” | 

Attached is a copy of my letter to the Secretary of the Treasury ® 
advising him of this decision. — 

Sincerely yours, Harry 8S. Truman 

893.50 Recovery/7—2848 

President Truman to the Chairman of the Senate Committee on 
| Appropriations (Bridges) | 

| WASHINGTON, July 28, 1948. 

My Dear Senator Brinces: Thank you for your letter sent jointly 
with Chairman Taber, House Appropriations Committee,** further ex- 
pressing the views of the Senate-House conferees with respect to the 
expenditure of the $125 million authorized for grants to China under 
Section 404 (6) of the China Aid Act. | 

I have instructed the Secretary of State to check the supporting 
data submitted by the Chinese Government in connection with re- 
quested payments to assure that no authorization for payment is 
issued in excess of appropriated funds. In addition I have directed 
the Secretary of Defense to render appropriate assistance to the Chi- 
nese Government in the acquisition of such military supplies as the 
Chinese Government may request.** Accordingly, due consideration 
will be given to the general proposals made by Secretary of the Army 
Royall and General Wedemeyer to the Senate and House Appropria- 
tions Committees. 

* United States Relations With China, p. 950. 
“Letter of July 1, p. 107. _
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All administrative checks and controls related to this program will, 
of course, have to be carried out in a manner consistent’ with the clearly 
stated desire of the Congress that assistance furnished under this pro- 
gram shall not be construed as an expressed or implied assumption 
by the United States of any responsibility for policies, acts or under- 
takings of the Republic of China or for conditions which may prevail 
in China at any time. oe | 

I have sent a similar letter to Chairman Taber, House Appropria- 

tions Committee. a | | 
Sincerely yours, | Harry 8. Truman 

893.50 Recovery /7-148 | ee ee | 

The Secretary of State to the Chinese Ambassador (Koo) *° _ 

: : - Wasurneton, July 30, 1948. 

ExcrLiency: I have the honor to refer to my note of June 28, 1948 
in which were set forth the terms decided upon by the President of 
the United States to govern the extension of additional aid to the 
Government of the Republic of China through grants authorized 
under Section 404(6) of the China Aid Act of 1948 and to your note 
of July 1, 1948 *” indicating your Government’s acceptance of those 
terms. 

I am now authorized to inform you of the following procedure 
established by the President by which United States Government 
departments, agencies or establishments may assist the Chinese Gov- 
ernment in arranging for the procurement or furnishing of supplies : 
or services under Section 404(06) of the China Aid Act of 1948: 

In those cases in which the Chinese Government wishes to arrange 
for the procurement or furnishing of supplies or services by any de- 
partment, agency or establishment of the United States Government, 
subject to the approval of the Secretary of State as to the availability 
of funds prior to the procurement or furnishing of such supplies or 
services and pursuant to Sections 403 and 113(a) of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1948, such department, agency or establishment is 
authorized to submit to the Department of State requests for reim- 
bursement of appropriations or for advance payments. On the basis 
of such requests, the Department of State will authorize the Treasury 
Department to make reimbursements or advance payments to such 
department, agency or establishment. | | | 

Accept [ete. ] | | | For the Secretary of State 
| | oe ~ Ropert A. Loverr 

Under Secretary 

The Chinese Ambassador in a note of August 6 stated that the Chinese Gov- 
ernment accepted the procedure set forth in this note. For text, see United 
States Relations With China, p. 951. 

8’ See footnote 68, p. 101.
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Executive Secretariat Files: NSC 22 folder. 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Secretary of State | 

ee | _ [Wasurneton,] August 2, 1948. 
Subject: Report to the National Security Council by the Secretary 

of the Army regarding Possible Courses of Action for the United 
States with respect to China | 

The attached report to the National Security Council from the 
Secretary of the Army (NSC 22, July 26, 1948) * represents the policy 
of the United States toward China as unchanged from that expressed 

_ in the President’s statement of December 1945 ® on this subject. This, 
in effect, is as out-dated as was the Presidential directive of February 
25, 1946 * authorizing the establishment of the U. S. Military Advis- 
ory Group in China, which was the subject of recent comment in con- 
nection with the new directive for the U. S. Military Advisory Group. 
In its analysis of the situation in China, the report includes in its 
description of the broad objectives of current U. S. policy toward 
China the following statements: “China should eliminate by political 
agreement, conflict of armed forces within her territories”; China 
should “broaden the base of the National Government to make it 
truly representative of the Chinese people in achieving the goal of a 
united and democratic China”; and “the United States Government 
desires to assist China as she moves toward peace, unity and genuinely 
democratic government”. This description of U. S. policy objectives 
in China carries the implication that the U. S. Government favors a 
coalition government in China, that it envisages the formation of a 
genuinely democratic government and that the U. S. will aid China 
only as the latter achieves peace, a united China with Communist 
participation in the Government and democracy. That China might : 
arrive at these solutions of its problems is one thing, but to state that _ 
these are current U. S. policy objectives is to overlook the aid the 
U..S..is and has been extending to China and the complete absence 
of any indication since the end of 1946 that this Government favors 
a coalition government in China. This was expressed publicly by 
both you and the President in March of this year. | 

The answers are obvious to such questions as “What should be the 
attitude of the U. S. toward forestalling collapse of the present 
Chinese National Government?” and those regarding the courses of 
action open to the U. S.—such as U. S. aid might be increased to the 

% See ante, p. 118. ° : | 
*° December 15, 1945, United States Relations With China, p. 607. 
” Directive to the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy, Foreign Relations, 

1946, vol. x, p. 823. 
” Statements to the press by the Secretary of State on March 10 and by Presi- | 

dent Truman on March 11, vol. vir, pp. 188 and 141, respectively.
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maximum extent feasible and U. S. aid might be withdrawn. The 

U.S. is trying to prevent the collapse of the Chinese Government. 

Since the Congress recently reduced the amount of aid for China 

originally proposed by the Department and since it would not be 

possible to increase the amount of aid without Congressional action, 

which would not be expected to take effect prior to the end of the 

present aid program on April 3, 1949, it is difficult to see how U. 5. 

aid to China might be increased at this juncture. It is, of course, 

unthinkable that U. S. aid would be withdrawn in the light of our 

avowed support to the Chinese National Government. The report’s 

suggestion that U. S. aid should be continued on the basis of programs 

now authorized is naturally the only course open to the U. 5. at this 

time. 
The final course of action open to the U. S. described in the report 

is that which may arise in the event of the collapse of the present Na- 

tional Government. The report states: “Under this course decision 

would have to be made as to whether to affiliate with certain separatist 

movements or remain aloof until such time as they might of their own 

accord arise out of the collapse of the present Government. The proc- 

ess of encouraging separatist movements would be contrary to the ex- 

pressed policy of the U.S.” The report does not make clear what it 

means by “affiliate” with separatist movements, but the U. 8S. Govern- 

ment does not, so far as is known, “affiliate” with movements in opposi- 

tion to a legally recognized foreign government. It is true, however, 

that this course of action is one which may confront the U. S. Govern- 

ment, given a continuation of the present rate of deterioration in 

China. It was the possibility of such a development that prompted 

my memorandum of July 27, 1948,°? in which it was recommended that 

the question of United States policy toward China, including these 

possible developments, be referred to the National Security Council. 

A further question which arises in this connection is that regarding 

the attitude of the U. S. toward furnishing, either directly or through 

the National Government, military equipment to Government com- 

manders such as General Fu Tso-yi. The latter has been the most suc- 

cessful of the Government commanders against the Communists but 1s 

said to be receiving little or no military matériel from Nanking. Both 

| the Ambassador and Admiral Badger have recommended that the U.S. 

Government exert pressure on the Generalissimo to ensure that General 

Fu receive a share of the military supplies acquired by the National 

Government under the $125 million grants. To furnish General Fu 

military aid without reference to the National Government would be 

to encourage regionalism, but to withhold military equipment from 

"Vol. vil, p. 379. |
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him because of the Generalissimo’s reluctance to have his position 

strengthened might be to contribute to Communist successes in north 

China, where there are already signs of considerable dissatisfaction 

with Nanking because of its neglect of that area. This problem 

should, therefore, also be one for reference to the National Security 

Council, for it will no doubt require instruction to General Barr for 

representations to the Generalissimo. 
- Attached is a copy of a memorandum, dated June 11, 1948, of your 
conversation with Secretary Royall and officers of the Department of 
the Army (Tab B), which indicates the view of those present that the 
U.S. must not become directly involved in the civil war in China. 

Executive Secretariat Files : NSC 22 folder | 

Memorandum by Mr. Paul H. Nitze, Deputy to the Assistant Secretary 
of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp), to the Secretary of State 

| WasuHineton, August 3, 1948. 

Subject: Comments and recommendation concerning National Secur- 
ity Council paper circulated at request of the Secretary of the 
Army for discussion at the next meeting of the National Security 
Council concerning the current critical situation in China and out- 
lining alternative courses of U.S. action. 

Comments | 

While the attached memorandum™ primarily raises questions for 
decision on political and military grounds, the following comments are 
offered with respect to the analysis of the current situation in China, 
the critical questions which face the U. S. Government and the sug- 
gested courses of action. 

1. Since promulgation by the National Government of its ten-point 
' program of domestic self-help measures on January 28, 1948,° the 

economic situation in China has deteriorated at an accelerated pace. 
The National Government has not in fact taken action to show that it 
will or can come to grips with the basic problems of budgetary and 
balance-of-payments deficits. The capacity of the government to in- 
itiate and cary through necessary reforms is declining as the military 
situation and prospects worsen, as rumors of defection and separatist 

- movements increase, and as confidence in the present Nanking regime 
falls lower and lower. | 

2. Some constructive steps have been taken with U. S. assistance, 
for example, the inauguration of rice rationing in principal urban 

* Ante, p. 90. | | . 
* See note by Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers to the National Security Council, 

July 26, p. 118. 
* See statement from the Chinese Embassy, p. 7.
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centers has proved a stabilizing factor and has undoubtedly contrib- 
uted to maintenance of public order. . It is too early to write off the 
possibility of any further constructive steps in connection with the 
present China Aid Program and this Program must be ably staffed 
and energetically carried thru by the United States. As matters now 
stand, however, it appears that at best the present aid program can 
only slow down the rate of deterioration in a worsening situation. 
There is no real basis for foreseeing improvement in economic and 
political prospects in China unless and until a Chinese Government 
itself can and will carry through energetically a program of rural and 
fiscal reforms. - - a 

: 3. The Chinese Government has now drawn down its official foreign 
dollar holdings until little remains uncommitted beyond minimum 
working balances of $25 to $35 million (officially-held gold in China 
amounts to approximately $84 million and official holdings of silver in 

China are around $28 million). Unless China can rapidly take steps 
to increase her exports and acquire for official use the dollars from 
foreign overseas remittances, the end of the present U.S. aid program 
in April 1949 will find her with foreign exchange assets completely 
depleted, and without means for acquiring the necessary amounts of 
imports of military supplies, raw materials, fuel and foodstuffs. 

4, Even on the assumption that the present regime retains some 
degree of authority in Nanking during the next six months, the 
dependence of that regime on continuance of U. S. assistance will be 
completely apparent, and a decision will have to be reached in this 
Government at the latest by next February or March as to whether 
to continue to support the present Nanking regime. This decision 
may be required even sooner should there occur a collapse in the 
authority of the present regime from military reverses, from its cur- 
rency becoming worthless, or because of separatist movements. It 
would be a decision vastly more difficult and far-reaching in its im- 
plications should the present regime remove itself from Nanking 

: and still claim to function as the Government of Nationalist China. 
5. In our view, even in the present serious situation which appears 

to be shaping up to a crisis, this Government stands committed to 
support in coming months, as much as possible, the present National 

| Government of China. It should, however, be made finally and un- 
mistakably clear to the leader of that Government that U. S. aid 
cannot in itself save a situation in which the Nationalist Government 
itself cannot or will not take the measures of self-help necessary to 
utilize that aid effectively, and to command the support of the Chinese 
people. No pledge of further U. S. aid should be made, except as it 
is contingent upon the record which the present regime makes in 
utilizing aid presently going forward. ) oe
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6. As long as the U. S. recognizes the present National Government 
of China, in our view, it must deal through that Government and 

~ not by-pass Nanking to deal with individual military leaders or 
separatist groups. If it is the view of the U. S. Government that 
larger amounts of U. S. economic or military aid should go to areas 
or commanders now neglected by the Nationalist Government, it is 
appropriate to exert the strongest pressure on the Nationalist Govern- 

ment to have this done. =. , | 
7. In the event of a collapse in the authority of the present regime 

in China, this Government should take all steps which circumstances 
permit to support new leadership pledged to maintain and develop 
an independent, non-Communist National Government. This would 
not only be consistent with our objectives and policies in the past, but 
it appears the course by which this Government can most effectively 
help to maintain China’s position in the family of nations, her role in 
the United Nations and other international bodies, the maintenance 
of her legal commitments from the standpoint of peace treaties, com- 
mercial treaties and other international obligations. 

Recommendation — , | . 

It is recommended that this Government should as a matter of 
urgent priority consider in the National Security Council possible 
courses of action in the event of collapse in the authority of the 
present regime in China, particularly with respect to its attitude 
towards support of other non-Communist regimes which may be es- 
tablished in various parts of China, and to the steps which it proposes 
to take under various foreseeable circumstances for protection of U.S. 
lives, property, and commercial interests in China. 

Executive Secretariat Files: NSC 22/1 | 

Note by Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, Executive Secretary ta the 
National Security Council 

NSC 22/1 | [Wasuineton,| August 6, 1948. 

PossinLE Courses oF ACTION For THE U. S. Wiru Respect To THE 
CRITICAL SITUATION IN CHINA 

The comments of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with respect to NSC 22 
are contained in the enclosed memorandum transmitted to the Na- 
tional Security Council by the Secretary of Defense. 

At its 17th Meeting the National Security Council referred NSC 
22 and the comments by the Joint Chiefs of Staff thereon to the NSC 
staff for the preparation of a report to the Council in conjunction 
with the Staff’s study of NSC 11, “U.S. Armed Forces at Tsingtao”.* 

* Post, p. 314. 7
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Accordingly, the enclosure is circulated herewith for the informa- 
tion of the National Security Council and for the use of the NSC Staff 
pursuant to the above action. | 

SipNEyY W. Souers 

| [Enclosure ] 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 
(Forrestal) | 

- Wasnineron, 5 August 1948. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE: 

Subject: Possible Courses of Action for the United States with Re- 
spect to the Critical Situation in China. | , 

| In accordance with your informal request, the Joint Chiefs of Staff. — 
have studied NSC 22, a paper entitled “Possible Courses of Action for 
the United States with Respect to the Critical Situation in China”, and 
are in general agreement with the analysis therein of the present criti- | 
cal situation in China and with the statement, following the analysis, 
of the critical questions now facing the United States Government _ 
with respect to China. | | 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff reaffirm their earlier views regarding 
assistance to China, as quoted in paragraphs 26 and 2c of the subject 
paper, which are reproduced below for ready reference: . 

“It is the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that, from the military 
point of view, carefully planned, selective and well-supervised as- 
sistance to the National Government, under conditions which will 
assure that this assistance will not be misused, will definitely con- 
tribute to United States security interests. Such assistance should 
facilitate the military development which appears essential for the uni- 
fication and stabilization of China. It should enable China more 
effectively to resist Soviet expansionist efforts in the Far East and 
will thus contribute to the military security of the United States. In 
addition, it should be a stabilizing factor throughout the Far East. 

_ A firm United States position in this regard, as in the Middle East — 
and elsewhere in the world, would serve the cause of peace as well as 
the other aims of the United Nations. 

“The Joint Chiefs of Staff would point out that the situation in 
Greece emphasizes that economic aid has little value unless and until 
internal conditions of law and order are established to the degree 
that the economic aid will serve the purpose for which intended. In 
their opinion, it would be unwise to extend economic aid to China 
without the military assistance which will provide the National Gov- 
ernment some means with which to improve the present situation of 

| internal armed conflict. 
“The Joint Chiefs of Staff perceive no objection, from the military 

point of view, to the conclusion that the United States assistance pro-
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gram in China should be regarded as subordinate to the efforts to 

stabilize conditions in areas of more strategic importance.” 

(It should be noted, in connection with the last paragraph quoted 

~ above, that the United States assistance program in China is subordi- 

nate to such efforts elsewhere, since aid to China comprises 6.7% of 

foreign aid appropriations for the fiscal year 1949. ) 

Additional views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved by them 

on 9 June 1947 and still applicable from the military viewpoint, are 

quoted below as an indication of the importance to our national se- 

curity of continued resistance to communist expansion in China: 

“a, The United States must seek to prevent the growth of any single 

power or coalition to a position of such strength as to constitute a 

threat to the Western Hemisphere. A Soviet position of dominance 

over Asia, Western Europe, or both, would constitute a major threat 

to United States security. : 
“b. United States security interests require that China be kept 

free from Soviet domination; otherwise all of Asia will in all proba- 

bility pass into the sphere of the USSR. | | 
“ce, It is to United States military interests that the nations of 

Eurasia oppose Soviet expansion. | a 

“qd. Soviet expansionist aims and long-range objectives are being 

furthered in China by the military operations of the Chinese com- 

munists. | - 

“e, Soviet expansionist aims in China, furthered by operations of 

Chinese communists, are clearly incompatible with United States 

security. | on 

“#, With a disarmed and occupied Japan, the only Asiatic govern- 

ment at present capable of even a show of resistance to communist 

expansion in Asia is the Chinese National Government. : — 

“o, Unless the Chinese National Government is given military as- 

sistance sufficient to resist effectively communist expansion in China, 

that government will probably collapse, thus terminating the only 

single and unified opposition to Soviet expansionist aims in Asia. | 

“h. United States commitments to the United Nations, in which 

China at United States insistence is one of the designated five great 

powers, require our support of the National Government’s efforts to 

| gain control over Manchuria; otherwise China’s military potential of 

raw materials essential to her future development into a great power 
will be lost to her. | 

“3. Time works to the advantage of the USSR in China. The con- 
tinuation of chaos can be expected eventually to result in the fall of 
the Chinese National Government. United States assistance, includ- 

ing military aid, is necessary at an early date if any degree of stabiliza- 
tion for China is to be attained.” 

In light of the paper on which comment is being made and of the 

views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff reproduced above, consideration has 

been given to the alternative United States courses of action set forth 

at the end of that paper. Briefly, these courses are:
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. @. Increase United States aid to the maximum extent feasible; 
6. Withdraw United States aid; : | | 
c Continue United States aid on the basis of programs now author- 

ized ; : oe | oe 
d. Shitt United States recognition and aid from the National Gov- 

: ernment of China to appropriate regional regimes that may arise as a 
_ result of the collapse of the present National Government. _ | 

_ While it is clear that the present Chinese National Government may 
collapse and that it would be out of the question for the United States 
to provide assistance, both material and military, on the massive scale 
that would be required for complete and early stabilization of China, 
it is not correctly a foregone conclusion that it is too late for worth- 
while continuation of United States aid on the basis of programs now 
authorized. a oe a, : 

The situation is worse than it was, but it is not, in the opinion of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, so bad that any further effort on the part ofthe | 
United States would be useless. Thus, it is all the more important 
to continue the present authorized programs, rather than to encourage, 
if not assure, collapse by withdrawal of aid. oe Oo 

As earlier stated, carefully planned, selective and well-supervised 
assistance to the Chinese National Government, with safeguards 
against misuse of such assistance and with inclusion of military equip- 

_ ment assistance, should make the Chinese ‘assistance programs useful 
and effective. Fy, SO | Sn 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff do not predict that this will necessarily 
turn the tide. They are convinced, however, that it will at least delay 
and postpone further deterioration and that the importance to our 
national security of the issues involved justifies, therefore, continua- 
tion of authorized assistance programs with special emphasis on the 
efficient and early implementation of the military aid program. 

With regard to financial aspects of military aid, the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff understand that the President has recently requested the 

| Secretary of Defense to take action to facilitate, in connection with 
the China Aid Act of 1948, the acquisition by the Chinese Govern- 

‘ment of such military supplies as the Chinese Government may re- 
| quest, either by making available existing stocks of the National De- 

fense Establishment or by arranging for the procurement of such 
supplies on behalf of that government. | 

In view of all the preceding discussion, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
recommend, with respect to the first three alternative United States 
courses of action, that the third alternative, continuation of United 
States aid on the basis of programs now authorized, continue to be 
accepted as the United States course of action. .
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With respect to the fourth alternative, shift of recognition and aid 
to appropriate regional regimes if the present Chinese National Gov- 
ernment collapses, the Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that decision 
should properly be made in the light of the existing situation if and 
when collapse occurs. They believe, however, that at that time favor- 
able consideration should be given to the above fourth alternative, 
since they are convinced that no matter how unfavorable ultimate de- 
velopments in China may be, nor how possible it may be that they 
cannot be indefinitely forestalled, the buying of time by expenditures 
within reason will constitute, as in the case of the recommended con- 
tinuation of authorized aid programs, true economy in terms of our 
national security. | 

° | For the Joint Chiefs of Staff : 
7 | 7 Wittram D. Leary 

| _ Fleet Admiral, U.S. Navy 
| Chief of Staff to the 

| | Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces 

800.24/7-2448 
| 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Secretary of the Army (Loyall) 

WasuHineTon, August 9, 1948. 
Dear Mr. Secretary: I refer to your letter of July 24 with regard 

to the relative priorities to be accorded certain countries which are 
receiving or are about to receive military supplies from the United 
States under the terms of foreign aid programs. 
An over-all determination of priorities anticipating inter-Depart- 

mental agreement is now in process. Pending completion of this 
study it is my opinion that priorities for existing military assistance 
programs for the five countries specified in your letter should be in 
the following order: Greece, Turkey, Iran (present commitments 
only), China, Argentina. Present commitments to Iran are under- 
stood to include the repair, packing and shipment of items already 
declared surplus and allocated to that country. | 
_. Every effort should be made to meet the most urgent Chinese re- 
quests under the 125 million dolar grants. In view of the imminent 
completion of the Iranian program, the foregoing order of priorities 
accords a high priority to China immediately following that of Greece 
and Turkey. It is suggested that these high priority projects may 
be implemented concurrently. I am told that many of the Chinese 
requirements do not conflict with Greece and Turkey items. Further- 
more the progress of the campaign in Greece and season of the year 
matériel would be delivered in Greece may warrant a decision in favor 
of China for some items in which a dual requirement exists. In cases
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of clear conflict with regard to urgently required matériel, preference — 

should be given to Greece and Turkey. 

If the Secretary of Defense concurs in these priorities, they may 

be considered as agreed upon priorities of this Government for these 

five programs. 
| 

Your letter indicates that the revision of present priorities is 

necessitated by civilian personnel ceilings imposed on the Department 

of the Army. With respect to the civilian personnel ceilings im- 

posed by the Byrd Law, it is suggested that consideration be given 

to the provisions of paragraph 104 (e) of the Economic Cooperation 

Act of 1948, the pertinent section of which is quoted herewith: 

| “(e) Any department, agency, or establishment of the Government 

(including, whenever used in this title, any corporation which is an 

instrumentality of the United States) performing functions under 

this title is authorized to employ, for duty within the continental 

limits the United States, such personnel as may be necessary to carry — 

out the provisions and purposes of this title, and funds available pur- 

suant to section 114 of this title shall be available for personal services 

‘n the District of Columbia and elsewhere without regard to section 

14 (a) of the Federal Employees Pay Act of 1946 (60 Stat. 219).” 

Faithfully yours, G. C. MarsHALL 

$93.50 Recovery/8—948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NanxinG, August 9, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received August 10—1:19 a. m.] 

1466. Report from reliable Chinese source indicates that Welling- 

ton Koo saw President recently and has reported President as having 

| promised to have his military people look into possibility further mili- 

tary aid China. This report has been greeted with enthusiasm in 

Nanking. If President made no such promise, it would be advisable 

| for us to correct impression created in Nanking by Koo’s report. We 

assume, however, President was speaking of letter mentioned Deptel 

1101, July 30." 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery/8—948 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| Wasuineton, August 12, 1948—38 p. m. 

1166. White House states (urtel 1466, Aug. 9) “that the President 

mever made any statement about military aid to China to Mr. Welling- 

| 7 Not printed ; it summarized the President’s letter of 

_ of State, p. 124 (893.50 Recovery/7-3048). July 28 to the Recretary
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ton Koo. The only comment the President made was one to the effect 
that he hoped that we would all some day see a strong, united China”. 
Dept relies on your discretion to effect such correction as you think 
desirable informally and without publicity.. | 

MarsHa.y 

"-893.00/8-1348 

| The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

| Wasuineron, August 138, 1948. 

Drar Mr. Secretary: In a review of the military situation in China 
contained in his telegram no. 374 OAGA of July 24, 1948,°* General 
Barr points to the danger of a Communist attack on the southern 
flank of General Fu Tso-yi’s command coordinated with an attack 
from the north by uncommitted troops in Manchuria, which would 
force General Fu to withdraw to the northwest and result in eventual 

Communist capture of Peiping and Tientsin. In his telegram 
090855Z of July 10 [9] * and 160605Z and 160609Z of July 16, 1948, 
Admiral Badger emphasizes the desirability of action to strengthen 
the position of National Government military commanders in north 
China, particularly that of General Fu Tso-yi, Commanding General 
in five critical north China provinces. Admiral Badger’s reports and 
other reports from U. S. official sources are unanimous in their praise 
of General Fu for his energy and ability in utilizing the forces and 
resources at his command against the Chinese Communists. They 
point out, however, that the National Government is furnishing very 
little military aid to General Fu and that the latter has not been able 
to purchase with resources in north China munitions from private 
firms in the United States and from Australia. Despite the impor- 

_ tance of north China to the National Government, the ‘latter has ap- 
parently been so unresponsive to the needs of this area that resentment 
has been aroused among the north China leaders with a resulting 
strengthening of the trend toward regionalism. 

In view of the foregoing, I suggest for your consideration the | 
desirability of ensuring that General Fu Tso-yi obtain an appropriate 
share of the matériel which the Chinese Government plans to obtain 
through the National Military Establishment from the proceeds of 
the $125 million grants authorized under Section 404(2) of the China 
Aid Act of 1948. Such action should not be taken, of course, without 

. * Not printed. 
” Telegram from the Commander of U. S. Naval Forces in the Western Pacific 

(Badger) to the Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld), p. 170. 
* Telegram No. 160605Z not printed; for No. 160609Z, from the Commander of 

U. 8. Naval Forces in the Western Pacific (Badger) to the Chief of Naval Opera- 
tions (Denfeld), see p. 171.
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the concurrence of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek since it would be 

undesirable to treat independently with regional commanders because 

of the danger of promoting regionalism in China. It would, how- 
ever, seem feasible and within the limits of General Barr’s relation- 
ship with the Generalissimo that he advise and urge strongly that 

General Fu Tso-yi be given an appropriate share of the military 

matériel obtained through the National Military Establishment from 
the proceeds of the $125 million grants. In his discussion of the 
matter, it would seem desirable that General Barr also obtain the 
Generalissimo’s concurrence to the direct diversion to the port of 
Tangku of matériel intended for General Fu’s command. If such 
concurrence could be obtained, it is suggested that the U. S. Army 
Advisory Group might take appropriate steps to ensure that the 
matériel in question actually reached General Fu’s command at 
Tangku. | 

I should appreciate receiving your comment on the above-outlined 

suggestions. 
Faithfully yours, G. C. MarsHa.n 

893.24/8-1948 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nankino, August 19, 1948—1 p. m. 
| | [Received August 19. ] 

1536. Office of Belgian Embassy informs Assistant Military 
Attaché that representatives of Fu Tso-yi in Shanghai approached 
Belgian importers to contract for purchase of arms and other mili- 
tary matériel. (Importers?) informed representatives that Belgian — 
Government would grant export license only if proof were forthcom- 
ing that Nanking Government agrees to this purchase. Fu’s repre- 
sentatives assured importers that Government had agreed to transac- | 
tion in principle and that they could secure documentation of Govern- 
ment concurrence. They have not returned since, so that it appears 
that Government refused to concur in this transaction. Belgian Em- 
bassy officer also stated that “Yangtze Valley provincial military 
leader” had approached Belgian firms in effort to purchase arms. He 
said that Swedes had been approached by Fu, but Government is 
unwilling sell arms in China because of fear of repercussions from 
Soviets. He stated that although Swedes have furnished arms to 
T. V. Soong, the transaction was carried out by French national act- 
ing as representative of Belgian firm. | a 

Sent Department, pouched Peiping, Tientsin, Shanghai. 
| oo oe SruaRT |
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Nanking Embassy Files, Lot F73—800 Nationalist-Communist (1948) ; 

The Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China (Clark) to the Director 
of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) 

Nankine, August 27, 1948. 

Dear Warr: Admiral Badger’s Top Secret message No. 240715Z 
to the Chief of Naval Operations under date of August 24,? brings 
to a milestone my strenuous efforts to assure compliance with the 
Secretary’s directive to the effect that to make specific reeommenda- 
tions for the use of “other aid” would involve responsibility on our 
part and possible subsequent involvement which the Secretary was 
unwilling for us to risk. I have argued with Badger and with the 
Ambassador until I am blue in the face that we were not authorized 
to make any specific recommendations on the expenditures of “other 
aid” and that to importune the Gimo or others to meet the professed 
requirements of Fu Tso-yi or of the Garrison Commander at Tsingtao 
would involve a responsibility which might later become embarrass- 
ing. I have even gone so far as to reiterate ad nausewm that if Fu 
T'so-yi received so much support as result of our representations that 
he felt he could declare his independence and decide to go it alone, 
we would have to blush with shame and try to make our peace with 
the Gimo. 

I am afraid my arguments which I have tried to keep on an un- 
prejudiced basis have been to no avail. As I have previously inti- 
mated, Admiral Badger is desperate at the thought that he might 
eventually have to evacuate Tsingtao and is moving heaven and earth 
trying to find some way to avoid that possibility. As you know, the 
Ambassador’s heart is most deeply involved in Yenching and conse- 
quently in the stability of North China, and, as much as I love him 
and admire him, I am compelled to admit that when he thinks of that 
situation his judgment is influenced by his desire at almost any cost 
to avoid Communist dominance of the Peiping—Tientsin area. By 
the nature of things, therefore, I have had two strikes against me in 
my efforts to assure strict compliance with the Secretary’s directives. 

‘I had thought that I had been able to convince the Ambassador that 
we could not assume the responsibility of suggesting to the Gimo any 
specific allotment to North China and that the most we could do was 
to point out to him information reaching us regarding the seriousness 
of the danger to North China, the vast implications of the possibility 
that we might have to evacuate Tsingtao, and, while at the same time 
admitting our lack of knowledge of his overall commitments and re- 
quirements, express our hope that he would do his utmost to see that 
those areas were not permitted to fall to the Communists. 

? Post, p. 169. 

429-525—738——-10
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I thought I had convinced the Ambassador and, in fact, his exposi- 

tion of those ideas to Lapham * was so sound I was convinced he had 

grasped the significance of the Secretary’s policy. I knew I had not 

convinced Admiral Badger and that he was going to continue to try 

to find some way to make Tsingtao secure. Nevertheless it was a sur- 

prise to me, when they both returned from a weekend spent at Kuling 

as the guests of the Generalissimo and Mme. Chiang, to find that in 

some way the Gimo had suddenly decided on the expenditure from 

“other aid” of around $20,000,000 to meet the needs of Fu Tso-yi and 

those of the Garrison Commander at Tsingtao. Vice Minister of Na- 

tional Defense Cheng Kai-min had been designated by the Gimo as the — 

~ one who should make known to General Barr the needs in this regard, 

and after General Barr’s agreement had been secured, the Gimo 

promised to instruct Wellington Koo to make the necessary requisi- 

tions in Washington. Cheng Kai-min did, in fact, present to General 

Barr a list of requirements of Fu Tso-yi to equip seven armies and of 

the Tsingtao Garrison Commander to equip three divisions. I under- 

stand that the Shangtung division is equivalent to one of Fw’s armies. 

Badger then came up to Nanking and after a conference with the 

Ambassador, Barr and me, it was agreed that such things as 105 mm. 

howitzers and heavy machine guns on Fu’s request, and flame throwers, 

would be eliminated and that Fu would be equipped for only four 

rather than seven armies. Badger undertook to endeavor, through 

the Navy Department, to secure free transportation of this equipment 

in Navy bottoms which he said were coming to the Orient empty. 

Also, although Badger denied that he ever said so, he certainly left 

with the Chinese the impression that there was a possibility they would 

be able to acquire this equipment either as surplus or at procurement 

cost—this in spite of my understanding of the ECA Act and the 

President’s directive which would require that supplies acquired under 

404-b of the Act be paid for at replacement cost. 

Barr has all along opposed this idea in principle and has further 

taken the position that the Chinese Government, with the Gimo’s ap- 

proval, had already set up its priorities for acquisitions under “other 

aid” and a couple of months or more ago instituted the procedures to 

acquire what they needed, all of which would be thrown into a tail- 

spin by any such new priority demands at this late date. Nevertheless, 

in his desire not to be obstructive and in view of the fact that the Gimo 

had apparently already taken the decision, he raised no objection and 

went back to Cheng Kai-min with the revised proposal. 

According to Barr, Cheng Kai-min was adamant that Fu Tso-yi’s 

seven armies should be supplied and that the heavy machine guns 

’ Roger D. Lapham, Chief of the China Mission of the Economic Cooperation 

Administration.
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‘should be included and equally adamant that there should be am- 

munition for an estimated six months’ need. Barr figures these 

demands as at present formulated as totaling around $41,000,000 if 

Badger is unable to come through with free transportation or to 

arrange for making the supplies available at procurement costs. In 

other words, about $1,000,000 more than remains of the “other aid” 

for the entire army supply was to be expended solely for Fu Tso-yi 

and Tsingtao. There would be nothing left for spare parts and 

matériel needed in the arsenals and for many other vital needs under 
Barr’s original arrangement. There seemed to be something wrong 
somewhere, yet the Gimo had given his authorization and there was 
every reason to believe that the matter would go on through. 

At this stage Barr went back to see Cheng Kai-min with Ho Ying- 
chin and took with him a draft of the cable which the Gimo was to 
send to Wellington Koo. Covering the draft cable was a memoran- 
dum containing a clear statement that the request for seven armies for 

| Fu and three divisions for Tsingtao would completely exhaust the 
army portion of “other aid”, and a strong recommendation that in 
view of this fact they agree to only four armies for Fu. It may have 
been this memorandum, or it may have been something else, but in 
any event at this stage both General Ho Ying-chin and Cheng Kai- 
min suddenly took the strong position that they had been led to 
believe all along that this matériel going to Fu Tso-yi and Tsingtao 
was not, repeat not, coming out of “other aid”, but was to be acquired 

| on some sort of barter basis in which Fu Tso-yi and Tsingtao would 
supply the materials, the sale of which would sooner or later provide 
foreign exchange with which the United States Armed Services could 
be reimbursed. | 

I do not know, of course, what transpired in the conversations at 
Kuling and the Ambassador is most emphatic that he had gone to 
creat lengths explaining to the Gimo that the $125,000,000 would 
have to be used before any consideration could be given to other 
sources of money to pay for munitions. Nevertheless, you will recall 

the efforts earlier this year of Fu to obtain arms and ammunition 

through barter. At that time, through Barr, we were able to arrange 

for the Chinese Government to send Central Trust representatives 

into Fu’s territory to ascertain whether he had materials which could 
be sold to bring in foreign exchange, but the result was negligible. 

Fu either did not have the materials he claimed or was unwilling to 

let the Central Trust representatives see them. 
There the matter stands for the moment. Badger is coming back 

to Nanking next Monday and there will be another meeting with 
Ho Ying-chin and Cheng Kai-min. I do not know what will come 

- out of that meeting yet I have been convinced all along that the
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Chinese had no intention of letting Fu Tso-yi have all the arms and 
ammunition listed, particularly if the money to be used in payment 
was coming from the National Government till. It may be, however, 
that Badger can arrange for the shipment of some supplies in Navy 
bottoms which are coming to the Orient otherwise empty, and if so, 
I should think such action would come within what the Secretary 
would call feasible. _ | - 

I thought you should have this background in view of the telegrams 
which may be coming in on the subject, and should anything develop 
in Monday’s meeting I shall write you further. 

_ Very sincerely yours, - Lewis Crarx | 

§93.50 Recovery /9—148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

. | NANKING, September 1, 1948—6 p. mi. 
[Received September 2—1: 24 a. m.] 

1614. For some time we have gained impression Chinese Govern- 
ment may have tended to minimize importance of retaining bastions: 
in North China free of Communist control. Accordingly we have 
taken advantage of every appropriate opportunity to point out to. 
Chinese critical situation in North China and our information to effect 
that with additional support Fu Tso-yi would be able to hold 
Peiping—Tientsin area and that Tsingtao could be defended. 

On recent visit to Kuling as guest of Generalissimo, he expressed. 
his realization of importance of maintaining security in Peiping— 
Tientsin area and in Tsingtao and said he had instructed Vice Minister. 
National Defense, Cheng Kai-min, to consult with me and Admiral 
Badger who was also with me at Kuling regarding possibility expedit- 
ing urgently needed ordnance supplies for those areas. Badger had. 

| indicated possibility of arranging for shipment such ordnance in navy 
bottoms coming to China otherwise empty. He had also mentioned 
possibility that some ordnance supplies might be available to Chinese 
at procurement costs. 

It was as a result of this conversation and subsequent discussions. 
with Cheng Kai-min that Admiral Badger despatched his message to 
CNO 2407152, August 24.4 As some of emphasis in Badger’s despatch 
was not in accord with our thinking, and as we felt in any event further. 
and clarifying discussions were needed at Ministry of National De- 
fense Badger returned to Nanking at my request and at meeting held 
on August 30 with Minister National Defense Ho Ying-chin and Vice 
Minister Cheng Kai-min, attended of course by me, General Barr, andi 

“ Post, p. 169.
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Clark, Chinese informed us of firm decision to request equipment 
_ deemed necessary to supply 7 armies of Fu Tso-yi and 8 reorganized 

divisions at Tsingtao. As this program might more than exhaust 
total allotment from “other aid” for ordnance supplies and would thus 
disrupt balanced programs of requisitions previously submitted to 
Washington by Chinese, it was obvious to us that Chinese were seek- 
ing to take advantage of possibility of free transportation—saving 
about 25%—as well as possibility that some weapons might thus be 
secured at procurement cost, to reassure us of continuing interest of 
Chinese Government in security North China and Tsingtao while at 
same time obtaining more ordnance for same expenditure from “other 
aid”. In fact, Defense Minister Ho assured us, and later confirmed in 
writing, that “the areas of North China and Shantung will be given 
first priority in the distribution of the weapons and ammunition for 
the 7 armies and 8 reorganized divisions”. He said that if ordnance 
were available at moment he would estimate that around 50% of 
amount requisitioned would be made available to North China. He 
has also promised in writing to visit North China and determine 
actual requirements prior to distribution of ordnance. We have 
stressed that final decision in this regard rests completely with Chinese 
Government. | a 

In this final discussion I took occasion to stress that while we were 
pointing out dangers inherent in North China situation and expressing 
our hope that Chinese would be able to do something to improve situa- 
tion, I was nevertheless making no specific request as I was unin- 
formed of overall Chinese requirements and realized that priority 
given North China needs would of necessity be determined in light 
of overall requirements. | 
Admiral Badger has returned to Tsingtao and is communicating 

in more detail with Navy Department on this subject. Instructions, 
I am informed, have gone forward to Chinese Ambassador in Wash- 
ington to make immediate contact with our people for release from 
“other aid” of funds needed to acquire ordnance being requisitioned, 
details of which are in instructions to Chinese Ambassador. 

Remembering your instructions that you were prepared to assist 
China in every “feasible” way, I have ventured to support Badger in 
his efforts to reduce cost to China of “other aid” by canvassing possi- 
bility of shipping some material in otherwise unused Navy bottoms 
and I hope my action meets with your approval. Also argument that 
North China can be held with relatively small increased expenditure 

has been sufficiently convincing to me to make me feel warranted in 
bringing matter to attention of Generalissimo in such a way to avoid, 
I believe, responsibility for any action he may take. 

| STUART
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Nanking Embassy Files, Lot F73-—800 Nationalist-Communist (1948) . 

The Commander of U. 8. Naval Forces in the Western Pacific — 

(Badger) to the Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) 

| [Tsrnctao,| September 6, 1948. 

060027Z. Chinese Minister National Defense at conference with 

- American Ambassador, Admiral Badger, General Barr and General 

Cheng Kai-min, made following statements at direction of Gimo rela- 

tive to subject my dispatch 240715Z, August : ° | 

a. Chinese were ready prepare requisition for weapons for seven 

armies plus three reorganized divisions in quantities listed my dispatch 
060119Z ° as soon as prime quotations received. 

b. Estimated cost based on standard price list 1945. Spare parts 

and accessories for weapons amount ten percent weapon cost. 

| c. Transportation by US Navy to China requested without charge. 

d. Total requisitions estimated 27 million dollars chargeable 125 _ 
million dollar US Military fund China. Oo 

e. North China and Shantung would be given first priority in 

distribution. | 

Earliest information as to our queries and proposal US Government 

regarding arms supply is essential permit Chinese implementation 

their plans. and to avoid embarrassment US representatives in view 

our repeated urging to Chinese that time was utmost importance and 

they must expedite their action. | | 
Believe observed upswing Nationalist optimism and present offen- 

sive spirit definitely linked to anticipated US aid. Early aid will 

contribute materially to desired timing in augmenting effort of Na- 

tionalist offensive. In order to provide maximum means for National- — 

ist Government to implement positive action against Communists, it 

is recommended:that cost of material be kept to a minimum so that 

| needed quantities can be obtained. Chinese Government ready to 

follow up program on receipt of unit costs from US. See also my 

0600052." | 

Nanking Embassy Files, Lot F73-—800 Nationalist-Communist (1948) 

The Commander of U. S. Naval Forces in the Western Pacific 

(Badger) to the Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) 

| [Tstnerao, September 6, 1948. ] 

060005Z. Since conference with Chinese, mydis 060027Z,° US rep- 

resentatives have reviewed history of proposal and action on part of 

5 Post, p. 169. | 
® September 6, not printed. 
7 Infra, 
8 Supra.
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US in connection therewith. It was decided today after talk with 
Ambassador that certain considerations should be presented to Wash- 

- ington in order to give broader understanding of proposal. The im- 
portance of early favorable action and necessity for keeping US 
representatives in China up-to-date and continually informed as to 
status of proposal. These considerations follow. 

The proposal and later comments and recommendations in connec- 
tion therewith that have emanated from originator all have concur- 
rence and are in harmony with views of Ambassador, Army Advisory 
Group, this Command and other responsible US officials in China. A 
communication from originator on this subject may consequently be 
accepted as combined voice of these officials. 

The economic program for aid to China is well under way. There | 
is much publicity and favorable comment regarding speedy manner 

in which this program has been pushed forward. There is on the 
other hand some comment, critical and adverse to us, of what appears 
to many to be unnecessarily slow progress in carrying out military 
aid program. If it were possible to get quick approval of proposed 
arms project for North China it would be most helpful in counter- 
acting unfavorable aspects. 
We have repeatedly criticized Chinese Central Government as inept 

and weak and generally unable help self. The recently instituted 
monetary reform constitutes convincing evidence of their willingness 

- and determination to respond your [ow7?] advice to help themselves. 
. . These measures thus far have been more successful than either Chinese | 

or anyone else had anticipated. Although not yet reflected in current 
intelligence reports, Chinese Government has acquired more agegres- 
sive military spirit and feeling of confidence in its ability to achieve 
economic and political reforms. Authorities now are planning other 
reforms and positive steps along lines that we have so often urged. 
It would hearten them immensely if we could at this time strengthen | 

_ their hand by giving them tangible evidence of our backing by supply- 
ing quickly and cheaply the arms they need now for their North China 
and Shantung projects. | 

Our discussions with Chinese leaders in Central Government at 
Nanking and in North China and Shantung and our efforts to get 
Central Government to appreciate needs of and to support North 

_ China have resulted in drawing together of leaders such as Fu Tso-yi 
and the Generalissimo where only a little while ago the breach seemed 
to be widening. Through US efforts a unity of Chinese effort may 
soon be realized which heretofore seemed impossible. At this stage 
it would be regrettable if through failure to act quickly on arms pro- 
posal the US Government should appear to the Chinese to be in- 
different to their response to our sug gestions.
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The Ambassador, Chief of Army Advisory Group and ComNav- 

WesPac all feel that the effects of the program to supply arms 

to North China may now be much more far-reaching than any of 

them had originally contemplated. Not only does it hold possibility 

of best supporting US position and interests in China but it has 

already been instrumental in changing a gloomy outlook into one of 

distinctly hopeful possibility. It could be the turning point which 

would ultimately lead to a strong united China friendly to United 

States and an effective opponent of Communism. 
_ Ambassador has just read and reiterates his endorsement contents 

this despatch. __ | | | 
In carrying out his duties to JCS in connection with discharge 

US military commitments in China, ComNavWesPac communicates 

with CNO, as primary contact and it is therefore requested that CNO 
follow up progress with other agencies concerned and keep ComNav- 

WesPac fully informed in order that this effort and coordination 

with others may be most effective. My 060027Z° and 060119Z * are 
related subjects. a | | a 

Policy Planning Staff Files, Lot 54D195 i 

Memorandum by the Policy Planning Staff ™ 

PPS 39 | | [Wasuincron,] September 7, 1948. — 

| Tuer PropueM — | 

To Review and Define United States Policy Toward China. | 

oe _ ANALYSIS | 

[Here follows general survey of demographic, economic, military, 
and political conditions in China and of developments since the sur- 
render of Japan. ] | | | 

° September 6, supra. 
1 September 6, not printed. 
Transmitted to the Secretary of State and the Under Secretary of State 

(Lovett) by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan) with a memo- 
randum dated September 15 as follows: 

“Attached is a Policy Planning Staff paper on U. S. Policy toward China 
(PPS/39), prepared for submission to the National Security Council in response 
to a request from the Secretary of National Defense. 

“This paper was developed in collaboration with FE and the Department’s 
research specialists on China against the background of extensive consultations 
which we held with several authorities on China from various parts of the 
United States. Mr. Butterworth concurs with the underlying findings. - 

“TF you approve, PPS/39 will be sent to the National Security, Council, to be 
laid before the NSC Staff as a working paper presenting the view of this 
Department. George F. Kennan’’. 

This paper was subsequently circulated by the National Security Council as 
NSC 34. :
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The Kremlin and China | | 
Before analyzing Soviet objectives and strategy with respect to 

China, it would be useful to attempt an appraisal of that country 
from the point of view ofthe Kremlin. 

In economic terms the Kremlin is certainly covetous of Manchuria’s, 
and to a lesser degree, North China’s, natural resources, both to deny 
them to Japan and to develop the Soviet Far East. As for the bulk 
of China proper, the Kremlin is hardly likely to view it other than 
as a vast poorhouse, responsibility for which is to be avoided. 

Nor is there any reason to believe that the unromantic men in the 
Kremlin cherish any illusions regarding China’s power potential; in 
any war in the foreseeable future China could at best be a weak ally 
or at worst an inconsequential enemy. Under certain conditions, how- 
ever, parts of China, specifically Manchuria and Sinkiang, might serve 
as an avenue of attack on the USSR by a third power. The Kremlin, 
extremely sensitive about its land borders, must therefore regard Man- 
churia and Sinkiang as gaps in its buffer defense zone. 

But it is the political situation in China which must arouse the 
ageressive interest of the Kremlin. In the struggle for world 
domination—a struggle which the Kremlin pursues essentially through 
political action (even in civil war)—the allegiance of China’s millions 
is worth striving for. That allegiance is worth struggling for if only 
to deny it to the free world. In positive terms, China is worth having 
because capture of it would represent an impressive political victory 

_ and, more practically, acquisition of a broad human glacis from which 
to mount a political offensive against the rest of East Asia. 

The Kremlin’s objective with respect to China, therefore, is to 
expand its influence there and eventually to control all of the territory 
comprising China. | oe 

In pursuit of this objective the Kremlin’s strategy is to (1) disrupt 
and then liquidate all active opposition to the expansion of commu- 
nism and (2) bring under as tight control as possible all native com- 
munist elements and their collaborators. In seeking to defeat 
opposition, two of the most powerful indigenous political forces in 
China are employed: the sentiment of nationalism (anti-imperialism) 
is used against foreign opposition and the urge towards reform and 
a new order is used against native opposition—the National Gov- 
ernment. And because one of the cardinal lines of attack is anti- 
imperialism, the USSR has been extremely careful to avoid any 
appearance of overt intervention; it has relied on indigenous elements, 
the Chinese Communists and affiliated groups, to carry on the fight. 

The process of bringing the Chinese Communists and their collab- 
orators under Kremlin control has already begun. It has been done,
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in at least one case—that of Li Li-san—by introducing a presumed 

Stalinist into a position of power. It is also being done by a reduction 

in the size of the territory answerable to the Communists in China 

proper. This isa bolshevik adaptation of the classic doctrine of divide 

and rule. There are indications that at least western and northern 

Manchuria and Sinkiang are intended to be separatist regimes answer- 

able directly to Moscow (thus, at the same time, filling the gaps in the 

Soviet buffer defense zone). Furthermore the Chinese Communists 

have been denied overlordship over certain Manchurian Mongols, but 

permitted so far a communist suzerainty over Jehol Mongols. 

_ It may be asked why such precautions are necessary if, as we are 

sometimes told, all communist parties—including the Chinese—obe- 

diently follow Moscow directives and are abject tools of the Kremlin. 

The answer is that Stalin and his Politbureau confreres do not have 

much faith in human nature. Their inclination towards cynicism is 

confirmed by experience—from the very process through which each 

of them came to power to the edifying truancy of comrade Tito. 

It is quite true that a common body of ideology is a strong bond; 

but to the old conspirators of the Kremlin the questions to ask about 

any foreign communist party are: who controls the party apparatus; 

who controls the secret police; who controls (if they exist) the armed 

forces: and does the foreign leader love power more than he fears 

the Kremlin?» | | | 

If the answers to these questions as applied to China are as unsat- 

isfactory to the Kremlin as they turned out to be in the case of Yugo- 

slavia, Moscow faces a considerable task in seeking to bring the Chinese 

Communists under its complete control, if for no other reason than 

that Mao Tse-tung % has been entrenched in power for nearly ten 

times the length of time that Tito has. | 

If on the other hand all elements of the Chinese Communist machine 

are Kremlin-controlled and Mao is now fearfully loyal, Moscow still 

cannot be satisfied with the situation. China is too big, too populous. 

Even Mao and his colleagues cannot be permitted eventually to ac- 

| quire all of it—the temptation might be too great for them, especially 

as they would have, in part, risen to power on the heady wine of na- 

tionalism. The Kremlin prefers, where possible, not to take chances 

| in such matters. 

Finally, it may be said that the primary concern of the Kremlin 

with regard to China is not how the Chinese Communists can be 

helped to defeat opposition, to win the civil war—they are doing about 

as well as could be expected on that score—but how to ensure complete 

and lasting control over them and their collaborators. No one is more 

12 Chairman of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party.
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keenly aware than the Kremlin of the skill, subtlety and patience nec- 
essary to accomplish this. Still green in the Kremlin’s memory is its 
own inept 1927 venture in open intervention, its impetuous master- 
minding of an Asiatic revolution from Moscow, only to have the 
revolution “betrayed” by an intimate collaborator—Chiang Kai-shek. 

The American Role in China 

For a century American interest in China has been motivated 
mostly by trade and idealism. Our idealism has manifested itself 
in evangelism, advocacy of the American way of life and sympathy 
for China as a perennial international under-dog. 

This approach to China finds its reflection in diplomatic notes, 
treaties and statements of policy. Secretary Hay formulated at the 
turn of the century the American principles of equal commercial op- 
portunity in China and international respect for the territorial and | 
administrative integrity of that country. These basic principles were 
restated and elaborated in subsequent years, most notably in the Nine 

Power Treaty of 1922." 
While traditional American policy did more than is perhaps gen- 

erally realized to preserve China from classic imperialism, both as 
a market and as a recognizable geographical expression, it fell far 
short of achieving its aims. This was so because fundamentally the 
American estimate of China varied from Chinese realities. With 
its marginal standard of living, China was not the fabulous potential 
market that American traders thought it was; in the 1930’s our trade 
with that country was about 4 percent of our total foreign trade. 

Nor did China quite fulfill the expectations which flowed from our 
idealism. The essentially unreligious Chinese proved to be compara- 
tively indifferent to Christian proselytization; the American avay of 
life, with all that it ideologically and materially implied, never became 
comprehensible, desirable or attainable to more than a minute fraction 
of the Chinese population; and China failed to develop sufficient unity 
and strength to defend its territorial and administrative integrity. 

Chiang Kai-shek’s rise to power in 1925-28 and the establishment of 
the National Government promised to resolve the U. S. Government’s 
policy frustration, to relieve the U. S. Government from its false posi- 
tion of, what amounted to, almost sole responsibility for maintaining 
Chinese sovereignty. Here at least was a strong leader who seemed to 
have a progressive, modern outlook, who became converted to 
Christianity and who seemed to be capable of unifying his country and 

defending its sovereignty. 
Unhappily Chiang succeeded neither in unifying nor in defending 

China. Japanese imperialism, communist rebellion and the failure of 

9 Signed at Washington, February 6, 1922; Foreign Relations, 1922, vol. 1, 
p. . | .
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the National Government to solve China’s politico-economic problems 
thwarted the grand design. | OS 7 

It is perhaps not surprising that as Chiang’s fortunes declined the 
U. S. Government tended to commit itself more deeply to him, for we 
had come to equate Chiang with what we sought—a strong unified 
China. Therefore it was natural that in part as. a gesture of faith in 
the future of the National Government this Government should have 
insisted in the depths of World War II that China should be accorded 
the position of one of the five Great Powers of the post-war world. It 
is also understandable that we should have continued to support 
Chiang in civil war long after it was evident that he could not win it. 

This continuing exclusive commitment to Chiang is understandable, 
but it is not good diplomacy. It binds this Government to a single 
course, leaving it no alternative, no latitude for maneuver. This loss 
of initiative may not be fatal if the tide of events is running in one’s 
favor. In the present situation in China, however, the tide is against 
us and we need the freedom to tack, or perhaps even to lie at anchor 
until we are quite sure of our bearings. OO 

. -.. ConcLusions a oe 

The Distant Future = : Se : 

From the analysis in this paper of demographic and economic fac- 
tors it is concluded that for years to come China will probably be 
plagued by (1) an implacable population pressure, which is likely to 
result in (2) a general standard of living around and below the sub- 
sistence level, which in turn will tend to cause (3) popular unrest, (4) 
economic backwardness, (5) cultural lag, and (6) an uncontrolled 
crude birth rate. oe | . 

The political alternatives which this vicious cycle will permit for 

China’s future are chaos or authoritarianism. Democracy cannot 
take root in so harsh an environment. | 

Authoritarianism may be able to break the cycle by drastic means, 
such as forcible “socialization”. At best, such measures could be put | 
into effect only at heavy and long protracted cost to the whole social 
structure; at worst they could provoke such rebellion as to recreate a 
state of chaos. Oe : : | 

The Immediate Future | | 

It follows from the analysis in preceding sections that the Kuomin- 
tang and the National Government have so declined in strength that 
they may be assumed to.be on the verge of losing their long struggle 
with the Chinese Communists. a | 

The question naturally arises: late as it is, might not the Kuomin- 
tang and National Government as now constituted yet save themselves 
and might not American aid reverse the course of the civil war? The
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answer to the first half of the question is, “No”; it began to be evident 
ten years ago and is now abundantly clear that the Chiang-Kuomin- 
tang-National Government combination lacks the political dynamism 
to win out. The answer to the second half of the question is “It might, 
but only if the U. S. would provide as much aid as was necessary for 
as long as was necessary”, | 

| The aid which we have extended (Annex “A”) has been insufficient 
to check the communist advance, much less reverse its course. How 
much more aid would be needed is less likely to be a problem of arith- 
metic progression than one approaching geometric progression. “AlI- 
out aid” amounts to overt intervention. Overt:intervention multiplies 
resistance to the intervener. The ramified forces of new nationalism 
and traditional Chinese xenophobia would be likely to rally to the 
Communists; whose ties with the USSR are obscured in Chinese eyes 
by the Communists’ violent. anti-imperialism. Open U. S. interven- 
tion would, as it militarily strengthened Chiang, tend politically to 
strengthen the Communists. Thus, the more we openly intervened | 
in the deep-rooted Chinese revolution, the more we would become 
politically involved, the more the National Government would tend to 
be regarded in Chinese eyes as a puppet—and thus discreditable, the 
greater our task would become, and the more the intervention would 
cost. 7 _ 

Eventually, assuming optimistically that the American people did 
not balk at the political and financial price, that the Communists were 
defeated on the field of battle and that the National Government was 
made supreme over a unified China—what then? Would we have 
ensured that the National Government would not promptly go to 
pieces on us again? What guarantee would we have that the revolu- 
tion—the basic causes of which our action could not cure—would not | 
begin all over again, and once more be exploited by the Kremlin? And 
when could we expect to get out from under the dreary load of polit- 
ical, military and financial responsibility for the National Government 
of China ? | | , 

“All-out aid” to the National Government is therefore a course of 
action of huge, indefinite and hazardous proportions. The American 
Government cannot rightly gamble thus with American prestige and 
resources. 

We then face up to the probability that the disappearance of the 
National Government as we now know it is only a matter of time. 
Just how that change will occur cannot be foreseen. It might be 
precipitated by any one or more of the following: | 

a. The death, retirement or expulsion of Chiang Kai-shek ; 
b. A coup @état; | 

_¢. The defection of important Government figures ;
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d. The establishment of a separatist regime or regimes ; 

e. A series of major Communist victories; 

f. The acceptance of Communist proposals for a coalition govern- 

ment. 

However smoothly the change was effected, it would be followed 

by a confused and fluid situation, even if Vice President Li Tsung-jen 

quickly succeeded Chiang and the present structure of the National 

Government was generally maintained. Fighting might continue. 

More likely, a truce of exhaustion would ensue—for all of China pas- 

sionately longs for peace. Whichever happens, a new struggle for 

power would immediately develop on the political plane. 

The strongest element in this contest, at least initially, would ob- 

viously be the Communists. Other elements would be: certain 

nationalist military commanders, such as Fu Tso-yi; former provin- 

cial war lords, such as Lung Yun; the Kwangsi clique; the North- 

eastern (Manchurian) faction; the Kuomintang Reform group cen- 

tered around Li Chi-shen and not a few of the political leaders now 

prominently associated with the National Government. 

It should not be assumed that in such a struggle the non-communist 

forces would necessarily remain fragmented. That, of course, could 

| happen. But it is perhaps more likely that the centrifugal forces 

would be overbalanced by those, particularly continuing Communist 

| pressure, which tended to draw most of the non-communist groups 

together. | | 

Nor should it be taken for granted that the non-communist elements 

would rapidly succumb to the Communists. They might, of course. 

But some of them, particularly Fu Tso-yi and the Moslems of Ning- 

hsia and Kansu, with little or no help from Nanking, have shown on 

a local scale a capacity for coping with the Communists. If these 

elements band together under capable leadership they might do better 

than the National Government in holding their ground. Whether 

they could drive the Communists back 1s another and larger question. 

As for the Communists, the collapse of the National Government 

would not signalize the end of their troubles, even if they got what 

they want—a national coalition government. The civil war might, 

as has been indicated, continue. But that would be a familiar prob- 

lem in dealing with which they have become highly skilled. 

The real trouble which lies in store for the Communists would come 

with a cessation of hostilities when they would come up against the 

problems of peacetime government whether over all or part of China. 

They might not immediately run into all of those problems, but sooner 

or later they would, if they survived, be confronted by all. 

The first problem which they would have to solve in a stabilized 

situation is a relatively simple one—administration. It is generally
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accepted that the Communists lack personnel experienced in national, 
: provincial and urban administration. Their government, even if 

large numbers of practiced administrators were recruited from out- 
side their own ranks, would likely be inefficient in every respect save 
political surveillance and punishment. At worst, however, it could 
scarcely be more inefficient than the present National Government. 

Far more serious would be the complex of problems arising from 
the conflict between their ideology and Chinese realities. Being Marx- 
ists the Communists are under intellectual compulsion through social- 
ism to collectivize and industrialize. But it is questionable whether 
China has, as the USSR did and still does, the demographic and 
economic elbow-room to succeed in so extravagant an enterprise. Nor 
is a communist China likely to be helped along by large investments 
from abroad, least of all from capital-poor Russia. Socialization 
would then encounter at a minimum the passive drag and sly re- 
sistance of Chinese individualism and at a maximum disruptive social 
revolt. . . 

Now, Mao Tse-tung, who is an exceedingly shrewd judge of his 
fellow Chinese, might be persuaded of the desirability if not inevita- 
bility of gradualness. He might decide that China should socialize 
slowly. If he did that his movement would run the risk of losing 
the vitality it now possesses by reason of ideological zeal. It would 
run the risk of becoming another Kuomintang baffled by and bogged 
down in China’s troubles. 

Finally, nationalism would probably prove to be a thorny problem 
for the Communists. Having risen to power on, in part, a ground- 
swell of nationalism, not only their collaborators but the party mem- 
bers themselves have been infected with Chinese patriotism. So long 
as they fought, with Soviet support, first against J apan and then 
against Chiang they could equate nationalism with loyalty to the 
USSR; there appeared to be identity of interest. But if and when 
the fighting stops the mantle of rationalization falls to the ground 
and the ties between the Kremlin and the Chinese Politburo are likely, 
perhaps suddenly, perhaps gradually, to be revealed for what they 
are. And if the Chinese Politburo is revealed as subservient in any 
way. to the Kremlin, the Chinese Communist leadership is in for dif- 
ficulties from the powerful sentiments of nationalism and xenophobia, : 
on the part of both the Chinese public and nationalist elements in 
the party. | 

| It is a nice piece of irony that at precisely the time the Chinese 
Communist leadership is most likely to wish to conceal its ties from 
Moscow, the Kremlin is most likely to be exerting utmost pressure to 
bring the Chinese Communists under complete control. The possibili-
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ties which such a situation would present us, provided we have re- 

gained freedom of action, need scarcely be spelled out. 

This brings us to conclusions which may be drawn regarding our 

role in China. 
| 

U.S. Polucy 

The traditional American aims with respect to China—(q) interna- 

tional respect for the territorial and administrative integrity of China, 

(b) equal opportunity, and (c¢) encouraging the development of a 

friendly and unified China—may be accepted as an expression of our 

long-range aspirations. | 7 

Given the realities of the situation in China and the limitations on 

our own capabilities, it is evident that our traditional aims are not now 

and will not be for some time to come susceptible of achievement. We 

therefore need for the foreseeable future a policy which can serve as a 

pragmatic guide through the Chinese maze. | a , 

It would, however, be misleading at this stage to attempt any de- 

tailed charting of a course to be followed for the next several years. 

The current situation is so chaotic and that which would follow the 

disappearance of the present National Government would be so fluid 

that any definite prescription for action would be bogus. Until the 

world situation is much clearer, particularly with respect to the USSR 

and China, our policy for the immediate future must be defined in the 

most flexible and elementary terms. For the foreseeable future, there- 

fore, U. S. policy toward China should be: 

qa. to continue to recognize the National Government as now 

constituted ; 
| b. with the disappearance of the National Government as we now 

know it, to make our decision regarding recognition in the light of 

circumstances at the time; | | | 

c. to prevent so far as is possible China’s becoming an adjunct of 

Soviet politico-military power. —— 

Principles Governing U. 8. Tactics 7 : | 

In the implementation of the foregoing policy, we should bear in 

mind the following principles, which should govern our tactics. 

We must realize that there are operating in China tremendous, deep- 

flowing indigenous forces which are beyond our power to control. 

We must therefore accept the fact that there are considerable limita- 

tions on what we can do to affect the course of events in China. If 

we undertake or are maneuvered into action counter to basic Chinese 

forces these limitations will multiply and we will tend to defeat our- 

selves; conversely if we act so as to take advantage of these natural 

forces our influence will be multiplied. ee |
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Likewise, we must understand that the capabilities of the Kremlin 
‘to influence and: utilize.China for its overall purpose are severely 
qualified by the demographic, economic and _ political considerations 
discussed in this paper. It is impossible that the Kremlin could in 
the space of the next crucial five years mobilize China’s resources and 
manpower to the extent that they would constitute a serious threat 

to U.S. security. It remains to be proved that the Kremlin could, 
if it survives as a predatory international force, accomplish this 
over the long run. If Soviet imperialism does not survive, Chinese 
communism will be of minor security concern to us for it has poten- 
tially grave significance to us only as a possible adjunct of Soviet 
politico-military power. _ 

It follows from the preceding two paragraphs that China’s destiny 
is largely in its own hands. The salvation or destruction of China lies 
essentially with the Chinese—not with foreigners. 

In long-range planning for other countries of the Far East we 
must take into account that for some time to come China will be a 
chaotic and undependable factor on the Far Eastern scene. 

Because China is unpredictable, we must not become irrevocably 
committed to any one course of action or any one faction in China 
and we must be willing to cut our losses when it becomes evident that 
any involvement is likely to prove to be a losing proposition. 
We must place no reliance on the subjective attitude of any Chinese 

faction or government toward the U. S. Fear and favor always 
have and still do control fundamentally the attitude of foreign gov- 
ernments toward us, but only if expertly wielded. : 

If our strength is to be respected rather than scorned, it: must be 
exercised in a form which is effective; it must not be dissipated by 
misapplication. There are four general forms in which our strength 
can be applied: military, economic, political and cultural. We must 
recognize that our military strength cannot be effectively applied 
excepting at prohibitive cost. The Kremlin has, by relying primarily 
on politico-cultural measures and avoiding overt intervention, enjoyed 
a phenomenal success in riding the ground-swell of the Chinese revo- 
lution. In the battle for the mind of China the most effective appli- 
cation of our strength will be through political, cultural and economic 
forms. 

_ Economic favor becomes tribute if it continues to be given without 
exactions. While we must have favors in hand, in the shape of 
economic aid authorizations, for the post-Chiang situation, they must 
not be pre-committed. The Executive must have the flexibility to 
give or withhold fully or in part. Only thus will U. S. politico- 
economic influence be felt. 

429-525—73——11 |
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Annex AD. a 

Partial Inventory of United States Government Economic and 
an Military Aid to China Since V-J Day 

| | Cc | I Lunp-Laasz | | Oo - Oo | 

— (including deliveries on 3(¢) credit terms) OO 

Purpose Classification | eg | | 7 Value ae 

Ordnance and Ordnance Stores a a Oo 

- Ammunition | a 2 $94, 297, 895. 91 
- Ordnance material = = 28, 533, 946. 43 

Sub-Total «$117, 831, 842. 34 
‘Aircraft and Aeronautical Material | , oe 

Aircraft a $10, 833, 591. 56 

_ Aircraft engines, etc. a 15, 087, 540. 68 
_ -. Accessories & other parts | 6, 676. 52 

General aeronautical supplies & facilities 6, 745, 608. 30: 
_ ° Hstablishment & operation of depots for . ca 

servicing aircraft | | 2, 498. 78 
Modernization & reconditioning of completed | a 

aircraft | . 16. 06 
Cancellation & repossession lability 165. 59 
Training of personnel 10, 308, 233. 28 

| Sub-Total | «$42, 984, 330. 77 
_ Danks and Other Vehicles OO 

Ordnance vehicles — $200, 408. 30 
Other than ordnance vehicles 67, 580, 227. 77 

: Trucks 27, 895, 974. 38 
Misc. auto supplies, spare parts, etc. . «884, 289. 12 
Training of personnel | 25, 229. 81 

Sub-Total $95, 986, 129. 38 
Vessels and Equipment for Vessels oe 

Equipage, services, supplies & materials $383, 885. 11 
Freight forwarding 16, 000. 00 
Rental & charter of vessels 9, 648, 333. 33 
Ocean transportation of personnel 732, 800.00 - 
Pilotage 848. 138 

Sub-Total oo $10, 781,366.57
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Purpose Classification Value 

Miscellaneous Military Equipment, Supplies 

and Materials 

Quartermaster equipment $50, 673, 078. 87 

Clothing 154, 847. 77 
Equipage | | a 5, 312. 78 

Kitchen, mess & Field baking equipment | 3, 242. 23 

Fuel 572, 728. 04 

| Provisions © | 360, 652. 70 

‘Miscellaneous quartermaster supplies 160, 534. 99 

_ Medical equipment - 6, 285, 432. 87 

— Signal equipment 21, 026, 869. 59 

_ Chemical warfare equipment 10, 656, 523. 99 

Engineer equipment | 292, 183. 30 

- Training personnel Oe 587, 705. 39 

General expense ——- 141, 686. 78 

Sub-Total “$99, 920, 749. 30 

Facilities and Equipment | 

Acquisition of land and appurtenances | $15, 855. 04 
- Machine tools for direct transfer 20, 343. 70 

: Sub-Total $36, 198. 74 

Agricultural, Industrial and Other Commodities | 
and Articles 

Agricultural products & foodstuffs $250, 183. 41 
Machine tools 453, 211. 87 
Agricultural implements 2, 268. 00 
Electrical equipment 3, 510, 757. 26 
Other machinery — | 1, 862, 695. 80 
Iron and steel 172, 298. 58 
Copper & brass 965, 924. 44 
Aluminum , 13, 909. 26 
Zine 7, 202. 27 
Other metals and alloys 7 1, 769. 16 
Non-metallic minerals | 19, 908. 62 
Chemicals—other than nitrates & phosphates 36, 059. 20 
Petroleum and coal products . 100, 342. 65 
Gasoline 17, 083, 493. 44 
Petroleum products other than gasoline 5, 588, 498. 70 
Rubber and rubber products 1, 166, 822. 43 
Textiles and clothing 5, 906, 910. 15 
Civilian medical supplies 21, 947. 02 
All other commodities and articles not | 

otherwise classified 71, 197. 31 

Sub-Total $36, 735, 399. 57
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Purpose Classification oO oe Value 

Servicing of Defense Articles’ 9° > oe 

Vessels , | «$455. 95 
Other defense articles 7 1, 882. 93 

Sub-Total | | ~ $2, 838. 88 

Miscellaneous and Contingent Expenses a 
_ Miscellaneous services & expenses $322, 133, 387. 36 

Subsistence Be 87, 329. 12 
- Ocean transportation of personnel - 8, 204, 466. 00 

_ Air transportation of personnel Ay 848, 129. 50 
Air cargo transportation 480, 040. 48 

~ Cancellation and repossession liability | | 1, 922, 628. 52 
_. Other miscellaneous and contingent expenses _ 138, 989. 51 
' Hospitalization a 72, 167. 15 
. Training of personnel | «5, 207. 53 

7 Sub-Total : | a $337, 737, 295. 17 

-.  . otalofLendLease - | $741, 965, 650. 72* 

vp IT Surptus Property : 
Item . Se a . . Sales Price. 

A) Surplus and Excess Property Sales on Credit a 

_ Excess stocks of US Army in West China  —S—— $20, 000, 0004 
Dockyard equipment for Shanghai and Tsingtao 4, 000, 000 
Maritime Commission ship sales Oo 

10 N-8 ships | $4,300,000t 
, 10 Liberties & 8 N-3’s 9,300,000 | 

8 CI-M-V1 ships and So 
| 4 Cl-S-AY1 ships 10, 000, 000 oe 

| 3 VC2-A-P2 ships 2,600,000 26, 200, 0008 - 
Total wartime procurement coe 

cost of 43 ships : $77,300,000 oe ; oo 

* This figure excludes approximately $36 million of U. S. Navy vessels lend- 
leased to China which constituted a portion of the Navy vessels subsequently 
transferred to China under P. L. 512. [Footnote in the original. ] 

tIn addition, CN $5.16 billion and US $5 million down payments made by 
China as offset against US yuan indebtedness, and latter sum included in con- 
siderations of Surplus Property Agreement, August 30, 1946. [Footnote in the 

oe Onak. sale, subsequently covered by Eximbank credit. [Footnote in the 
original.] . 

| § Of this amount, $16.4 million is on Maritime Commission credit terms. 
[Footnote in the original.] . —
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— B) Cwvilian Surplus Property. in China, India, and on 
_ 17 Pacific Islands: (Agreement of August 30, | : 

/ 1946) ae $175, 000, 000 
Original cost of this property totalled $837 mil-— ! 

| lion. The sales price represents non-US dollar — 
considerations, of which the equivalent of US $55, | 
million is being repaid over time in Chinese cur- 

. -rency.. Of this total, vehicles of all kinds ac- ' 
~ gounted for about one-third, construction equip- | 

- ment about one-sixth, and air force supplies and 
. equipment about one-eighth. The remainder was | 

composed principally of communication equip- | | 

| ment, tools, shop equipment, industrial machinery, | 
electrical equipment, medical. equipment, and 
chemicals. As of July 31, 1948, the Chinese Gov- 
ernment had taken title to over three-quarters of 
the total property involved in the bulk sale agree- 
ment. The Stillman Mission,“ however, recently 
reported that large stocks of surplus property are 
held idle in Chinese Government warehouses. | 

C) Military Equipment and Supplies | 
Sold for US Dollar Payments 

Description Procurement Cost | Sales Price: 

_ 5848 metric tons and 2,567 | 
long tons ammunition $6, 486, 201. 15 $65, 862. 02 

Military paraphernalia 
| and equipment: not available 1, 590, 231. 84 

Military equipment and 
paraphernalia ” 65, 081. 93 

42 P-47-D aircraft and | | | 
53 P-51-D aircraft ” ” 544, 500. 00 

955 aircraft engines = = ” » 396, 050. 00 
85 P-47-N aircraft  —-.7, 055, 000.00 (approx) 3815, 000. 00 

_ Ammunition (4,128.2 tons) 
declared surplus in Pacific, 
excluding that for 814 | 

| Group Program not available not available 
— (Sold at 1 cent on 
the dollar) 

—-: 180 million rounds of | | 
- 7.92 rifleammunition 6, 566, 589. 00 656, 499. 27 

Ammunition (11,400 tons) | 
and arms | 11, 753, 697. 80 119, 330. 98 

* Charles L, Stillman headed the Reconstruction Survey Mission sent to China 
by the Economic Cooperation Administration,
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Description Procurement Cost Sales Price 

Engine overhaul plant $1, 360, 937. 47 $238, 157. 25 

| Arms and ammunition, | 
including 1,036,918 — 

| ~  rounds-of small arms, | 

| ammunition and 200,000 
grenades 842,727.50 81, 247. 34 

Equipment for 814 a | 
Group Program 3, 600, 250. 82 | 630, 048. 89 - 

Equipment for 814 a | 
Group Program 37, 106. 19 12, 059. 51 

Equipment for 814 oe 
Group Program 705, 486. 48 999, 283. 12 

13 C-46 aircraft plus 
| parts and accessories 3, 120,000.00 (approx) 292, 500. 00 

Bombs and ammunition, | 
. including 2,484,647 

| rounds of small arms 
ammunition, 795,003 
rounds of artillery 
ammunition, 60,213 | 

| mines, and 29,392 | | 
grenades ©, 154, 795. 87 464, 351.17 

12,128 tons of aviation 
| equipment under 814 | | 

Group Program 7, (59, 214. 57 969, 901. 85 
8,949 tons of ammunition 1, 876, 775. 00 18, 767. 75 
1,500,000 units cal 50 | 
ammunition 225, 000. 00 2, 250. 00 

| Links for 50 cal 
ammunition | 95, 800. 00 2538. 00 

, III Navau Arp | | | 

A) Sino-American Cooperative Organization Agreement *° 
Item Amount 

Payment of lump sum of expenses of training 
40 Chinese students as obligated by article | | 
17, SACO Agreement $200, 000. 00 

Equipage, shore bases | 585, 045. 18 
Public-works construction and maintenance 79, 304. 37 
Ordnance supplies and equipment 14, 284, 067. 80 

Communications 14, 746. 58 

Clothing 2, 809. 60 
Radio equipment and supplies 1, 820, 664. 26 
Fiscal codes, aerology 957, 782. 27 
Medical equipment 159, 493. 57 

| Aviation supplies and materials | 67. 25 
Furniture and fixtures 63, 448. 82 
Total estimated value of issues, VJ—Day ——_—______—— 

to March 2, 1946 $17, 666, 929. 70 
% Sino-American Special [military] Technical Cooperation Agreement signed 

at Washington, April 15, 1943 (not printed).
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B) Transfer of US Naval Vessels under Public Ts 
: Law 512 (grant) ae oe 

| [Here follows list of 126 vessels. ] | So 
- Total procurement cost of above 126 vessels: $129,565,000. Four 
additional vessels with a total procurement cost of $17,600,000 are 

scheduled to be transferred by January 1, 1949. 

a IV Revier Grants | 

A) UNRRA (US Share) 
| , Amount 

Category | | (US$ million) 

Food | | | 95.9 
Clothing | — 81.6 
Medical supplies a 22.8 
Agricultural rehabilitation | 52.2 
Industrial rehabilitation 120. 0 

Sub-Total | 372. 5 
Shipping and insurance 93. 1 

Grand Total | | 465.6 

B) Contribution to Board of Trustees for 
_  Rehabihtation Affairs _ | $4, 700, 000 

C) UN International Children’s Emergency | 
| Fund (approuwimate US share) | $2, 100, 000 

| D) US Foreign Relief Program | 
Item | | Amount 

Cereals $35, 412, 900 
Seeds | | | 88, 400 
Pesticides 609, 900 
Medical supplies 5, 185, 300 
Estimated shipping 5, 084, 500 

: $46, 381, 000 
E) China Aid Act of 1948 $400, 000, 000 

Of the total of $400,000,000 authorized under this Act, $275,000,000 
is to be expended by the Economic Cooperation Administration. Of 
this $275,000,000, approximately $205,000,000 will probably be spent 
on grain, flour, cotton and other current consumables. The remain- 
ing $70,000,000 is earmarked for a variety of reconstruction projects 
and to the purchase of replacement parts for existing capital equip- 
ment. A portion of the funds for reconstruction projects may be pro-
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vided on a long-term -credit basis. The Chinese Government has 
indicated that the $125,000,000 outside the ECA. program will be spent 
exclusively on ammunition and other military items. Of payments 
already made from this fund, $3,616,557 has been to cover contracts 

made by China with OFLC for purchase of military matériel listed 
above. _ oo Se ; 

V Exrort-Import Bank CREDITS _ . 

(in millions of United States dollars, rounded to nearest decimal) 

Borrower To Finance an Amount 

Yungli Chemical Industry Machinery, equipment & services 16. 0 
Central Bank of China Cotton — | 33.0 | 
Republic of China Cargo vessels 7. A, 16 
Republic of China Cargo vessels OG 
Republic of China Generating equipment, materials, © 

| & engineering services _ 8. 8 
Republic of China Railroad repair materials 

& services a (16.7 

Republic of China Coal-mining equipment, | 
| materials, and supplies 15 

Total : | - 82.8 

VI AmmunNITION DuMrED AND TRANSFERRED BY THE US Marines IN 
NortH Cxuina APRIL-SEPTEMBER 1947 - 

A) The following ammunition was abandoned by the First Marine © 
Division during the months of April-May 1947, in the Peiping- 
Tientsin Area: 

Type | Units 

Rockets, HE, AT 2.36 in.» 8646 
Rockets, HE, AT 4.50 in. Oo 300 
20 MM. oe 9493 
37 MM 4993 
60 MM Mortar 47678 
80 MM Mortar 20916 
75 MM Gun | | —«BBTT 
105 MM How a | 64538 

155 MM How | 18726 

155 MM Prop. charge | 10725 

** Represents take-out credit to finance vessels purchased for cash from Mari- 
time Commission. [Footnote in the original.] |
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| Type | ee Units 

Grenades, hand  —-B5529 
Grenades, rifle 23038 
Demolition blocks | 47438 
TNT, lbs. 29787 
Charges, M-12, prop. | 2420 
Bangalore torpedoes 3020 
Mines, anti-personnel = 1014 
Mines, anti-tank | 2636 
Small arms, .30 cal. 2195370 

, .45 cal. 94100 
.50 cal, 295515 

Grenade adapters 8592 
_ Flame throwers, portable 35 

Flame thrower cylinders | 302 
Bombs, 500 lbs. GP 62 
Demolition charges : SO 8248 
Artillery fuses 16975 
Pyrotechnics | , 13174 
Blasting caps | : 32913 
Blasting, fuse, feet 100500 
Firing Device | 2575 
Detonators | 460 
Shaped charges 288 
Detonating cord, feet 366200 
Firecrackers, M-11 © 1200 
Ignition cylinder, M-1 - 3000 
Napalm, gals. 12751 
Bomb fuses, AN, M-230 48 
Shells, shotgun, 12G.A | 9000 
Lighter fuse | (2581 

B) The following ammunition was transferred to the Chinese Navy: 
(1) Ammunition charged to Lend Lease Account, transferred 

_ from storage at Tsingtao airfield (previously removed from 
magazines of vessels transferred) : 

Type Units 

3”" /50 1246 
40 MM 6592 

20 MM 169560 

50 cal. 88150 

45 cal. 250 

| 30 cal. 99000
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- (2) Ammunition charged to Lend Lease Account transferred 

~ jn ships’ magazines: oo oe 

| | Type | | Units : 

8750 181 
40 MM 87767 

oO 20 MM | 208835 
| 50 cal. SF 80255 

| 45 cal. | oe 29520 

30 cal. 157414 | 

22 cal. 55560 

(3) Ammunition charged to Lend Lease Account, transferred 

at, Shanghai after special shipment from U. S. as training 

allowance: | | 

| Type Units 

, 3" /50 7 250 
40 MM ~ 100000 

20 MM _ 150000 | 

— 80 cal. 20000 

C) Unserviceable ammunition in the hands of the Fleet Marine 

Force, Western Pacific, was abandoned by dumping small quantities 

at a time in revetments near Tsangkou Airfield, Tsingtao. The Chi- 

nese National Army Garrison Commander, Tsingtao, was informed 

of the intention to abandon this ammunition. Dumping operations | 

began on 19 May 1947, and were completed on 13 September 1947. 

During this period, the following ammunition was dumped: 

| Type Units 

105 MM Howitzer | | 24665 
81 MM Mortar 30903 
60 MM Mortar | 98042 
75 MM Howitzer 9337 
155 MM Prop charge 6485 
155 MM Prop charge | 929 
Grenade, hand, fragmentation 27585 | 
Grenade, hand, all others 18640. 
Grenades, rifle, all types 9650 
Bangalore torpedoes 1810 
Small arms, cal. .30, carbine & rifle 1488490 
Mines, anti-tank 372 
Mines, anti-personnel 686 
Shaped charges 40+ 634 
Shaped charges 10+ 200 
Grenade adapters, all types 4272 
Shell, 37 MM, all types & shot 1035
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oe Type | m | ‘Units: oe 

Rocket, HE, AT BO (3821 
Flares, trip, all types — 7 | : 911 

- Device, firing, pressure type | 980 
Device, firing, pull type — | - 1410 
Device, firing, push type | | 340. 
Device, firing, releasetype = 1040 
Lighter, fuse, waterproof _ _ 102000 | 
Lighter, fuse, friction type 55000 | 
Pyrotechnic signals, ground 1010. 

: Fuse, igniting, hand grenade 125 
* Shells, shotgun #00B 120 
Cord, detonating, (Prima) 500 ft. spools 280 

893.50 Recovery /9—748 

The Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China (Clark) to the Director 

| of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) 

: NanxIno, September 7, 1948. 
[Received September 19 ?] 

Dear Watr: You. will have seen from our Top Secret telegram 
1614, September 1, the Chinese again reversed themselves from the 
position outlined in my letter of August 27, and apparently, with the 
sole motive of getting more military supplies for less money, fell in 
with the idea of ordering the ordnance alleged to be needed by Fu 
Tso-yi and at Tsingtao. They even went so far as to override both 
Barr’s and Badger’s recommendation that Fu be restricted to four 
rather than seven armies and to insist on equipment for seven armies, 
thereby endeavoring to allocate the maximum funds left available 
from “other aid” for ordnance supplies to this particular project 
which carried with it the possibility of free transportation and of a 
cost less than that of replacement. | 

I am writing you further in this regard because of some of the 
implications contained in Admiral Badger’s Top Secret of September 
6, 060005Z, to the Chief of Naval Operations. The message was 
drafted and despatched while the Ambassador was on a weekend visit 
to Tsingtao. Badger is most persuasive in his arguments, and 
having an interest on this occasion in the defense of North China, he 
found a most ready ear of the Ambassador and consequently obtained 
the Ambassador’s prior approval to the despatch of the cable. When 
I spoke to the Ambassador about the tone of the cable and the im- 
plications of Badger’s presuming to speak not only for the Ambas- 
sador, but also for the Army Advisory Group and “other responsible
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U. S. officials in China”, the Ambassador’s only comment was: “I am 

willing to close my eyes to that if he can accomplish the end sought”. 

In his frequent visits to Nanking and in our trips to Tsingtao, we 

have sought to coordinate action on these vital problems and to assure 

agreement on recommendations. Just between us, Badger is too 

prone to stating a proposition and, even though he doesn’t find agree- 

ment, close his ears to the opposition and report that everybody agrees 

with him. That has been the case in the despatch under reference. 

You will note immediately the inconsistency between our reports of 

our estimation of the situation in China and Badger’s comment that 

the “Chinese Government has acquired a more aggressive military 

spirit” in recent- days. The Government is showing remarkable 

courage in enforcing the new economic measures and Chiang Ching- 

kuo, the Gimo’s son, has so far been doing an outstanding job in 
Shanghai in exposing the big shots to public condemnation, with the 
result that we may expect the Legislative Yuan to see to it that the 
cuilty are punished regardless of their political influence. Neverthe- 

less, none of us in the Embassy have seen any indication of an improve- 

ment in the military spirit which is so essential if anything in the 
economic field is to be accomplished. There have been no effective | 
steps of which we are aware toward bringing the budget within a 
reasonable balance, nor have there been steps toward reducing mili- 

tary expenditure. Even the Prime Minister, with a certain sadness, 

the other day remarked to the Ambassador that unless he was able 

to get rid of the incompetent military leaders such as Ku Chu-tung, 

| he was afraid nothing could be done to improve the military situation 

or the cost of the war, yet he could not bring himself to insist to the 
Gimo that such incompetents be removed. He was thinking of trying 

to have them elevated to some superior military council where they 
would have a big name, no duties, yet allowed to keep their accumu- 

lated ill-gotten gains, but he still had not gotten up the courage to 
make such a suggestion to the Gimo. That doesn’t sound encouraging 

in the military field and certainly doesn’t lead me to believe that there 
is any evidence at the moment of a “more aggressive military spirit” 

in the Chinese Government. 

It may be that all of our actions toward bringing to the attention 

of the Nanking Government the need for convincing Fu Tso-yi that 
the Gimo was prepared to support him to the extent possible has 

brought about an easing of the tension between Fu and the Gimo. 
Nevertheless, I would make the guess that in so far as Fu is concerned, 

the proof of the pudding is in the eating, and if the Gimo doesn’t give 
him evidence of support soon, Fu’s feelings toward the Gimo will 
remain as we have estimated them heretofore; that is, purely 
mercenary and self-interested.
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A final thing which disturbs me in Badger’s despatch is the way 

he takes in vain the name of the Chief of the Army Advisory Group— 

Barr, who has been skeptical from the beginning regarding the de- 

sirability of the proposed special support to Fu and to Tsingtao, 

feeling that such action would disrupt the balanced requisition pro- 

gram already launched, and who has (unless I miss my guess) raised 

no opposition largely because of the Ambassador’s strong interest in 

the subject because he was told that the Gimo had already made his 

decision on the subject, and because he didn’t want to appear obstruc- 

tive. So far as I have been able to ascertain, Barr is doing a first- 

rate job as Chief of AAG, in spite of the efforts; whether intentional 

or not, of the Navy to undermine him, and I hope most sincerely that 

if there is to be our reorganized military advisory group, it will be 

under unified control and Barr will be left in command. This is 

predominantly an army theater of operations and the Chief of such a 

revised group should be an Army man. 

Very sincerely yours, > Lewis Ciark 

893.50 Recovery/9-1348 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State 

WasHineoton, 13 September 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: There is forwarded, for your information, a 

copy of a memorandum to me from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, dated 

9 September 1948, and entitled “Military Aid for Chinese Armies”. 

I have forwarded this memorandum to the Secretaries of Army, Navy 

and Air Force with the request that they proceed in conformity with 

the recommendations set forth therein. 
Sincerely yours, | JAMES FORRESTAL 

| . [Enclosure] 

Memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 

- (Forrestal) | 

| W AsHINGTON, 9 September 1948. 

Subject: Military Aid for Chinese Armies. 

At the request of the Chief of Naval Operations, the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff have considered three dispatches, copies enclosed, received by 
him from the Commander, Naval Forces, Western Pacific. 

_ It appears from these dispatches that, in order to give priority to 
the support of his forces in North China and Shantung, Generalissimo 

Chiang Kai-shek has directed that certain arms, common type, and
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‘ammunition for these forces be requisitioned from the United States. 
Following this decision, United States Ambassador Stuart, Major 
General David G. Barr, Chief, Army Advisory Group, China, and 
Vice Admiral Oscar C. Badger, Commander, Naval Forces, Western 
Pacific, met and. agreed that Admiral Badger should forward.to the 
‘Chief of Naval Operations their proposal that the United. States 
“supply these munitions from United States reserve stocks via Navy 
or other United States Government shipping consigned to the Com- 
mander, Naval Forces, Western Pacific, for custody and as United 
States agent for delivering to the Chinese. | | a 

| - The Joint Chiefs of Staff have studied this proposal and are of the 
opinion that, from the military point of view, it is sound and is con- 
‘sistent with the President’s recent directive to the Secretary of De- 
fense to take action to facilitate, in connection with the China Aid 
Act of 1948, the acquisition by the Chinese Government of such mili- 
tary supplies as the Chinese Government may request, either by mak- 
ing available existing stocks of the National Defense Establishment 
or by arranging for the procurement of such supplies on behalf of 
that government. - | | | 

It is understood that the Chinese National Government is handling 
its requests for military supplies through the Chinese Military Pro- 
curement Technical Group in Washington. It is assumed, therefore, 
that Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek’s requisition for the North China 
and. Shantung supplies will be or is being handled through this same 
channel. This must, in any case, be done; otherwise there may be 
confusion or duplication in the requests presented by the Chinese Mili- 
tary Procurement Technical Group and total requests may exceed 
the authorized sum of $125,000,000. 

_ In addition to originating a specific request for North China and 
Shantung military supplies, the Chinese National Government must 
request that they be shipped to Tsingtao rather than to Shanghai (the 
usual destination of supplies for China) if, as Jointly recommended 
by the Ambassador, Commander, Naval Forces, Western Pacific, and 
the Chief of the Army Advisory Group in China, early delivery and 
direct channeling of equipment to proper military areas are to be 
assured. | 

The possibility is noted that some question might be raised as to 
the propriety, in terms of our policy toward China, of the recom- 
mended procedure of shipping the North China and Shantung mili- 
tary supplies to Tsingtao in custody of the Commander, Naval Forces, 
Western Pacific. This procedure cannot, however, logically be con- 
strued as direct military assistance, which we are committed to avoid, 
while it is, as pointed out above, consistent with the manifest need to.
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provide military equipment ‘assistance in such a manner as ‘best to 

insure its usefulness. In the case under discussion, both unacceptable 

délay‘and the possibility of diversion of this equipment to other areas 

will be involved unless the. recommended procedure is followed, 

whereas the North China-Shantung situation is a matter of extreme 

urgency and importance with respect to the basic purpose for which 

Chitiese military supply equipment has been directed ‘by the 

Président. es 

~ Based on the foregoing discussion, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recom- 

mended that: | ae | Oo SG, 

~a. Action taken by the several Departments of the National Mili- 

tary Establishment on the latest dispatch from the Commander, Naval 

Forces, Western Pacific (1933.of 24 August 1948—Enclosure A”) 
be contingent on receipt through the Chinese Military Procurement 

Technical Group.in Washington of a request from the Chinese Na- 

tional Government for the military supplies and for their delivery at 

Tsingtao,and “= |... CE 

‘b. The procedure recommended in the dispatch from the.Com- 

- mander, Naval Forces, Western Pacific, be followed as soon as such 

request has been transmitted by the Chinese Military Procurement 
Technical Group and necessary authorization has been given by the 

Department of State. : 
a | _ For the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 

ae Witiram D. Leany 

oe Fleet Admiral, U. 8S. Navy 

Oo | | Chief of Staff to the 
| Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces 

| | [Subenclosure A] | 

The Commander of U.S. Naval Forces inthe Western Pacific (Badger) 
to the Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) 

| 24 Aucust 1948. 

240715Z (or 1933). In conference with Ambassador Stuart and 

myself Generalissimo affirmed his decision to give priority to support 

of his forces in North China and Shantung and his desire that cer- 

tain arms common type and ammunition be made available to him. 

He stated that he had directed submittal requisition through specified 

channels for this equipment. His position and urgency situation sub- 

stantially same as presented my dispatches 160609Z and 090855Z 

July. His statement further indicates method payment by Chinese. 

7 At a subsequent conference between the Ambassador, General Barr 

and myself it was agreed by all that this project was to best interest 

182 See subenclosures C and B, respectively.
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of United States position in China as well as Chinese Government. 
To insure early delivery and direct channeling of equipment to proper 
military areas conferees recommended that material be supplied from 
U.S. reserve stock via Navy or other U. S. Government shipping con- 
signed to this command for custody and directly as U. S. agent to 
Chinese. Will thus avoid shipping complications and delays and 
assure delivery for purposes intended. Although now based on equip- 
ment for 4 complete armies North China and 3 divisions Shantang, 
proposed procedure gives flexibility which may be needed at a later 
date as result of readjustment requirements between areas. 

Because Navy transportation and supply agencies involved Ambas- 
sador and Barr designated originator to present foregoing facts and 
proposals to Washington with unanimous recommendation that this 
matter be given earliest consideration and approval U. S. Depart- 
ments and Agencies concerned. Accordingly, request that Chief of 
Naval Operations present proposals to State Department, Joint Chiefs 
of Staff and other interested parties and advise as soon as possible 
as important operations and training dependent thereon. 

[Subenclosure B] a | 

The Commander of U. S. Naval Forces in the Western Pacific 
(Badger) to the Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) ~ 

| | 9 JuLy 1948. 

090855Z (or 8479). A promising opportunity presents itself to 
increase economic and military security Tsingtao by Chinese training, 
staging, and offensive operations into now weakened Communist areas 
of Shantung to include control all Shantung east of Tsinan. Chinese 
estimate sufficient manpower locally available but lack equipment for 
4 divisions (about 48,000 men). In view JCS 83805 2» and to fact 
that increased area of control will cause critical and unfavorable 
economic situation both as regards food and raw materials available 
Shantung but not Tsingtao would urge support of such offensive effort. 
Accordingly request your consideration and outline any practicable 
procedure leading to earliest availability through Chinese or other 
agencies and thence Tsingtao of all or as much as possible of rifles 
48,000 light machine guns 30 caliber 3000 heavy machine guns 30 
caliber 576 grenade discharger 2500 and 60 millimeter mortar 1296. 
Total estimated cost above items two and one-half million U. S. dol- 
lars, with similar sum for reasonable ammo supply. Payment on 

_ basis cash credits from Chinese funds now available United States 

*» Apparently the message for the Commander, U. 8. Naval Forces, Western 
Pacific, p. 320. |
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for replenishment any withdrawals existing stocks. Ambassador con- 

éurs important advantage to United States position of assistance this 

proposal. 
Request earliest advice. 

[Subenclosure C] 

The Commander of U. 8S. Naval Forces in the Western Pacific 
(Badger) to the Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) 

| [Tstnerao,| 16 July 1948. 

160609Z (or 8979). United States interests in Far East are recog- 
nized:by Joint Chiefs of Staff as being closely related to establishment 
and maintenance of friendly governments in North China including 
Shantung. Economically as well as strategically these areas form key 
to control of China between Yangtse River and Great Wall. No mili- 
tary operations can be decisive without including conquest of these 

areas. 7 
Although military situation is now unfavorable to Nationalists 

situation is far from hopeless. In North China is General Fu Tso Yi 
who is a fighting and accomplished general enjoying confidence and 
loyalty of his armies as well as civilian population. In March he 
stated to ComNavWesPac confidence in his ability to maintain secu- 
rity and stabilization of his command area provided he could obtain 
arms and essential equipment for 4 armies which he had fully trained 
but which were without equipment. He provided detailed list of 
equipment needed which I presented to embassy and to Chief, Army 
Advisory Group (AAG) Nanking with recommendation to initiate 
positive action to render support to this vitally important command. 
Generalissimo was given plans by ambassador and expressed verbal 
approval. However no positive action was then forthcoming from 
Generalissimo or Chinese chiefs of staff. | 

Subsequent events indicate that if such action had been then under- 
taken at an estimated cost of about 16 million dollars U. 8S. currency 
that North China would now be fairly well stabilized and secure and 

- it is possible that Mukden Corridor would be open for supply channels 
to 20,000 troops still in that detached area. — 

For various reasons Generalissimo failed to support this plan with 
resulting deterioration in North China, continued detachment of 
Mukden, and the loss of Shantung to Communist control as a source of 
important supply of food material and manpower. 
Now with situation critical Generalissimo desires to support opera- 

tions involving security of North China and recovery of Shantung and 
gives these operations highest priority which they should enjoy. With 

| 429-525—73——12 |
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above background my 090855Z July *” was transmitted as of immediate 
concern to United States position in China.and in Tsingtao in particu- 
lar. Similar request regarding support of General Fu by facilitating 
early delivery of urgently needed equipment is justified on: same 
grounds. | 
ComNavWesPac considers total cost of equipment for these 2 areas 

amounting only to about 20 million dollars as favorable to United 
States interest which might accrue. Reduced to simple terms failure 
of Chinese Nationalists in these areas will inevitably result in loss of - 
all the North China to Communist control and priority of USSR in- 
fluence. Whether central government continues to exist or whether 
the government of North China breaks up into provincial govern- — 
ments, assurance of any support being directed to these areas should be 
guaranteed. It is therefore recommended that all possible means be 
investigated and a favorable procedure determined for making avail- 
able to Chinese government for these specific projects amounts men- 
tioned in my 090855Z for Shantung and in addition twice these 
amounts for General Fu in North China. Material should be made 
available at earliest practicable date and at lowest possible ‘price. 
Finding Chinese money to foot bill may be difficult but is considered 
possible. This recommendation is considered entirely consistent with 
specific terms of U.S. military policy. a 

 893.248/9-1348 on 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Deputy Director o f 
| the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Benninghof)  — ~ 

. [WasHrnoton,] September 13, 1948. 
Colonel Sweeney * telephoned to state that he was assisting in the 

, drafting of a letter from General Peter Mow (Chinese Air Force) in 
which the latter referred to the creation of the 814 Group Program in 
1945 stating that it had never been fully implemented, that recent 
Communist depredations and the conduct of the civil war in China 
had created new problems not envisaged in 1945, that therefore a rein- 
vestigation of the whole program was necessary and that it would be - 
advisable to set up a new joint board to investigate the whole problem 
and to come up with an answer within the next two or three months as. 
to what types of aircraft and other material were necessary and could 
be supplied, etc. etc. Mr. Benninghoff informed Colonel Sweeney that 
he could not give an off-the-cuff reply. 

™ Supra, 
* U.S. Air Force.
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-: After consulting with Mr. Sprouse and Mr. Freeman, Mr. Benning- 

hoff telephoned Colonel Sweeney and suggested that he inform General 

‘Mow that there would appear to be no necessity for setting up a new 

‘board to study the problem as the AAG in Nanking had already been 

-established to consider these very problems. It was further suggested 

that the Chinese authorities in Nanking should take up the problem 

direct with the AAG. Colonel Sweeney appeared to understand the 

import of these suggestions but said that he was “more or less on the 

‘spot” and: that the Chinese might insist on writing a letter to the 

‘Air Force which in turn would, of course, be referred to the State 

‘Department. He inquired whether in that event the State Depart- 

ment’s reply would be along the lines indicated. Mr. ‘Benninghoff 

stated that he could not give a categorical reply at this time but that 

the chances were that such would be the State Department’s attitude. 

893.20/9-1448, a a 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affacrs 

a (Butterworth) to the Secretary of State 

oo Be | [Wasuineron,| September 14, 1948. 

~ Attached is a list?® of Chinese requests under the $125 Million 

Grants which have been approved by the Department and paid by 

‘the Treasury as of September 14, 1948. As of that date, a total of 

$47,792,449.94 has been approved and paid in accordance with Chinese 

requests. « , - 

- Upon the receipt of a substantiating request from the Navy Depart- 

ment on August 16, a Chinese request for $2 million of the $9.5 million 

allocated for naval supplies was immediately approved by the Depart- 

ment and paid by the Treasury Department into a Naval Working 

Fund. On August 24, $4.3 million was similarly transferred to the 

Navy Department. | 

~ On September 9, a Chinese request that $25 million be paid to the 

Department of the Army for the procurement of motor vehicle parts, 

| vehicle and weapon tires, and demolition explosives, was received and 

approved by the Department and was paid by the Treasury Depart- 

ment the following day. Delay in the transfer of funds to the De- 

partment of the Army has been due to lengthy discussions between 

that Department and the Chinese regarding matériel desired and avail- 

able for transfer. An additional $3 million has been transferred to 

the Chinese for the purchase of petroleum products. 

To date the Department has approved requests for some $12 million 

of the $28 million allocated by the Chinese for Air Force equipment, 

19 Not printed.
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contracts for which were signed, for the most part, with private com- 
panies. In general, this money has been committed for aircraft, avia- 
tion gasoline, spare parts, and reimbursements to the Chinese for pay- 
ments made to OFLC under old contracts. The U.S. Air Force is 
reviewing Chinese Air Force contracts with the intention of assisting 
in the administration of details in certain instances but indicates that 
it may take some time to implement a program for the remainder of 
the Air Force allocation. 

As the attached breakdown indicates, Chinese requests have been 
examined and approved by the Department and payments have been 
made by the Treasury Department usually within two or three days 
after receipt of the requests. | 

893.50 Recovery/9-1348 - 

Ihe Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

Wasuineron, September 17,1948. 
Drar Mr. Secrerary: With reference to your letter of September 

13 with the enclosed copy of a memorandum from the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff on the subject of “Military Aid for Chinese Armies”, I am 
in agreement with the position of the Joint Chiefs taken in that 
memorandum. | | 

The fact of the reported presence in the Gulf of Chihli of unidenti- 
fied submarines and the possibility of Chinese Communist small craft 
in those waters makes the matter of the transshipment of the muni- 
tions from Tsingtao to Tangku a subject for further consideration. 
It is desirable that we take appropriate steps to insure that the mate- 
rial in question actually reaches General Fu’s command at Tangku and 
I see no reason why American observers might not accompany the 
shipments in order to insure proper delivery. But I suggest for your 
consideration the importance of instructing Admiral Badger in the 
matter of the transshipment of these munitions from Tsingtao to _ 
Tangku in order to minimize the hazard of possible United States 
involvement with Soviet or Communist vessels. 

Faithfully yours, G. C. MarsHaun 

Department of Defense Files : | 

Lhe Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to President Truman 1 

WasuHIneTon, September 28, 1948. 
Dear Mr. Present: I have the honor to transmit to you the fol- | 

lowing message, which I have just received from President Chiang 
Kai-shek: | ; 

4 Copy received in the Department from the Department of Defense in letter 
of January 3, 1964.
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“Because of the recent military reverses due in part to shortage of 
equipment and ammunition, I am appealing personally to you, Mr. 
President, to use your influence by every means at your command to 
hasten the procurement and transportation to Chinese ports, of weap- 
ons and ammunition being obtained under the China Aid Program 
already agreed in principle by the United States Government. These 
have now become imperative. I am gravely concerned that any fur- 
ther delay in their delivery will have a disastrous effect on the outcome 
of the present operations. I feel confident that through your direct ef- 
forts the aid program will be materially hastened, and I again request 
your personal intervention in this matter so important to the realiza- 
tion of our common cause. Chiang Kai-shek.” 

I take this opportunity to convey to you my most respectful regards 
[ete.] | | 

| V.K. Wetiineron Koo 

893.50 Recovery /9-148 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHINGTON, October 1, 1948—8 p. m. 

1388. Response Chinese request Dept Sept 30 authorized Treasury 

pay direct to Army approximately $38 million to provide arms and 

ammo chargeable against $125 million grants (Deptel 1338 Sept 18 ”). 
Army has indicated discussion re prices continuing with Chinese and 
availability checks in progress to determine source from which stocks 
willcome. | a 

Including this payment disbursements from grants as of Sept. 30 

totaled $88,275,409.62. 
LOvETT 

893.50 Recovery/9-—748 | 

The Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) to 
the Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China (Clark) 

| , WASHINGTON, October 4, 1948. 

Dear Lewis: Your letter of September 7 was delayed in reaching 
me and in the meantime events have somewhat made my reply an 

obvious one. 
By now you will have received the Department’s telegram stating 

that payment has been authorized from the $125 million grants for 
approximately $38 million for ordnance supplies for Fu Tso-yi and 
Shantung. This authorization was in response to a request received 

” Not printed; it repeated text of memorandum by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
September 9, p. 167. Lo,
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from the Chinese Military Procurement Mission in which it was: 
stated specifically that the supplies were to be shipped direct to Tsing-: 
tao. It will interest you to know that, in contrast to some of the pre- 
vious requests for payment under “other aid”, this request was made 
up of such immediately useful items as rifles, machine guns, mortars,, 
howitzers, pistols and ammunition for these weapons and would ap: 
pear more nearly to approximate what the doctor ordered. oa 
Where all of these supplies are to come from has yet to be deter-. 

mined by the Army, which is handling the procurement, but it is 
expected that the first portion of this shipment will not arrive in. 
China before December 1. As you know, shipment to Tsingtao will 
be handled by the Navy at no expense to the Chinese. The Depart- 
ment has pointed out to the Military Establishment, however, the 
advisability of considering means other than U. S. Naval vessels for 
transshipment from Tsingtao to Taku, although it was stated that 
there would be no objection to having American military observers 
accompany the shipment to insure its reaching Fu’s command. _ | 
We are now well aware of the propensity of Admiral Badger for 

whipping off telegrams indicating unreserved concurrence ‘by the 
Ambassador, General Barr, e¢ al, where such may not, in fact, be the 
case, and his messages are therefore accepted by the Department as 
representing principally the opinion of Admiral Badger until the 
Embassy and the AAG have been heard from. Your continuing 
efforts to keep an eye on Badger’s messages and to inform the Depart- 
ment where divergence of opinion exists will be very helpful in this 
regard. 

Asever, W. Warton BurrerwortH 

893.24/10-1448 | | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Chinese 

Affairs (Sprouse) | 

, [Wasuineton,] October 14, 1948. 
Subject: Chinese Military Program under the $125 Million Grants 

Participants: Dr. Shao-Hwa Tan, Chinese Minister 
Mr. Butterworth, FE 
Mr. Freeman, CA 
Mr. Sprouse, CA 

Dr. Tan called this afternoon by appointment to discuss the above- 
mentioned subject. Explaining that Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, Chinese 
Foreign Minister, had discussed with the Secretary at Paris?" the 

“The Secretary of State was attending the third session of the United Nations — 
General Assembly at Paris.
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status of the Chinese military program, Dr. Tan stated that he had 
been instructed by his Ambassador to call in this connection. He 
said that the Secretary had promised Dr. Wang that he would look __ 
into the matter during his brief trip back to Washington ”* and that 
the arms and ammunition to be purchased by the Chinese for the seven 
armies and three reorganized divisions in North China would be 
shipped by U. S. naval vessels free of charge. Dr. Tan said there 
were two problems in this connection, the price and the transportation 
by U.S. naval vessels. He then asked if the Secretary had taken up 
the matter upon his return to Washington. 

Mr. Butterworth said that the Secretary had not discussed the mat- 
ter with him nor had Mr. Lovett indicated that the Secretary discussed 
the matter with him. Mr. Butterworth went on to point out, however, 
that the Secretary had not promised that the arms would be shipped by 
naval vessels free of charge since this was a matter for the National 
Defense Establishment and referred to a memorandum of conversation 
between Dr. Wang and the Secretary, dated October 8, in which the 
Secretary had merely stated that he would look into the matter. 
Mr. Butterworth then said that he would himself endeavor to ascer- 
tain whether the Secretary had taken up the matter and pointed out 
that the Secretary had been extremely busy during his brief visit and 
did not have time to go into all the things that he would have wished 
to take up. 

Mr. Butterworth then asked Dr. Tan if he had noted a Vew York 
Times despatch within the past few days in which a high Chinese 
Defense Ministry official was quoted as having said that although the 
State Department had transferred over $88 million of military aid 
funds to the Chinese Government since last April, “not a single thing” 
bought with the funds had yet arrived in China. Mr. Butterworth 
continued that the Chinese official further stated that he had no idea : 
when the equipment would be forthcoming and. that the despatch | 
concluded that it had been learned that the Ministry of Defense did 
not submit its own final priority list to the U. S. War Department 
until two weeks ago. Mr. Butterworth pointed out that aside from 
the questionable propriety of such a statement by a high Chinese offi- 
cial, the report had no basis in fact and requested Dr. Tan to bring 
this matter to the attention of his Ambassador. 

General discussion then followed of Chinese purchases under the 
$125 million grants, Mr. Butterworth calling Dr. Tan’s attention to 

42Tn a memorandum dated October 8, Harding F. Bancroft, of the United States 
delegation to the United Nations General Assembly, reported a conversation 
between Dr. Wang Shih-chieh and the Secretary of State and stated: “Dr. Wang 
first raised the issue of some difficulties which the Chinese were encountering 
in getting arms shipments to China. The Secretary said that he would look 
into this when he was in Washington over the weekend”. (850D.00/10-848) 

¥
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the circumstance that the Chinese Embassy had only recently sub- 
mitted its first request for the transfer of funds to the Department of 
the Army for the purchase of arms and ammunition. Dr. Tan went 
into a lengthy explanation of this delay and pointed out that an earlier 
list of such items submitted by the Chinese Embassy to the Depart- 
ment of the Army had been held up because of the question of price. : 

Mr. Butterworth concluded the conversation with the statement 
that he would look into the matter of what the Secretary might have 
done during his recent brief trip to Washington and let Dr. Tan know 
the results. | | 

893.50 Recovery/10-1448 

The Secretary of State to the Chinese Minster for Foreign Affairs 
(Wang), at Paris 

Parts, October 14, 1948. 

My Dear Dr. Wane: I checked up on the Chinese munitions situa- 
tion, as you requested, during my brief weekend in Washington. 
These are the facts as nearly as I could ascertain them: 

Ninety-seven of the total 125 million dollars has been released to 
the Army to meet Chinese requests for material. No request for the 
remaining 28 million dollars has been submitted by your Government. 

Of the 97 millions there has been a delay as to the expenditure of 
37 million for small arms because articles could not be found, but I 
was told that the Army hoped to have a substantial portion of this 
for expected delivery in China around December 1 next. The State 
Department is checking further on this. 

| Faithfully yours, _ [G. C. Marsa] 

893.50 Recovery /8~1648 | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

Wasuineron, October 15, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to Secretary Marshall’s 
letter to you of August 18, 1948 and your reply thereto of August 16, 
1948 * with regard to the possible diversion to General-Fu Tso-yi of 
military equipment obtained by the Chinese Government under the 
$125 million grants. Reference is also made to the memorandum of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff dated September 9, 1948 ** approving the 
recommendation that military supplies destined for north China and 

* Latter not printed. | | 
* Ante, p. 167. | | 

(
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Shantung be shipped to Admiral Badger in Tsingtao in otherwise 
empty Navy bottoms without charge to the Chinese. ; | 

I understand that the Department of the Army is now in possession 
of information with regard to the proposed distribution of the military 
supplies and equipment which are being procured in response to the: 
Chinese request that $38 million be transferred to U. S. Army funds. 
for the purchase of matériel to be shipped to Tsingtao. This informa-. 
tion is to the effect that, in contrast to the original understanding that 
these supplies would be distributed solely in north China and Shan- 
tung, the Chinese have now indicated that the supplies will be ap- 
portioned as follows: 30 per cent to Tientsin, 10 per cent to Tsingtao: 
and.60 per cent to Shanghas. , 

This report is very disturbing to this Department and, if correct,. 
would appear to constitute a vitiation of Admiral Badger’s proposal 
which was concurred in by Secretary Marshall and agreed to by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. As you will recall, the proposal that this maté- 
riel be shipped to Tsingtao in U. S. Naval vessels was made in an effort 
to encourage the Chinese to allot an equitable share of purchases under: 
the $125 million grants to north China where it was felt that the need 
was most urgent and the matériel would be used to best advantage. 
I feel sure that General Barr, Admiral Badger, and your other mili- 
tary advisers in China would likewise be disturbed over this apparent 
volte face on the part of the Chinese with regard to the question of 
furnishing military assistance to Fu Tso-yi. | 

If, therefore, the information proves to be correct that the Chinese 
intend to allot 60 per cent of the $38 million purchases to the Shanghai 
area, it is recommended that General Barr be instructed to discuss the 
question with the Generalissimo and urge that a reconsideration be 
made with a view to assuring that a more suitable proportion of this 
matériel reaches Fu Tso-yi. In this connection it might be pertinent 
to note that the original plan of shipping this matériel to Tsingtao in 
U.S. Naval vessels at no cost to the Chinese was predicated upon the 
understanding that the entire amount of the matériel would be dis- 
tributed in the north China area. Moreover, the recent capture of 
Tsinan by the Communists has, in my opinion, only served to em- 
phasize the critical need existing in north China for a sufficient supply 
of arms and ammunition with which General Fu Tso-yi can make a 
determined stand in the strategic Tientsin—-Peiping—Kalgan corridor. 

I should appreciate receiving your comment on the above-outlined 
- suggestions. 

Very sincerely yours, : Roserr A. Loverr
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893.24/10-1548 a | | oo 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Chief of the Division 
of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) a | 

[Wasuincron,] October 15, 1948. 

Dr. Tan telephoned this afternoon to inform me that the Chinese 
Embassy had just received a report from Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, 
Chinese Foreign Minister, at Paris, saying that he had had a conver- 
sation with Secretary Marshall after the latter’s return to Paris. Dr. 
Wang stated that the Secretary had told him that the greater part of 
the arms and ammunition of the Chinese military program could reach 
China in early December. Dr. Tan commented that. this seemed to 
be too optimistic since the Department of the Army had indicated 
to the Chinese here that only a token shipment could be sent out during 

November. 
Dr. Tan asked whether Mr. Butterworth had yet ascertained from 

Mr. Lovett whether the Secretary had gone into this matter with 
Mr. Lovett during the Secretary’s recent trip to Washington. I told 
Dr. Tan that Mr. Butterworth had sent a brief memorandum this 
morning to Mr. Lovett making inquiry in this regard but that I did 
not know if he had yet received a reply. I said that I would inquire 
and let him know as soon as possible. 

893.50 Recovery /10-1848 | 

President Truman to President Chiang Kai-shek» 7 

WasHIncoton, October 16, 1948. 

My Dear Presinent CurAne: This is in acknowledgment of your 
letter delivered to the White House on September twenty-eighth * 
through the good offices of your Ambassador, Dr. V. K. Wellington 

Koo. 
T have given very careful thought to this statement of China’s sit- 

uation and have again emphasized to the proper officials the urgency 
of your need and the necessity for prompt action. I am assured that 
everything possible is being done to expedite the procurement and 
transportation to China’s ports of the weapons and ammunition being 
obtained in this country under the China Aid Program. | | 

I appreciate fully your concern and will endeavor in every way 
possible to effect the full and expeditious implementation of the pres- 
ent program of aid to China. 

Very sincerely yours, Harry S. TrRuMAN 

= Transmitted to the Ambassador in China in instruction No. 218, October 20, 
with request that this communication be delivered in the manner deemed 
appropriate. 

* See Ambassador Koo’s letter, September 28, p. 174.
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'811.2393/10-1848 | 

Mr. John R. Steelman, Assistant to President Truman, to the Acting 
| | / Secretary of State | : 

| , - Wasuineron, October 18, 1948. 
Dear Mr. Secretary: By direction of the President, I am sending 

you herewith, for your information, a copy of a memorandum which 
he has today forwarded to the Secretary of Defense. | 

Very sincerely yours, Joun R. STEELMAN 

[Enclosure] 

Memorandum by President Truman to the Secretary of Defense 
(Forrestal) — | 

. WAsHINGTON, October 18, 1948. 

After conversations with the Director of E. C. A. and his representa- 
‘tive in China, I would suggest that the withdrawal from Tsingtao 
not take place at this time, and that aid to North China be expedited. 

a Harry 8S. TRUMAN 

893.50 Recovery/10-1848 | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Chief of the Division 

of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) — 

| _ [Wasutneron,] October 18, 1948. 

Subject: Delivery of Military Matériel under the China Aid Program 
I telephoned Dr. Tan this afternoon to inform him that Mr. Butter- 

- worth had discussed the above-mentioned subject with Mr. Lovett 
thismorning. I further stated that Mr. Lovett had informed Mr. But- 
terworth that the Secretary had taken up the matter with him during 
his recent visit to Washington and that Mr. Lovett had given him all 
information available here. I added that Mr. Lovett had obtained 
the impression that the Secretary in discussing the matter had not had 
specific dates for the delivery of the matériel in mind. 

Dr. Tan said that the Chinese understood that when the Secretary 
returned to Paris he wrote a note to the Foreign Minister stating 
that the “most important part” of the ammunition would reach China 
by December 1. Dr. Tan said that information obtained here from 
the Department of the Army indicated that a token shipment was | 

| expected to leave the West Coast in early December. I told Dr. Tan 
that if I received any further information in this regard I would 
promptly communicate it to him.
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893.24/10-2148 ppt iet eB ty 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs 
(Sprouse) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) - , 

| . - [Wasuinerton,] October 21, 1948. 

Mr. McA fee has been in contact with Major Naylor, Logistics, De- 
partment of the Army, inquiring about delivery schedules being drawn 
up by the Army. Major Naylor indicated that on October 20 the 
Army had a 2-hour telecom conference with SCAP.2". SCAP is pre- 
pared to deliver about 10% of the total equipment to China within 
25 days. However, in this case SCAP would expect to be reimbursed 
by the Chinese for shipping costs, etc., and will inform the Army 
today of estimated costs for such. Major Naylor states that the Chi- 
nese have objected to paying these costs since they feel the Navy agreed 
to ship the goods free. Major Naylor will keep McAfee informed 
of developments, ae oe : 

Major Naylor indicated that the Army is pushing to the greatest 
possible degree the assembling of equipment in this country and is 
not suspending any activities even though SCAP may eventually pro- 
vide part of the equipment. The Army expects to have all the ma- 
tériel on the West Coast ready for shipment by November 15 and when 
the situation clarifies the Army and the Navy may be able to agree on 
shipment dates which will result in the delivery of some of this 
equipment to China priorto December1. | 

In view of the above, the Secretary’s “statement” to the Foreign 
Minister that a sizeable portion of the goods would be delivered to 
China by December 1 will likely prove to have been correct. The 

, Department of the Army is in touch with the Chinese on these develop- 
ments and it does not, therefore, appear necessary for us to inform 
the Secretary or the Chinese until something more definite is known. | 

893.50 Recovery/10-2348: Telegram — - oe a ee 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

oe Parts, October 23, 1948—3 p. m. 
So [Received 11: 14 p. m.] 

Marten 79. Following is direct quotation from letter 22 October 
from Dr. Wang, Chinese delegation: = | oo | 

“Regarding the army supplies referred to in your previous letter, | 
Iam informed from Washington that 40 percent of the amount agreed 
upon will be ready for shipment (not delivery) from the West Coast 
by December 1st and the rest will be ready for shipment there by J anu- 

* Supreme Commander, Allied Powers in Japan (MacArthur).
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ary 1st next. I do not quite understand why shipments are to start 
from the West Coast as my understanding had been that these sup- 
phes would come from stocks held on the Pacific Islands. I am sure 

_ that you would continue to do what you can to avoid delay.” 

_ Wang’s information is contrary to what I had told him in my pre- 
vious letter, based on what my understanding of situation was on my 
short trip to Washington. Will you please clarify ? 

a - | MarsHALL 

893.24/10-2548 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

[Paris,] October 25, 1948. 

Dr. Wang had lunch with me today and remained about an hour 
afterwards talking about the general situation. 

He made a special appeal for the United States not to issue a public 
warning to Americans in North China to withdraw, stating that this 
would have a devastating effect on public opinion. He assured me 
that his people would give ample warning of the real danger. I told 
him I had been advised that Dr. Stuart had withheld such an an- 
nouncement in response to the Generalissimo’s request.” 

Dr. Wang expressed special concern over the problem of the with- 
drawal of American troops from Korea. He referred to the con- 
versations his people had had with our representatives here. I told 
him that we were well aware of the dangers and were not inclined 
to evacuate Southern Korea if it was apparent that the Communist 
movement from the North threatened to overwhelm the Southern 
Korean Government. He talked at considerable length regarding this 
problem. | 

In a very mild or rather embarrassed manner he asked me if he 
could inform the Generalissimo that our Government would support 
China with both military and economic aid. I asked him what he | 
meant by “military aid”. He said that he meant “principally” ma- 
tériel. I then discussed at considerable length and with great frank- 
ness the United States position in the matter,—that we could not 
involve the Government and the American people with a responsi- 
bility probably vast and long-continuing, particularly when the 
authority with which to despatch that responsibility would be com- 
pletely lacking. I stated that so long as inefficient or corrupt officials 
were in places of high responsibility there could be no assurance of 
recovery, and that the only way this weakness apparently could be 

- overcome would be literally for the United States to take over the 

* For correspondence on this subject, see pp. 859 ff.
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Government of China, which, of course, was utterly out of the ques-. 
tion from every point of view, particularly the Chinese. I recited: 
my own experiences, with which Dr. Wang was familiar and with. 
which he took no exception. I stated that when I was in China I 
secured favorable American action on many things of great impor- 
tance to the recovery of China, that, in effect, I obtained what I could 
from our Government, having almost: solely in mind the recovery of 
China. I failed to secure a beneficial result. Now my responsibility 

was to protect the interests of the. United. States Government which 
put me in quite a different position from that I occupied in China. 
We did not discuss the currency situation because I told Dr. Wang 

I did not care to do that without the presence of the currency experts,. 
in which he acquiesced. — | | 

Before he left he again voiced the hope that the United States. 
could give military assistance to China. Incidentally, Dr. Wang 
discussed the ineptitude of certain officials, notably the Chief of Staff. 
He also referred to the efficiency of General Fu in command of North 
China. | | BS os, 

(In order that the foregoing may be better understood, I should 
state here, and most confidentially, that Dr. Wang in China was my 
principal supporter and privately and frequently strongly advocated 
the continuance of my effort there along the lines I was then following. 
This was not at all in accord with the political advice and military 
advice the Generalissimo was receiving from his officials, but was very 
reassuring to me. Naturally, I had to be very silent on this point, 
because any publicity would be the ruination of Dr. Wang.) 

| G. C. M[arsHatt } 

893.50 Recovery/10-—2348 : Telegram . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

WasuHrneron, October 25, 1948—7 p. m. 
TeLtmar 107. Thorough investigation completed past weekend 

revealed stocks held Pacific could provide considerably less than 10 
percent total Chinese requirements under $37.8 million purchases 
including only about 1,000 rifles. (Marre. 79 Oct 23) View adminis- 
trative difficulties meeting commitment from several sources, Army 
decided not furnish any stocks from Pacific since requirements could be 
met more expeditiously from stocks in US. Schedule now provides 
vessel be loaded West Coast and sail mid-Nov with approx 5,000 tons 
equipment including bulk ammunition. Shipment should arrive 
China by Dec 1 or at latest early Dec. _ 

Bulk of balance matériel approx 7,000 tons scheduled two shipments 
loading West Coast Dec 1:and Jan 1. Shipment loading Dec 1 in-
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‘cludes remaining ammo and 40 percent rifles and small arms;. balance 
small arms being checked and repaired for loading Jan. 1. Army 
expediting effort prepare this matériel for shipment prior present, 
scheduled date Jan 1. Spare parts and maintenance equipment shipped 
later when available.2® _ — | 

| OC OS Lovetr 

/898.00/11-248 Telegram , a | | a / ; 
Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

- WasuHIneTon, November 2, 1948—4 p. m. 
_ 1527. Dept desires have for transmission Secretary best available 
estimate losses suffered by Chi Govt during recent campaigns begin- 
ning with fall Tsinan to date. Breakdown should indicate, even 
though rough estimate, losses manpower US trained and equipped 
units, units equipped US weapons, units equipped with other than 
US weapons and amount losses military matériel in each foregoing 
categories. Breakdown should also show estimate losses stores mili- 
tary equipment, including petroleum products. 

| | | oo LovetT 

_ Executive Secretariat Files : NSC 22 a 

Draft Report by the National Security Council on United States 
| | | Policy Toward China? — - 

| | | [Wasurneton,] November 2, 1948. 
1. In the light of recent developments in China, the National Se- 

curity Council Staff has prepared, as a matter of urgency, the follow- 
ing draft conclusions as a basis for discussion by the National Security 
Council at a special meeting on November 3, 1948. 

| — Concrustions 

2. The United States should continue to pursue the following tradi- 
tional long-range aims with respect to China: 

a. To encourage the development of a unified and stable non-com- 
_munist China friendly to the United States. 

,_ 6. To encourage international respect for the independence and 
integrity of China. 

_, ¢. To prevent threats to our national security which would arise 
from the domination of China by a hostile military power. 

In a letter dated October 26 the Secretary of State relayed this information to the Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs (893.50 Recovery /10-2648). 
*: The National Security Council at its meeting on November 3 referred this creat report back to the NSC Staff for revision in the light of the discussion at 

the meeting.
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d. To promote equal opportunity for the commerce and industry of 

nations throughout China. - 

3, Inthe light of existing circumstances and probable developments 

in the foreseeable future, these long-range aims of the United States 

with respect to China cannot be achieved for some time to come. 

4, Now and for the foreseeable future, the United States should 

seek to prevent China from becoming an adjunct of Soviet politico- 

military power. In pursuing this aim the United States should: 

a. Furnish limited political, economic and military assistance to 

: those elements which at any particular time appear most likely to 

resist domination of China by the communists. — | 

b. Maintain flexibility in implementing its.policy towards China, 

avoiding irrevocable commitments to any one course of action or any 

one faction. | 

c. Regard assistance to China as subordinate to efforts to stabilize 

conditions in areas of greater strategic importance to the United 

States. | | 

5. While the Chinese National Government continues to be the major 

anti-communist force in China, the United States should: | 

-  q, Continue to recognize that government. 

4. Continue to furnish assistance to that government on the basis 

of programs now authorized. 
¢. Avoid for as long as feasible taking action which would indicate 

withdrawal of U. S. support from that government. 

6. The United States should immediately make plans and prepara- 

tions to exploit probable developments, through support of the re- 

maining anti-communist forces in the event that the National Govern- 

ment should distintegrate or form a coalition with the communists. 

The United States should also prepare itself to aid at any time local 

non-communist regimes, possibly even before final collapse of the 

National Government, or its coalition with the communists. 

7. In the event the present Chinese National Government is trans- 

formed into a coalition government which includes the communists, 

the United States should: 
| 

a. Pursue policies toward such a coalition government calculated 

to weaken and eventually eliminate the communists from the coalition. 

b. Withhold any economic or military aid to such a coalition gov- 

ernment, except as aid would contribute to the purpose set forth in 

sub-paragraph a. aboye. 
c. Withhold recognition of any such coalition unless circumstances 

existing at that time indicate clearly that the United States would | 

benefit from such recognition. - 

 g, After a collapse of the Chinese National Government or its 

coalition with the communists, the United States should:
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a. Furnish limited political, economic and military assistance to 

such of the non-Communist regional regimes as hold out promise of 

helping to prevent communist domination of China and to weaken 

and eventually to eliminate communist forces in China. 

b. Encourage coordination, collaboration and eventual unification 

of the regional non-communist regimes. 

9, With respect to communist-controlled areas of China the United 

States should: 

a. Conduct aggressive political warfare designed to develop and 

increase rifts among the various factions in those areas, to the end 

that the Popular Front be fragmented and the minority Stalinist con- 

trol isolated. 
b. Pursue policies toward those areas calculated to weaken and 

eventually eliminate communist control. 
c. Not accord recognition. 
d. Not furnish assistance. 

Executive Secretariat Files : NSC 22 | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affaars 

(Butterworth) to the Acting Secretary of State 

[WasHineton,] November 3, 1948. 

Subject: NSC Paper on United States Policy Toward China *° 

In his telegram (Deptel no. 1180 of August 13*—Tab A) to Am- 

bassador Stuart, the Secretary stated that it was not likely that the 

situation would make it possible for us at this juncture to formulate 

any rigid plans for our future policy in China. He further said that 

developments in China were obviously entering into a period of ex- 

treme flux and confusion in which it would be impossible with surety 

to perceive clearly far in advance the pattern of things to come and in 

which this Government plainly must preserve a maximum freedom of 

action. The Secretary reiterated these views in his recent telegram 

to Ambassador Stuart on United States policy toward China.” 

In the light of the above-described statements, the NSC paper ap- 

pears to plot very rigidly and specifically the courses of action we 

should take in the immediate future. For example, it states as in (a) 

below : 

“Now and for the foreseeable future, the United States should seek 

to prevent China from becoming an adjunct of Soviet politico-military 

power. In pursuing this aim the United States should: 

a. Furnish limited political, economic and military assistance 

~ to those elements which at any particular time appear most likely 

- to resist domination of China by the Communists.” 

© Supra. 
5 Vol. vir, 416. 
1 See telegram No. 1490, October 26, noon, vol. vit, p. 512. 

429-525—73—_18
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This recommendation, which does not appear to take into consid- 
eration the possible effectiveness of resistance by anti-Communist 
elements in China, is repeated in two other instances in the NSC paper 
in slightly varying form. One recommendation suggests that the 
United States should immediately make plans and preparations to 
exploit probable developments through support of the remaining anti- 
Communist forces in the event of a National Government collapse or 
the formation of a coalition with the Communists. The other recom- 
mendation suggests that the United States furnish assistance to such 
anti-Communist regional regimes as hold out promise of helping pre- 
vent Communist domination of China in the event of the National 
Government’s collapse or its coalition with the Communists. 

In this general connection, Ambassador Stuart stated in his tele- 
gram no. 2003 of October 26 * (Tab B) : | 

“Any direct military aid to resistance groups on theory that we 
are fighting Communism all over the world would seem to me unwise. 
It could only delay their ultimate liquidation and would meanwhile 
arouse Increased anti-American sentiment and expose our nationals 
in coalition territory to danger. Transportation and other difficulties 
in reaching these resistance leaders and ensuring proper use of our 
supplies would be enormous. But chief objection would perhaps be 
that this is one of negative or vacillating courses which we should at 
all costs avoid. 

“It would seem to me no less undesirable to make any premature 
announcements as to our intentions or our general opinion of Com- 
munism that would endanger our existing national interests in China 
or embarrass us in future. Whatever influence we may want to exert 
will be increased if our attitude toward new regime is undefined and 
flexible.” 

It is certainly true that we should, as stated in the NSC paper, seek 
to prevent China from becoming an adjunct of Soviet politico-military 
power and the only question is one of the tactics to be followed. While 
plans and preparations should be made against all eventualities, we 
should not expect that the United States will be able during the im- 
mediate future to exert a decisive influence on developments through- 
out the whole of China. The above-described courses of action recom- 
mended in the NSC paper seem desirable, but they should be subject 
to approval in the light primarily of our national interests and the 
then existing circumstances. The fact that a faction in China is anti- 
Communist is not in itself sufficient. While it may be desirable to 
Support one or more anti-Communist factions should the National 
Government collapse, we should take particular care to avoid so com- 
mitting ourselves to a course of action or of becoming so deeply in- 
volved in the Chinese scene that we succeed only in prolonging an un- 

* Vol. vir, p. 518.
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successful civil war and in thus further weakening the position of 
anti-Communist elements in China which might eventually provide 
the basis for effective indigenous resistance to complete Communist 
domination of that country. Unsuccessful efforts to support remain- 
ing anti-Communist elements would be costly in terms of U.S. prestige 
and expenditure of further U.S. funds. 

In summary, it seems desirable that the recommended courses of 
action following a possible collapse of the National Government be 
clearly qualified by considerations of our national interests and the 
circumstances existing at that time. 

W. W[arron] B[utrerworrH | 

§93.24/11-348 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, November 3, 1948—10 a. m. 
[Received November 8—2: 08 a. m. | 

2068. Reurtel 589, October 27, 11 a. m.* Your assumption correct 
that any war material now arriving is in accordance Chinese aid pro- 
gram and is therefore consigned to National Government. Embassy 
ig unaware any other shipments. You are also correct stating as long 
as US recognizes National Government it cannot deal on such matters 
with any provincial authorities who should make their own requests 
through National Government. 

Sent Peiping 209, repeated Tientsin 196, and Department. 

: STUARI 

893.50 Recovery /11-—348 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Acting Secretary of State 

| WasuHineton, 3 November 1948. 
Dear Mr. Loverr: This will reply to your letter of October 15 con-- 

cerning Military Aid for General Fu Tso-yi and the Nationalist Forces 
in North China. | 

In his recommendation upon which the Joint Chiefs of Staff based 
their action, Admiral Badger stated that the Generalissimo had agreed 

- to the distribution of supplies to Shantung and North China in first 
priority. It is considered significant that Admiral Badger made no 
reference to the amount of supplies to be involved. 

“Telegram from the Consul General at Peiping, sent to the Department as 
telegram No. 393; it reported an approach by a representative of the Shansi 
MO orag) government regarding obtaining military supplies (8953.50 Recovery/
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: The Joint Chiefs of Staff in their recommendations of 9 September 

made no reference to either free transportation by the U. 8. Navy or 

the quantity of supplies which should be shipped to Tsingtao for 

further delivery to the Chinese Armies. They recommended that 

Admiral Badger’s proposal for delivery of supplies to Tsingtao for 

supervised delivery to the Chinese Armies be approved provided: 

That the request for such supplies be made by the Chinese Government 

through the authorized representative in Washington, specifying ship- 

ment of the supplies to Tsingtao rather than Shanghai, and that the 

proposal be approved by the State Department. 

On 20 September 1948 the Chinese Ambassador, Dr. Koo, represent- 

ing the Chinese Government and the Chinese Military Procurement 

‘Technical Group in Washington, delivered to me the list of supplies 

desired by his government as a result of the agreement made by Ad- 

miral Badger. With his request the Chinese Ambassador also de- 

livered to me a copy of a memorandum from General Ho Ying-chin 

dated 30 August 1948 to Admiral Badger, copy of which is inclosed 

for your information. The Ambassador’s request was substantiated 

by the Chief of the Chinese Military Procurement Technical Group 

on 24 September in a letter to General Wedemeyer. 

At the same time, the Chinese representatives initiated a request 

to transfer to the Department of the Army $37,783,386.68 from funds 

remaining available to the China Aid Program. The Department of 

the Army was subsequently informed that the destinations, with the 

approximate percentages of supplies to be shipped to each port, are 

as follows: Tientsin—30% (to be shipped via Tsingtao), Tsingtao— 

10%, Shanghai—60%. In keeping with the agreement, the Chinese 

requested that the supplies for Tientsin and Tsingtao be shipped in 

first priority. Thus, in my opinion, the Chinese Government has ful- 

filled the requirements established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. ‘The 

Department of the Army and the Department of the Navy are now 

in the process of carrying out these requests. 

These supplies which the Chinese have requested for delivery to 

Shanghai represent the only weapons and ammunition being delivered 

to that port as a result of purchases from the $125,000,000. Hlowever, 

should the total quantity being purchased with the $37,783,386.68 be 

delivered to Shantung and North China areas, it is believed probable 

that no such supplies would become available for distribution by the 

Chinese through the port of Shanghai because it is understood that 

these latest purchases practically exhaust the China Aid Fund. 

If it is the desire of the State Department that all arms and ammuni- 

tion being purchased by the Chinese Government with the $125,000,000 

Aid Fund be delivered to North China and the Shantung Peninsula,
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it is believed that the Chinese Government should be so informed by 
the U. S. Ambassador in Nanking. Accordingly, and in view of the 
restrictions concerning the advice which he is authorized to render,. 
it would appear inadvisable to instruct General Barr to discuss this. 
subject with the Generalissimo urging reconsideration of the requested. 
distribution. 

Sincerely yours, | _ JAMES FORRESTAL 

[Enclosure] 

The Chinese Minister of National Defense (Ho) to the Commander 
of U.S. Naval Forces in the Western Pacific (Badger) 

| Nanxine, August 30, 1948. 

Subject: Procurement of Weapons and Ammunition for the Chinese 
Armed Forces 

1. In accordance with the conversation of this morning at Dr. 
Stuart’s house, between myself and you, Dr. Stuart, Major General 
David G. Barr and Lt. General K. M. Cheng, I am submitting this 
memorandum to confirm the various points on which mutual agree- 
ment has been reached. 

2. The following points have been mutually agreed upon during 
the conversation of this morning: 

a. The weapons required in this programme for the Chinese Gov- 
ernment are still for seven armies and three re-organized divisions 
(quantities as per Enclosure I **). . 

6. The cost of the aforementioned weapons, ammunition, and spare 
parts and accessories (which will amount to 10 percent of the total 
cost of weapons) are figured in accordance with the standard list price 
of 1945 (as per Enclosure II **) without the addition of 50 percent for 
price increase. 

ce. The U.S. Navy will be requested to assist in the transporting of 
tne aforementioned weapons and ammunition free of transportation 
charges. 

ad. "The total cost of US $27,199,581.77 as per Enclosure IT will be 
paid out of the fund of the U.S. Military Aid to China Programme. 

e. The areas of North-China and Shantung will be given first pri- 
ority in the distribution of the aforementioned weapons and ammu- 
nition for the seven armies and three re-organized divisions. I shall 
visit, these areas in order to determine the actual requirements. 

3. Regarding the above, I have recommended to the Chinese Gov- 
ernment to cable immediately Dr. Wellington Koo, the Chinese Am- 
bassador to the United States in Washington, to make immediate con- 
tact with the United States Government for the release of fund; and 

** Not printed. |
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therefore, it will be highly appreciated if you will cable the United 
States Government with regard to the result of this conversation at 
your earliest convenience so that this programme could be carried out 
at the earliest possible moment. : 

| Ho YING-cHIN 
General 

893.00/11-—648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxinc, November 6, 1948—1 p. m. 
| [Received November 6—11 a. m.] 

9116. In our talk with Premier Thursday (see Embtel 2093, No- 

vember 4,3° repeated Shanghai 1037) he referred to conversations 
: which FonMin Wang Shih-chieh had had in Paris with Secretary of 

State 27 and Dulles ** covering Japanese peace treaty, disposition of 

Okinawa and possible action by Chinese Government in event of war 
between US and USSR. According to Premier, Secretary of State 
told FonMin that US Government if requested was prepared to send 
to China outstanding military advisor, specific mention being made 
of General Mark Clark. Secretary of State also, according to Wong 
Wen-hao, stated to FonMin that should General Clark be sent to China, 
US Government would consider it absolutely necessary to have “fullest 
cooperation” from Chinese Government. 
When Ambassador called on FonMin Thursday evening at latter’s 

request he was told among other things of Wang Shih-chieh’s two long 
conversations with Secretary of State in Paris. According to FonMin, 
he urged that China be included in Marshall Plan as part of global 
anti-Communist policy and that there be immediate military aid to 
China based on inspection visit from some high ranking American 
officer. They discussed Generals MacArthur and Clark. According 
to FonMin, Secretary of State said that anything of sort would be — 
useless unless Chinese field commanders were compelled to take advice 
given them. In Marshall-Wang conversations it was considered that 
visit of General MacArthur (or Clark) would be short one. Wang, 
who is considering resigning as FonMin, asked Ambassador to trans- 
mit following message to Secretary of State: 

“FonMin requests (1) your approval military aid and inspection 
visit high ranking officer, (2) your advice whether China should take 

*° Not printed. 
7 Memorandum of conversation on September 28, regarding Korea, European 

° ooeiaye Program, and Japanese Peace Treaty, not printed (893.50 Recovery/ 

John Foster Dulles, U. 8. Delegate to United Nations General Assembly.
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up in UN Soviet violations of treaties regarding China and more 
especially Manchuria.” 

Department’s comments would be appreciated. 
Repeated Paris for the Secretary. 

STUART 

893.00/1 1-648 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

Parts, November 6, 1948—2 p. m. 
| [Received November 6—11: 12 a. m.] 
Marren 111. Dr. T.S. Tsiang, Chinese delegate to UN, called on me 

this morning with a message from Foreign Minister Dr. Wang: 

(1) Would US agree to appointment of US officers in actual com- 
_ mand of Chinese army units under pretense of acting as advisers ? 

(2) Would US appoint officer of high rank to head special mission 
primarily for advice and planning on emergency situation ? 

(3) Will US expedite supply of munitions ? 
(4) What was thought as to advisability of Chinese appeal to UN 

because of Soviet training and equipping of Japanese military and 
also Koreans? 

I explained efforts regarding (3) (supply of munitions) and stated 
I would request you to press for urgent action. I did not offer en- - 
couragement beyond present efforts. 

I said I would refer requests under (2) and (3) to Washington with- 
out making any comment reference (1). 

Tremarked regarding (2) that proposition inherently involved great 
_ difficulties if favorably considered; that if individual did not know 

China it would require months for him to grasp understanding of 
possibilities of situation, and it would therefore be a very serious mat- 
ter for US to send an officer to almost certain failure. 

Regarding (4) I said I would have to consult my colleagues of US 
delegation to develop various possibilities; that offhand I thought it 
an inadvisable procedure and discussed possible Soviet moves to take 
advantage rather than to counter such a move. Dr. Tsiang told me 
the proposition had been put to him three times and each time he 
had recommended against such action. | 

. | : MarsHaLh 

893.00/11-648 : Telegram 

Ihe Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

| Wasuineton, November 7, 1948—noon. 
Tetmar 189. I assume that since you despatched Marren 111 Nov 6 

you have seen Nanking tels 2116 Nov 6 (rptd Paris), 2117 Nov 6% 

® Vol. vit, p. 548. =
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(rptd Paris Tetarar 136) and 2119 Nov 6® (rptd Paris as 8). Nan- _ 

king’s 2008 Oct 26 #1 (rptd Paris Tetmar 115) also pertinent. — 

Following suggested reply to Amb Stuart has been formulated but 

before taking it up with Secretary Forrestal and White House, 1 

should like know whether has your approval: 

“Urtel 2117 November 6 shows why visit high-ranking US officer 

to China would be undesirable and unproductive. Even if record of 

repeated failure Chi Govt in past to accept US advice did not exist, 

it would be foolhardy for US at this stage of disintegration Chi Govt 

authority in civil as well as mil sphere to embark upon such a quixotic 

venture. We are doing everything possible expedite shipment mili- 

tary matériel under $125 million grants. Pattern defections and other 

accompaniments fall Tsinan, Chinchow and Manchurian debacle al- 

though Chi Govt troops had adequate arms indicate will to fight lack- 

ing. With respect Chi Govt appeal to UN re Soviet treaty violations, 

this is matter for Chinese decision but could not be expected change 

internal situation China. . 

You are authorized inform FonMin Nat Mil Establishment making 

every effort expedite shipments mil matériel under $125 million grants. 

You should point out to him inherent difficulties involved in attempt 

on part foreign official advise Chi Govt regarding its courses of action 

even in unlikely event such official could be completely conversant with 

all complexities situation and even greater difficulties for foreign of- 

ficial not familiar with China. You should state that it is not believed 

inspection visit high-ranking US officer would or could offer solution 

China’s problems. With respect Chi Govt appeal to UN you should 

reply in sense final sentence preceding paragraph.” 

With respect Chen Li-fu’s suggestion described Embtel 2119 

November 6, we suggest this be ignored. You will recall President’s 

statement at press conference Mar 11, 1948 ** that broadening base Chi 

Govt did not mean inclusion Chinese Communists and that he did not 

want Coms in Chi Govt or anywhere else. Also pertinent is urtel 

1180 Aug 13 to Amb Stuart * stating that it is not likely situation will 

make it possible for us at this juncture formulate any rigid plans for 

our future policy in China and that developments in China are obvi- 

ously entering into period extreme flux and confusion in which it will 

be impossible with surety perceive clearly far in advance pattern 

things to come and in which this Govt plainly must preserve maximum 

freedom action. This view was repeated to Amb in Deptel 1490 Oct 

26,44 
WashPost today carries despatch UP Shanghai Nov 6 dateline 

quoting a Chinese official source Shanghai as stating Sec Marshall had 

“Vol. vir, p. 544. - 
“ Tbid., p. 521. | 
@ Tbid., p. 141. , 

* Tbid., p. 416. 
“Toid., p. 512. —
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reversed his stand on aid to China and had now decided on all-out and 
immediate aid to China and had so informed FonMin in Paris. It is 
suggested you may wish include in tel to Amb Stuart comments on 
FonMin allegations regarding what you told him as reported in Nan- 
king’s 2116 of Nov 6. 

Lovetr 

893.00/11—-848 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NanxkING, November 8, 1948—3 p. m. 
| : [Received November 8—8:09 a. m.] 

9132. Shanghai papers, November 7, carried Nanking dateline UP 
story that Secretary State is understood to have revised his former 
standard [and] now favors “all-out and quick aid to China”. Story 
says Secretary State made known his attitude to Chinese Foreign 
Minister at Paris. : : 

According to reliable sources, UP obtained this information 
directly from Foreign Office press officer who accompanied the Foreign 
Minister to Paris. As Department will recall, Foreign Minister did 
make similar statements to Generalissimo and to me (see Embtel 
2116, repeated Paris 7, November 6,1 p.m.) We believe this kind of 
publicity in part is another desperate move to revive public morale, 
and in part is designed to implicate US in current failures and provide 

a scapegoat. 

. STUART 

893.00/11-848 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State 

Paris, November 8, 1948—9 p. m. 
| [Received November 8—6 : 36 p. m. | 

Marrex 115. Reference your Tetmar 139. I have seen all the ref- 
erence messages, but it does not appear that Stuart has seen my Marre, 
111. Please have it repeated to Stuart, plus whatever additional views 
Department may have, repeating the latter to me. This will answer 
his 2116 in part, and following redraft your TELmar 139 should com- 
plete the matter. As to Chen Li-fu’s suggestion, I agree with you 
‘that it should be ignored. Also ignore obviously false Washington 
Post story. Follows now redraft of proposed message to Stuart: 

“Urtel 2117, November 6,*° indicates why visit high-ranking US 
officer to China would be undesirable and unproductive. It would be 

“Vol. vir, p. 543. |
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most unwise for us at this stage of disintegration Chinese Government 
authority in civil, as well as military, sphere to embark upon such a 
quixotic venture. oo a a : - 

_ Weare doing everything possible expedite shipment military mate- 
rial under $125 million grant. Material was quite evidently not reason 
for fall of Tsinan, Chinchow, and Manchurian debacle. Government 
troops had adequate arms but evidently lacked will to fight. With 
respect Chinese Government appeal to UN re Soviet treaty violations, 
this must be a matter for Chinese decision. It could not be expected 
change internal situation China, and might well involve actual Soviet 
participation in solution on the ground under possible UN procedure. 
Inform Foreign Minister national military establishment making 
every effort expedite shipments military material under $125 million 

| grant. Point out inherent difficulties involved in attempt on part 
newly appointed foreign official to advise Chinese Government re- 
garding its courses of action in present dilemma, even if such official 
would be completely conversant with all numerous complexities of 

: situation, and point out even greater difficulties for foreign official not 
familiar with China. | | 

With respect Chinese Government appeal to UN, you should reply 
in sense foregoing third paragraph.” | 

| a | MarsHALL 

893.00/11-948 : Telegram 7 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Oe Nanxine, November 9, 1948—10 a. m. 
| [Received November 9—9 a. m.] 

2142. In Tsinan, Liaoning corridor, Changchun and Mukden battles, 
Nationals lost 8 US trained divisions with 85 percent US equipment 
totalling 84,000 men, 1 US trained division with 50 percent US equip- 
ment totalling 15,000 men, 2 US trained divisions with 30 percent US 
equipment totalling 22,000 men and 22 divisions without American 
training or equipment totalling 202,000 men. 

Equipment losses these battles include: rifles, 97,500 American and 
136,500 other origin; light and heavy machine guns, 920 American 
and 14,000 other origin; 45 caliber sub-machine guns, 26,000 unknown 
origin ; grenade throwers, 1700 American and 2200 other origin; 60 mm. 
mortar, 3160 unknown origin; 80 mm. mortar, SCN [garble] not 
American; 81, 82, 150 mm. mortar, 1200 unknown origin; 4.2 mortars, 
65 American; anti-tank guns, 115 American and 335 other origin; 
75 mm. howitzer, 115 American and 226 other origin; 105 mm. howit- 
zer; 46 American; 155 mm. howitzer, 836 American; 50 caliber anti- 
aircraft machine guns, 12 American; anti-aircraft guns, 127 not 
American; 6451 pistols, not American. Ammunition losses in rounds 
total : 160,000,000 small arms, 250,000 mortar, 80,000 field guns, 210,000 
howitzer, 600,000 grenades. Me |
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Above totals are estimates of unit equipment based on best available 
data. No information available on losses of material in other than 
those categories listed. Losses do not include miscellaneous units, 
strength and equipment of which unknown. Miscellaneous units, 
and non American trained divisions listed above, all had varying 
amounts American equipment. Practice has been [to] withdraw 
some American equipment from units originally American trained 
and supplied for assignment to other units and replacement this equip- 
ment by items of other than American origin. Also totals do not 
include reserve stocks spare parts, and so on of both American and 
non American origin which were held in large but unknown quan- 
tities in depots at Tsinan, Mukden and possibly at Chinhsien. Vir- 
tually no destruction of equipment accomplished at any point by 
Nationals prior to their surrender. | 

Also aircraft losses total about 25 abandoned on fields, lost to anti- 
aircraft fire or deliberately landed in Communist territory. China 
Air Force losses aviation gasoline total 290,000 gallons. Gasoline 
losses commercial airlines unknown as are losses pol ‘** for motor 
transport. 

Above compiled from data furnished by Military Attaché and re- 
plies to Deptel 1527 of November 2. | | 

| STUART 

893.00/11-948 | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State * 

| | [Parts,] November 9, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. Tingfu F. Tsiang, Permanent Representative of 
ne China to the United Nations 7 | 

The Secretary — | a _ 

Mr. Jacobs | 

Dr. Tsiang called this afternoon in connection with the four points 
which were the subject of his call on November 6th.*® 

I said that I had received a reply from the Department and pro- 
ceeded to take up the last three points first. Concerning the second 
point I said that the Department viewed unfavorably the appointment 
at this time of a high ranking officer to head a special mission to 
China due, first, to the difficulty of finding such an officer with adequate 
current grasp of the situation in China to act promptly, and thus 

Petroleum, oil and lubricants. 
“Drafted by Joseph HB. J acobs, of the American delegation at the United Na- 

tions General Assembly. Se | 
p ‘be No. MarTeL 111, November 6, 3 p. m., to the Acting Secretary of State,
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effectively in the present emergency, and second, for the foregoing . 

reason, the efforts of such an officer would be foredoomed to failure. 

Concerning the third point, I said the Department had advised 

that the flow of munitions was being expedited but T had no informa- 

tion concerning quantities. , 

Concerning the fourth point, I said that the matter of a Chinese 

appeal to UN at this time was one within the competence of the Chinese 

Government but, as I had already told Dr. Tsiang, we did not feel 

that it would accomplish any good in meeting the present emergency, 

while on the other hand it might do some harm by giving the Soviets 

an opportunity to take advantage of the situation. 

I then turned to the first point (relating to the appointment of 

US officers in actual command of Chinese army units) and said that 

the Department had said nothing, apparently feeling that it required 

no answer. I remarked that I had asked for clarification but expected 

a negative reply since the action contemplated presented complica- 

tions which made it undesirable. 

We then discussed in a general way the military situation in China 

as we knew it without reaching any conclusions except to observe 

that, without knowing how much matériel and how many men the 

Nationalist Armies had lost in Manchuria and how much matériel and 

men still remain in central] China to oppose the Communist advance 

toward Nanking, it was most difficult to assess the situation. 

893.00/11-648 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador mn China (Stuart) 

Wasuincton, November 9, 1948—6 p. m. 

1577. Following is summary Secy’s conversation with T. F. Tsiang 

rptd accordance his instructions as partial reply urtel 2116 Nov 6 

and you may refer to Secy’s comments therein in your conversation 

with FonMin: | 

[Here follows text of telegram No. Marren 111, November 6, 

printed on page 193. | 
Point (1) raised by T. F. Tsiang is considered to be adequately 

covered by Secy’s personal tel to you Deptel 1490 Oct 26. 

Secy authorizes following message as further reply urtel 2116: 

[Here follows text quoted in telegram No. Marren 115, November 8, 

9 p. m., printed on page 195. ] | 
| Loverr 

“Vol. vir, p. 512.
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898.00/11-1148 a | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State 

: | [WasHiInetTon,] November 11, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 

| The Acting Secretary, Mr. Lovett : 
Mr. W. W. Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern 

OO > Affairs 

At his request, the Chinese Ambassador called upon me this morn- 
ing and he sought to obtain, in advance of the reply by the President, 
an indication of its possible nature or, at any rate, of the attitude 
which I might take in offering advice to the President as to the con- 
tent of his reply to the Generalissimo’s message.*? The Chinese Am- 
bassador probed away for the better part of an hour but beyond 
informing him of the reply which Ambassador Stuart had been au- 
thorized to make to the Chinese Foreign Minister (Deptel to Nanking 
no. 1577, November 9) apropos of the questions which the Foreign 
Minister had asked be transmitted to the Secretary and the questions 
which Mr. T. F. Tsiang had, also under instructions, put to the 
Secretary, I refused to prejudge the nature of the communication the 

President would make in due course. 
Dr. Koo having argued strongly in the early part of the conver- 

sation as to the decisive effect which a statement of policy by the 
President would have in China and the importance of the sending of | 
a high-ranking American officer accompanied, as he indicated, by a 
full staff, in the latter part of the conversation, in praising the efforts 
of Fu Tso-yi he reflected by comparison adversely on the manner in 
which many other Chinese military leaders had failed to consider the 
importance of the welfare and support of the local people. Dr. Koo 
mentioned Fu T’so-yi by way of illustrating that the Chinese Govern- 
ment would be agreeable to our ensuring that supplies reach such local 
commanders. In this connection, I pointed to Mr. Hoffman’s ** recent | 
statements regarding ECA policy and the conscientious manner in 
which we had acted, rendering support to strengthening the authority 
of the National Government and correspondingly refraining from 
any actions which might be misinterpreted as weakening it. Pressed 
as to whether he was proffering this suggestion under instructions 
from his Government, Dr. Koo backtracked and ended by emphasizing 
that what he meant was that his Government would give great weight 
to any suggestions for supplying local commanders such as Fu T’so-yi 
but would, of course, expect consultation and its concurrence. 

For latter, see telegram No. TeELMAR 155, November 12, 8 p. m., to the 
Secretary of State, at Paris, p. 201. 

* Paul Hoffman, Administrator of the Economic Cooperation Administration.
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As a sidelight on how the Chinese Ambassador’s mind was working, 
when Mr. Butterworth accompanied him to the elevator Dr. Koo 
asked about the news we were receiving from Mukden and whether 
the Communists were governing the city in a reasonable and orderly 
fashion.® , 

The Chinese Ambassador in the course of his visit also inquired, in 
effect, whether the United States proposed to remain in Tsingtao and 
defend its position. I replied to Dr. Koo by calling his attention to 
the fact that the U. S. Government was in Tsingtao in connection with 
the program of training Chinese to man the ships that his Govern- 
ment had transferred to it and was there at the request of his Govern- 
ment. It had always been clearly understood by all concerned that 
the responsibility for the defense of Tsingtao remained with the © 
Chinese Government and that, therefore, the tenability of the position 
of the United States Navy in Tsingtao depended upon Chinese Gov- 

| ernment action.® 

$93.00/11-1248 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nankine, November 12, 1948—1 p. m. 
[Received November 12—3 : 36 a. m. | 

2183. Recent press reports concerning earlier discussion between 
Chinese Foreign Minister and Secretary of State and current dis- 
cussion between Chinese UN delegate and Secretary of State (see 
Embtel 2132 of November 8 and 2182 of November 12 **) have been so — 
displayed and presented in vernacular press to create impression that 
big new economic and military loan to China either has been or is 
about to be granted. While press stories themselves, if read in detail, 
indicate that any alleged discussions are result of Chinese advances and. 
Chinese plans which are still in discussion stage, presentation by offi- 
cial organs of press is such as to mislead casual reader. Such impres- 
sion obviously designed to bolster sagging morale and confidence in 

Government this critical phase. 
Sent Department, pass Paris 10 for UN Delegation. 

ee | STUART 

For further correspondence regarding the Consulate at Mukden, see vol. vit, 

PP ss For farther correspondence regarding U. 8S. policy on Tsingtao, see pp. 307 ff, 
“4 Printed on pp. 195 and 428, respectively.
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893.00/11-1248 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxkine@, November 12, 1948—1 p. m. 
[Received November 12—8: 41 a. m.] 

2184. ReKmbtel 2183, November 12 and Deptel 1577, November 9, 
- 6p.m. Washington, London and Paris news stories published yester- 

day on the alleged discussion between Secretary State and Chinese | 
Foreign Minister appear to us to be an extension of previous reports 
along same line and to be designed in part, at least, to firm up public 
morale with the idea that, bad as present conditions are, they are not 
hopeless because American aid is coming. Also involved, of course, 
are Chinese self delusion and the desire to put us in position where it 
would be committed to further aid.. 

Y. T. Tsur, Minister of Health, this morning informed Ministry em- 
ployees that current panic among Chinese is totally unwarranted. He 
said Generalissimo had told him personally that there is neither any 
immediate threat to Nanking nor any remote possibility thereof. The 
Generalissimo added he had categoric assurances from US of $900 
million loan and that large scale rice purchases abroad would soon 
solve food crisis. | 

In order to forestall additional unfortunate speculation, Embassy 
suggest Department may wish to consider putting out some kind of 
public statement. 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery/10-1648: Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of State, at Paris 

, Wasuineton, November 12, 1948—8 p. m. 
Trtmar 155. 1. Following is message from Gimo to Pres delivered 

by Amb Koo Nov 9: 

“I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency’s reply 
dated October 16, 1948, for which Iam deeply grateful. 

The Communist forces in Central China are now within striking 
distance of Shanghai and Nanking. If we fail to stem the tide, China 
may be lost to the cause of democracy. I am therefore compelled to 
send to Your Excellency again a direct and urgent appeal. 

The general deterioration of the military situation in China may 
be attributed to a number of factors. But the most fundamental is the 
non-observance by the Soviet Government of the Sino-Soviet Treaty 
of Friendship and Alliance, which, as Your Excellency will doubt- 
less recall, the Chinese Government signed as a result of the well- 

© Signed at Moscow, August 14, 1945, United States Relations With China, 
p. 585, or United Nations Treaty Series, vol. 10, p. 300.
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intentioned advice from the United States Government. I need hardly 

point out that, but for persistent Soviet aid, the Chinese Communists 

would not have been able to occupy Manchuria and develop into such 

a menace. 
As a co-defender of democracy against the onrush and infiltration 

of Communism throughout the world, I appeal to you for speedy and 

increased military assistance and for a firm statement of American 

policy in support of the cause for which my Government is fighting. 

Such a statement would serve to bolster up the morale of the armed 

forces and the civilian population and would strengthen the Govern- 

ment’s position in the momentous battle now unfolding in North and 

Central China. | 
My Government would be most happy to receive from you as soon as 

possible a high-ranking military officer who will work out in consulta- 

tion with my Government a concrete scheme of military assistance, 

including the participation of American military advisers in the di- 
rection of operations. | 

As the situation demands Your Excellency’s full sympathy and 

quick decision, I shall appreciate an early reply. Chiang Kai-shek” 

2. Following is message to Gimo sent by the Pres on Nov 12 to Amb 

Stuart for delivery: | 

[Here follows text of telegram No. 1608, November 12, 7 p m., 

printed infra. | 

| Lovett 

893.50 Recovery/11—-1248 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuinoton, November 12, 1948—7 p. m. 

1608. Under instructions from the President please deliver follow- 

ing message to President Chiang Kai-shek: | 

“My dear President Chiang: This is in acknowledgment of your 
letter delivered to the White House on November 9 © through the good 
offices of your Ambassador, Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo. 

As I stated in my letter of October 16, 1948, everything possible is 
being done to expedite the procurement and shipment to China of the 
weapons and ammunition being obtained in this country under the 
China Aid Program. I am again emphasizing to the appropriate off- 
cials the urgency of your needs and the necessity of prompt action. 
In this connection, I have just been informed that one shipment of 
arms and ammunition sailed from Guam on November 4 and another 
from Japan on November 7 en route to China. I have also been in- 
formed that a further shipment of ammunition sailed from the West 
Coast of the United States on November 9 and is scheduled to reach 
China about November 24. 

A message of November 9 from the Secretary of State to Ambas- 
sador Stuart, containing Secretary Marshall’s reply to a request from 

°° Wor text, see telegram No. TELMAR 155 to the Secretary of State, supra.
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the Chinese Foreign Minister for military aid and the visit of a high- 
ranking United States officer to China, apparently crossed Your Ex- 
cellency’s message in transmission. The Secretary authorized Am- 
bassador Stuart to inform the Foreign Minister that the United States 
National Military Establishment was making every effort to expedite 
shipments of military matériel purchased in this country under the 
China Aid Act. He also authorized Ambassador Stuart to point out 
the inherent difficulties involved in an attempt on the part of a newly 
appointed foreign official to advise the Chinese Government regard- 
ing its courses of action in the present dilemma, even if such an 
ofticial would be completely conversant with all the numerous com- 
plexities of the situation, and to point out the even greater difficulties 
for a foreign official not familiar with China. 

However, Major General Barr, Director of the Joint United States 
Military Advisory Group in China, is conversant with the current 
situation and his advice has always been available to you. 

Your attention may have been called to my public statement on 
March 11, 1948,5” in which I stated that the United States maintained 
friendly relations with the Chinese Government and was trying to 
assist the recognized Government of China maintain peace. I also 
stated that I did not desire Communists in the Chinese Government. 
Secretary Marshall stated publicly on March 10, 1948,°* that the Com- 
munists were now in open rebellion against the Chinese Government 
and that the inclusion of the Communists in the Government was 
a matter for the Chinese Government to decide, not for the United 
States Government to dictate. I believe that these statements and 
the action of my Government in extending assistance to the Chinese 
Government under the China Aid Act of 1948 have made the position 
of the United States Government clear. _ 

You will understand the desire of the United States Government 
to support the cause of peace and democracy throughout the world. 
It is this desire that has led this Government to extend assistance to 

- many countries in their efforts to promote sound economies and stable 
conditions without which the peoples of the world cannot expect to 
have peace and the principles of democracy cannot grow. It was with 
that hope that the United States Government has extended assistance 
in various forms to the Chinese Government. I am most sympathetic 
with the difficulties confronting the Chinese Government and people 
at this time and wish to assure your Excellency that my Government 
will continue to exert every effort to expedite the implementation of 
the program of aid for China which has been authorized by the 
Congress with my approval. 

Very sincerely yours, Harry S. Truman” 

Lovrtr 

* Vol. vir, p. 141. 
5 Tbid., p. 188. | 

429-525—73——14
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893.00/11-1348 . 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

| [ Paris, ] November 18, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. Tingfu F. Tsiang, Permanent Representative of 
China to United Nations . | 

The Secretary 
Mr. Jacobs 

Dr. Tsiang called this morning and presented an Aide-Mémoire ® 
which he stated he had been instructed by his Government to hand to 
me. Ishowed Dr. Tsiang a telegram containing the text of a message 
which Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek had sent to President Truman, 

| and the President’s reply. Dr. Tsiang read these documents while I 
read the Aide-Mémoire. | 

I then stated that the Aide-Mémoire dealt with various matters 
which I could not answer at once because the proposals, both military 
and economic, were of a nature which would need careful 
consideration. | | 

I then referred to one of the points which had been discussed in Dr. 
Tsiang’s previous visit and said that while the United States did not 
look with favor on sending of a high ranking U. S. military officer to 
China, I had been thinking of sending General McClure out as he had 
been directly associated with Ho Yin Chin in directing the fighting 
and training of Chinese divisions during the war. 

The conversation then turned to the military situation in China 
and as I found that I was doing most of the talking I asked Dr. 
Tsiang what he thought the United States might put in a statement 
which the U.S. might issue at this time. Dr. Tsiang replied that the 
most heartening thing that could be said would be an announcement by 
the President or me that the United States considers the combatting 
of Communism in China equally as important as combatting Com- 
munism in Europe. | 

There was some discussion of the implications of such a statement, 
particularly an implied obligation for greater financial and other 
assistance on the part of the United States than Congress would be 
persuaded to approve. I pointed out that we were already giving 
large sums to China and other Far Eastern countries and that when 
our assistance to all such countries, including Japan is added together, 
it adds up to a formidable amount. | 

Dr. Tsiang then said that strong pressure was being brought to bear 
in Nanking to have him bring before the UN the question of Soviet 
assistance to the Chinese Communists. He said that, as he had pre- 

°° Not found in Department files.
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viously told me, he himself was against this move. I told Dr. Tsiang 

that I agreed that no good could come of such an approach and that 

much harm might result by bringing the Soviets directly and openly 

into the picture, but the decision must be for the Chinese. 

- On leaving we happened to mention the supplies now going to China 

and Dr. Tsiang said that he understood that his Government approved 

their shipment to Tsingtao. I said that was the present arrangement, 

that I had said nothing to alter it. 

893.00/11—-1248 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| Wasuineton, November 15, 1948—2 p. m. 

1616. Following is reply urtel 2184 Nov 12 authorized by President: 

“In view of serious harm public statement along lines suggested by 
you would cause to Chinese Government, it is not desirable to issue 
such statement. As you no doubt realize no such assurances have been 
given. However, in your normal functioning as Ambassador, you 
should ensure in conversation with concerned Chinese officials that the 
actual position of your Government is understood, pointing out that 
except for the China Aid Act of 1948 which the US Government is 
making every possible effort to implement expeditiousyy, there is no 
Congressional authority on which assurances of such additional future 
aid could be based.” 

Lovetr 

893.50 Recovery/11—-1648 | 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Deputy Chairman 

of the Policy Committee on Arms and Armament (Swett) 

[Wasuineron,| November 16, 1948. 

Col. Freeman ® phoned in the late afternoon, 15 November, with 

reference to priority to be given to implementation of the $125,000,000 

military assistance authorization for China. He referred to the Sec- 
retary’s letters of August 9 and 13% concerning order of priorities 
for implementation of military assistance programs, and asked whether 
the Department would concur in giving China an overriding priority 
above Greece and Iran at this time, particularly since the $125,000,000 
authorization expires in April. He mentioned particularly the han- 
dling of items recently approved amounting to $25,000,000 and 
$37,000,000. under that authorization. 

* rt. Col. T. B. Freeman, Plans and Operations, Army General Staff. 
“ Hor letter of August 9, see p. 135; letter of August 13 concerning priorities 

not found in Department files.
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Noting that the Secretary’s August 9th letter referred to the fact 
that a large part of the China requirements were not in conflict with | 
the Greek requirements, I emphasized that the priorities indicated in 
that letter are still in force, except insofar as the President’s policy for 
fulfilling urgent China needs might cut across the Greek/Turkish or _ 
high priority programs. I stated as an informal opinion that the 
Department would concur in a China priority above that for Greece 
for the $125,000,000 project provided that there is no important con- 
flict with the Greek/Turkish requirement for specific items, and that 
I would consult with FE in the morning. | 

Today I informed Mr. McAfee (FE) of the conversation with Col. 
Freeman, stating that Army Logistics had indicated that immediate 
priority for China requirements would not conflict in any way with 
Greek requirements. Mr. Berry talked with me later, having been 
consulted by Mr. McAfee; NEA (Mr. Jernegan *) had requested 
information as to the effect if the China emergency assistance now in 
hand is given priority above the Greek/Turkish programs. Mr. Jerne- 
gan had also requested comment from Col. Mayo, P & O, on this point. 

I informed Col. Freeman that the Department offices concerned 
(NEA, U/GT,* O °) concurred in the overriding priority for China 
on the understanding that the effect of such priority on implementation 
of the Greek program will be minor. Col. Freeman stated that Logis- 
tics informs him that the effect will be “negligible” ; I requested him to 
include that statement in the P & O record. He stated that it is 
shown in the Army Department memoranda for record, and that the 
P & O direction in that case will limit the Chinese overriding priority 
to transactions involving the $125,000,000 grant. a 

893.50 Recovery/11-348 - - 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

| Wasuineton, November 19, 1948. 
Drar Mr. Secrerary: I have awaited your return to Washington 

before replying to your letter of November 3, 1948 regarding the dis- 
tribution of military supplies to China. Unfortunately, a misunder- 
standing has apparently arisen regarding the views of the Department 

“J. Lampton Berry, Special Assistant to the Director of the Office of Near Ivastern and African Affairs (Satterthwaite). 
“John D. Jernegan, Chief of the Division of Greek, Turkish, and Iranian Affairs, Office of Near Eastern and African Affairs (NEA). 
** Special Assistant for Greece and Turkey (McGhee). 
® Assistant Secretary for Occupied Areas ( Saltzman).
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of State expressed in my letter of October 15 to you. It was not the 

intention of this Department to propose that the entire quantity of 
‘arms and ammunition purchased either under the $125 million Aid 
Fund or the $37.8 million subdivision thereof be earmarked for dis- 

tribution in north China but rather to propose steps calculated to 
insure that a suitable proportion of this matériel be delivered to north 
China commanders. In this connection it will be recalled that United 
States representatives in China have been unanimous in the view that 
General Fu Tso-yi is one of the ablest Nationalist commanders but 
that he has been considerably handicapped in maintaining his im- 
portant position by failure of the Chinese authorities at Nanking to 
allocate adequate military supplies to him. A desire to correct this 
situation is implicit in Admiral Badger’s telegram 240715Z of August 
24, 1948 % and subsequent action by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the 
National Military Establishment and the Department of State. Un- 
der conditions obtaining at the time my letter was written, this De- 
partment was apprehensive that the distribution of military supplies 
proposed by the Chinese High Command, viz., 30 per cent to Tientsin, 
10 per cent to Tsingtao and 60 per cent to Shanghai, did not ade- 
quately take into account the capability for effective use and the 
need of north China commanders for such supplies. It recommended, 
therefore, that if the National Military Establishment shared this 
apprehension, appropriate steps be taken through General Barr to 
induce the Chinese High Command to allocate a more suitable pro- 
portion of the matériel to north China. It is believed that such 
action by General Barr would not have been inappropriate in view of 
the wide latitude which he enjoys under existing oral and written 
directives with respect to the offering of military advice on a confiden- 
tial and personal basis to the President of China. 

It is realized that recent major changes in the Chinese military situ- 
ation may have caused the United States military authorities in China 
to revise their estimates of the most effective distribution of the sup- 
plies in question. In any event, it does not appear from telegram 
92477 of November 12 to General Barr and from his telegram 631 of 
November 14° in reply that a divergence of opinion exists at the 
present time between those authorities and the Chinese Ministry of 
National Defense with respect to the optimum distribution of the 
supplies. Consequently, there appears to be no need for further 
action in this regard. 

Sincerely yours, , Rosert A. Loverr 

* Ante, p. 169. 
* Neither printed.
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Policy Planning Staff Files, Lot 54D195 . 

—. Memorandum by the Policy Planning Staff  — 

PPS 39/1 — -[Wasnineton,| November 238, 1948. 

U.S. Portcy Towarp CuHina 

The following are the views of the Policy Planning Staff on the | 
assertion, now frequently heard both inside and outside the Govern- 
ment, that we have no policy with relation to the present course of 
events in China, and that it is urgently necessary that we devise one. 

1. There is no requirement either in United States diplomatic tradi- 
tion, or in the general rules which govern intercourse between states, 
that a government have “a policy” with respect to internal events in 
another country. On the contrary, it is a traditional principle of this 
(sovernment, deeply sanctioned in practice and in public opinion, to 
refrain from interference in the internal affairs of other countries. 
Non-intervention in internal affairs is therefore our normal practice; 
and we do not consider that we are automatically obliged to take 
measures to influence decisively the course of internal events in other 
countries. There are, to be sure, instances in which such intervention 
has been found to be in the national interest. But these are the excep- 
tions and not the rule. Whoever proposes or urges such intervention 
should properly bear the burden of proof | 

(a) that there is sufficiently powerful national interest to justify © 
our departure in the given instance from a rule of international con- 
duct which has been proven sound by centuries of experience and which 
we would wish others to observe with respect to ourselves, and 

(6) that we have the means to conduct such intervention success- 
fully and can afford the cost in terms of the national effort it involves. 

2. In the case at hand, there is no question but that it is regrettable, 
and prejudicial to United States interest, that the recognized Chinese 
Government should be losing ground rapidly, in civil conflict, to ele- 
ments largely inspired and dominated by Moscow. On the other hand, 

| whether this process will lead to a complete domination of China by 
the Communists without at the same time promoting powerful “Tito” | 
tendencies within the Communist movement, is doubtful. There is 
also little likelihood that the Communists, however much of China they 
may come to control, could develop and exploit its resources in a man- 
ner seriously dangerous to the security interests of this country. Thus, 
while the growing power of the Chinese Communists represents an 
important political development and a serious deterioration, from our 

standpoint, of the general situation in Asia, it is not: likely to be 
catastrophic to United States interests.
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8. Although the detriment to United States national interest in- 
volved in present developments in China, as mentioned above, would 
probably be sufficient to warrant intervention on the part of this 
country, we do not today have the means to intervene successfully in 
this situation. The successes of the Chinese Communists are due only 
in small degree to aid extended by Moscow. Of greater importance 
is Moscow’s moral support and ideological inspiration, but even this 
is secondary. The main factor in the Communist advances is the 
inner weakness and decay of the Central Government in China. The 
relative change in forces which is in progress in that country is in 
part reflection of deep trends of internal development which them- 
selves have nothing to do either with Russia or with the United States 
and which can be little altered by anything that either of those two 
powers may do. oe | | | 

_ 4, It is plain, given the dimensions of the framework in which the 
civil war in China is proceeding, that in any successful attempt to re- 
pulse Communist advances the major effort must be made by the 
Chinese themselves, and any aid granted them by this country must be 
marginal to their own effort. However, the weaknesses of the Chinese 
Government are today so pronounced, and its resultant tendency to 
lean on outside aid is so overwhelming that it is quite plain that in 
any serious effort to turn the tide of events in that country and to 
eliminate the Communists from the control of Chinese territory (in- 
cluding Manchuria) it would be our effort which would have to be 
the major one and the Chinese effort which would be marginal. We 
must recognize that in China, as in other countries, but possibly more 
than anywhere else, there is a compelling tendency to regard United 
States aid not as a welcome addition to a continuing local effort but as 
a means of relieving the respective local regime of both responsibility 
and effort. a 

5. It must be emphasized that this state of affairs stems not only 
from national traits of long standing but also and predominantly from 
a pervasive and organic weakness which no sudden reform measures 
or personal leadership could overcome. The many and conflicting 
suggestions advanced for suddenly remedying the deficiencies of the 
Chinese Government and rendering it able to withstand Communist 
pressures condemn themselves. Most of them are obviously gross 
over-simplifications which can stem only from ignorance or naiveté. 
The evils which limit the military and political effectiveness of the 
Central Government are ones profoundly rooted in the present stage 
of development of Chinese society, and many of them will doubtless 
reappear to limit the effectiveness of any Chinese Communist regime 
which assumes authority in the central and southern regions of China.
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6. In the light of these facts, it is unrealistic and indefensible, in the 
view of this staff, to assume that we could decisively affect the course 
of events in China without taking upon ourselves the major responsi- , 
bility and the major part of the expenditure of energy and funds and 
goods which that would involve. As far as the Staff is aware, this 
Government does not have before it any official estimate, from compe- 
tent quarters, of what it would involve in the way of military effort on 
our part to assume the major burden of containing and repulsing 
Communist forces in China. Such estimates as we have seen from 
outside quarters or from individual opinions of officials in the Gov- 
ernment have generally been based on the theory that the Chinese 
Government was capable of making the major effort necessary for this 
purpose and only required from this country marginal assistance in 
shipments of arms and military advice. In the absence of any official 
estimates on this point, based on a realistic view of the background 
situation, it would have been, and would be today, frivolous and ir- 
responsible to venture into any program of economic or military aid 
designed to enable the Chinese Central Government to defeat the Com- 
munist forces and reestablish its authority throughout the country. 

7. Actually, and particularly in view of the fact that what would 
be called for from this country would be not only arms and money 
but a major output in terms of executive and military personnel, it 
would seem clear even to the casual inquirer that any attempt to 
assume the major burden of the government’s cause in the Chinese 
Civil War would be plainly beyond what Congress or the people of this 
country could realistically be expected to sanction and support at this 
time. 

8. In the light of the above, the Policy Planning Staff strongly 
doubts that there is a practical possibility of exercising any serious 
influence on the course of events in China through the extension of 
further military or economic aid to the Central Government at this 
time. If this view is correct, then our policy toward China must, in 
so far as it envisages any intervention in Chinese internal affairs, be 
based rather on other possible expedients, as for example use of our 
economic bargaining power to extract specific concessions, aid to local 
factions or authorities, etc. | 

_ 9. Since it is also clear that the policy of this country cannot be 
predicated on the resistance to Communism which the Central Govern- 
ment may put up, it follows that our actions will have to be adjusted to 
the needs of specific local situations. This will mean that we cannot 
have “a policy” toward China as a whole, except to favor authorities 
which take a relatively cooperative view toward United States in- 
terests and to disfavor those which do not. Such a policy must be
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translated into action on a day by day basis in accordance with the 

changes of the moment. It cannot be explicitly defined on paper in 

a form which can serve as a guide for months or years ahead. It is 

outstandingly a matter which calls for operational skill and flexibility. 

10. In summary, there is plainly no great difference of opinion as to 

what we would like to see happen in China. We would wish to see 

the Communists defeated and replaced, in the territories they now 

occupy, by other Chinese authorities not inspired or directed by any 

foreign government, and not animated by any basic hostility to this 

country. 

On the other hand, our means for influencing directly the course of 

events in China are extremely limited. It is plain, in particular, that 

there is little we can do to influence these events through programs of 

economic aid and military aid to the Central Chinese Government. 

This being the case, we must reconcile ourselves to the possibility 

that there may be further serious deterioration of the situation and 

that we may be powerless to prevent it. 

However, we may hope that eventually static factors of geography, 

history, tradition, social conditions, etc., will absorb and contain much 

of the Communist effort. Meanwhile, we should search diligently for 

opportunities to make our influence usefully felt, if only in local 

theatres of activity. | 

711.93/11-2448 

Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan) ® 

[Wasuineton,] November 24, 1948. 

The National Security Council Staff, having taken note of the 

former Policy Planning Staff paper,®® has been trying to draft a 

rather elaborate statement of American objectives and policy in China. 

This effort is, I believe, largely a result of the wide-spread feeling, 

which Secretary Forrestal appears to hold, that we “have no policy” 

with relation to what is now happening in China and that something 

should be done about it. 
As the State Department Consultant for the NSC, I have declined 

to accept the draft produced by the NSC Staff "° and have called for 

a meeting of the five Consultants to explain to them why I do not think 

it useful or advisable to try to produce such a policy document. 

To support this position we have put down, in the form of a Staff 

paper,” certain of our views on this subject which I propose to submit 

-® Addressed to the Secretary of State and the Under Secretary of State 
(Lovett). | 

* No. PPS 39 of September 7, p. 146. 
See NSC draft of November 2, p. 185. 

7 No. PPS 39/1, supra.
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to the other Consultants, in advance of the meeting, in order that they 
may have a chance to consider our points of argument before the 
discussion. | 

Since I am not presenting this paper as an approved Department 
position, I am not asking for approval on it. 

However, I thought it might be of interest to you and of possible use- 
fulness in connection with questions that may be asked by the press in 
the coming period. | 

893.50 Recovery/11—2548 

Lhe Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Secretary of State 

No. 218 | Wasuineron, November 25, 1948. 
Dear Mr. Secretary: I have requested your office for an appoint- 

ment to call on you in order to discuss the situation in my country. 
Pending your designation of the time for my call, I enclose herewith 
a Memorandum for your perusal, which I wish to take up for discus- 
sion with you in the course of my visit. | 

Yours sincerely, V. K. Wetiinetron Koo 

[Enclosure] | 

Lhe Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Secretary of State 

MrmMoraNDUM 

URGENT SUPPLIES UNDER THE 7-ARMY-AND-3-REORGANIZED DIVISION 
PROGRAM AND FOR THE CHINESE AIR FORCE 

1. On account of the exigency in China, the Chinese Government 
requests that the United States Government would take urgent steps _ 
to complete the delivery of the weapons and ammunition under the 
7-Army-and-3-Reorganized Division Program. This program was 
worked out in Nanking between the Chinese National Defense Min- 
istry and the United States representatives and consists essentially of 
the following: | 

. 124, 883 rifles 
8,104 automatic rifles 
1,566 machine guns 
8,920 sub-machine guns 

720 81mm. mortars | 
3,260 60mm. mortars — 

252 37mm. guns Oo 
— 252 75mm. howitzers 

317, 864,500 rounds of cartridges | 
1, 836,000 rounds of mortar shells | | 

166,800 rounds of 37mm. gun and 75mm. howitzer shells. »
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9, Of this program about 50% have been or are being shipped from 

the United States to China, with the exception of a small portion dis- 

patched from the Western Pacific. 

3. The total cost of the above program was jointly computed last 

September in Nanking by the Chinese and United States representa- 

tives to amount to U. S. $37,783,386.68 on the basis of the 1945 standard 

list prices. This sum was transferred to the United States Depart- 

ment of the Army toward the end of September out of the $125 million 

special China aid fund for the specific purpose of covering the entire 

program. According to the latest computation of the Department of 

the Army, however, the total cost of fulfilling this program would 

require $74,987,810.00, a sum nearly double the total of the original 

estimate made in Nanking. For this reason, the Department of the 

Army is understood to be unable to provide for the remainder of the 

program which consists of about one-third of rifle cartridges and all 

the trench mortars, 37mm. guns, 75mm. howitzers and their ammuni- 

tion, unless additional funds are transferred to the Department. 

4. It is to be noted, however, that of the $125 million under grants a 

total of $118.3 million has already been paid out to cover the release 

from the United States Government stocks and from other sources 
of a wide variety of urgently needed military supplies, including, be- 
sides the above program, such items as aviation gasoline, army and 
navy motor fuels, army tanks, trucks, truck tires and parts, aircraft 
and parts, repairs and supplies for naval vessels, signal equipment, 
army medical supplies, and essential raw materials for the Chinese 
arsenals. There is not enough money left from the special aid fund 
to pay for the balance of the program if the prices for the principal 
items are calculated on a replacement basis. It is therefore earnestly 
requested that the United States Government would consider and de- 

cide to fix the cost of the whole program on the basis of the 1945 
standard list prices and authorize the Army Department to continue 
urgent action toward comleting the delivery of the remaining items 

of the program. | 
5. Owing to the special role of the Chinese Air Force in the current 

campaign, its aircraft have been put to excessive use and its stock of 
aerial bombs has been greatly diminished. It is earnestly requested 
that the United States Government would make available to the 
Chinese Government at the earliest possible date the following air- 
craft and bombs, with the question of payment to be subsequently 

determined : 

(a) Aéreraft: 
A-26 attack bombers | 13 
PB-4Y navy bombers 94
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(6) Aerial bombs (about 5,189 tons) : 

Bomb, G. P. 250-Ib AN-M57 10, 000 
Bomb, G. P. 100-lb AN-—M30 20, 000 
Bomb, semiarmor-piercing, 500-Ib AN-—M58 5, 000 
Fragmentation bomb cluster, 500—lb M-26 2, 000 

| Fragmentation bomb cluster, 100—lb M1A1 5, 000 
Fragmentation bomb, 260-lb AN-M81 5, 000 
Tgniters, M14 or M16 6, 000 

6. The Chinese Government will also greatly appreciate it if fur- 
ther delivery of the P-47N aircraft, in addition to 51 planes already 
turned over under Contract No. W-ANL (CH) 1575 (July 15, 1948) 
with OFLC can be expedited. 

[WasHinetTon,| November 25, 1948. 

Policy Planning Staff Files, Lot 54D195 

The Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan) to the Secretary 
of State™ 

PPS 45 [WasHineron,] November 26, 1948. 

U.S. Poricy Towarp CHINA IN THE LIGHT OF THE CURRENT SITUATION 

Mr. Secretary: In response to your request for a digest of Chi- 
nese developments, there is attached a memorandum prepared by the 

_ Division of Chinese Affairs (Tab A).78 
The recommendations you asked for are set forth below. They are 

based on three major conclusions: 
1. The disappearance of the Chinese National Government, as now 

constituted, is only a matter of time and nothing that we can real- 
istically hope to do will save it (see the Policy Planning Staff’s basic 
paper on China, NSC 34,4 and its supplementary comments, PPS- 
39/175), | 

2. The situation in China from now on will be in a state of extreme 
flux, precluding realistic detailed forward planning. 

3. Of major importance at present in the problem of our China 
policy [our relations with China] ® are the confusion and bewilder- 
ment in the public mind regarding our China policy. It is now less 
important to cover up the inadequacies of the Chinese Government 
than it is to regain the understanding confidence of the American 
public, without which we cannot effectively implement China policy. 

oo weed notation by the Secretary of State: “Read to Cabinet Nov. 26-48. 

8 Mnclosure 1 to this document. | 
“PPS 39 of September 7, p. 146. 
* November 23, p. 208. 
* Revision indicated in the original.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. We should continue to recognize the National Government as 
now constituted. 

2. With the disappearance of the National Government as we now 
know it, we should make our decision regarding recognition and tac- 
tical policy in the hight of circumstances at the time. 

3. We should be prepared, if advisable at the time, to request from 
the next Congress an appropriation for aid to China, the amount and 
nature to be determined in the light of the situation existing at that 
time, with maximum degree of flexibility for the Executive in the im- 
plementation of such an aid program. 

4. Given the desirability of urgently correcting the misapprehen- 
sions in the mind of the American public regarding our relations with 
China, 

a. The President should be requested to issue a public statement 
along the lines of Tab B.”’ 

6. All of the facilities of the Executive Branch of the Government 
should be used to get before the public, and keep before the public, 
a uniform and consistent presentation of the background of U. S.- 
Chinese relations. The Department of State should take the lead in 
preparing the necessary materials.” 

Grorce F. Kennan 

[Enclosure 1] | | 

Draft Statement Prepared in the Division of Chinese Affairs for the 
Secretary of State” 

The basic considerations governing our policy toward China were 
clearly set forth by the President in his message to the Congress on 
February 18, 1948 ® transmitting the proposed China aid bill. The 
President pointed out the double and inter-related burden of civil war 

_ anda rapidly deteriorating economy under which the Chinese Govern- 
ment and people were laboring and the continued damage being 

- wrought by the Communist forces and stated : ** 

“. . . We can assist in retarding the current economic deterioration 
and thus give the Chinese Government a further opportunity to initi- 
ate the measures necessary to the establishment of more stable eco- 

” Wnclosure 2 to this document. Penciled notation by the Secretary of State: 
“Not decided” at Cabinet meeting, November 26. 

*® Penciled notation by the Secretary of State: “Decision of Pres. was that we 
‘must not be responsible for announcement that would, in effect, virtually destroy 
‘the influence of Chiang Kai Shek. Therefore, we must delay this action. GCM”. 
cow notation by the Secretary of State: “Read to Cabinet Nov. 26-48. 

” United States Relations With China, p. 981. 
* Omissions throughout the document are indicated in the original.
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nomic conditions. But it is, and has been, clear that only the Chinese 
Government itself can undertake the vital measures necessary to pro- 
vide the framework within which efforts toward peace and true 
economic recovery may be effective. 

“In determining the character and dimensions of the program which 
might be suited to this purpose, we have had to take into account a 
number of diverse and conflicting factors, including the other de- 
mands on our national resources at this time, the availability of spe- 
cific commodities, the dimensions and complexities of the problems fac- 
ing the Chinese Government, and the extent to which these problems 
could be promptly and effectively alleviated by foreign aid. United 
States assistance to China, like that provided to any other nation, 
must be adapted to its particular requirements and capacities. 

“ . . Nothing which this country provides by way of assistance can, 
even in a small measure, be a substitute for the necessary action that 
can be taken only by the Chinese Government. Yet this program can 
accomplish the important purpose of giving the Chinese Government. 
a respite from rapid economic deterioration, during which it can move 
to establish more stable economic conditions. Without this respite the 
ability of the Chinese Government to establish such conditions at all 
would be doubtful.” 

In my statement to the House Committee on Foreign Affairs on 
February 20, 1948,°? I pointed to the Communist efforts to wreck the 

Chinese economy and stated : 

“, . It should be recognized that for the main part the solution of 
China’s problems is largely one for the Chinese themselves .. . it is 
desirable that the United States Government render assistance to 
China in her present critical situation in order to help retard the 
present rapid rate of economic deterioration and thus provide a 
breathing space in which the Chinese Government could initiate im- 
portant steps toward more stable economic conditions. ... The 
United States should not by its actions be put in the position of being 
charged with a direct responsibility for the conduct of the Chinese 
Government and its political, economic and military affairs.” 

In connection with the general question of United States policy 
toward China, the President at his press conference on March 11, 
1948 made it clear that the United States did not want Communists in | 

the Chinese Government.** He said that the United States had always 
maintained friendly relations with the recognized Government of 
China and that we had been trying to assist that Government to main- 
tain peace in the Far East. He further stated that his statement of | 
December 1945 ** advocating the broadening of the base of the Chi- 
nese Government was just as good now as when it was made but that 

" United States Relations With China, p. 983. : — 
8 See vol. vii, p. 141. | | 
* United States Relations With China, p. 607. eS
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he did not mean the inclusion of Chinese Communists in that 
Government. 

The Department of State’s China aid program, presented to the 
Congress on February 18, 1948, called for the financing of essential 
civilian-type imports into China in the amount of $510 million and 
an additional $60 million for certain reconstruction projects, a total 
of $570 million. In its consideration of the China aid bill, the House 
inserted in both the enabling legislation and the appropriation act 
a proviso placing China in the same category as Greece and Turkey 

_ with respect to military aid. The Senate rejected such a proviso, and 
instead both the enabling and appropriation acts, as they came from 
conference and were finally passed by the Congress, called for grants 
of $125 million to the Chinese Government to be used as it saw fit. The 
Congress thus clearly indicated its desire to avoid commitments and 
responsibilities in China which it considered it undesirable for the 
United States to assume. 

The Congress first reduced the period of foreign aid from 15 to 12 
months, thus reducing the total aid for China from $570 million to 
$463 million, and in the appropriation act the total amount was further 
reduced from $463 million to $400 million. This total provided $275 
million for economic and reconstruction type aid and $125 million for 
military type aid. 

_ Under terms decided upon by the President, the Treasury Depart- 
ment has disbursed, as of November 24, a total of $113,079,988.84 of 
the $125 million grants to the Chinese Embassy or to U. S. Govern- 
ment agencies as directed by the Chinese authorities. Shipments to 
China under these grants, as of November 19, for a period from June 
to November, include ammunition, aircraft and spare parts and petro- 
leum products and total approximately $30 million. Of the total dis- 
bursed to date, all but about $17 million has been paid to U. S. 
Government departments for procurement on behalf of the Chinese 
Government and these departments, particularly the Department of 
the Army to which has been turned over $68 million of these funds, 
are making every effort to expedite procurement and shipment of 
material. 

Of the $275 million appropriated for the ECA China program, $213 
million has been programmed for commodities (food, fuel, cotton and 
fertilizer) and the balance, $60 million, for reconstruction, for which 
engineering studies are now in process. Under the commodity pro- 
gram, $165 million has been committed of which approximately $100 
million has arrived in China. This leaves $48 million yet to be com- 
mitted by April 3, 1949 for commodities and $113 million to be 
delivered.
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In spite of substantial United States aid to China since V-J Day, 

the military and economic position of the Chinese Government has 

deteriorated seriously. Prompted by the critical situation, President 

Chiang Kai-shek addressed a message to the President on November 9, 

1948,8° containing an urgent appeal for “speedy and increased mili- 

tary assistance”, the appointment of a high ranking U. S. military 

officer as military adviser and the participation of U. S. military ad- 

visers in the direction of operations. The President replied on 

November 12,%" stating that everything possible was being done to 

expedite the procurement and shipment to China of munitions under 

the China Aid Act. With respect to the appointment of a high rank- 

ing U. S. military officer, the difficulties of the position of a newly ap- 

pointed officer were pointed out and President Chiang’s attention was ~ 

drawn to the presence of General Barr, Director of the Joint United 

States Military Advisory Group in China, who was conversant with 

the current situation and whose advice had always been available. 

The President expressed his full sympathy with the difficulties con- 

fronting the Chinese Government and people and assured President 

Chiang that every effort would be made to expedite the implementa- 

tion of the China aid program authorized by the Congress with his. 

approval. 
Pertinent to consideration of the course this Government may fol- 

low with respect to China are recent reports received from Ambassador 

Stuart and United States military representatives in China. The Am- 

bassador has stated that the present regime has lost the confidence 

of the people, reflected in the refusal of the soldiers to fight and the 

refusal of the people to cooperate in economic reforms, and that Gen- 

eral Barr’s advice to the Generalissimo on specific problems arising 

from the conduct of current military operations has in. general been 

ignored. In mid-October the Ambassador stated that it was diili- 

cult to see how any efforts on our part short of armed intervention 

on a very large scale could avert further military disaster. U.S. | 

military advisers in China stated in October that there was just no 

will to fight left in the Nationalist forces and no effective way could 

be found to change the situation, the requisite leadership not being 

available. Recent Nationalist military reverses have resulted largely 

from the lack of will to fight and defections of Nationalist troops to 

the Communists. General Barr has reported that in no case since 

his arrival in China has the National Government lost a battle because 
of lack of arms and ammunition. Chinese Government losses, begin- 

ning with the fall of Tsinan in September and through the Manchurian 

debacle, total 33 divisions or 323,000 men with all their equipment, 

See telegram No. TELMAR 155, November 12, 8 p. m., p. 201. | 
*? See telegram No. 1608, November 12, 7 p. m., p. 202.
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including large quantities of material in depots. The Nationalist 
forces are reported to have carried out virtually no destruction of 
equipment prior to their surrender. Against this background of 
military disaster, the Ambassador reported on November 10 that the 
bulk of the Chinese people and virtually all officials are resigned to 

_ an early Communist victory and believe that the immediate cessation 
of fighting would be in the best interest of all concerned. i 

| [Enclosure 2] . 

Draft Statement for President Truman = — a 

| [Wasuineton,] November 26, 1948. 
This Government is well aware that the situation in China is ex- 

tremely critical. The great problem is what could properly be done 
by the United States that would be of positive assistance in the present 
crisis. In my message to the Congress dated February 18, 1948, 
recommending consideration ofa program of aid to China, I stated: 

_ “But it is, and has been, clear that only the Chinese Government 
itself can undertake the vital measures necessary to provide the frame- 
work within which efforts toward peace and true economic recovery 
may be effective. 

“In determining the character and dimensions of the program. . .° 
we have had to take into account a number of diverse and conflicting 
factors, including the other demands on our national resources at this 
time, the availability of specific commodities, the dimensions and com- 
plexities of the problems facing the Chinese Government, and the 
extent to which these problems could be promptly and effectively 
alleviated by foreign aid. United States assistance to China, like that 
provided to any other nation, must be adapted to its particular require- 
ments and capacities.” | - 

Secretary Marshall, in his statement to the Committee on Foreign 
Affairs of the House of Representatives on February 20, 1948, stated: 

“, .. The United States should not by its actions be put in the posi- 
tion of being charged with a direct responsibility for the conduct 
of the Chinese Government and _its political, economic and military 
affairs.” | Be - - 

China, which long resisted Japanese aggression, is now faced with 
the threat of a more insidious form of imperialism exerted through 

- international communism. It remains the earnest wish of this Govern- 
ment and of the American people to see a strong, independent and 
united China with which there can be maintained relations of mutual 

* Penciled notation by the Secretary of State: “Not read to Pres. or to Cabinet. 
Held for further study and consideration. GCM”, 

*° Omissions throughout the document are indicated in the original. | 

429-525—73-—_15 7 - ts
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benefit and respect traditionally existing between the two countries. 

The Congress has provided funds for substantial economic and mili- 

tary aid to China until April 3, 1949. We are expediting the delivery 

ofthataid, Se 
- But it is the Chinese Government itself which must take the re- 

| sponsibility for decisions to be made during this critical time, and 

which must arouse the Chinese people to a determined effort in their 

own behalf. Information reaching this Government does not indicate 

that the present course of events in China could have been averted or 

could now be substantially affected by any measure of aid which the 

United States could feasibly make available = | 
‘We shall continue to watch for opportunities to use our influence 

and resources usefully and wisely to support Chinese independence. 

But we must examine carefully, at every turn, how far we may go 

without prejudice to our own security and to our own economic sta- 
bility, which is of vast importance to the entire world. = 

893.00/11-2648, 

: Memorandum by the Secretary of State to the Under Secretary of 

State (Lovett) 

ne - [Wasutneton,]. November 26, 1948. 
At the Cabinet meeting this morning I ‘outlined the situation in 

China, the actions of this Government from the time of the President’s 

Message on February 28 [78] *! down to the present time, the losses 

which had been sustained by the Government troops and which ap- 
parently have become available to the Communist armies, the problems 
specifically involved and certain recommendations. __ 

Whether or not the President should make a statement was not 
decided. _ re - 
~The President decided that while it is extremely important that the 

people of the United States should be brought to understand the facts 
of the case in regard to China—our policy, the successive steps we 
have taken, the complete failures of the Chinese economically and 

' militarily, etc—to do this at this time would place us in the position 
of having administered the final.blow to the Government of the 
Generalissimo; that we should not make such a statement at this time 
but that we should be prepared to do so at the appropriate moment. — 
'. The case of Madame Chiang Kai-shek’s visit to the United States” 
vas outlined: to him and he authorized the use of the naval plane to 
bring her and her party to this country. — CS oe 

GC. Marsan 

” Penciled parentheses have been placed about this sentence in the original. 
* Department of State Bulletin, February 29, 1948, p. 268. 
* For correspondence on this subject, see pp. 307 ff. . : —
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$93.00/11-2948 | | - Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Chinese 
| Affairs (Sprouse) 

[WasHineron,] November 29, 1948. 

Participants: Sir Oliver S. Franks, British Ambassador 

| | Mr. F. R. Hoyer Millar, British Minister 
The Under Secretary 7 { 

| _ Mr. Palmer-AF * | 
oe _ Mr. Sprouse-CA . ' 

The British Ambassador called by appointment today and asked 
if there were any new developments with respect to China. 
_ I informed him that there had been nothing beyond what I had 
previously told him, that we continued to support the National Gov- 
ernment and that we were continuing to implement our aid program 
authorized by the last Congress for a period ending April 3, 1949. 
I pointed out that in the fighting during the past two months in China 
the National Government had suffered serious losses in manpower and 
matériel, the amount of such losses in some items being considerably 
greater than the total of these items being acquired by the Chinese 
Government under the present program of aid for China. I described 
the pattern of defections of Chinese Government troops to the Com- 

-munists and pointed out that the will to fight had been lacking on 
the part of the National Government forces. = 7 

In this general connection Mr. Sprouse pointed out that the de- 
fection of many of the National Government troops had made un- 
tenable the position of the remaining forces which might have desired 
to resist the Communists. He added that the recent battles in the 
Hsuchow-—Nanking area had, however, been somewhat different and 
that the National Government troops had actually shown a will to 
fight. | a Oe 
_I made a brief reference to the impending visit of Madame Chiang, 
stating that she was likely to seek to obtain commitments for large- 
scale aid from the United States. I pointed out that it was difficult 
for the American Government to make any public statement of its 
policy at this time since to make a full and accurate statement of 
the situation would be harmful to the position of the Generalissimo 
and his Government and to make a misleading statement would ob- 

_ viously be unfair to the American people. The United States 
Government was therefore saying nothing. (Pope re - 

_ The Ambasador expressed his appreciation of this indication of 
the United States position in China and said that he would ‘have 

* Joseph Palmer, 2d, Acting Chief of the Division of African Affairs.
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| Mr. Graves® keep in touch with the appropriate officers of the 

Department in connection with developments in China. 

893.248 /11-2948 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State 

Wasuineron, 29 November 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to the memorandum of 25 

November 1948 from the Chinese Ambassador, entitled “Urgent 

Supplies Under the 7-Army-3-Reorganized Division Program and 

for the Chinese Air Force”. _ 7 | ee 

Although the National Military Establishment accepted the entire 

request from the Chinese representatives in Washington, for the _ 

| “7_Army-—and-8—Reorganized Division Program”, no commitment was 

made by the National Military Establishment about the quantity to 

be supplied or the prices to be charged. While the Department of the 

Army subsequently accepted the $37,783,386.68, transferred for appli- 

cation to the program, it was the Department, of the Army’s position 

that the prices to be charged would ‘be in accord with the standard — 

pricing formula, applicable to all foreign aid programs; and that the _ 

supplies would be furnished only within the limits of the $37,788,- 

386.68, using such formula as the basis for computation. _ = 

The pricing formula, upon which the cost of this program is com- 

puted, is stated basically : ae | | 

(a) Items requiring replacement in Department of Army stocks to 
meet minimum known requirements will be charged at current pro- 

— curement prices. | _ | 
(b) Items requiring replacement in Department of Army stocks to 

meet maximum known or anticipated requirements, over and above 
minimum requirements will be charged at 1945 or original procure- 
ment prices. | | 

(c) Items over and above the maximum known or anticipated re- 
quirements, i.e. surplus items, will be charged at 10% of original 
procurement prices. | - | 

Based upon the above formula, the cost of the Chinese “/-Army— 

and-3—Reorganized Division Program” will amount to an estimated — 

$74,987,810. This figure includes costs for packing, handling and 

inland transportation, but not ocean transportation which presumably 

will be furnished free of charge by the U.S. Navy. Under these con- 

ditions approximately 50% of this program can be fulfilled with the 

$37,788,386.68..-- - ta | 
Although the computations based upon’ 1945 prices, as submitted 

by the Chinese, are substantially correct, it should be noted that these 

“TH, A, Graves, Counselor of the British Embassy.
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figures do not include a provision for costs of packing, handling and 
inland transportation. Thus, again assuming free ocean transporta- 
tion, a decision to charge 1945 prices for all items would permit ful- 
fillment of no more than 90% of the Chinese request at the price of 

_ $37,783,386.68 unless these funds are supplemented to defray the 
administrative and transportation costs incident to the delivery of the 
supplies to the U. S. port of shipment. | OO 

Further, while a legal basis may exist to permit the President to 
direct the transfer of the supplies requested by the Chinese at 1945 
or even lower prices, the deficiency created thereby within the De- 
partment of the Army could be corrected only by the Congress through 
supplemental appropriations. The attached compilation of costs of 
the Chinese request * would result in a definite “out of pocket” ex- 
penditure by the Department of the Army of $62,500,000 if the entire 
request were fulfilled. | 

Under existing statutes and directives the Department of the Army 
has no authority to effect the expenditure of funds in excess of the 
$37,783,386,68 toward the completion of the “7-Army—and-3-Reor- 
ganized Division Program”. | . 

_ Concerning the urgently needed supplies for the Chinese Air Force, 
it is likely that the seventy-three (73) B-26 attack bombers and the 

_ twenty-four (24) PB-4Y Navy bombers cannot be purchased within 
the $125,000,000 Program (P. L. 472). Therefore, should these air- 
craft be furnished to the Chinese, it is thought probable that the pro- 
visions of Public Law 472, 80th Congress, will not be applicable. 
Although no question is raised concerning the legal basis for effecting 
the transfer of these items, it is apparent that funding arrangements 
must be completed before the request is fulfilled. 

B-26 aircraft have been retained in Air Force storage for War Re- 
serve purposes, hence are not excess to U. S. Air Force requirements. 
However, seventy-three (73) of these aircraft can be made available 
to the Chinese on an “as is, where is” basis. Air Force maintenance 
facilities already are over-taxed with high priority projects which 
preclude their use for preparation and reconditioning of the aircraft 
for the Chinese Government. The supporting spare parts for these 
aircraft can be made available but likewise are not excess to U. S. Air 
Force requirements. 

The twenty-four (24) PB-4Y Nevy bombers similarly are not ex- 
cess to U. S. Navy requirements and, therefore, could be supplied only 
from reserve stocks, U.S. Navy facilities are available for prepara- 
tion and rehabilitation of these aircraft. It is estimated that these 
bombers can be made acceptable to U. S. Navy Fleet Standards in 

“Not printed.
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three months at a cost of $20,000 per plane. However, they could be | 

made “flyable” with the expenditure of 300-400 man hours per plane 

at an estimated cost of $600 per plane. > a os 

The aerial bombs, to which reference is made in the memorandum 

of 25 November 1948, were requested by the Chinese Air Force on 

24 November 1948, for purchase from funds already available to the 

U. §. Air Force in connection with the $125,000,000 Aid Program 

—-(P. L. 472, 80th Congress). The U. S. Air Force has taken action 

to furnish the total number of bombs requested. The bulk of the 

requirement is now available within the Far East Air Force. 

Delivery of the aerial bombs is being expedited. _ 

Similarly, the request for P-47 N aircraft is taken care of in the 

$125,000,000 Aid Program already underway. These aircraft are 

being prepared and reconditioned by a commercial contractor. The 

| U. S. Navy can deliver the P-47 N aircraft to China via carrier when 

‘they are ready for shipment. January 1949 is the earliest date on 

which delivery can be expected. oe | | 

- In addition, eighty-five (85) P-47 N aircraft were originally allo- 

cated from Far East Command for sale through OFLC to the Chinese 

Air Force. Of these, fifty-two (52) were contracted but only 51 were — 

‘delivered, leaving approximately 34 available for future contract. 

However, it is possible that some of these aircraft may not be capable 

of rehabilitation. In view of these circumstances, expeditious action 

may be taken by the Chinese. Air Force through OFLC in the Pacific 

to contract for the. remaining aircraft which may be capable of 

rehabilitation and delivery, a - 7 

‘In summation it appears that in order to furnish the total Chinese 

requirement reflected in the memorandum of 25 November 1948, there 

‘will be required additional funds to reimburse the National Military 

: Establishment as well as an additional authorization to permit the 

transfer of supplies beyond the limit of the $125,000,000 program. 

Sincerely yours, — Be | ForrREstaL 

Dxecutive Secretariat Files: NSC 34°. ld . | oe 

Memorandum by the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Kennan) 

I to the Secretary of State a 

nF Waseeron,] November 30, 1948. 

_ For many morths now there has existed a sharp divergence of 
views between this Department and the National Military Establish- 

“In a memorandum of December 1, the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs 
‘summarized Secretary Forréstal’s letter:and added :' “Since Secretary Forrestal’s 

letter was dispatched, Air Force officers have called the Division. of Chinese 

Affairs and requested that the reference to the 34 planes be deleted. They stated 

that 16 more. P-47’s will be transferred before the end of this year and that 

depending on replacement conditions in the Pacific, further transfers may be 

effected after June 30, 1949.” (893.50 Recovery /11—2548)
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ment regarding the formulation of a statement on U.S. policy toward 

S/P first brought this situation to your attention on July 27 
(Tab A),°7 On September'7, 1948, the Department transmitted to the 
NSC a statement of U. S. Policy toward China, PPS-39, which had 
been. worked out with the greatest care and detail by S/Pin collabo- 
ration’ with FE and the Department’s research office. This paper 
was circulated to the NSC members as NSC-34% (Tab B). — 

Although no specific criticism of NSC-34 has. been received from 
the Military Establishment, the NSC Staff, at the instance of the 
Military Establishment, was directed to prepare a supplementary 
statement for the members. It is evident as. a result. of drafting 
attempts at the Staff level and discussion yesterday among the con- 
sultants that the Military Establishment seeks to define our ‘policy 
toward China in greater detail than we feel is feasible or sound. 

The-basic difference in approach between the Military..Establish- 
ment and us, it seems to me, is that they: want. not. only a strategic 
but also:a tactical directive while.we feel that at this. stage the NSC 
should: concern itself only with an overall strategic’ statement of 

policy, leaving tactical planning and implementation to the opera- 
tional elements in the Government—particularly our Office of Far 
Eastern .Affairs. : Po 

It is basic in our thinking, and has never been challenged by the 
Military Establishment, that we cannot foresee in detail the shape of 
things to:come in China. If we do not know now what the tactical 

moves of: our adversary will be in the future nor precisely who will be 

our allies, it seems to us not only idle but self-deceptive to hamstring 
our future operational freedom with tactical directives laid down at 
this time. BS 
: If you concur in the foregoing, it is recommended that you attempt 

at the next NSC member meetingto: © ©... 5 0): 

(1). clarify the thinking of your colleagues on this matter and 
>} ask them to accept the statement of U.S. policy as set forth 

‘in NSC-34 and later rephrased in'a greatly condensed form in our 
memorandum of November 96 to you, PPS_45 (Tab Cy. 

*” Memorandum by the Deputy Direetor of the Policy Planning Staff (Butler), 

Pe Ante, p. 146. - ee 7 eS - 7 a : | tae : - - | Se ; vs | 

— WAnte pid ES
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893.24/12-248 | 

Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State 

Losses or AMERICAN EQUIPMENT BY CHINESE NATIONALIST FORCES AS 
or DreceMBER 2, 1948* 

Pistols | | 3, 200 
Rifles 1138, 170 

| Machine Guns 1,250 
Submachine Guns (45 Cal.) | 30, 000 
Mortars (60 MM) 2, 754 
Mortars (81 MM) 612 
Mortars (4.2 in.) 65) | 
Howitzers (75 MM) 204. 
Howitzers (105 MM) 72 
Howitzers (155 MM) 36 
Motor Vehicles 2, 000 

| Ammunition (rounds) 
80 Cal. 20, 000, 000 

| 45 Cal. : : 15, 000, 000 
30 Cal. (Carbine) 750, 000 
Mortar (60 MM) 200, 000 
Mortar (81 MM) 260, 000 

oe Mortar (4.2 in.) | 60, 000 | 
Howitzer (75 MM) 60, 000 
Howitzer (105 MM) 40, 000 

- Howitzer (155 MM) 8, 000 

893.24/11-1948 | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Secretary of State — 

[Wasuineton,] December 6, 1948. 

There is attached a tabulation (Tab A)? based on a telegram, dated 
December 2, (Tab B)? from the American Military Attaché at Nan- 
king, comprising an estimate of the over-all losses of American equip- 
ment by the Chinese Government forces from V-—J Day through 
December 2, 1948. : | a 

In terms of American trained units a conservative estimate of-losses 
based on tables of organization and equipment is.as follows: 

*Includes figures on U. S. equipment in tabulation attached to Memorandum 
dated November 19, 1948. (Tab C). [Footnote in the original; memorandum 
of November 19 not printed.] 

1 Supra. 
? Not printed.
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a. 17 originally U.S. equipped divisions totally lost : 
6. Units remaining: , 

12 Divisions (85 percent U. S. Equipped) 
_ 2 Divisions (50 percent U. S. Equipped) 

2 Divisions (15 percent U. S. Equipped) 
2 Divisions (10 percent U. S. Equipped) 

General Soule points out that the estimate of losses is most con- 
servative as there are observed instances in which regiments of U. S. 
equipped divisions have been wiped. out and later reconstituted with 
American equipment. He considers an estimate of 80 percent losses 
of U.S. equipment by capture and attrition (given by a high ranking 

Nationalist officer of the supply services following the fall of Man- 
churia) to be a sound basis on which to determine total losses of U. S. 
equipment. It is General Soule’s estimate, furthermore, that at least 
75 percent of the equipment supplied has fallen into the hands of 
the Chinese Communist Forces. The Communists claim that 70 per- 
cent of the U. S. equipped Nationalist forces were lost by November 
2, 1948. . 

W. W[atton] B[urrerworrts | 

894A.00/12-848 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Taipei (Krentz) to the Secretary of State 

Tarrrer, December 8, 1948—midnight. 
[Received December 9—3: 40 a. m.] 

93. Several separate sources indicate that Communists will attempt 
seize Chinese ships and at least cadres here. 

Documents seized here indicate extensive infiltration into Chinese 
Navy plus striking piracy methods here. 

Government frankly worried this situation as there is not even 
customs patrol and impossible to police myriad coves. 

Seems me constant US Naval surveillance Taiwan waters minimum 
precaution plus means communication Consulate General. I am set- 
ting up long range voice radio now. | 

Sent Department repeated Nanking 183. _ 
| KRENTz 

893.50 Recovery /12—1048 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Taipei 
| - (Arentz) . 

| WasHINGTON, December 10, 1948—1 p. m. 

68. For your info[rmation] Chi[nese] Ministry Nat[ional] De- 
fense has requested ships carrying munitions purchased from China
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Aid Act $125 million grants unléad’ ati ‘Keelung’ consignment that 
portion previously destined Shanghai and Chi 'Conibined ‘Service 
Forces has béén' instiucted -havé personnel in'Taiwan' receive such 

supplies. Piet ship ‘affected. by ‘this' atrangement carrying ammo, 
60 percent of whith to be unloaded Keelung, expected arrive shortly. 
wfasy Weert pl mecoed foo Lupita esp th ay a hteeg ef D) bosons) 

993.2471 1348? Petegram | Y fit oe : a pay fy 7 uo fe oo ‘ 2 ee ee 

tens Hse ‘3 we ey yy He bests TArpe1, December 18, 1948-4 p: m? 

| ‘94! For Butterworth: ' Information Deptel’68 régarding munitions 
already known loéally causing'speculation.’ 0 8 

tot alcoho on etoh Gdigectic ll bodes 22 7foafh ha sans 
893.50 Recovery/11-2548 pe oo 

, Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Chinese Ambassador (Koo) 

The [Acting] Secretary of State presents his compliments to His 
Excellency the Chinese Ambassador and has the honor to.refer to the 

Chinese Embassy’s, memorandum of November 25, 1948, requesting 
that the United States Government take certain steps to provide mili- 

tary assistance to the Chinese Government. . 
' The National Military Establishment informs the Department that 

in. accepting the Chinese Government’s request for equipment and am- 
munition for the seven armies and three reorganized divisions no. com- 

mitment was made with respect to. price. The military representatives — 
of the Chinese Government in Washington charged with handling 

procurement under the $125 million grants were so informed by the 
Department of the Army in a letter dated September 30, 1948, prior 
to, the transfer of funds. The National Military Establishment fur- 
ther notes that, the Department of the Army in accepting the transfer, 
of $37,783,386.68 from the $125 million grants took the position, that. 
prices charged would be in accord. with standard, pricing formulas 
applicable to all foreign aid programs. | | 

The bulk of the equipment desired by the Chinese Government com- 
prises items which will have to be replaced if the minimum stock re- 

quirements of the Army are to be maintained. For most. of these 
transfers, therefore, standard pricing formulas necessitated the charg- 
ing of current replacement costs. ‘Whenever items did not fall in the 
above category, 1945 prices or surplus prices were established depend- 

SEES pes ether Cub besta tf suet pedo pean) pees caeeg gk o8 at
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ing on the replacement requirements of the Arttiy: ‘Based on the above 
formulas, the cost of the prograin was computed’ to be $74,987,810. 
The National Military Establishnient inditatés that: the Department: 
of the Army has no authority to’ éffect' the expenditure of funds ‘in 
excess of those allocated by the Chinésé' Government from the $125 
million grants for this purpose.) © 09) PRE Tec DEE 
~The 80th ‘Congress in. its second’ session’appropriated the funds on 
which this Government’s program of aid to China is based. - Of the: 
funds appropriated, $275 million were allocated for economic aid 
and $125 million were grants to be expended as desired by the.Chinese 
Government. The only source, therefore, from which United States 
Government funds could be drawn to pay for the military equipment 
desired would bethe$125.milliongrants. ... . =. 

The President in his letter of July 28, 1948, to the Secretary of 
Defense * establishing procedures under the $125 million grants au- 
thorized him to “take such action|as may be appropriate .. .4 to 
facilitate the acquisition by the Chinese Government of such military 
supplies as the Chinese Government may ,request either by making 
available existing stocks of the National, Military. Establishment or 
by arranging for the procurement of such supplies on behalf. of that 
Government”. It was this authorization which permitted the De- 
partment of the Army to transfer from its own stocks the equipment 
already purchased by the Chinese Government for the seven armies 
and three divisions. _ a | 

With respect to the equipment for the Chinese’ Air Force, the 
National Military Establishment has informed this Department that 
the planes requested, though not excess to United States Air Force or 
Navy needs, could be made available. Surplus prices will not apply 
either to the planes or any spare parts for them. . The National Mili- 
tary Establishment notes that the United States Air Force main- 
tenance facilities are overburdened with projects which preclude their 
use for the reconditioning of the B-26’s, but that the Navy is in a 
position to rehabilitate the PB4Y’s. These latter planes can be made 
acceptable to United States Navy fleet standards in three months at 
a reconditioning cost of $20,000 per plane, or can be rendered flyable 
at a reconditioning cost of an estimated $600 per plane. These 
figures do not include the basic cost of the planes, | | . 

_ With respect to the aerial bombs, the National Military Establish- 
ment informs this Department that the United States Air Force has 
taken steps to furnish the total number requested, the bulk of the 
requirement now being available in the United States Far East Com- 
mand. Delivery of this material is being expedited. | 

"* United States Relations With China, p.950. = 8 : 
“ Omission indicated in the original. Co |
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With respect to the transfer of P-47N aircraft, fifty-one of which 

have been delivered, this Department has been informed that sixteen — 

additional planes will be transferred prior to the end of this year. 

The National Military Establishment informs this Department that 

the United States Navy is investigating as a matter of urgency the 

possibility of providing carriers to assist in the delivery of the fighter 

aircraft being reconditioned in this country under a commercial 

contract. 

| | | | Rosert A. Loverr 

WasuineTon, December 14,1948. 

811.3393/12-1548 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NaNKING, December 15, 1948—11 a. m. 

a | [Received December 15—9: 45 a. m.] 

2517. Purpose surveillance your [Zaiped’s] 183° unclear. Please 

elucidate further. We do not believe it advisable that US Navy 

should become involved in policing Taiwan coast. | 
Sent Taipei 96, repeated Department. __ 7 | 

| | | STUART 

893.00/9-1548 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State 

| (Lovett) | 

| [Wasuineron,| December 15, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 

: The Acting Secretary—Mr. Lovett | 

W. W. Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern Affairs 

The Chinese Ambassador called at his request. He avowedly wished 

to ascertain whether any final decision had been reached regarding 

the Chinese Government’s previous requests for a statement of policy 

and sympathy on the part of the U. S. Government and in the matter 

of sending a high military personage to China. I went over the 

ground with him referring to the communications which had taken 

place between the President and the Generalissimo, the action taken 

under instructions by our Ambassador in Nanking, the statement 

which the President made in a recent press conference,® e¢ al. This. 

5 Sent to the Department as telegram No. 93, December 8, midnight, p. 227. 

* Apparently press conference of December 2. When asked if he intended to 

make a statement of policy on China, the President replied that he had on three 

different occasions made statements on Chinese policy and that he had nothing 

further to say on it. - re .
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was well-tried ground and it was obvious that the Ambassador was 
not unfamiliar with it, so much so that it seems not unlikely that the 
real purpose of his inquiries was to ascertain what Mme. Chiang 
Kai-shek had been able to accomplish since he neither had accom- 
panied her on her visits to the hospital to see the Secretary nor had he 

| been present when she was received by the President and Mrs. Truman. 
The Ambassador also referred to Mr. Bevin’s speech? and particu- 

larly to that part of it in which Mr. Bevin had made reference to the — 
Moscow Declaration * in the matter of non-intervention in the internal 
affairs of China. From this and other questions which he asked relat~ 
ing to my press conference and to a report which he said he had seen 
in the public press to the effect that the USSR had protested to this 
Government against its shipments of arms to China, it was apparent 
that he sought to be reassured that the U. S., Great Britain and 
Russia were not in communication with a view to seeking a disposition 
satisfactory to themselves of the current situation in China. I reas- 
sured the Ambassador on this point and he immediately left thereafter 
seemingly satisfied. | 

893.24/12-1548 7 
Note by Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, Executive Secretary of the 

National Security Council 

NSC 22/2 [| WasHiNneton,] December 15, 1948. 

‘Current Postrion or tun Untrep Sratss Resrectinc DELIVERY oF 
Ap To CHINA 

The enclosed memorandum by the Secretary of Defense on the sub- 
ject is submitted herewith for discussion by the National Security 
Council, and at the request of the Secretary of Defense is scheduled 
as Item 3 on the Agenda for the 30th Council Meeting on Thursday, 
December 16, 1948. | 
_ At the direction of the President, the Economic Cooperation Ad- 
ministrator is being invited to attend the 30th Council Meeting for 
discussion of the entire Chinese Aid Program, including both economic 
and military assistance. 

| SipNey W. Sovers 
"Speech by Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign. Affairs, De- comber 9 in the House of Commons, Parliamentary Debates, 5th Series, vol. 459, 

s December 27, 1945. For text, see Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. 11, p. 815; or Department of State Bulletin, December 30, 1945, p. 1030.
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a Ae fe ge ft yey LMmclosurey 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to Rear Admiral Sidney W. 

_ Souers, Executive Secretary of the National Security Council 

pe tt Wasnineron, 14 December 1948. 

Subject: Current Position’ of' the! United States Respecting Delivery 

of Aid to China sbi i te ee 

‘1. The National Military: Establishment 1s currently providing fa- 

cilities, services and transportation to the Nationalist Government of 

China, in connéction ‘with its purchase of military supplies under the 

China Aid Act. ‘This’ assistance is being expedited in compliance 

-with a letter to mie from the President dated 20 October, 1948, a copy 

of whichisattachedforyourinformation, © 95 

| 9. In- view: of the’ present ‘situation in China which has greatly 

deteriorated since the ‘President’s October letter was written, I desire 

to raise the subject of the Chinese Aid Program of the United States 

at the next: meeting of the Council for the purpose of reviewing the 

situation and obtaining guidance as to whether the Military Establish- 

ment should continue to provide this assistance and, if so, at what 

priority and under what conditions. a 

3. You may desire to invite a representative of the Economic Coop- 

eration Administration to.attend the meeting for consideration of 

this item since further military assistance is closely related to 

continuing econdmic assistance. |: | 

Oo ee - JAMES FoRRESTAL 

ae —, +... ,,,[Subenelosure] 

: President Truman to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

—— a - | / | _ 7 a ‘[Wasurneton,] 20 October 1948. 

My Dear Mr.'Srcrerary: The Congress has appropriated $125,- 

000,000 for military aid to China. It is my understanding that this 

program is proceeding in good order except in the case of the assembly 

and shipment of small arms and ammunition. I am advised that the 

first shipment of this badly needed material is scheduled for early 

December and the final shipment in January, 1949. ‘These small arms 

‘and ammunition are needed in China as soon as possible. I, there- 

fore, direct that the shipments, beexpedited. / 

Very’ sincerely yours, “8  _-Harry S. Truman
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Executive Secretariat Files: NSC 22 bee fA 

Memorandum by the, Director of the, Office of Far, astern. Affairs 
_ (Butterworth), to the Acting Secretary of State 

anne [Wasuineton, | December 16, 1948. 

Subject: NSC.22/29° ie ne 
It is not believed that any change in the present measures of im- — 

plementation or priority should be made in the program of aid under 
the $125 million grants unless (1) the Chinese Government should 
collapse or withdraw from Nanking, (2) the Generalissimo should 
resign from the Government, (3) the Clifesé Communists should 
occupy the ports at which ‘the matériel is to be delivered or (4) the 
continued implementation ‘of’ this program would''be contrary ‘to 
United States ‘interests.- = 

In considering (4) above it should be noted that the Chinese Gov- 
ernment has requested that '60-per cent of the shipments now being 
made: be.delivered at Taiwan.’ Since the bulk ofthese shipments may 
not be available during the struggle for the:capital for the Govern- 
ment’s use, the advisability of making all this matériel available to 
the: National.Government should;be reviewed. |. In the event of a sud- 
den collapse of the Chinese Government, the matériel might fall into 
the hands of a Communist .or Communist-dominated government, 
merely strengthening the Chinese Communists militarily or provid- 
Ing an additional reservoir of arms which could be circulated else- 
where in the Far East. Attached as Annex 1 is a tabulation of the 
shipments of arms being effected by the Department of the Army 
under the ‘$37.8 million transfer from the $125 ‘thillion grants. ‘The 
Navy and‘Air Force are likewise providing matériel and services to 
the Chinese Governments’) 0 Fo 
“It is recommended that the following action be taken. with respeet 
to the matériel:and services being’ provided by the National Military 
Establishment: oP ad ne Rb pg bbe a 0) 

_ (1) the National Military Establishment be, requested to obtain 
from the Director of JUSMAG, China, his comments on the adviga: 
bility from: a ‘military point of view‘ of continuing the delivery’ of 
materiel now. en route or being prepared for shipment; 3 0: °° +. 
- (2). the Department of State. obtain.the. comments of the Embassy, Nanking, on the advisability, from a political point. of view of. con- 
tinuing the delivery of materiel, with particular reference to the de- 

(8): ih arriving at'a final decision with respect to this matter, the 
National Security Council give ¢onsideration to: the potential. useful- 
ness.in other programs of military aid to which this Government is 
committed of the arms and matériel now being prepared for shipment 
to China or presently en route in US Navy vessels. 

° Supra.
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[Annex] | 

SHIPMENTs To CHINA or ARMS AND AMMUNITION UNDER $87.8 MILLION 

TRANSFER From $125 Mittion GRANTS 

Sailing . Arrival 

Ship — Date — Cargo Date 

2 LSTs Nov.4&7 LT 13800 Tsingtao 
Japan&Guam (approx.) Dec. 7-14 

| small arms | 

USS Algol Nov. 9 LT 4974 or Shanghai 
West Coast MT 3742 Tsingtao Dec. 7 

Ammunition 

USS Washburn Dec. 1 LT 3712 Due to arrive 
: Ammo— Taiwan about 

| ~ gmall arms Dec. 21 

| | (120,000 rifles) — 

SS Virginia Nov. 8 MT 1360 Due to arrive 

Hawaii Explosives Taiwan about 
Dec. 10 

USS Yancey Will sail _ LT 2808 or Due to arrive 
| Dec. 16 MT 7500 Taiwan about 

West Coast Rifles, Dec. 30 
Blankets, 

| | Medical Supplies. . 

[At its meeting on December 16, the National Security Council noted 
and discussed NSC 22/2 and the comments thereon by the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff and agreed that (1) the Department of the Army should ob- 
tain the views of the Director, Joint U. S. Military Advisory Group, 

| as to the advisability, from the military point of view, of continuing 
to expedite military aid to China; (2) the Department of State should 
obtain from the U. S. Embassy at Nanking the political viewpoint 
on this question, particularly as to the desirability of sending military 
equipment to Taiwan; and (3) the National Security Council should 
consider, in the light of the replies to (1) and (2) above and of the 
comments of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, whether the military equip- 
ment in preparation for shipment to China could be more usefully 
employed in other theaters or whether it might be.more useful to 
have such equipment in Taiwan provided the Chinese National 
Government is not established there.] _ |
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$93.50 Recovery/12—1648 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

a _ ‘Wasutneron, December 16, 1948—8 p. m. 
| 1845. NSC meeting Dec 16 approved decision, in view extent to 

which milit situation has deteriorated and fact current delivery of 
supplies not playing a part in determination decisive battles now in 
process, to request Nat]. Milit Establishment obtain comments Di- 
rector JUSMAG re advisability from milit point view continuing 
delivery munitions under China Aid Act now en route or being pre- 
pared for shipment and have State Dept obtain Emb comments from 
polit viewpoint re advisability continuing delivery such matériel 
particularly with respect deliveries Taiwan. | | 

Gen Barr’s 861 OAtzA Dec 167° just received which furnishes 
partial reply. Please report your views urgently. 

: | | oe Loverr 

893.50 Recovery /12—-1848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State™ 

| NANKING, December 18, 1948—2 p. m. 
[ Received December 18—12: 53 p. m.] 

2575. Problem of continuing delivery munitions under China Aid 
Act, it seems to us, is inextricably involved in future policy toward 
China (your 1845, December 16). To stop shipments at this time 
would inevitably be taken as confirmation of already growing belief 
that we are through with Chiang Kai-shek and favor coalition. It 
would certainly discourage those forces both within and without Gov- 
ernment desiring continue resistance to Communism. Those forces 
are without leadership and may prove ineffective. Hu Shih has been 
brought here by Generalissimo especially to seek some means of 
making effective continued resistance and Hu is feverishly seeking 
means to that end. Cessation munition shipments would make 
inevitable failure any prospects he has. 

Should our policy continue to involve support these elements re- 
sisting Communism, delivery such material should, we believe, be 
diverted to south China ports, preferably Canton rather than Taiwan. 
Our present belief is that when Generalissimo is forced flee Nanking 
his next headquarters will be Nanchang from whence he will hope to 
rally resistance into what may develop into guerrilla warfare. If he 
is driven from Nanchang, he will seek to establish his next head- 

* Not found in Department files. oo 
“Copy sent to the Executive Secretary of the National Security Council on 

December 24. 

429-525-7316
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quartersin Canton. Taiwan would only come at much later date. To 
deliver military .supplies.to. Taiwan at. this. stage. would. only,.:we 
believe, serve to increase obvious concern Taiwanese at incursion main- 
land refugees including Government organizations to that island. 

co ee CES, ee STUART 

893.24/12-1848 EE RI 

: Summary of General Barr’s Telegram No. 871 OAGA of December 18 

- After appraising the military position and capabilities of the prin- 
cipal Nationalist armies and weighing the basis in south China for 
continued resistance by the National Government,:General Barr. con: 
cludes: “Only a policy of unlimited aid; ‘including the immediate 
employment of: United: States Armed Forces, which I emphatically 
do not recommend, would enable the Nationalist Government to main- 
tain a foothold in Southern China against a determined Communist 
advance.” re | | 

Turning to the political situation, General Barr states that the 
Generalissimo will continue to resist efforts to have him resign because 

he is convinced that only he can command a sufficient following to 
continue to resist the: Communists. In this he is correct. Should his 
constitutional successor, Li Tsung-jen, come into power, he would im- 
mediately negotiate: peace. Any negotiated peace will result in a — 
Communist government notwithstanding 'the term “coalition” in con- 
nection with it. se ae ears EDT tes ear 
-General-Barr reaches the following conclusions: (1) The National- 

ist armies will be defeated in the immediate future and the Govern- 
ment forced to leave Nanking or. be overthrown. (2). If the Gen- 
eralissimo: remains in. power, the Government will move: to: South 
China and. then to Taiwan... Its influence will be negligible, and it 
will be a government in name:only regardless of military and economic 
aid. (8) A Communist government willbe established, which will 
attempt:to extend its control.over allof China. (4). Further military 
and economic aid will have little effect now or in the future but should 

not be withdrawn abruptly as long as the National:Government con- 
tinues in existence... 6 

_ General Barr. concludes his telegram with the followimg recommen: 
dations: (1) Military and economic aid ‘to Taiwan:and South China 
should be continued as long as “any significant portions of these areas” 

- continue in Nationalist hands. .(2) Military and economic aid now en
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route should be sent to Okinawa or some other suitable checkpoint for 
onward: transportation in the. light’ of existing circumstances, and 

shipments now loading should be dispatched only after a detailed 
appraisal of the situation. No military or economic aid should be 
permitted to enter areas occupied or immediately threatened by Com- 
munists.. The kinds and amounts. of aid te other areas should be in 

‘direct. proportion to the needs of the areas. Every effort should be 
- made to prevent any considerable stockpile of ECA or military aid 

where they are likely: to fall into the hands of the Communists. _ 

893.50 Recovery/12-2448 OO 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Chief of the 
_ .... Diwision of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) | 
- oe PWasuineton,] December 24, 1948. 

Dr. Tan telephoned me today to state that the Chinese Embassy 
had learned that the USS Washburn, transporting 3,260 tons of mili- 
tary material purchased by the Chinese from the Departrhent of the 
Army under the $37.8 million program, arrived at Okinawa two days 
‘ago. He stated that it was the Chinese Government’s intention that 
all such shipments would now be delivered at Keelung, the port in 
north Taiwan. Dr. Tan further stated that upon inquiry of the 

_ Department of the Army concerning this matter the Chinese Embassy 
had been informed that “whether the ship would proceed from Oki- 
nawa to’ Taiwan depends upon the State Department”. In answer to 
my inquiry, Dr. Tan said that he was not certain of the name of the : 
officer in the Department of the Army who had made this statement. 

I informed Dr. Tan that I would look into the matter and com- 
municate with him later. 

(Colonel Conner, Plans and Operations, Department of the Army, 
telephoned me this morning and stated that the Chinese Procurement 

Group in. Washington had approached the Department of the Army 
on this matter and asked what reply might. be given to the Chinese. 
I suggested that in view of the fact that the diversion of the USS _ 
Washburn had been a decision by the NSC with the. President’s 
approval he simply tell the Chinese that it was presumed that the USS 
Washburn’ was en. route but that he would look into the matter. 
Colonel Conner said he was directing this inquiry to the Department 
of State on instruction from General Wedemeyer.)  —_ a
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893.50 Recovery /12-2448 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Chinese 
Affairs (Sprouse) 

| [ WasHinoTon,] December 27, 1948. 

Dr. Wang ™* called this afternoon by appointment to make further 
inquiry regarding the delivery to China of military matériel being 
shipped on the USS Washburn, U. S. naval transport. Dr. Wang said 
that he was following up the inquiry made of me by Minister Tan on 
December 24 and asked if I had yet been able to obtain any informa- 
tion in this regard. 

I told Dr. Wang that due to the holidays I had been unable to make 
exhaustive inquiries on this subject but that so far as I could learn, if 
there were any delay, it was due to technical reasons. When Dr. Wang 
pressed his inquiry and stated that he wanted to be sure there were no 
policy angles in this connection, I repeated that so far as I could dis- 
cover there were no policy angles involved. In reply to my close ques- 
tioning on this point, Dr. Wang said that the Department of the Army 
had indicated to the Chinese procurement group that there was a 

_ policy angle involved in the delivery of the military supplies on the 
USS Washburn. He also revealed that it was through the Department 
of the Army that the Chinese Embassy had learned that the USS 
Washburn was at Okinawa. He seemed reassured by my statement 
that I would communicate with him immediately upon obtaining any 
information in this regard from the Department of the Navy or the 
Department of the Army. : | . 

893.50 Recovery/12—2948 : Telegram . 

| Lhe Consul General at Taipei (Krentz) to the Secretary of State 

Tarper, December 29, 1948—10 a.m. | 
| [Received December 29—1 : 21 a. m.] 

101. ReDeptel 68, Diversion of munition ships to Taiwan. I have 
received request from Chinese SOS ” through local Foreign Office to 
advise it of arrival US aid vessels, material aboard, etc., so that ad- 
vance preparations can be made. | 

I consider unwise present time Consul General take official cogni- 
zance such shipments and propose ignore request or if pressed state 
not in position obtain advance information. 

Repeated Nanking 189. oo 
KRENTz | 

™ Wang Shou-chin, Chinese Counselor of Embassy. 
” Service of Supply. -
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Ill. ESTABLISHMENT OF A JOINT UNITED STATES MILITARY AD- 
VISORY GROUP TO THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA (JUSMAGCHINA) 

$93.20 Mission/1—1248 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, January 12, 1948—4 p. mn. 
oo [Received January 12—1: 25 p. m. | 

79. For Butterworth * from Clark.1* Have gathered from recent 

telegraphic exchanges that Barr * may be given greater latitude than 

“his predecessor.** If this is so, authority of chief NAG ** might also 

profitably be expanded to permit advice on training and operation 

: craft other than those delivered China by US. Admiral Murray * 

believes NAG could be of considerable practical assistance if 

authority thus expanded. [Clark.] 
| STUART 

§93.30 Missions/1-—2048 | 

Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Wool- 

_ dridge) to the Deputy Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 

(Penfield) 
| [WasHIncTON, | 20 January 1948. 

Subject: Naval Advisory Group Survey Board, China 

1. Apropos of your conversation with Captain Hummer” on 
15 January, the following information is submitted. 

- 2. On 24 November 1945, the Chief of Naval Operations directed 

Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet to institute, under Commander, 

7th Fleet, training of Chinese personnel on diesel driven amphibious 
ships and crafts, for the purpose of providing crews, including main- 
tenance personnel, for ships employed for overall purpose of effecting 
the surrender terms against Japan. On 11 December 1945, Com- 
mander, 7th Fleet reported the establishment of the Chinese Am- 

phibious Training Group at Tsingtao. 
3. On 23 November 1945, the Chief of Naval Operations established 

the Naval Advisory Group Survey Board (NAGSB) to make a survey 
of the needs of the Chinese Navy and the requirements of a naval 
advisory group. This group was directed to report to Commander, 
7th Fleet. In the spring of 1946, the NAGSB took over functions 

18 W, Walton Butterworth, Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs. 
“4 Lewis Clark, Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China. 
1% Maj. Gen. David G. Barr, Chief of the Army Advisory Group in China. 
** Maj. Gen. John P. Lucas. 
1 Naval Advisory Group, technically Naval Advisory Group Survey Board. 
78 Rear Adm. S. S. Murray, Senior Member Naval Advisory Group Survey Board. 
1 Assistant Chief of Naval Operations for Political-Military Affairs.
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of 7th Fleet Chinese Amphibious Training Group and, ‘on 3’ June 
1947, was directed to conduct training and to advise the Chinése Navy 
under Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet through:Commander, Naval 
Forces Western Pacific, © ree ee 

4, Public Law 512, 79th Congress, approved 16 July 1946, and > 
Executive Order 9848 of 25 A:pril-1947 24 authorized the establishment 
of a Naval) Advisory Group; not: to exceed 100 officers and 200 enlisted 

men to assist China in naval matters. » This executive.order authorizes 
the Secretary of the Navy inter,alia, to train personnel “.... ,.. for such, 

other naval purposes as the Secretary of.the Navy may deem.proper.” 

Oo bee SS a toa, Rear Admiral, U.S. N. 

893.30 Missions/1—2048 poreeh dy Po astde : Cie ge EE goer, 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (Ring- 
walt) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butter- 
worth) ee 

eo a Wassineron,| January 22, 1948. 

- Congress by Public Law 512 authorized the establishment of. a 
naval advisory group in China. At a conference between State and 
Navy representatives on February 20, 1947,22 General Marshall indi- 
cated that he had no objection to the establishment. of a separate naval 

advisory group but that this was a question to be worked out between 
the Warand Navy Departments. = i st 

_ The Navy, anxious to proceed with the establishment of a separate 
naval advisory group on the basis of Public Law 512, prepared a draft 
agreement between United States and China to formalize the activities 
of the naval advisory group. This agreement was based on a draft 
combined military and naval advisory group agreement, in which War, 
Navy and State had already tentatively concurred. tw 
_ However, the conclusion of a separate agreement. for a naval ad- 

| visory group was strongly opposed by the War Department, and the 
Secretary of War * in letters of April 24, 1947, addressed to the 
Secretaries of State and Navy, advocated the establishment of the 
joint military advisory group envisaged in SWNCC 83/17,% which 

~ 60 Stat. 589. ae TR ee | 
* Department of State Bulletin, May 4, 1947, p. 821, or 12 Federal Register 2768. 
™See minutes of conference, February 20, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 

Pe obert P. Patterson. ae a — — a | : 
“ Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vi, p. 961.0 sissies 
* Note by the Secretaries of the State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee, 

February 13,.1946, Foreign. Relations, 1946, vol. x, p. 817 Oo
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would operate under the war-time powers of the President.’ Mr. Pat- 
tersoh proposed, should thé Department of State not favor such action, 
that the status quo be continued until the nature of Congressional 
action on military missions bills was determined. mo 
"Faced with strenuous opposition from the War Department, the 
Navy Department ina memoraridum of June 20 for the Secretary ‘of 
State? proposed ‘that 'the'joint' advisory group be established’ when 
legislation: permitted and that' in ‘thé mearitime naval ‘personnel sent 
to China to form the naval advisory group ‘continue training Chinese 
crews for ships to be délivered under Public’ Law 512. The Depart- 

inent in‘its reply of July 23” cotictitred in this proposal. = 
“In a letter/dated: November 1; 1947)2* the Secretary of National De- 
fense informed the Secretary of State that; if it were decided to submit 
to the present Congress the bill for military aid'to ‘China, he would 
wish to ‘include certain changes which would; énter alia, specifically 
permit the Air Force to participate in the military advisory group. 
On December 31,'194'7 the Acting Secretary of State suggested to the 
Secretary of Defensd ?* that the proposed changes’ be supplied to the 
Department ‘of ‘State so that it could be ini a position to act with dis- 

Admiral Wooldridge tells mé informally that Navy does not con- 
template at this time reviving its program for a separate agreement 
for the’ naval advisory group. If, however, the present Congress 
closes without having provided for the necessary legislation, Navy will 

then doubtless préss for a separate agreement. 
‘ Tt had not previously come to my attention that the Department 
of the Air Force might, like the Navy, have been giving consideration 
to a separaté agreement with China. In my view, it would be highly 
desirable to negotiate a single agreement with the Chinese Govern- 
ment in which the unity of command principle were carefully estab- 
lished. However, it seems to me that this is primarily a matter for 
the armed forces themselves to decide and that we had best avoid com- 
mitting ourselves in any way, indicating, if asked, that we would be 
agreeable to whatever arrangements may be decided upon by the armed 

services concerned?» ) 

PURSE Se REG es oo APT eoR] R. Rl rwewart} ) 

.® Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v1, p.968 ws | 
2 Tbid., p. 970. — 

“*Not printed. = | ; 
_* Marginal notation by the Deputy Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Penfield) : “I think we should hold out for one agreement P[enfield]”. |
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893.20/1-2348 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 28 a NANKING, January 23, 1948. 
| [Received February 5.] 

Sir: I have the honor to refer to our despatch No. 1144 of December 
6, 1947 * in which we discussed the current military situation in China 
and suggested means for the improvement of the military position of 
the Chinese Government through American assistance. | - 

Since the above despatch was drafted the military position of the 
Government has further deteriorated. Communist operations in the 
general area of the intersection of the Ping-Han and Lung-Hai rail- 
ways have successfully disrupted both east-west and north-south rail 
communications in north central China; General Wang Yao-wu, Com- 
mander of Government forces in Shantung, has admitted publicly 
that his military position is becoming rapidly untenable; in spite of 
adverse weather conditions in Manchuria the Communists have re- 
tained the initiative and have generally remained on the offensive; 
Lt. General Fisher Hou, Chief of Military Intelligence on the General 
Staff at Nanking, has admitted that.the Communists have the capa- 
bility of isolating the Northeast from China proper; in recent weeks 
the Communists have interdicted river shipping west of Hankow and 
the gradual unfolding of Liu Po-cheng’s *? campaign in central China 
indicates the design to isolate Szechuan in order to prevent the move- 
ment of military rice to Government forces in the east; all sources in 
contact with Government military circles report that pessimism over 
the outcome of current campaigns deepens among. officers of higher 
commands at Nanking and among lower echelons in the field and there 
is progressive, steady deterioration of the morale of all Government 
forces. : : 

With this situation in mind we have consulted at length with officers | 
of the Army Advisory Group and other qualified military observers 
in an effort to determine what steps might be taken by the United 
States to aid the Chinese Government in restoring the military situa- 
tion to its own advantage and wish to set forth herein in somewhat 
more detail than in the previous despatch the consensus thus derived. 

Consideration of any new program of military assistance to the 
Chinese Government cannot ignore past and present attempts on the 
part of the United States to provide China with such aid. As early 
as 1940 [79417] an American Military Mission to China sought ways 
and means for affording the Chinese assistance in their war with 

* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 387. 
** Commander of Chinese Communist forces of Central China.
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Japan.? After Pearl Harbor, as a part of over-all American strategy, | 

we developed a program for the arming and training of a portion 

of China’s armies, with the aim of creating a military machine capable 

of defeating Japanese forces in the field. 

With the capitulation of Japan, the present program of military 

aid was conceived and put into effect through the Army Advisory 

Group. This program had as its aim assisting the Chinese to develop 

a military establishment adequate to permit fulfillment of their obli- 

gations as a power. It involved aid in the reduction of China’s war- 

time armies to a point where they could be supported by the economy 

of the country, the development of a new command structure, the 

organization of a training program for a new Chinese army and the 

procurement of certain items of matériel until such time as the Chinese 

Government. would have the capability of supplying its military 

establishment from its own resources. 

The post-war program of military aid to China was planned on the 

assumption that the creation of a new Chinese military establishment 

would take place under conditions of internal political stability. 

Also, the program, in its execution, was conditioned by certain con- 

cepts having their origin in the American wartime aid program; these 

included concepts of training, standards and concepts of size, organi- 

zation and armament of combat formations. It was further con- 

ditioned by the assumption that the United States would be able to 

implement commitments as to the procurement and delivery of 

matériel. It was finally conditioned by the assumption that there 

was no particular urgency for the creation of a new Chinese military 

establishment; that time was not of the essence, and that its creation 

could proceed slowly to attain certain long range ends. 

All of these assumptions have proven false, and the concepts im- 

practical and invalid. Far from taking place under conditions of 

internal political stability, the program has been carried out under 

conditions of armed rebellion and civil war. Although some progress 
has been made toward the realization of long range ends, the military 

establishment of the Chinese Government has proven inadequate to 

force a decision on its own behalf in the civil war, and is in serious 

danger of defeat and collapse. Concepts of training, composition 

and armament of Chinese combat organizations stemmed from the 

experience of American officers in the field with Chinese troops en- 

gaged in combat with the Japanese. Training, organization, and 

armament were therefore dictated in large degree by the enemy to be 
met. In addition, and perhaps, more importantly, American trained 

- %8 Wor correspondence on the American Military Mission to China under Brig. 
Gen. John A. Magruder in August 1941, see Foreign Relations, 1941, vol. v, pp. 
680-681, 692, 695-698, 709, 711-712, 742-744, 747, 752.
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or equipped Chinese units operated with a line of supply which was 

completely American, as in Burma, or as in China with American 
liaison teams which constantly badgered higher Chinese command 
echelons to see that supplies reached forward elements. The present 
civil war involves changed circumstances and Chinese formations 
engaged are neither trained, organized nor armed to meet the new - 
conditions obtaining. The problem facing the United States is, then, 
the creation of a realistic, practical program of military assistance 
to the Chinese Government which is in full consonance with the re- 
quirements of the current military situation. Any solution for this 
problem must be based on the assumption, which needs no elaboration, 
that the military position of the Chinese Government is critical, and 
that early and effective aid is essential unless the Government is to 
suffer further severe military defeats and possibly military collapse. 

_ The current military effort of the Government has, to say the least, 
certain grave handicaps. Among the more pronounced of these are: 
(1) the proclivity of the Generalissimo,** a man of proved military 
incompetence, to interfere on a strategic and tactical level with field 
operations; (2) the low caliber of many ranking general officers of 
the Chinese armed forces in terms of their lack of either integrity 
or professional skill; (3) the failure of the Government to organize 

| an effective service of supply; (4) the failure of the Government to 
organize an adequate program of military government, or its equiva- 
lent, for areas which its forces have reoccupied; (5) the Government’s 
inability to plan and execute a military training program; (6) the 
inability of the Government to balance its resources in terms of man- 
power and matériel against the requirements of the prevailing situa- 
tion and organize these resources for their most efficient employment. 
A statement of handicaps could be considerably expanded, but. those 
listed constitute the major defects in the Government’s military effort 
which any new program of American military assistance must 
overcome. 7 ee ee 

In our despatch No. 1144 of December 6, 1947 we expressed our 
opinion that problems arising out of the present civil war must be 
approached on a practical and immediate rather than on an academic 
and long-range basis. In the same despatch we expressed our opinion 
that such an approach should take the form. of. provision for an 
American Planning Group, with the function of surveying the over- 
all military situation and preparing specific recommendations to meet 
specific needs in areas where the military situation is most critical. 
For example, there is need for the planning of military operations 

“Generalissimo Chiang. Kai-shek, President, of the National Government of 
the Republic of China.
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employing resources now available to the Government and at the same 
time a need for the development and augmentation of these resources 
in terms of advice and assistance in the development of a training 
program which could more quickly produce units trained specifically 
for existing combat conditions. There is also need for the develop- 
ment of a supply organization capable of supporting these and other 
units in combat and the training of a staff and command organization 
capable of handling these units in combat. 

_ The establishment of such a Planning Group, provided that it were 
integrated with the Government’s military organization at a suf- 
ficiently high level, would tend to overcome in some degree the handi- 
caps to the Government’s military effort specifically listed above. 
Personnel of this Group should include officers with planning ex- 
perience on a War Department level, familiar with the technique of 
long and short term strategic planning. It should also include officers 
with wartime field experience with Chinese troops.  — 

_ On the basis of personal knowledge of Embassy officers now serving 
here the names of the following officers suggest themselves to us as 
exemplifying the qualifications mentioned: __ a 

_ Brigadier General Paul Carraway | 
ae _ Colonel Joseph K. Dickey - 

—_ — Colonel Allen C. Bennett | 
| Colonel Haydon L. Boatner | 
Sn Colonel E. J. McNally © 

, ~~ Colonel Reynolds Condon | | | 
| -. Colonel Paul Freeman , | _ 

) - .. Colonel J. Hart Caughey =| 
: Colonel Cecil J. Gridley a , 

_ The integration of the Planning Group with the Chinese command 
structure should, as pointed out above, be made at a high level. It is 
our opinion that the Chief of an American Military Advisory Group 
for China, with the proposed Planning Group directly under him, 

_ should serve as the supreme military advisor for the Generalissimo. 
Plans developed by the Planning Group, if approved by the General- 
issimo, would be passed by him to his Chief of Staff or, as required, 
to the Ministry of National Defense, for implementation. Other 
sections of the American Military Advisory Group would then advise 
and assist in carrying out these plans at a training and supply level. 

_ This arrangement would be of material aid in reintegrating the 
Chinese command structure. Currently, in theory at least, the top 
level direction of Government military operations is the responsibility 
of the Supreme General Staff at Nanking. In practice, however, 
this group is oftentimes by-passed. The Chief-of-Staff and the 
Commander-in-Chief of Chinese Ground Forces both hold field com-
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mands. Operations are directed by various field headquarters, the 

commanders of which receive instructions directly from the General- 

issimo and his deputies, none of whom are particularly qualified for 

this responsibility. The result of this system has been failure to 

coordinate operations and failure to organize and allocate military 

resources—both in terms of men and matériel—in support of the 

over-all military effort. A Planning Group such as we have en- 

visaged could exploit the Generalissimo’s power of command and thus 

secure some assurance of implementation of its plans, and could at 

the same time restore to the Chinese Supreme General Staff at Nan- 

king its proper, logical role as the integrating and coordinating agency 

for the development of over-all strategic command. 

Such a Planning Group would have the advantage of providing a 

means through which the training functions of a Military Advisory 

Group could be made to develop Chinese units of the type needed in 

current hostilities and could be scheduled so as to turn out units as 

needed to meet the requirements of an over-all strategic plan. Also 

as part of a Military Advisory Group, the Planning Group would 

retain a degree of anonymity, and would not necessarily appear to 

be involved directly in the Government’s military operations. 

It is our opinion that the augmentation of the present Military 

Advisory Group by a Planning Group, the specific type and functions 

of which we have outlined in general terms, would provide the Chi- 

nese Government with a type of military aid which it does not now 
receive, and of which it stands in urgent need. We further believe 

that such a Planning Group would serve to rationalize and make 
effective military aid now granted or contemplated, provided that 
certain minimum requirements of the Planning Group were met. 
Those requirements would be the provision of adequate information 

for planning purposes, and the authority to acquire information with 

regard to the execution of prepared plans. 

Military planning involves the disposition of resources to meet con- 

crete or hypothetical situations in which favorable military decisions 

are sought. No sound planning is possible unless planners have full 

knowledge of the resources which they are to dispose or allocate. The 

military planners must also be as well informed as possible with 

regard to the enemy’s capabilities and by balancing one’s own capabil- 

ities against those of the enemy an estimate of the situation is derived 

from which the planners dispose available resources. It is our opinion 

that the Army Advisory Group as at present constituted lacks knowl- 

edge of the military situation, either over-all or in particular, sufficient 

to arrive at a valid estimate of the situation because in accord with 
the current interpretation of the Army Advisory Group directive,
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officers of the Group have no immediate contact with Chinese military 
operations. | | 

If the suggested Planning Group is to function effectively it must 
be provided with data on Chinese resources in personnel and matériel. 
All available information, however, strongly suggests that the Su- 
preme General Staff as now constituted is not capable of providing 
the required data, particularly in its G-1, G-2, and G-4 Sections. 
‘Therefore we consider that at least the Personnel, Intelligence, and 
Supply Sections of the Supreme General Staff must receive advice and. 
assistance from American personnel and that the Planning Group 
must also have available to it the services of personnel capable of 
assembling data produced by Staff Sections of the Supreme General 

| Staff into adequate estimates of the situation. oe 
Planning for military operations is a continuous process and in 

the interest of preserving continuity, plans must be altered from time 
to time in light of their implementation in the field. This presup- 
poses contact between planners and field operations, at-least with the 
higher headquarters where field operations are being directed. It 
is our belief that, for the most part, the highest echelon of the Chinese 
armed forces, the Supreme General Staff at Nanking is seldom aware 
of the true state of field operations. For this reason, we believe that 
there should be assigned to the Planning Group teams of field ob- 
servers, attached to higher Chinese field headquarters. Ideally, such 
teams. would be assigned as low as regimental headquarters and would 
have advisory functions. We feel, however, that there are serious 
objections, mainly of a political nature, to this procedure, and we 
believe that initially observers should not be attached to echelons lower 
than army commands. Since teams would have the function of re- 

_ porting on. the local military situation, and might also have certain 
responsibilities of advising the command to which. they are attached 
on. supply matters, the teams would also include. communications 
personnel, 

Although we have stressed our conviction that assistance in planning 
Is essential to the success of any program of American military aid to 
China, we do not intend to imply that no other aid is required. We 
are of the opinion that American assistance in the development of a 
training program for the Chinese Government’s armed forces has been, 
and remains an important part of any program. As we have indicated, 
however, we believe that such assistance is of value only in so far as 
the system of training it establishes can train military units for the 
specific military tasks now confronting the Chinese Government. 

From such information as is available to us, it would seem that the 
standards now envisaged by the Army Advisory Group are inordi-
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nately high. Time is of the essence and it would seem better to sacri- 

fice high standards for the time being in the interest of producing at 

least trained replacements, if not completely trained units, in as short 
a time as possible. Our information is generally to the effect that 
Communist troops are not highly trained and it would not be an im- 
possible task to produce Government troops as well or slightly better 
trained within a far shorter period than present planning envisages. 

Wealso have reason to believe that Chinese personnel are being trained 
in the use of matériel unsuited for employment in the type of warfare 
in which the Government’s armies are engaged. Concrete proposals, 
however, for the reorientation of training programs must, as we have 
suggested, await adequate studies of the situation and the development 
of strategic plans. At the moment it must suffice to reiterate our be- | 
lief that a training program is essential and that the present program 
does not meet the needs of the prevailing situation. Oe 

Another level upon which we feel the Chinese Government requires 
American aid is the procurement of matériel. Although we are of the 
opinion that Government forces have far more in the way of matériel 
than the Communists, this preponderance is rapidly diminishing and 
the Government will soon be unable under any circumstances to force 
a decision in the present conflict unless it can receive proper supplies 
from outside sources. We are also of the opinion that such American 

. equipment as has been received by the Government has not, in all cases, 
. been of types most urgently needed for the present conflict, and that 

some types are definitely unsuitable. From information available, we 
are inclined to believe that neither the Chinese command nor the Army 
Advisory Group has any clear picture of the amount of matériel actu- 
ally in the hands of the Chinese Government. Therefore, it is our 

- opinion that the American Government should not provide further 
matériel to the Chinese Government as a part of any program of mili- 
tary aid, unless it be in support of a definite over-all strategic plan 
having American approval based on a study of matériel now in Chi- 
nese hands and American recommendations as to types and employ- 
ment of matériel best suited to meet tactical requirements. | ; 

In the previous despatch under reference we stated our belief that 

the military problem of the Chinese Government has the closest pos- 
sible connection with the Government’s political and economic prob- 
lems. The main politico-military problem facing the Government 

- today is the establishment of its authority in areas recovered from 
the Communists to a point where a civil government can exist without 
the backing of a strong garrison. Reduced to its simplest terms, this 
implies the creation of a government capable of attracting popular | 
support. While the military aspects of this problem are not imme-
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diately apparent, their existence is undeniable. The Government lacks 
the organized manpower to maintain large garrisons in politically 

disaffected regions, and, at the same time, to conduct the large scale 
- offensive operations required to destroy the military power of the 

Communists. Military aid to the Chinese Government is only a means 
to achieving the end that the Government regain political control of 
areas now in Communist hands, and reintegrate these areas politically 
with the balance of China. 2” 
‘Weare of the belief that a solution to the politico-military problem 

outlined in the preceding paragraph may be found through American 
assistance in the development of plans for the military government 
of areas recaptured from the Communists by Government forces. 
The general concept of military government is sound and is accepted 
by the Chinese. We believe that if a Military Government Section 
were made a part of the Army Advisory Group to plan, and advise 
on the techniques of military government to fit situations as they arose 

it should, provided that it were.adequately ‘staffed and phased into 
the Chinese military organization, have excellent chances of success. 

It is our feeling that a Military Government Section of the Army 
Advisory Group should be staffed by officers with a formal knowledge 
of military government techniques, by Americans with knowledge of 

. Chinese politics and economics, and by Americans with practical ex- 
perience in relief and rehabilitation programs in rural China. The 

section should also be strongly staffed by Chinese social scientists. 
whose major interests lie in the problems of Chinese rural society, who 
would serve in an advisory capacity and who would preferably be 
selected and paid by the Army Advisory Group Military Government 
Section. . | - ) | 

- While it is beyond the scope of this despatch to develop our thinking 
on Military Government at greater length, we believe that the concept, 
as outlined above, is valid and that it is practical and can be imple- 
mented. We further feel that it offers a means toward attaining 
political and economic stability in areas where, for military reasons, 
political stability is urgently required. We are also of the opinion that 
the concept, as we have sketched it, or its equivalent, must form a part 
of any program of military aid, if the latter is to be effective. We 
would also point out that an effective military government program 
would greatly simplify the military problem and probably result in 
greater economy of force in military operations. 

_ In our thinking on the matter of a program of American military 
aid to the Chinese Government, we have sought practical objections 
to the proposals we have advanced. The chief of these objections 
would appear to be possible reluctance on the part of the Chinese Gov-
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ernment to agree to a plan which would entail American supervision | 
of aid in the manner and to the degree which we have suggested. After — 
considering the matter at some length, we have come to the conclusion 
that the Chinese Government would probably accept the proposals 
we have outlined, provided they were advanced as integral and in- 
separable parts of an over-all plan. In the first place, the Government 
is well aware that its military position is becoming untenable and 
that assistance is urgently required; for this reason alone we believe 
that it would be willing to accept aid even at the sacrifice of some 

| autonomy over military affairs. In the second place, there 1s a growing 
feeling in all strata of Chinese society that an end to the present mili- 
tary stalemate, in favor of either party, would be preferable to a pro- 
longation of the present situation. For this latter reason we believe 

that considerations of prestige, which might otherwise mitigate against 
the Government’s accepting such a plan as we propose are not of vital 
importance. We are also aware of the popular appeal, if not the co- 
gency, of the argument which might be raised against our proposals, _ 
in terms of its “involving us in China’s civil war”. In this connection 
it may be pointed out that in reality, our proposals merely rationalize 
and implement the present directive of the Army Advisory Group, 
and that they could be put into practice unobtrusively and without 
giving rise to more comment than that to which we are already subject. 
We are aware also that the failure of such a plan as proposed herein 

would probably bring discredit upon the United States and our 
prestige in Eastern Asia. We submit, however, that it must be 
approached as a calculated risk bearing in mind in the first place, 
that such a plan as we propose could be, and would be if adopted, 
phased into our present aid program and made to appear asanormal | 
extension and development of that program. In the second place, __ 
we wish to point out that we are, in certain circles already credited _ 
and already damned for interference in China’s civil war, and that 
the obvious failure of our current effort to do other than prolong __ 
the conflict, is even now redounding to the discredit of American arms _ 
and American policy. | oe ce 

In closing we wish to make clear that it is not our purpose to appear 
to be blindly critical-of the present Army Advisory Group effort. 
Senior officers of the Group with whom the contents of this despatch 
have been discussed over a considerable period are conscious of the 
shortcomings of the current effort, but consider that under the present 
Army Advisory Group directive, as interpreted, they are estopped 
from an extension of their activities to the degree necessary to check 
appreciably the prevailing dangerous deterioration of the Chinese 
Government’s military position. We also tend to believe that there
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is developing at all levels in the Army Advisory Group a feeling of 

frustration because the Group is not permitted to attack the imme- 

diately pressing military problems of the Chinese Government and the 

gradual development of a get-in-or-get-out attitude will create before 

long an undesirable American morale problem aside from the more 

important aspect of the growth among Chinese military leaders [of 

the view?] that they are obtaining no concrete assistance from the 

Group with regard to the problems at hand. a - 

Respectfully yours, | For the Ambassador: 

| | _ Raymonp P. LuppeNn 

- First Secretary of Embassy 

$93.30 Missions/1-2048 | | | 

The Deputy Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Penfield) 

to the Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China (Clark) . | 

: WasuHincTon, February 2, 1948. 

Dear Lewis: I have done some exploratory work based on your 

telegram no. 79 of January 12 and have received from the Navy the 

enclosed statement ** purporting to set forth the directives under 

which the Navy training operates. I believe Ringwalt has sent you a 

copy of his memorandum of January 22 on the background of this sit- 

uation, which is rather involved, the most important factor apparently 

being a difference of views between the Army and the Navy on the 

legal set-up of the Advisory Groups. The Army has set up its Group 

under the authority contained in the President’s directive (issued 

under his war powers) set forth in SWNCC 83/17.% The Navy, after 

it received statutory authority for its operations under P. L. 512," 

decided that it would be inappropriate to set up a Navy Group (or 
| participate in a Joint Group) under this Presidential directive and 

pressed for approval to set up a separate Navy Group under the 
authority of P. L. 512. The Army has never agreed to this and after 
a lot of maneuvering and several false starts the subject was dropped 
about a year ago. The Navy’s present position is that they will take 
no action until it is possible to make a good guess as to the fate of the 
general Military Missions Bill.** If it appears that this bill will be 
approved by the present session of Congress, the Navy will propose 
the negotiation of an agreement with the Chinese Government for the 

8 January 20, p. 239. a 
. 8 Poreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, p. 817. : 

7 Approved July 16, 1946 ; 60 Stat. 539. | 

8H. R. 2313, introduced February 28, 1947 and S. 759, introduced March 8, 
1947, Congressional Record, 80th Congress, 1st sess., vol. 93, pp. 1579 and 1598, 
respectively. | 

| 429-525—73——17
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setting up of a Joint Military Advisory Group under the authority 
of this bill. If, on the other hand, it appears that the bill will not 
pass, the Navy will probably reopen the question of a separate Navy 
Group under authority of P. L. 512. _ 

_ In the meantime the Navy Group is still, as you will note from the 
enclosed, officially designated “Naval Advisory Group Survey Board, 
China” and the Navy feels that its activities should be strictly limited 
to the technical training of crews for the ships turned over to the 
Chinese under P. L. 512. | - 

Incidentally, the Navy informs us that they are under increasing 
pressure from the Chinese to lend assistance in the establishment and 
training of a Chinese marine corps and that the attitude they are adopt- 
ing is that if the Chinese desire American assistance in this field the 
matter should be taken up on a governmental level. On this subject 
the following is an excerpt from a letter of July 23, 1947, from the 
Secretary of State to the Secretary of the Navy: — 

“The State Department feels that it would be unwise at this time 
for the Chinese Government to divert any of its depleted financial or 
military resources to developing a new military arm in the form of a 
Marine Corps. For this reason, ... it is recommended that this 
Government refuse training or other support for the proposed Chinese 
Marine Corps in the immediate future. When conditions in. China 
become. more stable, the organization of a Chinese Marine Corps under 
the Naval Advisory Group, or the amphibious training of some Army 
units, would appear to be a normal activity tending toward establish- 
ment of a balanced Chinese military force.” | 

Sincerely yours, oa | J. K. PENFreLp 

893.20 Mission /2-2148 :Telegram | - | ae | 

Lhe Consul General at Mukden (Ward) to the Secretary of State 

_ Murorn, February 21, 1948—4 p. m. 
a an [Received February 24—3: 20 a. m.] 

91, Wei Li-huang “° requested me make inquiry re availability “two 
or three” American military advisors assist him training northeastern 
troops (Contel 121 to Embassy, 89 to Dept. February 20).* | 

| Sent Embassy as 125, repeated Dept as 91. ; | 
a . - | i Warp 

” Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 970. | oo - . 
“ Acting Director of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek’s Northeast Headquarters 

(PNEH) and Commander-in-Chief of Northeast Bandit Suppression Head- quarters (NEBSH). - - 
“Vol. vit, p. 108. : |
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893.20/3-348 : Telegram . a | 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NaNKING, March 3, 1948—2 p. m. 
| [Received March 83—1: 20 p. m.] 

398. General Barr tells me Gimo “” has issued instructions for estab- 
lishment in Nanking US type individual replacement training center 
for newly inducted troops. Gimo has requested Barr to assist in 
organizing and operating this center which it is hoped will be a model 
for others to be established in near future. I sincerely hope you 
will see your way possible to authorizing Barr to comply with Gimo’s 
request particularly as this center would be in Nanking as visible 
public evidence of Gimo’s intentions to train troops prior to being sent 
to front as replacements. 

| | | | STUART 

893.20 Missions/3-448 : Telegram a . | | | | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | | _ | WASHINGTON, March 4, 1948—9 p.m. 
342. Reference your 398 of March 3 the Army Department is pre- 

paring an answer. But meanwhile I wish to express my astonish- 
ment at Barr’s feeling it necessary to ask any such question. I tried 
to do this myself for over a year in China and expressed myself very 
forcibly on the question to General Barr when I saw him personally 
here. The Army Department tells me he has been given no limitations 
of this nature. - On 

I would appreciate your sending me an eyes only personal tele- 
_ gram to give me some idea of what has brought about such timidity 
of approach. ne a 

| | a MarsHALL 

893.20 Missions/3-748: Telegram. Bo OS 
Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State | 

_ -Nanxrna, March 7 , 1948—9 p. m. 
| | [Received March 7—6: 15 a. m. | 

425. Barr has given no evidence of “timidity of approach” to his most difficult task here. He has already inspired Generalissimo’s confidence and established excellent relations with all concerned. I 
“ Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, , —
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have sensed no unwillingness on his part to take initiative and assume 

responsibilities of his job but on contrary have been impressed by his 

forcefulness and tact in handling his problems. ‘Reason he submitted 

to Washington Generalissimo’s desire to have assistance with replace- 

ment training center Nanking was solely because of categoric char- 

acter of instructions in Deptel 1302, October 24, 5 p. m.* in connection 

with establishment training center Taiwan in which it was stated 

“AAG (Army Advisory Group) will not participate in any other 

training center without prior concurrence Dept.” Barr knew of your 

efforts to accomplish this and told me how pleased he thought you 

would be with the development. I personally am much impressed 

with Barr’s grasp of his problems and manner in which he is handling 

them. : | - | | 
| —  SroarT 

893.20 Mission/3—1048 : Telegram | _ 

| The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) _ 

| ‘Wasutneton, March 10, 1948—11 a. m. 

378 Your 425 of March 7 refers. I stand completely corrected. 

All of us here, Army included, had lost sight of Deptel 1802. My 

abject apologies to all concerned. I was delighted to get your re- 

action to Barr’s performance. | os ST 

Army tells me they authorized him to proceed on this matter within 

24 hours of receipt of request. / | OS | 

| | | | a Marsan 

Nanking Embassy Files, Lot F73—800 Nationalist-Communist | Oo | - . 

The Commander, U.S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific (Badger) to the 

| | Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) 

| -[Tsrnerao, June 9, 1948. ] 

091101Z. At present rate of deterioration Communist forces will 

soon control all of North China with exception of a few Nationalist 

defensive positions which will be completely surrounded and isolated. 

Industrial activities such as ports, coal mines, factories, railroads es- 

sential to economic welfare of China as a whole will be rendered un- 

serviceable or in Communist hands. US influence in North China 

will be replaced by Soviet. OS oe 

In spite of this wholly black outlook Communist military strength is 

by no means so preponderant that Nationalist recovery is beyond pos- 

sibility if proper conduct of planning and operations 1s immediately 

undertaken. | 

“8 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v1, p. 901.
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~ During past week end a meeting between Ambassador, General Barr’ 
and myself was held Nanking to consider ways and means to assist. 
Chinese within scope of existing policies and directives and at same 
time protect US interests in China. All agreed that immediate adop- 
tion broader policy permitting MAG assistance to highest levels of 
staff Nanking and principal field commanders was essential to im- 
provement and to prevent situation from deteriorating beyond limits 
of possiblerecovery. _ 

Principal causes fatlures and defensive attitude on part of Nats 
Commanders are poor overall planning with resulting poor opera- 
tional control and support. The following apply: 

(a) Orders from Nanking to take offensive often disregarded [due 
to?] fact that troops may be inadequately armed or equipped for tasks 
assigned. , 

( b ) Field Commanders have no assurance that ammunition and 
equipment will be replenished. | 

(c) Nat tactics not adapted to combat type of guerrilla warfare 
waged by Communists. 

(7) Communists accept surrender of weapons and equipment by 
Nationalist troops without holding latter prisoner. This and low 
Nationalist morale has resulted in five to one ratio in capture of 
weapons in favor of Communists. | 

Despite evident lack of offensive spirit believe a few well supported 
offensive operations are practicable and if successful might turn the 
tide of steady deterioration. However, without responsible planning 
and operational assistance Nats face certain defeat. Since there are 
limits to number of advisors it is practicable to employ, the major 
efforts should be directed to top echelon in Nanking and. to highest 
field headquarters. A system of decentralized planning could then be , 
instituted at once with field commanders initiating plans and sub- 
mitting them to Nanking for approval and allotment of adequate 
support. This in accordance our own procedure during war and 
particularly applicable to Chinese as it maintains “face” and insures 
maximum efforts of field commander since initial plan stems from 
him. This also saves face and reputation of commanders directed 
to maintain defensive to permit offensive operations elsewhere. Fur- 
thermore operations would be conducted on framework of present 
Chinese organization. | 

Conferred with Gimo on 6 June and found him not only receptive 
to advisory assistance but asking for it. Stated specifically that he 
would decentralize planning and operations if his commanders and 
staff activities were capable of assuring these responsibilities. 

In view of the above recommend that directive to Advisory Groups 
Nanking be changed to include: 

(a) Authority and provisions for advice and assistance in planning 
| and executing operations to highest levels of military command down 

to and including selected Field Headquarters.
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-(b) The following “any activities or communications which may 
affect basic US policy, military situation and plans, deployment of 
military forces in China or US military commitments in China shall 
‘be made known to senior US Military Commander in China (pres- 
ently ComNavWesPac)”. 

Nore: This to provide close coordination necessary in view rela- 
tionship Advisory activities to ComNavWesPac interests and responsi- 
bilities and is desired whether or not recommendation (a) is approved. 

In view vital importance this matter I have offered to render all pos- 
sible assistance to Chief Army Advisory Group who is meeting with 
me on fourteenth to consider concrete means of placing recommenda- 
tions in effect if approved in Washington. 
Ambassador requested to comment if desired. — 

893.20 Mission/6-1548 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Chinese — 
Affairs (Sprouse) | 

| | [Wasuineron,] June 15, 1948. 

Participants: Captain Fitzgerald, USN 
, Assistant Chief, Naval Operations, Politico-Mili- 

tary Affairs | 

Captain Hummer, USN oe | 
Assistant Chief, Naval. Operations, Politico-Mili- 

| tary Affairs | | | 7 
Captain Orem, USN — 7 
Mr. Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern Affairs 
Mr. Sprouse, CA. | | 

The three above-named officers of the Navy Department called at 
Mr. Butterworth’s office on June 15 pursuant to Mr. Sprouse’s request 
to Admiral Wooldridge that he see Mr. Butterworth in regard to the 
decisions reached on the role of U. S. military advisory groups in 
China. Admiral Wooldridge designated these officers to represent 
him in view of his absence from Washington. 

Mr. Butterworth explained that he wished to inform the Navy 
Department of the decisions reached in the conference between Secre- 
tary Marshall, Secretary Royall,‘* General Bradley,*® General Wede- 
meyer * and others on June 11 *’ with respect to the role of the U.S. 
military advisory groups in China. He referred to the recent top 

“Kenneth C. Royall, Secretary of the Army. | | | 
“ Gen. Omar N. Bradley, Chief of Staff, U. S. Army. 
“Lt. Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, Director of Plans and Operations, Army 

General Staff. | 
_ “For minutes of this conference, seep.90. ~= = © © °°
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secret telegrams received from the U. S. Army Advisory Group, the 
Air Division of the Army Advisory Group, Admiral Badger and : 
Ambassador Stuart, all of which gave a similar picture of the serious- 
ness of the situation in China, and handed a copy of Ambassador 
Stuart’s top secret telegram * on this subject to Captain Fitzgerald 
to read. The latter in turn furnished Mr. Butterworth a copy of 
Admiral Badger’s top secret telegram “* in this regard. | 

- Mr. Butterworth then went on to explain that it had been agreed 
at the above-mentioned conference that U. S. military advisers would 
not be stationed in the operational areas with Chinese Government 
troops and that the guiding principle of their activities must be the 
avoidance of U. S. involvement in the civil war in China. He de- 
scribed the various considerations which had led to the decisions and 
also explained the background of the China Aid Act,®° particularly 
that relating to the $125 million grants.>4 He further said that 
Secretary Marshall had expressed the opinion that the U. S. Navy 
Advisory Group should be permitted to participate in training and 
instruction of the Chinese naval crews both in port and at sea since 
involvement in the civil war could be avoided in this field in a way ) 
that was not possible with ground forces. 

Mr. Butterworth concluded that he was giving Captain Fitzgerald 
and his colleagues a description of Secretary Marshall’s conference 
with officers of the Department of the Army because the conference 
had been held as a result of the recent telegrams from the U. S. Army 
Advisory Group in China, Admiral Badger and Ambassador Stuart 
and because the decisions reached serve as the basis for the future 
role of the U. S. advisory groups in China and thus were of concern 
to the Navy Department. | | | . 

Captain Fitzgerald expressed his appreciation of Mr. Butterworth’s 
action in conveying this information to the Navy Department and 
pointed out that it was to be regretted that the Navy Department had 
not long ago gone ahead with plans to establish a separate Naval 
Advisory Group as authorized under Public Law 512. | 

893.20 Mission/6-1548 _ | 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs 
— (Sprouse) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (But- 

terworth) | ) | - 

oe | [WAsHINGTON,] June 15, 1948. 
In the light of the discussions on June 11 between Secretary Mar- 

shall, Secretary Royall and others in regard to the role of the U. S. 

wo Arobably telegram No. 1044, June 9, from Nanking, vol. vn, p. 282. 

® Approved April 3, 1948; 62 Stat. 158. | 
* For correspondence on this subject, see pp. 73 ff.
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Army Advisory Group, the following comment is offered on the at- 

tached Joint Chiefs of Staff directive: 

1. In paragraph 5 the mission of the JUSMAGChina is stated as 

follows: | 

“The mission of JUSMAGChina will be to assist and advise the 

Chinese Government in the development of modern armed forces for 

the fulfillment of those obligations which may devolve upon China 

under her international agreements, including the United Nations, for 

the establishment of adequate control of liberated areas in China, 
including Manchuria, and Formosa, and for the maintenance of 
internal peace and security.” 

To state that the mission of the JUSMAGChina is to assist and 

advise the Chinese Government in the development of modern armed 

forces “for the establishment of adequate control of liberated areas 

in China, including Manchuria, and Formosa, and for the maintenance 

: of internal peace and security” is, in a sense, committing the U. 8. 

Government to intervention in the civil war. This section uses lan- 

guage which was applicable during the immediate post-war period but 

which no longer seems appropriate. This language is that used in the 

Presidential Directive of February 25, 1946 ®? authorizing the estab- 
lishment of a U. S. Military Advisory Group to China. The same end 
could be attained without the use of such language by saying “to assist 
and advise the Chinese Government in the development of modern 
armed forces for the purpose of enabling China to create a national 
military establishment consonant with its national defense needs and 
to fulfill its obligations as a member of the United Nations”. 

2. In paragraph 6a. (5) one of the functions of the Joint Advisory 

Council of the JUSMAGChina is described as “furnishing advice and 

assistance to the Chinese armed forces in the establishment and opera- 

tion of a joint procurement and distribution system.” 
If this “assistance” is taken to include assistance in operation of 

procurement in China, such a procedure is highly questionable, par- 
ticularly in view of the past record of the Chinese Army in procure- 
ment procedures often involving outright requisition without reim- 
bursement and other dubious practices. This same function is listed 
as one of the functions of the Naval Advisory Division under para- 

graph 6e. (2). 
8. In paragraph 60. (1) one of the functions of the Army Advisory 

Division is described as follows: “Assist and advise in the organiza- 
tion, training and equipping of all Chinese army forces.” 

Under paragraph 6c. (1) one of the functions of the Naval Advisory 

* Directive to the Secretaries of State, War, and the Navy, Foreign Relations, 
1946, vol. x, p. 823.
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Division is described as follows: “Assist and advise in the organiza- 

tion, training and equipping of all Chinese naval forces” etc. 

Under ‘paragraph 6d. (1) one of the functions of the Air Force 

Advisory Division is described as follows: “Assist and advise in the 

organization, training and equipping of all Chinese air forces.” 

This would seem to commit the U. S. Government formally to the 

provision of equipment for all Chinese armed services and it seems to 

be contrary to the general intent of the discussions on June 11. 

4. In paragraph 7). it is stated that “activities will be so conducted 

that U. S. personnel will not participate, or appear to be engaged, 

in operations in combat areas”. This sentence is not altogether clear 

and it would seem desirable to have some clarification of its meaning. 

5. Relationship of the JUSMAGChina and the U. S. Ambassador 

in China is not as clearly defined as was the case in the directive dated 

February 7, 1947 * which served as the basis for the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff directive. In the February 7 directive it was stated that the 

- chief of the U. S. Military Advisory Group would be “directly under 

and responsible to the U. S. Ambassador to China in matters of policy”. 

It was also stated that the U. S. Military Advisory Group would — 

“odvise the American Ambassador at all times as to the status of 

Macic activities”. ‘The attached directive describes this relationship 

as follows: The JUSMAGChina will “keep the American Ambassador 

advised of pertinent activities” and “all communications relating to 

policy between the Chinese Government and JUSMAGChina will be 

directed through the U. S. Ambassador or in his absence the Chargé 

d’A ffaires”. a | 
6. It is believed that the Joint Chiefs of Staff should be informed 

of the views of the Department regarding the functions of the Naval 

Advisory Group in China, which were contained in the following 

statement read by the Secretary in his meeting with Secretary Royall, 

General Bradley, General Wedemeyer and others on June 11: 

_ “The Department of State would have no objection to U. S. Naval 
officers assisting in the instruction and training of Chinese naval crews 
both at sea and in port.” 

[Annex] 

Draft Directive by the Joint Chiefs of Staff Governing the E'stablish- 

ment and the Operation of the Joint U.S. Military Advisory Group 

to the Republic of China | 

1. The Joint U. S. Military Advisory Group to the Republic of 
China (JUSMAGChina) is established hereby. 

* Not printed.
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-. 2. JUSMAGChina will be organized in-accordance with and gov- 
erned by.the provisionsofthisdirective. = 9 
8 -Organization: 
Oe Gremerabd on - 
JUSMAGChina will be composed of an Army Advisory Division 

responsible to the: Army Department. for Army matters; a Naval Ad-— 
visory. Division responsible to the Navy Department for Navy matters, 

| and an Air Force Advisory Division responsible to the Air Force De- 
partment: for Air Force matters.: For matters\in which: the Army, 
Naval and ‘Air Force. Advisory Divisions have’ joint. interest, JUS- 
MAGChina will be responsible to the Joint:Chiefs of Staff through the 
Director, who will communicate directly with the Joint.Chiefs of Staff 

— Ob. Joint Organization. 
The Chiefs of the Army, Naval and Air Force Advisory Divisions 

will ‘be designated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. ‘The senior of these : 
three Chiefs will be the Director of JUSMAGChina. . (As‘a matter 
of policy, the seniority of the Chiefs will be so arranged as to cause 
the position.of. Director to rotate periodically among the three serv- 
ices.) The other Chiefs will be Deputy Directors. The next senior 

| Deputy Director will act for the Director in the latter’s absence. The 
Director and the Deputy Directors together will constitute an over- 
all coordinating agency to be known as the Joint Advisory Council. 
To assist this agency in carrying out its functions, the Joint Advisory 
Council will establish a Joint’ Secretariat, a Joint. Planning Staff and 
such other joint agencies as may be found necessary. The purpose and 
the relationship of these joint agencies to the Joint Advisory Council 
shall be similar in general to that of Joint Chiefs of Staff agencies to 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. aes Oo - 

| - (1) The Joint Secretariat shall consist of officers of appropriate 
rank from each service, and of suitable enlisted personnel. 
' (2) The Joint Planning Staff shall be composed of officers of ap- 
propriate rank and equal number from each service. The size of this 
staff shall be established by the Joint Advisory Council but it shall be 
kept small in size. 

4. Strength. The initial personnel strength of the JUSMAGChina 
will not exceed 1,000 officers and enlisted men. The individual 
strengths of the Army, Naval and Air Force Advisory Divisions will 
be determined by the Joint Chiefs of Staff after considering recom- 
mendations thereon by the Director and by the Chiefs of. the Army, 
Naval.and Air Force Advisory. Divisions.. These recommendations 
will be based on the assumption that JUSMAGChina will include 
such personnel as are required to make JUSMAGChina logistically
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self-supporting for such support as cannot be provided by the Chinese 
Government to maintain a reasonable standard of living for U. S. 
personnel of the Joint Group. Based on the above concept of.a logis- 
tically self-supporting JUSMAGChina, the Joint Advisory Council 
should from time to time review the personnel strength of the Joint 
Group and submit appropriate recommendations for increase or de- 
crease to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. — | 

5. Mission. The mission of JUSMAGChina will be to assist and 
advise the Chinese Government in the development of modern armed 
forces for the fulfillment. of those obligations which may devolve 
upon China under her international agreements, including the United 
Nations, for the establishment of adequate control over liberated 
areas In China, including Manchuria, and Formosa, and for the 
maintenance of internal peace and security. 

6. Functions Oo : | | 
a. Joint Functions | | Se a 
The Joint Advisory Council, functioning in a manner similar to 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, will be responsible for: | 
(1) The coordination of the activities of the Army, Naval and 

Air Force Advisory Divisions and for insuring unity in matters of 
joint concern. | | 

(2) Advising and assisting the Head of the Chinese Government 
in the methods of preparing and developing over-all strategic plans, 
in the development of a joint military organization, and along such 
anes as may be directed from time to time by the Joint Chiefs of 

aff, 
(3) Encouraging the continuation and development of Chinese 

joint weather, communications and intelligence services. 
(4) Controlling all Public Information and Public Relations 

matters of the Jot Group or any of its component service Divisions. 
(5) Furnishing advice and assistance to the Chinese Armed Forces 

on the establishment and operation of a joint procurement and 
distribution system. . | 

(6) Promoting the standardization of Chinese Army, Navy and 
Air Force equipment and encouraging the use of material of U. S. 
manufacture and design. oo | 

_ (7) Facilitating exchange of information and avoiding duplication 
of effort between the Army, Naval and Air Force Advisory Divisions. 

_ (8) Performing any special missions as directed.. 

b. Army Advisory Division Functions — | 
The Army Advisory Division will provide advice, assistance and 

instructions to the Chinese on Army matters as follows: 
(1) Assist and advise in the organization, training and equipping 

of all Chinese Army forces. | 
_ (2) Advise and assist in the organization, training and equipping 
of Chinese supply, transportation and technical development organi-
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zations which are required to provide logistic support to the Chinese 

Army forces and common user items to the Chinese Navy and Air 

‘Force forces. | 

c. Naval Advisory Division Functions 

The Naval Advisory Division will provide advice, assistance and 

instruction to the Chinese on naval matters as follows: 

(1) Assist and advise in the organization, training and equipping 

of all Chinese Navy forces (including naval aviation), and Chinese 

Marine Corps forces if and when established. 

(2) Extend advice and assistance in the establishment and oper- 

ation of a joint procurement and distribution system insofar as it 

involves furnishing common user items for the Chinese Naval:Service. 

(3) Advise and assist in the hydrographic survey. of the China 

coast. 

d. Air Force Advisory Division Functions . 

The Air Force Advisory Division will provide advice, assistance 

and instruction to the Chinese on Air Force matters as follows: 

(1) Assist and advise in the organization, training and equipping 

of all Chinese Air Force forces. 
(2) Advise and assist in the organization, training and equipping 

of Chinese supply, transportation and technical development organi- 

zations which are required to provide logistic support to the Chinese 

Air Force forces. 

7. General. The functions of JUSMAGChina will be governed by 

the following broad principles: : 

a. Occupy the field of military cooperation in China to the exclu- 

sion of all other-than-United States participation and influence, in- 

sofar as is compatible with governmental agreements. » 

b. Activities will be so conducted that U. S. personnel will not 

participate, or appear to be engaged, in operations in combat areas. 

c. Keep the American Ambassador advised of pertinent activities. 

d. JUSMAGChina personnel will not become involved in Chinese 

political affairs in implementation of this directive, nor will they as- 

sume any duties as a result of which they will be responsible to the 

Chinese Government. 

e. Personnel of JUSMAGChina will continue the policy of foster- 

ing friendly relations and strengthening the ties of U. S.-Chinese 

solidarity. : 

f. Advice and assistance rendered to the Chinese Government will 

be in conformity with the military doctrines of the Armed Forces of 

the United States, adapted to the existing situation in China. 

g. The Chiefs of the Army, Navy and Air Force Advisory Divisions 

are authorized direct communication with the U. S. Army, Navy and
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Air Force Departments on technical, administrative and similar mat- 
_ ters of concern only to their respective services. 

‘h. The Director of JUSMAGChina will exercise supervision over 
facilities and cross-servicing of the Army, Navy and Air Force Ad- 
visory Divisions to assure maximum economy and efficiency of local 
administration and logistics. The U. 8. Armed Service which pro- 
vides supplies or services to any other Service, in accordance with the 
provision of this paragraph, will be reimbursed the cost thereof by 
the receiving Service in accordance with existing regulations. 
4 Should any question.arise as to the interpretation of any part of 

this directive, or as to the Director’s responsibilities as coordinator in 
matters not covered herein, it will be referred to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff for decision by or through the Director of JUSMAGChina. 

j. All communications relating to policy between the Chinese Gov- 
ernment and JUSMAGChina will be directed through the U. 8S. Am- 
bassador or in his absence the Chargé d’A ffaires. 

— —- &, Review of U. 8S. Military Assistance to China. The Joint Ad- 
visory Council shall appraise and review periodically, in consultation 
with the United States Ambassador to China, the means, methods and 
degree of extending assistance to the Republic of China in accordance 
with Public Law 512 and any other pertinent laws; and the Director 
of JUSMAGChina will submit semiannually detailed recommenda- 
tions for continuation or modification of such means, methods and 
degree to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

9. Equipment for China. Any provision of U.S. Army, Navy and 
Air Force equipment and supplies to the Chinese armed forces will be 
in accordance with such agreements thereon as may be entered into on 
the governmental level. Requests from the Chinese Government for 
military supplies and equipment will be referred to the Director of 
the Joint Group for appropriate recommendations. 

10. Relationships with officials and agencies of the Chinese Govern- 

ment. : 
a. The Director, JUSMAGChina, acting as the unified channel of 

communication for all the Chiefs, is authorized direct communication 
with the following, on subjects enumerated : 

(1) The President of the Republic of China, in his capacity as Su- 
preme Commander of the Chinese Forces, on matters of a purely mili- 
tary nature. | 

(2) Other agencies of the Government of the Republic of China, 
on matters relating to the mission and to the joint functions of 
JUSMAGChina. 

b. These provisions in no way affect direct communications between 
the Chief of any of the Advisory Divisions and appropriate depart-
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ments of the Chinese Government on matters pertaining wholly to the 
business of his Division, and which have no effect on the business of 
any other Division. ° | 

ce. If any of the above-mentioned matters are of concern to the Chief 
of more than one Division, no approach will be made to officials, 
agencies or departments of the Chinese Government unless all the 
interested members of the Joint Advisory Council concur, or, if it 
‘is impossible to reach an agreement, until the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
have approved the approach. 

11. Requests for Training of Chinese in Training Establishments 
of the U. S. Armed Forces. All requests of the Chinese Government 
for the military training in the United States of Chinese citizens will 
be submitted to the Director of the Joint Group for appropriate rec- 
ommendations thereon before forwarding to the appropriate U. S. 
Agency for consideration. Before recommending approval of such 
requests, the Director will insure that individual Chinese are cleared 
politically by the Chief of the Diplomatic Mission in China. 

12. Relationship with Attachés. It is essential that cordial and co- 
operative relations be established between the Chiefs of the three 
service Divisions and the U. S. Military, Naval and Air Force At- 

_  tachés. The Military, Naval and Air Force Attachés, as members of 
the chief of diplomatic mission’s staff, and respectively as representa-. 
tives of the Secretaries of the Army, Navy and the Air Force, and of : 
the respective military services, act as Army, Navy and Air Force ad- 
visors to the United States Ambassador to China. The Chiefs of the 
three service Divisions are not subject to the control.of the Military, 
the Naval, or the Air Force Attaché, but they should keep them in- 
formed of pertinent activities and problems pertaining to their 

Divisions. | | | | 

893.20 Mission/6—1548 | 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs - 
(Sprouse) to Brigadier General Marshall S. Carter®™* 

[WasHineTon,] June 15, 1948. 

Attached is a memorandum © approved by Mr. Butterworth, com- 
menting on the Joint Chiefs of Staff Directive for the establishment. 
of a Joint Military Advisory Group to China. This directive (copy 
attached)** was handed to Mr. Butterworth on June 12 by General 
Schuyler * and General Luedecke * with the request that he look it 

Special Assistant to the Secretary of State. = = | a 
5 Ante, p. 257. Te : 
5 Ante, p. 259.. : oS | po 
7 Brig. Gen. C. V. R. Schuyler, of the Division of Plans and Operations, Army 

General Staff. 
* Brig. Gen. Albin R. Luedecke, member of the staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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over in the light of the Secretary’s meeting with Mr. Royall and others 
on June 11 and give them his comments. General Gruenther *° tele- 
phoned Mr. Butterworth this morning to ask that these comments 
be made available not later than 4 p. m. today for a Joint Chiefs of 
Staff meeting. Oo | 

Mr. Butterworth desires that this memorandum and the directive 
be submitted to the Secretary for his approval before any comment 
is communicated to the JCS. He suggests that you get in touch with 
General Gruenther on this matter after the Secretary has read the 
documents and commented thereon.” _ 

893.20 Mission/6-1648 , 
Memorandum by Brigadier General Marshall 8. Carter to the Director 

of the Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Gruenther) 

[Wasnineton,] June 16, 1948. 
General Marshall has read the draft of the directive furnished him 

yesterday. He has these comments to make: | 
_ The latter part of Paragraph 5 uses language which was applicable 
during the immediate postwar period, but which no longer appears 
appropriate. The language is actually that used in the Presidential 
Directive of February 25, 1946. It would appear better should the 
paragraph be completed with the following: “to assist and advise the 
Chinese Government in the development of modern armed forces for 
the purpose of enabling China to create a national military establish- 
ment in keeping with its national defense needs and to fulfil its 
obligations as a member of the United Nations.” The specific refer- 
ences to liberated areas, including Manchuria and Formosa, appear 
unwise. Se , | 7 

_ Paragraph 6 a (5) gives one the functions of the Joint Advisory 
Council as “furnishing advice and assistance to the Chinese armed 
forces in the establishment and operation of a joint procurement and 
distribution system.” This is probably all right. However, there is 
a questionable factor involved in the Chinese habit of procurement 
procedures of outright requisition without reimbursement, and some 
other dubious practices. | 

® Maj. Gen. A. M. Gruenther, Director of the Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs of 

Se On June 16 Mr. Butterworth wrote an additional memorandum to General Carter stating: “Yncidentally, I think the attempt to attain coordination through rotation of command in this instance is little short of absurd though I did not touch on that matter in the memorandum. To have the Army and Air Advisory Groups under the command of the Admiral-in-charge of the Naval Advisory Group, most of which is located in Tsingtao in the work of which the Chinese Government is, in fact, but little interested, will appear to the Chinese strange indeed.” (898.20 Mission/6-1648) ne | a
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In Paragraphs 6 6 (1), 6 ¢ (1) and 6 d (1) the expression, “and , 

equipping of all Chinese ________ forces” is employed. Whether 

or not this involves an implied commitment of the United States 

Government to the provision of equipment for all Chinese armed 

services is uncertain. It would appear better to insert the word “and” _ 

between “organization, training”, and to omit the words “and equip- 
ping”. Under the expression “organization” character of equipment 
is, of course, implied, which is the important consideration. 

- The relationship between JUSMA and the United States Ambas- 
sador is not as clearly defined as it was in the directive of February 
7, 1947. However, the new wording is probably all right. 

General Marshall had thought that the specific statement might be 
made in regard to naval matters which would be very helpful to the 

Chinese Government and at the same time would not probably involve 

us in unfortunate implications. What he had in mind was a state- 
ment such as this: “There is no objection to U. S. naval officers assist- _ 
ing in the instruction and training of Chinese naval crews both at sea 
and in port.” | 

MarsHALL S. CARTER 

893.20 Mission/7-—1148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

[Extracts] 

NANKING, July 11, 1948—noon. 

[Received July 11—4 :22 a. m.] 

1261. With the authority given me by the President to supervise 
and coordinate the activities of US agencies in China, I have sought 
to harmonize the conflicting personalities and interests of Admiral 
Badger, ComNavWesPac, General Barr, Chief AAG, and Admiral 
Thurber,” Chief NAG. My efforts have not resulted in complete 
success and I feel I should bring the situation to your personal atten- 
tion for such remedial action if any you may deem desirable. There 
is not only a conflict of personalities but also a conflicting concept of 
the problem. 

I bring this situation to your personal attention in the belief that — 
if the interests of the United States are not to suffer the system of 
unified command that worked so well during the war should be insti- _ 
tuted immediately in the Advisory Group in China. The Army in- 
terest being the predominant one, I strongly recommend that Barr be 

“ Not printed. / 
® Rear Adm. Harry R. Thurber had succeeded Rear Adm. S. S. Murray as 

Senior Member of the Naval Advisory Group Survey Board.
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made Chief of a reorganized Military Advisory Group comprised of 
Ground Forces, Air and Navy sections. Such reorganizations should 
assure coordinated effort in the Advisory Group and at the same time 
provide forum with representation from each service to which Badger 
as ComNavWesPac could submit his recommendations.® 

, | STUART 

893.20 Mission /7-2648 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State 

WASHINGTON, 26 July 1948. 
Dear Mr. Secretary: The Joint Chiefs of Staff have concluded, 

and I agree, that it would be desirable to establish a Joint U. S. 
Military Advisory Group to the Republic of China at the earliest 
possible date. The following is the substance of the views which 
they have expressed to me concerning the desirability of taking this 
step, and concerning the question of whether further negotiations 
with the Chinese Government are a necessary prerequisite thereto: 

“In a memorandum dated 24 October 1945, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff informed the State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee that 
they believed a U. S. Military Advisory Group should be established 
in China; requested the State Department to negotiate required con- 
tracts between the United States and China for its establishment; 
and requested the War and Navy Departments jointly to propose 
necessary legislation. Subsequent to this memorandum, the only per- 
tinent legislation which has become law is Public Law 512 authorizing 
among other things, detailing Navy and Marine Corps personnel for 
advising the Chinese, although other pertinent legislation, HR 2313, 

| known as the Missions Bill, passed the House on 16 February 1948 
and is currently before the Senate. 

“In a memorandum dated 13 February 1946, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff reaffirmed to the State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee their 
belief that a Military Advisory Group should be established in China, 
and: recommended, as an initial action, that the*Secretary of State 
propose to the President issuance of a directive to establish such a 
Group. On 25 February 1946, the President directed the Secretaries 
of War and the Navy to establish jointly such a Group and directed 
the Secretary of State to conduct necessary negotiations with the 
Chinese. It is understood that to date these necessary negotiations 
have not been completed. 

“In the absence of any legislation specifically providing for the es- 
tablishment of this Joint Group, the Judge Advocate Generals of the 
Army, Navy, and Air Force are agreed that the Army (including the 
present Air Force) and Navy are authorized, pursuant to the Act of 
19 May 1926 (44 Stat..565) as amended (10 U. S.C. 540), during the 
continued: existence of the present waror declared’ national emer- 

“Rear Adm. Francis P. Old was appointed to succeed Rear Adm. Thurber in 
August 1948, — | 

429-525—73——18 -
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gency, to furnish officers and enlisted men of the various services to 

advise and assist the Republic of China by means of a Joint Military 

Advisory Group to China. In their view, this will accord with the 

directives of the President of 25 February 1946 in all respects, save 

possibly the provision in the President’s directive that ‘the Secretary 

of State will conduct the necessary negotiations with the various 

governments’. As to this aspect, since there are now, under various 

titles, groups of the three services in China on independent advisory 

missions, presumably with the assent of the Chinese Government, it _ 

would appear that, with the concurrence of the Secretary of State, 

the three independent groups can be consolidated_without entailing 

further detailed negotiations with the Chinese Government; that, 

therefore, the President’s directive as to negotiations may be consid- 

ered as having been fulfilled, and that consolidation of the groups may 

proceed unless new detailed arrangements with the Chinese Govern- 

ment are believed necessary by the respective Services, or by the 

Secretary of State. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion that 
the act of consolidating the three service groups now in China on 

advisory missions, as recommended in the proposed directive, does 

not require the prior consummation of pending negotiations or new 

detailed arrangements by the Secretary of State with the Chinese 
Government. | 

“On 20 December 1945, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted to the 

Secretaries of War and the Navy a detailed plan for a Joint Army- 

Navy U. 8. Military Advisory Group to China which they recom- 

- mended be adopted as the basic directive to the Chiefs of the respective 

service groups. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that their original 

plan is sound, although in need of certain modifications to take ac- | 

count of developments occurring since it was first prepared and to 

incorporate certain proposals submitted by the Secretary of the Army. 

They have modified it and attach it hereto (Enclosure ‘A’ %).” 

If you concur in our conclusions that the establishment of such a 

Group is desirable, and is possible without the conclusion of further 

negotiations with the Chinese Government, I would appreciate word 

to that effect at the earliest possible date. On the other hand, if you | 

believe that further negotiations with the Chinese Government must 

precede the establishment of this Group, I would be grateful if you 
would proceed to conclude such negotiations as soon as possible. os 

Sincerely yours, Sas’ Forres an 

893.20 Mission/7-2648 . — | - - | , - — 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

a Be Wasuineton, August 4, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: I have your letter of July 26, 1948 concern- 
ing the recommendation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in which you 
concur, that it would be desirable to establish a Joint United States 
Military Advisory Group in China at the earliest possible date. _ 

% Not attached to file copy. | | -
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_ Negotiations with the Chinese Government with respect to the 
establishment of a joint advisory group have not been completed 
though informal negotiations between representatives of the Chinese 
and United States Governments had resulted in the preparation of 
a draft agreement. The Secretary of War, Mr. Patterson, in a letter 
of April 24, 1947 to the Secretary of State ® enclosed a copy of his 
letter to the Secretary of the Navy in which he recommended the 
establishment of a joint mission. In a memorandum of June 20, 1947 
for the Secretary of State on “Naval Activities Affecting China” the 
Secretary of the Navy recommended that a joint military advisory 
group be formed when legislation permitted. Since no such legis- 
lative authorization has been obtained, we have taken no further 
steps to conclude an agreement with the Chinese Government for a 
joint mission. 

I concur in the views expressed in your letter that the Navy and 
_ the Army, including the present Air Force, are authorized “pursuant 

to the Act of 19 May 1926 (44 Stat. 565) as amended (10 U. S. C. 
| 540), during the continued existence of the present war or declared 

national emergency, to furnish officers and enlisted men of the various 
services to advise and assist the Republic of China by means of a 
Joint Military Advisory Group to China.” 

I also concur in your opinion that the establishment of such a group 
is desirable and may be effected without the conclusion of further 
negotiations with the Chinese Government. It is understood that the 
appropriate Chinese authorities will be informed of the proposed 
reorganization prior to the time it is undertaken. 

The draft directive forwarded with your letter meets with my 
approval. ) 

Faithfully yours, — G. C. MarsHaLn : 

[Subsequently, the Joint Chiefs of Staff authorized establishment 
of a Joint U.S. Military Advisory Group to the Republic of China 
(JUSMAGChina). On October 28 Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek 
was informed that JUSMAGChina had been established, with Major 
General David D. Barr as Director and Chief of the Army Advisory 
Division, Rear Adm. Francis P. Old as Deputy Director and Chief of 
the Naval Advisory Division, Brig. Gen. Charles E. Thomas as Dep- 
uty Director and Chief of the Air Force Advisory Division, and Col. 
John C. Daly as Chief of the Combined Services Division. — | 

After the Chinese Communist victories in Manchuria in October— 
November, the Joint Chiefs of Staff instructed General Barr on 

* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, p. 961. a : oo 
“Ibid, ne i oo
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November 26 that the Joint United States Military Advisory Group 

would be withdrawn and its activities suspended if (1) Nanking was 

threatened directly by military attack, (2) if the National Govern- _ 

ment moved from Nanking, or (3) if the National Government fell. 

Withdrawal began in December and was completed March 1, 1949. ] 

IV. REQUESTS BY THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT FOR ASSISTANCE 

IN EVACUATION OF CHINESE AIR FORCE EQUIPMENT FROM 

SHANGHAI AND REMOVAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY FROM TSINGTAO 
AND SHANGHAI | 

893.248/12-148 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, December 1, 1948—4 p. m. 
[ Received December 1—6: 29 a. m. | 

2591. General Thomas ® has asked ECA ® whether it would be 
prepared to assist in evacuation of certain Chinese Air Force mate- 
rial and equipment to safer places. ECA has referred policy ques- 
tion to me and I have made it clear that Department’s views must be 
obtained. It is not clear to ECA exactly what is involved nor does 
ECA now know to what extent it could in a practical sense help. 

Since this would seem rather direct intervention in Chinese civil 
war and since we doubt ECA has legislative authority to undertake 
this operation we question whether ECA should do so. I should 

nevertheless appreciate Department’s urgent instructions since policy 
decisions now reportedly being reached in Washington may affect 

decision in this matter. | | 

Sent Department 2591; repeated Nanking 1958. 
: | Caxsor 

893.50 Recovery/12-148 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, December 1, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received December 1—-3: 15 p. m.] 

- 2592. I am concerned at prospect there may be substantial quan-. 
tities of movable assets in Shanghai if and when the Communists take 
city. In some cases, i. e. Bosey * and Botra items, I doubt any- 
thing can be done about it and in others, for example ECA food, I feel 

* Brig, Gen. ‘Charles -E. Thomas, Chief of the Air Force Division, Joint U. S. 
Military Advisory Group in China (JUSMAG). - | 

* Beonomiec Cooperation Administration. 7 
* Board of Supplies of the Chinese Executive Yuan. | 
” Board of Trustees for Rehabilitation Affairs of the Chinese Government.
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that for humanitarian reasons we should not take precautionary meas- 
ures to reduce supplies. However, that incase of oil supplies it would 
be advisable I do strongly feel, to maintain stocks at minimum needed 
for security regular supply. Oil is essential to run local public utili- 
ties. One of first problems Communists must face is assurance of 
adequate oil supplies. I feel that as they must confront this problem 
immediately on taking city, the greater their need the better their 
behavior is likely to be both towards local population and towards us. 

It would seem undesirable to remove any oil supplies now here. I 
suggest, however, that Department consider advisability of discussing 
situation with ECA since ECA is in a position by reducing shipments 
to implement this-policy if it-is considered a wise one. However, sub- 
stantially all of large bonded stocks now here belong to oil companies 
awaiting settlement of a disagreement with ECA regarding payment.” 

I gather that Chinese [China] ECA mission feels we should con- 
tinue to distribute any ECA supplies which are here even after any 
turnover of power which may occur. While agreeing with this I do 
not think it necessarily conflicts with suggestion above. 

Since Shell has important operations here, British concurrence 
would probably be necessary. There is some reason to suppose that 
British, despite difficulties Communists would presumably have in 
making payments, are prepared to do business with Communists. 

Sent Department, repeated Nanking 1960. 
Caxnor 

$93.248/12~248 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NankING, December 2, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received December 2—5: 27 a. m. | 

2397. Through his representative Nanking, Lapham ™ has asked 
_ our reaction projected evacuation Chinese Air Force material (Shang- 

hai’s 2591 December 1, repeated Nanking 1958). Regardless of ECA 
legislative authority to undertake operation, we feel that all ECA 
operations would be prejudiced by such an undertaking. Evacuated 
material in question would constitute active participation in civil 
conflict in effort deprive Communists of what they may consider right- 
ful booty and should Shanghai fall. Such action on part ECA would 
unquestionably prejudice personal safety its representative which we 
understand it plans leave Peiping, Tientsin at least on temporary 

_ ® For correspondence regarding oil stocks, see pp. 275 ff. 
” Roger D. Lapham, Chief of the China Mission, Economie Cooperation Ad- 

ministration. |
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basis in event Communist occupation.. We. feel most strongly that 

suggested action would beill-advised. © - a 

‘We. concur undesirability preventing valuable equipment falling 

into-hands Communists and suggest more appropriate ECA approach 

-would:be through pressure through CUSA.™. Equipment in question 
was delivered Shanghai by Bosey and it-should be possible for Bosey 

to transport itelsewhere. = 
Sent Department 2397, repeated Shanghail196.. © 

893.348/12-148: Telegram a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 

- Wasuineron, December 2, 1948—6 p. m. 

2082. Subject urtel 2591 Dec 1 discussed with ECA. We consider 
‘movement Chi Air Force mil equipment inappropriate operation for 
ECA participation in any guise and concur generally with views ex- 
pressed Embtel 2397 Dec2 (rptd Shanghail196). - 

Dept is, however, concerned lest such equipment fall into hands 
Chi Comms. We understand problem primarily one of packing and 

| freight charges. Suggest Emb approach FonMin this regard stress- 
ing desirability immediate action remove equipment safer location. 
Emb should also discuss matter with Gen Barr * and Adm Badger ™® 
ascertain whether they in position urge Chinese action or otherwise — 
find solution this problem. Se 
ee | : Oo — Lloverr 

893.248/12-748 : Telegram oe 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

_ Nanxine, December 7, 1948—3 p. m. 
a —  _[Received: December 7—6:31a.m.]_ . 

_ 9443, Embassy discussed with Foreign: Minister 7* December 4. 

movement CAF equipment to Taiwan (reference Deptel 2082, De- 
cember 2 to Shanghai, repeated Nanking as 1759) and urged extreme 
desirability Chinese effective action to remove equipment. Foreign 
Minister not hopeful of Chinese ability secure necessary bottoms. — 

At Embassy ‘meeting December 6 with General Barr, Admiral 

78 Council for United States Aid of the Chinese Government. | 
imc nig Gen. David G. Barr, Director of the Joint U. S. Military Advisory Group 

® Vice Adm. Oscar C. Badger, Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific, 
Wang Shih-chieh.
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Old,’” Colonel Saunders representing General Thomas, and Crowe ‘8 
of ECA, possibilities US assistance further explored. General 
Thomas will put. pressure on Chinese to: exert. maximum efforts. 
‘Admiral Old will approach Admiral Badger to ascertain feasibility 
use of US Navy transportation for this purpose. 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 1227 for Lapham. a 

893.248/12-748: Telegram > 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

; a | ____.., Wasuincton, December 11, 1948—3 p. m. 
~. 1810. Urtel 2448 Dec. 7 Dept understands ComNavWesPac does 
not have shipping available remove CAF supplies from Shanghai. 
In any event use US naval vessels transport between Chinese ports 
‘Chinese-owned military matériel previously delivered China under 

| ‘aid program would represent direct participation fratricidal war 
which contrary established policy. However, Emb should energeti- 
cally pursue matter with FonOff and ConGen take similar action 

_ Shanghai with appropriate Chinese authorities to end that these 
supplies furnished Chi Govt by US should not be allowed fall into 
Chi Comm possession. You should suggest to Chi authorities use 
for removal these supplies shipping turned over by US to Chi Govt. 

893.248 /12-1348 : Telegram . | 

_ The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

| | _ Nawxrna, December 13, 1948—4 p. m. 
pO | [Received December 18—9: 03 a. m.] 
_, 2506. We were called to Foreign Office December 18 by Vice For- 
eign Minister George Yeh requesting that we reexplore possibilities 
assisting Chinese removal CAF supplies from Shanghai. We took 
[action ?] directed in Deptel 1810, December 11, and Foreign Office 
is canvassing possibility using shipping turn[ed] over China by US. 
In meantime we are asked to inquire of Department re possibility 
Bosey acquiring American flagshipping under charter party for 
removal these supplies. In effort avoid charge participation fratri- 
cidal warfare, Yeh asked us inquire whether movement could not be 
considered redirection of shipment to Taiwan rather than to Shanghai, 

_ “Rear Adm. Francis T. Old, Chief of the Naval Advisory Division, Joint U. 8, 
‘Military Advisory Group in China. — Be Oe 
_ ™ Philip K. Crowe. a a
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maintaining majority supplies still in original packages. We are 

continuing pressure Chinese: use ‘their -own devices remove supplies 

but would appreciate Department’s reaction Foreign Office request. 

STuaRT 

893.248/12-1348 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, December 14, 1948—6 p. m. 

1826. Urtel 2506 Dec 138. If Chi Govt through Bosey can obtain 

under charter American flag shipping non-US Govt ownership for 

movement: these supplies,:Dept-has-no. objection but would point out 

such use US commercial shipping between Chinese ports ‘would: seem 

violation Chinese law, point upon which Chi Govt has been particu- 

larly insistent. | 

Somewhat concerned ur statement majority supplies still in original 

packages. Report description, origin and date arrival China supplies 

| in question. 
| Lovett 

893.248/12-1548: Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

Sranouat, December 15, 1948—2 p. m. 
[Received December 15—9: 26 a. m.] 

2779. Re Deptel 2160, December 12, repeated Nanking 1810. CAF 

‘now moving out some materials on Chinese ships arranged by CAF 

direct. Everett Steamship Co. offering provide possible 7 vessels vari- 

ous flags within next 3 weeks. 

Initiative now rests with CAF who state their present needs taken 

care of. 60,000 tons remain to move but CAF do not want to move 

entire amount immediately as would deplete stocks now being used 

Shanghai. 
Sent Department 2779, repeated Nanking 2085. 

CaABor 

893.24/12-2748 

Memorandum by the Deputy Director of the Office of Far Eastern 

| Affairs (Allison) to the Acting Secretary of State 

[WasHineton,] December 27, 1948. 

The attached draft OFLC ® telegram ® would approve a Chinese 

proposal that $2 million of the Chinese Government’s $30 million 

"% Office of Foreign Liquidation Commissioner. | 
© Not printed. .
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surplus property shipping fund to be used to remove former U.S. sur- 

plus property from Tsingtao and Shanghai to Formosa and Canton.. 

This fund was established by the U. S. in the name of the Chinese Gov- 

ernment as a consideration under the bulk sale Surplus Property 

Agreement with China of August 30, 1946," and was to cover the cost 

of shipping to China and of technical services arising out of the prop- 

erty transfer. The fund has been held in trust for the Chinese Gov- 

ernment by the U. S. and its use is being supervised by the OFLC. 

Any balance remaining in the fund after completion of surplus re- 

movals from the Pacific islands is to be turned over to the Chinese 

Government. 
Although the proposed use of the fund for property movement with- 

in Chinese territory would deviate from the agreed purposes of the 

fund, it appears to be the most expeditious way of preventing valuable 

stocks from falling into the hands of the Chinese Communists. The 

stocks to be removed consist of large tonnages of vehicles, communi- 

cations, maritime, industrial, and construction equipment, medical, 

clothing, and subsistence supplies; all in good condition. OFLC is 

satisfied that the fund is sufficient to finance these removals, and that 

they will not interfere with completion of Chinese operations on 

Pacific islands. 

Mr. Butterworth ® and I agree that, under the circumstances, we 

should not let legal technicalities prevent Chinese use of their own 

resources for an operation of strategic importance to both the Chinese 

and the U. S. Governments. We recommend your approval of the 

telegram.™ | 

V. CHINESE REQUESTS FOR AVIATION GASOLINE; CONCERN OF THE 

UNITED STATES REGARDING EXCESSIVE OIL STOCKS IN SHANGHAI 

FALLING INTO CHINESE COMMUNIST HANDS 

898.50 Recovery/7-1448 : Telegram — 

The Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) 

WasHincton, July 14, 1948—7 p. m. 

1281. Chinese Embassy states contract was to have been signed 

Shanghai July 12 between Chi Govt, represented by China Petroleum 

Corporation, and three major oil companies (Standard-Vacuum, 

Texaco and Shell) covering Chi Govt purchase 5.5 million gallons 

92 octane aviation gasoline and corresponding amounts lube oils. 

81 Department of State, Report to Congress on Foreign Surplus Disposal, Octo- 

ber, 1946, pp. 40-45. 
. W. Walton Butterworth, Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs. | 
Marginal notation by the Acting Secretary of State: “OK. L[ovett]”.
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Total value purchase stated US$3.7 million to be paid in three install- 
| ments JulyandAug1948, sits 

| Chi Govt has informally requested withdrawal this amount from 
$125 million grants authorized for “additional aid” under Section. 
404 (6) China Aid Act.** Presidential terms require Chi Govt sub- 
mit supporting documents with each request for withdrawals these 
funds and Dept examine documentation submitted to determine re- 
quest not in excess total represented by supporting documents. In 
view possible delay involved transmission signed contract from China 
to Washington, however, Chinese Emb has requested arrangement 
whereby Consulate General will examine signed contract presented. 
by oil companies and telegraph Dept certifying its authenticity, thus 

enabling immediate payment Chi Emb here. 
Chinese Emb informed this procedure acceptable on understanding 

certified copy original signed contract will be furnished Dept soon 
as possible thereafter. Chinese Emb notifying Chi Govt accordingly 
and asking oil companies present such contract to Consulate General 
for examination its authenticity. 

You are requested examine contract submitted by oil companies 
to ascertain that listed materials, quantities and total purchase price 
correspond those described para 1 this tel. If contract contains dif- 
ferences, you should report particulars by telegram, including in full © 
any provisions governing contract cancellation. Oil company rep- 
resentatives should furnish you two authenticated copies signed con- __ 
tract one of which should be retained your files for purposes record 
and other forwarded to Dept via air pouch. Upon receipt telegraphic 
notification from Consulate General foregoing procedure has been 
completed, Dept will take appropriate action authorize disbursement 
to Chi Emb here. | a 
ECA® informed. Please inform Lapham.® 

BS MarsHAu 

893.50 Recovery/7—-1648 : Telegram re a | . | 

Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| | | .. - Smanewat, July 16, 1948—4 p.m. 

| | —  - - FReceived July 16—6: 35 a. m.] 
1600. ReDeptel 1281, July 14. Central Trust of China signed three 

contracts July 12 on behalf of Chinese Government for use of Chinese 

* Approved April 8, 1948;62Stat.158. BS 
* Economic Cooperation Administration. . ._ , | | | 
“Roger D. Lapham, Chief of the China Mission, Economic Cooperation 

Administration. _ ce ; Ss : -
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Air Force (job No. 9070) with following companies: China Petro- 
leum Company, Ltd. (sole agents for China, Sterns, Inc., 150 Broad- 
way, New York City), Standard-Vacuum Oil Company, Shanghai, 
and the Texas Company (China) Ltd. These are believed to be con- 
tracts referred to by Chinese Embassy as total value of purchase is 
practically same as that stated in Department’s cable. China Petro- 
leum Company contract calls for delivery 19,356,000 liters 100 octane 
avigas,*’ US dollar value 2,313,042. Standard-Vacuum contract calls | 
for avigas, mogas, luboil, light diesel for delivery Shanghai and 
mogas, luboil, kerosene for delivery Canton. Total value Standard- 
Vacuum contract US $436,204.43. Texas Company contract calls for 
avigas, mogas, luboil for delivery Shanghai and Tientsin, total value 
US $951,997.07. Oil companies will furnish Consulate General au- 
thenticated copies of contracts by July 20. Shell manager informs 
Consulate General his company was not in position to bid on job 9070. 

For Department’s consideration Central Trust has not yet paid 
outstanding accounts due Standard-Vacuum, Texas and Shell on con- 
tract known as job No. 8100 signed November 4, 1947. Central Trust 
reports it has been unable secure necessary exchange from Central 
Bank and has been unable take delivery from oil companies although 
products have been in storage for some time. Contract 8100 was for 
account of Chinese Air Force, combined service forces and Chinese 
Navy. It is estimated amount outstanding due oil companies is in 
neighborhood of US $1,000,000 plus some sterling. If Department 
1s interested in detailed breakdown by companies, Consulate General 
can cable this information. 

- China Petroleum Co. Ltd. is small company which took over Sterns 
agency, formerly controlled by Carlowitz, large pre-war German firm. 
It is not yet confirmed but believe China Petroleum Company plans 
on using terminal facilities of Chinese Petroleum Corporation. 
World trade directory report on China Petroleum Company will be 
forwarded in next airmail pouch.**- | 

_ As of possible interest to Department all three contracts under job 
9070 state seller agrees to allow buyer (Central Trust) 1 percent dis- | 
count on prices set forth in contract, such discount to be computed 
in same currency in which payment is made buyer and to be deducted 
at time of payment. Lapham has copy this telegram. a 

Sent Department, pouched Nanking, 
| Se Oe Cazor 
*™ Aviation gasoline. a | : | -™ Despatch No. 664, July 20, not printed.
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893.50 Recovery /7-2448 7 — | : 

Memorandum of Conwersation, by the Chief of the Division of 

| Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) | 

[WasHINGTON, | July 24, 1948. 

Dr. Wang ® called at 11:30 a. m., July 23, by appointment to 

present the first Chinese requests for withdrawals from the $125 mil- 

| lion grants authorized under Section 404 (6) of the China Aid Act: 

of 1948. | 

In looking over the requests and supporting documents, I pointed 

out that the Chinese Request No. 10003, dated July 22, 1948, covering 

petroleum products and containers in the amount of $3,700,843.50 

included the 1 percent discount which, in accordance with Section 

II (3) of each contract, the Seller “agrees to allow Buyer .. .” 

on the prices set forth herein, such discount to be computed in the 

same currency in which payment is made by Buyer and to be deducted 

at the time of payment.” I informed Dr. Wang that the Consulate. 

General at Shanghai had called this provision of the contract to the 

Department’s attention as representing, in effect, a payment to a 

Chinese Government agency, Central Trust, for the signing of the 

contract on behalf of the Chinese Government. I suggested that the 

Chinese Embassy might wish to reconsider the advisability of includ- 

ing this amount in the request. I further pointed out that the Petro- 

leum Division of the Department had indicated that the China 

Petroleum Company, Ltd., which had obtained the major share of : 

the petroleum contracted for and represented in these requests, would 

probably have difficulty in securing approval of allocations for its 

share in view of the general policy of the Office of International Trade 

to make allocations to suppliers of the China market in accordance 

with their historical position in that market. | 

Dr. Wang said that he would discuss the question of the 1 

percent discount with the Chinese Ambassador. With reference to. 

the China Petroleum Company, Ltd., he said that it was still desirable 

that the request for payment be made and that in the event that allo- 

cations could not be granted to the Company, the amount paid could 

be credited against future Chinese requests for withdrawals. 

(Dr. Wang telephoned to me about 30 minutes after his call at the 

Department and said that he had discussed the question of the dis- 

count with Ambassador Koo and that it had been decided to submit 

another request for payments for the petroleum products, which would 

not include a request for payment of 1 percent discount. The Chi- 

° S.C. Wang, Counselor of the Chinese Embassy. 
© Omission indicated in the original memorandum.
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nese Embassy brought the substitute request to the Division of Chinese 
Affairs shortly after this telephone conversation.) a | 
- On July 24 Dr. Wang again called at the Department in connec- 
tion with the question of allocations of petroleum supplies. He 
pointed out that the Chinese Embassy had received a message from 
Nanking indicating the urgent need of the Chinese Air Force for 
aviation gasoline and said that it was hoped that the Department 
could exert efforts to ensure that the necessary allocations were granted 
to cover the contracts for petroleum products submitted with the Chi- 
nese requests for withdrawals from the $125 million grants on the 
previous day. J informed Dr. Wang that we had previously requested 
the Department of Commerce * to take appropriate action to facili- 
tate the granting of export licenses covering purchases made by the 
Chinese Government from the proceeds of the $125 million grants 
and that the State Department would inform the Department of 
Commerce of these oil contracts. I pointed out that the Office of 

International Trade might, however, be unwilling to approve licenses 
for the amount covered by the contract with the China Petroleum 
Company, Ltd., in view of its general policy of making allocations in 
accordance with the historical position of suppliers of the China 
market. Dr. Wang emphasized the Chinese need of the aviation gas 
and again expressed the hope that action could be taken to expedite 
the approval of the necessary allocations. 

893.50 Recovery/7-2648 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Chinese 
| Affairs (Sprouse) : 

| _[Wasurneton,]| July 26, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. Pei Tsu-yee, Chief of the Chinese Technical 
Mission . | ) 

Mr. Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern Affairs 
: Mr. McBride, PED ” | 

| Mr. Sprouse, CA 

‘Subject: Certain Aspects of Contracts for Petroleum Products Con- 
cluded by the Chinese Government on July 12, 1948 and Presented 
to the Department as a Basis for Withdrawals from the $125 
Million Grants under the China Aid Act. Oo | 

Mr. Pei called this afternoon by appointment to discuss the above- 
described subject. He stated that, following his discussion of this 

-matter with Mr. Butterworth on July 23, he had asked certain Chinese 
officials for clarification of various points which seemed to need ex- 

. ™Qetter dated July2,notprinted. = | 
* John W. McBride, of the Petroleum Division. |
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planation. Some of the information needed would have to be obtained 

from China since it was not available in Washington. | : 

Mr. Butterworth explained to Mr. Pei that the Chinese Embassy 

' had withdrawn its request for payment under the $125 million grants 

to cover the one percent discount to be paid under the contracts to the 

Central Trust and had substituted another request deleting this 

amount. He also explained that he and Mr. Sprouse had this morn- 

ing discussed with Mr. Lovett the matter of the contract concluded 

between the China Petroleum Company, Limited, as agents in China 

for Sterns, Incorporated, and the problem of allocations to this Com- 

pany. He pointed out that the general policy of the Office of Inter- 

national Trade of the Department of Commerce was to grant alloca- 

‘tions in accordance with the historical position of suppliers in the 

various markets of the world and that for this reason the China 

Petroleum Company would have difficulty in obtaining approval of 

allocations necessary to enable it to meet its requirements from the 

United States under the contract. However, in view of the urgency 

of the needs of the Chinese Air Force for the aviation gasoline under 

this contract, the Department had decided that it would request the 

Department of Commerce to approve the necessary allocations under 

this contract. Mr. Butterworth emphasized that this action was being 

taken only because of the military emergency and that it should not 

be taken as a precedent for future contracts which the Chinese Gov- 

ernment might conclude for petroleum products. He further sug- 

gested that the Chinese Government should bear this circumstance 

in mind when it placed further contracts for such items and concluded 

that it could not be assumed that the Department of Commerce would 

act favorably on this Department’s request but that the Department 

of State wished to do what it could to assist the Chinese in obtaining 

approval of the necessary allocation. Oo — 

Mr. Pei indicated his understanding of the circumstances and 
emphasized that even though the allocations should be approved the 
Chinese must clear up any phases of this transaction which appeared 

to be doubtful. | 

Mr. McBride then explained to Mr. Pei the status of previous 

Chinese quotas of petroleum products during 1948 and suggested that 
it would be helpful if the Chinese Government could furnish the De- 
partment data regarding its present holdings of petroleum products 

and the daily or monthly rate of consumption of the Chinese Air 
Force. He pointed out that the Department had not known of the 
Chinese shortage of aviation gasoline since the Chinese had not used 
its full quota of 160,000 barrels during the second quarter. Mr. Pei 
explained the Government’s desire to conserve foreign exchange dur- 

ing that period and said that he would endeavor to see that the 
necessary data were obtained. | | |
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893.50 Recovery/8—-348 : Telegram . 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasuHineron, August 3, 1948—6 p. m. 
- 1118. Dept advised Stanvac®? and Caltex currently moving 
approx 3 million gals avgas China which should relieve shortage. 
ASPB ® indicates no Far East stocks available tankers or storage for 
diversion to China. Re problems indicated by AAG * (1) OIT 
advises China export quota has not been exhausted. Dept recom- 
mending approval additional 7 million gals avgas for CAF,” (2) re- 
fineries entire production 100 octane gasoline apparently not allocated 
since Stanvac and Caltex have export applications on file OIT for 
large quantity for China, (3) Dept has approved contracts CAF job 
No. 9070 for payment.. Commerce policy generally to grant export 
licenses on historical basis and problem may arise with regard Sterns, 
Inc. obtaining quantities specified in contracts. Furthermore, indi- 
cated contract cost $3,700,000 for 7 million gals is more than double 
estimated bulk unit cost avgas. Dept understands this due largely — 
proposed shipment drums rather than bulk which Chinese Govt jus- 
tifies on basis drums reqd for CAF distribution within China. | 
_ Dept would appreciate receiving info which would explain critical 
need since (1) it has recd no indications critical supply situation was 
developing, (2) China fell 60,000 bbls short of using up its second 
quarter quota of 160,000 bbls. | 

| - MaArsHALL 

893.50 Recovery/8-1348: Telegram - | 

Phe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

ee ne _ Nawnxine, August 13, 1948. 
| | a _ [Received August 183—9: 10 a. m.] 
1501. Investigation trade circles by Consulate General Shanghai 

indicates substantial stocks aviation gas held in Canton, Shanghai, 
Hong Kong and Tientsin by Shell, Caltex and Standard-Vacuum. 
CAF has not taken delivery by payment for parts of old contracts 
where stock is actually held indrumsin China, | 

On other hand AAG confirms that Chinese at highest level have 
stated that there is a critical shortage aviation gas for CAF. 

* Standard-Vacuum Oil Co. | | 
“ California Texas Oil Co. - - : 
* Armed Services Petroleum Board. a 

 * Army Advisory Group. | | 
” Office of International Trade. 
* Chinese Air Force. | | : |
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Answer foregoing anomaly presumably attributable to increasingly 

critical dollar exchange position Chinese Govt. Re Dept’s 1118 of 

August 38. This would explain failure CAF payment against old 

commercial contracts and failure of China to import full second- | 

quarter quota. It would likewise explain extreme pressure to rush 

through contract job No. 9070 for payment with “other aid” funds 

moment latter were available. , | | 

Delay in delivery on CAF job No. 9070 has resulted in CAF’s suc- 

cessful persuasion of Central Bank to grant necessary dollar exchange 

to pay for 5600 drums (53 American gallons each) which was out- 

standing on old order with Caltex. Delivery will be made this week 

but this amount will carry CAF for only 3 or 4 days at present rate 

operations. | a | | | 

As of July 29 following stocks aviation gas: stated in barrels of 42 

‘American gallons held by oil companies: Shell 24,068 Shanghai, 32,064 

Hong Kong; Texas 5,316 Shanghai, 3,200 Hong Kong; ‘Standard- 

Vacuum 27,946 Shanghai, 17,362 Hong Kong, 5,034 Tientsin. -‘These 

stocks would be available for release subject to issuance import licenses 

but most [must?] also care for civilian and international airlines. 

Further stocks aviation gasoline reported due to arrive within 2 weeks 

but delivery to CAF would depend on funds made available from 

“other aid”. Oo | | o | 

~~ Sent Dept 1501, repeated Shanghai 721. 
| | START 

893.50 Recovery /8-1348 a . 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Commerce (Sawyer) 

) Wasutneron, August 19, 1948. 

- Dear Sawyer: Lovett wrote to you on July 28, 1948 * in regard to 

the allocations of aviation gasoline to the Chinese Government covered 

by contracts concluded at Shanghai on July 12. As stated in his let- 

ter, the State Department requested action to ensure that licenses were 

granted on the basis of the urgent military needs. ) | 

~ The reported existing stocks of aviation gasoline in China must 

meet both Chinese civilian and military requirements. A telegram 

from the American Embassy at. Nanking, dated August 13, refers to 

existing stocks of aviation gasoline in China but also states that the 

United States Army Advisory Group confirms that the highest Chi- 

nese authorities assert that there is now a critical shortage of aviation 

gasoline for the Chinese Air Force. It would be unfortunate if we 

turned down a request reported to be of military urgency and later 

found the emergency actually proved to be of grave consequence. - 

® Not printed. 
| :
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I would appreciate the approval of the allocations of aviation gaso- 
line to the suppliers under these contracts at the earliest possible 
moment. 

Faithfully yours, G. C. Marsuan 

893.50 Recovery/8-2748 

Lhe Chinese Embassy to the Department of State 

A1DE-MEMOIRE 
1, The Chinese Air Force has been in urgent need of more aviation 

gasoline. The Chinese Ambassador, under instructions from his Gov- 
ernment, invited the attention of the Secretary of State to this fact 
in his interview with him on August 17th. Through the good offices 
of the State Department and other United States Departments, export 
licenses for a portion of the aviation gasoline contracted for on J uly 
12th were granted last week. However, not only is the quantity thus 
made available in the near future exceedingly limited, but much 
of this limited quantity will have to be shipped to China, and it will 
take time to effect it. Besides, the existing stock scattered in China 
amounts to only 74,000 barrels, most of which is destined for Chinese 
and foreign commercial use and for that of the United States armed 
forces in China. 

2. It has been estimated that the requirements of the Chinese Air 
Force to the end of the year add up to 20,000,000 gallons of 100 octane 
aviation gasoline. The application for the grant of the necessary 
quarterly export quota is being filed with the Commerce Department, 
but it will be much appreciated if the State Department would be 
good enough to use its good offices with the Commerce Department to 
expedite action. 

3. In view of the urgency of the immediate needs of the Chinese 
Air Force and the inadequacy of the existing available stock in China 
to meet them, the Chinese Government desires to borrow 10,000,000 
gallons of 100 octane aviation gasoline for its use from the stock of 
the United States armed forces under the control of the Supreme 
Commander for the Allied Powers in J apan. The gasoline thus 
furnished will be paid for by reimbursement from the funds made 
available to China under the China Aid Act of 1948, Section 404 (d), 
or be replaced from the new orders which the Chinese Government 
has requested the United States Department of the Air Force to pro- 
cure on behalf of the Chinese Air Force, in pursuance of the procedure 
set forth in the Secretary of State’s note to the Chinese Ambassador 
under date of July 30th, 1948.1 

* Ante, p. 126. 

429-525—73.—.—. 19 |
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4. The Chinese Ambassador will be grateful if the Secretary of 

State would cause instructions to be sent to SCAP? in Tokyo to 

arrange the proposed loan of the needed amount of 100 octane avia- 

tion gasoline from the stock under his control. The Chinese Govern- 

ment will, on its part, shortly dispatch Lieutenant-Colonel Hsueh- 

chang Pan of the Chinese Air Force to Tokyo to discuss the details 

of this arrangement, which, it is earnestly hoped, will meet with the 

approval of the United States Government. 

Wasurnoton, August 27, 1948. | 

893.50 Recovery /8—2748 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Commerce (Sawyer) - 

W AsHINGTON, September 14, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: Reference is made to my letter of September 

7, 1948% concerning allocations of aviation gasoline to the Chinese 

Government for the use of the Chinese Air Force. 

I now enclose a copy of an atde-mémoire, dated August 27, 1948 

from the Chinese Embassy,‘ in which the assistance of this Depart- 
ment is requested in connection with the Chinese application filed 
with the Department of Commerce for the grant of a quarterly export 

quota of aviation gasoline. It will be noted that the requirements 
of the Chinese Air Force are estimated in the aide-mémoire as 20,- | 
000,000 gallons of 100 octane gasoline to the end of the year. | 

In reply to the Department of State’s inquiry in this regard, the 
Embassy at Nanking reported on September 3° that the U.S. Army 

. Advisory Group estimates the Chinese Air Force’s current monthly 

rate of consumption of aviation gasoline at 2,500,000 gallons, an esti-. 
mate based upon statements by the Chinese Air Force. In this con- 
nection, there is also enclosed a copy of a telegram of September 10 
from the Embassy at Nanking ® giving further details with regard 
to the aviation gasoline requirements of the Chinese Air Force. This 
telegram points out that the U. S. Army Advisory Group has been 
greatly concerned over the situation although it is naturally not in 
a position to verify all the details of the stock position as described 
by the Chinese Air Force. | | 

In the light of the foregoing, it would be appreciated if the Depart- 

ment of Commerce would take such action as may be appropriate and 

* Supreme Commander, Allied Powers in Japan (MacArthur). 
* Not printed. 
* Supra. 
5 Telegram No. 1622 not printed. | 
* Telegram No. 1664 not printed.
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feasible to ensure that the quota granted is adequate to enable the 
Chinese Air Force to fulfill its requirements. 

Faithfully yours, [G. C. MarsHany] 

893.50 Recovery/9-2048 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NankIn@, September 20, 1948—noon. 
, , [Received September 20—12: 42 a. m.] 

1725. On September 19 Generalissimo’ sent me urgent secret re- 
quest for my support in his efforts to secure aviation gas for Chinese: 
Air Force (See Embtel 1664, September 10, repeated Shanghai 794,. 
and ConGen telegram 2001, September 13,° repeated Nanking 1545,. 
and previous messages). According to Generalissimo, CAF planes: 
face grounding almost any day until shipments on job 9070 arrive: 
next month. His message stated that MacArthur was agreeable to 
loan 5,000,000 gallons of aviation gas from stocks in J apan but that 
approval of State Department was necessary for consummation this 
arrangement. Authority for statement of MacArthur approval was 
not given, nor was I aware of necessity for Department approval any 
such arrangement. 

Iiven though exact status potentially available aviation gas stocks 
in China may not be entirely clear, fact that Generalissimo is per- 
sonally so desperately anxious makes it important in my opinion that 
US Government do whatever may be possible to bridge gap until 
aviation gas contracted for arrives China. Accordingly, I urge De- 
partment to make every effort approve or facilitate loan from stocks 
in Japan or otherwise help Chinese meet this emergency. 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 824, 
| a Sruart 

893.50 Recovery/9~2048 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in, China (Stuart) 

| .. Wasutneron, September 23, 1948—9 p.m. 
1853. Advised three major oil companies agreed pool avgas stocks China keep essential planes flying. Local reps oil companies believe _ stocks now China and en route adequate essential needs Oct and 

“ Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Republic of China. 
* Neither printed.
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into early Nov depending volume CAF actual requirements. (Ur 
1725 Sep 20.) 

Preliminary investigation reveals SCAP loan not favored. Air 
Force as alternative cooperative measure will loan CalTex tanker 
load avgas ready shipment US gulf Oct 11, arriving China month 
later. Contact companies and advise Dept if pooled stocks and antici- 
pated receipts adequate meet essential needs Oct and part Nov. 

Suggest Emb request air component advisory group maintain 
extraordinarily careful continuing check estimated monthly consump- 
tion CAF reporting any major variation from previous estimates to 
Dept. | 

Shipments West Coast complicated oil workers strike which can- 
celled departure CalTex tanker Sept 20. | 

Commerce has granted supplemental third quarter avgas quota 
167,000 barrels, fourth qtr quota exceeding 200,000 bbls indicated. 
Dept continuing efforts expedite commercial shipments. Will keep 
Emb informed. Rpt Shanghai. | 

| Lovett 

893.50 Recovery /9-2848 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, September 28, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received September 28—5: 11 a. m.] 

2098. ReDeptel 1353 to Embassy, repeated Shanghai by Embassy 
September 23. If two American oil companies pool stocks aviation 
gas now in China they can supply commercial airlines which they are 
currently supplying until November 15 if no deliveries are made 

| to CAF. In order to supply CAF and prevent possibility of requisi- 
tioning commercial airlines supplies, it is suggested that Air Force 
offer to loan CalTex tanker load of aviation gas ready for shipment 
US Gulf October 11 be accepted. Arrival of this tanker would not 
relieve critical supply position of CAF during October. 

Is it possible for SCAP to make temporary loan to oil companies 
of approximately 8,000 tons aviation gas, which is amount CAF 
state they urgently require, to be replaced out of the October 11 
shipment. If above suggestion feasible believe that arrangements 
would be facilitated by direct contact with head offices in New York. 

Shell is programmed ahead to supply their share of commercial 
airlines for several months. Have had specific advice from London 

that additional supplies cannot be made available for CAF and if 
stocks are requisitioned they will not be able to supply commercial 
airlines. : 

Repeated Nanking 1599. : 

Casor
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_ 893.50 Recovery/10-2548 

The Secretary of the Air Force (Symington) to the Secretary of State 

WasHineron, 25 October 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: In reply to your letter of 3 September 1948,° 
concerning the loan of 10,000,000 gallons or 238,000 barrels of avia- 
tion gasoline to the Chinese Air Force, negotiations have been in prog- 
ress with members of your Department, Department of Commerce and 
the oil companies operating in China concerning this matter. 

Because of the strike in West Coast refineries of the United States 
and the limited supplies of aviation gasoline available to the U. S. 
Air Force, we have been hesitant to make any commitment regarding | 
U.S. Air Force stocks without first exhausting other possible means of 
supply. 

The commercial oil companies, also seriously affected by this strike 
and a tight world-wide situation on aviation gasoline, have advised 
that only by pooling their stocks in China for use of all essential con- 
sumers can they render any immediate assistance. It is estimated that: 
these stocks will be sufficient for consumption for the month of Oc- 
tober, and perhaps the early part of November only, depending upon 
the firmness of the Chinese Air Force estimates of 59,500 barrels per 
month. | 

To augment this arrangement which the oil companies have agreed 
| to, we are sending 130,000 barrels from Air Force contracts to Shang- 

hai to arrive approximately 5 November 1948. In the interim, ar- 
rangements have been made with Commander-in-Chief, Far East, 
Tokyo, Japan, to ship 30,000 barrels of aviation gasoline from Japan 
to Tientsin, China, to arrive approximately 18 October 1948. This 
action should considerably relieve critical situation in North China. 

_ The Chinese Air Force has been advised by separate communication 
of the above arrangements, and funds were requested and received 
through your Department from the Chinese to cover the costs of this 
project. . 
We are keeping apprised of the Chinese situation and will continue 

to render assistance insofar as possible. 
Sincerely yours, STUART SYMINGTON 

893.6363/12-148 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
(Cabot) | 

: ' Wasuineton, December 8, 1948—6 p. m. 
2139. Dept urgently needs current petroleum stock info Shanghai 

comparable data furnished Contel 1728, Aug. 4.9 Consideration 

* Not printed.
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problem Contel 2592, Dec. 1“ also requires data current monthly con- 

sumption each product particularly fuel oil and lubes and estimated — 

minimum stock level for possible transition period. 

Dept position Shanghai retain present stocks but regulate future 

deliveries to achieve minimum safe level. Data outlined above essential 

discussions ECA and oil company representatives here. 
Lovett 

893.6368/12-2448 TO 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Petroleum Division 

| (Hakens) 

[Wasuineton,] December 24, 1948. 

In a meeting with Mr. Jones ™ this morning I told him that we had 

under consideration the question of petroleum stocks in the Shanghai 

area and whether they were not excessive in view of the uncertainties 

in China at the present time and the fact that Shanghai might fall to 

the Communists. I indicated that it is our general view, as well as 
that of our Consulate General in Shanghai, that petroleum stocks 

should not be higher than the minimum level necessary to ensure sup- 
plies for essential consumption requirements, and that tentatively we 

_ were considering whether a six-weeks’ stock level for bulk products 

would not be sufficient for this purpose. 
With respect to six-weeks’ stock level Mr. Jones wanted to know 

whether, assuming Shell’s stocks were considerably higher, it was 
our view that the excess amount of such stocks should be withdrawn. 

I replied that this was an aspect of the problem on which we had not 
reached any definite conclusion, that what we are thinking about 
mainly at this time is the adjustment of deliveries to bring the stock 
levels down. I mentioned that our figures indicate that present stock 
levels vary from two to four months on gasoline, gas oil, and diesel 
oil and that stock levels for residual fuel oil are about one month, for 
kerosene eight or ten months, and for lubricating oils and greases also 
about ten months. | | | 
We discussed the problem of maintaining low stock levels where 

each company individually was shipping in its own supplies and that 
the companies might utilize a borrow-and-loan for splitting up the 
cargo in each ship delivering oil supplies. | 

I told Mr. Jones that we considered that the maintenance of mini- 
mum stock levels was the sound position with respect to petroleum 
stocks irrespective of what conditions may turn out to be in the future, | 
and that we hoped his Government would concur with us in this view 
and enlist the cooperation of Shell in attaining this objective. I also 

4 Ante, p. 270. | 
“®. BE. Jones, Petroleum Attaché, British Embassy.
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told Mr. Jones that we have discussed this matter with the American 
companies. 

Mr. Jones said that he would take the matter up with his Govern- 
ment and let us have its views promptly. 

893.6363/12-2748 : Telegram 

Phe Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
(Cabot) 

WasHIneoTon, December 30, 1948—6 p. m. 
2282. ConGentel 2897 Dec 275 helpful second oil co Conf Dec 28. 

Cos indicated willingness cooperate reduce bulk stocks approx 6-weeks 
level and luboils to 6 months. StanVac now transshipping some kero- 
sene and cos appear willing consider withdrawing some luboils. 
Stated most other items near 6 weeks level which can be attained by 
deferring shipments. 

Cos emphasize removal luboils not wholly effective unless license 
contro] applied U. S. exports, and consideration being given such 
measure. Cos also point out proposal released portion major co 
stocks for small importers China undesirable under present circum- 
stances since conducive speculation and resale Soviet. 

Dept emphasized discussion exploratory and that further con- 
sideration necessary before requests, if any, made Cos. Stanvac sug- 
gested preferable handle problem on present informal consultation 
basis and Dept concurs. 

Dept discussed subject Dec 24 Brit Emb suggesting desirability 
cooperation and similar approach this problem but views Brit Govt 
not yet received. Suggest ConGen and Emb keep Brit ConGen and 
Emb informed developments emphasizing desirability cooperation. 

| Lovett 

VI. RUMORS OF PLANS TO ESTABLISH NEW AMERICAN VOLUNTEER 
AIR FORCE GROUP IN CHINA 

893.796/4-1748 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: Nanxina, April 17, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received April 17—5: 39 a. m.] 

700. Following telegram 133, April 15, sent Embassy from Con- 
sulate General Tsingtao and believed not sent Department: 

* Not printed.
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“Remarks made by Willauer, Vice President of CAT,“ to CAT 
personnel during present visit here indicates that Chennault * con- 
templating formation another American volunteer group but intends 
first to get at least tacit agreement of State Department to this move. 
Willauer also stated that CAT now authorized to expand to operation | 
100 planes as against present 18. Local CAT area manager has been 
authorized employ 10 additional air crews immediately. Manager 
states that policy at Marine Headquarters Washington was appar- 
ently changed recently to facilitate discharge at Tsingtao of Marine 
Aviation personnel who accept employment with CAT; officials are 
believed to consider that (under control American personnel) a rela- 
tively small, balanced force of fighters and bombers backed up by a 
sizeable transport force would be able effect major change in course 
civil war. Turner.” 7° | | 

Sent Department 700, repeated Shanghai 285. 
;  Sruart 

893.796/4-1748 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasHINGTON, April 22, 1948—3 p.m. 

610. Dept uninformed regarding plans to establish another Ameri- 

can volunteer group. . : 
Navy states allegation by Tsingtao area manager regarding dis- 

charge of Marine Corps personnel without basis in fact (Embtel 700 
Apr 17). It happens that Marine Corps Aviation personnel with 
rank of Master Sergeant are presently overstrength and several mas- 
ter sergeants recently discharged at Tsingtao and authorized to re- 
main in China on understanding they had gainful employment and 
would not become public charge. This may be basis for manager’s 
statement. Inform Tsingtao, and Shanghai. | 

| Lovetr _ 

893.796/5—2048 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuinton, May 25, 1948—2 p. m. 

777. Ta Kung Pao report (Shanghai’s 1112 May 20%) “that it is 

on suggestion of US authorities that Chennault is contemplating 
restoration of Flying Tigers in China” is without any basis in fact. 
EMB and or ConGen authorized to so state if questioned by press. 
(Sent Nanking as 777. Repeated Shanghai as 967). 
Army, Navy, Air Force Depts concur. 

| MarsHALL 

“ Civil Air Transport. , 
1% Maj. Gen. Claire Lee Chennault (ret.), Chairman of the Board of Civil Air 

Transport, Ine. 
1% William T. Turner, Consul General at Tsingtao. 
* Not printed. |
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893.00/9-—2348 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WaAsHINGcTON, October 14, 1948—6 p. m. 
1447. Dept forwarded Tsingtao’s 144, Sept. 23 7* sent Nanking as 

274 to Secretary Air Force for comment. He replied* “no truth 
whatever” in statement first para Tsingtao telegram (ur 1767, Sept. 
27 7°), 

Loverr 

893.248/11-1148 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul General at Petping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

| Prrpine, November 11, 1948—10 a. m. 
[Received November 11—5 : 22 a. m. | 

445. Consistent reports recently received particularly through 
American press representatives Peiping that sources close to CAT be- 
lieve there will shortly be resurrected something similar to AVG 
commanded by Chennault early in Sino-Japanese war. 

Assume from outward evidence there exists no plan for extending 
official blessing to any new American volunteer group. However, pos- 
sible such group might be organized without American official ap- 
proval, invite attention to possible serious consequences participation 
such American air group in Chinese civil [war] for Americans resid- 
ing in areas which are now or might fall into Communist control. 
Therefore suggest if such group in process of formation appropriate 
steps be taken to end that such American residents be forwarned if 
possible. 

Sent Dept 445, repeated Nanking 656. 

CLUBB 

893.248/11-1148 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuinerton, November 15, 1948—9 p. m. 

1627. Dept has no info re proposed formation AVG (Peiping’s 445 
Nov 11, repeated Nanking as 656; Deptel 1447 Oct 14 to Emb, repeated 
Tsingtao as 187). | 

18 Not printed; its first paragraph was as follows: “Willauer of CAT here 
yesterday returning shortly from Mukden. He informed local CAT manager 
‘new A[merican] V[olunteer] G[roup] not far off’ as follow-up to conversation 

_ in which he told of interview he held in Washington with Air Force Secretary 
Symington.” 

* Letter dated October 4 not printed. 
* Not printed.
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To enable Dept report to Secy,* request Emb check whether any 

informal or personal encouragement has been given General Chennault 

this regard by any US official or officials. — 

Request Emb keep Dept informed developments. 
Lovett 

893.248/11-1848 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxinc, November 18, 1948—38 p. m. 
[Received November 19—12: 51 a. m.] 

9949. [To Shanghai:] Reference Peiping 445, November 11 to De- 

partment, repeated Shanghai our 1119, November 17. Embassy has 

no information to indicate just how far plans have gone to estab- 

lish an organization out of CAT similar to AVG. Other evidence 

does suggest something of the sort being considered and plans may 

be fairly well advanced. Embassy shares Peiping’s concern over 

consequences of such development to American citizens who may be 

residing in Communist held areas. - 
You are requested in your discretion to obtain confirmation from 

Chennault of these reports. If opportunity presents itself, you may 

also in your discretion point out to him considerations mentioned 

Peiping’s 445 and at same time call his attention to USIS news file 

out of Washington carried in Radio Bulletin 269, November 15, Wash- 

ington time, regarding US passport and protection difficulties of US 

citizens contemplating enlisting in military service abroad. 
In Deptel 1627, November 15, Department replies it has no infor- 

mation regarding proposed formation AVG and asks us to check 
whether “any informal or personal encouragement has been given 

General Chennault this regard by any US official or officials”. If you 
have any information or views on this point, please report. 

Sent Shanghai 1123, repeated Peiping 235, Department 2249. 
STUART 

893.248/11-1948 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxrinea, November 19, 1948—1 p. m. 
[Received November 19—3 : 30 a.m. ] 

9263. ReDeptel 1627, November 15 and Embtel 2249 November 18, 
repeated Shanghai 1123. Shanghai papers November 18 carry New 

71’ The Secretary of State was in Paris on official mission. .
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York date line story received by telephone from Shanghai quoting: 
Chennault as saying he has no plans to establish AVG and that he 
has not been approached on subject by Chinese Government. 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 1182. 

Stuart 

893.248/11-2448 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Tsingtao (Turner) to the Secretary of State 

Tstnerao, November 24, 1948—11 a. m. 
| [Received 5:35 p. m.] 

188. ReDeptel 1627, November 15 to Nanking, repeated Tsingtao 
as 162. ConGen informed voluntarily in confidence by Major General 
C. C. Liang of local Chinese Army headquarters that prior to Peiping 
news report of possible revival of American Volunteer Group he in- 
terviewed Chennault who evinced interest new AVG. On own respon- 
sibility Liang proceeded Peiping, obtained interview with Fu 
Tso-yi” and arranged meeting with Fu for Rosbert and Burridge of 
Civil Air Transport. Former is operations officer for CAT, latter 
north China manager. Fu reported very favorable toward AVG and 
promised urge Generalissimo * invite Chennault form AVG. Story 
broke in Peiping following reported visit Fu to Nanking. 

Liang engaged in this intrigue in continuation his personal efforts 
prop up North China resistance to Communists. Approached Fu [in] 
view belief Fu’s increasingly difficult situation North China; his 
prestige, and his more independent position would interest him in 
proposal and provide necessary important pressure for it. Relations 
between Burridge and Liang very close for several nionths and former 
known strongly favor AVG. 

Sent Department 188; repeated Nanking 348. 

TURNER 

893.248/11-2748: Telegram _ 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

Prrrina, November 27, 1948. 
[Received November 28—11: 19 p. m.] 

493. Communist Chinese language north Shensi broadcast Novem- 
ber 26 contained following item: 

“Notorious American aggressor against China, Chennault, dares 
plan organization volunteer air force to fight the Chinese people. 

* Commander in Chief of Bandit Suppression Forces in North China. 
* Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Republic of China.
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This plan has already been presented to Chiang Kai-shek and Fu 
Tso-yi. During period (existence) Chennault’s air transport force 
(CAT) (INT) [2é¢ has?] already joined Kuomintang air force and, 
moreover, already gave effect to plan of slaughtering the people. This 
makes clear that American imperialistic government is just tolerating 
these actions of slaughtering Chinese people. The Chinese peopleand 
‘Chinese People’s Liberation Army resolutely oppose [propose?] to 
end such actions.” 

Sent Department 493; repeated Nanking 735, Shanghai 487, and 
Tientsin. 

| CLUBB 

893.796/11-2948 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) 

| , [WasHineron, | November 29, 1948. 

There is attached a memorandum (Tab A) * summarizing various 
reports which have been received by the Department with regard 
to the rumored plans of Major General Chennault to establish a new 
American Volunteer Group (AVG) in China. This information 
indicates that, despite the Department’s denial that such plans were 
proceeding with official sanction and General Chennault’s statement 
as reported in the press that he had no plans to reestablish the AVG, 
there is still considerable evidence that the project may be proceeding 
apace and that it would receive the full blessing of the Chinese 
Government. | 

The formation of an AVG at this time, with or without U. S. 
Government support or tacit approval, would have serious implica- 
tions for our policy in China, the position of U. 8. nationals there 
and our relations vis-a-vis the USSR. In the first place, such a 
volunteer group would in the eyes of the world constitute a form 
of direct U. S. involvement in China’s civil war—a contingency which 
we have consistently and scrupulously avoided. Secondly, as pointed 
out by the Embassy at Nanking and the Consulate General in Peiping, 
the participation of such an American air group would have pos- 
sible serious repercussions in the treatment accorded U. S. nationals 
residing in areas which are now or might fall under Chinese Com- 
munist control. Thirdly, the formation of such a group might con- 
stitute an open invitation for the USSR to back a “Soviet Volunteer 
Group” to operate in support of the Chinese Communists, thus making 

* Not printed.
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probable direct air combat between Soviet and U. S. nationals over 
Chinese territory. An indication that this last possibility has been 
considered (and apparently relished) by high Chinese officials was 
afforded in the statement on November 25 by Tao Hsi-sheng, Vice 
Minister of Information, that “If the ‘Flying Tigers’ should partici- 
pate in the warfare, Soviet Russia may dispatch volunteer air force 
to China and another great war may break out when planes of these 
two countries meet in the air”. 

It would therefore appear that the formation at this time of an 
AVG in China would carry with it all the disadvantages of open 
American intervention in China’s civil war and none of the possible 
advantages. For it is obvious that, while such a group could pro- 
vide considerable annoyance for the Communists, it could not turn 
the tide in favor of the Nationalist forces. 

893.796/11-2948 Bn 
Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 

_ (Buttervorth) to Briaadier General Marshall S. Carter 

[Wasuineron,] December 4, 1948. 
With reference to your query as to what the Department is doing 

to stop the formation of a revived AVG, the answer is that we are 
doing nothing at present. As the subject has never been broached 
either formally or informally to this Government, it would appear 
best to disregard rumors and press stories on the subject and thus 
by absence 03! favorable comment on the scheme imply official disap- 
proval. It 1s extremely unlikely that General Chennault would at- 
tempt to take unilateral action in the matter without first obtaining 
at least the tacit consent of the Government, for without such consent 
he could not be assured of receiving continuing supplies and matériel 
for the operation. | 

On the other hand, should General Chennault either formally or 
informally approach the Government for Support or consent in the 
establishment of an AVG, the Department should refuse to extend 
such support or consent and should take the position that the pro- 
cedure which was established in a similar situation in Palestine should | 
apply to China; that is, that American citizens participating in such 
a venture would forfeit American protection and be deprived of their 
passports. 

** Special Assistant to the Secretary of State. |
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893.248/12-848 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHanouat, December 8, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received December 8—7 : 42 a. m. ] 

2704. Embtel 1123, November 18 7 and other reports that General 
Chennault would reestablish AVG. General Chennault has informed 
member of ConGen staff that he had discussed reestablishment with 
Generalissimo. Latter pointed out that China did not have funds 
available for establishment of such a group and that if such a group 
‘were formed it would have to be at expense of US Government. _ 
(CAF has planes and equipment probably available in sufficient quantt- 
‘ties. Chennault volunteered that if the two governments were to 
get together on establishment of such a group he could within a fort- 

night inflict such extensive disruption as to halt Communist drive 
since practically all pilots now flying for CAT are ex-fighter pilots 
and over 100 ex-Fourteenth Air Force pilots have expressed willing- 

ness to serve. Chennault added that nothing concrete had been done | 
here in connection with an AVG and that his actions in connection 
with reestablishment thereof had been confined to above-mentioned 
discussion with Generalissimo. 7 

Sent Nanking 2024, repeated Department. 
| | | CaxBor 

VII. MADAME CHIANG KAI-SHEK’S VISIT TO THE UNITED STATES TO 
APPEAL FOR FURTHER IMMEDIATE MILITARY AID 

893.0011 /11-2448 : Telegram 

— The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | _ WasuHineton, November 24, 1948—midnight. 

1702. Personal for Stuart. Madame Chiang” has just spoken to 
me by telephone. She plans immediate departure by air for tem- 
porary visit Washington. Several others in party. Notify me 
soonest complete info on party and itinerary so appropriate entrance 
arrangements can be made. 

| 7 | MarsHALL 

* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 2249, p. 292. | 

** Wife of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Republic of China.
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893.0011/11-2648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, November 26, 1948—10 a. m. 
[Received November 26—12: 08 a. m. ] 

2325. Personal [for] Secretary. Mme. Chiang sent for me imme- 
diately after talking to you. She did not ask my advice regarding 
trip and as much as I should have liked to do so I did not feel I could 
assume responsibility for endeavoring to dissuade her. It is obvious 
that she plans desperate plea for military aid, arguing United States 
responsibility for present situation because of Yalta ** and because 
of our advocation of “broadly based” Government. | 
Madame requested Admiral Badger ® for plane and when he asked 

my advice I recommended refusal, but suggested he submit question 
Navy Department in order that responsibility for refusal could be 
placed on Washington rather than him. 

I have asked for information on party and itinerary and will report 
when available. — 

STUART 

893.0011/11-—2648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nankine, November 26, 1948—1 p. m. 
, [ Received November 26—2: 38 a. m.] 

2329. Personal for Lovett and Secretary. In reply your 1704, 
November 25,°° see my 2325, November 26, to Secretary. The only 
inference I can draw from reports reaching me from hitherto de- 
pendable sources, is that Generalissimo is threatening to retire from 
active control if Hsuchow battle goes against him and there has not 
been in interim assurance of greatly increased military aid from US 
and that Madame Chiang hopes through visit obtain assurances mili- | 
tary aid requisite to forestall Generalissimo’s retirement. Un- 
doubtedly also an element in her desperate action is her desire to pro- 
tect her family. | 

** Agreement signed by the heads of Government of the United States, United | 
Kingdom, and Soviet Union, February 11, 1945; Foreign Relations, The Con- 
ferences at Malta and Yalta, 1945, p. 984. 

* Adm. Oscar C. Badger, Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific. 
*° Not printed.
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As her mission would appear doomed in advance to failure, I should | 
think it unwise for her to make trip. It is for that reason I have dis- 
couraged supplying her with transportation. 
, STUART 

893.0011/11-—2648 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, November 26, 1948—11 a. m. 

1705. Personal for Stuart. Please inform Madame Chiang that 
in accordance with her telephone request to me and her subsequent 
request through Admiral Badger for transportation to the United 
States, arrangements have been made for Admiral Badger to furnish 
air transportation for Madame Chiang and party for temporary visit 
to the United States. 

Our immigration people have been alerted that entry clearance 
should be given in the event passports and visas are not in order. 

Advise me immediately of party and itinerary. 

MarsHALL 

893.00/12-248 | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Secretary of State 

[WAsHINGTON,] December 2, 1948. 

It is assumed that Madame Chiang will appeal for large-scale eco- | 
nomic and military aid and for the appointment of a high-ranking 

U.S. officer as military adviser and of U.S. officers as advisers in 
operational areas and that she will describe China’s fight as being 
also one for the United States and will charge U.S. responsibility for 
the Chinese Government’s difficulties because of the Yalta decisions. 

It is suggested, therefore, that it would be appropriate to make a 
statement to Madame Chiang along the following general lines: 

The U.S. Government is sympathetic with the difficulties of the 
Chinese Government and recognizes the threat to China’s inde- 
pendence from an insidious form of foreign imperialism exerted 
through international communism. U.S. interest and sympathy has 
been shown by its aid both during and since the war, the most recent | 
instance being the present China aid program. However, the Presi- _ 
dent made clear in his message transmitting the China aid bill in 
February 1948 * that this Government could only provide aid to en- 

* Message to Congress, February 18; Department of State, United States 
Relations With China (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1949), n. 981.
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able the Chinese Government itself take those measures necessary to 
provide the framework within which peace and true economic recovery 
could be achieved, that the solution of China’s problems was chiefly 
a Chinese responsibility and that U.S. aid could not, even in a small 
measure, be a substitute for action that could be taken only by the 
Chinese themselves. The U.S. Government is concerned over the 
recent serious turn of events. However, the pattern of these develop- 
ments does not indicate that increased aid would in itself offer a solu- 
tion. Nationalist defeats at Tsinan, Chinchow and Mukden were 
caused primarily by defection of troops to the Communists and in no 
case to a lack of munitions (Tab A for tabulation of losses).*? The 
will to fight has been lacking and this cannot be derived from foreign 
material aid. 

As the President indicated in his letter of November 12 to the 
Generalissimo (Tabs B and C),® the U. S. is making every effort to 
expedite the implementation of the China aid program. There is no 
other legislative authority for such aid. The appointment of a high- 
ranking U. S. officer as military adviser would present great difficulties 
due to his lack of knowledge of the complexities of the situation and 
would also be misleading both to the Chinese and American people. 
General Barr,** in whom I have great confidence, is familiar with the 
current situation and his advice has always been available. To send 
U.S. military advisers into operational areas or have them command 
Chinese troops would represent a type of intervention in China’s in- 
ternal affairs contrary to the policy of this Government and to the 
intent of the Congress, which made its meaning clear on this point in 
its consideration of the China aid program. 

With respect to Yalta, Soviet actions in Manchuria result from 
Soviet entry into the war and occupation of Manchuria and not from 
the Sino-Soviet Treaty.” There is no evidence that the Soviets would 
have withdrawn their troops from Manchuria any earlier or that they 
would have been any more correct in their relations with the Chinese 
Government had the Sino-Soviet Treaty of August 1945 not been 
signed. On the contrary, it is likely that the Soviets might have 
continued their occupation of Manchuria, as they have of Dairen, on 
the technical grounds of a state of war with Japan and Soviet forces 
might have advanced on into north China at the time of the Japanese 
surrender. 

893.00/12-348 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

[Extracts] 

| Wasuineton,] December 3, 1948. 

She * opened the meeting by stating that she came here primarily 
to see me. She accentuated the importance of my actions in connec- 

*? Memorandum of December 2 concerning losses, p. 226. 
* See telegram No. 1608, November 12, 7 p. m., to the Ambassador in China, 

» a Mad. Gen. David G. Barr, Director, Joint U. S. Military Advisory Group in 
ina. 

On Signed at Moscow, August 14, 1945, United Nations Treaty Series, vol. 10, 
. 300. 

P © Madame Chiang Kai-shek. 

429-525 —72 20
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tion with the future of China. Madame immediately outlined three 

steps that she felt were urgent and necessary. 

a) A statement by our Government in opposition to the Communists 
in the Far East and in support of the Generalissimo’s Government. 

6b) The importance of sending an outstanding American soldier to 
China to advise and be the “spark plug” of Chinese military effort, 
along with the participation of American officers in following through 
on the actions of the Chinese incompetent staff officers and command- 
ers, particularly in relation to logistics. 

(ce) Economic assistance. 

She talked at great length regarding the seriousness of the situa- 
tion; denied the surrender of 33 divisions, said it was only 12; ex- 
plained the ineffectiveness both of the military commanders now in 
power, with few exceptions, and most of the political leaders sur- 
rounding the Generalissimo in Nanking. 

In connection with the last statement, she frankly outlined the pro- 
visional or preliminary plans of the Government for its transfer to 
Canton, which she felt would permit the shedding of the ineffective 
officials of the Government, the introduction of new blood, leaving 

the army to fight the battle along the Yangtze and create their new 
and well equipped force in the south. She also referred to Formosa 
and Hainan Islands in connection with the Kwan[g]tung region. 
Madame stated that whoever we sent would receive the complete 

support of the Generalissimo. He assured her of this when she asked 
him this question. Also, that he would rid himself of the ineffective 
and incompetent plotters around him. .. . 

Again and again Madame came back with the proposition that there 
must be an outstanding American soldier sent to China who could be 
the “spark plug” of whatever was done. 

I explained to Madame why a statement at the present time was 
not advisable; that President Truman and I had discussed it and felt 
it was impossible to reconcile the facts of the case as we understood 
them and as we would desire to explain to the American public and 
a statement favorable to the Generalissimo’s Government at this time; 
that the latter would have to be so watered down that it would do more 
harm than good. I told her that in the circumstances, despite the 
urgent necessity of informing the American public of the facts of the 
situation as we understood them, we, for the time being at least, were 
foregoing any statement rather than say something that would be 
destructive of the position of the Generalissimo. : | : 

I explained why it would be highly inadvisable for this Govern- 
ment to place its representative in the position that he would neces- __
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sarily become involved, particularly under present circumstances, and 

in any event without the controls that could not be established without 
virtually taking over the Chinese Government. 

I explained my own experiences, as amplified by conversations with 
the Generalissmo to which she was a personal witness. I also ex- 
plained the procedure here in which political manoeuvers of the 
Republicans as well as honest desires of certain lovers of China which 
had greatly confused the consideration of the matter last spring and 
early summer in the Congress. I also explained to her the incon- 
sistency of the Republican action which had actually resulted in a 
reduction of what we had proposed for China and at the same time 
that they were advocating more aid to China. I explained the com- 
plications of expending the $125,000,000 fund which was being devoted 
to military supplies. 

: As to economic matters, I told her that Mr. Hoffman *’ was going 
to China some time next week, en route from London where he was 
going on Monday, and that he and Mr. Lapham * could discuss the 
economic pros and cons with the principal officials in Nanking. I 
made clear that the economic problem was very largely in the hands 
of the ECA. 

The discussion was very lengthy and covered several hours but the 
foregoing are the principal points involved, except that I said that 
our Ambassador there had instructions to support the Generalissimo’s 
Government and that the rumors to the contrary had no foundation. 
In this connection, I told her of the numerous protests that are reach- 

ing here from prominent Chinese and Americans in China in regard 
to our continued support of the Generalissimo’s Government, which 
they claim is doomed. I told her that I thought that the coming 

| Congress would be favorably inclined to continue economic support 
along the lines of that proposed by President Truman last March, but 
I could not state this positively at this time. 

I told Madame that if she cared to see me later after she had seen 
the President, I would be glad to talk to her and she left with that 
understanding. 

Incidentally, Bullitt’s °° name was not mentioned by either one of 
us, which I thought was on her part rather significant. 
Madame had seen me for about an hour yesterday afternoon, but 

she confined herself purely to personal matters and no Chinese 
problems were brought up. 

| G[zorcE] C. M[arswaty] 

| * Paul G. Hoffman, Administrator of the Economic Cooperation Administration. 
* Roger D. Lapham, Chief of the ECA China Mission. 

 ® William C. Bullitt, former Ambassador in the Soviet Union and France, at 
this time in China as a consultant to the Congressional Joint Committee on 
Foreign Economic Cooperation. .
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893.00/12-1148 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NankinG, December 11, 1948—12 a. m. 
[Received December 11—2 : 59 a.m.] 

_ 2501, British Ambassador * told me December 10 that Vice Foreign 
Minister George Yeh had just told him that as result encouraging 
news received from Washington within previous 48 hours regarding 
military aid Chinese Government was “altering its plans”. What 
plans or in what way they were being altered was not stated. I told 
my colleague I knew nothing to support such a statement and con- 
sidered any such report from Washington to be ill-founded. 

I appreciate that Madame and Ambassador Koo* may clutch at 
any straw and color their reports accordingly. I would appreciate 
Department informing me if there is any development which should 
alter the position which I have consistently expressed that any mili- 
tary or economic aid beyond that already authorized could not even 
be considered until Congress meets. 

 Sruarr 

893.00/12—1148 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, December 138, 1948—3 p. m. 
1812. Urtel 2501 Dec 11. In conversations with Madame Chiang 

both President and Secretary have expressed sympathy with Chi- 
nese difficulties but have not given any indication of any. change in 

US position and have made no commitments beyond implementation 
present China Aid Program. 

For your info neither Amb Koo nor any other Chi official was pres- 
ent during Madame’s conversation with President. 

Lovett 

893.00/12-2748 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary of State 

[ Wasuineron,] December 27, 1948. 

Madame called on me this morning to have a final conversation with 
me regarding the decisions of this Government in the matter of China. 

“ Sir Ralph Stevenson. , a 
“Vv. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador.
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I first explained to Madame that she had been laboring under a 
confusion or misunderstanding regarding my position during the past 
three weeks; that I have not been officiating as Secretary of State and 
that I was not even aware of the various actions being taken by the 
Security Council, the Chiefs of Staff, the State Department, etc. I 
explained to her very carefully how matters were handled, including 
the fact that the President himself had called two meetings of the 
Security Council to consider the Chinese matter. I also took occasion 
to explain on the basis of your (Lovett’s) explanation what had 
occurred in relation to the diversion of a ship of supplies to Okinawa. 
I made a fairly successful effort to convince her that she was laboring 
under a misunderstanding or disillusionment in thinking that a word 
from me would settle matters or that I was in a position to give such 
a word. I explained to her that her messages to Mrs. Marshall were 
third hand to me and fourth hand to the State Department and were 
inevitably confused and much was omitted. 

I told Madame that it was the decision of the Government that the 
request of the Generalissimo that a distinguished officer be sent to the 
Chinese scene could not be approved. Regarding a statement by the 
Government on the question of Communism in China, I explained 
that the Generalissimo was free to quote from the President’s message 
to him and also from the statements made last spring by the President 
and also by me. I stated that a check of the press conferences showed 
that in each case that the question had been asked about our policy 
toward China, it had been stated that our policy had not been changed 
and that we continued to support the same Government headed by 

the Generalissimo and mentioning him by name. 
Madame explained that she had had a message from the Generalis- 

simo this morning (it may have been last night) stating that the 
members of the Government were pressing him; that if there was to 
be no more American aid, he should make an accord with the Soviets, 
and that he had to make the decision immediately, today presumably ; 
that he would resign in that event, but he had to be advised 

immediately. 
I told Madame that such a message should be produced in writing 

so that we would know exactly what she said and could consider it 
accordingly. I suggested that she either dictate it to my secretary 
who was available at the hospital, or write it out herself and General 
Carter would call at her brother’s residence and take it to the State 
Department where it could be considered. 

She said she would do this and would telephone General Carter 

when she had the draft ready. 

“ See memoranda of December 24 and 27, pp. 287 and 238, respectively.
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I told her that when she made her statement she must make perfectly 
clear what she was talking about when she said immediate aid. 

She requested that the sense of the Generalissimo’s message be com- 
municated to the President. 

That ended the interview. | 
- | G[norcr] C. M[arsuaty] 

893.00/12-2748 Te 

Memorandum by Brigadier General Marshall S. Carter to the Acting 

Secretary of State 

[WasHrnerTon,] December 27, 1948. 

Mr. Lovett: At noon Secretary Marshall telephoned me to state that 
I could expect a phone call from Madame Chiang to come to her 
residence to pick up a note to be delivered to Mr. Lovett. General 
Marshall stressed the Madame’s concern about security. The memo- 
randum, according to General Marshall, was to be along the lines of 
that mentioned in his memorandum of conversation attached.** | 

General Marshall also told me to tell you that Madame had said she 
had not talked to or seen General Chou since she had come to Washing- 
ton and that therefore Chou was not aware of what Sprouse “* was 
talking about. | | 
Madame Chiang sent for me at one o’clock. She stated that she 

had been waiting almost four weeks for a decision from General 
Marshall; that the President and you had both made her think that 
General Marshall was the final word in the matter; that General 
Marshall today had told her he had not been in business for three 
weeks and was not familiar with all the actions that had been taken. 
She said General Marshall had stated that China would get more aid, 
but that it would have to be done by Congress. She said that would 
take a long time. I said yes, it probably would because Congress did 
not convene until January 3 and, as she knew, all such matters were 
time-consuming processes. She indicated great unhappiness at wait- 
ing so long for decisions. She asked me why we could not send a great 
military leader to China. She said General Marshall said the Gov- 
ernment could not do it, but did not tell her why. I told her that I 
was not in the policy-making business, that I was purely a “leg man” 
and that I had no substantive knowledge of the problem, nor could I 
speak in any way of policy matters. She then asked me to arrange an 
immediate appointment with Mr. Lovett. TI asked her if this was in 
lieu of the memorandum I was to take to Mr. Lovett. She appeared 

* Supra. | 
“Philip D. Sprouse, Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs.
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reluctant to consider the idea of putting her problem in writing. 
However, she stated as I left that she would have a memorandum to: 

hand Mr. Lovett. 
She stressed several times the extreme urgency of the situation, 

stating that a decision had to be made today. At no time did she give 
me any idea of what the problem was. ) 

) M. S. Carrer: 

893.00/12~2748 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Secretary of State 

[W AsHINGTON, | December 27, 1948. 

Present: Mr. Lovett 
Madame Chiang 

General Carter 

Madame Chiang called on me in the Secretary’s office at 3 p. m. today 
at her request. She said that she had been waiting almost four weeks 
for decisions of this Government, under the impression that General 
Marshall had the final word. Her conversations with President Tru- 
man and me had seemed to corroborate this. She had seen General 
Marshall this morning at 11:30 and he had explained that he had not 
been officiating for three weeks and was not aware of current events 
either here or in China. She repeated her conversation with the Gen- | 
eral substantially along the lines of the attached memorandum * 
dictated by General Marshall after his interview. (Also see Carter’s 
memorandum of subsequent events, also attached **). She showed me 
the message she had received this morning from the Generalissimo 
(attached) ,*7 and went into some detail supporting the Generalissimo’s 
position as explained in his cable. | 

I took occasion to explain to the Madame that under no conditions 
could the United States be placed in the position of deciding for the 
Generalissimo whether or not he would step aside, that this was a 
decision for the Generalissimo alone to make and was purely and 
simply a Chinese problem, that nothing we might say or do or not say or 
not do should have any bearing on the decision. I re-emphasized this 
point to make it quite clear to the Madame that we were not involved 
In any way in this particular problem. 

A lengthy discussion ensued as to whether or not the President’s 
letter to the Generalissimo would serve the purpose of a statement re- 

* Ante, p. 302. 
“ Supra. 
“Not printed.
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quested by the Chinese. Madame quite obviously did not want this 
letter released, but said she would again query the Generalissimo on 
the matter. I explained to her the reasons why we could not appro- 
priately issue a new statement at this time and explained that both the 
President and General Marshall have already made this clear to her. 

She then handed me the three point paper attached,‘ stating that 
General Marshall had asked her to put in writing quite clearly exactly 
what she wanted. I answered the three requests by referring spe- 
cifically to those portions of the President’s message which answered 
them. 

At the end of an hour and 20 minutes the Madame left with the 
following agreements: | 

1. She would get the Generalissimo’s latest reaction to release, either 
here or in China, of the President’s letter. 

2. I would discuss with the President the advisability of releasing 
the letter here and again take up the question of a new statement. 

3. I would discuss with the President once more Madame Chiang’s 
urgent plea for a high ranking military adviser to go to China. 

I furnished Madame a copy of the President’s letter to the General- 
issimo and directed General Carter to furnish her excerpts from press 
conferences of the last month. 

R[ overt] A. L[overr] 

“Not printed. The three points in this paper were a request for a statement 
from the United States Government that it would give such moral and material 
support as was possible to China in its struggle against Communism; that a 
representative of high rank should go to China to assist in organizing and train- 
ing the Chinese Army, and to coordinate American policy with the aid program 
in Hurope; and that some way should be found to continue to supply military 
equipment until Congress should pass a resolution to continue aid to China.



STATUS OF UNITED STATES NAVAL AND MARINE 
FORCES AT TSINGTAO; QUESTION AS TO WITH- 
DRAWAL 

811.8393/12-2647 | 

The Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) to 
the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Sherman) 

WASHINGTON, December 26, 1947. 

My Drar Apmrrat SHERMAN: Apropos of our conversation this 
morning, I list below the points on which we should appreciate re- 
ceiving clarification : 

1. The agreement or understanding, formal or informal, under 
which United States naval vessels are stationed at Tsingtao and call 

at or have been stationed at Shanghai, together with any pertinent 
ates. 
2. The agreement or understanding under which the United States 

Navy maintains and operates shore establishments at Tsingtao and 
Shanghai. 

3. The arrangement under which dock and other facilities have been 
made available to the United States Navy at Tsingtao and Shanghai 
and the proportion of the total dock facilities at Tsingtao now being 
used by the United States Navy. 

With kind personal regards. 
Faithfully yours, — W. Watton BurrerworTtH 

811.3398/1-848 | 

hear Admiral C. W. Styer, of the Office of Chief of Naval Operations, 
to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) 

Ser: 004P35 (SC) A14-7/EF16 ‘WASHINGTON, 8 January 1948. 
My Dear Mr. Bourrerwortu: The following information is sub- 

mitted in response to your letter of 26 December 1947, (Paragraph 
numbers correspond) :~ 

1. The Joint Chiefs of Staff in August 1945 charged the Command- 
ing General, China, with responsibility for the coordination with 

_ the Generalissimo? of those parts of the occupation plans which per- 

oni ene Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of 
ina. 
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tain to China. This task and other residual functions were assumed 
by the Commander Seventh Fleet ? on 1 May 1946. Upon inactivation 

_ of the China theater, U. S. Navy vessels entered Tsingtao and Shang- _ 
hai on 16 September and Tangku on 30 September 1945. Thereafter 
the U.S. Navy controlled and operated harbor facilities. These func- 
tions were relinquished to the Chinese on 31 August 1947, at Shanghai 
and in the spring of 1947 at Tangku. The U. S. Navy still cooperates 
with and assists Chinese harbor authorities at Tsingtao. Vessels are 
now stationed at Shanghai and Tsingtao in support of or in con- 
nection with activities of U. S. Advisory Groups and Public Law 
512.3 The Commander Naval Forces in the Western Pacific* con- 
siders he has the Generalissimo’s personal concurrence in the use of 
Chinese ports and waters inasmuch as the Commander in Chief of 
the Chinese Navy has assured him that U. S. Naval vessels were 
free to go anywhere in China. No formal written agreement on 
stationing U. S. Naval vessels at China ports is known to exist. It is 
believed that the Chinese desire to avoid written agreements of this 
nature. Numerous subordinate agreements indicate that the present 
employment of U. S. vessels has the sanction of the highest Chinese 
authorities who are fully aware of our dispositions. Examples are 
agreements with Alien Property Administration, harbor authorities, 
Maritime Customs, and the Chinese Navy. 
2. No blanket agreement exists covering maintenance of shore estab- 

lishments in Tsingtao. The Navy maintains shore activities there in 
connection with CNTC 5 established at the request of the Generalis- 
simo and to service fleet units in the area. Naval forces landed 
Tsingtao 11 October 1945, prior to the arrival of CNA, and occu- 
pied property as necessary. This property was relinquished as the 
scope of missions in China contracted and forces were reduced. Much 
of the property now occupied is covered by leases with Alien Property 
Administration or by lessor agencies. Some property is covered only 
by verbal agreement for use as long as required. Negotiations are 
underway to purchase, for naval purposes, some former alien property. 

| The use of Tsangkou airfield is sanctioned indirectly by Chinese Air 
Force correspondence. Written agreement dated 12 December 1947 
exists with the Chinese Navy for use of Tsingtao sea drome during __ 
1948, | 

| 3. Pier and godown space in harbor area Tsingtao is assigned by 
agreement with local administration without written contract. The 

? Adm. Charles M. Cooke, Jr. 
* Approved July 16, 1946 ; 60 Stat. 589. 
“Adm. Oscar C. Badger. | 
* Chinese Naval Training Center. 
* Chinese National Army.
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policy has been to release space as the Navy can consolidate, thus 

providing for increasing Chinese traffic. Full understanding exists 

locally on this matter. NYK* Wayside Wharf Shanghai was origi- 

nally occupied in September 1945 for an indefinite period at no charge 

under written agreement with the Shanghai municipal government. 

Chinese Maritime Customs, present custodian, has granted short term 

renewals from time to time. Execution of long term lease has been 

recommended. Property includes covered storage, naval barracks, 

boat pool, and public works facilities. OSK*’ Yangtzepoo Wharf 

was surrendered 30 August 1947. Navy has verbal assurance of con- 

tinued use of 13 berths now occupied which represent roughly one- 
third of the total available. It is planned to release two of these 

about 1 April 1948. The Navy assists the Chinese in repair of docks. 
C. W. STYER 

811.3393/3-2448 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (ing- 
walt) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affaars 

(Butterworth) 

[Wasuinoton,] March 24, 1948. 

Subject : ComNavWesPac’s ® Cable 220345Z of March 22, 1948 °—Re- 
quest that Company of Marines Be Assigned to ComNavWesPac 
For Protection of US Nationals in China 

~ On March 23 I telephoned Captain B. L. Austin, CNO,?° in regard 
to this message and asked whether he could indicate to me Navy’s 
reaction to ComNavWesPac’s request. I stated that although I ob- 
viously was unable to speak for the Department it was my personal 
and informal view that we would prefer that the Marine complement 
in China waters not be increased at this time. Captain Austin replied 
that this problem was not within the jurisdiction of CNO but that 
he would inquire of the Pacific Section and inform me of its reaction 
to this message. 

This morning Colonel Metz, CNO, telephoned me that the Navy 
Department was answering ComNavWesPac’s message in the follow- 
ing sense: Whereas ComNavWesPac’s suggestion might have consid- 
erable merit, Navy does not approve of the transfer to ComNavWes- 
Pac of a company of Marines from Guam or the West Coast of the 
United States. US Marines are stationed in Tsingtao for the pro- 

" Japanese shipping company. 
*Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific (Adm. Oscar C. Badger). 
* Not found in Department files. 
1° Office of Chief of Naval Operations.
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tection of American interests. If ComNavWesPac desires to imple- 
| ment its suggestion that a company of Marines be assigned for service 

afloat in vessels of its command it is authorized to draw on the Marine 
forces now at Tsingtao. , 

893.00/5-2448 : Telegram 

The Commander of United States Naval Forces in the Western Pacific 
(Badger) to the Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) ™ 

| [ Tstnerao,] 3 May 1948. 

0300452. My considered opinion: | 

(a) Nationalists suffered major reverse in loss of Weihsien and 
loss, capture or dispersal of Nationalist forces, arms, munitions that 
important area of central Shantung. Gives freedom of action and 
wide choice objective to more than 100,000 armed and fairly well sup- 
pled Communist troops operating in area not hostile to them and 
reasonably available to general and ammunition replenishment 
through coastal points. 

(6) Nationalists have shown progressive tendency to weaken rather 
than strengthen Tsingtao defenses and appear to depend largely on 
presence US Forces for security. Their forces on the perimeter of 
Tsingtao are now inadequate to resist attack of strength, intensity 
and persistence of one similar that against Weihsien. The mere 
Communist willingness to take losses more than 25% was demon- 
strated. | 

(c) US Naval and Mairne Force present Tsingtao can delay or 
resist any probable attack against airfield or town proper few days 
provided decision to engage not delayed until close attack in numbers 
develops and provided Chinese authorities can prevent usual pattern 
of infiltration of leaders for dissident elements within city. 

(d@) Communists can afford to employ about 60,000 troops in at- 
tack against any objective Shantung Peninsula while retaining cover- 
ing forces to fend off Nationalist interference from other directions. 
Further favored by lack of offensive spirit and general inertia of 
Nationalist forces. 

Am watching developments to determine probable direction or 
objective next major Communist move. Tsingtao with important 
source of Income, munitions and material stocks becomes one of 4 
inviting objectives (others are Tsinan, Chefoo, Lini). Above de- 
velopments and circumstances focus attention on course of action US 
Forces in case Tsingtao becomes Communist objective. — 

General courses of action: 

(a) Assist Nationalist forces in defense of city and essential sub- 
urban facilities (airfield and water works). | 

“ Copy transmitted to the Department by the Navy Department about May 6.
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(6) Defend installations essential to US without other local 
participation. | 

(c) Prompt evacuation of US personnel and forces with covering 
action by US Forces only as necessary. 

(d) Kivacuation now US shore establishments and non-combatants, _ 
retaining US Forces afloat in this vicinity. 

From this viewpoint: Course @ most advisable but without formal 
understanding with Chinese Government right to defend may be 
questioned. Also if attack should develop this course action would 

probably require prompt reinforcement amounting to doubling Marine 
Force presently available. Course 6 utterly impractical from mili- 
tary standpoint and from political standpoint in view of increased 

- animosity toward US demonstrated by recent Communist acts and 
propaganda in Shantung. Course ¢ practicable but involves aban- 
donment of Chinese Nationalist Forces after extended [period joint] 
occupation and at time of greatest need. In all fairness implications 
should be thoroughly understood in advance. Course d practical but 
not now essential or recommended. This course would constitute 
invitation of Communists to take Tsingtao. 

At present time current plans Tsingtao conform in general to course 
a above because of recognized importance to US position and inter- 
ests in China and Far East of continued presence Naval Forces 

_ Tsingtao. Furthermore recent election of General Li Tsung-jen as 

Vice President, with whom I have had extended conversations, por- 
tends greater emphasis on support Nationalist position in critical area 
Hopei, Shantung and North China as a whole. 

This is advisory that situation may require reasonable air and 
ground reinforcement to carry out present plans but is not to be 
construed as immediate cause for concern pending further unfavor- 

able developments. 

893.00/5—748 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, May 7, 1948—9 a. m. 
[Received May 7—7: 13 a. m.| 

829. For Butterworth from Clark.” You will be interested 

ComNavWesPac despatch 030045, May 2 [3], to CNO regarding pos- 

sibility Communist attack on Tsingtao. See also my letter to you 

April 22% [Clark. | 
STUART 

2 Lewis Clark, Minister-Counselor of Embassy. . 

* Not printed.
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893.00/5—2448 : Telegram 

The Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) to the Commander of the 
United States Naval Forces, Western Pacific (Badger) 

: [ WasHIneTON,] 12 May 1948. 

122227Z. Your 030045 and 10083515 Whole problem of presence 
our forces in Tsingtao being forwarded to SecDefense * recommend- | 
ing reference to SecState. Pending further instructions JCS” ap- 
prove your general course of action a if situation requires. 

893.00/5-1348 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Secretary of State | 

[WasHineTon,] May 13, 1948. 
With the recent fall of Weihsien and indications that the Chinese 

Government is preparing to evacuate Chefoo, the question of the safety 
of Tsingtao has again come to the fore. We have been discussing 
this matter in this Office and George Kennan ?* and I have had one 
or two conversations about it and he had a talk with General Gruen- 
ther.?® 

At the same time, Admiral Badger, ComNavWesPac, sent in the 
attached message dated May 3,” posing alternative courses of action, 
the first being “(a@) Assist Nationalist forces in defense of city and 
essential suburban facilities (airfield and water works).” Upon 
receipt of this, I asked Admiral Wooldridge, Assistant Chief of Naval 
Operations, to come and have a talk. He began the conversation by 
reiterating the oral message that he had sent when his liaison officer 
brought over the telegram, namely, that an instruction was being sent 
to Admiral Badger telling him not to consider (a) as a feasible course 
of action since it would definitely involve United States forces in the 
civil war in China. We reviewed many aspects of the situation in- 
cluding the making of informal representations in Nanking with a 
view to obtaining a more adequate garrison of Nationalist army 
troops. A telegram in this sense is in course of preparation in CA. 
Admiral Wooldridge stated the Navy view that it was unlikely that 
the Communists would attack Tsingtao at this time. I expressed 

“Copy transmitted to the Department by the Navy Department on May 13. ** Latter not printed. : 
** James Forrestal. 
* Joint Chiefs of Staff. | * Director of the Policy Planning Staff. 

| * Maj. Gen. Alfred M. Gruenther, Director of the Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
» Ante, p. 310.
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agreement with this estimate but pointed out the desirability of taking 
into account the possible deterioration of the National Government’s 
position throughout north China and the eventual untenability of our 
position in Tsingtao. Speaking personally, I raised the question of 
the desirability of beginning to take precautionary measures towards 
phasing out; that if it might be necessary to evacuate Tsingtao, it 
would be in our interest to act gradually rather than abruptly and 
dramatically, which would have adverse repercussions on the Chinese 
Government as well. 

There is attached a message sent out by the Navy Department on 
May 12 to ComNavWesPac. Immediately upon its receipt this 
afternoon, I called Admiral Wooldridge and asked for an explanation. 
The long and short of which was as follows: 

. The message he drafted to Admiral Badger asking him to disre- 
gard contingency (a) never went out because it did not receive Army 
clearance, General Wedemeyer” objecting. The matter was then 
considered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff which according to Wooldridge 
deferred to the views of General Wedemeyer and the telegram was 
drafted and despatched. Admiral Wooldridge made no bones of the 
fact that he personally disapproved of the action taken and the pro- 
cedure followed. 

_ IT requested Admiral Wooldridge to ascertain at the earliest moment 
when the Secretary would be in receipt of Secretary Forrestal’s com- 
munication, and he promised to give me this information early tomor- 
row morning. I then pointed out the seriousness of drastic orders of 
this kind going out to one of the most troubled spots in the world with- 
out any reference to the Secretary of State or the President; that if 
an incident occurred tonight, Admiral Badger would be acting on 
orders authorizing US armed forces to take military action in a for- 
eign country without the Secretary of State’s or the President’s prior 
concurrence or knowledge; that these orders were not only important 
in themselves and in the effect which they would have in the American 
governmental group in China conveying as they did the sense of a 
reversal of US policy but also they created a procedural precedent of 
grave import. - 

It is recommended (1) that steps be taken with Secretary Forrestal 
or the President to have the instruction to ComNavWesPac counter- 
manded pending your consideration of the contents of Secretary For- 
restal’s letter and of the Tsingtao situation, (2) that the whole question 
of our maintenance of armed forces in Tsingtao be considered forth- 
with by the National Security Council. 

Supra. | 
*Lt. Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, Director of Plans and Operations, General 

Staff, U. S. Army.
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Executive Secretariat Files: NSC 11 

Memorandum by the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the National 
| Security Council ® | 

WASHINGTON, 21 May 1948. 

Subject: Action by U.S. Forces at Tsingtao in Defense of U. S. Lives 
and Property. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to apprise you of the current 
situation in the Tsingtao area and of the implications of possible 
future developments there. 

On 3 May 1948, the Commander, Naval Forces Western Pacific, 
| (ComNavWesPac), informed the Chief of Naval Operations, (CNO), 

that the military situation of the Chinese Nationalist Government 
in the Tsingtao area had deteriorated to such an extent that, while it 
was not an immediate cause for concern, it did require consideration 
of what action U.S. forces there would have to take in the event that 
the Chinese Communist forces should attack Tsingtao. On 10 May, 
the Commander, Naval Forces Western Pacific, advised,‘ in response 
to a query from the Chief of Naval Operations, that as he had pre- 

_ viously stated there was no immediate cause for alarm pending further 
developments, but he considered it important that the contingency be 
clear to all concerned and that reasonable readiness be maintained. 
Copies of the two dispatches setting forth this information are en- 
closed herewith (see Annexes “A” ® and “B” * hereto). 

An analysis of the military situation in the Shantung Province as 
of 5 May 1948, made by the Office of Naval Intelligence, (Annex 
“C” 28), substantiates this estimate that the situation at Tsingtao 
is not an immediate cause for concern, and further estimates that al- 
though the Communists have capability of attacking Tsingtao, it is 
not their present intention of doing so. A possibility nevertheless 
exists that the Communists may elect to attack Tsingtao. 

Legally, the present employment of naval forces in China stems 
from the provisions of Public Law 512 of 16 July 1946 which, inter 
alia, authorizes the detail of Naval and Marine Corps personnel to 
assist the Republic of China in naval matters. This activity is con- 
sistent with the U. 8S. policy of furnishing military assistance to 
friendly nations, at the request of such nations, throughout the world. 

The policy of our government to aid and support the Chinese Na- 
tionalist Government has recently been given additional confirmation 

* Circulated by Rear Adm. Sidney W. Souers, Executive Secretary of the 
National Security Council, as NSC 11, May 24. 
“Telegram No. 100835Z, not printed. . 
* Telegram No. 030045Z, May 3, from the Commander of U. S. Naval Forces in 

the Western Pacific to the Chief of Naval Operations, p. 310. 
* Not printed.
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in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 (Public Law 472) % which 
extended financial aid to China. 

The principal training activity of the Chinese navy was established 
at Tsingtao soon after the Japanese surrender. The harbor at 
Tsingtao not only offers the best natural features for the Chinese 
naval training establishment, but also is the most suitable Chinese 
harbor to serve as a harbor for U. S. naval forces in Chinese waters. 

Current emergency plans provide for the withdrawal of U. S. forces 
from the Tsingtao area as necessary under pressure, redeploying such 
forces to a more tenable position further south in China, or with- 
drawing from China entirely should the situation so require. 

_ My understanding is that pertinent U. S. policy is based on the 
consideration that the Chinese Nationalist Government is responsible 
for the protection of foreign lives and interests ashore in China and 
that intervention on the part of U.S. forces in internal Chinese strife 
is not to be undertaken. However, a major Communist attack against 
Tsingtao would generate emergency conditions there beyond the con- 
trol of the Chinese Nationalist Government, thereby endangering 
essential U. S. installations, property, and the lives of U. S. citizens. 
Under such circumstances, measures necessary for the protection of 
U. S. lives and property would in fact be tantamount to concerted 
action by U.S. and Chinese Nationalist forces. | 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff have advised me of the situation outlined 
above, and they have informed the Commander, Naval Forces Western 
Pacific, that pending further instruction and if the situation requires 
it, his proposed general course of action a, which would result in such 
combined military action in an emergency, is approved. 

The Commander, Naval Forces Western Pacific, in his dispatch 
of 10 May, states as his belief that the withdrawal of U. S. Forces 
from Tsingtao now or in the foreseeable future is certain to cause 
permanent damage to the U. S. position in the Orient and to the 
Nationalist situation affecting all of North China; and that he has 
discussed his views on this subject with the Ambassador, who concurs 
in general. 

It is understood that the Secretary of State has previously requested 
the Navy Department to review the status of forces in China at six- 
month intervals. If any forces are to be maintained in Tsingtao, 
it does not appear practicable to reduce them below the present level 
of about 3600. The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider, and I agree, that 
the implications of complete U. S. withdrawal from the Tsingtao 
area, either with or without Communist pressure against the city, are 
such as to require review by the National Security Council as a matter 
of U. S. government policy with respect to China. 

* Approved April 3, 1948 ; 62 Stat. 187. 
429-525—73——21
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Accordingly, I recommend that a study of this subject be under- 
taken by the National Security Council, with particular reference to 
whether or not United States interests can best be served by the 
retention of U.S. forces in Tsingtao or by their complete withdrawal. 

JAMES FORRESTAL 

893.00/5-2848 

The Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

Wasuinerton, May 28, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: I refer to the question of policy with regard 
to Tsingtao in the event of an attack by Chinese Communists on that 
city. This question was raised, you will recall, by Admiral Badger’s 
message of May 8 and by the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s instructions to him 
of May 12. You will also remember that I discussed this matter with 
you on May 14 and that we agreed that, as the issues involved were 
to a large degree political, this Department should have a voice in 
determining what directive Admiral Badger should follow in the 
event of a Communist assault on Tsingtao. 
My views are as follows: 

1. Inote that in the four alternative courses of action which Admiral 
Badger places before the JCS, he concluded that course 0 is utterly 
impractical from a military and political point of view. I concur. 
The JCS directed Admiral Badger to follow course a. If Admiral 
Badger were to follow course a, I have no confidence, given the nature 
of Chinese military tradition and psychology, that course @ would not 
quickly degenerate into course 0, thus placing us in an intolerable mili- 
tary and political position. 

2. Fundamental in our approach to the problem of Tsingtao is the 
concept that basic responsibility for the defense of that area rests with 
the Chinese Government. | 

8. Therefore I suggest that, accompanied by Minister-Counselor 
Clark and General Barr,?® Admiral Badger should immediately seek 
an interview with the Generalissimo. He should give the Generalis- 
simo his estimate of the situation in the Tsingtao area and express his 
conviction that Tsingtao and its environs are now inadequately de- 
fended. Admiral Badger should ask the Generalissimo whether he 
intends to hold Tsingtao. If the Generalissimo does not, the Ad- 
miral’s future course should be clear and he should immediately insti- 
tute an orderly withdrawal. If the Generalissimo does intend to 
defend the Tsingtao area, Admiral Badger should state that it will 
then be essential for the Generalissimo promptly to reinforce his gar- 
rison with troops to the extent necessary to insure Tsingtao’s safety. 
If you and the JCS agree, the Admiral might add that the Generalis- 
simo would not find him unwilling to offer assistance in terms of mili- 

* Maj. Gen. David G. Barr, Chief, Army Advisory Group (AAG) in China.
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tary supplies to the extent practicable. In closing, Admiral Badger 
should request the Generalissimo to make it unmistakably clear to his 
Commanding Officer at Tsingtao that that officer has the sole responsi- 
bility for the defense of the Tsingtao area. 

4. On his return to Tsingtao, Admiral Badger should personally 
inform the Commanding Officer that the defense of the Tsingtao area 
is the sole responsibility of the Chinese forces stationed there. 

5. If at any time the Communist forces advance on Tsingtao in such 
a manner that, in Admiral Badger’s judgment, they intend to attack 
in force, the Admiral should proceed in an orderly manner to evacuate 
dependents and withdraw from exposed positions, such as the airfield 
and the ammunition dump. He should avoid participation in hostili- 
ties between the Nationalist and Communist forces. If it becomes 
evident that the Nationalist forces are unable to discharge successfully 
their responsibility for the defense of the Tsingtao area, all American 
personnel should be withdrawn. It should be Admiral Badger’s 
responsibility to have available sufficient ships for such an emergency 
evacuation. He should continue to be firm and vigilant in the protec- 
tion of American lives, and any active military operations which might 
have to be resorted to should be limited to the fulfillment of this 
responsibility. 

6. With the foregoing in mind, Admiral Badger may wish to reex- 
amine the desirability of reducing the number of dependents in the 
Tsingtao area. . 

I suggest that the JCS replace its instructions of May 12 with an 
appropriate directive to Admiral Badger along the lines of the pre- 
ceding numbered paragraphs. This directive should serve as interim 
orders pending formulation of policy on this question by the NSC. 

Faithfully yours, For the Secretary of State: 
Rosrert A. Loverr 

893.00/6—748 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | WasHInerton, June 8, 1948—1 p. m. 
854. For Emb background info only, following is abridgment of 

Dept’s views (Embtel 1017 June 7, noon ”) on defense of Tsingtao as 
set forth in letter of May 28 to SecDef: 

[Here follows abridgement of letter printed supra.] 
Also for background info of Emb there follows paraphrase of 

despatch 042245 of June 4 from CNO to ComNavWesPac: 

In view recent developments incident to consideration by State, 
SecDef and JCS of over-all problem of presence of American forces 
in China, CNO desires that you do not engage in any advanced com- 
bined planning or make any advanced commitments to Chinese to 

* Not printed.
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carry out course @ in an emergency without previous authorization 
of CNO. If any plans or commitments have already been made with 

Chinese, please advise their nature and extent. This does not restrict 
emergency action when there is no available time to communicate. 
End of paraphrase. 

MarsHAuh 

893.00/6—-1148 ;: Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, NANKING, June 11, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received June 11—10: 21 a. m.] 

1070. We are not of course competent to comment on military con- 

siderations involved in Tsingtao situation, Deptel 854, June 8. From 

political point of view, however, abandonment Tsingtao at this stage 

would, we believe, be concrete evidence to all interested that we are 
unwilling to run any risks in supporting those in China who are 
resisting communism, with the result that we will hasten, if not 
precipitate, the fall of Chiang Kai-shek and the disintegration of the 

| present Government. A very considerable element in stiffening Gen- 
eralissimo’s will to continue fighting and in assisting him to regain 
his dwindling prestige will be his ability to convince his enemies of _ 
the extent to which he can count on American support. 

Present anti-American demonstrations are but a manifestation of 
rapidly increasing feeling hopelessness and seeking in traditional 
Chinese pattern to find someone else upon whom to place the blame. 
Attack is in reality as much against Government as against our policy 
in Japan and is sympathetic [symptomatic?]| widespread frustration. 
Generalissimo loses prestige as each day passes without effective lead- 
ership and he is subjected to increasing pressure from those who 
oppose continued Sino-American cooperation. This element, which 
is constantly increasing in strength, seeks end to civil war at almost 
any price and would welcome almost any accommodation with the 
Communists in the despairing hope that some way will be found other 
than civil war effectively to counter Communist propaganda and to 
establish in the country traditional Chinese way of life. Should we 
abandon Tsingtao such action would encourage these elements and 
with equal force would discourage Generalissimo, possibly lead to his 
removal from the scene, and increase possibility of coalition in some 
form between Nationalists and Communists, with a resulting upsurge 
of regionalism and particularism which would make eventual Com- 
munist domination of all China more easy.
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If our overall strategic position is such that we cannot run risks 
suggested by Admiral Badger at Tsingtao, we feel we should make 
the decision with clear understanding of political implications of such 
action in the China scene. 

STuaRT 

893.00/6-1748 

The Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) to the Secretary of State 

WASHINGTON, 17 June 1948. 
Dear Mr. Secrerary: Your letter of 28 May 1948 recommending an 

interim policy with respect to action by U. S. Forces at Tsingtao pend- 
ing formulation of permanent policy on this question by the National 
Security Council, has been given careful consideration by me and the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

In view of the determination by the Department of State that the 
basic responsibility for the defense of the Tsingtao area rests with the 
Chinese Government, and in view of the probability in the event of 
strong Communist attack, as pointed out in your letter, that course of 
action A (assisting Nationalist forces in defense of the city and essen- 
tial suburban facilities) would degenerate into course B (defending 
installations essential to the United States without other local partici- 
pation), an impractical course from both the military and political 
viewpoints, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have dispatched, with my ap- 
proval, new instructions to the Commander, Naval Forces Western 
Pacific, a copy of which is enclosed. 

As will be seen, the new instructions require that, pending further 
instructions, course of action A not be followed and that, if the situa- 

tion requires, U. S. personnel and forces (and other nationals as 
appropriate and practicable) be evacuated, with action by United 
States forces limited to covering action as necessary (course of action 
C). Certain details regarding the manner of accomplishment of this 
course of action, suggested in the Secretary of State’s view number 
five, are not included in the new instructions since the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff believe that they might unduly hamper Vice Admiral Badger’s 
freedom of military decision and action. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff and I believe that an interview with the 
Generalissimo might better be postponed until after the National 
Security Council’s current study has been completed and that the 
interview’s terms should then be consistent with the conclusions 
reached and approved in that study. Subject to this proviso, we are 
in agreement with the general desirability of interviewing the Gen- 
eralissimo regarding Tsingtao and making the situation entirely clear
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to him. We are of the further opinion, however, that since the 
Tsingtao problem has direct bearing on United States policy with 
respect to China as a whole and since the interview with the General- 
issimo proposed by the Secretary of State would thus have major 
political implications and would be on the highest Chinese govern- 
mental level, such interview should be undertaken by the Ambassador 
rather than by Vice Admiral Badger. We also believe it would be 
inadvisable for an offer of assistance in terms of military supplies 
for the Chinese Tsingtao garrison to be made in connection with the 
proposed interview. The question of military supplies bears on 
United States policy with respect to China in general and may be 
expected to be covered in the National Security Council study. In 
any case we think the terms and extent of such assistance should be 
separately handled and determined without prior commitment in the 
course of the impending interview. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff and I do not agree with the view that 
Vice Admiral Badger should immediately and automatically insti- 
tute an orderly withdrawal if the Generalissimo states that he does 
not intend to hold Tsingtao. It is still true that the Tsingtao situa- 
tion gives no immediate cause for alarm, so that current determination 
of the optimum course is on a contingency, rather than an emergency, 
basis. Short of further and more unfavorable developments in the 
Tsingtao area it would, therefore, be premature from the military 
viewpoint to institute withdrawal, without further consideration and 
decision on the highest levels, in case the Generalissimo should state 
that he does not intend to hold Tsingtao. It would also anticipate 
such conclusions as may finally be reached as a result of the study 
now being made by the National Security Council. Pending com- 
pletion and approval of this study, the new directive for the Com- 
mander, Naval Forces Western Pacific, in the enclosure is considered 
adequate as an interim policy. | 

Sincerely yours, JAMES FoRRESTAL 

[Enclosure] | 

Uessage for the Commander, United States Naval Forces, Western 
Pacific (Badger) 

[83805] [WasHineTon, June 14, 1948.] 

In view of reaffirmation by Department of State that basic respon- 
sibility for defense of Tsingtao area must continue to rest with Chinese 
Government, and in view of probability that in event of strong Com- 
munist attack course of action (A) would degenerate into course (B),
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an impractical course from both the military and political viewpoints, 
the previous authority to pursue course (A) if situation requires, as 
contained in CNO 122227Z May, is hereby rescinded. In lieu thereof, 
and pending further instructions, Joint Chiefs of Staff direct you, 
if situation requires, to pursue course of action (C), plus evacuation 
of other Nationals as appropriate and practicable. 

Your 030045Z May refers. 

811.3393/9-2448 : 

The Consul General at Tsingtao (Turner) to the Ambassador in China 
(Stuart) | 

No. 84 Tstnetrao, September 24, 1948. 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit a memorandum prepared by 
Consul Robert C. Strong of this office in which a survey is made of the 
situation which will ensue after the fall of Tsinan—assuming that the 
city does fall—with special reference to the position of the United 
States Naval Forces at Tsingtao. 

There seems to be generally a lack of appreciation of the signifi- 
cance of the battle for Tsinan just as there was an earlier failure to 
understand the grave effect on the Nationalist position in North China 
of the fall of Weihsien. There also seems to be some lack of compre- 
hension of the serious effect which the fall of Tsinan will have on the 
position of the United States Naval Forces based at Tsingtao. This 
lack of appreciation is, however, not shared by Vice Admiral Badger, 
who is intensely concerned over the deteriorating position of the Na- 
tional Government in North China and who has been heard to declare, 
significantly, that the fall of Tsinan would be the signal for him to 
withdraw U.S. Navy and Marine dependents from Tsingtao. 

A glance at the map will indicate the importance of Tsinan to both 
Nationalist and Communist. The city is the capital of one of the most 
strategically located provinces in China, commanding the overland 
routes from North China to the Yangtze and the center of a rich agri- 
cultural area. It has been obvious for some time that the Communists 
had marked the city for conquest, and the delay in the assault has 

_ probably been due to the appreciation of Communist leaders of the 
great importance of the city and to disinclination to commence the 
attack until preparations for its capture were completed. The assault 
on the city appears to have been timed to bring about its fall simul- 
taneously with the fall of Changchun in Manchuria and Taiyuan in 
Shansi. It may be imagined what effect the fall of these three im- | 

*° Copy transmitted to the Department by the Consul General without covering 
despatch; received October 138. 

* Not printed.
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portant cities will have on the fortunes of the Nationalist cause and 
on public opinion in China and abroad. | 

With the fall of Tsinan into the hands of the Communists, Tsingtao 
will become more than ever a small and isolated island of Nationalist 
control within a sea of Communist territory. The last buffer of 
Nationalist control to the westward will have disappeared and the 
Communists can range more or less at will from the outskirts of 
Tsingtao westward to the thinly-held Nationalist areas of Shensi. 
There will be nothing to prevent the massing of overwhelming Com- 
munist forces in Eastern Shantung for an assault on Tsingtao at such 
time as their strategic schedule or instructions from Moscow may 
dictate. 

The position of the United States Naval Base at Tsingtao, in this 
situation, is precarious indeed. The Marine Forces ashore number 
less than 4,000 effective troops and their air support is limited to about 
16 fighter planes. Of course there is a powerful Naval squadron based 
at this port which could quickly be reinforced by units from else- 
where. However, it is extremely doubtful that the Administration 
in Washington would support armed intervention of any sort, even _ 
to the extent of defending American military installations ashore, if 
the city were to be attacked by the Communists. In such event, the 
alternatives confronting the U. S. Navy would be either to abandon 
the city at the first threat of attack, or to remain here in the hope that 
their presence would be tolerated by the Communists in the same way 
as by the National Government. The latter alternative seems most 
untenable, in view of the known hostility of the Communists to Ameri- 
cans and the almost certainty of an armed clash. The situation is 
indeed. a serious one and should be faced squarely at the present time 
before events render necessary a hasty and perhaps emergency decision. 

The enclosed memorandum by Mr. Strong sums up in greater detail — 
the situation mentioned above. The arguments set forth therein do 
not purport to represent either his or my views as to the advisable 
courses of action. However, it will serve to outline the considerations 
that should now engage the closest attention of those concerned with 
American policy in this part of the world. | 

Respectfully yours, | Wirrram T. Turner 

811.3393/10-148 

| The Consul General at Tsingtao (Turner) to the Minister-Counselor 
| | of Embassy in China (Clark) ® 

| TstnetTao, September 29, 1948. 

Dear Lewis: Having done a bit of reflecting on the significance of 
the fall of Tsinan, and having had a long talk with Admiral Badger 

Copy transmitted to the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) 
by the Consul General in his covering letter of October 1; received October 12. .
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this morning on the subject of the position that the U. S. Navy now 
finds itself placed in at Tsingtao, I am impelled to speak my piece 
for the record and for whatever my views are worth. 

| The journalist, Berrigan by name, whose recent article in the Satur- 
day Evening Post described the U. S. Navy as being trapped in Tsing- 
tao, was not far wrong in my opinion. The simple facts of the 
situation, which are so plain that they seem to be generally overlooked, _ 
are as follows: — | 

The United States Navy and Marines moved into Tsingtao soon 
after VJ Day, coincidentally with similar actions by United States 
forces throughout the Far East. They were operating on wartime 
directives which allowed them wide scope. From other parts of China 
they have withdrawn; in Tsingtao they still remain, partly because 

_ of an old tradition of a U. S. Navy summer training establishment in 
North China, partly because the die-hards in the Navy hate to give 
up their hold on this strategic harbor. 

These are the real reasons for the Navy’s presence in Tsingtao. 
But ask any naval officer why the Navy stays on here and you will 
get a specious or a confused answer. Even Admiral Badger has ad- 
mitted to me that he is not certain why the Navy is here, and that 
if he had been originally consulted the Navy would not be here. Of 
course, he adds that now that the Navy is here he perceives no way 
of leaving. 

As regards the official mission of the Navy in Tsingtao, I have never 
been able to get a clear explanation, although I tried both while I was 
at the Embassy and since my arrival here. Ask ranking naval officers 
and they will tell you that their primary mission is to support the 
U.S. Navy Advisory Group and to give protection to American citi- 
zens in North China. They will also admit that their mission is to 
counter Soviet strength in Dairen and to serve as a stabilizing influence 
in the Chinese civil war—whatever that may mean. I repeat that no 
one, most of all the Navy people here on the spot, seems to have any 
clear idea of why they are here. 

This situation did no great harm as long as the Chinese Government 
had generally recognized authority in this area and offered no objec- 
tion to the Navy’s presence here. However, the rule of the Nanking 
Government in this area may be said to have vanished, with the excep- 
tion of the tiny perimeter around Tsingtao. The people now seizing 
control, whether we like them or not, are Communists who are bitterly 
hostile to America and the American Navy, and we may confidently 
assume that they are not going to adopt the same complacent attitude 
towards a foreign force on their soil. 
We have thus drifted into a position where if we do not take action 

to resolve our dilemma the Communists will probably do so for us.
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This rich city of Tsingtao can be had for the taking by the Commu- 
nists. Everyone admits that the Chinese forces guarding the city 
would be a pushover for the veteran armies of Chen Yi. The talk 
of reinforcing the local garrison is eye-wash—why should Nanking 
expend its dwindling power on an isolated outpost of little importance 
in the great struggle? The small force of American Marines is not 
much more than a moral deterrent in the way of the Communists, and 
if the latter were aware of Washington’s recent decree about their 
refraining from military action, the Communists would probably move 
in overnight. 

So here we have an impossible situation: a military force on for- 
eign soil whose instructions are not to fight but who may soon be 
forced either to fight in self-defense or to tuck tail and run. Six 
months ago or even six weeks ago it would have been possible for 
the Navy to retire from this situation without the loss of too much 
face. Now that Tsinan has fallen and the shadow of the victorious 
Communists falls across Eastern Shantung, it becomes more and more 
difficult for the Navy to extricate itself without serious loss of prestige 
for itself and for the United States. But the longer we wait the 
more difficult the problem will be—until perhaps the Communists 
march into the city and decide the answer for us. If the Marines ~ 
are still here at that time I do not see how it will be possible to avoid 
a clash with a hostile army flushed with victory. Once a fight starts, 
the Marines will not withdraw, and we will be confronted by a first 
class battle. No matter who wins this battle it will have tremendous 
repercussions throughout China and probably throughout the world. 
If Chinese soldiers on Chinese soil are killed by foreign troops, the 
reaction of all Chinese will be much the same regardless of their 
politics. Furthermore, the reaction of the rest of the world will be 
much the same as that of the Chinese. | 
Now these are the simple thoughts of a simple fellow. Sometimes 

| I think it is the smart fellows who get us into trouble and who are 
_ too subtle to recognize a plain fact when they see it. Furthermore, 

my prescription for this situation is also simple: get these Navy and: 
Marine Forces out of here as fast as possible; cut the losses and for- 
get about the matter of face; withdraw our lines to Japan, and thereby 
Improve our strategic as well as our political position. 

With this off my chest I will set about preparing this office for 
“going behind the iron curtain” which the Department blandly pre- 
scribes for us but gives us neither direct instructions nor advice. 

Sincerely yours, Wirtiam T. Turner
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893.00/10-848 : Telegram | ; 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, October 8, 1948—3 p. m. 
| [Received October 8—10: 32 a. m.] 

1871. Since fall of Tsinan we have reviewed military situation 
(Embtel 1807, September 30 #8) and have reconsidered from political 
point of view position of naval forces based Tsingtao. We know 
problem has previously been subject of JCS recommendation and 
we submit following in event JCS should reconsider in light of 
changed situation Shantung. 

Communists now have clear-cut capability concentrating forces be- 
fore Tsingtao defenses which would vastly outnumber any garrison 
Government could build up there. While it is by no means certain 
that Communists will embark on such course of action fact remains 
they can do so if they desire. In this situation there appear from 
the purely political point of view three possible courses of action for 
ComNavWesPac: | | 

' (1) Considering Communist capability to take Tsingtao in absence 
our active intervention, he could withdraw immediately or he could 
evacuate dependents and withdraw at first sign of major Communist 
concentration in area. Such action, we believe, would be disastrous 
in effect on morale of Chinese Government and its armed forces and 
would be taken by world at large as evidence our belief situation 
North China hopeless and as consequence we are withdrawing. One 
of principal elements contributing to what remains of stability in 
political, economic and military situation is conviction among Chinese 
that greater American military and other aid will be forthcoming 
one of these days. Abandonment Tsingtao would destroy that hope 
and hasten disintegration Nationalist Government. Also plans for 
emergency evacuation of Americans from North China would have 
to be completely revised. 

(2) He could evacuate dependents, strengthen his forces and gen- 
erally let it be known that he was prepared defend Tsingtao against 
Communist attack. This would be a calculated risk yet one where 
we feel strong chance is Communists would not test sincerity his 
position. Such position could not be taken without authorization to 
ComNavWesPac to fight if necessary. US naval forces are in Tsing. 
tao with the consent of the recognized Government of China. It could 
be argued that if territory of Nationalist Government with whom we 
maintain unusually close and friendly relations is attacked by rebels 
or pirates without international standing our navy would be justified 
in defending its own personnel and installation alongside troops of 
host Government. From political point of view, however, we believe 
risk of finding ourselves thus actively participating in the civil war is 
one we would not be warranted in assuming at this stage. Also kill- 
ing of Chinese, albeit Communist Chinese, by American Armed 

3 Vol. vil, p. 477. |
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_ Forces would, regardless of circumstances, be bitterly resented by 
Chinese of all political persuasions and might do irreparable damage , 
to our prestige in China. 

(3) He might evacuate dependents and put afloat all supplies and 
stores possible reducing personnel remaining ashore to that minimum 
necessary to maintain installations and await possible Communist 
attack on Tsingtao. Should Communists show clear intentions attack 
he could announce publicly his neutrality and fact that he would take 
no part in defense of port but express his intention remain Tsingtao to 
protect American life, property and naval installations which would 
be clearly designated by US flag. Such move would have advantage 
from political point of view, we believe, that should Communists re- 
fuse recognize his position and disregard American character of his 
installations by attacking them, responsibility for starting the show 

_would rest on Communists rather than ComNavWesPac. If, during 
withdrawal under these conditions, some Chinese Communist casual- 
ties result repercussions would likely be less than under conditions 
envisaged in (1) above. Should the Communists on the other hand, 
as seems not entirely impossible in view their recent change in 
tactics in other newly acquired territories, recognize his position and 
respect his installations he could at least withdraw later should they 
so demand without too great loss of prestige and he might be allowed 
to remain. In the meantime the serious repercussions which would 
result from immediate withdrawal would be avoided. 

The considerations set forth above are, of course, mainly political 
in character ; choice of courses of action may in long run be determined 
by worldwide strategic and military factors of which we are unaware. 
For this reason we hesitate to recommend any of the three courses. 
Each seems unattractive yet we incline toward the third as being least 
objectionable of alternatives. In any event it looks very much as 
though whatever decision is reached will have to be implemented in 
the near future. 

' As Ambassador is in north, above represents the thinking of senior 
staff only. : 

Sent Department 1871, repeated Tsingtao 150. Repeated ComNav- 
WesPac via Consulate General Tsingtao. 

STUART 

_ 811.3393/10-1248 

The Acting Secretary of State to Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, 
Execute Secretary to the National Security Council 

oo | Wasutneton, October 14, 1948. 
My Dear Mr. Sovers: I have received a copy of your memorandum 

| of October 7 ** to the Secretary of Defense summarizing the action 

** Not printed. | .
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of the National Security Council at its 23rd meeting regarding the 
presence of United States Armed Forces in Tsingtao, China. I have 
also received a copy of the Navy Department’s summary *44 of the 
same proceedings. | 

The capture of Tsinan by the Chinese Communists has resulted in 
a large Communist force in Shantung Province which is, as far as is 
known, not committed to action and which may at any time move 
against and rapidly reduce the Nationalist defenses at Tsingtao. 
Under these conditions the presence of U. S. Naval Forces in the city 
gives rise to a critical situation which requires urgent consideration 
by the Council. In my opinion it would be most unwise to defer this 
consideration pending conclusion of a general study of the position of 
the United States in China, as was suggested during discussion of the 
problem at the 23rd meeting of the Council. I accordingly recom- 
mend that this subject be placed on the agenda for consideration at 
the next meeting and that it be brought again before the Council for 
review in six weeks, 

It is evident that it would be contrary to the interests of the United 
States to have its armed forces drawn into active hostilities with the 
Chinese Communists. This Department holds the view that under 
present conditions the serious danger of such involvement which arises 
from the presence ashore in Tsingtao of several thousand United States 
Naval and Marine personnel with their dependents is not counter- 
balanced by commensurate advantages to the United States. Never- 
theless, it is recognized that an abrupt withdrawal or even steps 
indicating an intention to withdraw might, in present circumstances, 
adversely affect American prestige and the morale of defending Na- 
tionalist troops and would probably invite Communist attack, 

The problem essentially is to extricate Admiral Badger’s command 
from a situation which is becoming untenable and to carry out this 
operation in such a way as to cause minimum damage to American 
prestige and Chinese morale. In order to accomplish this under exist- 

| ing conditions it is believed that Admiral Badger should at once take 
steps to effect in an orderly manner the evacuation of Navy dependents 
at Tsingtao and, insofar as possible, the liquidation or transfer to 
shipboard of shore-based activities. His objective should be to place 
his command insofar as possible on a mobile basis which would permit 
a seemly and rapid withdrawal from shore to ship should this become 
necessary either as a result of Communist attack or a final decision 
of national policy. At the same time steps should be taken, in the 
discretion of the Department of the Navy, to strengthen Admiral 

“8 Not printed. |
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Badger’s defensive position at Tsingtao. It is believed that if these 

two operations are coordinated and carried out simultaneously, the 

evacuation of dependents and liquidation of shore installations would 

be looked upon as an integral part of the Navy’s preparations to 

defend itself and could be carried out without jeopardizing National- 

ist morale or encouraging a Communist attack upon the city. 

The course recommended in the preceding paragraph is based upon 

the assumption that if the U. S. Navy manifests an intention to defend 

itself in Tsingtao, the Communists will under present circumstances 

be deterred from launching an attack on the city in the immediate 

future. Given the past reluctance which the Communists have shown 

to attack Tsingtao and the existence of several other possible Com- 

munist objectives in north China which would appear more attractive 

strategically than an attack on Tsingtao, this would appear a valid 
assumption. Should the presently uncommitted Communist forces in 

Shantung move in force against one or more of these other objectives, 

the threat to Tsingtao would be temporarily lifted and a favorable 

opportunity for completing the shore to ship operation would be pre- 

sented. By having already evacuated his dependents and liquidated 

nonessential shore installations, Admiral Badger would be in a much 

better position to act upon any subsequent decision of the National 

Security Council. | 

It is, of course, possible that the measures discussed above will not 

prevent a Communist attack on the city. It should be recognized that 

the effect on American prestige and Chinese morale of undertaking 

a withdrawal under these circumstances would probably be even more 

serious than at present and it may become necessary, should the con- 
tingency arise, to determine whether American interests can best be 
served by complete withdrawal from Tsingtao waters or by with- 
drawal of all Naval units to shipboard in Tsingtao Bay with the 
intention of maintaining strict neutrality during the course of the 
battle. In either case, Admiral Badger’s position will be greatly 
strengthened if his forces are already largely based on his ships, 
thereby enabling evacuation from the city in a rapid and orderly 

- manner. | 

As the opportunity for phasing out naval operations at Tsingtao 
with minimum disadvantage to the United States has passed, no en- 
tirely safe course is now available. In making its recommendation, 

the Department of State has attempted to evaluate relative risks and 
to select that course which, in the light of existing circumstances, 

| seems most expedient. Accordingly, I request that this letter be cir- 
culated to the other members of the Council for their information 
prior to the next meeting. 

Sincerely yours, Rosert A. Loverr
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811.8893/10-1948 , 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to the Director of the 
Joint Staff of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Gruenther) 

WASHINGTON, October 19, 1948. 
Reference is made to your note of October 19,°° informing me that 

the Secretary of Defense has referred the President’s memorandum 
of October 18, 1948 °° regarding United States Naval Forces at 
Tsingtao and aid to north China to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for 
comment and recommendation. You offer to bring to the attention 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff any views which I may have regarding 
this subject. | 

The National Security Council has before it for consideration at 
its next meeting a letter *’ containing the views of the Department 
of State regarding the presence of United States Naval Forces at 
Tsingtao. Although this letter, a copy of which is attached, was 
written before I had received a copy of the President’s memorandum, 
I have since reviewed it and believe that the views expressed therein 
are consonant with the President’s suggestion. 

I have noted that the President suggests “that the withdrawal 
from Tsingtao not take place at this time” and would assume that the 

| directive from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to Admiral Badger set forth 
in telegram 83805 of June 14, 1948 ** does not conflict therewith, since 

the latter is for the guidance of Admiral Badger only in the event 
_ that at some future date the Communists launch an attack upon 

Tsingtao. 

The Secretary of State’s letter of August 13° and my letter of 
October 13 [15], 1948,*° to Secretary Forrestal, bespeak this De- 

| partment’s keen interest in expediting aid to north China. 
| | Rosert A. Lovett 

893.00/10-2548 

The Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) to 
the Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China (Clark) 

| Wasuineton, October 25, 1948. 
Dear Lewis: The Tsingtao situation continues a pressing problem 

in the solution of which it is exceedingly difficult to obtain agreement 

* Not printed. : 
* Ante, p. 181. | 
7 Supra. 
“ Apparently the message for the Commander, U. 8. Naval Forces, Western 

Pacific, p. 820. | 
° Ante, p. 187. | 
“ Ante, p. 178.
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among the concerned agencies of the Government. In order that you 

may be au courant of developments here in regard to this problem, 
I am enclosing copies of the following documents: 

_ (1) Letter from the Acting Secretary to the Executive Secretary 
of the National Security Council dated October 14, 1948; * 

__ (2) Memorandum from the Director of the Joint Staff to the Acting 
Secretary dated October 19 “ enclosing a copy of a memorandum for 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff; | | 
_ (8) Memorandum from the Acting Secretary dated October 19 43 in 
reply to the memorandum listed immediately above. 

.. As you will note from the enclosure listed under (2), the President, 
following a conversation with Messrs. Hoffman “ and Lapham,** sent 
‘a memorandum on October 18 to the Secretary of Defense suggesting 
that withdrawal from Tsingtao not take place at this time and that 

| aid to North China be expedited, . The Acting Secretary’s letter to 
the NSC was, of course, written before the President’s memorandum 
to Secretary Forrestal. However, after reviewing the letter we be- 
sieve the steps recommended therein to be consonant with the Presi- 

dent’s memorandum. At yesterday’s meeting of the NSC it was 

agreed to defer consideration of the letter until the meeting on 
November 4. , | | | 
We have also taken the view, as you will note from the enclosure 

listed under (3), that the existing directive from the JCS to Admiral 

Badger instructing him to evacuate U. S. forces in the event of a 
Communist attack and should the situation so require is not in conflict 
with the President’s memorandum. We have not been informed yet 
of the action, if any, taken by the JCS at their meeting on October 20. 

It is evident from the foregoing that the Tsingtao problem is still 
very much up in the air. Our immediate objective is to have Admiral 

-Badger’s command placed on a mobile basis by evacuating Navy and 
Marine dependents and liquidating, insofar as possible, shore instal- 
lations. We consider this a preliminary step necessary either to meet 
an emergency or to carry out whatever policy decision may be made 
regarding the retention of U. 8. forces in Tsingtao. 

As ever, | _ [W. Waxuron Burrerworrs] 

P. S. Since writing the foregoing, we have been informed that the 
JCS on October 23 cancelled the directive to Admiral Badger men- 
tioned in the penultimate paragraph above and (1) authorized him 
to use his forces for the protection of United States interests and for 

Ante, p. 326. 
“Not printed. 7 
8 Supra. | 
“Paul G. Hoffman, Administrator of the Economic Cooperation Administration. 
“Roger D. Lapham, Chief, China Mission, Economic Cooperation 

Administration.
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the maintenance of order in connection therewith, within the Tsingtao 
perimeter, (2) instructed him to be prepared for prompt evacuation 
of dependents, U. S. nationals and other nationals from Tsingtao when 
in his judgment the situation so requires, (3) instructed him to be 
prepared to evacuate U. S. Forces on orders of the JCS and (4) re- 
quested him to keep the appropriate authorities informed of any 
change in the situation and of any action taken pursuant to the 
directive. | 

893.00/10-2648: Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: NAnkKING, October 26, 1948—8 p. m. 
| [Received October 27—2: 56 a. m. | 

9002. For Butterworth from Clark. Badger reports new directive 

giving him freedom action “within Tsingtao perimeter”. Although 

he should keep “appropriate authorities” advised, his hands are free 

until further instructed. Should Communists threaten Tsingtao, he 

visualizes informing them his intention defend city. He has already 

released to local garrison million rounds “defective” ammunition and 
has informed local defense commander his preparedness conduct a 

defense Tsingtao perimeter. Also he is reported to have informed 

local commander of his intention take definite steps remedy desperate 

food, fuel and raw material deficiencies Tsingtao area. 
As it seems inconceivable Badger would be taking such position 

without instructions, situation points up our need information re JCS 
approved recommendations. Should appreciate any information 

available. [Clark.] 

| . STUART 

$98.00/10-2748 : Telegram | oe 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Tsingtao 

(Turner) *° 

WASHINGTON, October 27, 1948—7 p. m. 

144. For your confidential info following is substance new directive 

issued by Joint Chiefs of Staff to Admiral Badger, Oct 23, at which 

time previous directive cancelled. Admiral Badger authorized use 

his forces for protection of U.S. interests and for maintenance of order 

in connection therewith within Tsingtao perimeter. He instructed 

** Repeated to the Ambassador in China as telegram No. 1505. 

429-525—73——_22 ;
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be prepared for prompt evacuation dependents, U. S. nationals and 
other nationals from Tsingtao when in his judgment situation so 
requires and be prepared evacuate U. S. forces on order of Joint Chiefs 
of Staff. Finally, he requested keep appropriate authorities informed 
any change in situation and any action taken pursuant this directive. 

Dept desires receive info for its own confidential use any steps 
taken by Admiral Badger pursuant this directive. 

Loverr 

811.8393/10-2848 

The Acting Secretary of State to Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, 
Heecutive Secretary to the National Security Council 

WaAsHINGTON, October 28, 1948. 

My Dezar Mr. Sovers: In my letter to you dated October 14, I 
pointed out that in the opinion of the Department of State there has 
arisen in Tsingtao a potentially explosive situation. The Department 
of State has received no information indicating that this situation has 
become less serious than at that time. 

Since my letter was written, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have cancelled 
their directive of June 14, under which Admiral Badger was instructed 
to evacuate U.S. forces from Tsingtao in the event of a Communist 
attack on the city and, in place thereof, have issued a new directive 
authorizing him to use his forces “for the protection of U. S. interests 
and for the maintenance of order in connection therewith within the 
perimeter of Tsingtao”. This directive seems to allow Admiral 
Badger wide discretionary authority. 

In view of the dangerous possibilities in the Tsingtao situation and 
the apparently discretionary nature of Admiral Badger’s present di- 
rective, I believe it important that the concerned agencies of the 
United States Government be informed promptly of the action which 
Admiral Badger contemplates under this directive in the event that 
the Chinese Communists attack Tsingtao and of the steps which he is 
taking pursuant to his new directive. | 

Sincerely yours, Rosert A. Loverr 

893.00/11-148 : Telegram | . | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: Nanxine, November 1, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received November 1—11: 08 a. m.] 

2053. Revised directive to Badger, Deptel 1505, October 27,47 seems 
to increase possibility of conflict between American and Communist 

*" See footnote 46, p. 331.
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forces. Should such occur, safety all Americans remaining China 
might be jeopardized. This is particularly true of dependents [of] 
JUSMAG * in view of fact that JUSMAG is agent Chinese Govern- 
ment publicly assisting Chinese Government military establishment. 

With crushing of so many armies in Mukden theater and with known 
low morale Government forces Hsuchow area, it is within capabilities 
21 Communist columns facing Hsuchow area either to overrun or by- 
pass Hsuchow and to attack Nanking. There is as yet no sign from 
the Generalissimo that he is discouraged by the recent serious military 
reverses or intends to give up and step aside. In fact I had a mes- 
sage from him only last night telling me not to worry about the mili- 
tary situation; that he was going to win this war with the Communists 
after all. Yesterday’s announcement that Bullitt *° will visit China 
in official capacity as representing joint Congressional Committee will 
certainly be interpreted in Nationalist circles as renewed American 
interest in China and act as tonic to the Generalissimo and his waver- 
ing supporters. These recent developments indicate continuing re- 
sistance by the Nationalist Government to Communist military sweep 
and increase the possibility that Nanking will be taken by assault 
rather than negotiated transfer with the consequent jeopardy to de- 
pendents this city particularly those of JUSMAG. If on the other 
hand Communist dominated Nationalist Government established be- 
fore attack on Nanking, it would seem certain that JUSMAG would 
be withdrawn. Given this picture of situation, General Barr feels it 
desirable at this stage to order evacuation JUSMAG dependents and 
weconcur. He has received authority to ship dependents home in last 
_few days and proceeding with preliminary arrangements. 

Because of rapidly deteriorating economic as well as political mili- 
tary situation, we believe it is not too early to issue preliminary formal 
warning to American citizens this district to leave while normal trans- 
portation facilities are still available. Communist forces in eastern 
Kiangsu and along the Grand Canal are an increasing threat and 
Shanghai is already an uneasy back door. This added to the West 
Coast shipping strike and the consequent limitation of commercial 
means of travel to USA are additional reasons why American citizens, 
uneasy in the present situation, should make their arrangements to 
leave central as well as north China. Consequently we are considering 
the issuance of formal warning to American citizens Nanking within 
next few days as well as instructing Consulate[s] General Shanghai 
and Hankow to follow similar course. First step would be used by 
General Barr as basis compulsory evacuation JUSMAG dependents. 
It would not only facilitate the implementation of his decision but 
would furnish plausible reason for public and press consumption. 

* Joint U. S. Military Advisory Group. . 
“William C. Bullitt, former Ambassador in the Soviet Union and in France.
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Obviously repercussions of AAG dependents will be significant and 
we will not proceed with warning or evacuation AAG dependents with- 
out advising Generalissimo. Furthermore plan requires coordination 
with ComNavWesPac who has not yet begun evacuation of dependents 
Tsingtao. Representatives AAG and Embassy flew to Tsingtao this 
afternoon to attempt coordination evacuation plans. Department will | 

be advised results. 
Availability Army and Navy transports for evacuation AAG de- 

pendents departing Shanghai November 9 and 24 make this decision 
one of extreme urgency. 

STUART 

893.00/11-—248 : Telegram . oS 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 2, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received November 2—8: 18 a. m. | 

2065. Admiral Badger is preparing cable CNO regarding action 
contemplated under revised directive Deptel 1505, October 27 °° which 
closely parallels third alternative our 1871, October 8,3 p.m. He is 
urging dependents depart but feels repercussions locally from ordered 
evacuation dependents would have harmful effect outweighing bene- 
ficial evacuation all dependents. He expressed to Minister-Counselor 

complete confidence his ability evacuate on short notice Navy depend- 
ents as well as all Americans Tsingtao without in any way affecting 

his ability handle any emergency evacuation situation arising North 

‘Chima. | 

- Danger point [would be?] should Communists fail to heed his pro- 

testations of neutrality, demand his immediate evacuation and en- 

‘deavor overrun his installations. Under such circumstances Badger, 

quite rightly we believe, refuses to commit himself in advance as to 

action he would take. Such action, he says, would depend 
on circumstances. 

: | STUART 

893.00/11-948 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineron, November 9, 1948—7 p. m. 

1583. For your confidential info JCS, reflecting NSC decision, have 
cancelled all previous directives re action to be taken in event of 

5 See footnote 46, p. 331.
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attack or threatening attack against Tsingtao by Chinese Communists 

‘and measures to be taken in existing situation at Tsingtao and have 

substituted therefor new directive in substance as follows: ™ 

Political decision has been made that US forces are to remain in 
Tsingtao but are to be placed in state of readiness to withdraw on 
short notice at future date if ordered. 

It is desire of JCS place you in state of readiness evacuate T'singtao 
on short notice if ordered at future date. It is desirable that measures 
you take be implemented in such manner that they do not indicate 
that any final decision with regard evacuation has been taken. For 
your info no decision as to eventual withdrawal or retention US forces 
in Tsingtao has been made. 

To aid in keeping Chinese from concluding that readiness measures 
taken are preparatory to withdrawal, Tsingtao will be reinforced at 
least for period. Reinforcements from Marines now Guam will be 
sent Tsingtao as soon as shipping and/or airlift available. Portion 
of Task Force 38 will be maintained Western Pacific beyond presently 
scheduled date. 

Evacuate Navy and Marine Corps dependents in orderly manner. 
Embark, or ship excess material. Ship base shore activities as 

feasible. Be prepared evacuate US Forces from T'’singtao at short 
notice on order JCS. 

In event threat of attack, inform JCS who will then issue further 
instructions. You will not mediate between Communist and Na- 
tionalist leaders for orderly turnover of city unless instructed by JCS. 

In event attack without warning by Communist forces on Tsingtao 
or in event of local uprising or local disturbance you are authorized 
use your forces for protection of Amer lives and property. 

Keep appropriate authorities informed of any change in situation 
and any action taken in accordance this Directive. End summary of 
directive to Badger. 

Loverr 

893.00/12-248 : Telegram 

- The Consul at Tsingtao (Strong) to the Secretary of State 

| Tsao, December 2, 1948—noon. 
| [ Received December 2—3: 46 a. m. ] 

194. Reference final paragraph Deptel 144, repeated Nanking 1505, 
October 28 [27] and reDeptel 1583 to Nanking, repeated Tsingtao 158, 
November 9. Admiral Badger implementing latest JCS (Joint Chief 
of Staff) directive following manner: Dependents being evacuated 3 
transports November 26, December 8, January 5; retaining control all 
dwellings rented by Navy Housing Board but leaving rental pay- 
ments; excess materials being lifted 3 specially assigned vessels by 

his JCS directive was based on a policy approved by President Truman on 
November 5, 1948, after consideration in the National Security Council.
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December 15; no sign as yet of removal shore activities to ships and 
understand no additional ships yet assigned ; military police and motor 
pool complements increased from Guam Marine contingent, remainder 
going Shanghai be billeted aboard USS Bayfield. 

Discussion last evening with planning and intelligence officers 
Badger’s staff revealed Badger desires advocate to CNO early with- 
drawal US forces from Tsingtao. Chief of Staff Rear Admiral Rees 
and other staff members attempting persuade him necessity staying 
here as long as possible. Third faction desires merely summarize 
current situation without advocating particular course. Final deci- 
sion will be taken within day or two. | 

Sent Nanking 357, repeated Department 194. 

STRONG 

811.24598/12-248 | 
Lhe Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) to 

the Acting Secretary of State 

[ Wasnineton, | December 2, 1948. 

Subject: Comments Regarding Suggested American Control of 
Shanghai and Tsingtao 

It is believed that under present critical conditions, the Chinese 
Government would be receptive to suggestions that the U. S. assume 
responsibility for the defense of Shanghai, Tsingtao or other areas of 
China, and that a cloak of legality could be provided for a move of that 
kind. However, the Chinese Communists would take full advantage 
of it to belabor the Chinese Government for selling out to U. S. im- 
perialism and to draw an effective, if inaccurate, parallel between 
Chiang Kai-shek and the U. S. on one hand and Wang Ching-wei 
and Japan on the other. The intense nationalism of the Chinese 
would make this line particularly effective with the net internal 
result further weakening of popular support of the present Chinese 
Government, increased support of the Chinese Communists and 
increased ill-will toward the U. S. 

Should the U. S. continue to occupy the cities following the collapse 
of the present Chinese Government, it is doubtful that any cloak of 
legality derived from that Government would protect the U. S. from 
charges in the UN and elsewhere of maintaining bases in China solely 
for reasons of power politics. These charges might seriously weaken 
the moral leadership of the U. S. in world affairs. 

It is believed that it would be impractical from a military and 
political point of view to restrict U. S. forces to the defense and con- 
trol of port facilities and key shore installations and that defense and 

"2 Chinese head of J apanese-sponsored regime in China, 1940-44. |
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control of substantially the entire municipal areas of Shanghai and 

Tsingtao would be necessary. However, it is believed that by as- 

suming responsibility for the cities, we would voluntarily place our- 

selves in a position extremely vulnerable to Communist pressure. The 
present population of Shanghai is estimated at between 5 and 6 
millions; that of Tsingtao at about three-quarters of a million. The © 
number of Chinese refugees in these cities is already large and would 
increase tremendously as soon as it became known that the U. 8. had 
assumed responsibility for the cities. Should the Communists decide 
to block the flow of commodities from the hinterland to the cities, 
the U. S. would be faced with the alternatives of supporting to a 
large degree and for an indefinite period these masses of humanity 
with little evident gain to ourselves or of withdrawing under pressure 
with serious loss of prestige. 

From the standpoint of exerting pressure on the Communists, 
Shanghai and Tsingtao in Communist hands would probably be more 

| useful to us than in our own hands, for the Communists would then 
be responsible for the continued functioning of the complex and highly 
integrated economies of those cities and would probably have to con- 
tinue the importation of essential commodities and industrial supplies 
from the U. S. to avoid economic chaos and attendant social unrest. 

Finally, the defense of either Tsingtao or Shanghai against external 
Communist attack and infiltration from within would be a major 
task which might well draw us into active military operations on an 
increasing and unpredictable scale. Organized Communist terrorism 
calculated to create chaos and provoke our forces to indiscriminate 
retaliatory action would be an ever-present danger. 

If there are vital reasons, arising out of the over-all strategic needs 
of the U. S., for maintaining American bases in China, it is believed 
that the National Military Establishment should formulate these 
reasons in order that they may be weighed against the serious 
objections to such measures outlined above. 

_ A separate memorandum ® is being prepared discussing in more 
detail the position of U. S. Naval forces at Tsingtao. 

811.8393/12-248 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Acting Secretary of State 

WasHineton, December 2, 1948. 

Attached is a memorandum (Tab A)* outlining developments con- 
cerning the U. S. Navy Forces at Tsingtao from May 1948 until the 

% Infra. 7 
“ Not printed ; it presented information which is contained in other documents 

here printed.
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present time. It will be noted that the directive issued to Admiral 
Badger on June 14 required that he evacuate Tsingtao in the event 
of a Communist attack but that subsequent directives in October and 
November have cancelled the original directive. Under his existing 
directive of November 6, Admiral Badger is authorized to use his 
forces to protect U. S. lives and property in the event of an attack 
by the Communists without warning and instructed to (1) inform 
the JCS and seek further instructions in the event of the threat of 
a Communist attack and (2) to place his command in a state of readi- 

_ ness to withdraw on short notice if ordered to do so by the JCS. 
It is not believed that a Communist attack upon Tsingtao is immi- 

nent since their major forces in this general area are probably now 
committed to the Hsuchow-Nanking campaign. However, if this cam- | 
paign results in the capture of Nanking or if strong Communist forces 
enter north China from Manchuria and force General Fu Tso-yi * 
to withdraw from the Peiping-Tientsin area, it is believed that Ad- 
miral Badger should immediately withdraw his forces from Tsingtao. 
In case of either of these two eventualities, the Communists would be 
free to move in force against Tsingtao, which would be an island in 
the sea of Communist-held territory. To remain in Tsingtao under 
those conditions would (1) involve the risk of conflict between U. S. 
and Communist forces, (2) require the U. S. to assume responsibility 
for providing essential commodities for a city of approximately 
750,000 which could easily be cut off from its hinterland by blockading 
forces, (3) permit the Communists to portray the U. S. as an “im- 
perialistic foreign aggressor”, which, in view of the existing xeno- 
phobia and nationalism among the Chinese, would find a receptive 
audience and thus strengthen the Communist position, and (4) involve 
serious danger for American officials and non-official American resi- 
dents in Communist-occupied areas of China, as well as jeopardize 
U.S. property and other interests similarly situated. To withdraw 
at the time of the fall of Nanking or the withdrawal of General Fu 
‘Tso-yi’s forces from the Peiping-Tientsin area would be less harmful 
to U.S. prestige than to await an imminent Communist attack and be 
‘driven out. 

The only apparent advantage from retention of the U. S. position 
at Tsingtao under these circumstances would be the possession of this 
base as a counter to the Soviet position at Port Arthur. The political 
and psychological disadvantages to the U. S. are, however, so great 
that they would override all but the most vital and urgent strategic 
-considerations. 

* Apparently the message for the Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western 
-Pacifie, p. 320. 

°° Commander in Chief of North China Bandit Suppression Headquarters.
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It is recommended, therefore, that a paper be prepared for presenta- 
_ tion to the National Security Council setting forth the foregoing con- 
siderations and recommending that the JCS direct Admiral Badger 
to evacuate his forces from Tsingtao under either of the two eventuali- 
ties described above and to report for the information of the concerned 
U. 8. Government agencies any action which he has taken pursuant 
to his current directive, particularly with respect to undertakings he 
may have assumed for the defense of any portion of the Tsingtao 
area. 

Hxecutive Secretariat Files : NSC 11 | 

Memorandum by the Acting Secretary of State to Rear Admiral 
Sidney W. Souers, Executive Secretary of the National Security 
Council 

| WasHINGTON, December 14, 1948. 

I am enclosing herewith a draft paper on the action which should 
be taken with reference to U. S. Naval Forces at Tsingtao. 

I recommend that this paper be placed on the agenda for considera- 
tion of the Council at the meeting to be held on Thursday, December 
16, 1948.°7 

| Roserr A. Lovetr 

[Enclosure] 

Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State 

Problem: To Determine the Action Which Should Be Taken With 
Reference to U. 8. Naval Forces at Tsingtao in View of 

| | the Contemplated Withdrawal of Chinese Naval Units 
, From That City. . 

Analysis: 

1. The Embassy at Nanking has been informed * by the Chief, 
Naval Division, JUSMAG, that the Generalissimo has approved the 
removal of the Chinese naval training base and other naval installa- 
tions at Tsingtao to southern Taiwan and the establishment of a naval 
academy at Amoy and that the Chief of Staff of the Chinese Navy is 
actively planning this move. 

2. Removal of Chinese naval forces and naval facilities from Tsing- 

* At its meeting on December 16 the National Security Council noted and 
discussed the report by the Acting Secretary of State and referred it to the 
National Security Council staff for the preparation of a report to the Council. 
NSO noted by the Executive Secretary of the National Security Council as: 

58 Reported to the Department in telegram No. 2430, December 6, not printed..
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tao is probably indicative of a Chinese decision that Tsingtao cannot 
or should not be defended. Consequently, if American forces remain 
at Tsingtao, they would probably have to assume primary and perhaps 
sole responsibility for the defense of the city and the supplying of 
the civil population, or they would be dependent upon Communist 
suffrance. It is believed that the former would be folly and the latter 
impossible. Furthermore, the principal reason for having American 
naval forces in Tsingtao, viz., the Chinese naval training program, 
would cease upon the departure of Chinese naval forces, and a provi- 
dential opportunity for withdrawing U. S. forces without loss of 
prestige and with minimum damage to Chinese Government morale 
would arise. | 

3. Removal of Chinese naval installations to Taiwan and Amoy 
would supply a basis for the concurrent movement of U. S. forces 
to those places. If, for overall strategic reasons, it is desirable to 
maintain a U. S. naval installation in Chinese waters, the location 
of the installation on Taiwan would appear, in the light of the pro- 
gressive disintegration of the National Government position, much 
more tenable politically and economically than at Tsingtao or Shang- 
hai or any other mainland city. The absence, insofar as is known, 
of significant Communist penetration of Taiwan and the evident dif- 
ficulties which would confront the Communists in attempting direct 
military assault on the island would probably render such installation 

| relatively free from Communist pressure, at least for the time being. 
For the same reason, the danger of U. S. forces becoming directly 
involved in hostilities with Communist forces would be small. 

4. On the other hand, there are evident disadvantages in establish- 
ing U.S. naval forces either at Amoy or on Taiwan. If such forces 
were located at Amoy, the extension of Communist control over South 
China would lead to the flocking of Chinese refugees to that city. If 
Communist control of the surrounding area should be consolidated, 
our forces would be faced with the probability of direct conflict with 
the Communist forces and with the problems of providing essential 
commodities for the refugee-swollen city cut off from its normal 
sources of supply and coping with organized Communist infiltration 
and terrorism. 

5. The Department of State recognizes the strategic importance 
of Taiwan and is fully cognizant of the undesirability of it passing 
under the control of a Chinese Communist-dominated government. 
However, the stationing of American naval forces on the island at 
this time would cause mainland Chinese to flee to Taiwan in large 
numbers in the belief that they would be protected by the U. S. Navy. 
In view of the dismal record of Chinese administration of Taiwan to
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date, this additional influx of Chinese refugees, which would in- 

evitably include large numbers of predatory politicians and carpet- 

baggers, could only increase the burden on the island’s economy and 

exacerbate the present Taiwanese hatred of mainland Chinese. By 

thus paving the way for Communist infiltration and Communist in- 

spired uprising of the Taiwanese, the stationing of U.S. naval forces 
on Taiwan would, at this juncture, unless offset by other factors which 
are not now present, facilitate rather than prevent the spread of 

| Communism in the island. 
6. Furthermore, the stationing of U. S. naval units on Taiwan, by 

lending credence to Communist charges that we are preparing to 
detach the island from China, would endanger U. S. interests and 
jeopardize the position of U. S. officials and other American residents 
throughout the mainland of China. It would strengthen the position 
of the Chinese Communists politically as the defenders of China’s 
integrity against U. S. imperialistic aggression, and would tend to 
unite all Chinese regardless of political affiliations or belief in a move- 
‘ment for the restoration of Chinese territory. The U. S. would, in 
brief, have largely succeeded to the position of Japan. Finally, those 
forces opposing us throughout the world would seize the opportunity 
thus presented to charge us with imperialistic and predatory designs 

upon Taiwan. 
7. The decision has been reached that the Joint U. S. Military 

Advisory Group will be deactivated and withdrawn from China if 
Nanking should fall or be seriously threatened by Communist attack. 
The removal of the U. 8S. Naval Advisory Division of the JUSMAG 
would be in keeping with this decision; the removal of the Chinese 
naval training activities from Tsingtao would provide an excellent 
opportunity for the U. S. to discontinue its participation in such 
activities. | 

Conclusions: 

8. Admiral Badger should proceed energetically to evacuate de- 
pendents and surplus material and to liquidate shore-based activities. 
He should be directed at this time to withdraw his forces when it 
becomes publicly known that Chinese naval training installations will 
be removed from Tsingtao or as soon thereafter as may be feasible 
without jeopardizing plans for the evacuation of Americans in China. 
Public intimation of his intention should be avoided until the Chinese _ 
intention to transfer their installations becomes publicly known in 
order that his withdrawal may be attributed to the Chinese move 
rather than vice versa. 

9. The existing program for training units of the Chinese Navy
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should be suspended upon the removal of the Chinese naval training 
base from Tsingtao. 

10. American naval forces should not be established at this time 
either on Taiwan or at Amoy. 

811.3393/12—-2348 : Telegram 

The Consul at Tsingtao (Strong) to the Secretary of State 

| Tstnetao, December 23, 1948—32 p. m. 
| [Received 9:46 p. m.] 

234. Badger called me to flagship forenoon December 21 discuss 
estimate and recommendations in preparation submission reference 
maintenance forces here. Told me felt obliged get my opinion view 
political, economic facters so important. Said Tsingtao had been 
expected center for evacuation but that phase over; as base, no longer 
secure; as position vis-4-vis Soviets, no legal standing whereas Soviets 
occupy Park Hurdairne [Port Arthur-Dairen] legal; to hold China 
desirable but can’t be maintained by force; few months ago North and 
Central China in dispute due low defective military equipment, 
[North?] broken off back with fatal effect Central China, thus con- 
siders China a political-economic problem, not military. 

He now felt effect, under Communist occupation, on Embassy, Con- 
sulate Generals, private Americans of shooting with Communists 2 
months ago; such event might have stiffened Nationalists. Approved 
persistent Department stand is [against ?] involvement civil war, feels 
only hold on Communists now economic. 

I have read estimate which states four alternatives: 

(1) Maintain present forces ashore; 
(2) Maintain present force Tsingtao partly ashore, partly afloat; 

all logistics waterborne; 
(3) Withdraw completely now; 
(4) Maintain one battalion landing team 1250 men ashore police 

purposes, support from ships, send remainder Marines Guam or Oki- 
nawa outload heavy weapons equipment, base combat planes carrier, 
most transports outside China. 

Expect him recommend fourth course view waning need support 
Gimo Government, probable small local reaction and Department’s 
desire avoid incident less shipping tied up in waterborne force. Is 
within terms present directives and can pull out very fast. 

Badger believes will be forced out soon to avoid incident which 
Communists will provoke. CO Marines here states joint occupation 
with Communists impossible. Plans officer feels strongly fourth 
course vacillating, all forces should be withdrawn soon.
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In. view reference local effect complete withdrawal, timing im- 
portant. Necessity rely on Communists maintain order rather than 
police or Nationalist military point to desirable create most favorable 
conditions for Communists take over. Believe reduction Marines and 
establish completely waterborne support cause no major local reaction 
but would be indication to Communists to plan take over near future, 
would allow time outload Nationalist troops which greatest internal 
security threat. Communists Tsingtao presumably several thousand 
well-organized, probably prevent much serious looting and violence if 
balance Marines made sudden exodus. Believe safety at least 150 
Americans depends this factor. Would seem probable Nationalist 
and particularly if Peiping—Tientsin lost. Serious fight between 
Communists and Marines might well necessitate evacuation entire 
Consulate General. Am attempting learn indirectly extent Commu- 
nist organization and plans. 

Sent Nanking 401; repeated Department 234. 
STRONG 

811.33893/12-—2748 : Telegram 

The Consul at Tsingtao (Strong) to the Secretary of State 

Tstnarao, December 27, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received December 27—6: 41 a. m.] 

238. Estimate (refmytel 401 to Embassy, repeated Department 234, 
December 23) still being revised. From conversation yesterday with 
planning officer gathering Admiral Badger swinging to view should 
retain entire Marine force ashore supported from ships; at time with- 
drawal necessary, would leave small force ashore protect lives, prop- 
erty during turnover. | 

Communist official Tsingtao of unknown rank in informal talk with 
West of Presbyterian mission stated Communists here already organ- 
ized, could take over short notice, expect do so in about 2 months; 
Chinese Army, Navy, police infiltrated, believe people would remain 
quiet; fear only possible looting by Chinese soldiers. Expressed ex- 
pectation small Marine force would remain help Communists keep 

order. Said Marines would not be molested ; Communists desire avoid 
incidents in order assure future trade with US. 

I am of opinion if Marines not withdrawn until majority Nationalist 
troops leave, turnover will be peaceful and no need for Marine detach- 
ment remain ashore. Bulk of population realizes Communists will 
punish looters or saboteurs, thus will remain quiet. If significant num- 
ber Nationalist troops remain, small group carefully selected indoc- 
trinated Marines desirable. West’s Communist contact requesting
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higher Communist official enter Tsingtao for conversation reference 
take over. I am not seeking interview but feel desirable accede to 
request by Communist official for informal meeting. | 

Sent Nanking 407; repeated Department 238. | 
STRONG 

811.8393 /12—2848 : Telegram . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

W AsHINGTON, December 28, 1948—5 p. m. 

1895. For your info, following is substance NSC recommendations 
which have been approved by the President: °° 

As result transfer Chinese Naval Training Center from Tsingtao, 
shore-based activities of US armed forces that city should be with- 
drawn. Dept State in consultation Dept Navy should determine 
announcement and timing this withdrawal. Decision withdraw shore- 
based activities Tsingtao should not be construed as determining that 

US Naval forces will withdraw from Chinese waters. Upon removal 

Chinese naval training activities Tsingtao, existing program for train- 

ing units Chinese Navy should be suspended and should not be reestab- _ 

lished at this time on Taiwan or at Amoy. | 
| LovEetr 

811.3393/12-3148 : Telegram | - 

The Consul at Tsingtao (Strong) to the Secretary of State 

Tstnarao, December 31, 1948—10 a. m. 
[Received December 31—3 : 55 a. m.] : 

254. In discussing withdrawal forces ashore Tsingtao, Admiral 
Badger yesterday stated had sent telegram President Truman asking 
who Pinks were advising President and Secretary State withdraw 
forces at this time. Believe he really has tongue in cheek view ab- 
sence USN concurrence and exhibition almost of pleasure at being 
relieved of responsibility of shore-based activities. | 

Badger admitted intention keeping recreational facilities, Edge- 
water Mansions, his residence (as guest house) and portion port facili- 
ties administration building (for small administrative organization 
and Marine guards shore patrols). Thus appear hopes use Tsingtao 
as main fleet anchorage, keep one foot ashore. Probably recommend 
bulk of Marines to Guam. Each his cruisers has Marine complement, 
at least one plane. : 

* Approved by President Truman on December 24, 1948.
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Reference announcement and timing withdrawal, Badger expressed 
desire execute withdrawal early date, dependent availability of ade- 
quate ships which not scheduled early arrival but can be obtained by 
diversion others. Desires commence loading only when can carry 
through completely. Has no firm attitude on announcement but 
desires none before last group dependents departs about January 6. 
Staff favors withholding announcement until loading under way in 
order not provoke additional efforts thieves penetrate installations 
with resultant shooting, also not cause stampede to docks by Chinese 
wanting evacuate which hamper loading. 

Estimate 25 to 50 American civilians will request outward trans- 
portation when forces ashore depart. To obviate tip-off by pointed 
warning such persons leave by naval transport January 6, [1949] 
Badger has agreed carry last-minute evacuees Shanghai where com- 
mercial transportation expected available. Will also have problems 
hundreds persons other nationalities wanting evacuate, mostly with- 
out documentation other areas. | 

Sent Department 254, repeated Nanking 429. | 
STRONG



EFFORTS LEADING TO RELEASE OF UNITED STATES 
MARINES CAPTURED BY CHINESE COMMUNISTS 

811.3893/12—2747 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Tsingtao (Spiker) to the Secretary of State 

Tstnetao, December 27, 1947—2 p.m. 
[ Received December 27—6: 01 a. m.] 

138. Four Marine enlisted men on hunting excursion in jeep were 
seized by Communists noon, December 25 at 2 kilometers northwest 
Lingshan, 86 miles north of Tsingtao. Party was 18 miles north of 
authorized hunting limits. Arms included 3 shot guns, 1 carbine. 

_ Jeep destroyed by burning. No word has been received from or 
concerning missing men. 

Sent Embassy 1645; repeated Department 138. 

| | SPIKER 

811.8393/12-2747 

Memorandum of a Telephone Conversation, by the Chief of the 
Division of Chinese Affairs (Ringwalt) 

[WasHincton,] January 2, 1948. 
In reply to my inquiry, Admiral Wooldridge * informed me that his 

office had received no further information in regard to the four Marine 
enlisted men reported to have been seized by Communists north of 
Tsingtao on December 25 (Tsingtao’s telegram no. 188 of December 
27, 1947). 

I said that we had been increasingly. concerned over the fluid state 
of hostilities in China and expressed the opinion that, because of evi- 
dences of increasing Communist efforts to arouse anti-American feel- 
ing, it was likely that members of the United States armed forces 
captured by the Communists would fare less well than had previously 
been the case. I suggested that he might wish to recommend to 
Admiral Murray ? at Tsingtao that steps be taken to reduce the occur- 
rence of incidents such as those referred to in the reference telegram. 

*Rear Adm. BE. T. Wooldridge, Assistant Chief of Naval Operations for Politico- 
Military Affairs. 

2 Rear Adm. S. 8S. Murray, Senior member, U. 8S. Naval Advisory Survey Board 
in eye |
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Admiral Wooldridge replied that whereas he would hesitate to issue 
any instructions to Admiral Murray in regard to matters pertaining 

- to local discipline, he felt that a word of caution would not be out of 
place and would take action to that effect. | 

893.00/1-548 - | | 

The Consul General.at Tsingtao (Spiker) to the Ambassador in China 
i (Stuart) * oe a 

[Extracts] | | 

No. 1 ne - ‘Tsrnerao, January 5, 1948. 

Srr: I have the honor to submit a report of military and political 
developments in the Tsingtao Consular District during December, 
1947, 

Disappearance of U.S. Marines | 

On December 26 it was learned by the Marine Headquarters here 

that at noon on the previous day four American Marine enlisted men, 

engaged in a Christmas Day hunting expedition, had been captured, 

presumably by Chinese communists. The men had received permis- 

sion to go hunting, but had driven in a jeep far beyond the authorized 

hunting limits, which are approximately 18 miles north of the city, 

at the Paisha River. Although the Chinese Garrison Headquarters 

reported that the men had been captured at a point two kilometers 

northwest of Lingshan, subsequent investigation revealed that the 

incident occurred 10 kilometers northwest of that town, or approxi- 

mately 42 miles from Tsingtao. The jeep reportedly was burned. As 

that area became inaccessible owing to the withdrawal of Government 

forces from the Laiyang road following evacuation from that city 

about December 27, it was not practicable for American investigators 

to visit the scene. By December 31 it had been established by the 

local Marine authorities that an additional enlisted man was probably 

included in the party, although he had not been granted clearance 

tomakethe trip. A report from Garrison Headquarters on December 

29 that one of the party had been killed and buried near the scene 

of the incident subsequently was revised (after the organization of 

an investigation expedition) by further “information” that the body 

had already been removed from its grave by the communists. A 

Marine intelligence officer who visited Lingshan on December 31 found 

8 Copy transmitted to the Department by the Consul General without cover- 

ing despatch; received February 5. 

429-525—73——23
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that the Chinese Army authorities in that area had been able to learn 
nothing of the fate of the Americans, and had made no report to Gar- 
rison Headquarters concerning the burial of a Marine. 

" It is the intention of the Marine authorities to await developments, 
if any, and not to attempt to penetrate what is now communist terri- 
tory 6 miles beyond the Government’s Lingshan salient to investigate 
the scene of the affair. The presence of a party of enlisted men, armed 
with at least three shotguns and.a carbine, in an area, which on Decem- 
ber 25 was virtually No Man’s Land, invited trouble. It is obvious 
that the communists may seize upon the incident as evidence of the 
operations of an Armed American patrol in a sector of active opera- 
tions, and seek to publicize the case as an example of American par- 
ticipation in the civil war. On the other hand, if all members of the 
party were killed, the communists may prefer to make no mention 
of the affair. - 

Respectfully yours, CC. J. Sprxer 

846G.00/1-1048 : Telegram oe 
Lhe Consul General at Tsingtao (Strong) to the Secretary of State 

T'stnerao, January 10, 1948—1 a. m. 
| . [Received 1:37 p. m.] 

_ 9. Communist prisoner of Government forces Lingshan when inter- 
rogated by US marine officer January 8 reported 5 marines in jeep 
December 25 were fired upon with machine guns when driving into 
Communist-held town of Wangtan-yuan. Qne marine returned fire 

_ with carbine. One marine killed, one Communist wounded. Iden- 
tity marine reported killed unknown. Marine authorities here pre- 
pared to send detachment to recover body dead marine if approxi- 
mate location grave becomes known and if such action appears feasible 
and indicated. - | OO 
‘Government general at Lingshan reports he has assigned four secret 

operatives in Communist territory to obtain information whereabouts 
condition of captives. | | | - 

_ Handling of case by marines has been hampered by contradictory 
and confusing reports from garrison commander, whose first report 
on December 29 of death one marine in incident was denied by alleged 
eye witnesses interviewed by marine officer at Lingshan December 381. 
Garrison commander in press conference January 8 reiterated one 
marine killed. | | | 

STRONG
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893.00/2-1548 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

Prrpine, February 15, 1948. 
[Received February 15—10: 49 p. m.] 

76. Chinese Communist Chinese language radio news broadcast 
750 kes February 14, 1730 to 1930 hours, included following item (in 
translatiem) : 

“North Shensi News spokesman, General Affairs Section of Chinese 
People’s Liberation Army, has made statement re case of participation 
on December 25 last year of 5 American marines in Chinese civil 
war at Wanglintao area north of Chime stating: Effort of American 
Navy Department to explain that activities these 5 American soldiers 
was not participation in China’s civil war is futile (? Z’'ujan—abrupt). 
These 5 marines were at point more than 100 Chinese li away from 
Tsingtao fighting with People’s Liberation Army, and moreover that 
place at that time was exactly on firing line. At that time 8 brigades 
of bandit Chiang’s* troops under encouragement and urgent hopes 
American reactionary group, were just in midst advance against and 
surrounding of People’s Liberation Army of Laiyang area. Spokes- 
man noted that stationing American armed strength and military 
men on Chinese soil was insult to and infringement of China’s inde- 
pendence. That excepting for bandit band of Chiang Kai-shek, which 
is perfectly willing act as running dog for American imperialism, 
there were no Chinese who did not strongly oppose this type of insult, 
and aggression, that American armed strength and military men act 
outrageously and shamelessly everywhere in China and moreover as- 
sist. Chiang Kai-shek carry on civil war, is fact known by everybody. 
This is completely aggressive activity of imperialism. Great Chinese 
race definitely cannot suffer this sort of aggression. Spokesman noted 
that since 1945 to present, American armed strength and military men 
have uninterruptedly aggressed against Liberation Army and ob- 
served military affairs. He moreover noted unreasonable demands 
including among important ones, as when on October 4, 1945, one 
American destroyer suddenly arrived Yentai (Chefoo) in liberated 
area and there was an American Army colonel who went ashore and 
demanded that People’s Liberation Army should at once withdraw 
from Yentai and hand over Yentai municipal government to Ameri- 
can Army to handle. This was naturally refused by our side in stern 
words. From October 11 to 12, 1945, American Army occupied 
Chinwangtao and moreover used that place as bridgehead for Chiang’s 
armies attack Shanhaikuan and liberated area of northeast. Ameri- 

_ can Army acted as vanguard for attack of Chiang bandits on 
Shanhaikuan. In 2 months, June and July 1946, American Army 
protected Peining® (rail) line on behalf Chiang Kai-shek, moreover 
uninterruptedly aggressed against our East Hopei liberated area. 
On July 29 same year there exploded the well-known Anping affair ¢ 
when American Army military police (Hsun Lo Tui—scouting 

* Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the 
Republic of China. | 
*Peiping—Liaoning (Mukden). 

1386 0 correspondence on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. 1x, pp.
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arty?) joined up with Chiang bandits in aggression against Anping 
liberated area in ‘Hsiang Hope! province. On March 1, 1947 Amer1- 
can Army officers Rigg and Collins were joined with Chiang army in 
aggression against our northeastern liberated area in vicinity Chang- 
chun and were captured by our troops.’ (They) naturally deposed 
that they were carrying on military observation. On April 24, more- 
over, our army released (them). On August 27, 1947, two American 
fighter planes infringed upon Langnankou and Hsiaolitao of 
Mouping-hsien in Chiaotung (Shantung peninsula). One of them 
was forced to land. Its pilot Lieut. Winters (transliteration) was 
saved from danger by our troops and people. Next day 7 American 
planes and 7 American warships proceeded that place and American 
soldiers from ships arbitrarily landed. ‘Wounded 3 villagers and 
broke doors, windows and materials. After negotiation Admiral 
Cooke * and Commander of 71st Naval Squadron expressed regrets 1n 
writing and made compensation for losses and our army released 
Winters.? Various past facts all prove that American armed strength 
and military men stationed in China are not otherwise than enemies 
of People’s Liberation Army everywhere, and how can People’s Libera- 
tion Army again deal with them liberally. People’s Liberation Army 
in respect to this case of Wanglintao, Chimo, Shantung, has adopted 
completely appropriate procedure. American Army should accept all 
responsibility. ee 

in order avoid recurrence of this type of case American military 
strength and military men should cease aiding Chiang Kai-shek’s civil 
war of carrying on counterattack against Chinese people and should 
moreover at once withdraw from China.” 7 - 

' News item later same program was as follows: oo 

“North Shensi news. What happened in Wanglintao affair of De- 
cember 25 last year is like this: In December last year, just at time 
when bandit Chiang was moving heavy troops for attack on Laiyang 
of liberated areas, one Corporal Bollard (transliteration), in charge 
of four soldiers, infringed against liberated area. ‘Troops of Libera- 
tion Army on firing line at once reacted in self defense. One first class 
private was severely wounded and died before medical treatment could 
be given. Corporal Bollard e¢¢ al. were captured.” | | | 

' Sent Department as 76, repeated Nanking as 125, Tsingtao and 
Shanghai as 83. | 

—— | CLUBB 

811.8398/2-—1748 : Telegram | 

_ The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | a WasHineton, February 17, 1948—5 p. m. 

264. Dept constantly importuned for info re missing Marines and 
efforts obtain release but in absence info from Emb has referred all 

1438 G correspondence on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. VII, pp. 

| * Adm. Charles M. Cooke, Jr., Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific. 
‘*See telegram No. 70, August 31, 1947, 5 p. m., from the Consul General at. 
13 and subsequent correspondence, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. Vi, DP.
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inquiries Navy. Navy now furnished us copies exchange tels between 
Amb [and] Adm Cooke one of which refers to an Emb press release.. 

Dept would appreciate summary developments to date including text: 

press release and desires be kept currently informed further 
developments. oe | | | 
i | a . MarsHati. 

- 811.8393/2-2048: Telegram - ae Be : 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Cot — -. *. Nawxrne, February 20, 1948—1 p. m. 
So — | [Received February 20—4: 27 a. m.] 

- $98. ‘We have issued no press release with regard to missing marine 
personnel (Deptel 264, February 17,5 p.m.). Our only comment in 
answer to inquiries has been that the US Government was doing all 
possible to secure the release of personnel concerned at the earliest 
possible date. We had assumed that Department had access to infor- 
mation supplied headquarters, Marine Corps, by FMF WesPac.*° 

Since disappearance of marines on December 25 ComNavWesPac * 

has taken all feasible measures to establish contact with Communists. 

and to effect release captured personnel. This included use of secret. 
agents and leaflet drops by Marine Corps planes. We have been kept: 
constantly informed of these activities. | 

- On January 10 we expressed to ComNavWesPac our serious concern 

with regard to the possibility expressed in CGFMF WesPac message 

090736Z 72 that a party of armed marines might be dispatched to 

~ recover the body of one of the marines following receipt of a report 

of alleged grave location. I stated that I desired that no party 

be dispatched for the purpose of recovering any body or releasing 

marines reportedly held captive without prior clearance from me. 

T had no objection, of course, to negotiation with the Communists re- 

garding recovery of the body or release of the captives. ComNavWes- 

Pac replied that I would be consulted should it appear feasible to 

send a marine detachment beyond Nationalist lines. 
In late January US naval vessels were dispatched Haiyang in effort 

to establish contact with Communists on beach at that point. On 

January 31 we were informed of ComNavWesPac’s plans to send an 
- armed landing party ashore at Haiyang in effort to contact Commu- 

nists. I expressed my opinion to ComNavWesPac that such a meas- 
ure would not succeed but on the other hand might very easily result 

2” Fleet Marine Forces, Western Pacific.. : | | 
“ Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific (Badger). 
% Not printed. . a
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in bloodshed with all the undesirable repercussions which might be 
expected to follow. Accordingly I expressed the hope that ComNav- 

WesPac would agree not to send landing party ashore but would 
continue efforts to contact the Communists by means less likely to 
result in armed conflict. To this ComNavWesPac agreed and agreed 
further to refrain from air dropping “strongly worded” leaflet in 

Communist area. 
On February 3 we were informed that introductory friendly meet- 

ings had been held with representatives of Communists on the beach 
at Haiyang. Conversations were broken off because ComNavWesPac 

would not consent to naval representative proceeding inland distance 
of 3 miles to conduct conversations with a more senior Communist 

commander. Communists likewise refused to carry on conversations 

aboard naval vessel anchored off Haiyang. On February 10 I found 
it necessary to dissuade ComNavWesPac from issuing a press release 
on conversations between his emissary and the Communist repre- 
sentatives at Haiyang. I expressed my strong feeling that any such 
release would place in Jeopardy the success of the objective, namely, 
the release of US Marine Corps personnel. I reiterated this opinion 
to ComNavWesPac on February 13 and with reference to a further 
leaflet drop which ComNavWesPac proposed to make I stated that a 
strong statement in which an announcement was made of our inten- 
tion to hold the Communists responsible for the safety and well-being 

of the marines would make no impression on them since they were 
fully aware that we were in no position to do anything about the | 
matter beyond making threats. Any such statement seemed to us 
calculated only to increase Communist intransigence and to make more 
difficult the release of the marines. Later on February 13 a north 
Shensi radio broadcast admitted for the first time 4 marines in Com- 
munist custody stating that the 5th had died in a field hospital of 
wounds on the day of capture. 

Since February 13 we have been engaged in efforts to reestablish | 
contact with the Communists. We are following two courses at the 
present time: 

(1) We have asked the Consulate at Hong Kong to attempt to estab- 
lish contact with Communist headquarters there to have relayed to 
Communist authorities North China message to the effect that Jack 
Dodds, a Canadian member of FAU [F.AO?] * well known to the 
Communists, is willing to act as emissary on our behalf to proceed 
Communist areas Shantung to discuss method of release four marines 
believed alive. : 

(2) We are endeavoring to establish radio communication with 
‘Communists via USIS network in order to renew contact with Com- 
munists on beach at Haiyang or through Dodds as emissary. 

* Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations.
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Throughout entire period we have considered and have so expressed 
ourselves to ComNavWesPac that as long as there is the slightest hope 
the marines are still alive our prime objective should be to keep them 
that way and that for the time being conciliation and no publicity in 
the negotiations seemed be best calculated to secure that objective. 

On February 18, ComNavWesPac released factual background 
account of what has gone on to which we have no objection other than 
that the press interview was without our prior knowledge and counter 
to our previous strong recommendations in this connection. We pro- 
pose, however, to take no action in this regard. The Department will 
be kept informed of further developments. 

fC STUART 

$93.48 /2-2848 : Telegram | 

Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHanewatr, February 28, 1948—8 p. m. 
| [Received February 28—9: 09 a. m.] 

457. For the Ambassador. | 
1, Advised by Dodds, who has just returned from Tsingtao, that 

Navy has made contact with Communist authorities and will shortly 
be requesting Dodds to go in as third party emissary in connection 
release marine (reurtel 144, February 22; repeated Department as 
836 and Shanghai telegram 283, February 21, repeated Washington 
as 899 7#). In view this development, have informed UNRRA ® that 
there is no need for them to endeavor our behalf to re-establish contact 
Communist authorities through CLARA radio and assume this 
meets your approval. We will await word from Navy before send- 
ing Dodds north and will assume, unless instructed to contrary, that 

_ neither Embassy nor Department has objection to assignment of Dodds 
this mission. Latter incidentally willing to undertake it on basis 
conversations Navy in Tsingtao. | 

2. In above connection will appreciate view of Embassy and Depart- 
ment as to letting Dodds explore informally with Communist authori- 
ties ways and means of extending possible relief assistance, especially 
medical, to Communist-held areas which are out of active war zone. 
Suggest exploratory talks would, of course, be for information of 
China Relief Mission only and contingent upon whether Dodds found 
himself dealing with Communist civil or military authorities. Recog- 
nized here that any approach this nature must not be guid pro quo, 
and in fact kept deliberately separate until main negotiations con- 

“Neither printed. oo a | o ee | 
** United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. 
“ Chinese Liberated Areas Relief Administration.
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_ cluded. Dodds’ mission might, however, present useful opportunity 
to explore attitude of Communist authorities on constructive relief 
assistance. Please instruct. ee eG 
‘Sent Nanking as 826; repeated Department as 457, Tsingtao by 
courier as 46. | a ee 
- | ee - | porte os Capnor 

| 898.48/3-148 : Telegram Be 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

- Nanxine, March 1, 1948—4 p. m. 
[Received 10: 25 p. m.] 

886. ['To Shanghai:]As long as we continue to recognize and sup- 
port Central Government of China we consider that it would be im- 
proper on our part to afford indirect assistance to Communist 
controlled regimes and areas by use of CRM (China Relief Mission) 
relief assistance. We are aware of the dire need for such assistance 
in many areas of North China controlled by the Communists and 
to which access for relief purposes might be available, but, for the 

- time being at least, we feel that political considerations must outweigh 

humanitarian considerations (reference urtel 326, February 28, 3 
p. m., repeated Department as 457). Oo 

As for the suggestion that Dodds engage in exploratory talks in 
this connection we are definitely opposed thereto even though they 
may be for information of CRM only. We consider that if Dodds 
is sent as an American emissary in connection with the release of the 
four captured marines he should go with the distinct understanding 
that he [is] to confine himself to that subject alone. | 

Sent Shanghai 163; repeated Department 386, Tsingtao by courier. 
: - | | | Sruarr 

893.48/2-2848: Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) 

/ | | Wasuineron, March 1, 1948—7 p. m. 

_ 877. Subject Embs concurrence, Dept has no objection Dodd’s as- 
signment as indicated para 1. Ref Contel 326 Feb 28 to Emb rptd 
Dept as 457. Re para 2, Dodds should be cautioned not to initiate 
exploration possible relief assistance Communist-held areas. (Sent 
Shanghai as 377, rptd Nanking as 326.) He could, of course, transmit 
Communist-initiated inquiries or proposals to US officials but, if
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approached, should emphasize he is able do so in private capacity 
only and should avoid giving impression through discussion Com- 
munist proposals that they will be accorded official consideration. 

MaArsHALL 

[As a result of direct negotiations between Navy representatives 
and Chinese Communists at Haiyang, the four marines were released 
on April 1. A report prepared by Captain George W. Carrington, 
U. S. Marine Corps, transmitted by the Consul General at Tsingtao 
in his despatch No. 36, April 8, summarized the account given by the 
four captured marines concerning their treatment as follows: “The 
Marines were skylarking when they were captured. For a few days | 
they received intensive questioning and were subject to quite bitter | 
handling. Thereafter;they were left alone, except for the continuous 
barrage of propaganda to which they were subjected. Every attempt 
was made to sell them Communism and to discredit the United States, 
but the Marines themselves say that they were not badly treated.” 
(893.00B/4-848)]  - a



OPPOSITION BY THE UNITED STATES TO PROPOSALS 

FOR AN INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE FOR SHANG- 

HAI DURING TRANSITION PERIOD - — | 

124.018/11-948 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| Sranonat, November 9, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received November 9—7: 56 a. m. | 

- 9358. Following excerpts from November 7 Z’ribune (MOI?). edi- 

torial on Badger’s? remarks re use Marines in Shanghai is typical 

straw-grasping thinking now prevalent there: Co | 

“But there seems no reason why the Chinese Government should not, 
if the occasion arise, seek the cooperation of American Navy and 
Marines in preservation of law and order in this great city—one of 
world’s largest—where so many international interests are repre- 
sented. It might be well perhaps if Shanghai could be considered 
‘open city’ and free from anxieties of war until such time as agreed 
arrangements could be made for its future role in Chinese economy.” 

Sent Department 2358, repeated Nanking 1786. 
. CaBoT 

893.00/11-1448 : Telegram : | 

~The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHancuHar, November 14, 1948—9 a. m. 
[Received November 13—10: 41 p. m.| 

2400. Consulate General has been approached indirectly by two 
opposing camps on matter “internationalization” of Shanghai. First 
proposal came from local Kmt-Tu Yueh-sheng combination * which 
gave assurances local situation could be kept under control and that 
Nanking Government would support plan. Opening of Yangtze to 
American “relief” shipping offered as inducement. “International” 

police force would be formed by revival Shanghai volunteers corps. 
No mention made employment American armed forces for maintenance 

order. — | 

' + Ministry of Information. | 
*Adm. Oscar C. Badger, Commander, U. 8S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific 

(ComNavWesPac). | 
> Kmt meant the Kuomintang (Nationalist Party) ; Tu Yueh-sheng, or Tu Yung, 

was a prominent Chinese banker and businessman of Shanghai. 

| 356 ;
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Second proposal allegedly came from Chang Po-chun’s Hong Kong 
group allied with Democratic League. Representative reported to 
have come from Hong Kong with permission to speak in behalf 
Communists. Brought assurances American lives and property would 
be respected and protected in Communist takeover Shanghai. He was 
quoted as having stated Communists agreeable to “internationaliza- 
tion” providing all Kmt elements eliminated. Failed to mention 
whether Soviets also approached on “internationalization” plan. 

Consulate General’s reply was that we could certainly not accept 
plan as American Government had no imperialistic designs in China 
and could not waver from policy noninterference Chinese domestic 
issues. | 

Sent Department 2400, pouched Nanking. 
| CazBor 

893.00/11-2948 : Telegram . 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

} SHaneHar, November 29, 1948—6 p. m. 
oo 7 | [Received November 29—8: 04 a. m.] 

2566. Mayor Wu‘ today invited me to call (I thought urgently) 
and raised with me the procedure for transfer of power in Shanghai 
to Communists in event this became necessary. 

He said that battle around Pengpu was undecided but that, if it 
went against Nationalists this question would shortly arise. He 
pointed out that city officials, notably police officials, would not remain 
until Communists took over since they would face almost certain liqui- 
dation and that if they did not remain there would probably be a con- 
siderable period of chaos in the city dangerous to Americans and our 

_ interests. He mentioned having discussed this with John Keswick of 
Jardine, Matheson Co., a leading Britisher here. Mayor Wu sug- 
gested that such chaos might be avoided by international action. To 
this end he proposed on his personal responsibility that, through some 
international agreement, international forces be landed in Shanghai 
strictly for the interim period to assure order during the evacuation 
of the Nationalists and transfer of power to Communists. He made 

_ it clear he was not seeking unilateral action on our part. As his plan 
developed, it became clear he envisaged some sort of an appeal to the 
consular body to be followed by the landing of forces provided by 
English, French and possibly Soviets since these are only countries 
which would have forces available in this area. a | 

*K. GO. Wu, Mayor of Shanghai. |
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_ I said that I thought it very doubtful whether US would agree to 
Jand armed forces in Shanghai for this purpose and pointed out nu- 
merous practical difficulties which would arise, for example, to secure 
international agreement and in connection with timing. I said that 
I was slightly more optimistic that we would participate in some inter- 
national action to secure an orderly transfer of power provided the 
use of our armed service was not involved. He insisted that armed 
forces would be necessary. I made it clear that I was speaking per- 
sonally and said that all that I could do was to refer his proposal to 
Washington. Would appreciate early instructions. Oo | 

Sent Nanking 1933, repeated Department 2566. a 
: Canor 

893.00/12-148 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxrne, December 1, 1948—1 p. m. 
_ [Received December 1—1: 32 a. m.] 

2381. In view large number foreign nationals including concentra- 
tion of foreign refugees from North and Central China,® as well as 
considerable foreign business interests in Shanghai, Department may 
wish consider desirability of mobilization international force for 
Shanghai to act as police force in protecting foreign lives and prop- 
erty in event breakdown local authority preceding Communist occupa- 
tion (Shanghai’s 1933, November 29 to Nanking, repeated Department | 
2566). Such action would be taken only at invitation of National 
Government to consular corps Shanghai or other international body 
such as UN ¢ and only in concert with other interested powers. Should 
Mayor Wu’s suggestion seem feasible, it might be suggested that he | 
prevail on National Government to make request officially. . 

If military situation develops rapidly as now appears likely and 
Shanghai is seriously threatened, chaotic situation envisaged by Mayor 
may develop soon and ComNavWesPac may feel obliged to take uni- 
lateral action sending US forces ashore to protect American lives and 
assist in their emergency evacuation. In such circumstances it would, 
it seems to us, be more desirable if an international force went ashore 
for policing purposes by prearranged invitation of recognized govern- 
ment of China. Given international character of force envisaged, it 
is highly probable that Communist armies would accept such arrange- | 
ment. Finally, we are of opinion that purely humanitarian reasons 
urgently dictate some such action as proposed above. , 

Sent Department 2381, repeated Shanghai 1184. : 
, : STuarr 

* See pp. 947 ff. 
* United Nations. | |
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893.01/12-248 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAT, December 2, 1948—3 p. m. 
[| Received December 2—8 : 24 a. m.] 

| 2610. British Ambassador’? has informed me of substance of con- 
versation between Mayor Wu and Keswick (mytel 2566, Nov. 29). | 
Wu told Keswick he wanted a foreign committee established to run 
Shanghai interregnum and to turn over Shanghai in orderly fashion 

_ to Communists. He suggested Keswick head this committee and ex- 
pressed hope British would participate in sending international forces 
to guarantee order while foreign committee functioned. Ambassador 
said he informed Keswick he was strongly opposed to foreign com- 
mittee administering Shanghai and hoped Chinese would form their 
own committee for this purpose. He said he was opposed to Keswick 
heading committee and to landing of British troops to preserve order. 
He informed Keswick however that he would be very happy to co- 
operate in international action backing up Chinese committee in every 
proper way. I informed Ambassador of my conversation with Wu 
and my answer to the slightly different proposals he made to me. 
Ambassador wished us to go together to see Wu in order to get more 

precise information re Wu’s ideas. I said I was not in position to do 
so since I was awaiting Department’s instructions. I believe Ambas- 
sador is speaking to Wuhimself alone. | 

Sent Department 2610, repeated Nanking 1971. 
: _ CaBor 

—-- 893.1115/12-248 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

oe SHancHal, December 2, 1948—4 p. m. 
| [Received December 2—9: 34 a. m.] 

2611. Local UN representative has asked me whether in event of 
serious disorders in Shanghai small international force including per- 
haps 10 Americans could be posted to guard local UN headquarters. 

I am doubtful whether Navy can spare such men under present 
circumstances from complement required to effect emergency evacua- 
tion. Before taking up with Navy, would appreciate Department’s 
instructions. We do not contemplate guarding all US. Government 
property here under emergency conditions because physically unable 
todoso. Nevertheless I feel United Nations’ request should be granted 
if it will not vitally affect our emergency evacuation plans. | 

* Sir Ralph Stevenson.
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UN representatitve also asked whether we could help in evacuation 
of UN foreign and Chinese personnel in event we have emergency _ 
evacuation of Americans. I replied Navy would try to do what it 
could for all occidentals but Americans must have priority and added 
that since we were not evacuating our own Consular Chinese staff we 
could scarcely evacuate UN Chinese staff. If Department wishes 
special treatment for UN foreign staff or has other special instruc- 

tions, please advise. | | 
Sent Department 2611, repeated Nanking 1972. 

| | Canor 

893.00/11-2948 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
| (Cabot)® 

WASHINGTON, December 2, 1948—6 p. m. 

2077. Shanghai tel 2566 Nov 29 and Embtel 2381 Dec 1. We are 
disturbed by possible implications plan for mobilization international 
police force Shanghai which would include US forces. It is not 
clear whether plan envisages policing sectors, as was case in days Int 
Settlement, or policing entire city. If latter, would require consid- 
erable force and would involve related problem ensuring food supply 
for city, certain to be increased by possible influx refugees in event 
foreign forces to act as police, and in large degree whole machinery 

. for administration. If policing confined to sectors, would presum- 
ably entail concentrations foreigners and would be certain to result | 
in influx Chinese refugees in large numbers to areas under foreign 
police control, thus aggravating food, housing and other problems. 
If international police force, it would be necessary to include Soviets. 
Latter might refuse participate and label proceedings as .western 
imperialistic plan assume control along pattern foreign ‘concessions. 
Once police duties assumed by foreign forces, Comms might well be 
willing avoid Shanghai responsibilities for time being and leave in 
hands participating foreigners responsibility law and order and feed- 
ing city until Comms deemed time propitious take over. Comm under- 
ground which appears well organized might consider desirable utilize 
opportunity afforded by presence foreign forces create embroilment 
such forces in clashes and it seems apparent from statement urtel 
2358 Nov 9 and from other indications that elements ChiGovt would 
welcome landing Marines and soldiers as furnishing possibility em- 
broilment with Comms and might actually take steps effect incident 
which would be portrayed accordingly; = | 

* Repeated to the Ambassador in China as telegram No. 1756. . ce
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- Could not ConGen refer in conversation with Mayor Wu to subject 

ComNavPortFac Shanghai tel Nov 3 (021445Z, NCR 7932) ® as pro- 
viding procedure in larger interests Chinese people. We note state- 
ment Shanghai tel 2580 Nov 30 *° unrest expected accompany or follow 

turnover Shanghai area relatively unimportant consideration in minds 
US residents and Mayor Wu himself seems believe question chiefly 
one of police officials. 

It 1s realized possible landing Marines protect US citizens and assist 
their evacuation would involve some danger but risks and implications 
seem less serious than would be involved in assumption responsibility 
for policing: city. | 

In this connection Dept desires know details any emergency plans 
involving landing Marines Shanghai protect US citizens and assist 
evacuation with respect to timing, points concentration, means trans- 
portation, probable numbers Marines involved et cetera. We note 
statement Embtel 2381 Dec 1 (rptd Shanghai 1184) ComNavWesPac 

may feel obliged take “unilateral action” landing US forces protect 
US lives and assist emergency evacuation. It is Dept understanding 
that under ComNavWesPac Plan 103 this procedure would be fol- 
lowed only if time and circumstances did not permit communication 
with Ambassador or ConGen Shanghai. | 

| LovEetr 

393.1115 /12—-248 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
7 | | (Cabot) 4 

a Wasuineton, December 4, 1948—11 a. m. | 

2104. Dept opinion not desirable provide American guard (urtel 
2611 Dec 2 rptd Nanking 1972) as part international force for UN 
Hars, Shanghai. Appropriate assistance to UN foreign representa- 
tives should be provided under US Govt emergency plans to assist 
evacuation foreign nationals. | | | a 

Ce _ Loverr 

893.00/12-648: Telegram Se 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

re Nankine, December 6, 1948—6 p. m. 

| Oo oe [Received December 7—12: 01 a. m.] 

_ 2433. Departiment understanding final sentence Deptel 1756, re- 
peated Shanghai 2077, is correct. Phrase “unilateral action” used 
in Embtel 2381, December 2 [1] (repeated Shanghai 1184) referred 

°Not found in Department files. | | 
*° Post, p. 900. 
™ Repeated to the Ambassador in China as telegram No. 1771. —
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to possible independent action by United States forces rather than in 
concert with other foreign powers. 
We admit cogency of Department’s arguments against interna- 

tional police force but thought suggestion was worth consideration. © 
Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 1219. 

|  Sruart 

898.00/12-748 : Telegram . 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaneuat, December 7, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received December 7—7 : 23 a. m.] 

2690. ConGen shares Dept’s misgivings re use of international police 
force in Shanghai for interregnum period and I agree with Dept’s 
thinking this connection. Navy is also decidedly unenthusiastic, esti- 
mating American forces required at minimum of 3,500 even if similar | 
forces supplied by other nations, | 

British Ambassador has informed Mayor Wu that British will have 
nothing to do with international police force idea. British ConGen 
informs me that he is having some difficulty in preventing British local 
community from toying with idea of reviving volunteer corps to main- 
tain order during interregnum. While sympathizing British com- 
munity desire to preserve order and prevent damage to valuable 
British property in Shanghai, he is convinced this will result in 

serious embroilment. | 
American community would still like to see overall Marine protec- 

tion in Shanghai but I have sharply discouraged such thoughts when 
they have been expressed. —_ 

Shanghai Power Co. officials deeply concerned at probable lack of 
protection for their principal plants. They predict our entire emer- 
gency plan will be seriously jeopardized if power failure occurs. They 
profess to believe power failure will occur in absence armed protection 
if general disorder prevalent. : | 

Re Deptel 2077, December 2. I am by no means convinced any 
secret society (ComNavPortFac telegram 021445Z**) can maintain 
order in Shanghai during interregnum or that any such society has 
the strength to keep Communist armies out of Shanghai if they seek 
toenter. I feel however there are numerous possibilities for arrange- 
ments purely between Chinese which would result in peaceful turnover 
of city and hope that something of this nature will eventuate. We 

cannot of course count on this. - 
Senior Consul stated yesterday that he would call consular body 

together in certain eventualities which other members of body took 
to mean in event of disturbances or an imminent change in authority. 

: ” Not found in Department files. oo ne
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Several Consuls including myself made reservations with regard to 
any political action by consular body. If Dept could give me any 
guidance as to what, if any, action it feels I should favor in consular 7 

_ body in this matter, it would be very helpful. Questions may arise 
whether consular body is to act as broker, mediator or guarantor in 
turning over city. Whether it will give help (for example, we, 
through ECA **) to interregnum committee or to evacuate threatened 
Nationalists, et cetera. | | 

Sent Department 2690, repeated Nanking 2016. 
| | Canor 

893.00/12-748 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
(Cabot) * | 

WasHINGTON, December 9, 1948—7 p. m. 
2152. Reurtel 2690 Dec 7. You should not participate in any action 

by consular body which would place this Govt or its representatives 
in role of guarantor or mediator in turn over of city to successor regime. 
You should avoid any participation in political action by consular 
body, such as assumption responsibility administration city. You 
may participate in any action based upon humanitarian non-political 
considerations with clear understanding your participation does not 
involve political commitments or involvement on your part or on part 
US Govt. Foregoing only general principles for your guidance since 
obviously impossible foretell what problems may arise in consular 
body. | 

Mr. Hoffman * who is en route Shanghai can acquaint you with 
discussions here on problem future ECA operations. | : 
With respect evacuation threatened Nationalists urtel 2637 Dec 3,2¢ 

see Deptel 1617 Nov 15 to Emb” re granting asylum, which Emb 
instructed ‘circularize consulates. General principles this tel appli- 
cable evacuation question. You should make clear to any Chinese 
who may inquire that US shipping facilities and places for concen- 
tration US nationals cannot be made available for Chinese nationals. 

| However, as emergency measure under extraordinary circumstances 
and in your discretion, if Adm Badger or his representative concurs 
and space available, you may provide evacuation facilities those 
Chinese whose lives you have good reason believe would be seriously 
endangered in absence such assistance and whose bona fides such that 
assistance in evacuation would be in US interest. : 

** Economic Cooperation Administration. Oo | “ Repeated to the Ambassador in China as telegram No. 1797. * Paul Hoffman, Administrator, Economic Cooperation Administration. 6 Post, p. 918. . 
™ Post, p. 887. 

429-525—73—_24 -



FINANCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES 
AND CHINA:! INTEREST OF THE UNITED STATES IN 
CHINESE EFFORTS TO MAINTAIN FINANCIAL STABIL- 
ITY; REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING FIXING OF AN 
EQUITABLE RATE OF EXCHANGE FOR EXPENDITURES 
BY AMERICAN ARMED FORCES AND DIPLOMATIC 
ESTABLISHMENT IN CHINA 

893.5151/3-1348: Telegram , 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, March 13, 1948—6 p. m. 
[ Received March 183—7: 31 a. m. | 

464. Central Bank of China official informs us in confidence that 
_ Bank’s US dollar reserves are “virtually exhausted” and only “some” 

gold and silver bullion reserves remain. Viewing recent sharp break 
in black market CNC? rate and recent Government requests for ad- 
vances US funds for petroleum and cotton purchases, we feel this 
report possibly true. However, we are not sufficiently well informed (. 
this subject to accept statement with confidence and recognize possi- 
bility it: may be plan to increase pressure for early American financial 
assistance. | 

| STUART 

893.51/3-1948 | _ 

The Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Secretary of State — 

Wasuineron, March 19, 1948. 

Sir: In pursuance of instructions from the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs,? I have the honor to inform you that my Government has 
approved the contracting of a credit of four million two hundred 
forty-three thousand, seven hundred fifty dollars ($4,243,750.00) from , 
the Export-Import Bank of Washington for the purchase of. ten. (10) 
N-3-type vessels, namely 2’. C. Gardner, Harry Barber, Francis Burs- 
ley, Nathaniel Ingersoll, Samuel G. Borland, Alfred M. Lunt, Edward 
Nichels, William F. Howes, William 8S. Colley, and Benjamin M. 
Melcher, and for the movement of the said vessels to China. The 

* Continued from Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, pp. 1030-1241. 
? Chinese national currency. | . 
* Wang Shih-chieh. oe oo 

364 oo |
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terms are to. provide for the payment of the principal in forty semi- 

annual installments beginning from October 1, 1948, with interest 

at the rate of three and one-half per cent per annum, payable semi- 

annually. ) 
The Universal Trading Corporation, a Chinese Government agency, 

has been authorized to execute on behalf of my Government a credit 
agreement containing such other terms and conditions as may be 
mutually agreed upon and to execute and deliver to the Export-Import 

~ Bank promissory notes for advances against such credit and mortgages 
or hypothecations, in such form and with such terms and conditions as 
the Bank may require, of the ten (10) vessels as security for the said 
credit. The Universal Trading Corporation has been further au- 
thorized to do any or all other acts in connection with the effecting 
of the said credit and the carrying out of the terms of the Agreement. 

I wish also to inform you that the Universal Trading Corporation 
has authorized its Director and Vice President, Mr. Sz-Dah Ren, to 
sign the agreement and other necessary documents. The agreement, 
note and mortgages and all other acts performed pursuant thereto 
by the above-designated representative will be valid and binding on 
the Republic of China and each of the said mortgages will become a 
first lien, in accordance with its terms, upon the vessel to which 1t 
relates. : 

I should be greatly obliged if you would be good enough to cause 

the above information to be transmitted to the appropriate authorities.‘ 

Accept [etc. | | V.K. Wetiinetron Koo 

893.5151/3-1348: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

eo oe Wasuineton, March 25, 1948—5 p. m. 
447, Central Bank China balances at New York Federal [Reserve 

Bank] now quite low (Embtel 464 Mar 13) but Central Bank has other 
balances and may borrow from other Government banks as in repay- 
ment US$13 million to Exim Bank Feb. 7 for which dollars made 

available [by] Bank of China. Confidential data provided by Pei 
Tsuyee ° showed net dollar assets of Chinese Govt banks at US$176 
million on Dec 31 compared with reported official short term balances 

of US$137.8 million same date. Both figures exclude surplus prop- 

erty account at U. S. Treasury and gold in Shanghai but include 
Central Bank gold in U.S. Difference believed mainly dollar securi- 

ties owned by Bank of China plus Central Bank vault cash. 

| ‘This communication was acknowledged by the Acting Secretary of State in 
‘his note of April 7, not printed. : 

> Chairman of the Chinese Technical Mission in Washington.
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Since preliminary figures for Jan 31 indicate decline of about US$18 
million, believe net dollar assets Govt bank sufficient for near term 
needs. Will ask Pei later information. — 

MarsHars 

893.5151 /3-2748 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

a SHANcHat, March 27, 1948. 
| a [Received March 27—4 : 42 a.m. | 

702. For Treasury, State, Commerce from Casaday. Following 
is simplified text Reuters despatch datelined Nanking March 26, 
carried prominently March 27 in English and Chinese language 
Shanghai press. Details unconfirmable in Shanghai today. Will be 
forwarded when ascertained. Oe 

“State Council today acted in 2-way move to halt inflation and 
stabilize prices by authorizing Central Bank of China to issue unspeci- 
fied amount short-term treasury notes as means absorbing idle capital 
and at same time approving measures for issuing stock shares on 
Government-owned assets? estimated at US $400,000,000 to back cur- | 
rency. ‘Treasury notes, which will be issued at beginning April, will 
carry 5 percent rate interest and be redeemable within varying periods 
of 1,2 and 3 months. | — 

Notes will bear face values of CN dollars 10 million, CN dollars 20 
million, CN dollars 50 million, CN dollars 100 million and C'N dollars 
1 billion. State-owned assets on which stock shares will be issued are 
held by China Merchants Steam Navigation Company, China Textile 
Industries Limited, National Resources Commission, together with 
items among enemy and puppet properties as well as J apanese repara- 
tions estimated at value of US dollars 400 million. Assets to [ be] 
assessed. These assets will be assessed by Ministries of Communica- 

' _. tions and Economic Affairs, and will be entered in Central Bank of 
China’s account before shares are issued. Stock shares will be sold | exclusively to private individuals and private business. corporations. 
No Government-owned enterprises will be allowed any of these shares. 
Each unit, after it has sold more than 50 percent of shares, may pro- 
ceed call meeting stockholders and elect board trustees organize a cor- 
poration with the country’s company laws.” , | 

Repeated Nanking 491. [Casaday.] | | 
| | —Cazor 

*Lauren W. Casaday, Assistant Treasury Representative in China. 
"For previous correspondence on this Subject, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vi1, pp. 1869-13838, passim. | | | |
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$93.5151/4-248 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, April 2, 1948—3 p. m. 
Oo | [Received April 2—12: 09 p. m.] 

_ 600. Finance Minister * confirms report of plan outlined paragraphs 
2 and 3 Shanghai ConGentel to Department 702, March 27, repeated 
Embassy as 491, for issuance short-term Treasury notes. Details, 
however, still being discussed in Executive Yuan. 

- Regarding issuance stock shares on [én?] Chinese Government en- 
terprises listed paragraph 4 reference telegram, Dr. Wong Wen-hao, 
chairman of NRC, states that agreement reached in concerned Chi- 
nese Government circles to permit issuance up to 50 percent of esti- . 
mated value such assets (which would permit Government to retain 
control of enterprises) with details especially with respect to assess- 
ment of properties yet to be worked out. Wong frankly admitted he 
was not certain that this procedure to inspire public confidence in 
Chinese currency would be efficacious. He said, however, step designed 
in part make favorable impression on US Government order demon- 
strate Chinese Government’s desire to utilize its own assets as means 
to inspire confidence in currency and to withdraw large amounts of 
speculative capital from circulation. 

- Embassy will comment when further details available. 
_ Sent Department as 600; repeated Shanghai 235. 

- Sruart 

893.51/4—1048 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

a | | Suanenal, April 10, 1948—2 p. m. 
, | [Received April 10—5 : 32 a. m.] 

820. For Treasury, State, Commerce from Casaday. General- 
issimo’s 2° “state of nation” address yesterday 9th (which understood 
being fully reported by Embassy “) featured in Shanghai press this 
morning. Generalissimo’s remarks on financial position somewhat 
differently reported by UP and Reuters. Both accounts agree speech 
stated total CNC note circulation end March was 70 trillion, that 
Government gold and silver in hand Central Bank amounts US 
$110,000,000 and that total CNC note issue could be redeemed for 

°O. K. Yui. : | 
* National Resources Commission. _ 

- 7 Chiang Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of 
China; inaugurated as President of the Republic of China on May 20, 1948. 

“ See telegram No. 638, April 9, 4 p. m., vol, vit, p. 187.
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US $110,000,000 at approximately current black market rate’ of 
600,000 to 1. Apparently no reference made in speech to rate of 
increase in note issue, which of course has been steadily increasing 

past 2 years and may now be estimated at about 30 percent per month. 
UP account reports speech to have stated that besides gold and 

silver, other assets include “additional US $290,000,000 in other 
Government assets including enemy property and Jap reparations 
and additional gold reserves of US $180,000,000”. UP despatch on 
financial assets concludes: “The Generalissimo said these figures taken 
together with the American loan™ totalled $1,000,000,000 in gold 
reserve which is 2 and 14 times the amount Government has ever had 
before”. 

Reuters despatch reads in part as follows on financial aspects: 

“President Chiang said, ‘the economic foundation is not only not 
shattered but is even more secure than last year’, he said, adding'that 
gold and silver reserves in the Central Bank are valued at US 
$110,000,000, while China had a reserve US $180,000,000 for foreign 
exchange. This makes a total reserve of US $290,000,000. — : 

| In addition, Government assets totalling US $400,000,000 can. be 
used as currency backing. He attributed rising prices to Communist 
propaganda and not economic reasons and added that China’s hold- 
ings of US $1,000,000,000 can now be used as security against the 
note issue”. | OO oO 

oo oo ~ [Casaday ] 
| oe oo — - Capor 

893.5151/5-1248 : Telegram oe a : | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHanowal, May 12, 1948—noon. 
ns oo [Received May 12—9 : 22 a. m.] 

1044. [To] ECA “8. Treasury and State from Casaday. Central 
Bank. official (Cyril Rogers **) in private conversation Saturday ex- 

_- pressed serious concern re general economic-financial position and 
- considerable pessimism re aid program in relation thereto. oo 

He said “conditions have never been so bad” as now (a) with official 
foreign exchange completely exhausted (except for working balances) 
and Central Bank borrowing foreign exchange from Bank of China 
for past 6 weeks. In this connection he stated that American prac- 
tice of including foreign exchange assets of so-called Government 

banks in estimates of China’s “official” exchange resources, although 

_ 4 Presumably assistance to be given China under the China. Aid Act of 1948, 
approved April 3;62 Stat. 158. For correspondence on this subject, see pp. 73 ff. 

* Economic Cooperation Administration. _ | re 
“ British adviser to the Central Bank of China: — eS
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natural in view general practice other countries, is of dubious justi- 
fication in China’s case. He deplored failure Chinese Government 
mobilize exchange resources these banks and termed “disgraceful” 
present necessity borrowing from them; (6) with April increase 
note issue 40% and budgetary situation “completely out of hand” 
‘(although no further figures given); and (c) with “shocking” in- 
eptitude, indifference, fear and general low morale in high Govern- 
ment circles, all of which he says have become much worse past 3 
months. 
_ He said facts of rapidly deteriorating situation repeatedly presented 
to Governor * with request Pei be informed while still in Washington 
but this never done except in personal letter from this official to Pei 
just before Pei’s departure from Washington and that consequently 
this official fears seriousness situation not fully realized in either Amer- 
ican or Chinese Government circles. He said no evidence of really 
constructive thinking in Chinese Government as to best utilization 
American aid (except various “plans” proposed for sake of appear- 
ances) and deplored fact that Chinese Government through Pei had 
not been ready with detailed operating proposals by now. He em- 
phasized this not Pei’s fault, but he fears that aid will not now become 
effective for two or three months and that this delay plus possible 
unwise administration may be “disastrous”. He strongly urged tough 
American policy and emphasized need for this policy to be tough in 
financial sense as well as in mere administrative. 

Specifically this official very dubious of wisdom of 60 million for 
reconstruction projects and of rural reconstruction program. He says 
this not the time to “reconstruct” in China. He urges most careful 
selection and limitation of projects with view to quick productivity. 
He hoped no technicians in industrial, agricultural and transportation 
projects will have final authority as to what projects shall be chosen 
but a tough-minded financial man preferably from US Treasury or 
Federal Reserve. . 

This official stresses absolute necessity of tightening money and 
regrets difficulty doing this under aid program. He says monthly rate 
of withdrawing CNC from circulation under present aid plans will 
be only about half rate at which new currency being pumped into 
economy quite aside from uses to which CNC proceeds of sales of aid 
goods will be put. He wishes it were possible dump large quantities 
aid goods on market at once withdrawing equivalent CNC and then 
keeping that CNC from flowing back into economy. He suggests that 
if price and black market stability could be achieved for even 2 or 3 
months, effect on confidence and public morale might be sufficient 

* Chang Kia-ngau, Governor of the Central Bank of China.
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reduce hoarding and speculation and stimulate natural processes eco- 
nomic recovery. He admits difficulty achieving this by any means so 
long as military and other Government departments have carte blanche 
access to Government exchequer and the printing presses but feels aid 
program will not even make deflationary dent on present situation 
if goods dribbled slowly into economy over 12 months and with con- — 
siderable portion used in directions where effect will be directly infla- 
tionary not deflationary. 

This official evinced some sense of frustration in getting sufficient 
support for his views in Chinese Government and indicated his willing- 
ness discuss problems from time to time privately with US officials 
if matter kept confidential. This will be followed up as occasion 
offers. | | 

. Addendum: Subsequently in separate conversation with Agricul- 
tural Attaché 1* K. P. Chen 2? expressed similar views and in some 
respect more strongly. Stressed need for immediate restoration of 
confidence and stabilizing of speculative spiral in next 60 days. Much 
stability essential before important reconstruction projects can be 
successfully undertaken. Stressed need for dovetailing reconstruc- 
tion projects with measures to retard present rapidly accelerating rate 
of inflation. . : - 

Sent Department 1044; pouched Nanking 814. [Casaday.] 
—_ | | Canor 

893.5151/6-2648 : Telegram | | 

~The Consul at Shanghai (Pilcher) to the Secretary of State 

| | SHANGHAT, June 26, 1948—1 p. m. 

| [Received June 26—2: 07 a. m.] 

1436. ReContel 1430, June 25,18 repeated Nanking as 1170. Morn- 
ing press reported chaotic conditions prevailed in all commodity mar- 
kets yesterday with prices recording up to 50% increases. Black 
market quotation US dollars at 10 a. m. today'started at 4,700,000, an 
increase over yesterday’s closing quotation by 700,000. Shanghai is 
rumor-mad, according press. One rumor reported ConGen this morn- 
ing Generalissimo being detained in north. 

Following description situation yesterday given by China Daily 
Tribune; “As if some imminent danger had been in sight, as if radical 
change had taken place, as if pillars of nations had fallen down into 

** Owen L. Dawson. 
” Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Shanghai Commercial and Savings 

Se Not printed ; it reported that the exchange rate in Shanghai had opened 20% 
higher on June 25 than on the previous day (893.5151/6-2548).
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pieces, as if this part of world had alone come to its ‘doomsday’, whole 
city was almost reduced to doubt, despair, fear, terror, and, in one 

_ word, confusion.” Oo Ne | | 
Garrison commander Hsuan Tieh-wu at press conference yesterday 

reported by 7’ribune to have frankly admitted economic section gar- 
rison headquarters and economic section Shanghai police not suf- 
ficient ‘check economic situation into which city being thrown and 
total economic collapse might face city unless most energetic pre- 
ventive measures taken in time. He asked for combined efforts Cen- 
tral Government, local authorities and general public “to face situation 
squarely” and seek settlement current debacle. General also reported 

to have said stabilization economic situation must be basically effected 

through more rational distribution social wealth. China Press re- 
peated [reported] him as saying he has made recommendation Nan- 
king authorities [that] administration provinces south of Yangtze, 
educational and cultural organizations and economic affairs should be 
placed under control of military headquarters. sy : 
_Pouched Nanking 1174. — : | 

| PILCHER 

898.61321/7-748 | , | | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of Chinese 
: Affairs (Sprouse) 

[Wasuineton,] July 7, 1948. 
Participants: Mr. Pei Tsu-yi, Chief of Chinese Technical Mission 

| Mr. Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern Affairs 
Mr. Sprouse, Chief of Division of Chinese Affairs 

Mr. Pei Tsu-yi called by appointment upon Mr. Butterworth this. 
morning to discuss the possibility of an extension of the date of repay- 
ment of Chinese obligations under the Export-Import Bank cotton 
credit of $33 million.” | 
Mr. Pei stated that he had been requested by Mr. O. K. Yui, Minister 

of Finance,” to explore here the possibility of such extension. He 
described the conversation that he had had with Mr. Clarence Gauss,. 
Export-Import Bank, on this subject. Mr. Pei said that Mr. Gauss. 

. had given him no encouragement and had pointed out how serious it 
would be if the Chinese Government were to be placed in a position. 
of defaulting if it failed to meet its payments under this credit. Mr.. 
Pei explained that payments were due beginning with July and extend- 

* See Department’s telegram No. 493, March 19, 1946, 7 p. m., Foreign Rela-- 
tions, 1946, vol. x, p. 967. | 

*Mr. Yui was appointed Governor of the Central Bank of China on May 21. 
and was no longer Chinese Minister of Finance.
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ing over a period until the end of the year, a $5 million payment being 
due in July, $10 million being due in August, and the other payments 
representing a total of $3 or $4 million per month. He further stated 
that in view of the serious foreign exchange position of the Chinese 
Government, the latter would find-it difficult to:‘meet these payments, 
particularly during the ‘next two months before the Aid program for 
China should get completely under way. Mr. Pei said that he had 
suggested to Mr. Gauss the possibility of the Chinese concluding a 
sales contract for the export of tin to the U. S., which would logically 
fall within the provision of the Economic Cooperation Act with 
respect to the development of strategic materials and the export of 
such materials to the U.S. Mr. Gauss questioned him regarding the 
purpose of such an arrangement, pointing out that if it were for the 
purpose of meeting Chinese obligations under the cotton credits he 
could give no encouragement. Mr. Pei replied that such an arrange- 
ment could be made for the purpose of providing grounds for exten- 
sion of the dates of Chinese payments. | 7 
“Mr. Pei then asked Mr. Butterworth if he had any ideas on this 

subject which would meet the Chinese difficulties. Mr. Butterworth 

described to him the note which had recently been sent to the Chinese 
Ambassador 2 in reply to the Chinese request * for a postponement 

of payment of Chinese obligations totalling $2.8 or $2.9 million under 
lend-lease arrangements. Mr. Butterworth pointed out that the De- 
partment’s reply was based on two considerations: 1) In presenting 
the justification for the China Aid Program the Department had 
taken into consideration, in connection with the Chinese balance of 
payments position, Chinese Government obligations to U. 8. Govern- 

ment agencies; and 2) the Congress had clearly indicated in its 
consideration of the various foreign aid programs the necessity of 
foreign governments meeting such obligations to the U. 8. Govern- 
ment. The total amount of aid made available to foreign govern- 
ments under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 74 had made provision 
for sufficient aid to enable these countries to meet such obligations. 
The Department had therefore found it impossible to accede to the 

Chinese Ambassador’s request. These same considerations would 
apply to the $33 million cotton credits. - | 

Mr. Butterworth informed Mr. Pei that there will, however, be no 
objection to his exploring with ECA, the Export-Import Bank and 
the Treasury Department, as the stockpiling agency, the possibility 

of an arrangement for the export of tin to the United States as 
described by Mr. Pei. a | 

24 Approved April 8, 1948: 62 Stat. 187. Oo a | . 
Dated July 1, p. 696. : 

* Dated June 28, p. 695. - ce
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'893.5151/7-1248 : Telegram | oS 

Phe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHANGHAI, July 12, 1948—1 p. m. 
| [Received July 12—4: 02 a. m.] 

1552. For Treasury. and ‘State from Casaday. Reourtel 1044, May 
12, repeated Nanking 814. Cyril Rogers (who says K. P. Chen and 
Li Ming ** concur, although this concurrence rather late in develop- 
ing) again expressed utmost pessimism and downright alarm re 
general financial situation. Rogers believes it is “50-50 toss-up” 

_ Whether there will be complete collapse of fapi during next 3 to 6 
months despite American aid program. He assumes such collapse 
would bring with it virtual disintegration Nanking regime and high 

_ probability of “shooting in streets” with prominent Government 
officials and all foreigners as. most popular targets and scapegoats. 

Rogers fervently repeated his hope that projects under aid pro- 
gram be cut to minimum and CNC proceeds from sales aid goods 
‘be sterilized maximum possible extent. 

Although Rogers among those who denied in May (see mytels to 
Embassy 866 and 872, May 18, and Embtel 248, May 2675) that Chi- 
nese Government was seriously considering imminent conversion of 
currency, he now states that realization of seriousness of situation has 
finally seeped up to highest levels with result that near panic reigns 
on Olympus and Generalissimo is said to be seriously considering cur- 
rency conversion before end 1948 with or without United States 
backing. 

This possibility greatly adds to alarm already felt by Rogers and 
others who believe such plan could not be kept secret in China with 
result that fapz would completely blow up prior to conversion and that 
as soon as it became known (as it must immediately) that new cur- 
rency also had no backing, it too would blow up within 3 months. 
And, as Rogers put it, “currency conversion is something you can’t try 
two or three times, it’s got to be made to work the first time”. 

Generalissimo and Prime Minister,” however, seem to have naive 
belief that because it took 11 years for fapi to reach its present plight 
a new currency issued at say 8 or 4 or 5 to the United States dollar 
would take at least another 5 or 6 years to travel the same course, 
even though unbacked. | | 

Asked whether there is sufficient new currency on hand to effect a 
conversion, Rogers said yes, that “Sun” currency printed at various 
times beginning as far back as when Kung * was Finance Minister 

™ President-of the Chekiang Industrial Bank. oo oe 7 
* None printed. oe *° Wong Wen-hao. . * H. H. Kung was Chinese Minister of Finance from 1933 to 1944. |
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is stored in Shanghai (Embassy see last paragraph mytel 866) and 

would be quantitatively sufficient in aggregate for conversion but not 

certain that enough of various denominations. He said this point 

and “thousand other details” likely to be overlooked until last minute 

if Nanking typically “goes off half cocked” on this enterprise. In 

regard reference telegrams, however, Rogers repeated that he knows 

of no recent printings of small denomination notes in Rangoon or 

elsewhere. Present stock of “Sun” currency has been on hand for 

atleast 18or20months = = = = Se a | 

Rogers asked whether there is any chance of getting stabilization 

aid (which he says should be recognized as straight political loan or 

grant) from United States during 1948. He feels Washington does 

not fully appreciate seriousness Chinese situation, partly be- 

cause Pei not given sufficient facts by Chinese Government nor in- 

structions to present strong case. Rogers seeking permission Chinese: 

Government to proceed Washington ostensibly confer with Pei but 

actually to talk straight from shoulder to key United States personnel 

and he doubts he will get such permission, however, 

Assuming there is no chance of stabilization loan or grant from 

United States during 1948, Rogers is advising Chinese Government to 

hang on for dear life until new Congress in January 1949, trying best. 

to make aid program do as much good and little harm as possible and 

then (if Chinese Government still here) to bend every effort obtain 

immediate stabilization loan. He admits this advice hard to give and 

still harder to take now that Nanking seems finally to realize regime 

has only about 50-50 chance surviving next 6 months. | | 

Sent Department 1552, repeated Nanking 1260. [Casaday.] 

| | CaBorT 

893.5151/7-1248 : Telegram ; . 

: The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

- . Swaneowat, July 12, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received July 12—10: 04 a.m. | 

1559. For Treasury and State from Casaday. Reourtel 1552, 

July 12, repeated Nanking 1260. Chinese official (who wants 

this message held in highest secrecy as any Chinese hearing of 

it would likely be able identify its source) says he was member com- 

mittee of three asked last week by Prime Minister, allegedly with 

Generalissimo’s concurrence, draw up technical details for immediate 

currency conversion. Committee made stab at task but appended 

notations as to difficulties and dangers attempting conversion at this 

time. a |
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_ Although committee members not present when report presented to 
Generalissimo, latter apparently took note of committee’s critical 
reservations (and presumably also Rogers’ strongly worded advice 
which must have reached him about same time, see reference telegram ) 
and is said to have postponed idea of currency conversion for further 
consideration but with comment to effect that “something may have to 
be done soon nevertheless.” | 

| - Aforesaid Chinese official (my informant), realizing precariousness 
present situation and that events may force Generalissimo’s hand and _ 
precipitate ill-advised action, thereupon presented concurrently to 
Governor Central Bank and Minister Finance * plan he has long had © 
in'mind for temporary but substantial contracting of visiting [ewist- 
ing] currency and consequent easing of present hyper-inflationary 
pressure. Plan proposes immediate forceful seizure by Government 
of all godowns and other inventory stocks in Shanghai, immediate 
dumping on market of 25 percent of seized goods, proceeds to be turned 
over to Issue Department of Central Bank for use in meeting regular 
demands thereon. Plan proposes goods so seized and sold be consid- 
ered capital levy upon owners without recompense or as forced loan to 
be repaid by Government at some indefinite future. Informant says 
he has figures showing probable extent and duration of deflation which 
scheme would produce and that it would give “definite relief and 
breathing spell of at least 3 months.” 

- Plan said strongly favored by Finance Minister who congratulated 
author personally and said he would push it with Prime Minister and 
Generalissimo. But 0. K. Yui (who my informant says more closely 
tied in with Shanghai business interests) equally strongly condemned 
plan and personally “bawled out” its author. 

_ No report yet as to attitude of Prime Minister and Generalissimo. 
.Sent Department 1559, repeated Nanking as 1264. [Casaday.] 

| - Cazor 

893.51/7-2748 : Telegram oe 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a | | NaAnxIine, July 27, 1948—6 p. m. 
— | a [Received 10:89 p. m.] 

1378. Inflation continues apace with no sign development of mod- 
erating conditions or ability Government to take Draconian measures _ 
otherwise imperative. As reported by Shanghai, all signs point to 
fact dollar reserves have been exhausted. After initial export [spurt 

* Wang Yun-wu.
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of exports] ® ore [in] June resulting from exchange surrender Ctif ** 

plan for which much was hoped, accelerating rise of US dollar in 
black market with Ctf’s failing to keep pace has resulted in loss once 
more of incentive exporters to export. Open market rate plus value 

Ctf’s now only half black market dollar rate. Evidence increasing 

that paralyzing effect of inflation, now approaching galloping phase, 
has more than counterbalanced. speculative but nevertheless stimulat~ 
ing influence of uninterrupted ‘price rise. Inflation-caused [slash] 
in civil airline schedules, universally visible evidence of. commodity 
hoarding, and increased frequency on more hectic days of general 
boarding up of shops are.cases in point. So long as: civil war con- 
tinues and Government fails to adopt logical economic measures and. 

to demonstrate ability to enforce them, the end of this devastating 

spiralisnotyetinsight. i 7 

Sent Department 1373; repeated Shanghai 657. a | 

oo | -.. Sruarr 

-- 898.5151/7-2948: Telegram Se , 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NankING, July 29, 1948. 
: [Received July 30—3: 10 a. m.} 

1387. At July 29 press conference Director Chinese Government 

Information Office *4 replied to questions by correspondents re new 

measures announced July 28 on relaxation Government control over 

privately-owned foreign exchange assets by means written statement. 

briefed as follows: , ) 4 : 

Main object new regulations step-up production in China and utilize 
idle capital. Also-to encourage interest of overseas Chinese in indus- 
trial development at home. During period when foreign exchange 
under control, adequate supplies for maintenance our industries -per- 

sistent problem. Regulations have following principal objectives : 
(1) To promote productive enterprises actually needed in China-by 
facilitating importation machinery and other equipment now unob- 
tainable this country; (2) to meet requirements for raw materials of 
existing productive enterprises by permitting use of foreign funds. 
of Chinese nationals for purchase commodities. This to be accom- 
plished [by] (a) stabilization of value of money invested in such pro- 
ductive enterprises and (b) supplementing present requirements of 
productive enterprises through importation of materials and com- 
modities required; (3) to halt import of highly profitable luxuries: 
which have hitherto been brought in.by unscrupulous traders under 
pretense of being funds of overseas Chinese. Oo 

” Bracketed insertions based on Embassy file copy of telegram. | 
*° Certificate. nn 
| Hollington K. Tong.
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New program devised meet actual present needs. Import proce- 
dures simple as possible order assure maximum results. Authorities 
concerned will extend every possible facility to applicant importers. 
New undertaking designed supplement American aid program; essen- 
tially a self-help program. . American aid to China, while generously 
large, is, of course, insufficient to meet all China’s economic needs. 
China deeply grateful for what US doing but acutely conscious of 
her duty to utilize all available Chinese resources in present economic 
situation., Hence expressly hoped new policy will induce sizeable 
investments of foreign funds of Chinese nationals in productive en- 
terprises in China. | | 

| Full texts of new measures and comment being sent Department by 
Consulate General Shanghai. , | : 

Department please refer to ECA. | 
Sent Department 1387; repeated Shanghai 668. | 

STUART 

898.5151 /7-3048 | | | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
a (Butterworth) to the Secretary of State 

oo | [Wasutneron,] July 30, 1948. 
The following paragraph of a letter from Livingston T. Merchant, 

Economic Counselor of the Embassy at Nanking, puts in concise form 
the inflationary situation which has been the subject of numerous 
telegrams and despatches: | 

“One last note on inflation. There is no doubt in my mind that the 
Central Bank is absolutely out of dollar exchange. The inflation is 
now taking on an explosive form with the first signs beginning to 
appear of the actual physical slowdown of the conduct of business 
which characterizes the final stages. For example, this morning 
CNAC * announced the suspension of all flights on the Shanghai— 
Nanking shuttle simply because official approval of rate increases 
lags too far behind the almost daily rises in the cost of aviation gas. 
More and more stores in Shanghai and other cities are putting up their 
shutters. rather than risk holding fapi even a few hours. The rate 
went over eight million in Shanghai yesterday and until this morning 
the largest denomination bill in circulation was worth only slightly 
over one cent gold. I must confess, with the war continuing I would 
be myself at wits’ end to know what durable constructive measures 
could be taken. Like all things in China, however, I imagine it will 
take longer to reach the end of the road than one might suppose.” 

| W. W[atron] B[urrerworrn] 

* Airgram No. A-690, July 30, and telegram No. 1388, July 29, 6 p. m., neither 
printed. | 

“China National Aviation Corporation. :
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893.51/8-348 a 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by Mr. Robert N. Magill 
of the Division of Chinese Affairs 

| _. [Wasurneton,] August 3, 1948. 

- Mr. Doherty * of FN called by telephone today to say that the 
Federal Reserve Board had inquired on behalf of the New York 
Federal Reserve Bank as to whether the Department had any ob- 
jection to that Bank’s compliance with a request from the Central 
Bank of China for a three months’ extension of its ten million dollar 
gold-secured loan. This loan has been in effect for three months, 
bears interest at 114 percent, and is secured by gold holdings of the 
Central Bank on deposit with the New York Federal Reserve. My 
impression is that the loan is being used primarily to finance cotton 
imports. 

Mr. Doherty and I agreed that China’s use of its own financial 
resources, while of direct interest to the United States, should not, in | 
general, be subject to United States approval. In this particular 
case the transaction has a quasi-private character and we could think 
of no overriding reason for taking exception to the proposed extension _ 
of the loan. I decided to speak for CA ® on this matter since an 
answer was desired immediately and since I was confident that there 
would be no political grounds for objection. oo 

893.515/8-348 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

| Nanxrna, August 3, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received August 3—1: 49 p. m.] 

1426. Prime Minister Wong Wen-hao told me August 3 in strictest 
confidence that Executive Yuan is currently and urgently considering 
currency reform measures decided upon at top level conference last 

week with Generalissimo in Mokanshan. Prime Minister expressed 
his hope and expectation of public announcement within a week or 
10 days. | 

Prime Minister stated Cabinet’s calculation that at black market 
rates total CNC now in circulation has value of only US dollars 30 
million. As backing he stated Central Bank holds 2,600,000 ounces 
of gold and 50 million pieces of silver of various weights. He added 
Central Bank has no foreign exchange holdings but that hard cur- 
rency holdings of Bank of China and other Government banks added 

“Hdward W. Doherty, Assistant Chief of the Division of Financial Affairs. 
* Division of Chinese Affairs. |
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to gold and silver given above provides total bullion and foreign 
exchange assets available for backing new currency in a total amount 
slightly under US dollars 200 million. 

Plan envisages issuance new notes in large denominations and call- 
ing [in?] outstanding CNC. New issue would be under control of 
a commission established for this purpose, membership of which would 
include outstanding private individuals. Commission would observe 
(but apparently not control) emission new currency and make full 
reports to public each month. 

As directly related measure Prime Minister told me Pei Tsu-yee is | 
negotiating in Washington for 10-year loan of US dollars 300 million 
from US Government, proceeds of which, if secured, would be used 
to purchase silver for minting of coinage for general circulation. 
Proposed backing for this loan stated to be pledging export sales 
proceeds of Chinese tin, tungsten and antimony which Prime Minister 
estimates at present prices and present archaic mining and transport 
methods should produce US dollars 30 million per annum. 

In conclusion, Prime Minister admitted foregoing measures do not 
affect directly central budgetary problem resulting from financing 
civil war, but he expressed to me his belief that they might arrest the 
rise in prices and “carry the country” for 1 or 2 years. 

Sent Department 1426, repeated Shanghai 690 for Cabot and 
Casaday. 

STUART 

893.51 /8-348 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

Wasuineron, August 5, 1948—7 p. m. 
1132. Dept appreciated receiving info contained urtel 1426 Aug 3 

and will shortly give you benefit of its view on proposals.3¢ 
However Dept wishes immediately to advise you that info given 

you by Wong Wen-hao as set forth in fourth para urtel under ref- 
erence is not correct. No negotiations are taking place in Wash for 
loan of $300 million to the ChiGovt for currency stabilization or any 
other purpose. Dept does not understand how Tsu-yi Pei’s negotia- 
tion with Eximbank with view to obtaining postponement of unpaid 
two-thirds of $33 million cotton loan, payments for which are shortly 
falling due, and his efforts in connection with the subject matter of 
Ecaro 186, July 27,37 could result in distortion of this extent and 
nature. 7 7 | 

°° No reply found in Department files. — | 
‘Not found in Department files: Ecato is symbol used to designate ECA head- quarters messages to field establishments. 

429-525—73-—_25
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Emb should seek early occasion to clarify this matter in mind 

of Wong Wen-hao for it is important that no such proposal be looked. 

to by the Chinese as a possible buttress to any currency action which 

they may choose to take. 

When Tsu-yi Pei was informally queried about this matter last eve- 

ning he stated categorically that he had no instruction to [for?] nego- 

tiation any such loan. For Embs own info only, Tsu-yi Pel doubtless 

pointed out in one of his telegrams that if a sales contract for the 

3 metals listed could be arranged with the Bureau of Federal Supply, 

it might at some future date form the security basis for Eximbank 

loan similar to prewar commodity credits of Eximbank. However he 

stated to Dept in strictest confidence that he had never mentioned in 

| his tels any specific amount, time duration or end uses for any new 

loan. 
MarsHaLi 

893.51/8—-1148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, Nanxinea, August 11, 1948—6 p. m. 

[Received August 12—6:33a.m.} _ 

1488. We communicated to Wong Wen-hao August 11 gist of third 

paragraph Deptel 1182, August 5 (see also Embtel 1426, August 3). 

Prime Minister stated instructions of Pei Tsu-yee re attempt to nego- 

tiate loan under reference had not been transmitted to him and project 

is still in Cabinet discussion stage. Pei had, however, been instructed 

by Prime Minister to explore informally in Washington probable 

reaction to long-term US purchase contract for strategic materials 

which would provide security for loan covering modern mining ma- 

chinery et cetera. According to Prime Minister, Pei had reported 

that informal discussions this subject with unidentified committee in 

Washington had been encouraging. In any event Wong Wen-hao is 

not now under any misapprehension in this matter. 

In reply to question Prime Minister stated that projected economic 

and currency measures will probably be made public in next few days. 

In marked contrast to his customary buoyancy, Prime Minister dis- 

cussed present situation in gloomy terms. He admitted currency re- 

form measures contemplated do not touch root of matter which is 

massive budget imbalance caused by civil war expenditures. He 

expressed hope, however, rate of inflation might thereby be braked 

and period of some months relative stability of prices secured. At 

end he said he trusted Secretary fully appreciated seriousness of 

China’s situation with bankruptcy apparently only few months ahead. 

= Stuarr
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811.516 Export-Import Bank/8-1248 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart). to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, August 12, 1948—3 p.m. 
| [Received August 12—4: 36 a. m.] 

1491. Embassy received late August 11, third person note from 
Foreign Office dated August 8, informing Embassy of dispatch of 
Foreign Office cable to Chinese Ambassador in Washington re exten- 
sion $33,000,000 Eximbank cotton credit. Verbatim text Foreign 
Office cable follows which Foreign Office requests Department trans- 
mit immediately to Eximbank. 

“The Executive Yuan authorizes Dr. Wellington Koo, Chinese Am- 
_ bassador to the United States, to assent on behalf of the Government 

of the Republic of China to an extension of payment of principal and 
interest on the drafts drawn on-and accepted by the Bank of China 
under line of credit of $33,000,000 established by the Export and Im- 
port Bank in favor of the Bank of China on March 14, 1946 to finance 
the export of cotton to China and unconditionally guaranteed by the 
Government of the Republic of China. Such extension of payment 
may be agreed to by the New York branch of the Bank of China. 
Ambassador Koo is further authorized and directed to execute guar- 
-anty in the name of and on behalf of the Government of the Republic 
of China on such obligation as may be given to evidence the extended 
maturities of principal and interest of the cotton drafts.” 

STUART 

811.516 Export-Import Bank/8—-1248 : Telegram | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineron, August 13, 1948—7 p. m. 

1178. On Aug 11 Board Directors Eximbank considered request 
Chinese Amb that remaining payments principal $33 million cotton 
credit be postponed beginning Aug 15 for period 6 months interest 
‘payments to continue as heretofore (urtel 1491 Aug 12). After con- | 
siderable discussions with representatives Bank China Eximbank 
reached agreement with reps and approved following arrangement 
which considered best solution of problem presented by China’s in- 
ability to meet outstanding maturities estimated about $21 million: 
(1) Eximbank to recall before Aug 15 cotton drafts now held by vari- 

| ous commercial banks (2) Drafts falling due on or before Aug 14 to 
be paid in full by Bank China NY agency together with accrued 
interest (3) Interest accrued on drafts maturing on or after Aug 15 
to be paid in full by NY agency Bank China on that date and (4) 
Maturities of principal of drafts outstanding due on or after Aug 
15 to be extended and adjusted through supplemental agreement which
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will provide for payment thereof in approx equal monthly install- 
ments from Feb 15 to Oct 15 1949 with interest at 214 percent. 

No publicity is to be given foregoing. 
Following for secret info Emb and Treas Rep as minimum con- 

dition of and as consideration for extension maturity cotton drafts 
Bank China NY agency to file with Eximbank a letter to Irving Trust | 
Co instructing latter to sell securities Bank China pledged to and held 
by it and to pay to Eximbank net proceeds such sale over and above 
amount then owing to Irving Trust under its overdraft with Bank 
China it being understood that Bank China shall on last working day 
each month submit to Eximbank statement any change or changes in | 
securities held by Irving Trust since date last previous statement 
together with amount indebtedness to Irving Trust then secured by 
them and that Eximbank will not present letter of authorization and 
direction to Irving unless default shall have occurred in payments on 
cotton drafts as readjusted or certain other contingencies such as 
receivership shall have occurred. 

Rep Bank China informed Eximbank that securities in custody 
Irving Trust amount to $42 million and are pledged as security for 
overdraft privilege of $25 million of which about $14 million was 

being used as of Jul 21. | 
| | MarsHALL 

103.ECA/8—1448 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NankIne, August 14, 1948—2 p. m. 
[ Received August 14—4: 50 a. m.] 

1514. Merchant was invited by Gilpatric,** Griffin *® and Sumner *° 
of ECA to attend meeting August 13 with Finance Minister Wang 
Yun-wu. ECA had arranged conference to query Finance Minister 
regarding economic and fiscal program widely touted as imminent 

| by press. Existence such program, admittedly conceived in principle 
at Mokanshan conference, has been closely guarded secret of Prime 
Minister and exclusive handful his Cabinet. | 

Finance Minister Wang confirmed existence integrated program 
and left inference, without specifying, that its promulgation was 
imminent. Wang described the program in vague outline as con- 

88 Donald 8S. Gilpatric, Deputy Chief of the Economic Cooperation Adminis- 
tration (ECA) China Mission and concurrently Attaché at the Consulate General 
at Shanghai. | : : , 

* Robert A. Griffin, Special. Assistant to Roger D. Lapham, Chief of the ECA 
‘China Mission. 3 

“ John D. Sumner, Chief Economic Adviser, ECA China Mission. -
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sisting related measures (1) to increase taxes (2) to reduce Govern- 
ment expenditures (8) encourage exports, such as US needed strategic 
metals and (4) bring bullion and hard currency holdings both in 
China and abroad under Central Bank control. He mentioned pro- | 
posed establishment supervisory board to watch over currency 
emission but made no reference to possibility recall of fapi and is- 
suance new currency. Wang emphasized present lack of confidence in 
currency as important contributor to inflation. 

In response to questions Wang stated (1) plans will be developed _ 
to control credit creation by Government banks and to place them 
regarding issuance cashiers checks under same rules and restraints 
as now apply ordinary commercial banks; (2) effort will be made 
to impose stricter budgetary controls and procedures on Ministry 
National Defense, though his facial expression indicated that his 

hopes in this direction were realistically modest; (3) he is aware 
personally ultimate necessity impose realistic real estate tax par- 
ticularly in urban centers. | 

7 Projected increased taxes concentrated on custom duties (already 
announced and reported by Consulate General Shanghai) and com- 

_ modities tax. Cabinet also next month will renew effort secure Legis- 
lative Yuan approval to increase salt tax. Time lag in calculation 
of taxes also to be greatly reduced, and rates for Government services 
such as railroads to be raised to realistic levels. 

Approximate total annual expenditures stated to be equivalent 1 
billion US dollars. Projected tax [revenues counted on providing 
45 percent this figure. Additional 20 percent of total expenditures 
expected to be raised by sale Govt assets, such as former Jap properties 
and surplus property items. 

Remaining gap amounting to 35 percent of total expenditures to 
be closed by ist, in all realism, by resort to printing press; 2d, by 

_ development present nebulous plans for opening books for voluntary 
private subscription to new Govt bond issue; 3d, presumably by partial 
reliance on sterilization ECA special] “* account, although this was 
implied but not expressed explicitly by Wang; and 4th, one must 
assume large measure of hope. 

ECA representatives noted unwillingness of Finance Minister to 
make available detailed information regarding economic and financial 
reform program on which neither Embassy nor ECA was consulted. 
ECA representatives disturbed by possibility program may contain 
significant currency action of character which done in haste may 
backfire and foredoom repetition to failure. 

“ Bracketed insertion based on Embassy file copy of telegram..
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It was requested and Wang agreed that immediately following 
public announcement of program he will appoint small group trusted 
lieutenants to discuss with similar group ECA mission details execu- 
tion program and future related measures to enable ECA fully to 
inform itself and to have opportunity to comment before rather than | 

after the event. | 
Embassy believes forthcoming program will constitute supreme 

effort Wong Wen-hao Cabinet for self-help in economic areas. Its 
chances success unpredictable until full content and form known | 
though we must admit T. V. Soong’s * asserted lack of faith in it 
does not bode well for its efficacy. Moreover, Finance Minister's pres- 
entation was not exactly confidence-inspiring. Embassy believes it 
would be a mistake for US Government to intervene at this point in 
effort to delay its public announcement to provide opportunity for 
constructive criticism by US. Accelerated pace of inflation clearly 
does require prompt Cabinet action. Moreover, having stressed these 
many months need for self-help by Chinese Government, we would 
place ourselves in vulnerable position in requesting delay. Todoso © 
would be to assume substantial participation in matter which is Chi- 
nese sovereign responsibility. 

Evening of August 13 Wong Wen-hao confirmed to Lapham Govt 
intent to issue new currency and stated Generalissimo had that after- 
noon authorized him to proceed according to Cabinet over-all plan. 
Timing was not revealed. | | 
Lapham and associates have seen this telegram. Sent Dept, 

pouched Shanghai. 
| STUART 

893.5151/8-1548 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| Suanenat, August 15, 1948—10 a. m. 
[Received August 15—12: 33 a. m.] 

1805. For State and Treasury from Casaday and Parker.*® Re- | 
Embtel believed sent August 14.44 Rogers says Central Bank officials 
Shanghai standing by since Friday night awaiting last minute details 
from Nanking for currency conversion scheduled [go in ]to effect Mon- 
day August 16. However, up to late hour Saturday, go-ahead signal 
not yet received Shanghai which leads officials here to think there may 
be postponement of few days. | 

“ Governor of Kwangtung and former Chinese Minister of Finance. 
“Paul C. Parker, Treasury Department employee and member of the ECA 

Reconstruction Survey Mission which was sent to China in June to recommend 
allocation of funds for reconstruction projects under the China Aid Act of 1948. 

“ Telegram No. 1514, supra.
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7 Although Rogers opposed conversion under present circumstances, 
he has urged through O. K. Yui that if it is going to be done, it be 
done immediately; that is, early this week as (a) market conditions 
relatively under control just now and (0) secret surely cannot be 
kept more than few additional days and leakage now might prove 
disastrous. | 

Exact details conversion allegedly not known here but Rogers says 
apparently public announcement will be made of fixed ratio reserves 
to note circulation although no specific proposals advanced for budget 
balancing, tax reform, et cetera. Government apparently relying on 
optimistic calculation of reserve as per Embtel 1426,*° repeated Shang- 
hai 690. Exchange rate with dollar one of details being awaited from 
Nanking but thought rate to be either 8 or 4 to 1 US dollar. “Sun” 
paper notes to be used with subsidiary silver coins. Although full 
requirements coins not now available here, Prime Minister reported 
to have said conversion not to be delayed this account. 

Sent Department 1805, repeated Nanking 1488. [Casaday and 
Parker. ] : | 

| CaBor 

103.ECA/8—1448 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasuinetTon, August 16, 1948—3 p. m. 
1186. Dept appreciative of your 1514, Aug 14 and is wholly in 

accord with Embs view as expressed in the latter half of third from 
last para. : | 

| MarsHALL 

893.5151/8-1748 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, August 17, 1948—5 p. m. 
: [Received August 17—10:18 a. m.] 

1829. For Treasury and ECA and State from Casaday and 
Parker. Currency reform measures previously reported Embtel 1426, 
August 3 and ConGentel 1805, August 15, repeated Nanking 1438 
(plan A) now reported suspended pending consideration alternative 
proposal (plan B) which would have effect putting Chinese currency 
on gold standard. Alternative plan being advanced by Central Bank 
which on Sunday August 15 balked at earlier proposal. Reported 
practically certain either A or B will go into effect prior September 1. 

“ August 3, p. 378.
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Plan B taken to Nanking August 16 by Governor Yui and now ap- 

proved by Prime Minister, Finance Minister and Foreign Affairs 

Minister. Yui and Prime Minister now Kuling seeking final ap- 

proval from Generalissimo. Proposal discussed T. V. Soong who ap- 
proves. Reported that only other persons Chinese Government who 
know plan are Deputy Governor Central Bank,** Assistant Finance 

Minister Hsu and Rogers who is reported author of plan. Accord- 
ingly utmost secrecy required handling this information, including no 
disclosure International Monetary Fund. 

Basis of proposal is that gold held by Ministry of Finance and 
under personal control Generalissimo will be “loaned” Central Bank 

which, backed by Executive Yuan, will give assurance return of at 
least substantial portion in 3 to 5 months. Central Bank will use 
gold as reserve against new currency and sell gold on demand against 
new currency. Gold regulations will be revised so as to authorize 

buying, selling gold only through Central Bank. Gold to be bought- 

sold only few places in China. Plan provides valuation of currency 
probably at 4 units to dollar with domestic gold price equivalent dol- 
lars 85 per ounce. Ratio with dollar and other foreign currencies 

. would be maintained through establishment single fixed exchange rate. 
Currency would be issued in fixed ratio to gold reserve and note 

issue would be stabilized. Budget would be balanced following in- © 
stitution of plan; Central Bank feels there will be breathing space 

of at least month and half to 2 months following conversion in which 
balancing budget can be achieved. Well understood that only pos- 
sibility of success this daring proposal is attainment balanced budget. | 
Minister of Defense *” reported willing make very substantial reduc- 

tion his budget if assured stability of prices. 
Bank estimates it may be forced to sell up to dollars 20 million in 

gold, but at that level contraction of currency would create such tight 

money situation that public would be forced to sell gold and foreign 

exchange holdings, so that some gold would be returned. During 

initial period there would be almost complete restriction on credit 

and cost of living indices would be abolished. 
Present note issue, with allowance for northeastern currency, equiv- 

alent approximately 625 trillion CNC (Taiwan will be excluded from 

conversion plan). No information available to us on total bank de- 

posits for which average reserve less than 80 percent. Bank proposes 

immediately preceding conversion date it will drive up black market 

rate to at least above 20 million to 1 US and on date of conversion 

BM * rate would be made official. This procedure, by reducing dol- 

*S. Y. Liu. 
“Gen. Ho Ying-chin. | 
“ Black market. |
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lar value of present note issue, would greatly reduce quantity gold 
necessary back currency. | ~ oe 

Sun currency has been distributed to Central Bank branches 
throughout China during past 10 days. However, small denomina- 
tion notes (equivalent to fractional part of dollar) insufficient and 
coins not yet available. Therefore, large portion of present fapi 
would be kept in circulation to perform function subsidiary coins, 
possibly until end December. | 

Reported that plan could be put into effect within 24 hours of 
Generalissimo’s approval, although Central Bank would prefer at least 
another week to work out final details such as pricing policy for im- 
ports now coming in at reduced rate, recasting of China aid program, 
determination of internal remittance rate policy, interest rates, etc. 

| 2. Three days prior inauguration plan B, US would be officially 
advised, probably by Koo visit to Secretary of State. Forty-eight 
hours prior inauguration Koo will advise Gutt of IMF,” and 24 hours 
prior Koo will advise Board of Executive Directors in form of com- 
municating an exchange rate. Date of conversion will be weekend 
or specially declared bank holiday. On morning conversion date Ex- 
ecutive Yuan will be called for early morning meeting and for first 
time advised of plan immediately prior public announcement. | 

Central Bank anticipates plan B would have immediate effect in 
restoring confidence in currency as soon as gold sale demonstrated good 
faith of government. Expected reaction is sharp deflationary crisis as 
velocity of circulation drops and credit restrictions are felt. Possible 
some business failures with bank failures also possible. Bank feels in- 
stitution plan will result in immediate expansion exports and almost 
complete diversion illegal exports to legal channels. Although tight 
import-export control will be continued, reduction imports below pres- 

ent levels not anticipated since such reduction considered inflationary. 
Bank believes that expanded exports plus increase in remittance 
through official channels will bring balance in international payments 
with ECA import program. Since entire plan directed toward creat- 
ing confidence in stable currency and stable exchange rate certificate 
plan will be abandoned with Central Bank buying and selling foreign 
exchange directly on basis fixed rate. 

Reported that aim of program will be to carry new currency for 
period of at least 4 to 6 months without additional foreign assistance. 
Strong efforts will be made within that period to secure substantial 
currency stabilization loan from US to be effective early next year. 
Objective plan B to enable China to represent to US that she has made 

“ Camille Gutt, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the International Mone- 
tary Fund.  . ee
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courageous effort to meet her integral inflation program using all the 

resources remaining at her disposition, and that plan, by increasing 

exports and raising domestic production also attempt to meet balance 

of payments problem. Chinese Government may be expected to do 

everything possible secure sympathetic attitude on part US toward 

plan B following its institution. 

Assuming that budget can and will be balanced (at least to extent 

that ECA commodity sales proceeds equal remaining deficit), greatest. 

apparent risk in proposal appears as possibility flight of gold from 

China. Bank assures that every safeguard will be made to prevent 

exports smuggling, but takes position that so long as gold sales con- 

tract local currency circulation or provide foreign exchange there 

will be no serious danger. Appears clear that Central Bank and 

Chinese Government appreciate great risks involved plan B, but feel 

such action only possibility averting complete collapse. 
Sent Department 1829, repeated Nanking 1452. [Casaday and 

Parker. | | 
Casor 

898.515/8-1948 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHanouat, August 19, 1948. 
| [Received August 19—12: 34 p. m.] 

1852. Chinese radio announced tonight and press will carry to- 
morrow morning Government announcement reconversion to gold 

yuan currency based on managed gold standard. Calls for surrender 

all gold and silver bullion and all foreign currencies at rates appar- 

ently as stipulated below for circulation, i. e., gold yuan 4 to US 
dollar; 3 to 1 ounce silver; 2 to silver dollar; 1 to 3 million present. 

CN dollars. Backing new currency not specified except in terms 100 
percent reserves.°° New currency to be in units 1, 5, 10, 50, and 100. 

Two-day bank holiday declared, tomorrow Friday and Saturday 

and all prominent bankers being called tonight to Nanking for con- 
ferences. Auxiliary measures include provisions that foreign assets 

be registered, that cost of living indexes be discontinued, that strikes 
be prohibited, and that northeast currency be withdrawn before 

November 20 at rate 300,000 to1 gold yuan. Also planned that import 

quotas be reduced drastically and that budget be calculated so that 
revenues cover 7% of expenditures. 

Sent Department 1852, repeated Nanking 1465. 
CaBor 

| In telegram No. 1876, August 24, 4 p. m., the Consulate General at Shanghai 

reported an official Nanking announcement that the new currency was backed by 
2,767,173.587 ounces of gold bullion, 41,370,000 ounces of silver, and U. S. 
$74,189,924.46 worth of foreign exchange, with a total value of $200,000,000, as 
well as Government-owned enterprises and alien property valued at $300,000,000 

(893.5151/8-2448).
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893.515 /8-2048 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAT, August 20, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received August 20—6: 41 a. m.] 

1863. For Treasury and State from Casaday. Informally advised 
by Central Bank and Central Trust officials that inauguration new 
currency automatically abolished December 8 agreement as to pay- 
rolls, FBO * and USEFC.” 

Assume until otherwise instructed future payroll and similar pur- 
chases local currency will be made by each individual post from local 
banks at now [new] officialrate. __ 

Preliminary view Shanghai office FBO is that private owners sal- 
able property will not be disposed sell for Sun currency so long as 
it remains inconvertible into US dollars either legally or on black 
market. Thus if black market disappears for a time, property acqui- 
sition may be expected virtually cease. 

Sent Dept 1863, repeated Nanking 1469. [Casaday.] 

CaBor 

893.515/8-2048 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHancHat, August 20, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received August 20—7: 32 a. m.] 

1864. To State and Treasury from Casaday and Parker. Further 
re currency conversion. Reourtel 1852, August 19, repeated Nanking 
1465. 

Chinese Government announcement provides gold yuan circulation 
limited 2 billion. Present circulation CNC with allowance northeast 
totals slightly under CNC 700 trillion. At rate 3 million to 1 gold 
yuan this equivalent to only 233 million gold yuan. Difference indi- 

7 cates expansion present circulation Central Bank estimates necessary 
meet monetary needs of country in face anticipated reduction velocity 
circulation and suggests minimum magnitude continued deficit financ- 
ing to be expected. However, upper limit not considered a restriction 
and already discussion issuing up to 4 billion. : 

_ No indication positive action on budget balancing although press 
announcement set goal of revenues covering two-thirds expenditures 
(not seven-eighths as per reference telegram). S. Y. Liu stated to 
us merely that he “hopes something can be done” re budget. 

* Division of Foreign Buildings Operations. 
“? United States Educational Foundation in China.
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While press carried official statement that currency would be ex- 
changeable for foreign exchange “under control”, no present provision 
for implementation expected for payment licensed imports. Of[Vo] 
final decision as to continuation certificate plan, although probability 
present system will be tapered off. 

Plan as whole same as reported Embtel 1426, August 4[3] with some 
technical revisions. Rogers explains failure of acceptance plans re- 
peated ConGentel 1829 * resulted from refusal Gimo to release gold, 
plus some hesitancy on part Prime Minister. a 

Sent Dept., repeated Nanking 1470. [Casaday and Parker.] _ 
| | | oe CaABor 

893.515/8-2348 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

| 4 Nanxine, August 28, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received August 24—12:10 a. m.] 

1557. Reference Chinese Government’s currency and economic re- 
form measures. Complete English language text of four Chinese 
Government regulations released by Finance Ministry air pouched 
today.** Embassy translation Chinese text completed and will go 
forward shortly.*> | a | | 

In summary, we can find no basis for optimism regarding gold yuan’s | 

future. 
Cabinet is staking its life on success of its currency and economic 

measures. If we assume vigorous, ruthless and effective Government 
action against hoarders, black marketeers and cheaters (in whose 

_ hands control of wealth of country largely lies), it would still seem — 
that most this program can accomplish is 3 or 4 months’ surcease from 
upward flight of prices. In fact, there is surprisingly frank admis- 
sion in official circles that Government’s eyes are glued to a sympa- 
thetic Republican Congress in January and that this program is plank 
thrown across intervening chasm. | 

Only important, concrete and immediate effect of currency reform 
is invigorating effect on exports which legalizing black market rate 
should produce. It is also true that physical inconvenience of lugging 
around bales of paper money is removed. Otherwise basic factors 
seem tous unchanged. Assets which are announced as backing present 
currency are same assets which in theory at least underlay the CNC. 
Government’s budgetary deficit, which is what keeps printing presses 
rolling out paper, remains with us and even given maximum economy 

August 17, p. 885. | a 
5 Nespatch No. 866, August 23, not printed. | oe 
® Report No. 55, August 23, not printed. , .
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where economy is possible, deficit will of necessity remain unmanage- 
able as long as war goes on. : 

Measures appear calculated to take advantage of dramatic effect 
on Chinese public of physically new currency notes. Probable this 
sufficient temporarily to reduce velocity circulation calculated by Cen- 
tral Bank for early August at rate approximating 17 times per month. 
Simultaneously, CB ** and Central Trust reported to be releasing 
stocks of commodities in Shanghai and Canton, particularly cotton 
yarn, and restricting bank credit. Combined effect these measures 
should be at least temporarily stabilize prices and hereby reduce de- 
mand [for] dollars. | 

Remainder of program as now constituted consists largely declara- 
tions against: (1) increase in prices of goods and services over August 
(19 levels; (2) hoarding of commodities; (3) publication of black 

: market prices of gold-silver foreign exchange or of “daily necessities” ; 
(4) payment of wages and salaries on a cost-of-living index basis; 
(5) lock-outs or strikes. | 

: Declarations also made requiring of all natural and juristic persons: 
(1) surrender of gold, silver and foreign currency held in China to 
Central Bank for GY ™ notes or, at option of holder, for purchase 
Chinese Government US dollar gold bonds of 1947 or for dollar 
deposit with Central Bank to be drawn for payment licensed imports, 
etc.; (2) sale of all gold produced in China to CB; (3) registration 
of foreign exchange assets held abroad by Chinese nationals including 

current and fixed deposits, currencies, gold, stocks, bonds, debentures, 
land titles, insurance policies, etc.; (4) upon registration of foregoing, 
transfer of such assets to CB. Enforcement item 4 aided by provision 
payment 40 percent in former’s fee. " 

| Announced reserve behind currency of $200 million in gold, silver 
and foreign currency dees not in fact exist in that amount (refer 
Consulate General Shanghai telegram 1786 [17852] August 12°). 
Already evidence public skepticism this part of program. : 

As previously reported, regulation limits total GY issue to 2 billion, 
equivalent approximately to 10 times present note issue. Difference 
between amount needed to replace outstanding CNC and NEC*® 
will be used by Central Bank to meet continuing budget deficit, which 
there will be even if promised increase in tax collections and other 
revenues and reduction expenditures are forthcoming. Unless ex- 
tremely drastic decrease velocity circulation, no possibility apparent 
that Chinese economy can absorb such an increase within next few 

| Central Bank of China. . | . oe | : a a 
. Gold yuan, a | 7 a re 

* Not printed. — - oe | a 
* Northeast currency.
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months without accelerating inflation. Out payments additional GY 
largely through wage and salary payments. No significant increase 
production anticipated and imports to be cut minimum 25 percent. | 

_ Black market, particularly for gold bars and dollars, cannot be 
eliminated by fiat. Assuming regulations achieve price stability and 
reduction demand for dollars for maintenance of value and liquidity 
of wealth, there can be only slight weakening of demand for dollars 
arising flight of capital from areas of military and political insecurity 
and for payment unlicensed imports. This demand alone sufficient 
to create black market for dollars which must be at premium over 
official rates and which inevitably will pull prices upward as well. 

Against possible deflationary influence arising contraction money 
supply and reduction velocity, offsetting inflationary factors are re- 
duction imports, undervaluation GY in terms dollars by 10-20 per- 
cent, inertia of previously rising prices, reluctance small entrepreneurs 
and farmers accept psychological effect prices their goods and services _ 
amounting to few GY cents when previously expressed millions and, 
finally, difficulties of enforcement. Refer however Mukden’s 347, 
August 20,° reporting over valuation GY in local economy. Real 
danger exists that these inflationary forces may go out of control at 
which time all confidence in currency would be lost, since Chinese Gov- 
ernment has promised so much in attendant publicity. 

Please pass to Treasury and ECA. Sent Department 1557, repeated 
Shanghai 739. on 

| STUART 

$40.51FC93/8~2548 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: | Nanxine, August 25, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received August 25—7:15.a. m.] 

1573. Tung Ling of Foreign Office at express request of Foreign __ 
Minister and Finance Minister called us in this morning to plead for 
US Government cooperation on location and identification of Chinese 
assets held in US. While well-informed on US position (substance 
of Deptel 1142, August 9® having been given him in letter August 
13 which in turn he duplicated and distributed to interested Chinese 
Government agencies), he asked nevertheless if Department would 

“Not printed. 
“This telegram described arrangements regarding assets in the United States 

of nationals of countries assisted by the European Recovery Program: it ex- 
plained that since these arrangements only applied to blocked assets the situa- 

| tion was entirely different from that of China which had no blocked assets in 
the United States (840.50 Recovery/7-—2648). SS
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explore any and all possible forms of assistance this regard on informal 
or unofficial basis. 

_ We pointed out inflexibility our position but promised to transmit 
his request. In strictest confidence and unofficially he asked what 
response of US Government might be to any request of Chinese Gov- 
ernment that Chinese assets be refrozen. No hope extended him in. 
reply. Tung Ling stated that under chairmanship Chinese Consul 
General San Francisco,” committee of prominent Chinese residents 
US 1s being formed to assist Chinese Government in location Chinese- 
owned assets and identification evaders. | 

| Please pass to Treasury. 

STUART 

$93.515/8-2548 : 

Memorandum of Telephone Conversation, by the Chief of the Division 
of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) — 

[Wasuineton,] August 25, 1948. 
Mr. Tsui ® telephoned this afternoon to say that the Chinese Em- 

bassy had received word from the Foreign Office at Nanking that the 
public reception in China to the new currency had been very satis- 
factory and that the Foreign Office had instructed the Chinese Em- 
bassy to convey this information te the Department. He continued 
that figures had been released on conversion rate and other aspects 
of the new measures, that prices were reported to be dropping * and 
that the Chinese Government considered this step in the nature of 
action taken by the Chinese themselves toward solving their prob- 
lems. I thanked him for the information but made no comment other 
than to say that we viewed sympathetically measures of self-help taken 
by the Chinese Government. 

893.50 Recovery/8—2548 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, August 25, 1948—7 p. m. 
| [Received August 26—12: 54 a.m.] 

1576. Foreign Minister Wang Shih-chieh has asked me to com- 
municate following message to you. 

“A summary of the emergency financial and economic measures pro- ~ 
claimed by President Chiang on August 19 was given through me to 

02 Tse-Chang Kent Chang. | 
° Tsui Tswen-ling, Counselor of the Chinese Embassy. . 
“In airgram No. A-807, August 24, the Consulate General at Shanghai reported 

a downward tendency in prices after the currency reforms (893.515/8-2448).
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Dr. Stuart prior to their final adoption. I trust that you are in 

possession of information about these measures. oo, 

The signing of the Sino-American bilateral agreement regarding 

American aid ® was one of the chief factors which pushed through 

these measures. My colleagues in the Government, especially Premier 

| Wong Wen-hao and Finance Minister Wang Yun-wu, are just as fully 

determined to enforce the measures and they are aware of the serious- 

ness of the economic situation. The general reaction of the Chinese 

public has been favorable towards the currency reforms as well as the 

other measures. Any comment emanating from you or President Tru- 

man in endorsement of this effort towards currency and other reforms 

will be very helpful and will have my deep appreciation. : 

Wellington Koo has informed me that you intend to attend the UN 

Assembly in Paris. I am looking forward to the pleasure of meeting 

you again and discussing with you these matters of common concern.” 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery /8—2648 : Airgram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

So Suancual, August 26, 1948. 

| | | [Received August 31—2: 25 p. m.] 

A-803. Following are observations re immediate press reaction to 

the Chinese economic reform program announced August 19. 

Press commentators can be classified into two major categories: (a) 

those who attempt to analyze the general price level aspects of the 

stabilization program; (0) those who discuss the disparities within 

the current price structure as it was frozen by the August 19 decree. 

' Group (a) has been politely friendly and circumspect in their pub- 

lic utterances due, perhaps, to Central Government warnings against _ 

sabotaging the currency reform program. Derogatory observations 

have, however, called attention to: 1) the non-liquid securities of un- 
certain value which constitute 60% of the highly publicized 100% 

reserve for the new Gold Yuan currency; 2) the unbalanced Central 

Government budget; 3) the meager foreign balances; 4). the low m- 

dustrial production; 5) the stagnant foreign trade; 6) the hoarding 

of goods; 7) the civil war; 8) the conspicuous rise in certain retail 

food prices on August 23 and 24. They are frank in noting that 
| unless these basic problems are solved by the economic reform pro-. 

gram the inflationary process can be expected to resume after. a 

temporary lull. BS | 

- The over-all editorial policy attempts to create impression of 
optimism and resolution. Every conspicuous price reduction is pre- 

® Signed at Nanking, July 3; Department of State Treaties and Other Inter- — 
national Acts Series No. 1837, or 62 Stat. (pt. 3) 29045. “ |
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sented as proof that program is successful. Government’s warnings 
against sabotaging program are displayed prominently. Editors ex- 
hort public to obey meticulously all the do’s and don’t’s prescribed 
in reform program lest this should prove to be the last opportunity 
granted to the Chinese to salvage their mode of life. The Shanghai 
Evening Post editorializes typically : “Success depends not only upon 
the Government’s forceful enforcement, but, even more important, 
upon the readiness of the Chinese people to sacrifice immediate per- 
sonal gains and support the laws for the greater future stability of 
the country”. Parenthetically, several retail food and cotton prices 
penetrated their legal maximums on August 23 and 24, causing over 
100 arrests in Shanghai by the Economic Police Corps. 

Group (6) has been more openly critical in their evaluation of the 
reform program, perhaps because problems involved have an immedi- 
ate and direct impact upon their daily lives. They call attention to 
the fact that the violent price upheavals during the past 3 months pro- 
duced serious maladjustments within the current price structure. 
These disparities were incorporated into the economic reform pro- 
gram when the Central Government issued the decree freezing all 
prices as of August 19, 1948. Some Chinese language newspapers 
point to obvious inequities involved in specific price and income cate- 
gories as the most serious defect in the reform program. Various 
commentators call attention to the plight of civil servants, teachers, 
Army personnel, salaried employees vs. wage earners, and the public 
utilities, with the admonition that unless the Government adjusts 

_ these prices and incomes in terms of some pre-war equilibrium, the 
reform program will be jeopardized. Other commentators counter 
with the assertion that if these adjustments are made, the cost price 

relationships will be upset, thus giving another spin to the inflationary 
spiral. 

: : Capor 

893.50 Recovery/8—2548 ; Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| oe WasuHineton, August 28, 1948—noon. 

1242. Please deliver personally following message to Foreign Min- 
ister from me in reply to his message forwarded in urtel 1576 August 
253. , 

_ “Thank you for your message forwarded to me by Ambassador 
Stuart. I have just received information regarding the emergency 
financial and economic measures proclaimed by President Chiang and 
am now having a careful study made of them. I am gratified at your 

429-525—73—-26
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determination, as well as that of your colleagues, to enforce measures 
_. designed to help meet China’s. serious economic problems ,and view 

sympathetically measures of self-help taken by the Chinese Gov- 
ernment. | 

I look forward to seeing you at the UN Assembly in Paris and to 
having the opportunity of discussions on these and several other mat- 

' ters. My warm regards to you.” 

| | MarsHarn 

$93.515/8-8048 

Memorandum by Mr. Paul H. Nitze, Deputy to the Assistant Sec- 
retary of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp), to the Secretary of 

State 

[Wasuineron,] August 30, 1948. 
Problem : 

In a desperate effort to forestall a collapse in the acceptability of 
the Chinese currency, upon which the power and authority of the 
present Government in China vitally depends, that Government ini- 
tiated on August 23 a sweeping currency reform program. A new 
currency is being introduced at the rate of 3 million to one, and every 
effort is being made by the Government to establish public confidence 
in the new unit. 

There have been recurrent reports from China that, as one step in 
establishing this confidence, the Government would seek a large-scale 
“currency stabilization” loan from the United States. No such re- 
quest has yet been received, however, through official channels. (A 
press dispatch from China also reported an application to the Inter- 
national Bank for a 500 million dollar stabilization loan, but inquiry 
at the Bank—which obviously could not give such an application 
serious consideration—discloses that no such approach has been made.) 

A currency stabilization loan, properly speaking, would be a loan 
to provide silver (or gold) for circulation in China, or to provide 
gold (or dollar) resources to build up the reserves held by the Cen- 
tral Bank against the new currency. It would be based on the hope 
that by assuring convertibility into “hard money”, or alternatively, 
handsome window-dressing at the Central Bank, the new currency 
would be given a prestige which would inspire public confidence. 

Aside from such measures, with objectives largely or wholly psycho- 
logical in nature, the Chinese might request expansion or revision 

_ of the China Aid Program with a view to combatting inflation—and 
protecting the value of the currency—by accelerating the flow of con- 
sumer goods to the Chinese market.
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Main Features of the New Currency | 

‘The Chinese Government has commenced the introduction of a new 
currency called the gold yuan and described as a managed gold stand- 
ard. One new yuan is being exchanged for three million old CN 
dollars, and the exchange rate of the new unit in terms of U.S. dollars 
is to be four yuan to the dollar. Assuming complete conversion of the 
present note issue, the initial issue of the new currency would amount 
to only about 230 million yuan (60 million dollars). However, an 
upper limit of 2 billion yuan has been authorized, apparently in recog- 
nition of the fact that the public’s need for currency for transactional 
purposes will be much greater if the new notes do not have the extreme 
velocity of circulation which characterized the old. In addition, 
allowance may have been made, realistically, for some continued 

: issues to cover budgetary. deficits. The Government has announced 
that as “backing” for the currency it holds 200 million dollars in gold, 
silver, and foreign exchange, and 300 million dollars in government- 
owned enterprises and other domestic properties. Ignoring the latter, 
there would still be a 40 per cent cover in bullion and foreign exchange 
against a 2 billion yuan note issue, although it should be noted that the 
Central Bank has outstanding foreign exchange liabilities amounting 
to more than half of these reserves. In any case, these reserves can 
hardly be expected to have any more effectiveness in the case of the 
new currency than in the case of the old. 

Auxiliary reform measures include provisions for the registration 
and surrender of foreign assets (such as gold, silver, and foreign ex- 
change), for the prohibition of strikes, and (to emphasize price sta- 
bility) for the discontinuance of cost of living indexes and the 
dependence of wage rates thereon. The essential feature of the plan, 
however, appears to be the recognition of its dependence on immediate 
and radical fiscal and budgetary reforms to insure an early balancing 
of the budget, but no specific measures to achieve this objective have 

yet been announced. 

Prospects for Success of the New Currency 

The catastrophic progress of the inflation in China is best illustrated 
briefly by the rise in note circulation from about 30 trillion CN dollars 
at the beginning of this year to about 700 trillion CN dollars at the 
present time (including Northeast currency which is to be converted 
at 300 thousand to one). The black market exchange rate for CN 
dollars over the same period has depreciated from about CN$100 
thousand to US$1 to CN$11-12 million to US$1. The expansion 
of the note issue is almost wholly associated with Government expendi- 
tures, but as confidence in the currency wanes, prices rise faster than 
the increase in the note issue—i. e. the velocity of circulation increases.
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The movement in the black market exchange rate closely reflects.the 
decline in the internal purchasing power of the Chinese dollar. 
Hence the total U.S. dollar value of the note circulation, at the black 
market rate of exchange, has fallen to about only US$60 million. 
This may have erroneously persuaded some officials of the Chinese 
Government that the magnitude of the currency problem was shrink- 
ing; in fact, it only demonstrates the extremity which the inflation 
of the old currency had reached. | 

The Central Bank expects an immediate favorable reaction to the 
currency reform in the form of restored confidence, a marked decline 
in the velocity of circulation and hence stability of prices until the 
budget can be balanced, an expansion of exports and an almost com- 
plete diversion of illegal exports and inward remittances to official 
channels. The lasting success of the plan will clearly depend, how- 
ever, on immediate and fundamental tax and budgetary reforms 
probably beyond the capacity of the present Government to execute 
in the near future. - . CF | 

The magnitude of the budgetary problem is indicated by the fact 
that Chinese Government receipts are understood to be less than 30 

: percent of all expenditures, which are estimated to be at least the — 
equivalent of US$1 billion annually (75 percent for military pur- 
poses). Moreover “receipts” include not only taxes, but proceeds of 
the sale of Government assets and the net proceeds from the sale of 
Government-owned foreign exchange. The latter item will hence- 
forth include sales of imports financed by the ECA, but under the 
present program these will be no larger (and may be smaller) than 
imports financed in recent years by earlier aid programs and’ by 
liquidation of China’s gold and dollar reserves. - 7 

If public confidence is not rapidly established in the new currency, 
and it comes to be looked upon as a desperate expedient of the Gov- 
ernment, there may be a flight from the new currency more rapid than 
hitherto experienced with CNC. Such a development would, of 
course, further impair the ability of the National Government to exert 
effective political and military control. | 

Recommended Policy on Stabilization Loans... : - : 

The United States Government in accordance with previously 
formulated policy and in the light of existing uncertainties with 
respect to the program, should not now consider any new or additional 
assistance to the Chinese Government in the form of “currency stabili- 
zation” loans. : ee 

The China Aid Program purposely avoided any provision for cur- 
rency stabilization for reasons which were explained in a memorandum 
submitted last March to Representative Eaton and Senator: Vanden-
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berg © in connection with proposals to use silver to stabilize the Chi- 
nesé currency. The Department then took the position, in consulta- 
tion with the Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve Board,” 
(1)that the basic cause of inflation in China was the massive budg- 
etary deficit associated with large-scale military expenditures and 
financed by a “printing press” expansion of the note circulation; (2) 
that so long as this basic monetary disorder persisted there could be 
-no permanent monetary stabilization; and (3) that even attempts to 
achieve temporary currency stabilization through loans for this pur- 
pose would represent a hazardous and uncertain venture involving 
large expenditures for at best limited results. 

In any case, no funds for such a purpose could be made available 
until the new session of Congress. Conceivably, a short-term credit 
could be extended from the U.S. Treasury Department’s Stabilization 
Fund, which at present has uncommitted resources of 150-200 million 
dollars. However, it is extremely unlikely that the Treasury De- 
partment would even consider it, and the Department should cer- 
tainly not suggest it. oo | 

Possible Redisposition of China Aid Act Funds 

The Chinese Government may suggest a redisposition of China Aid 
Act funds to. maximize the contribution these funds can make to the 

success of the new currency. Such a redisposition might consist of 
one or a combination of the following measures: 

(a) Acceleration of the whole ECA program to provide maximum 
flow of imports to China during the next three months. 

(6) Abandonment of ECA plans for new capital expenditures in 
favor of increased imports of food, fuel, raw materials, parts, etc. 
which would have a more immediate counter-inflationary effect. 

(c) Diversion of 125 million dollars under Section 404(6) of the 
China Aid Act from military procurement to imports of such goods. 

None of these alternatives would be attractive. The first would 
force the Congress (and any new Administration) to confront a serious 
crisis in the China Aid Program early next year. The second or third 
‘would sacrifice essential objectives of the Program. Furthermore, it 
‘should be recognized that the legislative history of the China Aid Act 
has the effect of limiting considerably the extent to which available 
funds could be diverted by the President. This is true particularly 
of the 70 million dollars earmarked for reconstruction and the 125 

“ Neither printed. 
” Statement entitled Possible Use of Silver for Monetary Stabilization in China 

‘in Connection With China Aid Program; for text, see Department of State, 
4049) 0 98" Relations With China (Washington, Government Printing Office, 

8 For correspondence regarding the $125,000,000 grant, see pp. 73 ff.
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million dollars available for Chinese ‘military procurement. Deci- 
sions with regard to these two funds could properly be made only after 
consultation with responsible members of Congress. 

Basic to a consideration of possible Chinese proposals is the fact. 
that a redisposition of the aid program would be likely to make a 
significant contribution to stabilization of the Chinese currency only 
if internal budgetary reforms and other supporting measures appeared 
to have brought currency stabilization within sight. Even then, there 
might be serious practical limitations on what could be accomplished. 
by way of diversion of funds during the next few months. 

893.50/9-1348 : Telegram . 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaneHat, September 13, 1948. 
[Received September 183—5:48a.m.J 

2002. Press 13th prominenced Chiang Ching-kuo’s ® address on 
enforcement economic measures before meeting 5,000 sponsored by 
Youth Army Veterans’ Association. Similar speech given on 10th 
before 3,000 labor representatives. | 

Labelling economic reforms “social revolutionary movement” which 
could succeed only if it had support [of] masses, Chiang warned of 
unprecedented change coming to Shanghai and of impending eco- 
nomic storm which would cause hardship to people during transition 
period. Referring rumors of forthcoming factory closures and com- 
modity shortages, Chiang said Government would supply necessities 
for people’s livelihood and therefore immaterial if stores and restau- 
rants catering to closed doors [sic]. He stated Government preparing 
supply urgently needed raw materials to factories. 

Following excerpts from speech as quoted North China Daily News: 

“Policy through People’s Principles is to protect law-abiding mer- 
chants. But if factories and shops tried threaten Government by 
suspending business, Government would never compromise with any 
of them. . . .7° When most powerful speculator in Shanghai has been 
defeated, nation-wide economic problem can be handled more easily. 
This is why we have used political force to suppress speculation and 
utilized economic force to guide idle funds. Many people have 
criticized me and said my methods not democratic, but we know what. 
is meant by democracy. Democracy means to use force of majority 
to suppress minority in interests of majority. Some have said my 
act of confiscating hoarded goods is equivalent robbing. If this | 
robbery is committed protect law abiding merchants and safeguard 

Son of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and Deputy Chief of the Shanghat 
Economic Supervisory Office. | 

Omission indicated in the original.
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property and livelihood good citizens, then I would be willing to be 
such a robber.” | 

Chiang named Yung Hung-yuan who “in an instant could make tens 
of millions of dollars which come from blood and sweat of people” 
as real robber. Chiang promised terminate Shanghai as “paradise 
of adventurers” and return city to people. 

Sent Department 2002; repeated Nanking 1546. 

Cazor 

893.515/9-1348 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, September 13, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received September 14—3: 24 a. m.] 

1672. Pass to Treasury and ECA. Currency and complementary 
economic reforms going better than originally anticipated, particu- 
larly in northern cities owing competent technical operations Gov- 
ernment and Central Bank and unexpectedly strict enforcement by 
economic police particularly in Shanghai. However, inflationary 
pressures continue and being suppressed only by enforcement tactics. 
Accordingly Embassy finds [no] basis to modify its original pessi- 
mistic evaluation chances success currency reform (see Embtel 1557, 
August 238, repeated Shanghai 739). Until end August bank credit 
almost completely suspended and now being granted only for “pro- 
ductive purposes”. Restrictions created temporary money shortage 
forcing coverage spot positions by gold yuan conversion of hoarded 
US currency and gold. Simultaneously holders large stocks foreign 
exchange converted small percentage to obtain evidence of having 
converted. Initial receipt of gold, silver and foreign currency reached 
about 2.5 million US dollars per day, but has declined since first week 
or 10 days. No evidence conversion by large holders and apparently 

, little or no response to requirement registration foreign holdings. 
Business community Shanghai reports credit restrictions plus op- 

erations economic police generally disrupting business activity and 
normal commercial operations are at extremely low level. American 
bank officials particularly critical effect new regulations their func- 
tions. In connection with new measures, police announced intention 
impose penalties ranging to execution on illegal activity prior August 
19. Since most businessmen, including US, felt such practices neces- 
sary in past for survival, possible arrests could be wide-spread in 
business community. Considered threat penalties such practices being 
used to compel surrender foreign exchange assets and registration 
those held abroad. Shanghai enforcement considered by far most
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stringent so far. Canton only today announcing that such enforce- 
ment will be undertaken. so 

Financial black markets developing for dollars and gold in coastal 
cities. Markets not broad and operate under great difficulty owing 
activity police. Shanghai rate around 4.40 with 90-day future ex- 
change at 5.0 to 5.5. Central Bank dumping commodities freely but 
anti-hoarding measures limit effectiveness as monetary device. 'Tien- 
tsin, after holding between 4.20 and 4.30 until September 5, on 11th 
report 5.85 with a 3 percent premium for TT’s™ on Shanghai. Nan- 
king steady past week at 4.33. Peiping reports no BM until Septem- 
ber 8. Rate September 10 4.70 with limited activity. Prices spiral 
but money market tight. Canton after initial week of selling GY at 
a premium showing slight increase in rate reported 4.13 on Septem- 
ber 9. Market for HK ” dollars very erratic, has peaked at .998 and 
now at .85 (par is .75). Dumping of gold by speculators in Hong 
Kong reported depressing Canton market for gold and US dollars. 

In western China and Mukden almost no dollar market, but rising 
demand for gold. Chungking gold price rose steadily to GY 260 per 
ounce September 9, dropping to 220 on 11th as result of police meas- 
ures. Mukden gold price rising steadily to buy 105 million, sell 180 

on September 11, figures NEC par is 60 million. Also limited dollar 
BM at GY 5. | 7 - 
‘Prices in northern cities have been held by enforcement August 19 

prices and anti-hoarding regulations. In Shanghai Gimo’s son has 
been arresting prominent business men right and left. Prices of hard 
goods have successfully held, but merchants refusing to sell. Prices 
other goods, particularly food brought daily from country, have con- 
tinued increase, but unevenly. Average ranges between 20 to 50 
percent through development extensive black market. Wage rates 
have increased only slightly and effective decline real wages causing 
discontent. Shanghai commercial banks forced by political pressure 
register holdings. Also refer Shanghai’s 1992, September 10.” 

Tsingtao with US Navy cooperation has returned to block [local] 
currency basis. Communists appear dumping old CNC currency at 
outer perimeter points where premium for dollars [and?] gold re- | 
ported 50 percent. Prices estimated up 16 percent over August 19 
with local committee authorizing specific increases. Trade almost at 
standstill with many commodities unavailable. Hankow reports en- 
forcement very effective but merchants reluctant sell at old levels. 

No arrests big operators. | a | 

" Telegraphic transfers. | | , | | 
7 Hong Kong. oo 
"8 Not printed. | | oe
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Chungking also reports initiation active enforcement, but price 
 Jevel has doubled since August 19. 

In south Peiping on [prior] August 19 BM rate US [and?] HK 
dollars was about 50 percent under Shanghai. Canton BM rate 
August 19 was 6.5 million. Overnight increase of official rate to 12 
was reflected in immediate general price increase of about 120 percent, 
although only slight increase wages. Enforcement this area did not 
become energetic until after 1 September when directed principally 
currency transactions. Mayor authorized food price and wage in- 
crease up to 80 percent but this type selective administrative adjust- 
ment very uneven. Rice price remains low and prospective rice 
shortage developing as result refusal farmers sell and interruption 
Chinese Government rice procurement [from] Burma by civil 
clisturbances. | | 
Throughout China great pressure on commercial importers through 

authorized channels, particularly petroleum, as result devaluation 
official rate from about 8 to 12. Now requesting 100 percent price in- 
crease which will have far-reaching effect. on general price structure. 
For petroleum 100 percent increase price automotive gasoline au- 
thorized. Prices other POL™ products to remain for time being at 
present levels. Companies to receive non-interest bearing loan from 
Central Bank equivalent 100 percent present returns to be repaid when 
eventual price adjustment authorized. General overall adjustment 
prices and wages expected September 23 may have serious psychologi- 
cal effect as indication official recognition extent to which prices have 
slipped. | | 

No evidence of progress reduction budgetary deficit. Note issue 
continues increase same rate as previous months. Prime Minister and 
Finance Minister have indicated no reduction possible this time mili- 
tary budget ® although acknowledge some military expenditures not 
essential [to] military operations and substantial portion gasoline BM 
from military stock. : 

Old pattern of flow idle funds from North China to Shanghai-— 
Canton has reappeared. Canton banks estimate remittances to Can- 
ton September 5 and 6 total GY 1.6 million. Selective remittance rates 
highest for north to south movements reestablished by Central Bank. 

Sent Department 1672, repeated Shanghai 800. 
| | STUART 

“ Petroleum, oil, lubricants. 
*In telegram No. 1691, September 15, 5 p. m., the Ambassador in China re- 

ported information from the Chinese Foreign Minister that Generalissimo Chiang 
had agreed to the formation of a commission, including prominent civilians, to 
study the military budget with a view to its reduction and the removal of 
abuses (893.5151/9-1548).
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-840.51FC93/9-1048 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WASHINGTON, September 13, 1948—8 p. m. 

1304. Treas and State agree not possible reblock Chinese assets or 

otherwise assist locating and identifying such assets. (re urtel 1573 

Aug 25). Assistance being given ERP countries locating dollar 

assets US limited to blocked assets, decision having been taken by 

NAC”? not to extend program to free assets. Reblocking assets, al- | 

though requested from various sources respect assets various countries, 

has been continually denied. Administrative as well as policy con- 

siderations important factor. You sh[oul]d, therefore, continue state 

[at] your discretion that reblocking cannot be done. Further explana- 

tion follows for Embassy info.”® | 

| : MarsHALL 

893.5151/9-1648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a NANKING, September 16, 1948—4 p. m. 

[Received September 16—8: 01 a. m.] 

1705. Pass to Treasury and ECA. Local press on August [Sep- 

tember?] 18 carried reports originating Ministry Finance that total 

of GY 230 million released for conversion gold, silver and foreign 

currencies. Report did not indicate value of conversion against old 

CNC. Further stated 1937 fapé issue was CNC 2 billion, and under | 

current conditions GY 4 billion will be necessary meet demands for 

country. : | 

If statement correct, present circulation above GY 5,000 million 

since CNC circulation August 19 equivalent GY 225 million. Between 

August 19 and first September CNC note issue alone increased by 

more than 50 per cent, although substantial portion probably not in 

circulation but held in banks following conversion to gold yuan. No 

data presently available gold yuan issue. Will report further. 

Clear that continuation deficit financing by expansion note issue 

generating mounting inflationary pressure which cannot indefinitely 

be contained by even most stringent enforcement measures. 

Finance Minister reported to Legislative Yuan yesterday eight- 

ninths of ordinary budget for last half 1948 expended July and Au- 

7 Wuropean Recovery Program. | | | 
™ National Advisory Council. | 

This consisted of copy of letter of February 2 from Secretary of the Treasury 

Snyder to Senator Vandenberg, sent to the Embassy on September 22 under 

transmittal slip (Form DS-4); for text of letter, see Treasury Department, 

Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury on the State of the Finances 

for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1948, p. 289.
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gust, but he hopes for balance in ordinary budget remainder year 
as result unexpectedly stable price situation now prevailing. No 
mention extraordinary military budget. — | 

Financial black markets strengthening. Tientsin closing rate 13th 
at 5.75. Peiping reports large transactions up to 5.15 on 13th, general 
market at 4.80 on 14th with pressure from police. Canton reported 
‘GY at premium with rate for 13th at 3.98. Mukden on 14th dollar 
rate up to 5.16 with gold buying rate NEC 115 million equivalent to 
‘GY 383 or US dollars 96 per ounce. Premium gold over dollars result 
geographical situation in which gold has monetary value surrounding 
area but accessible commercial market for dollars greatly limited. 

Sent Department 1705, repeated Shanghai 812. 
| STUART 

893.515 /9-1648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, September 16, 1948. 
_ [Received September 16—6: 59 a. m.] 

1706. Subject: Sale to public of shares in Government enterprises. 
Chinese Government August 30 decided sell shares certain state- 

owned enterprises to private buyers for obvious purpose absorb float- 
ing capital but announced [in] order obtain funds with which to back 
new gold yuan currency introduced August 20. Companies involved 
include: 

(1) China Textile Industries Incorporated, assets of which reported 
total gold yuan $1,140 million but figure assertedly reduced to gold 
yuan $800 million in order attract public capital and guarantee 
dividends. Of shares totalling last amount, gold yuan $420 million 
slated to be handed over to Currency Supervisory Board (CSB) as 
backing for new currency, gold yuan $200 million to be sold to public, 

' balance retained by CTIT pending further decision by Government. 
(2) China Merchants Steam Navigation Company with assets re- 

ported undervalued at gold yuan $600 million; half of shares to be 
sold to public and half to be turned over CSB. | 

(3) Taiwan Sugar Corporation with assets valued gold yuan $480 
million; shares totalling gold yuan $172 million to be turned over to 
CSB, shares worth gold yuan $48 million to be sold to public, 
remainder held by company; 

(4) Taiwan Paper Company with assets valued gold yuan $80 
million, of which gold yuan $32 million to be turned over to CSB, 
gold yuan $12 million sold to public, balance retained by company; 

(5) Tientsin Paper Pulp Company with assets valued gold yuan 
$20 million, with shares valued gold yuan $80 million to be turned 
over to CSB and shares gold yuan $4 million to be sold to public, 
remainder retained by company. |
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Summarizing, five companies concerned with estimated assets aggre- 
: gating gold yuan $1,980 million scheduled issue shares for that amount, 

with gold yuan $932 million slated to be handed over to CSB gold 
yuan $564 million to be sold, remainder held by companies. Latter 
due to be reorganized into joint stock companies with expectation 
after certain proportion shares sold to public stockholders meeting 
will be called to elect representatives of public stockholders to serve 
on boards of directors. 

Sales of shares to public first day (September 10) amounted to 
only gold yuan $1,242,000, according press, with total for September 
10-14 reported at only gold yuan $2,960 million. Sales being made 
thus for [far] only in Shanghai through Chinese Government banks — 
but sales to be extended other cities soon. 

Shanghai Za Kung Pao September 15 commenting on poor public 
demand for these shares gave following five reasons therefor: — 

(1) As Government has retained too many shares (viz. 70% China. 
Textiles, 90% Taiwan Sugar and 80% Taiwan Paper) public share- 
holders cannot hope to supervise operations and management; 

(2) With declared assets of certain companies in excess of newly 
fixed share capital, no data representing detailed assets and liabilities 
have been issued. Moreover, since no certified investigations on fore- — 
going made by neutral parties, public confidence difficult to attain; 

( 3) Government assertedly has given no indication as to legal status 
of these companies after reorganized and whether they will be in- 
dividually operated or by direction of Government administrative 
organs; 

(4) Minimum denomination of shares for China Textile and 
Taiwan Sugar is five shares at face value of gold yuan $500, which said 
rather high and beyond purchasing power of small investors; 

(5) Finally most important point is question whether shares of 
these companies will hereafter appear on market. While generally 
believed they will, public hesitates buying non-negotiable shares. | 

Sent Department 1706, repeated Shanghai 813. | : 
| StTuarr 

893.5151/9-1748 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHANGHAI, September 17, 1948—6 p. m. 
[ Received September 17—8 : 20 a. m. ] 

2049. For State, Treasury, and ECA from Casaday and Parker; 
[repeated] Canton for Lapham. In interview with Rogers today he 
repeated general pessimistic outlook as reported ConGentel 1552, July | 
12, reported general attitude Central Bank and Finance Minister 
that currency program was going very badly, and that no serious
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effort was being made by Bank of Chinese Government utilize time 
gained by temporary stability to initiate and carry through essential 
economic reforms. In face of mounting pressure deficit financing 
through increasing note issue, production and commerce coming to 
standstill. Imports also greatly curtailed primarily as result freez- 
ing retail prices. Exports spurted during first week following new 
rate, but now virtually ceased since domestic prices export commodi- 
ties at source of supply in interior cities has risen above world market 
price levels at current exchange rate. Similar price differential exists 
between Shanghai, other port cities and interior areas so that raw 
materials and foodstuffs not flowing from interior cities to coast for 
local production and consumption. | 

Rogers believes enforcement action cannot contain inflationary pres- 
sure longer than possibly one more month. Break, when it comes, 
will refiect cumulative pressure and go much faster than July-August 
period. Situation will be aggravated by rice shortage occurring prob- 
ably within 12 [7-2] months. — 

Growing sentiment among Chinese Government financial circles 
for silver coinage, as only alternative to present stringencies. Cen- 
tral Bank now accumulating all silver coins surrendered for gold yuan 
for possible use as initial release such a program. Possible that high 
level approach may be made to US Government for assistance silver 
coimage‘program during financial meeting Monetary Fund. 

Sent Dept 2049; pouched Nanking 1571, Canton 131. [Cassaday 
and Parker. | 

Caznor 

124.05/9—2048 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxin@, September 20, 1948—7 p.m. 
| [ Received September 21—2: 09 a. m.] 

1735. For State and Treasury. Reference Department’s circular 
airgram August 247° concerning most favorable exchange rates for 
payment operating expenses and salaries. As previously reported by 
Embassy and ConGen Shanghai, strong inflationary pressures gen- 
erated following inauguration new economic measures particularly by 
continued deficit financing civil and military budgets, increase to effec- 
tive purchasing power through Government buying foreign exchange 
holdings in China, decrease available goods and services from both 
domestic production and imports, and hindrance to internal commerce 
from price differential. Pressure presently being partially contained 

*” Not printed. : ae -
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only by strict economic policing, but such action cannot be effective 
indefinitely. Break in rate may well be sudden and severe. 

In order to protect interests against possible contingencies, Embassy 
requests authority at its discretion to negotiate a special rate with the 
Chinese Government similar to December 8 agreement.®? Should 
such action become necessary a rate equivalent to the full Hong Kong 
cross rate will be sought as a minimum. Embassy may be forced to 
resort black market but greatly prefers request special rate from Chi- 
nese Government. Embassy desires negotiation directly with top 
executive officers Chinese Government with assistance and advice 
Treasury Attaché. | a 

Further reply to reference airgram will go forward shortly as air- 
gram.** However, believe immediate authorization as requested above 
imperative. | 

Sent Department 1735, repeated Shanghai 829. 

| STUART 

893.5151/9-2148 : Telegram : 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, September 21, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received September 2212: 09 a. m.] 

1741. For Department and Treasury. Protocol Department of 
Minister Foreign Affairs has notified Embassy and all other diplo- 
matic representatives provisions customs notification 237 and requested 
representatives notify their nationals in China. 

Notification stipulates a limitation on Chinese currency notes carried 
by passengers into or taken from China in amount of gold yuan $20. 
Notification further advises of repeal previous regulations governing 
remittances of funds to Shanghai and Canton from other parts of 
China and repeal of restrictions on amounts of currency transferred 

| by air within China by banks or carried by air passengers. 
Embassy understands limitation on international movements of 

Chinese currency was originally proposed at gold yuan 100 or gold 
yuan 500. Present very low limitation appears ridiculous and will 
lead to difficulties enforcement. Hong Kong was prepared accept 
financial agreement with China under which Hong Kong would agree 
impose and enforce complementary restriction on movement of Chi- . 
nese currency into and out of Hong Kong. Discussion this point 
almost terminated when Chinese authorities proposed 20 dollar limi- 

® See telegram No. 2356, December 9, 1947, 1 p. m., from the Ambassador 
in China, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, p. 1229. 7 | 

* Airgram No. A-246, September 30, not printed. |
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tation which Hong Kong representative felt completely unrealistic but 
reluctantly accepted. 

First two paragraphs above have been used as Circtel to all China 
posts requesting regulations be publicized to American community. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery /9—2248 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, September 22, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received September 22-8: 59 a. m.] 

1748. We believe time has arrived for Department urgently and 
seriously to consider action it should be prepared to follow itself and 
recommend to ECA in event gold yuan should collapse with spec- 
tacular and explosive suddenness within next month or two. 
We realize that historically in China the inevitable has often been 

staved off for a surprising length of time. We also recognize that 
safety valves, as yet not in existence, can be administratively im- 
provised to moderate impending economic disaster. Nevertheless, 
collapse of the gold yuan is a possibility which must be reckoned with 
and against which plans should be prepared in advance. 

As we and Consul General Shanghai have been reporting, super- 
ficial price stability has been achieved during past month largely by 
means of stringent enforcement campaign, the most dramatic aspect 
of which has been that conducted by Generalissimo’s son, General 
Chiang Ching-kuo, in Shanghai. During this month, however, under- 
lying inflationary forces have continued at work and Executive Yuan 
has been able to show no progress in reduction of budget deficit. In 
effect, police power has pent up and concealed the continuing economic 
deterioration. Last reports from North China, which bellwethered 
CNC slide toward oblivion, reveal Tientsin black market rate for GY 
has been as high as 5.75 to US dollar 1 on limited transactions against 
parity of 4 to 1, and the price of gold in Mukden is twice the official 
price. Spurt in exports sputtered up [owt] after first 10 days despite 
original hopes that legitimization of August 19 black market rate 
for US dollar would produce impressive and enduring export results. 
China-wide reports received by Embassy indicate trade stagnating as 
semi-terroristic enforcement acts and inflexible official adherence to 
August 19 price levels have caused withdrawal of goods from shelves 
and production declines in many lines. Slash in import quotas has 
further reduced volume of goods available within China for sopping 
up Chinese currency, outstanding issue of which has more than trebled 
in past 4 weeks. |
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One highly disturbing aspect price policy referred to above has been 

slow-down or stoppage of rice shipments from producing areas to 
coastal cities and other deficit points. Although any precise predic- 
tion of timing GY collapse is impossible, we cannot escape conclusion 

that it might coincide with serious rice shortages and attendant food 
rioting in Shanghai and other coastal centers. In Canton, and prob- 

ably Shanghai, rice stocks will fall dangerously low within a month. 

Taken in conjunction with scattered evidence previously reported by 

Embassy of growth in anti-American feeling and past publicity re- 

garding CRM ® and ECA role in rice rationing in certain cities, all 

elements of nasty situation would be present. 

Ability of Chinese Government to cope with chaotic economic and 

financial situation would be gravely impaired by fact that it had on 

August 19 shot its wad on currency reform with all attendant fanfare. 

A second attempt at substitution new currency within matter of months 

would scarcely invite widespread confidence or patriotic fervor, every 

effort to capture which has already been made. Reliability of troops, 

procurement of whose needs with paper once more approaching’ worth- 

lessness, is another factor to be taken into account. This possibility 

lends some credence to rumors current in Shanghai that Generalis- 

simo’s son has broken into several godowns loaded to rafters with 

cotton yarn which, when cloaks had been penetrated, was found to 

be personal property of several important field commanders allegedly 

held as rainy-day payment in kind for troops and confiscation of which 

Nanking prevented. 

If foregoing situation should develop, we believe US Government 

should immediately throw all available economic resources into effort 

further to support present Government, to which there is in sight no 

acceptable alternative. Possible steps would include: 

(1) Using total available ECA China aid funds for food purchase 

for priority shipment to China in anticipation that Congress in Janu- 

ary might be prepared to vote on emergency basis additional funds. 

(2) Granting China an immediate silver loan, although Embassy 

is unaware of legal authority on which such action might rest. Such 

| a limited silver loan may be required for payment in form of coins 

or specie to troops. A hard currency with traditional acceptability 

would be essential for payment of troops and procurement food and 

other essential supplies to Army as only effective alternative to value- 

less paper in period of crisis. This proposal would apply only for 

temporary period of no more than a few months and be strictly 

emergency measure to keep armies in field and discourage defection. 

It isnot in any sense a suggestion that China be placed back on the 
silver standard. | oo . He 

*? China Relief Mission. | ae
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We recommend immediate preparation for action along these lines, 
since the only other alternative would seem to us to be withdrawal to 
the maximum extent practicable from diplomatic, economic and mili- 
tary support of the present regime until the situation had stabilized as 
a result of the interplay of domestic forces. | 

Consul General please pass to Lapham personally. Department 
please pass to Treasury and ECA. | 

Repeated Shanghai 8388. 
| STuarT 

893.51 /9-2848 

: Memorandum of Conversation, by the Under Secretary of State 
| | | (Lovett) | 

| [Wasuineron,] September 28, 1948. 

Participants: © U—Mr. Lovett 
CA-Mr. Freeman * : 
FN-Mr. Spiegel * 
FN-—Mr. Doherty 
Mr. Wang Yun-Wu, Chinese Finance Minister | 
Mr. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador _ 

The Ambassador, calling to present Mr. Wang, who is in Wash- 
ington to attend the annual meetings of the Boards of Governors of 
the International Monetary Fund and the International Bank, re- 
marked that the occasion was doubly significant, 1. e., to the signifi- 
cance of annual meetings of the Fund and Bank was added the 
importance of the new financial measures recently introduced in 

_ China of which Mr. Wang was the principal architect. | 
I inquired how things were going with the new currency. Mr. 

Wang replied that so far everything had worked out very well: 
prices were holding steady (in fact had declined in Peiping and 
Tientsin), gold, silver and foreign exchange was being turned in at 
a satisfactory rate, the effect on exports had been very gratifying, 
and Mr. Wang anticipated that Government expenditures and the 
noté issue would be held under strict control. oe a 

I asked whether the stringent price controls had not interfered 
with the flow of goods from the countryside to the cities. Mr. Wang 

| replied this was not the case. He emphasized the importance of price 
controls and said that the success of the new currency depended on 
three things: (1) price controls, (2) the surrender of foreign assets 
and (3) control of the note issue. _— | 

“Fulton Freeman, Assistant Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs. _ | 
“ Marold R. Spiegel, Chief of the Division of Financial Affairs. oo 

429-525—73——127
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Mr. Wang said the surrender of foreign assets in exchange for the 

new gold yuan had amounted in the first twenty-two days after the 

introduction of the new currency to the equivalent of US$100 million 

in gold, silver, foreign exchange and foreign currency notes. In 

addition, private banks have turned in some US$40 million of foreign 

exchange and were expected to surrender US$10 million more. By 

September 30, the deadline for the surrender of foreign assets, Mr. 

Wang said he anticipated that the total amount of foreign assets 

surrendered would amount to US$250 million. Mr. Wang admitted 

that the assets so far surrendered had come largely from the middle 

classes and that the Government was still considering measures. to 
bring about the surrender of foreign assets by the “well-to-do”. 

In reply to a question about exports, Mr. Wang said that after 

the introduction of the new currency, the excess of exports over 1m- 
ports was at the rate of about US$12 million monthly. This, he said, 
was the reverse of the visible trade balance before the introduction of 
the exchange certificate system (now abandoned ®) in June. With 
respect to the note issue, Mr. Wang said that 200 million gold yuan 
had been required to redeem outstanding fapi (CN currency) includ- 

ing the Northeast currency. By the end of August the note issue had 
risen to 290 million gold yuan, largely reflecting additional gold yuan 
issued in exchange for foreign assets surrendered. By the end of 
September, he anticipated that the note issue will have increased to 
around 500 million gold yuan, about 44 of the increase over the end 
of August to be accounted for by the surrender of additional foreign 

assets. | | 

Mr. Doherty remarked that this calculation of the increase in the 
note issue would imply a remarkable reduction in the amount of the 
budgetary deficit. Mr. Wang replied that he expected to reduce the 
budgetary deficit to manageable proportions. He pointed out that 
before the war Chinese Government expenditures averaged approxi- 

mately the equivalent of US$900 million. Since the end of the war, 

Chinese Government expenditures had risen to above the equivalent 

of US$1 billion of which about sixty-five percent represented military 
and associated expenditures. To absorb part of the increase in mili- 
tary expenditures, the pay of civil servants had been reduced to 14 of 
the pre-war level, while the pay and allowances of soldiers remained 

the same. 
Mr. Wang said that with the new currency and stable prices he 

expected to be able to reduce total Government expenditures to about 
the equivalent of US$900 million or 3.6 billion gold yuan. With in- 

* In telegram No. 1876, August 24, 4 p. m., the Consul General at Shanghai re- 
ported abolition of the certificate system the previous day (893.5151/8-2448).
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creased taxes and improved tax collection methods, he hoped to bring 
revenues up to 2.5 billion gold yuan, leaving a deficit of 1.1 billion gold 
yuan or about US$275 million. 

Mr. Spiegel asked if this meant that the Chinese Government could 

| for the foreseeable future keep the inflation within limits which would 
enable the Chinese Government to maintain the present value of the 
gold yuan. Mr. Wang replied that a deficit of 1.1 billion gold yuan 

was well within the limit of 2 billion gold yuan established for the new 
currency. He said that the revenue estimate he had given included 

receipts from the sale of ex-enemy properties, surplus property dis- 
posal, and the sale of shares in Government-owned enterprises, but 
did not include receipts from the sale of ECA goods which would help 
to cover the remaining deficit. He also indicated that with stable 
prices, he expected to be able to issue gold yuan bonds in the amount of 

about 400 million gold yuan. 
Mr. Wang pointed out that as head of the Commercial Press, he 

considered himself a practical businessman who understood figures. 
He recalled that as Minister of Finance, by combining the Direct Tax 
and Commodity Tax Bureaus, he has reduced tax personnel from 50 
thousand to 21 thousand. As further evidence of his conservatism, 

he pointed out that although 14 of 3.6 billion gold yuan is 1.8 billion 

gold yuan, the budget he was bringing to the Legislative Yuan for the 
first six-month period limited expenditures to 1.6 billion yuan. This 
indication of efficient budgetary management, however, was qualified 

by his next remark to the effect that budgeted expenditures did not 
include expenditures for Northeast China. | 

I concluded the conversation by thanking Mr. Wang and the Am- 
bassador and remarking that I was doubly glad to have had this news 
of China because it was such good news. Mr. Koo cautioned, how- 
ever, that this did not mean that China could get along without further 

U. S. assistance. He said that the new measures constituted a bold 

experiment of which Mr. Wang should be justly proud, but that we 
could not hope that they would immediately solve all of China’s 
financial problems. . 

Nore: Mr. Wang’s optimistic assurances regarding the success of the 
new currency almost completely contradict reports received from 
the Embassy at Nanking. These reports indicate that the note issue 
has tripled since August 20, that stringent price controls have seri- 

ously inhibited the flow of goods, that exports enjoyed only a tem- 
porary spurt and that no really effective measures have been taken 
to control Government expenditures. 

oe : Rosert A. Lovetr
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124.935 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) ® 

WASHINGTON, September 29, 1948—5 p. m. 

1371. For Embassy, Casaday and Parker. State and Treas sym- 
pathetic Emb desire for flexibility and Emb concern re possibility 
sudden and severe break in rate (Embtel 1735 *" rptd Shanghai 829). 
Because importance possible new rate on Army-Navy expenditures 

| and implications for ECA special account, which latter is NAC in- 
terest here, would appreciate more info prior consideration your recom- 
mendation. Transmit alternative rate formulas under consideration 

for possible approach Chinese Government. 
| Lovetr 

898.5151/9-3048 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, September 30, 1948—6 p. m. 
| [Received October 1—2: 38 a. m.] 

1809. For State, Treasury and ECA. During past 2 weeks enforce- 

ment program has strengthened throughout China with black market 

rates for dollars holding steady or declining, particularly Canton, 

Tientsin and Peiping. Police measures over prices less effective. 

Commodity prices roughly doubled since August 19 in most western 

and northern cities. | 

Generally reported from all cities that utility rates so low that 

revenues considerably less than costs. Authorization for upward 

adjustment expected shortly, although Government proposing pay- — 

ment subsidies to companies to meet increased expenses. Such meas- 

ures obviously intensify mounting inflationary pressures. Government 

plans for announcement September 23 general upward adjustment 

utility rates, key commodity prices, and wage rates postponed until 

October 1. Prime Minister yesterday advised that Government not 

completed studies on which to base adjustments and date of announce- 

ment postponed indefinitely. Believed that Chinese Government too 

fearful of inflationary pressures take positive action and will continue 

relyonenforcement. ; a 

Director National Tax Administration * reports Government does 

not contemplate. readjustment direct and commodity taxes. States 

that increased rates would only increase evasion. Some revision in-, 

come tax under consideration. No indication significant increase 

| * Repeated to the Consul General at Shanghai as No. 1676. | 
*7 September 20, p. 407. 
8 Chiang Shu-ko.
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Government revenues past month. Expenditures probably at higher: 
rate than June-August owing increase temporary military operations.. 
Monthly deficit August 19-September 20 reliably estimated GY 200 
to 250 million. Since this financed almost entirely expansion note | 
issue, currency circulation now exceeds GY 925 million, although 
actual figures not presently available. (Re Shanghai’s 2048, repeated 
Nanking 5570 [7570], September 17.®?) 

Black market US currency remains steady under strong police pres- 
sure except for North China and Mukden where rises reported Sep- 
temper 25-29. Controls continue most effective Shanghai. Money 
market extremely loose, particularly Shanghai and Canton where gold 
yuan payments for foreign exchange and liquidation commodity 
boards [hoards?] heaviest. Considerable movement GY currency 
from outports to Canton and Shanghai despite restrictions such move- 
ment and heavy remittance charges. Bank deposits these cities re- 
ported by press to have increased approximately 10 times in past 
month. Banks complain demand for loans negligible and no outlets 

_ available for investment. Shanghai black market interest rate drop- 
ping steadily last 10 days to 5 percent per month on September 26. 
Stock markets remain closed although substantial volume extra-legal 
transactions reported, particularly Tientsin. Sale of stock in govern- 
ment-owned enterprises continues slow with every indication business- 
men prefer hold even GY currency to stocks these enterprises. No 
other outlet for idle money available. Central Bank and Central 
Trust ceased dumping commodities end of last week. 

[Here follows summary of the black market situation in leading 
Chinese cities. | 

| STUART 

893.50/10-148 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHanewat, October 1, 1948—4 p. m. 
[Received October 1—5: 20 a. m.] 

2118. Extension of jurisdiction of Shanghai Economic Supervisor’s 
Office to include Nanking, Kiangsu, Chekiang and Anhwei appears 
tantamount to adoption of “total warfare program” tothis area. Pre- 
viously program used only in war areas. Extension should permit 
Supervisor to control source of Shanghai supplies of food and raw 
materials which recently have failed to reach here. Also flight of 
local hoardings to surrounding areas will now come under young 
Chiang’s purview. 

” Not printed.
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Some fears have been allayed by statement of Communist Suppres- 

gion and National Reconstruction Corps Commander that Corps is 

not court or police organization and will only “encourage people to 

help Government carry out emergency economic measures”. 

- Postponement of currency conversion deadline from today to Oc- 

tober 31 for gold and foreign currencies, and November 30 for silver 

will permit concentration of police searches on godowns. 

Deadline for registration of Chinese-held foreign assets set for 

November 1. Those registering will not be questioned as to source of 

assets. : 

Sent Department; repeated Nanking 1618. 
| Caror 

124.935 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State | 

NankIno, October 2, 1948—11 a. m. 

| [Received October 2—5: 48 a. m.] 

1817. For State and Treasury. Embassy opinion that sudden and 
sharp break in Chinese currency may occur in near future (reEKmbtel 
1738 [1748], September 22, repeated Shanghai 838) strengthened 

rather than weakened by events past 2 weeks (Embassy and Parker 
send reDeptel 1871, September 29, repeated Shanghai 1676). Em- 
bassy feels urgent necessity of obtaining authority from State and 
Treasury for negotiating special diplomatic rate (which would also 

apply Army and Navy expenditures). | 
[Here follow estimates of local currency requirements of Embassy, 

Consulates, and military and naval establishments in China. | 
Previous cables from Embassy and Consulate General Shanghai 

have indicated expectation that break in currency will result in dis- 
orderly market situation. Embassy therefore reluctant commit itself 
to any particular rate formula and accordingly reiterates its request 
for authority to use discretion in negotiating best possible agreement 

under circumstances which prevail at time. EECA China mission has 
been informed of this request and supports it with view to protecting 

special account, although jurisdiction NAC in this connection is recog- 
nized and recommendations rate and maintenance of value arrange- 
ments will of course be referred Washington for approval. Army, 
Navy finance officers here have already stated they will look to Em- 
bassy and Treasury Attaché for assistance in rate difficulties. | 

Major difficulty with. December 8 formula arose from fact sub- 
stantial differential prevailing in black market between various 
Chinese cities. On August 19 rates for Canton, Shanghai, Peiping
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as follows: (millions CNC per US dollars) 6.5, 11.8, 14.0. At present 

time Hong Kong rate extremely sensitive to peculiar situation pre- 

vailing Hong Kong, Canton area. Black market rate on September 

29 for Hong Kong cross rate Canton and Shanghai as follows: 4.03, 

8.96, 4.70. Treasury Attaché suggests, assuming circumstances pre- 

vailing at time broad spread between black market and official rate 

occurs would permit, that negotiations be conducted with Finance 

Minister to obtain separate rate for each city based on single formula. 

Following suggestions under consideration as general type of formula 

which would meet requirements presently anticipated although specific 

approach to Chinese Govt cannot be determined until actual market 

situation known: Official rate plus 95% difference between official 

rate and average Hong Kong cross rate and local open market rate 

for dollar drafts (the use and circulation of which now permitted by 

inadvertent omission Chinese Govt currency regulations). Hong 

Kong cross rate plus 90% of difference between Hong Kong rate and 
open market rate for dollar drafts. Official rate plus 95% of dif- 

. ference between official rate and open market dollar rate derived as a 
cross rate based on gold price obtained by dividing local open market 
price of gold per ounce by 50. This particularly appropriate for 

west China posts. 
Suggested formulae are purposely complex for purpose of negotiat- 

ing with Chinese Govt. Experience during informal discussions with 
representatives Central Bank in July-August has indicated greater __ 
psychological acceptance rate indirectly based on open market when 
relationship expressed indirectly. | 

_ Embassy also expects request provision rate determination for each 
individual transaction to be reached Shanghai, with certification by 
Treasury Attaché but at separate rate for and in amount necessary 
to meet requirements of each outpost separately. Local currency 
funds would then be remitted by TT to Central bank branch in outpost 

for payment to Consulate. 
Sent Dept, repeated Shanghai 888. 

| | STUART 

893.515/10—748 : Telegram | a 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, October 7, 1948. 
[Received October 7—7: 41 a. m.] 

2153. Reaction to August 19 currency reform moved into another 
phase in Shanghai during this last week with retail buying spree 
on part of salaried and laboring classes. Besides indicating decreas-
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ing confidence or possibly even complete loss of confidence in gold yuan 
currency by those classes which has been Chiang Ching-kuo’s main 
asset to date, present unrestrained purchasing comes as natural and 
not unexpected result of coincidence several factors: (1) Delayed 
response to news [of] fall of Tsinan; (2) extensive conversions of 
foreign exchange and gold in last few days before end of September, 
together with regular end of month payrolls, placed large sums of 

| local currency in hands of general public who in 6 weeks since conver- 
sion began had had neither considerable extra cash nor incentive to | 
spend; (3) latter supplied by statements of impending rationing of 
daily necessities, announcement of new taxes on luxury items, particu- 
larly tobacco and rumors of general upward readjustment of prices; 
(4) police registration and godown inspection has eliminated pos- 
sibility of investment in semi-wholesale lots of industrial commodities 
and other items not necessarily for personal use previously standard 
procedure in hedging against inflation; (5) buying of Shanghai’s 
fixed price and earmarked merchandise by profiteering Yellow Ox 
gangs during last 2 weeks for sale at higher prices in unpoliced rural 
areas outside Shanghai served as stimulus. 

Favored in present run on stores are cigarettes, silk, wool, and cotton 
piece goods, knitting wool, shoes and ready-made clothes, canned goods 
and in general all items of imported nature which people know are 
irreplaceable in foreseeable future. : 

Purchases of cloth have been restricted by economic police to 5 
yards of cotton and 3 yards of silk per 3 months on presentation 
residence certificate. Stores are opening late and closing early to 
reduce outgo of goods; some have attempted to close up tight in spite 
of police prohibition with arrests resulting. | 
We doubt if volume of merchandise presently being cleaned off 

shelves constitutes any really considerable portion of such goods avail- 
able in city but event shows that mass of people here are now at least 
partially aware of impossible future of currency and are following 
same protective course of action more quickly adopted by merchants 
and industrialists who invested larger sums in real estate and jewelry. 

Situation is indeed gloomy and in the absence of any real reform 
or progress of Government in basic matters of taxation and budgeting 
we can see nothing but increasing trouble ahead. Scheduled rice ra- 
tioning in Shanghai will probably not be met this month; coal is 
critically short and cold weather is only a month off; the war goes 
badly. Chiang Ching-kuo is now on the defensive and only rear guard 
actions are to be expected from hereon. | 

Sent Department; repeated Nanking as 1644. __ | 
Canor
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893.50 Recovery /9-2248 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasuHtIneton, October 12, 1948—6 p. m. 
1433. For Emb and Lapham from State and ECA. Dept and ECA 

have given careful consideration economic financial developments 
China and to subjects referred Embtel 1748, Sept 22 repeated Shang- 
hai 888. | 

Feasibility redisposition China Aid Act funds considered Dept 
when new currency measures were announced but rejected for reasons 
discussed Dept’s memo August 30° this subject airpouched Emb 
Sept 27. ECA concurs this view and comments below. Redisposition 
considered involve 3 possible steps (a) acceleration whole ECA pro- 
gram provide maximum flow imports next 3 months; (6) abandonment 
capital reconstruction and replacement phase program in favor in- 
creased imports not only of food, as Emb suggests, but also fuel, raw 
materials, etc., and (¢) diversion 125 million Section 404 (6) China 
Aid Act from military procurement to imports of such goods. 

Steps (a) and (6) would require flow of aid goods considerably 
above rate contemplated by Congress and should exhaust ECA appro- 
priation by end 1948. Administrator has taken position no request 
should be made Congress in January for deficiency appropriation ECA. 

- programs. Steps (0) and (c) inconsistent with legislative history 
China Aid Act and appropriations thereunder. Moreover, commit- 
ments already made and in process against $125 mil appropriation 
represent major portion this fund. | 

Dept’s policy with respect to silver loan for currency stabilization 
already explained House and Senate foreign affairs committees in 
unreleased statement of last February,® copies of which air pouched 
Emb Depins 165 dated Aug 18, 1948.% Reference statement does not 
deal explicitly with use of silver for purposes envisaged by Emb. 
However, general considerations apply, and in absence Congressional 
authority funds would not be available to acquire silver for China. 
Use of ECA funds to acquire silver coins would not be consistent with 
Congressional intent. Treasury stabilization fund use considered in- 
advisable. In any case, Dept seriously doubts feasibility provide 
silver for Govt expenditures as temporary measure. Treasury concurs. 

Finally it does not appear possible benefits such steps as could be 
taken would warrant drastic action required. 

Dept understands Emb has been preparing with assistance Casaday 
and Parker detailed analysis of new financial measures and prospects 

° Memorandum by Mr. Paul H. Nitze, p. 396. 
* See footnote 67, p. 399. 
* Not printed.
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success new currency. Dept desires have such analysis in hand as 

soon as possible. [Stateand ECA.] : | 
a oe | LOvETT 

893.50/10-1548 : Telegram | - | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, | -. Nanxine, October 15, 1948—6 p. m. 

, [Received October 15—9: 27 a. m.] 

1920. China August 19 economic reform appears now to be hasten- 

ing to its denouement. Efforts and gestures of last 2 months may 

well soon be forgotten and will be back on basis of the open printing 

press and all but open hedging and speculation in foreign exchanges 

and commodities. (Black-market trading now out of hand). With 

few exceptions, as public utilities fixed, prices are fictions. In 

Shanghai, where enforcement started off spectacularly and where con- 

trol has been most stringent, there is now a noticeable lack of zeal 

and decreasing effectiveness on part of police. The several really big 

names who were early arrested are still in confinement but their trials 
are dragging on through protracted adjournments and appeals. 

| Chiang Ching-kuo’s heralded plans for an industrial resurgence, the 
“second phase” of the August 19 program, have just been announced; 

they are uninspiring and follow same old pattern of “conservation of 
foreign exchange” and concentration. of authority in Central Trust 
and trade guilds. Accompanying registration of industrial com- 
modities and inspection of warehouses tapering off with no apparent 

results. | | | 

China note issue now probably in neighborhood of GY 1.25 billion 
which represents a quantity of money say 5 times as great as that 
in circulation on August 19. This money is not going back to the 
Government in taxes nor into production enterprise but rather is 
accumulating and idle in the cities building up the inflationary 

pressure which has recently been evidenced by: 

(1) Shanghai’s last week retail buying spree which has now spread 
to other cities stripping shops of their exposed goods; (2) Increasing 
unavailability in all cities of daily necessities except under the counter 
and at prices far above fixed levels; (8) Short-term interest rates so 
low as to be practically negligible by Chinese standards (1. e., 4 per- 
cent per month); (4) Reestablishment of “organized” black markets 
in gold bullion and US currency. 

In Peiping and Tientsin where police surveillance has been only 
nominal, gold is selling for GY 1000 per ounce and US dollars at 
GY 16 compared to the respective official quotations of GY 200 and _
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GY 4. In Canton the HK dollar is up in past week to GY 1.25 com- 
pared to the official .75. In Shanghai where to date operators have 
been most circumspect, there is now a good volume of business in 
currency at GY 6 to 7 with TTs bringing about 20 percent premium; 
shopkeepers are beginning to again quote and surreptitiously to accept 
US dollars; volume of telephone calls is this week picking up showing 
resumption of black-market transactions pretty much on “normal” 
basis. | | 

With the concurrent discouraging military developments, it seems 
to us impossible that the Government much longer can continue to 
imitate Canute before the economic tide. It appears equally unlikely 
that it can publicly abandon the program on which so much was 

_ Staked. What is more likely is that we are seeing the slackening of 
the pretence of enforcement and a yielding full rein to economic forces 
which at the moment are so precariously held in check. | 

Sent Department 1920, repeated Shanghai 946. | 
: STUART 

124.935 : Telegram , 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) ® 

Wasuineton, October 15, 1948—9 p. m. 
1459. From State and Treas. Complicated formulae suggested for 

possible future negotiation re embtel 1817 Oct 2, also your tel 1901, 
Oct 13 * appear likely to create cumbersome and protracted problems 
of rate determination for each individual transaction, especially as it 
is contemplated that procurement be centralized in Shanghai. De- 
centralization of procurement and use of a simple procedure consid- 
ered possible of negotiation at proper time in view procurement ar- 
rangements in effect for North China posts prior to August currency 
conversion. State and Treas fully sympathetic with wisdom advance 
authorization to meet possible contingencies of break in currency and 
authorize Embassy within its discretion as to proper timing to nego- 
tiate arrangement as follows: | 

A. Purchase in each city from Central Bank branch or agent of 
local GY requirements at rate equivalent to 95 percent of local open 
market rate for dollar drafts, or if above inacceptable, 

B. Direct purchase in each city in open market of local GY require- 
ments, using dollar drafts or, if necessary, dollar currency. 

_ You should urge acceptance of a above because foreign exchange 
accrues to Government. 

“ Repeated to the Consul General at Shanghai as telegram No. 1776. 
“Latter not printed: it reported an informal agreement with the Governor 

of the Central Bank of China to permit the Consulate General at Mukden to 
make its own local exchange arrangemerts (124.05/10-1348).
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Implications for ECA special deposit account will be subject sub- 
sequent cable.” 

Embassy and Casaday comments requested. [State and Treas. | 
Lovetr 

893.50 Recovery/10-—1948 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, October 19, 1948—9 a. m. 
[Received October 19—12: 03 a. m.] 

1930. For Lapham and Casaday. Embassy intended but appar- 
ently failed to make clear that action recommended reference ECA | 

program in its 1748 of September 22 was only step (a) listed in second 
paragraph Deptel 1433, October 12. In light position reported taken 
by Administrator against any January deficiency request in this, door 
appears effectively shut. 
Embassy was familiar with Department position regarding silver 

loan for currency stabilization. Our thought, however, was not silver 
loan for currency stabilization but a suggestion for emergency and 
interim bolstering of Nationalist soldiers’ will to fight by provision 
troop pay and army procurement in traditional hard money form. 
However, absence authority and funds for such purpose as reported 
in your telegram under reference likewise appears to rule out this 
possibility. | 

Reference final paragraph urtel under reference, Embassy and 

Treasury Attaché have been attempting to keep Washington fully 

informed developments in currency picture. : 

Tempo of events has been too rapid to lend value to any detailed 

analysis new financial measures. Moreover, such study seemed un- 

necessary in light our considered judgment at outset and subsequent 

repeated belief that prospects of success new currency were nil once 

brief honeymoon was over. 
Please pass to Treasury and ECA. 
Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 951. 

STUART 

124.05/10-1048 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | - Nawnxrne, October 20, 1948-—6 p. m. 

[Received October 21—2: 29 a. m.] 

1950. For Department and Treasury. Acting on authority con- 

tained Deptel 1459, October 15, repeated Shanghai as 1776, Casaday 

*® Not found in Department files. | :
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and Merchant called on Dr. Hsu Po-yuan, Acting Minister of Finance, 
on morning of October 19. In brief we told him that we had re- 
luctantly reached the inescapable conclusion that the depreciation in 
the purchasing power of the gold yuan had now reached such a point 
that it was imperative the US Government receive a more realistic 
rate of conversion with respect to all official expenditures in China. 
Accordingly we stated that we were instructed to request a realistic 
rate for each post. For obvious reasons we stated that we would 
consider such a realistic rate the local open market rate and we left 
the impression that if we failed to reach an agreement along these 
lines we would be forced to make our own arrangements locally. Dr. 
Hsu was aware of the problem but emphasized its gravity to the Gov- 
ernment and stated that the decision in all probability would be made 
by the Prime Minister. He promised to discuss the matter immedi- 
ately with his Minister and Governor O. K. Yui of the Central Bank. 
He further expressed the hope that he would be able to give us an 
answer by the evening of October 20. | 

~ That same afternoon we discussed the problem with Dr. Tung Ling 
of Foreign Office and informed him of the opening of our negotiation 
with the Ministry of Finance. Tung appeared shocked that we felt 
the situation had reached the point where a special arrangement was 
considered necessary. . He emphasized the blow to Government morale 
which acceding to our request. would produce and beseeched us to 
consider waiting “a few more weeks” before pressing our request. 

Not having heard from Dr. Hsu by late afternoon October 20, we 
telephoned him. He informed us that the matter was under most 
careful and serious consideration but that it would be impossible to 
give a reply until October 25 or 26. We asked him if an earlier 
answer would not be possible but he replied that while he would do his 
best he felt it was improbable. — 

After full discussion within the Embassy, it was thereupon decided 
that it would be tactically unwise to take any further action or ap- 
proach the Prime Minister directly until after hearing Dr. Hsu’s reply 
the first of the week. 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 963. 
| STUART 

893.5151/10-2848 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, Nankina, October 28, 1948—3 p. m. 
| [Received October 29—9: 58 a. m.] 

2025. On October 26 Finance Minister Wang Yun-wu in reply to 
Merchant’s * query stated that Prime Minister had reluctantly 

* Livingston T. Merchant, Counselor of Embassy in China.
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agreed that morning to the institution of a special exchange rate for 

US Government expenditures in China (reference Embtel 1950, Oc- 

tober 20, repeated Shanghai 963). Finance Minister went on to say 

all conversions would have to be centralized in Shanghai and that rate 

would be 8 to 1. Following brief discussion, Finance Minister was 

informed that this rate was inadequate to meet.our problems and would 

be entirely unacceptable to Washington. : 
Morning October 27 Casaday and Merchant discussed matter further 

with Dr. Hsu Po-yuan, Vice Minister of Finance, flatly stating that 

while appreciative their efforts 8 to 1 rate was not realistic and in con- 

sequence we were being driven to unpalatable but necessary alterna- 

tive of making our own arrangement. We pointed out that our objec- 

tive from outset was to assure continuous receipt by Chinese Govern- 

ment US dollars arising these transactions. We reemphasized reason 

for seeking local rates and further appealed to his cupidity by inform- 

ing him imminent arrival Task Force 38 Tsingtao containing 11,000 

sailors with US dollars 2 million burning hole in their collective _ 

pocket. With surprisingly little further argument Dr. Hsu asked 

what we would consider a satisfactory rate which we described as 

full open market rate as agreed by Central Bank Governor and US 

Treasury Attaché for each important locality. Dr. Hsu thereupon 

asked us to discuss the matter same evening with Dr. S. Y. Liu, Acting 

Governor Central Bank (O. K. Yui has been ill and not expected 

return to work for week or longer). In our presence Dr. Hsu set 

appointment hour with Liu and we inferred from his conversation 

that he was being instructed to reach agreement with US. 

Evening October 27 Casaday and Merchant discussed matter with 

Dr. Liu who quickly met our main points. Substance agreement 

follows: 

1. All conversions to be concentrated Shanghai with exception 

Tsingtao where, as convenience to US Navy, local Central Bank man- 

ager will exchange US currency on spot for gold yuan at rate agreed 

for that post in Shanghai. | 

2. Effort will be made minimize multiple rates by original experi- 

ment setting separate rates for 3 areas, i. e. north, central and south. 

‘We left open increase beyond 3 rates if wide discrepancies develop 

making averaging inequitable. | 

8. Mukden to continue make its own local arrangements. 

We are preparing circular instructions all posts re mechanics and 

we have informed Service Attachés, AAG * and ECA successful con- 

clusion agreement and its general outline. We recognize arrival of 

agreement with Central Bank on rate at each separate future conver- 

sion may entail difficult negotiation particularly in view inadequate 

and at times conflicting reports as to black-market rate at any time. 

Army Advisory Group. a | | - _— ce
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Attitude Government officials including S. Y. Liu, however, appears re- 
flect genuine desire to accommodate us. Moreover, having established 
principle full rate applicable we do not plan in individual future 
negotiations to haggle over pennies. Despite these apparent risks 
and disadvantages, we nevertheless are satisfied arrangement more 
satisfactory than link to Hong Kong cross rate or any complicated 
percentage formula. 

Chinese Government understandably sick over necessity this special 
arrangement which is acknowledgment failure currency reform Au- | 
gust 19. We will make every effort ourselves to maintain secrecy 
its existence and similarly enjoin other beneficiaries. 

In foregoing we have not specifically brought in applicability to 
surplus property funds because (1) we felt to do so might imperil suc- 
cess this negotiation and further extend period extreme hardship re 
staff and operating expenses, (2) we believed successful conclusion 
this agreement would lay irresistible groundwork for later extension to 
surplus property and (3) surplus property program currently inactive 
in so far as present need for additional gold yuan funds are concerned. 
We will exchange letters with Central Bank and Finance Minister 

confirming our agreement.% _ 7 | 
Please pass Treasury. 
Sent Department 2025, repeated Shanghai 1002. 

| STUART 

893.5017/11-148 : Telegram . 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

~ SuaneHat, November 1, 1948. 
| [Received October 31—9: 33 p. m. | 

9276. Chinese Government altered entire plan for control economy 
| initiated August 19. Prices essential commodities and daily necessi- 

ties unfrozen. This includes raw materials. Wage of workers to be 
readjusted with reference to needs. Public utility rates to be increased 
in keeping with costs operation. | 

Government agency to revamp. prices cotton yarn, cloth, sugar, 
coal and salt on basis prevailing costs. Foodstuffs to be purchased 
and sold at open market prices. Rationing program 6 major cities to 
be continued. Details follow by airgram.” | | 

Department 2276, repeated Nanking 1725. _ _ 
—— ne _ Casor 

"In telegram No. 2036, October 29, 5 p. m., the Ambassador in China reported 
that the arrangements would apply to ECA gold yuan expenses in China 
(893.5151 /10-2948). 

*° Airgram No. A-974, November 1, not printed.. In telegram No. 2048 of the 
same date, the Ambassador summarized actions taken by the Executive Yuan 
on October 31 and predicted that the “gold yuan henceforward will duplicate 
CNC toboggan.”
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893.5151/11-248 : Telegram | | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

- Suanouat, November 2, 1948—11 a. m. 

: [Received November 2—12: 18 a. m.] 

9987. For State and Treasury. In absence of immediate contrary 

instructions, Embassy and Treasury Attaché in extremis will construe 

Deptel 1459 of October 15 to Nanking, repeated Shanghai 1776, as 

authority to.make own local arrangements for acquiring gold yuan. 

Cabinet crisis, with both Prime Minister and Finance Minister having 

handed in resignations, has resulted in situation in which Chinese 

are unwilling [or] unable to honor conversion agreement reported in 

Embtel 2025 of October 28, repeated Shanghai 1002. Governor Cen- 

tral Bank maintaining agreement requires ratification by Executive 

Yuan whereas Acting Finance Minister Hsu maintains agreement 

should not be referred to Executive Yuan since matter falls entirely 

within competence of Central Bank. 
Sent Dept 2287, repeated Nanking 1781. | 

CaBor 

893.50/11--948 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

- Suanewar, November 9, 1948—4 p. m. 
[Received November 9—12: 40 p. m.| 

2353. During past week businessmen, laborers and farmers may 
have all attempted to seek out again those halting facilities of com- 
mercial intercourse which they knew in the pre-August 19 era (and 
which were possible only because of a mutual cognizance of day-to- 
day depreciation of CNC), yet it is most apparent now that dislo- 

cations which came about in this 214 months have created a grave 
situation. Businessmen are saying each day things could not pos- 
sibly get worse and yet we are seeing marked deterioration each day 
rather than any sort of recovery. At moment Shanghai is shocked 
by doubling and tripling of prices within hours. 

Shopping spree for consumer goods has petered out with some fresh. | 
goods on shelves, but stocks limited and prices tentative, because it is 
not possible to decide just where to pick up again parabolic curve 
of price advances which was interrupted on August 19 and because 
there is in air an awareness and fear of riot and looting. 

Trade between Shanghai and its rural areas has not been reestab- 
lished. Plans of Chiang Ching-kuo (now resigned? and departed) 

* The resignation of Chiang Ching-kuo took place November 7.
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to match value of incoming food and raw material with outward ship- 
ments of manufactured goods were never even fully developed even 
on paper. Altho neither ECA stocks on hand or current Chinese 
procurements were adequate to fill out October rice ration obligations, 
yet underpricing policy maintained at Chinese insistence has not 
been abandoned and farmers continue hold their rice. Thus no rice 
available today in Shanghai even in response to offers in neighbor- 
hood of GY 1200 per picul, or 20 cents per pound at BM rate of 
moment. Failure of business to revive also apparent in import- 
export lines where some form of linked foreign exchange is again 
rumored but which would now come very late in game; exports have 
dwindled away during past month and imports, although ostensibly 
advantageous now from profit point of view, are pursued most cau- 
tiously in view of military hazard and consequent possibility of total | 
loss of cargo. 

A “critical” point is anticipated next Monday when mid-month 
wage payments are due and workers demanding food, not money. 
Equity and necessity wage increases has already been acknowledged 
by most employers who, on October 30 when increases were still illegal, 
gave employees “loans” amounting generally to something like 100 
percent of that month’s salary. From survey representative prices 
ConGen would estimate that cost of living is certainly now ten times 
greater than on August 19; sample increases are: rice flour and pork 
25 times, eggs 19 times, edible oil 17 times, cotton yarn and cloth 10 
times, slack coal 6 times, soap, matches and kerosene 4 times. Labor- 
ing groups are likely to be more than just vocal if mid-month cost of 
living index (due to be reinstituted) is much less than that figure, but 
on other hand it is not seen how employers can pay even that much. 
Public utilities here, for instance, have been authorized rate increases 
of only some 300-400 percent over August 19 rates, at which they were 
even then losing money. From another aspect it may also be physical 
impossibility to drastically increase wage payments; this is the matter 
of tightness of money. Central Bank is veritably unable to supply 
all money being requested by commercial banks. An American bank 
for instance reports that it yesterday requested GY 50,000 and got only 
10,000 (US dollars 333 at BM). This shortness of cash and now 
general appreciation of rapid deterioration of value of GY have to- 
gether driven short term interest rates up to neighborhood of 90 per- 
cent per month, a point never reached even in CNC days. 

Sent Department 2358, pouched Nanking 1782. 

Capor 

429-525 —73-_28
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893.5151/11-1048 : Telegram . - 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 10, 1948—® p. m. 

[Received November 10—10: 01 a. m.] 

2166. In light thoroughly disorganized economy China with gold 

yuan cascading hourly and acting on authority implied by absence as 

yet reply to Shanghai ConGentel 2287, November 2, repeated Nanking 

1731. Embassy has reluctantly authorized all Consulates China to 

make own local arrangements through recourse to black market for 

gold yuan requirements. With informal agreement of Central Bank, 

Mukden and Tihwa have been operating this basis. Treasury Attache 

has been instructed inform Central Bank of our appreciation Bank’s 

efforts cooperate on basis informal agreement of October 29, 1948, 

but that Bank will understand necessary under present conditions each 

post possess freedom to make its own arrangements locally. 

7 ‘STUART 

§93.50/11-1248 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SuancHal, November 12, 1948. 

[Received, November 12—1: 53 a. m.] 

9394. In first positive action in economic field since unfreezing of 

commodity prices on November 1, Government yesterday announced 

official devaluation of gold yuan to rate 20 to 1 US dollar. At same 

time possession of foreign currencies and gold and silver made legal 

and also their use in licensed import transactions. Use in private 

domestic trading apparently remains illegal. As today Chinese na- 

tional holiday, there is no immediate reaction on part business circles. _ 

Tight money situation has been a most important factor during last 

several days with interest rates up to 500% per month. This has 

tended to reduce black market rates for foreign currencies and has 

depressed a few commodity prices. Many difficulties are anticipated 

in making mid-month wage payments on Monday. Rice continues 

more or less unavailable but it is stated that emergency supplies due 

next week to tide over till larger ECA-sponsored shipments arrive. 

Inform Commerce, Treasury, Agriculture and Labor. 

a Oo | ae CaBor 

893.51/11-1248: Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NaAnkino, November 12, 1948. 
[Received November 12—3: 53 a. m. | 

9182. Official Kmt organ Nanking yesterday again carried several 

reports that high-ranking Chinese Government official disclosed that
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Foreign Minister Wang Shih-chieh had had discussions with General 

Marshall for new loan from US; that negotiations regarding loan are 

still being carried on both in Paris and in London. Foreign Minister 

was said to have expressed opinion that aid should be extended to 

China as soon as possible and it should be treated as seriously as US 

aid to Europe. Foreign Minister claimed to have stressed equal im- 

portance military and economic aid. This news despatch prominently 

headlined “a new American loan to China”, followed by second head- 

line “it is reported important decision already reached”.? 

Same paper carried several items quoting reports from London, 

Paris and Washington concerning recent discussions between Secre- 

tary State and T. F. Tsiang, member of Chinese Delegation to UN 

Assembly.2 London despatch said “important decisions regarding 

new plan of US aid to China” were reported taken over past 4 days in 

course of these discussions. Same despatch added that according to 

well-informed source new aid plan envisaged US $400,000,000 for 

economic aid and $600,000,000 for military aid. 

Sent Department 2182; repeated Shanghai 1089. Department pass 

[to] Paris [as No.] 9 for UN Del.‘ 

| STUART 

893.515/11-1248 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxinoc, November 12, 1948—2 p. m. 
[Received November 18—4: 15 a. m.] 

2187. Lower Yangtze valley area relative other parts country con- 

tinues experience greatest loss confidence in national currency and 

most precipitous price climbs. Cities further distant immediate hos- 

tilities—e. o., Canton, Chungking, Tihwa—seem generally experience 

less abrupt changes. Peiping, Tientsin, Tsingtao continue on more 

stable level than elsewhere. Mukden now standing class by itself, 

reports Communist depreciation national currency to gold yuan $750 
to US $1 and favorable confidence in US dollars. 

Now most difficult pin down exchange and money rates or prices 
generally in Nanking or other cities Yangtze valley because anarchic 
economy characterized by individual transaction prices. US dollar 
Nanking apparently quoted between 50 and 70 gold yuan to US $1 
past few days, although Embassy itself not engaged specific trans- 
action. Isolated reports ranged high as 100 to US $1. 

. * See also pp. 173 ff., passim. | a 
8 See memorandum by the Secretary of State, November 9, p. 197. 
‘United States delegation to the third regular session of the United Nations 

General Assembly which convened at Paris on September 21. . .
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Nanking November 10 reached depth pessimism and disorderliness 
in streets and market places unprecedented since return Government 
from Chungking.» General expectation had been that economic re- 
form measures November 1 would release flow food other goods into 
Nanking—-Shanghai area temporarily at least relieving demand pres- 
sures. Such expectations almost completely unfulfilled, however, as 
shops kept doors closed and rice and cloth unavailable. Rice ex- 
tremely difficult obtain for almost 2 weeks and so rapid has been 
deterioration gold yuan that merchants become less and less willing 
to receive it in exchange their wares. Rioting reached peak November 
10 primarily in and around rice shops although some vegetable and 
fruit markets looted. This has convinced apparently reluctant au- 
thorities declare martial law Nanking which took effect 11 p. m., 
November 10; move expected have a temporary sedative effect upon 
populace. November 11 generally quiet. Chief police Nanking states 
rice now moving into city, after purchase by Government from 
wholesale merchants partly with gold yuan, partly textiles. ECA 
also plans release large amounts textiles and kerosene on Nanking 
market as Nanking-Shanghai US gold yuan money rates far above 
those reported from other regions China except Tihwa where 43 to 1 
reported November 8. Rates for Shanghai (as Department will be 
aware from reports that post) generally parallel N anking as both 
cities increasingly anticipate early Communist domination. - 

In general, appears demand US dollars declining slightly because. 
Chinese as whole consider material possessions including silver dollars 
more suitable hoarding and use under possible Communist regime. 
Tightness gold yuan currency additionally discourages advances 
US dollar gold yuan quotations. While Mukden report indicates 
Communists willing accept US currency, Chinese populace here may - 
assume Communists will set poor price on it and are. attempting its 

| disposal. 
[Here follows discussion of foreign exchange rates and other 

economic matters in various Chinese cities. | | | | 

STUART 

893.5151/11-1248 : Telegram : 
Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHancHA, November 12, 1948—3 p. m. 
_ [Received November 12—8: 59 a. m.] 

2395. For State and Treasury from Casaday. ReContel 2287 to 
Department, repeated Nanking as 1731, November 2. 

* On May 1, 1946.
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1. Formal confirmation our understanding never received from Cen- 
tral Bank owing partly Cabinet crisis and continued illness both Gov- 
ernor O. K. Yui and Acting Governor S. Y. Liu. However, on basis 

| verbal confirmation given Merchant and Casaday by S. Y. Liu just 
before he became ill, we had been negotiating special rates for Army, 
Navy and State Department posts and actual purchases and remission 
of funds have taken place as follows: 
[Here follows account of specific exchange rates obtained and related 

comments. | 
2. On November 11 Consulate General Shanghai and all outposts 

| received authorization from Embassy to be exercised at discretion local 
head of post, to acquire local currency requirements by sale US cur- 
rency or draits on best terms available or to pay individual, including 
alien staff, in US currency. Casaday instructed urgently inform S. Y. 
Liu or other responsible Central Bank official this decision. Since 
S. Y. Liu still sick, Casaday verbally informed Albert Shao afternoon 
November 11 who said he would inform S. Y. Liu at once. 

Shao apparently not surprised nor displeased at news. He said 
in fact such arrangement probably less embarrassing to Central Bank 
than prior arrangement which had caused Central Bank to become 
besieged with requests for “special” deals by other organizations, 
especially various United Nations groups, missionary organizations 
and other foreign Consulates and Embassies. Albert Shao said the 

Central Bank could truthfully say it did not have special deal with 
anybody and could disclaim any knowledge how American Govern- 
ment agencies acquiring their funds. He also said that in event indi- 
viduals were paid in US currency perhaps Central Bank should take 
some step stop recent arrests of US agency employees or to secure their 
quick release if arrested. 

3. However, Albert Shao said nothing about new official rate of 
20 to 1 announced later last night and carried in press this morning. 
Under new regulations no longer illegal for people possess gold, silver 
and foreign currencies although still illegal to “deal” insame. (Sum- 
mary new regulations being forwarded separately.*) Possibly Shao 
supposed US Government agencies would automatically support new 
official rate as we have done in similar circumstances in past but he 
said nothing about it and tone of conversation was otherwise. 

4. Consulate General and Embassy assuming in absence instructions 
from Department to contrary, authorization granted in Embtel 1070 
to Shanghai November 107 and Embcirtel same date ® still holds good. 
A priori no reason to suppose new rate, which definitely unrealistic at 

* See telegram No. 2394, p. 428. 
"Not found in Department files. | 
*Not printed. —
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outset, will measurably reduce present chaos or for long retard process 

economic deterioration. Consequently, feel discretion given posts 

in this matter no less essential merely because of new official rate 2 

days ago when authorization granted. | : 

5. Uncertain whether verbal notification of authorization to make 

local arrangements given Central Bank yesterday by Casaday will 

be viewed by Central Bank as automatic abrogation of our October 29 

understanding. Casaday assumes his notification likely to be so 

| viewed by Central Bank which would mean Army, Navy and USEFC 

stuck with 20 to 1. Decided not press Central Bank today for its 

views on this matter nor on question in item number 8 above. 

6. Understand Army, Navy requesting authority from Washington 

to make own arrangements locally similar that just issued by Embassy 

to State Department posts. No such possibility for USEFC, however, 

and seems likely we must endeavor continue or reestablish some spe- 

cially negotiated arrangement for that organization. 

Sent Department 2395, repeated Nanking 1814. [Casaday.] 

| a | CaBorT 

893.5017/11-1548 : Telegram : 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SuanoHatr, November 15, 1948—7 p. m. 
| | [Received November 15—7: 45 a. m.] 

2415. Indications that vital commodities will be shortly in greater 

supply have caused easing of tension. No rice riots reported in past 

several days. (Details food situation subject of ConGentel 2414.°) | 

However, with announcement this morning new C. O. L.”° index at 

810 percent above August 19 levels, it appears Government has traded 

one crisis for another. Seriously critical physical cash shortage pre- 

cludes payment wages in full due today. Management’s primary 

concern last week in getting rice supplies for distribution to employees 

is now transferred to problem of raising cash supply to meet greatly 

increased payrolls. In view cash crisis employers have been given 

10 days within which to make payment. Industries who failed meet 

rice stockpiling problem last week and who are in weak cash supply 

position are particularly vulnerable. This afternoon 20 percent pre-— 

mium being paid for cash and black market on US currency has come 

to standstill. 

Government conducting terrific psychological offensive, flooding 

press with reports decisive military successes and claiming adoption 

| new monetary measures have strengthened gold yuan and are directly 

°Not printed. | 
2° Cost of living.
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responsible for price slumps. Foreign and Chinese communities, 

however, continue regard such Government reports with skepticism. 

- Sent Department; pouched Nanking 1829. | 

| | CaBorT 

893.5151/11-1648 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SuanoHar, November 16, 1948—1 p. m. 
, | [Received November 16—5: 40 a. m. | 

9491, State and Treasury from Cassady. Reourtel 2379 [2395,] 

November 12, repeated Nanking 1814. 
1. Saturday, November 138 Army, Navy and USEFC wanted funds 

urgently. §S. Y. Liu still then at home ill and all other responsible 

Central Bank officials in Nanking. Finally reached S. Y. Liu by 
telephone at his home who confirmed that in Central Bank’s view noti- 
fication given Albert Shao by Casaday on November 11 as per section 
2 reftel constituted an automatic abrogation of our verbal agreement 
for a realistic special conversion factor. However, in view urgency 
our needs Liu agreed to allow Army and Navy to purchase that day 
from Central Bank at 35 to 1 (which was last previous rate that had 
been negotiated for Shanghai under arrangement) and allow USEFC 
equivalent of US $25,000 at same figure. These transactions satisfac- 
torily consummated on Saturday and presumably will constitute last 
transactions under our former special arrangement except for USEFC 
concerning which S. Y. Liu agreed to talk to Casaday further this 

week. | 
2. Meanwhile Central Bank officials claim to have not yet received 

any authorization or instructions from Nanking implementing new 
regulation including new official rate of 20 to 1 announced in morning 
newspapers November 12 (see section 8 reftel). Appointed banks in 
Shanghai say they have customers willing to do business at new rate 
but Central Bank having received no authorization from Nanking has 
issued none to appointed banks. 

Last night November 15 S. Y. Liu who no longer sick and who just 
returned from quick trip to Nanking told Casaday 20 to 1 “might be” 
the new official rate but that new linking systems somewhat similar to 
that tried in June and July (certificate system) will be instituted in 
very few days and that implementation of new official rate announced 
November 12 will be held up until new regulations announced." 

"In telegram No. 2523, November 24, 5 p. m., the Consul General at Shanghai 
reported that a Central Bank circular of November 22 cited 20 to 1 as the official 
rate (893.5151/11-2448 ).
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3. Severe shortage local currency here and State Department posts 
and Army, Navy clamoring for GY despite Embassy authorization to 
pay all employees in US currency. With our special arrangement no 
longer operative and still impossible but [buy] from appointed banks 
at other than 4 to 1 there is no alternative to negotiating drafts on 
black market. | 

Deal arranged for ConGen Shanghai yesterday at 28 to 1 for US 
$15,000 draft but proceeds can be furnished only over period of 4 or 5 
days. Prospective purchasers of drafts not extremely difficult to lo- 
cate and arrangements being made to simplify this on strictly confi- 
dential basis but under present conditions purchasers having extreme 
difficulty in furnishing actual GY notes. 

Sent Department; repeated Nanking 1833 for Merchant. [Casaday. ] 
| CaxBor 

893.5151/11-248 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHIncTon, November 17, 1948—7 p. m. 
~ 1645. Following for record is text telegram drafted Treasury Nov 

9 but inadvertently delayed handling Dept: 

“Dept and Treas considered proposal advanced as alternate A Deptel 
1459 Oct 15 most preferable arrangement but authorized alternate B 
as measure to be adopted with agreement ChiGovt if acceptance alter- 
nate A proved impossible. (ReConGentel 2287 Nov 2 rpt Nanking 
1731). However, if Emb and Treas Attaché consider reasonable time 
for consideration of original proposal by ChiGovt has elapsed and that 
there is no immediate prospect implementation agreement reported 
Embtel 2025 ** Emb authorized at its discretion make own local ar- 
rangements for acquisition gold yuan and give its sanction similar 
action by consulates. Suggested in this event all direct procurement 
be handled by Emb and Consulate financial officers in consultation 

| Treas Attaché with staff members enjoined from individual local cur- 
rency procurement. 

Dept requests at least informal notification to ChiGovt of direct 
action, even though formal agreement not contemplated. Further, 
after arrangements direct procurement put into effect Emb should 
make every effort practicable in current market situation to reach 
agreement with ChiGovt for arrangement which would provide GY 
at rate satisfactory to Emb and by which foreign exchange would 
accrue to ChiGovt.” | 

Above authorization intended confirm arrangement Emb proposed 
ConGentel 2287 Nov 2. However, Dept realizes conditions have since 

7 Repeated as telegram No. 1956 to the Consulate General at Shanghai. 
78 October 28, p. 423.
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gone bad to worse and notes Emb has authorized payment individuals 
U.S. dollar currency. Dept discussing such use dollar currency Treas 
but meanwhile sees no alternative present arrangements. 

: | Lovretr 

893.5151/11-—2348 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 23, 1948—8 p. m. 
[Received November 24—4:17 a. m.] 

9304. Embassy believes foreign exchange clearance certificate plan 
announced by Executive Yuan November 21 and transmitted verbatim 
in Embtel 2290 of November 23 is constructive in conception. It 
should encourage exports now languishing and could contribute to in- 
creased domestic production by easing entrance needed spares and com- 
ponents. Crucial question is method of administration. If there is 
no loosening on grant of import licenses or if Central Bank intervenes 
itself in market for certificates, then artificially depressed demand for 
certificates can hold gold yuan value down to levels where incentive 
to export is lost as was case with abortive exchange surrender certifi- 
cate plan of early summer. Another crucial question is extent to 
which Central Bank dollar reserves will be in fact released for imports 
and determination of rate at which such exchange will be sold for 
gold yuan. On balance Embassy mildly hopeful that this plan, as 
conscious move in direction free enterprise and realistic exchange rate, 
will produce benefits. 

Embassy less hopeful of tangible benefits from Economic Coordi- 
nation Board which is composed substantially same membership as 
CUSA * which organization it largely overlaps. Operational Com- 
mittee established under Board may provide executive coordination 
and drive but we find it difficult to believe that it can exercise more 
power than can be derived from the Board itself. Latter in turn is in 
effect a subcommittee of Executive Yuan which, for present at least, 
under Wong Wen-hao has ceased to function as a Cabinet. 

Re Finance Minister’s** statement 7 it is obviously desirable to 
secure maximum coordination between ECA imports and those 
financed by Chinese. Implication that commodities from these two 
sources are being pooled may minutely nourish confidence. 

* Not printed. 
* Council for United States Aid, the Chinese agency responsible for adminis- 

tration of the American aid program. 
* Hsu Kan, appointed November 10. 
™ On export-import link system and the Economic Coordination Board quoted 

in telegram No. 2290, November 23.
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Foregoing steps do represent energetic effort attack certain major 

problems of Chinese economy now nearly prostrate. Encouraging in 
their development has been constructive informal ECA advice and 
T. V. Soong’s intervention behind the scene. | 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai for Lapham as 1152. 
| STUART 

893.5151/11-—2448 : Airgram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SuancHatr, November 24, 1948. 
[Received December 2—10: 53 a. m.] 

A-1038. The new Finance Minister, Hsu Kan, has reversed the 
precious metals provisions of the August 19 Currency and Economic 
Reform Program. Effective November 11, it is no longer illegal to 
possess gold and silver coins and bullion. Beginning November 22, 
the public is permitted to buy gold from the Government at a price 
of GY 1,000 per ounce (995.5 pure), but the buyer must also deposit 
an additional GY 1,000 with the Central Bank for 1 year, drawing 
interest at the rate of 2% per annum. Government sale of gold 
bullion will accordingly sterilize, for the time being at least, GY 2,000 
for each ounce of gold sold. Anticipated effectiveness of the gold 
selling program is further increased by expectation that gold bars 
will be hoarded rather than circulated as currency. Gold bullion is 
being sold as bars in denominations of 14, 1, 8, 5 and 10 ounces. 

Silver dollars are being sold at GY 10 apiece, plus a deposit of 
additional GY 10 by the buyer; thus sterilizing GY 20 for each silver 
dollar purchased. | 

The sale of gold and silver by the Government is one of the most 
drastic changes inaugurated by the new economic policy in an attempt 
to restore public confidence in the GY by absorbing redundant pur- 
chasing power and permitting the Chinese public again to use precious 
metals as a means of protecting their current savings. 

It 1s now generally agreed that the August 19 Currency and Eco- 
nomic Reform Program stimulated the inflationary pressure by forc- 
ing the public to exchange their accumulated savings in gold, silver 
and foreign currency for GY. Since China does not have a sound 
investment market, the unwilling seller was accordingly forced to 
buy real estate, precious stones, jewelry, silks, and durable commodities 
generally for his GY in a desperate attempt to protect his savings in 
the face of rapidly rising GY prices. The present Finance Minister 
is apparently attempting to reverse this entire process by selling the 
precious metals back to the public. = Oo
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, It should be added, however, that while the current program is 
designed to absorb redundant purchasing power it also has the corol- 
lary effect of wiping out a large percentage of the original savings 
of the Chinese public, because those who were forced to sell their gold 
to the Government during the August 19 Reform Program received 
only GY 200 for each ounce of gold; but they must now relinquish 
GY 2,000 when repurchasing the same ounce of gold. 

CaBoT 

893.50/11-2948 | 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 484 Nanxine, November 29, 1948. 
[Received December 14. | 

The Ambassador has the honor to enclose a copy of an English trans- 
lation ** of the text of “Supplementary Economic and Financial Meas- 
ures Adopted by the Executive Yuan” as announced by the Government 
Information Office, October 31, 1948. 

These Supplementary Measures comprise: (1) adjustment of eco- 
nomic control by allowing free marketing of foodstuffs and prohibit- 
ing unauthorized interference of local governments with the flow of 
food and other commodities, and continuing basic food rationing pro- 
grams in six principal cities including Nanking and Shanghai; by 
readjusting prices of important commodities and rates of public utility 
and communications enterprises in consideration of cost of produc- 
tion; and by stamping out speculation, hoarding, and furtive trans- 
actions; (2) assistance to important productive enterprises to replace 
equipment and raw materials, and to obtain productive loans from 
government and commercial banks; (3) readjustment of the treatment 
of government employees, school teachers and workers with reference 
to their needs; and (4) increase of national revenue by readjustment 
of rates of the commodity tax and other ad valorem taxes by taking 
commodity prices into consideration. 

| These Measures were intended to cope with the economic predica- 
ment arising from the purchasing spree which occurred early in Oc- 
tober, as costs outstripped controlled prices, resulting in later October 
in ultimate business stagnation, suspension of factories and widening 
of the gap between demand and supply. These Measures have not, 
however, succeeded in remedying shortcomings of the August 19 
Economic Measures, nor did they contribute much towards the im- 
provement of the grave supply situation obtaining in October. They 
in fact seem to mean little except that they are regarded by people 

* Not printed.
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generally as official recognition of the unfreezing of the August 19 
ceilings, which were in fact superseded in many places before the 
promulgation of these Measures. 

893.515/11-3048 / 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 487 Nanxine, November 30, 1948. 
[Received December 14. | 

The Ambassador has the honor to enclose a copy of the text * of 
“Revised Regulations Governing surrender of Gold, Silver and 
Foreign Currencies” as promulgated and made effective by Presi- 

dential Mandate on November 11, 1948. 
According to these Regulations, people are permitted to hold gold, 

silver, silver coins and foreign currencies, but may carry on transac- 
tions only in silver coins and gold or silver ornamental articles; hold- 
ers of gold, silver, silver coins and foreign currencies may, besides ex- 
changing them for Gold Yuan Coins or Gold Yuan Notes at the Cen- 
tral Bank of China or its designated banks at stipulated rates, use 
them to purchase 1947 (36th Year) U.S. Gold Loan Bonds issued by 
the Chinese Government or deposit them in the Central Bank and use 
such deposits to pay for imports. Persons are permitted to carry out 
of the country 2 ounces of gold ornaments, 20 ounces of silver orna- 
ments or foreign currencies equivalent in value to US$100; persons 
carrying gold, silver or foreign currencies into the country, should 
either exchange them for Gold Yuan Coins or Notes or deposit them 
with the Central Bank of China; tourists bringing in gold, silver, or 
foreign currencies may declare holdings before the Customs authori- 
ties, hand them over to the Central Bank for custody and reclaim them 
when they depart from the country. 

These Regulations have, temporarily at least, had some effect in 
stabilizing commodity and monetary prices. They have, however, 
been severely criticized in that the very strict enforcement of the 
August 19 Economic Measures deprived the law-abiding and loyal 
middle class of its widespread savings of gold, silver, and foreign cur- 
rency which were largely surrendered while these Revised Regulations 
have, strange to relate, protected wealthy holders of such assets, who 
are reported to have failed to surrender their holdings despite the 
government’s ruling to the contrary. 

* Not printed. |
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§93.50/12-148 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHanoGuat, December 1, 1948—3 p. m. 
| [Received December 1—7 : 26 a. m. | 

2588. Market trends shifted frequently during month unfrozen 
prices beginning November 1 as kaleidoscopic events impinged highly 
sensitive market. Depleted inventories and redundant purchasing 
power produced partial period skyrocketing prices. 

Consequent high price level and improved inventory situation pro- 
duced acute money stringency with fantastic interest rates reaching 

| 500 per cent per month. Price trends basic foods reversed 
consequentially. — 

Third phase began November 22 when new Finance Minister Hsu 
Kan inaugurated Government selling program precious metals (ref- 
Airgram A-1038, November 24). Queues prospective gold bar pur- 
chasers increasing daily with Government apparently adopting 
delaying tactics in selling operations. 

Fourth phase in incipient stage as mounting apprehension concern- 
ing military situation central China causes Shanghai residents revise 
personal and economic security plans. Previously acquired hoards 
durable commodities no longer desirable method of protecting accumu- 
lated savings face advancing Communist armies. First severe impact | 
fourth phase experienced local real estate market which dropped 50 
per cent in few days accentuated by planned or actual evacuation 
tenants and owners. Automobile market collapsed quickly with large 
number being exported Taipei and Canton. Fourth phase extending 
to household goods and durable goods generally. Articles doubtful 
utility, value and security during an emergency are beginning to feel 
depressing effects advancing Red Armies. | 

Inform Commerce. | 
CaBor 

893.5151/12-1548 : Telegram - - a 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| oo -- .  Nanxine, December 15, 1948. 
| -..-- [Received December 16—12: 10 a. m.] 

_ 9528, According to notice posted Central Bank Nanking, sales gold 
and silver dollars have been suspended from this afternoon pending
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enforcement revised measures under promulgation by Executive Yuan 

governing future sales policy.” | 
Sent Department 2528, repeated Shanghai 1270. 

| | STUART | 

893.5151/12-2848 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State | 

| Nanxinea, December 28, 1948. 

[Received December 28—11: 14 p. m.] 

2639. Comparative stability prices of past 30 days abruptly broken 
after Government suspended gold-silver sale December 24 pending 

revision measures governing such sales. Primary factor in suspen- 

sion was complete disorder of mobs in Shanghai seeking to buy gold. 

General price levels Nanking and Shanghai up average about 50 

percent over week ending December 20. Commercial circles attributed 

sudden price leap not only to suspension gold-silver sales which forces 

gold yuan into commodity financial black market but also to per- 

sistence peace rumors causing many Yangtze Valley merchants give up 

wait-and-see policy and become more active. 

Premier Sun Fo ?! reportedly attached much significance to recur- 

rent price fluctuations and held meeting principal Cabinet members 

for discussion counter measures. Executive Yuan has not promul- 

gated revised measures governing gold-silver sale, however, and Min- 

istry Finance spokesman held December 27 that Government would 

not increase gold and silver sale price nor deposit formerly required 

as had been rumored. | 

[Here follows information on prices and import restrictions in 

China. | 
Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 1320. | : 

STUART 

893.5151/12—3148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NankInoG, December 31, 1948—2 p. m. 
[Received December 31—8: 19 a. m. ] 

9675. Past week has seen throughout Nationalist China another 

explosive rise in prices and black market rate for US dollar. In lower 

Tn telegram No. 2541, December 16 (898.5151/12-1648), the Ambassador in 

China reported that revised measures covering sale of gold and silver to the public 

had been approved by the Executive Yuan the previous day. They placed various 

restrictions on sales, particularly a limit of 1 teel (1.1 ounce) of gold to each 

adult purchaser every 3 months. In telegram No. 2613, December 23, 5 p. m. 

(898.5151/12-2348), the Ambassador reported a Central Bank estimate that 

275,000 ounces of gold had been sold between November 22 and December 15, 

resulting in a withdrawal of 500,000,000 gold yuan from circulation. 

21Qyn Fo’s nomination as President of the Executive Yuan was approved by the 

Legislative Yuan on November 26.
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Yangtze Valley black market US dollar rate now above 130 gold 
yuan. Price most commodities in Shanghai and Nanking has approxi- 
mately doubled in past week. Discontinuation gold sales to public 
and uncertainty re Sun Fo Cabinet policy apparently reached [ve- 
moved | temporarily [temporary lid]. 

— Gold yuan introduced August 19 has now lost about 97% of its value 
in terms of US dollars, after holding at or near par till early October. 

There is no reason to suppose Nationalist Government is capable 
arresting galloping inflation which, as hitherto, reaction uncontrolled 
resort to printing press for payment Government expenses. Loss of 
various armies has resulted in some reduction military budget, but 
reduced production, loss of confidence in government and general 
confusion have concurrently reduced tax revenues. 

Sent Department 2675, repeated Shanghai 343. 

| STUART 

In airgram No. A-320, December 30, the Ambassador reported Executive 
Yuan resolutions the previous day to resume sales of gold and silver on January 
5, 1949. The resolutions provided for the levying of a flexible equalization fee 
in addition to the sales price and required deposit. (893.5151/12-3048) 

~ Bracketed insertions in this sentence based on Embassy file copy of telegram.



UNITED STATES ECONOMIC AID TO CHINA : 

I. FORMULATION OF PROGRAM FOR AID TO CHINA; CHINA AID ACT 

OF 1948 

[Discussions on the proposed China Aid Program were begun in 

the Department in the fall of 1947. On November 28, 1947, Mr. 

Melville H. Walker, Assistant Chief of the Division of Investment 

and Economic Development, prepared a memorandum on Economic 

Aid Program for China “as a basis for reaching preliminary agree- 

ment within the Department as to the character and magnitude of the 

program contemplated.” It called for an aid program of $4.00,000,000 

for the period April 1, 1948, to June 30, 1949. Some $300,000,000 

was to cover essential imports, also known as balance-of-payments aid. 

The remainder was to be allocated for urgently needed reconstruction 

projects. This program specifically excluded any provision for direct 

military aid and currency stabilization. 

On December 30, 1947, Mr. Clinton T. Wood, Deputy to the Assist- 

ant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp), sent a memo- 

randum on China aid to the Secretary of State. Appended was a 

statement which set the amount of funds required for the program 

at, $485,000,000 of which $435,000,000 was to be allocated for essential 

imports and the remainder for reconstruction projects. The period 

covered by the program was advanced to the eighteen months be- 

ginning January 1, 1948, “because the course of developments in the 
financial situation of China has resulted in a more rapid disappearance 

of financial resources than was anticipated.” | 

898.51/12-3047 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 

(Butterworth) to the Assistant Secretary of State for Economic 
Affairs (Thorp) 

[Wasurneron,] December 380, 1947. 

| I believe that the proposed magnitude of balance of payments aid 

to China ($435 million) should be weighed very carefully and seri- 

ously on two counts. One is its probable inadequacy to accomplish 

the minimum objective of the program—to prevent further rapid 
deterioration in China. The other, is its evident inadequacy to enable 
the Chinese Government to purchase indispensable imports of mu- 

442
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nitions and banknotes without exhausting its foreign exchange re- 
‘serves. / | | 

Congress will be inclined to accept the Department’s assurances 
that aid of the proposed magnitude will hold the economic line in 
China. If such aid fails to achieve this objective, responsibility will 
be laid at the Secretary’s door. Since the level of imports projected 
under the aid program is substantially less than that which China 
has been receiving during the last two years, the proposed volume 
of aid per se affords no promise of improving the situation. More- 
over, the export figure ($312 million over 18 months) used in cal- 
culating the balance of payments’ deficit is admittedly highly opti- 
‘mistic. Judging by past Chinese performance, exports should be no 
more than $255 million for the period, a difference of $57 million. 
In view of present prospects for continued military reverses, which 
will further stimulate inflation and retard exports, past performance 
probably is a poor guide to the future. Thus, the present export 
estimate appears unrealistic, and $255 million might well be regarded 
as a maximum. Under the present program, $57 million or more of 
“essential imports would have to be purchased out of existing official 
assets, or not purchased at all. | 

_ The suggestion that aid funds earmarked for reconstruction projects 
($50 million) should be transferable to balance of payments aid if 
the deficit is greater than estimated would provide a solution to this 
problem if we were willing to admit that there probably will be noth- 
ing available for reconstruction projects. However, the psychological 
and economic importance in China of making a start towards recon- 
struction indicates that this solution is undesirable. At the very least, 
I believe a more realistic export estimate should be used in calculating 
the deficit. It seems to me that it is much more important to apprise 
‘Congress of the actual dimensions of the China problem than it is to 
avoid criticism of inconsistency with the Secretary’s initial and tenta- 
tive reference to $300 million. oe | 

_ It can be anticipated that members of Congress will be concerned 
with the extent to which the aid program will make it possible for the 
Chinese Government to purchase imports of munitions without ex- 

_ hausting its foreign exchange assets. According to present estimates, 
$37.5 million of banknotes and at least $45 million of munitions wil] 
have to be purchased with official assets. If, in addition, the short- 
fall in exports is absorbed by assets, the total depletion of Government holdings over 18 months would be $139 million. This would reduce official gold and dollar exchange, estimated at about $200 million as of 

+ Statement made on November 11, 1947 3 See Interim Aid for Europe: Hearings before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, 80th Cong., 1st. sess. (Wash- ington, Government Printing Office, 1947), p. 43. 

429-525—73——29
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January 1, 1948, to roughly $60 million by the end of the program on 

June 30,1949. ‘While there is nothing sacrosanct about these holdings, 

this reduced level would represent their virtual exhaustion since it isa 

minimum requirement for working foreign exchange balances. Pub- 

lic knowledge in China of this depletion, which would require export 

‘of gold reserves, would probably produce panic reactions to offset 

positive effects of the U.S. aid program. a 

“It is important that some means be worked out to forestall this 

course of developments. The adoption of $255 million as a maximum 

realistic estimate for exports would alter it only in part. There 

appear to be three possible procedures. One is to ask Congress to 

appropriate funds for a program of military assistance. A bill to 

authorize such assistance was introduced in the 79th Congress? How- 

ever, the consequences of the adoption of such a program by the U. S. 

Government are too serious and too obvious to require elaboration. 

A second would be to include munitions among government imports 

‘in the aid program balance of payments. Although the economic 

character of the aid program would thus to some extent encompass 

this war material aspect, nevertheless, such a. procedure would carry 

with it most of the political consequences referred to above. A third 

procedure would be to use an export estimate on. the low side of the 

| range of realistic possibilities, possibly $200 million, so. that an im- 

‘provement in exports would provide means for purchase of munitions 

on Chinese Government account. It could then be maintained that 

the Chinese Government had within its power of exertion the means 

of making possible the purchase of war materials from the U. S. and 

other sources. At the same time, the U. S. could ensure that surplus 

material was sold to China at generously low figures. co 

The third procedure would appear to offer obvious advantages. 

In any case, it is of great importance that we present a program 

which stands a good chance of accomplishing its minimum professed 

objectives. Responsibility for that minimum and anything beyond it 

would then rest primarily with Congress and the Chinese Government. 

893.51/1-248 | | a | ' | 

The Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Secretary of State — 

The Chinese Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary 

of State and, referring to the Ambassador’s Memorandum of Novem- 

ber 24, 1947,° regarding the matter of economic and financial aid to 

29, 2387, introduced June 13, 1946, and H. R. 6795, introduced June 14, 1946, 

Congressional Record, vol. 92, pt. 6, pp. 6773 and 6979, respectively. — 

3 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 1223. oo a
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‘China, which stated among other things that the Chinese Government 
would be prepared to send to Washington a small technical mission, 
and to the Secretary’s Memorandum in reply dated December 12, 
1947,‘ indicating that there should be consultation between the United 
States and the Chinese authorities with respect to various aspects of 
the proposals being formulated by the Department of State, has the 
honor to inform the Secretary that Dr. David Ta-Wei Yui,° Minister 
of Communications, and Mr. Pei Tsu-Yee, Executive Member of the 
Board of Directors of the Bank of China, have been appointed by the 
‘Chinese Government as Technical Representatives on the above- 
mentioned mission. : | 

_ Messrs. Yui and Pei are expected to leave China on or about January 
‘th for the United States. The Ambassador will communicate with 
the Secretary again upon their arrival.° | 

WasHInerton, January 2,1948. | | 

893.50 Recovery /1-348 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) | 

| [Wasuineron,] January 3, 1948. 
Since the Wednesday meeting on China in your office, certain ad- 

justments have been made by OF D’ in the Chinese balance of pay- 
ments estimates, particularly by the inclusion of such outpayments as 
for currency and by the scaling down of the export figure from $312 
million to approximately $275 million. I understand that the ad- 
justed deficit comes out at $510 million for 18 months, as compared 
with the previous estimate of $4385 million. This adjustment meets 
the first point of my memorandum of December 30, namely, that we 
should use a more realistic export estimate in order to be more certain | 
of covering the probable deficit in the balance of payments for non- 
military transactions. It would also relieve to a minor extent the 

_ drain on official foreign exchange holdings by the inclusion in ex- 
penditures of banknote imports. 

“ Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, p. 1230. 
5 Also known as General Yu Ta-wei. 
°In a note of January 10, the Chinese Ambassador indicated that the Minister 

of Communications was unable to leave China and that the technical mission 
would be composed of Pei as Chairman; Kan Lee, Adviser to the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, as Secretary-General; and Hung Shen, Deputy Director of the 
Department of Railways and Highways in the Ministry of Communications; 
L. F, Chen, Director of the Office in the United States of the National Resources 
Commission of China and Paul Bao-Jen Chu, a monetary expert (893.51/1-1048). 

" Office of Financial and Development Policy. |
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However, this approach does not tackle the fundamental problem 
which, as you indicated at the meeting in your office, might best be met 
by some offset of munitions against Chinese exports. No acceptable 

justification for any particular military figure can be found. The 

application of a percentage offset equivalent to the ratio of domestic 
military expenditures to total budget has difficulties because there is 
no necessary correlation in China between the two. There is no figure 

available from the Chinese and to go to them for one would invite the 

impossible. The Department of the Army submitted on April 3, 1947 
toa SWNCC 8 working group an estimate of $336 million to “provide 
the weapons and equipment for 25 modern ground divisions, a strong 

air force, and the fuel and ammunition required for a year’s opera- 
tion” sufficient “to drive the Chinese Communists out of Manchuria 

and eastern China”. It is not likely that the Army would furnish an 

estimate smaller than that if asked for one now. | 
Support before Congress for any quantitative estimate of China’s 

needs for munitions imports would carry the disadvantage of appear- 

ing to commit the U. S. to making possible their acquisition by the 

Chinese Government. It seems to me that this implicit commitment 
could be minimized if we were to maintain that no good estimate can 
be made in the circumstances and that all of China’s export proceeds 
should be available for special Chinese Government transactions (in- 
cluding diplomatic expenditures and debt service, as well as military 
procurement), and for building up foreign exchange reserves against 
the time when currency stabilization becomes a practical possibility. 
It would be reasonable to hold that these foreign exchange proceeds 

are adequate for such military expenditures as China would and can 

make. Moreover, this approach would emphasize the Chinese Gov- 

| ernment’s responsibility for military success or failure by making it 

within that Government’s power of exertion to increase its foreign 

purchases of munitions, and/or strengthen its reserves for ultimate 

currency stabilization. : 

_ The procedure suggested above would call for an aid program of 

about $700 million over 18 months, plus whatever funds we wish 

to make available for reconstruction projects. The Chinese Govern- 

ment would be responsible for expenditures out of export proceeds of 

about $150 million included in the earlier balance of payments and for 

the purchase of banknotes as well. Thus, export proceeds available 

for munitions imports and augmentation of foreign exchange reserves 

might range between $75 million and $150 million, depending on 

China’s success in promoting exports. The probability, of course, 

lies in the direction of the lower figure. © oe | 

® State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee. 7
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893.00/1-348 : Telegram . | oo 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

NAnxING, January 3, 1948—10 a. m.. 
| [Received January 3—10 a. m.} 

10. Our lack of information re development of Aid to China Pro- 
gram is becoming increasingly embarrassing as time for its presenta~ 
tion to Congress approaches. We realize that details cannot be 
communicated to us until definite decisions have been taken and we 
have gotten word to Gimo® that action on his request for supreme 
economic advisor *° cannot [be expected until over-all plan has been 
formulated. We assume that likewise we cannot] ** expect action 
on Gimo’s request for additional military training centers until over- 
all plan has been formulated. 
We would appreciate it nevertheless if we could be informed now 

of any decisions which have been taken re procedure. We are inclined 
to believe that it would be preferable to consult Chinese prior to 
presentation of program to Congress but if for domestic or other 
reasons that course is not followed then we think it highly desirable 
that Chinese at least be given advance knowledge of program. To do 
otherwise after Chinese Government request for aid through its Am- 
bassador in Washington ” would cause Chinese leaders loss of face 
and prejudice success of program. We hope also that this info could 
be given thru us in order that we can assure advance information to 
Gimo. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery/1—548 . 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (Ring- 
walt) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) 

| | [Wasuineton,] January 5, 1948. 
_ Attached is a statement prepared by Mr. Magill* setting forth 
what I understand to be the FE™ position on issues involved in 
formulation of the China Aid Program. It occurs to me that it might 
be useful in any decision that is being reached by the Secretary. We 

| * Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the 
Republic of China. 

* For the Generalissimo’s request for appointment of a civilian advisory group, 
see telegram No. 2381, December 12, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v1I, p. 1231. 

* Bracketed insertion made on basis of Embassy file copy of telegram. 
*7See memorandum by the Chinese Embassy, November 24, 1947, Foreign 

Relations, 1947, vol. vir, p. 1223. 
** Robert N. Magill, of the Division of Chinese Affairs. 
“ Office of Far Eastern Affairs. _ |
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stand ready to put it in any form you think necessary. In any case, 
it furnishes a record of FE’s views. | 

| A[rrHur] R. R[rNewatrr] 

| | [Annex] 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert N. Magill of the Division of Chinese 
| Affairs 

| [ WASHINGTON, undated. | 

The manner in which an economic program for China is formulated 
is likely to determine whether or not the Department will have to 
meet openly in the near future the issue of direct military assistance 
to China. It can be anticipated that Congress will draw that issue 
squarely if it finds that the economic aid program does not make it 
possible for China to purchase substantial imports of munitions with- 
out exhausting its official foreign exchange reserves. It might, of 
course, be logical for the Department to support direct military aid 
if the amount required to accomplish agreed upon objectives were 
subject to approximate measurement, and if the U. S. were willing to 
bear the magnitude of aid required and to accept the consequences 
which might accompany or follow the success or failure of the en- 
deavor. However, none of these assumptions are given, and it is there- 
fore important that the U. S. not become committed to a program of 
military assistance for China. It is also important, for reasons of | 
domestic and foreign policy, that neither the Department or the U. S. 
Government openly repudiate the possibility of military aid. 

Considerations which should determine the issue of military assist- 
_ ance should also apply, at least in part, to policy decisions regarding 

the extension of economic aid to China. However, the question of 
economic aid for a limited period has already been decided. For- 
tunately, the political consequences of extending economic aid are 
not likely to be so serious as those which might accompany a policy 
of military involvement, particularly since a program of economic 
aid can be presented in such a manner that responsibility for its suc- 
cess and justification for its continuance or renewal lies primarily 
in the degree to which the Chinese Government rises to the require- 
ments of the situation. | | 

_ It is apparent that an economic aid program, the size of which is 
measured in terms of China’s ability to meet essential civilian imports 
out of its export proceeds, will not satisfy those elements of Congress 

_ which are concerned with China’s military requirements. Moreover, 
insofar as there are possibilities: for holding the economic line and 

initiating economic reform measures within China, such possibilities
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may well be denied if the military position of the National Government. 
continues to deteriorate rapidly or if panic results from the exhaustion 
of the Government’s foreign exchange holdings. It appears essential, 
therefore, that an economic aid program be devised which takes ac- 
count of these considerations, although its public presentation should 
minimize any implied commitment by the U. S. to underwriting 
China’s military requirements. | | a 

A program which undertakes to provide a cushion for military 
imports by using admittedly generous estimates of China’s foreign 
exchange expenditures and receipts probably would be labeled a fraud 
and slashed by Congress, in which case the Department would be held 
to blame. Use by the Department of an estimate of Chinese military. 
imports, to be procured with current Chinese foreign exchange earn- 
ings, would require its justification before Congress and thus imply 
that the Department is committed to making its realization possible. 

The only alternative appears to be the adoption of an approach 
which would result in an aid figure substantially larger than that thus 
far proposed, and which might be difficult to put through Congress. 
Essentially, the presentation of this alternative would recognize that 
the Chinese Government inevitably will apply its export proceeds 
to certain major expenditures for which it is undesirable that the 
U. S. assume responsibility by including them in a balance of pay- 
ments projection underlying an estimate of American financial aid. 
These expenditures fall into two categories. The first consists of 

- such items as maintenance of diplomatic and consular functions, for- 
eign debt service and banknote imports, all of which Congress would 
be delighted to ignore. . The second consists of direct military imports, 
requirements for which are not subject to approximate estimate. 
It could then be pointed out that, while the low level of Chinese exports 
could not be expected to cover both Government and commercial trans- 
actions, nevertheless their proceeds would be adequate for expenditures 
in the first category and should be sufficient to permit China to pur- | 
chase such military imports as it would and could procure. | 

More important, however, it could be argued that China would thus 
have entirely within its own power of exertion and decision the possi- 
bility of. increasing, through promotion of exports, its purchases of 

- munitions or, alternatively, of civilian imports necessary to combat in- 
flation and to aid reconstruction, provision of which under the U.S. aid 
program is admittedly on the basis of austerity requirements. A 
variant to this argument might be that any surplus acquired from 
increased exports could be used in building up China’s foreign ex- 
change reserves for eventual currency stabilization, although such a 
proposal might not fare so well with a Congress concerned with 
eliminating surpluses. It would be recognized, of course, that pros-
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pects are poor for an increase in China’s exports and that only by 
strenuous efforts and effective use of American aid could progress be 
made. _ : - ae 

This approach would call for an aid program to cover all of China’s 
essential civilian imports calculated on an austerity basis, which would 
bring the total amount of aid for 18 months to about $700 million, 
plus whatever funds are included for reconstruction projects—pos- _ 
sibly $75 million. This program could be justified publicly entirely in 
terms of its economic assistance to the Chinese Government and people 
as affording them a respite from immediate crises during which they 
might initiate the measures necessary to lay the basis for eventual | 
recovery. It would be held that responsibility for these measures, for 
normal foreign transactions of the Chinese Government, and for mili- 
tary procurement abroad and the course of the civil war rests en- 
tirely with the Chinese. _ | 

The program would have the added advantage of skirting alto- 
gether in its presentation a balance of payments analysis, thus avoid- 
ing the implication that the U.S. is committed to meet continuously 
China’s deficit in its international transactions. The magnitude of 
aid proposed would represent a realistic appraisal of what is required 
merely to give some assurance of preventing further economic retro- 
gression in China. This would have desirable educational effects in. 
Congress and elsewhere, and responsibility for any failure to provide. | 
the funds required would then lie clearly with Congress. - 

893.51/1-648 | ; 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of — 
Investment and Economic Development (Havlik) | — 

| [Wasuineton,] January 6, 1948. . 

Participants: The Chinese Ambassador _ | OO 
oe Mr. Willard L. Thorp-A-T | Oo _ 

| Mr. Walton Butterworth-FE Oo 
| Mr. Norman T. Ness®-OFD oo 

Mr. Hubert F. Havhik-ED _ OS 

The Ambassador inquired as to: (1) the possibility of the immedi- 
ate use of the $18 million recently appropriated by the Congress for _ 
aid to China; 7? (2) the relationship of this amount to the funds pre- 
viously authorized under the US Foreign Relief Act (P. L. 8477) and 

% Director of the Office of Financial and Development Policy. — — 
** Public Law 393, approved December 23, 1947 ; 61 Stat. 941. 
“Approved May 31, 1947; 61 Stat. 125. For correspondence regarding the 

1298 relief program under this act, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, pp.
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(3) the possible amounts which might be provided for China in the 
recent Interim Aid Legislation (P. L. 38918). Mr. Thorp explained 
that under P. L. 84 an amount of about $24 million was already 
programed and under way but might not yet have been committed. 
He further explained that the $18 million recently appropriated by 
Congress for China aid was within the authority of P. L. 84, and that 
this brought the total appropriations to the limit of the full $350 
million authorized by this Act. He also pointed out that while the 
Congress had appropriated $522 million for France, Italy and Austria, 
as compared with $597 million authorized in the enabling act, it was 
not likely that the remaining $75 million appropriated probably 
would not [stc] be appropriated, except perhaps in connection with 
European Recovery Plan. Mr. Thorp also explained that an amount 
of approximately $25 million of U. S. Foreign Relief Funds appro- 
priated in 1947 was earmarked by the U. S. to be held against match- 
ing contributions of other countries to the Children’s Fund in accord- 
ance with a ruling of the Controller General? Consequently no part 
of these funds would be available for aid to any country under P. L. 
84 unless at the last moment it appeared that some part had not been 
matched by contributions of foreign government. 

The Ambassador then said that he would like to obtain information 
about the longer-term aid program, particularly as to the amounts 
proposed and the uses to which the funds could be put. Mr. Butter- 
worth stated that Dr. Kan Lee had raised the same question with 
him and that the only reply that could be given at this time was that 
while the Department was anxious to place the program before the 
Chinese Government, it could not do so at present because the pre- 

_ liminary draft of the program was in the process of clearance within 
_ the Department and with other interested agencies of the US govern- 

ment such as the National Advisory Council and the Bureau of the 
Budget. Some decisions remained to be made, and until further 
progress was made, details could not yet be disclosed. The Am- 
bassador inquired as to when the plan might be submitted to the 
Congress. Mr. Thorp indicated that this was uncertain, but that there 
was hope that it would be sent to Congress within the next two weeks, 
Members of Congress had indicated that in considering the European 
Recovery Program, and before finally acting on it, they would want 
to see the Chinese Aid Program. Consequently there was consider- 
able pressure to have the program for China forwarded to the 
Congress for consideration. | , | 
The Ambassador inquired as to what kind of information the forth- 

* Approved December 17, 1947 ; 61 Stat. 984. 
* This was in the form of an interpretation contained in letter B-71150 from 

Comptroller General Lindsay C .Warren to the Secretary of State, November 19, 
1947 (800.48 FRP/11-1947). _ a |
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coming two-man technical mission should voice to this country. Mr. 
Butterworth referred to a previous conversation between the Ambas- 
sador and the Secretary ®° concerning the various aspects of the pro- 
gram, and emphasized that it would be most helpful if the Chinese 
Government could specify the measures of self-help that it would be 
willing to take, and the time table of such action. The 
Ambassador said that the Chinese Government was willing .. to 
outline a program looking toward financial and economic im- 
provement, but it wanted particularly to be able to specify steps which 
could be taken promptly and effectively rather than a list of vague 
general aims. There followed a considerable discussion in which Mr. 
Thorp and Mr. Butterworth emphasized that in the case of aid to 
Europe, the US government expects the European countries to under- 
take steps of self-help which they have outlined in the CEEC report ** 
and that similarly we now desire to relate aid to a constructive pro- 
gram by the Chinese Government in all fields affecting the success of 
the program; that while the Chinese Government probably knew best 
what steps could be taken quickly and effectively, the provision of aid 
by the US would better enable it to undertake such steps. Mr. Butter- _ 
worth referred to the problem of opening the Port of Hankow to_ 
foreign ocean transportation in order to make the most effective use 
of China’s internal resources, and to maximize the use of available 
transportation facilities; this matter had been cited in a recent cable ” 
reporting in [on] a conversation between American officials and. Gen- 
eral Yu Ta-wei, Minister of Communications; and was an illustration 
of what might be looked into and suggested by the Chinese govern- 
ment. Mr. Thorp pointed out that there might be resistance to the 
Administration’s proposals for aid to Chinese in some quarters of 
Congress, and that resistance which might arise because of doubts as 
to the economic prospects of China could be overcome in part by 
examples of constructive actions proposed and taken by the Chinese 
Government. The Ambassador referred to Dr. Kan Lee’s paper ** 

* Presumably November 13, 1947. This was reported in a memorandum of the 
same date prepared by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs, Foreign 
Relations, 1947, vol. v1, p. 1214. a — 

7 Committee of European Economic Cooperation, General Report, vol. 1 (Wash- 
ington, Government Printing Office, 1947)... me - 

4 Telegram No. 24, January 5, 6 p. m., not printed. | 
* Draft statement of the Chinese. Government on American aid .to China, 

handed to Mr. Butterworth by Mr. Kan Lee on January 5, for Department com- 
ments (893.50 Recovery/1-548). In a memorandum of January 13 (893.00/1- 
1348), Mr. Butterworth informed the Secretary of State that changes recom- 
mended by the Department were being kept at a minimum “since it is impertant 
that the statement be issued entirely on the responsibility of the Chinese Govern- 
ment”. The more significant changes reflected the Department’s thinking that 
“(1) a public reference by the Chinese Government to its requests for American 
aid would be desirable at this time, and (2) the implication should.be avoided 
that the accomplishment. of internal reforms, including military reorganization, 
is dependent upon their integration with American aid.” The Secretary initialed 
the memorandum. For text of statement made by Premier Chang Chun on 
January 28, see note from the Chinese Embassy, p. 462.
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on the subject of measures which it might undertake in connection 

with aid from the US. Mr. Thorp and Mr. Butterworth stated that 

they could not discuss it with the Ambassador until it had been studied. 

adequately. 

The Ambassador stated that the Chinese Government hoped that: 

something could be done toward the gradual stabilization of the Chi- 

nese currency by means of Aid Program. He suggested that if the 

aid funds were used directly to strengthen the currency reserves, the 

effect would be to promote confidence in the currency and the psycho- 

logical effect would be beneficial. What was sought was to retard 

the rate of depreciation, rather than to achieve stability in value at 

present. Mr. Thorp indicated that from the economic point of view, 

we looked at the program somewhat differently. The US funds would 

be used to finance necessary imports for China. The US could not 

now consider the sizeable program that would be required to pay for 

such imports and in addition build up reserves that would be neces- 

sary for stabilization. He pointed out, however, that the Aid program 

would in fact provide an inflation offset by putting in necessary goods 

from abroad. He added that the fight against inflation would be more 

effective if direct anti-inflationary measures, such as taxation, were 

applied. The Ambassador pointed out that action to check price 

increases or decrease currency in circulation would be much more likely 

to be successful if accompanied immediately by action to increase cur- 

rency reserves. Mr. Ness indicated that the use of aid funds directly 

to bolster reserves as proposed by the Ambassador would be a radical 

departure from the manner in which the US government had been 

administering its other foreign aid programs. 

‘893.00/1—-1248 : Telegram | . 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) - 

— WASHINGTON, January 12, 1948—6 p. m. 

52. For your confidential info final decisions re China aid program 
have not yet been made by Secretary and thereafter proposed legisla- 
tion will have to be reviewed by National Advisory Council and sub- 
mitted to Bureau Budget before it is presented Congress. Accord- 
ingly it is not possible to send Emb at this stage authoritative info. 
It is suggested that pressure on part Chinese for details program 
-(urtel 10 Jan 3, 10 a. m.) can be met by indicating Congress prior 
rights in receiving such a message from President. A tel containing 
sufficient data will of course be sent you for communication personally 

to Gimo and FonMin “** a day or so before public presentation. | 

2 Minister for Foreign Affairs Wang Shih-chieh. | : Lo
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Question appointment technicians in connection with implementing 
aid program will form part of proposed legislation and no definitive | 

| action can be taken until at least attitude of Congress manifests itself. 
‘Incidentally it is not clear how Gimo’s request for a “supreme economic 
adviser” and his suggestion of Blandford 2° for that position (urtel 
2241 Nov 15, 8 a. m.4) jibes with his memo (urtel 2437 Dec 22, 11 
a. m.”°) in which it is stated that ChiGovt wishes to employ its own 
American or foreign technicians. No doubt US will have to send to 
China additional personnel to act in a supervisory and advisory 
capacity in connection with aid program but these may well be very 
limited in number due to unavailability of experienced personnel. 
There are however two obvious and serious disadvantages to appoint- 
ment of a “supreme economic adviser” : First, there is basic question 
of how effective under present circumstances in China he can be and 
secondly, and more important, the strong implication that his presence 
would carry of continuing US responsibility for economic, financial 
and governmental situation in China, a responsibility which US can- 
not assume and which China and other countries must not be misled 
to believe has been or is going to be assumed. 

This is no less applicable to the civil war. Consequently, activities 
Military Advisory Group ** must be carefully delimited and they are 
not regarded as constituting an integral part of aid program which is 
essentially economic in character. It is expected that decisions re cer- 
tain changes in Military Advisory Group’s directives and what addi- 
tional military training centers can be appropriately authorized will 
be made before Gen Barr’s 2’ departure. | 

Importance of considerations set forth above is reinforced by cer- 
tain current indications that elements in ChiGovt are looking more to 
external assistance than to their own exertions in meeting China’s 
problems and seem to be directing their efforts towards shifting to US 
responsibility for conduct and course of civil war, welfare Chinese 
people and efficacy regime. 

| 
MaArsHALL 

800.48 FAA/1-2148 | _ 
Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern A fairs 

(Butterworth) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) — 

| [WasuHineton,] January 21, 1948. 
In the light of recent developments, both within and without the 

Department, I should like to expand somewhat on the suggestion 

1040 B. Blandford, American financial adviser to the Chinese Government, 

* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 1219, | - * Toid., p. 1237. | : SC | 
* For correspondence on this subject, see pp. 239-270, passim. 
*Maj. Gen. David G. Barr, who assumed the duties of Chief of the Army Advisory Group (AAG) in China on February 1, 1948.
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contained in my memorandum to you of January 3, 1948. I have dis- 
cussed this line of reasoning fully with Mr. Thorp and Mr. Wood. 

The manner in which an economic program for China is formulated 
is likely to determine whether or not the Department will have to meet 
openly in the near future the issue of direct military assistance to 
China. It can be anticipated that Congress will draw that issue 
squarely if it finds that the economic aid program does not make it 
possible for China to purchase substantial imports of munitions with- 
out exhausting its official foreign exchange reserves. It might, of 
course, be logical for the Department to support direct military aid 
if the amount required to accomplish agreed upon objectives were 
subject to approximate measurement, and if the U. S. were willing to 
bear the magnitude of aid required and to accept the consequences 
which might accompany or follow the success or failure of the en- 
deavor. However, none of these assumptions are given, and it is 
therefore important that the U. 8. not become committed to a program 
of military assistance for China. It is also important, for reasons of 
domestic and foreign policy, that neither the Department or the U. S. 
Government openly repudiate the possibility of military aid. 

It is apparent that an economic aid program, the size of which is 
measured in terms of China’s ability to meet essential civilian imports 
out of its export proceeds, will not satisfy those elements of Congress 
which are concerned with China’s military requirements. Moreover, 
insofar as there are possibilities for preventing more rapid economic 
disintegration and for initiating economic reform measures within 
China, such possibilities may well be denied if the military position of 
the National Government continues to deteriorate rapidly or if panic 
results from the exhaustion of the Government’s foreign exchange 
holdings. It appears essential, therefore, that an economic aid pro- 
gram be devised which takes account of these considerations, although 
its public presentation should minimize any implied commitment by 

_ the U.S. to underwrite China’s military requirements. 
The proposed $510 million aid program for current imports, as 

revised recently by OFD, would provide $50 million more than the 
estimated 18-month deficit in China’s balance of payments, which. 
has been calculated on the basis of a severely restricted level of foreign 
expenditures. It is intended that this $50 million would release an 
equivalent amount of Chinese export proceeds for military procure- 
ment and that this “cushion”, together with China’s existing official 
gold and dollar exchange holdings, would represent resources ade- 
quate to deal with the military problem. Such a position does not 
meet the argument that existing assets should be retained as a cur- 
rency reserve for maintenance of confidence and for eventual use in 
currency stabilization. It is rapidly becoming untenable as Chinese 
official assets continue to be depleted to the point at which only gold
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and working balances will remain. Moreover, incorporation in a 
balance of payments presentation of any precise figure for military 

imports would entail its justification by the Department, and a figure 
on the order of $50 million would invite severe criticism as to its 
adequacy. Oo 

I believe that an acceptable alternative would be to abandon alto- 
gether, so far as public presentation is concerned, the balance of 
payments approach and to consider China’s current foreign exchange 
receipts as being entirely available for special payments of the Chinese 
Government, including the purchase of munitions. This approach 
would recognize that the Chinese Government will inevitably employ 
a substantial portion of its foreign exchange resources for military 
procurement. However, it would argue that Chinese military import 
requirements are not subject to approximate estimate, and that ex- 
penditures therefor, as well as for such government items as debt 
service, foreign service functions and banknote imports, should be | 
the exclusive responsibility of the Chinese Government. It should be 
pointed out that, while the present low level of Chinese exports and 
other current foreign exchange receipts is inadequate to provide for 
essential civilian imports, it would be sufficient for special govern- 
ment payments and for such military imports as the Chinese Govern- 
ment would and could purchase. a 

More important, it could be maintained that China would thus 
have within its own power of exertion and decision the possibility of 
increasing, through promotion of exports, its purchases of munitions 
and of civilian imports necessary to combat inflation and to aid re- 
construction, provision of which under the U. S. aid program is 
admittedly on the basis of austerity requirements. It would be recog- 
nized, of course, that prospects are poor for an increase in China’s 
exports and that only by strenuous efforts and effective use of 
American aid could progress be made. oe 

This approach would call for an aid program to provide funds for 
all of China’s essential civilian-type imports calculated on an austerity 
basis—estimated at $650 million over 18 months—plus a proposed 
$60 million for reconstruction projects, or a total of $710 million. 
In the absence of further serious military reverses, China’s foreign 
exchange receipts over 18 months should be sufficient, after itemized 
government expenditures have been met, to provide about $116 million 
for munitions procurement, civilian imports in addition to those 
scheduled under the aid program, and unitemized financial services. 
If developments are favorable and vigorous efforts are made, it is 
possible that about $176 million might be realized for these purposes. 
. Such a program should be justified publicly entirely in terms of
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its economic assistance to the Chinese Government and people as 
affording them a respite from immediate crises during which they 
might initiate the measures necessary to lay the basis for eventual 
recovery. It would be held that responsibility for these measures, 
for normal foreign transactions of the Chinese Government, and for 
military procurement abroad and the course of the civil war rests 
entirely with the Chinese. 

The magnitude of aid proposed would represent a realistic appraisal 
of what is required merely to give some hope of preventing further 
economic retrogression in China. This would have desirable edu- 
cational effects in Congress and elsewhere, and responsibility for any 
failure to provide the funds required would then lie clearly with 
Congress, 

_ 898.50/2-648 

Memorandum by the Chinese Technical Mission in the United States #8 

_..The Chinese Technical Mission, in coming straight from Nanking 
to Washington, desires to convey, on behalf of the Chinese Govern- 

_ ment, a note of urgency of the need of American aid. The present 
serious economic situation has its root in the devastation and disloca- 
tion caused by long years of war and is accentuated by the Chinese 
Communist rebellion and by the destruction brought about by the 

| Communist sabotage. The Chinese Government feels that, in its fight 
against the spreading of Communism in China, it is contributing to 
the cause of democracy and world stability. In this effort, substantial 
external aid will help to facilitate and hasten the achievement of its 
task. - | 

it is, of course, realized that the effectiveness of external help is 
conditioned upon the continuance of the efforts which have been made 
in ‘adopting measures of self-help. The maximum result can only 
be obtained when the two are properly integrated. On the other hand, 
reasonably adequate external aid, by itself creating a favorable psy- 
chological condition, will facilitate the operation of measures of 
self-help. | | 
~ ‘When General Wedemeyer’s mission” visited China in the summer 
of 1947, the Chinese Government made available to his mission certain 
reports outlining the serious efforts that the Government had under- 
taken in the fields of economic rehabilitation. The facts embodied 

in these reports still stand. In addition, the Chinese Technical Mis- 
sion submits the following summary of significant measures recently 
undertaken by the Government: _ 

** Date of receipt in the Department not indicated. 
* For correspondence on the mission in China of Lt. Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, 

United States Army, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. viI, pp. 635 ff. ‘
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1. In a period of unprecedented economic and military crisis, the 
Chinese Government has caused the new Constitution to be promul- 
gated in its effort to promote democracy and democratic institutions, 
despite the many great difficulties hampering long-range political de- 
velopment. The election of the members of the National Assembly has 
recently been held, and the election of the members of the legislature 
will be completed shortly. __ | | a 

2. In formulating the 1948 budget, serious effort‘is made to cover 
_ the ordinary expenditures by usual kinds of revenue. Attempts are 

made toward the retrenchment of expenditures. The rate of indirect 
taxes has been raised to increase the yield. The income tax will be 
levied in advance in the form of tentative assessments, to be adjusted 
when final accounts are made available. It is hoped to enlist experi- 
enced American experts in the field of taxation to assist us in our 
effort to renovate and carry out a sound system of income tax and 
other forms of taxation. In the budget, the ordinary revenue and ~ 
the ordinary expenditure are both estimated at $27 trillion. Extraor- 
dinary revenue is placed at $31 trillion, and extraordinary expendi- 
tures at $69 trillion. While further inflation may upset the budgetary 
estimates, the effort is made to cover as much expenditure as possible 
by revenue. 

_ 8. In agricultural production notable improvement has been made 
in 1947 to increase the yield of cotton, and the amount of cotton avail- 
able for mill use is estimated to be around one million bales in 1947, 
representing a 20-30% increase over the corresponding figure for 1946, 
The production of food crops is encouraged through the introduction 
of better varieties, better seeds, and more effective methods of insect 
control. Industrial recovery is reflected in the steady increase of 
industrial consumption of electric power. The industrial power con- 
sumption in the Shanghai—Nanking area increased 9.6 times from Sep- 
tember, 1945 to September, 1947; in Wuchang—Hankow area 6 times 
and in the Canton area 7.5 times. In Formosa, a region which is 
fortunately free from Communist disturbances, the increases in pro- 
duction during 1947 as compared with September 1945 are as follows: 
rice, 1.6; sugar, 3.5; electric power, 5.2; cement, 4.8; coal, 7.4; and 
fertilizer, 8.4 times. Most of the industrial plants which suffered 
severe damage through wartime bombing are being restored rapidly to 
normal production. | , _ 

4. Rehabilitation of communication[s] since V-J Day has always 
been a struggle between the reconstruction effort of the Government 
and the destruction by the Communists. The ledger, however, has 
not been altogether in the red. In 1947, 1870 Km. of railways and 
8000 Km of highways were restored to operation; 50,000 Km of new 
air routes were opened for service; merchant steam vessels of all types 
reached a total tonnage of nearly one million, and improvement was 
effected in the postal and tele-communication services. Above all, 
in all these fields, the concept of public service has been strengthened 
among the rank and file of government workers, which will greatly 
facilitate future reconstruction work. 

5. During 1947, the foreign exchange policy has been directed to- 
ward facilitating the improvement of exports and effecting a better 
balance in China’s international payments. Since August, the ex-
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change rate has not been pegged at a definite figure and has been 
allowed to move from time to time in accordance with market require- 
ments. The trade situation has been brought nearer to balance than 
was previously possible. The adjustment of rates is made periodically 
to enable the movement of certain essential exports; notably, woodoil, 
minerals, and bristles. While the new policy has not proven wholly 
effective in eliminating the black market and in channeling China's 
emigrants’ remittances through the Government, the new element of 
flexibility introduced in the system will, to some extent, prepare the 
way for the future adoption of a plan for currency stabilization. 
The conclusion of a financial and customs agreement with Hongkong 
in December, 1947, will, it is believed, substantially curtail inward and 
outward smuggling and the flight of capital. 

_ 6, To combat runaway inflation, the Government has, since Novem- 
ber, severely restricted the granting of loans by both the governmental 
and commercial banks so as to contract credit. Such temporary meas- 
ures of credit contro] are intended merely as the prelude to more funda- 
mental reforms. <A system of rationing of foodstuffs has been intro- 
duced in six major cities to combat the appreciation of prices. 

(. The treatment of school teachers has been ameliorated in order to 
increase the efficiency of their work. | 

The Chinese Technical Mission is fully aware of the fact that, in 
spite of these efforts, the economic and financial conditions of the 
country have. steadily deteriorated. Inflation is becoming more and 
more vicious and acute, and, with the continued drop in the value of 
the Chinese dollar, it is but natural that there goes a measure of 
political and social uneasiness which renders economic rehabilitation 
more difficult. But China is redoubling her efforts to cope with these 
-various problems. 

WASHINGTON, January 23, 1947 [7948]. | 

800.48 FAA/1-2148 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
— (Butterworth) to the Secretary of State | | 

oo | [Wasuineton,] January 24, 1948. 

_ On January 21, the basic issues of the China Aid Program were 
considered and discussed by Mr. Lovett, Ambassador Douglas,” Mr. 
Thorp, Mr. Wood, and myself. At the conclusion of the meeting, 
Mr. Lovett gave instructions to proceed with the program formulated _ 
by A~T, as he felt that, despite the considerations set forth in my 
memorandum of January 21 (copy attached, Tab A **), it would be 
unwise to approach Congress with an aid program of greater magni- 
tude than that proposed by A—-T ($510 million to cover certain essen- 

*” Lewis W. Douglas, Ambassador in the United Kingdom. 
 * Ante, p. 454. 

429-525 —73——80
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tial civilian-type imports over an 18-month period and $60 million for 

reconstruction projects—a total of $570 million). oo 

It is important, of course, that we present this program with full 

awareness of its implications in the light of probable developments, 

both in China and in this country. While $510 million is a large sum, 

it will enable imports into China at considerably less than the level 

prevailing during the last two years. The effect of these imports 

will not be to reduce the rate of inflation, but merely to prevent the 

economic situation from deteriorating as rapidly as it otherwise would. 

Economic conditions, however, are as dependent upon the course of 

military developments as they are upon the level of Chinese imports. 

The present rate of deterioration of the military situation (see at- 

tached memorandum, Tab B 2) is likely to be accelerated and result 

in increased economic disintegration despite the economic aid provided 

in this program. 

It is intended that, in the presentation of the aid program, reference 

be made to the availability for military purposes of China’s official 

foreign exchange holdings, and of such resources as might be acquired 

by China through increased exports. However, the facts are that 

China’s gold and U. S. dollar holdings on January 1, of about $200 

million consist largely of minimum working balances, and gold held 

in China, the export of which might produce panic repercussions, 

and that the estimate used in projecting China’s exports is about the 

best that actually can be expected. Furthermore, it has been recently 

learned informally from the Department of the Army that military 

stocks surplus to the Army’s needs and available and suitable for 

transfer to the Chinese are very small. Therefore, the Chinese will 

of necessity be compelled to purchase military matériel at high market 

prices. Extensive cannibalization is now being practiced in the 

Chinese Army. oo | 

Thus it is apparent that the proposed program is more in the 
nature of an expanded post-UNRRA ™*® relief program than it is 
analogous to ERP *™ or the Greek-Turkish aid program. The fact 
that it takes little or no account of the military situation is likely 
to have serious repercussions, both in China and in this country. 
In the former, its inadequacy will have a generally depressing effect 
‘and might contribute at a certain point to a Chinese attempt, as a move 

| of desperation, to arrive at some kind of an understanding with the 
Soviets, despite their unfortunate experiences in the recent past (see 
personal telegrams to you from Dr. Stuart, Tab C*°). In the United 

* Not printed. | 4 a 
8 United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. 
* Huropean Recovery Program. a oo _ 
*® Probably telegrams Nos. 2436, December 22, 1947, noon, Foreign Relations, 

1947, vol. vu, p. 412, and 59, January 9, 1948, 2 p. m., ibid., 1948, vol. vi, p. 21.
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States, the nature of the program will lay you open to frontal attack 
for failing to recommend adequate assistance. An economic aid pro- 
gram designed merely to hold the line in China has already been 
widely discounted. This attack may also develop into a determined 
attempt to force, as a complement to the proposed economic aid pro- 
gram, a Military Aid Bill which if passed would shift to the U. S. 
responsibility for the course of the Civil War in China. Attached 
is newspaper comment illustrative of a current partizan attitude 
(Tab D **), | | 
Accordingly, I have informed Mr. Kennan * of the character of 

the program and of the implications of the situation as I see them, and 
suggested that the Policy Planning Staff make a draft for you of a 
statement which you might make at the initial Congressional hearing. 
Alternatively, it might be embodied in the Presidential message for- 
warding the program to Congress. I have not seen Mr. Kennan’s 
draft which is under preparation. | 

893.50 Recovery /1-2648 

Memorandum by Mr. Robert N. Magill, of the Division of Chinese 
— Affairs * 

yo [Wasuineron,| January 26, 1948, 
The Chinese Technical Mission, headed by Pei Tsu-yi, met on Janu- 

ary 21 in Mr. Havlik’s office. The discussion dealt mostly with tech- 
nical points of information. However, Pei indicated a strong desire 
to know the general outlines of the Program and urged that exam- 
ination of technical points not be allowed to hold up presentation 
of the Program. He offered to give the views of the Chinese Govern- 
ment, and did so along the following line: 

The Chinese Government desires a four-year program amounting to 
$1.5 billion, broken down as follows: first year, $500 million; second 

, year, $500 million ; third year, $300 million; fourth year, $200 million.” 
He said that if authorization of the program should be delayed, the 

_ Chinese Government would hope that $60 million authorized under 

_* Not attached to file copy. | | 
* George F. Kennan, Director of the Policy Planning Staff. | 
* Marginal notation: “This was returned from S/S [the Executive Secre- . 

tariat] 2/4 with no initials”. — | = 
| A formal aid program was prepared by the Chinese Technical Mission on 
January 27. In a memorandum of February 17 to Messrs. Butterworth and 
Ringwalt (893.50 Recovery/2-1748), Mr. Magill indicated the program had been 
submitted to the Department “a number of days ago.” It proposed economic 
assistance totalling $1,500,000,000 over a 4-year period, of which $973,900,000 
was to cover the 18 months through June 1949; and. military assistance estimated 
-at $100,000,000 for the first year with amounts for subsequent years to be de- 
termined on the basis of military developments.
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PL 389 could be appropriated for the first quarter of 1948.. He indi- — 
cated that the billion and a half figure would take care, of.relief and 

rehabilitation, and that attention would have to be given simultane- 
ously to currency reform and military needs. Pei. said that, as a 
banker, he himself was inclined to approach the problem of currency 
reform cautiously. He emphasized that any balance of payments 
calculation should take account of military imports and volunteered 
the figure of $100 million for this purpose during 1948... He offered 
to make available a breakdown of this military figure, and it was my 
impression that this estimate was the firmest of the figures that he 
gave. Mr. Havlik, however, responded that he was interested only 
in the general magnitudes envisaged by the Chinese Government and 
did not encourage any further refinement of the military figure. 

893.00/1-2848 BS | OB 

_ Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Secretary of State 

ee | | [Wasuineton,] January 28, 1948. 

Since you talked with me on the telephone, I have obtained the 
attached statement from the Chinese Government *° which was pub- 
licly issued in Nanking today. Accordingly, I suggest that you may 
care to question Mr. Tsu-yi Pei as to what specific measures the Chi- 
nese Government intends to take to implement these general under- 
takings, and when they propose to begin putting into effect such 
measures. Incidentally, this statement embodies the changes sug- 
gested by the Department which you approved.** | 

W. W[a4tton] B[vrrerworts | 

893.00/1-2848 | | | 

The Chinese E'mbassy to the Department of State * . 

TRANSLATION OF THE STATEMENT OF GENERAL CHANG CHUN, PRESIDENT 
or THE Executive YUAN oF THE Repusiic or Cains, Wuicu Is 
ScHEpuLED To Br Reteasep For PUBLICATION IN NANKING ON 
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1948, at 4:00 P. M. | ) 

“As a result of her suffering and losses during more than eight 
years of war and the subsequent Communist rebellion, China is now | 

“ Infra. — | | 
“ See footnote 23, p. 452. | | 
“ Handed to the Deputy Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Penfield) 

| by the Chinese Minister (Tan). a
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facing unprecedented economic difficulties, In order to overcome 
these difficulties, the Chinese Government, in the light of the long 
history of Chinese-American friendship, has requested economic and 
technical assistance from the United States. It was with gratification 
that the Chinese Government noted the inclusion of China in the 
interim aid bill and the announced intention of the United States 
Government to take early action during the present session of the 
Congress to provide substantial aid for China. The Chinese Gov- 
ernment fully recognizes that in order to secure the maximum benefit 
from external aid an adequate and practicable program of domestic 
measures of self-help is needed. This program should at the begin- 
ning lay stress on financial and economic measures of immediate im- 
portance which will be followed or accompanied by certain other 
reforms in the fields of general administration -and military 
reorganization. 

The main financial and economic reform measures which the Chinese 
Government intends to undertake are: 

(1) Control and readjustment of government expenditures both 
in Chinese national currency and foreign currencies so as to realize 
all practicable economies. 

(2) Improvement of the national, provincial and local tax systems 
and the administration thereof with the dual object of increasing the 
yield and placing the tax burden upon economic groups that are best 
able to pay. . 

(3) With a view to insuring greater efficiency in the performance of 
their duties, the treatment of civil servants as well as officers and men 
will be gradually raised. Simultaneously, a program will be enforced 
for the gradual reduction of government personnel. 

(4) Sirengthenine and extension of control over the supply of 
essential commodities of daily necessity with a view to checking 
speculation and the abnormal rise of prices. 

(5) In order to insure the maximum effectiveness of external aid, 
every effort will be made toward laying the basis for a more stable 
monetary system. 

(6) Banking and credit systems to be reformed through the cen- 
tralization of control in the Central Bank of China and the main- 
tenance of a counter-inflationary policy. 

| (7) Promotion of exports through removal of obstacles to export 
movements. , | 

(8) Improvement of import control, but as soon as conditions per- 
mit the emergency control measures shall be modified. 

(9) Improvement of agricultural production and rural conditions and land reforms through the adoption of such recommendations of 
the China-United States Agricultural Mission “ as are suitable for 
early introduction. 7 | 

* For correspondence on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 1268 ff. . :
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(10) Rehabilitation of communications and essential industries as 
far as conditions permit in order to increase production and reduce 
dependence upon abnormal imports.” “ | a oa 

711.93/1-2948 : Telegram | a 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State _ 

| | oe NANKING, January 29, 1948—6 p. m.. 

oo | [Received January 29—2:20 p.m. ] 

181. We are perturbed by the implications we read into Deptel 52, 
January 12,6 p. m. and feel that we have failed to create in the De- 
partment a realization of the practical problem which confronts US 
policy in China. | | - 

Basic problem facing US here is creation of conditions conducive 
to prolonged stability in eastern Asia. For creation these conditions 
it is essential that there be in China a government reasonably sympa- 
thetic with our aims in Far East and with American political con- 
cepts, and also capable maintaining itself without prolonged or even 
perpetual support. Of many possible alternative policies for attain- 
ing this end, the support and reform of the present Chinese Govern- 
ment would seem most practicable. This Government possesses cer- 

tain attributes of legality, retains some authority and a modicum of 
popular support and is reasonably well disposed toward the US, so 

that if supported and reformed it would, to some considerable degree, 

meet our requirements. | - 

While devising of specific means for supporting the Chinese Gov- ' 

ernment is task for technicians, in framing concrete plans they must 
be guided by two over-all considerations. The first of these is that 

support for Chinese Government must include support in economic, 

military and political fields and that support in these separate fields 

must be concurrent and coordinated. We cannot stress too strongly 
fact that Government’s military situation is critical and that Govern- 
ment is completely unable to regain lost ground or even. maintain 

hold on areas now under its control unless effective military assistance 

is forthcoming.® Further, additional Government territorial losses. 

will rapidly impair Government’s political stability to point where it 

will lack capability of utilizing economic or political support. Second 

“Tn a memorandum of January 30 (893.50/1-3048), Mr. Butterworth informed 
the Secretary of State that he had indicated to Mr. Kan Lee the Department’s 

interest in the specific measures through which the Chinese Government intended 

to implement the Premier’s statement. Thereafter, Mr. Pei informally | sub- 

mitted to the Department 10 reports each of which elaborated on one of the 

reform. measures promised in the statement. , These reports were forwarded to 
Mr. Butterworth by Mr. Ringwalt with his memorandum of February 17 (893.50- 

Recovery /2-1748). 
“For Department’s reply, see telegram No. 153, January 80, 1 p. m., p. 8.
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and more important consideration in framing concrete means to sup- 
port. Government is Government inadequacy in terms of administra- 
tive ability. Oo | 

In virtually all spheres of Government activity we have studied— 
military, political, economic and other—we find failures on part 
Government to effect improvements result largely from misfeasance, 
blunders, and mismanagement, rather than from deliberate malfeas- 
ance. This misfeasance in turn stems largely from lack of technical 
ability to devise general over-all policy needed in present situation 
and specific policies for specific situations, and also lack of grasp of 
administrative techniques to implement and execute policies. 

In light above, we feel no program of US aid to China can possibly. 
be effective if activated solely through present Government or native 
talent available to that Government. However, we feel that aid can 
be effectively applied through present Government administrative 
structure, provided we develop requisite plans, and, on advisory basis, 
supervise their implementation and execution. 

_ We further feel that resources of Chinese Government, if properly 
mobilized and applied, are sufficient to effect improvement in situation. 
While further provision of material by US is undoubtedly required, 
aid in form of advice on planning and in administration is vital. 
It is precisely aid of this type that Soviets supply Chinese Communists 
through Soviet trained Chinese political, economic and military tech- 
nicians. Also, this type assistance should decrease amount American 
matériel required and permit rational expenditure such matériel in 
support over-all program and specific projects. - Concretely, this 
would entail provision of small staffs attached to highest echelons of 
certain sections of Chinese Government with the function of develop- 
ing plans in conjunction with Chinese chiefs of sections, plus small 
group of personnel to report on activation and execution of plans. 
Some could be recruited direct by Chinese; some could be supplied and 
controlled by US. | | 

_ We are fully aware that the above suggestions would involve a 
degree of responsibility. However, we wish to reiterate that unless. 
responsibility is assumed, it is most difficult to see how situation here 
can be restored in our favor. Also, as regards responsibility for 
possible failure of Chinese Government to solve its outstanding prob- 
lems, it is a patent fact that in the minds of most Chinese it is the 
US which keeps the present Government in power, and is, therefore,. 
already implicated in current Government failure to function effec- 
tively. We have previously reported the current: apathy of the 
Chinese people toward civil war and their great desire for early solu- 
tion no matter which side is victorious. The present stalemate and 
prolongation of the conflict is attributed by both sides to our inter- 
vention. This will continue to be the case unless we pull out of China.
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As our fundamental interests would appear to require a friendly Gov- 
ernment in China, we cannot believe we would be warranted in pulling 
out of China at this time. This leads us inevitably to the assumption 
that we must take a more active part in the internal affairs of China 
and be willing to assume responsibility therefor. 

The Chinese Government is well aware of its perilous state, well 
knows its administrative shortcomings and is most desirous of effective 
support. However, its leader, the Generalissimo, is a proud and stub- 
born man. Also, he is an unusually practical man. If some formula 
can be found which will assist him in resolving the practical situation 
which confronts him without loss of prestige, he will accept a large 
measure of outside control and we believe will cooperate heartily so 
long as he is convinced of a reasonable possibility of success. On the 
other hand, he is sufficiently proud that he would permit himself and 
the regime he has Jed so long to go down in defeat rather than accept 
aid under conditions which he considered unnecessarily derogatory to 
the prestige of China and himself. | 

Given this situation, there has been much searching of hearts among 
the politically realistic Chinese. Considerable doubt remains in many 
minds as to the amount and the effectiveness of prospective American 
aid. It is inevitable, therefore, that many Chinese have considered 
alternatives to continuing to resist Communism even with American 
aid. The alternative championed by the Generalissimo, which in- 
volves neither compromise with nor surrender to an alien ideology, is 
becoming increasingly unpalatable in Government circles. This has 
led many individuals into a search for a possible basis for peace with 
the Communists. Too many rumors to be ignored have been reaching 
us of late indicating that certain elements in the Kuomintang—CC 
Clique ** as well as Political Science group—have been speculating 
and taking soundings as to the possibility of Soviet mediation between 
the Communists and the National Government. From the Chinese 
point of view this seems the less desirable alternative, yet they may be 
driven to accept it if American aid is ineffective, inadequate, or late 
in coming. 

| Sruarr 

$93.00/2-248 : Telegram | | 

| The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

Nanxina, February 2, 1948—noon. 
| [Received February 2—2: 20 a. m.] 

195. In considering our 181, January 29, 6 p. m., Department may 
wish to consult our despatches 1144, December 6, 1947 ¢7 and 28, Janu- 

_ “* Ted by the brothers Chen Li-fu and Chen Kuo-fu. | | | 
“ Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 387.
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ary 23, 1948 *° on method of assisting Chinese to meet practical mili- 
tary problems confronting them. 

- | STUART 

893.50 Recovery /2-648 | 
Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Director of the O fice 

a of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) 

- SHanGHAlI, February 6, 1948. 
Dear Watr: Although I have been in the Far East but three weeks, 

I think that the sharpness of some first thoughts and impressions 
derived in that time may make them of some slight interest to you 
with regard to the China situation—even though they are backed by 
such a wealth of inexperience. 

Immediately upon arriving in Shanghai I was struck by the perfect 
field for the spread of Communism which it afforded. There is not 
only an immense disparity in wealth evidence in every part of the city; 
such wealth as there is belongs to the comparatively few, and the 
great masses seem literally on the ragged edge of subsistence. I 
understand that economic dislocations have not made the lot of the _ 
poorest people substantially harder; on the contrary their living 
standards have risen by comparison with pre-war standards. Never- 
theless their misery is all too evident. On the other hand, too many 
of the wealthy people have made their money by means which are, 
to say the least, devious, and I am afraid spend it in ways which are, : 
to say the least, heartless. Too often they seem to lack the virtues 
which might justify their privileges. 

On the other hand, the intellectual leaders, if I understand correctly, 
are being severely squeezed by the progressive inflation. Naturally 
this factor, plus the corruption and reaction they see around them, 
has made them at least receptive to Communist propaganda if not 
actively sympathetic with it. This appears to be reflected in the 
university students who, as Ambassador Stuart put it, are 90% anti- 
Communist but also 90% anti-Government. Unhappily, so far as 
I yet have been able to see, the intellectuals have provided no outstand- 
ing liberal leaders, and the same is true of the really decent business | 
men, who do not like the Government but who are not prepared to do 
anything effective about it (Lewis Clark “* quoted to me a Tientsin 
business man who said that they practically vomited every time they 
thought of the National Government). a | 

The National Government appears to be so steeped in reaction 
and corruption, so split in factions, and so generally inefficient, despite 

* Ante, p. 242. | | 
“ Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China.
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outstanding exceptions, that it cannot assume effective leadership. 
From our military observers comes a picture of chaotic conditions in 
the Nationalist Armies, and such a lack of morale among the soldiers 
that they are no match for Communist zeal and fanaticism. Too often 

they simply don’t fight. , | | 
- Among civilians I find a complacent fatalism with regard to the 
spread of Communism in China. They seem to accept the inevitability 
of Communist success and to be indifferent to its implications; they 
say placidly that the storm will pass, as have all other storms in 
Chinese history. It seems to make no difference if they belong to that 
group of Chinese which would certainly be the target of Communist 
witch hunting. 7 | 

On the other hand, I find it difficult to agree with those observers 

who view the Communists as coming with gilded halos and wings 
to save and modernize China. I find the Communists mouthing 
today the same promises which they mouthed three years ago in 
Yugoslavia, and which they have there honored only in the breach 
since. It seems to me probable that if the Communists do succeed. 
in winning all of China they will install in China a tyranny as sub- 
servient to Russia and a terror as brutal as Tito’s. Perhaps the 
Communists, even if they seem to win, will not succeed in taking over 
and dominating China completely, but their skill in other countries 
in knocking over one after another of the groups which might serve 
as the nuclei of successful opposition, while lulling the next victims 
with honeyed words, does not leave me very sanguine as to the out- 
come in this country. Communism would be a terrible alternative 
even to the rottenness of the present regime, quite apart from its 
implications in the world picture. 

The major question in our relations with this country is, I assume, 
whether we should furnish aid, and if so in what manner and under > 
what conditions. I take it as probable that if we do not furnish aid 
the regime will collapse and Communism, in one form or another, 
will come to dominate all of China. Experienced observers in this 
country seem to be generally agreed tHat both political and economic 
collapse could not be long delayed if aid were not given, and that the 
situation is deteriorating at an accelerating pace. We have tragically 
little time to act if we are to act, and we must realize that every day’s 
‘delay will make our task the more difficult in a material sense, if we 
eventually decide that we must rescue the Nanking regime. 

Yet I do not think that we can afford to overlook the formidable ~- 
objections to granting any aid. As Isee it, if we embark on this course, 
in our further decisions we are damned if we do and damned if we 
don’t. If we furnish a moderate amount of aid (and that seems to be
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. the present line of thinking), it is hardly likely to prove effective, and 
in that event: it would simply furnish the Communists the excuse, 
which they don’t need but which they will find convenient, to act as 
disagreeably as possible with regard to our citizens and their property. 
On the other hand, as. you wisely suggested to me before I left Wash- 
ington, we do not wish to commit ourselves lightheartedly to all-out 
aid to China. We do not wish to get our prestige irrevocably involved 
unless we are quite certain that it will be effective, that it will be sup- 
ported by the American people, and that it will not merely be used 
by the Chinese to saddle us with an impossible burden. If we really 
go into this situation as we have in Greece we cannot afford to fail. 
However, nine-tenths at least of the burden must be shouldered by 

_the Chinese if it is to be successfully carried, and I see discouragingly 
little evidence that the Chinese at the present time are prepared to 
shoulder any such burden. _ 

There is a further dilemma in that aid given without strict con- 
trols would not be acceptable to the American people, for the very 

_ simple reason they know that it would be frittered away in inefficiency 
and graft. On the other hand, I question whether it would be pos- 
sible, given the temper of the Chinese Government cliques and of the 
people, to impose the controls which would assure that any aid given 
would be effectively utilized. Communist propaganda has been ex- 
traordinarily successful in stirring up Chinese nationalistic sensibili- 
ties against the United States and the other western powers. In the 
light of Russia’s record this is amazing to me, but it is the fact. Should 
we demand strict controls, Communist propagandists would have a 

_. field day. Moreover, the many elements in the Government—the CC 
Clique, the grafters, etc.—who would be personally prejudiced by the 
imposition of strict controls have already made it quite clear that they 
would fight: such controls; in their press organs they have already 
invoked Chinese sovereignty against controls. 

| _ Recognizing that I do not have the experience on which to base a 
sound judgment, I nevertheless think we must consider carefully 
whether we can devise any formula which on the one hand would 
achieve the necessary degree of control over any aid we might give, 
and on the other secure adequate cooperation from the Chinese authori- 
ties. Paradoxically enough, I think it arguable that openly partisan 
aid to the Nanking Government might prejudice rather than help its 
chances of survival. . | | Se | | 

As I see it, two prerequisites should be satisfied before we grant 
any aid: (1) We should await the establishment of a government which 
has the confidence of the Chinese people; (2) that. government should 
make the fundamental issue involved quite clear to the Chinese
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people—that they are fighting for their peace and freedom against 
the grave menace of Soviet imperialism. I recognize that it is un- 
likely that these two conditions can be met and met in time. That 
may well mean Communist domination of all China. But quite apart 
from the possibility that the present regime would survive, there is 
the further possibility, which Chinese history suggests, that we might 

| have a better chance of accomplishing our purposes by building on 
some healthy anti-Communist growth after the collapse of the Nan-. 
king regime than by shoring up the termite-ridden timbers of that 
regime. In the event the Nanking regime disappears, we should — 
probably not anticipate a split in Communist ranks or a successful 
uprising against Communist excésses, but I see little reason for opti- 
mism in any case, whatever course we follow. 

I recognize, moreover, that if the two above-mentioned conditions 
were met and we were under those circumstances to grant the massive 
aid which alone would be effective, we would run a serious risk of 
precipitating World War III. I fear, however, that we cannot suc- 
cessfully bring Soviet aggression to a halt without running some risks, 
and that we might as well face them in China as anywhere else. I do 
not believe that the Soviets want to fight, and I believe that if they 
do they will not lack for excuses. The risk, then, of precipitating a 
war should be confined to the danger of starting a conflict which 
is wanted by neither side. : 

I must add that the present situation regarding aid fills me with 
misgivings. This town, for example, is swarming with our military 
and naval activities which are a shining mark for Communist propa- 
ganda. ‘The same seems true all over the country—the AAG in Nan- 
king, the Navy operations in Tsingtao, where some 2500 Marines are 
still on Chinese territory, and our activities in Taiwan, for example, 
which are evoking misgivings in the Chinese press. I should like to 
urge their restriction in this district were the situation not so serious 
that I would be gambling with the lives of American civilians in mak- 
ing any such recommendation. - 

Perhaps there is in all this an issue even more fundamental than | 
the granting of aid to China. Our great issue in the battle with Com- 
munism for the minds of men, as I see it, is our upholding of freedom 
and democracy (we may believe that our system brings to the great 
masses more material wellbeing than Communism can, but it is diffi- 
cult conclusively to prove it, let alone sell it to other peoples). How 
then can we back the Nanking regime, which obviously upholds 
neither? It is one thing to uphold the peoples of the world against 
the imposition of an aggressive tyranny, but it is a very different 
thing to uphold every rotten, reactionary regime against its own 
people merely because it happens to be anti-Communist.
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As I see it, so far as the public record is concerned, we can scarcely 
| afford to take a holier-than-thou attitude vis-a-vis the Russians. 

Whereas we have every reason to suspect, but so far as I know we have 
never been able to prove, that the Soviets are furnishing material mili- 
tary aid to the Communists, our AAG is public evidence of our military 
support of Nanking, and our activities in Tsingtao are obviously 
intended as an advance base to offset Port Arthur. One is led to 
wonder (considering particularly that China borders the Soviet Union 
but not the United States) whether we do not share in some degree the 
responsibility for exacerbating the world crisis by giving Russians 
some valid grounds in this area for their supersensitive suspicions. 

Taking all of the above considerations into account, I do not think 
that we can afford, in honor and decency, to abandon the Nanking 
regime to its fate at this point. If we feel that a Communist China 
would jeopardize our vital interests, then it would be advisable to give 
all-out aid upon such conditions as will ensure its effectiveness, regard- 
less of the yelps of those whose toes are trodden on—and make it very 
clear that a refusal to meet our conditions means our complete and 1m- 
mediate withdrawal. But if, as I suspect, we are going to spend 
most of the next year in putting our hand to the plow and then taking 
several looks back, I suggest that the public emphasis in any aid might 
be on its peaceful character, and that we might be a darn sight less 
ostentatious locally about what we’re doing. I believe we should 
examine the need of keeping Marines at Tsingtao, for example, and 
for having such a swarm of United States uniforms and military 
vehicles clogging the landscape. Can’t we do something like reviving 
the Flying Tigers,” for example? I recognize that the situation calls 
for more than palliatives, yet as I see it the situation is too precarious 
and our freedom of action too circumscribed by past actions and 
domestic limitations to insist at this time upon all of the conditions 
which, taken together, would give an aid program good prospects of 
success. But surely the Chinese Government should at least clarify 
the issue to the Chinese people if we are to grant aid; there is no use in 
our pouring money into China if the Government accepts and even 
mildly foments for its own tortuous ends agitation against the United 
States and Great Britain. | 

_ Probably the greater part of my thinking is brash and foolish, but 
if it contains any constructive thoughts for you I shall feel that this 
letter has been worth while. | | oe 

With all good wishes, | 
7 Very sincerely yours, | JACK 

© Kor correspondence on this subject, see pp. 289 ff.
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893.00/12-2247 : Telegram 2 | | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

oe _ Wasutneton, February 9, 1948—1 p. m. 
__ 207. You are authorized issue your proposed message to people of 
China (Embtels 2435 Dec 22 ** and 236 Feb 6°?) with the following 
revisions: : | | 

_ 1. First sentence: insert “personal” before message. | 
2. Change first sentence body of message to read: “From President 

Truman’s statement to Congress you know something of the proposed _ 
efforts of the United States to assist the people of China.” | 

3. Para 2, second sentence: insert “earnestly” between Americans 
and desire. ee | 

4. Para 2: delete last three sentences beginning “we have no”. 
5. Para 4, first sentence: delete “their uncompromising ideology 

and”, - Oo OS | 
6. Para 4, second sentence: insert “groups” after these. 
¢. Para 4, final sentence: insert “far” after interests. 
8. Para 8: revise to read: “We Americans, under the leadership 

of Mr. Marshall, did our utmost to prevent the development of the 
situation which now exists and all the suffering it entails for the 
Chinese people. Nevertheless, with the traditional friendship be- 
tween the American and Chinese peoples, and given our belief that 
the economic well-being of the Chinese people will redound to the 
benefit of the world, we are proposing, through a program of eco- 
nomic assistance to China, to provide a further opportunity to the 
Chinese Government and people to take the initial steps toward laying 
a solid foundation for economic recovery and stability in China.” 

9. Para 9, first sentence: revise to read: “The real task, the responsi- 
bility, however, rests with the Chinese people themselves.” 

10. Para 9, second sentence: delete “alone” after can. | 
11. Para 10: revise to read: “The meanings of freedom and democ- 

racy have been confused by the wholly different interpretations being 
put upon these terms today. There should be no misunderstanding 
of these issues. Under a totalitarian system there can be no intel- 
lectual freedom—those who attempt to think for themselves either 
succumb to regimentation or are promptly liquidated. Democracy 
is government not only for the people but also by the people. Inthis 
truly democratic sense the people must, however, continuously bring 
the weight of enlightened public opinion to bear upon the conduct of 
government to prevent misuse of power by those in office. This re- 
quires, therefore, freedom of debate and publication and free access. 

* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. VI, p. 1234. 
“ Not printed ; it sought a reply to telegram No. 2485 (898.00/2-648).
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to news objectively reported. In a totalitarian system these freedoms 
cannot exist. Instead, news becomes propaganda scientifically de- 
veloped. It depends for its effects upon unrestrained vituperation 
and incessant repetition without regard for the truth.” : 

12. Final para: revise to read : “China today is faced with insidious 
dangers which will require the united effort of all public-spirited 
citizens to overcome. ‘This calls for clear-sighted vision, a high degree 
of courage and grim determination. It is hoped that the freedom- 
loving patriots of China, together with all elements of the population, 
will join in a constructive evolutionary process that will bring unity 
and peaceful progress to the entire nation.” __ | 

Dept will inform you later when China aid bill is to be presented to 
Congress so that you may issue statement at same time. 
On , OS | MarsHAu 

893.00/2-1648 : Telegram a | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

7 WASHINGTON, February 16, 1948—10 a. m. 

251. [For] Amb and Clark. It now appears probable China aid 
proposals will be transmitted to Congress by President Feb 18. Fol- 
lowing info re program is not to be communicated to any Chinese 
until receipt further instructions. 

Program calls for authorization $570 million thru Jun 1949. It is 
contemplated that $510 million would be used to finance imports of 
foodstuffs, cotton, petroleum products, fertilizer, tobacco, pharma- 
ceuticals, coal, metals and repair and replacement parts for existing 
industry, and $60 million would be available to purchase capital goods 
for key reconstruction projects. : 

Proposed legislation states as its purpose provision of immediate 
-aid to China to relieve human suffering, to assist in retarding eco- 
‘nomic deterioration, and to afford the people of China an opportunity 
to initiate measures of self-help necessary to rebuild the bases for 
more stable economic conditions. President would be authorized to 
provide aid on either a grant or credit basis, but it is believed situation 
requires bulk of funds be granted. | : 

Draft bill calls for an agreement between China and the US con- 
taining undertakings by China along lines somewhat similar to those 
followed in USFRP* and European interim aid agreements and 
those considered for ERP. It is proposed that program would be 

* For text of Ambassador Stuart’s statement issued on February 20, see Depart- 
ment of State, United States Relations With China (Washington, Government 
‘Printing Office, 1949), p. 985. 

“4 United States Foreign Relief Program,
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administered initially by Dept thru USFRP Mission, but that con- 
trol may be transferred to such general foreign economic aid admin- 
istration as Congress creates. 7 

Requested legislation would permit use of funds for approved goods 
delivered in China after date of enactment. Thus program may have 
some retroactive effect. Procedures required for such operation being 
discussed Chinese Technical Mission but assurance cannot be given 
that any Chinese orders made prior to passage Bill will be paid for 
with aid funds. Draft bill authorizes advance of $150 million by 
RFC ® pending appropriation funds. | 

For your info, if after you have been authorized to communicate 
above to him Gimo inquires whether program provides funds for cur- 
rency stabilization suggest you comment that we do not believe present 
conditions in China make it possible to use US aid effectively in cur- 
rency stabilization; however that goods provided under program and 
Chinese currency proceeds of such imports should help to retard rate 
of price increase.*® | 

| | MarsHaAL 

893.50 Recovery/2—-1748 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasHINGTON, February 17, 1948—7 p. m. 

270. Following is guidance for public presentation China aid 
program: 

1. Themes for major emphasis. 7 a 

A. Proposed program is one of economic assistance. . 
B. Imports to be provided, as listed in President’s message,” are 

_essential to China’s civilian economy, industry and employment. 
C. Purpose of program is “to provide immediate aid to China to 

relieve human suffering, to assist in retarding economic deterioration, 
and to afford the people of China an opportunity to initiate measures 
of self-help necessary to re-build the bases for more stable economic 
conditions.” (from draft legislation). | | : . 

D. Proposed program has specific, limited objectives (see C above) ; 
it is not a US attempt to solve China’s economic problems. The 
limitations arise in part from conditions in China (use material in 
President’s message which describes factors bearing on determination 
of character and dimensions of program). . — 

* Reconstruction Finance Corporation. | OO 
The Department, in telegram No. 263, February 17, 5 p. m., instructed the 

Embassy to communicate the substance of this message to President Chiang 
Kai-shek (840.50 Recovery/2-1748). . 

For text of President Truman’s statement of February 18, see Department 
on mae Bulletin, February 29, 1948, p. 268, or United States Relations With
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EK. Proposed program will represent another instalment of aid US 
has been extending China right along, especially since 1942. Present 
program is thus not a sudden decision to extend aid after long period 
of no assistance. — | 

F. Program is still a proposal to Congress, not an accomplished 
fact. a | , 

2. Cautions. : 7 | 
A. Avoid implying that Chinese measures of self-help are guid pro 

quo for US assistance. — | | 
_B. Avoid enlarging on expected results. Remember that proposed 
program is. not complete or long-range economic recovery program, 
is not expected to stabilize currency, end inflation or provide for large 
scale reconstruction. | Be a 

C. Avoid any implication that US is or should be assuming respon- 
sibility for or. underwriting China’s economic recovery, or Chinese 
Govts military. effort. Ce - an 

8. Comment. a 
A. Give a fair cross-section of responsible US press and radio 

comment and editorial opinion. - | a oe 
_B. Criticism and praise of proposed program by responsible persons 
whose positions are such that their opinions make news must be 
carried. nee Co 

C. Carry for the record responsible criticism of program based on 
fact that it does not provide direct military assistance for Chinese 
Govt along with comment which stresses magnitude and probable 
consequences of military commitment US would be making if it under- 
took to underwrite Chinese Govt’s military efforts. Sent N anking 
as 270 repeated Shanghai as 300. __ - Oo 

7 BF Oe _ Marsan 

893.50 Recovery/2-1748 _ | | | 
Memorandum of Conversation, by the Chief of the Division of 

Investment and Economie Development (H avlik) 

| [Wasnineton,] February 17, 1948. 
_. Participants: Mr. Tsuyee Pei, Chinese Technical Mission 
a _ Mr. Havlik, ED | 

Mr. Walker, ED 
Mr. Ringwalt, CA : | 

| Mr. Doherty, FN 8 

. Mr. Pei came to my office on invitation pursuant to instructions from 
the Secretary to make known to him the contents of the program for 

“Edward W. Doherty, Assistant Chief of the Division of Financial Affairs. 
429-525—73-——_31
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aid to China. Mr. Ringwalt and I told Mr. Pei that we wished to 
lay before him the contents of the Chinese Aid Program, but since 
a message was to be sent by the President to the Congress on the 18th 
recommending a program of aid for China, the information was now 
being given to him in the strictest confidence and was not to be dis- 
closed to any but the highest officers of the Chinese Government. Mr. 
Pei stated that he would forward the information received to his gov- 
ernment to the attention of the Generalissimo, the Prime Minister, and 
perhaps one or two other persons of similar importance. 

I stated that the President would send forward a draft of the legis- 
lation together with a message discussing various aspects of it. The 
program would be submitted in detail a little later and we would then 
discuss it further with Mr. Pei. I emphasized that this program had. 
taken into account the information which the Chinese Technical Mis- 
sion had made available as well as the information which Dr. Kan Lee 

had provided in the last few months. I stated that the program had 
been carefully considered in the Executive Branch of the govern- 
ment, and that it represented all that we felt that we could now appro- 
priately recommend to the Congress. 

I then outlined the program, indicating that it was divided into 
two major parts, the one recommending $60 million for urgent recon- 
struction of projects, the other $510 million for currently needed 
commodities. With respect to the reconstruction part I pointed out 

, that the draft legislation does not list specific projects; while it would 
_ be necessary to refer to various possible projects in the discussions 

before Congress, the full responsibility for selecting projects would 
rest with the administrator of the program. Mr. Pei inquired as to | 
what projects might be cited as being worthy of consideration and I 
replied projects such as the Canton Hankow Railway line, Shanghai 
Power, some coal projects, fertilizer, sugar refineries, etc. I stated 
that it was recognized that the sum recommended would not be suf- 
ficient to carry on a full program of reconstruction in China, it was 
our objective to undertake certain urgently needed projects as an 
indication to the Chinese people of our genuine interest in reconstruc- 
tion. However, this did not commit us in any way to any further 
reconstruction programs and, of course, the projects themselves would 
depend upon the availability of material and equipment required. 

I read the list of commodities included in the act and pointed out 
that this list could be expanded or contracted. I did not indicate the 
amounts which we had in mind for each. commodity. 

I indicated that the legislation contained requirements to be incor- 
porated in a bilateral agreement. with the Chinese Government govern- | 
ing the terms under which aid was to be provided. I cited examples
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and pointed out that they were largely standard requirements appear- 
ing in Interim Aid and ERP legislation. I emphasized that the U.S. 
Government was deeply concerned with the steps that the Chinese 
Government would take in the matter of self help as well as the steps 
it would take to clarify and correct questions concerning the com- 
merezal practices and policies. I pointed out that while satisfactory 
action on the latter was not made a pre-condition of aid, it would, 
nevertheless, be regarded by this government as an essential con- 
comitant of the aid program and the subject would be one to which 
we would pay continuing attention. Mr. Pei indicated that he under- . 
stood ‘the meaning of my remarks on this point. | 

Pursuant to questions raised by Mr. Pei, I indicated that the pro- 
gram did not contain anything for munitions as such because it was 
felt that the Chinese Government would have available to it certain 
reserves of gold and holdings of foreign exchange, which, together 
with the accruals from exports, could be used to cover the purchase of 
essential commodities including munitions. Furthermore, to the ex- 

tent that Chinese exports were increased over the moderate figure that 
was stated in the program, the Chinese would have additional foreign 
exchange at their disposal. Mr. Pei was particularly concerned with 
the absence of a specific provision for currency stabilization and he 
asked whether his recommendations on this point ® had been consid- 
ered in drafting the program. I assured him that his presentation 
had been considered and that the question of a currency stabilization 
fund had been considered at the highest financial policy levels in this 
government. It was our firm view that we could not provide any 
funds specifically for currency stabilization or currency reform at this 
time in view of the conditions now prevailing in China; I called atten- 
tion to the fact that no recommendation had been made for funds for 
currency stabilization in the European Recovery Program even though 
the report of the CEEC countries indicated the desirability from their 
point of view for some such provision. I indicated to Mr. Pei, and 
he appeared to consider it a matter of considerable importance, that 
one of the conditions laid down in the legislation and to be covered 
by the bilateral agreement was that the Chinese Government should 
initiate, so far as practicable, financial monetary and budgetary 
measures with a view to creating more stable currency conditions. 
This, I pointed out, was an indication of our recognition of the im- 
portance of trying to achieve some stability in China. I added further 
that the program itself, by providing substantial quantities of materi- 
als, should have some effects in this direction. 

_” Contained in one of 10 reports submitted informally to the Department by 
Mr. Pei; see footnote 44, p. 464.
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Mr. Pei inquired whether funds appropriated by Congress could be 

used in the form of a fund to be held by the Chinese Government in 

China in order to create conditions of confidence on the part of her 

people. I stated that the legislation was flexible but that, while it 

could be interpreted to permit some such provision, we did not con- | 

template this method of handling the funds. In our view the psy- 

chological impact of the program would be just as great if the funds 

were on this side of the water rather than the other. In response to 

further questions by Mr. Pei, I indicated that the legislation was 
flexible enough to permit channeling programmed goods through 

private channels but that we could give no assurances as to procedure 

since this would depend upon the administrator who would take into 

account all the conditions under which he had to discharge his re- 

sponsibilities for efficient use of the funds. He would doubtless keep 

in mind the general desire of this government to establish and main- 

tain private trade channels. | | _ 

‘In the course of further conversation it was indicated that the 

method of determining financial terms would be the same as that of 

the ERP legislation. Mr. Pei asked whether the legislation fore- 

closed using the Export-Import Bank as a source of credits in addi- 

tion to the program. I stated that the legislation did not by its terms 

do so but that there was no assurance that the views of the Export- 

- Import Bank with respect to credits would be different from those it 

has entertained so far. OO | | | oo 

Mr. Pei expressed appreciation of the efforts of the Department in 

developing the program and of the assistance proposed ; he indicated 

that expressions of gratitude in China might be mixed with some 

criticism owing mainly to the absence of currency stabilization pro- 

visions. In response to a further question I stated that the Depart- 

ment had not recommended an interim appropriation under. Public 

Law 389 as previously suggested by Mr. Pei, because such action might 

delay the Chinese program, particularly in view of the present: sit- 

uation on legislation on foreign aid. — OO 

[For statement by the Secretary of State, February 20, presenting 

the China program to the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, see 

United States Relations With China, page 988, or Department: of 

State Bulletin, February 29, 1948, page 270.] -
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_ 893.50 Recovery/2—2048 

Memorandum Prepared in the Department of State 

[WasHineron,] February 20, 1948. 

| Economic ASSISTANCE ProgrAM FOR CHINA , : 

I. Summary 

It is proposed that economic assistance to China be authorized and 
funds be appropriated by the Congress in the amount of $570 million 
for the period ending June 30, 1949. Of this amount, $510 million 
is necessary to supply essential imports of cereals, cotton, petroleum 
and petroleum products, fertilizer, tobacco, metals, pharmaceuticals, 
coal and replacement articles for existing capital equipment, and $60 
million is required for highest priority reconstruction projects. The 
object is to help China to arrest the rate of deterioration in her econ- 
omy. While United States assistance cannot, by itself, bring about 
economic recovery for China, it can provide a respite during which 
the Chinese Government itself can initiate the measures of self-help 
necessary to rebuild the basis for her own economic recovery. 

Il. Background 

China’s economy has deteriorated steadily since the defeat of Japan. 
This deterioration has been due to the devastation which civil warfare 
has added to the disorganization and destruction brought about by the 
war against Japan, and to the difficulties faced by China, in the cir- 
cumstances, in mobilizing effectively its available resources. It has 
taken place despite large amounts of foreign aid extended or avail- 
able to China since V-J Day. The United States alone has extended 
aid to China amounting to somewhat over $1.4 billion since V-J Day. 
(See Appendix A for a detailed statement on aid extended by the 
United States to China since V-J Day.) In addition, the Chinese 
Government has expended more than $700 million of its own foreign 
exchange holdings. - - 

The civil warfare in China has seriously dislocated economic 
activity in two major respects. First, its physical impact has been 
felt through the destruction and dislocation of transportation and 
industrial facilities, and in the isolation of raw material, fuel, and food 
‘sources from centers of consumption and ports of export. Second, 
the monetary and financial impact of civil war is felt throughout the 
entire economy in the disruptive consequences of inflation resulting 

© Submitted by the Department to the House Committee on Foreign Affairs on 
February 20 and incorporated in the Committee print entitled ‘Text of Pro- 
posed China Aid Bill and Background Information on Economic Assistance 
Program for China”. 

* Not printed. | a
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from the issuance of paper currency in order to finance mounting 
government deficits caused mainly by military expenditures. In- 
flation impedes the production and movement of goods for domestic 
consumption and export, and stimulates speculation and hoarding. 
It thus intensifies existing scarcities, and requires ever larger govern- 

ment appropriation. | 
Note issues and prices have continued to increase at tremendous | 

rates. Note issue increased more than eight times during 1947; the 
price of rice in Shanghai increased more than fifteen times during 
the same period. The official exchange value of the yuan was 
ON * $3350 to the US$1 as of January 1, 1947 and has been raised 

to a current rate of CN$140,000 tothe US$1. Black market quotations 
are currently around CN$200,000 to the US$1. 

| “Government expenditures for the year 1947 were originally esti- 
mated at CN$9.4 trillion, against estimated revenue of CN$7.4 trillion. - 
By May 7, 1947 a new budget of CN$18 trillion for 1947 was approved, 
and later, as prices further increased, new revisions brought total 
government expenditures for 1947 to about CN$40 trillion. Of this 
amount, not less than 70 percent has been required for military pur- 
poses. Revenue from taxes and government-operated enterprises has 
covered less than one-third of the total government expenditures. 

The rate of increase in note issue in 1946 was about 10 percent per 
month; in the first half of 1947 it rose to 15 percent per month; 
currently it is 25 percent per month. Prices have moved unevenly 
with periods of very sharp upward fluctuation alternating with 
periods of quiescence. Intervals between the periods of sharp in- 
creases are becoming shorter, and the increases tend to become steeper. 

The continued low level of Chinese exports and official receipts from 
overseas remittances caused by civil war and inflation, has made it 
necessary for the Chinese Government to draw down its official Chi- 
nese foreign exchange holdings to finance the major portion of Chinese — 
imports. Chinese Government holdings of gold and dollar exchange 
have fallen from about US$900 million on December 31, 1945 to about 

US$234 million as of January 1, 1948, of which $96.5 million repre- __ 
sents gold ($86 million being held in China) and $137.8 million con- 
sists of official dollar balances in the United States. In addition, 
holdings of sterling area currencies as of January 1, 1948 are esti- 
mated at approximately $40 million; and official holdings of silver 
are valued at around $30 million, almost all of which is held in China. 
(See Appendix B for data on official gold and exchange holdings of 
the Chinese Government.) | 

Private Chinese holdings of gold, foreign exchange, and long-term 

*” Chinese national currency. | ' 
* Not printed. | ;
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assets in all foreign currencies are not known but may be estimated 
to be at least US$500 million. Such holdings have increased since 
the end of 1945, through private accumulation of gold in China, 
through flight of capital via Hong Kong, and other means. The 
ability of the Chinese Government to mobilize these privately-held 
assets is, however, decreasing with continued deterioration in the 
financial and economic situation. 

As a result of the continued drains on her foreign exchange hold- 
ings, China soon will be unable to meet external costs for procurement 
of essential imports needed for the continuation of her basic civilian 
economy. ‘The official proceeds of exports and remittances would be 
grossly inadequate to meet minimum requirements, and such proceeds 
could be expected to decline. If imports were contracted much further, 
industrial activity would diminish rapidly, minimum consumption 
needs in Shanghai and other vital areas would not be met, Govern- 
ment revenues would fall off sharply, and prices would soar in a 
situation of panic psychology and uncontrolled inflation. Accord- 
ingly there is immediate necessity for an economic assistance program 
for China which will afford the Chinese Government an opportunity 

- to take steps which only that Government itself can take to arrest the 
trend of economic deterioration, and to begin effective steps toward 
more stable economic conditions. 

Til. Financing Essential Commodity Imports 

The U. S. assistance program is designed to finance selected essential 
imports until June 30, 1949 in the amount of $510 million. On the 
_basis of present information concerning China’s needs, and data from 
U.S. Government agencies concerning availabilities, a probable list 
of such imports would consist. of the following, with values expressed 
on ac. 1. f. basis and calculated at prices as of January 1, 1948. 

| 1. Cereals (wheat and rice) $130 million 
| 2. Cotton | 150 “ 

3. Petroleum and Petroleum products 110 “ 
4, Fertilizer 30. 
5. ‘Tobacco 98S 
6. Metals 94 & 
7. Pharmaceuticals 5 CU 
8. Coal ) 8 
9. Replacement articles for existing 

capital equipment 30.“ 

$510 million 

Detailed justification of the essentiality, minimum quantities re- 
quired, and supply availabilities of the above imports is presented in 
Appendix C.** Any projection of requirements over the period until 

‘* Not printed.
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June 30, 1949, is necessarily subject to a margin of error, and provi- 
sion must be made in the administration of these programs for flexi- 
bility both as to the items to be included, and the respective amounts. 
The commodity imports indicated above are believed to represent 
minimum quantities and are within the limits of current Chinese 
import quotas, as well as supply availabilities, including cereals and 
fertilizers subject to international allocation. 

IV. China’s Other Payments and Receipts 

The proposed assistance program would cover the major portion of 
China’s necessary commodity imports. In addition to these imports, 
China would need other essential commodities from abroad, such 
as chemicals, dyes, timber, paper and woodpulp, to help maintain her 
domestic economy. For the period covered by the program, pay- 
ments for such imports are roughly estimated at $55 millions. The 
probable amounts of such essential imports are listed in Appendix D.* 

| In addition the Chinese Government has to make certain govern- 
mental expenses and payments abroad, which will amount to at least 
$75 millions before June 30, 1949. These items are listed and explained 
in Appendix E.* | 

The Chinese Government will have available certain foreign ex- 
change receipts, principally from the proceeds of exports and emigrant 
remittances, the amount of which can only be estimated very roughly 
because of the disturbed conditions of China’s trade and the uncer- 
tainty of production conditions and the relationship of prices to 
foreign exchange rates. It is estimated that the total official receipts 
would range between $125 million and $185 million during the period 
April 1, 1948 to June 80, 1949 (as indicated in Appendix F *). Such 
receipts could be used by the Chinese Government to cover China’s 
various foreign obligations, other essential civilian imports, as well 
as purchases abroad of military supplies and equipment. To the ex- 
tent that conditions improved and China’s foreign exchange receipts 

_ were increased, China would be able to apply the resulting exchange 
to an improvement in monetary reserves, or to such essential purchases 
as it might require. , ) 

V. Reconstruction Projects 

China urgently needs to take steps in areas sheltered from military 
operations to restore essential transportation facilities, sources of fuel 
and power, and export industries. Projects such as those for the 
expansion of electric power capacity, particularly in the Shanghai 
area, for the rehabilitation of railroad transportation in South China, 

- ®Not printed. | | Oo
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for the development of coal mining in Central and South China, and 
for other projects mentioned in Appendix G,® all are necessary to 
enhance China’s productive capacity and improve her foreign ex- 
change position. | 

Loans for certain of these and other projects totaling nearly $300 
million have been requested by the Chinese Government from the Ex- 
port-Import Bank. It is unlikely that these applications will be 
approved by the Bank, under present conditions in China, although it 
is possible that in the future some projects might qualify for Export- 
Import Bank loans. In view of the urgent need for reconstructing 
essential facilities the economic assistance program for China includes 
the sum of $60 million for assistance in initiating key reconstruction 
projects prior to June 30, 1949. Projects initiated are to be capable of 
completion in their entirety within the $60 million of total cost. A 
program of this magnitude would not unduly accelerate inflationary 
pressures, and could be effective in increasing exports and in improving 
production and distribution of essential commodities. 

Decision as to the individual projects to be undertaken will be 
the responsibility of the Administrator of the program. 

VI. Implementation | 

Pending establishment of the Economic Cooperation Administra- 
tion or other agency set up in connection with the European Recovery 
Program, it is proposed that administration of economic assistance for 
China be carried forward under the U. S. Foreign Relief Adminis- 

trator.” Upon establishment.of the Economic Cooperation Adminis- 
tration, it should be possible for the China program to be transferred to 
the E. C. A. Administrator, with provision for suitable staff. It is 
contemplated that provision will be made for appointment of a U. S. 
representative to administer the program in China. Such a repre- 
sentative should have a staff of economic (including commodity) and 
financial experts to maintain in the closest liaison and representation 
with the appropriate ministries and agencies of the Chinese Govern- 
ment, with American Embassy and Consular representatives, and with 
the business community. This work should be closely coordinated 
with that of any foreign advisory and specialist personnel engaged by 
China to assist in implementing undertakings which China will be 
expected to give in connection with the program. 

Implementation of the Economic Assistance Program for China 
by the Economic Cooperation Administration is recommended mainly 
in the interests of economy and efficiency in the required operations. | 

“Not printed. os 
. Presumably, Assistant. Secretary of State Willard L. Thorp who was desig- 

nated Coordinator for the European Recovery Program on January 19.
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Differences in objectives and procedures which are indicated in the 
Chinese situation as compared with Europe, can be reflected in the 
separate legislative enactment for the two areas, and in the bilateral 
agreements reached. : 

In implementing the Chinese program the Administrator should _ 
have powers with respect to procurement, processing, storage and 
shipment of commodities in order that implementation of the pro- 
gram could proceed through established commercial channels so far as 
practicable and consistent with economy and efficiency of operation. 

VII. Form of Aid 

While the commodity import program of $510 million as described 
above lists specific types and quantities of commodities to be provided. 
to China, it is essential that latitude be permitted the Administrator 
to change the list of commodities and the quantities indicated. He 
will thus be able to take full account of changing requirements and 
availabilities while maintaining adequate control over the effective 
expenditure of the funds. It is proposed that assistance in the pro- 
gram might be either in the form of grants or loans or both. Deter- 
mination as to whether assistance should be through grants or upon 
terms of payment would be the responsibility of the President, with 
the advice of the National Advisory Council, in accordance with the 

. procedures indicated in the draft legislation. 

VIII. Bilateral Agreement | 

It is contemplated that there will [be] concluded between the United 
States and the Chinese Governments a bilateral agreement setting 
forth the principles and procedures under which the economic as- 
sistance program will operate, as was done in connection with the 
US. Foreign Relief Program for China, and as provided for in the 
Interim Aid Program and the proposed Economic Cooperation Bill. 
As indicated in the draft legislation for the China Aid Program, 
China would be expected to signify her intention to adopt the financial 
and economic policies and improved procedures of budgetary adminis- 
tration which are needed if U. S. aid is to be most effective. Together 
with other undertakings relating to the application of the aid pro- 
gram, there would be provision for the deposit of yuan currency in 
commensurate amount, and for the utilization of such currency in 
accord with terms and conditions agreed to between the U. S. and 
China. 

The U. S. would retain power to terminate the provision of as- 
sistance, as stated in the draft legislation, whenever it was found that. 

“This agreement was signed at Nanking on October 27, 1947; Department 
Senge Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1674, or 61 Stat.. (pt. 4)
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China is not adhering to the terms of the bilateral agreement, or when- 

ever it was found that, by reason of changed conditions, the provision 

of aid was no longer consistent with the national interests of the 

United States. 
In this connection, the Chinese Government has already announced 

its intention to undertake a series of financial and economic reforms 

measures as part of a program of self-help. The announcement made 

by General.Chang-Chun, President of the Executive Yuan, is repro- 

~ duced as Appendix H.® 

893.50 Recovery/4—348 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| Wasuineron, April 3, 1948. 

483. China aid act,”° as revised in conference, passed by both houses 

Congress Apr 2 and expected to be signed by President Apr 3. 

Pertinent provisions as follows: Aid to be provided under ap- 

plicable provisions Economic Cooperation Act of 19487 which 

are consistent with purposes China aid act. Act authorizes to be 

appropriated to President to carry out its purposes $338 million for 

one year following date enactment. Act also authorizes to be appro- 

- priated to President sum not to exceed $125 million for additional 

aid to China through grants,” on such terms as President may deter- 

mine and without regard to provisions of Economic Cooperation Act 

of 1948, to be available for one year following date enactment. Bi- 

lateral agreement * to be concluded containing undertakings which 

SecState, after consultation with Administrator for Economic 

Cooperation,” may deem necessary to carry out purposes act 
and improve commercial relations with China. RFC authorized 
make advances not to exceed 50 million dollars prior to appropriation 
above sums. SecState also authorized, after consultation with 
Administrator, conclude agreement with Chinese Govt for Joint Com- 
mission on Rural Reconstruction in China,” composed of two Amert- 
cans and three Chinese. Commission subject to direction and control 
of Administrator shall formulate and carry out program rural re- 
construction. Not more than 10 percent of the $338 million is to be 
made available for this purpose, such amount to be in US dollars, 
Chinese currency proceeds from sales of aid program imports or both. 

LOovEtr 

° January 28, p. 462. 
sa ne IV of Foreign Assistance Act of 1948, approved April 3, 1948; 62 Stat. 

" Title I of Foreign Assistance Act of 1948 ; 62 Stat. 187. 
™ For correspondence on utilization of these grants, see pp. 73 ff., passim. 
8 For correspondence on negotiation of this agreement, see pp. 506 ff. 
* Paul G. Hoffman was appointed to this position on April 6. : 
For correspondence on negotiation of this agreement, see pp. 601 ff.
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893.50 Recovery /4—648 : Telegram Ho! | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxinea, April 6, 1948—noon. 
| ) [Received April 6—5: 30 a. m. | 

614. [Emb has been devoting thought to future operations of China _ 
Aid Program with view to possible] 7 assistance to Dept on decisions | 

in Washington. | 
With respect to U. S. Aid Mission in China prime and overriding 

consideration is selection by ECA * administrator of properly quali- 
fied China Mission head. Emb assumes Gilpatric * not available for 
consideration by reason his firm personal plans; otherwise his ex- 
perience and CRM record would correctly entitle him to foremost 
Washington consideration for post. There does not appear to Em- 
bassy to be now available in China another American carrying suf- 

ficient prestige as top flight executive and administrator. In such 
- case, securing these qualifications appears to Embassy more important 

than longtime China experience or direct past participation in relief 
operation. Embassy accordingly recommends Dept urge ECA admin- 
istrator to seek man of proven stature in US business or Government 
circles, possession some Far Eastern experience desirable but in 
Embassy’s judgment not essential. | 

On operating level Embassy believes CRM will bequeath to aid 
mission not only valuable experience and records but going concern in 
form of headquarters, logically located branches, certain equipment 
and nucleus of intermediate and supporting staff. In view, however, 
of tremendous importance aid program to our total relations with 
China, Embassy strongly recommends most careful security screening 
all personnel. Embassy also believes powerful burden of proof should | 
rest on employment of any non-Americans, except Chinese at clerical 
level if Americans unavailable. | 
Embassy is unaware of any discussions which may have been held 

in Washington with Chinese representatives concerning organization 
to be established by Chinese Government for handling its part under 
aid program. Discussions here with high Chinese officials indicate no 
concrete plan yet developed. In fact, little consideration of problem 
evident at Cabinet level. (See, however, Mukden’s telegram of March 
31, 4 p. m. to Dept,”® rptd Nanking 203, contents of which are as yet 

* Bracketed insertions made on basis of Embassy file copy of telegram. 
™ Economic Cooperation Administration. - 
*Donald S. Gilpatriec, Attaché at the Consulate General at Shanghai and 

Direetor of the China Relief Mission (CRM) which administered post-UNRRA 
relief in that country. 
™Telegram No. 144 reported the Premier had offered the position of national 

administrator of non-military American aid to Yang Cho-an, Mayor-designate of 
Harbin (893.50 Recovery/3-3148). oe | Se
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unconfirmed here.) Embassy recommends that, in line with original 
CRM decision which events have supported, Chinese be encouraged to 
utilize existing ministries concerned rather than establish new govern- 
mental structure exclusively for purpose receiving aid. Nevertheless 
there would be required a high level Chinese Coordinating Committee 
at Cabinet level to act as focal point with US administrator. This 
committee should be capable of enforcing its decisions on ministers. _ 
Hence Embassy believes it should be at higher level than present 
EYCARS ® but that it might usefully inherit all or part of EYCARS 
staff as its secretariat. In Embassy’s Judgement, most logical chair- 
man would be Premier with an outstanding vice-chairman (for ex- 
ample, Y. T. Miao *') who could devote full time to operation and 

| speak confidently with Premier’s authority. 
Apart from machinery, China aid program obviously falls into two 

major operations, (1) supplies to China and (2) disposition of local 
currency sale proceeds. 
On first, Embassy strongly recommends use of American commercial 

channels wherever and to whatever extent practicable. Food pre- 
sumably should be handled on Govt to Govt basis but cotton and 
petroleum in Embassy’s opinion should be channeled through existing 
commercial organizations. We should clearly insure that supplies 
made available by US taxpayer do not damage legitimate US commer- 
cial interests and on contrary where feasible they should be so handled 
as to support established US commercial interests. American busi- 
nessmen in China can be invaluable in advising US aid administrator. 
Their help should be solicited and placed on organized basis. 

Insofar as disposal of CNC ® proceeds are concerned, two broad 
choices apparently are open, requiring major policy decisions in Wash- 
ington. The first would be in effect to substitute CNC sale proceeds 
for currency which otherwise would be freshly printed. Such a-policy | 
would attack Chinese economic problems at the printing press, leaving 
all other hopes for benefits to flow from an arresting of currency in- 
flation. The arithmetic of the problem lends some appeal to this 
approach. On the other hand it could only be surely counted on as a 
long [one] shot remedy. It would not invite or encourage a budget 
balancing official mentality and any enduring benefit would seem 
doubtful. | 

The broad alternative would be to allocate local currency proceeds 
for meritorious projects and purposes, along lines CRM current 
operations. Selective benefits directly to Chinese on grand scale are 
thereby obviously possible. On other hand magnitude of sums in- 
volved opens green fields for WPA ® type of operation on scale which 

°° Executive Yuan Commission for American Relief Supplies. 
“ Chairman of EYCARS. 
“4? Chinese national currency. 
* Works Progress Administration.
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would invite chop-licking in every hamlet. The inflationary implica- 

tions moreover are not to be overlooked. — 

Between these two extremes some sensible middle course may be 

possible. Moreover full text of act, as yet unseen here, may foreclose | 

or limit one or other course. 
_ Embassy recommends following: 

a. In close collaboration with emitting authority, all of [allow] 

application substantial proportion CNG proceeds from sales to : 

Chinese Government expenditures thereby reducing need to call on 

printing press. With this lever and possible provision of technical 

experts, which Chinese Govt has been asking for American [as | 

advisers, substantial reforms in budgeting and fiscal procedures might 
well result. | 

b. Maintain or increase present high CRM standards for qualifi- 

cation of individual projects to receive CNC grants. 
c. Secure Chinese Government agreement to take advantage of in- 

herent easing Governmental revenue problem realistically to adjust 

upward troop pay and salaries of civil servants. This 1s admittedly 

[anti-deflationary but action is necessary to prevent further decay in 

morale. | | 

[Embassy would appreciate guidance from Dept as to general di- 

rections in which Emb by informal talks might constructively. in- 

fluence Chinese Government thinking on any points discussed in this 

telegram. | a 

: | . STuaRT 

893.50 Recovery /3—2548 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| Wasuineton, April 6, 1948—7 p. m. 

494, Re Embtel 537 Mar 25 * pertinent clauses final legislation con- 
tained Deptel 495 Apr 6.8 While Congressional intent obviously 
provide aid for Yen program,** language Act does not preclude in- 
clusion other rural undertakings, such as agricultural industries or 
implementation findings Joint Sino-US Agricultural Mission, under 
Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction. | oe 

Pursuant Committee’s inquiry, Dept’s letter Mar 12 [77] ** to Chair- 
man House Foreign Affairs Committee ** indicated most promising 
means US assistance Yen program would be by use some part local 
currency account under Aid program for specific projects approved 

* Not printed. | | | | | | 
*’ Named after Y. C. James Yen, leader in Chinese Mass Education Movement. 

The program called for eradication of illiteracy, poverty, disease, and mis- 
government in China. 

* Charles A. Eaton, of New Jersey.
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by two Govts within limits imposed by consideration inflationary 
effects and alternative needs Chinese Govt. | 

While language Act permits expenditure US dollars Yen program, 
Dept believes primary requirements program are in terms Chinese 
currency. Emb’s views requested this point and re desirable scope 
and procedure undertakings under Joint Commission on Rural 
Reconstruction. 

Lovetr 

893.50 Recovery /4—748 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

OS Nanxine, April 7, 1948. 
| [Received April 7—10: 58 p. m.] 

625. Prime Minister Chang Chun sent for me this morning and 
asked me to convey to Mr. Marshall his deep personal appreciation 
and that of the nation to the United States for the China aid program 
and at same time he expressed complete willingness of Chinese to 
assist in implementation in every way possible. He said Generalis- 
simo was telegraphing President direct ®’ his appreciation our action. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery/4-2348 

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek to the American Ambassador in 

| China (Stuart) * 

a ae : | [Translation] 

ne | | | [Nanxine,] April 7, 1948. 

- Excertency: Your letter of March 29 ® has been noted with im- 

- measurable appreciation. It is certainly gratifying that China has 
won such a righteous and sincere friend. 

The basic purpose of China’s national revolutionary struggle of the 
past several decades has been to realize the Three People’s Principles. 
The National Assembly presently convened to carry out constitutional 
government is in truth the fruit of the ceaseless efforts of the people 
of the Republic of China. Hereafter, the whole nation will, with a 
single heart and a single mind, seek to manifest and glorify the demo- 
cratic spirit.- At the same time, I firmly believe that with such a great, 
unwavering force, it will surely be possible to wipe out completely the 
Communist bandits, who rebel against the nation, harm the people and 

7 Message not found in Department files. : 
** Copy transmitted to the Department by the Ambassador in despatch No. 

195, April 23 ; received May 4. | _ 
*° Not found in Department files. |
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obstruct constitutional government, and to complete the great work 
of democratic unification, so that the Republic of China can carry out 
to the full its obligation of maintaining world peace. | | 

- While it is true that the successful completion of the United States 
China Aid Act is attributable to the profound understanding of China 
on the part of United States Government officials and civilians, as 
well as members of the Senate and House, Your Excellency’s pains- 
taking work as an intermediary was the greatest factor contributing 
to its success. ‘The Chinese Government will certainly not fail to put 
the United States aid supplies to prompt and satisfactory use. 
Furthermore, it particularly values the sincere friendship thus mani- 
fested by United States Government officials and civilians so that here- 
after cooperation between China and the United States will become 
even more intimate and harmonious and fulfill Your Excellency’s 
generous intention in lending your greatest assistance. __ | | 

_ This reply is especially indited to express my gratitude with best 

regards, | | / 
Yours, etc. | Cu1ane CHUNG-CHENG 

| - (Cuane Katl-sHex) 

893.50/4-948 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Far 
Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) — 

oe : | | [Wasuinaton,] April 9, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 
_ Mr. Tsu-yi Pei, Head of Chinese Technical Mission 

_ The Acting Secretary, Mr. Lovett 
| Mr. W. Walton Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern 
- Affairs | 7 
The Chinese Ambassador, accompanied by Tsu-yi Pei, called at 

his request this afternoon. He first expressed thanks on behalf of 
his Government for the China Aid Act and for the action taken by 
the Department of State in initiating and carrying the measure 
through the Legislative Branch of the Government. He also indi- 
cated that the Generalissimo had telegraphed directly to the Presi- 
dent *° his personal thanks. : 
From there, the Ambassador moved by a series of questions into 

the matter of how his Government could begin to have their com- 
modity bills paid out of the new legislation and to obtain funds under 
the $125 million procedure. He wanted all manner of undecided 
details and it became necessary to emphasize to him that Mr. Hoff- 

” Message not found in Department files.
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man had only taken his oath of office at ten o’clock this morning, and 
that he did not yet have an organization. I did, however, point out 
that as regards the $50 million advance, the Department would 

| recommend to the Administrator that it be allocated proportionately 
as between the $338 million and $125 million categories which would 
amount to say $36,500,000 and $13,500,000. 
Ambassador Koo then referred to the implementing agreement 

which would have to be made between the Chinese and United States 
Governments within three months of the passage of the Act and in- 
dicated his Government’s desire that it should not contain terms which 
were not included in the European agreements. Mr. Butterworth 
referred to the conversation which officials of the Department had 
recently with Mr. Tsu-yi Pei at which time it was explained that 
there were decided differences as between China and the European 
countries and recognition of this would certainly find reflection in 
the agreement. The Chinese Ambassador also put in a plea for a 
very brief letter of intention to be operative until the conclusion of 
the agreement and in answer to this, Mr. Butterworth also referred 
to the conversation with Mr. Tsu-yi Pei at which he was shown a first 

draft of the letter; when the draft is further perfected and the Ad- 
ministrator consulted, the Chinese representatives will be further 
consulted. Ambassador Koo also wished to know whether a separate : 
exchange of letters covering the procedures for the $125 million would 
have to be made and I informed him that it would seem that a separate 
exchange of letters would have to be made and although the President 
wished to center in the Administrator as many of the foreign aid 
administrative functions as possible, no decision had yet been reached 
inthis particular case and, therefore, no authoritative answer could 
yet be given. 

[Here follows account of conversation in connection with J apanese 
matters. | , 

W. W[atron] B[urrerworru] 

893.50 Recovery/4—1048 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasuincTon, April 10, 1948—6 p. m. 
527. Since negotiation bilateral agreement will take some time, 

Dept expects, subject to consultation ECA Administrator, exchange 
letters with Chinese Govt under which China Aid Program can begin 
operations immediately. 

Exchange letters will be designed to raise fewest possible questions, 
enabling quick action by Chinese Govt. 

429-525—73——-32
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For European countries ERP legislation requires commitment by 

receiving country to conclude agreement incorporating conditions 

specified in Title I section on bilateral agreement. Also necessary for 

US to make finding that European countries in fact living up to such 

conditions. No similar requirement for China exists in Act. 

Effect exchanges of letters will be to continue existing PL 84 

Foreign Relief Agreement of October 27, 1947 with certain modifica- 

tions and supplementary understandings. Text proposed US letter 

follows next cable. Request Embassy’s immediate comments. 

When nature proposed exchange letters discussed informally Chi- 

nese Ambassador and Pei, they emphasized importance from Chinese 

standpoint to have procedure as similar to European procedure as 

possible. Department explained European pattern not appropriate 

to China, since conditions so strict that necessary commitment by 

Chinese Govt and finding by US Govt could not be made. Important 

Chinese realize that to insist on conditions like Europe is to insist on 

agreement much more difficult for Chinese to sign. Proposed letter 

indicates bilateral agreement must be concluded within 3 months after 

signing of Act (April 3). This should provide adequate time for 

negotiations and corollary conversations reference Deptel 519 April 8.2 

Would appreciate Embassy’s suggestions soonest re content bilateral 

agreement for consideration advanced drafting here. - 

Sent Nanking as 527; repeated Shanghai as 634. oo | 
Lovetr 

893.50 Recovery /4-1048 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineron, April 10, 1948—6 p. m. 

528. Fol is text proposed letter to be exchanged Chinese Govt ref 

Deptel 527 Apr 10: | 

“The China Aid Act of 1948 (Title IV of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1948) became law on April 3, 1948. 

Pending the conclusion of an agreement between China and the 
United States under Section 405 of the Act and until July 3, 1948, the 
Government of the United States proposes to arrange for the per- 
formance of those functions authorized by the Act which may be 
determined to be essential to the use of funds authorized under Sec- 

_ tion 404 (a) of the Act. This action by the Government of the United 
States is contingent upon certain requirements, as hereinafter set forth, 
being fulfilled. ) 

I should appreciate your notifying me whether your Government 

28 Infra. 
* Post, p. 506.
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adheres to the purposes and policies set forth in Section 402 of the 
Act in furtherance of which the Act authorizes assistance to be pro- 
vided, and also whether your Government intends to conclude an 
agreement with the United States in accordance with Section 405. 

Pending the conclusion of such an agreement, my Government pro- 
oses that the extension of aid to China hereunder as authorized by 

Section 404 (a) of the Act be governed by the agreement between our 
two Governments dated October 27, 1947, subject to the understandings 
set forth below. | | 

During the period covered by this letter, assistance may be furnished 
to your Government under the Act with funds authorized under Sec- 
tion 404 (a) thereof prior to a determination by my Government as 
to whether the assistance will be furnished on terms of payment or 
by grant. It is possible that my Government may decide to treat some 
part of the assistance furnished to your Government pursuant to this 
letter as a loan or to require other terms of payment as may be author- 
ized under the Act with respect thereto. In such event, the terms 
of payment will be determined in accordance with the Act at a later 
time. 

I-suggest that pending the determination of the terms of the future 
_ agreement between our two Governments under Section 405 of the Act, 
deposits in the currency of your country in respect of any assistance 
furnished hereunder be made in accordance with the agreement be- 
tween our two Governments dated October 27, 1947 and may be used 
for administrative expenses of the Government of the United States 
in the currency of your country, incident to my Government’s opera- 
tions within your country under the Economic Cooperation Act of 
1948. The provisions of the future agreement between our two gov- 
ernments concerning any deposits in Chinese currency to be made will 
apply with respect to all of such assistance for your Government which 
is determined to have been made by grant during the period covered 
by this letter. ' 

_ Commodities, the procurement of which for import into China may 
be financed with United States funds made available pursuant to this 
letter, will not necessarily be limited to those specified in the agree- 
ment of October 27, 1947. The methods of distribution provided for 
in paragraph (a) of Article II of the Agreement of October 27 , 1947, 
will be subject to such exceptions and modifications as may hereafter 
be agreed between our two Governments. The word ‘relief’; as used 
in the agreement of October 27, 1947, should not be taken to indicate 
the character of United States assistance extended pursuant to this 
letter or to restrict the application of provisions of the agreement of 
October 27, 1947 in respect of any assistance furnished hereunder. 

I trust that your Government will concur in the understandings 
~ expressed above. 

The Act authorizes my Government to appoint a special mission for 
economic cooperation to your country. I should appreciate recelving 
the assurances of your Government that the fullest cooperation will be 
extended to the representatives of my Government concerned with 
operations in implementation of the Act. — 

I am sure your Government understands that the proposals set 
forth in this letter cannot be viewed as constituting an obligation on
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the part of my Government to make assistance available to your 
country.” SS ae a 

Sent to Nanking as 528; repeated to Shanghai as 635. 

893.50 Recovery/4-1048 : Telegram oo 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

) Wasuineron, April 10, 1948—6 p. m. 

529. Following is summary developments in preparatory work for 

China Aid Program: | a a os 

1. Summary program with dollar breakdown notified you in our 

| 518 April 8.2% Breakdown by quantities follows by cable. This 

program will be made available to Chinese here as basis of a discussion 

both here and in China. However program has already been used 

as basis for appropriations justification. a 
| 92, Administrative budget submitted to Budget Bureau by Dept 

contemplates expenditure $2,000,000 foreign exchange broken down 

roughly $300,000 headquarters and $1,700,000 overseas, latter being 

net figure after deduction items that can be financed from local cur- 

rency. Total positions in administrative budget 46 at headquarters 

(including people to work on China problems in various functional 

divisions, China Section of Country Division, as well as office of 

Special Assistant in Administrator’s office), and 125 positions in 

field including assistants and clerks. Budget estimate and justifica- 

tions air mailed. oe , a 

3. Work now proceeding on procurement and financing procedures. 

Present assumption is that with exception wheat all commodities in 

program will be procured to extent possible through private channels, 

either by Chinese Govt or by established importers under Chinese 

Govt licensing controls. | - 

4, Department recommending that $50 million RFC advance be — 

split pro rata—i. e., 36.5 for economic aid handled through ECA and 

13.5 as first installment of $125 million special grant. 

5. Program and procedural problems discussed several times with 
Pei and members of his mission. | | | 

6. Re rural reconstruction clause see our 494, April 6. a 

7. Naturally all plans for ECA operations, here and in China, de- 

pend on decisions of or consultation with Administrator for Economic 

” Not printed. a | | - a 
* Telegram No. 556, April 14, 6 p. m., not printed. a :
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Cooperation. During period until new Administrator selects key 
staff, Dept continuing perform certain planning and operating func- 
tions, in effect as staff work for new Administrator. 

_ Greatly appreciate detailed suggestions your 614 April 6 and Shang- 
hai’s 800 April 9.% | 

Sent Nanking as 529; repeated Shanghai as 636. 
: Lovett 

898.50 Recovery /4—-1248 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, April 12, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received April 12—7: 39 a. m.] 

653. Embassy concurs text proposed letter contained Deptel 528, 
April 10 (Deptels 519, April 8,°° 527 and 528, April 10) with exception 
following suggested changes. 

Fifth paragraph proposed letter requires assumption by China 
of an unrestricted commitment which Chinese Govt might under- 
standably feel unable to incur. Suggest last two sentences reference 
paragraph be revised to read as follows: “It is possible that my Govt 
may decide to treat some part of the assistance furnished to your 
Government pursuant to this letter as a loan or to require other terms 
of payment as may be authorized under the act with respect thereto, 
it being understood, however, that the agreement of the Chinese Govt 
shall be secured in advance of the acceptance by it of such part of the 
assistance to be furnished in the form of a loan or other terms of 
payment. In the event that some part of the assistance furnished 
is offered by the US Govt as a loan or on other terms of payment 
and. the Chinese Govt shall have agreed to accept such assistance on 
such basis, then the terms of payment will be determined in accordance 

_ with the relevant provisions of act.” 
In first paragraph proposed letter reference is made to “Foreign 

Assistance Act of 1948”. At end of first sentence of sixth paragraph 
reference is made to “Economic Cooperation Act of 1948”. Presume 
latter will be confirmed. 
Finally, should not proposed letter contain covering sentence 

officially transmitting to Chinese Govt copy of the Act? 

SruartT 

_“ Latter not printed. 
* Post, p. 506. -
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893.50 Recovery/4—748 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, April 15, 1948. 

568. Urtel 625 Apr 7. Please deliver following message to Prime 
Minister from Secretary: 

“Thank you for your gracious message of April 7 which has been 
forwarded to me at Bogotaé.* I sincerely appreciate the spirit of 
cooperation expressed regarding the implementation of the China aid 
program. Your attitude should do much to increase the effectiveness 
of the program in assisting China to meet its problems. With warm 
personal regards.” 

~ Loverr 

) 893.50 Recovery /4—-1648 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, April 17, 1948—7 p. m. 

582. Exchange of letters cleared with ECA. Drafts given to Pei 
today for info Chi Govt prior initiation discussions here and formal 
exchange letters with Chi Ambassador. It is not anticipated negotia- 
tions these letters will present any difficulty in view moderate terms 
contained therein and early Chinese approval will enable prompt im- 
plementation program. | 

Outgoing letter same as that quoted our 528, April 10, except for 
second, fifth and sixth paragraphs. New versions these paragraphs 
quoted below for your info and assistance if Chi Govt should ap- 
proach you. Believe provision sixth paragraph covers point raised 
your 688, April 16.” | 

Second: “Pending the conclusion of an agreement between China 
and the United States under Section 405 of the Act and until July 3, 
1948, the Government of the United States proposes to arrange for the 
performance of those functions authorized by the Act which may be 
determined to be essential in furtherance of those purposes of the Act 
which apply to the funds authorized under Section 404(a) thereof. 
This action by the Government of the United States is contingent upon 
certain requirements, as hereinafter set forth, being fulfilled.” 
Fifth: During the period covered by this letter, it is anticipated 

that assistance other than that relating to reconstruction projects will 
be furnished to your Government under the Act with funds authorized 
under Section 404(a) thereof by grant. Terms of payment, if any, 
for reconstruction assistance will be reserved for later determination.” 

* The Secretary of State was serving as Chairman of the American delegation 
to the Ninth International Conference of American States which convened at 
Bogota on March 380. 
"Telegram No. 688 suggested insertion in paragraph 6 between the words 

“used” and “for” of words, “in accordance with the terms of that agreement or’.
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Sixth: “I suggest that pending the determination of the terms of 
the future agreement between our two Governments under Section 405 
of the Act, deposits in the currency of your country in respect of any 
assistance furnished hereunder which is designated by my Government 
as a grant be made in accordance with the agreement between our two 
Governments dated October 27, 1947. I further suggest that these 
deposits may be used for administrative expenses of the Government 
of the United States in the currency of your country, incident to my 
Government’s operations within your country under the China Aid 
Act of 1948, and for such other purposes as may be agreed upon by our 

_ two Governments. The provisions of the future agreement between 
our two Governments concerning any deposits in Chinese currency to 
be made will apply with respect to all of such assistance for your 
Government which is determined to have been made by grant during 
the period covered by this letter.” 

Draft reply from Chinese Ambassador to Secretary State follows: 
[Here follows text of draft reply of the Chinese Ambassador.] 
Repeat to Shanghai as 693. 

Loverr 

893.50 Recovery/4—1748 | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 183 Nanxine, April 17, 1948. 
[Received April 26.] 

_ ‘Sir: I have the honor to comment on the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1948 as it concerns China, the essential features of which were further 
clarified in the Department’s telegram no. 519 of April 8, 1948” 
awaiting me on my return from South China. Needless to say I am 
delighted with this outcome of the long-drawn-out consideration of 
this matter. My satisfaction applies not only to the general terms but 
to the details as well. As I have frequently pointed out to Chinese 
friends, they should not be so much concerned with the amount of 

_money involved as with the good use to which they put what is made 
available and the results they can thus obtain. It is this aspect of it — 
that concerns me now while waiting for information as to concrete 
procedure. 

(1) There are two ways in which the Chinese can accept American 
advisory control. They can regard this as a necessary concession in 
order to get the material assistance and can more or less perfunctorily 
comply with our demands. Or they can be made to recognize the good 
sense of this feature, its practical value, the longer experience or tech- 

Formal exchange of notes between the Secretary of State and the Chinese 
Ambassador took place April 30; for text, see Department of State Bulletin, May 
16, 1948, pp. 647-648. 

” Post, p. 506.
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nical attainments we possess, and adopt or adapt our ideas on their 

own volition because they have been convinced of the superiority of 
these methods to their own traditional ones. I take it that this latter 
attitude is the one hoped for in the framing of the Act. It is certainly 

the oné that I shall urge upon the Chinese in every way I can. If the 
former point-of-view dominates their behavior, when this supply is 
exhausted they will be back again about where they are now, except 
that there will be nothing more to hope for from us. . By the latter : 
approach, heartily entered upon, they will have had an educational or 
experimental discipline which can well be of lasting benefit. - 

(2) There ought in my opinion to be an integration, wherever pos- 
sible, of Chinese and American agencies. The in many respects un- 
fortunate results of UNRRA and CNRRA ? are perhaps largely due | 
to the existence of the two independent bodies. There were faults on 
both sides without enough of the corrective influences from mutual | 
exchange of views and closer comradeship. A further lesson from 
these and other American activities in China is the supreme importance | 
of employing Americans familiar with Chinese life or at least ready to 
learn how to win the friendship and respect of the Chinese people. 
It would be helpful to rely largely upon the voluntary agencies long | 
established in this country, understood and trusted by its people. 

(3) There is the very real danger that the K. M. T.? Government 
rather than the Chinese people will benefit primarily by this generosity 
of ours. Many intellectuals and other non-partisans would almost 
prefer that there be no American aid because of fear of this. It is 
not merely the temptation to graft or to secure selfish advantages by 
improper means. IJ am thinking almost more of the narrow, short- 
sighted outlook of those who would subordinate the nation to the | 
Government or the Party. Their motives may be praiseworthy but 
their methods might well defeat our purpose and even their own real 
objectives. They must excel the Communists in getting down to the 
“orass-roots” as they never have before. They must win the people 
before they can win the war. But unless we constantly urge this upon 
them I fear that even the best among them are too harassed, too fixed in | 
their habits and inherited. patterns, to do so on their own initiative. 

(4) This emphasis on the people can give a better orientation to 
the military aims of the Government. These could be regarded as not 
so much to slaughter Communists as to bring peace and economic 
recovery to at least a portion of the long-suffering population by con- 
taining the Communists beyond a certain border until they are ready 
for a negotiated peace or the Government becomes strong enough 
militarily and in popular support to liquidate their armed resistance. 
This requires of course radical reforms, especially in local administra- 
tion and in military discipline. | 

(6) The item for Rural Reconstruction is especially gratifying to 
me because it seems to go to the very heart of the issue, I assume 
that this has special reference to the activities of Dr. James Yen. 
My personal desire would be that this be centered upon training for 
the rights and duties of citizenship, for organizing against every form 
of oppression or misrule, for understanding the difference between 

1 Chinese National Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. | 
*Kuomintang (Nationalist Party).
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democracy and dictatorship whether Communist or K. M. T. Along with this there should of course be technical assistance in agriculture, public health, communications, etc. I have no question but that 
students can be enlisted to carry this message to the rural districts 
all over the country and their employment in a constructive, patriotic campaign ought to be one of the useful by-products. The committee of three Chinese and two Americans is an illustration of the principle advocated in (2) above. | 

These comments all have to do with the spirit animating the Ameri- 
can assistance and the Chinese acceptance of it. But this is an essen- 
tial feature in achieving what we have in mind. This is to help China 
toward peace, economic recovery and true democracy and to strengthen 
the friendly relations between our two countries as an important ele- 
ment in international stability. The K. M. T. Government is the only 
vehicle through which we can undertake this. It has been rapidly 
losing the confidence of its own people. The great majority of them, ° 
however, do not want Communism or turn to it only in desperation. 
The present disastrous trend can only be reversed by the interaction 
of military, economic and moral or human factors, all of which must 
be radically changed for the better. For this reason, as I have often 
argued before, they need our advice in order to enable them to benefit 
by the material assistance. They are also becoming somewhat more 
aware of this themselves. I am still hoping that John Blandford 
and the sort of specialists he would select can form a civilian advisory 
group. 

_ It adds a dramatic interest to the American assistance that it is 
becoming effective while the National Assembly is in the process of 
electing the first President and Vice President under the new 
Constitution. 

Respectfully yours, J. LeigHton Stuarr 

893.50 Recovery /4—1948 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary o f State 

| | Nanxine, April 19, 1948—11 a. m. 
| [Received 1:39 p. m.] 
702. Embassy agrees expenses Jimmy Yen program as understood 

here would require Chinese currency not US dollars for execution 
(reference Deptel 494, April 6,7 p.m.). Exact position of “Yen pro- 
gram” in rural reconstruction still slightly cloudy in Embassy’s mind 
since essence of “Yen program” is believed to be an integrated educa- 
tion for good citizenship to be pursued primarily in rural districts. 
Embassy agrees such program of tremendous long term benefit and 
possible substantial immediate profit but has some doubts regarding
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wisdom inaugurating what is essentially a long term program with 

funds generated by what [may] prove to be one year US aid program. : 

Since only local currency required for such program, it presumably — 

could qualify as meritorious project for use of local currency sales pro- 

ceeds of US aid supplies. An effort, however, should presumably be 

made to secure some undertaking from Chinese Government to con- 

tinue support after first year. “Yen program” in any event should be 

tied to extension program recommended by Sino-American Agricul- 

tural Mission. | 

Embassy agrees highly important to implement findings joint Sino- 

American Agricultural Mission. This survey was seriously entered 

| into and Chinese Government has been slow in implementing its. 

agreed recommendations. We should now urge immediate steps, giv- 

ing support from China aid funds along following lines which are 

discussed in memo of Agriculture to State about January 15 entitled 

“A oricultural projects in a program of aid to China’”’.2 (See also ap- 

pendix of “revised preliminary programs for China .. .”.*) 

1. Extension program materials for expansion present program on | 

increased food production including fisheries and promotion export 

crops especially tung oil. | 

2. Materials for purchase additional equipment for fertilizer and 

insecticide manufacture, details to be supplied later. 

8. Materials for agricultural land survey. 

4. Books and technical publications for four centers. 

Above will require US funds now difficult to calculate but may 

run from 1 to 5 million. CNC funds can be used primarily for: 

(1) program agricultural extension and home demonstration, see 

page 4, 8a of January 15 memo; (2) survey work, agricultural eco- 

~ nomics, and enlargement crop [reporting] service according mission’s 

recommendations; (3) assistance land survey work, see page 5, 

January 15 memo; (4) certain AIS ® projects; (5) some assistance 

essential features CRM agricultural projects. 

Effective results program rural reconstruction will be contingent 

upon full cooperation provinces. Provincial governments should be 

assigned duty carrying out progressive steps in program, specially 

implementation 1946 land law and improvement extension work at 

hsien level. | 

Personnel of joint rural reconstruction committee is of great im- 

portance. Embassy suggests Dr. Raymond Moyer ® as one of the 

5 Not printed. 
‘Not printed ; omission indicated in the original. 

> Agricultural Industries Service, a program sponsored by UNRRA to develop 

small-scale industrial plants in selected rural areas of China to serve as demon- 

stration and training centers. , 

6 Of the Department of Agriculture. | |
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American members, the other preferably specialist on land problems. 
Chinese members should include J immy Yen or his supporter, S. Y. 
Chu (this being Ambassador’s personal recommendation), Chang 
Fu-liang, and Dr. Paul Ma or Dr. T. H. Shen, or possibly P. W. Tsou. 
Embassy suggests liaison committee to work with mission, including 
Minister of Agriculture, Director of Agriculture, Director of Agri- 
cultural Research Bureau, one representative each of Agricultural 
Education, Agricultural Extension, Agricultural Credit, Chief Ex- 
port Products, and Land Administration to advise on and screen 
projects. Ministry of Agriculture might establish committee within 
Ministry to draw up projects for submission through liaison commit- 
tee. Embassy suggests Economic Counselor and Agricultural Bureau 
Attaché be appointed advisors to Joint commission of five and liaison 
committee. 

Presumably some specialist US personnel could be provided from 
China aid funds but main group specialists could be supplied under 
Smith-Mundt bill.? It is important projects under rural reconstruc- 
tion program should be coordinated fully with present CRM, FAO, 
BOTRA,? educational foundation under Fulbright bill,° and other 
projects relating to agriculture. 

It is hoped Minister of Agriculture of new Cabinet will have more 
recognition and power in carrying out agricultural improvement 
Measures than present Minister ™ or his recent predecessors. In any 
event program should be taken up and agreed at high level, not 
necessarily through Ministry of Agriculture. 

Sent Department 702; repeated Shanghai 287. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery /4—2148 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
(Cabot) 

| Wasuineton, April 21, 1948—1 p. m. 
(18. Following summarizes present version draft on use of $5 

million RFC advance. This transmitted to ECA and Pei. Intention 
is that steps to implement this or similar supply programs should be 
initiated immediately following exchange letters of intent. 

‘ Approved January 27, 1948 ; 62 Stat. 6. 
* Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. ’ Board of Trustees for Rehabilitation Affairs of China. ’ Approved August 1, 1946 ; 60 Stat. 754. 

| “ Tso Shun-sheng.
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“State recommended to Bureau of Budget *? that $50 million RFC 
advance be divided $36.5 million for assistance under section 404—a and 
$13.5 million for additional aid under section 404-b. Proposed ex- 
penditures under $36.5 million advance as follows: cereals 13.5; cotton 
13; petroleum 8; fertilizer 1.5; reserve .5. 

2.Gontemplated payments might be made for arrivals in China after 
date enactment legislation (April 3) with understanding aid advanced 
for any commodity listed above would be deducted from total aid for 
that commodity available during year. 

“Assuming appropriation $338 million, of which $60 for reconstruc- 
tion, $36.5 would provide approximately 1.5 months imports scheduled 
commodities. Proposed allocation not strictly this ivasis. Judged 
desirable take account pipeline and possibility reimbursement for 
orders already placed. For cotton, petroleum products and possibly 
fertilizers, ECA financing would probably involve reimbursement for 
goods in pipeline. For cereals would involve placing orders for ship- 
ment April, May and June. 

“Cereals: $18.5 made up as follows: Wheat or equivalent, US. 
(April-June order and shipment) 18,000 long tons $2,088,000; rice, 
Southeast Asia (April-June order and shipment) 57,000 long tons 
$11,400,000. Program will complete cereals purchases in US pro- 
jected under Aid Program for April-June period. Allocations for 
US rice for period being taken up by USFRP. China’s unlifted al- 
locations Southeast Asia rice for period through June 1948 approxi 
mately 153,000 tons April 1. Propose to lift 82,000 tons under Aid 
Program of which 57,000 tons would be procured under RFC advance _ 
and 25,000 tons after appropriation available. In addition to amounts 
procured with US funds, SEA 28 allocations amounting to about 71,000 
tons will remain available until July 1 for procurement by China with 
her own funds. 

“Cotton: $18 million will finance approx 66,000 bales. Substanti- 
ally more now on order through established channels for April and 
May shipment from the US. 

“Petroleum: $8 million would cover only imports for civilian pur- 
poses for which dollar payments required. Programming should take 
account fact commercial companies schedule shipment several months 
advance and normally maintain substantial stocks bonded tanks China. 
On April 1, after deductions for military and sterling imports, value 
petroleum products enroute China $3 million and value petroleum 
products in bonded tanks $5.3. (Figures indicate magnitude pipeline; 
products to be bought under Aid Program for later determination. ) 

“Fertilizer: $1.5 million as originally suggested Chinese Technical 
Mission, with which this proposed breakdown discussed. China has 
paid some $8 million for imports nitrogenous fertilizer during first 
half 1948, of which more than $1.5 million understood scheduled for 
arrival China after April 8. Further information necessary to deter- 
mine relative desirability using $1.5 million for reimbursement or 
new orders. 

“Reserve: $500,000 for possible use necessary surveys or other pur- _ 
poses reconstruction, projects.” | | | 

% Letter of April 12, not printed. 
*8 Southeast Asia.
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Comments on Deptel 518 April 8 (repeated Shanghai as 622) and 
556 April 14 (repeated Shanghai as 661) ** have been informative 
and helpful (Shanghai’s 821 April 10; 856, 857, 861 April 16; 864 and 
865 April 19; and Nanking’s 705 April 197°). Please comment now | 
on proposed allocation RFC advance. No objection to discussion with 
Chinese your end also. Sent Shanghai as 718. Repeated Nanking 
as 598. 

Lovetr 

893.50 Recovery /5—348: Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| 7 ~Wasurneron, May 3, 1948—6 p. m. 

663. Before leaving for China James Yen had meeting with Hoff- 
man, followed by detailed discussions with ECA and Dept. Although 
Yen started with apparent assumption that one-tenth of $338 million 
would. be allocated in foreign exchange to expand the Mass Education 
Movement, it was made clear that thinking here encompassed rural 
reconstruction program which would include Mass Education ap- 
proach but also implementation recommendations Sino-American 
Agricultural Mission and some special attention to small rural indus- 
tries. It was explained that 10 percent provision was:a ceiling, and 
could be spent either in local currency or foreign exchange, probably 
mostly in local currency. Upon departure Yen received letter from 
Hoffman emphasizing need for careful preparation of realistic pro- 
gram, and for clear distinction between expenditures to be made in 

foreign exchange and those in local currency. 
Within this framework, Yen appeared inclined to recommend ex- 

pansion and development of Mass Education Movement’s program 
along two lines: (a) extensive program of literacy teaching, includ- 
ing some rudimentary work in fields of preventive public health and 
cooperatives for marketing, credit and purchasing; and (0) special 
intensive program in two or three areas, linking up education, liveli- 
hood, health and self-government along lines indicated by past experi- 
mentation Mass Education Movement. One of these intensive areas 
would presumably be Szechwan District in which Movement now 

operates. 
Now developing draft of special bilateral agreement covering Rural 

Reconstruction Commission.% In this connection we would appre- 
ciate views Embassy and ConGen on relationship this Commission 
to Central Government, bearing in mind that law provides Commis- 
sion must operate under direction and control of Administrator. 

“Neither printed. —— : 
| * None printed; they commented on petroleum products, tobacco, fertilizer, 

grains, cotton, and commercial aircraft in the China Aid Program. . | 
** For correspondence on negotiation of this agreement, see pp. 601 ff. — |
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When this draft is completed Dept will send it to Embassy with 
instructions covering negotiation of this special bilateral agreement 
in Nanking. Consideration being given to possibility sending Moyer #8 

| assist In negotiations and to discuss with concerned agencies develop- 
ment of realistic programs. , 

Sent Nanking as 663, repeated Shanghai as 803. 
| | MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /5—448 : Telegram | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasHincTon, May 4, 1948—6 p. m. 
670. From ECA. ECA has decided to organize special reconstruc- 

tion survey mission, as part of general ECA Mission, but possibly going 
to China prior to appointment and dispatch over-all Chief of ECA 
Mission. | | | 

_ Reconstruction mission’s purpose would be to recommend to Ad- 
ministrator. (a) total amount of funds to be allotted to reconstruction 
($60 million figure should not be regarded as firm. Tentative ECA 

| view is that it might be increased.) ; (6) recommend allotment of total 
_ amount among projects; (c) get sponsors of approved projects to 

prepare detailed project proposals which would need to be approved 
_ by Administrator before being put into effect; (d) with respect to 

each project recommend whether assistance should be by loan or grant 
or a combination (‘This is the line with preliminary view of National 
Advisory Council that the grant-loan status of each project should be 
considered on its merits.). | 7: 
Reconstruction group will consist of six to eight people, and should 

get to work in China as soon as possible, certainly by end of May. 
ECA wishes to use Americans already in China to extent competent 
people are available. Embassy and ConGen recommendations re- 
quested as to individuals, especially engineers or economists, who 
might be recruited locally for short-term mission this character, as 
well as any suggestions on recruitment in US for this purpose. 

Sent Nanking as 670, repeated Shanghai as 814. [ECA.] | 
| MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /5—648 : Telegram - | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

7 SHANGHAI, May 6, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received May 6—6: 24 a. m.] 

1002. For ECA and Agriculture. Contents Deptel 663, May 3, 
6 p. m., repeated Shanghai 803, most helpful. Embassy and Consul 

7 See Department’s telegram No. 810, May 28, 7 p. m., p. 601. 
* Raymond T. Moyer, of the Department of Agriculture. |
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General in full agreement with Washington thinking on rural recon- 
struction program as therein expressed. 

_ Regarding relationship RR *® Commission to Central Government, 
Embassy and Consul General believe commission should be on hier- 
archical level with and in close liaison to American Aid Council now 
announced as being set up by Chinese Government under chairman- 
ship of Premier. Two American members of commission under law 
presumably would take direction from administrator, whose ultimate 
control over activities of commission would reside in his share of con- 
trol over disposition of CNC proceeds from sale of aid commodities 
and. his unilateral control over any US dollar funds allocated to work 

| of commission. Believed important that commission should not be 
established at level where it would be a creature of Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

Embassy would welcome Moyer’s presence in N anking to assist in 
negotiation special bilateral agreement. Meanwhile will attempt 
develop here further ideas this general subject for submission to 
Washington. Gilpatric concurs. | 

‘Sent Department, repeated Nanking 772. | 
— _ Casor 

893.50: Recovery /5-648 : Telegram — | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) 

WasHineTon, May 15, 1948—noon. 
920. From Hoffman, ECA. Reur 1002 May 6. Your reference to 

nature of control and direction by Administrator of Rural Recon- 
struction Commission seems somewhat too narrow from standpoint of 
clear intent legislation. While day to day control will certainly be 

_ exercised through allocations from CNC account and dollar alloca- 
tions through program sponsored by Commission, law clearly indi- 
cates Commission responsible to Administrator. N ecessary relation- 
ships with Government, in order to fit Commission program and 
purély Government programs together will be worked out in special 
bilateral agreement covering establishment of Mission. Draft this 
agreement now under discussion. Negotiations on it will be held 
Nanking. 
ECA plans send Moyer to China as part of Reconstruction Survey 

Group *° scheduled leave Washington last week in May. | 
Sent Shanghai as 920, repeated Nanking as 737. [ Hoffman, ECA.] 

| MARSHALL 

*’ Rural Reconstruction. 
The Reconstruction Survey Mission arrived in China in June, charged with recommending to the ECA the allocation of funds for reconstruction projects under the China Aid Act of 1948. Its director was Charles L. Stillman.
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il. AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA ON. 
ECONOMIC AID, SIGNED AT NANKING, JULY 3, 1948 | 

893.50 Recovery /4-648 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineron, April 8, 1948—6 p. m. , 

519. 1. Dept believes bilateral agreement required by Sec 405 Title 

IV 2! should apply only extension economic aid to be appropriated 7 

under Sec 404 (a). Grant authorized by Sec 404 (0) ” can be 

handled by separate exchange notes covering administrative terms 

withdrawal funds. Bilateral agreement per se should be primarily 

for purpose obtain Chinese commitments re control and disposal US 

aid goods and equivalent local currency account (including Joint 

Committee on Rural Reconstruction **), and re improvement US com- 

mercial relations with China. In addition, it should incorporate, 

where applicable to China, provisions re general domestic economic 

and financial objectives along lines specified by Act for European 

countries.24 In this connection, agreement could take cognizance 

Chinese undertakings re internal reforms indicated Chang Chun’s 

Jan 28 statement.2° In view significance this instrument and neces- 

sity obtain decision highest levels Chinese Govt, Dept believes desir- 

able bilateral agreement be negotiated Nanking. Instructions will | 

follow. = = : a : BF 

2, Effectiveness aid program as more than stop-gap device obviously 

requires Chinese go from general commitments re internal reforms to 

specific undertakings re practical step. necessary arrest economic 

and financial deterioration. China Aid Program has been justified 

in report of Senate Foreign Relations Committee *° as effort to “give. 

hard-working people of China chance to arrest rate of economic de- 

terioration in China, and afford Chinese Government further oppor- 

tunity to undertake vigorous program of self-help”. Purpose clause 

Act states “assistance provided by the US under this title should at all 

times be dependent upon cooperation by the Republic of China in 

furthering the program”. For your personal info, it was sense Con- 

gressional Committees that question future US aid to China would 

be greatly influenced by Chinese performance this regard. It is 

incumbent US Govt take this occasion vigorously renew efforts 

induce prompt and effective even though rough and ready measures. 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1948, approved April 3, 1948; 62 Stat. 137. Title 
IV was known as the “China Aid Act of 1948” ; 62 Stat. 158. 

22 Wor correspondence on this subject, see pp. 73 ff. 

. 23 For correspondence on negotiation of agreement establishing Joint Commis- 

sion on Rural Reconstruction in China, see pp. 601 ff. _ | no 

“# BHeonomie Cooperation Act of 1948, Title I of Foreign Assistance Act of 1948. 

Hor text, see note from the Chinese Embassy, p. 462; Chang Chun was Presi- 

dent of the Chinese Executive Yuan. | 

8 Senate Report No. 1026, March 25, 1948, 80th Cong., 2d sess., p. 7. ‘
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8. Regard for Chinese sovereignty argues against inclusion detailed 
undertakings re internal reform [in] bilateral agreement. Dept con- 
sidering desirability initiate conversations Chinese Govt on high level 
Nanking directed towards obtaining informally Chinese Govt under- 
takings as to specific actions and time such actions. This would carry 
forward discussions held here informally with Chinese Technical Mis- 
sion based upon.Jengthy Chinese text ?* expounding plans implemént 
Chang Chun’s Jan 28 statement. Problems to be dealt with may 
range from (1) basic but most difficult tasks, such as steps toward 
budget rationalization and control by Chinese fiscal authorities of 
total Govt expenditures, or implementation land reform policies, to 
(2) peripheral problems more susceptible of early solution which 
would result in some improvement tax revenues or foreign exchange 
earnings. In order achieve maximum effect, such conversations would 
be begun as part of discussion leading to signature bilateral agreement, 
although efforts encourage action would obviously have to be continued 
throughout period of aid program. As indicated in previous tele- 
grams re Dr. Young’s program,” US Aid Mission might provide small 
number policy advisors and technicians to work closely with Chinese 
Govt agencies responsible carrying out proposals for which signifi- 
cant concrete action appears reasonable possibility. , , 

4, Request your views re desirability, scope and form such conver- 
sations, including your advice as to practical steps that can realistically 
be expected from Chinese Govt in implementation Chang Chun state- 
ment. Embtel 614 April 6” noted. Copies plan submitted by Chi- 
nese Technical Mission being sent pouch,” but your comments should 
not await their arrival. You may be able obtain copies Chinese Govt. 

| | | | : Lovetr 

893.50 Recovery /4-1448 : Telegram | | . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NAnxKING, April 14, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received April 14—10: 54 a. m.] 

669. Embassy appreciates most helpful flow information re aid 
program (Ref Embtel 614, April 6; ?® Deptel 519, April 8 and Deptels 
527 and 528, April 10 **). With specific reference Deptel 519, Em- 

“Ten reports submitted to the Department by Pei Tsu-yi, Chairman of the 
Chinese Technical Mission ; see footnote 44, p. 464. | 
The program of Arthur Young, American financial adviser to the Chinese 

Government, is set forth in telegram No. 2223, November 10, 1947, 4 p. m., Foreign 
Relations, 1947, vol. vir, p. 1205. 

» Ante, p. 486. 
® Instruction No. 57, April 10, not printed. Its inclosures not found attached 

to either Department or Embassy file copies of instruction. Presumably, they 
are the Mission’s memorandum of January 23, p. 457, and the 10 reports sub- 
mitted by Mr. Pei (not printed). 

= For telegrams Nos. 527 and 528, see pp. 491 and 492, respectively. 

429-525 —73——33
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bassy agrees (1) bilateral agreement required by section 405 should © 
cover only aid under section 404a, (2) prior to and during negotiation 
bilateral agreement discussions should take place at highest level 
Chinese Government for purpose of maximizing Chinese commitments 
to be incorporated in bilateral agreement and concurrently securing 
specific private undertakings on matters where publicity might 
jeopardize Chinese Government’s ability to perform. . 

I. Embassy recognizes complexity inherent in drafting and negoti- 
ating bilateral agreement. To Embassy there appear pronounced 
advantages to USA in building agreement on appropriate provisions 
which Foreign Assistance Act requires of European participants. _ 
Moreover, similarity to European pattern would be more palatable 
to Chinese. Embassy’s suggestions re form and content draft Bilat- 
eral Agreement follow: 

1. Following appropriate statement of intent (derived from section 
402 of Act) there could be inserted subparagraphs 1 through 10 of 
subsection 6 of section 115. It would appear that these could be ab- 
stracted verbatim with following exceptions: Modification of 3 in 
direction of generalized undertaking to reduce trade. barriers; .con- 
densing section 4 to express intention on part of Chinese Government 
to locate and use Chinese assets in USA; and appropriate but minor 
rewording of 9 to make clear that China must submit to same rules of 
equity as European countries in allocation of scarce materials. It 
might be well to name materials available in China in increased pro- 
duction of which USA has an interest such as tungsten, antimony, 
bristles, tung oil and possibly tin. | 

2. Ten specific points of Premier Chang Chun’s January 28 public 
statement could then be incorporated verbatim with introductory 
language to effect that these 10 objectives constitute financial and — 
economic policy of Chinese Government and that specific and effective 
measures to put them in force constitute an undertaking of Chinese 
Government under this Agreement. 

3. Finally certain provisions of Agreement of October 27, 1947 be- 
tween US and China * which are not specifically covered by 10 points 
drawn from section 115, and which are not otherwise in conflict with 
terms of Foreign Assistance Act should be incorporated by reference 
into draft bilateral agreement. | 

II. Foregoing would appear to cover water front insofar as maxi- 
mum possible public undertakings by Chinese Government are con- 
cerned. During course of contemplated discussions Embassy suggests 
that specific but private engagements should be sought on following: 

* On United States relief assistance to the Chinese people, signed at Nanking; 
Department of State Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1674, or 
61 Stat. (pt. 4) 3374. For correspondence on negotiation of this agreement, see 
Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, pp. 1293 ff.
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1. Reopening river ports for all shipping if possible but at least 
for US aid cargoes. 

2. Prompt adherence to GATT. 
3. Assurance that if and when Treaty of Friendship, Navigation 

and Commerce * shall come into force, most-favored-nation treatment 
for USA will apply with respect to all articles of such treaty in which 
most-favored-nation treatment is not specifically stipulated.* : 

4. Agreement that Universal Trading Corporation * shall in fact 
restrict its purchases in USA to those made on behalf of Ministries 
and agencies of Government. _ 

5. An engagement that within a stated period, say 3 months, Chi- 
nese shall present to US Government for comment a specific program 
for modification of export-import controls and exchange regulations 
designed to provide maximum freedom in commercial interchanges. 

III. In conclusion Embassy believes that least of difficulties con- 
fronting successful operation of China Aid Program will lie in extract- 
ing sweeping public and private undertakings from Chinese Govern- 
ment. Heart of difficulty resides in Government’s chronic inability 
or unwillingness to execute its promises. Course of action most likely 
to produce constructive and durable results would in Embassy’s opin- 
ton be following: 

1. Maximum public undertakings by Chinese Government in bilat- 
eral agreement supplemented by private engagements where practi- 
calities so required as discussed above. 

2. Insertion into key posts in operational Chinese Ministries of 
top-drawer US technical experts who would report directly to chief 

_ of Economic Cooperation. Mission.®* | | 
_ 8. Maximum delegation of authority by administrator in Wash- 
ington to chief of ECM in China thereby insuring latter’s ability to 
withhold or interrupt aid on specific projects on phases of operation 
without prior reference to Washington. 

-™ General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade adopted at Geneva, October 30, 1947, 
by the Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Employment; Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1700, or 61 Stat. 
pts. 5 and 6. 

*® Signed at Nanking, November 4, 1946; Treaties and Other International Acts 
Series No. 1871, or 63 Stat. (pt. 2) 1299. 

* In telegram No. 676, April 15, 3 p. m., the Embassy suggested that the follow- 
ing be substituted for this paragraph: “Assurance that if and when the Treaty 
of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation shall come into force, unconditional 
most-favored-nation treatment for the US will apply with respect to all articles 
of such treaty in which MFN treatment is specifically stipulated.” (893.50- 
Recovery /4—1548) | | 

* An official Chinese agency incorporated. under the laws of the State of New 
York, October 18, 1988. Its chief functions were to. market tung oil and other 
Chinese products in the United States and to act as purchasing agent in the 
United States against Export-Import Bank credits to China. For correspondence 
on the curtailment of its activities, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, pp. 1159, 
1306, 1376-1383, passim. 

* Roger D. Lapham was appointed Chief of the China Mission (ECM) of the 
Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA) on May 5. :
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4. A substantial and organized draft on established American 

business concerns and voluntary agencies in China for advice and 

manpower. 
| : | | 

IV. Embassy regrets that owing to his inaccessibility in North 

China on CRM business Gilpatric’s *° specific comments are not incor- 

porated in this telegram. Likewise full comments ConGen Shanghai 

not at hand. Additional recommendations may follow after con- 

sultations. | SO Oo | 

- Sent Secretary State as 669, April 14, repeated AmConGen Shang- 

hai as 270. : a oe : 
* a - , oo Srusrt 

893.50 Recovery /4—2748 : Telegram — oe — So , SO 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

: a : Wasurineron, April 27, 1948—6 p.m. 

640. Pei Tsu-yi and Paul Chu * left here by air April 24 and be- 

lieved scheduled arrive Shanghai April 28 Washington time. Rest 

of Technical Mission remaining here temporarily, Kan Lee in charge. 

Just before Pei’s departure, Dept presented him informally topical 

list points relating Bilateral Agreement and implementation aid pro- 

gram not heretofore discussed Chinese in order that he may discuss 

them informally with Chinese Govt. Dept stated these points repre- 

sent matters of concern to U. S. Govt but did not take firm position 

re their substantive contents, and indicated list not necessarily exhaus- 

tive. Brief discussion was held on several points to indicate charac- 

ter Dept’s thinking. Following is topical list presented Pei. and 

‘résumé discussion. | Oe , 

A. Bilateral Agreement on China Aid Program should include | 

articles on following matters: | , BO , 

1. Preamble stating purposes of program. Discussion: This can 

be based upon language of Section 402 of Act. Se 

9. Statement of authority under which U. S. will provide aid. 

Discussion: This could be a general section which makes reference to 

the clearly applicable provisions of Title I, with particular reference 

to Sections governing procurement. So ee, 

3. A statement of the terms of distribution and pricing. ‘Discus- 

| sion: This should establish principles for operation within China, 

rather than detail methods distribution. Of particular importance 

is principle of joint determination by Chinese and U.S. Governments. 

' ® Donald S. Gilpatric, Attaché at the Shanghai Consulate General and Director 

_ of the China Relief Mission (CRM) which administered the U. S. Foreign Relief 

Program (USFRP) in China under the agreement of October 27, 1947. 

“Member of the Chinese Technical Mission in Washington.
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4, Setting up and management of special local currency account. 

Discussion: This should be general statement of procedure and of 

purposes for which account may be used. It should also incorporate 
principle of joint determination. Section 115(6) (6) provides a 

guide for the use of such account. | 
5. Undertakings by the Govt of China with respect to: 

a. Promotion of industrial and agricultural production (Section 
115.(b) (1)). | on | 7 : 

_ b. Measures which will assist in financial stabilization (Section 
115(6) (2)). 

c. Effective and practical use of all resources, including private 
foreign assets (115(6) (4)). | 
d. Facilitation of U.S. stockpiling activities (115 (0) (5) and (9) ). 
1° yd & reports and publication of information on program 

f. Taking TD possible steps for practical implementation of Chang 
Chun’s January 28 statement and incorporation of such statement into 
agreement by reference. 

Discussion under 5: Dept pointed out that language of certain 
undertakings, particularly (a), (0), and (¢), might be different from 
that in Act to take account of special circumstances in China. Re- 
garding 5(c), Pei stated that control of private foreign assets has con- 
cerned Chinese Govt for some time but that effective action requires 
cooperation of U.S, in obtaining info re individual holdings. Pei was 
told that recent decision now makes possible for U. S. Govt to coop- 
erate with European Govts re release blocked holdings their nationals 
but that such action not possible for China because Chinese assets un- _ 
blocked. For your info, it may be desirable that this article include 
reference foreign exchange assets within China in order to emphasize 
self-help aspects mobilization such assets. Chinese should not be 
encouraged anticipate U. S. Govt assistance obtain control assets in 
U. S. Kan Lee raised strong objection, seconded by Pei, to incorpo- 
ration Chang Chun’s statement [in] Bilateral Agreement on ground 
this would make it appear to Chinese that Chang Chun’s statement 
had been required by U.S. as quid pro quo for aid. Lee stated this 
objection should not be construed as reluctance implement Chang 
Chun’s statement, and that he had no objection consideration points 
Chang Chun’s statement on individual merits for possible incorpora- 
tion agreement. Dept called attention reference Chang Chun’s state- 

ment in Senate Committee’s report,“ and emphasized strong feeling 

Congress, Executive Branch, and American public that U.S. aid to 
China, as for Europe, is predicated on vigorous self-help program, 

“ Senate Report No. 1026, 80th Cong., 2d sess., p. 12. .
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with respect to which particular undertakings should be incorporated 
Bilateral Agreement. | | 

6. Improvement of commercial relations with China (Section 405). 
¢. Arbitration clause (Section 115(6) (10)). 
8. ECA Mission and Chinese Government arrangement for liaison 

with it. Discussion: Dept observed that it. appears preferable to 
follow pattern USFRP in coordinating existing Chinese Govt func- | 
tions rather than establish special operating agency as in UNRRA- | 
 CNRRA * pattern. Chinese Govt liaison should be at high-level with 
maximum authority. | 

__B. Other points for early consideration: | 
1. Procedure for initiating work on reconstruction projects. Dis- 

cussion: Dept stated that detailed plans for high priority projects 
should be drawn up as rapidly as possible. It is hoped that small 
group of economists and engineers can be sent China shortly as ad- 
vance echelon ECA mission to assist Chinese in this work. Each 
project should receive separate documentation which could be pre- 
sented Administrator as basis his approval and allocation funds. Im- 
portant that Chinese coordinate various governmental agencies con- 
cerned reconstruction. . | 7 | 

2. Formation of Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction in 
China. Discussion: Dept stated importance preliminary planning 
this work indicates desirability separate agreement on Joint Com- 
mission be concluded prior signing general Bilateral Agreement. 
Prompt attention should be devoted scope program and selection 
Commissioners. Dept stated program should include projects to im- 
plement recommendations Sino-American Agricultural Mission “ and 
possible rural industrial projects, as well as Yen’s program for mass 
education. 

Above may be of assistance Embassy if approached informally by 
Chinese following Pei’s arrival. Dept would appreciate Embassy’s 
comments these matters and will forward promptly further details 
in course developments here. | 

: MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /4-1448 : Telegram : | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

' ‘WasHIncron, May 7, 1948—7 p. m. 
694. Depts draft master Bilateral Agreement ERP “ countries and 

separate draft for China have been circulated for comment other 

“United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration and Chinese Na- 
tional Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. 

| wee correspondence on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 

“ European Recovery Program. | . .
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Govt agencies concerned, particularly ECA. It had been hoped that 
drafts agreed upon within US Govt could be presented for[eig|n 
Govts early next week, but possible changes desired by other agencies 
probably will delay such action. Time factor and shortage Dept per- 
sonnel dictate that negotiation European agreements be conducted 
here for most part, although actual signing contemplated in European 
capitals. For reasons mentioned Deptel 519 Apr 8, Dept still believes 
negotiation China agreement should take place Nanking. Draft 
China agreement follows genl pattern ERP draft, with appropriate 
modifications and additions to take account special circumstances 
China. Text being telegraphed separately * and Embs comments 
requested soonest. | 

Dept regards period negotiation as providing best opportunity press 
for informal Chinese undertakings regarding internal measures of 
self-help by conducting discussions corollary to actual negotiation 
text agreement as indicated Deptel 519 Apr 8. Request Embs views 
desirability initiate corollary discussions promptly as first stage 
negotiation agreement. Discussions could be explained on ground 
US desire learn intentions ChiGovt regarding genl undertakings along 
lines Chang Chun’s Jan 28 statement and specific measures in imple- 
mentation thereof in order assist in drafting bilateral agreement. 
Text agreement could then be presented when ready after significant 

_ emphasis had been given necessity internal reforms. Corollary dis- 
cussions should of course be continued during course subsequent 
negotiation. | | : | 

It is necessary that agreement be signed by July 3 to enable con- 
tinuity aid. However this consideration should not interfere with 
placement proper emphasis on internal reform and with obtaining 
appropriate undertakings in agreement in this regard. Must agree- 
ment be ratified by Legislative Yuan? If so how much time should 
be allowed for such ratification ? 

Depts comments Embtel 669 Apr 14 and suggestions other topics 
to be covered in corollary discussions will follow. Would appreciate 
suggestions from Emb regarding measures primarily of internal- 
reform character to be emphasized in corollary discussions as requested 
Deptel 519 Apr 8. : 

| MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /4-1448 : Telegram ) 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, May 7, 1948—7 p. m. 

696. Dept studying U. 8. policy aspects problem furnishing quali- 
fied advisers to ChiGovt (Embtels 630 Apr. 8 * and 669 Apr 14) and 

“ Telegram No. 695, May 7, 7 p. m., not printed. 
“ Vol. vit, p. 184.
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agrees some advisory assistance necessary in connection ald program. 
With regard top level advisers for functions involving policy, Dept of 
opinion that if provided by US they should be limited to small number 
for highly select fields. Account must be taken not only of limited 
number competent advisers available, but also significance their pro- 
posed fields of action from standpoint objectives aid program and 
extent to which reasonable prospects exist for implementation rec- 
ommendations made. Fields of advice and relationship advisers 

| ChiGovt and aid mission should minimize possibility for undesirable : 
involvement: USGovt in course developments in China and implied 
responsibility therefor. This particularly true for certain aspects 
fiscal policy and operations where fundamental solution cannot be 
reached under present civil war conditions and where US effort exert 
pressure control and reduction military expenditures might imply 
US responsibility for ChiGovt military. effort and be exploited to — 
obtain commitment in that regard. This would be contrary to intent | 

Congress as described Deptel 489 Apr 6.47 Dept believes certain basic 
fiscal and other policy problems, such.as above, cannot be solved 
through technical advice, but that continuous effort can.and should 
be made in direction of improvements by well timed informal pressure 

at top levels, e. g., by Chief ECA Mission and top Embassy officials. 
Assignment U. S. technical personnel as advisers operational level 

should also be highly selective and primarily for functions directly 

related implementation aid program, such as reconstruction projects 
financed by US appropriation and/or Chinese currency account. In 
exceptional cases, technical personnel might be assigned advise opera- 
tions indirectly related aid program which involve minimum policy 
issues, such as certain aspects foreign exchange operations Central 
Bank. Largest number technical personnel in advisory capacity 
probably should be provided reconstruction. US technical assistance 
to ChiGovt agencies responsible for control or operations distribution 
expendable US aid commodities should be rendered by members aid 
mission in course performance normal functions observation and re- 
porting and not by US personnel in capacity advisers assigned to 

ChiGovt agencies concerned. 
Dept thinking now is that specific recommendations on types ad- 

visers should be deferred until Chief ECA China Mission has had op- 
portunity study question in China and is able determine ChiGovt 
exact needs and abilities use advisers in terms. China Aid Program. 

In meantime Dept studying best methods correlate provision technical 
assistance under Smith-Mundt Act (PL 40245) with China Aid 
Program. | 

Ante, p. 73. 7 
_ © Approved January 27,.1948;62Stat.6. © 7 oe Co
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Embassy requested comment on foregoing and indicate its views re 
types and numbers technical personnel and advisers most likely aid 
implementation China Aid Program. 

: | MARSHALL 

893.50 Recovery/5-1048 : Telegram | : : 

| The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| : : Nanxine, May 10, 1948—3 p. m. 
| | [Received May 10—8: 13 a. m.] 

_ 848. Embassy agrees bilateral aid agreement should be negotiated 
Nanking (reference Deptel 694, May 7, 7 p. m.) and that period of its 
negotiation presents time and opportunity to continue to press Chinese 
Government for undertakings re self-help and tangible acts in execu- 
tion of Premier’s January 28 statement. Pressures in these directions 
have been applied by Embassy whenever and wherever occasion of- 
fered. Embassy agrees they should be intensified now and during 
period of bilateral negotiation with implicit but not explicit link. 

Two important factors, however, must be borne in mind in any 
advance estimate of progress which may be made with Chinese Gov- 
ernment. In first place, any broad or powerful bargaining position 
vis-a-vis Chinese Government disappeared on date Congress passed 
China Aid Act of 1948. Our position rests basically now on more ~ 
tenuous ground of Chinese hopes for continuation and expansion of 
aid beyond time period covered by present act. It is true, however, 
that we retain and should make full use of our bargaining position in 
the bilateral negotiations with respect to (a) methods of procurement 
for aid commodities, (6) methods of distribution of aid commodities 
in China and (c) utilization of CNC * proceeds from sale of aid com- 

| modities provided under grant. On the broad front of governmental 
reform and positive, self-generated fiscal and economic action, we 
rely for all practical purposes today, in Embassy’s opinion, on effec- 
tiveness of moral pressure and not on trading position, 

The second element to be considered is the limitation on the Chi- 
nese Government’s ability as opposed to its willingness to take bold, 
constructive and effective action. The economic and financial status 
is deteriorating with increased momentum, as witness the doubling 
within the past week of the black market CNC rate for the US dollar. 
The military situation shows no improvement nor signs of any in 
prospect. Politically, there is a paralysis of leadership at the top 
which has permitted, for example, the tangle over the membership 

* Chinese national currency.
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of the Legislative Yuan to make it impossible, until a settlement has 
been reached, for the Generalissimo *° to appoint. his new Cabinet. | 

Under these circumstances, Embassy strongly recommends that we 
display no haste in the negotiation or conclusion of the bilateral agree- 
ment. The exchange of interim letters ** provides an entirely satis- 
factory basis on which to operate in the coming weeks. Moreover, 
working out in practical terms with the Chinese officials the procedures 
and operational methods under which the new aid program is to be 
handled will make more meaningful the language finally agreed and 
imbedded in the bilateral agreement. Delay will give time, presum- 
ably, to learn at least what individuals will head the Ministries 

directly concerned. Finally, it will extend the period in which our 
pressures can be applied. oo | 

In Embassy’s opinion, Generalissimo under emergency powers 
granted him by National Assembly can sign bilateral agreement with- 
out necessity of ratification by Legislative Yuan. We believe it safe 
to. proceed on this assumption though we are checking in various 
governmental quarters recognizing, however, that no one is in a posi- 
tion to give an authoritative answer in advance of announcement of 
Cabinet and membership of Judicial Yuan. Embassy, accordingly, 
recommends that opening of negotiations be deferred until June 1. 
Meanwhile, pressure for reform will be continued and discussions with 
Chinese operating officials of procedures, drawing on [CRM] experi- 
ence, should be pushed. a a 7 

With respect to topics to be covered in corollary discussions, Km- 
bassy believes Premier’s 10 points of January 28 provide compre- 
hensive agenda with desirable emphasis to be placed on implementa- 
tion land reform, on extension of rationing and on fiscal and economic 
measures to maximize exports. It is presumed that protection of 
private trade channels can be achieved in course of specific negotia- 
tions in bilateral on methods of procurement and distribution of aid 

commodities. — : a 
| Embassy will telegraph separately (a) its comments * on draft 

5° Chiang Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of 
China ; President-elect of the Republic of China. 

Dated April 30; for text, see Department of State Bulletin, May 16, 1948, 
pp. 647-648. | | | | 

The Embassy forwarded its comments in telegram No. 850, May 11 (893.50 
Recovery/5—-1148). Its key observations dealt with distribution of aid supplies 
in China. The Embassy held it “vital” that “representatives of the US Gov- 
ernment shall have direct supervision and control of supplies made available 
by the US Government under this agreement”. It also sought insertion of a 
clause for the broadening of a rationing and price control system ‘for our aid 
to be effective’. Both of these points were borrowed substantially from the 

| agreement of October 27, 1947. The Department’s draft provided that these 
goods “shall be imported, distributed and used in accordance with terms and 
prices agreed upon from time to time between ChiGovt and US Govt”. (893.50 
Recovery/5-748) :
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agreement contained in urtel 695, May 7%? and (6) certain recom- 
mendations re operational policies ** for aid program. 

Gilpatric believed to concur in substance this telegram but will 
telegraph any disagreements or elaborations on his part. 

Sent Department as 848, repeated Shanghai as 359. 
STUART 

: 840.50 Recovery /5-1148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

- | Nanxrna, May 11, 1948—10 a. m. 
| _ [Received May 11—5: 13 a. m.] 

846. For ECA. In connection impending negotiation bilateral aid 
agreement and on basis general developments and observation and 
accumulated CRM experience, Embassy submits following recom- 
mendations regarding policies to govern aid program operations. 
(RefDeptel 694, May 7, 7 p. m. and Embtel 843, May 10). 

1. Every effort should be made to keep program as simple as pos- 
sible. Time is short and available qualified US personnel limited. 
To help remedy the latter, the American business community in China 
should be freely drawn on for advice. 

2. Commodities supplied under aid program should be pumped 
through commercial channels to maximum extent feasible. Govern- 
ments are fickle bankers and an important segment of thinking 
Chinese recognizes that the massive capital investment required to 

| industrialize and develop China will come, if it comes at all, from 
US private sources. In creating a climate which will invite such 
investment the first step is to enable entrepreneurs already established 
here to live. Furthermore, it can be generally accepted that com- 
mercial channels will function more efficiently than Chinese 
bureaucracy. : 

3. Assistance to the people of China should be emphasized, par- 
ticularly in the case of consumable commodities supplied under the 
program. Rice and flour rationing in the 5 cities © is really working. 
It should be extended both in number of localities served and in type 
of goods rationed. Automotive gasoline, cotton yarn and cloth, 
among other items, should be definitely added to the ration list. 

4. A corollary of 3 above is that control of the aid commodities 
should not end at delivery. The distribution must be supervised. 
Furthermore, in the case of goods to be processed here, it is the use of 
the end product, such as cotton cloth, that we are interested in. 

5. We should be tough on cutting off individual categories of aid 
in individual areas if abuses are discovered. For example, if a 
scandal develops in flour rationing in Peiping, American aid flour 
should be cut off from that city until the situation is rectified. Such 

"= Not printed. 
54 See infra. 
“ Nanking, Shanghai, Canton, Peiping, and Tientsin. 7
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willingness to act and ability to do without prior reference of each 

case to Washington appears essential to the provision of effective 

aid to the Chinese people. The fact should not be overlooked that 

the best elements at all levels in the Chinese Government hope that 

we will be prepared to act with a certain toughness. Such an attitude 

on our part will constitute the most effective method of upholding 

their hands in their efforts to get things done. 
6. We should seek to minimize the potential inflationary impact on 

the Chinese economy which will arise from the accrual of CNC pro- 
ceeds from sales of aid commodities. Embassy believes that the pro- 

portion of such proceeds which are to be spent on projects should be 

relatively small and in general confined to carefully screened projects 

more rehabilitory than relief in character. However, there are many 

CRM projects such as grants to voluntary agencies, refugee relief in 

key spots, etc., etc., which it would be a grave mistake to discontinue. 

7. The uncommitted CNC proceeds should be held in suspense, pos- — 

sibly as a book credit, until the close of the program with the intention 

of then having the credit cancelled. Embassy now believes that US 
share in control of these CNC funds affords little true bargaining 

power for accomplishing fiscal or budgetary reform and that to at- 

tempt to use such psychological leverage as may exist would involve 

the US in undesirable semi-responsibilities. To hold them rather 
than immediately release them for general expenditures, however, 

might serve as a mild deterrent to any Chinese temptation to treat 

them asa windfall justifying aspending spree. a 

Gilpatric unavailable in Nanking for discussion this telegram but 

believed to be in general agreement first 5 points. It is expected he 

will telegraph separately his views ® in detail particularly regarding | 

points 6 and 7%. . : 

Sent Department 846, repeated Shanghai 367. | - 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery/5-1348 : Telegram | | | - 7 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

oo Nanxine, May 13, 1948—11 a. m. 
_ [Received May 183—4: 09 a. m.] 

864. Foreign Office has informed us (ReDeptel 694, May 7) that 

exact scope of Legislative Yuan’s power under new constitution with 

respect to international agreements is yet to be ascertained, but they 

will take first opportunity to approach Legislative Yuan for definitive 

decision. | | 

Foreign Office estimates that any necessary procedure in connection 

with agreement could be completed within about 2 weeks after sig- 

nature, so long as Legislative Yuan in session. In giving above in- 

formation, based on Foreign Minister’s *’ views, head of Treaty De- 

Not found in Department files. 
* Wang Shih-chieh. |
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partment * added that present session of Legislative Yuan is expected 

to end sometime in June and it would therefore be advisable to ex- 

pedite negotiations as much as possible. In face of obvious eagerness 

Chinese Government to conclude agreement, we adhere to view ex- 

pressed Embtel 848, May 10, that best results will be achieved by de- 

laying tactics. 
a STUART 

893.50 Recovery /5—1348 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

OO Oo | - Nawxrne, May 18, 1948—noon. | 

er | [Received May 183—4: 29 a. m.] 

868. For Department and ECA. Embassy agrees entirely with 

statement general policy contained Deptel 696, May 7 and will forward 

shortly its specific recommendations re number and strategic location 

for advisors to Chinese Government. 

- Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 379. | | 

| | _ STUART 

893.50 Recovery/ 5-—1348 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| - Wasuineron, May 15, 1948—1 p. m. 

738, Dept fully agrees observations Embtel 843 May 10 and assumes 

Emb satisfied agreement along lines Deptel 695 May 7 * can be nego- 

tiated beginning June 1 without undue difficulty to allow signature 

prior July 38. Adequate time negotiation China agreement must be 

allowed. Majority European drafts were presented yesterday for 

negotiation. Procedure indicated Embtel 864 May 13 would appear 

provide only 2 weeks negotiation if ratification requiring 2 weeks must 

be obtained by Jul 8 to make agreement effective by that date. Efforts 

being made to reach prompt US govt agreement China draft and text 

will be sent Emb ® immediately thereafter in accordance comment Art 

11, Embtel 850, May 11.°% Request Emb’s further comments re time 

factor, | 

- Meanwhile, Dept suggests Emb initiate corollary discussions if not 

already undertaken, giving special emphasis objectives mentioned 

°° Hu Ching-yu. | | 

° Not printed. Oo | 

© See telegram No. 774, May 24, 8p. m., p. 524, 7 | 

“Not printed; this telegram indicated the desirability of placing a draft 

agreement in the hands of the Chinese in the reasonably near future because 

of the time required for translating and checking the Chinese text (8938.50 Re- 

eovery /5-1148). Ce Deeg | | -
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second para Deptel 694 May 7 with highest level ChiGovt officials, 
preferably including Premier, Chang Kia-ngau,® FonMin and other 
responsible officials at appropriate stages discussion. Ambassador 
should emphasize to Gimo, when appropriate, significance discussions 
and importance Chinese informal and formal undertakings and con- 

: crete implementations thereof from point of view U.S., and should 
ensure Gimo informed more important points discussion and Chinese 
undertakings. "Would it not be desirable also keep in touch Li Tsung- 
jen © for same purpose? - | 

Following comments re Section II Embtel 669, Apr 14:9 

1. Dept believes opening Hankow foreign shipping, even tempo- 
rarily, should be emphasized as in Chinese economic self interest. 
However, if Chinese unwilling to go whole hog, Emb should certainly 
press for permission U. S. aid cargoes unload river ports and carry 
export cargo from such ports of discharge as necessary efficient imple- 
mentation aid program and as test case general issue. © ee 

| 2. Unnecessary. Protocol already signed. oe oO 
3. Unnecessary, in view adequate commitment this regard obtained 

minutes negotiation commercial treaty, in GATT and ITO, and 
proposed Art. [IV agreement Deptel 695, May 7.% 

4. Dept’s tentative view is that FonMin’s note of Nov. 27, 1947 % 
this subject covers matter adequately if Chinese intentions as stated 
note carried out. Dept may make additional comment this regard 
after further.consideration here. - en | 

5. Dept believes emphasis this field should follow lines indicated 
below. Reference “maximum freedom in commercial interchanges” 
raises a number of unresolved problems and appears indicate ,U. S. 
favors relaxation Chinese trade and exchange controls which, in view | 
continuing emergency, cannot, in general, be considered’ practical 
possibility. | | | | | | 

- In addition point 1 above, following points intended indicate gen- 
eral scope and occasional substance corollary discussions, subject 
Emb’s discretion. Dept believes Emb in better position elaborate sub- 

jects appropriate for discussion. Emb should encourage Chinese set 
forth their own proposals and indicate concrete application in first 
instance, reserving Emb’s comments for emphasis or addition when 
significant points neglected by Chinese. In general, Dept believes _ 
Emb should stress general character problems and measures required, 

but should treat concrete and specific application as matter for Chi- 
| nese judgment and responsibility, at same time pressing for informal 

Chinese undertakings of specific character. Dept has not included 

* Governor of the Central Bank of China. | 7 
_ 8 Vice-President-elect of the Republic of China. Bo 

“ International Trade Organization. me , — co 
~ © Not printed. So | Sd oa! = 
- ® Not printed; for summary of: note, see Embassy’s telegram No. 2325, Decem- 
ber 2, 1947, 3 p. m., Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 1382. Be,
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reference below to certain suggestions dealt with by Chinese technical 
mission here, discussion of which might be taken by Chinese to imply 
assistance not now anticipated by U. S., such as currency reform or 
control over private assets in U.S. Question undertaking re assets 
in U. S. should be avoided pending further study here. Also, recon- 
struction projects should not be included corollary discussion regard- 
ing self-help measures since projects are dependent primarily upon 

_ U.S. aid and will receive appropriate attention in due course. == 

1. Government Eapenditures. Ft i 
a) Establishment of budgetary control and standardization ac- 

counting, based on short-term projections, in hands of central fiscal 
authority with power to make allocations for all expenditures and 
with sufficient ‘political strength. to resist demands for unnecessary 
expenditures. ee rs Co 

) Elimination of non-productive expenditures not essential to 
efficient civil administration and prosecution of war, such as padded 
army rolls, troops garrisoned in sheltered areas, Kmt * activities and 
other purposes for which Emb can find supporting examples. _ 

2. Govt Receipts. oo oO 
a) Emphasis on administrative improvements taxation. = 

_6) Expand measures to protect tax revenue from currency depre- 
ciation, such as use multiplication factors, ad valorem taxes and taxa- 
tion at source. | 

c) Expedite sale of Govt assets which could be operated more ap- 
propriately and efficiently by private enterprise. 

3. Cwil and Military Administration. oe 
a) Adoption or continuation of realistic cost of living index as 

standard for ensuring more adequate pay for civil employees and 
soldiers. | 

| _6) Drastic and impartial weeding out of civil and military officials 
guilty of gross inefficiency or corruption. | 

c) Conscientious reduction of civil and military rolls to eliminate 
unnecessary employees, combining this with arrangements for retrain- 
ing severed employees to fit into projects or other productive activity. 
_@) Coordination and elimination of duplication in civil and mili- 
tary agencies. | : a | | 

4, Distribution, of staple commodities. _ 
Emphasis, where practicable in Emb’s views, on improved admin-. 

istration of, or extension of, distribution controls. Explain essen- 
tiality of applying controls or incentives to maintain and expand 
flow of consumer: goods into rural areas as incentive production and 
movement agricultural goods for urban consumption and export. 

5. Banking and credit. - 
Adjustment of banking system in order: , 
(a) to give Central Bank complete control of banking and credit 

“Kuomintang (Nationalist Party).
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policy for purpose of checking speculation and ensuring more ade- 

quate credit for essential productive economic activity. 

(6) to establish clearer demarcation between functions of govern- 

ment and private banks and to prevent favoritism to government _ 

banks. | | 

— (e) to eliminate uneconomic banking operations, such as the Cen- 

tral Cooperative Bank. : | 

6. Agricultural Improvement. | os | - | 

Emphasis on implementation of recommendations of Joint U. S.— 

China Agricultural Mission, with special reference land reform policy, 

where desirable in judgment Emb. ) 

7. Foreign Trade and its Controls. | 

| Emphasis on: _- | oo 7 
-¢a) Administrative improvements in import and exchange controls, 

including coordination throughout China of control procedures. 

~’(b)' More realistic exchange rate policies. 
~“(c) Adequate credit for production and marketing of export goods. 

(2) Improvement in quality and standardization of export goods. 

8. Encouragement to private enterprise. | 

(a) Clarification, by action as well as by statement, of fields open to 

private enterprise without governmental intrusion. | 

(6) Elimination of special privilege in foreign trade and domestic 

enterprise if Emb feels it can appropriately press this point. — | 

893.50 Recovery/5-1948 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| - Oo _. Nanxine, May 19, 1948—9 a. m. 

| Oe 7 [Received May 20—3: 53 a. m. | 

895. Embassy remains of opinion bilateral agreement can be nego- 

tiated and signed by July 3 even if formal negotiations not inaug- 

urated until June 1 (reference first paragraph Deptel 738, May 15, 

1 p.m.). Highly desirable, however, that English text US draft be 

available for presentation to Chinese for translation and study 1 week 

in advance June 1. Despite Foreign Office informal opinion reported 

in Embtel 864 of May 13 and absence ability secure authoritative 

opinion, Embassy believes it remains safe assumption that Legislative 

Yuan approval not necessary prior to signature and entry into force 

of bilateral agreement. — ee 7 , 

Sent Department 895; repeated Shanghai 397. | : - 

a : _ Sruarr
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893.50 Recovery /5—2048 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart). to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, May 20, 1948—3 p. m. 
| [Received May 21—9: 44 a. m.] 

916. For Dept and ECA. After consultation with ConGen 
Shanghai, Embassy recommends that total high level advisers should 
be held'to 9 or 10 exclusive of those sitting on or attached to projected 
rural rehabilitation commission. (RefDeptel 696, May 7, and Embtel 
868, May 13.) Men selected should be absolutely first class and 
recognized as authorities in their respective fields. Sine qua non is | 
that they be on US Government payroll (presumably ECA) and 
the prior understanding exists that if they are frustrated, fenced in 
or their advice disregarded they will be ostentatiously withdrawn with 
public statement of reasons. Our specific recommendation re locations 
follows: Adviser on foreign exchange for Central Bank; adviser on. 
food procurement for Ministry of Foods; adviser on land utilization 

and another on forestry, both for Department of Agriculture and 

_ Forestry; adviser on communications for Ministry of Commerce; 
adviser on labor relations for Ministry Social Affairs; adviser on 
taxes and budget expert, both for Ministry Finance; expert on public 
administration, possibly best attached to President [of] Executive 
Yuan. | | | OO 

In view breadth certain above fields, additional subordinate tech- 
nicians might be required bringing total American advisory group 
not to exceed 20. | 7 

Although specific numbers and locations have not been discussed 
with Chinese Government, there is no doubt but that from Gimo 
down receptivity exists. Embassy agrees on wisdom of awaiting 
Lapham’s arrival and his opportunity to study question on ground 
before carrying matter further with Chinese. : 

Sent Department as 916; repeated Shanghai as 407. | 
ae - | STUART 

893.50 Recovery /5—2448 : Telegram co 

_ The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) _ 

| - .Wasyineton, May 24, 1948—8 p. m. 

73. Text draft China Aid Bilateral Agreement being sent follow- 
ing telegram © for immediate presentation Chinese Govt to allow time 

- study and translation as suggested by Embassy. Emb requested in- 
form Chinese that present text is draft to which US may wish make 

® Infra. . oo 

429-525—73——34
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subsequent additions or modifications; that agreement has been written 
substantially in accordance with statutory provisions or legislative his- 
tory of China Aid Act; that US is treating draft agreement and 
negotiation thereon as confidential and requests ChiGovt do likewise. 
NAC ® considering advisability inclusion Article VIII requiring 

ChiGovt consultation with US Govt regarding exchange rate policy. 
Similar article requiring consultation International Monetary Fund 
or US Govt being included European Agreements. Emb should 

| delete Article VIII and parenthetical note in text presented ChiGovt, 
renumbering subsequent articles accordingly, = 8 ©. | 
Delete text Article III (Three) in draft given Chinese, but retain 

numbered heading, adding parenthetical note, as follows: Govt of the _ 
US will submit provisions regarding improvement of commercial rela- 
tionsatlaterstageinthenegotiation. == | | ee 
_ Substantive comments various points will be telegraphed prior 
June 1. SO re 

i OS — MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /5-2448: Telegram | | a oe ee _ 

. Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

ee ~ Wasuineton, May 24, 1948—8 p. m. 

_ 774, Following is text draft bilateral agreement with China to be 
presented ChiGovt in accordance Deptel 773 May 24, 8 p.m. — | 

, PREAMBLE 7 

- The Governments of the United States of America and China: 
- Having in mind the considerations set forth in Section 402 of the 
China [Aid] Act of 1948, as follows: | , 

_. (Quote entire Section 402 verbatim within quotation marks be- 
ginning with word “recognizing”.) oo : 

Considering that it is the policy of the Government of China to 
undertake a vigorous program of self-help in order to create more 
stable economic conditions in China, and to improve commercial rela- 
tions with other countries; a | 

Have agreed as follows: - 
Article I—1. The Government of the United States of America | 

undertakes to assist the people of China by making available to the 
Government of China, or to any person, agency or organization desig- 
nated by the Government of China, such commodities, services and 
other assistance as may be requested by the Government of China and 
authorized by the China Aid Act of 1948 (other than Section 404(6). 

® National Advisory Council. : | oe
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thereof), and appropriation acts thereunder, and approved by the 
Government of the United States of America. | 

- 9. The undertakings of the Government of the United States of 
America under this Article are subject to the provisions of the China 
Aid Act of 1948 and shall not be construed to obligate the Govern- 
ment of the United States of America to furnish specific assistance 
or to guarantee the availability of specific commodities or services. 
The Government of the United States of America may suspend or 
terminate at any time the assistance under this Article. | 
Article II—The Government of China undertakes: | 
a) to adopt the measures necessary to assure efficient and practical 

use of the economic resources under its control or jurisdiction, includ- 
ing the assistance furnished pursuant to this Agreement; 
6) to promote the development of industrial and agricultural pro- 

duction on an economic basis; | | 
c) to initiate and maintain financial, monetary, budgetary and ad- 

ministrative measures necessary for the creation of more stable cur- 
| rency conditions and for the promotion of production and marketing 

of goods for domestic consumption and export; | 
ad) to cooperate with other countries in facilitating and stimulating 

an increasing interchange of goods and services with other countries - 
and in reducing public and private barriers to trade with other 
countries. | | 7 

_ Article ITI—1. The Government of China undertakes to make all 
practicable efforts to improve commercial relations with other coun- 
tries, including measures to improve the conditions affecting the carry- 
ing on of foreign trade by private enterprises in China. 

- 2.°The Governments of China and the United States of America 
will consult, upon the request of either Government, regarding any 
matter relating to the application of the provisions of this Article. 

_ Article [V—1. The Government of China undertakes to adopt or 
maintain such measures of control as may be necessary to prevent the 
diversion of assistance obtained under the provisions of this Agree- 
ment from the uses for which it was furnished or to uses inconsistent 
with the purposes of this Agreement. These measures shall include 
effective measures for the prevention of pilferage and of the diver- 
sion of commodities furnished under this Agreement to illegal or im- 
proper markets or channels of trade. | 

9, The Government of China undertakes to ensure that all commodi- 

_ ties provided by the Government of the United States of America 
pursuant to this Agreement shall be processed, distributed and sold 

| only in accordance with price policies, terms and conditions agreed 
upon from time to time between the two Governments. |
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3. The Government of China will take all appropriate steps de- 
signed to achieve fair and equitable distribution within the areas 

under its control of commodities provided by the Government of the 
United States of America pursuant to this Agreement, and of similar 
commodities imported into China with other funds or produced 
locally. | a 

- Article V—1. a) The United States of America and China shal] 
each accord to the commerce of the other, immediately and uncon- 
ditionally, treatment no less favorable than that accorded to the 
commerce of any third country, provided that departures from the 
application of such most-favored-nation treatment shall be permitted 
to the extent that they are in accord with the exceptions recognized in 
the Havana Charter for an International Trade Organization.” The 
provisions of this sub-paragraph shall not be construed to require 

adherence to the procedures specified in the Havana Charter with | 
regard to the exceptions to most-favored-nation treatment. 

6) The provisions of sub-paragraph (a) shall apply to China and 

to all territory under the sovereignty or authority of the United States. 
of America. Moreover, if the Government of either country has. 
authority with respect to the conduct of the international trade of 

-_ any area in Western Germany, the Free Territory of Trieste, Japan,. 
or Southern Korea, such Government shall exercise such authority, to 
the extent of its legal capacity, to make the treatment provided for in 
sub-paragraph (a) applicable by such area to the commerce of the 
other country, and the Government of such other country shall accord 
the treatment provided for in sub-paragraph (a) to the commerce: 
of such area. - - a 

c) The provisions of sub-paragraph (a) and (6) shall not derogate- 
from such other obligations relative to the matters contained herein 

as may at any time be in effect: between the two Governments. : 
2. The Government of China will take appropriate measures and. 

will cooperate with other countries to prevent, on the part of private: 

or public commercial enterprises, business practices or business 
arrangements affecting international trade which have the effect of 
interfering with the purposes and policies of this Agreement. 4 

_ Article VI—1. The Government of China will, to the extent prac-. 
ticable, take measures to locate, identify and put into appropriate: 

use, in furtherance of its efforts to achieve more stable economic con- 

ditions in China, assets, and earnings therefrom, which are owned or 
beneficially owned by citizens, of China and which are situated within. | 
the United States of America, its territories or possessions. = 

® Approved March 24, 1948, by the United Nations Conference on Trade andi 
Employment; for text, see Department of State Commercial Policy Series No.. 
113: Havana Charter for an International Trade Organization and Final Act: 
and Related Documents, p. 8. For documentation, see volume I. . |
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~ 9, Paragraph 1 of this Article shall not apply with respect to assets, 
and earnings therefrom, owned or beneficially owned by citizens of 
China who are nonresidents of China until after agreement between 
the Governments of the United States of America and China con- 
cerning the special problems affecting the property of such non- 
residents which is situated within the United States of America, its 
territories or possessions. = Oo 

_ 8. The provisions of this Article, except to such extent as hereafter 
may be agreed between the two Governments, shall not be construed 
to impose. any obligation on the Government of the United States of 
America to assist in the carrying out of the measures contemplated by 
paragraph 1. Bn 7 
_ Article VII—1. The provisions of this Article shall apply with 
respect to assistance which may be furnished by the Government of 
the United States of America on a grant basis pursuant to this 
Agreement. | - : : — | | 

2. The Government of China agrees to establish a special account 
in the Central Bank of China in the name of the Government of China 
(hereinafter called the Special Account) and to make deposits in 
Chinese currency to this account as follows: _ 
““(a) The unencumbered balance at the close of business on the day 
of the signature of this Agreement in the Special Account in the 
Central Bank of China in the name of the Government of China 
established pursuant to the Agreement between the Government of 
the United States of America and the Government of China made on 
‘October 27, 1947 and any further sums which may, from time to time, 
be required by such agreement to be deposited in the Special Account. 
It is understood that subsection (e) of Section 114 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1948 constitutes the approval and determination of 
the Government of the United States of America with respect to the 
disposition of such balance, referred to in that agreement, and 

(6) The unencumbered balances of the deposits made by the Gov- 
ernment of China pursuant to the exchange of notes between the two 
Governments dated April 30, 1948. _ | 

_ (¢) Amounts commensurate with the indicated dollar cost to the 
‘Government of the United States of America of commodities, services 
and technical information (including any costs of processing, storing, 
transporting, repairing or other services incident thereto) furnished 
to China on a grant basis pursuant to this Agreement, less, however, 
the amount of deposits made pursuant to the exchange of notes re- 
ferred to in sub-paragraph (6). The Government of the United 
States of America shall from time to time notify the Government of 
China of the indicated dollar cost of commodities, services and tech- 
nical information so furnished, and the Government of China will
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deposit in the Special Account, at such times as may be specified by 
the Government of the United States of America, a commensurate 
amount of Chinese currency computed at a rate of exchange which _ 
shall be determined at the time of deposit by the Government of the 
United States of America in consultation with the Government of 
China. The Government of China may, upon the request of the Gov- 
ernment of the United States of America, make advance deposits in | 
the Special Account which shall be credited against subsequent notifi- 
cations pursuant to this paragraph.. | Cc | 

| 3. The Government of the United States of America will from time 
to time notify the Government of China of its requirements for admin- 
istrative expenditures in Chinese currency incident to operations 
under the China Aid Act of 1948, and the Government of China will 
thereupon make such sums available out of any balances in the Special 
Account in the manner requested by the Government of the United 

States in the notification. | 
4, The Government of China undertakes further to make such sums 

of Chinese currency available out of any balances in the Special Ac- 
count as may be required to cover: | | | 

(a) expenditures required to carry out the purposes of the Joint _ 
Commission on Rural Reconstruction in China as provided for in 
the Agreement of _______ bet ween the Government of China and. the 
Government of the United States of America; and a 

(6) costs (including port, storage, handling and similar charges) 
of transportation from any point of entry in China to the consignee’s __ 
designated shipping point in China of such relief supplies and pack- 
ages as are provided for in section 117(c) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1948. | 

5. The Government of China shall dispose of any remaining balance 
in the Special Account only for such purposes as may be agreed from 
time to time with the Government of the United States of America, 
including in particular: | 

(a) sterilization as a measure of monetary and financial stabili- 
zation } | 

(6) expenditures incident to the stimulation of productive activity 
and the development of new sources of wealth, including materials: 
which may be required in the United States of America because of 
deficiencies or potential deficiencies in the resources of the United © 
States of America; | 

(c) expenditures upon projects or programs the external costs of _ 
which are being covered, in whole or in part, by assistance rendered 
by the Government of the United States of America, or by loans 
from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development; or
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- (d) expenditures upon uncompleted relief or work relief projects 
undertaken pursuant to the agreement between the Governments of the 
United States of America and China of October 27, 1947. | 

6. The Government of China will maintain the value in terms of 
United States dollar equivalent of such amount of the Special Account 
as is (a) indicated by the Government of the United States of America 
as necessary for administrative expenditures referred to in paragraph 

3 of this Article; (6) required for the purposes of paragraph 4 (a) of 
this Article; and (c) agreed between the two Governments to be 
necessary to defray the expenses in Chinese currency associated with 
reconstruction projects or programs, the external costs of which are 
met, in whole or in part, by assistance rendered by the Government 
of the United States of America pursuant to the Agreement. _—_. 

_ % Any unencumbered balance remaining in the Special Account 
on April 3, 1949 shall be disposed of within China for such purposes as 
may hereafter be agreed between the Governments of the United States 
of America and China, it being understood that the agreement of the 
United States of America shall be subject to approval by Act or joint 
resolution of the Congress of the United States of America. 7 
_. Article VIII—[Provisions relating to exchange rates may be pro- 
posed by the Government of the United States at a later stage of the 
negotiations.|7 

- Article IX—1. The Government of China undertakes to facilitate 
the transfer to the United States of America, for stockpiling or other 
purposes, of materials which are required by the United States of 
America as a result of deficiencies or potential deficiencies in its own 
resources, upon such reasonable terms of sale, exchange, barter or 
otherwise, and in such quantities, and for such period of time, as may 
be agreed to between the Governments of the United States of America 
and China and after due regard for the reasonable requirements of 
China for domestic use and commercial export of such materials. 
The Government of China agrees to take such specific measures as 
may be necessary to effectuate the provisions of this paragraph, in- 

cluding the promotion of the increased production of such materials 
within China, and the removal of any hindrances to the transfer of 
such materials to the United States of America. The Government of 
China stands ready, upon the request of the Government of the United 
States of America, to enter into negotiations for detailed arrangements 
necessary to carry out the provisions of this paragraph. 

_ 2 The Government of China stands ready, upon the request of the 
Government of the United States of America, to enter into negotia- 
tions for such arrangements as are required to carry out the provi- 
sions of paragraph (9) of sub-Section 115 (6) of the Foreign Assistance 

7 Brackets appear in the original.
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Act of 1948, which relates to the development and transfer of materials 
required by the United States of America. | 

3. The Government of China will, upon the request of the Govern- 
ment of the United States of America, use its good offices, wherever 
appropriate, to effectuate the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this 
Article in areas not within the jurisdiction of China. 7 

Article X—The Government of China undertakes upon the request 
of the Government of the United States of America to enter into 
negotiations for agreements to facilitate the entry into China, includ- 
ing duty-free treatment, of supplies donated to or purchased by United 
States voluntary non-profit relief agencies and of relief packages 
originating in the United States and consigned to an individual resid- 
ing in China. | SO | ; 

Article XI—1. Each Government agrees, upon the request of the 
other Government, to consult regarding any matter relating to the 
application of this Agreement or to operations or arrangements car- 

ried out pursuant to this Agreement. | | 
2. The Government of China undertakes to transmit to the Gov- 

ernment of the United States of America, in such form and at such 
times as the latter may request but in no event less frequently than 
the end of each calendar quarter after the day of the signature of this 
Agreement, full statements of operations under this Agreement, in- 
cluding a statement on the use of funds, commodities, and services 
received thereunder. The Government of China also undertakes to 
make public in China, not less frequently than the end of each cal- 
endar quarter after the day of the signature of this Agreement, full 
statements of operations under this Agreement, including a report 
of the use of funds, commodities and services received pursuant to 
this Agreement. | 

3. The Government of China will assist the Government of the | 
United States of America to obtain information relating to the ma- 
terials referred to in Article IX which is necessary to the formulation 
and execution of the arrangements provided for in that Article. 

_ 4. The Government of China undertakes, upon request, to furnish 
the Government of the United States of America with such other 
information as may be relevant to the application and the carrying 
-out of the provisions of this Agreement or as would be of assistance to 
the Government of the United States of America in appraising and 
‘determining the nature and scope of operations under the China Aid 
Act of 1948 or the use of assistance provided pursuant to this Agree- 
‘ment. | 

5. The Government of China affirms its intention to keep the people 
of China fully informed of the progress achieved by the Government
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of China in implementing the undertakings contained in this Agree- _ 
ment designed to achieve more stable economic conditions in China, 
and it will keep the people of China continuously advised regarding 
the nature and extent of assistance furnished to them pursuant to this 
Agreement. | BE 

_ Article XIJ—1. The Government of the United States of America 
proposes to establish for China a Special Mission for Economic Aid 
which will discharge the responsibilities of the United States of 
America in China under this Agreement. = 

2. The Government of China agrees to grant to the personnel of 
the Special Mission the privileges and immunities necessary to its 
effective functioning. _ | 

3. The Government of China undertakes to extend to the Special 
Mission full cooperation, including the provision of information and 
facilities for observation and review necessary to the effective carry- 

ing out of this Agreement. Such cooperation shall also include the 
designation, upon the request of the Government of the United States. 
of America, of a high-ranking official to represent the Government 
of China in its relations with the Government of the United States 
of America in respect of matters relating to this Agreement. 

Article XTII—The Government of China undertakes, upon the re- | 
quest of the Government of the United States of America, to submit,. 
jointly with the Government of the United States of America, for 
the decision of the International Court of Justice, or of such other 
arbitral tribunal as may be designated by special agreement between 
the two Governments, any claim espoused by the Government of the 
United States of America on behalf of a national of the United States. 
of America against the Government of China for compensation or 
damage arising as a consequence of governmental measures affecting 
property or interests of such national, including rights arising as a 
consequence of contracts with, or concessions granted by, duly author- 
ized authorities of the Government of China. It is understood that, 
in making its decision whether to espouse a claim, the Government 
of the United States of America will have due regard to the availa- 
bility of remedies in the administrative or judicial tribunals of China. 
and to whether such remedies have been exhausted. 

Article XIV—1. This Agreement shall become effective on this. _ 
day’s date. It shall remain in force until June 30, 1950 or until 6 
months after the day on which either Government shall have given 
the other notice of intention to terminate it, whichever is the later 
date. Subsidiary agreements and arrangements negotiated pursuant. 
to this Agreement may remain in force beyond the date of termination. 
of this Agreement and the period of effectiveness of such subsidiary 
agreements and arrangements shall be governed by the terms thereof.
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2. This Agreement may be amended at any time by agreement be- 
tween the two Governments. | a 

8. A copy of this Agreement certified by the two Governments shall 
be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who 

is authorized to effect registration thereof. . __ | 
_ In Wrrness Wuersor the respective representatives, duly author- _ 
ized for the purpose, have signed the present Agreement. 
- Dons at Nanking, in duplicate, in the English and Chinese 
languages, both texts authentic, this —-—__ day of June, 1948. 
a | | | MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /5—2948 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

7 Wasuineron, May 29, 1948—6 p. m. 
-. 814. Dept has pouched* copies latest draft China agreement 
(ECA/China/2) for verification text..Deptel 774, May 24. Also 
pouched 7? copies Master Economic Cooperation Agreement for ERP _ 
countries (ECA/1), together with modifications (ECA/5) and 

| analysis thereof (ECA/3 and 4), for background info Emb. | 
Chi Emb has been given copies China draft (ECA/China/2) and — 
Master European draft on request. Dept and Emb should avoid ca- 
tering Chinese desire identical treatment European ctrys. Defensive 
US position re China draft on grounds comparability Master Euro- 
pean would undermine US position on Art IV re principles distribu- 
tion. China draft should be interpreted, insofar as possible, on its own 
merits as necessary implementation of quite distinct Act. Actually, 
Chinese should be happy that certain rigid standards re financial 
stability and production goals in ERP not applied China. However, 
Dept believes question comparability China and Master draft will 
have to be met squarely and suggests Emb explain when appropriate, 
in following sense, which has been communicated, in general terms, 
to Chinese here: - OO 

| China draft attempts maintain principles Title I of Act by apply- 
ing provisions which logically fit Chinese situation as well as Kuropean 
and, for this purpose, language of certain European articles has been 
adopted almost verbatim. Other provisions Title I incorporated 
European draft have not been used China draft or have been applied 
in modified form. This explained in various instances either. because 
radically different situation China (e. g., ECA/China/2, Article IT 
re financial stability and certain aspects Art. VII re Special Account) 
or because technically inapplicable China (e. g., ECA/1 Articles” 

7 Instruction No. 97, May 27, not printed. |
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relating joint recovery program). Finally, China draft contains 
unique provisions dictated by Title IV (e. g Art. III re commercial 
relations) or legislative history China Aid Act (e. g. Art. IV re 
distribution). 
More detailed comments individual articles will be sent as soon as 

possible in separate telegram.” 
ECA/China/2 incorporates certain minor drafting changes indi- 

cated for master agreement in ECA/5. These changes should be 
| made in text Deptel 774 May 24 as follows: | 

Article V, para 1 (a), last sentence, “adherence to” replaced by 
“compliance with”. 

Article VI, para 1, “are owned or beneficially owned by” replaced 
by “belong to”. — | 

Article VI, para 2, “owned or beneficially owned by” replaced by 
“which belong to”. _ | | 

Article VI, para 3, delete “except to such extent as hereafter may be 
agreed between the two Governments”. - 
_ Article VII, para 1, insert “only” after “shall apply” and before 
“with respect to”. | 

Article VII, para 2 (c), first sentence, “furnished” replaced by 
“made available” immediately preceding “to China on a grant basis”. 
Second sentence, insert “any such” after “indicated dollar cost of” 
and immediately preceding “commodities, services”, and delete “so 
furnished” immediately after “technical information”. 

Article X, insert “the provision of” after “including” and im- 
mediately preceding “duty-free treatment”. Concluding phrase 
should read “and of relief packages originating in the United States - 
‘of America and consigned to individuals residing in China”. 

Article XI, para 4, qualifying clause “upon request” changed to 
read “upon the request of the Government of the United States of 
America”, 

_ Article XIV, para 1, second sentence, insert “a date” after “or 
until” and immediately preceding “6 months after”. Third sentence, 
concluding phrase changed to read “shall be governed by their own 
terms”. | 

Loverr 

893.50 Recovery/5-—2948 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

WaAsHINGTON, May 29, 1948—6 p. m. 
815. Following comments are made re those aspects draft China 

agreement (Deptel 774 May 24) which represent significant departure 

8 Infra. 
|
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from Master Agreement (ECA 1%). ECA concurs present China 

draft and these comments. Articles indicated as “identical” follow 

master language with exception deletion references ERP, OEEC” or 

Economic Cooperation Act and substitution, where appropriate refer- 

ence China situation or China Aid Act. For comment such articles 

Emb should refer analysis master (ECA/3 and 4) en route pouch as 

indicated Deptel 814. | | | / 

Art I—(Assistance) Identical Master Art IT. a 

Art II (a), (6) and (d) (General Undertakings) —Identical Master 

Art ITI. - | | 

Art II (c)—Differs significantly from Master Art ITI (c) in view 

inapplicability absolute standards of latter to Chinese fiscal situation. _ 

However believed language China draft sufficiently comprehensive 

and firm to cover points this field to be dealt with more specifically 

in corollary discussions. — a 

- Art III (Commercial Relations)—Not included Master draft but 

required for China by Sec 405 of Act. Dept still considering lan- 

guage Deptel 774 May 24 and would appreciate any Emb comment. 

Did misunderstanding re instruction Art III Deptel 773 May 24 result 

in presentation text this art to Chinese ? 

Art IV (Efficient Use Resources and Principles Distribution) — 

Para 1—identical Master Art IV. Para 2 and 3—Not included 

Master draft but necessary as leverage in obtaining and strengthening 

Chinese distribution controls for effective use aid goods. Dept be- 

lieves language recommended Embtel 850 May 117° for this article, 

while appropriate limited relief program distributed by ChiGovt 

and voluntary agencies, unnecessary and undesirable this agreement, 

“direct supervision and control” places undue formal responsibility 

on US for program as large and complex as present aid and would 

probably be resented by ChiGovt because of extreme departure Euro- 

pean agreements. Para 2 makes it possible go as far as practicable, 

as judged by mission during actual operations, in determination use 

goods by US. “Supervision” is implicit in proposed language, and 

US “control”, in sense right suspend or curtail internal distribution 

commodities, can be made one of “terms and conditions” where desir- 

able. Para 3 establishes high standard distribution for reference in _ 

application para 2. It can be used obtain ration and price control 

systems where practicable, but has advantage not specifying such 

systems all aid commodities in advance exploration their concrete 

possibilities. | | a | 

Art V (Trade Policy )—Identical Master Art V. | 

“This and other ECA documents cited in this telegram not printed. | 

7 Organization for European Hconomic Cooperation. 

7 Not printed ; see footnote 52, p.516. _ oo,
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Art VI (Assets in the US)—Identical Master Art VI.. Dept and 
NAC recognize probable ineffectiveness this article (Embtel 850 May | 
11°) but believe there is no adequate justification that can be made 
publicly for excepting China particularly in view para 3. 

Art VII (Local Currency)—Emb will note significant variations 
from Master Art IX. However Dept and ECA awaiting final NAC 
comment and suggest Emb defer discussion this article with Chinese 
pending instructions anticipated shortly. 
~ Art VIII (Exchange Rates)—Awaiting advice from NAC. 
Art IX (Access to Materials) Identical Master Art XI. Embtel 

875, May 13 * appreciated. Dept unable justify exception China this | 
article. However suggest Emb defer its discussion with Chinese pend- 
ing further study here re approach to be taken para 2. 

Art X (Relief Supplies)—Identical Master Art XIT para 2. 
Art XI (Consultation, transmittal of Info and Publicity)—Para 

1, 2,3 and 4 identical Master Art XIII para 1,3,4and 5. China para 
5 unique but comparable Master Art XIV. 

_ Art XIT (Missions)—Identical Master Art XV. 
Art XIII (Arbitration)—Identical Master Art XVI. There ap- 

pear to be no special reasons make exception China this article (Emb- 
tel 850 May 117°). 

Art XIV (Entry into Force, Amendment, Duration)—Identical 
Master Art XVIII except for duration date. Note that second sen- 
tence para 1 makes possible extension duration agreement to allow 
sufficient time disburse funds obligated as of Apr 2, 1949 for capital 
goods reconstruction projects. 
Master draft contains following articles not included China draft 

for reasons indicated below: | 
Art I (Objectives)—Unnecessary. Covered by China preamble to 

extent appropriate China situation. | | 
Art VII (Guaranties)—Tentative Dept view is that guaranties for 

private investment (Sec 111(0) (8) of Act) inapplicable China in 
view requirement that guaranties be directly related sale of notes 
authorization (Sec 111(¢c) (2)) which is clearly intended ERP coun- 
tries only. No ECA legal ruling yet made this point. 

_ Art VIII (Projects)—Inapplicable China agreement in view char- 

7 Not printed ; this telegram suggested the Department consider deleting article 
VI (893.50 Recovery/5—1148). : 

78 Not printed; this telegram reported the Embassy’s opinion that the Chinese 
would vigorously resist any proposal to negotiate on ‘access to, and national 
treatment for, US persons in development [of] strategic materials.” (8938.50- 
Recovery/5-—1148) | 

Not printed; this telegram recommended deletion of this article to simplify 
negotiations unless there were special reasons applying to China which made 
inclusion desirable (893.50 Recovery/5—1148).
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acter and length China aid program.. Need for info re reconstruction. 
projects covered by China draft Art XI. | 

Art XII, para 1 (Travel Arrangements)—Inapplicable in view 
present political and transportation situation China. 

Art XIV (Publicity)—Relates primarily to publicity among par- 
ticipating ctrys re ERP. Subject handled appropriately in China 

Art XI para 5. | | | a 
Art XVII (Definitions)—Undesirable attempt define area China. 

Definition China Aid Act unnecessary since full title Act has been used: 
thruout agreement. | 

Loverr 

893.50 Recovery/5-3148 : Telegram . | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to. the Secretary of State . 

NankIna, May 31, 1948—4 p. m.. 
| | | [Received May 31—7: 40 a. m.} 

979. Continuing uncertainty composition Cabinet and Wong's 
preoccupation with its creation has made impossible as yet any detailed 
corollary discussions with responsible officials along lines Deptel 738, 
May 15. At first opportunity such talks will be opened. However,,.: 
during call on Generalissimo on May 22, just prior my departure for 
Taiwan, I left with him informal memorandum keyed to Chang Chun’s. 
10 points and based largely on Deptel 738. Copy being air pouched 
to Department.*?. This memo was briefly discussed and described by 
me as my jottings on directions and distance in which Chinese Gov- 
ernment still had far to go in order to meet both its avowed intentions. 
and the hopes of American people. It mentioned inter alia land re- 
form, closure river ports, slowdown on cable negotiations, Civil Air 
Transport Agreement difficulties? and Central Bank circular 131.%* 
Copies of this memo will be left with handful of key officials to provide 
uniform agenda for concurrent talks. | oe 
Meanwhile FonOff pressing us to open negotiations on bilateral. 

which, one official states, after study of Department draft, appears to 
offer no serious difficulty. Embassy will continue delaying tactics at 
least for next few days to keep general pressure on and to afford 
opportunity launching corollary discussions envisaged. Embassy as- 

Wong Wen-hao’s appointment as President of the Chinese Executive Yuan 
was approved by the Legislative Yuan on May 24. 7 a a 

** See despatch No. 258, June 8, p. 537. 
“For correspondence on these difficulties, see pp. 775 ff. ; for correspondence on: 

negotiation of the agreement signed at Nanking, December 20, 1946, see Foreign 
Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 1228 ff. - | 

_ * Published earlier in May; it required importers to deposit with the Central 
Bank 07 of the c. i. f. value of their imports when their import licenses were 
pproved.
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_ sumes Lapham will arrive briefed.on substantive comments promised 
in Deptel 773, May 24. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery/6-—248 : Telegram 
/ 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State. 

| | Nanxino, June 2, 1948—4 p.m. 
| [Received J une 2—6: 41 a. m.} 

989. Clarification urgently desired regarding article VIII in draft 
China aid bilateral agreement with specific regard last sentence para- 
graph 2, Deptel 773, May 24, 8 p. m., instructing Embassy to delete 
that article and parenthetical note in text presented Chinese, with 
subsequent articles being renumbered accordingly. 7 

Foregoing already done but Deptels 814 and 815, both May 29, 
_ 6p.m., indicated Department continues consider Article VIIT still in 

draft with remaining articles as originally numbered. 
Re query in Deptel 815, May 29, 6 p. m., concerning text of article 

III, Embassy did make available to Chinese text this article. Em- 
bassy comment on this and other points raised two Deptels, May 29, 
will follow. . : 

, STUART 

893.50 Recovery / 6-248: Telegram . 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHIncTon, June 2, 1948—2 p. m. 
824. Dept requested Emb delete Art VIII and renumber subsequent 

articles in text presented Chinese (Embtel 989 June 2) because Dept, 
in consultation ECA and NAC, had not decided whether Art VIII 
should be included and did not wish reveal uncertainty to Chinese. 
However, in view probability inclusion: this article; Dept believed 
subsequent telegraphic references draft agreement would be facili- 
tated if text Deptel 774, May 24 retained Art VIII and remaining 
articles numbered correspondingly. Dept still awaiting final NAC 
comment Art VIII. - 

Lovetrr 

893.50 Recovery/6—348 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State - 

No. 258 | a | | NanxIne, June 3, 1948. 
a — [Received June 14.] 
The Ambassador has the honor to refer to the Embassy’s telegram 

No. 979 of May 31, 4:00 p. m. and in connection therewith to enclose 

*“* Comment not found in Department files.
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a copy of the memorandum which, in Chinese translation, was handed 

to President Chiang Kai-shek by the Ambassador in their conversa- 

tion of May 22. It was not described as an official document but was 

represented as the Ambassador’s informal effort to reflect his own © 

and the Department’s thinking in connection with the broad areas 

within which much in the way of basic reform still had to be done. 

The President gave no indication of his immediate reaction to the 

paper, _ 
It will be noted that the memorandum draws heavily on the views 

contained in the Department’s telegram No. 738 of May 15, 1: 00 p. m. 

but that by subject matter it is rearranged to conform to the ten 

points of Premier Chang Chun’s statement of January 28, 1948.°5 

This same memorandum will be used discreetly as a basis for discus- 

| sion with the new Prime Minister, the new Minister of Foreign Af- 

fairs,®* the new Minister of Finance,®” O. K. Yui,** Chang Kai-ngau 

and others with whom officials of the Embassy will be holding infor- 

mal discussions on this general subject. a : BS 

an - [Enclosure] | . 

The American Ambassador in China (Stuart) to President 

- Chiang Kai-shek 

[Nanxino, May 22, 1948. | 

The American people noted with deep interest the statement issued 

on January 28, 1948 by the President of the Executive Yuan which 

comprised ten financial and economic reform measures which the 

Chinese Government intended to undertake. The United States Gov- 

ernment, including the Congress during its debate of the Aid to China 

Act, accepted this statement as a program which the Chinese Govern- 

ment would vigorously pursue in order: to insure by its own actions 

that financial assistance from the United States Government would 

provide the maximum results for the Chinese people. : 

The Premier’s statement represented a coherent and promising 

framework for individual measures and actions of the Chinese Gov- 

ernment. A-number of measures in execution of this program have 

been taken with respect to these objectives but they have often ap- 

peared as isolated acts, unnoted and even unrelated to the program as 

a whole. And in some important areas it has seemed that no appre- 

*% Wor text of note from the Chinese Embassy, see p. 462. : 

: ® Wang Shih-chieh remained as Foreign Minister in the Wong Wen-hao 

Cabinet. | 

Wang Yun-wu. 
®Mr. Yui succeeded Chang Kai-ngau as Governor of the Central Bank of 

China on May 21, 1948. | oo :
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ciable progress can. be measured in the past four months. Some of 
these areas, apparently vacant insofar as effective action and visible 
results are concerned, are noted below. The numbering of the para- 
graphs below follows the numbering of the Premier’s ten points. 

1. On control of Government expenditures, even granting all the 
difficulties, little seems to have been accomplished. The first steps 
would appear to be to establish standardized accounting with firm 
budgetary controls in the hands of a central fiscal authority possessing 
the power to determine allocations for all expenditures whether mili- 
tary or civil. Needless to say, this authority would require the un- 
remitting personal support of the President. Another step would be 
the ruthless elimination of all non-productive expenditures. In both 
the civilian and military establishments there would appear to be room 
for the removal of duplicatory or unnecessary services and individuals. 

2. With respect to securing an increase in tax yields and distributing 
the tax burden more equitably, it is recognized that the severity of the 
inflation of the currency accentuates the Government’s difficulties. 
It is a truism, however, that public confidence in the currency can 

_ only be recaptured if a drastic reduction in curtailable expenses is 
accompanied by a massive increase in tax collections. Even to the 
casual observer the administration of existing tax collection measures 
can be greatly improved. It ismy impression, for instance, that urban 
real estate taxes are low compared to tax rates in the country districts. 
Increased reliance on ad valorem taxes and taxes collected at the source 
should help to compensate for loss of real revenues due to currency 
depreciation. The projected sale of certain Government assets is 
surely another step in the right direction which could be effectively 
followed by further acts of the same sort. | 
_.8, Although superficially increases in wages of civil servants and 
soldiers will add to the budgetary difficulty, it would seem essential 
that equitable adjustments must be made if loyalty and efficiency are 
to be retained. The weeding out of unnecessary personnel should be 
tied directly to the program of upward salary adjustments. —_ 
4, The rice and flour rationing program seems by general agree- 

ment to have been a substantial success, particularly in Shanghai, 
Canton, Peiping and Tientsin, and to lesser degree in Nanking. - It 
would seem that this experience urgently justifies increasing the 
number of urban centers in which a rationing system is installed and, 
equally important, increasing the number of commodities covered. 
I have particularly in mind the addition of edible oils, cotton cloth, 
kerosene and automotive gasoline. Accompanying this would be the 
institution of practical measures to get commodities such as kerosene 
and cotton yarn flowing into the agricultural areas to provide the 
incentive for increased production and collection of foodstuffs. 

429-525—73——-35
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5. It would appear that the fifth objective of the Prime Minister 

can only approach achievement if reduction of expenditures and in- 

crease in tax collections are vigorously and successfully pursued as a 

tirst step. | 
6. It would seem that the Central Bank has made some progress 

in its efforts to check speculation and pursue a deflationary credit 

policy. Loopholes, however, obviously continue to exist through 

which capital finds refuge in foreign currency and transfers abroad. 
The loss, both of Government customs revenues and foreign exchange, 

appears to be substantial in the two-way smuggling operations which 

by common report are widespread. The intensification of the present 
campaign against smuggling would yield returns to the Government 

on both scores. The Maritime Customs will need support and 

re-equipping to play their part. oe 
7. Internal measures can reduce Chinese dependence upon the large 

imports now needed but only if such measures are accompanied by 
successful efforts to increase exports from China can the foreign 

, exchange crisis be surmounted. There are many measures which the 

business community has repeatedly pointed out would contribute to an 
increase in exports. One such measure would be the directing of 

incentive goods referred to above into the interior areas of production. 

Another would be the establishment of realistic exchange rates for 
foreign currencies. Another would be the reduction in red tape now 
involved in arranging exports. Finally, the Government could do 
much by concentrating its encouragements on exporting industries 

which could increase their exportable surplus if for example, they 
were given priorities for securing spare parts and raw materials which 
must be imported. | | 

8. On import controls, a clear policy of encouraging private enter- 
7 prise by simplification of procedures would seem to promise the best 

results. Such acts as the recent issuance of regulation No. 131 by 
the Central Bank should be considered in these terms in advance of 
promulgation. The result of this particular regulation has been to 
bring the import trade to a complete stand-still and to deepen the 
already deep discouragement. | 

9. The recommendations of the joint Sino-American Agricultural 
Mission, many of which have been only partially acted upon, seem to 
provide a comprehensive framework for action in this important field. 
If there is any single area where reform in deeds and not words is 
most necessary and most sought by the people, it is land reform. The 

Land Law of April 29, 1946 contains a carefully considered program
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regarding limitations on land ownership, land redistribution, and of 
utmost importance, control and reduction of rents and taxes. Subse- 
quent regulations dealing with particular aspects of land reform have 
been contained in such measures as the Principles Governing the Ad- 
ministration of Areas Aimed at Achieving Social Stability and Reliev- 
ing the People, passed by the Supreme National Defense Council on | 
October 23, 1946 and the “Measures for Disposition of Land Owner- 
ship in Pacification Areas”, promulgated by the Executive Yuan on 
October 26, 1946. One hears on all sides that reforms have not yet 

| been carried out, and the special investigators of the Executive Yuan 
have reported on various occasions regarding the nonimplementation 
of these measures. Carefully prepared measures extending land re- 
form to wider areas were strongly recommended by the Ministry of 
Land Administration to the Conference of Pacification Areas Com- 
manders held in Nanking in March 1948. Successful policies which 
have related land and agrarian reform to the problem of defense seem 
to have been applied in the 10th Administrative Area of Hopei 
Province, which might merit extension to other areas. 

10. Under the difficulties imposed by internal strife and shortage of 
-Iaterials, the restoration of the Chinese railroads has been inspiring. 

| In the broad field of communications and reconstruction of industry 
important steps have been achieved. There are some related areas 
where it would seem China’s self-interest would dictate action. For 
example, the closure of the River ports to foreign flag ocean shipping 
is contrary to the policy of great nations. This situation damages 
China’s own interests in that transportation costs are heavily increased 
on American Aid oil shipments to Hankow, to take one case. The 
delay in reaching agreement in the long drawn out negotiations on the 
restoration of pre-war cable facilities is another case in point. Mean- 
while certain difficulties which have arisen in connection with the 
Sino-U. S. Bilateral Air-Transport Agreement remain unresolved. 

In conclusion, the Premier’s statement seems as cogent and compre- 
hensive today as on the date when it was issued. There would seem 
to be nothing to add to this statement of objectives but there would 
seem much still to be done in attaining them. China does not seek a 
subsidy but it has looked to the United States for help in this difficult 
period in order that it might the better help itself. It was in this 
spirit that the United States Government has responded and it is in 
these terms that the American people and the American Congress in 
the coming months will follow with acute interest the progress that the 
Chinese Government makes in solving the broad and pressing prob- 
lems of economic and financial reform.
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840.50 Recovery /6—548 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, June 5, 1948—10 a. m. 

[Received June 5—4: 17 a. m.] 

1010. First discussion on draft of master bilateral aid agreement — 

(reDeptels 773 and 774, May 24) held at Foreign Office June 4 be- 

tween Embassy officers (Merchant *® and Boehringer °°) and Dr. Tung 

Ling, director American Affairs Department, and two associates. 

Tung presented aide-mémoire containing following changes in draft 

proposed by Foreign Office: 
1. Preamble. First and second paragraphs redrafted as follows: 

“The Government of the Republic of China and the Government 

of the United States of America: | 

“Considering that it is the desire of the people of the United States 

of America to extend assistance to the people of China as provided 

in the China Aid Act of 1948: and”. 
Foregoing followed by last paragraph without change. 

9. Article II. First line: Substitute “undertakes” by “affirms its 

intention”. 

3 Article III deleted with substance this article incorporated into 

paragraph d of article II which would then read: “To improve com- 

mercial relations with other countries and to cooperate with other 

countries in facilitating and stimulating an increasing interchange 

of goods and services with other countries and in reducing public and 

private barriers to trade with other countries.” | 

4, Article V, paragraph 1: Subparagraph a redrafted as follows: 

“The United States of America and China shall each accord to the 

commerce of the other immediately and unconditionally treatment no 

less favorable than that accorded to the commerce of any third coun- 

try provided that departures from the application of such Most- 

Favored-Nation treatment shall be permitted to the extent that they 

are in accord with the exceptions recognized in the General Agree- 

ment on Tariffs and Trade adopted on October 30, 1947 by the 

Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade 

and Employment at Geneva. The provisions of this subparagraph 

| shall not be construed to require adherence to the procedures specified 

in the general agreement with regard to the exceptions of Most- 

Favored-Nation treatment.” 

5. Article V, paragraph 1: Delete subparagraph 0. 

6. Article VI, paragraph 3 redrafted as follows: 

“The Government of the United States of America shall assist the 

8 Livingston T. Merchant, Counselor of Embassy in China. 

° Carl H. Boehringer, First Secretary of Embassy in China.
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Government of China in the carrying out of the measures contem- 
plated by paragraph 1 to such extent as hereafter may be agreed upon 
between the two governments.” 

¢. Article VII, paragraph 2: Second sentence of subparagraph ce 
changed to read: | 

“The Government of the United States of America shall from time 
to time notify the Government of China of the indicated dollar cost 
of commodities, services and technical information so furnished and 
the Government of China will deposit in the special account at such 
times as may be specified by the Government of the United States of 
America commensurate amounts of Chinese currency computed at a 
rate of exchange to be agreed upon between the Govt of China and 
the Govt of the United States of America.” 

8. Article XIIT to be deleted. : 
Embassy comment on foregoing proposals follows. 
Sent Department, repeated Shanghai as 450. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery /6—548 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, June 5, 1948—2 p. m. 
| | | {Received June 5—8: 34 a. m.] 

1015. For Department and ECA. Re Embtel 1010, June 5, containing 
Chinese proposal for revisions of draft bilateral aid agreement. 
Meeting conducted in friendly atmosphere with Tung Ling expressing 
opinion that general language of draft agreement acceptable to For- 
eign Office. He indicated desire have negotiations proceed as rapidly 
as possible in order to get approval of Legislative Yuan prior to 
June 30 when that organ scheduled to end session. Herewith com- 
ments on proposals given numbered paragraphs reference telegram 
which Embassy officers said would be sent Department with Embassy’s 
comments: 

1. Preamble. Tung said Foreign Office objected to quoting section 
402 of China Aid Act in toto on grounds that unilateral statements of 
policies and objectives contained therein not in accord with spirit of 
bilateral agreement. Embassy officers held out little hope that De- 
partment would agree to drop quotation, but offered suggest to De- 
partment on Chinese behalf that point be covered in agreement by 
specific reference to section 402 in revised version of preamble. 

2. We oppose suggested change. 
3. Embassy does not recommend approval suggested deletion article 

" Infra.
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III as revised paragraph d of article II too general and vague. Sug- 
gest question article III be held open until Department and ECA in 

position submit concrete proposals. 
4, Suggestion revision subparagraph a, article V, paragraph 1, 

explained by Tung as reasonable in view fact China and US have: 
both signed protocol to GATT whereas ITO charter unsigned. State- 
ment made relevant provisions ITO charter and GATT are identical. 
Embassy officers expressed sympathy for this viewpoint, but stated 
question of revision would have to be referred to Department. 

5. Tung explained Foreign Office position re suggested deletion _ 
paragraph 0, article V, by stating that question of trade other than 
Sino-US appeared to be subject to special agreements which had no 
place in bilateral agreement this type. Objection also made to 

_ Chinese giving MFN treatment to Japan and Korea. He also alluded 
to present Chinese sensitiveness with regard US policies with respect 
to Japan as being important consideration in this regard. Embassy 
officers took no position beyond stating that this paragraph appeared 
in agreement being negotiated with European countries. 

6. Tung said Foreign Office objected to omission phrase “except 
- to such extent as hereafter may be agreed between the two Govern- 
ments”, adding that proposed revision paragraph 3, article VI, drawn 
up to put provision in positive rather than negative language. Tung 
stated further that the Chinese Government could not expect to do . 
much in the way of locating, identifying and putting into appro- 
priate use Chinese assets in US unless US Government cooperated. 
Unless Department perceives objection, we believe Chinese objective 
would be reached by replacing above cited phrase into draft. 

7. Suggested revision second sentence, subparagraph ec, paragraph 2 
of article VII retains original language this article given in first 
draft of agreement made available to Foreign Office but with sub- | 
stitution of phrase “which shall be determined at time of deposit by 
the Government of the US of A in consultation with the Government . 
of China” by the phrase “computed at a rate of exchange to be agreed 
upon between the Government of China and the Government of the 
US of A.[”] Tung stated that proposed unilateral action by US 
unpalatable to Chinese and would probably give rise to criticism by 
Legislative Yuan. He recommended for our consideration as alter- 
native inclusion provision for determining rate of exchange patterned 
after provision contained in last two sentences first paragraph, article 
XII of agreement signed Nanking November 10, 1947,°? entitled 
“aoreement between the Government of US of A and the Govern- 

"Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1687, or 61 Stat. (pt. 4) 
3582. For correspondence on negotiation of this agreement, see Foreign Re- 
lations, 1947, vol. vir, pp. 1263 ff.
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ment of the Republic of China for use of funds made available in 
accordance with article VI 6 (1) of the Surplus Property Sales A gree- 
ment of August 30, 1946”.°9 Embassy believes this provision cumber- 
some and otherwise undesirable. Embassy recommends acceptance 
Chinese specific language contained reference telegram since Depart- 
ment phrase “in consultation with” presumably implies reaching | 
agreement as result of such consultation. — 

8. Tung stated suggested deletion article XIII based upon ma- 
chinery, existing or projected, for arbitrating matters of type en- | 

_ -visaged here. Embassy recommends deletion. 
Sent Department 1015, repeated Shanghai 452. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery /6-548 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHINGTON, June 9, 1948—6 p. m. 
861. Following comments re Embtels 1010 and 1015, June 5 with 

numbered paragraphs corresponding : 
_ 1. Preamble. Highly desirable that full text Sec. 402 be used. 
Request Embassy attempt persuade FonMin accept present draft and 

_ report again on strength Chinese objection before forcing issue. 
2. ArticleII. Dept agrees Embassy. — 
3. Article IIT. Dept believes separate Art. necessary this subject 

but further comments must be deferred for time being. Request | 
Embassy so indicate to FonMin and state that presentation text Art. 
III to Chinese was premature and should not be regarded as firm 
proposal. 

4, Article V, Para. 1 (a). FonOff suggestion has merit, but Em- 
bassy should defer comment pending further instructions since para- 
graph 1 (a) being reconsidered here. | 

5. Article V, Para. 1(b). MIEN treatment for occupied areas must 
be negotiated all agreements. For your info, language paragraph 1 
(6) may be changed as result reconsideration paragraph 1 (a). 

6. Article VI, Para. 8. Chinese redraft unacceptable. Previous 
deletion “except to such extent as hereafter may be agreed by the two 
governments” was made in consultation with Treasury for all agree- 
ments because it implied possibility US assistance mobilization assets. 
This particularly undesirable in case Chinese assets which are un- 
blocked whereas numerous European assets remain blocked. | 

. Article VII, Para. 2 (c). FonOff revision acceptable. Order 

* Signed at Shanghai; Department of State, Report to Congress on Foreign 
Surplus Disposal, October, 1946, pp. 40-45. For correspondence on negotiation 
of this agreement, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 1033 ff.
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of reference Govts in last phrase second sentence should be reversed 

for English text. Dept assumes that last sentence paragraph 2 (c) 

remains as drafted. | | 

8, Article XIII. Dept not clear what “machinery, existing or pro- 

jected,” FonOff has in mind. In any case, Dept unable approve 

recommendation deletion Article XIII in view statutory mandate, 

Sec. 115 (6) (10) of Title I. | 
MARSHALL 

Nanking Embassy Files, Lot F79—-800 China Aid: Telegram 7 

The Consul at Shanghai (Pilcher) to the Secretary of State 

SHancuHal, June 11, 1948—2 p. m. 
, [Received June 12—9 a. m. | 

Toroa * 31..For. Hoffman ® and Moore from Lapham. Have 

been reviewing since my arrival here the major policy questions in- | 

volved in the successful inauguration and implementation of CAP.” 

It seems to me that in this connection a point of real substance is 

involved in the wording of article IV of the bilateral agreement as 

proposed by Washington contrary to the recommendations of the 

Embassy and CRM here. Your reference invited in this connection 

to Deptels 773 and 774 of May 24 and 815 of May 29. The latter in 

turn refers to Nanking tels to Washington 846 and 850 of May 11.* 

9. The main issue involved, as developed in conversations here since 

my arrival, is conviction among those who have had continuity and, 
above all, recent experience in observing or cooperating with local 

economic operations in China that a more definite understanding must 

be officially reached with Chinese as to extent of supervision and con- 

trol over US supplies which will be exercised by ECA field mission. 

Specifically, opinion expressed in Deptel 875 [8/5] May 29 that lan- 

| guage originally recommended by Embassy for article IV as “un- 

necessary and undesirable” in bilateral agreement runs directly coun- 

ter to what I know to be unanimously held opinions on distribution 

controls in the field. I feel that those out here have developed their 

thinking on basis of practical experience and that we should heed 

their advice, especially since Chinese by their actions appear to wel- 

come a considerable degree of supervision and control by US repre- 

sentatives in the handling of American aid. Further, I am per- 

* Symbol used to identify messages sent by ECA missions in the field to the 

ECA in Washington. . 
* Paul G. Hoffman, Administrator of the ECA. 
* China Aid Program. 
* Latter not printed. : a SO |
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suaded that responsibilities of ECA as an administering agency will 
not be sufficiently protected under the wording of article IV as pres- 
ently submitted from Washington. If this wording is adhered to, a 
real outcry can be expected from the American community and other 
observers here that US Govt has again ignored the lessons of the past 
and has refused to insist upon teeth in a control arrangement where 
need for control is greater than ever before. The blame for this will 
primarily fall on ECA, who will be charged with an unbusinesslike 
approach when a businesslike approach ‘was anticipated and expected. 

3. Urge you give utmost consideration to views expressed above, 
communicating my concern to State Dept, and attempting to secure 
agreement of latter to strengthening draft of bilateral agreement 
along following lines: Article IV, para 2 should be changed to read 
“all expendable commodities (such as food, cotton, petroleum, ferti- 
lizer, tobacco), supplied by the US of America shall be distributed by 

_ the Chinese Govt or through private agencies and commercial business 
channels as agreed upon between the two Govts. Representatives of 
the United States of America may exercise direct supervision and con- 
trol of such supplies made available by the US Govt under this agree- 
ment.” Similarly article IV, section 3 “the Govt of China, in con- 
sultation with representatives of the US of America, will take all 
appropriate steps designed to achieve fair and equitable distribution 
within the areas under its control of commodities provided by the 
Govt of the US of America pursuant to this agreement and of similar 
commodities imported into China and other kinds produced locally. 
A. distribution and price control system shall be inaugurated or main- 
tained in such urban centers of China as circumstances and supply 
availabilities permit with the intent of insuring that all classes of 
the population shall receive a fair share of the imported or indige- 
nously produced essential civilian supplies. In permitting US ex- 
pendable commodities made available under this agreement to be 
utilized in support of the Chinese efforts to improve consumption and 
price controls, it is understood that the US Govt takes no responsi- 
bility for the success of these urban programs.” Finally, add’a section 
4 to the article reading as follows: “The prices at which supplies fur- 
nished by the United States of America under this agreement will 
be sold in China shall be agreed upon between the Chinese Govt and 
the US Govt. The overriding price policy consideration shall be the 

_ establishment of realistic prices on commodities supplied under this 
agreement, as a means of combatting inflation and balancing the 
internal budget”. — | 

4. The revised wording suggested above, it will be noted, follows 
as closely as possible the text of the relief agreement executed October
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27, 1947. It is felt here that the presentation of such revisions at 
this time will be more acceptable in the last analysis to Chinese since 
the text of a previously approved agreement is being followed rather 
than an application of terms and conditions which might more exactly 
fit the present situation. ; | 

5. Merchant has seen this telegram and agrees in principle but 
reserves possible Embassy comment regarding practical and political 
wisdom revising draft this late date. [Lapham.] 

| | PricHEr 

893.50 Recovery/6-—-1148 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHIneron, June 11, 1948—7 p. m. 

873. Following changes should be made in draft China bilateral, 
Deptel 774, May 24: | 

1. Art. IX, para 2, first two phrases to read “the Govt of China 
agrees to negotiate, upon the request of the Govt of the US of Amer- 
ica,” and delete “to enter into negotiations for” immediately 
following. This amendment designed overcome objections of Agent- — 
General ® of Joint Congressional Committee that existing text may 
not fully meet requirements of Act. | 

2. Art. XII, para 2 revised to read as follows “The Govt of China 
agrees to consider the Special Mission and its personnel as a part of the 
Embassy of the US of America in China for the purpose of enjoying 
the privileges and immunities accorded to the Embassy of the US of 
America and its personnel in China. The Govt of China further 
agrees to grant to the members and staff of the Joint Committee on 
Foreign Economic Cooperation of the Congress of the US of America 

| the privileges and immunities necessary to the effective performance 
of their responsibilities under the Act.” | . 

3. Art. XII, para 3 revised to read as follows “The Govt of China 
undertakes to extend full cooperation to the Special Mission, and to 
the members and staff of the Joint Committee. Such cooperation 
shall include the provision of information and facilities, including 
freedom of movement of personnel within China, necessary to the 
observation and review of the use of assistance furnished pursuant to 
this Agreement, or otherwise necessary to the effective carrying out of 
this Agreement. Such cooperation shall also include the designation, 
upon the request of the Govt of the US of America, of a high-ranking 
official to represent the Govt of China in its relations with the Govt 
of the US of America in respect of matters relating to this Agreement.” 

°® Charles S. Dewey, Agent-General of the Joint Committee on Foreign Keo- 
nomie Cooperation.
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4. Art. XIV, para 1, second sentence revised to read as follows “It 
| shall remain in force until June 30, 1950, and, unless at least six months 

before June 30, 1950, either govt shall have given notice in writing to 
the other of intention to terminate the Agreement on that date, it 
shall remain in force thereafter until the expiration of 6 months from 
the date on which such notice shall have been given.” 

5. Art. XIV, para 3 revised to read as follows “This Agreement 
shall be registered with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.” 
This change made to eliminate necessity of time-consuming certifica- 
tion by two govts. It is contemplated that Dept would deposit copies 
English and Chinese texts with UN. 

MarsHALL 

840.50 Recovery/6—1248 : Telegram 

The Ambassadorin China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, June 12, 1948—1 p. m. 
[Received June 12—9: 03 a. m.] 

1074. With respect to Lapham’s telegram to Hoffman and Moore 
sent from Shanghai June 11 (number unknown ') recommending cer- 
tain changes in draft bilateral foreign aid program, Embassy fully 
concurs and recommends strong effort to employ language proposed. 
If Chinese resistance too strong, particular in view lateness of its 
introduction, then at least we could endeavor obtain Chinese oral 
agreement on these points. | 

Sent Department as 1074, repeated Shanghai 478. 
STUART 

840.50 Recovery /6—-1448 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxina, June 14, 1948—6 p. m. 
| [Received June 15—3: 44 a. m.] 

1082. For State and ECA. Department’s comments on Chinese 
proposals for revisions in master bilateral aid agreement (reDeptel 
861, June 9, 6 p.m.) made available June 12 to Foreign Office which 
June 14 made following comments in aide-mémoire handed Embassy 
officer. Numbered paragraphs refer identical subjects reported 
Embtels 1010 and 1015 June 5 and reftel: 

1. Re first and second paragraphs of preamble, Foreign Office “feels 
that it must urge the acceptance of its original suggestion. While 
Chinese Government fully appreciates motive of China Aid Act, 

1 See telegram No. Torca 31, p. 546.
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insertion of full text of section 402 of the Act in an international 
agreement may not be appropriate” ; | | 

9. “In deference to wishes of State Department”, Foreign Office 
agrees to retention of word “undertakes” in article IT; 

3. Foreign Office will defer its comments on article III until it 

hears further from Embassy ; 
4. Foreign Office notes with satisfaction that suggested redrafting 

subparagraph (a) of paragraph 1, article V, is under consideration 

by Department; 
5. Re suggested deletion subparagraph (6) of paragraph 1, article 

V, Foreign Office “wishes to stress again that commercial relations 

with areas now occupied by US Forces should constitute a subject of 

discussion at Allied Conferences and should not form part of proposed 

bilateral agreement. Furthermore, neither Japan nor Southern 

Korea included in ‘participating countries’ named in Economic Coop- 

eration Act of 1948”; 

6. Re suggested redrafting paragraph 3, article VI, Foreign Office, 

“realizing difficulties that the US Government may encounter in mak- 

ing any commitment in the matter, will not insist on acceptance of its 

proposal for revision. It is evident, however, that no action taken 

by Chinese Government can be effective without assistance from US 

Government. Insertion of article VI as drafted by the State Depart- 

ment will merely raise false hopes and eventual dissatisfaction on the 

part of Chinese public. Ministry (i. e., Foreign Office) would there- 

fore ask State Department to consider deletion of said article”; 

7. Re exchange rate referred to in article VIII, Foreign Office sug- 

gests that similar provisions in Sino-American Agreement on US 

Educational Foundation in China 2 be adopted in bilateral agreement. 

8. While Foreign Office has no intention of insisting on deletion of 

article XIII, it is of opinion that article is superfluous, there being 

provision for settlement as by arbitration in article VI of Sino-Ameri- 

can Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation dated November 

4, 1946. oe 
Embassy comments follow in subsequent telegram.’ 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery/6-1548 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NAnKING, June 15, 1948—11] a. m. 
| [Received June 15—38 : 53 a. m. | 

1084. To Dept. and ECA. Herewith Embassy comments on points 

raised by Foreign Office in June 14 aide-mémoire (reEmbtel 1082, 

June 14, 6 p. m.) reference made to same numbered paragraphs: 

2 Signed at Nanking, November 10, 1947; Treaties and Other International 

. sen No. 1687, or 61 Stat. (pt. 4) 3582.
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1. Tung Ling, director, American Affairs Dept, Foreign Office, 
stated to Embassy officer that Foreign Office position re first and sec- 
ond paragraphs of preamble reflected views of Foreign Minister. 
Tung questioned whether similar requirement would be insisted upon 
by US Govt on agreements concluded with European countries. 
(Juestion of face appears paramount, possibly coupled with fear of 
local criticism involving charges Foreign Office being forced conclude 
agreement not strictly bilateral in nature. We believe Chinese ob- 
ject[ion] strong but not adamant. Should Dept and ECA consider 
forcing issue, we suggest careful consideration be given to question 
of Chinese sensibilities and possible desirability of insisting upon 
Chinese acceptance of more important and substantive provisions of 
agreement. | | | | 
2,3 and 4. No special comment required. 
5. Tung emphasized Foreign Office concern over suggested deletion, 

‘stating that it would be “almost impossible” for Chinese Govt to 
accept original wording this subparagraph and that Chinese Govt 
would undoubtedly be attacked by its local critics for signing any 
agreement at this time giving MFN treatment to Japan and to lesser 
extent in Southern Korea. Tung spoke at length on this point, adding 
that even if subparagraph reworded but with substance unchanged 
it would be most difficult for Foreign Office to obtain approval of 
agreement by Legislative Yuan. In view Department statement to 
effect language this subparagraph may be changed, Embassy reserves 
recommendations. In this connection current anti-US student cam- 
paign on subject US policy towards Japan should not be overlooked. 

6. While Foreign Office drops its proposal for revision paragraph 3, 
article VI, it now suggests deletion entire article, Tung stating this 
suggestion made specifically at instance Foreign Minister who assert- 
edly convinced nothing can be done by Chinese Govt except with 
assistance US Govt. As ECA position re insertion article VI pre- 
sumably not subject to change, we suggest that article stand in draft 
as originally reported Deptel 774, May 24 and revised Deptel 814, 
May 29, 6 p. m. 

@. Dept will note that previous Foreign Office proposal for pro- 
visions relating to exchange rates reported Embtels 1010 and 1015, 
June 5, in connection with article VII whereas now connected by 
Chinese with article VIII. Tung stated that provisions in cited agree- 
ment appeared workable, mutually satisfactory and subject to renego- 
tiation if necessary. Embassy not informed of Department’s plans 
re article VIII. Re last sentence paragraph 2 (c), article VII, 
Department’s assumption correct. | 
_ 8. As Foreign Office has no intention of insisting on deletion article 
XIII, Embassy recommends taking Foreign Office at its word 
especially as treaty not yet inforce. : 

STUART
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840.50 Recovery /6—1248 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, June 17, 1948—8 p. m. 

892. [For] Lapham from ECA. Dept and ECA have been in full 
agreement necessity greatest practicable detailed supervision and con- 

trol by Mission of utilization aid goods in China (Toxca 31, June 11 
and Embtel 1074 June 12). Art. IV was drafted with a view to en- 
suring such role for ECA Mission and designed give widest discretion 
Mission in this regard without specifying conditions which cannot be 
fully determined in advance. Language employed believed appro- 

priate bilateral agreement this character, in particular avoiding such 

a phrase as “direct supervision and control” which, in context Embtel 

850, May 11,‘ implied that US Govt itself would be fully responsible 
for distribution goods (Deptel 815, May 29.) a 

- However, in circumstances Dept is quite prepared to accept Mr. 
Lapham’s recommendations as proposed Toxrca 31, June 11. ECA | 
also agreeable subject its comments below to which Dept interposes no 

objection. 
- Recent hearings*® before appropriation committees have served to 

re-emphasize ECA’s responsibility for strict supervision of distribu- 

tion and end use of all supplies financed by ECA. Bilateral agree- 

ment is of course only one step in control; even more important steps 

will be setting up of systems for joint review and control of each 

stage of use of American aid supplies, and the system of inspection and 

follow through by representatives of Mission. 

ECA makes following suggestions re language proposed Torca 31: 

1. Art. IV, para 2—Original draft intended [to] subject price poli- 

cies and processing (in terms physical alteration goods) as well as 

distribution channels of all aid goods to joint contro] Mission and 

Chinese Government. Language Torca 31 appears to limit US con- 

trol to expendable commodities, and thus fails to provide that there 

will be any joint agreement or distribution supervision in regard to 

replacement parts for existing capital equipment. Language sug- 

gested also limits US concern to distribution and does not include 

processing. Suggest more comprehensive wording would be prefer- 

able, substantially as follows: ) | 

“All commodities provided by Govt of USA pursuant this Agree- 

ment shall be processed and distributed by commercial enterprises or 
by private or ChiGovt agencies, and in accordance with terms and con- 

*Not printed. | 
® See Foreign Aid Appropriation Bill for 1949: Hearings before the Sub-Commit- 

tee of the House Committee on Appropriations, 80th Cong., 2d sess., and Hconomic 

Cooperation Administration: Hearings before the Senate Committee on Ap- 
propriations, 80th Cong., 2d sess. -
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| ditions, agreed upon from time to time between Govt of USA and 
the Govt of China. Representatives of the Govt of USA may exercise 
direct supervision and control over processing and distribution of 
such commodities.” | 

2. Art. IV, para 3—Last clause first sentence appears garbled. Dept 
assumes it is intended to be identical original draft which reads “and 
of similar commodities imported into China with other funds or 
produced locally.” This sentence ok. 

3. Art IV para 3. Second sentence in present form raises several 
difficult questions. First we question whether this point is necessary 
in view of more general coverage in your revision Article IV para 
2. Secondly, as worded, your sentence about distribution and price 
control system in urban centers seems to put the accent on programs 
for benefit of urban consumers who will be important but not sole 
users of ECA supplies. Implication of sentence is, for example, that 
kerosene, textiles, and other supplies which probably should be dis- 
tributed partly or primarily in rural areas would nevertheless be 
handled only through distribution and price control system in urban 
centers. Suggest you reconsider second and third sentences in your 
draft of para 3. If you feel it imperative they should go in, suggest 
they be made separate paragraph, and that second sentence be revised 
to read as follows: “To the extent that circumstances and supply 
availabilities permit, a distribution and price control system shall 
be inaugurated or maintained in urban centers of China with the 
intent of insuring that all classes of the population shall receive a 
fair share of imported or indigenously produced essential civilian 
supplies.” 

4. If you decide second sentence para 3 should be eliminated, third 
sentence might be deleted, or revised to read “In permitting US com- 
modities made available under this agreement to be utilized in support 

| of Chinese programs to improve consumption and price controls, it is 
understood that the US Govt takes no responsibility for the success 
of such programs.” 

5. Art IV para 4 first sentence in original draft, term “price 
policies” was used advisedly rather than “prices” because of doubt 
that Mission could attempt detailed task indicate exact prices of all 
grades and qualities of all goods at each processing and sales level. 
Therefore, suggest this sentence be revised to read as follows: “The 
price policies to be followed for the sale within China of each com- 
modity provided by the Govt of USA pursuant to this Agreement 
shall be agreed upon between the Govt of USA and the Govt of China.” 

6. Art IV para 4 second sentence. Object to inclusion second sen- 

tence in bilateral agreement for two reasons. (a) In practice, price 
- policy will probably vary somewhat by commodities. This sentence
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seems to tie our hands to a price policy which, while probably gen- 
erally correct, might not apply to all commodities for both urban and 
rural distribution. Believe this is question of specific policy for 
joint determination by two governments under agreement, and there- 
fore unnecessary attempt formulate generalized price policy appli- 
cable all commodities. (6) Regarding substance of.sentence we ques- 
tion advisability of any reference to “balancing internal budget” since 
sales proceeds of aid goods cannot be expected to approach this goal 
even on assumption large portion of special account funds are with- 
held from use. (Maximization Government receipts from sales of 
aid goods should, however, be of considerable importance as offset to 
Government spending.) It is inevitable that two different policies 
will need to be considered in each price determination—on one hand 
to favor highest prices obtainable in order to maximize government re- 
ceipts, and on other hand to consider possibility setting prices below 
free market level in order to facilitate distribution aid goods to all 
classes irrespective purchasing power and retard rate of general price 
increase, as under CRM Program. Seems unwise to rule in advance 
that either one of these considerations should be over-riding in all 
cases. [ECA.] | - | oe 

o Oe , . ° MarsHany 

8938.50 Recovery/6-1948 : Telegram | So . re 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — | 

| WasHrneoTon, June 19, 1948—10 a. m. 

900. National Advisory Council on June 3 approved financial pro- 
visions draft bilateral agreement with China (Deptel 774 May 24) 
recognizing necessity for some modifications in the provisions for 
China as. against those previously approved for ERP countries. 
NAC had also previously approved Art VI (Assets in US) identical 
with provision for ERP countries ~~ 
NAC approved version of Art VII substantially identical with draft 

already transmitted reftel. Changes in Art VII transmitted Deptel 
814 May 29 not considered warrant NAC approval. Following 
changes appear in NAC-approved draft: In para 2 (a), first sentence, 
replace “the” by “that” immediately preceding “special account’ at 
end of sentence. In para 2 (c), last sentence replace “may” by “will” 
immediately after “Government of China”. In para 6 change “para- 
graph 4a” to “paragraph 4”. ) 

Principal change in Art VII suggested by NAC isin para 5. NAC 
proposes deletion para 5a and suggests introductory sentence begin- 
ning “The Government of China” and ending “including in particu- 
lar” be changed to read as follows:
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“The Government of China shall hold the remaining balance in the 
Special Account as a measure of monetary and financial stabilization, 
or shall dispose of it only for such purposes as may be agreed from time 
to time with the Government of the United States of America, includ- 
ing in particular:” 

This language suggested to emphasize desirability limiting disburse- 
ments from Special Account and thus minimizing inflationary poten- 
tial of local currency funds. This change not yet accepted by ECA 

Para 6 of Art VII also changed by addition of following sentence 
“The Government of China will carry out this provision by deposit- 
ing such additional amounts of Chinese currency as the Government of 
the United States of America may from time to time determine after 
consultation with the Government of China.” 

Deptel 774 May 24 indicated provisions relating to exchange rates 
(Art VII [VZI7]) might be proposed later. This question referred 
to NAC which recommended language substantially the same as that 
of the corresponding provision in master European draft so as to make 

| possible exert pressure, if desirable, for the adoption of at least a 
relatively more realistic exchange rate policy than has been pursued 
in the last 6 months. Following is language recommended by NAC: 

“The Governments of the United States of America and China 
recognize the importance of appropriate rates of exchange in increas- 
ing international trade and the effect of inappropriate rates in increas- 
ing the need of China for assistance from the United States of 
America. Accordingly, the Government of China will consult with 
the International Monetary Fund concerning revision of its foreign 
exchange rate or rates, when and if the Government of the United 
States of America, after discussion with the Government of China, 
signifies its opinion that such rate or rates are unnecessarily increas- 
ing the need. of China for assistance from the United States of 
America.” : | 

NAC at same time approved language Art II(c) (Deptel 774) 
pointing out that much more advanced inflation in China requires 
a more diluted version than in Master Draft if ECA not to be placed 
in position having to ask China achieve what is patently impossible 
in near future. | 

For Lapham: ECA somewhat concerned with restrictive language 
NAC version Art. 7, para 5, and requests your urgent views this 
section. | 

For Embassy: With exception revision Art. 7 para 5, NAC sug- | 
gested changes are acceptable and should be communicated to Chinese 
as revisions of the draft. | 

MarsHaun 

| 429-525—7836 |
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893.50 Recovery /6—2148 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxrne, June 21, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received June 21—6: 36 a. m.] 

1103. Embassy sees no objection to changes proposed by NAC for 
article VII (reDeptel 900, June 19, 10 a. m.). Reference Deptel has 
been repeated by Embassy to Shanghai for Lapham who presumably 
will comment to you directly.® | 

Repeated Shanghai 500. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery/6—2148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | | Nanxine, June 21, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received June 21—6: 36 a. m.] 

1105. ReDeptel 861, June 9. Embassy anxiously awaiting promised 
revised text of article III of bilateral for presentation to Chinese. 

Repeated to Shanghai 501. : 

STUART 

840.50 Recovery/6--2148 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxina, June 21, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received June 21—7: 09 a. m.] 

1106. Upon further consideration Embassy believes following lan- 
guage would probably meet understandable Chinese objection to para- 
graph 2 of article XII (reKmbtel 1109, June 21,’ repeated Shanghai 
as 505) and at same time would employ language possessing accepted 
international usage. | 

“The Govt. of China agrees to grant to the members and staff of 
the special mission and the Joint Committee on Foreign Economic 

: Cooperation of the Congress of the United States of America the 
privileges and immunities usually accorded to diplomatic missions 
in China to the end that they may effectively perform their neces- 
sities under the Act.” 

| | | STUART 

°ECA telegram No. Torca 65, June 26, 11 a. m., not printed. a 
* Infra.
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893.50 Recovery /6—2148 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANnkKING, June 21, 1948—7 p. m. 
[ Received 11:42 p. m.] 

1109. For Department and ECA. Embassy transmitted to Foreign 
Office, by aide-mémoire date June 15, changes in draft bilateral con- 
tained in Deptel 873 of June 11,7 p. m. (received June 13). 

Foreign Office has now replied by aide-mémoire stating that it can 
agree to all referenced changes except paragraph 2 of article XII. . 
Foreign Office suggests following substitute language: “The Govern- 
ment of China agrees to grant to the members of the Special Mission 
and the Joint Committee on Foreign Economic Cooperation of the 
Congress of the United States of America the privileges and immuni- 
ties necessary to the effective performance of their responsibilities 
under the Act.” 

In support Foreign Office points out that Department’s language 
so broad as to require extension diplomatic privileges to total personnel 
of mission whereas in case of Embassy and other diplomatic estab- 
lishments such privileges and immunities are not extended to all em- 
ployees. Embassy believes that Chinese Government will be entirely 
reasonable in extending privileges under its proposed language to all 
ranking individuals and accordingly recommends acceptance Chinese 
proposed language. 

Repeated Shanghai 505. | 
Stuart 

893.50 Recovery /6—2348 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

oo NaNKING, June 23, 1948—noon. 
| [ Received June 23—8:06 a. m.] 

1128. For Department and ECA. In further conversation with 
Foreign Office re bilateral, it was informally indicated that US draft 
article VIII (Deptel 900, June 19, 10 a. m.) would be acceptable to 
Chinese. Text had been communicated to Foreign Office by aide- 
mémoire June 21. | 

Tung Ling of Foreign Office unmistakably speaking for Foreign 
Minister reiterated political impossibility of Government accepting 
article V, subparagraph 6. Department is aware of state Chinese 
public opinion re Japan in any aspect. If, as Embassy understands, 
MEN treatment for Japan and southern Korea is not specifically re-
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quired by text Economic Cooperation Act, Embassy strongly recom- 
mends deletion this subparagraph. | 

Tung also re-expressed hope article III could be covered by expan- 
sion of article II, subparagraph d, but Chinese resistance on this point 
Embassy believes can be overcome. 

Embassy informed that at prolonged Executive Yuan session June 
92, decision was unanimously taken to treat bilateral as in nature of 
a US executive agreement. Legislative Yuan is being asked to pass 
resolution thanking US Government for aid and authorizing Execu- 
tive Yuan to negotiate necessary agreements within scope of China Aid 
Act. When concluded, Legislative Yuan would be informed of terms | 
of agreement but according to plan prior ratification by Legislative 
Yuan is not being sought. 

Sent Department 1128, repeated Shanghai 51. 
STUART 

893.50 Recovery /6—2348 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State 
for Political Affairs (Armour) ® 

[WasHineron, |] June 23, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 
Mr. Armour, Assistant Secretary of State — 
Mr. Sprouse, Division of Chinese Affairs 

The Chinese Ambassador called upon me today by appointment 
to discuss various phases of the China aid program and other aspects 
of Sino-American relations. | 

Dr. Koo opened the conversation by explaining that the Chinese 
Government faced two serious difficulties in the negotiation of the 
bilateral agreements covering United States aid to China: First, it 
was necessary to take into consideration the attitude of the Legislative 
Yuan, which was exceedingly zealous regarding any provisions which 
might appear to discriminate against China in comparison with the 
European nations being extended aid by the United States; secondly, 
there was the factor of public opinion in China, which was swayed 
by student activities directed against American policy in Japan and 
any American action in China which might serve to offer a basis for 
criticism. He pointed out that student criticism of the United States 
had arisen from Communist agitation. It was for these reasons, he 
explained, that the Chinese Government was particularly concerned 
that China be given treatment in the bilateral agreement similar to 
that accorded European countries. 

* Drafted by Philip D. Sprouse, Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs.
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~ When I explained. to Dr. Koo that in the final analysis that the 
advantages and disadvantages in the two types of agreements would 
in general balance themselves and that certain undertakings were, in 
accordance with the legislation, being required of the European coun- 
tries, such as currency stabilization and establishment of valid rates 
of exchange, which could not be included in the agreement with 
China, Dr. Koo changed his tune somewhat and said that the chief 
matter of concern was that the Chinese Government not be asked to 
include in the bilateral agreement those general provisions which were 
not being required of the European countries. He went on to explain 
that he referred to such matters as most-favored-nation treatment in 
occupied areas and utilization of private Chinese assets in the United 
States. For example, he said, if the European countries found such 
provisions unacceptable, the Chinese wished to urge very strongly that 

reconsideration be given to the question of inclusion of such provisions 
in the bilateral agreement with China. 

I replied that this was a matter for decision by Mr. Thorp ® and 
that I would be glad to refer this to him for consideration. 

Following general discussion of the bilateral agreement covering 
economic aid to China and the negotiation in Nanking, Dr. Koo then 
referred to the bilateral agreement on rural reconstruction. He 
emphasized that the Chinese Government was apprehensive of the 
reaction in China to that part of Article II of this agreement which 
made the Joint Commission subject to the direction and control of 
the Administrator for Economic Cooperation. He said that this 
would be taken by the Chinese as an indication that a super-agency 
was being created which would be above the Chinese Government 
itself and under the control of the United States Administrator. He 
continued that the Chinese Government wished to insert in this Article 
language which would indicate that the Commission’s program would 
be subject to the approval of the Chinese Government. This, he felt, 
would serve to allay Chinese public suspicion and criticism that the 
Chinese Government was, in effect, concluding an agreement derog- 
atory to its sovereignty. 

I pointed out to Dr. Koo that we were very properly subject to the 
legislation on this point, that the wording of this part of the Agree- 
ment followed the language of the Act and that the Congress had 
expressed itself very clearly on this point. I added that the fact that 
the Commission itself was to be composed of two Americans and three 
Chinese made it clear that the Congress had expected that the pro- 
gram of the Commission would have Chinese approval. I went on 
to point out that there must naturally be a spirit of cooperation and 
joint agreement on the program since without such procedure it would 

* Willard L. Thorp, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs.
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be impossible to carry out an effective program of this nature in 
China. I said that we were willing to substitute language which 
would merely state that the Commission would be subject to the pro- 
visions of the Act and particularly Section 407 thereof provided it 
were clearly understood that this change meant no difference in mean- 
ing. This should, I felt, remove from the agreement language that 
might be found objectionable in China without actually changing 
the meaning. | 

Dr. Koo returned to his contention that it was not so much the 
language as the indication that the program would be subject to the 
Administrator and not to the approval of the Chinese Government, 
but finally seemed to understand my explanation that we could not 
depart from the legislation and that, no less than the Chinese Govern- 
ment vis-a-vis its Legislative Yuan, we would in the United States 
be subject to criticism from the Congress if we were to change the 
wording of this part of the China Aid Act to make it differ from that 
approved by the Congress. I said that I felt certain that the Congress 
had not expected that the program would be formulated without 
reference to the Chinese Government and that it had probably for | 
that very reason provided for a Chinese majority on the Joint Com- 
mission. Dr. Koo said that he would communicate these views to his 
Government at Nanking. 

Dr. Koo then turned to the matter of the aid to China under the 
$125 million grants authorized in Section 404(6) of the China Aid 
Act. I informed him that a note had been prepared for forwarding 
to him at the earliest possible moment after the President had signed 
the Foreign Aid Appropriation Act, 1949,!° and that it was expected 
that this would occur either late today or tomorrow. Further on this 
general subject, I informed Dr. Koo that we had requested the Secre- 
tary of Defense ** to designate certain officers of the Departments of 
the Army, Navy and Air Force whom the recently arrived Chinese 
military representatives could approach in connection with Chinese 
planned purchases of military equipment in this country. I added 
that the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner ” had also designated 
one of his officers to function in a similar manner. The names of the 
officers so designated would be forwarded to the Chinese Embassy, 
I said, immediately upon their receipt by the Department from the 
other Departments. Dr. Koo seemed pleased to have this informa- 
tion and said that he would inform his Government accordingly. 
When he asked what form or type of agreement would be necessary 
to implement this portion of the China Aid Act, Mr. Sprouse replied 

*° Approved June 28, 1948; 62 Stat. 1054. 
* James Forrestal. | | 

 ™ Fred W. Ramsey. :
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that it would be a matter of communicating the terms decided upon 
by the President to govern the disbursement of these funds and a reply 
from the Chinese Government indicating its agreement to the terms— 
this to be effected in an exchange of notes. 

_ The conversation then turned to the question of the form that the 
bilateral agreement on rural reconstruction would take. Dr. Koo 
referred to information received from his Government that it would 
be preferable to have this agreement take the form of an exchange 
of notes. He added that this would be no less binding than a formal 
bilateral agreement and that its effect would be the same. I said 
that there would probably be no objection provided that the binding 
character of an exchange of notes did not differ from that of a bilateral 
agreement and asked Mr. Sprouse if he had any comments on this 
subject. Mr. Sprouse said that the Department had recently been 
informed by our Embassy at Nanking of the Chinese Government’s 
wishes in this regard ** and had told the Embassy that there would 
be no objection to such a procedure provided that it was clearly under- 
stood from a legal standpoint that the two types were equally bind- 
ing.* When Dr. Koo made some reference to the Chinese 
Government’s view that in the event of using an exchange of notes 
to effect this agreement it would not be necessary to register it with 
the United Nations, I asked him why his Government did not desire 
registration. Dr. Koo replied that it would be desirable to have as 
little publicity as possible regarding this agreement. Mr. Sprouse 
pointed out that one article in the draft agreement provided that the 
Chinese Government give maximum publicity to the program for 
rural reconstruction and that this seemed to be inconsistent with the 
Ambassador’s suggestion concerning registration. Dr. Koo then ex- 
plained that it would avoid unfavorable comment on the agreement in 
the United Nations by member nations who would be quick to offer 
criticism. I pointed out that, in my opinion, such an exchange of 
notes should be registered with the United Nations since it would 
represent an agreement which would have force equal to that of a 
formal bilateral agreement but that I would obtain an opinion in 
this regard from the Department’s legal division.® 

Dr. Koo then brought up the subject of the short-fall under the 
Surplus Property Agreement of August 1946, saying that Chinese 
representatives in the Pacific area had reported that only about $320,- 
000,000 of surplus property had to date been removed from the Pacific 

**'See telegram No. 1052, June 10, noon, from the Ambassador in China, p. 608. 
“ See telegram No. 875, June 18, 1 p. m., to the Ambassador in China, p. 608. 
*In a memorandum of June 25 the Director of the Office of Far Eastern 

Affairs (Butterworth) informed Mr. Armour that the Office of the Legal Adviser 
had taken the position that “regardless of the form that this agreement takes 
it must be registered with the UN Secretariat.” (893.50 Recovery/6-2848)
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Islands and that it was now evident that the balance of the surplus 

to be removed would be very small. He said that his Government 

now wished to inquire whether it would be possible to complete the 

deliveries under this Agreement from the Zone of the Interior. Dr. 

Koo added that he would shortly forward me an atde-mémoire on this 

subject,1¢ but that he wished to bring the matter to my attention at 

this time. | | ae 

[Here follows summary of discussions on United Nations matters 

and American policy in Eastern Europe. | | 
Nforman] A[Rmovur] 

893.50 Recovery/6—2348 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in. China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NANKING, June 23, 1948—6 p. m. 

[Received June 23—11: 19 a. m.] 

1133. In first sentence (enclosed in quotation marks) of fourth para- 

graph of Deptel 900, June 19, did NAC really mean to add words “in- 

cluding in particular” and if so is it intended that text of original draft 

aid agreement should continue thereafter listing a, b, c and d, illustra- 

tively as types of expenditures? It would seem to Embassy that if 

NAC proposed deletion of paragraph 5 as stated in third paragraph of 

reftel the words “including in particular” should be stricken and 

remaining truncated sentence would stand alone as revised paragraph 

5. Please clarify soonest. : 

Sent Department 1133, repeated Shanghai 517. 

| STUART 

840.50 Recovery/6-2448 : Telegram a 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

) Nankino, June 24, 1948—noon. 

| [Received June 24—3: 06 a. m.] 

1134. For Department and ECA. Despite earlier informal 
Foreign Office reaction regarding article VIII (see first paragraph 
Embtel 1128, June 23), Tung Ling told us last night that further dis- 
cussions this article with other Ministries concerned promises extreme 
difficulty Chinese acceptance. His argument heavily based on alleged 
successful refusals certain European countries to accept similar pro- 

*% Apparently not received in the Department. : |
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vision. Foregoing underlines importance Embassy request contained 

in Embtel 1119, June 22." 

Please expedite text article III, reHmbtel 1105, June 21, as well as 

your decision regarding preamble and sub-paragraph 2 of article XII. 

Embassy also desires re-emphasize necessity delete paragraph 1-0, 

article V, reE&mbtel 1128, and previous this subject. 

Time drawing short taking into account necessity Embassy check 

of Chinese text subsequent reaching agreement with Chinese on full 

English text. 
~ Repeated Shanghai 518. 

STuaRT 

893.50 Recovery /6—2448 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Oo WaAsHINGTON, June 24, 1948—11 p. m. 

920. Comments have been deferred re Embtels 1082 June 14 and 

1084, June 15 pending revisions certain standard Articles being nego- 

tiated UK, France, Denmark and Sweden on behalf OEEC countries. 

Changes have now been made and Dept believes most of them should 

be applied China Agreement. Many provisions have been recast and 

condensed so as to improve appearance from viewpoint of other Govts. 

Please transmit immediately to Fonmin revised text which will follow 

separate telegram.’* Comments below offered in explanation appli- 

cation to China Agreement of revisions in standard articles as well as 

responsive reftels. 

1. Preamble. Dept agreeable Fonoff suggestion Embtel 1010 June 

5 but proposes drafting change in second paragraph as indicated ac- 

companying text. Emb may wish relate this concession of form to 

negotiation more difficult points of substance. 

9. Article I (Assistance). Redrafted to make unnecessary orig- 

inal paragraph 2 which should be deleted. European draft, second 

sentence reads in part “and subject to all of the terms, conditions and 

termination provisions of, et cetera”. Since Title IV contains “termi- . 

nation provisions” only by interpretation applicable provisions Title 

I, last sentence this Article has been retained from previous draft to 

avoid ambiguity, although this sentence is no longer employed Euro- 

pean Agreements. 

uv In telegram No. 1119, June 22,7 p. m., the Hmbassy asked to be informed of 

substantial changes agreed to in negotiating agreements with European nations 

where such changes appeared in articles comparable to those in the draft agree- 

ment with China. Such information was particularly important “since one of 

main arguments when Chinese resistance appears is that HKuropean beneficiaries 

of economic assistance are assuming same obligations as Chinese.” (840.50 

Regn :
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_ 8. Article IT (General Undertakings). Paragraph 1 (a) expanded 
to include essence of previous Article IV paragraph 1, and Article VI. 
New paragraph 2 represents previous paragraph 2 of Article V. In- 
tended that minutes of negotiations to be appended as Annex to signed 
Agreement, indicate that requirements paragraph 1 (a) (i) of new 
Article IT include effective measures for safeguarding aid goods and 
for preventing their diversion to illegal or irregular markets or chan- 
nels of trade. Word “undertakes” at end of introductory sentence 
para 1 has been replaced by “will use its best endeavors” in European 
agreements. ECA feels “undertakes” should be retained China agree- 
ment and Dept does not object. Emb should explain to Fonmin this 
change in European agreements but should emphasize that retention 
“undertakes” China agreement reflects belief this agreement should 
stand on its own feet and that there should be no question regarding 
Chinese intentions points specified this Article. 

4. Article III (Improvement of Commercial Relations). Will be 
forwarded promptly. 7 

). Article IV (Principles of Distribution). Paragraph 1 deleted 
and rephrased under Article II paragraph 1 (a) (i) as indicated above. 
Dept interested learn exact text presented Chinese and their reaction 
thereto (Deptel 892 June 17). In line with telephone conversation 
Lapham-Gilpatric-Cleveland,” 22 June, ECA agrees use word 
“prices” instead of “price policies” in para 4. Dept does not object. 

6. Article V. Previous para 1 re MFN treatment deleted on under- 
standing MEN for occupied areas will be handled through exchange 
notes, draft of which being sent separate telegram.2: Former para 
1 (a) considered unnecessary in view unconditional MFN treatment 
already obtained GATT and Treaty. This procedure should meet 
ChiGovt’s objections in part. Fonmin’s point that neither J apan 
nor southern Korea included “participating countries” irrelevant since 
China is not participating country of OEEC either. Dept suggests 
Emb explain that US attaches great importance in its foreigneconomic 
policy to principle of MFN treatment; that since occupied areas repre- 
sent economic burden on U. S. and U.S. aid will help Chinese economy, 
it is only fair to require that equitable treatment be accorded com- 

- merce occupied areas. Previous para 2 on restrictive business prac- 
tices shifted to new Article II, para 2. New Article V deals with local 
currency Special Account. Dept and ECA awaiting Lapham com- 
ments NAC change paragraph 5 reference Deptel 900 June 19 and 
Embtel 1103 June 21. Note that if NAC change introductory sen- 
tence para 5 adopted, subparagraph 5(a@) re sterilization should be 

” See telegram No. 923, June 24, 11 p. m., p. 570. 
” Harlan Cleveland, Director, China Aid Division, ECA. | - 
™ See telegram No. 922, June 24, 11 p. m., p. 571. /
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deleted and remaining subparagraphs relettered accordingly. Dept 

assumes that Fonmin’s proposal adopt exchange provisions USEF ” 

agreement in Article VIII (Embtel 1082 June 14) intended apply 
previous Article VII. Unable understand why Fonmin reverted this 

- proposal after alternative proposal exchange rate (Embtel 1010 June5 

Section 7) had been accepted (Deptel 861 June 9). Latter proposal 

should be retained. 
8. [ste] Article VI. Previous-text re assets in US deleted and this 

undertaking appears present Article II paragraph 1 (a) (ii). Arti- 
cle VI now deals with access to materials and has been subject only 

minor drafting changes. | 
9. Article VIT previously local currency Special Account; now re- 

lates relief supplies previously dealt with under Article X. Only 
minor drafting changes made this Article. | 

10. Article VIII. Text relating consultation exchange rate policy 
(Deptel 900 June 19 erroneously referred to as Article VII) has been 
deleted in consultation NAC as result European objections. Deletion 
this Article in European agreements justified partly by retention 
undertaking in Article II paragraph 1 (c) to maintain valid rate of 
exchange, and general consultation Article. Although Article II 
para 1 (c) in China draft is weaker, question of exchange rate policy 
can probably be subsumed under it should the US desire consult with 
Chigovt on this matter. Fonmin should understand this possible 
alternative approach, although it is probably entirely unnecessary 
and undesirable make strenuous effort elicit Chinese interest re ex- 
change rate consultation which could place responsibility on U. S. 

Govt. 
11. Present Articles VIII and IX represent redrafting of previous 

Article XI and are self-explanatory. Article VIII conforms new 
European draft and Article [X paragraph 1 remains unique for China. 

12. Article X (Missions) represents minor revision of previous 
Article XII. Concluding phrase paragraph 2 first sentence “of com- 
parable rank” should meet Fonmin’s objection previous language 
(Deptel 873, June 11 and Embtels 1106 and 1109, June 21). Present 
draft standard all agreements. 

18. Article XI (Settlement of Claim of Nationals), previous Article 
XIII, being redrafted and will be forwarded promptly.” 

14. Article XII (Entry into Force, Amendment, Duration) pre- 
vious Article XIV, has been revised European draft to include special 
reciprocal termination provision which takes account possibility 
change in basic assumptions underlying agreement, life of which 
extends considerably beyond period of present appropriation. Since 

” United States Educational Foundation. 
3 Telegram No. 927, June 25, p. 573.
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this not the case for China, Dept believes previous Article XIV should 
be retained as Article XII with addition indicated separate telegram. 

MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery/6—2448 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasHinoTon, June 24, 1948—11 p. m. 
921. Following is revised text certain articles China Agreement as 

indicated Deptel 920 together with minor drafting changes other 
articles : | | | 

Preamble: The Government of the United States of America and 
the Government of the Republic of China: | 

Considering that it is the policy of the Government of the United 
States of America to extend economic assistance to the people and the 
Government of China in accordance with the provisions of the China 
Aid Act of 1948; 

Considering that it is the policy of the Government of China to 
undertake a vigorous program of self-help in order to create more 
stable economic conditions in China, and to improve commercial rela- 
tions with other countries; 

Have agreed as follows: | 
Article J—( Assistance) 

The Government of the United States of America undertakes to as- 
| sist China, by making available to the Government of China or to any 

person, agency or organization designated by the latter Government 
such assistance as may be requested by it and approved by the Govern- 
ment of the United States of America. The Government of the 
United States of America will furnish this assistance under the pro- 
visions, and subject to all of the terms, limitations and conditions, of 
the China Aid Act of 1948 (other than Section 404 (0) thereof), acts 
amendatory and supplementary thereto and appropriation acts there- 
under, and will make available to the Government of China only such 
commodities, services and other assistance as are authorized to be made 
available by such acts. The Govt of the United States of America may 
suspend or terminate at any time the assistance under this Article. 

Article II—(General Undertakings) 
1. In order to achieve the maximum improvement of economic con- 

ditions through the employment of assistance received from the Gov- 
ernment of the United States of America, the Government of China 
undertakes | 

a) to adopt or maintain the measures necessary to ensure efficient 
and practical use of all the resources available to it, including:
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' (1) such measures as may be necessary to ensure that the com- 
-modities and services obtained with assistance furnished under 

this Agreement are used for purposes consistent with this Agree- 
“ment; and | 

| (11) to the extent practicable, measures to locate, identify and 
put into appropriate use in furtherance of its efforts to improve 
economic conditions in China, assets, and earnings therefrom 
which belong to nationals of China and which are situated within 
the United States of America, its territories or possessions. 
Nothing in this clause imposes any obligation on the Government 
of the United States of America to assist in carrying out such 
measures or on the Government of China to dispose of such assets; 

6) to promote the development of industrial and agricultural pro- 
duction on a sound economic basis; 

c) to initiate and maintain financial, monetary, budgetary and ad- 
ministrative measures necessary for the creation of more stable cur- 
rency conditions and for the promotion of production and marketing 
of goods for domestic consumption and export; and _ 

) to cooperate with other countries in facilitating and stimulat- 
ing an increasing interchange of goods and services with other coun- © 
tries and in reducing public and private barriers to trade with other 
countries. 

2. The Government of China will take the measures which it deems 
appropriate to prevent, on the part of private or public commercial 
enterprises, business practices or business arrangements affecting 
international trade which restrain competition, limit access to markets 
or foster monopolistic control whenever such practices or arrange- 
ments have the effect of interfering with the execution of the provi- 
sions of this Agreement. | 
Article IJI—(Improvement of Commercial Relations) 4 
Article IV—(Principles of Distribution) 
Article V—(Local Currency) 

Insert “within China” in paragraph 3 following “administrative 
expenditures in Chinese currency” and preceding “incident to opera- 
tions”. Change introductory phrase first sentence, para 4 to read 
“The Government of China will further make such sums” instead of 
“The Government of China undertakes further to make such sums”. 

Paragraph 4 (6) changed to read as follows: | 
“b) costs (including port, storage, handling and similar charges) 

of transportation from any point of entry in China to the consignee’s 
designated point of delivery in China of such relief supplies and 
packages as are referred to in Article VII.” 

Article VI—( Access to Materials) oe 
Paragraph 1, first sentence: Replace “undertakes to” immediately 

“For proposed text of this article, see Department’s telegram No. 9238, June 
24,11 p.m.,p.571. , 7
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following “the Government of China” with the word “will”. Delete 
word “and” and insert comma in last phrase immediately preceding 
“after due regard”. Second sentence: First phrase revised to read 
“The Government of China will take such specific measures as may 
be necessary to carry out the provisions of this paragraph.” Third 
sentence: Revised to read “The Government of China will, when so 
requested by the Government of the United States of America, enter 
into negotiations, etc”. Paragraph 2: Revised to read “The Gov-. 
ernment of China will, when so requested by the Government of the 
United States of America, negotiate such arrangements, etc.” 

Paragraph 3: Revised to read “The Government of China will, 
when so requested by the Government of the United States of America, 
use its influence with its nationals to further the objectives of para- 
graphs 1 and 2 of this Article in respect of materials originating out- 
side of China.” | 

Article VIJ—(Relief Supplies) : | Oe 
The Government of China will, when so requested by the Govern- 

ment of the United States of America, enter into negotiations for 
agreements (including the provision of duty-free treatment under 
appropriate safeguards) to facilitate the entry into China of supplies 
of relief goods donated to or purchased by United States voluntary 
non-profit relief agencies and of relief packages originating in the 
United States of America and consigned to individuals residing in 

- China. | - 
Article VIZJ—(Consultation and Transmittal of Information) _ 
1. The two Governments will, upon the request of either of them, 

consult regarding any matter relating to the application of this Agree- 
ment or to operations or arrangements carried out pursuant to this 
Agreement. | | 

_ 2. The Government of China will communicate to the Government 
of the United States of America in a form and at intervals to be in- 

| dicated by the latter after consultation with the Government of China: 

a) detailed information regarding projects, programs and measures _ 
proposed or adopted by the Govt. of China to carry out the provisions 
of this Agreement ; | 

6) full statements of operations under this Agreement including 
a statement of the use of funds, commodities and services received 
thereunder, such statements to be made in each calendar quarter; 

c) information regarding its economy and any other relevant in- 
formation which the Government of the United States of America 
may need to determine the nature and scope of operations, and to 
evaluate the effectiveness of assistance furnished or contemplated 
under this Agreement. _ | } 

38. The Government of China will assist the Government of the 

United States of America to obtain information relating to the materi-
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als originating in China referred to in Article VI which is necessary to 

the formulation and execution of the arrangements provided for in 

that Article. oe | 
Article [X—(Publicity ) , 

1. The Government of China will keep the people of China fully | 

informed of the progress achieved by the Government of China in 

implementing the undertakings contained in this Agreement designed 

to achieve more stable economic conditions in China, and it will pro- 

vide continuously information to the people of China regarding the 

nature and extent of assistance furnished pursuant to this Agreement. 

It will make such information available to the media of public infor- 

mation and will take practicable steps to ensure that appropriate 

facilities are provided for the dissemination of such information. 

2. The Government of the United States of America will encourage 

the dissemination of such information and will make it available to 

the media of public information. © 

3. The Government of China will make public in China in each 

calendar quarter full statements of operations under this Agreement, 

including information as to the use of funds, commodities and services 

received. 
Article X—(Missions) 

1. The Government of China agrees to receive a Special Mission 

for Economic Cooperation which will discharge the responsibilities of 

the Government of the United States of America in China under this 

Agreement. 

9. The Government of China will, upon appropriate notification 

from the Ambassador of the United States of America in China, con- 

sider the Special Mission and its personnel as part of the Embassy 

of the United States of America in China for the purpose of enjoying 

the privileges and immunities accorded to that Embassy and its per- 

sonnel of comparable rank. The Government of China will further 

accord appropriate courtesies to the members and staff of the Joint 

Committee on Foreign Economic Cooperation of the Congress of the 

United States of America, and will grant them the facilities 

and assistance necessary to the effective performance of their 

responsibilities. . 
3. The Government of China will extend full cooperation to the 

Special Mission and to the members and staff of the Joint Committee. 

Such cooperation shall include the provision of all information and 

facilities necessary to the observation and review of the carrying out 

of this Agreement, including the use of assistance furnished under it. 

Article XI—(Settlement of Claims of Nationals) —Text being for- 
warded separate telegram.” 

5 Telegram No. 927, June 25, 8 p. m., p. 573.
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Article XII—(Entry into Force, Amendment, Duration)—Add 
following sentence to paragraph 1: “Article V shall remain in effect 
until all the sums in the currency of China required to be disposed 
of in accordance with its own terms have been disposed of as provided 
in such article.” | 

Make additional changes Article VI (Access to Materials) as 
follows: | | 

Paragraph 1, first sentence: Change “materials which are required”, | 
to “materials originating in China which are required”. 

Paragraph 2: Substitute “appropriate” for “required” immediately 
following “negotiate such arrangements as are”. | 

MarsHauu 

893.50 Recovery /6—2448 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, June 24, 1948—11 p. m. 
922. Following is text note to be proposed for exchange with | 

ChiGovt re MFN treatment occupied areas as indicated Deptel 920.” 
Both notes would be in identical language and should be exchanged 
at time of or prior signature bilateral agreement. | 

“I have the honor to refer to the conversations which have recently 
taken place between representatives of our two Govts relating to the 
territorial application of commercial arrangements between the United 
States of America and the Republic of China and to confirm the under- 
standing reached as a result of these conversations as follows: 

1. For such time as either the Government of the United States of 
America or the Government of the Republic of China participates in 
the occupation or control of any areas in western Germany, the Free 
Territory of Trieste, Japan or southern Korea, the other Government 
will apply to the merchandise trade of such area the provisions of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade dated October 30, 1947, as 
now or hereafter amended, relating to most-favored-nation treatment. 

2. The undertaking in point 1, above, will apply to the trade of any 
area referred to therein only for such time and to such extent as such 
area accords reciprocal most-favored-nation treatment to the mer- 
chandise trade of the country or countries obligated by the under- 
taking In point 1. 

_ The undertakings in points 1 and 2, above, are entered into in the 
light of the absence at the present time of effective or significant tariff 
barriers to imports into the areas herein concerned. In the event that 
such tariff barriers are imposed, it is understood that such undertak- 
ings shall be without prejudice to the application of the rinciples set 
forth in the Havana Charter for an International Trade Organiza- 
tion” relating to the reduction of tariffs on a mutually advantageous 
basis. | oe 

| * June 24, 11 p. m., p. 563. SS 
__ ™ Approved March 24, 1948, by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment; for text, see Department of State Commercial Policy Series No, 
114: Havana Charter for an International Trade Organization, p. 23.
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4, It is recognized that the absence of a uniform rate of ‘exchange 
' for the currency of the areas in Western Germany, Japan or southern | 

Korea referred to in point 1, above, may have the effect of indirectly 
subsidizing the exports of such areas to an extent which it would be 
difficult to calculate exactly. So long as such a condition exists, and 
if consultation with the Government of the United States of America - 
fails to reach an agreed solution to the problem, it is understood that 
it would not be inconsistent with the undertaking in point 1 for the 
Government of China to levy a countervailing duty on imports of 
such goods equivalent to the estimated amount of such subsidization, 
where the Government of China determines that the subsidization is | 
such as to cause or threaten material injury to an established domestic 
industry er is such as to prevent or materially retard the establish- _ 
ment of.a domestic industry. 

5. The undertakings in this note shall remain in force until January © 
1, 1951, and unless at least 6 months before January 1, 1951, either 
government shall have given notice in writing to the other of inten- 
tion to terminate these undertakings on that date, they shall remain in 

_ force thereafter until the expiration of 6 months from the date on 
which such notice shall have been given. 

Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
_ consideration.” | 

_ Emb should point out that language of note is identical those being _ 
negotiated European countries. Termination date and provisions in 
Paragraph 5 have been made identical with those in GATT. , 

MarsHALL — 

893.50 Recovery/6—2448 : Telegram . 

| The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

| WASHINGTON, June 24, 1948—11 p.m. . 
923. Following is text Article III (Improvement of Commercial 

Relations) agreed by Dept, ECA and Commerce: : 

“1. The Government of China undertakes to make all practicable 
efforts to improve commercial relations with other countries, including | 
measures to improve the conditions affecting the carrying on of 
foreign trade by private enterprisesin China. _ 

2. The Government of China, in carrying out the provisions of para- 
graph 1 of this Article, will, among other measures, administer such : 
Import and exchange controls as are, or may be, made necessary by the 
exigencies of China’s international balance of payments and the 
foreign exchange resources available to the Government of China, in 
a uniform, fair and equitable manner. | 

3. The Government of the United States of America and the Gov- 
ernment of China will consult, upon the request of either, regarding 
any matter relating to the application of the provisions of this Article, 

- including: | 

| (a). measures for improving the efficiency of the administrative _ 
agencies and organs of the Government of China charged with | 
the duty of supervising the operation of laws, regulations, rules 
429-525—73——37 , |
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and administrative and judicial decisions affecting the importa- 4 
| tion or exportation of goods or the transfer of payment therefor;  ‘ 

' (6) measures giving effect to the policy statement.of the Presi- “ 
| dent of the Executive Yuan of the Repeblic of China, issued to * 

the public on August 13, 194°7,78 concerning the investment of . 
| - foreign capital in China, and assuring fair, equitable and non- _ 

discriminatory treatment to enterprises in China in which Ameri- | 
| can investors now or hereafter participate; | | 

| (c) the effect on commercial relations with the United States 
| of America of the operations of enterprises owned or controlled _ 

by the Government of China which may beengaged in the conduct - 
of foreign trade.” | , 

Request Embassy’s immediate appraisal this language, particularly _ 
re possibility, if any, that it may be used as point of attack ChiGovt  - 
and U. S. by opposition groups within Kmt China and by Com- - 
munists, and seriousneses such attack. If Embassy has no important | 
reservations re this text, please transmit Fonmin immediately. Dept’s — 

| comments will follow shortly.” . | ; 
: | a MarsHALL 

- 893.50 Recovery /6—2548 : Telegram . | _ 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary. of .State 

- | NANKING, June 25, 1948—4 p.m. _ 
oO | [Received June 25—8:09a.m.] 

| 1149. In light Cleveland-Gilpatric telephone conversation and dis- 
cussion with ECA Mission here June 25, Embassy has agreed best — 
wording article IV, paragraph 4 is first sentence recommended for 

| paragraph 4 in Torca 31 of June 11 and so presented in aide-mémoire _ 
today. Embassy likewise now supports ECA strong desire leave 

. article VII, paragraph 5, unchanged, and accordingly has not sub- . 
- - mitted NAC suggestion paragraph 5 to Foreign Office. Lapham will 

7 telegraph ECA from Shanghai detailed supporting views. | 
Sent Department 1149, repeated Shanghai 525. 

a STUART | 

893.50 Recovery/6—-2548: Telegram | - | 

: The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NankIne, June 25, 1948—5 p. m. 
| | oe [Received June 25—7: 20 a. m.] 

| 1152. For Department and ECA. Foreign Affairs [Yoreign Office] 

today orally informed Embassy (with confirming aide-mémoire due 

® Not printed; this statement was almost identical to that approved by the _ 
State Council on August 1, 1947, which was summarized in telegram No. 1646, 

| August 2, 1947, 5 p. m., Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, p. 1374. The texts 
of both statements were transmitted to the Department with despatch No. 958, 
August 29, 1947, not printed (893.50/8-2947). 

* See telegram No. 929, June 25, 8 p. m., p. 574. |
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tonight) that article VIII contained Deptel 900, June 19, and sub- : 
mitted by aide-mémoire to Foreign Office June 21 is unacceptable. 
Foreign Office requests deletion. Request reached after consultation | 
Foreign Minister, Finance Minister and Governor Central Bank. It 
is based on (1) their fear of impact its presence in agreement might | 
now or later have on highly sensitive Shanghai speculative markets : 
with consequent damage to whole Chinese economy and (2) suspicion - 
amounting almost to conviction as a result of newspaper stories widely 
publicized here that certain or all European beneficiaries of EC Act | 
have successfully resisted inclusion this or similar article in their nego- | 
tiations with USA. This connection see Embtel 1119 of June 22, | 
7 p.m.” | | | 

Given advanced state inflation here, Embassy inclines believe article 
VIII says either too little or too much and accordingly might well be. | 
dropped. | : | SO 7 

Sent Department 1152, repeated Shanghai, 527. oo . 
| | a  Sruarr 

893.50 Recovery /6—2548 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) . 

a | - WAsHINGTON, June 25, 1948—8 p. m. | 

- 927. Following is text Article XI (Settlement of Claims of Na-  _— 
tionals) as indicated Deptel 920 June 24: | | 

“1. The Governments of the United States of-America and China 
- agree to submit to the decision of the International Court of Justice 7 
any claim espoused by either Government on behalf of one of its na- 
tionals against the other Government for compensation for damage | 
arising as a consequence of governmental measures (other than meas- | 
ures concerning enemy property or interests) taken after April 3, - 
1948, by the other Government and affecting property or interest of 
such national, including contracts with or concessions granted by duly 
authorized authorities of such other Government. It is understood 
that the undertaking of each Government in respect of claims espoused 
by the other Government pursuant to this paragraph is made in the : 
case of each Government under the authority of and is limited by the 
terms and conditions of such effective recognition as it has heretofore 
given to the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of oe 
Justice under Article 36 of the Statute of the Court.* The provisions 
of this paragraph shall be in all respects without prejudice to other: ~ 
rights of access, if any, of either Government to the International | 
Court of Justice or to the espousal and presentation of claims based 
upon alleged violations by either Government of rights and duties | 
arising under treaties, agreements or principles of international law. 

® Not printed ; see footnote 17, p. 563. | 
= 59 Stat. (pt. 2) 1055, 1060.
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2. The Governments of the United States of America and China 
further agree that such claims may be referred, in lieu of the Court, 
to any arbitral tribunal mutually agreed upon. ) 

3. It is further understood that neither Government will espouse a 
claim pursuant to this Article until its national has exhausted the 
remedies available to him in the administrative and judicial tribunals 
of the country in which the claim arose.” . 

Article XI now in completely reciprocal terms. European Govern- 
ments insisted this only way article acceptable their parliaments. 

| Since by U. S. constitutional practice no agreement to international 
arbitration can be made without Senate ratification, undertaking of 

| U.S. must be strictly limited by existing Senate acceptance compulsory 
jurisdiction International Court as set forth Declaration of President 
to U. N. August 14, 1946. In order make this article reciprocal, 

| therefore, necessary allow Chinese and other governments having ac- __ 
cepted compulsory jurisdiction of Court to limit their undertakings 
by terms such declarations. Chinese declaration deposited 26 
October 1946. | | 

MarsHALL 

| 898.50 Recovery /6-2548 : Telegram | 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

, WasHINGTON, June 25, 1948—8 p. m. 

928. Draft note re MFN treatment occupied areas transmitted 
Deptel 922 June 24 should be corrected as follows: Numbered Para- 

| graph 2 revised to read: : | | 

“2. The undertaking in point 1, above, will apply on the part of the 
Government of the United States of America or the Government of 
China to the merchandise trade of any area referred to therein only for 
such time and to such extent as such area accords reciprocal most- 
favored-nation treatment to the merchandise trade of the United 
States of America or China, respectively.” | | 

| | MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery/ 6—2548 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WASHINGTON, June 25, 1948—8 p. m. 

929. ReDeptel 923 June 24. New draft art III based on assumption 
major complaints American businessmen in China adequately covered 
by GATT and Commercial Treaty with exception state trading and 

” Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. 1, p. 53; or Department of State Bulletin, Sep- 
tember 8, 1946, p.452. Oe |
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related questions (see memorandum transmitted air pouch with 
instruction June 23*). | 

Par 1 new draft same as original draft, containing general commit- 
ment improve commercial relations. Par 2 contains general commit- 
ment essentially duplicating commitments already obtained in art X 

GATT and art XVII Treaty, repeated here for emphasis. Par 3 
is put on consultative basis, allowing consultation on initiative either 
Govt regarding any matter relating to provisions of art and in 
particular regarding three specified matters. 

Sub-par 8(a@) intended cover improvements in agencies such as 
Exim boards,**> Central Bank exchange control agencies, Maritime 
Customs, but Dept offers no specific suggestions since it believes Emb 
and ConGen Shanghai in better position suggest possible improve- 
ments. | 

Sub-par 3(6) rests on Chang Chun’s statement of August 18, 1947. | 
This rather than statement approved by State Council and handed 
Emb on August 1, 1947 ** chosen as basis because it was made public 
at time and is substantially identical. Dept also regards this sub-par | 
as opportunity secure re-affirmation policies that statement by present | 
Govt, with some implementing measures if possible. | 
Provisions Sub-par 8(c) intended cover not only question trading 

by strictly Govt owned corporations or agencies such as UTC ** and 
Central Trust but also activities so-called “favored firms” where 
carried on under cloak [of] Govt trade. Emphasis here on effect on 
commercial relations with US carried on by private enerprise and 
not intended to ask elimination state trading. | 

Examples questions Dept believes might come under each heading 
follow. 

_ Par 2: criteria for registration importers, grant of import licenses, 
exchange permits; discrimination between private US firms and pri- 
vate Chinese firms, between private US firms and so-called favored 
firms. ‘This provision not to be used to ask relaxation import or 

_ exchange controls but merely to assure uniformity and non-discrimi- | 
nation. | 

Par 3(a): self-explanatory. See comment above. | 
Par 3(6): 1. Return to US owners of properties occupied and still _ 

held by Chinese military and civil authorities without making ar- | 
rangements adequate compensation. Validation land titles made ~ 

* Instruction No. 121, not printed. 
* Treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation, signed at Nanking, November 

tee Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1871, or 63 Stat. (pt. 2) . 

35 Boards dealing with export and import matters. 
** Statement approved by the State Council, not printed ; see footnote 28, p. 572. 
* Universal Trading Corporation. |
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7 indefeasible by 1943 Treaty ®* should also be raised. ‘These affect con- 
_ duct commercial relations two ways: occupation properties prevents 

| | resumption normal business, doubt of land titles discourages resump- 
| tion business or investment to restore operations. 

| 2. Simplification and speeding up land law procedures for acquisi- 
os tion land for commercial and industrial purposes. Dept understands 

a special permission must now be obtained from Executive Yuan 
through hierarchy local officials, discouraging if not preventing in- _ 

| vestment these purposes. _ | 
a 3. Uniform and non-discriminatory tax policies especially in 
oo administration. This point fully covered Commercial Treaty but 

Dept wishes reiterate position. | 
| 4, Adequate method for appeal against illegal administrative orders . 

and action, through channels permitting prompt decision and effective 
suppression illegal demands. Dept understands present procedure 
requires appeal through official hierarchy to Executive Y uan, thence 

_ to Administrative Court, involving interminable delays. Dept has 
7 in mind not only attempts apply penal sanctions such as Mysberg 

| case °° but also the apparently normal flood of Chinese administrative 
_ regulations in all matters, frequently having no authority of law. 

_ . . 6 [6?] Authorization of import licenses for repair and replace- 
: ment equipment for existing essential plant where imported by end- 

a user who provides own exchange. Dept has in mind not general 
So license for such imports but general policy approval applications such 
a importers on case by case examination on merits. | : 

Par 3 (¢): Dept especially desires this connection follow up Fon- 
Off’s note November 27, 1947 “ stating UTC would cease operations 

oe for private account after liquidation outstanding commitments. 
Dept does not wish request ChiGovt cease state trading but believes 

| Nov 27 statement might reasonably be taken as moral commitment 
limit activities to trade for Govt account. Both Dept and Commerce 
believe it should be made plain to Chinese that activities “favored 
firm” will also be scrutinized. It should be impressed on them that 

* Treaty relinquishing extraterritorial rights, signed at Washington, January 
11, 1943; Department of State Treaty Series, No. 984, or 57 Stat. (pt. 2) 767. 

- ® This case involved police search of premises in Shanghai of the American- 
a owned Abis Company Federal Ine., USA, on March 8, 1947. The firm’s manager, 

: Frederick Mysberg, a Dutch national, was arrested and banknotes, gold bars, 
_ and records of the company were seized by police on grounds that its operations 

violated emergency economic measures promulgated on February 16, 1947. The 
Shanghai courts decreed one year’s imprisonment for Mysberg and ordered the 
firm’s funds confiscated. Text of the emergency measures was reported in tele- 
gram No. 299, February 17, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, p. 1071. 

: “For summary, see telegram No. 2325, December 2, 1947, 3 p. m., from the | 
_ Ambassador in China, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. VI, p. 1882,
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US businessmen are convinced such firms receive privileged treatment foe 
either directly from Govt or through intermediary UTC or other 
Govt corporations, and burden proof is on them. This very general 
conviction on part American business affects profoundly its confidence a 
in treatment offered by ChiGovt and hence on commercial relations. _ 

With special reference items listed under Par 3 (6), Emb requested — a 
to offer additional suggestions for Dept’s consideration if important — _ 
problems exist which are not covered and are pertinent inclusion under 
this Par. | | 
Emb and ConGen Shanghai must bear chief responsibility subsidi- _ 

ary consultations this article and likewise follow up on any measures oo 
agreed to by Chinese. , | | 

| MarsHALL : 

893.50 Recovery /6-2648 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State | 

NANKING, J une 26, 1948—2 p. m. 
SO [Received June 26—11: 01 a. m.] 

1156. Reference Embtel 1134 of June 24, noon, and previous. For- 
elon Office aide-mémoire re Article VIII bilateral received June 26 , 
reads as follows: — | . 

- “Reference is made to the aide-mémoire of the American Embassy : 
dated June 21, 1948, transmitting the text proposed by the Department 
of State for article VIII of the bilateral aid agreement now under | 
negotiation. | SO , 

‘The Chinese Govt, while recognizing the importance of maintaining 
appropriate rates of foreign exchange in international commercial | 
relations, is not in a position to agree to the insertion of the proposed 
article VIII in the bilateral aid agrement on account of the present 
‘abnormal currency situation in China. 

It is true that China, as a member of the International Monetary . 
Fund, is under obligation to consult the fund before making any rate 
change. Since, however, the par value of the Chinese currency has 

_ not been fixed and since China’s exchange rates are necessarily being 
constantly adjusted, the fund has recognized, as a matter of practical — 
realism, that prior consultation on the occasion of each change is un- 
feasible. The fund is content that it be notified of the rates from time 
o time. | 
The Chinese Govt is confident that its position in this respect will | 

have the full understanding of the United States Government.” 

Sent Department 1156, repeated Shanghai 529. | 
| | - Srvarr
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| 893.50 Recovery /6—2648 : Telegram . . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NANKING, June 26, 1948—2 p. m. 

| | [Received June 26—9:04a.m.} 

1158. Reference Embtel 1147, June 25.41 Foreign Office informed 

_ Embassy June 26 text for article XII, paragraph 2, bilateral contained 

Deptel 907 of June 22 accepted. | 
oe Sent Department 1158; repeated Shanghai 5380. 

. STUART 

840.50 Recovery /6—2648 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, | NANKING, June 26, 1948—6 p- m. 

| . _ [Received June 26—8:11 a. m.] 

1159. Your 920 and 921, both June 24, 11 p. m., received today. 
Embassy appalled at number and magnitude substantive and language 
changes. Will exercise best efforts renegotiate agreement basis latest 
text but in light chronic transmission delays, difference in time, code 
room load, period required by Foreign Office for interministerial con- 
currences and necessity to produce Chinese text then requiring Em- 
bassy check, main [én] combination forces Embassy request Depart- 
ment maximum latitude in negotiation insofar as form and language 
are concerned provided substance preserved. Please confirm Niact.* 

Sent Department 1159, repeated Shanghai 531. | 
| | STUART 

| 893.50 Recovery/6—2648 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State. 

| NANKING, June 26, 1948—6 p. m. 
| \ [Received June 26—8: 17 a. m.] 

1160. Embassy transmitting text article III bilateral contained | 
Deptel 923 of June 24, 11 p. m. (received June 26) to Foreign Office 
in. absence important Embassy reservations. It may prove stronger 

| dose, particularly paragraph 3, than Foreign Office feels Government 
can take, but we will do best secure acceptance. | 

Sent Department 1160, repeated Shanghai 532. 
Sruarr | 

“Not printed; it reported the Embassy was awaiting the ‘Chinese Foreign | 
Office reply to its request for revision of article XII, paragraph 2, based on 
article V, paragraph 1, in telegram No. 907, June 22, 6 p. m., p. 611. ° 

| “Night action.
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893.50 Recovery /6-2648 : Telegram . | | . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | | NANnKING, June 26, 1948—6 p. m. 
| | a [Received June 26—8:44a.m.] 

- 1161. Embassy transmitting by aide-mémoire to Foreign Office | 
today text proposed exchange of notes re MFN treatment occupied 
areas contained Deptel 922 of June 24, 11 p. m. (received June 26). 
Embassy convinced that removal from agreement and incorporation 
in note exchange will not solve or soften the extreme difficulty of 
Chinese Government making any such commitment re Japan. Risk 
knowledge of its existence is so great. In context inflamed public 
opinion this subject, Embassy trusts Department is reconsidering de- 

_ sirability of exposing Wong Cabinet in all its vulnerability to attack 
on an issue which can be so easily exploited. (RefEmbtel 1128 of June 

| 23, noon, and previous. ) | | 
Sent Dept as 1161; repeated Shanghai as 533. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery /6—2648 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

oo WASHINGTON, June 26, 1948—6 p. m. 

930. Dept fully appreciates difficulties incorporate sweeping 
changes China agreement as indicated Emb 1159 June 26, and agrees 
Emb should have maximum latitude negotiation subject following 
observations. Changes Deptel 921 June 24 were forwarded in belief 
that in general on standard articles substantive revisions European 
agreements should be applied China, and that purely drafting changes . 
standard articles should be offered China, if possible, so as to avoid 
unnecessary Chinese resentment. Some changes of form, if not ap- 
plied China, would have an undesirable substantive connotation for 
China agreement. 

For example, failure delete former Art VI (Assets in US) and 
include its substance as new Art IT para 1(a) (ii) would imply greater 
emphasis this undertaking for China than for European countries, - 
whereas if anything, reverse is actually the case. Foregoing, plus 
necessity find a place for previous Art V para 2, new Art II para2, 
Indicates desirability retain new draft Art IT. 

Dept will rely Emb judgment whether divergence China from ERP 
text on points of form and language would create sufficient Chinese 
resentment to warrant effort effect changes. In general, Dept believes 
that, within physical limitations Emb 1159, serious attempt should be
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-—- made incorporate all changes transmitted Deptels 920 and 921. . With . 

_ exception introductory sentence Art II para 1, Chinese should find | 
| such changes readily acceptable since most of them are concessions. | 

| - _-Dept will not transmit further changes standard articles unless 

| significant points of substance or face involved. Question of minutes 
to be appended agreement as Annex will be discussed subsequent 

telegram.* oo | | 
Only other unresolved questions here on China agreement are 

| (1) wording new Art V para 5 introductory sentence in light Embtel 
, 1149 June 25 and (2) MEN treatment Japan on which instructions © 

| will follow.“ | | 
Sent Nanking 930 rptd Shanghai 1151. | oe | 

| | ) | MarsHaLL 

893.50 Recovery /6—2648 —_ . . 

| The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

| | WASHINGTON, June 26, 1948—8 p. m. 

931. As result strong objection UK, France and China, approval 
has been granted delete Japan from exchange notes these countries 
re MEN treatment occupied areas (Deptel 922 June 24). Emb au- 

| thorized so inform FonMin, but should explain that Dept desires 
Exchange same note with ChiGovt for western Germany, Trieste and 
southern Korea. While deletion southern Korea reluctantly agreed 
for UK and French notes, Dept expects several other ERP countries 
give MFN both Japan and southern Korea in exchange notes. | 

Sent Nanking 931, rptd Shanghai1152. | 
} | | MarsHALL 

898.50 Recovery /6-2748 : Telegram | 

| The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NANKING, June 27, 1948—11 a. m. 
| [Received June 27—1:438 a. m.] 

| 1163. Reference paragraph 5, Deptel 920 of June 24, Embtel 1149 
of June 25 and Deptel 892 of June 17. Revised article IV (old | 

numbering) of bilateral aid agreement as agreed with Lapham mission 
_ was presented by atde-mémoire to Foreign Office June 25. Full text 

—— contained in Embassy’s immediately following telegram.‘ Foreign _ 
Office brusquely rejected proposal by azde-mémoire June 26 as “unde- 

“ See telegram No. 933, June 28, 3 p. m., p. 584. 
: “Infra. |
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sirable and unnecessary” and “creates impression that administrative 

integrity of China is not strictly respected”. 
Sent Department 1163, repeated Shanghai 534. | : 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery/6—2748 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State - 

NANKING, June 27, 1948—11 a. m. 

| [Received June 27—1: 55 a. m.] 

1164. Exact text article IV (old numbering) as presented to For- | 

eign Office June 25 follows: | 

“Article IV. 1. The Government of China undertakes to adopt or 
maintain such measures of control as may be necessary to prevent the . 
diversion of assistance obtained under the provisions of this agree- 
ment from the uses for which it was furnished or to uses inconsistent 
with the purposes of this agreement. These measures shall include 
effective measures for the prevention of pilferage and of the diversion 
of commodities furnished under this agreement to illegal or improper 
markets or channels of trade. | 

2. All commodities provided by the Government of the United 
States of America pursuant to this agreement shall be processed and | 

_ distributed by commercial enterprises or by private or Chinese Gov- 
ernment agencies, and in accordance with terms and conditions, agreed 
upon from time to time between the Government of the United States | 
of America and the Government of China. Representatives of the 
Government of the United States of America may exercise direct | 
supervision and control over processing and distribution of such _ 
commodities. | : 

3. The Government of China, in consultation with representatives | 
of the United States of America, will take all appropriate steps de- 
signed to achieve fair and equitable distribution within the areas 
under its control of commodities provided by the Government of the 
United States of Ame.ica pursuant to this agreement and of similar 
commodities imported into China with other funds or produced 
locally. To the extent that circumstances and supply availabilities 
permit, a distribution and price control system shall be inaugurated or 
maintained in urban centers of China with the intent of insuring 
that all classes of the population shall receive a fair share of imported 
or indigenously produced essential civilian supplies. In permitting 
United States of America expendable commodities made available | 
under the agreement to be utilized in support of the Chinese efforts to 
improve consumption and price controls, it is understood that the Gov- 
ernment of the United States of America takes no responsibility for 
the success of these urban programs. : | 

4. The prices at which supplies furnished by the United States of 
America pursuant to this agreement will be sold in China shall be 
agreed upon between the Government of China and the Government 
of the United States of America.” | | 

Sent Department 1164, repeated Shanghai 535. 
| . STUART
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. 893.50 Recovery /6—2748 : Telegram 

| The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, June 27, 1948—1 p. m. 
| _ [Received June 27—8: 43 a. m. | 

_ 1165. In conference this morning with Foreign Office, Embassy’s 
revised text article IV (old numbering) rejected. RefEmbtel 1163 
and 1164, June 27, 11 a.m. Embassy requests authority in extremis 

“ to revert to original language this article and secure strict and de- 
tailed interpretative commitment in agreed minute of negotiators. | 

Sent Dept 1165; repeated Shanghai 536. 
. STUART 

893.50 Recovery/6-2748 : Telegram 

| The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, Nankino, June 27, 1948—1 p. m. 
a [Received June 27—8: 26 a. m.] 

1166. Aide-mémoire containing text MF'N treatment (refDeptel 
922, June 24) occupied areas corrected to conform Deptel 928, June 
25, 8 p. m., presented Foreign Office July 27. Poker-face reception 

| with reaction to come which Embassy has every reason to believe will 
be as foreshadowed in Embtel 1161, June 26, 6 p. m. | | 

Sent Department at 1166; repeated Shanghai 537. | 

| | STUART 

840.50 Recovery /6—2748 : Telegram 

—_ Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | Nanxine, June 27, 1948—6 p. m. 
[ Received June 27—8 : 21 a. m.] 

1167. At this moment of financial crisis and disquietude symp- 
: tomized by student attacks on me personally, I feel impelled to point 

out in connection with negotiation of bilateral aid agreement that our 
' larger interests may well be most effectively served by dealing gen- 

erously with the Chinese and avoiding imposition of terms of/or , 
| language which will lose face for present Cabinet and hence expose 

it to intensified criticism. There are certain hopeful signs in the 
| general situation, dark though it appears on certain fronts. 

oo —_ | STUART
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893.50 Recovery /6-2748:: Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of: State : 

: | Nankineo, June 27, 1948—6 p. m. | 
[ Received June 27—8 :21 a. m. | 

1168. Embassy most grateful Deptel 930, June 26 and: appreciates | 
_ comprehensive and expeditious replies forthcoming from Department — 

. to its messages. | - - 
Reconstituted draft (Deptels 920 and 921, June 24 and related cable / 

correspondence) presented and discussed June 27 in day-long con- | 
ference with Tung Ling.*® Embassy secured preliminary approval 
entire draft except articles III and IV. In order achieve this, Em- 

__ bassy revealed all concessions with exception contraction original pre- 
amble and deletion verbatim extract from section 402 of act. Latter 
of great importance to Chinese as a matter of face and reserved for | 
possible rough going later. 

Re exchange of notes Foreign Office greatly relieved deletion Japan 
and. may well be possible secure exchange this basis. However For- — 
eign Office made strong plea for additional deletion of reference to 
southern Korea which is so closely related in Chinese mind to Jap- 
anese Empire. Embassy supports Foreign Office’s request delete. 
southern Korea particularly in view Department’s agreement elimina- 
tion in UK and French notes (Deptel 931, June 26) which lack 
geographic continuity and emotional violence. Embassy requests 
authorization, if necessary, accede this point. | | 

Re Article III, Foreign Office argued in strongest terms that para- | 
graph 1 was maximum Chinese Government could accept. Paragraph | 
2 and particularly paragraph 3 are according to Chinese point of 
view humiliating—Embassy held firm and only agreed (1) report this 
view to Department and (2) transmit any substitute language Foreign 
Office might concoct which would retain substance. 

Re article IV, Embassy encountered strong resistance but has not 
lost hope of securing agreement to article unchanged. Authorization 
requested in Embtel 1165, June 27 would, however, be most helpful. 

Sent Department 1168, repeated Shanghai 538. : 
STUART 

893.50 Recovery/ 6-2848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

NanxIna, June 28, 1948—1 p. m. 
[Received June 28—4: 13 a. m.] 

1170. Reference article XII bilateral, Embassy and Foreign Office 
interpretation second sentence is that earliest date agreement could be 

“ Director of American Affairs Department, Foreign Office.
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terminated by either party is June 30,1950. (Reference Deptel 921, | 

i June 21 [24]). [In] master agreement (ECA 1 of May 124") Em- 

bassy notes article XVIII by use of word “or” and final phrase “which- 

ever is the later date” termination is possible at any time after 6 

- - months’ notice given. If Foreign Office should request similar pro- 

vision, is reversion to language master agreement cited above ac- 

ceptable to Department ? 

a Sent Department 1170, repeated Shanghai 540. 

: STuaRT 

- 893.50 Recovery/6—2848 : Telegram oe 

- The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

. | WASHINGTON, June 28, 1948—3 p. m. 

| 933. As indicated Deptel 920, June 24, numbered para 3 re Art. II, 

7 interpretative minutes to agreements have recently been developed 

/ with ERP countries. They will be appended each Kuropean agree- 

| ment as Annex and will have equal validity [with] agreement. They 

| are important primarily from point of view other govis, although two 

an or three points may be useful to US. Although Annex not vital to 

China agreement, would not Chigovt have justifiable complaint if not 

informed contents and given opportunity adopt similar Annex? 

: Emb authorized use its discretion this matter in light time factor 

| (instruction re this subject follows). Emb may have additional 

} points of interpretation standard or unique China articles which it 

would be helpful include Annex. 

If Annex is appended China agreement, Art. XII (Entry into | 

Force, etc.) should have new para inserted after para 2 and final 

. para 3 should be renumbered as 4. New para 3 should read “The 

Annex to this Agreement forms an integral part thereof”. 

Following is text those portions Annex applicable China agreement. 

| Note that Section 2 reproduces definition restrictive business practices 

a contained in Art. 46 para 3 Havana ITO Charter. | 

| Annex—Interpretative Notes 

| 1. It is understood that the requirements of para 1 (a) of Art. II, 

relating to the adoption of measures for the efficient use of resources, 

7 | would include, with respect to commodities furnished under the 

Agreement, effective measures for safeguarding such commodities and 

for preventing their diversion to illegal or irregular markets or 

channels of trade. | 

9. It is understood that the business practices and business arrange- 

ments referred to in para 3 of Art. II mean: HG 

“Not printed. | | |
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(a) Fixing prices, terms or conditions to be observed in dealing 

with others in the purchase, sale or lease of any product; | 

 (b) excluding enterprises from, or allocating or dividing, any | 

territorial market or field of business activity, or allocating 

customers, or fixing sales quotas or purchase quotas; . 

: (c) discriminating against particular enterprises; _ | 

_ (a) limiting production or fixing production quotas; | 

(e) preventing by agreement the development or application Oo 

of téchnology or invention whether patented or unpatented; _ 

(f) extending the use of rights under patents, trade marks or 

copyrights granted by either country to matters which, according | 

to its laws and regulations, are not within the scope of such grants, 

or to products or conditions of production, use or sale which are 

likewise not the subjects of such grants; and | 

(g) such other practices as the two Govts may agree to include. | 

3. It is understood that the Govt of China is obligated to take action | 

in particular instances in accordance with para 3 of Article II only : 
after appropriate investigation or examination. | | 

4. It is understood that the phrase in Article VI “after due regard : 
for the reasonable requirements of China for domestic use” would 

include the maintenance of reasonable stocks of the materials con- 

cerned and that the phrase “commercial export” might include barter 

transactions. It is also understood that arrangements negotiated un- | 
der Article VI might appropriately include provision for consultation,  =—=—> 

in accordance with the principles of Article 32 of the Havana Charter a 

for an ITO, in the event that stockpiles are liquidated. 
5. It is understood that the Govt of China will not be requested, 

under para 2 (a) of Art. VIII, to furnish detailed information about 
minor projects or confidential commercial or technical information the 

disclosure of which would injure legitimate commercial interests, 
6. It is understood that the Govt of the USA in making the notifica- 

tions referred to in para 2 of Art. X would bear in mind the desira- 
bility of restricting, so far as practicable, the number of officials for 
whom full diplomatic privileges would be requested. It is also under- | 

stood that the detailed application of Art. X would, when necessary, 

be the subject of inter-governmental discussion. 
7, It is understood that any agreements which might be arrived at 

pursuant to para 2 of Art. XI would be subject to ratification by the 

Senateofthe USA. | | 

| MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /6—2848 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

ES NANKING, June 28, 1948—5 p. m. 
— | , [Received June 28—5 p. m.] 

1172...Foreign Office reiterated to us today its objection to articles 

III and IV (new draft) but presented no new arguments. (RefEmb- 

tel 1168, June 27, 6 p.m. and previous.) — a | Oo
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- Foreign Office, however, now asks us to substitute for article IT, 
paragraph 2, of new draft the following language: “2. The Govern- 
ment of China will take the measures which it deems appropriate to 
prevent, on the part of private or public commercial enterprise, busi- 
ness practices or business arrangements affecting international trade 
which have the effect of interfering with the purposes and policies of 
this agreement.” Embassy sees no objection to this change. 

Sent Department 1172, repeated Shanghai 542, 
| STUART 

~ §893.50 Recovery /6—2748 : Telegram . . 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

WasHINGTON, June 28, 1948—8 p. m. 

938. 1. Emb authorized revert original language Article IV, (Emb- 
tel 1165 June 27) original paragraph 1 of which presumably now con- 
tained Article II. While Dept and ECA agreeable strict and de- 
tailed interpretative commitment re Article IV in annex, language 
used should not be similar revised text Article IV, if this approach 
is to meet Chinese objections (Embtel 1163 June 27), since annex 
would be published as integral part Agreement. | | 

2. Dept does not insist inclusion southern Korea [in] MFN notes 
(Embtel 1168 June 27) if in Emb’s judgment FonMin objections re- 
flect realistic appraisal political consequences. Suggest Emb em- 
phasize that some ERP countries (e. g. Italy) are expected extend 
MEN treatment southern Korea despite lack geographic contiguity 
and inclusion joint recovery program. Concession this point, if neces- 
sary, might prove useful other aspects negotiation. | 

: ~ MarsHarp 

893.50 Recovery/6—2848 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| , | WASHINGTON, June 28, 1948—8 p. m. 

| 939. Regarding time factor conclusion China agreement. Adminis- 
trator required by law suspend aid if bilateral agreement not signed 
by July 8. Such suspension would be in form of ECA letter notifying 
Washington representative of receiving government. However, due 
to holidays, July 4 and 5, suspense action would have little practical 
effect on program until July 6. Re Embtel 1154, June 25,48 Wash- 
ington time should control deadline signature. : . 

| If Rural Reconstruction Agreement cannot be signed prior to or 
| simultaneously preparation final text general bilateral, Art. V, para 

“© Not printed. |
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4(a) of latter should be changed to read as follows: “expenditures 
required to carry out the purposes of a Joint Commission on Rural — 
Reconstruction in China as provided for by Section 407 of the China | 
Aid Act of 1948.” | . Oo 

Has Legislative Yuan passed resolution authorizing Executive Yuan 
negotiate necessary agreements within scope China Aid: Act as indi- 
cated Embtel 1128, June 232 Embassy should, of course, request 
Fonmins’ authorization sign agreements general bilateral and rural 
reconstruction, which will take effect as from signature under then 
existing language.*? _ 7 

Dept will telegraph ™® soonest authorization Ambassador sign 
_ agreements and MFN note (Embtel 1169 June 28%). However, 

before signature Dept should be informed outcome negotiation and 
final treatment changes recently transmitted Dept or initiated 
Nanking. | | : 

Sent Nanking as 939, repeated Shanghai as 1158. 
| | :  _MarsHAtn 

893.50 Recovery /6—2948 : Telegram 

_ The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, June 29, 1948—10 a. m._ 
| [Received June 29—2: 35 a. m.] | 

1174. Foreign Office has informed Embassy it will require 48 hours 
after complete agreement. of English text to prepare Chinese docu- 
ment for simultaneous signature. (RefEmbtel 1171 June 28 and | 
Embtel 1154 June 25).°? Embassy check Chinese text must follow 
which places.effective deadline as late June 30 or early July 1. , 

In event impasse which now looms reference articles III and IV, 
how seriously would Department assess repercussions and consequences 
of failure reach and sign agreement by statutory date July 3? 

Sent Department 1174, repeated Shanghai 543. 
| | , | STUART 

893.50 Recovery/6—2748 : Telegram _ 

The Secretary of State to: the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

: ‘Wasuinerton, June 29, 1948—8 p. m. 

945. Views set forth urtel 1167 Jun 27 are shared fully by Dept 
and these considerations have governed Dept’s position re various 

_“ For Embassy’s comments on the second and third paragraphs of this telegram, 
see telegram No. 1180, June 29, 6 p. m., p. 614. 

°° Telegram No. 953, June 29, 8 p. m., not printed. 
* Not printed. 

» ™Neither printed. 

429-525—73-——_38
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points negotiations, such as Art IV to which reference made Deptels - 
| 815 May 29 and 892 Jun 17 and introductory sentence Art II (Deptel , 

| 920 Jun 24). Dept has been of opinion that severe position on matters 

this nature would not materially affect Chinese performance and 

| would only gain ill-will but has been reluctant take unyielding stand 

in existing circumstances. | | | 
MarsHaALn 

898.50 Recovery/6—2948 : Telegram . . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NANKING, J une 29, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received June 29—8:56a.m.] 

1178. Deptel 938, June 28 appreciated and most helpful. Embassy — 
delivered this morning aide-mémoire to Foreign Office stating US 
must insist upon retention articles 3 and 4 as presented by Embassy. 
Foreign Office visibly shaken. : | 

wvAb later scuumd vunforcmces 

Oe 1. Foreign Office withdrew all objections to article II, paragraph 
1(a) (2), new draft which paragraph had been source considerable 
discussion. | | 

| 2. Foreign Office reiterated its desire to see article 2, paragraph 2, 
rephrased as reported Embtel 1172.5 Embassy supports. 

| , 3. Foreign Office capitulated on article 3 to extent willing as “final 
_ concession” to accept paragraphs 1,2 and 3 up through word “article”, 

| deleting word “including” and those illustrative topics of conversation 
labeled subparagraphs a, } and ¢ in new text. | 
With respect to paragraph (3) (a), Foreign Office reiterated its 

willingness at any time to consult and attempt to remedy instances 
| where due to inefficiencies or other factors, American commercial 

oe, interests were suffering under. operation of laws, regulations and rules. 
This is true and in recent weeks Foreign Office has been not only coop- 

| erative but effective in such specific matters as obtaining charter for 
oa of America and release certain materials Andersen, Meyer [& 

- Co.]. | | 
- With respect to 3 (6), Embassy has received oral assurance Premier’s _ 

August 13 statement remains national policy and can seek with prob- 
| able sucess commitment in writing this effect prior signature bilateral. _ 

With respect to 3 (c), Foreign Office confirmed today to Embassy 
| that Foreign Minister’s November 28 statement * this subject remains 

| policy Chinese Government. In view difficulty Chinese Government 
a accepting article 3, paragraph 2 (which goes well beyond article X VII 

June 28,5p.m.,p.587% | 7 oo 
SO & Hmbodied, presumably, in the note of November 27, 1947; for summary, see 

telegram No. 2325, December 2, 1947, 3 p. m., from the Ambassador in China, 
Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, p. 1882. | | - a
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FCN (Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation) and fact that subpara- | 
graphs 3a, 6 and care illustrative of topics of consultation and not | 
undertakings per se, Embassy recommends acceptance. | a 

4. Foreign Office accepted new article IV zm toto with exception | 
_ deletion second sentence paragraph 1 (“direct supervision and con- 

trol”). Negotiations have made clear and Chinese therein have ac- 
cepted firm US intention to continue under aid program same type _ 
supervision and control employed so successfully by CRM (Chinese 
Relief Mission). Accordingly, Embassy proposes agree with Chi- 
nese article 4 (with single deletion given above), believing, as do 
Chinese negotiators, that words “in accordance with terms and condi- 
tions agreed upon, et cetera” appearing in immediately preceding 
sentence of paragraph 1 sufficiently covers authority to impose direct | 

_ supervision and control. Embassy, however, will discuss this point as , 
well as article 3 status with Lapham prior communication any intima- 
tion acceptance to Foreign Office. | | | 

If foregoing acceptable to Department (including rewording article | 
_ 2, paragraph 2, Embtel 1172), Embassy believes agreement can be | 

considered reached with time left for mechanics for signature July 2 
or 3. Please reply Niact. | 

| Sent Department 1178, repeated Shanghai 546. 
| | STUART | 

893.50 Recovery /6—2948 : Telegram i . 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

| _ WaAsHINGTON, June 29, 1948—5 p. m. 

950. Emb authorized reach agreement Chinese on basis recom- 
mended urtel 1178 June 29. Dept believes would be desirable obtain 
written assurances re substance 3 (a), 3 (6) and 8 (¢) but will leave it 
your discretion what assurances along these lines, written or oral, 
should be requested. Should be made clear to Chinese that any writ- 
ten assurances agreed upon will be made public. 

| : | MarsHALi 

893.50 Fiecovery/6-2948 : Telegram | | | 

_ The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

| WasHINGTON, June 29, 1948—8 p.m. 

951. As indicated previous telegrams, Dept and ECA quite agree- 
able deletion “direct supervision and control” Article ITV and Embassy _ 
authorized finalize language this article as proposed Embassy 1178 
June 29. (Sent Nanking as 951, Rptd Shanghai as 1173.) 

oe So | : - MarsHALL
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| 893.50 Recovery /6-2848 : Telegram | , : 

oe The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | WasHIncTon, June 29, 1948—8 p. m. 
952. Following miscellaneous. comments re negotiation, Bilateral: 
1. Chinese redraft Article II paragraph 2 acceptable (Embtel 1172 

June 28) ;_ | 
2. Re Embtel 1170 June 28, Embassy’s interpretation master A gree- 

ment (ECA 1 of May 12) Article XVIII incorrect. Close reading 
should indicate that this previous version sets June 30, 1950 as earliest 
termination date. Present, Article XII paragraph 1 second sentence 
as indicated Deptel 873. June 11 represents revision to clarify possi- | 
bility extend Agreement beyond June 30, 1950. - If FonMin requests 

| language to permit earlier termination, suggest Embassy explain that 
paragraph 2 covers such contingency. 

8. Following agreements have been signed without any major sub- 
_stantive changes applicable China other than those already trans- 
mitted Embassy: UK signed June 26; °° France, Ireland and Italy 

| signed June 28; ** Denmark, Norway signed June 29. (Embtel 1171 
June 28 *8) | | | | 

4, Minor substantive change has been made European Agreements | 
applicable Article VI China draft (Access to Materials) and should 
be effected if possible Nanking as follows: | 

Paragraph 8 revised to read “The Government of China, when so 
| requested by the Government of the United States of America, will _ 

cooperate, wherever appropriate, to further the objectives of para- 
| graphs 1 and 2 of this Article in respect of materials originating 

. outside of China”. This change designed cover both good offices by _ 
receiving Government with third governments, and influenced by 
receiving Government on its nationals. Dept does not envisage useful 
application this paragraph, but uniformity desirable in view standard | 

| character [of] article. | 
Ambassador’s signature [on] general bilateral and rural recon-. 

a struction agreements will not require full powers. (Embtel 1169 

June 29 [28] °*). Authorization being sent separate telegrams °° in 
| accordance last paragraph Deptel 939 June 28. (Sent Nanking as 952. 

Repeated to Shanghai as 1174.) 
| MARSHALL 

| “The agreement was actually signed July 6, 1948; Treaties and Other Inter- 
national Acts Series No. 1795, or 62 Stat. (pt. 2) 2596. | 
Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1788, or 62 Stat. (pt. 2). 

| 2223 ; No. 1788, or 62 Stat. (pt. 2) 2407; and No. 1789, or 62 Stat. (pt. 2) 2421. 
*" Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1782, or 62 Stat. (pt. 2) — 

2199 ; and 1792, or 62 Stat. (pt. 2) 2514. 
* Not printed. | 
© Telegrams Nos. 953 and 954, June 29, 8 p. m., neither printed. 

| , | |
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893.50 Recovery /6-3048 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, June 30, 1948—11 a. m. 
[Received June 30—1: 02 a. m. ] 

1181. Embassy greatly appreciates contents and speed Deptel 950, - 
June 29. Embassy will await final communication with Lapham or 
-Gilpatric prior closing. Only points Embassy now awaiting Depart- 
ment reply appear to be: | 

(1) Query contained Embtel 1172, June 28 regarding article IT, 
paragraph 2. a | . 

(2) Possible NAC insistence hinted last sentence Deptel 930, June 
- 26 regarding article V, paragraph 5. | | 

ta} Query contained Embtel 1170, June 28. 
4) Receipt full powers. | 

Sent Department 1181, repeated Shanghai 550. — | 
| STUART 

8938.50 Recovery /6—-3048 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, June 30, 1948—3 p. m. 

| [Received June 30—3: 37 a. m.] | 

1183. Embassy continuing efforts retain last sentence paragraph 1- 
of article IV and result further conference of negotiators this noon 

not unhopeful of success. (ReDeptel 950, June 29 and Embtel 1181, 

June 30.) Prior meeting, Embassy in communication Lapham and 
Gilpatric who feel strongly this point. 

Please cable niact exact title to be used for agreement. 

Sent Department 1183, repeated Shanghai 551. 
— Sruarr 

893.50 Recovery /6—3048 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

WasHINneTON, June 30, 1948—8 p. m. 

962. Regarding Deptel 951, June 29 Dept wishes to be sure that 
it is clearly understood that authorization finalize language Art. IV. 

made on assumption Emb would first consult Lapham as indicated, 
Emb 1178, June 29, and as borne out by ur 1183 June 30. You will 
recall (Deptels 815 May 29 and 892 June 17) that Dept, while unable ~ 
perceive necessity second sentence para 1 Art. TV and doubtful wisdom 

insistence its inclusion, has nevertheless been willing accede Lapham’s
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= | recommendation in circumstances. Final resolution this problem 
2 therefore contingent Lapham’s decision. | | - 

| | | ~ Marsmary 

| | | 893.50 Recovery / 6-3048 : Telegram 

| Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | | WasHinerTon, June 30, 1948—8 p. m. 

| 963. Dept suggests deletion “United States of America” immedi- 
| ately following “in permitting” last sentence new para 2 Art. IV, and — 

| substitution word “this” for “the” immediately before “agreement” _ 
Same sentence. New para 3 Art. IV: Order of reference Govts should 

. be reversed for English text. | Bn 
| : _ Marsan 

oe 898.50 Recovery/6-3048 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

| | WASHINGTON, J une 30, 1948—8 p. m. 

. 965. Dept cannot ignore NAC recommendation Article V para 5 
: formerly Article VII (Embtel 1149 June 25 repeated Shanghai as 
a 525 et seq.) ECA has agreed to resubmit question to NAC by tele- 

a phone poll NAC members tomorrow (July 1). Dept will immediately 

. communicate decision to Emb. Meanwhile Emb should not dispose 
finally this paragraph and should be prepared submit NAC language 
before conclusion negotiations. | | 

a | MaRSHALL ~ 

a 893.50 Recovery/7-148 : Telegram | | 

- The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a | | oe NanxinaG, July 1, 1948—11 a. m. 
oS | . [Received July 1—2: 54a. m.] 

1193. Sole point of substance or language unagreed with Foreign 
Office is second sentence paragraph 1, article [V. (Reference Deptel. 

| 950, June 29, Lapham’s Torca 75, June 30,° Deptel 951, June 21 [29] 
and Embtel 1178, June 29.) Foreign Minister on instructions Execu- 

. tive Yuan adamant. Embassy has held firm but will reach decision 
final position to take today under authority granted in reftels after 

. conference with Lapham and Gilpatric ® scheduled this morning. 
Sent Department 1193, repeated Shanghai 554. | 

_ | STUART 

oe “ Latter not printed. | | Oo 
@ Donald S. Gilpatric was appointed Deputy Chief of the ECA China Mission 

| a J wy t but continued concurrently as Attaché of the Consulate General at 
SO angnal.
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893.50 Recovery/7-148 : Telegram | s | a a, 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State : 

| _ Nawnxrne, July 1,1948—6 p.m. — 
| [Received July 1—7: 53 a. m.] a 

1197. Reference Deptel 962, June 30. Embassy did not fail to 
consult Lapham on June 30 as promised Embtel 1178, June 29. His 
views reflected in Embassy’s continued unyielding stand re last sen- | 
tence paragraph 1, article IV as reported in Embtel 1183, June 30. © 

: Authorization delete crucial sentence which was transmitted to Em- | 
bassy in Deptels 950 and 951 of June 29 in Embassy’s belief had con- 
firmed authority accorded Embassy in Deptel 938, June 28 to which no | 

_ similar condition had been attached. — , | 
_ Embassy has been fully aware of necessity keeping Lapham closely _ 

informed progress negotiations both as matter of right and in interest | 
of future harmonious relationship. | | 

As result further discussions and in agreement between Lapham | 
and Embassy today, Lapham this afternoon saw Prime Minister 
alone and reiterated to him vital importance attached to retention dis- 
puted sentence. Prime Minister gave no definitive answer but 
promised discuss with Foreign Minister. Foreign Minister has just 7 

- now repeated refusal to accept. ' 
Embassy unable to construe final sentence Deptel 962 otherwise then 

[than] as clear revocation authority Embassy had understood Depart- | 
ment had conferred on it this matter successively in Deptels 938, 950: 
and 951. Obviously Embassy will seek and expect to arrive at amica- 
ble agreed decision with Lapham re conclusion or collapse of negotia- 

tion. Presumably Department is aware that if due to Lapham’s 
possible decision insist on retention disputed sentence and Chinese con- a 
tinue refusal to accept, then there will be no agreement on or before | 
July 3 and the responsibility for negotiating it or failing to negotiate 
it, as the case may be, will rest in fact on Lapham and not on the 
Secretary of State which latter Embassy understood was required by | 
section 405 of the act. | | 
Lapham has seen this cable. 

- Sent Department 1179; repeated Shanghai 561. - 
| | , STruaRrT | 

893.50 Recovery /7—248 : Telegram | 

| The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, July 2, 1948—11 a. m. 7 
| [Received July 2—10:10 a. m.] | 

1200. Change in preamble to read “1948, and considering”. - 
Last sentence article II, paragraph 2, “trade which have the effect: |
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of interfering with the purposes and policies of this agreement” sub- 
stituted for “trade which restrain ... . this agreement”. — 

Changes article IV as recommended Deptel 968, June 30 accepted. 
Sub-paragraph of article V, paragraph 2, to be designated as (a), 

| (6), (¢), and with end of first sentence paragraph 2 (a) amended by 
| substitution “that” for “the” in phrase “the special account”. 

Article VI, paragraph 3, amended by substituting “America will 
cooperate, wherever appropriate ‘to” for “America use its influence 

. with its nationals to”. | os 
New paragraph 3 of article XII contained Deptel 933, June 28 in- 

serted with Roman numbering of old paragraph 3 to new paragraph 4. 
: Final paragraph same article amended to read “this blank day of — 

| July 1948, corresponding to the blank day of the blank month of the 
37th year of the Republic of China”. | 

Foreign Office agrees annex minutes 1, 5 and 6 language verbatim 
from Deptel 933, June 28. Text first paragraph exchange of notes 
contained Deptel 922, June 24 amended to read “I have the honor to 
refer to the conversations which have recently taken place between 
representatives of our two Governments on the conclusion of a bi- 
lateral agreement relative to the American Aid to China and to con- 

firm the understanding reached as a result of these conversations”. 
- _ReDeptel 955, June 29,° Embassy will start telegraphing restricted 

in sections articles as agreed other than the preamble and articles I, 
| VII, VIII, TX, XK and XT, all of which are verbatim (except change 

| preamble indicated above) as contained in Deptels 921, June 24, or 
927, June 25. Likewise Embassy will omit repeat of article III which 
runs unchanged from Deptel 928, June 24, up to penultimate word 
“article” of paragraph 3 with which word article as agreed now ends. 

Sent Department 1200, repeated Shanghai 562. 
| a | STUART 

893.50 Recovery /7-248 : Telegram | | 

_ The Ambasasdor in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, July 2, 1948—noon. 
[Received July 2—5: 24 a. m.] 

1202. To Department and ECA. Reference Embtel 1197, July 1. 
1. Having agreed with Foreign Minister to report Chinese Gov- 

‘ernment’s continued refusal, as reported reftel, to accept second 
sentence paragraph 1, article LV, it was agreed by Lapham and Em- 

| -bassy to allow Chinese to ponder impasse overnight. Agreed further | 
, that in absence Foreign Office capitulation this morning, Embassy 

“ Not printed.
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should inform Foreign Office that US Government reluctantly ac- 
cepted deletion. This has been done and arrangements now under 
way to sign agreement Saturday, July 3, Nanking time. 

2. Aide-mémoire confirming our acceptance of deletion critical 
sentence stresses 38 points. After stating that decision was left to 
Embassy in consultation Lapham (reference Deptel 962, June 30), 
Embassy bases its actions on undertaking in disputed sentence being 
implicit in preceding sentence, which position it has adhered to 
throughout negotiations. Embassy emphasizes that overriding con- 
sideration was strength of representations by Chinese repeatedly made | 
to Embassy and Ambassador regarding political reasons for non- 
acceptability this sentence. Lapham is quoted as associating him- , 
self with Embassy position in behalf ECA and in belief that 
importance ECA attached to specific understanding of ECA intent : 
of procedure under this article in event jointly agreed distribution 
plans not carried out had been made clear by Lapham to President — 
Executive Yuan and to Foreign Minister by Embassy even though it 
was not being set forth in bilateral agreement. Gist foregoing com- | 
municated Cleveland by Merchant in phone call for Lapham taken by 
him. ° | 

Sent Department 1202; repeated Shanghai 564. 

| STuarr 

893.50 Recovery /6—2548 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

a | _ Wasurneron, July 2, 1948—8 p. m. 
973. NAC agencies including ECA by unanimous informal vote 

today agreed to previous NAC recommendation re Article VII (new 
Article V) para 5 (Embtel 1149. June 25 et seq.) with following amend- 
ment interpolated between “The Government of China” and “shall 
hold the remaining balance”: “in agreement with the Government 
of the United States”. Emb should therefore substitute NAC lan- ; 

guage transmitted Deptel 900 June 19 including this amendment / 
(Note Dept comment Deptel 920 June 24). Dept anticipates no 
Chinese objection new language this section. | oo 

. | MarsHALh 

893.50 Recovery/7—248 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

| WasHineron, July 2, 1948—7 p. m. | 

979. 1. Dept gratified timely solution Article IV (Embtel 1202 
July 2). This action, together with final decision Article V, para-
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. graph 5, transmitted earlier telegram, clears the decks on all points 

of substance. - | 

Oe 2. Please inform Dept immediately whether or not revision Article 

V, or drafting comments below, necessitates any significant postpone- 

ment signature, which we now understand set for 3:15 p. m. July 3, 

| Nanking time. . a | 
3. Following comments re text thus far received: _ : / 

| (a) Must “United States of America” be retained immediately pre: 

7 ceeding “expendable commodities” in Article IV, paragraph 2, third : 

sentence? (Embtel 1204 July 2). 
(6) Article VI (Embtel 1216 July 2%) Phrase sincluding the 

, promotion of the increased production of such materials within China, 

and the removal of any hindrances to the transfer of such materials 

| to the United States of America” is missing at the end of second 
| sentence, paragraph 1. Also, in paragraph 3 word “objectives” should 

be “purposes”. Numerous commas missing in text Embtel 1216, 

absence of which makes difficult reading. _ 
| (c) Understand from telephone conversation Cleveland—Merchant, 

referred to Embtel 1202 July 2, that Embassy intends include only 

paragraphs 1, 5 and 6 in Annex transmitted Deptel 933 June 28. It — 

is essential from point of view U. S. that paragraph 7 re Senate 

ratification also be included. 
Lo : | MarsHALL 

| | 893.50 Recovery/7-—248 : Telegram oO 

: The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

oe WASHINGTON, July 2, 1948—8 p- m. 

| 984. 1. Your reference (Embtel 1200 July 2) re Article II para- | 

graph 2 appears garbled. This paragraph should read as follows: 

. “9 The Government of China will take the measures which it deems 

- appropriate to prevent, on the part of private or public commercial 

\ enterprises, business practices or business arrangements affecting inter. 

national trade which restrain competition, limit access to markets or 

foster monopolistic control whenever such practices or arrangements 

have the effect of interfering with the purposes and policies of this . 

oo Agreement.” ow 

9. Deletion Japan and southern Korea in exchange MFN notes re- 

| quires that first numbered paragraph be changed to read as follows: | 

“1, For such time as the Government of the United States of Amer- 

. ica participates in the occupation or control of any areas in western 

‘Germany or the Free Territory of Trieste, the Government of China 

- will apply to the merchandise trade of such areas the provisions of 
: the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade dated October 30, 1947, 

| “Not printed. - 
' © Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1700, or 61 Stat. pts. 5 and 6.
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-as now or hereafter amended, relating to most-favored-nation | | 
treatment.” | | | 

8. Introductory sentence Ambassador’s note (Embtel 1200 July 2) 7 
would be improved by changing latter half of sentence to read “on the _ : 

- conclusion of a bilateral agreement relative to the extension of aid to | 
China by my Government, and to confirm the understanding reached. - 
as a result of these conversations, as follows:” : 

4. Text Article V (Embtel 1217 July 2%) omits word “two” in 
_ paragraph 2(b) immediately preceding “governments dated April = 

30, 1948.” | | - 
Please confirm that MFN notes being signed simultaneously agree- 

ment. | | | 
| ; : _ MarsHay | 

893.50 Recovery/7T~—348 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State | 

| NANKING, July 3, 1948—11 a. m. oe 
| | [Received July 83—12: 11 a. m.] 

1220. Deptel 973, July 2 received Embassy code room July 3, 8 a. m. | 

and immediately decoded. | 
Embassy regrets deeply physical impossibility incorporating this | 

change prior signing 3:15 this afternoon. In explaining to NAC, 
please point out Chinese official copy text hand engrossed requiring 

hours labor apart from difficulties changing all copies, English and = 
Chinese, press release texts, including these already issued Shanghai. | 

_ Embassy had relied in closing with paragraph 5 unchanged on its | 
statement re article 5 in Embtel 1189, June 30 * and on understanding 

received by Merchant in Cleveland telephone conversation noon July | 
2 that Embassy could assume NAC would not insist on its amendment. 
Lapham fully concurs this telegram. 

| | Stuart 

893.50 Recovery/7-348: Telegram _ . | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NankKING, July 3,1948—1 p.m. 
| [Received July 3—2: 43 a. m.] | 

1221. ReDeptel 979, July 2, 7 p.m. . | | 
1. Re paragraph 2, impossible revise article V (see Embtel 1220, 

Not printed. | 
* Not printed; this telegram indicated that article V would stand “in absence 

[of] timely contrary word from Department.” (893.50 Recovery/6-3048) |
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| July 3,11 a. m.). To attempt to do so would postpone signing after 
| July 3. | | 

| 2. Re paragraph 3: | : | 

(a2) Norm [Zerm] “United States of America” stricken from article. 

. (b) Phrase cited at end second sentence, paragraph 1, article VI 
| missing trom text. Further “objectives” appear our text. | 

(c) Paragraph 7 of annex not in text, but will be handled by ex-. 
change of notes to be published. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery/7—348 : Telegram . 

| | The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, July 3, 1948—4 p. m. 
| [Received July 3—4: 09 a. m.] 

1223. For Department and ECA. I signed Bilateral Aid Agree- 
ment ® and MEN notes with Foreign Minister at 3: 15 this afternoon 
Nanking time (reference Embtel 1221 of July 3,1 p.m.). 

| STUART 

898.50 Recovery/7—348 : Telegram | / | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NanxIne, July 3, 1948. 
| [Received July 83—7: 20 a. m.] 

1224. Following is Ambassador’s statement at signing of China Aid 
Agreement, 3:15 p. m., July 3: | | 

| “It is to me a source of great satisfaction, as I know it is to the 
| American Pores that an agreement has been signed today between — 

the United States and China whereby the United States agrees to 
provide assistance to China in its struggle to regain the normal life 
which was destroyed by years of devastating war. The people of the 
United States are fully aware of the tremendous sacrifices made by 
China in our common struggle against Japan. The people of the US 

: are fully aware that there can be no prospect of a just and lasting peace __ 
as long as there is violence in any part of the world. or as long as any 
nation is denied an opportunity for earning a decent livelihood of its 

| own and thereby enabled to take a self-respecting part in the affairs of 
the world. It is the desire of the people of the US to help the people 

| of China help themselves achieve this position of peace, prosperity and 
- human dignity. It is also our earnest wish that this agreement will | 

be another powerful and lasting link in the chain of friendship and 
co-operation which have so long been the most distinguishing marks 
of the relations between the US and China.” 

STUART 

ve Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1837, or 62 Stat. (pt. 3)
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_ 898.50 Recovery/7—-548 : Telegram | a 

: The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxing, July 5, 1948—6 p. m. 
| | | [Received July 5—12: 31 a. m. | 

1226. Following odds and ends re bilateral negotiation: Re para- 
graph 1, Deptel 984, July 2, text quoted therein appears in agreement — 
verbatim. It was quoted this form Embtel 1173 [1172], June 28 and 
approved by Department in Deptel 952, June 29, paragraph 1. 

Difference in time, calligraphy, advance preparations for press re- 
leases et cetera were understandably responsible for Foreign Office | 
complete inability to accept language and other changes contained 
Deptels 979, July 2; 984, July 2, and 973, July 2. Moreover in con- 
nection NAC requested change Embassy relied not only on its necessary 
stipulation of “timely contrary word” in Embtel 1189, June 30 but 
also on opening language last sentence Deptel 965, June 30 which read | 
“meanwhile Embassy should [not] dispose” finally this paragraph 
et cetera” plus apparent misunderstanding arising here Cleveland and 
Merchant July 2 telephone conversation. | 
Re paragraph 3-[c] Deptel 979, July 2 notes for publication dated 

July 3 being exchanged with Foreign Minister. Upon exchange text 
confirmation will be telegraphed. Embassy regrets its failure , 
recognize vitality this particular minute which it interpreted as in 
nature unilateral statement to Chinese re our constitutional procedures 

_ rather than matter involving Chinese agreement or undertaking. 
Embassy likewise exchanging notes with Foreign Office re Am- 

bassador’s and Foreign Minister’s authorization to sign which points — 
were confirmed prior to signature. | 
Embassy believes interpretation sentence 1, paragraph 1, article IV 

to comprehend powers spelled out in deleted sentence 2 of same para- 
graph was covered in course negotiations and confirmed in Lapham’s | 
conference with Prime Minister July 1. In lght this fact and 
necessity securing for publication any written assurances led us to 
leave matter on basis oral understanding confirmed by aide-mémoire 
to Foreign Office dated July 2. 

7 Similarly Embassy deemed necessary retain on oral basis assurances 
re deleted subparagraphs a, 6, c of paragraph 8 article ITI. 

Full text agreement, annexed minutes, notes exchanged, and aide- 
mémoires being air pouched.” | ) 

Sent Department 1226, repeated Shanghai 579. 
a  STuartT 

® Not printed ; see footnote 67 , D. 597. | 
disp file copy of telegram No. 965 does not contain the word “not” before 

, 7 Telegram No. 1313, July 20, 2 p. m., not printed. For text of notes, see 
Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1837, or 62 Stat. (pt. 3) 2979. 

@ Transmitted in despatch No. 345. August 11, not printed. |
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[In telegrams Nos. 992, 993, and 994, July 7, 4 p. m. (893.50 Re- 

| covery/7-748, 7-848) , the Department requested the Embassy to secure 

oo various amendments to the agreement through an exchange of notes 

a with the Chinese Foreign Office. The most significant change was 

based on the use of the phraseology in article V, paragraph 5, adopted 

- by the National Advisory Council, which was set forth in the Depart- 
ment’s telegrams Nos. 900, June 19, page 554, and 973, July 2, page 595. 

In telegram No. 1322, July 20, 6 p. m. (893.50 Recovery/7—2048) , the 
Embassy reported the Foreign Office’s view that the amendments were 

a unnecessary in that they involved only language changes and no 
| changes in substance. The Embassy recommended that the agreement _ 

stand as signed.] 

a 893.50 Recovery/7-2048 : Telegram | - | 

| The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

| | | WasHINGTON, July 23, 1948—7 p. m. 

| 1063. In view strong FonOff objections Emb authorized drop bi- 
lateral amendment negotiations (ReEmbtel 1322, July 207%). Dept — 

| considers it unfortunate Emb unable obtain inclusion these changes _ 

mo but understands fully difficulties involved. : | 
| Re para 5 reftel and para 2 Deptel 992, July 7. Specific Chigovt 

commitment promote increased production strategic materials remove 
hindrances their transfer still highly desirable in view of legislative 

| history Art. VI, possibility future difficulties its implementation, 

: and great interest Munitions Board in omitted language. Thesecom- _ 
: mitments perhaps generally covered by third sentence para 1 this Art. 

| and para 2, but nonetheless best if possible obtain definite understand- 

| ing now on interpretation this para in absence formal amendment. 
USGovt interprets “specific measures necessary to carry out the pro- 

| visions of this paragraph” as including “the promotion of the in- 
creased production of such materials within China, and the removal 
of any hindrances to the transfer of such materials to the USA”. 
FonOff written concurrence this understanding preferable but if 
Emb believes FonOff likely object exchange of notes this subject, | 

| USGovt interpretation should be presented in form aide-mémoire for 
| purposes of record. | | 

oe Forward English and Chinese texts signed original bilateral agree- 

- ment earliest possible date. 
~ MarsHALL 

| ? See bracketed note, supra. |
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893.50 Recovery /7-2048 : Telegram a - | a | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State _ 

| | | Nanxrna, July 29, 1948—midnight. | | 

| | | [Received July 29—4: 49 a. m.] | 

- 1884. ReDeptel 1063, July 23, repeated Shanghai 1347, received | 
July 25. We delivered to and discussed with Foreign Office July 27 - 
aide-mémoire containing following final sentence: 

“Accordingly the Embassy would appreciate confirmation from | 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that it concurs in the interpretation 
of the US Govt that ‘specific measures as may be necessary to carry | 
out the provisions of this paragraph’ which sentence appears in para- 
graph 1 of article VI of the agreement, comprehends the promotion 

_ of the increased production of such materials in China and the removal 
of any hinderance to the transfer of such materials to the US of | 
America”. . 

_ Foreign Office has now given us replying aide-mémoire stating that , 
it concurs in above interpretation. Embassy aide-mémoire was con- 
fidential but no objection seen to transmission texts to interested 
agencies including Munitions Board. 

Re reftel final sentence, signed originals being air-pouched July 
30, delay having been caused by difficulties photostating for Embassy © 
and ECA records here. | | ; 

Sent Dept, repeated Shanghai 665. | | 
| | 7 | | SruarrT 

Ill, EXCHANGE OF NOTES BY THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA ON a 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE JOINT COMMISSION ON RURAL 

7 RECONSTRUCTION IN CHINA, AUGUST 5, 1948 . 

893.50 Recovery / 5—-2848 : Telegram . | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

oe | WasHinerTon, May 28, 1948—7 p.m. 
810. Text draft bilateral agreement rural reconstruction follows 

 ({re] Deptel 811 74) : | | | 

Preamble—The Government of the United States of America and | 
the Government of China: | | 

Recognizing the importance of reconstruction in rural areas of 
China to the welfare of the Chinese people and considering the long 
record of close collaboration between China and the United States 
in this field, the most recent instance of which was the joint China- i 
United States Agricultural Mission in 1946; 7° and : 

® For ‘correspondence on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 
1268 ff. |
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Recognizing that reconstruction in rural areas of China should have 
| as its purpose the improvement of economic, social and cultural con- _ 

ditions in those areas; and | 
Recognizing the intention and authority embodied in Section 407 

; of the China Aid Act of 1948 ” (hereinafter referred to as the Act) ; 
and | 

| Recognizing that this agreement on rural reconstruction is predi- 
cated upon the conclusion of a bilateral agreement as set forth in 

, Section 405 of the Act; oe a | | 
| | Have agreed as follows: | | 

| Article I: There shall be established a Joint Commission on Rural 
Reconstruction in China (hereinafter referred to as the Commission), 

| to be composed of two citizens of the United States appointed by the 
: President of the United States and three citizens of the Republic of 

China to be appointed by the President of China. The Commission 
_ shall elect one of the Chinese members as Chairman. , 

Article IT; The functions and authority of the Commission shall, 
subject to the direction and control of the Administrator for Eco- 
nomic Cooperation,’” and subject to the other provisions of the Act, 
be as follows: | 

(1) To formulate, in consultation with the Governments of the 
| United States and China, and to carry out through appropriate Chi- 

nese Government, international or private agencies in China a coordi- 
- nated program for reconstruction in rural areas of China (herein- 

| after referred to as the program) which shall further the purposes set 
‘ forth in the Preamble of this Agreement. 

(2) Toconclude arrangements with the agencies referred to in para- 
| graph (1) of this Article establishing a basis for their cooperation. 

- (3) To recommend to the Governments of the United States and 
/ China, within the limits prescribed by the Act, the allocation of funds _ 

and other assistance to the program, and to recommend to the Govern- 
| ment of China the allocation of such other funds and assistance as are 

_ deemed essential to the success of the program. | OS 
(4) To establish standards of performance for implementation of 

the program and to maintain a constant supervision of all phases of 
| the program, with authority to recommend changes in or stoppage of 

any phase of the program. | | | 
| (5) To consult with cooperating agencies concerning the qualifica- 

| _ tions, types and numbers of personnel to be used by such agencies in 
a carrying out their responsibilities in the program. 

- (6) To appoint a citizen of China as Executive Director for the 

Commission and a citizen of the United States as Associate Director 

*® Approved Anril 3, 1948; 62 Stat. 158. : 
7 Paul G. Hoffman. | Co | |
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and to appoint other necessary administrative staff. The appointment 

of key personnel of the administrative staff shall be governed, insofar 

as is practicable and possible, by the principle of having an American 

associate for each Chinese chief of an administrative unit and a 

Chinese associate for each American chief of such a unit. Salaries, 

expenses of travel and other expenses incident to the administrative 

functions of the Commission itself shall be paid from funds made 

available under Section 407 (6) of the Act. 

Article III: (1) An amount not to exceed the equivalent of 10 per- 

centum of the funds made available under subsection (a) of Section 

404 of the Act may be allocated toward the support of the program. 

Such amount may be in United States dollars, in Chinese currency 

deposited by the Government of China in a special account in the 

Central Bank of China in amounts commensurate with the United 

States dollar aid extended under subsection (a) of Section 404 of the 

Act, or both. . os | 

(2) All supplies imported into China for use in the program shall 

be free of fiscal charges, including customs duties, imposed by the 

Government of China. | 

(3) Assistance furnished by the Government of the United States 

under Section 407 of the Act and pursuant to this Agreement shall 

not be construed as an express or implied assumption by the Govern- 

ment of the United States of any responsibility for making any further 

contributions to carry out the purposes of Section 407 of the Act or of 

this Agreement. 

Article IV : The Government of China undertakes: | 

(1) To afford to the implementation of the program that full weight 

of Government support, recognizing the importance of the program 

as one of the essential means of achieving objectives in which the 

United States and China unite in giving and accepting, respectively, 

aid provided under the Act. , 

(2) To authorize and direct cooperating agencies of the Govern- 

ment of China to give the necessary assistance and to facilitate action 

making effective such adjustments in their program as are essential to 

the success of their undertakings under the program. 

(3) To make available toward the support of undertakings of its 

cooperating agencies in the program funds and other resources neces- 

sary to earry out their responsibilities under the program. 

(4) To assure the full cooperation and support of the Provincial 

Governments and local officials in areas affected by the program. 

Article V: (1) The Government of China agrees to grant to the 

United States members and personnel of the Commission the same 

privileges and immunities as are enjoyed by the personnel of the 

Embassy of ‘the United States of America in China. 

429-525—73——39
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(2) The Government of China undertakes to extend to the Commis- | 
sion full cooperation, including the provision of information and! 
facilities for observation and review necessary to the effective carry- 
ing out of this Agreement. 

Article VI; (1) The Commission shall publish in China and trans-. 
mit to the Government of the United States and the Government of 

China, in such form and at such times as may be requested by either: 
of the two Governments, full statements of operations under this: 
Agreement, including a statement on the use of funds, supplies and 
services received thereunder, and will transmit to the two Govern-. 
ments any other matter pertinent to operations under the Agreement 
as requested by either of the Governments. 

(2) The Government of China will keep the people of China fully 
informed of the intended purposes and scope of the program under: 
this Agreement and of the progress achieved by the Commission in. 
implementing the program and it will keep the people of China con- 
tinuously advised of the nature and extent of assistance furnished’ 
by the Government of the United States pursuant to this Agreement.. 

Aruele VII: The Government of the United States and the Govern- 
ment of China will consult with respect to problems incident to the: 
interpretation and implementation of this Agreement whenever either: 

of the two Governments considers such action appropriate. | 
Article VIII: A copy of this Agreement certified by the two Govern- 

ments shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United’ ~ 
Nations, who is authorized to effect registration thereof. 

Article IX: This Agreement may be amended by mutual agreement: 
between the two contracting parties. | 

Article X: (1) The Government of the United States of America 
reserves the right at any time to terminate or suspend its assistance, or 
any part thereof, provided under this Agreement, and also reserves the 
right at any time to withdraw the United States members of the: 
Commission. : 

(2) This Agreement shall take effect on the date of its signature. 
Subject to the provisions of paragraph (1) of this Article, it shall re- 
main in force until June 30, 1949 or until the date of termination of 
the Agreement between the two Governments ”* entered into pursuant _ 
to Section 405 of the Act, whichever is the later date. 

In wITNESs WHEREOF the respective representatives, duly authorized’ 
for the purpose, have signed the present Agreement. _ 

Donn at Nanking, in duplicate, in the English and Chinese. 
languages, both texts authentic, this ..... day of June, 1948. 

— Loverr 

“ General Bilateral Agreement signed July 8, 1948; for eorrespondence concern- : 
ing the negotiation of this agreement, see pp. 506 ff. :
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893.50 Recovery /3—2848 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| Wasuineton, May 28, 1948—7 p. m. 
811. Text bilateral agreement rural reconstruction agreed upon by 

Dept and ECA ” being forwarded separate telegram © for Emb com- 
ment prior presentation Chigovt. Moyer * [of] Dept Agriculture has 
participated discussions this agreement and believes draft meets 
necessary needs. 

Thinking here that central emphasis rural reconstruction program 
‘should be placed development coordinated extension-type program 
‘among rural population with adequate attention concurrently to other 
activities such as research and training. In detailed planning Joint 
‘Commission would draw on Sino-US Agricultural Mission recom- 
‘mendations, experience and programs Chigovt, international and 
‘private agencies, including Mass Education Movement. Co- 
ordinated extension-type program should be initiated on scale con- 
sistent with what can be done soundly, probably in group of hsien in | 
each of several provinces where factors most favorable for success, 

‘Chigovt may have in mind general supervisory type Commission 
with Chinese members selected basis prestige [and] name rather than 
qualifications [to] plan program, which would establish boards and 
committees formulate recommendations for its consideration and 
‘action.and would appoint executive officers carry out approved actions, | 
Alternative would be working Commission which would itself formu- 
late plans and as far as possible use own members as executive officers. ‘We consider working Commission more desirable since would provide quicker action and avoid loss involved in bureaucratic handling pro- 
gram. ‘This would place program under those qualified plan and 
implement it. Ultimate control would, of course, be exercised by 
Administrator. If Emb agrees, it should emphasize to Chigovt dur- ing negotiation greatest care be taken choose as members Commission 
most highly qualified persons available. | 

It would be expected that program would be worked out to provide 
cooperation with projects under Fulbright Act ® and Smith-Mundt 
Act,“ thus preventing duplication and providing assistance under 
China Aid Act rural reconstruction program for long range Smith- 
Mundt program. : | . 

” Heonomic Cooperation Administration. 
° Supra. | 
“Raymond T. Moyer. 
Latter movement, headed by Y. C. James Yen, called for eradication of illiteracy, poverty, disease, and misgovernment in China. * Approved August 1, 1946 ; 60 Stat. 754. 

_ * Approved January 27, 1948; 62 Stat. 6.
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Attention should be given to problem opposition to program from 
extreme right and left and it appears desirable program be identified 

| - clearly as program enjoying full support Chigovt, that support lead- 

ing public figures be enlisted and that wide publicity be given intended 
purpose and scope program. | 

_ Moyer now planning depart China with ECA Reconstruction Sur- 
vey Group ® June 4 and will be available assist Emb in negotiation 
this agreement. | 
Emb will note that Article V para 1 re privileges and immunities 

differs from language general bilateral [agreement] under Sec 405 of 
Act. Firm decision re language this point not yet made but both 
agreements should in final form have same wording. 
Emb comments draft bilateral rural reconstruction agreement re- 

quested soonest possible. If Emb has no proposed revisions, it should 
present draft agreement to Chigovt at once for study and translation 
and begin negotiation earliest possible. Opening negotiation this 
agreement should not be delayed by negotiation general bilateral 
under Section 405 of Act nor should it await Moyer’s arrival. 

| Lovett 

840.50 Recovery/6—248 : Telegram . 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a | | Nanxrne, June 2, 1948—1 p. m. 
| : [ Received June 2—6: 58 a. m.] 

987. For Department and ECA. Embassy approves draft bilateral 
agreement on rural reconstruction (reDeptels 810 and 811, both May 
28, 7 p. m.) with recommendation paragraph (2) of article III be 
revised as follows: | 

“ANI supplies imported into China for use in the program shall be 
free of fiscal charges, including customs duties, conservancy dues and 
other charges normally imposed by the Government of China on simi- 
lar supplies which are imported through regular commercial chan- 
nels, Additionally, the Government of China will afford expeditious _ 
clearance by the Chinese customs of supplies imported for use in the 
program and of the official and personal effects of the American 
members and personnel of the commission.” __ 

In this connection reference made Embtel 985, June 2, 11 a. m.,% 
repeated Shanghai as 436. If Department approves revision, please 

*'The Reconstruction Survey Mission was sent to China to recommend the 
amount of funds to be allocated to reconstruction projects under the China Aid 
Act of 1948. The director of the mission was Charles L. Stillman. : 

*° Not printed ; it recommended a top level adviser under the China Aid Pro- 
gram to assist the Chinese in simplifying customs procedures.
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instruct soonest as we plan present draft of agreement to Foreign 
Office June 3. | 

Separate comments, if any, by Dawson ®’ and Gilpatric,®* both not 
available in Shanghai or Nanking for consultation, will be transmitted 
separately. | 

Sent Department 987, repeated Shanghai 438. 
STUART 

893.50 Recovery /6~-248 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, June 38, 1948—11 a. m. 

828. Suggested revision para (2) Art III rural reconstruction draft 
agreement (Embtel 987 Jun 2) approved by Dept and ECA with 
following exception: Delete last part final sentence this para begin- 

ning “and of the official”. This matter will be covered in para (1) 
Art V. 
Emb authorized present FonOff draft agreement as revised above. 

| MarsHaLu 

893.50 Recovery /6—748 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANnxKING, June 7, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received June 7—9: 05 a. m.] 

1022. To Department and ECA. Embassy June 3 presented Fon- 
Off draft rural reconstruction agreement with paragraph (2) article 
III given Embtel 987, June 2, 1 p.m. (reDeptel 828, June 3, 11 a. m.). 
This done on assumption Department would approve suggested 

revision. 

Unless intended expand paragraph (1) article V specifically to 
cover expeditious clearance for official and personal effects of Ameri- 
can members and personnel of commission, Embassy strongly advises 

suggested version paragraph (2) article III be retained inasmuch as 

our experience indicates mere granting by Chinese Government to US 
members and personnel of commission “same privileges and immuni- 

ties as are enjoyed by the personnel of the Embassy” not necessarily 

sufficient to guarantee expeditious customs clearance. 

Draft presented FonOff contained Embassy revision first part 

article IV as follows: 

8? Owen L. Dawson, Agricultural Attaché in China. 

® Donald S. Gilpatric, Attaché at the Shanghai Consulate General and Director 

of the China Relief Mission.
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“Tn recognition of the importance of the program as one of the essen- 
tial means of achieving the objectives in which the Governments of the 
US and China unite in seeking under the Act, the Government of 
China undertakes: 

(1) To afford to the execution of the program the full weight of 
its support ;” with remainder of article as given Deptel 810, May 28, 

p.m. 

Language originally used paragraph (1) article IV appeared need- 
lessly cumbersome. Department approval of change requested. 

Sent Department 1022, repeated Shanghai 453. 
| | STUART 

103.ECA/6-1048 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nankine, June 10, 1948—noon. 
| [ Received June 10—4: 29 a. m.] 

1052. For ECA and Agriculture. Embassy plans submit shortly to 
Foreign Office second rural reconstruction agreement incorporating 
strengthening changes agreed by Lapham,®® Moyer and Dawson. 
Meanwhile Foreign Office states that it desires conclude agreement in 
form exchange of letters, thereby avoiding submission for approval 
to Legislative [Yuan] which would be “inconvenient”. Since ex- 
change of letters would be fully binding and being unaware existence 
any requirement in China Aid Act of 1948 specifying form of agree- 
ment, Embassy and Lapham recommend acceptance Chinese request 
regarding form. Please instruct urgently. 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery /6—-748 : Telegram 

| The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasuHrnetTon, June 18, 1948—1 p. m. 

875. Suggested revision draft rural reconstruction agreement Emb- 
tel 1022 Jun 7 para (2) Art IIT seems unnecessary and undesirable. 
Para (1) Art V has now been changed to read as follows: “The Govt 
of China agrees to consider the US members and personnel of the 
Commission as a part of the Embassy of the United States of America 
in China for the purpose of enjoying the privileges and immunities 

| accorded to the Embassy of the United States of America and its 
personnel in China”. This change being made to conform with recent 
revision master general aid agreement and you will be informed 
of similar change in general China bilateral in separate telegram.” , 

* Roger D. Lapham, Chief of the ECA Mission in China. 
Jone een™ No. 878, June 11, 7 p. m., p. 548; telegram No. 875. was drafted on
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Since US members and personnel Joint Commission would thus 
‘have same status Emb personnel re immunities and privileges, there 
‘appears to be no valid reason for suggested revision to provide ex- 

peditious customs clearance their effects. If such revision necessary 
in rural reconstruction agreement, same provision would also be re- 

‘quired general China bilateral. 
Emb suggested revision first part Art. IV, including para (1), 

approved. (Sent Nanking as 875, repeated Shanghai as 1069.) 
It is contemplated Dept will effect registration with UN Secretariat 

rural reconstruction agreement whether in form exchange notes or 
‘bilateral agreement. This would make unnecessary registration by 
‘ChiGovt and thus relieve it of its obligations re registration under 
UN Charter. If Chinese inquire re this point, you may inform them 
-along foregoing lines. 

Embtel 1052 Jun 10 being made subject separate telegram.” 

| MarsHALL 

*893.50 Reeovery /6-1448 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHIncTon, June 14, 1948—7 p. m. 

878. If exchange notes used for rural reconstruction agreement as 
suggested Embtel 1052 Jun 10, record must show clearly reasons for 
‘change and legal opinion such change does not affect binding character 
‘ChiGovt undertakings. It is opinion Dept and ECA [that] form 
rural reconstruction agreement should not be changed unless clearly 
‘established no difference under Chinese constitutional procedure be- 
‘tween ratified agreement and unratified exchange notes. In case 
ERP * countries no exchange notes being accepted as agreement under 
ECA Act and departure in form must, therefore, have sound legal 
‘basis. 

Please indicate meaning FonOff statement submission to Legislative 
Yuan “inconvenient”. Success Joint Commission will depend largely 

-- upon degree effective support and participation ChiGovt and it is thus 
important have scope and purpose Commission fully understood and 
‘agreed to by ChiGovt as whole. | 

If Emb presents second rural reconstruction agreement to FonOff 
without prior submission to Dept and ECA, as indicated Embtel 1052, 
Jun 10, Dept assumes Emb will make clear to FonOff new draft subject 

possible revision by Dept and ECA. © 
MarsHALu 

* Infra. | 
* Buropean Recovery Program. |
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893.50 Recovery /6—1548 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State | 

NANKING, June 15, 1948—1 p. m. 
[Received June 15—4:16 a. m.] 

1087. For Dept, ECA and Agriculture. Subject: Rural Recon- 
struction Commission Agreement. (Recent references Deptel 828, 
June 3, 11 a. m., Embtel 1022, June 7, 5 p. m. and Embtel 1052, June 
10, noon). . 

On June 10 Foreign Office explained to Embassy Chinese Govt un- 
able to accept language in draft agreement submitted June 3 which 
cites in article II Commission is subject to direction and control of 
the administrator and then proceeds to provide that it will “formulate” 
and “carry out” a coordinated program for reconstruction. Foreign 
Office pointed out with considerable logic that this places Chinese Govt 
in position of being creature of Mr. Hoffman insofar as rural recon- 
struction 1s concerned. 
Lapham and Embassy agree that draft should be changed to meet 

Chinese legitimate point of sovereignty. Accordingly approval is re- 
quested for following redraft first paragraph article II which would 
then read as follows: | 

“The functions and authority of the Commission shall, subject to the 
provisions of the act, and in particular article 407 thereof, be as 
ollows: 

(1) To formulate in consultation with the Govt of US and China 
and recommend to the Chinese Govt the execution, through appro- 
priate Chinese Govt international or private agencies in China of a 
coordinated program, et cetera.” Balance of article unchanged. 

Approval is also requested for insertion into draft of following new 
article IV, subsequent articles to be appropriately renumbered. 

“Article IV: In formulating its program the Commission shall have 
authority, in consultation with the appropriate agency of the Govt of 
China, to consider and make recommendations on the following: 

(1) A coordinated extension-type program in agriculture, home 
demonstration, health and education, for initiation in a selected group 
of hsien in several provinces to include a limited number of projects 
suited to conditions of the areas where the program is developed, in 
such fields as agricultural production, marketing, credit, irrigation, 
home and community industries, nutrition, sanitation and education 
of a type which while [w7d?] facilitate the promotion of projects being 
undertaken in the program. 

(2) A definite progressive program of enforcement, in areas where 
the program is carried out, of the pertinent features of existing legis- 
lation and decrees related to land tenure, and of efforts to collect land 
taxes on a fair and equitable basis. 

(3) Progressive steps in a program to survey, register and appraise 
the agricultural land in areas where this program is carried out.
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(4) Progressive steps in a program to carry out the provisions of 
the constitution relating to the local government’s system of the hsien 
in areas where this program is carried out. 

(5) Subsidiary projects in research training and manufacture, to 
be carried out in suitable locations to provide information, personnel 
and materials required by the program. | | 

(6) A program to put into effect over a wider area than provided 
for in the coordinated extension type program, and of the above proj- 
ects which can be developed soundly on a larger scale, of which 
examples might be the multiplication and distribution of improved 

- seeds, the control of rinderpest of cattle, the construction of irrigation 
and drainage facilities and the introduction of health and sanitation 
measures. 

(7) Related measures, in line with the general objectives of this 
program. 

(8) The distribution of assistance in this program, on the principle 
of giving due attention to strengthening rural improvement in areas 
where selected projects can be progressively developed and where 
their development will contribute most effectively to the achievement 
of purposes for which this program is undertaken, but that the prin- 
ciple of distributing aid will not be controlled by proportionate or 
geographic consideration per se.” 

_ Beyond statement of Foreign Office on article II reported above, 

Embassy has not received additional comments from Chinese stated to 

be forthcoming. Embassy believes requested re-draft of article IT 

will be acceptable to Chinese. 
Instructions will also be appreciated re points raised in Embtels 

1022 and 1052. 

| Sent Dept 1087, repeated Shanghai 482. 
: Sruart 

898.50 Recovery/6-1548 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WASHINGTON, June 22, 1948—6 p. m. 

907. Reurtel 1087 June 15, subject Rural Reconstruction Agreement. 

Tn view of fact that China Aid Act 1948 expressly provides that Rural 

Reconstruction Commission shall, subject to the direction and control 

of the Administrator, formulate and carry out a program for recon- 

struction. in rural area of China; and since ECA has no authority to 

proceed with rural reconstruction programs except pursuant to terms 
of Act, Dept and ECA are concerned about change proposed ureftel. 
In this connection, refer to Deptel 920 of May 20 [75] to Shanghai,” 

repeated Nanking as 787. As regards question of sovereignty in- 
volved, believe act of making an agreement is itself an exercise of 
sovereignty and not abandonment of it. 

% Ante, p. 505. |
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If Embassy is certain, as a matter of law, that the language sug- 

gested reftel means the same thing as language in original draft 
Rural Reconstruction Agreement, and if Embassy believes change in 
language at this time is not prejudicial to such an interpretation, and 
if Chinese thoroughly understand this point, then Dept and ECA 
would be agreeable to substitution of phrase “subject to the provisions 
of the Act, and in particular Section 407 thereof” for the phrase 
“subject to the direction and control of the Administrator for Eco- 
nomic Cooperation and subject to the other provisions of the Act”. 

Your proposed language para 1 of Art. 2 is not acceptable: since 
it indicates execution of Commission programs can take place only 
by and through Chinese Govt. Suggest reversion to original language | 
this para, which also seems more consistent with general line of policy 
in Toca 31,°* with which Embassy associated itself in Embtel 1074 
June 12.% | 

Addition of specific elements of program you proposed in new 
Art. 4 seem excellent and are approved. 

While it is realized that new suggested Art IV lists items “to 
consider and make recommendations on”, Dept wishes point out para 
(4) this Art might lead to Commission concerning itself with prob- 
lems enactment hsien self-govt laws, rights initiative and referendum 
and elections. If Commission itself is to “formulate and carry out’ 
program as provided in Act, para (4) open to question and might 
cause Chinese resentment. This matter would seem to be more logi- 
cally one for inclusion in corollary discussions with Chi Govt to obtain: 
desired undertakings without having it included in bilateral. 

| Following additional changes in Rural Reconstruction Agreement 
necessary to make it conform with master ERP agreement and general: 
China bilateral: 

1, Art V, para (1), should read: “The Govt of China will, upon: 
appropriate notification from the Ambassador of the United States. 
of America in China, consider the United States members and per- 
sonnel of the Commission as part of the Embassy of the United States: 
of America in China for the purpose of enjoying the privileges and 
tmammunities accorded to that Embassy and its personnel of comparable: 

2. Art VIII should read: “This Agreement shall be registered with 
the Secretary-General of the United Nations.” If, however, rural re- 

| construction agreement is to take form exchange notes, this article re 
| registration with UN unnecessary and should be deleted and Chi Govt 

should be informed reDeptel 875 June 13 that Dept will effect neces- 
sary registration. 

Repeated AmConsul, Shanghai for Lapham from ECA as Ecaro.* 
| MARSHALL. 

“June 11, from the Consul at Shanghai, p. 546; the symbol “Torca” was used: 
by the ECA to identify telegrams sent by its field establishments to its Head:-- 
quarters Office. 

* Ante, p. 549. 
* Symbol used to designate ECA headquarters messages to field establishments...
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893.50 Recovery/6-2448 : Telegram | | 
Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, June 24, 1948—6 p. m. 
[ Received 11:10 p. m.] 

1188. Is Embassy’s assumption correct. that conclusion rural recon- 
struction agreement is not required prior to July 3? (Reference 
Deptel 907, June 22, 6 p.m. received June 24, repeated Shanghai 1115). 
Apart from fact Moyer absent in South China with Stillman group 
until June 30, complications now visible negotiating this agreement 
render it desirable in Embassy’s opinion to lay it aside until bilateral 
is concluded. In light unacceptability to Department and ECA of 
substitute language proposed by Embassy for paragraph 1 of article 
II, real possibility believed to exist that conclusion of any agreement 
with Chinese on rural reconstruction commission will prove impos- 
sible. Weak position of Wong Wen-hao’s Cabinet coupled with 
Legislative Yuan’s avid search for any clubs with which to beat 

| him gives rise to this uncertainty. Moreover one must admit that in 
drafting section 407 Congress overlooked [in] choice of language 
traditional and understandable Chinese sensitivity on subject of 
sovereignty. — 

Legislative Yuan attitude described above underlay Foreign Office’s 
use of word “inconvenient” reported in Embtel 1052 June 10 and 
queried in Deptel 878 June 14. 

Embassy has made clear throughout [that] draft agreement sub- 
mitted to Foreign Office continuously subject to modification and 
change by us in language and substance. [If] feasible defer rural 
reconstruction negotiation until after bilateral concluded and if latter 
agreeable to Legislative Yuan in form of executive agreement, then 
question may not arise of altering rural reconstruction form to ex- 
change of letters. Regarding legality of latter, Foreign Office has 
orally assured me that exchange of letters is equally binding on Chinese 
Government as an agreement in form we originally proposed. More- 
over Foreign Office has promised us statement this effect in writing. 
However, Embassy holds some doubts as to ability of anyone at this 
early stage of Chinese operation under new constitution as yet legally 
unconstrued to give categoric assurance on this point. 

Sent Department 1138, repeated Shanghai 521. 
: | STUART 

893.50 Recovery /6—2448 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

WaAsHINGTON, June 28, 1948—6 p. m. 
935. Assumption conclusion rural recon agreement not required 

prior July 3 correct (Embtel 1138 Jun 24).
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In view circumstances set forth Embreftel, Dept and ECA willing 

agree following revised Art IT: 

- “The functions and authority of the Commission shall, subject to the 

provisions of the Act, and in particular Section 407 thereof, be as 

ollows: 
(1) To formulate, in consultation with and subject to the approval 

of the Govts of the US and China, and to carry out through appropri- 

ate Chi Govt, international or private agencies in China a coordinated 

program” etc. 

Not believed Congress intended program should be formulated with- 

out regard wishes Chi Govt. Provision for Chinese majority Commis- 

sion gave assurance program would have Chinese approval. By pro- 

viding that program have prior agreement both Govts, foregoing 

language should meet Chinese objections, as indicated Chi Ambas- 

sador *” in conversation with Dept Jun 23, to implication Commis- 

sion would be super-agency above Chi Govt subject only to 

Administrator. Language suggested para (1) Art IL Embtel 1087, 

however, does depart clearly from Congressional intent and language 

Act. 7 

If Emb can obtain FonOff statement in writing exchange notes has 

same binding effect as formal bilateral agreement (Embtel 1188), Dept 

and ECA will approve exchange notes for rural recon agreement but — 

would prefer formal bilateral agreement. For your info Chi Ambas- 

sador has indicated Chi Govt preferred exchange notes in order avoid 

registration with UN and possible criticism “certain UN members”. 

He is being informed registration must be effected with UN in accord-_ 

ance with Art 102 UN Charter 1 regardless form. 

Sent Nanking as 935, repeated Shanghai as 1155. 

| | MarsHALL 

898.50 Recovery /6—2948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, J une 29, 1948—6 p. m. 

| , [Received 11:18 p. m.] 

1180. Reference your second paragraph, change being made draft 

including quoted language since RRC* agreement negotiation has 

been suspended in order accelerate bilateral ({refDep]tel 989, 

June 28°). 

VK. Wellington Koo. | , 

meee’ memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State for Political Affairs, 

a June 15, p. 610. 
1 Sioned at San Fransisco, June 26, 1945 ; 59 Stat. (pt. 2) 1031. 
Rural Reconstruction Commission. 

8 Ante, p. 586. |
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Reference your third paragraph, Legislative Yuan passed resolution 
terms foreshadowed Embtel 1128, June 23.* 

Embassy requesting Foreign Minister ® authorization to sign. 
Embassy will inform prior signature any deviation amended text 

now in Department’s hands. 
Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 548. 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery/7—748 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, July 7, 1948—noon. 
: : [Received July 7—5: 42 a. m.] 

1242. To Department and ECA. Dr. Tung Ling, director Ameri- 
can Affairs Department, Foreign Office, July 2 handed to Embassy 
officer following drafts of suggested exchange of notes to take place 
of Rural Reconstruction Commission Agreement. Following is sug- 
gested draft of note from Ambassador to Foreign Minister: 

“Excellency: I have the honor to refer to section 407 of the China 
Aid Act of 1948 passed by the Congress of the US of A (hereinafter 
referred to as the Act) which provides for the conclusion of an 
agreement between China and the US of A establishing a Joint Com- 
mission on rural reconstruction in China. In pursuance of the gen- 
eral principles laid down in the said section of the Act, I have the 
honor to bring forward the following proposals regarding the organi- 
zation of the Joint Commission and related matters: 

(1) There shall be established a Joint Commission on Rural Re- 
construction in China (hereinafter referred to as the Commission) 
to be composed of two citizens of the US of A appointed by the 
President of the US of A and three citizens of the Republic of China 
to be appointed by the President of China. The Commission shall 
elect one of the Chinese members as chairman. 

(2) The functions and authority of the Commission shall, subject 
to the provisions of the above-mentioned section of the Act, be as 
follows: | 

(a) To formulate and to carry out through appropriate Chi- _ 
nese Government, international or private agencies in China 
coordinated program for reconstruction in rural areas of China 
(hereinafter referred to as the program). 

(6) To conclude arrangements with the agencies referred 
to in the preceding paragraph establishing a basis for their 
cooperation; | 

(c) To recommend to the Governments of the US of A and 
China within the limits prescribed by the act the allocation of 

_ funds that [and] other assistance to the program and to recom- 

* Ante, p. 557. 
* Wang Shih-chieh.
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mend to the Government of China the allocation of such other 
funds and assistance as are deemed essential to the success of the 
program ; , | 

~ (a) Toestablish standards of performance for implementation 
of the program and to maintain a constant supervision of all 
phases of the program, with authority to recommend changes in 
or stoppage of any phase of the program; and 

. (e) To appoint a citizen of China as executive director of the 
Commission and a citizen of the US of A as associate director 
and to appoint other necessary administrative staff. Salaries, 

: expenses of travel and other expenses incident to the administra- 
tive functions of the commission itself shall be paid from funds 

- made available under section 407 (6) of the Act. 

(3) In respect of any decision of the Commission, the approval of 
the Government of China shall be obtained prior to its execution if 
the chairman of the Commission deems it necessary. 

(4) The Government of China agrees to grant to the American 
members of the Commission the privileges and immunities necessary 
to their effective functioning. | 

(5) The Government of the US of A and the Government of China 
will consult with respect to problems incident to the interpretation and 
implementation of this exchange of notes whenever either of the two 
Governments considers such action appropriate. 

(6) The Government of the US of A reserves the right at any time 
to terminate or suspend its assistance, any part thereof, provided 
under this exchange of notes, and also reserves the right at any time 
to withdraw the US members of the Commission. | 

(7) This note and Your Excellency’s reply accepting the above 
proposals on behalf of the Government of China will constitute an 
agreement between the two Governments in the sense of section 407 
of the Act. Subject to the provisions of the preceding paragraph, this 
exchange of notes will remain in force until June 30, 1949, or, upon 
the request of either Government at least 2 months before June 30, 
1949, until the date of termination of the economic aid agreement 
between the two governments concluded on July 3, 1948.” ° 

Following is suggested draft of reply by Foreign Minister to 

Ambassador: 

“Excellency : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your note 
of today’s date which reads as follows: (quoting full text of Ambas- 

. sador’s note) 
On behalf of the Government of China, I have the honor to accept 

the proposals contained in the note quoted above. In recognition of 
the importance of the program as one of the essential means of achiev- 
ing the objectives in which the Governments of China and the US 
of A unite in seeking under the Economic Aid Agreement between 
the two Governments concluded on July 3, 1948, the Government of 
China undertakes to afford to the execution of the program the full 

° Signed at Nanking, Department of State Treaties and other International 
Acts Series No. 1837, or 62 Stat. (pt. 3) 2945.
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weight of its support and to direct cooperating agencies of the Gov- 
ernment of China to give such assistance and facilities as are essential 
to the success of their undertakings under the program.” 

- Comments on foregoing being submitted in separate telegram,’ 

embodying views of Embassy, Moyer and Dawson. 
Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 589. 

| | STuarT 

893.50 Recovery /7-948 : Telegram | | . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: | | _ Nanxrne, July 9, 1948—noon. 
| [Received July 9—6:36 a. m.] 

1252. To Department, ECA and Agriculture. On assumption ex- 
change of notes suggested by Foreign Office affords basis for negotia- 
tion for establishment joint Rural Reconstruction Commission 
(reEmbtel 1242, July 7, repeated Shanghai as 589), Embassy, in con- 

sultation with Moyer and Dawson, has drafted revised versions of 
notes which believed adequately cover points of original draft agree- 
ment (reDeptel 810, May 28) as subsequently revised. 

Herewith suggested note from Ambassador to Foreign Minister: 

“Excellency: I have the honor to refer to section 407 of the China 
Aid Act of 1948 passed by the Congress of the United States of 
America (hereinafter referred to as the Act), which provides, amon 
other things, for the conclusion of an agreement between China ani 
the United States of America establishing a Joint Commission on 
Rural Reconstruction in China. In pursuance of the general 
principles laid down in the Act, and in particular section 407 thereof, 
I have the honor to bring forward the following proposals regarding 
the organization of the Joint Commission and related matters: 

(1) Remains unchanged. 
(2) Opening phrase remains unchanged. | 

(a) Remains unchanged as US interests covered by specific 
reference to section 407 and by (2) (d) below. Chinese interests 
covered in (4) below. 

(6) and (c) Remain unchanged as they correspond to para- 
graph (2) and (3), article II of our original draft. 

(2) Revised as follows: “To establish standards of performance 
for implementation of the program, including the qualifications, 

| type and number of personnel to be used by cooperating agencies 
in the program, and to maintain a constant supervision of all 
phases of the program, with authority to recommend changes in 
or stoppage of any puase of the program’. 

(e) We suggest following: ‘To appoint such executive officers 
and administrative staff as the commission deems necessary to 

7" Infra. |
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carry out the program. Salaries, expenses of travel and other ex- 
penses incident to the administrative functions of the Commission 
itself shall be paid from funds made available under section 
407(6) of the Act.2 We believe better not to make specific men- | 
tion of executive and associated directors due some uncertainty 
advisability Commission having such officers. Above wording 
allows Commission greater flexibility in arranging for its execu- 
tive staff. Regarding omitted second sentence from our para- 

- graph (6) article IT, we believe it would be difficult and sometimes. 
wasteful of personnel to require application principles of jointness 
beyond the commission. Also this principle implied in the Com- 
mission membership and whole spirit of agreement. If you feel 
strongly further mention of it needed here, would suggest state- 
ment along following lines be inserted into foregoing as second 
sentence: ‘In making such appointments the Commission will bear 
in mind the desirability of including citizens of both China and 
the United States.’ | | 

(8) Insert full text our article [TV as given Embtel 1087, June 15, 
with original paragraph (4) omitted according Deptel 907, June 22, 
and introduced with following revised wording: ‘In formulating this 
program to be carried out by appropriate agencies, the Commission 
shall have authority to include in the scope of its operation the © 
following?’ 

(Embassy note: We recommend remaining paragraphs read as given 
below. Some unchanged from Chinese, draft; others reworded or 
represent articles from US draft inserted as numbered paragraphs.) 

(4) In respect of any decision of the Commission, the approval of 
the Government of China shall be obtained prior to its execution if the 
chairman of the commission deems it necessary. 

(5) It is understood that assistance to a project in any province will 
be contingent upon the willingness of provincial and hsien officials to 
take steps necessary to an effective implementation of plans for that 
roject. | . 

P (8) The Commission shall publish in China and transmit to the 
Government of the United States of America and the Government of 
China, in such forms and at such times as may be requested by either of 
the two governments, full statements of operations, including a state- 
ment on the use of funds, supplies and services received, and will trans-. 
mit to the two governments any other matter pertinent to operations as. 
requested by either of the Governments. The Government of China 
will keep the people of China fully informed of the intended purpose 
and scope of the program and of the progress. achieved by the Com- 
mission in implementing the program, including the nature and extent 
of assistance furnished by the Government of the United States of 
America. 

(7) The Government of China will upon appropriate notification | 
of the Ambassador of the United States of America in China consider 
the United States members and personnel of the Commission as part 
of the Embassy of the United States of America in China for the 
purpose of enjoying the privileges and immunities accorded to that. 
Embassy and its personnel of comparable rank. “, 

(8) All supplies imported into China for use in the program shall 
be free of fiscal charges, including customs duties, conservancy dues
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and other charges normally imposed by the Government of China on 

similar supplies which are imported through regular commercial 
channels. The Government of China will afford expeditious clear- 

ance by the Chinese customs of supplies imported for use in the 
program. | 

(9) The Government of the United States of America and the 
Government of China will consult with respect to problems incident to | 
the interpretation, implementation and possible amendment of the 
terms of the agreement embodied in this exchange of notes whenever 
either of the two Governments considers such action appropriate. 

(10) The Government of the United States of America reserves the 
right at any time to terminate or suspend its assistance, or in any part 
thereof, provided under this exchanges of notes, and also reserves the 
right at any time to withdraw the United States members of the 
Commission. 

(11) This note and Your Excellency’s reply accepting the above 
proposals on behalf of the Government of China will constitute an 
agreement between the two Governments in the sense of section 407 
of the Act. Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (9) and (10), 
this exchange of notes will remain in force until June 30, 1949, or, 
upon the request of either Government at least 2 months before June 
30, 1949, until the date of termination of the Economic Aid Agree- 

- ment between the two Governments concluded on July 3, 1948. [’’] 
(End of suggested note from Ambassador.) 

Regarding suggested note from Foreign Minister, we believe this 
acceptable as given Embtel 1242. 

While we consider inclusion preamble in Ambassador’s note desir- 

able, we believe essential points covered in his note especially in open- 
ing paragraph and in (3) and in closing paragraph of Foreign 

_ Minister’s note. Regarding registration exchange of notes with UN, 
Foreign Office interposes no objection. Does Department desire have 
this point incorporated in exchange of notes? 

Embassy planning give Foreign Office our former article IV as 
revised in (3) of Ambassador’s note above. Before submitting to 
Foreign Office additional material or comment, we will await receipt 
your comments and instructions on our suggested exchange of notes 

cited herein. | | 

Sent Department 1252, repeated Shanghai 600. 
STUART 

893.50 Recovery/7—948 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WaAsHINGTON, July 14, 1948—7 p. m. 

1029. Revised version exchange notes re establishment Joint Rural 
Recon Commission reported Embtel 1252 July 9 approved by Dept 
and ECA with following changes: 

| 429-525—73——40
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1, In first para opening sentence should read “I have the honor to 
refer to Section 407 of the China Aid Act of 1948 enacted by the Gov- 
ernment of the United States” etc. Enactment of Act includes pas- 
sage by Congress and signature by. President as change indicates. 

2. Para (1) unchanged. _ | | | 
8. Para (2) unchanged. Dept and ECA do not feel strongly neces- 

) sity adding suggested second sentence subpara (e). 
4, Para (3) unchanged. | a 
ps Para (4) accepted with deletion “the Chairman of” after word 

6p). | 

6. Para (5) unchanged. oo 
7. Para (6) unchanged. | | 
8. Para (7) unchanged. a 
9. Para 7 unchanged. 
10. Para i} unchanged. | 
11. Para (10) accepted with addition para (3) Art ITI Dept-ECA 

draft as second sentence reading as follows: “Assistance furnished by 
the Govt of the US under Section 407 of the Act and pursuant to this 
exchange of notes shall not be construed as an express or implied 
assumption by the Govt of the US of any responsibility for making 
any further contributions to carry out the purposes of Section 407 of 
the Act or of this exchange of notes”. . | | 

12. Para (11) accepted with addition of “transmitted to the other 
Govt” after phrase “upon the request of either Govt” in final sentence. | 

Proposed note from FonMin given Embtel 1242 July 7 approved 
by Dept and ECA. ~ | 

As stated Deptel 907 Jun 22 not necessary include registration with 
UN in exchange notes. Dept does, however, expect effect such 
registration. | | 

You are authorized transmit FonOff Emb version exchange notes 
after changes indicated this telegram. | 

MarsHaun 

893.50 Recovery/7—2148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, July 21, 1948—3 p. m. 
a [Received July 21—11: 05 a. m.] 

1332. To Dept, ECA and Agriculture. Upon receipt Deptel 1029, 
July 14, repeated Shanghai 1280, re Rural Reconstruction Commis- 
sion, Embassy in consultation with Moyer and Dawson prepared aide- 
mémoire containing texts of suggested notes. This document de- 
livered Foreign Office July 16 and discussed informally by above cited 
and Embassy officer with Tung Ling, director, American Affairs Dept. 
As conversation indicated Chinese would object wording paragraph 
(3) of suggested note from Ambassador, Moyer and Embassy officer 
July 17 drafted revised version thereof for twofold purpose meeting 
Chinese objections and improve language especially avoiding exces-
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sive use term “program”. Herewith revised version (3) with changes 

made in introductory sentence and subparagraphs (a) through (e) 

inclusive but excluding (d@): 

“In its program the commission may include the following types 

of activity to be carried out in agreement with the agencies referred 
to in paragraph (2) (a): 

(a) A coordinated extension type program in agriculture, home 
demonstration, health and education for initiation in a selected group 

of hsien in several provinces to include a limited number of sub- 

sidiary projects suited to conditions in the areas where the program 

is developed, in such fields as agricultural production, marketing 

credit, irrigation, home and community industries, nutrition, sanita- 

tion and education of a nature which will facilitate the promotion of 

all projects being undertaken ; 
(6) Consultation with the appropriate Chinese Govt authorities 

regarding definite progressive enforcement in areas where this coordi- 

nated program is carried out, of the pertinent features, etc. ; | 

(ce) Progressive steps to survey, register and appraise agricultural 
land in areas where this program is carried out ; 

(d) Nochanges; _ 
(e) Projects to put into effect over a wider area than provided for 

in the coordinated extension type program specified in (a), any of 

the above lines of activity which can be developed soundly on a larger 
scale, etc.” | | 

Dept will notice dropping of term “authority” from introductory 

paragraph, this being done in response Tung’s statements made J uly 

16 that Foreign Minister would definitely not accept suggested in- 

fringement upon Chinese sovereignty. Re subparagraph (5), we 

believe original wording unfortunate as it implied that enforcement 

powers being demanded for Commission. Tung also raised strong 

objection to this provision. 

Foreign Office comments upon our July 16 aéde-mémoire and revi- 

sion paragraph (3), latter informally made available to Foreign Office 

July 17, contained atde-mémoire from Foreign Office dated July 19. 

These comments being reported in subsequent telegram.* 

Sent Dept 1332, repeated Shanghai 642. 
STUART 

893.56 Recovery/7—2148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANEING, July 21, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received July 21—10: 27 a. m.] 

1385. To Department, ECA and Agriculture. ReEmbtel 1332, July 

- 91, 8 p. m, repeated Shanghai 642, on Rural Reconstruction 

Commission. | 

S Infra.
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Herewith Foreign Office comments as stated in its July 19 aide- 
méemotre: 

Re suggested note from Ambassador to Foreign Minister: 

1. Introductory paragraph accepted. 
2. Paragraph (1) accepted. 
3. Paragraph (2) accepted but with reservation re subparagraph 

(e). Foreign Office states while it does not insist upon expressing pro- 
| vision that Commission shall have a Chinese citizen Serving as its exe- 

cutive director suggestion made that this understanding be recorded 
in separate agreed minutes to be signed by Chinese and American 
negotiators or other representative of two governments. 

4. Re paragraph (3), Foreign Office agreeable substance thereof 
except sub-paragraph (0). Following from aide-mémoire: “How- 
ever, in view of comparatively limited time available to commission, it. 
might not be possible for Commission to execute all items of program 
as contemplated in paragraph (3). In order to avoid possible disap- 
pointment, Ministry suggests that details. enumerated paragraph (3) 

€ put in above-mentioned agreed minutes rather than in exchange of 
notes. Subparagraph (6) of paragraph (3) should, however, be 
deleted since insertion in the notes of this clause which concerns the 
enforcement of laws and regulations by local authorities may give 
rise to impression that Commission’s interference with domestic ad- 
ministration in China is purported.” 

). Re paragraph (4), Foreign Office proposes that words “or its 
chairman” be inserted immediately after words “if the Commission”. 
Following explanation therefor given in aide-mémoire: “In view of relationship between Commission [and ECA] of US as provided in 
China Aid Act, Ministry considers that Chairman of Commission as 
distinct from Commission itself should not be deprived of discretion- 
ary power to submit decision of commission to the approval of Chinese 
Government prior to their execution in order to provide necessary 
safeguard for administrative integrity of China.” 

__ 6. Foreign Office recommends deletion paragraph (5) reference 
being made to phrase in penultimate paragraph suggested Foreign 
Minister’s note to Ambassador to effect “the Government of China 
undertakes to afford to the execution of the program the full weight 
of its support and to direct cooperating agencies of the Government of 
China to give such assistance et cetera”. In view foregoing Foreign 
Office states paragraph (5) “seems to be superfluous and should be 
deleted.” 

7. Paragraph (6) accepted. 
8. Re paragraph (7), Foreign Office states: “While Chinese Gov- 

ernment has no objection to the enjoyment of diplomatic privileges 
and immunities by the American members and personnel of the Com- 
Gym it is proposed that following sentences be added to paragraph 

‘It is understood that the Ambassador of the United States of America in China in making the notification will bear in mind the desirability of restricting, so far as practicable, the number of officials for whom full diplomatic privileges and immunities would be requested. It is also understood that the detailed application of this paragraph would, when necessary, be a subject of inter- 
governmental discussion.’ ”
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Foreign Office concludes by noting that wording of two proposed 

sentences follows closely that of paragraph 3 of Annex to Aid 

Agreement signed July 3, 1948. , : 

9. Re paragraph (8), Foreign Office states “on account of the con- 

stitutional limitations on the power of taxation of the Central Gov- 

ernment China” proposed that words “fiscal charges, including” in 

first sentence be deleted. Foreign Office also proposed deletion last | 

sentence this paragraph, point being made by Tung when he handed 

aide-mémotre to Embassy officer that language appeared to be critical 

of Chinese customs and that, should any difficulties arise in this regard, 

Embassy and Commission could call upon Foreign Office with con- 

fident expectation that prompt corrective action would be taken. 

10. Paragraph (9) accepted. 
11. Re paragraph (10), Foreign Office recommends deletion clause 

“and also reserves the right to withdraw the US members of the 

Commission” at end first sentence. Foreign Office also recommends 

deletion entire second sentence this paragraph, both recommendations 

made on grounds that provision included in this paragraph for US 

Government to terminate or suspend its assistance at any time. 

No change suggested in text of note from Foreign Minister to 

Ambassador. 

Tung has informally suggested inclusion of following in agreed 

minutes: “It is understood that the decisions of the Commission shall 

be reached by majority vote of the members thereof”. 

Moyer, now in Taiwan with Stillman mission, expected Nanking 

July 23 for consultation re our recommendations on Foreign Office 

proposals cited above. | 

Sent Dept 1335, repeated Shanghai 645. 

| STUART 

:893.50 Recovery/7—2448 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NanxIne, July 24, 1948—1 p. m. 

[Received July 24—4: 16 a. m.] 

1358. To Dept, ECA and Agriculture. ReEmbtel 1335, July 21, 

repeated Shanghai 645, on Rural Reconstruction Commission. Moyer 

and Embassy officer July 23 discussed Foreign Office proposals with 

Dr. Tung Ling, director American Affairs Department. In this in- 

formal discussion we indicated to him what our recommendations to 

Department would be and endeavored enlist this support to obtain 

Foreign Minister’s agreement thereto, in effort expedite early con- 

clusion these negotiations without use of suggested separate unpub- 

lished agreed minutes as proposed by Foreign Office. 

Herewith our comments and recommendations reference being made 

‘to numbered points reftel : |
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3. In order meet Foreign Office proposal regarding subparagraph 
_(e@) paragraph (2), we suggest first sentence read as follows: “To appoint such executive officers and administrative staff as Commission 
deems necessary to carry out the program, it being understood that the chief executive officer shall be a citizen of China.” 

4. We indicated to Tung in unmistakable language our desire have 
. paragraph (3) retained in exchange of notes. We stressed value in- 

cluding these provisions in published exchange of notes from stand- 
points informing Chinese people regarding intentions of commission | 
and serving to counter Chinese Communist propaganda regarding 

| lack of positive rural reconstruction program of National Government, 
We also stressed importance outlining in definite terms the possible 
scope of Commission’s work since many different views held here with 
respect meaning of rural reconstruction. To meet Foreign Office 
objections to subparagraph (0) of paragraph (38), we suggest this 
subparagraph be merged with subparagraph (c) to read as follows: 
“Consultation with the Chinese Government concerning ways and 
means of progressively carrying out land reform measures, including 
steps to survey, register and appraise agricultural land, in areas 
where the coordinated extension-type program specified in subpara- 
graph (a) of this paragraph is established.” This wording designed 
remove Foreign Office objection to inferred enforcement by Commis- 
sion of Chinese laws and regulations. If our proposal accepted, let- tering remaining subparagraphs should be altered accordingly. 

). We perceive no objection to Foreign Office proposal that words 
“or its chairman” be inserted immediately after words “if the Com- 
mission” in paragraph (4). 

6. Reference Foreign Office suggested deletion paragraph (5), we 
make counterproposal to insert in penultimate paragraph Foreign 
Minister’s note to Ambassador immediately after “to direct cooper-_ 
ating agencies of the Government of China” the following words set 
off by commas “including the local officials concerned”. This wording 
while not so specific as that originally suggested for paragraph (5) 
appears to meet our needs and permits Chinese save face on delicate 
question authority National Government over provincial and other 
local officials. Tf you concur dropping paragraph (5), remaining 
paragraphs should be renumbered accordingly. | 

8. We recommend adoption Foreign Office proposal reference para- graph (7) regarding diplomatic privileges and immunities. 
| 9. We recommend adoption Foreign Office proposals for deletion 

words “fiscal charges, including” and last sentence paragraph (8). 
11. We recommend adoption Foreign Office proposal delete clause “and also reserves the right to withdraw the US members of the 

Commission” in paragraph (10) but insist upon retention entire second sentence this paragraph. 7 

Regarding Tung’s suggestion on voting procedure contained penul- 
timate paragraph reftel, we recommend inclusion this sentence as 
final sentence paragraph (1). 

Foreign Office proposals and our recommendations were discussed 
by Moyer with Dawson prior to July 23 meeting at Foreign Office.
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We believe Dawson in full agreement our recommendations except 

those under points (3) and (6) this telegram. Cannot now be reached 

order determine his attitude these points. Moyer will confer with 

him at Shanghai evening July 24 or morning July 25. 
Moyer now hoping return Washington after week or 10 days by 

which time we hope negotiations on exchange of notes may be finalized. 
Accordingly urgently request Department send instructions regard- 

ing above. : 
ae STUART 

893.50 Recovery/7—2548 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

; Suaneuat, July 25, 1948—2 p. m. 
[Received July 25—2: 50 a. m.] 

1664. To Department, ECA and Agriculture from Dawson. Re- 

Embtel 1358, July 24. Following conference with Moyer, approve 

' gtate Benton [statement on] agreement with following comments. 
Point 5, “or its chairman” should be followed by “with the con- 

currence of the Chinese members”. Moyer concurs this revision. 

Point 6, will not seriously object this revision with understanding 

~ Moyer as a member of committee will insist that initiation of pro- 

jects in provinces contingent upon support of provincial and hsien 

officials. Moyer concurs. } 

Sent Department, repeated Nanking 1341. [Dawson. ] : 

| Canor 

840.50 Recovery/7-2548: Telegram | . 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WASHINGTON, July 27, 1948—7 p. m. 

1078. Various suggestions re exchange notes on establishment Joint. 

Rural Recon Commission reported Embtels 1332 July 21, 1335 July 

21, and 1358 July 24 and Shanghai’s 1664 July 25 noted. Dept and 

ECA offer following comment on Amb note to FonMin: 

1. Introductory para including changes suggested Deptel 1029 July 
| 14, agreed on. - 

9. Para (1) should remain unchanged. While we are willing you 
should indicate orally to FonOff understanding Commission decisions 
shall be reached by majority vote, it is not believed necessary add 
sentence in agreement proposed informally by FonOff for inclusion 
in agreed minutes. This would seem to be contrary to spirit of general 
agreement among members Commission rather than split vote between 
Chinese and Us members. In this connection, we do not consider 
agreed minutes desirable or necessary. _ |
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8. Para (2) accepted with inclusion initial sentence subpara (e) 
suggested in Embtel 1358. | 

4, Emb comments to FonOff re para (8) approved and this para ac- 
cepted with following reservations: Combining subparas (0) and (c) 
as suggested Embtel 1358 carries implication restriction land reform 
measures to “survey, register and appraise”. It would be preferable 
retain these subparas as set forth Embtel 1332. If FonOff unwilling 
approve, however, Emb should merge two subparas as indicated Emb- 
tel 1858 with deletion “including steps to survey, register and appraise 
agricultural land” set off by commas after “measures”. Extent of 
“land reform measures” would then be subject later discussion within 
Commission. Embtel 1832 makes no mention subparas (/) and (g). 
Are these to be retained ? 

5. Para (4) accepted with additions proposed Embtel 1358 and 
Shanghai’s 1664. oo 

6. Deletion former para (5) re provincial and hsien officials and in- 
sertion “including the local officials concerned” after “Govt of China” 
in final para FonMin note to Amb proposed Embtel 1358 July 24 ap- 
proved. Remaining paras renumbered accordingly. 

¢. Para (5) unchanged. 
8. Para (6) accepted with addition two final sentences suggested by. 

FonOff and approved by Embtel 1358. 
9. Para (7) accepted with deletion “fiscal charges, including” and 

final sentence recommended Embtel 1358 and further deletion word 
“normally” after “charges”. 

10. Para (8) unchanged. 7 
11. Para (9) accepted with deletion clause first sentence re with- 

drawal US members Commission suggested by FonOff and approved 
Embtel 1858. As indicated Embtel 1358 entire second sentence should _ 
be retained. 

12. In para (10) “paras (8) and (9)” in second sentence should be 
substituted for “paras (9) and (10)” due to renumbering paras. 

18. FonMin note to Amb contained Embtel 1242 July 4 approved 
with inclusion additional wording described in 6 above. | 

Suggest use of “Govt of the US of A” throughout notes to be con- 
sistent with Economic Aid Agreement. 

MarsHaALu 

893.50 Recovery /7—-3048 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, July 30, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received July 31—7:12 a. m.] 

1397. ReDeptel 1078, July 27, repeated Shanghai 1367, concerning 
_ Joint Rural Reconstruction Commission. Basis instructions therein, 

Moyer and Boehringer ® July 30 presented aide-mémoire to Foreign 
Office giving full texts of Ambassador’s and Minister’s notes as now 
revised. Discussion here with Dr. Tung Ling, director American A f- 
fairs Department, who indicated Foreign Minister would now prob- 

° Carl H. Boehringer, First Secretary of Embassy in China.
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ably approve texts of notes. Question raised re voting procedure 

and we agreed cover point in supplementary aide-mémoire. Appears 

to be small matter but one in which Foreign Minister himself 

interested. 
. 

Tung expressed opinion Foreign Office in position August 2 to 

notify Embassy of its acceptance of texts of notes. He said that 

Executive Yuan would have to give its approval at regular weekly 

meeting August 4 adding that as Premier has been kept fully informed 

of negotiations no difficulty expected. We expressed hope to have 

exchange take place August 6 which agreeable to Tung.” 

We now giving thought to questions of press release, text of which 

we expect wire Department™ early next week and attendance at 

simple ceremony of signing and exchanging notes of Lapham, Gil- 

patric, Embassy officers including Dawson and key Chinese officials 

concerned. | 

Sent Department 1397, repeated Shanghai 676. 
STUART 

893.50 Recovery/ 8-348 ; Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NanxEino, August 3, 1948—2 p. m. 

| [Received August 3—3: 33 a. m. | 

1420. For Department, ECA and Agriculture. ReEmbtel 1397, 

July 30, repeated Shanghai 676, concerning Rural Reconstruction 

Commission. Re question voting procedure on July 30, we handed 

to Tung Ling, Foreign Office, briet aide-mémorre stating in part: 

“Regarding the voting procedure to be followed by the members of 

the Commission, it is the understanding of the Embassy that decisions 

of the Commission should be reached by majority vote of the mem- 

bers there.” — 

Tung August 2 stated he had sent Embassy similar statement in 

aide-mémoire but document not yet received here.** Purpose present 

telegram is to inform Department and others concerned re this ex- 

change which made with understanding no publication be given 

thereto.* 

Sent Department 1420, repeated Shanghai 687. 
STUART 

. Yn telegram No. 1400, July 31, 2 p. m., the Embassy reported that the Foreign 

Minister had approved the texts of the notes presented in its aide-mémoire of 

July 30 and that August 5 had been agreed to for their signing (893.50 Recov- 

ery/7-3148). 

1 Telegram No. 1411, August 2, 6 p. m., not printed. . 

2 Mr, Gilpatric was appointed Deputy Chief of ECA China Mission July 1 

but continued, concurrently, as Attaché at the Shanghai Consulate General. 

3 The aide-mémoire was received by the Embassy on August 4. 

4 Tn telegram No. 1110, August 3, 3 p. m., to the Ambassador in China, the 

Department indicated its approval and that of the ECA regarding this voting 

procedure (893.50 Recovery/7—-3148).
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893.50 Recovery /8-848 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NankIne, August 3, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received August 83—7:388 a. m.] 

, 1494. For Department, ECA and Agriculture. ReEmbtel 1411, 
August 2,15 repeated Shanghai 682. Following is text of statement 
to be issued by Ambassador on occasion of signing and exchanging 
notes on August 5 providing for establishment joint Sino-American 
Commission on Rural Reconstruction: 

“It is my sincere hope that students of Chinese social and economic 
problems will consider this day to be a milestone of progress toward 
sound improvement of conditions in the rural areas of this country. 
The notes exchanged today between His Excellency Dr. Wang Shih- 
chieh and myself provide for the establishment of a Sino-American 
Commission on Rural Reconstruction in China. Establishment of 
this Commission, in the work of which I shall take a deep and personal 
interest, is made in recognition of the importance of reconstruction 
in the rural areas to the welfare of the Chinese people as a whole, in 
recognition of the obvious fact that such reconstruction should have 
in its purpose the improvement of economic, social and cultural con- 
ditions in these areas. Iam sure that the report of the establishment 
of this Commission will be received with considerable interest in the 
United States. The terms of reference for the Commission, contained 
in the Agreement embodied in the notes exchanged today, are suf- 
ficiently broad to permit the Commission to undertake a highly 
significant program in the field of rural reconstruction. I am spe- cially gratified with the establishment of the Commission because it 
represents another chapter in the long record of close collaboration 
between China and the United States in this field, one of the most recent instances of which was the joint China-United States Agri- 
cultural Mission in 1946. That mission’s findings and recommenda- 
tions are, I understand, to be used in large part as a basis for the work of the Commission which is about to be established,” 

Sent Department 1424, repeated Shanghai 689. 
| | | STUART 

893.50 Recovery /8—548 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

 Nanxrne, August 5, 1948. 
[Received August 5—1:35 a. m.] 

1434. For Department, ECA and Agriculture. Notes providing 
for establishment Sino-American Commission on Rural Reconstruc- 
tion in China signed at Foreign Office at 11 a. m., August 5,1° Nanking 
daylight time. | 

* Not printed. | ne _™ For texts, see Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1848, or 62 Stat. ( pt. 3) 3139. | :
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After notes signed and exchanged, Dr. Wang Shih-chieh, Foreign 
Affairs Minister, read following prepared statement: 

“The notes just signed and exchanged constitute a supplement to 
. the Bilateral Aid Agreement of July 38, 1948, between the Govern- 

ment of China and the Government of the United States of America. 
This arrangement concerning rural reconstruction will certainly meet 
one of the most urgent needs of China whose countryside has suffered 
so tellingly from so many years of war damage and Communist 
devastation. This arrangement will enable our rural population to 
benefit from the technical knowledge and experience of both Chinese 
and American experts in the fields of farm economy, rural education 
and sanitation. 
“When the work contemplated under the program develops, it will, 

I anticipate, put a large number of our educated youths into various 
_ kinds of rural reform work and thus make this arrangement both a 

plan of enterprise and a training ground for future rural leadership. 
Admittedly the funds provided for rural reconstruction by the B1- 
lateral Aid Agreement are of modest dimensions—not exceeding 10 
percent of the total economic aid, But, as the Joint Commission 1s to 
execute its program through existing Governmental and other agencies 
rather than creating machinery of its own, economy and efficiency may 
well result from this arangement. I fervently hope that the sum of 
money thus spent will bear such result as will compare favorably with 
a similar amount used for any other project. This will be the best 
way to show our appreciation for the friendly sentiments of the 
American people.” : 

| Ambassador then read prepared statement, text of which already 
transmitted to Dept.” 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 695. 
| STUART 

IV. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY THE UNITED STATES IN FURNISH- 

ING AID TO CHINA UNDER THE CHINA AID ACT OF 1948: DANGER 
OF INCREASING INFLATION BY AID FUNDS; CONTINUING AID TO 

CHINESE RESISTING COMMUNISTS IN NORTH CHINA; DECISION TO 
DISCONTINUE AID IN AREAS COMING UNDER COMMUNIST CONTROL 

893.51/6-3048 : Telegram . 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, June 30, 1948—3 p. m. 

959. New York Times of June 27 contained despatch by Durdin %* 
_ date line Shanghai June 26 and headlined “Chinese inflation turns for 

worst ; deterioration raises issue of how American aid can be effectively 
used.” After introductory description sharp break black market, 

"Supra. 
* Tillman Durdin. |
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story attempts describe policy issues involved disposal special ac- 
count,” substance of which is as follows: | | 

Worse economic plight accentuates problem devise U.S. aid opera- 
tions alleviate new conditions. “One school of thought here, shared 
by some planners in State Department” favors no current expenditures 
with proceeds sale aid goods. Felt that such expenditures to finance 
relief and construction projects merely increases inflation. There- 
fore argued that proceeds should be sterilized by turning them over 
Chinese treasury as substitute [for] money otherwise printed for regu- 
lar expenditures. The other school [of] thought defends projects, _ 
such as those sponsored CRM,” as benefit, China and giving US some 
control supervision many aspects relief and rehabilitation. This 
school argues that amount currency printed probably not affected if 
proceeds sale aid goods released Chinese Treasury. 

“Some proponents of the first line of action are pessimists on China 
aid who are skeptical that any decisive contribution toward saving 
the Chinese Government can be made by US assistance. These indi- 
viduals would commit Americans to as little control of expenditures 
as possible and as little responsibility for what ultimately happens. 
Chinese negotiators are arguing for a minimum of American super- 
vision and control and a minimum of specially directed projects.” 

Sent Nanking as 959, repeated to Shanghai as 1178. 
MarsHALL 

893.50 Recovery /7—-848 : Telegram. | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasuHinetor, July 8, 1948—6 p. m. 
1003. Re ECA #1 intention continue CNC ” relief expenditures from 

Special Account (Shanghai’s Torca 57, June 242°), Dept requests. 
comment Emb and ConGen policy aspects this program. Justifica- 
tion presented Reftel made primarily in terms political considerations. 

“ Established under article V of the Economic Aid Agreement between the 
United States and China, signed at Nanking, July 3, 1948, Department of State 
Treaties and Other International Act Series No. 1837, or 62 Stat. (pt. 3) 2945. 
For correspondence on negotiation of this Agreement, see pp. 506 ff. 
_* China Relief Mission (United States), which administered relief measures in 

China authorized under Public Law 84, approved May 31, 1947; 61 Stat. 125. 
For correspondence on negotiation of agreement with China under which such 
relief was administered, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. var, pp. 1293 ff. 

7 Heonomie Cooperation Administration. 
* Chinese national currency. | 
* This message from the ECA China Mission to its Washington headquarters 

reported the mission’s intention to continue and to add to production projects 
initiated by CRM, to slow down on relief assistance unless the flow of refugees 
to cities would prevent it, and to continue semi-relief projects such as medical 
assistance to hospitals and other institutions and assistance to voluntary 
agencies. The message indicated the Ambassador had been consulted on these 
matters. (Nanking Hmbassy Files, Lot F79—800 China Aid)
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Dept believes critical character inflation requires that such expendi- 
tures should be made only when projects justified by over-riding 
political importance from point of view US policy interests in China. 
Where can line be drawn on direct relief in China? Will not promo- 
tion such relief in urban centers attract refugees from Kmt *‘ as well 
as Communist areas? No intention minimize humanitarian signifi- 
cance such projects, but this consideration should not be dominant 
criterion implementation US policy in present circumstances. 

Dept not aware receipt any general reports re USFRP ** direct 
relief for refugees and indigents, which explain its scope and im- 
portance in terms Reftel. What was status such persons prior 
USFRP and what were political repercussions in absence US-spon- 
sored relief activity? Ref Torca 57, (a) what is attitude “official 
ChiGovt circles” Special Account relief expenditures and, if regarded 
as politically important, what steps being taken by ChiGovt in this 
regard on its own initiative; (6) attitude what groups would cause 
embarrassment ECA Mission as result sharp curtailment such expend- 
itures? (c) how important in light policy considerations is con- 
tinuation “medical assistance to Govt and private hospitals and 
institutions” and “assistance provided voluntary agencies”? Would 
such assistance be primarily through provision [of] imported medical 
and other relief goods under ECA program, or through allocation 

Special Account funds as support operating budgets such organiza- 

tions? If latter, what is your assessment longer-run consequences 

assumption such role by US Govt? 
Sent Nanking as Dept’s 1003, repeated Shanghai as Dept’s 12381. 

| MARSHALL 

893.50 Recovery /7—848 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | WASHINGTON, July 8, 1948—6 p. m. 

1004. In view reasonable presumption Durdin based story (Deptel 
959 repeated Shanghai as 1178) on conversations U.S. officials, Dept 
offers comments below. Problem disposition Special Account con- 
cerns unencumbered balances remaining after withdrawals or commit- 
ments made for administrative expenses ECA, rural reconstruction 
program, and distribution private relief goods, as specified Article V 
bilateral agreement.” — | 

1) Question is not disposal proceeds sale aid goods, as under 
USFRP Special Account, but disposal ChiGovt deposits Special Ac- 

* Kuomintang (Nationalist Party). 
% United States Foreign Relief Program, administered by CRM. 
*® Hconomice Aid Agreement of July 3, 1948.
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count in value “commensurate” aid goods. While proceeds sale could 
be used make such deposits, ChiGovt has alternative deposit any in- 
come or funds borrowed from Central Bank. Under Act,?’ U. S. has 
no control over proceeds sale per se. 

2) “Sterilization” could not be accomplished by releasing Special 
Account funds to Chinese Treasury for regular Govt expenditures. 

_ This would represent active use funds. Meaning “Sterilization” 
Special Account funds present context is refusal draw them for 
expenditure any purpose. | 

3) True that rate of increase note issue would be no less if account 
released for regular government expenditures than if account were 
sterilized. However, implication above observation in Durdin story 
is that consequently account should be used special relief and 
rehabilitation projects as though such alternative would also have 
negligible effect amount currency otherwise issued. This, of course, 
not the case. Expenditure entire account extraordinary purposes _ 
would increase total Govt inflationary spending significantly. 

| 4) Allegation that advocacy sterilization is result pessimism and 
desire avoid US involvement is irrelevant to major issue presented _ 
by Durdin, which is one of financial policy. Equally possible for 
proponents sterilization believe that such policy most effective means 
provide maximum respite permit Chinese measures self-help. 

5) Punch line re efforts Chinese negotiators minimize US super- 
vision and control contains interesting implication that proponents 
sterilization are playing into Chinese hands. This revelation to Dept | 
since previous Emb, Congen and CRM comment to effect that, insofar 
as ChiGovt interested rehabilitation projects, it favored, in general, 
U. 8S. supervision. Unwary readers, however, likely associate Dur- 
din’s reference “supervision and control” with similar references con- 
tained Lieberman’s article (Deptel 883, June 15%) in which such 
references were related to problem effective distribution U. S. aid 
goods rather than to operation projects financed exclusively ChiGovt 
funds from Special Account. 

Dept concerned at indication U. 8S. policy considerations relating 
to diverse and unresolved issues have been made available press. Pub- 
lished presentation in such distorted manner further confuses situa- 
tion. Dept trusts that foregoing comments 1-5 will help clarify any 
misconceptions held by U.S. representatives China.” (Sent Nanking 
as 1004. Repeated Shanghai as 1232.) - 

MarsHALL 

* Foreign Assistance Act of 1948, approved April 3, 1948: 62 Stat. 187. _ 
* Not printed; it summarized news despatch by Henry R. Lieberman in the 

New York Times on June 15 (893.50 Recovery/6-1548). 
7” In telegram No. 1811, July 19, 6 p. m., the Ambassador in China asserted that 

the two newspaper despatches were “not based to best Emb’s knowledge on any 
statements made by Emb or ConGen officers.” (893.50 Recovery/7—1948 )
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898.50 Recovery /7-1348 | 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Ambassador in China 
| (Stuart) *° 

No. 71 TIENTSIN, July 13, 1948. 

Sir: I have the honor to state that since my return to Tientsin 
recently from leave of absence in the United States I have been im- 
pressed with the steadily increasing feeling on the part of northern 
Chinese that they have been deserted by their National Government. 
They feel, and the facts bear them out, that the National Government 
has neglected North China and has discriminated against it in favor 
of South China with regard to military supplies, relief allocations, 
allotment of foreign exchange for imports, and in many other ways, 
including the absence of northern Chinese in important positions in 
the National Government. This feeling is manifest in conversation 
with Chinese military and civil officials, business men and others, and 
is the subject of frequent items and comments in the local Chinese 
press. , | 

Chinese here feel that National Government authorities in Nanking, 
Shanghai, Canton, and also in Washington are now engaged in a 
deliberate and intense effort to create the impression with American 
authorities that the situation in North China is beyond hope and that 
this area should therefore not be seriously considered in con- 

_ nection with the present American aid program. Chinese oflicials 
here maintain that the Government’s defeatist attitude in regard to 
North China is not warranted. They point out that in a number of 
ways the military situation in North China is better than in many 
other National Government areas, notably Honan, Shantung, Hupeh 
and north central China in general, where Government armies have 
sustained severe reverses. They remark that since the assumption of 
control in North China by General Fu Tso-yi six months ago, military 
operations against the Communists in this area have been conducted 
with far more competence than has been the case elsewhere in China. 
They state that troops and people have confidence in General Fu. 
They assert that General Fu has been carrying on under the handi- 
caps of lack of cooperation from National commanders in adjoining 
areas, lack of troops, and a lack of arms due to the refusal of the Gov- 
ernment to supply him with badly needed equipment. They say that, 
despite these handicaps, he has done far better than other Nationalist 
military leaders, and they maintain that, given a fair share of Ameri- 
can military as well as economic aid, he and his troops could hold 
North China against the Communists. 

” Copy transmitted to the Department by the Consul General without covering 
despatch ; received July 27. .
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Chinese here fear, however, that the National Government will | 

endeavor to keep in the South all military aid from the United States 

and will let North China fend for itself. In this case, it is stated, 

General Fu will not be able to hold off the Communists indefinitely 

and North China will be lost to the Government. If North China 

falls to the Communists, Chinese here believe that the rest of China 

will sooner or later go the same way. They have little regard for 

the reported Government plan to build up a base in the South from 

which a drive could later be made to retake North China, and say 

that if North China should be lost, due to Government failure or 

refusal to grant aid, the Government would later meet with serious 

resistance from an embittered population. 
Chinese officials here believe that economic aid alone will not suffice 

and that economic aid must be accompanied by military assistance. 

Economic aid for the Kailan mines, for example, would not be com- 

pletely effective without adequate military protection for the mines 

and railways. For this reason, they hope that arms and related equip- 

ment will be given them under the American aid program. In par- 

ticular, they state that arms are needed to equip 100,000 militia which 
have been raised and partially trained by General Fu; these militia — 
have no arms, and if arms were supplied under the aid program, the 

- new arms would be given regular troops who would turn over older 
weapons to the militia. | 

Chinese here feel that, in view of the apparent policy of the National 

Government to keep American aid in the South, very little economic 
and no military aid will be allotted to North China without pressure 

from the American authorities. They hope that such pressure will 

be exerted in order that North China may receive a fair share of such © 
aid. , : 

The recent visit to Tientsin of Mr. Stillman’s ECA China Mission 

Survey Group * (reported in despatch no. 72 of July 18, 1948) * was. 
welcomed by Chinese officials and others who hope to receive assistance, 

but the feeling persists that the Government authorities in Nanking, 

Shanghai and Washington, being in much closer touch with the higher 
American authorities, will be successful in keeping most of the | 
American aid in the South.® | | 

“The Reconstruction Survey Mission had been sent to China in June by the 
ECA to recommend allocation of funds to reconstruction projects under the 
China Aid Act of 1948, approved April 3, 1948; 62 Stat. 158. Its director was 
Charles L. Stillman, Consultant to the HCA on the China Aid Program. 

®? Not printed. | : : 
3 In despatch No. 74, July 28, to the Ambassador in China, the Consul General 

at Tientsin reported that Roger D. Lapham, Chief, ECA China Mission, had 
visited Tientsin from July 25 to 27 and, at a press conference on July 26, had 
indicated that North China would not be overlooked in the aid program (893.50- 
Recovery /7—2848). |
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In conclusion, it should be remarked that most Chinese in Tientsin 

do not want a Communist regime and would prefer to continue 

allegiance to the National Government. However, to hold this alle- 

 giance the Government must render effective assistance and cease the 

present discrimination against North China. If help is not forth- 

coming and present discrimination continues, North China leaders . 

will have to decide whether to continue resistance against the Com- 

munists or make other arrangements. 

Respectfully yours, Rosert L. SmytH 

893.6463/7-1648 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

| TIENTSIN, July 16, 1948—2 p. m. 
| [Received July 17—1: 34 a. m.] 

906. Re Shanghai 1245, July 9 to Nanking,* repeated Tientsin 

as 166 delayed in transmission here. We understand Eximbank* 

refused to reallocate to Tientsin and Peiping 2 turbo generator sets 

each 5,000 kws. originally destined for Sian, apparently on ground 

military insecurity this area. In this connection please see my 372, 

July 14 to Nanking, repeated Department as 204,°* Shanghai as 339, 

re feeling of Chinese in North China that National Government is 

making deliberate effort to create impression with American authori- 

ties that North China is lost and should not be considered in American 

aid plans. 
Fact that Eximbank refused reallocate generators North China 

generally known here and has resulted in impression that American 

authorities have joined Central Government in writing off North 

China. It seems to us North China is more secure than pictured by 

Central Government, particularly if fair share of ECA aid is to be 

given North China. Furthermore, General Fu Tso-yi and military 

leaders this area have been conducting operations against Communists 

with more competence and success than other areas. Allocation gen- 

erators to Tientsin-Peiping would have very favorable effect on North 

Chinese morale and would at same time help to alleviate critical elec- 

trical power shortage in each of these two cities. Statement on urgent 

need for generator handed to Mr. Stillman in Tientsin July 9 by 

C. T. Ku, [manager] power company here. 

Sent Nanking as 374, repeated Department as 206 and Shanghai as 

B41. 
| SmytTH 

% Not printed. 
% Wxport-Import Bank of Washington. 
° Vol. Vit. D. 355. 

429-525—73-—41
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893.50 Recovery /7—2048 : Telegram | . 

_ Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | Nanxina, July 20, 1948—7 p.m. | 
[Received July 21—12:57 a. m.] 

1823. Embassy shares Dept belief (refDeptel 1003, J uly 8) that 
major emphasis disposition of special account should be on steriliza-. 
tion as being direct and effective attack at inflation root. As Embassy 
has stated before, however, there are many meritorious CNC-financed 
former CRM projects which it would be a mistake to discontinue. 
Admittedly line is difficult to draw. Embassy believes criteria for 
support such projects should be higher than under CRM. Given 
difference in magnitude ECA and USFRP funds, Embassy believes 
most deserving and from US point of view politically, most valuable 
projects could be continued under ECA employing only fraction of 
special accounts total. Phrase in reftel “official Chinese Govt circles” 
believed by Embassy in large part to consist of provincial and munici- © 
pal officials in whose jurisdictions projects have been supported for 
which they have been deeply grateful. Projects such as emergency 
refugee relief and dyke reconstruction have generated gratitude and 
good will toward US on part submerged classes. 

Reference (c) reftel, selected medical and volunteer agency assist- 
ance admittedly contains dangerous long run implications in view 
temporary nature such support. Embassy believes ECA here aware 
such implications and still in process formulating its recommendations. 

Sent Department 1323, repeated Shanghai 637. | 
. STUART 

893.6463/8—-748 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

_ Wasurneton, August 11, 1948—5 p. m. 
1159. Relocation generators discussed by Stillman with Eximbank 

officials in presence Dept representative. Reaction was negative under 
present conditions and will probably continue to be so unless there is 
definite indication that ChiGov is itself taking constructive steps in 
North China situation other than with respect to Eximbank or other 
US financed projects. A particular stumbling block is widely held 
view here that Chinese have in fact been removing industrial facilities 
from North China. (ReEmbtel 1455 Aug 7°), 

It is suggested that this matter should be handled directly by NRC * 
representatives with Bank. A statement from NRC would be de- 

* Not printed. . | | 
* Chinese National Resources Commission. |
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sirable indicating steps being taken to expedite installation other 8 

generators under this loan, and of justification of request for relocation 

generators Tientsin and Peiping in terms general policies ChiGov 

and any technical or other reasons which favor these locations as 

opposed to possible alternatives. Dept suggests such statement might 

be forwarded thru Emb, in which event Emb’s comments and recom- 

mendations are requested. 
. MarsHALL 

893.6463/8-1448 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

| | Trentsin, August 14, 1948—10 a. m. 

[Received August 16—12:17 a. m.] 

935. ReDeptel 1159, August 11 to Nanking, repeated Tientsin as 

165, Shanghai 1465 and Peiping as 144. According to reliable sources 

here, including KMA,” no industrial facilities have been removed 

from North China as result of reported issuance by Nanking several 

months ago of instructions calling for removal of certain facilities to 

South. Nanking instructions aroused bitter resentment in North 

and there seems no likelihood that any machinery or industrial facili- 

ties can be taken away from North China in face of this strong feeling. 

Effort made by NRC in May to remove Tangshan steel plant; some 

machinery packed for shipment but whole matter dropped early June 

because of vigorous opposition. To make sure that no industrial 

machinery and equipment would be removed to south, Tientsin Gar- 

 rison Commander on July 19 issued order prohibiting removal to south 

of any such items (see our A-48, August 3 * political review for July). 

Only removal from North China, of which we are aware, consisted 

of 2 locomotives, 48 freight cars manufactured Mukden transferred 

from northeast few months ago, which Peiping—-Mukden Railway un- 

able to buy and subsequently sold to Chekiang-Kiangsi Railway. 

Sent Nanking 411; repeated Department 235, Shanghai 383, 

Peiping. 
: SMYTH 

893.6463 /8-3048 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, August 30, 1948—5 p. m. 

: [Received August 30—8: 30 a. m. |] 

1592. For Department and ECA. Question relocation generators 

(reDeptel 1159, August 11, repeated Tientsin 165, Shanghai 1465, 

® Kailan Mining Administration. | 
40 Airgram No. A—48 to the Ambassador in China, not printed. .
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Peiping 144) discussed by Embassy officer with Vice Chairman ** of 
NRC August 16. Embassy now in receipt statement from NRC with 
request it be transmitted to Department for reference Eximbank. 
Copies of this statement, which we reasonably certain prepared by 
Trone,*? being airmailed *? without comments. Meanwhile NRC in- 
structing its representatives discuss matter directly with Bank in 
Washington. | 

| Copy NRC statement shown August 26 to Stillman who pointed 
out statement does not give definite indication that Chinese Govern- 
ment is itself taking constructive steps in North China situation other 
than with respect to Eximbank and other US financed projects. Still- 
man stated he would ask Yen Chia-ken, CUSA * official acting as 
liaison for that body with ECA China Mission, to urge to Premier * 
to.make positive statement to Ambassador, with Chinese Ambassador _ 
in Washington ** making identical statement to Department and pos- 
sibly also to ECA and Eximbank, to effect North China not being 
abandoned and stating that specific plans in mind for constructive 
action. | 

Sent Department 1592, repeated Shanghai 758, pouched Peiping, 

Tientsin. 
| STUART 

893.6463 /9-848 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, September 8, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received September 9—12: 59 a. m.] 

1643. For Dept and ECA. Wu Chao-hung, Vice Chairman NRC, 
informed Embassy officer September 7 that Wong Wen-hao, President 
of Executive Yuan, had September 4 telegraphed to Chinese Am- - 
bassador, Washington, statement along lines indicated paragraph 2 
Embtel 1592, August 30, repeated Shanghai 753. Statement, which 
Chinese Ambassador instructed to relay to Export-Import Bank and 

| possibly also Department, said by Wu to include positive statement 
Chinese Government not abandoning North China economically and 
flat denial of removal industrial equipment from there to Central and 
South China. - Wong has not yet given similar statement to Am- 
bassador suggested by Stillman. 

Sent Department 16438, repeated Shanghai 782, pouched Peiping, 
Tientsin. 

| STUART 

“Wu Chao-hung. 
#9 A. Trone, American adviser on industrial matters to the Chinese National 

Resources Commission and the Central Bank of China. 
“Despatch No. 374, August 30, 1948, not printed. 
“ Chinese Council for United States Aid. | 
® wong Wen-hao. | 
VK. Wellington Koo. no
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893.50 Recovery /10-1248 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

| TrenTstn, October 12, 1948—11 a. m. 

| [Received October 12—8 a. m.] 

284. I understand from Mr. Cleveland * that ECA is reconsidering 
plans for North China as result letter from Army Department 
recommending against such assistance to North China on basis Army’s 
estimate military situation. 

Plans for three projects in North China (Kailan Mines, power 
command [company and] railway) were publicly announced by ECA 
and lifted local morale. If these plans are canceled or it becomes 
known that stop orders have been issued, it will be considered in North 
China as a definite breach of faith by United States; no explanation, 
no matter how plausible, would convince people in North China to 
contrary. North China, which already feels neglected by its own 
Govt, will then feel deserted by us. This might have serious political 
repercussions in China. It would adversely affect American interests 
and also make position of Americans in North China difficult. 

Any such action would provide effective propaganda for Com- 
munists who would be expected to make good use of “US breach of 
faith” not only in China but quite possibly elsewhere. | 

I therefore urge that publicly announced plans be carried forward 
and that any serious modification which might become public be 
deferred until such time as we could not reasonably be accused of 
breach of faith. 
We hope there is no thought of cancellation or modification at this 

time of ECA plans to send food to North China. In present mood of 
people, already bitter over sharply rising prices and food shortage, 
stoppage of ECA food supplies would make position of Americans here 
not only difficult but dangerous, as wrath of hungry people could be 
diverted from China authorities to American citizens. 

With regard to military supplies, Chinese in North China would find 
it difficult to understand why US military supplies should be given 
Nanking, whose top generals have by repeated incompetence (most 
recently at Tsinan) allowed countless American arms fall into Com- 
munist hands, rather than to Fu Tso-yi, only top Govt general with 
proved ability and willingness to fight Communists. Chinese here 
feel if North China falls to Communists, all China will inevitably 
follow. | : 

Respectfully suggest this telegram be brought attention Mr. Lap- 
ham ** in Washington and Mr. Cleveland in Shanghai. 

Sent Nanking 514, repeated Department 284. 

SMYTH 

“ Harlan Cleveland, Director of China Aid Program, ECA. 
“ Roger D. Lapham, Chief of the ECA China Mission.
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~ 893.50 Recovery/10-1448 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NanxkInG, October 14, 1948—5 p. m. 

[Received October 14—7:21 a. m.] 

1911. At request of Legislative Yuan, Premier Wong Wen-hao and 

CUSA member Yen Chia-ken appeared before Yuan at semi-closed 

meeting morning of October 12 for interpellation on US aid pro-, 

gram. Following hour and half of speeches by Wong and Yen, 

numerous legislators spoke another hour and half heatedly criticizing 

Executive Yuan for past distribution of US aid. In general criticism 

levelled against allocation of aid to plutocrats and large factory own- 

ers, failure of Cabinet to consult with Legislative Yuan on aid dis- 
tribution, threat to Chinese sovereignty in giving consideration to 
allowing foreign bottoms to transport relief supplies up inland water- 
ways, neglect of large areas (particularly China’s northwest) in favor 
of special localities, and slighting of fishing industry in aid allocation. 

This marks first occasion Legislative Yuan has directly attacked 
Government on US aid program, although question has been touched 

obliquely in previous interpellation periods. Embassy believes this 
to be no more than passing phase in Legislative Yuan’s constant at- 
tempt to check on all activities of government and insistence that it 
have its say in all matters large and small which concern national 

welfare. Fact that legislators opinions Government handling of US 
aid program were entirely critical without one word of commenda- 

tion for Cabinet is worthy of note but not unusual since it harmonizes 

with general tenor of legislature sentiment so far this session. — 
None of criticism was directed at US unless complaint about Gov- 

ernment consideration of foreign bottoms on inland waterways might 
be so construed. Equally, however, we noted absence of any expres- 

sions of gratitude or pro-American sentiment during debate on US 
aid program. : | a | 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery/10—1248 : Telegram — 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Tientsin 
(Smyth) * : 

| WASHINGTON, October 16, 1948—5 p. m. 

- 194. From Lapham, ECA. Reurtel 284 October 12, 1948. Glad 
to report ECA does not have and has not had any intention alter 
plans assist North China. Despite serious military situation agree 

o he Repeated as telegram No. 1468, October 19, 6 p. m., to the Ambassador in 
. ina. .
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it important for reasons you state to continue not only food and raw 

material shipments but also plans for capital replacements. Follow- 

ing discussions here all concerned agree this policy. [Lapham, ECA. ] 
Lovetr 

893.50 Recovery /10-2648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, October 26, 1948-—11 a. m. 

7 [Received October 26—5: 59 a. m. | 

1995. For ECA, Gordon *° and Houston,** from ECA, Griffin.” 

Following is statement by Cleveland to be issued at press conference 

Shanghai 10:45 Thursday morning Shanghai time. Suggest simul- 

taneous release Washington presumably hitting Thursday morning 

papers: | : 

SraremEnt py Haruan CLEVELAND, Direcror, Curna Program, ECA, 

WASHINGTON | 

I have been in China for about 4 weeks for the purpose of reviewing 

a number of problems affecting the operation of the ECA program 

in China. a | 

The ECA program for China is off to an excellent start, so far as 

planning, ordering, procuring and delivering US aid are concerned. 

At the 6-month point, when the 1-year program is half over, we are 

actually farther along than had originally been predicted. Out of 

the 275 million, for economic aid, 204 million has been earmarked for 

commodities—food, cotton, petroleum and fertilizer. More than half 

of this has already been programmed, and about 100 million has 

actually arrived in China. On the industrial side, 60 million has been 

programmed out of the 70 million earmarked for replacement and 

reconstruction projects, plus 2.5 million in US dollars for the Rural 

Reconstruction Program. A little more than 1 million has been set 

aside for administrative purposes. | 

Roger Lapham was the first Mission chief appointed by ECA, and 

both the US and China have been most fortunate to have Mr. Lap- 

ham in this important post. His indefatigable efforts, and those of 

his associates, in organizing the mission and pressing the program 

forward have been the major factors in the progress made so far. Mr. 

° David L. Gordon, Deputy Director, China Program, ECA. 

* Bryon Houston, Director, Office of Information, ECA. 

8 Robert A. Griffin, Special Assistant to the Chief, ECA China Mission. 

53 Administered by the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction in China, 

established under an exchange of notes on August 5 by the United States and 

China, Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1848, or 62 Stat. (pt. 3) 

3139. For correspondence on negotiations preceding the exchange of notes, see 

pp. 601 ff.
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Lapham, as you know, has been in Washington for policy conferences, 
and will be back in China next week. 

We have been engaged particularly in reviewing here the important 
question of distribution and end-use of materials and equipment 
bought with ECA funds. Using American dollars to buy materials 
and ship them to China does not mean anything in terms of help- 
ing Chinese people until and unless the supplies are actually put to 
their intended use here in China. Materials in a warehouse in 

_ Shanghai are just as useless as materials which have never been 
bought in the first place. So, we and our Chinese colleagues have 
spent a lot of time and effort, during the last 5 or 6 months, in making 
sure that every dollar of ECA China funds is really put to work, 
[at] the ultimate point of use, for the most effective possible:purpose. 
We think that the distribution and end-use systems which have been __ 

set up in cooperation with the Chinese Government represent the best 
possible utilization of ECA aid under present conditions in China. 
The food is distributed through controlled rationing systems in major 
cities of China, and a careful record is kept of individual recipients of 

_. this aid. A system has been set up for following raw cotton through 
conversion into yarn, the conversion of yarn into cloth, and the sub- 
sequent export or domestic use of the resulting textiles. Petroleum 
is distributed primarily by major oil companies who themselves help 
to make sure that ECA financed oil goes only to the uses for which 
it is allocated. While final arrangements have not been made yet for 
distributing the fertilizer, the ECA Mission and the Chinese Govern- 
ment are working on this complicated problem to insure that fertilizer 
goes where it will have the maximum effect in increasing food 
production. | | 

In arranging for procurement of all commodities, maximum reliance 
has been placed on the use of private channels for importing the 
goods. Thus only wheat, flour and rice are still brought in by direct 
action of the US Government; on everything else we function as a 
financing institution, and try to keep the US Government out of things 
that ought to be done by private business. We hope that arrange- 
ments can be worked out before long for shifting wheat and flour into 
private procurement channels as well. . 

From previous meetings with Mr. Stillman, you are familiar with 
the special formula set up for handling the Industrial Replacement 
and Reconstruction Program. <A great deal of preparatory work has 
gone forward during the last few months on this program. Approved 
projects have been announced, project engineers are being selected by 
the successful applicants, and engineering work is proceeding on a 
number of projects. With the arrival of representatives of the J. G.
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White Engineering Corporation in about a week the scheme so care- 

fully set up will get fully under way. | 

The Replacement and Reconstruction Program represents a unique 

way of spending aid funds. It has not been tried in China before; 

it is different from the systems used in Europe or elsewhere. It puts 

a premium on careful planning and controlled use of equipment 

brought into China. We can think of ways to spend money faster, 

but we know of no way to spend money more effectively for the 

benefit of the Chinese people. 

| Since the appointment of the American members of the Rural 

Reconstruction Commission a month ago, that Joint Commission 

has been engaged in exhaustive discussions of the program which it 

will undertake in tackling the gigantic problem of improving the lot 

of China’s farm people. Again in this case, special emphasis is being 

placed on careful programming—foregoing apparently quick results 

in favor of careful preparation and modest, practical schemes. The 

purposes and objectives of this Commission, as released in its public 

statement a few days ago, have the full support of the US Government. 

The American people are particularly impressed with the great 

difficulty under which the Chinese farmer labors, and the US Con- 

gress accordingly directed that a Joint Commission be formed in order 

| to make sure that adequate attention would be given to helping rural 

people. America has great hopes for a broad rural reconstruction 

movement in China. : 
Our Economic Aid Agreement with China provides for a special 

account in local currency to be set up, matching the aid given to the 
Chinese Government by the US in dollars. Charges on this local 
currency account include our own administration expenses in China, | 

_ the expenses of the Rural Reconstruction Commission, expenses in 
connection with importation of relief supplies by US voluntary 

agencies, and whatever internal costs of the Industrial Reconstruction 

and Replacement Program have to be met from or guaranteed by the 
special account. Over and above these expenses, the Chinese Govern- 

ment and the ECA have agreed on certain particularly significant 
projects in the fields of water conservancy, public health, and welfare, | 
that deserve the special guaranteed support, which the Chinese Gov- 
ernment and ECA can give through allocations from this joint ac- 
count. A part of the account will also be sterilized, in order to assist 
in reducing the Government’s total budget expenditure. 

There is one other problem that we have been discussing here. Con- 

gress has instructed ECA in its operations both in Europe and Asia 

* Raymond T. Moyer and John Earl Baker, appointed by President Truman 

on September 16. :
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to promote the acquisition of materials needed by the US. In China’s 
case ECA is attempting to secure larger supplies of tin, antimony and 
tungsten, and thereby, in a limited way, to make a two-way street of 
US aid. This procurement benefits the US, provides the Chinese 
Government with one more source of badly needed foreign exchange, 

and encourages the mine operators to increase production, and employ 
more Chinese workers. 7 = 

In summary then, we believe that the plans laid and end-use con- 
trols established are securing the best value for the ECA dollar, in 
helping people and institutions within China, and in supporting the 
efforts of the Government to increase production and stabilize eco- 
nomic conditions. But present conditions in China do not permit 
us to assess the progress of the ECA program entirely in terms of its 
narrow effect in helping the immediate recipients of the aid. And the 
relative effect—that is, the total contribution of ECA and all other 
factors to improving the total situation—is much less encouraging. 

At best, an aid program can have only a marginal effect on the sit- 
uation within the country that is being assisted. In recognition of 
this fact, we have held with particular tenacity to two principles in _ 
administering the aid program for China: | 

1. Prices and rates affecting the aid program should be realistic. 
Rationed food should be sold at prices representing substantially mar- 
ket conditions; the same goes for cotton goods and for petroleum prod- 
ucts. The same also goes for the price of coal, the rates for electric 
power, or the level at which any enterprise directly or indirectly 
assisted by ECA sells its product. The aid program should not be a 
subsidy program. | - 

2. KCA’s aid must be a supplement to, and not a substitute for, 
production and supply efforts by the Chinese Government, if its bene- 
fits are to reach the Chinese pecple. This is the “self-help principle” 
which has been repeatedly emphasized by Mr. Lapham. 2 >= 

It has become increasingly clear, particularly in the last few weeks, 
that the situation as it has developed in China, makes it increasingly 
difficult to administer an aid program based on these principles. The 
food ECA can bring in is no substitute for the huge quantities of 
domestic food that seem to be excluded from China’s major cities at 

_a time when this home-grown supply should be most plentiful. It is 
| discouraging to us to see food scarcity at harvest time itself. More- 

over, to sell ECA imports at low subsidized prices simply adds to the 
government’s budget deficit; and it is this deficit which lies at the root 
of China’s currency inflation. | | 

On the industrial side, our replacement program is not intended as 
a substitute for the normal imports which China needs and for which 
China’s own foreign exchange earnings are expected to be used. If,
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in spite of ECA’s efforts, the total amount of productive equipment 
imported into China is smaller than before, our contribution to the 
general situation will obviously be less significant than it otherwise 
would have been. _ | 

The fate of ECA’s China program is, of course, bound up with the 
final upshot of current developments in China. Our purpose in 
China has been, and is now, to assist the Chinese people through their 
Government in every way possible in improving their livelihood, and 
in enabling them to shape for themselves the conditions under which 
they are to live and work.” | 

| | [ Griffin | 
| SO | STUART 

893.50 Recovery/11—648 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

- _  Nanxine, November 6, 1948—noon. 
| a [Received November 6—12: 42 a. m.] 

2115. Lapham is today telegraphing Hoffman * requesting maxi- 
mum delegation of authority over diversion ECA shipments, etc., to 
him in consultation and agreement with me. In this period of crisis 
in China it is only by according such discretion to those on spot that 
emergencies can be met as they arise and that effective use ECA sup- 
plies in interest of US Government be secured. Accordingly I urge 
that you support Mr. Lapham’s request completely. . | 

Repeated Shanghai 1044. a 
- oe a | STUART 

893.50 Recovery/11—748 : Telegram a 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

-Nanxine, November 7, 1948—10 a. m. 
[Received November 6—11: 40 p. m.] 

2127. [For] Hoffman and Cleveland from Lapham. Arrived 
Shanghai evening 4th, conferred with Admiral Badger ** Shanghai 
morning 5th and flew Nanking afternoon 5th with Griffin, Sumner,’ 
Grant * accompanying. Full discussion with Ambassador and his key 
staff late same day and today, 6th, with Badger participating. Am- 
bassador wired State Department, information copy to you, on des- 

® See infra; Paul G. Hoffman was Administrator of the Economic Cooperation 
Administration. 

°° Vice Adm. Osear C. Badger, Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific. 
* John D. Sumner, Chief Economic Adviser, ECA China Mission. 
James P. Grant, Special Assistant to the Chief, ECA China Mission. 

° Telegram No. 2117, November 6. 1 p.m., vol. vit, p. 542.
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perate military situation. Ambassador agrees that food, fuel, and 
supply situation major cities at crisis stage resulting from virtual 
standstill internal Chinese distribution. Most goodwill and political 

| benefits from previous American Aid China would be lost by failure to 
contribute within our means to food and fuel shipments when Chinese ~ 
most in need. Ambassador’s report under reference is basis for fol- 
lowing request for delegation of authority you possess under statute 
to ECA Mission, as change of government is not only possible but 
probable at any time and no certainty what form it may take. We . 
may also face a situation in one or more areas where there will be for a 
period no central authority and it will be necessary to deal with the 
ad hoe local government. No steps will be taken under requested 
delegation without complete concurrence Ambassador on policy aspects 
to insure that each decision serves the best interests of US. 

(1) Freedom of action in reallocating unexpended funds including 
70,000,000 previously earmarked for replacement and reconstruction 
exclusive of rural rehabilitation. We realize this is extraordinary re- 
quest but is imperative due to rapidly moving situation. . 

(2) Authority to distribute ECA commodities in any area and 
under such terms as are deemed necessary and to divert ship move- 
ments to the extent feasible. 

(3) Authority to draw upon local currency proceeds attributable 
to ECA commodities for purposes other than those originally planned 
so as to meet, for example, emergency food and coal shortages by local 
procurement. | 

Granting of above requests for delegation of authority must be kept 
secret from Chinese in Washington and here. I will, of course, keep 
you informed of all developments and only exercise requested delega- 
tion if time element makes prior reference to you impracticable. Am- 
bassador concurs this cable and emphasizes necessity of complete 
secrecy. [Lapham. | | | 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery /11-748 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Acting Secretary of State | 

[WasHineton,] November 8, 1948. 
In Nanking’s telegram 2127, November 7 (attached)® Mr. Lapham 

requests delegation by the Administrator of full discretion to take 
such steps, with the concurrence of the Ambassador, for drastic revi- 
sion of the China Aid Program as he may feel necessary during the 
anticipated disintegration of the Chinese National Government. Am- 

” Supra.
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bassador Stuart urges in Nanking’s telegram 2115, November 6 
(attached)® that the Department support Mr. Lapham’s request 

completely. 
It would be undesirable for the Department to be put in the posi- 

tion of opposing Mr. Lapham in this regard. However, Mr. Hoffman 
may believe that it would be very difficult for ECA to accord such 
discretionary authority to its field mission. For example, the legis- 
lative history of the China Aid Act imposes a strong obligation on 
ECA to implement the industrial replacement and reconstruction 
aspects of the China Aid Program, and Mr. Hoffman may consider 
that reconstruction funds could not be diverted without Congressional 
consultation. There would also appear to be serious procedural ob- 
stacles to major shifts in that portion of the ECA commodity program 
for which procurement authorization, largely through private trade 
channels, has already been made. 

For our part, I do not see how the Department could possibly dele- 
gate responsibility to the Ambassador for concurrence with those 
actions proposed by Mr. Lapham which would have both domestic 
and international policy implications of great significance. 

W. W[4ttron] B[vutTrerworrsu | 

893.50 Recovery/11-—948 : Telegram 

The ECA Administrator (Hoffman) to the Chief of the ECA China 
Mission (Lapham) 

| WasHineton, November 9, 1948—9 p. m. 

Ecato * 570. Reur 2127 from Nanking Nov 7 and Embtel 2117 
Nov 6.% Reftels raise questions both of law and policy. Although 
urtel requests delegation certain authority, basic question is rather 
what authority I have as Administrator in case events foreshadowed 
Embtel 2117 occur during life present legislation. 

2. Main legal problem is that under China Aid Act and bilateral 
agreement, decisions on allocation of funds, distribution and pricing 
of supplies, and deposits and use of local currency must be agreed 
between ChiGovt and US Govt. 

3. As we see it now, ECA could not assist outright Communist Govt 
in China, and authority assist regional or private groups in absence 
agreement with recognized Central Govt is at best dubious. If there 
is a coalition govt, question will be how much it is dominated by 

* Ante, p. 645. 
“Symbol used by ECA to identify telegrams sent by its Headquarters Office 

to its field establishments, : | 
® Vol. vil, p. 548. 7
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Communists. If seat of present National Govt is moved, we could 
continue to deal with it and provide assistance desirable from policy 
standpoint. 

4, Administrator of course has authority under Act and bilateral 
agreement to stop assistance any time. We are presently studying 
exact point at which current assistance already authorized for pro- 
curement or shipment could be stopped as practical matter. — 

5. Following is reply your requests for delegation of authority: 

a) Actual financial steps involved reallocation unexpended funds 
must be taken Washington. We are prepared to act urgently on pro- 
posals for such reallocation as you think required. See no justifica- 
tion at this time for increasing rate of expenditures and deliveries. 
Additional funds probably unavailable before March at earliest, and 

_ would be unfortunate for us to be left fundless at time when allocation 
of funds for some particular purpose might give us effective means of 
influencing events in China. You should therefore plan to continue 
substantially present spending rate on Commodity Program. | 

6) With regard distribution ECA commodities, believe you should 
try to make arrangements with Govt for distribution by ECA direct 
to provincial or municipal authorities when and if this becomes neces- 
sary. As to food, which remains in hands of US Govt until arrival in 
Chinese ports, you authorized seek agreement with existing authorities 
for title to remain in ECA after arrival at port and for distribution to 
be at discretion ECA, bearing in mind legal necessity operate always 
under terms of Act and bilateral. As to other ECA commodities, im- 
ported through commercial channels, you authorized to make whatever 
arrangements with importers and distribution agencies are feasible, 
bearing in mind need for covering agreement with Chinese authorities 
on arrangements made. Suggest you explore possibility repossessing 
cotton now in hands CTI, for distribution under direct ECA control, 
to forestall possible breakdown present joint control system or seizure 
of stockpile by Communists. Believe it important to keep at mini- 
‘mum stockpiles in areas subject to possible early capture, to avoid 
large windfalls to Communists. In view of this consideration suggest 
desirability spacing wheat/flour cargoes for Tientsin, now all 
scheduled arrive before Feb 1, over longer period. Please comment. 

Your rerouting ship movements authorized in case of food. We will 
notify USDA ®. and CCC © to abide your instructions and inform 
agents and masters of all ships carrying ECA cargoes accordingly. 

, Rerouting other types commodities handled through commercial chan- 
nels raises problems which probably need to be tackled case by case. 
Suggest that if there is question rerouting cotton, fertilizer or petro- 
Jeum shipments, you work directly with importers, informing us of 
necessary financial and other arrangements to be made through banks 
and shippers here. BS | | 

c) Cable on local currency follows.® 

China Textile Industries. SO | 
* United States Department of Agriculture. ne 
* Commodity Credit Corporation. ee 
* Ecato 584, November 13, 3 p. m.; it approved “your agreeing with Chi Govt to 

use of funds out of Joint Acct for emergency purposes such as procurement of 
food and coal.” (848 ECA Joint Acct).
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6. On industrial program for North and Central China suggest you 

drag feet until picture clarifies. 
7. Please report fully, currently and in detail on each action taken 

or prepared to be taken under authority contained this cable.® 

| | HorrMan 

893.50 Recovery/11-—-1348 : Telegram 

The ECA Administrator (Hoffman) to the Chief of the ECA China 

| | Mission (Lapham) ® 

| Wasuineron, November 13, 1948—3 p. m. : 

Ecaro 586. For your info State Dept has made clear to us Dept 

cannot delegate to Ambassador type discretionary authority to con- 

sult and agree on actions which affect present and future political rela- 

- tionship with Chinese authorities, and have diplomatic and political 

implications in US relationship with other countries, which you ap- 

parently assumed Ambassador had in Nanking 2127” as confirmed 

by Ambassador’s 2115 Nov 6. — _ 

9. In delegating emergency authority believe we must make dis- 

tinction between (a) authority to operate on matters of type dealt 

with Ecaro 570, on which I wish Mission to have widest latitude pos- 

sible within authority vested in me as Administrator and (6) matters 

with far-reaching significance in terms of future US policy on China, 

and in terms of immediate relationship to Chinese political factions 

including Communists. This latter type decision exemplified for 

example by problem maintenance ECA staff North China in event 

Natl Govt loses control of Peiping—Tientsin corridor (ref para 3 

Torca 287 [387] ™ substance of which will be replied to separately). 

On this second type decision, emergency situation requires more rather 

than less centralization of policy decision, particularly in view of 

military and political actions ECA may take and current considera- 

tion by Natl Security Council and President of China policy as a 

whole. : 
3, As situation develops, I am relying on you to keep me currently 

up to date on developments, their ECA implications, and all matters 

that may affect US policy. | | 

| _ - [Horrman ] 

*® This telegram was cleared for the Department of State by Mr. Butterworth. 

In telegram No. 1597, November 11, 2 p. m., the Department requested the Am- 

bassador in China to “note Ecato 570”. (893.50 Recovery/11-648 ) | 

® Telegram repeated to the Ambassador in China. 
7 November 7, 10 a. m., p. 645. 
7 Not printed. The symbol “Torca” was used by the ECA to identify tele 

grams sent by its field establishments to its Headquarters Office. |
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893.50 Recovery/11-1748: Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NanxkineG, November 17, 1948—noon. 

[Received November 17—1: 44 a. m. | 

2240. For ECA, Hoffman and Cleveland from Lapham. [Re] 
Ecato 586. Sorry now my 2127 was ever sent if State Department 
interpreted it to imply asking for extraordinary delegation of power 
to Ambassador. Neither he nor myself had ever any such intention 
and I cannot help but feel State Department has read into 2127 much 
more than there is any justification for. 

Under circumstances please consider 2127 as never sent. [I will] 
continue asking for specific instructions and authority but remind 
you communication systems here jammed causing delays and our own 
staff swamped. Hereinafter shall not attempt continuous contact 
with Ambassador particularly in view State Department fear of in- 
volvement. Returning Shanghai this morning and will use best 
judgment from now on making any emergency decisions which may | 
be called for from day-to-day. | 

Please repeat State Department. [Lapham.] 

STUART 

893.50 Recovery/11-1748 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Richard E. Johnson of the 
: Division of Chinese Affairs 

[WasHineron,] November 17, 1948. 
- Participants: Mr. Meiklejohn ?-ECA 

. Mr. Magill %-CA 
Mr. Johnson-CA | 

Mr. Meiklejohn of ECA was telephoned Tuesday for an explanation 
of the changes in ECA’s commodity shipment program implied in 
recent ECA telegrams ™ concerning the shipment of coal to Tsingtao 
and the diversion of funds programmed for fertilizer to finance 
increased purchases of cereals. : 

He stated that Mr. Lapham had received a request from ECA 
representatives in Tsingtao for an emergency shipment of coal. Be- 
cause Communist military operations were impeding the flow of coal 
from the Kailan mines, Tsingtao was faced with a power shutdown 
which would affect installations upon which the U. S. N avy is de- 

” Norman J. Meiklejohn, member of the ECA China Mission. 
s Robert N. Magill, of the Division of Chinese Affairs. 
Not found in Department files.
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pendent. Mr. Meiklejohn understands that Mr. Stillman has suc- 

ceeded in obtaining an advance of 15 thousand tons of coal for 

Tsingtao from SCAP,” as reported in telegram Torca 397 November 

11 from Shanghai,* which would be reimbursed by ECA procure- 

ment in the U. S. Mr. Meiklejohn has requested that the ECA Mis- 
sion prepare an estimate of total emergency coal requirements which 
ECA might have to meet. He advised us that the coal shipments for 
Tsingtao presently planned would cost in the neighborhood of $300,000 
and that these funds would be taken from reconstruction projects. 

Mr. Meiklejohn was asked whether the Mission’s proposal for the 

diversion of funds from fertilizer for emergency purchases of food 
would mean a speed-up in the expenditure of China aid funds. He 
replied that the money would be taken from allocations for the present 
quarter only, and that no acceleration of the rate of expenditure was 
involved. He added that ECA Washington is arguing against can- 
cellation of fertilizer and is considering the release of $5 to $10 million 
from the reconstruction program for emergency procurement of food, 
et cetera. oe 

Mr. Magill stated that we would appreciate being informed in 
advance of any action which would have the effect of a substantial 
speeding up of deliveries. | | 

: 893.50 Recovery/11-1848 | : 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

/ 7 Nanxine, November 18, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received November 18—7 : 04 a. m.] 

_ 2250, From Deptel Ecaro 586, November 13 sent Shanghai, repeated 
Nanking, it appears Department misinterpreted our 2115, November 
6, repeated Shanghai 1044, regarding increased discretion to Lapham 
for use in emergencies. See also Lapham’s 2240, November 17 to 

Department, sent from Nanking. 9ll we had envisaged was wide 
discretion at operational level. We specifically mentioned “authority 
over diversion ECA shipment”. There was no intention our part | 
usurp prerogatives of Department in respect of high policy decisions. 

_ Sent. Department, repeated Shanghai for Lapham from Merchant ** 
as 1124. | | 

, | | STUART 

7° Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, Japan. 
*° Not printed. 
™ Livingston T. Merchant, Counsellor of Embassy in China. 

429-525—73——42
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893.50 Recovery/11-—2448 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State — 

No. 157 Pripine, November 24, 1948. 
| [Received December 13. | 

Srr: I have the honor to refer to this Consulate General’s telegram 
No. 488 of even date ® in regard to the policies of ECA in North China 

after the hypothetical occupation of this area by the Communist forces 

and to enclose as of possible interest in this general connection a copy 
of a memorandum of conversation of November 1, 1948 between Mr. 

Robert Allen Griffin of ECA and myself on the subject.” 
The substance of that memorandum as far as recommendations are 

concerned, was contained in this office’s reference telegram. The essen- 
tial motivation for the argument is (1) that belief that a discontinua- 

tion of ECA food supply upon the change in political complexion of 
this area would result inevitably in an unfavorable popular reaction 
against the United States, and (2) my further estimate that the 
experimental continuation contrariwise of that food supply program 

would possibly give the United States Government a point d’appui for 
the exercise of American policy vis-A-vis the new situation which 
would have developed in North China. The United States Govern- 
ment will inevitably remain technically interested in this area by the 
probable circumstance that there would evidently remain behind in 
this area, after the postulated fall of the Nationalist power, American 

interests of both missionary and commercial character. It is to be 
noted that EC A’s remaining in North China on a tentative basis would 
by no manner of means in the first instance commit the United States 

to any considerable political or economic investment to be extended 
through ECA, that such continuation. could be put entirely on the basis 
of the principle that ECA would continue only insofar as its activities 

were facilitated and the United States got what would be considered 

a proper return for its effort, that if the experiment failed ECA could 
then withdraw—pointing out that it had endeavored to render assist- 
ance but had been unable to continue because of (say) lack of coop- 
eration from the Chinese Communist side; but that withdrawal of 
ECA from the area on the eve of Communist occupation would (a) 
create the aforementioned supposed bad impression and (6) make it 
from the practical standpoint more difficult in the future for the 
United States Government to cause the return to this area of ECA or 
other relief organs or otherwise to expand its official establishment in 
this area. | 

® Dated November 26, infra. : 
” Not printed.
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The attention of the Department is further invited to the circum- 
stances that, with the breaking down of the economic cordons which 
at the present time keep the grain in the countryside from moving 
freely into the Nationalist-held towns, the actual amount of relief 
foodstuffs required by this region after Communist occupation would 
in all probability be considerably reduced; and that the program is 
scheduled to terminate April 3, 1949 in any event. Continuation 
would seem to offer little risk for a possible gain which, if problem- 
atical, might be discovered not unsubstantial. | 

Respectfully yours, —s_. O. Epmunp Ciusps 

893.50 Recovery /11-—2648 : Telegram 

_ The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

. | Perrine, November 26, 1948—9 a. m. 
re [Received November 26—2: 51 a. m.] 

_ 488. Re Deptel November 13, 8 p. m.%° Would tentatively suggest 
for consideration Department that ECA program North China 
should be continued after hypothetical Communist occupation this 
area in so far as concerns food and medical supplies, to such degree 
as may be necessitated by needs of population in so far as compatible 

| with original allocations. Despatch follows.’* a | 
_ Observe indications are that actual needs population for both cate- 
gories relief supplies would continue in some degree after such occu- 
pation since (1) North China normally experiences certain food 
deficit which can be made up only by import flour and grain supplies, 
and (2) major part medical supplies are ordinarily imported and 
Communists are notoriously short of such supplies. | 
- Proposal based upon following considerations: 1, it is believed 
continued food supply to local population in need which population 
would not have changed fundamentally in character by bare fact of 
political turnover would be outwardly called off [for] on humani- 
tarian grounds; 2, from political standpoint continuation such supply 
would indicate ECA program was at least in part designed to alleviate 
sufferings Chinese people as whole and was to that degree non-political 
thus giving American policies point of support in North China which 
might prove of considerable value. It is, of course, assumed ECA 
economic projects designed to effect rehabilitation and strengthening 
of economy this area would properly be discontinued pending reas- 
‘sessment postulated new developments. _ 

Sent Department, repeated Nanking 722. 
| CLUBB 

© Hcato 587, not printed; it indicated the view of ECA that “in event Com- 
munist takeover believe all HCA personnel should be removed except to extent 
strictly necessary to protect ECA supplies then on hand Tientsin.” (Nanking 
Embassy Files, Lot 55 F 174-800 China Aid) 

* Despatch No. 157, November 24, supra.
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893.50 Recovery /11-2648: Telegram : | a : 

The Chief of the ECA China Mission (Lapham) to the ECA 
- — Administrator (Hoffman) : | 

a SHANGHAI, November 26, 1948—6 p. m. 
| a [ Received November 27—4: 14 a. m.] 

Torca 499. Supplementing Torca 452. Because possibility con- 
sideration may be given discontinuing procurement and shipment 
commodities particularly food to areas now aided by ECA and to 
extent that Nationalist Govt loses control of such areas we make fol- 
lowing comments. Emphasize our evaluations based from point of 

_ view our front-line operations China. Questions relating industrial 
reconstruction replacement program involve somewhat different issues 
than commodity program and will be commented on later in separate 
cable. 

1. One cannot fail to be impressed with general effectiveness of 
Communist propaganda line to effect that aims of US in China are 
purely imperialistic, and that US has no real interest in welfare of 
Chinese people. This line is especially effective in country whose 
people quite naturally desperately weary of war. With many literate 
non-Communist Chinese, US aid has become increasingly blamed as 
enabling Govt, which has lost confidence of majority its people, to 
continue civil war which has become increasingly unpopular with 
each Communist victory. | | 

2. Political interpretation to us by Embassy members suggest it 
unlikely that Govt of China will change hands through constitutional | 
processes. To our knowledge there is little evidence President ® will 
voluntarily accept Communist terms for reorganization govt along 
lines inclusive his resignation and construction of Cabinet with Com- 

munist members. Nor does it seem probable that there will be coup 

d’état by influential members present Govt, which would overthrow 
Generalissimo and bring forth non-Communist central govt of suf- 
ficient power and prestige to command widespread support for con- 
tinuation struggle. Rather it would appear that Generalissimo will - 
attempt last ditch stand, that non-Communist fragments may long 
remain in some areas, and a new govt either wholly Communist or 
inclusive non-Communist members will soon control most of China. 
Anything may happen. But probabilities are that in coastal cities 
other than possibly Canton and Tsingtao we may very soon be con- 
fronted with Communist or Communist coalition accession to power 
outside the constitution of Republic. North China under Fu Tso-yi 
may be temporary exception. 

* Not found in Department files. | 
*8 Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek.
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3. If this forecast proves correct, ECA will be confronted abruptly 
with certain choices. Shall it: 

(a) Complete present commodity program subject to minimum of 
conditions, including publicity as to source of supplies granted Chinese 
people, freedom of activity to ECA personnel, and cooperation in 
completion present distribution arrangements? 

(5) Carry out policy (a) only to extent of permitting distribution 
foodstuffs and other commodities already landed or en route to China ? 

(¢) Cancel or divert all future shipments including those en route 
China, while turning over to local authorities goods already landed, or 

(dq) Carry out policy (c) and also attempt to reclaim physical 
possession goods already in China? 

4. Policy outlined in 3 (a) above will be most positive evidence to 
people China that aid program is in fact more than program economic 
warfare with sole purpose halting iron curtain. It would be in tradi- 
tion of original Marshall Plan ** premised upon importance to US and 
world of aiding necessary economic recovery of peoples, and which 
consequently was offered to countries irrespective ideologies. It would 
be most effective counterpropaganda US could employ in China. It 
must be remembered that most Chinese people will not have selected 
Communist or part Communist govt by their own choice, but through 
force of arms; and many who joined Communist ranks did so from 
dislike present Govt, not from love of communism. Important to 
remember there will remain in China able and influential persons and 
groups who do not support international communism subservient Mos- 
cow; in fact many do not favor even national socialism. Competent 
analysts generally agree that Communist control initially can only be 
superficial in newly acquired areas, and that future ability of com- 
munism especially international communism to dominate China will 
depend among other things on will of non-Communist groups and per- 
sons toresist. Immediate adoption such policy as 3 (d@) might prevent 
maintenance contact these groups and seriously undermine will to 
resist. These are major factors support policy 3 (a). 

5. Against policy 3 (a) it would seem from here that three con- 
siderations are important. First that abrupt cancellation all assist- 
ance would, by increasing initial difficulties Communist rule in coastal 
cities, immediately impress on people the importance overthrowing 
such rule and turning again to western alignment. This argument 
does. not appeal to us here. Combined influence in competent national 
government administration and unavoidable burdens of civil war 
have been so great that weakness Communist or coalition control 

_ 4 Made public by the Secretary of State at Commencement exercises at Harvard 
University on June 5, 1947; for text, seé Department of State Bulletin, June 15, 
1947, p. 1159. For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 111, pp. 197 ff., 
under the title “The Political and Economic Crisis in Europe and the United 
States Response”’.
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would not immediately be demonstrated to people. It seems likely 
that end civil war may quickly bring an improvement in people’s 
temporary status. Must be admitted, however, that new Govern- 

- ment would have easier immediate situation coastal cities if ECA _ 

supplies continued to April 3. Second consideration that weighs — 
against policy 3 (a) is that willingness ECA continue assistance under 
current appropriation may weaken will of non-Communist. Govern- 
ments western Europe to resist coalition efforts those countries. From 
distance. we doubt this. In western Europe ECA has not generally 
been confronted with civil war; it presumably has used threat discon- 
tinuance aid as means persuading European countries not voluntarily 
to establish coalition or Communist Governments. In China decision 
will have been made not by free choice but by force of arms in situa- 
tion where position established Government will have been lost 

through incompetence and unwillingness to. make necessary reforms. 
Third, may be argued that ECA continuance food and/or other com- 

modity program under present legislation will backfire if US then 
refuses aid beyond current appropriation. Merit this objection de- 
pends primarily character US strategy. If new Government accepted 
conditions of present bilateral, which in fact incorporates general US 
foreign economic policy, result would be breach in Moscow policy 
which has deprived satellites of Marshall Plan aid and would greatly 
strengthen western influences China. If new Government refuses 
these customary stipulations, onus would be on it, not on US. If US 
refuses additional appropriation, result would remain better than 
adoption of 3 (6), (¢c), or (d); it could be stated publicly that take- 
over record of Communists in coalition governments throughout world 
made US unable continue aid, that aid program had been deliberately 
one year only and completion commodity or food aspects that program 
had been only for emergency aid Chinese people. | | 

6. Policy 3 (d) above is opposite extreme from 3 (a). In US such 
policy may be politically advantageous in that it would emphasize 
ECA unwillingness have any truck with Communist or semi-Com- 
munist Governments. In western Europe it would emphasize impor- 
tance maintaining completely non-Communist position if American 
aid is to be secured. In China and world, however, it would be most 
convincing proof Communist propaganda line that American assist- 
ance motivated solely by political and military considerations. That 
line is simply not true as will be recognized by all those aware of 
complex considerations that have led US to advance various types 
foreign assistance during postwar period. a 

7. In any event policy 8 (d) faces great practical difficulties in 
China. If ECA obtains title to.aid commodities already landed and
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attempts enforce title against desperate needs for food and fuel it 

can hardly be expected that new Government would let US get away 

with it. If ECA goods were seized regardless of title Communist or 

coalition government would receive popular credit while US would 

be labelled effectively as in no sense interested people’s welfare. 

8. Policies 8 (b) and 8 (c) above represent compromise solutions 

and merits can be inferred from evaluation of 3 (a) and (d). Policy 

3 (b) represents least could be done and still maintain modicum of 
popular Chinese respect for American motives. (¢) Would be re- 
garded as niggardly policy and might well be interpreted merely 
American recognition practical inability to retain control aid com- 
modities already landed this country. Policy 3 (6) therefore superior. 

9. You will have guessed which above policies I hope will be adopted 
unless there are strong considerations in terms either ECA policy 
western Europe or with Congress that you believe override factors . 
that seem so important here. Policy 3 (a) represents my considered 
opinion of what is in best interest American foreign policy China 
and my opinion is shared by principal members mission as well as, 

I believe, by Ambassador. | | 
10. If statutory reasons appear to make such policy difficult, hope 

you will have legal interpretation rechecked and if necessary carry 
matter to President and such members Congress as you may deem 
appropriate. Tentatively believed here that while bilateral is only 
with recognized Government, it might well be possible quickly to 
arrive at limited understanding with local authorities or new Govern- 
ment which might lawfully be regarded under emergency conditions 
as substitute or supplement to existing bilateral. Existing bilateral 
could continue in effect to extent present or recognized Government 
controls territories in which commodity assistance has already been 
scheduled such as Taiwan, Tsingtao, Canton or North China. It 

- would’ appear, moreover, there is nothing in statute as such which 
makes impossible for ECA with concurrence Department State or 
with approval President, to extend aid people of China who find 
themselves placed under control new political administrations pro- 
vided working arrangement with de facto authority can be arrived at. 
Occurs to me such arrangement might consist not of bilateral docu- 
ment such as presently exists but rather a statement limited conditions 
under which ECA would substantially complete present commodity 
program, especially food. 

11. Alternative solution is possible amendment bilateral under 
which present recognized government authorizes ECA emergency 
assistance areas over which it temporarily loses political control. 
Quid pro quo for such amendment would be ECA willingness publicly
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to give credit recognized government’s action in safeguarding mini- 
mum needs its population in occupied cities. This alternative men- 
tioned only as last legal resort as it would put US foreign policy at 
mercy Chinese Government. 

12. Conditions ECA assistance could be made publicly known 
through radio broadcasts and otherwise. If new political authorities 
refuse acquiescence such conditions their refusal would be made known. | 
Such refusal would make it clear literate Chinese that once again 
Communist policies had deprived people of US assistance. Acqui- 
escence such conditions on other hand would constitute significant 
break international policy line of Moscow and would serve to en- 
courage nationalistic sentiments most Chinese. 

13. Position taken this cable summarized as follows: 

(1) Communist or coalition Government will not have thorough- 
going control population which at least potentially hostile and not 

- sympathetic to ideology international or even national communism. 
Right US policy in fact may prevent establishment thoroughgoing 
control] and especially control those subservient Moscow. 

(2) Immediate termination entire aid program would temporarily 
increase difficulties new government but not sufficiently to lead to its 
collapse. Such termination would, however, prove to popular satis- 

— faction truth Communist propaganda. oe | 3 
(3) By limited emergency aid US would have relatively little to 

lose and perhaps much to gain. 

14. Would appreciate your comments above recommendations. 
Needless to say, we are proceeding further in consideration particular 
conditions which should be stipulated unilaterally if policies (@) or 
(6) receive approval. 

Also emphasize that above recommendations relate only to com- 
| modity assistance under present act and that somewhat different con- 

siderations relate to industrial program, as well as to any possible 
assistance under new legislation. More about these matters later. 

Sent Washington; pouched Nanking. | | 
| LAPHAM 

893.50 Recovery/12—748 — 

The Director of the ECA China Program (Cleveland) to the Chief of 
the ECA China Mission (Lapham)*® 

WasHINGTON, 2 December 1948. 

Dear Roger: I have just come back from the first full meeting which 
the Congressional “Watchdog” Committee ** has had. China is very 

*° Copy given by Mr. Cleveland to Philip D. Sprouse, Chief of the Division of 
Chinese Affairs. Letter obviously was written on or after December 3. 

*'The Joint Committee on Foreign Economic Cooperation, established under 
section 124 of the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948, approved April 3, 1948; 
62 Stat. 187, 156.
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much in Mr. Hoffman’s mind since he is leaving tonight for his visit 

with you. So in discussing the ECA Program informally with the 

Committee, he led off on China. The main point he raised was a 

continuation of the discussion here during the last few days on your 

long cable Toxca 499, so I had better start by filling in the background 

on that. | 
The general reaction to Torca 499 was the same as yours—that 1s, to 

favor alternative 3 (a) inthecable. I might add that everybody who 

read the cable, including the people at State, commented on the careful 

and thorough manner in which the alternatives had been laid out, and 

on the force of the arguments you presented in favor of 3 (a). 

Mr. Hoffman’s reaction being favorable, he told us to draft a memo 

for the President which he would discuss first with General Marshall. 

. The draft memo for the President is now a dead.duck, as you will see 

from what follows; however, I am attaching a copy of it *” to give you 

a concrete idea of the various stages through which this matter passed. 
The next day, Alec Henderson,®* Charlie Stillman, and I accom- 

panied Mr. Hoffman to a meeting with Messrs. Lovett,® and Butter- 
- worth—General Marshall being sick in the hospital. While Mr. 

- Hoffman did not produce the draft memo to the President, he indicated 

that his point of view was in agreement with yours. He indicated | 

also, in the meeting, that in his opinion the result of continuing relief 
assistance in areas over which the Communists might assume control 
would be that before too long—say thirty to sixty days, the aid pro- 
gram would be shut off because of violations of ECA’s distribution 
principles (the principles set forth in your alternative 3 (a) ). 

Mr. Lovett had clearly considered the problem quite carefully with 
key members of his staff, particularly Walt Butterworth and George 
Kennan.®° He indicated that in the State Department opinion there 

was little possibility of “getting away with” direct distribution in Com- 
munist areas, given the legislative intent of the Act under which ECA 
is operating in China. He seemed to see no objection to distributing to 
end-users the supplies already available in the area that might be 
taken over, but raised a mild question about transporting to the destina- 
tion supplies that might be afioat for such areas. 

The upshot of the discussion, as I got it, was that (a) supplies al- 
ready in areas taken over should be distributed anyway, (0) if the 
recognized Government of China flees to some point other than Nan- 
king but requests continuation of assistance to areas taken over by the 
Communists or a Communist-dominated coalition, this might well be 

* Not printed. | . 
* Alexander I. Henderson, General Counsel, ECA. 
® Robert A. Lovett, Under Secretary of State. 
* George F. Kennan, Director of the Policy Planning Staff.
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done; the purpose of doing it would be to convince the Chinese people 
that the aims of our economic assistance are not imperialistic and to 
make sure that the onus of stopping relief assistance falls on the 
Communists rather than us, and (c) if the Communists or a Com- 
munist-dominated coalition takes over as a legal successor to the 
present Government of the Republic of China, aid might likewise be 
continued under the bilateral agreement (which would still be in force 
with such a Government) on the assumption that it would probably 
have to be stopped before long because of violations of the bilateral 
and that in any case, it would not last beyond the first quarter of 1949. 

Discussion with the State Department did not produce what I would 
call a firm line of policy. The difficulty in considering this question, 
of course, is compounded by the fact that there has been no determina- 
tion as to the general policy which this Government will pursue in the 
changing situation in China created by recent Communist military 
successes. Many of Mr. Lovett’s comments were in terms of what was 
feasible or desirable from the standpoint of Congressional and public 
reaction in this country, rather than what was desirable purely from 
the standpoint of our relationship with China or the Chinese people. 

_ A meeting of the Congressional “Watchdog” Committee had been 
scheduled for the following day, Friday 3 December. Mr. Hoffman 
asked us to draft a new document, stating alternatives but no recom- 
mendations, which could be used if necessary in connection with the 
committee’s discussion. This document is also attached; % it like- 
wise was not used in the meeting for which it was written, but it gives 
an indication of the thinking behind Mr. Hoffman’s extemporaneous 
remarks to the Committee on the subject of China. . 

In speaking to the Committee, Mr. Hoffman dwelt particularly on 
points (6) and (c) above, and most of the discussion revolved around 
the conditions in point (6). Several Committee Members made it 
clear that they considered it Mr. Hoffman’s decision under the Act. 
Senator Connally (Texas) and Senator Lodge (Mass.) stated clearly 
that they thought Hoffman’s general point of policy was correct— 
1, e., that aid should not be stopped immediately, but. continue in order 
to give the lie to Communist propaganda about the imperialistic aims 
of our economic assistance. Congressman Tabor (N. Y.) indicated 
that he didn’t think any advice could be given to Mr. Hoffman on 
this point at the meeting. Senator H. Alexander Smith (N. J.), who 
was presiding, did not express an opinion. I got the impression that 
Representatives Bloom (N. Y.) and Cannon (Mo.) were likewise 
noncommittal but that Representatives Vorys (Ohio) and Fulton 

* Not attached to file copy: it mav be the memorandum prepared in the EKeo- 
pointed. eon Administration, December 3, on “Aid-to-China Polity,” not
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(Penn.) had no objection to the proposed line of policy. I would not 
swear to these attitudes since the discussions were somewhat diffuse 
and it was difficult to tie down any specific points of view, except 
those of Connally, Lodge, and Tabor. In the course of the discussion, 
Representative Bloom asked how much of the food sent to China by 
ECA really was properly used. Mr. Hoffman indicated that some 
pretty hard-boiled people, including yourself, were reasonably well 
satisfied with the way the rationing system worked in the cities of 
China where ECA food is being distributed. He then passed the 
ball to me, and at Senator Lodge’s request I gave a general description 
of the rationing procedures. (Incidentally, 1t would be very helpful 
if Al Hurt * or somebody could prepare a detailed statement of these 
procedures, with any variations by city, and with exhibits in the form 
of ration cards, forms, etc., which could be used in connection with 
Congressional hearings this winter. Every time I have gone up to 
the Hill on the Program during the last eight months, somebody has 
asked substantially the same question that was asked by Bloom. It 
would also be helpful to have the overall percentage of effectiveness 
of the food distribution program. I have been tempted to use some 
figure like 80 or 90% as representing the amount of food that actually 
gets to the people who are supposed to get it. My impression 1s that 
it is no lower than that, and some places may be higher. Do you ~ 
think that we should adopt some such percentage and use it when we 
are asked this question, as we inevitably will be in each Hearing about 

China?) | 
There was considerable interest expressed in the description of the 

rationing systems; special interest was evidenced in my comment that . 
the people who are getting the food know that it is part of a program 
in which U. S. aid plays a large part. On this point, mention was 
made of statements on the ration card referring to U. S. aid, and 
of the publicity given on your recent efforts to increase the emergency 
food supply of Shanghai. 

I am writing this letter as a substitute for a cable on this subject, 

since Mr. Hoffman wants to discuss the whole problem with you when 
he arrives in about a week. In concluding this saga I should like to 
recommend most warmly that you go on sending in cables on policy 
questions like Torca 499. For better or worse, most policy questions 
do not get pointed up and come into focus except in response to some 
immediate needs for an answer to some particular question. To put 
it another way, a crisis seldom becomes a crisis until a cable needs 
to be answered on the subject. Maybe this is one of the unwritten 
principles of bureaucracy. 

” Alfred M. Hurt of the ECA China Mission. 
* Marginal notation : “On which I was way off base’’.
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Your cable on the visit of Madame Chiang Kai-shek, by the way, 
was read with considerable interest and agreement by Mr. Hoffman 
and others around here, including myself. Madame Chiang has so far 
limited her contacts to the President and the Secretary of State. We 
are standing by to answer any questions which may be asked about 
economic assistance in connection with her visit, but so far, we have 
not been called on the stage. Mr. Hoffman did not see the lady 

before she departed. 
One other vignette on the current policy discussions about China; 

the National Security Resources Board was much taken with my 
memo Aid-to-China Policy IV,** as I think I may have indicated 
before. National Security Resources Board circulated this memo to 
the National Security Council consultants, and then proposed that 

_ it be adopted as policy recommendation to the full Security Council. 
This procedure was objected to by the State Department representa- 
tive, George Kennan, and I am not just sure where the matter stands 
at the moment. Generally speaking, the idea of a very flexible new 
Act ** has gained considerable amount of currency in Washington; 
but what will happen next I would not venture to predict. 

Going back to the State and Congressional discussions, in the course 
of all these discussions Pere Cowan * suggested that the desired — 
flexibility might be achieved by extending to a large part or all of the 
remaining uncommitted China Aid funds, the procedure contem- 
plated by Ecaro 641 °° for handling the $1,000,000 emergency pro- 
gram fund. This possibility is mentioned in the attached memo of | 
3 December (the one that was prepared for, but not submitted to, — 
the Congressional Committee group.) I would like very much ‘to get 
your reaction to this proposal; perhaps you will want to include your 
proposal with the rest of the problem in your discussions with Mr. 

| Hoffman when he arrives. 

Sincerely yours, : HARLAN CLEVELAND 

893.50 Recovery /12-—448 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, December 4, 1948—2 p. m. 
[Received December 5—6:35a.m.]  - 

2414. We cannot agree with basic recommendation Torca 499, No- 
vember 26, in which Lapham recommends to Hoffman that in event 

“For correspondence on Madame Chiang Kai-shek’s visit to the United States 
at this time, see pp. 296 ff. 

“Dated November 8, not printed; for summary, see undated memorandum by 
Messrs. Magill and Johnson, p. 681. 
See section entitled “Preparation of Program for Continuation of Aid to 

China After Expiration of the China Aid Act of 1948,” pp. 668 ff. 
” Percival E. Cowan, Consultant, Office of the General Counsel, ECA. 
°° November 24, 8 p. m., not printed.
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Communist or Communist-dominated coalition government takes 

over control most of China ECA should complete present commodity 

program subject to certain minimum conditions. This would pros- 

pectively involve supply of food, fertilizer, cotton and petroleum 

products until April 3, 1949, in areas under dominant control of Com- 

munists who have publicly stated that US, by its assistance to the 

present Government, has committed acts of hostility to the people of 

China. To assist by such gifts, the Communists to tide over the 

critical early days of take-over seems clearly contrary to our interest. 

We agree that ECA commodities already landed, in process of un- 

loading or aboard ships in harbor, should be turned over to local 
authorities for distribution under best conditions extractable at the 
time. We certainly agree that to attempt to reclaim ECA commodi- 
ties already in Chinese hands would be thoroughly impracticable. 

As we have said before, we believe the sound policy, in event of 
extension of Communist control or take-over of Nanking Government 
by Communists or Communist-controlled coalition would be im- | 
mediate announcement in Washington of suspension all further ECA 
aid in such areas pending re-examination of entire situation. 

Reference paragraph 11 of reftel, Embassy strongly opposes any 
effort to modify bilateral with present Government in direction 
suggested. 

Unless China aid is, contrary to our understanding, exclusively 
humanitarian in purpose, we can see no basis for donating commodi- 
ties, including such valuable ones as oil, to those who have publicly 

| denounced our aid program as “an act of hostility against the Chinese 
nation and the people of China.” 

StTuarr 

893.50 Recovery/12—-1448 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Economic 
Cooperation Admimstration 

SHANGHAI, December 14, 1948—4 p. m. 

| | [Received December 16—8: 06 a. m.] 

Torca 621. [For] Davis * Peiping and Ivy * Tientsin from Lapham. 
Following instructions your marching orders pending arrival final 
instructions from me or ECA Washington: 

a. During an interim period following possible abandonment your 
area operations Nationalist Government authorities and prior to take- 
over such area by other forces: | 

Mice ee G. Davis, Special North China representative of the Chief, ECA China 

tJ ames T. Ivy, Regional Director, ECA China Mission.
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1. ECA should not in absence of serious danger to its personnel 
terminate its operation prior such takeover. | | 

2. In preparation for such interim period. cotton, medical sup- 
ples and food stocks should immediately be housed to extent feasible 
in non-Chinese warehouses. | | 

3. To extent permitted local conditions without jeopardy safety 
your staff continue presently scheduled operations regarding rationing. 

6. Subsequent to takeover your area you should not attempt re- 
possess or remove commodities from area. You should in close coop- 
eration with Consulate General seek immediate understanding with 
de facto local authorities on following terms under which ECA com- 
modities already landed or in Taku Harbor will be discharged or 
distributed. It should be made clear that no question even of implied 
diplomatic recognition involved. There should be no written agree- 
ment, only memorandum given de facto local authorities stating con- 
ditions under which ECA assistance may continue. Conditions as 
follows: 

1. Freedom of inspection by American or non-American staff ECA 
to determine whether stocks of such commodities are in fact being 
used and distributed for purposes and in manner stipulated by ECA. 

2, Freedom of movement of American and non-American per- 
sonnel of ECA within geographic area within which such commodities 
being distributed and used. | 

3. Freedom of ECA American and non-American personnel, per- 
sonal effects, vehicles, living and office space, and equipment used by 
them from search or seizure. | 

4. Granting of such local publicity, newspaper coverage, radio, 
posters and signs or packaging as necessary or desirable, identify 
clearly source of supplies and fact they being provided by US dollars 
for benefit Chinese people. It of course clearly understood that no 
such public statements will contain any incitement to public disorder. 

5. Local authorities shall provide local currency required for admin- 
istrative purposes on your certification of need. End of terms. 

Distribution of these goods should be carried out even if Nationalist 
Government remains in existence other regions. Established distri- 
bution procedure should be continued as far as feasible. Prior to take- 
over by Communist or coalition group utmost protection should be 
afforded CUSA associates. Presumably after [arrival] de facto au- 
thorities it will be advisable by-pass CUSA and deal directly with 
de facto representatives in cooperation with Consulate. | 

In event above terms not accepted or having been accepted [are] 
violated, you should withdraw any participation in distribution 
remaining stocks and inform ECA Shanghai. Preparations should 
then be made remove staff from area and make clear statement through 
all media public information available reasons for withdrawal. If
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-. withdrawal necessary, custody all ECA equipment to Consulate Gen- 
eral and local staff terminated. 

c. Present plans call for continued shipment of all ECA commodi- 
ties to principal ports to which previously earmarked if de facto 
authorities agree certain conditions. Willinform you re this. 

d. Keep ECA Shanghai constantly informed status personnel, sup- 
plies and negotiations if and when Nationalists abandon area. 

é. Keep close touch Davis and Smyth? (Ivy and Clubb) and if 
conditions permit, Davis should negotiate for both offices. . 

f. Do not inform de facto authorities re ¢ above beyond giving 
personal view further aid may depend on performance new authori- 
ties immediate future. Paragraph c now being referred Washington 
for final clearance. | 

g. Hoffman’s press statement in Shanghai being airmailed imme- 
- diately.® 

Sent ECA Peiping 347, repeated ECA Tientsin 238, Washington 
Torca 621. [Lapham.] | 

Capor 

893.50 Recovery /12-1748 : Telegram 

The Deputy ECA Administrator (Bruce) to the Chief of the ECA 
China Mission (Lapham) 

| Wasuineton, December 17, 1948—10 p. m. 

~Ecaro 768. Reur Torca 621, following based on discussion with Act- 
ing Sec of State. 

1. Re parac. Plans for continued shipment not yet made here and 
will depend on general decisions highest levels Washington. 

2. Re para f. No personal views or assurances should be given to 
any de facto authorities. Any discussions re distribution should be 
confined strictly to supplies already on hand in China. 

_ 8. Instructions paras a and 6 okay. 
Bruce 

893.50 Recovery /12-1848 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Acting Secretary of State 

| [Wasurneton,] December 18, 1948. 

Apropos of our conversation this morning in regard to the status of 
the China Aid Program in areas which may be occupied by the Chinese 

. 2 Robert L. Smyth, Consul General at Tientsin. | 
* Not found in Department files.
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Communists, I recommend that you submit this problem to the Cabinet 
at its next meeting with a view to obtaining a decision along the 
following lines: | 

The China Aid Program should not be continued in areas occupied 
by the Chinese Communists except under the circumstances set forth 
hereunder: 

In the event of Chinese Communist occupation of a city where ECA 
is engaged in implementing the China Aid Program, ECA repre- 
sentatives should continue the distribution, under procedures similar _ 
to those now in force, of commodities already landed and commodities 
in the process of being unloaded from ships at that city or at the port 
of entry for that city. ECA should withdraw its representatives 
from such a city at the conclusion of the distribution of these com- 
modities. Vessels carrying ECA commodities destined for a Chinese 
city which falls into Chinese Communist hands should be diverted to 
National Government-held areas or to some non-China destination, 
as directed by ECA. 

893.50 Recovery/12—2748 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State | 

NanxkinG, December 27, 1948—5 p.m. | 
[Received December 28—7 : 38 a. m.] 

2627. Shanghai’s 2128, December 20+‘ refers to request by Kailan 
Mining Administration for ECA reconstruction funds despite Com- 
munist occupation of mines. Implicit in Embassy’s views (reference 
Embtel 2414, December 4) is that denial capital goods to Communists 
is even more important than consumer’s goods. We assume Hoft- 
man’s Washington statement ® regarding suspension reconstruction 
program covers this point. 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 1314 for Lapham. 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery /12—-2848 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Kastern Affairs — 
(Butterworth) to the Acting Secretary of State 

[ WasHINGToN, | December 28, 1948. 
Subject: Discontinuance of ECA Distribution in Communist-con- 

trolled Areas of China | 
In accordance with my memorandum to you of December 18, 1948 

on the above subject, I recommend that ECA be requested immedi- 

* To the Ambassador in China ; not found in Department files. | | 
* On December 21.
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ately to regulate its commodity shipments to Central China so as to 
ensure that stocks are not accumulated beyond the levels required for 
distribution during an estimated period of transition from Nationalist 
to Communist control. Access to Tientsin by sea appears to be effec- 
tively cut off by the Communists. 

Definition of the stock ceiling to be maintained for particular com- 
modities would require study in consultation with ECA since it prob- 

| ably should be determined, in part, by operational factors. In gen- 
eral, however, I should say that four weeks would seem to be a liberal 
maximum transition requirement. In the case of petroleum, it may 
be necessary to allow six weeks or more. Projections of ECA petro- 
leum shipments should, of course, take into account the overall petro- 
leum stock position of the private companies. The Department is 

_ currently exploring the possibility of limiting petroleum stocks with 
the private American companies, ECA and the British Embassy. 

If you concur in this recommendation,® I shall be glad to consult 
with appropriate ECA officials regarding its implementation with 
Mr. Labouisse.’ : 

W. W[atron] B[utrerwortH] 

893.50 Recovery/12-3048 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Acting Secretary of State 

[Wasnuineron,] December 30, 1948. 

Unless I hear from you to the contrary, I will continue to proceed 
on the basis that the attached memorandum accurately reflects the 
President’s wishes.® 

Mr. Labouisse and I had a talk this afternoon with Mr. Henderson 
and we are meeting tomorrow morning with Mr. Cleveland. 

| W. Watton] Bl[urrerworty] 

| [Annex] 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) 

[Wasuineron,| December 30, 1948. 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE REcoRD 

On returning from the White House this afternoon, Mr. Lovett re- 
quested that I place on record the following decisions which the Presi- 
dent communicated to him. Mr. Clark Clifford ® was also present. 

° Marginal notation: “OK L[ovett].” 
* Henry R. Labouisse, Coordinator for Foreign Aid and Assistance. 
® Marginal notation: “OK L[ovett].” 
® Clark M. Clifford, Special Counsel to President Truman. 

429--525—73——48
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1. That this Government would continue to support through the 
implementation of the China Aid Act the present Chinese Government 
or a legal successor Government which pursues an anti-Communist 
policy. However, should a government come into power which comes 
to terms with the Chinese Communists, all aid should cease irrespective 
of whether the Communists are in numerical ascendancy or not. 

2. When the Chinese Communists either directly or indirectly 
through a coalition government take control over any area, all ECA 

| supplies ashore or in the process of being unloaded can be distributed 
under conditions similar to those now prevailing. However, ECA 
supplies which have not yet reached such ports should be diverted 
elsewhere. | 

8. That the military supplies under the China Aid Act should be 
delivered insofar as possible in accordance with the advice of our mili- 
tary authorities in China. 

V. PREPARATION OF PROGRAM FOR CONTINUATION OF AID TO CHINA 
AFTER EXPIRATION OF THE CHINA AID ACT OF 1948 

893.50 Recovery /9-1648 : 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) 

: | [Wasurincron,] September 16, 1948. 

Subject: ECA ?° Proposals Regarding Formulation of a China Aid 
Program for Fiscal Year 1950 and thereafter — 

Apropos of your discussion regarding China on Monday with Mr. 
Hoffman ™ and the Secretaries of the National Defense Establishment, 
which you described to me this morning, I attach for your informa- 
tion copies of two ECA memoranda ” dealing with the above subject. 
‘The memoranda, prepared by Mr. Cleveland?* (ECA) for Messrs. 
Moore ** and Hoffman, were awaiting me on my return from leave. 
Mr. Cleveland had sent them to the Department in the hope that they 
might provide a basis for joint formulation of future China aid 
policy by ECA, National Defense and the Department. The memo- 
randa may be summarized briefly as follows: 

Consideration should be given to formulation of a new program 
of aid to China along the following lines: (1) Inclusion of direct 

** Economic Cooperation Administration. 
“Paul G. Hoffman, ECA Administrator. 
* Dated July 31 and September 1, neither printed. | 
** Harlan Cleveland, Director of the ECA China Program. 
**M. T. Moore, Special Assistant to the ECA Administrator.
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military as well as economic aid; (2) Coordinated administration, 
including close field supervision, of both types of aid by a unified mis- 
sion; (3) Participation by the mission in the development and execu- 
tion of Chinese Government policies; (4) Legislative designation of 
the aid as for “China” rather than to the National Government so that 
the aid administrator would have maximum flexibility to direct aid _ 
to those elements in China which give greatest promise of effective 
resistance against the Chinese Communist program. These proposals 
are based on the assumption that the National Government is not 
able to cope with the situation it faces, that the near future will bring 
increasing disintegration and chaos, and that there are and may de- 
velop leaders, such as General Fu Tso-yi in North China, who are 
more effective than those at Nanking, but who are denied adequate. 
support by the National Government. The implication is present 
that a new aid program should be of considerably greater magnitude 
than the current program, and Mr. Cleveland (ECA) has stated to 
one of my assistants his belief that a new program should be author- 
ized for the achievement of definite objectives over a longer period— 
say three years. 

893.50 Recovery/9-1648 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Under Secretary of State (Lovett) 

OO [| WasHincTon,] September 20, 1948. 
_ Is my understanding correct that the following conclusions can be 
drawn from the discussion that you and I had with the Secretary 
on September 17: % | 

_ That he is willing that officers of the Department participate at 
the working level with representatives of ECA in drawing up alter- 
native programs of economic aid for China to be submitted for policy 
determination, on the understanding that by such action he would 
not be in any way committed to support these or any such proposals 
since he believes the Secretary of State should review the position 
towards the end of the year when the current program 2° will have 
been longer in operation; that it would be his understanding that such 
proposals as are formulated should be generally consistent with the 
policy considerations which governed the present China Aid Program 
and should be designed to cover the period from April 3, 1949 to 
June 30, 1950; that as regards military aid, it will be sufficient for 

* Marginal notation: “Yes L[ovett]”. 
Stat pee ished under the China Aid Act of 1948, approved April 3, 1948; 62
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ECA, for planning purposes, to assume that military aid to China 
will be forthcoming at least to the extent required to service and sup- 
ply existing American equipment in the hands of ‘the Chinese 
Government. | 

W. W[atton | B[urrerworrH] 

893.50 Recovery/9-2848 

Memorandum by Mr. Dallas W. Dort, Special Assistant to the Assist- 
ant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp), to the 
Director of the Office of Financial and Development Policy 
(Knapp) 

[WasHINGTON,] September 28, 1948. 

I attended today a meeting with Labouisse,” Butterworth and 
Harlan Cleveland (along with David Gordon, his assistant) in regard 
to Cleveland’s desire to get policy guidance in the preparation of a 
further aid program for presentation at the next Congress. Cleve- 
land stated that the Economic Cooperation Administration in line 
with previous requests, needed guidance from the State Department 
before a program could be prepared. Mr. Butterworth stated that 
the Secretary had indicated his views to the effect that in the light 
of the unsettled conditions a further program should not cover more 
than.a year’s period, that in general it should have the same objectives 
as the present program and that it should be based on the assumption 
that additional military assistance would not go beyond amounts 
necessary to utilize fully American equipment now in China or to be 
delivered under the present program. Cleveland stated that he | 
thought the maximum economic aid which could effectively be dis- 
tributed in China was in the neighborhood of $500,000,000. It was 
thought that alternative programs might be prepared, one in the 
neighborhood of the maximum figure mentioned by Cleveland and 
another for a lesser amount. Further, the probable effects of these 
programs could be assessed under various assumptions as to develop- 
ments in China over the next eighteen months. 

Mr. Cleveland asked whether the State Department could help in 
developing these programs. Mr. Butterworth stated he saw no reason 
why State Department personnel at the working level should not give 
all possible help. Any further problems requiring policy guidance 
which might arise in the course of preparing these programs could 
be discussed after they had arisen. The possibility of setting up an 
informal E. C. A.-State Department policy group to review such 
questions was left open. ) 

Mr. Cleveland stated he would consult with E. C. A. and other U. S. 
representatives in China sending back such information or sugges- 

™ Henry R. Labouisse, Coordinator for Foreign Aid and Assistance.
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tions as might be helpful while Mr. Gordon would with the assistance 
of two or three persons in E. C. A. and the guidance and help of State 
Department officers develop tentative programs for consideration by the Bureau of the Budget in late November or December. Mr. But- __ terworth made it clear that Secretary Marshall wanted to be able to examine the proposed programs in the light of operations under the 
present one and conditions in China, near the end of the year. Healso 
thought that should there be a new Secretary he would want to pass 
Judgement on such proposals. 

I assume that Mr. Gordon will consult with you or some of your | staff in developing the alternative programs, 

893.50 Recovery /10-2148 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxkina, October 21, 1948. 
[ Received October 21—8 : 20 a. m. | 

| 1961. At weekly press conference of Chinese Government Informa- 
tion Office held on October 21, Hollington Tong made following state- 
ment when asked to comment on R. D. Lapham’s Washington press 
conference: ** (see Embtel 1949, October 20 19). 

“Mr. Lapham’s statement is a heartening augury for China. ‘The extension of American aid to China through the full 4-year period of the Marshall Plan,?° as he suggests, would give virtual assurance of China’s triumph over its present difficulties. Uncertainty concerning the renewal of American aid has been a restraining factor in Chinese public opinion. Mr. Lapham’s endorsement of such a, pro- gram will give a new spirit to our endeavors. 
I was also delighted by Mr. Lapham’s realistic recognition that American aid will benefit the US as well as China. There has been much unclarity in American public thinking on this point. The world is beginning to realize that China’s struggle with the Communists has as its stakes the whole future of the Asiatic Continent. In waging this struggle, China is fighting, not alone for itself, but for the whole Asiatic position of democracy. 
Certainly the US has an ‘intrinsic interest in the outcome of this conflict. In addition to the efforts exerted by herself, continuing American aid to China will spell the final doom of the Chinese Communists.” | 
Sent Department 1966 [7961], repeated Shanghai 968. 

STUART 
* Roger D. Lapham, Chief of the ECA China Mission; conference held on October 18. 

| *° Not printed. 
*” Made public by the Secretary of State in Commencement exercises at Harvard University on June 5, 1947 ; for text, see Department of State Bulletin, June 15, 1947, p. 1159. For documentation, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. III, pp. 197 ff., under the title “The Political and Heonomic Crisis in Europe and the United States Response”,
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893.50 Recovery/10-1848 
. 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary o f Defense (Forrestat) 

| | | Wasutneron, October 25, 1948. 

My Dear Mr. Secrrrary: At a meeting on October 15, 1948, of the 

Public Advisory Board * created under the China Aid Act, Mr. Roger 

Lapham, Chief of the Economic Cooperation Administration Mission 

to China, presented orally and confidentially an interim report on his 

Mission in China in the course of which he recommended that upon the 

expiration of the present program, the U. 5. Government extend 

further aid to China under a combined economic and military pro- 

: gram of assistance along the lines of the Greek Aid Program.” 

Under Secretary of the Army Draper, General Timberman” and 

Captain Dennison’ who were present at the meeting would . 

be in a position to give you details regarding Mr. Lapham’s 

recommendations. 

For purposes of planning, this Department would appreciate the 

National Military Establishment’s furnishing it as soon as possible 

an estimate of the cost of a military aid program such as that en- 

visaged by Mr. Lapham in his recommendation. It would also be 

desirable to have for planning purposes the National Military Estab- 

lishment’s estimate of the cost of military aid programs of the fol- 

lowing two types: (1) A program to provide for: The replacement 

and maintenance of American ground, naval and air equipment 

presently in Chinese possession and equipment to be furnished from 

the $125 million grants 2° under Section 404(6) of the China Aid 

Act of 1948; the furnishing of ammunition for American weapons 

in possession of Chinese forces, and of aviation gas to enable the 

Government to meet its essential combat and transport needs; (2) An 

all-out military aid program including the services of U. S. military 

advisers on a scale similar to that in Greece, which would be of a 

type and dimension to provide the Chinese Government with the 

facilities for stopping the Chinese Communist advance and for 

stabilizing the military situation sufficiently to permit the establish- 

ment of a basis for the eventual destruction of organized Com- 

munist military strength and to make possible the assumption of 

Chinese Government control over all China. 

It is understood that an accurate forecast of the requirements of 

1 Wetablished under section 107 of the Economic Cooperation Act of 1948, ap- 

proved April 3, 1948 ; 62 Stat. 187. 

2 Authorized under the Greek-Turkish Assistance Act of 1948, approved April 

8, 1948; 62 Stat. 157. For documentation, see vol. Iv, pp. 1 ff. 7 

23 Brig. Gen. Thomas S. Timberman, Chief, Operations Group, Plans and 

Operations Division, General Staff, U. S. Army. 

“% Robert L. Dennison, Naval Aide to President Truman. 

* Mor correspondence on this subject, see pp. 73 ff. |
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the programs set forth in this letter would necessitate detailed plan- 
ning of considerable magnitude. The rough estimates of the Na- 
tional Military Establishment would be sufficient to provide this 
Department with the information to meet its current needs.” 

Sincerely yours, Rosert A. Lovetr 

$93.50 Recovery /11—548 : Telegram 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| Wasuineron, November 5, 1948—7 p. m. 
1555. Subject Art IIT Bilateral?’ particularly Deptel 929 June 

25° and relevant problems listed Deptel 738 May 13 [75]. 
1. Department, ECA and Commerce in order appraise performance 

to date and as basis future Aid program planning desire Emb survey, 
in collaboration ConGens Shanghai, Tientsin and ECA Mission, 
existing temporary foreign trade regulations and Exim ® Board, Cent 
Bank procedures from viewpoint internal consistency, effectiveness 
and equity of applications, appraisal of consequences, and consistency 
with Art ITI and self help principle. 

2. This connection, list significant modifications in regulations and 
administrative procedures last 6 months, outstanding problems US 
business in China, and progress toward settlement. 

3. Comment on changes and evaluate progress made towards ob- 
jectives Art III. Report on Chinese compliance re oral assurances 
as to deleted subparagraphs 3a, 6 and c Art III Deptel 927 June 25 21 
Kmbtel 1226 July 5.* 

4. Recommend action Chinese Government might now be asked 
take in further implementation Art III. 

5. Request preliminary radio summary, fuller report by mail and 
brief monthly summaries thereafter on significant developments. 

Lovetr 

*“'No response from the Department of Defense found in Department files. 
In his memorandum of November 15 to Mr. Labouisse, Mr. Ben T. Moore of Mr. 
Labouisse’s staff indicated his “understanding that no reply has been received 
by the Department and that in view of the changed situation since the letter 
was drafted there will probably be none.” (893.50 Recovery/11—1548) 
*Heonomic Aid Agreement signed at Nanking, July 3, 1948, Department of 

State Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1837, or 62 Stat. (pt. 3) 
2945. For correspondence on the negotiation of this agreement, see pp. 506 ff. 

8 Ante, p. 574. 
® Ante, p. 519. | 
* Export-Import. 
* Ante, p. 573. 
# Ante, p. 599. | 
“In telegram No. 1675, November 19, 7 p.m., to the Ambassador in China, the 

Department requested information on self-help action attributable to U. S. 
encouragement ; policy or administrative changes recommended by the Embassy 
or ECA which had not been adopted; and important policy changes which dis- 
regarded or were inconsistent with the ECA program and the self-help principle 
(893.50 Recovery/11-1948).
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893.50 Recovery/11-948 : Telegram 

| The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxkine, November 9, 1948—10 a. m. 
[Received November 9—5: 12 a. m. | 

9141. Prior his departure for Washington, Cleveland, ECA, dis- 

cussed at length with us memorandum he was preparing for Hoff- 

man dealing with general nature and possible legislation any successor 

economic aid program to China. While Cleveland’s final draft was 

not available prior his departure, we found ourselves in general 

agreement on his main points.* 

Crux in our judgment is need for maximum flexibility of admin- 

istering any future aid program and consequent requirement that 

legislation so provide. Authority to set up special corporation * 

has obvious merit and we endorse. We also agree on desirability 

fullest coordination between any economic and military assistance. 

Lastly legislation should authorize continuation rural reconstruction 

program.** Sine qua non, however, is that any legislation this sub- 
ject should afford authority for highly flexible and even unorthodox 

economic operations in support of US policy as it develops in face 

of unfolding events. | 
| STUART 

893.50 Recovery /11—-1148 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in France (Caffery) 

Wasuineton, November 11, 1948—2 p. m. 

Gavet *7 452. For Bohlen.*® 

1. Following is summary my comments on China situation Nov 10 
press conference, most of them in reply to questions: 

Re reports Chinese Prime Min ® sent tel to President asking imme- 

* Mr, Cleveland’s early draft, dated October 25, was sent to Livingston T. 

Merchant, Counselor of Embassy in China, on October 29. The final version, 

in memorandum form for Mr. Hoffman and Howard Bruce, Deputy ECA Admin- 

istrator, was dated November 8; it was summarized in an undated memorandum 

by Messrs. Magill and Johnson, p. 681. 
% The draft of October 25 suggested consideration be given to the creation of 

a special corporation to conduct economic operations on a more flexible basis 

than would be possible for a regular agency of the U. S. Government. 
% Administered by the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction in China, 

established under an exchange of notes by the United States and China on 
August 5; Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1848, or 62 Stat. 
(pt. 3) 3189. For correspondence on negotiations preceding the exchange of 
notes, see pp. 601 ff. 

8’ American delegation to the Third Regular Session of the United Nations 

General Assembly, which convened at Paris on September 21. 
8 Charles E. Bohlen, Counselor of the Department of State and Adviser to the 

American delegation to this session of the General Assembly. 
° Wong Wen-hao. a
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diate aid *° and query whether such tel referred to Dept, I said I did 
not know. Re present situation, I said I could only support Mr. Hoff- 
man’s comments Nov 8“ regarding current operational procedures 
on aid, — 

_ For background use without attribution, I said: It is obvious situa- 
tion deteriorating very rapidly and problem is grave. US aid, both 
ECA and military category, relates to aid to Chi Govt. This raises 
complications indicated by Hoffman and presents problem getting 
supplies, whether economic or miltary, into hands authorized persons 
under law. Allocation of $125 million made to Republic of China 
which means Govt China which we recognize. Chi Govt has com- 
plete disposal $125 million. Re limitation if Chi Govt should fall and 
query whether we could aid warlords or other independent pro-western 
groups, ECA should be asked re this. Re query whether President 
and Dept reconsidering policies on broad Chinese question, Dept has 
taken part in discussions NSC,* advisory body to President, which 
also includes military, and reply is “yes”. Re query whether Dept 
can take steps for increased aid China with any cooperating agencies 
prior new session Congress, I am not in position deal with this even 
as background since it would involve conclusions many Govt agencies. 
NSC has long and frequently considered papers.on China and military 
situation has been under recent review. Re allocations and shipments 
under $125 million grants, I have no information re shipments but 
Dept has turned over $100 [million] in accordance with Chinese pro- 
curements here. Re NSC recommendations to President, they have 
been made but I cannot elaborate. Re report published today Presi- 
dent shortly after elections telegraphed Washington urging aid be 
speeded up and immediate action taken, White House will have to be 
queried re this. 

Re statements US has no China policy and query re long-range 
plan in China, I reiterated that my only comments on China for record 
would be to support Hoffman’s statement, which only aspect I was at 
liberty comment on. 

2. Following is summary ECA press release Nov 8 covering Hoff- 
man’s statement : 

Mr. Hoffman and other ECA officials met with Mr. Lovett today re 
China aid program questions. ECA continuing aid to China under 
terms Foreign Assistance Act 1948 * and bilateral agreement Jul 3 
between Chi and US Govts. Under Act and agreement decisions re 
allocations and use supplies financed by ECA continue be made jointly 

“ For message from Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, President of the Republic 
of China, see telegram No. TELMAR 155, November 12, 8 p. m., p. 201. 

“ For summary, see section numbered 2 in this telegram. | 
“National Security Council. | 
“ Approved April 3, 1948; 62 Stat. 137.
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by Chi Govt and ECA. Rate shipments previously planned remains 

same. Commodities being furnished are rice, wheat, flour, cotton, 

fertilizer and petroleum products. Small special feeding program 

previously carried on in Mukden now discontinued. Commodity 

shipments continue accordance program previously laid out to major 

cities north, central and south China. | 

8. Following suggested reply possible query re Tsingtao: 

Our general position Tsingtao reported lengthily and accurately in 

press during past 2 years. In brief, at Chi Govt request staff naval 

experts assigned Chinese Navy training center advise and assist train- 

ing Chinese personnel. to man naval vessels transferred Chi Govt 

: accordance Public Law 512 Jul 1946.44 In addition, Adm Badger, 

ComNavWesPac,*® maintains flagship and hqs Tsingtao, convenience 

extended him by Chi Govt which further facilitates work advisory 

training staff. While training staff and hqs have some housing, office 

and storage facilities ashore, US has no naval base facilities in usual 

sense. It is not “US naval base” as sometimes reported. 

Re Adm Badger action in various contingencies, suggest reply no 

more light can be thrown on subject than is implicit in US position 

Tsingtao, as described above.* 

| | LovetTr 

893.50 Recovery /11-1248 | 

The Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) to 

Mr. William T. Phillips, Special Assistant to the Coordinator of 

Foreign Aid and Assistance (Labouisse) | _ 

. [Wasnineton,] November 12, 1948. 

Subject: Check List of Problems for 1949-50 Presentation of ERP *’ 

| to the Congress | 

| I have the following comments to make on the questions raised 

regarding Title IV ** in your memorandum of October 21, 1948 *° on 

the above subject. These comments have been discussed with the 

other offices and divisions indicated in your memorandum. 

a. “What amendments, if any, to Title TV should be made to per- 

mit ECA to deal with Chinese problems more effectively.” 

At a meeting on September 28, 1948 between Mr. Cleveland 

(ECA) and Messrs. Labouisse, Butterworth and Dort,” it was agreed 

“* Approved July 16, 1946; 60 Stat. 539. 7 | 

4 Oscar C. Badger, Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacifie. 

For correspondence regarding Tsingtao, see pp. 307 ff. 
47 Muropean Recovery Program. | 
8 The China Act of 1948. | 
Memorandum by Mr. Labouisse to “Certain Office and Division Chiefs”, 

not printed. | 
5 For an account of this meeting, see Mr. Dort’s memorandum to Mr. Knapp, 

September 28, p. 670.
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that, for planning purposes and without prejudice to future policy 
decisions, the Department would collaborate with ECA in the formu- 
lation of a fiscal 1950 China economic aid program, or alternative 
programs, consistent with policy considerations which governed 
presentation of the present aid program. ECA has not as yet made 
any specific suggestions regarding the content or legislative aspects 
of a new economic aid program for China. 

Fi * and ED » have been studying the situation carefully, but find 
that it 1s extremely difficult to make any definite program or legis- 
Jative proposals in view of the highly fluid and disintegrating Chinese 
situation. It does appear, however, that if U. S. economic aid to 
China could and were to be continued after April 3, 1949, it should : 

| be directed with maximum flexibility. Some aspects of Title IV 
legislation which would have to be considered with this observation 
in mind are as follows: — 

Section 402 °*-Redraft to place greater emphasis on assistance to 
the Chinese people as contrasted with the “Republic of China” might 
prove desirable. - 

Section 403—Present wording provides desirable flexibility. 
Section 405 and 407-Should be drafted so as to make it possible 

for aid to be extended in the contingency that the presently recog- 
nized National Government no longer exists or, if necessary, without 
reference to the National Government. Any revision should, of 
course, avoid an implied repudiation of the present National Govern- 
ment so long as that Government retains administrative integrity. 
While present wording of these sections may not preclude such action, 
the two sections should be considered in relation to their respective 
bilateral agreements which appear to tie U. S. aid exclusively to the 
National Government. 

| [Here follows review of Far Eastern programs and their relation 
to policies in Japan.] 

893.50 Recovery/11~—1248 

The Chinese Permanent Representative to the United N ations 
| (L'stang) to the Secretary of State ™ 

| [ Parts,] November 12, 1948. 
Dear Mr. Secrerary: Under instructions from Dr. Wang Shih- 

chieh, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, I am transmitting to you an 

* Office of Far Eastern Affairs. 
* Division of Investment and Economic Development. 
*° 62 Stat. 158. 
** Handed to the Secretary of State by Dr. Tsiang on November 13; the Secre- 

tary of State was in Paris on official mission.
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aide-mémoire, setting forth certain considerations relating to the 

American aid program in China and our common relations with 

Japan. | 

Dr. Wang further instructed me to say that he drafted the azde- 

mémoire after his talks with you * and Mr. Hoffman in Paris. 

With warm regards, Tinervu F. Tstane 

[Enclosure] 

Aide-M émoire From the Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs 

(Wang) 

ConsIDERATIONS ON THE Curna Srruation: 4 New Aw Procram 
AND AN AGREEMENT RE JAPAN 

The situation in China is now critical. The factors which pro- 

duced this crisis are mainly three. 

First, eight years of war against Japan followed by three years 

of destruction wrought by the Chinese Communist Rebellion have 

caused incalculable material losses and unprecedented political and 

social dislocation. 

Secondly, on the surface, China seems to have been fighting a 

domestic rebellion, but, as the Chinese Communists are backed by 

an international organization and an external Power, her fight is 

essentially international in nature. China has a common frontier of 

over six thousand kilometers with a Communist Power and has among 

her neighbors Burma, Indo-China, Korea and Malaya where Com- 

munist strength has all been gathering momentum. | 

Thirdly, though it is now three years since Japan surrendered, 

there has been neither a peace settlement nor any definite agreement 

between the United States and China with regard to Japan. This 

situation has given rise to apprehensions in China, has furnished 

fertile ground for agitations and has rendered impossible the initia- 

tion of a positive policy of collaboration between the two countries” 

vis-4-vis Japan. 
In spite of these difficulties, the Government of China and more 

notably President Chiang Kai-shek have preserved, as they did dur- 

ing the war against Japanese aggression, their unshakable faith in 

their ability to put down the Chinese Communist Rebellion. 

The character of the Chinese people and their traditions will make 

it very difficult for them to accept Communism. The treatment they 

have received in the Communist-controlled areas is causing them 

actively to oppose it. After over ten years of deprivation and hard- 

® Wor correspondence concerning these conversations, see pp. 192 ff., passim.
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ship, harsh criticisms on the part of the Chinese public of their Gov- 
ernment are not unexpected ; but the large majority of the masses and 
intellectuals desire nothing more strongly than the strengthening of 
their Government in the face of the national crisis. Given an ade- 
quate program of economic rehabilitation and military reenforcement, 

_ China can be made the bulwark of freedom and peace in the Far East. 
In view of the above, the Government of China wishes to place the following two suggestions for the consideration of the Government of the United States of America. 

1. A NEW CHINA AID PROGRAM 
| In 1948, American aid to China was given for one year only, while for Europe a four-year Recovery Plan was in principle adopted. The China Aid Program totalled four hundred million dollars, a small portion of which was allotted to possible military assistance. It is manifest that, in view of the more than a million Communist combat- ants and very extensive fronts involved, the sum for military aid was much too small to be effective. It is equally clear that an eco- nomic aid program of such limited size and time can not be expected to achieve the much needed rehabilitation. 

Because of the critical nature of the situation and in view of the long tradition of Sino-American friendship, the Chinese Government urges that, in the formulation of a future aid program, the United States Government would place China on an equal footing with Europe. 
And, to enable China to meet successfully the increasing military menace of the Chinese Communists in Manchuria and North China, it is further urged that the United States Government would provide military assistance on a much larger scale than before. While mili- tary assistance and economic aid are of equal importance and urgency, military operations will necessarily call for the greater outlay of the funds both from the Chinese Government and from American aid. The Chinese Government, being fully aware of the gigantic nature of the task involved in a complete suppression of the Communist Re- bellion, has been giving consideration to a three-year campaign plan. It is, therefore, suggested that, in continuation of the 1948 Aid Act, anew China Aid Program including the following two parts be given full consideration: | 
(a) a three-year program of Economic Aid amounting annually to four hundred fifty million dollars. In the early stages of this program, the greater part of the aid will be furnished in the form of commodities, in order to help in maintaining China’s balance of inter- national payments and the stability of prices, while in the later stages,
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emphasis will be placed on the increase of production through specific 

projects of development.*° _. 

(6) a three-year program of Military Assistance amounting an- 

nually to five hundred fifty million dollars. ‘This sum will be devoted 

mainly to the procurement of munitions and equipment. Assistance 

in technical services will be also needed. 

With reference to the machinery for ensuring the efficient use of the 

economic aid furnished, the arrangement between the Economic Co- 

operation Administration and the Chinese Government should be per- 

mitted to continue in force. As regards military assistance, it 1s 

hoped that a ranking officer may be sent to China to coordinate the 

work similar to what the representative in China of the Economic 

Cooperation Administration is doing in the field of economic aid. | 

The Chinese Government assumes that, in order to guard against 

possible misunderstanding on the part of the Chinese public and 

malicious Communist propaganda, care will be taken to avoid such 

stipulations as may be regarded as an infringement on China’s sov- 

ereignty or administrative integrity.” 

[The remainder of the aide-mémovwre dealt with “An Agreement on 

Common Policy re Japan”. | 

5 Subsequently, Pei Tsu-yee, Chairman of the Chinese Technical Mission in 

Washington, made known to ECA the Chinese Government’s further views on 

economic aid. He requested adjustment of the existing program by allocating 

an additional $40,000,000 for cotton, cutting back procurement of other com- 

modities and postponing reconstruction and replacement activities until next 

year’s program; estimated at $80,000,000 interim aid assistance for necessary 

commodities during the period April to June 1949; and fixed at $470,000,000 

Chinese economic assistance requirements for the first year of the projected 

3-year program. These views were transmitted. to Mr. Lapham in telegram No. 

Ecaro 765, December 17, 10 p. m. In telegram No. Torca 646, December 20, Mr. 

Lapham stated his opposition to any major adjustment in the existing program. 

He did not comment on the remaining two points raised by Mr. Pei. (Telegrams 

filed under Shanghai Embassy Files, Lot F 84—848 ECA.) 

In his memorandum of December 28 to the Acting Secretary of State, John 

M. Allison, Deputy Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs, indicated that 

no action was taken on the Chinese aide-mémoire “since the President’s message 

of November 12 to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek represents, in effect, an 

answer to the Chinese request for increased aid and since the President for-_ 

warded to the Department for its archives the memorandum on Aid for China 

(Tab B) presented to him by Ambassador Koo on November 24’. (893.50 Re- 

covery/11-1248) The message of November 12 is contained in telegram No. 1608, 

November 12, 7 p. m., to the Ambassador in China, p. 202. ‘Tab B, not attached ; 

it may be the memorandum of November 25 from the Chinese Ambassador, p. 212.
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893.50 Recovery /12-148 | 

Memorandum by Messrs. Robert N. Magill and Richard E. J ohnson, 
of the Division of Chinese Affairs *8 

Subject: Summary of Cleveland’s Proposals Regarding New China 
Aid Legislation and Program (Memorandum of November 8 ® 
to Messrs. Hoffman and Bruce) 

Cleveland lists the alternative political conditions which may exist 
in China during the period to be covered by the next aid to China 
Legislation : | 

1, Continuation of conditions prevailing during the last year— 
continuing costly warfare, further economic difficulties for the Chi- 
nese Government, but no conclusive developments in Communist- 
Government relations. | 

2. Political fragmentation, with outlying provinces assuming more 
or less autonomous authority. 

3. Complete defeat of Nationalist forces, followed by the conclu- 
sion of some form of agreement between the Communists and the Gov- 
ernment—presumably establishing a Communist dominated coalition. 

Cleveland remarks that the first alternative seems highly unlikely, 
and that the most probable development would be some combination 
of the second and third alternatives. He argues that the present 
China legislation would be inadequate for the effective extension of 
American aid under such circumstances. In its present form, the 
China Aid Act does not permit direct operations by the U. S. Govern- 
ment, it requires that all aid be channelled through the National Gov- 

_ ernment, and it provides for no real coordination between economic 
and military programs and no real supervision over military aid. 
Instead, the legislation should allow a high degree of flexibility for 
the executive branch to assist particular Chinese groups which offer 
promise of developing along lines favored by the U. S. Although 
acknowledging that the U. S. presumably would not furnish aid to 
a Communist-dominated Government, Cleveland argues that “we 
should avoid any irrevocable step which would make it impossible for 

__us to use potential economic aid as a lever in obtaining unmistakably 
advantageous concessions from such a government.” He continues 
that “the U.S. Government might conceivably wish to deal solely with 
the new government that emerges in China”, but that we “might also 
decide to assist anti-Communist fragments”. 
Cleveland proposes specifically that the next China aid legislation 

be changed to provide for the following: 

* Undated memorandum transmitted to Mr. Butterworth by the Chief of the 
Division of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) with his memorandum of December 1, 
not printed. 

| * Memorandum entitled “Aid-to-China Policy—IV’’, not printed.
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1) A broadening of the U. S. policy statement in the purpose clause 

(a) to cover the objective of preventing China from coming under the 

domination of any outside power, and CB) to indicate a permanent and 

continuing U. S. interest in China by authorizing aid for at least 

three years (although appropriations would be on an annual basis). 

2) Unified administration of all types of aid to China: a joint politi- 

cal-economic-military mission in the field and a “joint chiefs of staff” 

for China in Washington. | 

3) Extension of aid at the discretion of the executive branch even in 

the absence of bilateral agreement with a foreign government. 

| 4) Creation of a special corporation for flexible economic warfare 

operations with relations to ECA similar to those between the U. 8. 

Commercial Company and Board of Economic Warfare during the 

war. | 

5) Use of U. S. dollars to finance imports needed by local authori- 

ties worthy of U. S. support, as currency support measures. 

6) Acquisition of local currency by the Administrator or his cor- 

poration by direct sale or transfer of ECA supplies in China, or 

through special arrangement with local authorities. 

7) Authority for public debt transactions (sale of notes to the 

Treasury) by the Administrator or his corporation to avoid the prob- 

lem of the statute of limitations on U. S. Government appropriated 

funds. Funds so derived would be in addition to appropriations for 

commodities aid, and they should be available for guaranty of private 

investment as well as for direct aid. | 

8) Authority for ECA to direct or coordinate other economic pro- 

erams related to China (e. g., purchase of strategic materials and 

Eximbank loans). | 

9) Creation of an ECA advisory group to assist the National Gov- 

ernment or local authorities in the formulation and administration 

of economic and financial measures. Direct employment by ECA of 

technical assistance by contract with U. 8. private or public firms 

and agencies. 

893.50 Recovery /11-2048 | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 

(Butterworth) to the Secretary of State 

[Wasuineton,] November 23, 1948. 

Attached is a summary (Tab A) © of the report of D. Worth Clark, 

consultant to the Senate Appropriations Committee, on aid to China 

(Tab B),“ which was covered by the press on Sunday, November 21. 

An acknowledgment of the copy which Mr. Clark sent you personally 

is attached for your signature (Tab C).° 

® Not printed. 
‘Mr. Clark’s report not printed ; it was submitted to the Senate Appropriations 

Committee on November 19 and a copy sent to the Secretary of State by Mr. Clark 

on Novem 20. The Secretary acknowledged receipt of the report on 

ovemper . 
,
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The report concludes that only through large-scale aid to and par- 
ticipation in the National Government’s military-economic effort can 
the United States hope to prevent Communist domination of China. 
The most significant of the recommendations are for extensive direct 
military aid, assumption of actual administrative and combat author- 
ity by American military “advisors”, and financial aid to remove a 
major portion of the war cost from China’s internal budget and thus 

: provide currency stabilization. | 
Although not indicated by the report, the recommendation for 

financial aid would involve U. S. contributions of goods, bullion or 
currency to underwrite both the foreign exchange as well as the 
internal budgetary deficit of the Chinese Government. China’s 
minimum foreign exchange deficit for 1948 was estimated by the 
Department at about $400 million. The internal budgetary deficit 
has been running at the equivalent of U. S. $600 to U. S. $700 million 

a year, and this might well be increased substantially as the result 
of an expanded military program. 

Creation of a $200 million reserve fund for currency stabilization 
is proposed quite apart from aid to finance China’s internal budgetary 
deficit. It is difficult to visualize the need for such a fund if the 
U. S. were to provide funds sufficient to cover China’s internal and 
external deficits. 

Aside from the currency stabilization fund, no estimates are pro- 
vided of the quantitative requirements of the various types of aid 
proposed. However, it is not difficult to conceive of a comprehensive 
program of this type as involving a U. S. expenditure of approxi- 
mately $2 billion during its first year of operation. 

893.50 Recovery /12—948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Douglas) to the Secretary 
of State 

Lonpon, December 9, 1948—noon. 
[Received 4: 07 p. m.] 

5174. From Dickover.*? 
1. Discussed China situation with Dening © who stated Chinese 

_ Ambassador “ urged Bevin ® recently to use British influence with 
US to have more aid sent to China. Foreign Office opinion, however, 
is that no amount of aid which it would be possible to send China 

® Drie R. Dickover, Counselor of Embassy in the United Kingdom. 
“Sir Maberly E. Dening, British Assistant Secretary of State for Foreign 

Affairs. | 
* Cheng Tien-hsi. 
® Ernest Bevin, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. 

429-525—73——44
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now would alter situation appreciably as rot in Nationalist Govern- 
ment too deep. Western powers now must face fact that any gov- 
ernment emerging from present chaos in China will be entirely 
Communist or will be coalition which will soon be dominated by Com- 
munists. Foreign Office, however, believes foreigners can continue 
do business with such government. Many holes in Chinese economy 
(for example, shortages of rice, cotton goods and petroleum) which 
Communists even with Soviet help cannot fill. Therefore must rely 
on good will of Western powers. For this reason Communists prob- 
ably will not disturb foreigners or foreign properties at least for 
present. Main thing at present is to keep foot in door and conse- 
quently Foreign Office will retain British diplomatic and consular 
officers at posts and is not urging essential British businessmen to 
leave. | 

2. Foreign Office study on above subject plus section on SEA ® 
will probably be sent Washington next week for delivery Depart- 
ment.®* [ Dickover. | | 

| | - _ Doveras 

893.50 Recovery/12-2448 : Telegram | 7 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NanxIine, December 24, 1948—11 a. m. 
| [Received—11: 48 a. m. | 

2618. ReDeptel 1555, November 5, 7 p. m., and 1847, December 17, 
3 p. m. Preparation requested commentary under way despite 
hindrances slow communications other posts and general preoccupa- 
tion with immediate problems on part ECA, Embassy, and Con- 
sulates. Preliminary survey along lines originally asked Deptel 
1555 has been drafted in Embassy and summary submitted herewith 
for preliminary guidance of Department. | | 

(1) General introductory statement: China’s situation is unique 
among ECA recipient nations. Her civil war for survival must 

_ qualify judgments and evaluations ECA aid. 
(2) Foreign trade regulations and Export-Import Board and 

Central Bank procedures vis-a-vis article III. 

(a) Internal consistency of the regulations. The relative con- 
sistency of the regulations at any one point in time has usually 
been more than off-set by administrative stubbornness and incon- 
sistencies and constant reversals and revisions of policy. 

(6) Effectiveness of the regulations. Reduction of imports 
according to plan has been accomplished. Stimulation of ex- 

& Presumably Southeast Asia. 
* British study not received until January 5, 1949. | 
* Latter not printed.
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ports has generally failed. Exchange saved from import con- 

trols or other sources has not been effectively used to stabilize 
price[s] and encourage exports. 

(c) Equity of application of the regulations. It 1s believed 

that inequities which have occurred in administration of the 

measures have not been deliberate. Elimination of ex post facto 

aspects of new regulations in accordance with article LII, para- 

graph 1, should be effected to a greater degree than they have. 

| (d) Consistency of the regulations and procedures with the 

self-help principle. While through its import controls the Gov- 

ernment has discriminatingly selected imports considered essen- 

tial for China’s economy and reconstruction, in accordance with 

| the self-help principle, in the administration of trade and foreign 

exchange regulations and in the over-all attitude of the Govern- 

ment exports and export industries have not only been neglected 

but have not been encouraged to the degree thought possible. 

(3) Significant modifications in regulations and administrative 

procedures—June 380 through November 1948. ‘The modifications 

listed mostly indicate a continuing effort by the Government to devise 

measures which will keep astride the inflation and conserve exchange. 

The modifications were not related to article ITI, except for the effort 

to settle cases where commodities had arrived and were not permitted 

importation. The rationing measures, price and cost controls adopted 

were administered so inflexibly and Governmental incompetence in 

these and related fields was so glaring as almost to guarantee failures 

from the outset. | a 

(4) Problems of American business in China. General problems 

have had the background of inflation, poor transport, and the destruc- 

tion of war. Importers in particular have been victims of China’s 

~ clear need to limit imports drastically. Beyond these factors, how- 

ever, there has been incompetence, conflict and discrimination in the 

administration of complicated and voluminous regulations affecting 

all business. Other problems include lack of facilities or provision 

for removal of profits from China for certain purposes; the rise of 

cost faster than price coupled often with price control on a few 

goods or services; and uncertainties and inequities in taxation. 

(5) Progress made toward objectives of article ITI. Policy has 

generally adhered to paragraphs 2 and 3 of article IIJ. Compliance 

with the provisions of paragraph 1 has been very weak. In general, 

minor improvement only has been noted in the conditions under which 

foreign trade by private enterprises is conducted in China. The re- 

fusal of the Government to grant operating privileges to the Com- 

mercial Pacific Cable Company is a case in point. 

ECA has seen these comments and is in no major disagreement 

with them, but may comment separately. 

Sent Department 2618, repeated Shanghai for ECA 1810. 
STUART 

- © Telegrams Nos. Torca 838, January 18, 1949, and 882, January 25, 1949, from 
Mr. Lapham to Mr. Hoffman, not printed.
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SETTLEMENT OF WAR ACCOUNTS: 

898.24/6-948 

Lhe Director of the Office of Financial and Development Policy 
(Anapp) to the Chinese Minister (Tan) ? 

My Dear Dr. Tan: In reference to the Lend-Lease Agreement of 
June 2, 1942,° the so-called Pipeline Agreement of June 14, 1946,4 
the Military Aid Agreement of June 28, 1946,5 and other lend-lease 
arrangements between the United States Government and the Chi- 
nese Government, the Department of State is now prepared to propose 
terms for final settlement of the obligations of the Chinese Govern- 
ment under these agreements and arrangements. 

Lend-lease aid furnished to the Chinese Government by the United 
States Government under the Agreement of June 2, 1942 and other 
arrangements, according to our latest reports, amounted to a total 
of $1,626,998,525, including $849,360,232 before September 2, 1945. 
and $777,638,293 since that date. 

Of this total, the United States Government considers the follow- 
ing as obligations subject to payment by the Chinese Government: 

a. Maintenance Items . $1380, 000, 000 
6. Inventory 40, 000, 000 
é Pipeline 51, 750, 000 
d. Military Aid Agreement 25, 000, 000 
é. West China Balance 20, 000, 000 
7. Air Cadet Training 10, 000, 000 
g. ITA ® Training 531, 000 

| h. Dodge Trucks | 6, 183, 000 
z. Automotive Spare Parts 3, 075, 000 
j. Chrysler Maintenance 80, 000 | 
k. Tire Plants | 61, 000 
t. Miscellaneous 34, 000 

Total $286, 714, 000 

+ For previous correspondence on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 
vil, pp. 1033 ff., passim. 
194 goreinal notation: “Original handed by Mr. Knapp to Mr. Tan, June 9, | 

8 Signed at Washington, Department of State Executive Agreement Series 
No. 251, or 56 Stat. (pt. 2) 1494. For correspondence on this Subject, see Foreign 
Relations, 1942, China, pp. 566 ff. 

“Signed at Washington, Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 
15338, or 60 Stat. (pt. 2) 1760. For correspondence on this subject, see Foreign 
Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 724 ff, passim. 

° Signed at Washington, Treaties and Other International Acts Series No. 
1746, or 61 Stat. (pt. 4) 8895. For correspondence on this subject, see Foreign 
Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 724 ff, passim. 

° International Training Administration. 
686
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Following is a brief summary of the items listed: =~ 
a. Maintenance Items.............cceceeecescceos G130, 000, 000 
These maintenance items were supplied after September 2, 1945 

under an authorization by the President in a memorandum dated Sep- 
tember 5, 1945,” on terms to be decided by the Secretary of State and 
the Administrator of the Foreign Economic Administration. The 
Secretary of State and the Administrator of the Foreign Economic 
Administration ruled that maintenance items should be supplied under 
this authority subject to cash payment in full, and this policy has 
been adhered to consistently with respect to other countries. The 
figure of $130 million is the best estimate of the United States Gov- 
ernment of lend-lease aid in this category. This estimate admittedly 
may prove inaccurate in either direction when the final accounting 
is completed. However, we are proposing this figure as a fair esti- 
‘mate on the basis of the information now available in order to avoid 

' prolonged accounting and recording operations. 
b. Inventory ....... ccc ccc cece eee eeeeseeeees § 40, 000, 000 
Under our principles of settlement for lend-lease items, as applied 

to China the State Department has considered it appropriate that 
payment be made for civilian held articles in inventory on September 
2, 1945, and for articles of civilian utility held by the armed forces 
on June 80, 1946 (excluding articles charged for as maintenance items). 
In the absence of inventories, these two types of holdings have been 
estimated at $40 million. 

C. Pipeline ........ cece cee eee e cece eceeceees $ 51, 750, 000 
This is an obligation of the Chinese Government under the Agree- 

ment of June 14, 1946, to be paid over thirty years at two and three- 
eighths per cent. The exact value of the pipeline is not yet definitely 
known, but the figure of $51.75 million was agreed as a basis for the 
first interest payment paid July 1, 1947. 

d. Military Aid Agreement.................e000++ $ 25,000, 000 
Final reports are not yet completed on the total amount of aid 

furnished to China for the reoccupation of Chinese territory and the 
disarmament and repatriation of Japanese troops under Article IT, 
subparagraph (a) of the Military Aid Agreement of June 28, 1946. 
The United States Government believes that the total amounts to 
more than the $25 million ceiling set in the Agreement. However, 
the State Department is prepared to settle the Chinese obligation for 
the reoccupation, disarmament and repatriation program for this 
amount. Article III of the Agreement states that China will pay 
the appropriate price, as determined by the United States Govern- 
ment, upon presentation of bills. 

* See circular telegram of September 13, 1945, 5 p. m., Foreign Relations, 1945, 
vol. vil, p. 558. 

*Leo T. Crowley.
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e. West China Balance................eeeeeeeeeee & 20, 000, 000 
The Chinese Government assumed an obligation to pay this amount 

as the balance remaining due pursuant to an agreement ® concluded 
with General Wedemeyer * in November 1945 for the turn over of a 
quantity of supplies in West China excess to the needs of the United 
States Forces. 

7. Air Cadet Training..................02002062- 8 10, 000, 000 
The United States Army continued the air cadet training program 

from December 1, 1945 to June 30, 1946 on the understanding that the 
Chinese Government would reimburse all costs incurred, as indicated 
in a communication from the Generalissimo™ to President Truman 
dated November 14, 1945.12 Costs for this period have been estimated 

_ by the Army Department and the Lend-Lease Fiscal Office of the 

Treasury Department at $10 million. (The Chinese Government has 
paid for the program since June 80, 1946. ) 

G- ITA Traiming....... ccc ccc ec cece eee cece rene BD 531, 000 
The Chinese Government accepted the obligation to pay cash for 

continuing training after September 2, 1945 of technicians who were 
in the United States, en route, or scheduled to come for training under 
the International Training Administration. The figure given is for 
the period from September 2, 1945 through October 31, 1945, after 
which China took over the program under direct arrangements. 

h. Dodge Trucks .......... 0. ccc cece eee eee ee eee & 6,183, 400 
A total of 1,483 Dodge trucks were turned over to the Chinese Gov- 

ernment in Kunming in October 1945 against a promise to pay landed 
cost on demand., The price given is based on landed cost. at Calcutta, 
but does not include any charge for transportation of the trucks from 

Calcutta to Kunming. 
i. Automotive Spare Parts...............022+-+2- 8 38,075, 250 
Dodge truck spare parts also were turned over at West China depots 

in September 1945 on a promise to pay landed cost, which has been 
calculated at the above figure. Bills have been submitted but have 
not been paid. 

j. Chrysler Maintenance Contract................. $ 80, 000 

This item covers estimated charges after September 2, 1945 for a 
maintenance, repairs, and training project for Dodge and other trucks 
in China under requisition C-1497. - 

° For summary, see telegram No. 2116, December 7, 1945, 2 p. m., from the 
Chargé in China, Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. v1, p. 1191. 

“Lt. Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, then Commanding General, United States 
Forces, China Theater. 

7% President Chiang Kai-shek. : 
“For text, see telegram No. 1978, November 14, 1945, 8 a. m., from the Chargé 

in China, Foreign Relations, 1945, vol. v1, p. 629.
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k. General Tire and Rubber Contract.............. $ 61, 091 

This item covers charges after September 2, 1945 for personal serv- 
ices of technicians of the General Tire and Rubber Company in 
supervision of tire retreading shops in West China. The contract 
was handled under lend-lease until September 2, 1945. It was con- 
tinued after that date on a cash basis until the Chinese Government 
requested cancellation. 

2. Miscellaneous. ........cccecec ccc eceeceesecseeee ® 33, 830 
This item covers steel wire, rope, and lubrication material turned 

over in India on a promise by the Chinese Government to pay landed 
cost on demand. The above amount has been billed but not paid. 

The Chinese Government has paid the sum of $1,725,000 as the first 
installment on the pipeline obligation. These funds are being held 
in a special account in the United States Treasury in accordance with 
the request of Mr. S. C. Wang in his letter of July 1, 1947.% 

Payment by the Chinese Government of the obligations listed above 
would discharge its financial obligations in respect to all straight lend- 
lease aid and all other lend-lease aid furnished under the specific 
programs giving rise to these obligations. The United States Govern- 
ment would be willing to consider funding most of these obligations 
over a reasonable period of time. 

In addition to provision for payment of the appropriate sums as 
listed above, the United States Government proposes to include certain 
other provisions in the overall lend-lease settlement agreement. These 
would include the following: | 

. (1) The two Governments would mutually waive other intergov- 
ernmental claims, with certain exceptions, arising out of the war or 
during the war period. 

(2) The Chinese Government would assume responsibility for the 
settlement and payment of claims of Chinese nationals against the 
United States Government and United States Government personnel 
arising out of the war or during the war period. The United States 
Government would be willing to agree to a reduction of the Chinese 
Government’s lend-lease obligation by a reasonable amount in ex- 
change for this undertaking. 

(3) The United States Government would reserve the right to re- 
capture lend-lease arms and armaments, which would be retained by 
the Chinese Government without payment except that lend-lease naval 
vessels would be returned to the United States Government in accord- 
ance with the requirements of United States law. The Chinese Gov- 
ernment would undertake not to retransfer lend-lease arms and arma- 
ments to any third government without the consent of the United 
States Government. | 

8 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vu, p. 1153. Mr. Wang was then Chairman 
of the Chinese supply Commission, Washington.
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(4) The two Governments would reaffirm their adherence to the 
principles of international trade set forth in Article VII of the Agree- 
ment of June 2, 19492. a 

In accordance with the proposed outline of these discussions pre- 
viously handed to you it is proposed to request final settlement for the 
aid rendered your government under Public Law 442, 77th Congress, 
56 Stat. 82,14 and implemented by the Agreement between the Govern- 
ments of United States and China signed on March 21, 1942.% In that 
connection the U. S. Government wishes to request, at your earliest 
convenience, information outlined in the attached enclosure * in con- 
nection with the uses of the proceeds of this credit by the Government 
of China. 

Finally, as proposed last year, it is desired that any outstanding 
questions arising out of the surplus bulk sale contract of August 30, 
1946 *” may be discussed and solutions agreed between our two govern- 
ments during these negotiations. 

I shall be pleased to continue these discussions, and to undertake 
any further explanation of any features of the proposed settlement 
which you may desire, at your convenience. _ 

Sincerely yours, J. Burke Knapp 

893.24/6-948 | 

The Chinese Embassy to the Department of State 

MrmoraNDUM 

With reference to the proposed negotiations for the settlement of 
war accounts between China and the United States, the Department 
of State furnished the Chinese Embassy last year with two overall 
statements of defense aid provided to China for the respective periods 
before and after September 2, 1945, as well as a suggested list of items 
for discussion.*® The Chinese Government has given careful con- 
sideration to these documents, and the following data with a number 

* Approved February 7, 1942; it authorized a $500,000,000 loan or credit to 
China. 

** Signed at Washington; for text, see Department of State Bulletin, March 
28, 1942, p. 264. For correspondence on this subject, see Foreign Relations, 
1942, China, pp. 419 ff. | 
**Memorandum of April 30 by Solomon Adler, Treasury representative in 

China, 1944-47; not printed. 
“ Signed at Shanghai; for text, see Department of State, Office of the Foreign 

Liquidation Commissioner, Report to Congress on Foreign Surplus Property 
Disposal, October 1946, p. 40. For correspondence on the negotiation of this 
agreement, see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 1033. 

“ Presented to the Department by the Chinese Minister on June9. | 
* None printed; the Department’s files do not indicate the method or date 

of transmittal of the two statements to the Chinese. The list was handed to 
the Chinese Minister on April 22, 1947. |
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of suggestions are herewith transmitted for the consideration of the 
United States Government. 

It is hoped that after the United States Government has studied 
the contents of this Memorandum, meetings between the representa- 
tives of the two Governments will be arranged with a view to discussion 
and settlement. | 

The data herein transmitted consist of the following: 

Part 1. Summary of Chinese Records on Lend-Lease Transfers. 
Part 2. Comparison of U.S. Statements and Chinese Records on 

Lend-Lease. 
Part 3. Summary of Chinese National Currency Advances, Set- 

| tlements and Remainders. | 
Part 4. Uses of the 1942 500-Million Dollar Credit. 
Part 5. End Use of the Civilian Lend-Lease “Pipeline” Credit. 
Part 6. Lend-Lease Inventory in Possession of Civilian Authori- 

ties on September 2, 1945. 
Part 7. Summary of Miscellaneous Cases. 

Part 1. Summary of Chinese Records on Lend-Lease Transfers. 

A summary of Chinese records of U. S. lend-lease articles trans- 
ferred to China is given in Table I,?° which follows: 

It is to be noted that for the period before September 2, 1945, U. S. 
Government authorities had established routine procedures to keep 
Chinese representatives in U. S. A. and in India informed of the 
details of shipment to, and arrival in, India of all lend-lease articles 
intended for China. The records of such information are summarized 
in the first three columns of the Section A of Table I.?2 

These lend-lease articles, after their arrival in India, were not auto- 
matically transferred to the Chinese Government; their disposition 
remained in the hands of the representatives of the U. S. Government. 
From time to time, various items were selected from the lend-lease 
stockpile in India and shipped into China, and only then, transfers 
to China were effected. The Chinese records of such shipments and 
transfers are given in the fourth and fifth columns of Table I.22. In 
addition, a portion of supplies shipped to India as U. S. lend-lease to 
China was eventually turned over to the Chinese representatives in 
India and accounted for as a part of the deliveries under the Pacific 

* The various tables and lists (not printed) referred to in this memorandum 
were not ready at the time it was presented to the Department and were trans- 
mitted to William K. Miller, of the Division of Economic-Property Policy, on 
June 14 by E. H. Chow, Second Secretary of the Chinese Embassy. 

* These columns show that through September 1, 1945, American lend-lease 
transfers valued at $597,748,901.64 had been shipped from the United States; 
that the weight of these shipments was 1,118,605,002 pounds; and that 940,374,742 
pounds had been landed in India under American control (893.24/6-1448). 

™ These columns show that 74,306,899 pounds valued at $113,405,406.48 were 
shipped to China from India (893.24/6-1448).
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Surplus Sales to China. This group of supplies is given in the last 
column of Table I.?° : | , 

As for the period after September 2, 1945, no routine information 

concerning the shipment or arrival of lend-lease articles was given 

by the U. S. authorities to the Chinese Government. The only Chi- 

nese records available consist of the various field reports of transfers 

received at different localities and on different occasions. A compila- 

tion of these reports is given as Section B of Table L** _ 

Part 2. Comparison of U. 8. Statements and Chinese Records on 

Lend-Lease. 

According to the U. S. statements of defense aid to China for the 
periods before and after September 2, 1945, the total values for the 

respective periods are as follows: 

(1) For the period March 11, 1941 through September 1, 
1945 US$798,724,514.91 

(2) For the period September 2, 1945 through December 
31, 1946 7 US$747,282,388.68 | 

As explained in Part I, the Chinese records give the following amounts 

for the corresponding periods: a 

(1) For the period prior to September 2, 1945 US$118,405,406.48 
(2) For the period after September 2,1945 105,406,310.40 * 

In order to ascertain the major factors underlying the wide dis- 
crepancy between the records of the two Governments and to enable 
the Chinese Government to make further checks on its own records 

for verification and clarification, the Chinese Government desires to 
obtain from the U. S. Government the following information: 

(1) More details concerning the nature of articles and services 
other than those given in the overall U. S. statements, especially 
regarding the groups labelled: 

| a. “Miscellaneous & Contingent Expenses Undetermined” 
US$282,920,665.88 in the statement for the period prior to 
September 2, 1945. | 

6. “Miscellaneous Services & Expenses, Undetermined” 
US$318,341,746.85 in the statement for the period after Septem- 
ber 2, 1945. | | 

(2) Dates, places and quantities of lend-lease articles transferred 
to China; names of Chinese receiving agencies and, if possible, tran- 
scripts of documents given by Chinese representatives acknowledging 
receipt. 

_ 83 'Mhis column shows that 105,738,962 pounds were transferred to Chinese con- 
trol in India. No value was set on these supplies in Table I (893.24/6-1448). 

“This section shows that for the period after September 2, 1945, supplies 
valued at $105,406,364.40 were received by the Chinese (893.24/6-1448). 

* According to a memorandum of June 16, this figure was corrected to 
$105,406,364.40 (893.24/6-1648) .
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(3) United States accounting status regarding those categories of 
supplies which were originally charged to the account of lend-lease 
to China but were subsequently transferred to the Chinese Govern- 
ment under other arrangements, such as delivery under the Pacific 
Surplus Sales Agreement. 

Part 3. Summary of Chinese National Currency Advances, Settle- 
ments & Remainders. | 

During the period between July 1, 1942 and August 30, 1946, the 

Chinese Government had made substantial advance of funds in CN 

Currency * to meet the needs of U.S. Army operations in China. For 

settling these advances, the two Governments held several negotiations 

both during and after the war. As a result of these negotiations, a 
portion of these advances has been repaid to China or credited to 
China’s payment account for the purchases under the Pacific Surplus 
Sales Agreement. There is, however, a substantial remainder not 

covered by the previous settlements. 
A summary of these advances, settlements and remainders for the 

different periods of disbursement is presented in Table IL which 

follows:77 

Part 4. Uses of the 1942 500-Million Dollar Credit. : 

The 1942 500-Million dollar credit was allocated to the following 
uses by the Chinese Government : : 

Redemption of U. 8. Dollar Victory 
Bonds, | | US$$100, 000, 000. 00 

Redemption of U.S. Dollar Savings 
Certificates | $100, 000, 000. 00 

Purchase of gold bullion. $220, 000, 000.00 
Freight, insurance & handling charges 

for gold purchase, 557, 511. 49 
Purchases of textiles and cotton, 25, 000, 000. 00 
Cost of, and supplies for, printing | 

banknotes ) 54, 442, 488. 51 

Total $500, 000, 000. 00 * 

28 Chinese national currency. 
7 This table shows that for the period July 1942 to “after August 30, 1946”, 

Chinese currency advances amounted to CN 273,917,637,682.26 ; that CN 162,950,- 
841,776.59 had been settled by agreements in November 1944 and June 1945 and 
through the surplus property agreement of August 30, 1946; and that there 
remained to be settled CN 110,966,795,905.67 which the Chinese valued at 
$280,623,786.71 (893.24/6-1448). The terms of the 1944 and 1945 agreements are 
contained in letters from the Secretary of the Treasury, Henry Morgenthau, Jr., * 
to Dr. H. H. Kung, November 25, 1944, Foreign Relations, 1944, vol. v1, p. 948, and 
June 27, 1945, ibid., 1945, vol. vir, p. 1108. Those of the 1946 agreement are in 

article 6.. ; 
2 These figures are in close agreement with those furnished in a letter by the 

Under Secretary of State to Senator Ferguson, June 27, 1947, Foreign Relations, 
1947, vol. vir, p. 1149.
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Part 5. End Use of the Civilian Lend-Lease “Pipeline” Oredit. 

Under the Civilian Lend-Lease “Pipeline” Credit, China received 
6,100 units of Dodge T-234 trucks together with the necessary spare 
parts. These trucks were specially designed for army transportation 
in the rugged hinterland of China through the Stilwell Road. The 
total value of this item is estimated to be about 31.7 million dollars. 

When the Civilian Lend-Lease “Pipeline” Credit agreement was 
concluded, it was clearly intended on the part of both Governments 
that this credit should fulfil some of the civilian requirements for 
the rehabilitation of China. Events in China, however, turned out 
later to be such that these trucks had to be used mostly for the mili- 
tary needs of reoccupation. The actual disposition of these trucks 
with their spare parts is as follows: 

| To the Chinese Army, 5,014 units, 
To civilian use, | 1,096 units. 

The Chinese Government hopes that the above facts will be taken 
into account in the discussions regarding the Civilian Lend-Lease 
“Pipeline” Credit. 

Part 6. Lend-Lease Inventory in Possession of Civilian Authorities 
on September 2, 1945. | 

Appended hereto is a set of lend-lease inventories in the possession 
| of the following six Chinese civilian agencies as of September 2, 

1945: : 

List 1. of Ministry of Communications 
List 2. of War Production Board 
List 3. of National Resources Commission 
List 4. of Salt Administration of the Ministry of Finance 
List 5. of National Broadcasting Administration 
List 6. of China National Aviation Corporation. 

Part 7. Summary of Miscellaneous Cases. | 

The following is a provisional list of miscellaneous cases which 
appear to come within the scope of future discussions for war ac- 
counts settlement: | | | 

_ (1) Diversion of goods of the Universal Trading Corporation by 
the United States Army in India. . | 

(2) Deficit on the operation of the lend-lease Liberty ships, S. S. 
Chungtung and Chungshan. , 

(3) U.S. Treasury bill to the Chinese Government to the amount 
of $3,075,250.63 for lend-lease truck parts transferred in October 
1945. 

> Named for Lt. Gen. Joseph W. Stilwell, Commanding General, U. 8. Army 
Forces in China, Burma, and India, 1942-44,
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(4) Interim receipts for 1,438 lend-lease trucks, as requested by 
the Department of State. | | Oo | : 

(5) Bill presented to the Chinese Government to the amount of 
$1,896.40 *° by the American President Lines for the passage of seven 
Chrysler technicians to India in 1944 under lend-lease sponsorship. 

(6) Air Training Program expenses, for the period December 1, 
1945 through June 30, 1946; included therein are also two bills to the 
Chinese Government for these air trainees’ passage expenses as 
presented by the American Mail Lines and the American President 
Lines, to the amount of $45,187.50 and $57,626.50 respectively. 

It is probable that the U. S. Government, like the Chinese Govern- 
ment, is in possession of additional information concerning the above 
cases. A discussion of the above cases in the light of such additional 
information will be conducive to clarification and understanding as 
regards their factual aspects. 

893.24/6-2848 

The Chinese E'mbassy to the Department of State 

: MrmoraANDUM | 

1. According to the provisions of the Agreement between the 
Governments of the Republic of China and United States of America 
on the Disposition of Lend-Lease Supplies in Inventory or Procure- 

- ment in the United States of America, entered into on June 14, 1946, 
the second installment for the repayment of principal and payment 
of interest will become due and payable on July 1, 1948, which will 
amount to approximately $2,900,000.00. 

2. On account of the adverse economic conditions now obtaining in 
China coupled with the increasingly unfavorable trade balance and 
the stringency of foreign exchange reserves, the Chinese Government 
desires to request for a postponement in the payment of the second 
installment. It, therefore, proposes to invoke Section C, Paragraph 
4, of Schedule 1 of the said Agreement, which provides that the pay- 
ment of a due installment may be postponed if it is determined by 
the two Governments that, because of extraordinary and adverse 
economic conditions arising during the course of payment, the pay- 
ment of a due installment would not be in the interest of the two 
countries. 

8. Besides, it is to be noted that there is a number of questions 
concerning the implementation of the said Agreement, which may — 
make the proposed postponement desirable. The following questions, 
among others, may be mentioned : 

8° Corrected to $1,996.40 in memorandum of June 16 (893.24/6-1648).
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a. The circumstances leading to the conclusion of the said Agree- 
ment and its implementations are among the several problems cur- 
rently under discussion between representatives of the two Govern- 
ments in connection with the Lend-Lease settlement. a 

6. The Agreement provides that the terms of payment, including 
_ the rate of interest, may be altered by mutual agreement at the time 

of the final settlement contemplated by Article VI of the Agreement. | 
c. The delivery of goods and transmittal of accounts in dollars for 

the goods so far delivered have been unexpectedly delayed and are 
not complete as yet. 

4. It will be appreciated if the United States Government would 
give its most sympathetic consideration to this proposal and agree to 
the postponement of the forthcoming installment payments until the 
entire matter will have been thoroughly discussed and arrangements 
worked out at the current negotiations between the two Governments. 

WasHINGTON, June 28, 1948. | | 

893.24/6-2848 oo 
The Department of State to the Chinese Embassy 

| oe MEMORANDUM : 

The Department of State acknowledges the receipt of the memo- 
randum from the Embassy of China dated June 28, 1948, in which 
it 1s proposed that payment by the Chinese Government of the second 
installment of principal and interest due on July 1, 1948 under the 
Lend-Lease “Pipeline” Agreement of June 14, 1946 be postponed 
pending the outcome of overall Jend-lease settlement discussions. 

The Department of State is anxious to expedite the conclusion of 
these discussions, but in fact they are still in their initial stage, and 
postponement of the present installment would only serve to introduce 

a new complication into the negotiations. The Chinese Government 
has already paid one installment due under the agreement in question, 

| and the amount involved in the second installment is only 2.8 million 
dollars. | | | 

The justification for the proposed aid program for China submitted 
to the United States Congress by the Departmentment of State 2 
took cognizance of the obligation of the Chinese Government to make 
this payment at this time. Furthermore, in the discussions in Con- 
gress concerning foreign aid programs, including the program for 
China, specific attention was given to the possibility of relieving the 
dollar position of the recipient countries through a general mora- 

* For correspondence on this subject, see pp. 442 ff.
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torium on their obligations to the United States Government; how- 
ever, proposals of this character were rejected in the Congress. 

In these circumstances, the Department of State does not consider 
that it would be justified in making an exception in this case by 
acceding to the Embassy’s proposal for the postponement of this 
2.8 million dollar installment. 

Wasuineron, July 1, 1948. | 

893.24/8-1948 

_ Memorandum by the Acting Assistant Chief of the Division of 
E'conomic-Property Policy (Shenefield) 

| _ [Wasxineton,] August 19, 1948. 

In April 1947 the Chinese Ambassador ” in a note to the Depart- 
ment * pursuant to instructions of the Minister for Foreign Affairs * 
in Nanking indicated that he was agreeable to initiating at once 
negotiations for the final settlement of the war accounts outstanding 
between the two governments. The Ambassador stated that he had 
been directed to enter into these negotiations with the assistance of 
Dr. Shao-Hwa Tan, Minister of the Embassy, Mr. Hsi Te-Mou, 
Representative of the Ministry of Finance and Dr. Shou-chin Wang, 

- Chairman of the Chinese Supply Commission. A note to the Am- 
bassador from the Department of May 21, 1947 ** accepted the pro- 
posal and stated that the first meeting would be arranged informally 
with the Minister of the Chinese Embassy, Dr. Shao-Hwa Tan. 

An early meeting was held in Ass’t. Secretary Thorp’s office with 
the Ambassador, Dr. Shao-Hwa Tan and Dr. Wang and several 
meetings of the American side steering committee and various work- 
ing committees before General Wedemeyer was sent to China to 
survey conditions.*’ Since the U. S. Executive Secretary of the 
negotiations and one or two other negotiators were included in the 
Wedemeyer mission the negotiations were inactive. With the re- 
turn of General Wedemeyer and the need to deal with and formulate 
various proposals for a China Aid program as a part of ERP,* 
negotiations were not resumed until June of this year. Meanwhile, 
considerable study had been given to the war accounts and a tentative 

° Vv. K. Wellington Koo. 
* Dated April 29, 1947, Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, p. 1109. 
* Wang Shih-chieh. 

| 194 or Wang became Counselor of the Chinese Embassy in Washington late in , 

8 Not printed. 
6a f correspondence on the survey, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. 11, pp. 

88 European Recovery Program.
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| proposal, drafted in February ® and revised in June, was prepared. 
This proposal, dealing with lend-lease only, but assuming settlement 
by cancellation of the $500,000,000 1942 loan, no liability to China 
under the bulk surplus sale of August 30, 1946, and mutual waiver of 
war claims, set a figure of $286,000,000 as the amount of Chinese 
liability on account of lend-lease aid. Admittedly there is consid- 
erable scope for bargaining in the figure and that has been the atti- 
tude of our negotiators. 

At the meeting of June 9 Dr. Tan presented, and later supple- 
mented, memoranda to the effect that lend-lease aid to China was al- 
together not more than approximately $200,000,000 due to diversions 
of material in India and to theater commanders in China, and also 
to the effect that local currency advances on account of the U. 8. by 
China remained unsettled in the amount of $280,000,000. (The 
latest Treasury report on aid furnished to China shows $1,626,000,000 
total aid and sec. 6 of the surplus property bulk sale of August 30, 
1946, we think, settled all except minor amounts of local currency 
advances. ) 

In several informai conferences with Dr. Tan and Dr. Wang and 
three formal meetings since June 9, little progress towards a settle- 
ment has been made, if any. No response has been made to an in- 
formal overall approach to a simple one figure settlement and in 
detailed discussions of the more formal meetings the Chinese al- 
ternate between talking about a business approach, or, a political ap- 
proach to a settlement, meanwhile, asking impossible documentation 
to a degree not furnished other countries with whom settlements have 
been concluded. More serious, even, they emphasize the need for 
us to explain things for the benefit of the Government in Nanking 
and emphasize that they have not yet received instructions from 
Nanking and that they wish merely to serve as a channel of informa- 
tion for Nanking and, in fact, give the impression generally that they 

wish to chiefly delay a settlement. 
Meanwhile, the Office of the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner 

has been authorized to discuss with the Board of Supplies of the 
Executive Yuan in Nanking the improvement of the Chinese opera- 
tions and the extension of the take-over of surpluses by the Chinese. 
Captain Luboshez, FLC commissioner in Nanking, reports that ex- 
treme division exists in the Chinese Government on these matters, 
deriving apparently from a diversity of motives ranging from desire 
to increase a claim for under-run *° to desire to maximize goods taken 
over and thus increase foreign exchange receipts from resale. Am- 

9 Memorandum of February 2, not printed. 
“ For correspondence on this and other aspects of surplus property problems, | 

see pp. 704 ff.
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bassador Stuart, it is represented by Captain Luboshez, is inclined 
to take the whole matter including the under-run claim to the Gen- | 
eralissimo and the Foreign Minister believing that a direct approach 
and a plan for good relations between our two countries would secure 
a satisfactory settlement of the surplus questions. 

The main question that arises out of these negotiations is: Should 
| not the Department ask the Ambassador, or request Ambassador 

Stuart to express to appropriate Chinese Government officials the 
Department’s request for giving its negotiators proper authority to 
make a prompt settlement. 

If, because of division in their Government, or because it may seem 
more expeditious to our representative to do so, (and if they seem 
really ready to make a prompt and reasonable settlement), might it — 
not be desirable to authorize transferring the negotiations to Nanking 
and joining more closely to the main negotiations those on surplus 
take-over and under-run. 

893.24 /8-2048 

The Secretary of State toithe Chinese Ambassador (Koo) 

The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency 
the Chinese Ambassador and has the honor to refer to the Depart- 
ment’s Memorandum dated July 1, 1948, regarding the payment by 
the Chinese Government of the second installment of principal and 
interest due on July 1, 1948, under the Lend-Lease “Pipeline” agree- 
ment of June 14, 1946 in the amount of $2,824,930.75. 

It is understood that the Treasury Department has not yet received 
this payment, and the Secretary of State will be appreciative of the 
cooperation of His Excellency in this matter. 

WasuHinoton, August 20, 1948. | 

893.51/9-1748 | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Assistant Chief of the 

Division of Economic-Property Policy (Shenefield) 

. [WasnineTon,] September 17, 1948. 

Dr. Tan, Minister of the Chinese Embassy and in charge of war 
accounts settlement negotiations on the Chinese side, called at the office 
today to discuss progress and prospects of these negotiations. The 
appointment was a result of Dr. Tan’s suggestion at the end of our 
last meeting that we should discuss the negotiations, particularly the 

429-525—73——-45 : ee
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difficult items, 1. e. maintenance—$130 million; inventories—$40 mil- _ 

lion; and West China sale—$20 million. 7 De 
I emphasized to Dr. Tan that we were still expecting to secure a 

statement of uses of the $500 million loan, and inquired as to the pros- 

pects on the Chinese side for a conclusion of the negotiations. | 
_ Dr. Tan responded that there had yet been no adequate authority 
conveyed to the Chinese Ambassador to conclude a settlement. He 
added that the Ambassador was expecting to receive some more definite 
instruction in this regard, that the Ambassador wished to make a 
prompt settlement, and that he (Dr. Tan) would discuss the matter 
with the Ambassador again, emphasizing his own view that this should 
be most strongly recommended to the Chinese Government again. He 
stated he expected some instruction along this line next week and 
would call me as soon as word was received, but in any case would prob- 
ably be discussing the matter further with the Ambassador and would 
call me early in the week. | | _ | 

_ In answer to Dr. Tan’s questions on the difficult items, I told him 
that I was prepared to recommend a settlement for the maintenance 
items on a nominal basis and indicated that something like $15 million 
would be a minimum figure. (This item does not need to be charged 
for under general lend-lease policy on maintenance charges, and, 
specifically as to China, as a result of the memorandum from Assistant 
Secretary Clayton to Under Secretary Acheson *! recommending that 
no charge be made, which was approved by Under Secretary Acheson.) 

As to the inventory, I indicated that in the absence of adequate 
records on either side, while the charge was well within the range of 
charges of other countries in lend-lease settlement, i. e. 4%, there was 
some room for compromise here, and I indicated $25 million as a | 
minimum figure. | oo 

As to the West China sale, I simply stated that while we would go 
further in discussing and exploring this matter in negotiations, our 
view was that this was a definite agreement which should be kept. 

With regard to the surplus property negotiation now going on in 
Shanghai and Nanking, Dr. Tan indicated that the Chinese disposi- — 
tion on this was to await a settlement of it in the current negotiations 
and he seemed to think there might be some possibility of securing a 
cash dollar payment for the disparity. As to this, I conceded no dis- 
parity, and emphasized that I could not envisage any such possible 
cash dollar payment on any grounds whatsoever. | 

Dr. Tan again expressed his desire, and that of the Ambassador, to 
reach an early settlement of the war accounts. 

“ Dated April 24, 1946, Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, p. 737.
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893.24/10-1248 oe Oo 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Acting Assistant Chief of the 
_ Division of Economic-Property Policy (Shenefield) — 

: : _ [Wasuineton,] October 12, 1948. 
Both Ambassador Koo and Dr. Tan had told me a week ago that 

they would have conferences with Dr. Wang,*? the Finance Minister, 
concerning the war accounts settlement as soon as the Bank and Fund 
meeting ** had concluded. They further stated that they felt that 
he would agree with their proposed recommendation to conclude a | 
settlement soon. , 

Dr. Tan stated today that the Ambassador and he had discussed 
the war accounts settlement negotiations and that the Finance Min- 
ister. was in general agreement with them that there should be an 
early settlement. He said that the Finance Minister’s approach was 
that China did not want to be alone with Russia among the large 
nations who had not made settlements. He stated that the Finance 
Minister, who was to arrive in Nanking October 8 (Friday), thought 
he should have agreement in Nanking to the settlement giving the 
Ambassador full power to negotiate in a matter of ten days after 
which he would communicate with the Foreign Minister who is now 
in Paris. Dr. Tan stated that he thought we should surely be able 
to conclude a settlement within the present month. 

Dr. Tan then mentioned several items in which he hoped for some 
consideration of.a reduction, namely: (1) The West China Sale which 
he stated was hastily concluded and included considerable military 
property which might have been furnished under straight lend-lease 
and which might involve duplications with amounts charged for in 
the inventory, or otherwise; (2) Charges for automotive spare parts; 
(3) Dodge trucks; (4) Inventory. With respect to these latter three, 
he suggested that they were largely for military purposes and there 
might be duplication. I asked Dr. Tan whether any of these items 
were particularly troublesome for them in dealing with their gov- 
ernment. He mentioned that the West China Sale had been subject 
to considerable criticism. I stated that we would be prepared to con- 
sider any reasonable proposal on these items but that the item on 
Inventory would be more difficult to deal with than the West China 
Sale since the treatment of Inventory was quite important in the — 
settlement negotiations with the USSR which are still in progress. 

I did not bring up the question of information on the uses of the 

“Wang Yun-wu. 
“The annual meeting of the Boards of Governors of the International Bank 

for Reconstruction and Development and of the International Monetary Fund, 
September 25 to October 1.
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$500 million loan which we had requested from the Chinese and have 

not yet received, nor did I mention anything about the treatment of 

the disparity claims which the Chinese have made in the Nanking 

negotiations with the Ambassador and Capt. Luboshez of FLC. I 

told him I was glad to hear of the Finance Minister’s conclusion and 

that while these details remain to be settled our figures (which now 

show a settlement amount of around $140 million) were in the range 

of a final settlement to which Dr. Tan offered no disagreement. 

_ Dr. Tan stated that the payment of the July 1, 1948 installment 

on the 8c agreement “* would be made shortly and I have been informed 

since by the Treasury Lend-Lease Fiscal Office that it was received 

October 8, 1948. 
(A reasonable position which I believe would easily meet Dr. Tan’s 

ideas for a further reduction in the settlement amount might be to 

Jump the West China Sale—$20 million, the automotive spare parts 

item—$3 million, and the Dodge trucks—$6 million, together with 
other small items, reducing the total of $29 million to $15 million, 

and to eliminate the nominal charge for maintenance of $15 million. 

In addition, and contingent upon such a reduction, the surplus dis- 
parity claim should be offset in the amount of something like $25 

million, thus giving a settlement figure of $88 million.) 

893.24/10-1848 | 

The Chinese Ambassador (Koo) to the Acting Secretary of State 

The Chinese Ambassador presents his compliments to the Acting 
Secretary of State and, referring to previous correspondence regard- 
ing the payment by the Chinese Government of the second installment 
of principal and interest due on July 1, 1948, under the Lend-Lease 
“Pipeline” Agreement of June 14, 1946, has the honor to inform him. 
that a sum of $2,824,930.75 had been paid to the Federal Reserve Bank 
for the account of the United States Treasury on October 6, 1948. 

The Chinese Embassy is informed by the Universal Trading Cor- 
poration, an agency of the Chinese Government in charge of the 
operation of the 3C “Pipeline” Agreement, that the amount due for 
payment on July 1, 1948, as the second installment on principal and 
interest of the said Agreement was less than $2,824,930.75, and that 
the Corporation has communicated to the Commissioner of Accounts, 
Fiscal Service, Treasury Department, about this matter. 

“The “Pipeline”? Agreement of June 14, 1946. By the expression “8c” was 
meant an agreement negotiated pursuant to section 3 (c) of the Act to Promote 
the Defense of the United States, approved March 11, 1941 ; 55 Stat. 31.
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The Ambassador will appreciate it if the Secretary would be good 
enough to communicate the above information to the appropriate 
authorities.* 

_ Wasuineton, October 18, 1948. . 

Editorial Note 

There were further inconclusive exchanges during 1949. 

“The Acting Secretary of State acknowledged this note on November 17.



PROBLEMS ARISING FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
THE SURPLUS PROPERTY AGREEMENT OF AUGUST 30, | 
1946 3 

893.24 FLC/5-1048 

Memorandum by Major General Philip E. Brown? to the Assistant 
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp) 

[WasHineron,] 10 May 1948. 

_ Subject: Status of Operations under Surplus Property Bulk Sale 
Agreement with China 

A. General 

An agreement between the United States and China for the sale 
of certain surplus war property in the China-Pacific Ocean area was 
signed on August 30, 1946.2 A primary purpose of that agreement 
was to bring about the speedy turnover to China of war surpluses for 
use by China in rehabilitating its economy, combating inflation, and 
acquiring foreign exchange through sales for export. On the part 
of the United States additional objectives of the agreement were to 
relieve the United States as promptly as possible of the expenses of 

| care and custody of the surpluses, most of which were scattered 
among numerous islands, to avoid continued losses due to deteriora- 
tion and pilferage, and to facilitate the reduction and demobilization of 
service personnel in the area. During the negotiations leading up to 
the signing of the agreement, it was recognized by representatives 
of both governments that time was of the essence and that if the 
project were to attain its objectives the transfer of the property to the | 
Chinese and its removal by them from the islands should be com- 

| pleted as quickly as possible. Our representatives took steps which 
were intended to insure the efficient and expedient completion of the 
movement of the surpluses. Among other things, the agreement es- 
tablished certain time limits within which the Chinese were to take 
over custody and remove the property. Moreover, in order to facili- 
tate the outloading, shipment, and reconditioning for sale, it was 

* Continued from Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, pp. 1242-1262. 
*Deputy Foreign Liquidation Commissioner, Office of the Foreign Liquida- 

tion Commissioner (OFLC). | 
* At Shanghai, Department of State, Office of the Foreign Liquidation Com- 

missioner, Report to Congress on Foreign Surplus Property Disposal, October 
1946, p. 40. For correspondence on negotiation of this agreement, see Foreign 
Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 1033 ff. 
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agreed that the United States should establish a fund of $30,000,000 
(US) for the charter of U. S. vessels, the payment of engineering 
Services, and the purchase of spare parts. An appropriate provision 
to this end is incorporated in the agreement. The Chinese under- 
took to employ an established U. S. engineering firm or firms to 
assist in the overall operation and agreed to utilize to the greatest 
possible extent established commercial distribution channels for the _ 
disposal of the property. - | 

At the time the agreement was being negotiated, it was estimated 
by the Army and the Navy that there would be available for sale to 
China movable property representing an estimated aggregate pro- 
curement cost of approximately $500,000,000 and fixed installations 
with an estimated aggregate procurement cost of $84,000,000, of 
which over one half of the combined total had already been declared 
surplus at the time of the signing of the agreement. At the present 
time, of this total estimate of $584,000,000, we have made available to 
the Chinese property having a procurement cost of approximately 
$444,000,000 of which approximately $395,000,000 worth has been 
taken into Chinese custody or ownership. On the basis of estimates 
obtained from the owning agencies, it now appears that the total 
surpluses which can be made available for transfer to the Chinese 
will fall short of this original estimate by about $100,000,000 worth 
of movable property. The full value of fixed installations has al- 
ready been declared and transferred to the Chinese. _ 
B. Acceptance and Removal Problems | 
We recently sent our Area Director, Mr. F. T. Murphy, on an in- 

spection trip to several of the islands and Shanghai. As a result of 
his reports and observations, which are concurred in by our senior 
representative in Shanghai,‘ we are convinced of the necessity for a 
meeting as soon as possible with appropriate Chinese Government offi- 
cials for the purpose of bringing about more orderly and efficient 
management of the operation by the Chinese. Moreover, there are 
several matters which at this time require adjustment by mutual 
agreement of the parties to the contract. 

It is abundantly clear that at their present rate of operation the 
Chinese. will not fulfill their obligations under the agreement; i. e., 
‘they will not complete the removal of the surpluses from the several 
islands. In December 1947 a major slowdown and disruption of the 
Chinese removal operation began to develop. Through Bosey® and 

. “Capt. S. N. Ferris Luboshez, Central Field Commissioner, China, Japan, and Northern Pacific. 
* Board of Supplies of the Chinese Executive Yuan, charged with taking pos- Session of and distributing surplus property. .
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its representatives, China indicated both informally.and formally, in 

writing, that it did not desire to nor plan on accepting substantial 

portions of the surpluses which were being made available. Evi- 

dently the Chinese Government itself was concerned over the current 

rate of progress because in November 1947 it undertook a drastic 
change in the disposal arrangement. Part of the change was a sale 

by Bosey of virtually all the surpluses on the islands to the Central 

Bank of China. Apparently, it was hoped that the Bank would 

be able to provide more businesslike management of the sales effort, 

to the end that large quantities of the surpluses would be sold for 
export from the area. This has been an abortive effort on the part 

of the Chinese and the surpluses are not being moved. We believe 
one of the reasons for this failure is the insistence by the Chinese on 
obtaining what are, in the light of our own experience and that of 
WAA.* considered to be excessively high prices for the property. 

There is one exception to the general failure of the Chinese to re- 
move property from the islands. That is their satisfactory operation 

on Okinawa, where we have turned.over to the Chinese approximately 

660,000 M/T,’ of which they have removed approximately 535,000 

M/T. At the other two locations of very large quantities of property, 

i. e., Manus and the Guam-Marianas area, removal operations have 

been and are virtually at a standstill. They have removed only about 
28% of the property made available to them. Only negligible quan- 

tities have been removed since December 12, 1947. | 

Most of the surpluses now owned by the Chinese occupy storage 
space needed by the Army and Navy or landowners or rest in buildings 

which have been sold separately to other customers. As time goes on, 

the failure of the Chinese to remove such property will undoubtedly : 

be the basis for claims and controversies between the United States 
and other governments and customers. 

Our agreement provides that in the event of Chinese failure to re- 

move the surpluses within specified periods, the United States is 

authorized to remove, destroy or otherwise dispose of the property 

for China’s account. Clearly, if China fails to remove the property, 

a large disposal and removal operation will fall upon both the De- 

partment as the disposal agency and upon the Army and Navy as 

custodians. Manifestly, if the disposal and clean-up work is going 

to become the task of a U. S. agency, action should be taken promptly 
while the property still has some value and there is a possibility of 
marketing it. The effects of deterioration, pilferage and diminishing 

markets make it increasingly difficult to sell the property at a future 

date. 

*War Assets Administration. 
* Measurement tons. . |
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C. The Possibility of an Underrun 

Anticipating a substantial disparity between the quantity of prop- 

erty originally contemplated under the agreement and the total 

quantity of property finally turned over to China, our Central Field 

Commissioner at Shanghai has suggested, and we concur, that one of 

the conditions which the Chinese Government should be requested to 

accept in connection with the China Aid Program * might be com- 

plete waiver by the Chinese Government of any rights under Article 5 

of the agreement, which provides for renegotiation in the event of 

substantial disparities in deliveries. In its dispatch [telegram] No. 

742 dated 23 April ? AmEmbassy Nanking expressed its wholehearted 

support of the foregoing suggestion as an item for inclusion in the 

contemplated bilateral agreement. Our memorandum of March 25, 

1948, subject “NAC Document 643—Settlement of 1942 Aid to 

China” to Mr. Ness, OFD," suggests that NAC give consideration to 

including in its action a provision that China and the United States 
mutually waive their rights under Article 5 of the Bulk Sale 

Agreement. 

D. Conclusions. 

There is need for a meeting with appropriate representatives of the 
Government of China to resolve problems and establish mutually 

acceptable interpretations and understandings under the agreement 
with a view to bringing about speedy removal of the property from 

the islands. Among other things, the following matters should be 
dealt with at such a meeting: 

1. Termination date for declarations of surpluses covered by the 
agreement. 

2. Measures to be taken by the Chinese to speed up the removal of 
surpluses. 

8. Extension of time for removal of property. 
4. Policy with respect to refusals by China to accept property or 

to cause its withdrawal once it has been accepted. 
5. Adjustment of disparities which have arisen to date and which 

can appropriately be resolved at this time. 

EL’. Recommendation 

That the American Ambassador at Nanking” be instructed to 
arrange a meeting between U. S. representatives and appropriate 

* For correspondence on this subject, see pp. 442 ff. 
* Not printed. 
** National Advisory Council. 
* Memorandum by Maj. Gen. Donald H. Connolly, Foreign Liquidation Com- 

missioner to Norman T. Ness, Director of the Office of Financial and Develop- 
ment Policy, and document No. 643 not printed. For correspondence on the 
$500,000,000 credit to China in 1942, see Foreign Relations, 1942, China, pp. 419 ff. 

12 J. Leighton Stuart.
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representatives of the Chinese Government to resolve matters relating 
to the surplus property bulk sale agreement. | - 

F. Departmental Action | oo a 
: We realize that other economic or political factors involved in this 

_Government’s overall relations with China may render it inadvisable 
to meet with the Chinese Government on this matter just at this time. | 
Accordingly, it is requested that we be advised of your views as to 
the desirability of the proposed meeting and, if you concur therein, 
as to the appropriate time for it to be held. If an appropriate time 
for the meeting should be indicated, we will, in coordination with 
other interested divisions of the Department, prepare the necessary 
instructions to be sent by the Department to the Ambassador. at 
Nanking and to be sent by this office to our Central Field Commissioner 
at Shanghai. | | oe : 

893.50 Recovery /4—2348 : Telegram ss 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

Wasuineton, May 21, 1948—5 p. m. 
768. Chinese obligations U. S. to be negotiated in war settlements 3° 

including 1942 loan provide more than adequate offset to any claims 
Chinese might make arising surplus property agreement (Embtel 742, 
April 23**). Dept believes more appropriate handle matter connec- 
tion war settlements than through or concurrently with bilateral 
agreement,** since latter would be exception general treatment aid 
agreements and might be subject criticism as confusing possible claim 
arising past transactions with present grants authorized Congress. 
Department believes waiver claims for recovery under Article 5 
surprop agreement unlikely to be accepted by Chinese in view China _ 
aid bill legislative history. Dept considering advisability Embassy 
and Luboshez discussing Chinese takeover improvement and underrun 
discussion with appropriate high level officials. Dept would like _ 
Embassy’s comment these views and suggestions on specific points for 
discussion soonest. BE oo 

Sent Nanking as 768. Repeated Shanghai as 952. Pass to 
Luboshez. | oe ne 

| | - | Oo MarsitaLn 

“* For correspondence on this: subject, see pp. 686 ff. : | 
4 Not printed. OO 
* For correspondence on negotiation of this agreement, see pp. 506 ff.
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893.50 Recovery/6-448 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxina, June 4, 1948—2 p. m. 
[Received June 4—1: 39 p. m.] 

_ 1002. We have discussed with Luboshez Deptel 768, May 21, regard- 
ing Surplus Property agreement. Question is posed at time when 
apparently there is flux and uncertainty in policy of Army and 
Navy regarding surplus property. We understand that as a result 
of augmented requirements Army has issued directive to conserve 
property and suspend surplus property declarations pending deter- 
mination of definite requirements. Navy policy not yet ascertained. _ 

Nevertheless, we feel that this is appropriate time to open discus- 
sions at high level in Foreign Office on plans of Chinese for completion 
of property removal. If, during discussions, Chinese raise question 
of so-called under-run, we believe that by use of moral persuasion at 
high level and without tying discussions in with other problems, we 
can persuade Chinese to drop issue. General Kiang of Bosey has 
been documenting a case to support charge of material disparity be- 
tween the property sold to China and the consideration given therefor 
by China. Luboshez states that, even though Kiang has instances 
which are bad, the general picture is more favorable than the Chinese 
present. There are too many uncertainties involved, he says, for any 
precise factual determination to be possible without prolonged and 
acrimonious arguments and inquiry which we all agree would be 
highly undesirable. 
We recommend, and Luboshez concurs, that we be authorized to 

initiate at Foreign Office discussion on improvement in removal 
operations. Sent Department 1002; repeated Shanghai 445. 

| STUART 

893.50 Recovery /6—448 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart): 

WASHINGTON, June 14, 1948—6 p. m. 
877. Reurtel 1002, June 4. Department concurs desirability open- 

ing discussions at high level Chinese Foreign Office purpose ac- 
complishing improvement removal operations. Of course, question 
so-called “underrun” should not be raised by United States repre- 
sentatives. You authorized, in collaboration Luboshez, undertake 
discussions soonest. | | | 

Sent Nanking as €77, repeated to Shanghai as 1072. 
| —  - Marsan
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893.50 Recovery/7—648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, July 6, 1948—4 p. m. 
[Received July 6—2: 02 p. m.] 

1232. In compliance with Deptel 877, June 14, accompanied by 

Luboshez, and other OFLC personnel, we discussed at Foreign Of- 

fice on June 29 improvement removal operations. After apparently 

satisfactory discussion that subject, Bosey representative, supported — 

by Vice Minister Liu, raised question termination period within 

which surplus declarations could be made, maintaining June 30, 1948, 

definite deadline. Efforts Luboshez and OFLC personnel to main- 

tain that June 30 was target only and not definite termination date 

were unsuccessful. We suggested that in view of unresolved differ- | 

ence in interpretation of agreement, Foreign Office might wish to 

place its interpretation on record in note to Embassy, adding that if 

Washington desired maintain position that June 30 was target date, 

it would have opportunity to do so with justification, , 

We have today received “very urgent” note from Foreign Office 

dated June 30, translation of which was delayed because J uly 4th 

intervened, in which Foreign Office refers to surplus property agree- 

ment and states: | 

“Tn article 3 of the agreement it provides ‘all of such property shall 
be removed within a period of 22 months from the date hereof, or a 

period of 6 months after China acquires right to possession of the 

property.’ According to an understanding reached by the two 

High Contracting Parties at the time of concluding the agreement, 

the Chinese Government assumes that the date June 30, 1948, i. e., 

the end of the period of 22 months after the signing of the agree- 

ment, shall be the final date for the United_States authorities to 

declare and transfer the surplus property to China. 

At the time when China and the US were holding discussions 

toward concluding the agreement, it was originally proposed by Mr. 

McCabe,” the American representative, that within 18 months after 

the signing of the agreement, a total of 2 million shipping tons of sur- 

plus property be declared and transferred to China. As a result of 

a subsequent discussion, the two High Contracting Parties agreed 

to change this so that (the surplus property) be declared and the 

transfer be completed within a period of 22 months. Mr. Peterson, 

Assistant Secretary of the US Department of War, verbally prom- — 

ised that 8 percent of the surplus material of the US Army would be 

declared and transferred to China before the end of 1946. Subse- 

quently, with a view to safeguarding China’s interests, the words ‘or 

(shall be removed within) a period of 6 months after China acquires 

right to the possession of the property’ were added to article 3 of the 

26Thomas B. McCabe, Foreign Liquidation Commissioner and Special Assist- 

ant to the Secretary of State, October 1945 to September 1946.
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agreement. Therefore, the time limit of 22 months as provided in 
the agreement apparently means that all the surplus property should 
be made known and the transfer completed before the expiration of 
the 22-month period. 

The movable property already declared surplus by the US and 
turned over to the possession of the Chinese Government now still 
falls far short of the total amount of US 500 million dollars originally 
provided for in the agreement. According to reports received from 
officers sent by the Chinese Government to the various islands in the 
Pacific, surplus property now held in stock by the US is limited, 
and the complete delivery of the prescribed amount before June 30, 
1948, can hardly be expected. While arrangements will be made 
for action to be taken separately in connection with that portion of 
the surplus property which comprises fixed installations, it would 
appear that negotiations should be conducted between the Chinese 
and the US authorities at an early date, in accordance with the pro- 
visions of article 5 of the agreement, with a view to making appro- 
priate adjustments with regard to, the discrepancy in that portion of 
the surplus property which comprises movable property.” 

The note concludes with a request that a representative be designated 
to discuss the matter with Foreign Office. 
We have been informed by Luboshez that differences in accounting 

procedures and other elements throw doubt on Chinese contention 
that there is real “underrun” of appreciable size. There is a possi- 
bility that by taking matter to highest Chinese source and using moral 
suasion on basis of broad principles, we may be able to persuade 
Chinese to withdraw request for detailed discussions involving attempt 
actually to balance books. Also it is possible Department may wish 
raise this general question in connection discussion in Washington [of] 
settlement lend-lease and other problems. 
We shall take no action pending further instructions. 
Repeated Shanghai for Luboshez as 581. 

| Stuarr 

893.24/7-848 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, July 8, 1948—3 p. m. 
| [Received July 8—5: 06 a. m.] 

1528, For Ramsey * and Murphy. Luboshez sends. Officially in- 
formed by Kiang that he considers June 30 cut-off date for declara- 
tions. He enclosed copy his memorandum to Foreign Office stating 
his interpretation of contract and belief that property on future 
declaration would be worthless. He also asked Foreign Office to 

Fred W. Ramsey, Foreign Liquidation Commissioner since April 1.
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arrange for discussions on disparity. Kiang ordered his field repre- 
sentatives to refuse to accept notices of availability and Guam reports 
Bosey returned notices served July 8 totalling 2 million procurement 

costs. Ambassador and I had conversations at Shanghai July 7 at 
which it was decided : , | 

1. In order to permit speed-up of removal operations to press for 

firm highest level Chinese policy decision as to priorities for dis- 

‘position of property acquired under contract as between (a) sales for 

foreign exchange and (6) shipments to China. Such decision must 

‘take into account that Chinese attempts to sell property for foreign 

exchange have not been successful and have seriously delayed removal 
-operations for over 6 months past. 

9. To ascertain whether Bosey’s refusal to accept property after 

June 30 was dictated by (4) genuine fear that future property would 

be worthless or (b) desire for maximum under-run in order to obtain 
dollar exchange in settlement. 

If 2 (b) governs, it was decided that China should be informed 

that in no event would a cash settlement be made so that they should 

consider advisability of taking all property to be made available up 

toa date to be mutually agreed upon. Matter was thought of sufficient 

importance to warrant Ambassador taking questions personally to 

President #8 or Prime Minister ?° at once and he will urge speedy reply 

in view of my prospective departure Washington. Will discuss with 

Minister Clark # [the] Foreign Office reply which arrived subsequent 

to conversation with Ambassador. 

Sent Department 1528, repeated Nanking 1239. Department please 

pass OFLC Washington as OFLC Shanghai’s 2966. [Luboshez.] 

| CaBor 

893.50 Recovery/7—948 : Telegram So 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHINGTON, July 9, 1948—7 p. m. 

1012. From Ramsey, OFLC Re Embtel 1232 of July 6 and SFLC 

secret 2948.22 This message has the concurrence of all interested 

offices of the Dept. It is Dept view that contract provides no terminal 

date; contract ends only upon termination of declarations by owning 

agencies. It is however clearly in interests of all parties concerned 

that mutual agreement now be reached on date for completion of 

declarations. Owning agencies have informally suggested date be- 

8 Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. oe 
1” Wong Wen-hao. oe 

» Lewis Clark, Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China. 
1 98PLC 2948 not found in Department files; it originated. in the Shanghai 

office of OFLC. |
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tween Sept 30 and Dec 31. Dept conferring with owning agencies to 
establish earliest possible date; will advise. | 

With regard to dates referred to in paragraph a, article 3, of agree- 
ment, Charles Kendall, formerly General Counsel,?? in recollection 
of negotiations prior to signing of the agreement, supports our posi- 
tion as set forth above and our further position that such dates con- 
cern only the limitations of time imposed upon China for the removal 
of property, subsequent to its having been declared and made avail- 
able, and have no reference to time limits to be met by owning agencies 
in making declarations or by FLC in serving notices of availability. 

Appreciate your difficulties in view of positive action taken by 
Bosey as indicated by GFLC 603428 and 6037 24 and by FO letter 
cited in Embtel 1232. However, we cannot accept unilateral action 
of China in setting 30 June as termination date. Your reply to FO 
should set forth clearly above principles and during any subsequent 
negotiations on this issue you must continue to be governed by earliest 
date reported acceptable to owning agencies. 

Dept suggests that no representative be now appointed for negotia- 
tion with FO on possible underrun. Consideration being given to 
treatment of Chinese claim for underpayment on yuan debt and 
alleged surplus underrun in relation to overall lend-lease and war 
account settlement. Will advise later regarding preferred method 
and place of negotiation such matters. 
Above referenced Guam cables will be subject to separate dispatch 

soonest. a | 

This message has been repeated to Shanghai 1244 for Luboshez 
OFLC and to OFLC Guam forinfo. [Ramsey.] | 

a MarsHALL 

893.24 FLC/7—-2048 : Telegram : 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

— a | NanKkING, July 20, 1948—5 p. m. 
ee a [Received July 20—8:11 a. m.] 

1816. We discussed with Vice Foreign Minister Liu Contel 1293, 
July 16° reference Surplus Property Agreement and found him 

=Of OFLC. _ 
Not found in Department files; it originated in the Guam office of OFLC. 

* Dated July 6, not printed ; it reported the Bosey Office in Guam had returned 
notices of availability to the OFLC Guam Office (893.24 FLC/7-648). 

® Shanghai Consulate General telegram to the Embassy in China, not printed ; 
it reported the Supply Commission of the Chinese Executive Yuan was agree- 
able to Chinese acceptance of surplus property declarations after June 30 and 
to the fixing of a date for termination of such declarations (Nanking Embassy 
Files, Lot F 79—824 Surplus Property).
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agreeable in principle to our interpretation. He stated in con- 

fidence that Chinese would likely propose September 30 as termina- 

tion date. 

Sent Department; repeated Shanghai (For OFLC) 634. 
Stuart 

893.24 FLC/7-—2848 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, August 3, 1948—8 p. m. 

1111. From Hyssong?® OFLC. Your 1875 dated July 28% De- 

partment believes that negotiations regarding termination date 

China Bulk Sale agreement should be maintained at high diplomatic 

level. In view fact conferences still active here between OFLC and 

services, request no commitments be made prior Luboshez’s return 

Shanghai. [Hyssong.] 
MarsHALL 

893.24 FLC/5-1048 

Memorandum by Mr. Paul H. Nitze, Deputy to the Assistant Secretary 

of State for Economic Affairs (Thorp), to the Foreign Liquidation 

Commissioner (Hyssong) | 

| [Wasuineron,] August 5, 1948. 

Reference is made to a memorandum of May 10, 1948 from Major 

General Brown. It is requested that appropriate instructions be 

prepared for the Ambassador at Nanking and OFLC’s Central Field 
Commissioner at Shanghai. It is believed that the instructions should 

_ include the following points: 

1. Negotiations should be held as soon as possible. : 
_2. The question of “underrun” should not be raised by representa- 

tives of the United States. However, if the Chinese should raise the 
question, the views of the Chinese should be received without. any 
indication that compensation will be made in dollars. The Chinese 
should be informed that claims for underrun should be postponed 
until the removal has been completed. We shall be in a better position 
to determine whether there has been an underrun, after the Chinese 
have completed performance of the agreement. Moreover, as pointed 
out in the memorandum of May 10, there is a possibility that the 
Chinese may incur obligations, particularly claims under Article 2c, 
unless they promptly complete removal. 

I ia. Gen. Clyde L. Hyssong, Foreign Liquidation Commissioner since 
uly . 

77 Not printed; it reported ax informal Chinese Foreign Office view that 
TLC/TOMB) be acceptable as the date to terminate declarations (893.24-
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In any event, claims for underrun should be considered with the 
_ Jend-lease settlement. 

8. The instructions should also include all other appropriate direc- 
tions for winding up matters under the agreement. 

893.24 FLC/8-1748 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, August 17, 1948—11 a. m. 
[Received August 17—3: 38 a. m.| 

1523. In response to numerous inquiries we have in each case told 
Foreign Office that question of termination date for declaration under 
Surplus Property Agreement was under consideration in Washington, 
Deptel 1111, August 3. We have now received formal note from 
Foreign Office stating matter is urgent and requesting immediate 
designation US delegate to discuss problem. Has Department infor- 
mation when Luboshez will return to Shanghai? 

| | STUART 

| 893.24 ¥LC/ 8-1748 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

 Wasurineron, August 24, 1948—7 p.m. 

1226. (From Hyssong OFLC) Further Deptels 1111 and 1012 
and Embtel 1523. Department believes that as soon as possible after 
Luboshez’s return, conferences concerning surplus bulk sale agree- 
ment should be resumed at high diplomatic level. Luboshez should 
act as delegate. Era” Shanghai Monday, 30 August. 

If possible, agenda should be confined to following points: 
A. Acceleration of removal of surplus from islands either by return 

to China or by sale elsewhere. 
“-B. Mutual agreement that FLC will present and China will accept 
all notices of availability of property declared surplus not later than | 
a definite date still under negotiation with owning agencies. Antici- 
pated date is 81 October; however, Embassy will be advised later 
after definite date has been agreed to by OFLC and owning agencies. 
If China so desires, it 1s agreeable to Department to set later date for 
notices covering scrap, provided further agreement is reached that 
for any scrap not removed by some definite date (to be negotiated) 
title will revert to U.S. 

C. Firm determination of China’s intentions regarding disposition 
property on certain islands where China has to date indicated no 

* Estimated time of arrival. 

429-525—73——_46 |
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intention of taking action, although title has passed under terms of 
Article 2a of agreement. | - | 

D. Luboshez advises that Embassy believes fair chance exists 
getting agreement by China that no claim will be made under dis- 
parity clause of agreement, by considering that U. 8. will have gen- 
erally fulfilled its obligation by having made available to China all 
of the surplus property located in the areas covered by such agreement. 
Department not optimistic re Chinese agreement, but if such is your 
belief, Department agrees strong attempt should be made settle that 
issue on that basis. For Embassy’s info only, if waiver [of] warranty 
clause not obtainable foregoing basis, Department anticipates bar- 
gaining for waiver in course negotiation settlement war obligations. 
If China attempts to bring figures into disparity discussion at this 
time, Department believes it may be resisted on grounds such figures 
can never be accurately determined and cannot even be estimated 
until all removals have been completed. [ Hyssong. ] | 

| MarsHALL 

893.24 FLC/9~248 : Telegram | | 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHINGTON, September 2, 1948—5 p. m. 
1259. Cut off date China contract subject. (Ur 16102° SFLC 

388 * and Dept 1226). Based on statements by owning agencies, ac- 
ceptable cut off date for all declarations except scrap is any date be- 
tween 380 Sep and 31 Dec 1948. Separate acceptable cut off date 
scrap declarations is any date between 30 Sep and 31 Mar, condi- 
tioned on further agreement by Chinese that scrap be removed within 
period 6 months from date availability notice or 30 June 1949, which- 
ever is earlier. a | a 

Related subject. Urge decision transfer additional moneys to 
Engineering Fund be reached soonest and this office kept abreast all 
negotiations. : oo 

| oe | MarsHALL 

893.24 FLC/9-448 : Telegram | Oo 
Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, September 4, 1948—2 p. m. 
| | [Received September 4—12: 19 p. m.] 

1628. In compliance Deptel 1226, August 24, we discussed surplus 
bulk sale agreement at Foreign Office September 2. After long dis- 
cussion, it wasagreedasfollows: = - 

” Dated September 1, not printed. | OO 
* Dated August 31, not printed. 

:
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1. Although Chinese had given notice of termination Vinnell and 
Marsman contracts on August 24, they. would proceed immediately 
toward renegotiation at lower costs and in addition promised every 
effort accelerate removal surplus from island[s]. 

2. We would address note Foreign Office suggesting amendment 
agreement so as to permit transfer from transportation to engineer- 
ing allotment -of US $3 million. This sum is not to be used for time | 
being for rehabilitation purposes in Shanghai. Chinese made 
strong plea for interpretation of spirit of agreement which they 
claimed should permit diversion of up to US $1 million for rehabili- 
tation in Shanghai. They pointed out that under our interpretation 
they could still follow uneconomic procedure of concentrating sur- 
plus on any [say] Guam rather than Shanghai and accomplishing 
rehabilitation there effecting payment from engineering funds. 
They fail to understand our reasoning which they feel would prevent 
them from following the more economical procedure of concentrat- 
ing the surplus in Shanghai and rehabilitating it there. Luboshez 
maintained firm position that we could not permit such diversion but 
on strong representation from Chinese we agreed to submit matter 
to Department for further instructions. Even at risk of affording 
Chinese opening wedge for future similar requests, we would be 
inclined to go along with them. 

Notwithstanding our arguments re disposition of property on cer- 
tain isolated islands, Chinese took firm position that where removal 
is completely uneconomic island should be withdrawn from agree- 
ment. ‘They plan to present us with requests to that effect and men- 
tioned specifically that if we could withdraw Eniwetok from the 
agreement *? for our own reasons leaving only two smaller and less 
important islands in the Marshalls from which it would be uneco- 
nomical for the Chinese to remove the surplus, then they are justified 
in requesting the withdrawal of the other Marshall Islands in the 
agreement as well. | | 

At the very close of the discussions Chinese raised the question of 
disparity which we brushed aside by saying matter could be con- 
sidered when operations under agreement had been completed; that 
our best information indicated that it would be impossible to reach 
an accurate determination of dollar and cents benefits to each country 
under the agreement, particularly as there were other elements in- 
volved; and that furthermore if discussions of disparity were to take 
place, they should be in the first instance at high policy level. 

Question of terminal date for declarations was mentioned and al- 

though neither side was in position give definite commitment think- 
ing [of] Chinese seems to be October 31. 

Luboshez concurs. | : 
We should appreciate Department’s early instructions. 

| Sent Department 1628; repeated Shanghai 776 for Luboshez. 

STUART 

* Accomplished by letter of November 20, 1947, from Captain Luboshez to 
General Kiang (893.24 FLC/12-1147).
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893.24 FLC/9-1648: Telegram | | 
The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nankin@, September 16, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received September 16—7 : 23 a. m.] 

1709. For Luboshez from Clark. After discussion with Tung Ling, 
Foreign Office, 1t appears question of cut-off now [date] poses [no] * 
serious obstacle. Chinese prepared agree October 31 (WAR 89050 8). 
Principal obstacle to agreement appears to be General Kiang’s deter- 
mination to select surplus property. In Dr. Tung’s mind, this seems 
involved with a definition of “scrap”. To both Dr. Tung and to me 
it would seem there is ground here for compromise and that some of 
Kiang’s fear that he is having scrap dumped on him as surplus prop- 

- erty might be removed if a definition of scrap could be agreed upon © 
which would be sufficiently broad to cover surplus, the value of which 
is, in fact, only as scrap. Suggest you discuss this matter with Gen- 
eral Kiang as Foreign Office feels no further formal discussion Nan- 
king would prove profitable until agreement this vital problem has 
been reached between F'LC and Bosey. 

Sent Shanghai 815, repeated Department. [Clark.] 

| | STUART 

893.24 FLC/9-1748 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, September 17, 1948—7 p. m. 
[ Received September 17—8: 30 a. m.] 

2050. Luboshez to Clark. Cite SFLC 3267. 
Part 1. Views Foreign Office as contained urad 815 (repeated De- 

partment 1709) lose sight of fact (a) that negotiations over long 
period with General Kiang in connection with cut-off date have proved 
abortive, (6) that procedure suggested is contrary to Washington’s 
purpose in arranging meeting at diplomatic level to reach agreement, 
(c) basic problem is primarily establishment cut-off date and in no 
sense to modify terms bulk sale agreement which would be involved 
if Bosey were permitted to select and reject among items turned over. 

Part 2. General Kiang has unilaterally adopted 30 June 1948 as cut- 
off date. He is using this position as bargaining point in order force 
renegotiation terms of agreement and to obtain relief from obligations | 
undertaken in good faith by Chinese Government in return for values _ 
given by US. Apparently he is trying convey impression to Foreign 

* Bracketed changes made on basis of Embassy file copy of telegram. 
* Dated September 10, not printed. |
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Office that he is making concession in agreeing to cut-off date and 

therefore China entitled to concessions in form of gaining relief from 

Chinese obligation to accept and remove all property turned over 

under agreement regardless of condition. Kiang has now reverted 

to arguments on condition of property he advanced during original 

negotiations of agreement which were rejected by Chinese and US 

mediators. Our contentions and contentions of Washington are that 

- gince agreement provides no cut-off date, cut-off date must be mutually 

agreed upon without concessions from either side. Thus no question 

of modification of terms of agreement arises. 

Part 3. Negotiations on cut-off date of FLC-Bosey level broke 

down long ago and decision was taken by Department to attempt to 

reach agreement through diplomatic channels. Luboshez was desig- 

nated by Department as delegate in negotiations with Foreign Office 

in order raise discussions above Kiang’s level. Thus further discus- 

sion on this subject with Kiang inappropriate. 

Part 4. [At] September 2 meeting Luboshez emphatically stated 

position that issue cut-off date was entirely separate matter from 

condition of property. Further condition property if admissible at 

all was matter for discussion under disparity clause and discussion 

disparity cannot be held until all property sold under agreement has 

been turned over to China. 

Part 5. Although it is necessary to avoid deadlock, any compromise 

such as proposed by Foreign Office is untenable because: 

_(a) Effect would be to open terms bulk sale agreement to renego- 

tiation. 
(0) If we should agree to consider or change condition classifica- 

tion on property made available after June 30 we would be opening 

way for re-examination in same light every lot of property made 

available since beginning operations under agreement large proportion 

of which Bosey has contested on grounds condition. _ 
(c) During original negotiation of agreement Chinese insisted on 

definition- of scrap but after it was found no satisfactory definition 

could be reached Chinese conceded this point in return for concession | 

by US on monetary consideration given by China. 

Part 6. Urgent that cut-off date be settled earliest to permit opera- 

tional arrangements with Army and Navy be completed within dead- 

line contemplated by proposed October 31 cut-off. Therefore request 

new meeting with Foreign Office be scheduled soonest along lines 

agenda transmitted [by] American Consul, 1551, dated 14 Septem- 

ber. but primarily for purpose establishment cut-off date. 

- Sent Nanking 1572, repeated Dept. [Luboshez.] | 
CaBor 

* Telegram No. 1551 from the Consul General at Shanghai to the Ambassador 

in China, not printed.
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893.24 FLC/9-1648 : Telegram os 
The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | Wasuinerton, September 17, 1948—8 p. m. 
1335. (Reur 1709.) 
Part 1. Department emphatically reaffirms that United States can- 

not accede to Chinese proposal take surplus property on selective 
basis. Among other things, this Bulk Sale Agreement predicated 
on basis Chinese would take bad with good. In the hght of the con- 
sideration received from.the Chinese for the surpluses covered by the 
Bulk Sale Agreement, it is obvious that variations in the condition 
of property turned over to the Chinese were taken into account at 
the time of negotiations in 1946. When the Chinese signed the Agree- 
ment, they acknowledged and accepted the terms and conditions. 
Any attempts on part Chinese to distort basic contract into selective 
purchasing cannot be reconciled with the facts and with the terms of 
the contract. It must be recognized that the contract signed at 
Shanghai on August 30, 1946, is one of sale as distinguished from a _ 
contract to sell. When the representatives of the two governments 
signed the contract, the effect was to pass to China all of the surplus 
property involved and to discharge, as of the time of signing, the 
indebtedness of the United States for Yuan advances and expendi- 
tures by China for United States account. These were the main 
effects of the agreement, although there were several executory obli- 
gations created by its execution. Among other things, the Chinese 
have failed in the performance of one of the most important of these 
executory obligations in that they have not caused the prompt and 
efficient removal of the surpluses from those territories under non- 
Chinese jurisdiction. We are at a loss to see why General Kiang’s | 
obstinate determination to distort the basic contract is permitted by the Chinese officials to impede the current negotiations at Nanking. 

The generally accepted definition of scrap as used in relation to surplus property is “property that has no reasonable prospect of sale 
except for its basic material content”. Based on this definition, in | actual practice the determination as to the condition of property 
turned over to OFLC as surplus is made by the owning agency and OFLC proceeds only on the basis of the declarations made to it, 
Only when property is declared by the owning agency as scrap should 
it be turned over to the Chinese as scrap. As far back as June 1946 
it was made perfectly clear to the Chinese that scrap was being turned 
over to them under the Bulk Sale Agreement in consideration for 
assumption by China of the obligation to dispose of all residual scrap 
piles in such manner as would hold the U. S. Government harmless _
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for claims of damage of every description arising out of the storage, 
movement and disposition of such scrap or other surplus property. 
Evidently the Chinese now wish to avoid this obligation but are will- 
ing to continue to accept quantities of surplus property as scrap with- 
out carrying out their part of the bargain. 

Department believes U. S. position should be firmly maintained. 
Part 2. Department notes discussions apparently taking place Nan- 

king without Luboshez’s participation. Pursuant Deptel 1226, Au- 
gust 24, Embtel 1583 August 26, Deptel 1238, August 27,°°> and Embtel 
1628, Department understood discussions with Chinese would be on 
basis Luboshez’s participation with Embassy vis-a-vis Chinese. 

MarsHALh 

893.24 FLC/9-2148 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, _  Nanxine, September 21, 1948—7 p. m. 
a | . [Received September 22—1 : 59 a. m.] 

1742. Accompanied by Luboshez, we called Foreign Office Septem- 
ber 21 and discussed surplus property agreement [re] Deptel 1335, 
September 17. Incidentally previous discussion took place without 
Luboshez’ presence because matter was raised at Foreign Office when 
we were discussing other matters and we did not have time to call 
him.from Shanghai. — | 

After lengthy discussion with Tung Ling, Chief American Section 
Foreign Office, regarding adamant position taken by him that Chinese 
Government stood by its position that cut-off date is June 30, 1948 
and, his insistence that Foreign Office was under pressure from 
Bosey to assure that declarations subsequent to June 80 were worth 
removing, we tentatively agreed as follows subject to approval by 
Washington and Chinese Government: 

1. Subject to agreement on other points, cut-off date will be October 
381 for surplus property and December 31 for scrap. 

2. Where Bosey finds that property declared surplus subsequent 
to June 30 is of value only as scrap, OFLC has undertaken to look into 
matter in endeavor have declaration reviewed, maintaining firmly, 
however, that final determination solely with owning agency. 

8. In any event if property declared surplus is on reconsideration — 
declared scrap it will be deleted from record. 

4, Where property has been declared surplus after June 30 and 
prior to agreement on cut-off date, such property will be renotified 
to Chinese as surplus and Chinese will be given 60 days from such 
new notification to take possession and 4 rather than 6 months for 
removal. | 

* Telegrams Nos. 1583 and 1288 not printed. | /
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5. In return from [for?] having agreed to our withdrawal of Eni- 
wetok from agreement, Chinese insist they be allowed to withdraw 
inaccessible islands sufficient to compensate for Eniwetok. They 
maintain we have agreed to compensate them for withdrawing Eni- 
wetok and they seek this means to that end. | 

During discussion Dr. Tung undertook to use every effort to ex- 
pedite removal of property from islands, particularly from Australian 
mandated territory. 

We feel that, if we are to obtain concession from Chinese rigid posi- 
tion on cut-off date, agreement along above lines is likely necessary. 
Department’s instructions are requested. Luboshez has seen this tele- 
gram and concurs. 

Sent Department 1742, repeated Shanghai 835. 
StTuarT 

893.24 FLC/9-2148 : Telegram | 
Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, September 23, 1948—5 p. m. 
1356. FLC here concurs position taken Luboshez, particularly parts 

2 and 4 SFLC 8267.°6 (ur 1742 and SFLC 8267.) | 
On that basis FLC approves tentative agreement set forth para 1, 

2, 3 and 4 ur 1742, provided effort have declarations reviewed does 
not go beyond Pacific command level since experience here indicates 
Army would not give directions local commands contrary their rec- 
ommendations. Again point out no concession need be made China 
regarding cut off date, and if necessary unilateral action may be taken 
by U.S. on basis statement from owning agencies no further surpluses 
available. Refer para 1, Art 1, Bulk Sale Agreement. : 
Regarding para 5 1742, FLC agreeable [to] amendment covering 

deletion foll named islands: Eniwetok, Kwajalein, Majuro, Makin and 
Roi. This considered equitable action view previous arbitrary with- 
drawal Eniwetok surpluses. However, point should be made no obli- 
gation exists to amend agreement because no charge made for Eni- 
wetok surpluses. Therefore, some concession from Chinese should be 
obtained if possible. 

Connection [with] present negotiations war obligation settlement, 
Dept needs advice Emb present view possibilities success Nanking 
negotiations outlined para d Deptel 1226, conference agenda. Could 
above proposed amendment be used bargaining point obtain Chinese 
agreement waiver disparity clause? 

: Loverr 

*° Telegram No. 2050, September 17, 7 p. m., p. 718.
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893.24 FLC/9—-2448 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State ** 

NANKING, September 24, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received September 26—11: 09 p. m. | 

[To Shanghai:] For Luboshez. Clark has received letter from 
Tung Ling September 23 taking exception to Clark’s minutes of your 
conversation of September 21 (see Embtel 835 to Shanghai **) and 
submitting his (Tung Ling’s) version of the minutes of which he 
requests confirmation. Tung Ling’s changes in our minutes follow: 

Additional paragraph (new number 2) has been inserted to read: 
“Scrap is defined as article which has no reasonable prospect of sale 
except for its basic material content.” 

Paragraph 2 (new 3) has been amended to read: “Where Bosey 
finds that property declared surplus subsequent to June 30, 1948 is 
of value only as scrap, OFLC shall look into matter in endeavor to 
have declaration reviewed.” | 

Paragraph 4 (new 5) amended to read: “Where property has been 
declared surplus after June 30, 1948 and prior to agreement on cut- 
off date, such property will be renotified to Chinese as surplus and 
Chinese will be given 60 days from date of receipt of such new 
notification to take possession and after the date of taking possession 
4 rather than 6 months for removal.” 

Paragraph 5 (new 6) amended to read: “As a compensation from 
its withdrawal of Eniwetok from the agreement the US Govern- 
ment will withdraw declarations of surplus property or scrap on 
such islands as Bosey considers inaccessible.” 

Penultimate unnumbered paragraph new number 7 amended to 
read: “Dr. Tung undertook to use every effort to expedite the re- 
moval of property from the islands particularly from the Australian 
mandated territory and Mr. Clark promised to render the necessary 
assistance.” 

Your comments on above changes would be appreciated. 
Clark is away from Nanking until September 29. 

| STUART 

893.24 FLC/9-—2848 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, September 28, 1948—8 p. m. 
| [Received September 28—5: 49 a. m.] 

2097. [To Nanking :] Cite SFLC 3311, reur 848.°° Clark’s minutes 
accord my understanding tentative agreement. Fruitless delay to 

*7 Sent to the Consul General at Shanghai as telegram No. 848. 
* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1742, September 21, 7 p. m., p. 721. 
* See footnote 37, above.
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argue minutes. Tung Ling version unworkable and unacceptable. 
Request Foreign Office meeting soonest. Signed Luboshez. — 

Sent Nanking 1598, repeated Department 2097. | 
| Caxzor 

$93.24 FLC/10-148 : Telegram | 
The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxkina, October 1, 1948—6 p. m. 
| [Received October 1—10: 48 a. m.] 

1814. With Luboshez present we had further discussion Foreign 
Office today Surplus Property Agreement (Deptel 1356, September 
23). Although final approval by Chinese Government is necessary, 
our position has been provisionally accepted subject to selection by 
Bosey in agreement with FLC of islands to be withdrawn in com- 
pensation for Eniwetok. New agreed minutes will be cabled when 
available.“° We did not raise question disparity as we feel Chinese 
position has been considerably weakened by their demand for com- 
pensation at this time for withdrawal Eniwetok. In accepting com- _ 
pensation in form withdrawal other islands rather than waiting 
adjustment under disparity clause they have given us strong argument 
for eventual waiver disparity clause. We still believe question of 
disparity clause can best be considered separately and at high level 
after conclusion of operations under Surplus Property Agreement. 

Luboshez has seen this telegram and concurs. 
Repeated Shanghai 887. | 

| | STUART 

893.24 FLC/10-2848 | 
Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 447 NANKING, October 28, 1948. 
[Received November 8.] 

Str: As authorized by the Department’s telegram No. 1407, Octo- 
ber 6, 7 p. m.,“* repeated to the American Consul General in Shanghai 
as 1724, the Minister-Counselor addressed a letter to Dr. Tung Ling, 
Director, American Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
confirming the minutes of the agreement which had taken place on 
September 21, 1948, regarding the Surplus Property Agreement. A 

“Telegram No. 1823, October 4, 11 a. m., not printed ; for text of minutes as 
formally agreed to by the United States and China, see letter from the Minister- 
Counselor of the American Embassy in China to the Director of the American 

Not aan or the Chinese Foreign Office, p. 725. |
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copy of that letter dated October 8 isenclosed. There is also enclosed 

a copy of a reply from Dr. Tung Ling indicating the approval of 

the Chinese Government of the tentative agreement reached on 

September 21, and expressing the opinion that: “Since the approved 

minutes shall be binding on both Governments, the letters exchanged 

between us will be considered as adequate implementation of the 

Surplus Property Agreement”. | | 
I shall appreciate being informed whether the Department agrees _ 

that this exchange of letters is all that is required to carry out what 
in Nanking we have considered to be no alteration of the agreement, 
but merely agreed measures for its implementation.“ 

Respectfully yours, For the Ambassador: 
: Lewis Ciark 

: | Minister-Counselor of Embassy 

[Enclosure 1] 

The Minister-Counselor of the American Embassy (Clark) to the 

Director of the American Department of the Chinese Foreign Office 

(Tung) 
| NANKING, October 8, 1948. 

Dear Dr. Tune: I am writing to acknowledge receipt of your letter 

of October 1, 1948,“ enclosing minutes of our meeting on September 
21, regarding the Surplus Property Agreement. 

This is to confirm to you that I have been authorized by the United 

States Government to say that it approves the agreement we reached, 
as reported in the minutes enclosed, as follows: 

“We tentatively agreed as follows, subject to approval by Wash- 
ton and the Chinese Government: 

(1) Subject to agreement on following points, cut-off date will be 
October 31, 1948, for surplus property and December 31, 1948, for 
scrap; 

(ay Mr. Clark said that the Army defines scrap as article which 
has no reasonable prospects of sale except for its basic material con- 
tent, and added that owning agencies would have that definition of 
scrap in mind when determining articles to be scrap; 

(3) When Bosey finds that property declared surplus subsequent 
to June 30, 1948, is of value only as scrap, OFLC shall look into matter 
in endeavor to have declaration reviewed 3 

(4) In any event, if property declared surplus is on reconsideration 
declared scrap by owning agencies, it will be made available to China 
as scrap} 

“In telegram No. 1631, November 16, 6 p. m., the Department agreed that 
"eNet eehated [was] sufficient” (893.24 FLC/11-1648). |
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) Where property has been declared surplus after June 30, 1948, 
and prior to agreement on cut-off date, such property will be renoti- 
fied to China as surplus and China will be given sixty days from such. 
renotification to exercise her right to possession, and four, rather than 
six, months for removal after China has acquired right to possession ; 

(6) As compensation for the withdrawal from Eniwetok, the 
United States will withdraw from the Surplus Property Agreement | 
certain islands selected by Bosey in agreement with FLC; * 

(7) In response to Mr. Clark’s request, Dr. Tung Ling promised 
to do what he could to expedite the removal of properties from the 
Australian Mandated Territory; and, in return, Mr. Clark promised 
to assist in any way possible.” 

I should appreciate being advised whether the Agreement has the 
approval of your Government and whether any further steps are 
necessary to implement this interpretation of the Surplus Property 
Agreement. 

Very sincerely yours, Lewis Ciark 

[Enclosure 2] 

The Director of the American Department of the Chinese Foreign 
Office (Tung) to the Minister-Counselor of the American E'm- 
bassy (Clark). | 

Nanxine, October 26, 1948. 
Drsr Mr. Crarg: In reply to your letter of October 8, 1948, re- 

garding the minutes of our meeting on September 21, 1948, on the 
seven points in connection with the Surplus Property Agreement of 
1946, I am glad to inform you that my Government has approved the 
agreement we reached as contained in the said minutes. 

Since the approved minutes shall be binding on both Govern- 
ments, the letters exchanged between us will be considered as ade- 
quate implementation of the Surplus Property Agreement. 

Very sincerely yours, Tune Line 

Editorial Note 

The text of an amendment, agreed to on J anuary 27, 1949, is in file 
no. 893.24 FLC/1-2749; OFLC operations came to an end on June 30, 
1949, “because virtually all surpluses sold, therefore no funds budgeted 
next fiscal year” (telegram TelCan 95, April 20, 1949, to Canton, not 
printed. (893.24/4-1549) : 

“In telegram No. SFLC 3867, October 7, the OFLC Shanghai Office reported 
that Eniwetok, Kwajalein, Roi, Majuro and Makin were withdrawn by agree- 
ment with Bosey the same day (893.24 ELC/10-748). |



REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE RE-REGISTRATION 
OF AMERICAN REAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN CHINA? 

893.52/2-548 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 49 NanxkinG, February 5, 1948. 
| [Received February 19. | | 

The Ambassador has the honor to refer to despatch No. 1108 of 
November 18, 1947? and other previous correspondence regarding 
the registration of rights to real property owned by Americans in 
China and to enclose * the Chinese text and an English translation of 
a note dated January 24, 1948 which has been received from the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The note transmits the text of a rul- 
ing by the Executive Yuan regarding the registration of property 
acquired outside of the “treaty ports” by foreign nationals and 
registered in the name of Chinese nominees or agents. ‘The ruling is 
restricted in application to nationals of foreign countries which have 
signed treaties of equality with China and applies only to property 
acquired prior to the signing of such treaties. 

This ruling, which is the result of continuous negotiation and 
effort by the Embassy extending over the past year, implicitly 
recognizes that American owners who registered their properties in 
the name of Chinese did acquire rights of ownership to the property 
and that these rights are entitled to legal protection. This consti-, 
tutes a significant advance over the original Chinese view that such 
asserted rights were illegally or fraudulently acquired and hence 
not entitled to legal protection. 

As anticipated in the Embassy’s despatch under reference, the Min- 
istry of Foreign Affairs does not commit itself with regard to the 
views expressed in our note of February 17, 1947 + that property rights 
of the nature under discussion are fully protected by the 1943 Treaty 5 
but rather establishes a procedure whereby beneficial owners may 
register their property and obtain title deeds in their own names. 

* Continued from Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vii, pp. 1884. 
. * Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 1401. 

*Hnclosures mentioned in this despatch not printed. | 
‘No. 721, not printed. 
5 Treaty Relinquishing Extraterritorial Rights in China and the Regulation 

of Related Matters, signed at Washington, January 11, 1943, Department of 
State Treaty Series No. 984, or 57 Stat. (pt. 2) 767. 

727
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In our opinion it is of the utmost importance in any procedure 
involving even a pro forma transfer of property from the Chinese 
registered owner to the American beneficial owner that the transfer 
be considered to have taken place when the American owner com- 
menced to enjoy the rights and privileges of ownership and not at 
the time of recording and that application for recording the transfer 
not require the consent or concurrence of the Chinese registered 
owner. During our discussions with Foreign Office officials, we have 
repeatedly emphasized these views. The ruling of the Executive 
Yuan, unfortunately, is not clear regarding these points; consequently, 
whether the ruling will afford adequate protection to American rights 
will depend upon the way in which the Land Administration interprets 
and applies it. Co | Oo 

The Embassy officer to whom the Ministry’s note was handed com- 
mented to the Director of the Treaty Department *® regarding the 
unfortunate ambiguity of the note with respect to these important 
points, and was assured that although the Ministry of Land Admin- 
istration had opposed throughout the adoption of the ruling, that 
ministry, in view of the nature of discussion in the Executive Yuan, 
would probably not implement it in a manner which we would find 
unsatisfactory. He added that he anticipated no difficulty with the 
Land Administration, which is an administrative agency of the Chi- 
nese Government and hence amenable to the wishes of the Executive 
Yuan, but that he was somewhat apprehensive that the Courts may 
fail to uphold the Executive Yuan ruling. With this in mind he is 
preparing for the Supreme Court abstracts of pertinent material held 
by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the hope that the Court may be 
moved to issue instructions to the subordinate courts which would 
‘forestall an unfavorable decision. : 

A circular instruction has been sent to the several consular officers 
in China transmitting the text of the Ministry’s note and cautioning 
consular officers to follow closely the implementation of the ruling 
and to report any development which might result in a denial to 
American beneficial owners of their rights. A copy of this circular 
instruction is enclosed. - 

In our reply to the Ministry, a copy of which is enclosed, we have 
confined ourselves to expressing the earnest hope that the measures 
will be so implemented as to prove a satisfactory solution of the long 
standing problem of beneficial ownership and. to reiterating and 
reserving our position as set forth in our note of February 17, 1947. 

Should the implementation of the measures approved by the Execu- 
tive Yuan offer in practice adequate protection for American owners, 

°Hu Ching-yu.
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the Department may wish to give consideration to the issuance of & 
suitable press release calling attention of American property owners. 
to the intention of the Chinese Government to require progressively 
the registration of real property in China and warning them that they: 
should take steps to keep themselves informed, either personally or 
through their agents and representatives, of the establishment of 
registration requirements within the districts in which they own 
property. a | : 

893.52/5-548 

Lhe American Embassy in China to the Chinese M wmstry for Foreign — 
. . Affairs? 

No. 2938 | | 
The Embassy of the United States of America presents its compli- 

ments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China 
and has the honor to inform the Ministry that, according to a report | 
received from the American Consul General at Shanghai, the Munici- 
pal Land Bureau in that city has in certain cases requested American 
citizens who have applied for the issuance of new title deeds to real 
property owned by them to supply evidence that the state in the United 
States of which they are residents permits the ownership of real 
property by Chinese. The cases to which the Consul General refers. 
are concerned with the registration of property acquired by the Ameri- 
can Owners prior to the effective date of the Sino-American Treaty 
for the Relinquishment of Extraterritoriality. 

‘The Ministry may recall that in a note dated June 13, 1947 (No. 
947)* the Embassy called attention to a similar disposition on the part: 
of the authorities of the Land Administration in Hopei Province to 
make no distinction, in so far as the applicability of the restrictive 
provisions of the Chinese Land Law respecting ownership of land by: 
foreign nationals is concerned, between real property title to which 
was obtained by Americans prior to the date of the Treaty and prop- 
erty title to which was acquired subsequent to that date. At that time 
the Embassy expressed the firm conviction that the application of the 
restrictive provisions of the Land Law to American property acquired 
prior to the effective date of the Treaty constituted a violation of 
Article IV of the. Treaty. In view of the report referred to above 
which has now been received from the American Consul General at 
Shanghai, the Embassy is constrained to reiterate this conviction and 
to ask that steps be taken to apprise the appropriate officials at 

"Copy transmitted to the Department by the Ambassador in China in his: despatch No. 213, May 5; received May 19. . 
®* Not printed.
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Shanghai of the provisions of the Treaty in so far as they apply to 
American property rights acquired in China prior to the effective date 
thereof. | 

Nanxine, May 4, 1948. 

-Nanking Embassy Files, Lot F79, 852 Land . 

The American Embassy in China to the Chinese Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs , 

No. 371 : 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents its compli- 
ments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China 
and with reference to its note No. 293 of May 4, 1948 has the honor 
again to call the Ministry’s attention to delays and difficulties which 
American citizens who acquired rights to real property in Shanghai 
prior to the effective date of the 1943 Sino-American Treaty are en- 
countering in obtaining title documents for their property although 
formal applications therefor were made pursuant to the regulations 
of the Bureau of Land Administration. 

The American Consul General at Shanghai recently discussed this 
problem with Mr. Chu P’ing, Commissioner of the Bureau of Land 
Administration at Shanghai, pointing out to the Commissioner that 
applications for the registration of property held by Americans prior 
to the 1943 Sino-American Treaty were supported by consular cer- 
tificates regarding the ownership of the property and that in his 
opinion such certification should be sufficient proof of American prop- 
erty rights unless there was evidence of fraud or similar irregularity. 
The Consul General at that time pointed out that according to his 
information the Bureau of Land Administration at Shanghai had 
been establishing additional requirements which seemed to go beyond 
provisions of the Treaty. 

In reply the Commissioner informed the Consul General that he had 
referred to Nanking the question of procedure to be followed in the 
revalidation of American property rights but that he had received 
as yet no instructions. 

In order that the issuance of new title deeds to American property 
owners may proceed without further delay and in order that the ap- 
prehension of American property owners in Shanghai may be removed 
the Embassy urges that appropriate authorities of the Chinese Gov- 
ernment issue clear and unequivocal instructions to the Bureau of Land 
Administration at Shanghai leaving no opportunity for further ob- 
stacles and eliminating as far as possible the possibility of future 
controversy on the interpretation of the pertinent Treaty rights of 
American real property owners. 

NANKING, June 2,1948.
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Nanking Embassy Files, Lot F'79, 852 Land 

The Chinese Minstry for Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy 
in China 

[Translation] 

No. Wai-—(37)-T’iao—Erh/18889 | Nanxkina, August 10, 1948. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs presents its compliments to the 
American Embassy and has the honor to refer to the Ministry’s third 
person note No. Wai-(37)-T’iao—Erh/18897 of June 10, 1948 °® con- 
cerning the request for the issuance of title deeds for real property 
acquired by American citizens in Shanghai prior to the effective date 
of the Sino-American Treaty of 1943. | 

The Embassy is informed in reply that this matter was referred to 
the responsible land administration authorities from whom the follow- 
Ing reply has been received : 

[With regard to the point that the registration of and the issuance 
of title deeds for the aforementioned right to real property should be 
handled separately from right to real property acquired after the 
effective date of the Sino-American Treaty of 1943, action has already 
been taken by the Shanghai Municipal Land Administration Bureau 
In accordance therewith. Furthermore, the American Consulate 
General at Shanghai has been so advised in writing by that 
Bureau." | 

Ministry or Foreign AFFAIRS 
OF THE REPUBLIC oF CHINA 

893.52/9-148 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

No. 779 SHANGHAI, September 1, 1948. 
| [Received September 6.] 
Sir: I have the honor to refer to a meeting held this morning with 

the Commissioner of the Shanghai Land Bureau, Mr. Chu Ping, to 
discuss the status of American nationals in Court actions involving 
title to real property held under Consular deeds. It was pointed out 
to Commissioner Chu Ping that very few new ownership title deeds 

_ had been issued by his office in exchange for Consular title deeds sub- 
mitted by American nationals (owners of property prior to 1943) 
although such land re-registration was contemplated by the Sino- 
American Treaty of 1943. Commissioner Chu Ping spoke of the 
heavy workload which had been superimposed upon his limited staff 
by reason of this re-registration, such re-registration activity being 
in addition to the performance of his normal functions. 

° Not printed; it was an interim reply to the Embassy’s note No. 371, supra. 
* In a letter dated July 8, not printed. 
* Brackets appear in the file translation. 

429-525—73——47
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The Commissioner’s attention was drawn to the recent Chinese 
Supreme Court judgment (37th year, Series “Chang” No. 446) in- 
volving a Danish subject named A. Corrit as appellant and the New 
Asia Hotel in Shanghai as Appellee. (A translation of the judgment, 

unclassified, is attached.) #2 Although the Appellant did apply on 
March 9, 1946 for registration of the New Asia Hotel, a new deed of 
ownership had not been issued and hence the Supreme Court sustained 
the action of the lower Courts (under Article 24 of the Land Law 
requiring registration) in finding that the appellant did not have 
legal title to the property and thus was not entitled to bring legal 
action against trespassers on such property. The Commissioner was 
advised that possible application of the principle involved in this 
judgment to litigation involving American nationals was a matter 
of considerable concern. Commissioner Chu then stated that, in event 
of litigation where the title of American nationals to property was 
involved, his office would issue a certificate of beneficial ownership 

having the same standing in court as ownership title deeds. 
This undertaking on the part of Commissioner Chu should be 

~ treated as confidential since it is unlikely that the same consideration 

is being extended to other foreign nationals. | | - 
Present at the interview with Commissioner Chu Ping were Ameri- 

can Consul Harry L. Smith, Mr. C. H. Tung of the American 
Consulate Staff and Mr. John Yen of Commissioner Chu’s staff. 

Respectfully yours, JoHN M. Caznor 

893.52/9-748 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

No. 181 . WASHINGTON, September 7, 1948. 

The Secretary of State refers to despatch no. 341 of December 22, 
1947 from Shanghai," concerning Standard-Vacuum’s difficulties in 
registering the purchase of land from a former employee. Reference 

is also made to subsequent exchanges of telegrams with Shanghai con- 
cerning this case. 

After careful study of the Treaty of 1943 and the legal implications 
of the land authorities’ insistence on prior application to the Govern- 

ment by Standard-Vacuum and vendor for approval of this transac- 
tion, the Department concludes that the manner in which the Land 
Bureau, Shanghai, is attempting to enforce Article 20 of the Land 
Law in this case is in contravention of treaty rights of Americans 

under Article IV of the Treaty of 1943. That Article of the Treaty 

“Not printed. Oo | 
8 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 1404.
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specifically requires prior express consent of the Chinese Government 

for transfer of land by American nationals only in case of transfers 

to third nationals. Record of negotiations indicates that the inten- 

- tion of inserting this provision, which was inserted at the request 

of the Chinese, was to enable the Chinese Government to prevent trans- 

fers to third nationals without Chinese consent. Further, by Article 

IV the Chinese Government agreed that new deeds should protect 

owners without diminution of prior rights and interests, including 

right of alienation. It follows that Americans possessing land 

acquired prior to the effective date of the Treaty are free to transfer 

to persons of their choice without securing prior consent of the Chi- 

nese Government, except in the case of transfer to third nationals. 

Article 20 of the Land Law, on the other hand, requires all for- 

eigners purchasing land to apply, together with vendor, to the Chi- 

nese Government for prior “consideration | and approval”, which » 

clearly implies a right of the Chinese Government to disapprove. 

This is a requirement which the Land Bureau is attempting to enforce 

in the Standard-Vacuum case, and the Department therefore con- 

cludes that the procedure insisted on by the Land Bureau is in viola- 

tion of treaty rights. | 

The Embassy is instructed to take up the case with the Foreign 

Office and other appropriate officials,* pointing out the inconsistency 

of strict application of Article 20 of the Land Law with the Treaty in 

such cases, and requesting them to instruct the Land Bureau at 

Shanghai to waive this requirement in such cases. The Embassy 

should make clear that we have no objection to any procedure intended 

merely to ascertain the nationality of parties to the transaction and 

the fact that the land in question is actually protected by the Treaty, 

but that we cannot admit any right of the Chinese Government to 

refuse approval of such cases. Approval of such transfers should be 

‘automatic and immediate, and the normal procedure of applying to 

the Land Bureau for registration of transfer and issuance of a new 

deed in the name of the purchaser allows sufficient opportunity to 

check the facts of the case. Should the Chinese believe that pro forma 

compliance with the law is necessary, the Embassy might point out 

that appropriate authorities could instruct the Land Office to approve 

such transfers immediately upon application for registration without 

requiring applicants first to go through the cumbersome and dilatory 

process of prior application to municipal or district authorities for 

approval. — | oo | a 

4 No indication of Embassy action found in Department files.



REPRESENTATIONS BY AMERICAN EMBASSY REGARD- 
ING CHINESE CENSORSHIP OF AMERICAN MOTION 
PICTURES | 

893.4061 MP/7—-1448 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

. | | Nanxine, July 14, 1948. 

| | [Received July 22—8:07 a. m.] 

1288. Embassy has received Foreign Office note stating that hence- 
forth no foreign motion pictures may be shown in China either com- 
mercially or at an open showing on a non-commercial basis without 
prior censorship by Ministry’s Cinematograph. Censoring Bureau. 
After censorship permit will be issued. | 

~ Sent Shanghai as 615; repeated Department as 1282 [7288]. 
| STUART 

893.4061 MP/8-1148 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 348 | Nanxine, August 11, 1948. 
ae | [Received August 26. ] 

_ ‘The Ambassador has the honor to refer to his telegram No. 1288 
of July 14 concerning censorship regulations on showing of motion 
pictures in China and to enclose for the information of the Depart- 
-ment a copy of the note on this:subject from the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs? together with a copy of the Embassy’s reply thereto protest- 
ing this action by the Chinese Government. The chief of the press 
bureau of the Foreign Office has called at the Embassy to discuss the- 
Embassy’s reply. He stated that this action was directed solely at 
the Soviet Union and the films which it has been showing in Sinkiang, 
‘Peiping and Tientsin; but that the Chinese Government did not feel 
it is In a position to take action solely against the Soviets. He added 
that the United States is the only Government which has protested the 
regulations so far. He then went on to say that the Foreign Office 

: regretted the necessity of this action and that he hoped this Embassy 
could cooperate with him in drafting a reply to the Embassy’s note 
which would be mutually satisfactory since he felt sure the mechanics 

Not printed. 
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of censorship could be handled expeditiously and that in any event 

there was not the slightest intent to restrict the showing of any Ameri- 

can motion pictures. 
In reply he was informed that the Embassy was not objecting to 

the inconvenience of censorship as he could tell from our note, but 

rather that we were protesting the principle of censorship. The . 

United States is publicly committed to the principle of freedom of 

information, not only by its own actions but also by its obligations to 

the United Nations. The same applies to China. Therefore, it would 

be difficult to see how the United States could compromise with this 

principle. The director then stated that there seemed to be nothing 

gained from further discussion. He implied that there was no chance 

of any modification in the regulations. - 

The Embassy is increasingly concerned at what appears to be a 

growing tendency of the Chinese Government to impose blanket re- 

strictions and when queried on the reasons. therefore, to blame it all 

on the Soviets. It is difficult at the moment to estimate just how much 

of this line of reasoning is actually attributable to Chinese fears of 

the Soviets and how much of it is just simply convenient alibi to cover 

up what they really want to do. The Embassy is following this 

situation and will report more fully at a later date. It is quite true, 

as the Department is aware, that both the Generalissimo? and For- 

eign Minister? on various occasions have stated that because of 

American commitments in Europe, China will at this time take no 

action which might irritate or annoy the Soviets. Part of the moti- 

vation behind these statements is unquestionably fear, but it is also 

difficult to resist the suspicion that another part of the motivation 

is rather unsubtle form of blackmail. The Embassy would venture 

a suggestion that there is little in the experience of dealing with the 

Soviets which would warrant the hope that this kind of tenderness 

for Soviet susceptibilities is calculated to deviate them from their 

ultimate objectives. In this connection the Department is referred 

to the Embassy’s despatch No. 344 and airgram No. A-207.4 

[Enclosure] | 

The American Embassy to the Chinese Ministry for Foreign Affairs 

No. 601 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents its com- 

pliments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China 

onan? Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of | 

’ Wang Shih-chieh. 
‘ Neither printed ; they reported anti-American propaganda efforts. |
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and has the honor to refer to the Ministry’s third person note No. 
Wai-(37)-Ching-Erh/16259 of July 10, 1948,° concerning the issu- 
ance of permits by the Ministry of the Interior for the exhibition of 
foreign-made motion pictures, including those lent to Chinese circles 
by foreign diplomatic missions and consular offices, 

The Embassy understands that the proposed licensing will apply 
to motion pictures prepared or acquired for the special use of the 
United States Information Service, an agency of the United States 
Government. It therefore invites the attention of the Ministry to 
the fact that the Government of the United States does not require 
permits for films exhibited on a non-commercial basis by foreign 
missions and consular offices or their respective information services; 
nor does the Government make any attempt to license films exhibited 
in the United States by the China News Service or its agents. Con- 
sequently the proposal of the Ministry of the Interior appears to be 
made without regard to reciprocal treatment. 
_ The Embassy wishes to point out that the requirement of permits 
implies the power to censor and to suppress. The films shown by the 
United States Information Service are designed to convey factual in- 
formation on the United States of America, and censorship or sup- 
pression of such films can only constitute a restriction on the free flow 
of information between nations. Acquiescence by the United States 
Government in the censorship and suppression of its own motion pic- 
tures implies acquiescence in the censorship and suppression of its 
own news reports, transmitted by radio broadcasts and newspaper 
releases. The experience of the last fifteen years has thrown into 
sharp relief the deformities of political and intellectual character 
which have occurred in those nations which have imposed or accepted 
such restrictions. It will also be recalled that at the United Nations 
Conference on Freedom of Information at Geneva in April of this 
year resolutions favoring the free exchange between nations of in- 
formation and condemning censorship were adopted with the concur- 
rence of both the Chinese and American delegations.® 

The Embassy wishes further to emphasize the evils attendant upon 
a general requirement of pre-exhibition licensing under the police 
power and judicial or diplomatic action after exhibition in respect of 
particular films. The very requirement of permits creates in the 
mind of the public a conviction that the films actually shown are only 
a fraction of those which the United States Information Service is 
endeavoring to show, and that other films are being suppressed. 
However unjustified this assumption may be, it will arise, and there 

* Not printed. | | | °For texts, see Department of State, United Nations Conference on Freedom of Information, p. 25. | | | |
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may be expected a loss of public confidence in both the Ministry of 
the Interior for imposing such censorship and in the United States 
Information Service for accepting it. 

The Embassy has therefore the honor to request that the censorship 
and licensing activities of the Ministry of the Interior shall not be 
extended to motion pictures shown on a non-commercial basis by the 

United States Information Service. | 

Nanxine, August 6, 1948. | | 

893.4061 MP/10-1148 : Telegram - | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, October 11, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received October 12—1:19 a. m.] 

1886. Foreign Office note’ replying to Embassy note copy of which 
we enclosed in Embassy confidential despatch No. 348, August 11, con- 
cerning censorship regulations on motion pictures, states that to waive 
the censorship on USIS § films “would be inappropriate since it is a 

- general ruling. However, since representation has been made in writ- 
ing the Ministry’s Motion Picture Censorship Bureau will be in- 
structed to extend as full and as prompt facilities as possible in han- 
dling of such matters”. | 

Embassy sees little use further protest and suggests we inform 
Chinese Foreign Office that we note with regret Chinese Government’s 
insistence film censorship and reluctantly agree to comply therewith, 
expressing our conviction measures provisional only during national 
emergency. 

~ On question of principle of censorship we have protested fully (see 
enclosure Embassy despatch under reference) and our position is on 
the record. Department may wish to take occasion to mention its dis- 
approval of censorship also to Chinese Embassy Washington. For- 
eign Office has assured us as reported reference despatch of expeditious 
handling of mechanics of censorship. It would seem unwise to 
further belabor our point on principle when National Government is 
engaged in serious civil war and feels need of taking, rightly or 
wrongly, extreme precautionary measures in many fields. 

Department’s instruction requested. Sent Department 1886; re- 
peated Shanghai 918. 

| | STUART 

"September 30, not printed. 
° United States Information Service. 
°No record found in Department files that an instruction was sent.



AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND 
CHINA REGARDING CLAIMS RESULTING FROM ACTIV- 
ITIES OF UNITED STATES MILITARY FORCES IN CHINA 

[Effected by exchange of notes signed at Nanking, October 13, 1947, 
and March 17, 1948, Department of State Treaties and Other Interna- 
tional Acts Series No. 1776, or 62 Stat. (pt. 2) 2116.] 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND 

CHINA REGARDING ENTRY OF RELIEF SUPPLIES AND 

PACKAGES INTO CHINA 

[Effected by exchange of notes signed at Nanking, November 5 

and 18, 1948, Department of State, United States Treaties and Other 

International Agreements, volume III (1952), pt. 4, page 5469; 

or 62 Stat. (pt. 3) 2950.] | 
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NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND 
CHINA RESPECTING JOINT EFFORTS IN THE EXPLO- 
RATION OF CHINA FOR MINERALS OF IMPORTANCE IN 
THE ATOMIC ENERGY PROGRAMS OF THE TWO GOV- 
ERNMENTS? | | , 

893.6359/1-248 : Telegram : : 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NanxIna, January 2, 1948—11 a. m. 
[Received January 2—4:18 a. m.] 

1. Dr. Wong Wen-hao? asked December 30 whether Embassy had 
received word regarding Keiser * and proposed agreement (reEmbtel 
2265, November 20, 1 p. m. and Deptel 1421, November 22, 6 [5] p. m.*) | 

He said he had discussed agreement with Generalissimo * who had 
expressed approval [in principle] ; Wong added he had also discussed 
agreement. with premier.6 From these two conversations Wong ap- 
parently has decided that Executive Yuan will have to approve agree- 
ment and not only Generalissimo as previously stated. 
Wong expressed hope that agreement would be approved by AEC 

and that Keiser would soon return to China. He said he was leaving 
Nanking about January 3 for trip to Hankow and Canton and would 
be gone about 20 days, adding that nothing presumably could be done 
about securing approval of agreement during his absence. 

Indicating that Chinese may possibly have adopted devious means 
to prod US into action in fact Swiss Minister December 30 called on 
Minister-Counselor ’ giving info regarding matters discussed Embtels 
2006, October [1], and 2042, October 8.2 He stated Chinese Minister 
at Bern had approached Swiss Government with suggestion it might 
send geologists to China to make surveys; that such action had been 
discussed by Swiss Minister here with Wong who had indicated 
willingness have Swiss geologists come; but that few days ago Swiss 

* Continued from Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, pp. 1018-1029. 
* Chairman of the Chinese National Resources Commission. 
* Hubert D. Keiser, representative of the Atomic Energy Commission, who 

had negotiated preliminary agreement in late 1947. 
* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. viI, pp. 1025 and 1028, respectively. 
* Chiang Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of 

Chang Chun. | 
* Lewis Clark. 
° Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. v1, pp. 1021 and 1024, respectively. 
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Minister informed by Wong that deal being made with US Govern- 
ment and that American geologist had recently been here to conduct 
negotiations, adding that American geologist in question had merely 
visited China for few weeks while on trip to various countries in 
Far East. | | 

a | | STUART 

893.6359/1-3048 : Telegram en | . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a NANKING, January 80, 1948—10 a. m. 
| | [Received January 30—9: 29 a. m.] 

- 184. In letter dated January 28 Dr. Wong Wen-hao refers to Keiser 
visit (reEmbtel 1, January 2, 11 a. m.), pointing out that “more than 
2 months have passed since his departure from Nanking and no news 
has yet been received. You understand that in view of entering into 
cooperation with the American side it was necessary for me to take up 
some concrete measures for preparing the way. It is natural that 
some definite reply from Washington is expected here. Would it be 
possible for your Embassy to find out exact situation and let me know 
whether draft agreement made 2 months ago will be accepted or not.” 

- We would appreciate being informed re present status this matter, 
with suggestion as to reply to be made to Dr. Wong. 

_ Keiser may be interested in knowing that Hsieh, director of Mineral 
Exploration Bureau, NRC,° inquired few days ago regarding counter 
which he said he would like to take with him on trip to Fukien 
province. Informed Keiser had taken counter with him, Hsieh sug- 
gested Embassy might ask Keiser to send one to Nanking for Hsieh’s 
use. We replied to effect that Keiser very likely would not wish to 
send counter to Nanking owing to possible damage enroute, the 
counter’s unreliability, and fact that no decision reached on draft 
agreement. However, we said willing refer request to Keiser. 

| STUART 

893.6359 /3-2448 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasuincTon, March 24, 1948—11 a. m. 

437. A ReDeptel 279, Feb 19.1° Please submit to Chinese au- 
thorities following version of draft agreement relating to proposed 
field exploration in China. | 

“(First five paragraphs are the same as in urtel 2265 Nov. 20.) # 
: 6. The United States Government agrees to furnish to the Chinese 

Government complete reports of the field explorations made, includ- 

° National Resources Commission. | 
* Not printed. 
1 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vii, p. 1025.
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ing analyses and estimates of reserves and on its part the Chinese 
Government agrees not to make such information available to any 
third party without due prior consultation with the United States 
Government. It will also furnish on a loan basis for the period of 
the joint exploration portable field counters for the use of the Chinese 
members of the Party. Instruction manuals and literature pertain- 
ing to the construction and application of said field counters will be 
provided by the United States Government, and also detailed informa- 
tion as to methods, materials, and equipment required for accurate 
chemical, mineralogical, and radiometric determinations of the 
uranium, thorium, and other valuable metal content of the samples 
collected during the field exploration. The American Leader will 
demonstrate to the Chinese members the application of the field 
counters. The United States Government also agrees to assist the 
Chinese Government in arranging for the export to China of such 
materials and equipment that the Chinese Government and the United 
States Government agree are necessary to implement the exploration 
proposed. Such materials and equipment will enter China duty free. 
' J, The Chinese Government agrees to furnish to the United States 
Government complete information relative to the known occurrences 
of uranium and thorium in China, and also complete reports of the 
field explorations made, including analyses of samples and estimates 
of reserves. The Chinese Government will permit the export to the 
United States of adequate samples for laboratory analyses and also 
of other adequate samples for metallurgical tests. 

8. It is agreed that the cooperative work outlined above will have 
a term of 2 years counted from the day of arrival of American mem- 
bers of the Party in China, after which further cooperation with 
respect to production of source materials, if deemed desirable, will be 
mutually considered. . 
9. The Chinese Government further agrees that during the term of 

the field exploration referred to above it will not enter into technical 
cooperation with any other foreign country for the purpose of ex- 
ploring in China for uranium, thorium, and other minerals of im- 
portance in the atomic energy program of the two Governments or the 
production thereof.” 7 

B. For your information, this draft sets forth what Dept believes | 
to be as much as we can offer Chinese at this time in terms of infor- 
mation and facilities relating to atomic energy. 

C. Principal difference between latest Chinese draft and above text 
is omission of the provision engaging US to establish laboratory in | 
China for exploitation of results of the survey and for subsequent 
peaceful utilization of atomic energy and elimination of undertaking 
to train Chinese atomic physicists in this country. The new para- 
graph 6 also includes a stipulation that Chinese will not reveal in- 
formation to a third party, which is consistent with a similar 
provision in new paragraph 9. Moreover, procurement of materials 
for the project in this country is to be by cooperation between Chinese 
and US Govt which is more appropriate since account must be taken
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of possible US production and export control requirements, which 

would be adapted to accommodate such procurement and transfer. 

Such materials would enter China duty free. . 

D. The last part of last sentence of old paragraph 7 appears un- 

necessarily restrictive and has been dropped. — 

E. In presenting this new version to Chinese you might say that 

what both parties primarily want to accomplish is a fact-finding sur- 

vey. When it is known what may be available, how much, and where, 

the two parties would then be in better position to discuss future col- 

laboration like that envisaged in paragraph 9 of latest Chinese text. 

In meanwhile, of course, possibilities of further fruitful cooperation 

would be affected by concessions to third parties before the facts were 

established. , 

F. The Chinese draft seems to reveal that Chinese and US seem to 

be thinking along similar lines as to initial exploration. As to next 

stage, that of exploitation, the parliamentary and interior situation 

in each country would have to be considered by its govt. 

G. It is probably wiser not to prejudice that consideration in ad- 

vance by making too many stipulations now. If there should be 

material of interest to us in China, then US would certainly be pre- 

pared to consider further plans for facilitating its exploitation in 

interest of our common security and benefit. | 

H. Incidentally, old paragraph 9 in Chinese text seems to strike too: 

optimistic note with respect to imminence of peaceful uses of atomic 

energy. Except for some research uses, these seem to be still remote, 

and require vast capital and industrial plant to realize. | 

I. In addition to above you may say, in your discretion, if necessary, 

that what Chinese ask of us in old paragraph 9 of their text is more 

than that required by any other country which has permitted or re- 

quested us to undertake similar joint surveys. Also, for your own in- 

formation or most discreet use, the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, 

Section 10 (copy being forwarded to you airmail) contains stringent 

provisions with respect to dissemination of information about indus- 

trial uses of atomic energy. Eventual application of these provisions 

to Chinese situation can only be measured in light of extent and value 

to us of material ultimately to be found in China. 

_ J. With reference to last paragraph of urtel 2265, present thinking 

in Dept is that agreements should be as informal as possible; verbal 

understanding evidenced by some agreed record of conversation would 

probably be satisfactory. Question is under consideration and you 

will be advised further, but meantime for purposes of discussion you 

should proceed in negotiations with Chinese on basis of provisional 

22 Public Law 585, approved August 1,1946 ; 60 Stat. 755.
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formal draft text given above. You may explain to Chinese that any 
eventual understanding should probably be in such form that it would 
not requira registration with the UN under the terms of the Charter. 

K. You may discuss this message with your British colleague and 
keep him informed. Dept in contact with British Emb here, Par- 
ticipation by British in survey or discussions at this stage not at pres- 
ent contemplated subject to further instructions. 

| 
MarsHAuh 

893.6359 /3-2648 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, March 26, 1948—4 p. m. 
| [Received March 27—8 : 02 a. m.] 

549. Revised draft handed March 26 to Wong Wen-hao who said he 
wished to study several days. He did not appear unduly affected by 
omission of provision engaging US establish laboratory in China and 
elimination of undertaking train Chinese physicists in US. How- 
ever, he expressed opinion that, in order enable him have support from 
such Chinese Govt organs as Academia Sinica and Geological Survey, 
it might be desirable insert in agreement some statement providing 
for eventual assistance in setting up laboratory in China and training 
Chinese physicists in US. , 
Regarding (J) urtel,** Wong expressed approval suggestion make 

agreement as informal as possible but said agreed record of conversa- 
tion too informal. He reiterated opinion previously expressed, that 
agreement could appropriately be provided for by exchange of letters, 
presumably between himself and Ambassador. | 
Embassy will report Wong’s specific comments in few days. 
Executive Yuan last week promulgated regulations governing 

prospecting, exploitation and exporting uranium and thorium, trans- 
lation of which will be submitted2* Wong said March 96 he had 
drafted these regulations with specific intent of omitting any features 
which might adversely affect Sino-US collaboration and of including 
provisions which would enable him carry out Chinese part of such 
collaboration. , 

| Stuart 
* Telegram No. 437, March 24, supra. | 
“ Despatch No. 154, April 1, not printed.
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893.6359/5—-2148 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasHIncTon, May 26, 1948—3 p. m. 

783. Ref urtel 924, May 21.15 | 
1. Wong’s appointment [as] Premier noted. Dept hopes this per- 

- mits resumption negotiations early date. | 
9. Regarding Wong’s desire for eventual assistance with respect 

laboratory and training physicists in US (urtel 549, Mar. 26) if Emb 
unsuccessful in obtaining acceptance views included (E) Deptel 487, 
Mar. 24, permissible include in agreement that US will consider ap- 
propriate future assistance to be extended China on basis factual 

results joint survey. 
3. Re (J) Deptel 487, question still under consideration. Emb 

will, of course, not finalize understanding pending further instruc- 
tions, but if possible should continue to negotiate on basis points given 

in telegram in reference. 
MarsHALL 

893.6359/6-948 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, June 9, 1948—5 p. m. 

859. Ref para 3, Deptel 783, May 26. It is Dept’s view that, if 
necessary, agreement can be rationalized on basis of provisions in- 
cluded Article II, III and XVI, of new Treaty of Friendship, Com- 
merce and Navigation with China.” 
We suggest at appropriate time you indicate merely that US con- 

siders matter not subject UN registration requirements. In event 
Chinese query reasoning underlying this position, you should refer 
in general way to above treaty provisions. If this not considered 
satisfactory answer, Emb requested consult further with Dept. 

With respect mechanics re concluding understanding on above basis, 
Dept of opinion this should be as informal as possible, optimum being 
agreed minutes or memo of conversation. As secondary preference, 
Dept has no objection exchange of letters provided terms such as 
“agreement” or “arrangement” avoided. 

| | MarsHALL 

* Not printed. _ 
Signed at Nanking, November 4, 1946, Department of State Treaties and 

Other International Acts Series No. 1871, or 63 Stat. (pt. 2) 1299.
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893.6359/7~-2648 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, July 26, 1948—6 p. m. 
_ [Received 10 p. m.] 

1365. We discussed July 23 with Wong Wen-hao, President Execu- 
tive Yuan, question of Sino-American collaboration in making survey _ 
of Chinese deposits of radioactive minerals. Discussion based pri- 
marily upon instructions contained Deptels 783, May 26 and 859, 
June 9. | 
Wong pointed out that previous documents on this subject ex- 

changed between him and Embassy were in confidential files of Na- 
tional Resources Commission and that he intended within few days 
call meeting to be attended by himself, Sun Yueh-chi, present chair- 
man of NRC, and Dr. C. Y. Hsieh, Director Mineral Exploration 
Bureau of NRC, for purpose of drawing up counterproposals to pro- 
posed agreement prepared by Embassy accordance Deptel 437, March 
24. Wong said specifically that question of US assistance in matter 
of setting up atomic research laboratory would be discussed. As he 
dwelt on this point at some length, we quoted statement from Deptel 
783 that Embassy authorized include in agreement statement to effect 
US would consider appropriate future assistance to be extended 
Chinese Government re laboratory and training Chinese physicists in 
US on basis factual results obtained as result of joint survey. 
Wong, who stated he still considered himself Chinese official pri- 

marily responsible to Generalissimo on all matters relating to develop- 
ment Chinese atomic energy program, including proposed Sino- 
American joint survey, expressed view that under our proposals China 
would be giving United States substantial exclusive rights and that 
some guid pro guo obviously called for on our part. 

He said he had been thinking of having all atomic energy research 
work in China placed in one institution, possibly to be headed by 
Chien San-chang who received training under Madame Curie Joliot 
in France. Wong expressed view minimum of about US $250,000 
would be needed initially; that he did not expect US Government _ 
supply all or substantial amount this money ; but that he hoped subject 
to Public Law 585, 79th Congress, “an act for the development and 
control of atomic energy”, it would be possible for US Government 
permit exportation to China of necessary equipment for research. 
He stressed desirability have concrete provision for laboratory work 
in agreement as being necessary keep other countries out of that field. _ 
He again referred to Swiss interest and added that French also desir- | 
ous collaborating with Chinese physicists. |
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Questions. registration UN and form of agreement raised. Wong 
expressed view registration with UN undesirable and that he still 
preferred exchange letters and agreeable not use terms such as agree- 
ment or arrangement. | 

Embassy will expect follow-up with Wong and report near future. 
STUART 

893.6359/8-948 : Telegram : 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | Nanxina, August 9, 1948—4 p. m. » 
[Received August 9—6: 38 a. m.] 

1462. Reference Embtel 13865, July 26 and Embdes 321, July 277" 
concerning renewal discussions with Wong Wen-hao on accord provid- 
ing for Sino-US survey of Chinese deposits of uranium, thorium and 

allied minerals. | 
Meeting called by Wong at his home August 7 attended by himself, 

Embassy officer and two Chinese officials mentioned paragraph 2 
reference telegram. In discussion, which lasted for about one hour, 
Wong raised following two points for consideration Department and 
AEC: (1) Chinese Government still desires to have included in accord 
understanding re laboratory equipment to be used primarily for test- 
ing minerals, et cetera, and not for atomic energy research in broad 
sense; (2) Chinese Government hopes US Government itself will 
purchase substantial amounts monazite from China. , 

Re (1), Wong said he would find it extremely difficult if not impos- 
sible to obtain Generalissimo’s approval of accord without something 
tangible being received for China; he added that he would also be 
subject to attack by Chinese physicists and other scientists who desire 
have beginning made in China of work in atomic energy field. Stated 
purpose of laboratory would be to test ores here quickly rather than 
to have them sent to US and also to conduct certain amount of experi- 
mental work of non-elaborate nature. Wong emphasized primary 
purpose of laboratory would be testing materials. | 
Wong expressed hope some American scientists could be stationed 

in laboratory and that exchange of Sino-American scientists interested 
in this field might be arranged. Regarding original suggestion that 
Chinese scientists might receive training in US, Wong said “we would 
be very glad if that could be done”. 

Re (2), Wong said he hoped proposed accord would have “prac- 
tical results” for China; that US Government purchase of monazite 
which analysis cited Department unnumbered air mail instruction 

* Latter not printed. 

429-525 —73——48 a
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dated June 8,2* indicated to be of relatively high quality, would pro- 

vide Chinese Government with foreign exchange which could be used 
(a) to purchase all or major part of laboratory equipment and (0d) 
provide fund in stable currency with which to meet Chinese Govern- 
ment’s obligations under proposed accord. Wong emphasized need 
for hedge against rampant inflation, pointing out that National Re- 
sources Commission was finding it extremely difficult to budget its 
regular expenditures in any reasonable manner, a problem which 
would be more acute with such extra-curricular activity as proposed 

survey. 
According Dr. Hsieh, now available 500 to 600 tons monazite for 

immediate shipment, this amount capable being increased to 1,000 tons 
and with total reserves estimated 60,000 tons. By means magnetic 
separator which now in Kwangsi at or near deposits, possible con- 
centrate monazite up to 90 percent purity. Wong said that price 
of US $100 per ton delivered New York, mentioned Department’s 
instruction of June 8, appeared to be much too low especially in view 
recent action taken by Governments of Brazil and India to prohibit 
further exportation of monazite which action assertedly has caused 
world. price to rise to between US $150 and $160 per ton. Hsieh 

expressed hope US Government might be willing pay US $200 per ton 
preferably f. o. b. Chinese port. ven at that figure, NRC chairman 
Sun pointed out, business would be losing proposition. 
Embassy inclined recommend careful consideration be given to 

Wong’s two points as means conclude negotiations on this matter. 
Questions that need to be answered obviously included: (1) Possible 
US policy factors re export of equipment and cost for equipment of 
laboratory of type envisaged by Wong; (2) possible desirability US 
Government purchasing certain amounts of Chinese monazite to per- 
mit Chinese Government to buy laboratory equipment and to provide 
hedge in US currency for meeting expenses involved in proposed 
survey. Apparent, of course, that should US Government buy mona- 
zite at price considerably higher than price ruling New York market, 
that would constitute subsidy payment of which may eventually be 
considered justified on basis potential value results obtainable from 
survey. We consider price of US $200 per ton subject to negotiations. 
We would appreciate receiving Department’s instructions as to re- 

sponse to be made to Wong. 
STUART 

* Not printed. |
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893.6359/8-948 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WASHINGTON, September 17, 1948—6 p. m. 

1829. Ref Embtel 1462, Aug 9, and previous. 
1. Dept and AEC have given careful consideration to points raised 

by Wong. In view impracticability incorporating point 2 in agree- 
ment because of reasons outlined below, Emb requested continue dis- 
cussions with Wong looking toward acceptable compromise on point 
1 which would provide required “face” to achieve conclusion “agree- 
ment”. 

2. On assumption monazite available for shipment is similar to 
material, analysis of which reported in Dept’s instruction of June 8,” 
it appears that grade not suitable for purchase by Munitions Board 
for stockpile. AEC itself not buyer of monazite. Also questionable 
whether US industry interested in purchasing concentrates of only 
90% purity, particularly since rare earth plus thoria content of 
cleaned concentrates indicated as only 62% against 65% minima con- 
tent desired. Should industry be interested it is likely that offering 
price for such concentrates would be under $100 rather than over. 
It should be pointed out to Chinese that paragraph 8, our proposed 
draft (Deptel 1487 [437], March 24) provides medium for eventual 
conclusion long term purchase arrangements for monazite of suitable 
grade and that, in meantime, US suggests sale of available quantities 
to be subject to commercial negotiations with US firms. 

3. In any event, it appears that dollars cannot be acquired im- 
mediately through monazite sales, and that Chinese not in position 
assume obligation for laboratory research equipment through internal 
financing. Dept requests Emb obtain Chinese reaction to alternative 
whereby US would furnish without charge equipment required for 
analysis of mineral samples in China for 2-year period and would 
agree to leave this equipment there after completion project. US 
would of course insist that provision be made for inclusion American 
analysts in laboratory during work on project. 

4, With reference Wong’s original suggestion for training Chinese 
scientists in US, Dept prefers this question be considered inde- 
pendently. If he again raises matter, Emb should state that regular 
mechanism for exchange of students exists and that Dept would be 
glad to facilitate assignment of qualified students to private US uni- 
versities depending on merits of individual cases. | 

5. With reference last paragraph Embdes 321, July 27,1 Keiser 
(now employed by Geological Survey): has requested appropriate of- 
fices in Interior to expedite delivery material desired by Hsieh. 

MarsHALL 

* Not printed. -
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893.6359 /10-248 : Telegram ST 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| / Nankin@, October 2, 1948—1 p. m. 
| [Received October 2—6: 41 a. m. | 

1818, Substance first three paragraphs Deptel 1329, September 17 
given Wong October 2. While some regret expressed United States 
Government lack interest purchase monazite and low price which 
American commercial interests would probably offer, Wong definitely 
pleased with offer contained paragraph 38 whereby United States 
Government would furnish without charge laboratory equipment for 
analyzing samples during 2-year period of “agreement” and would 
leave that equipment after completion project. 
Wong stated he would discuss matter with Generalissimo upon lat- 

ter’s return to Nanking. He indicated he would present draft of 
“aoreement” to Generalissimo, presumably including provision for 
receipt of laboratory equipment from United States, and gave im- 
pression Generalissimo would approve. He also indicated that our 
offer on laboratory equipment had practically served to bring negotia- 
tions near conclusion. 

Wong did not bring up question training Chinese scientists in 
United States and we did not think advisable to do so, especially in 
view paragraph 4 reference telegram which provides for assignment 
qualified Chinese students to private American universities rather 
than Chinese scientists to United States Government and other highly 
specialized laboratories. | 

Re Embtel 1668, September 13,21 Wong said he had discussed matter 
with General Ho Ying-chin, National Defense Minister, who quoted 
as stating that two organizations in his Ministry carrying on some _ 
work in atomic energy field, one being in Ordnance Department, the 
second in special scientific branch. Wong stated Ho would raise no 
objection should Department and Atomic Energy Commission refuse 
grant export permit for materials mentioned Department’s airgram 
150, August 6.27, Wong also reiterated his stand to same effect. 

As final understanding with Wong now appears possible, we will 
not conclude understanding pending final instructions from Depart- 
ment, according paragraph 3 Deptel 783, May 26. | 

| STUART 

* Not printed.
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893.6359/10-248 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasuHinetTon, October 2, 1948—noon. 

1390. Ref last para urtel 1818, Oct 2, you are authorized to con- 

clude understanding on basis Deptel 859, June 9, which is finalized 

position of Dept with reference para 3, Deptel 783.” | 
| : LovETT 

893.6359/11-548 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxina, November 5, 1948—11 a. Mm. 

: | [Received November 5—1: 56 a. m.] 

2099. Department will appreciate that developments since Embtel 

1818, October 2 sent have been of such critical nature as to prevent 

Premier’s taking up matter with Generalissimo (reDeptel 1390, 

October 2). | 

Premier November 4 informed us that matter would have to be 

set aside for time being for reasons altogether obvious, including his 

efforts to resign. | | 

: STUART 

893.6359/11-2648 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, November 26, 1948—noon. 

[Received November 26—1: 53 a. m. | 

9327. Re proposed Sino-American survey for Chinese deposits of 

uranium and allied minerals, we November 23 suggested to Dr. Wong 

Wen-hao desirability of preventing papers thereon in Chinese hands 

falling into “unauthorized” hands. Wong indicated he appreciated 

our position and said he would take appropriate steps. 

November 26 Wu Chao-hung, Vice Chairman of National Resources 

Commission, informed us he had been instructed by Wong personally 

to be responsible for papers and that he was taking them in few days 

to Taiwan. | 

| STUART 

2 May 26, p. 745.



NEGOTIATIONS CONCERNING UNITED STATES SENATE 
RESERVATION TO TREATY. OF FRIENDSHIP, COM- 
MERCE, AND NAVIGATION SIGNED NOVEMBER 4, 1946, 
AND REGARDING EXCHANGE OF INTERPRETATIVE 
NOTES os 

711.9382/5-—2748 : Telegram | 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | WasuinotTon, May 27, 1948—7 p.m. 
796. Senate For [eign] Rel[ations] Comm[ittee] reporting out FCN 

treaty * May 25 attached reservation that U. S. does not accept para 
5 (c) of Protocol regarding translations and that U. S. interests in 
this respect will continue be governed by provisions 1903 Treaty | 
Committee received many protests from authors and publishers 

against Protocol 5.(¢), and apparently considered reservation neces- 
sary as public relations matter to make clear treaty does not introduce 
new principle or indicate backward step with respect protection 
authors’ rights. Dept feels reservation involves no significant change 
substance, since 1903 Treaty does not appear afford any substantial 
protection against translations. 

Senate action on treaty expected few days. | 
: Loverr 

711.932/6-348 : Telegram . 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHINGTON, June 8, 1948—6 p. m. 
836. Senate yesterday approved treaty of friendship, commerce and 

navigation with reservation on copyright as described in Deptel 796, 
May 27. Detailed instructions as to handling reservation and gener- 
ally with regard exchange of ratifications to follow. _ | 

MarsHaLn 

* Treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation, signed at Nanking, November 
4, 1946. For text, see Department of State Treaties and Other International 
Acts Series No. 1871, or 63 Stat. (pt. 2) 1299. 

* Signed at Shanghai, October 8, 1903, Foreign Relations, 1908, p. 91. 
752
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711.932/6—-2548 : Telegram — 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WAsHINGTON, June 25, 1948—7 p. m. 

996. 1. Following is text Senate resolution June 2, approving FCN 

treaty : : Oe 

“Resolved (two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein), 

That the Senate advise and consent to the ratification of Executive J, 
Eightieth Congress, first session, the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, 

and Navigation between the United States of America and the Re- 

public of China, together with a protocol thereto, signed at Nanking 

on November 4, 1946, subject to the following reservation: 
The Government of the United States of America does not accept 

section 5 (c) of the protocol relating to protection against transla- 

tions of literary and artistic works, and with the understanding that 

United States interests in this respect will be interpreted in accord- 
ance with the provisions of the treaty as to commercial relations 

signed at Shanghai, October 8, 1903, until further negotiations and 
agreement concerning translations are forthcoming. The United 

States stands ready to enter into immediate negotiations with China 

for further improvement in copyright relationships with particular 

emphasis upon the desire of the United States to afford protection of 
translations. The Senate is of the opinion that the protection of the 
author of literary and artistic property in the exclusive right to 
translate or authorize the translation of his works is of importance 

as a matter of justice to the author and is of equal importance as a 
, means for assuring a true translation and faithful presentation for 

peoples who must receive it in a language other than the original. 

Under present-day conditions, such protection is essential to promote 

effective diffusion of literary and artistic works and to encourage re- 
sponsible industries engaged in the production of such works within 
a country. | 

The Senate further understands that the treaty does not obligate 
either party to extend most-favored-nation treatment with respect to 
copyright.” | 

You are requested to seek soonest interview appropriate official 

Fonoff and inform him Senate has approved treaty in accordance US 

constitutional procedure, that US will be prepared early date exchange 

ratifications, and that Dept wishes be informed soonest whether 

Chinese Govt prepared exchange ratifications with reservation. You 

should hand him copy Senate resolution quoted above and in referring 

to reservation explain that it is a substitution, for Protocol 5 (¢), of a 
provision of comparable substance from a former treaty. It is Dept’s 
hope that, in view of this fact, FonOff, with concurrences Exec. Yuan 
and Gimo,? will regard acceptance reservation as matter within prov- 

oni iane Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of 
ina. : :
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ince Exec. Branch. You should, therefore, not bring up subject of 
referring reservation to Legislative Yuan but should present subject 
in such a way as to avoid, if possible, that procedure. Dept desires 
this approach be used because 1n view present anti-American and anti- 
Chinese Govt agitation Dept doubts whether assent present Legislative 
Yuan to reservation can be obtained and fears whole question of 
treaty would be raised again if reservation presented that body for 
assent. Emb will recall that immediately after signature treaty 
Fonmin* hastened obtain ratification before election and convening 
of new Legislative Yuan because he gravely doubted new body would 
give approval. Ratification was obtained only 5 days after signature 
of treaty, shortly before dissolution Legislative Yuan. Written rec- 
ord of Chinese acceptance reservation may properly be limited to 
appropriate mention in protocol of exchange of ratifications. 

In discussing reservation you should state that during consideration 
treaty Senate For. Rel. Comm. and individual Senators received many 
protests from authors and publishers against Protocol 5 (c), con- 
demning Dept for recognizing in international agreement what senders 
considered highly objectionable principle of non-protection against 
translation, thus establishing bad precedent and taking backward step 
as to development international copyright relations. If questioned 
as to intent of reservation, you may utilize following quotations from 
Report of For. Rel. Comm. 

“As compared with our rights under treaty of 1903, present treaty 
would afford considerably improved protection for Americans with 
respect to copyright generally; with respect to translations, it would 
not appreciably change situation ... The Committee had serious 

| objections to the acceptance by the US, in a new and modern treaty, of 
section 5 (c) of the protocol, which continues the principle of exclud- 
ing translations from protection. The Committee therefore recom- 
mends that Senate do not accept this section, but maintain status quo 
under earlier treaty of 1903. The relevant provisions of the treaty 
of 1903 are admittedly inadequate in this respect, but it is felt that 
further progress can be made and equitable trade practices developed 
to mutual satisfaction in later negotiations.” 

For your information purpose of Senate in adding final sentence to 
reservation not clear, but since treaty contains no MEN * provision 
relating to copyright, the sentence should cause no difficulty. 

2. Dept also wishes obtain Chinese agreement to interpretative 
statement to be included in exchange notes at time exchange treaty 
ratifications to following effect: 

“Wang Shih-chieh, Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs. 
*Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Executive Report No. 8. Treaty of 

Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation With China, 80th Cong., 2d sess. 
° Most-favored-nation.
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“The provisions of the present Treaty shall not preclude action by 
either party which is required or specifically permitted by the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade’ or by Chap IV of the Havana 
Charter for an International Trade Organization * during such time 
as such party is a contracting party to the General Agreement or is 
a Member of the ITO.” 

Paragraph 2 (c) Art. XXVI originally included in treaty for pur- 
pose of permitting certain action pursuant to multilateral commercial 
arrangements then in planning stage. Since GATT now in effect 
and text ITO Charter now before Govts for ratification Dept con- 
siders desirable state more specifically that treaty provisions not 
intended interfere with obligations or privileges of parties to GATT 
or ITO Charter. Italy will be asked agree similar exchange notes 
at time exchange ratifications pending treaty.® | 

8. Another problem Dept desires deal with in exchange notes at 
time exchange treaty ratifications concerns Trust Territory Pacific 
Islands. Trusteeship Agreement concluded July 18, 1947 between US 
and UN Security Council,” inter alia designates this Territory as 
a strategic area and US as administering authority with power to 
close parts or all of Territory for security reasons. Furthermore, 
under Art. 8, paragraph 1 of Trusteeship Agreement, members of 
UN, including China, are granted, subject to security considerations 
and welfare of inhabitants, MFN treatment in Territory. For these 
reasons and in view of special responsibilities of US toward inhabit- 
ants of Territory, Dept desires obtain adherence Chinese Govt to 
agreement excepting Trust Territory from territorial coverage of | 
treaty and also excepting advantages which US might grant that 
Territory from application MFN provisions of treaty. Such an 
agreement accords with opening phrase Art XXVII of treaty which 
contemplates possible future agreements limiting territorial coverage. 
As far as known, Chinese interests would not be affected by proposed 
exception of Territory from treaty obligations. E/fect proposed ex- 
change notes would be same as if words “and the Trust Territory of 
the Pacific Islands” were added after words “Panama Canal Zone” 
at end of Art X XVII and in first sentence Art XXVI (4) of treaty. 
Exception in above sense included in treaty with Italy, and Dept plans 
include it in future FCN treaties. Referring to phrase in Art 8 (1) 

_ Trusteeship Agreement, which would permit nationals and companies 
of administering authority to receive more favorable treatment than 

"Signed at Geneva, October 30, 1947, Treaties and Other International Acts 
Series No. 1700, or 61 Stat. pts. 5 and 6. 

* Department of State, Havana Charter for an International Trade Organiza- 
tion, March 24, 1948 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1948), p. 23. 

- *Signed at Rome, February 2, 1948; Treaties and Other International Acts 
Series No. 1965, or 63 Stat. (pt. 2) 2255. 
aso eaties and Other International Acts Series No. 1665, or 61 Stat. (pt. 3)
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that accorded nationals and companies other United Nations, US 
representative in Security Council stated: “. . 12 the US Govt has:no 
intention, through this clause or any other clause, of taking advantage 
for its own benefit, and to the detriment of the welfare of the in- 
habitants, of the meager and almost nonexistent resources and com- 
mercial opportunities that exist in the scattered and barren 
islands... .”” 

4. Dept hopes Emb can obtain prompt agreement Chinese Govt to 
above proposals in order that treaty may be put into effect without 
delay. Upon receipt of telegraphic reply, which should be expedited, 
Dept will forward drafts necessary notes. | | 

- | MarsHALL 

711.9382/7-1448: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State : 

NAnkKING, July 14, 1948—6 p. m. 
| | [Received July 14—8: 54 a. m.] 

1292. ReDeptel 926, July [June] 25. Following study Embassy | 
notes and atdes-mémoire re exchange ratifications and notes on FCN 
treaty, head Treaty Department, Foreign Office volunteered opinion 
on July 14 that Senate reservation would have to be referred to Legis- 
lative Yuan and that permission exchange of notes reGATT, ITO and 
Trust Territory of Pacific Islands would have to be obtained from 
Legislative Yuan because of substantive changes involved. Execu- 
tive Yuan plans submit only changes involved to Legislative Yuan on 
basis that old Yuan already ratified all other provisions which are to 
come into force unchanged. Foreign Office only now consulting 
other agencies of Executive Yuan re exchanges of notes and is en- 
countering difficulties due complex nature GATT. 

Foreign Office urgently requests soonest analytical interpretive cross 
reference of related provisions FCN Treaty, GATT and ITO to ex- 
pedite preparation memoranda for use other agencies and for prepara- 
tion justifications for submission Legislative Yuan. Embassy 
supports his request in view extreme shortage of time caused by pos- 
sible adjournment Legislative Yuan July 21 and suggests that careful 
analysis indicating possible advantages both to US and China might 
prove extremely helpful in limiting Yuan discussion and obtaining 
prompt approval prior close of this session rather than sometime next 
fall or winter. | , 

Individual members Legislative Yuan consulted by Embassy not 
in agreement on likelihood another extension present session. 

-™ Omission indicated in the original telegram. oO
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Foreign Office requests soonest full texts notes to be exchanged in 

order expedite obtaining concurrence other agencies prior submission 

Legislative Yuan. 
Foreign Office envisages possible extended discussion GATT, Trust 

territories and ITO since they limit applicability of treaty or may 

work to advantage of US rather than China. However, feels Senate 
reservation not likely draw much fire since merely leaves matter to 

further negotiation. : | | 

Foreign Office interested learning whether acceptance by US Gov- 

ernment of reservations by other governments subject to prior ap- 
proval of Senate. | a | 

Foreign Office held (1) China has indicated provisional acceptance 

GATT and final acceptance not given until UN notified and (2) should 

FCN treaty come into force after GATT, provisions former will take 

precedence over latter unless notes exchangea. 
| — Sruarr 

711.982/7-1448 : Telegram ne 

. The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

a WasHINGToN, July 16, 1948—4 p. m. 
1036. Urtel 1292, July 14. Texts notes to be exchanged on ITO 

and GATT follow. a 

US note. “I have the honor to refer to Art XV and paragraph 3 (c) 
of Art XXVI of the Treaty of FCN between the USA and the Re- 
public of China signed at Nanking on November 4, 1946, and to state 
that it is the understanding of the Govt of the USA that the provisions 
of the aforesaid Treaty do not preclude action by either of the parties 
thereto which is required or specifically permitted. by the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or by Chapter IV of the Havana 
Charter for an International Trade Organization, during such time | 
as the party applying such measures is a contracting party to the 
General Agreement or is a member of the International Trade 
Organization. — — | | 

“T should be glad if your Excellency would confirm this under- 
standing on behalf of the Govt of the Republic of China.” 

Chinese note. “I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your 
note of today’s date with respect to Art XV and paragraph 3 (c) of 
Art X XVI of the Treaty of FCN between the Republic of China and 
the USA signed at Nanking on Nov 4, 1946 and to confirm that it is the 
understanding of the Govt of the Republic. of China that.... .”* 
(Repeat phraseology opening paragraph above from “the provisions” 
to end paragraph). 

: MARSHALL 

18 Omission indicated in the original. |
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711.932/7-1448 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHineton, July 16, 1948—4 p. m. 

1037. Urtel 1292, July 14. Texts of notes to be exchanged on Trust. 
Territory follow. ce 

“T have the honor to refer to Art X XVII of the Treaty of FCN 
between the USA and the Republic of China signed at Nanking on. 
Nov 4, 1946 and to the recent conversations between representatives. 
of our two Govts regarding the applicability of the provisions of the 
aforesaid Treaty to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. 

“In view of the special relationship established with respect to the 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands by the Trusteeship Agreement. 
approved by the Security Council of the UN on Apr 2, 1947, the Govt 
of the USA proposes that: (1) the Treaty of FCN between the USA. 
and the Republic of China signed at Nanking on Nov 4, 1946 shall 
not apply to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands except to the 
extent that the President of the USA shall by proclamation extend 
the provisions of the Treaty to such Trust Territory; (2) the provi- 
sions of the Treaty according treatment no less favorable than the 
treatment accorded to any third country shall not apply to advantages 
now accorded or which may hereafter be accorded by the USA or its 
territories and possessions, irrespective of any change in their political 
status, to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. 

“Tf the foregoing proposals are acceptable to the Govt of the Repub- 
lic of China, the Govt of the USA will consider this note and your 
reply as placing on record the understanding of the two Govts in 
this matter, with effect from the date of entry into force of the afore- 
said Treaty.” | 

Chinese note. “I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your 
note of today’s date which contains the following proposals on the 
part of the Govt of the USA with respect to the applicability to the 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands of the Treaty of FCN between 
the Republic of China and the USA signed at Nanking on Nov 4, 
1946: (Repeat numbered statements in preceding draft note.) __ 

“T have the honor to inform you that the Govt of the Republic 
of China accepts the foregoing proposals and considers your note 
together with this reply as placing on record the understanding of 
our two Govts in this matter, with effect from the date of entry into 
force of the aforesaid treaty.” | 

- - MarsHaLi 

711.982/7-1448 : Telegram . | | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

- ‘Wasuineron, July 16, 1948—4 p. m. 
1039. Urtel 1292, July 14. Impossible prepare thorough compara- 

tive analysis provisions FCN treaty, GATT, and ITO Charter for use 
Chinese Govt before adjournment Legislative Yuan. Treaty pro-
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visions relating exchange goods represent generally principles US 
policy Dept endeavored incorporate in GATT and ITO Charter, but 
to obtain general acceptance multilateral agreements it was necessary 
in many instances include greater detail and in some cases depart from 
strictness of treaty rules. For example, multilaterals permit utiliza- 
tion quantitative restrictions in discriminatory manner to protect 
balance of payments, whereas treaty precludes their use in this man- 
ner, and multilaterals contain more flexible provisions than treaty 
relating integration economies two or more countries by means cus- 
toms unions and free trade areas. | 

Generally, GATT and Charter (1) spell out in greater detail by 
means supporting, extending, or qualifying provisions the general 
principles included in the treaty; (2) provide for controlling, co- 
ordinating, or consultative action in certain cases by the ITO or par- 
ties to GATT acting jointly; (3) deal with certain matters that are 
dealt with only partially, inferentially, or not at all in treaty, e. g., 
cinematographic films, export subsidies, customs valuation, marks of 
origin, etc.; (4) require certain action not required in treaty, e. g., 
negotiations between members to reduce tariffs (as were participated 
in by both China and US at Geneva), and abolition of quantitative 
restrictions except in exceptional circumstances. 

Dept in proposing exchange notes relating GATT and ITO, seeks 
for US no advantages except general ones that will accrue to both 
countries from having multilaterals in unimpeded operation. It is 
thought that the unqualified treaty rules would be preferable in some 
respects insofar as specific US interests are concerned. The more 
flexible provisions in GATT and Charter regarding quantitative re- 
strictions would presumably be more advantageous to China than the 
stricter treaty provisions. Purpose of proposed understanding is 
merely to remove any possibility treaty interfering with operation of 
multilaterals. This objective is wholly in acord with commitment of 
China and US in Arts XV and XXVI (8c). of treaty. Exchange 
notes would not commit either party to treaty to become or remain 
party to GATT or member ITO. 

In reply to inquiry referred to in penultimate paragraph Embtel 
1292, it may be stated that general practice of US Govt is not to agree 
to substantive reservation to a treaty on the part of some other nation 
without first obtaining consent of Senate. Understandings reached 
pursuant to specific provisions of a treaty, such as that proposed with 
regard to Trust Territory of Pacific Islands, or an understanding such 
as that relating to GATT and ITO are not considered reservations and 
consequently are not considered as requiring Senate action, 

| | - | -MarsHatu
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711.932/7-2048: Telegram | oe | oe 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

. . Nanxine, July 20, 1948—6 p. m. 

[Received July 20—7: 21 a. m.] 

1320. ReDeptel 926, June 25. Treaty Section Foreign Office states © 

impossible obtain Legislative Yuan approval exchange of ratifications 

if questions of (1) Senate reservation, (2) exchange of notes GATT 

and ITO and (3) exchange of notes Trust Territory of Pacific Islands, 

all must be settled prior exchange of ratifications. Foreign Office 

~ explains impossible obtain concurrence concerned government agencies 

and prepare justifications for submission Executive Yuan regarding 

exchange of notes GATT, ITO, trust territory because time limitation 

and expected adjournment Legislative Yuan next week. Implication 

‘was that it might perhaps be possible obtain exchange of ratifications 

prior adjournment present session of Yuan provided Yuan approval 

only Senate reservation involved although Foreign Office official ad- 

mitted even this questionable due time factor. Foreign Office re- 

iterated request thorough comparative analysis provisions FCN treaty, 

GATT and ITO charter for use preparation persuasive memos prior 

fall session for enlightenment Legislative Yuan and Embassy concurs 

this request for reasons outlined Embtel 1292, July 14. 

: : | oe a . STUART 

711.932/7-2048 : Telegram : BO 7 : 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

a | ~ ., Wasurtneron, July 20, 1948—7 p. m. 

1053. Embtel 1320, July 20, Emb requested urge Chinese Govt seek 

immediately legislative approval Senate reservation FCN treaty. 

Dept exploring possible means for obtaining, either before or after 

exchange ratifications, objectives sought in proposed exchanges notes. 

Views Emb requested. | 

| | | So MarsHALL 

711.932/7-2248 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, July 22, 1948—6 p. m. 
| - [Received July 22—8: 04 a. m.] 

1346. Re unnumbered Deptel July 20, 7 p. m.* received Nanking 
July 21, 6 p.m. in reply Embtel 1320. Director Treaty Department 

14 Thig telegram, printed supra, was actually numbered 1058.
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FonOff stated evening July 21 he will urge FonOff prepare morning 
22nd a recommendation that Senate reservation be submitted by 
Executive Yuan to Legislative Yuan on morning of July 23 (last day 
of present session) for Legislative Yuan approval. Now uncertain 
whether latter will be willing consider Senate reservation in lieu of 
other pressing legislation. 

Proposed exchanges of notes in any event will have to await Legis- 
lative Yuan approval in fall session. FonOff expects may encounter 
resistance in both Government and Legislative Yuan due possible loss 
of advantage by China and by misunderstanding and ignorance in 
Legislative Yuan. Hence FonOff most anxious prepare case for ac- 
ceptance as thoroughly and persuasively as possible. FonOff believes 
objectives can be attained by an exchange of notes separated from 
ratification procedure. 
Embassy believes FonOff willing seek approval GATT and ITO 

but expects less firm support of note exchange re Trust Territory. 
FonOff refuses now gauge probable Governmental and Legislative 
Yuan reaction on foregoing but expects encounter no resistance re 
Senate reservation. — | 

| | STUART 
711.932 /7-2248 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

ne NankIn@, July 22, 1948—6 p. m. 
_ 7 [Received July 22—8: 04 a. m.] 

1847. ReEmbtel 1346, July 22. Foreign Minister has decided Sen- 
ate reservation cannot be submitted present session Legislative Yuan 
because Executive Yuan approval, which must be obtained at special 

| meeting, cannot be gotten prior adjournment Legislative Yuan 
tomorrow. _ | | | : 

: | | STUART 

711.932/7-2848 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| : _ Nanxrne, July 28, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received July 28—11:19 a. m.] 

1880. ReDeptel 1053, July 20. As stated Embtel 1347, J uly 22, 
Senate reservation FCN treaty was not presented to Legislative Yuan 
prior to adjournment this session. In retrospect Embassy considers 
bargaining power for proposed exchange of notes Trust Territory, 
GATT and ITO, especially the first mentioned, will be strengthened 

_ considerably if Senate reservation and exchanges notes treated as
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unit and identified with exchange of ratifications. Embassy senses 

Government reluctance consider further “limitations”. Dept concur- 

rence this approach desired. 
Although Legislative Yuan approval only Senate reservation this 

session might have been obtained if Foreign Office approached from 

beginning on this basis, Embassy feels no regrets in view paragraph 

1 above and early opening of next session on September 1. 

Embassy cannot stress too strongly desirability preparation care- 

ful analysis requested Embtels 1292, July 14, and 1846, July 22, to 

- facilitate acceptance proposed exchange of notes. Since next session 

Legislative Yuan scheduled open within 5 ‘weeks, Embassy suggests 

analysis be available Nanking by early August if possible. | 

Please keep Embassy informed re status Italian FCN treaty and 

exchange of similar notes if latter to be negotiated August or 

September. 
STUART 

711.982/7-2848 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, August 25, 1948—7 p. m. 

, 1230. Urtel 1380 July 28; Deptel 1039 July 16. - Dept concurs 

handling Senate reservation and two exchanges notes (Deptels 1036 

and 1037 July 16, and 926 June 25) as unit and identifying same with 

exchange ratifications, at Emb’s discretion. Suggested protocol of 

exchange ratifications to this effect will follow. Dept desires every 

reasonable effort be made to secure Chinese acceptance of the ITO- 

GATT and Trust Territory understandings in this way. If, however, 

after discussions with Chinese officials prior submission Legislative 

Yuan, Emb feels strongly that our insistence on inclusion under- 

standings might jeopardize treaty ratification at this time, Dept should 

be promptly informed. 

Dept had not expected Chinese would make difficulties re Trust 

Territory exception, already included in text Ital treaty. Our obli- 

gations in trust area defined by agreement with UN, on whose behalf 

US acts as administering authority. Conversely, Chinese interests 

there protected by same agreement; and US can hardly be expected, 

through bilateral treaty, to modify this multilaterally-established 

regime. In any case, economic importance of territories under our 

strategic trusteeship not sufficient to warrant their becoming issue in 

such treaty. 

Dept trusts Chinese will appreciate that our desire for statement 

concerning ITO and GATT is by way of clarifying mutual intent |
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that treaty is not to be interpreted or applied in such way as to hamper 
multilateral regime established by these two instruments, in formula- 
tion and development of which China as well as US fully partici- 
pated. It is worth repeating that we are not seeking here to commit 
Chinese either to join or not join projected ITO. Wording proposed 
in Deptel 1036 primarily calculated assure that the rather rigid rules 
of nondiscrimination set forth in treaty (principally those set forth 
in Art XVI, paras 1,3 and 4) may be relaxed to extent and in manner 
provided in GATT and ITO. 

Dept rather believes that understanding to this effect may be even 
more necessary for China than for US. Perhaps most important 
relaxation is in connection with balance of payments difficulties; and 
it is China, rather than US, which is in situation of possibly needing 

to avail itself of the special privileges set forth in GATT and ITO 
Charter (Art XIV of former, Art 23 of latter). EKmb may have noted 
that Dept had to make a special arrangement on this subject with 
Italians, in as much as at time of negotiating Ital FCN treaty 
(Autumn 1947), Italy was not yet participating in either GATT or 
ITO. (See Additional Protocol to Ital treaty, paras 1, 2 and 4). 
By proposing to Chinese a statement re ITO and GATT, US is inter 
alia giving assurance that we do not intend treat Chinese less favorably 
in this regard. | 

Other specific provisions of ITO and GATT to which proposed 
statement is relevant include following: 

Art 24, para 8(0) of Charter, and Art XV, para 9(6) of GATT, | 
which is a residual assurance of right to apply import and export 
restrictions complementary to exchange restrictions such as are per- 
mitted under IMF reservation of treaty (Art X XVI, para 1(e))). 

Art 44 of Charter makes more ample provision for development of 
customs unions (and free-trade areas) than does Art XX VI, para 
3(b) of thetreaty. Compare Art XXIV of GATT. 

General exceptions in Art 45 of Charter, and in GATT, are more 
amply designed to bridge dislocation of post-war period than those in 
Art XXVI of treaty. See especially in para 1 of former, items under 
ix and x of (a), and those under (6). Reference to GATT will also 
pick up necessary fissionable materials reservation (Art X XI, para 
b(i), which in Ital treaty is spelled out (see Art XXIV, para 1(c) of 
Ital treaty). 

It is true that Charter contains rules which are not in treaty, just 
as treaty contains rules which are not in Charter, and that, moreover, 
where same subject-matter is covered in both instruments, Charter 
usually deals with it in much more elaborate and detailed fashion. _ 
But this does not mean conflict between two, nor does it mean that | 
both instruments cannot be fully effective according to their own 

429-525—73-—49 |
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: terms. Dept, therefore, feels no useful purpose would be served, in so 
far as ratification of treaty is concerned, in attempting supply Chi- 
nese with exhaustive paragraph-by-paragraph comparative analysis. 

Ital Parliament not expected act on US-Italy FON treaty until 
about Oct 1. Foreign Office states it has no objection exchange notes 
on ITO and GATT similar to that proposed to China, and that it will 
probably not be necessary submit matter to Parliament. 

| | MarsHALL 

711.9382/8-3048 : Telegram . 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| - | Wasutneton, August 30, 1948—6 p. m. 
1246. Suggested draft of protocol of exchange of ratifications 

(Deptel 1230, Aug 25, 1948) follows: | 

“The undersigned, J. Leighton Stuart, Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of the United States of America to the Republic 
of China,and............ , Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic of China, duly authorized by their respective Governments, 
met this day for the purpose of exchanging the instruments of rati- 
fication of their respective Governments of the treaty of friendship, 
commerce, and navigation between the United States of America and 
the Republic of China signed at Nanking on November 4, 1946. - 

“The Ambassador of the United States of America stated that the 
treaty is ratified on behalf of the United States of America subject 
to the reservation and understanding set forth in the Resolution of 
June 2, 1948 of the Senate of the United States of America advising 
and consenting to ratification, a copy of which Resolution was com- 
municated to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China 
by the Ambassador of the United States of America by his note 
of .......,1948. | 

“The Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China stated 
that he was authorized by his Government to declare that the Republic 
of China accepted the aforesaid reservation and understanding. 

“The undersigned, duly authorized by their respective Govern- 
ments, placed on record also the following understandings which have 
been agreed upon by the two Governments with respect to the afore- 
said treaty: | | 

1. The provisions of the treaty of friendship, commerce, and 
navigation signed at Nanking on November 4, 1946 do not pre- 
clude action by either of the parties thereto which is required or 
specifically permitted by the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade or by Chapter IV of the Havana Charter for an Inter- 

| national Trade Organization during such time as the party apply- 
ing such measures is a contracting party to the General Agreement 

_ or is a Member of the International Trade Organization. 
2. In view of the special relationship established between the 

United States of America and the Trust Territory of the Pacific 
_ Islands by the Trusteeship Agreement approved by the Security
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Council of the United Nations on April 2, 1947, and by the Gov- 
ernment of the United States of America on July 18, 1947, the 
treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation signed at Nanking 
on November 4, 1946 shall not apply to the Trust Territory of the 
Pacific Islands except to the extent that the President of the 
United States of America shall by proclamation extend provi- 
sions of the treaty to such Trust Territory; and the provisions of 
the treaty according treatment no less favorable than the treat- 
ment accorded to any third country shall not apply to advantages 
now accorded or which may hereafter be accorded by the United | 
States of America or its territories and possessions, irrespective 
of their future political status, to the Trust Territory of the 
Pacific Islands. 

“The exchange of instruments of ratification thereupon took place 
in the usual manner, the respective instruments having been carefully 
compared and found to be in due form. . 

“IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed 
the present Protocol of Exchange and have affixed thereto their seals. 

Done in duplicate, in the English and Chinese languages, at Nan- 
king this.....dayof..... , 1948, 

For the Government of the United States of America: 
For the Government of the Republic of China.” 

EKmb may communicate suggested draft to FonOft at its discretion, 
and in accordance instructions contained Deptel 1230. 

a MarsHaLn 

711.932/9-1448 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, September 14, 1948—11 a. m. 
| Received 1:24 p. m.} 

1674, ReDeptels 1246, August 30 and 1230, August 25. Foreign 
Office finally decided submit only question of ratification to Legis- 
lative Yuan in line with general policy of avoiding reference Legis- 
lative Yuan whenever possible and position exchange of notes within 
province of Foreign Office as matter of interpretation rather than 
actual substantive change treaty provisions. Foreign Office refuses 
predict Legislative Yuan reaction to ratification accepting Senate 
reservation. 

Foreign Office assures no question or problem exists re exchange 
of notes on GATT, ITO and Trust Territories and suggests that since 
only question Senate reservation submitted Legislative Yuan the 
matter is best handled by exchange of notes as originally proposed 
by Department. Embassy concurs this view. 
Hackworth * defines instrument of ratification and copy complete 

** Green H. Hackworth’s Digest of International Law.
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text treaty in both languages signed by President. Does this mean 
| Embassy has to prepare and/or check Chinese text? If so, will 

appreciate receiving soonest photostatic copy commercial treaty men- 
tioned in Embassy despatch 279, November 18, 1946.16 Embassy 
hopes that photostatic copy of treaty was sent to Washington as none 
can be located here despite fact two copies were made. In this con- 
nection Foreign Office feels separate copies text both languages of a 
treaty need not be exchanged with ratification instrument and that 
originals in custody US Government and Chinese Government suffice 
as binding reference. Legislative Yuan will take action on Senate 
reservation this session which ends December 31. Although Foreign 
Minister departing for Paris end of this week, officials in Treaty 
Department state they have authority act on proposals re text ex- 
change of notes and text of protocol of exchange of ratifications 
(excluding of course changes by unpredictable Legislative Yuan). 
Suggested amendment protocol following separate telegram.” 

| | STUART 

711.9382/9-1448 : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, September 14, 1948—11 a. m. 
| [Received September 14—6: 57 a. m. | 

1676. ReDeptel 1246, August 30,6 p.m. Foreign Office informally | 
suggests amendment draft of protocol of exchange of ratifications as 
follows: 

First paragraph as stated refDeptel. 

Second paragraph: “The Ambassador of the United States of 
America stated that the treaty is ratified on behalf of the United 
States of America subject to the reservation and understanding set 
forth in the resolution of June 2, 1948, of the Senate of the United 
States of America, advising and consenting to ratification, a copy of 
which resolution was communicated to the Minister for Foreign 

| Affairs of the Republic of China by the Ambassador of the United 
States of America by his note No. 502 of July 8, 1948, to the effect - 
that the provisions contained in paragraph 5 subparagraph (c) of the 
protocol attached to the aforesaid treaty be deleted and that the words 
article XI being excepted’ be added to the closing sentence of article 
X XIX, paragraph 1, subparagraph (g) of the aforesaid treaty”. 

Third paragraph as stated refDeptel. 
Paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 to be deleted in favor of exchange of notes. 
Paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 as stated in refDeptel. 

** Not printed. | 
“ Infra. | |
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Inclusion text re ITO, GATT, Trust Territories now unnecessary 
due Foreign Office acceptance our position and its decision not sub- 
mit these subjects to Legislative Yuan. Embassy substituting title 
“Minister for Foreign Affairs” for erroneous title “Minister of For- 
eign Affairs” throughout protocol. 

STUART 

711.932/9-1448 : Telegram 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHINGTON, October 12, 1948—8 p. m. 
1485. Dept accepts FonOff suggestion (Embtel 1674, September 

14) for exchanges notes on GATT, ITO, Trust Territory. Notes 
should conform draft notes transmitted Deptels 1036, 1037, July 16. 
Dept still prefers have notes exchanged same day ratifications of treaty 
exchanged. Deletion paras 4, 5, 6, protocol of exchange of ratifications 
(Embtel 1676, Sep 14) acceptable. 
Dept prefers avoid, if possible, amendment para 2, protocol of ex- 

change, along lines FonOft suggestion, as would require in effect Dept 
interpretation and paraphrase Senate resolution. FonOft amendment 

_ (1) does not appear absolutely necessary, since reference to Emb note __ 
transmitting copy Senate resolution of FonOff provides explicit iden- 
tification of document containing US reservation to treaty and formal 
communication thereof to Chin Govt, (2) contains indirect reference 
1903 Treaty which Dept assumed Chin Govt anxious to avoid, (3) 
is incomplete statement of effects Senate resolution, since fails refer 
to final para resolution containing understanding on MEN treat- 
ment for copyright, which Dept feels must be regarded as integral part 
resolution, (4) appears state too broadly effect Senate reservation, 
which limits scope of understanding to protection US interests in 
respect translations and does not apply to other matters contained 
Art XI 1903 Treaty. 

Dept feels FonOff apparently believes necessary continue Art XI 
1903 Treaty in force to give proper effect to Senate reservation. 
Reservation establishes Art XI as standard by which protection US 
interests in translations will be interpreted, but agreement between 
US and China regarding treatment for translations consists of Senate 
reservation and Chinese acceptance thereof, not Art XI 1903 Treaty. 
Hence unnecessary continue Art XI in force, or refer specifically 
thereto in protocol of exchange. 

Dept believes should retain para 2 original Dept draft (Deptel 1246, 
Aug 30). If absolutely necessary matter may be solved by quoting 
aiter para 2 original Dept draft full text Senate reservation. -
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Dept desires have treaty enter into force soonest. In this connec- 

tion, Emb may, at its discretion, ascertain informally whether FonOff 

continues to feel, on basis substantive considerations, it should refer 

reservation to Legislative Yuan. | 
Incorporation copy full text treaty in instrument ratification usual 

international practice but not obligatory. Dept has no objection ac- 

cepting from Chin Govt instrument ratification prepared in accord- 

ance FonOff views, omitting copy text, provided instrument meets 
essential requirement of precise reference to treaty and explicit state- 
ment confirming and ratifying treaty. US instrument will contain 
photostatic text in both languages. Emb need not prepare or check 

Chinese text. | 
Lovetr 

711.9382/10—-2148 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NAnkKING, October 21, 1948—1 p. m. 
[Received October 21—7: 25 a. m. | 

1955. Substance first 4 paragraphs Deptel 1435, October 12 made 
available to Foreign Office Treaty Department officials, who now 
studying Department recommendations that paragraph 2 Protocol of 
Exchange of Ratifications be not amended. As Chinese arguments 
favoring amendment somewhat fuzzy, we have asked them to consult 
together further and give us opinions in writing. Legislative Yuan 
Foreign Affairs Committee October 14 held hearing on Treaty ratifi- 
cation including Senate reservation. Meeting attended by Foreign 
Office Treaty Department officials as well as representatives Ministries 
of Interior and Education and Academia Sinica. Press reports on 
meeting indicate agreement reached to accept reservation. Treaty 
Department officials October 20 stated, however, that committee which 
had several more discussions on subject, has not yet drawn up its ~ 
recommendations to be submitted to General Assembly of Legislative 
Yuan which Yuan in turn will then submit its recommendations to 
Executive Yuan. Latter will thereupon instruct Foreign Office as to 
action to be taken. | | 

_ Reference second last sentence last paragraph Deptel, does Depart- 
ment plan send to Embassy photostatic copies of Treaty in both 

languages? : 
| Stuart
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711.932/10-3148 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NankKING, October 31, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received October 31—5: 08 a. m.] 

2046. Legislative Yuan October 26 passed resolution regarding 
Senate reservation. Translation accurate newspaper text follows in 
separate telegram. Resolution approved Senate reservation regard- 
ing section 5 C of Protocol. It stated that “rights with respect to 
literary and artistic works referred to in third sentence article IX of 
Treaty” shall be interpreted according relevant provision Treaty 1908, 
and authorized Chinese Government to exchange ratifications with the 
US in accordance with the understanding expressed in the Yuan’s 
resolution. It closed with statement regarding purpose translations 
and authorized government negotiate copyright agreement in con- 
formity spirit article XI of Treaty 1903. Foreign Office attempting 
expedite transmittal official text Yuan resolution to Executive Yuan 
and Foreign Office. Action thereon and decision regarding wording 
Protocol must await Foreign Minister return scheduled November 2 
or 3. As President Chiang signed document of ratification November 
11, 1946, Embassy assumes exchange ratification now awaits agree- 
ment on wording of Protocol and arrival American instrument. 

It is noted that (a) above quoted wording failed to specify trans- 
lations; (6) resolution inadvertently omitted reference to understand- 
ing expressed by Senate regarding MFN treatment; and (c) avoided 
reference to Senate resolution. Because of omission Legislative Yuan 
resolution the position of Treaty Department regarding Protocol even 
more uncertain than at time of Embtel 1955, October 21. Spokesman 
wonders whether Protocol will have to make reference to (or append 
texts of) both Legislative Yuan resolution and Senate resolution, and 
whether further reference must be made to Legislative Yuan to obtain 
language specifying that rights of translation will be interpreted ac- 
cording to Treaty 1903. He believes in interest of speed Foreign 
Office should avoid further reference to Yuan and that Foreign Minis- 
ter can give assurance without reference to Yuan that Senate under- 
standing regarding MFN treatment acceptable Chinese Government. 
Treaty Department still wishes amend language paragraph 2 (2) of 
Protocol in view strong views of its director (who accompanied 
Foreign Minister to Paris) and Foreign Minister’s prior considera- 
tion thereto. Foreign Office position based on strong rejection by 
Legislative Yuan of opinion expressed in Senate resolution regarding 
right of author to protection of translations. Spokesman feels sug- 
gested Foreign Office amendment can be revised to read “the provisions 
of article XI relating to translations being excepted.” However,
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position contained Deptel 1485, October 12 will be presented to 
Foreign Minister on his return. 

Treaty Department states Foreign Minister will probably prefer 
to exchange notes regarding GATT, ITO and Trustee Territories 
within few days after exchange of ratifications so as to avoid publicity 
thereon and thereby escape almost certain Legislative Yuan protests 
that all changes in the FCN Treaty had not been referred to it for 
prior approval. | 

Embassy feels that amended language suggested informally by 
Treaty Department would meet Department objection raised point 4 
Deptel 1435, October 12. Objection point 3 can be met by Foreign 
Minister specifying in Protocol that Senate understanding regarding 
MFN treatment acceptable to Chinese Government. With regard 
Department’s position stated on point 1, main purpose of Foreign 
Office in seeking amendment seems to be to eliminate direct or indirect 
reference to portions of Senate resolution which Chinese Government 
finds objectionable. This, Foreign Office believes, can be done by 
clarifying reservation and understanding in Protocol, by reference 
to Legislative Yuan resolution, or by appending Legislative Yuan 
resolution. Embassy believes an amendment paragraph 2 desirable if 
amendment has result of avoiding reference to appending Legisla- 
tive Yuan resolution which both Embassy and Foreign Office find | 
inadequate. Foreign Minister will consider Department view that 
article XI need not be kept in force[. Embassy] recommends that 
ITO, GATT, Trustee Territory notes be exchanged as proposed by 
Foreign Office. | | 
Embassy believes it essential in US interest to reach agreement and 

expedite exchange of ratification. Chinese Government as now com- 
posed, in Embassy opinion, will ratify treaty quickly subject to Senate 
reservation regarding section 5 (c) of Protocol and Senate under- 
standing that protection of American interests regarding translations 
to be based on provisions of Treaty of 1903. There is no assurance, 
however, that any successor government would be similarly disposed 
and as Department is aware, fall this Government is within range of 
immediate possibilities. Accordingly Embassy strongly recommends 
that (a) it be granted by Department maximum discretion in agree- 
ment to language for Protocol of exchange of ratification and (6) 
Department do all possible physically to speed to Embassy instru- 
ments of ratification even though agreement not yet reached regarding 
wording Protocol in order to enable immediate exchange if and when 
agreement reached. 

| STUART
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711.932/11-148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 1, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received November 1—10: 05 a. m.] 

2054. Reference Embtel 2046, October 31. Last sentence paragraph 
3 Embtel 2046, October 31 should read “Foreign Minister will con- 
sider Department view that article XT need not be kept in force. Em- 

_bassy recommends that ITO, GATT, Trust Territory notes be 
exchanged as proposed by Foreign Office.” 

In connection with first quoted sentence above, Treaty Department 
spokesman is suggesting to director of Department and Foreign Min- 
ister that Foreign Office purposes requesting amendment to paragraph 
2 of protocol suggested by Department will be met by accepting para- 
graph 2 as proposed by Department and amending paragraph 38 by 
such wording as “the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic 
of China stated that he was authorized by his Government to declare 
that the Republic of China accepted the reservation and understand- 
ings of the Senate of the United States, quoted as follows: ‘The Gov- 
ernment of the United States of America does not accept section 5 (c) 
of the protocol relating to protection against translations of literary 
and artistic works and with the understanding that US interests in this 
respect will be interpreted in accordance with the provisions of the 
treaty as to commercial relations signed at Shanghai October 8, 1903, 
until further negotiations and agreement concerning translations are 
forthcoming.’” And “The Senate further understands that the 
treaty does not obligate either party to extend most-favored-nation 
treatment with respect to copyright”. 

Paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 as stated Deptel 1246, August 30, 6 p. m. 
He is also presenting Embassy position that original wording para- 

graphs 2 and 3 will best meet purposes acceptance Senate reservation 
and understandings. 

| Embassy reiterates request contained Embtel 2046, October 31 that 
instruments of ratification be sent Nanking soonest. If preparation 
instructions to be delayed for any reason, alternative of immediately 
sending Chinese instruments to Washington might well be explored. 

StTuarr 

711.932/10-8148 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineron, November 5, 1948—4 p. m. 
1550. Dept believes Treaty Department revision para. 2 (Embtel 

2046, Oct. 31) undesirable because (1) appears continue Art XI par-
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tially in force (2) neglects Senate intention regarding further nego- 
tiations (8) paraphrasing risky in any event. Proposed amendment 

| para. 3 protocol exchange ratifications FCN treaty (Embtel 2054, 
Nov. 1) acceptable. Instrument ratification being prepared. Will 
be forwarded soonest. - 

Dept strongly prefers exchange notes GATT, ITO, Trust Territory 
either simultaneously with or before exchange ratifications treaty. 
However, if ForMin unwilling, Emb authorized agree procedure sug- 
gested Treaty Department (Embtel 2046, Oct. 31). 

| Lovett 

711.9382/11-2248 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxino, November 22, 1948—6 p. m. 
| , [ Received November 22—8: 36 a. m. ] 

2277. ReDeptel 1550, November 5, 4 p. m. and Embtel 2054, Novem- 
ber 1 regarding text Embassy and Treaty Dept spokesman hoped 
would be acceptable to Dept and Foreign Minister. | 

Foreign Minister proposes new text for following reasons: 

(1). Clause “until further negotiations and agreement concerning 
translations are forthcoming” objectionable personally as indicates 
informal document intention of future negotiations on matter over 
which two Govts hopelessly deadlocked. Embassy reacted strongly 
this mutilation Senate reservation. Treaty Dept heads sending fresh 
instructions in view Dept’s prior instructions and Legislative Yuan 
approval future negotiations. 

(2). Foreign Minister feels statement re MF'N treatment (a) super- 
fluous and therefore prefers to state in protocol that it has been 
“placed on record”; (b) cannot read “authorized by Govt to accept” 
as MFN understanding inadvertently not covered by Legislative Yuan 
resolution. 

Foreign Office text follows: 
Paragraph 1 agreed. 
Paragraph 2. “The Ambassador of the United States of America 

stated that the treaty is ratified on behalf of the United States of 
America subject to the reservation and understanding set forth in 
the resolution of June 2, 1948, of the Senate of the United States of 
America advising and consenting to ratification which reservation and 
understanding are as follows: ‘the Govt of the United States of Amer- 
ica does not accept section 5 (c) of the protocol relating to protection 

— against translations of literary and artistic works and with the under- 
standing that US interests in this respect will be interpreted in accord- 
ance with the provisions of the treaty as to commercial relations signed 
at Shanghai, October 8, 19082” a |
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Paragraph 3. “The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of 
China stated that he was authorized by his Govt to declare that the 
Republic of China accepted the aforesaid reservation and under- 
standing.” | 

Paragraph 4. “The Ambassador of the United States of America 
also stated that the resolution of June 2, 1948, of the Senate of the 
United States of America containing the following understanding: 
‘The Senate further understands that the treaty does not obligate 
either party to extend most favored nation treatment with respect to 
copyright.’ ” 

Paragraph 5. “The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic 
of China stated that he has placed this understanding on record.” 

Closing three paragraghs agreed. 
Kmbassy recommends amendment language paragraph 2 as pro- 

posed above by Foreign Minister to include negotiations clause and 
acceptance other paragraphs. | 

Embassy appreciates and congratulates Dept on prompt trans- 
mission ratification instrument which arrived excellent condition. 

: —_ STUART 

711.932/11-2248: Telegram =~ 
Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | WasHINcTON, November 26, 1948—9 p. m. 

1715. Dept agrees clause “until further negotiations and agreement 
concerning translations are forthcoming” forms integral part Senate 
reservation. Protocol of exchange must clearly indicate ChinGovt 
acceptance full substance reservation. Para. 2 FonOff text (Embtel 
2277, Nov. 22) acceptable if amended to include full quotation 
negotiations clause. | | | 

Paras. 8, 4, 5 FonOff text acceptable. 
| | MarsiALn 

711.932/11-3048: Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxkine, November 380, 1948. 
7 [ Received November 30—6: 41 a. m.] 

2377. ReEmbtel 2376, November 30.1% Text of press release made 
4:30 p.m., November 30 as follows: | 

“The exchange of ratifications to the ‘Treaty of Friendship, Com- 
merce and Navigation between the United States of America and 
the Republic of China’ took place at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

* Not printed.
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at 4:30 p. m., November 30. The exchange of ratifications and the 
signing of a ‘Protocol of Exchange of Ratifications’ took place be- 

tween the Honorable J. Leighton Stuart, American Ambassador to 

China, and His Excellency Wang Shih-chieh, Minister for Foreign 
Affairs of China. 

“The treaty was signed on November 4, 1946 at Nanking and was 
ratified without reservation by the Chinese Government on November 
11, 1946. The Senate of the United States approved the ratification 
subject to its reservation and understandings in a Senate resolution 
dated June 2, 1948. The American ratification was signed by Presi- 
dent Truman on November 8, 1948. 

“The following is the text of the Protocol of Exchange of Ratifi- 
cations: 

‘The. undersigned, J. Leighton Stuart, Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni- 
potentiary of the United States of America to the Republic of China, and Wang 
Shih-chieh, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China, duly author- 
ized by their respective Governments, met this day for the purpose of exchanging 
the instruments of ratification of their respective Governments of the Treaty of 
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between the United States of America : 
and the Republic of China, signed at Nanking on November 4, 1946. 

The Ambassador of the United States of America stated that the treaty is 
ratified on behalf of the United States of America, subject to the reservation 
and understanding set forth in the resolution of June 2, 1948, of the Senate of 
the United States of America, advising and consenting to ratification, which 
reservation and understanding are as follows: “The Government of the United 
States of America does not accept Section 5 (c) of the protocol relating to pro- 
tection against translations of literary and artistic works and with the under- 
standing that United States interests in this respect will be interpreted in 
accordance with the provisions of the treaty as to commercial relations signed 
at Shanghai, October 8, 1903, until further negotiations and agreement concern- 

ing translations are forthcoming.” 
The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China stated that he was 

authorized by his Government to declare that the Republic of China accepted 

the aforesaid reservation and understanding. 
The Ambassador of the United States of America also stated that the resolu- 

tion of June 2, 1948, of the Senate of the United States of America contains 
the following understanding: ‘The Senate further understands that the treaty 
does not obligate either party to extend most favored nation treatment with 

respect to copyright.” 
The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China stated that he has 

placed this understanding on record. 
The exchange of instruments of ratification thereupon took place in the usual 

manner, the respective instruments having been carefully compared and found to 

be in due form. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the present 

Protocol of Exchange and have affixed thereto their seals. 
DONE IN DUPLICATE, in the English and Chinese languages, at Nanking, this 

30th day of November, 1948. . 
For the Government of the United States of America : 
For the Government of the Republic of China:’ ” 

STUART - 

[For exchanges of notes, November 29, 1948, regarding GATT, ITO, 
and Trust Territories, see Treaties and Other International Acts 

Series No. 1871, pages 94-107. ]



NEGOTIATIONS RESPECTING REVISION OF THE AIR 
TRANSPORT AGREEMENT OF DECEMBER 20, 19462 

711.9327/1-748 : Telegram | a | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | NANKING, January 7, 1948—8 p. m. 
| [Received January 8—1: 57 p. m.] 

41, ReEmbtel 2448, December 23, 1947, and previous telegrams on 
subject Chinese desire consult with United States in accordance terms 
article 11, Bilateral Agreement, there follows translation note dated 
January 2, 1948, received January 5 from Foreign Office in reply Em- 
bassy note November 27 [27]. | 

“The Minister [Ministry] of Foreign Affairs presents its compli- 
ments to the American Embassy and has the honor to acknowledge 
the receipt of the Embassy’s third person note No. 1275 of November 
21, 1947, stating, in connection with the request of the Chinese Govern- 
ment that, in accordance with the provisions of article 11 of the Sino- 
American Air Transport Agreement, consultations be held with a 
view toward making certain revisions in the agreement in regard to 
traffic operations details, that the US Government must be informed 
of the specific points on which consultation is desired by the Chinese 
Government and also the reasons therefor, and adding that the US 
Government is of the opinion that the date on which consultations 
were requested should be computed from the date the Embassy receives 
the desired information. 

“The Embassy is informed that the matter was referred by the 
Ministry to the responsible communications authorities from whom 
a letter has been received answering the various points as follows: 

(1) When the aforementioned agreement was signed on De- 
cember 20, 1946, it was laid down in (0) of the exchange of notes 
that airlines designated by the US authorities ‘may not operate 
inter-regional air business between Hong Kong and any one of 
the points in Chinese territory mentioned in the annex attached 
to the agreement’. The original intention of this was that, as 
special conditions exist between Hong Kong and China, the 

| Chinese Government meant to reserve the transport service on 
this route to be operated solely by Chinese and British airlines. 

* Signed at Nanking, Department of State Treaties and Other International 
_ Acts Series No. 1609, or 61 Stat. (pt. 3) 2799; for correspondence on negotiations, 
see Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, pp. 1228 ff.; for Chinese Government’s request 
for revision, see tbid., 1947, vol. viI, pp. 1423 ff. 

* Tbid., p. 1426. 
®* Not printed. 

| 775
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This intent was clearly explained when negotiations in connection 
with the agreement were in progress. It appears that the lan- 
guage of provision (0) of the above-mentioned exchange of notes 
is not clear and its revision is therefore desirable. 

(2) The wording of paragraphs 1 and 2 of sections a and 6 
of the annex attached to the agreement, specifying trans-Pacific 
routes, contains inconsistencies and a revision thereof is also 
desirable. 

“(3) As both the agreement and its annex lack detailed, exact, 
and effective provisions with respect to details of traffic opera- 
tions, such as the procedure for the establishment of stations in 
each other’s territory and for approval of transportation rates 
by both parties, execution of the agreement is most inconvenient. 
Revision is (therefore) also desirable in this connection in order 
that full satisfaction may be obtained. 

“Apart from the above the Chinese Government expresses its agree- 
ment with the opinion of the US Government that, in accordance 
with article 11 of the agreement, consultation on revisions should 
commence within 60 days from the date request is made and that a 
period of 60 days should be computed from the date the Embassy 
receives the (desired) information. 

| “The above is communicated to the: Embassy for its attention and 
appropriate transmittal.” 

Comment follows in subsequent telegram.‘ 
Sent Department 41, repeated Shanghai 21. | | 

StTuartT 

711.9327/1-848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NaNnKING, January 8, 1948—8 p. m. 
7 , [Received January 9—6: 21 a. m. |] 

55. Following receipt of note from Minister of Foreign Affairs ® 
{reEmbtel 41, January 7), Civil Air Attaché® discussed numbered 
paragraphs 2 and 3, which Embassy considered vague, with Lin, 
Director International Relations Dept., Ministry of Communications, 
and Tso and Shaw of Chinese CAA.” During course this discussion 
it was indicated by Chinese that paragraph No. 2 of note (concern- 
ing sections (a) and (6) of annex) was inserted in view of Chinese 
desire to revise Chinese routes designation in annex so as to resemble 
broad and flexible language used describe US routes. 

No. 3 of note inserted because Chinese have been confronted with 
one minor difficulty in obtaining a visa for a CNAC ® employee who 

4 Infra. Se . ee | 
° Wang Shih-chieh. a Se : ae 
° Francis C. Jarvis. ne . 
* Civil Aeronautics Administration. So | 
® China National Aviation Corporation.
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wished to proceed US work for CNAC there. Air Attaché indicated 
any difficulty encountered in the procurement of visas from Consulate, 
Shanghai, could be worked out locally and that he did not think 
revision or addition to agreement necessary to insure to Chinese Govt 
that such a situation would not arise again. Request made for con- 
sultation re approval transportation rates both parties (also outlined 
‘paragraph No. 3 of note) assertedly because Chinese are of opinion 
that in event governmental action deemed necessary in connection with 
rates Chinese Govt would be unable, due its cumbersome procedures, 
to act within first 15 of 30 days provided for section d, paragraph 
No. 5 of annex. 

_ Reference paragraph No. 1 of note just received, Embassy has 
again reviewed language in paragraph b of notes exchanged on occa- 
sion signing of agreement. Meaning of term “shuttle service” as 
used in English text of paragraph in question is, of course, carrier 
operating solely back and forth between two specified points as op- 
posed to through line which stops these points en route to ultimate 
destination. This meaning not, however, clearly expressed in Chinese 
text which literally translated states that designated airline “may not 
operate inter-regional air business” between Hong Kong and any of 
the points mentioned in annex of agreement. Embassy believes that, 
taking nothing else into consideration, Chinese can interpret Chi- 
nese text this paragraph to exclude American airlines from carrying 
any traffic this segment of international route, notwithstanding all 
movement Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic by US carrier is on through 
international planes. 

Lin of Ministry Communications—who played most prominent part 
for Chinese in negotiations—has frequently mentioned to Air At- 
taché that Powell ® informed him during course negotiations that US 
carriers would not be interested in movement of Shanghai-Hong 
Kong traffic and that Lin was, therefore, of belief US would not engage 
in movement traffic this segment its route and that exchange of notes 
provided this. Dept may wish consult Powell this connection as 
statement from him might be used advantageously refute Lin’s 
statements. 

As Embassy recalls negotiations, this question was frequently raised 
by Chinese. Each time they were assured that primary interest US 
carriers was to carry through traffic for the greatest distance possible 
on each route and that no concern need be felt over possibilities for 
competition with Chinese lines on Hong Kong-Shanghai route. 
Statement was never made by negotiators to effect that positively no 
Hong Kong-Shanghai traffic would be carried by US carriers. When 

° Bolling Powell, Adviser to the Office of Transport and Communications in 
1946 and sent to China to assist in negotiation of the Air Transport Agreement.
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this question raised, effort was always made to remove it as an issue 
rather than to solve it absolutely. It was finally agreed to add the 
proviso which in English assured that no “shuttle service” would be 
instituted, because Chinese insisted and because US negotiators knew 
that no US carrier would institute what is described by that term. 

_ ‘This narrow term was deliberately used by US negotiators because it 
gave the type of assurance which the Chinese sought at that time. 
When negotiations under way Chinese had had no previous ex- 

perience along this technical line. They were obviously at a loss to 
comprehend all the implications of the terms of agreement. Re- 
garding description their routes, for instance, after they had several 
times failed to produce a route description for section 6 of annex, 
Powell himself drafted what he considered a suitable description, 
which they used as a basis to commence discussion on this subject. 
These are matters which Butterworth * and Powell will probably 
recall. It appears to Embassy that US Government should hardly 
be expected to make concessions now because Chinese were so com- 
pletely inept in handling original negotiation of the agreement, 
dragging out as it did for about 4 months. The Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs did not even have representative in negotiations until very last. 
Ministry of Communications even attributed delay of number of weeks 
toward end of negotiations to fact it, rather than Foreign Office, was 
making original translation of agreement because of technical charac- 
ter of document. Agreement (and its appendages) in translation was 
checked numerous times by Chinese (including Foreign Office) and 
meaning of term “shuttle service” was made clear to them. It is hard 
to believe that men like Wu Yuan-chao and Andrew Lin of Ministry 
of Communications did not know real meaning of term. (Depart- 
ment may wish refer to telegram despatched by Powell during nego- 
tiations, especially number 1404 of August 30, 1946.4 

The question of Hong Kong-Shanghai carriage by US Lines was 
not raised as violation of agreement by Chinese when US carrier 
flights commenced, but, apparently, has only come to be of importance 
to them since the recent conclusion of bilaterals with Dutch and 

a Siamese (see despatches 1541, July 30, 1947 and 1714, September 26, 
| 1947 from Consul General [at] Shanghai and 1151, December 15, 1947 

from Embassy) 7? in which Chinese may be obliged to accord rights 
Hong Kong-Shanghai traffic to carriers those nations as long as any 

| third nation other than UK enjoys such right. 
) Sent State 55; Shanghai 28 via courier January 8, 8 p. m. 

STUART 

”'W. Walton Butterworth, Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs; in 
1946, Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China. : 

™ Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, p. 1232. . 
“None printed.
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846G.79693/1-1548 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

- SHANGHAI, January 15, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received January 15——8: 34a. m.] 

102. On January 14, approximately 5 p. m., Jose, PAA,™ informed 
by representative CCAA here by telephone that instructions had been 
issued by Nanking authorities to customs and police officials, Shanghai, 
that PAA passengers for Hong Kong scheduled depart PAA’s plane 
il a.m. January 15 were not to be permitted to board aircraft. At 
same time Jose informed that telephone conversation would be con- 
firmed in writing. Representations Chinese Government immediately 
made by Embassy and Consul General. PAA passengers allowed 
depart Shanghai January 15. 

Further details this development being forwarded Department. It 
seems these instructions issued from high levels Ministry Communi- 
cations in apparent violation terms bilateral. 

Sent Department 102, repeated Nanking 78. | 
: CaBOoT 

846G.79698/1-1548 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NankInG, January 15, 1948—6 p.m. 
[ Received January 16—9: 25 a. m.] 

98. The following is substance Shanghai’s 65, January 13, 7 p. m.: 
“Jose PAA representative here, advised Civil Air Attaché [that] 

CNAC has been ordered by CCAA cease sale Shanghai-Hong Kong, 
Hong Kong-Shanghai tickets for account PAA. Understood CCAA 
acting under instructions R. Li, director Department Civil Aviation 
and Navigation, Ministry Communications. Appears Chinese Gov- 
ernment took this action in endeavor block movement PAA’s traffic 
Shanghai-Hong Kong prior formal discussions between two Govern- 
ments re clarification terms bilateral. For Department’s background 
information, general agency agreement between CNAC, PAA ex- 
pired latter part 1946. Present arrangement informal and without 
benefit legal documentation. 

Liu, CNAC, at first inclined to request CCAA to reconsider this 
action with view permitting CNAC continue sale Shanghai-Hong 
Kong tickets for PAA on informal arrangement. However, appears 
CNAC must comply with Governmental directive. Jose has in- 
formed CNAC this action not taken. as result of business arrange- 
ment but solely on Government instruction and his belief in violation 
terms bilateral agreement.” 

STUART 

** Pan American Airways. 

429-525 —73——50
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846G.79693/1-1548 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NanxinG, January 15, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received January 16—5: 14a. m.] 

99. Reference Embtel 98 of January 15, 6 p. m. to Department, 
Embassy held lengthy joint discussion of matter with Colonel Tai, 
Director of CCAA, and Andrew Lin, Director of International Re- 
lations Department, Ministry Commerce [Communications]. Es- 
sence of discussion was that immediate objective of Ministry Com- 
merce [Communications], which acted without even consulting 
FonOff, was to remove American carriers, specifically PAA, from 
lifting Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic as such, even before proposed 
renegotiation of Sino-US bilateral is undertaken. At first Chinese 
attempted avoid responsibility for de facto result of action just taken 
but in course of discussion it was fully admitted that objective was 
as stated above. 

Colonel Tai pointed out that agreement between CNAC and PAA 
provides that CNAC shall be sole agent for PAA in China, selling its 
tickets and preparing its manifests. CNAC is Government owned 
and controlled corporation. Chinese Government, therefore, in- 
structed CNAC it must no longer sell tickets for PAA, knowing full 
well that PAA would not only violate its agreement with CNAC if 
it sold its own tickets and prepared its own manifests but also might ~ 
well face difficulties in arranging with customs to accept PAA mani- 
fests. Seems little question this sequence of events deliberately 
planned by Chinese Government. Furthermore, Embassy learned 
from Tai and Lin that PAA indicated to Chinese Government that 
it has little real interest in carrying Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic. 
They stated further that CCAA and other Departments of Ministry 
of Commerce [Communications] have pressed PAA to discontinue 
carriage Hong Kong—Shanghai passengers. Tai stated PAA had 
asked its home office for permission to discontinue selling tickets for 
this traffic and that local PAA agents had been informed they might 
discontinue the service. If latter true, it of course plays into hands— 
of Chinese in this situation. | 

Tai and Lin several times repeated that in order China should not 
be forced comply with other agreements entered into by Chinese, such 
as Dutch and Siamese (wherein provided that if airline of any third 
nation other than UK carries traffic between Hong Kong and 
Shanghai, Dutch and Siamese will be permitted to do so) Chinese 
Government compelled take some action. Embassy pointed out this 
seemed most unprepitious time for such step and that even if PAA 
stopped carrying Hong Kong-Shanghai traffic US carriers still
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possessed right to do so. They agreed, Colonel Tai even going so 
far as to state that English text of Sino-US agreement unquestionably 
affords that right. He thought, however, that if PAA discontinued 
such service, he might convince Dutch and Siamese that no third 
nation was carrying Hong Kong-Shanghai traffic. Lin especially 
stressed again and again that if all nations were to carry Hong Kong— 
Shanghai traffic, Chinese lines, at least on that route, would be “killed”, 
emphasizing competitive weakness of China’s airlines, especially in 
international routes like Hong Kong—Shanghai where total demand 
assertedly not too great. Tai mentioned embarrassment of Chinese 
Government in giving US unlimited rights on Hong Kong-Shanghai 
route while limiting British thereon. 

Embassy did not know if* fifth freedom principle*® too vigor- 
ously because it is not known here to what extent Department may 
revise its stand such matters subsequent to outcome international 
negotiations recently concluded in aviation. Appears to Embassy, 
however, that while US Government possesses right carry Hong Kong- 
Shanghai traffic it should definitely not permit Chinese refuse recog- 
nize that right or take administrative action which in effect denies 
that right. When Tai was asked whether PAA could not present 
its own manifests to customs, he said he did not know, that it was a 
matter to be taken up with customs. But question and answer were 
made almost irrelevant and academic by reported action of PAA in 
agreeing to discontinue the service. Embassy stressed several times 
re this reported action PAA that question discontinuance PAA carry- 
ing Hong Kong and Shanghai local traffic should be settled not be- 
tween PAA and Chinese Government but between US and Chinese 
Governments. Appears to Embassy that without cooperation of PAA 
in this matter (especially now when bilateral agreement may be re- 
negotiated) the principle involved in carriage of fifth freedom traffic 
is not only being compromised but that those who may be called upon 
to renegotiate agreement for US may find their position severely weak- 
ened and success of negotiations jeopardized. 

Sent Department 99; AmConGen Shanghai 44, January 15, 7 p. m. 
| | STUART 

“ According to copy of telegram in Embassy post files, the words “know if” 
should be corrected to “press”. 

* Five “freedoms of the air in respect of scheduled international air services” 
Were reciprocally granted; the fifth was as follows: “The privilege to take on 
passengers, mail and cargo destined for the territory of any other contracting 
State and the privilege to put down passengers, mail and cargo coming from 
any such territory.” It was provided that “the undertaking of each contracting 
State relates only to through services on a route constituting a reasonably direct 
line out from and back to the homeland of the State whose nationality the air- 
craft possesses.” See Department of State Conference Series No. 64:. Interna- 
tional Civil Aviation Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to December 7, 
1944, Final Act and Related Documents (Washington, Government Printing Office, 
1945), Appendix IV, p. 91.
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846G.79693/1-1548 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, January 16, 1948—4 p. m. 

67. Shanghai’s tel 78, Jan 15 to you ** confirms info given Dept by 
PAA. Dept views this Chinese projected unilateral action with 
grave concern and approves Emb representations. Dept awaits 
further details with interest. , 

Sent Nanking as 67; rptd Shanghai as 80. 
MarsHALL 

811.79693/1-1648 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) 

WASHINGTON, January 16, 1948—4 p. m. 
81. Northwest Airlines has requested Dept’s assistance in obtaining 

Chinese consent to new service using DC-4’s over route Tokyo-Seoul- 
Shanghai-Okinawa-—Tokyo twice weekly with return trip in opposite 
direction. Service would not affect through flights US-—Manila. 
Present Tokyo—Seoul service to be eliminated. 

Dept’s preliminary study proposal indicates that exact scheduling 
of service will be determining factor as to whether service comes 
within provisions bilateral or not. 

Your comments requested para 2 above as well as to probable 
Chinese reaction in view current situation. Assuming Dept final 
opinion is that service outside terms bilateral your recommendation re 
approach to Chinese requested. —— 

Sent Shanghai as 81; rptd Nanking 68; rptd USPolAd Seoul 13; 
rptd USPolAd Tokyo as 13. 

MARSHALL 

846G.79693/1-1548 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, January 16, 1948—7 p. m. 

71. Pan Am issued instructions 15th to effect that company will in 
no way voluntarily give up right carry traffic Hong Kong-Shanghai, 
urtel 99, Jan 15. — . , | 

While Dept hopes above will correct undesirable effect Pan Am 
action reported urtel, point should be made clearly to Chinese that 
regardless of actions of carrier US Govt alone is one to decide whether 
fifth freedom rights will be exercised at least until outcome consulta- 
tion with Chinese becomes known. | 

Detailed comment urtel follows. | 
: Sent Nanking as 71; rptd Shanghai as 88. 

MarsHALi 

**Sent to the Department as telegram No. 102, p. 779.
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811.79693/1-2048 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nankine, January 20, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received January 21—12: 55 p. m.] 

130. Reference Deptel sent Shanghai 81, January 16, repeated to 
Embassy as 68, January 16. Deptel 1535, December 19, 1947.17 
Source close to CNAC informed Civil Air Attaché, Minister of Com- 
munications Yu Ta-wei incensed at manner in which CNAC’s re- 
quests (1) operate to Tokyo, thence return to Shanghai, (2) operate 
shuttle service Tokyo, Seoul, Okinawa, Shanghai, have been handled 
by US authorities. Source also stated generally believed in CNAC 
that precipitate action taken Chinese Govt vis-a-vis PanAm on Jan- 
uary 14 (reference Shanghai’s telegram 102, January 15, repeated 
Nanking as '78) reflected Minister Yu’s present feelings. Present at- 
mosphere appears most unfavorable and time not propitious raise 
questions re Northwest shuttle service. As mentioned Embtel [Shang- 
haw’s| 1812 [to Embassy,] November 25,18 re PanAm shuttle service, 
should matter of an American carrier’s desires initiate services Tokyo, 
Seoul, Shanghai, Okinawa be brought formally to attention Chinese 
Govt it can be expected that Chinese Govt will counter with request 
it be permitted operate similar services. 

Inability CNAC obtain permission operate services mentioned 
above appears to have created feeling of ill will aviationwise within 
minister [Ministry?] of Communications vis-a-vis US authorities. 
If Chinese approached now re Northwest desires, and services North- 
west proposes operate outside terms of bilateral, unfavorable reac- 
tion may be expected. Chinese will likely view services proposed by 
Northwest as of regional character unless aircraft engaged Tokyo, 
Seoul, Okinawa, Shanghai operation connect with trunkline services 
and engage primarily movement passengers for purpose of connec- 
tion with trunkline planes. It would seem desirable, therefore, be- 
fore approaching Chinese for Dept determine whether services come 
within provisions bilateral. | 

Sent Washington 130, repeated Shanghai 54. 
| STUART 

846G.79693/1-—2048 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, January 20, 1948—7 p. m. 
[ Received January 21—2: 23 p. m.] 

131. ReEmbtels 98 and 99, January 15. Civil Air Attaché dis- 
cussed with Tai, director of CCAA, threatened interference Chinese 

* Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vil, p. 1425. 
*8 Not printed.
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Government with PAA movement Shanghai-Hong Kong passengers 
with particular reference situation which developed January 14 as 
reported Shanghai’s telegram 102, January 15. While CCAA of- 
ficials directly involved, Tai sought escape responsibility CCAA this 
action, mentioning customs officials would not accept manifests from 
PAA but only from CNAC. It was pointed out to him that PAA 
quite competent present its own manifests and not understandable 
customs officials would not accept them directly from PAA. 

_ When matter of threatened interference police officials raised, Tai 
endeavored brush this off lightly, stating that for CCAA he was pre- 
pared to give assurances that PAA would not be interfered with by 
CCAA in its operations Shanghai-Hong Kong until such time as_ - 
bilateral consultation concluded. At this point, Air Attaché in- 
formed him US Government desired receive definite assurances that 
no department or agency of Chinese Government would interfere with 
PAA operations, and that Chinese Government would abide by terms 
bilateral agreement. Tai then stated that while he was prepared to 
admit that English text of agreement. stated no shuttle service, etc., 
and since conversations were held in English this language appeared 
controlling, nevertheless his opinion understanding between Lin and 
Powell [does] provide US carriers would not move Shanghai-Hong 
Kong traffic. Tai went on to say US Government must give full 
consideration difficult position Chinese Government now vis-a-vis 
Dutch and Siamese and must afford relief. | | 

Tai said that confirmation of fact no Chinese Government agencies 
would interfere with PAA movement Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic 
would have to come from Dr. Lin, director of International Relations 
Department, Ministry of Commerce [Communications]. At close 
discussion with Tai, Civil Air Attaché queried him as to whether any 
PAA officials had indicated to Chinese Government that PAA had 
little interest in carrying Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic. Tai said that 
he had held conversations last November with Mr. Bond of PAA who, 
at that time, said he would see what he could do when he returned to 
the US in clarifying question PAA carriage Shanghai-Hong Kong 
traffic. | | | a 

_ Emphasis again placed on fact PAA or any other US carrier can- 
| not waive rights which accrued to the US as result of bilateral agree- 

ment and that any discussions concerning these rights must be confined 
to the two Governments. | : | | 

Later in discussion with Lin, same subject, he was informed US 
desired obtain firm assurances PAA operations Shanghai-Hong Kong 
would not be interfered with by any instrument of Chinese Govern- 
ment pending outcome consultation under terms bilateral. Lin stated, 
paradoxically, Tai had worked until 2 a. m. night of January 14 to as-
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sure PAA operations would not be interfered with, while at same time 
asserting no instructions had been issued from Nanking directing any 
action against PAA. Lin, following lengthy discussion with Tai, 
then said he could give assurances for Chinese Government that there 
would be no further interference with PAA movement Shanghai- 
Hong Kong traffic pending outcome consultation. He said that he 
was, however, of opinion CCAA had right to direct Chinese carrier, 
as business matter, not to sell Shanghai-Hong Kong tickets for ac- 
count of PAA. As Department aware, general agency agreement be- 
tween PAA and CNAC has expired, and CNAC now acting as PAA’s 
agent on informal basis and not under legal contract. (ConGentel 
Shanghai 65, January 13.) | 

Chinese Government has recently promulgated regulation requir- 
ing foreign air carriers doing business here procure foreign air car- 
rier permit, form of regulation copied from US CAB ” procedures. 
From present attitude Chinese Government officials vis-A-vis PAA, 
possible further difficulties may develop in connection this regulation. 
Jose, PAA, informed [that] PAA should endeavor meet Chinese re- 
quirements this regard promptly. He said PAA will comply. Civil 
Air Attaché has seen copies material submitted by Hong Kong Air- 
ways in compliance this regulation. Application appears simple to 
prepare and prompt action on part PAA in submitting this data 
desirable. : 

For Department’s information, Jose, PAA, stated PAA has taken 
following action here concerning subject PA A’s movement Shanghai-— 
Hong Kong traffic. He has recommended to company that PAA dis- 
continue two flights Shanghai-Hong Kong due disruption schedules 
now occurring on account adverse weather conditions generally pre- 
vailing Hong Kong which are further aggravated due conditions 
under which US carriers must operate into this airport. This causes 
upset PAA schedules. Jose states that prior making this recom- 
mendation, he inquired of CNAC as to whether CNAC would be able 
to accommodate PAA passengers who would debark Shanghai for 
Hong Kong. Jose states to his knowledge this is extent PAA’s action 
vis-A-vis PAA’s carriage Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic and he also 
emphasized this action taken solely for technical reasons and not 
related to question at issue with Chinese Government. Chinese have 
apparently interpreted perhaps deliberately this action Jose to mean 
PanAm not interested carriage Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic, which 
would account for statements made to Embassy, Embtel 99, just sub- 
sequent to directive re ticket sales whose objective admittedly was at- 
tempt terminate PanAm Shanghai—Hong Kong operation. 

*® See telegram No. 98, January 15, 6 p. m., from the Ambassador in China, 

° 2 Civil Aeronautics Board. | - |
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Lin requested following statement by him be conveyed informally 
to Department: if US Government desires to adhere to'its present 
policy regarding fifth freedom traffic, it could view Hong Kong ques- 
tion as unique and unusual, and make concessions on this question. 
Kowloon, area in which Kaitak located, is sovereign Chinese territory 
under lease to British and US could, if it so wished, view movement 
traffic on this route as cabotage. As Department aware, Lin played 
leading role for Chinese negotiation this agreement and apparently 
now being held responsible Chinese Government for present difficul- 
ties. Obvious, due pressures, he is frantically searching for some 
means extricate himself from present trying position. 

All Chinese arguments thus far advanced are being forwarded De- 
partment as they arise in belief helpful in Department’s consideration 
this subject. 

Sent Washington 131; repeated Shanghai 55, January 20, 7 p. m. 
| | STUART 

893.79694/1-—2248 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
(Cabot) 

| WASHINGTON, January 22, 1948—2 p. m. 

122. For Jarvis from AV. SCAP* has notified Washington by 
cable Jan 10 favorable consideration to be given CNAC request 
Shanghai-Tokyo operation on condition a) own logistical support 
provided, 6) evidence presented that CNAC designated by China for 
northern route under bilateral with US. 

Dept taking immediate steps attempt correct 5) above in view 
non-applicability bilateral this service. SCAP apparently confusing 
China-US route via Tokyo under bilateral with Shanghai-Tokyo 
route which in no way affects US territory. 
Above may be useful discussions with Chinese. 
Sent Shanghai as 122; rptd Tokyoas19. [AV.] 

| | 7 Lovett 

846G.79693/1-2048: Telegram _ 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, January 29, 1948—6 p. m. 

150. Reurtel 181 Jan 20 and previous. Dept discussed with Powell 
history negotiations for agreement specifically question Hong Kong— 
Shanghai traffic and meaning of exchange notes on point at issue. 

** Aviation Division. 
* Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, Japan.
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Powell confirms Emb understanding stating his opinion there was 
complete meeting of mind during negotiations, that words “no shuttle 
service” in notes was clearly understood to prevent an American serv- 
ice operating locally and originating and terminating services Hong 
Kong and Shanghai not as part of through trunk route. Clearly 
understood that PAA could carry fifth freedom traffic on through 
services. Powell will provide Dept with written statement. 
Powell’s recollection was that at least one preliminary draft of notes 
defined meaning of shuttle service. 

Dept concerned that unless Chinese can be induced argue case on 
basis Bermuda principles * little progress can be made in reaching 
solution of problem particularly in view Chinese frame of mind and 
position Lin para 9 urtel 131. For Emb info Dept regrets this prec- 
edent setting case under Bermuda principles should arise in connec- 
tion Hong Kong-Shanghai traffic view of unusual circumstances 
involved. | : 

Failure Geneva conference * has not modified US Govt position re 
fifth freedom except to emphasize importance supporting this prin- 
ciple existing agreements and extending, in coordination likeminded 
States, Bermuda type pattern. 
Emb is aware Dept’s position urtel 130 Jan 20. Dept has no 

knowledge any official request CNAC for regional service other than 
Shanghai-Tokyo service and CNAC request to CAB for permit 
amendment to authorize Okinawa traffic stop on route to US. Under- 
stand SCAP has approved request subject two conditions one of which 
Dept hopes to modify as per Deptel 122 to Shanghai, Jan 22. Dept 
has asked Air Force not grant traffic rights Okinawa until situation 
re consultation clarified, believing Emb might use this as bargaining 
lever. Facilities Okinawa now heavily taxed but Dept believes pres- 
ent rights CNAC technical stop can be expanded include traffic rights 
without undue difficulty. Emb should notify Dept if at any time 
grant of traffic rights would aid in negotiations. 

_ Dept will urge PAA take early action para 6 urtel 131. 
Dept awaiting CAB comment re possibilities granting Chinese 

request modify route language, waiting period under rate clause, etc. 
Sent Nanking as 150; rptd Shanghai as 162. 

MaArsHALL 

*° Not printed, but see telegram No. 178, February 4, 6 p. m., to the Ambassador 
in China, p. 788. 

“ Set forth in air agreement between the United States and the United Kingdom 
and Northern Ireland signed at Bermuda, February 11, 1946, Department of State 
Treaties and Other International Act Series No. 1507, or 60 Stat. (pt. 2) 1499. 

* Special Conference on Multilateral Aviation Agreement of the International 
Civil Aviation Organization at Geneva, November 4—27, 1947.
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846G.79693/2-348 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, February 3, 1948—4 p. m. 
| [Received February 83—10: 53 a. m.] 

| 210. Reference Deptel 150, January 29. Conversations Shanghai- 
Hong Kong question with Chinese thus far on most informal basis 
and with view to obtaining as much information as possible re Chinese 
arguments prior to commencement formal consultations. 

Embassy will await receipt of detailed instructions from Depart- 
ment before presenting US position this question to Chinese. 
Embassy concurs Department’s view traffic rights Okinawa should 

not be granted until situation re consultation clarified and will notify 
Department if at any time appears grant these rights will aid 
negotiations. | 

Incidentally, CNAC has continued sale Shanghai-Hong Kong 
tickets for account of PanAm. Reference Embtels 98 and 99 of 
January 15. 

Sent Department 210; Shanghai 98. 
Struarr 

711.9327 /2-448 : Telegram | | 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasuHinerTon, February 4, 1948—6 p. m. 

178. Re first paragraph Deptel 150, Jan 29. Brief of written 
statement by Powell to Dept follows. Text airmailed Shanghai. for 
Jarvis. Negotiations began by Powell submitting draft agreement 
and annex to Chinese negotiators. At first meeting, Chinese stated 
in English their desire for inclusion in annex a proviso prohibiting 

US carriers from operating any service originating Hong Kong and 
terminating in China or vice versa. Chinese advised in English that 
agreement proposed by US did not permit such service and that 
traffic between Hong Kong and China could be carried only as fifth 
freedom traffic on through routes originating and terminating out- 
side of China. Chinese pointed out special political situation re 
Hong Kong and requested prohibition specifically inserted in agree- 
ment. US stated no objection since proviso would not in any way 
change effect of agreement desired. Negotiators agreed to insert 
proviso in note exchange and intended meaning of words “shuttle 
service” thoroughly described in English and complete agreement 
reached after negotiators referred to definition of term given by 
Webster’s English Dictionary. At no time was term “regional” or 
any other geographic term considered in preparing texts of notes. In
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translating English text agreed upon, Embassy’s official translator 
consulted with Powell. If Chinese characters do not identically 
describe words “shuttle service” they do not accurately reflect inten- 
tion of negotiators. | 

Sent Nanking as 178; rptd Shanghai as 208. 
| | MarsHALL 

846G.79693 /2-348 : Telegram 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasHineton, February 12, 1948—5 p. m. 
234. While Merchant * will not become involved in details consulta- 

tion (urtel 210, Feb. 3) and Dept has confidence ability Emb and 
Jarvis handle question, may become desirable as situation progresses 
to have officer Merchant’s position and background in civil aviation 
policy available when required. 

Dept anticipates bringing Shanghai-Hong Kong matter up with 
Chinese in connection aid discussions. 

In view above, may be desirable postpone formal consultation as 
long as possible. If Emb feels delay may give Chinese time to de- 

_ velop burdensome regulatory practices or other devices to achieve 
their objective without open breach of agreement, or for any other 
reasons does not concur in above Dept should be informed. This con- 
nection, CCAA Notification #2 of Dec 15 (application to be filed by 
carriers) should be carefully watched. 

Re second para urtel, believe Dept’s previous communications pro- 
vide Emb with adequate instructions to open negotiations. Only 
additional instructions which Dept has at this time refer numbered 
paras 2 and 3 Chinese note (Embtel 41, Jan 7) 

No objection by Dept and CAB to revision Chinese routes elim- 
inating reference specific intermediate points outside US. 

Best compromise on rate question Dept can now offer is formal or 
informal understanding if Chinese unable act on a rate within 15-day 
period rate would then go into effect but US would be willing consult 
during reasonable period re any Chinese objection. If case appears 
sound would exert efforts correct situation. Present language section 
D-6 Annex to remain unchanged. 

Dept concurs views urtel 55, Jan 8 concerning visas, etc., but might 
agree any reasonable arrangement if necessary in light of over-all 
negotiation situation. Believe inconveniences to US resulting from 
Chinese regulations far exceed those resulting US laws and regula- 

** Livingston T. Merchant, appointed Counselor of Embassy in China, Decem- 
ber 15, 1947, en route to Nanking.
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tions and Emb might use this argument get Chinese drop question. 
Sent Nanking as 234; rptd Shanghai as 264. 

MarsHALtL 

711.9327 /2-1848 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WasuincTon, February 18, 1948—noon. 

272. If Chinese open consultation with discussion Hong Kong- 
Shanghai problem on basis technical status Kiatak Airport, Dept 
wishes reaffirm position outlined first three sentences, para 2, Deptel 
1535, Dec 19.27. US should not be drawn into argument over status 
Kowloon area and should state question is problem between Chinese 
and UK. 

Sent Nanking 272; rptd Shanghai 304. 
: / MarsHALh 

711.9327/2-2748 : Telegram . : . 

_ Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

, | | WasHINcTON, February 27, 1948—6 p. m. 

316. Re formal consultation under air transport agreement due to 
commence Mar 4. If agenda for consultation is discussed Emb should 
inform Chinese US desires discuss Ministry of Communications Regu- 
lation dated Dec 1, 1947 (permit for foreign airlines to do business in 
China) indicating US believes certain provisions regulation incon- 
sistent with terms bilateral. Dept will cable views re specific articles 
considered in conflict with agreement. 

Sent Nanking as 316; rptd Shanghai as 363. 
MarsHALL 

711.9827/38-148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxrine, March 1, 1948—2 p. m. 
[ Received March 1—9: 30 a. m. | . 

385. Reference Deptel 316, February 27,6 p.m. Civil Air Attaché 
called on Lin of Ministry Communications and informed him Em- 
bassy desired postpone consultation under Air Transport Agreement 
until Merchant arrived Nanking. Lin agreed March 1 consider nego- 
tiations started and agreed to adjournment until Merchant arrives. 

Sent to Department at 385, repeated Shanghai as 162. 
STUART 

| ™ Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vir, p. 1425.
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711.9327/3-1948 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

_ Nanxrne, March 19, 1948—10 a. m. 
[ Received 3:20 p. m.] 

494, Merchant‘and Jarvis met with Chinese national [a. m.] March 
18 on requested consultation re bilateral air agreement. Lin, director 
International Relations Department, Ministry Communications, 
headed Chinese group composed of representatives CCAA, Depart- 
ment Navigation and Civil Aviation, Ministry of Communications, 
and Foreign Office. Lin trotted out arguments he had previously 
advocated and earlier reported to Department. Lin eventually 
settled on argument re sovereignty of Kowloon as most important for 
Chinese case. He did not emphasize at length difference in Chinese 
characters end [in?] word “shuttle” in paragraph 6 of notes exchanged 
at time signing of agreement but strongly endeavored sell idea that 
US could refrain from Fifth Freedom carriage between Hong Kong 
and Shanghai, view it as cabotage and, as far as other nations are con- 
cerned, not impair US Fifth Freedom policy. 

After Lin’s opening statement, Chinese were handed informal state- 
ment of US position on points raised in Chinese note prepared in 
accordance Department’s instructions, and containing abstract of 
Powell’s statement. Chinese were informed that al] arguments Chi- 
nese had informally advanced had been reported to Department, had 
been thoroughly considered, and therefore this statement represented 
final US position. Merchant informed the Chinese that the instruc- 
tions which he had received from his Government were inflexible and | 
final. 

Lin, during course discussion, stated Chinese Government policy 
on this matter firm and that if US not prepared to cease movement 
Fifth Freedom carriage on this segment its route, there would be seri- 
ous “consequences”. Upon inquiry as to what these “consequences” 
would be, Lin did not elaborate. When Lin was informed Chinese 
should discuss with British and not with US matter of US right to 
operate into and out of Kaitak ( Kowloon), Lin said China properly 
should discuss this subject directly with US as China firmly main- 
tained that this was “cabotage” or carriage within sovereign Chinese 
territory and hence concern solely of Chinese. Lin was thereupon 
asked if it was not true on basis his position that China was granting 

' UK cabotage rights between Kowloon and Shanghai. Reply was un- 
responsive and this may prove best hook on which to impale Chinese 
argument. 

Lin most insistent Department be requested further consider status of Kowloon and Chinese position that carriage between Kowloon and
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Shanghai in effect cabotage. Merchant reluctantly agreed to wire 
Department but informed Chinese that he knew there was no hope De- 
partment could or would change position outlined in statement which 
had been handed to Chinese. | . 
Embassy continues fully to concur in Department’s position and 

would welcome early reiterative instruction. Risks well worth run- 
ning in maintaining obdurate position, appear to be that (a) Chinese 
accepting but then making operation practically impossible by admin- 
istrative actions in which case Embassy believes remedy would lie in 
immediate representations to Foreign Office or (0) Chinese refusing to 
accept our interpretation and throwing matter through disputes article 
to ICAO ** council in which event US case appears so strong on merits 
as to insure favorable decision. 

Sent Department 494, repeated Shanghai 200. | 
_ Sruarr 

711.93827/3-1948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State _ 

| Nanxine, March 19, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received March 20—1: 15 p. m.] 

505. ReEmbtel 494, March 19. During course discussion re bilat- 
eral air agreement March 18, Lin handed Merchant copy of draft note 
which Chinese desired United States regard as statement of issues 
which they wished to discuss. First paragraph contained revised 
language paragraph (0) of note exchanged when Agreement signed in 
1946. Following section paragraph (6) “—no shuttle service will be 
operated by designated United States carriers between Hong Kong—” 
revised to read ““—the designated United States carriers shall not carry 
any regional traffic in passengers, cargo or mail between Hong 
Kong—”. Words “and New York” inserted after “at San Francisco”. 

In other paragraphs this draft Chinese requested : 

1. Paragraphs (0) 1 and (0) 2 of the annex be changed to read as 
follows: Subparagraph (1) China over-Pacific route to Seattle, San 
Francisco and New York and beyond; subparagraph (2) China over- 
Pacific route to Honolulu, Los Angeles, San Francisco and New York 
and beyond. 

2. Insertion in annex of paragraph to be numbered 63 which would 
read: “Suitable technical landing points in the US territory for the 
operation by Chinese carriers on each of the above routes, shall be pro- 
vided by the US Government”. 

3. “(¢e): In addition to the foregoing modifications both Govern- 
ments further agree that they will permit the designated carriers of 
the other party to send officers and/or employees into their territory 

* International Civil Aviation Organization. | , |
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for the purpose running of their business; and that they will allocate to the designated carriers of the other party a fair share of the inter- national mail to be brought out of their respective territory.” 

Jarvis discussed draft note with Lin on March 19, and informed him 
that Chinese requested revision of routes substantive and in effect re- 
quest for renegotiation of agreement. Lin mentioned that China was | 
prepared accord to US rights operate to Kunming. Jarvis said as Lin 
would recall US had stated at time negotiation agreement it desired 
obtain rights at Mukden. Lin replied only point Chinese could now 
offer would be Kunming as this only other point which had been 
designated by China as an international airport and which US did 
not now touch. Lin was then informed that, notwithstanding such 
designation, US could request rights to land at other points. Follow- 
ing mention of Mukden, Lin visibly cooled on pressing for route revi- 
sions outlined and said that to China this was minor matter; that 
Shanghai—Hong Kong question was important subject. He did, how- 
ever, wish United States to entertain the request and at same time 
stated that US, greatest advocate of Fifth Freedom principle, should 
certainly be willing to permit China fly across US in order facilitate 
China’s operations on to Europe. China did not, of course, in making 
this proposal have in mind movement of cabotage traffic. 
When queried concerning paragraph 6 3, Lin frankly said he did 

not know why it had been inserted and could not contact officer of 
CCAA who drafted it. He was informed that US could not under- 
stand why such a paragraph had been inserted as US had excellent 
airports and facilities and had made these facilities available for 
technical landings. | 

Concerning matter of visas, Lin agreed this subject could be 
handled in accordance with US suggestion that Embassy dispatch 
note to Minister Foreign Affairs confirming that US in accordance 
with usual procedures will grant visas to Chinese nationals going to 
US to work for hire for airlines designated by China operate to US. 

| Lin was informed that question of movement by Chinese carriers 
of international mail originating in US was not relevant and should 
be removed from these discussions. It was suggested to him that this 
should be handled between Embassy and Foreign Office as an inde- 
pendent matter. Lin said he would further consult Foreign Office 
this connection. 

According to PanAm, Chinese levy tax of US 17 cents per gallon 
on gasoline loaded on US planes here. Embassy now investigating 
facts this situation and if Department perceives no objection will 
raise this question with Chinese during course consultation. 

_ Embassy would welcome instruction from Department inform 
Chinese US will not agree to any changes in route pattern. Foregoing
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on assumption US not interested at this time obtaining rights land 
other points here such as Mukden. 

Sent Department 505, repeated Shanghai 203. 
STUART 

711.9827/3-1948 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) | 

Wasuineton, March 24, 1948—3 p. m. 

439. Reurtel 494 and 505 Mar 19. 
1. Dept reiterates previous position Hong Kong—Shanghai Fifth 

Freedom rights. We continue believe final results consultation this 
question likely have greater significance in terms worldwide US Fifth 
Freedom position than in terms specific routes in China. Concur 
Embs position last two sentences para 3 urtel 494. Political status 
Kowloon not properly subject for discussion connection Air Transport 
Agreement and Dept continues to hold that matter is one for dis- 
cussion between Brit and Chinese. 

2. Dept concurs (urtel 505) Chinese route requests would amount 
to renegotiation agreement. Dept will not at this time agree to any 
changes in Chinese routes involving additional US traffic points. 
Dept still willing amend Chinese routes re Para 5 Deptel 234 Feb 12. 

3. Concur Embs position re Chinese request add new subpara b (3) 
to Annex. | 

4, Agree re desirability raising question re gasoline taxes. 
Sent Nanking; rptd Shanghai as 516. 

| . MarsHALL 

%711.9327/4-148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxina, April 1, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received April 2—5 : 03 a. m.] 

 §85. ReEmbtels 494 and 505 of March 19, 1948. Merchant and 
Jarvis met with Chinese on March 31 further discuss bilateral. Lin 
headed Chinese group composed representatives of CAA, Ministry 
Commerce [Communications] and Foreign Office. 
Merchant moved at opening to dispose of other points under dis- 

cussion before Shanghai-Hong Kong question in effort obtain favor- 
able action from Chinese on gasoline tax prior to informing them 
final US position Hong Kong-Shanghai. Lin said Chinese considered _ 
other problems “very easy, but Shanghai-Hong Kong question main 
issue”. Lin insisted upon discussion of Shanghai-Hong Kong im- 
mediately, stating his investigation gas tax still uncompleted.
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| Merchant then informed Lin that instructions Embassy had received 
from Washington in response to cable, which outlined at length argu- 
ments which Lin had advanced in support Chinese case and also back- 
ground which had been developed in previous discussion, were as he 
expected, and on which he had attempted to forewarn Lin. Instruc- 
tions maintained unalterably US position presented March 18. 

Merchant restated US case as follows: “Right carry Fifth Free- 
dom traffic Hong Kong-Shanghai is right which was implicit in 
negotiation, that English text, exchange of notes clearly reflects agree- 

- ment reached in negotiation, that US engaged in movement such 
traffic for considerable period before any question was raised by 
Chinese Government.” Merchant, at this point, again referred to 
informal statement of US position handed to Chinese on March 18. 

Lin pursued line advanced March 18 and said “China would allow 
US carriers move Fifth Freedom traffic between Hong Kong and 
Shanghai (presumably by flying boat), but Kowloon is Chinese ter- 
ritory, therefore carriage of Kowloon-Shanghai traffic is cabotage.” 
Lin changed his description of subject at hand at this point to move- 
ment of Kowloon-Shanghai traffic. Lin said “your difficulty is 
trying to get around this Fifth Freedom, but there is no such prin- 

ciple involved here.” Merchant promptly informed him that US | 
not searching for formula to deny US rights granted under agree- 
ments, that negotiators knew at time agreement reached only feasible 
method serving Hong Kong was through use of Kowloon airport. 

_ Lin said, as we were aware, he had been principal negotiator for 
Chinese Government, and in conversations which he had with Powell, 
latter frequently stated US had no interest in movement of traffic 
between Hong Kong and Shanghai. He was informed it was true 
that US not interested in operation of “shuttle service”. Any inter- 
national trunk line operator is primarily interested in long haul 
through passengers as this movement essential successful trunk line 
operation. Lin again mentioned discussions with Powell and again 
stated he had received assurances from Powell that US was “not 
interested” in the carriage of Hong Kong-Shanghai traffic. At this 
point, Merchant asked him following question: “Is it your contention 
that Powell or any other American negotiators gave you secret verbal 
assurances on behalf US that US would under no condition carry 
Fifth Freedom traffic between Shanghai and Hong Kong?” Lin 
responded, “No, that is not the case—not at all,” but that Powell said 
that US “would not be interested in this kind of traffic.” Lin said 
he asked Powell “to put this down in writing.” Powell, according 
Lin, said “No, US Government is advocate of Fifth Freedom prin- 
ciple,” and then Powell mentioned other Fifth Freedom agreements 

429-525 —73—_51
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US had concluded, but did state “I can assure you that we will not be 
‘interested in such business.” | 

Lin was then informed that what he had just said coincided exactly 
with Powell statement which was made in clear context of operation 
shuttle service between Hong Kong—Shanghai. a 

Lin said that as US had pursued argument on basis Powell’s written 
‘statement, result, there is no argument at all. Now, since US could 

: not see Chinese point, Chinese had changed approach, i. e., carriage 
Shanghai-Hong Kong not involved, but carriage between Kowloon 
and Shanghai, and therefore cabotage. - ne 

Traffic moving between Hong Kong and Shanghai then discussed 
and brought out by US that Chinese carriers move upwards of 2,000 
passengers a month between Shanghai and Hong Kong and that thus 
far PAA had moved very few passengers. Lin admitted American 
carrier movement Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic insignificant, but 
pointed to competition which would develop if Dutch, Siamese, 
French, e¢ al., should be in position operate on this route. US men- 
tioned safeguards Bermuda principles afforded Chinese. - 

Near close discussion Lin said that arbitration or denouncement 
available to China. He would report results this meeting to his Gov- 
ernment and inform US side at next meeting Chinese Government 

decision. | oe ee ae _ 
Embassy disbelieves Chinese would take drastic step of denounce- 

ment, all present circumstances considered. Embassy. also doubts 
Chinese resort to arbitration in view publicity which would presum- 
ably surround first dispute laid beforeICAO. = a 

Merchant, in process official calls, will endeavor call on Minister 
of Communications* Yu Ta-wei at earliest to attempt convince Yu 
soundness US case before subject moves beyond Ministry Commerce 
[Communications]. Foreign Office participation thus far at low level. 

Should, as result this discussion, Chinese attempt.administratively 
block or hamper PAA movement traffic these points, Embassy will 

make representations highest level Foreign Office. 
Other points which Chinese. have characterized minor, under con- 

tinuing discussion between Lin and Jarvis. Department will be kept 
informed. — | | Oo 4 

Sent Department 585, repeated Shanghai via courier 233. a 

oo Se a STUART 

-846G.79693/4-548: Telegram | | | | ns 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

a — . Nawxine, April 5, 1948—8 p. m. 
| [Received April 6—8 a. m.] 

608. Merchant discussed Hong Kong—Shanghai air traffic impasse 
April 8 with Minister of Communications. Latter made eloquent plea
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for US denunciation on ground not of China’s legal case but as 
“friendly act” in matter of vital importance to Chinese aviation de- 
velopment. Minister did refer to Chinese negotiators’ reliance on 
alleged assurance from Powell of US disinterest in such traffic which 
they apparently now interpret retroactively as undertaking amount- 
ing to US voluntary self-denial such Fifth Freedom traffic. Minister 
raised possibility Chinese denunciation Air Transport Agreement. 

Importance maintaining integrity Fifth Freedom principle every- 
where stressed by Embassy and Minister urged to restudy actual 
traffic figures as demonstration his fears ungrounded on facts. | 

: _ Embassy recommends US stand firm. Denunciation by China still 
believed remote but possibility somewhat enhanced. Minister’s re- 
liance on legalisms would appear to remove chance of appeal to ICAO 
by China under disputes article. — — a | 

Sent Department 608; repeated Shanghai237. © 

STUART 

846G.79693/4-1548 : Telegram _ | | 
Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

OC a Nanxrne, April 15, 1948—5 p. m. 
- oe [Received April 17—4: 24 a. m.] 

~ 678. Embassy learns Minister Commerce [Convmunications] ex- 
pecting reply to his plea regarding Hong Kong-Shanghai air traffic | 
reported Embtel 608 of April 5. Please confirm Embassy’s assump- 
tion’ Department instruction contained Deptel 439 of March 24 re- 
mains in force. | Oo oa ae 
~ Repéated Shanghai 278. | . | | | | _ 

Oo re a Sruarr 

846G.79698/4-1548 : Telegram So : 
The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

EE eS | Wasutneron, April 22, 1948-5 p.m. 
618. Embs assumption correct reurtel 678 Apr. 15, particularly in 

view last para urtel 608 Apr 5. Repeated Shanghai as 734. 

846G.79693/6-948 : Telegram ot 
The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Be EE NAnKING, June 9,1948—11 a.m. 
| | — ..  » + [Received 2:41 p. im.] 

1037. Yu Ta-wei, Minister Commerce [| Communications], who has 
been ill, told us today that he wished shortly to reopen question of
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Hong Kong-Shanghai air traffic. He reiterated that China could not 

afford to open it upon a Fifth Freedom basis to other countries as well 

as ourselves. 
, | | 

Sent Department 1037; repeated Shanghai 459. 
STUART 

711.9327/6-1748: Airgram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, June 17, 1948. 

A-129. Connection consultation air transport agreement, suggest 

Emb attempt elimination or, if that is impossible, modification of 

art 8 agreement. Present wording appears to be in error in that it is 

multilateral language derived from Chicago standard form.” Sug- — 

gest Emb review files concerning negotiations, particularly Deptel 

732, Sep 9, 1946.29 
Copy this airgram being sent Shanghai. 

MarsHALL 

846G.796938/6-3048 
| 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 288 - Nanxrine, June 30, 1948. 

[Received July 14.] 

| The Ambassador has the honor to enclose for the information of 

the Department of State a copy of a memorandum of conversation 

which took place on June 24, 1948 between Mr. Quentin Roosevelt 

of the China Aviation Corporation and Mr. J arvis, the Civil Air 

Attaché, on the subject of United States air carrier movement of 

Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic. The Department. will observe that 

Minister of Communications Yu Ta-wel informed Messrs. Roosevelt 

and Bond of Pan American Airways that he felt that China was 

“licked” on the Shanghai-Hong Kong question, and that China would 

 Jikely not take any further action in the matter until the present 

agreement expired. 

The Embassy would like to suggest that this memorandum not be 

discussed with Pan American Airways in order to insure that source 

will in future feel that such matters can be freely discussed with 

Embassy. 

2 See Department of State Conference Series No. 64: International Civil Avia- 

tion Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 1 to December 7, 1944, Final Act 

and Related Documents. 

© Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. x, p. 1239.
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[Enclosure] 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Civil Air Attaché mn China 

| (Jarvis) - 

SHANGHAI, June 24, 1948. 
Mr. Roosevelt during the course of a conversation on another matter, 

volunteered that he and Mr. Bond of Pan American Airways had 
called on Minister of Communications Yu Ta-wei, and during the 
course of their discussion with him, he mentioned the “Shanghai— 
Hong Kong consultation with the Americans.” According to Mr. 
Roosevelt, Minister Yui stated that, during the course of the dis- 
cussions prior to the conclusion of the Sino-United States air agree- 

ment, an understanding had been reached between the Chinese nego- 
tiators and Col. Powell of the U. S. under which the U. S. agreed to 
refrain from the movement of Shanghai-Hong Kong traffic. Min- 
ister Yu informed Mr. Roosevelt that in the event he was responsible 
for any further treaty negotiations with the Americans, he intended 
to have a battery of one hundred lawyers available to check each word 
in the document. 
Apparently Minister Yu then asked Messrs. Roosevelt and Bond 

_ whether there was a possibility that some arrangement could be made 
whereby, through an exchange of letters between carriers, Pan Ameri- 
can Airways would voluntarily refrain from movement of traffic on 
this segment of its route. According to Mr. Roosevelt, he and Mr. 
Bond informed Minister Yu that the matter did not rest with Pan 
American, but was one which had to be discussed solely between the 
two Governments. Mr. Roosevelt indicated that he and Mr. Bond 
then informed Minister Yu that Pan American Airways was not 
actively promoting competition for CNAC on this route and had in 
fact positively refrained from such activity. Mr. Jarvis gathered 
the impression that Messrs. Roosevelt and Bond left with Minister 
Yu the thought that PAA would voluntarily refrain from movement, 
of this traffic if the U. S. Government would not intervene. 

At this point, Mr. Roosevelt queried Mr. Jarvis as to the possible 
reaction of the U. S. Government in the event PAA suggested that it, 
by an exchange of letters, agree to refrain from the carriage of this 
traffic and at the same time pointed out the insignificant amount of 
traffic handled by PAA on this segment due to foreign exchange diff- 
culties. Mr. Jarvis informed him that he was sure that the U. S. 
Government would not agree to such a suggestion; that the U. S. 
position vis-a-vis the Shanghai-Hong Kong question was firm. Mr. 
Jarvis went on to say that not only the rights of PAA were involved 
in this case, but also those of such other U. S. carriers as might be 
certificated to operate on this route.
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Mr. Roosevelt then mentioned that Minister Yu had informed him 

that he did not wish to put any pressure on the CNAC request to 

operate to Tokyo, nor did he wish Col. C. Y. Liu, of CNAC, to do so, 

as in the event he decided to take further action on the Shanghai- 

Hong Kong question, he did not wish the Americans to be in a posi- 

tion to point to the fact that CNAC had been permitted to go through 

Tokyo in justification U. 8. operation into Hong Kong. Mr. Jarvis 

informed Mr. Roosevelt that no attempt had been made to “tie-up” 

Tokyo with the Shanghai-Hong Kong question, as the U.S. believed 

that the Shanghai-Hong Kong case would stand on its merits. 

- At the close of the discussion, Mr. Roosevelt said that Minister Yu 
stated that he felt China was “licked” on the Shanghai-Hong Kong 

question and that China would likely not take any.further action on 

the matter until the present agreement expired. 

711.9327/7-2848 : Airgram ae | BO 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot). to the Secretary of State 

a a -...- Swanenat,.July 28, 1948. 
i - [Received August 23:56 p. m.] 

- .A-679. Reference Department’s Airgram A~-129, June 17,1948. — 
Embassy has not endeavored, as yet, to eliminate or modify Article 3 
Bilateral Air Transport Agreement, in order eliminate possibility 

reviving discussion dormant Shanghai-Hong Kong question. 

According Pan American representative here, prior conclusion Bi- 

lateral. Agreement, PAA did not have any agreement with Chinese 

- Government covering servicestoChina. . 
— | _ Cazor 

[No record of further negotiations regarding revision of the Air 
Transport Agreement has been found in the Department files.} — -



CONSIDERATION OF SENDING TO CHINA A TECHNICAL 
CIVIL AVIATION MISSION TO ASSIST THE CHINESE 

893.796A/9-447 ee EE TR | 
The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

No. 88 0 0 et pets.) Wasutneron, March 17, 1948. | 

_ The Secretary of State refers to the Embassy’s telegram No. 1858 
of September 4, 1947 ? and previous correspondence on the subject of 
the need for a technical mission to assist the Chinese Government in 

the field of civil aviation, and in particular the need for an exception- 
ally well-qualified chief of mission, = © | : | 

Recent passage of the “Smith-Mundt Bill,” Public Law 402, 80th 
Congress,? to which the President has affixed his signature, and the 
likelihood of appropriations being made available beginning with 
fiscal 1949 make it possible for the Civil Aeronautics Administration 
to send, predominantly at the United States Government’s expense, a 
technical assistance mission to countries in the Eastern Hemisphere 
within the limits of the funds. It has been determined in preliminary 
discussions with the Civil Aeronautics Administration that a mission _ 
consisting of a chief and five associates might be available for assist- 
ance to China commencing in the late summer or early fall of 1948. 
The Civil Aeronautics Administration indicates that it would endeavor 
to pick a top-flight man with broad experience in both civil and mili- 
tary aviation to be chief of this proposed technical assistance mission 
to. China. | | _ | | 

The Civil Aeronautics Administration has indicated further that, 
although it might send a team of five technicians at its expense to 
serve under a major general as senior advisor, it would do so reluc- 
tantly. The Civil Aeronautics Administration feels that its men 
would be in the position of serving two masters and would suffer con- 
flicting loyalties, an undesirable situation. Other points to be consid- 
ered as arguments in favor of assigning a Civil Aeronautics 
Administration team én toto are: | 

(1) The United States Government might not wish to be put in the 
incongruous position of maintaining separation of its own military 

1For correspondence regarding Chinese request for an American adviser on 
civil aeronautics, see Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vi1, pp. 1007 ff. . 

4 Tbid., vol. vu, p. 1016. 
* Approved January 27, 1948; 62 Stat. 6. 
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and civil aviation and yet assigning a major general to China to serve 
as senior advisor on civil aviation. 

(2) The Civil Aeronautics Administration mission in China would 

be part of a world-wide program, and it would benefit by the exper- 

ence gained in Washington by Civil Aeronautics Administration mis- 
sions elsewhere. 

(3) Authorization already exists under the provisions of the 

“Qmith-Mundt Bill” for sending a mission to China should the Chinese | 
Government request one. As stated in Department telegram No. 
1046 of August 21, 1947, enabling legislation would have to be ini- 
tiated for the assignment of a military man as senior advisor. Objec- 
tion might be made to the passage of this legislation. | 

The Civil Aeronautics Administration has had experience in the 

assignment of technical assistance missions to countries in the Western 

Hemisphere under the Cooperation with the Other American Re- 
publics Program. Enclosed for the Embassy’s information is a copy 
of the fourteen standard points® which have been used as a basis of 
negotiations for these missions. 

It is the Department’s understanding that the reason for the Em- 
bassy’s original recommendation that a major general head such a. 
technical mission to China was that only a military figure of such rank 
would carry sufficient weight with the Chinese Air Force and with the 

Generalissimo * to make likely effective enforcement of a proper divi- 

sion of authority between civilian and military aviation. This seems 
to the Department to be a point of the utmost importance. 

Aside from the abovementioned considerations, including the neces- 

sity for special legislation, it is understood that it would be exceed- 
ingly difficult to obtain from the Department of the Air Force the 
services of a major general of the caliber and qualifications required. 

Therefore, in the light of this situation and the events that have trans- 
pired since the original recommendation the Department wishes to 
consult the Embassy as to its recommendations before proceeding 

further in the matter. | 

893.796A/4-1248 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 187 |  SwHanenar, April 12, 1948. 
_ [Received April 27.] 

The Ambassador has the honor to refer to the Department’s secret. 
Instruction No. 38 dated March 17, 1948 and to previous correspond- 

‘ Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vi1, p. 1016. 
*Not attached to file copy. | 

ones Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of
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- ence on the subject of the need for a technical mission to assist the 
Chinese Government in the field of civil aviation. 

Events since March 25, 1947 when the Embassy in its secret despatch 
number 5807 recommended the appointment of a military officer— 

probably a Major General—to advise the Chinese Government on mat- 
ters.concerning civil aviation, lead to the belief that a United States 

Civil Aeronautics Administration mission, headed by a well-qualified - 
civilian with a staff of competent civilian assistants can effectively dis- 
charge its responsibilities under present conditions. 

During the past year, there have been indications that the Chinese 
Air Force is prepared to cooperate with the Chinese CAA ® in its 
endeavors to establish a safe and reliable civil air transport system 
within the country. Following the Nanking Air-Sea, Search and 
Rescue and Communications Conference on March 27, 1947, the atti- 
tude of the CAF, vis-a-vis civil air transport changed from one of 
active militant hostility and obstruction to an attitude of limited coop- 
eration with the Chinese CAA. 

During the third quarter of 1947, the CAF gave concrete evidence 
of its desire to cooperate with the Chinese CAA when it released to 
the control of the Chinese CAA for civilian purposes, airports in 
eighteen districts. Further proof that relations between the Chinese 
CAA and the CAF were measurably improving was manifested 
when the CAF, in response to a request of the Chinese CAA, agreed to 
furnish weather information to the Chinese CAA weather communi- 
cation system which was passed on to the Central Weather Bureau and 
disseminated at a central point in Shanghai. 

As an indication of the fact that the Chinese CAA is receiving the 
active support of higher levels in the Government, it may be observed 

- that in January 1947, the Chinese CAA submitted to the Executive 
‘Yuan for its approval, a revision of the form of application used in 
connection with requests for clearance for foreign aircraft. This form 
which was admittedly repetitious and redundant had been character- 
ized as “silly” by Government officials. While this was a minor mat- 
ter, the CAF, however, at that time, countered this move on the part 
of the Chinese CAA before the Executive Yuan, with a demand that 
the control of all civil aircraft operating over the territory of China 
be vested in it. The Chinese CAA because of its then weak position 
In the Government was unwilling to challenge the CAF before the 
Executive Yuan on this issue, and withdrew this request. It is sig- 
nificant to observe that in December, 1947, the Chinese CAA was able 
to promulgate, without difficulty, this new regulation. | 

" Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. viz, p. 1012. , 
* Civil Aeronautics Administration. 
° Chinese Air Force.
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The largely Government-owned civil airlines have made a sub- 
stantial contribution to the military forces in the movement of mili- 
tary personnel and supplies into battle areas. They have also assisted 
other agencies of the Government in the evacuation of Government 
personnel, their families and effects from besieged areas. ‘The fore- 
going has, of course, strengthened the hand of the Chinese CAA as 

- well as'the airlines and increased the bargaining power of those in 
control of civil aviation, both with the Government generally and with 
the CAF. While complete divorce of civil and military aviation has 
not as yet occurred, those elements of the Government in control of 
civil aviation have made considerable progress. Present indications 
are that progress will be accelerated with any substantial improve- 
ment in economic conditions. The Commanding General of the Chi- 
nese Air Force, Chou Chih-jou, on the occasion of the Chinese CAA’s 
first anniversary conference in Nanking on January 20, 1948, pub- 
licly pledged the support of the CAF totheChineseCAA. 

The importance of the civil air transport industry, not only to the 
general economic life of the country as a whole—especially in view 
of the lack of alternative modes of transport—but also as an important 
adjunct to the military forces has finally been recognized. When 
Mukden was besieged by the Communists, the Nationalist General in 
command of the area called upon executives of the Civil Air Trans- 
port (CAT) to undertake the evacuation of seven thousand Chinese 
nationals from the area. CAT, China National Aviation Corpora- 
tion and Central Air Transport Corporation, in close cooperation, 
effectively and successfully accomplished this task. _ | 

As a result of the contributions which the civil aviation industry 
has made to the improvement of economic conditions and to the civil 
war effort, Col. Tai, the Civil Aeronautics Administrator, has been 
able to (1) remove CAF objections to many important aspects of the 
Chinese CAA program: (2) introduce limited private flying which in 
the forepart of 1947 the CAF vigorously opposed: (8) establish an 
independent Chinese CAA training school at Hungjao Airport, 
Shanghai; (4) formally establish the Chinese CAA as the agency in 
complete control of the airports released for civilian use: (5) establish 
civilian air traffic control stations in certain areas without objection: 
(6) initiate action with a view to the unification and coordination 
of air navigation, communication and weather facilities which it is 
believed will be accepted by the CAF: (7) promulgate and to a limited 
degree. enforce regulations governing civil aviation. | | | 

While the frequent disputes and jealousies which characterized the 
relations between the Ministry of Communications and the Chinese 
Air Force (Embassy’s secret despatch number 580 March 25, 1947) 
have been mollified to a considerable extent, disputes and jealousies
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have developed in the relations between the Chinese CAA and the 
largely Government-owned airlines, CNAC and CATC. This is par- 
ticularly true of the CCAA’s relations with CNAC. As the Depart- 
ment and the US CAA are aware, CNAC and CATC each operate 
their own communications, navigation and weather systems in China. 
Col. Tai, due to a lack of sufficient funds, has been unable to imple- 
ment stated Chinese Government policy that all communications and 
navigational services should be in the control of and rendered by the 
Government on a nonprofit basis. ==. er | 
CNAC has vigorously and stubbornly resisted all attempts of the 

CCAA to take over and operate facilities of this type. CNAC has 
based its objections to CCAA control on the fact that the CCAA does 

not have available to it competent personnél to effectively man and | 
operate this equipment. Col. Tai has frequently indicated that the 

_ CCAA is in a position to force the airlines to comply with CCAA’s 
demands, but he has not as yet taken steps along this line. The 
ability of airlines and particularly CNAC to resist thus far so suc- 
cessfully CCAA efforts to implement certain of its proposals raises 
the interesting question of whether the airlines, due to their control 
of practically all the competent personnel available, might, in the long 

_ run, actually prove stronger than the CCAA. | 
The CCAA has an imposing array of approximately five hundred 

employees of whom only about twenty can be classed as competent in 
their particular fields. The majority of these competent officers 
are people who were trained at Kansas City, under the supervision 
of TWA and with the cooperation of the US CAA and CAB. It thus 
becomes apparent that one of the most important functions of a US 
CAA mission will be the instruction and supervision of training of 
Government personnel. _ | oe | 

Due to the fact that Government salaries average approximately 
one-fifth of the salaries paid by the largely Government-controlled 
airlines to competent personnel, the CCAA is unable to attract to Gov- 
ernment service the few competent people available. Due to the small 
remuneration for Government service it is quite likely that the CCAA, 
even though it offers education and “on-the-job-training” in various 
aeronautical pursuits, will be unable to attract the few Chinese capable 
of development along these lines. English-speaking Chinese attract 
premium wages, measured by Chinese standards, from the various in- 
dustrial concerns. Should, therefore, 12 US CAA mission come to 
China, it would seem that the CCAA would have to recruit candidates 
for instruction in the aeronautical pursuits at the high school level, 
and endeavor to draw upon those students who have had basic training 
in English. It would, therefore, appear that 2 US Civil Aeronautics | 
Administration mission would have to be prepared to accept minimum
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practical operating results in the first one to two years of its efforts 

here. | 

In view of the general acceptance of the CCAA both within the 

Government and by the Chinese public and of the record of its accom- 

plishments ‘since it was formally organized on January 20, 1947— 

limited as they have been under the present chaotic economic condi- 

tions and the small appropriations which have been made available to 

it—it may be said that the influence which the CAF has, in the past, 

been able to exert on civil aviation has considerably diminished. It 

has diminished to such a point that the Embassy now believes that a 

civilian chief of a US CAA mission and his civilian associates would 

receive sufficient cooperation both from the Chinese Government gen- 

erally and from the CAF to insure the success of the mission’s opera- 

tions here. The Embassy believes that this trend in China toward 

civilian control of civil aviation can and should be encouraged by send- 

ing a civilian mission. The Embassy, therefore, recommends the 

assignment of such a civilian mission to China. : 

| The Embassy observes that, in the draft of the fourteen standard. 

points which have been used as a basis of negotiation for such missions 

| in other countries, point numbered 9 provides that the foreign Govern- 

ment shall bear the cost of the acquisition of materials, equipment 

and facilities necessary to the conduct of the mission. The CCAA 

presently has in its control and possession the following equipment: 

1. International Radio Station XQH7 at Shanghai. 2. Fourteen 

domestic weather and point to point communications stations. (The 

CCAA has no air to ground communication facilities as yet.) 3. Five 

navigational aids. 4. One tower at Kiukiang Airport. 5. Three 

light planes (2 Piper Cubs and 1 Super Cruiser). 6. One Movietone 

set. with miscellaneous training films. The CAA does not have visual 

training aids, or training literature. 

The Chinese CAA has had CN$240,000,000,000 made available to 

| it since its inception Jan. 20, 1947. (It is not possible to convert this 

sum to US dollars.) Approximately 70% of these funds has been 

spent in airport improvement, principally at Lunghwa Airport, 

Shanghai, 5% on training and 25% in the improvement of com- 

munication facilities. 

As upwards of 80% of the national budget is now appropriated for 

military purposes, it is unlikely that the CCAA can expect that more 

than a bare minimum of pecuniary assistance will be made available 

to it while the civil war continues. The Department and the US 

CAA will, therefore, wish to consider that if the US civil aviation 

mission will require extensive equipment to facilitate its operations 

here, it will likely have to be provided by the United States. This 

requirement could be met, of course, if the Chinese Government “ear-
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marked” a small portion of any loan or grant which might be allocated 
for civil aviation purposes out of the China Aid Program. It is, 
therefore, suggested that the U. S. may wish to obtain an undertaking 
to the effect that the Chinese Government will make available to the 
CCAA funds sufficient for the purchase of equipment required for the 

_ successful conduct of a US CAA civil aviation mission. : 
| The subject of the appointment of the CAA mission was informally 

but lengthily discussed with Col. Tai, the Civil Aeronautics Admin- | 
istrator by the Civil Air Attaché. Col. Tai then informally pursued 
the matter with Dr. Li, Director of the Dept. of Civil Aviation and 
Navigation of the Ministry of Communications and with Minister of 
Communications Yu Ta-wei, who both said that China would welcome 
sucha mission. Col. Tai, personally, of course, was most enthusiastic. 
However, Col. Tai said that the Chinese Government was in no posi- 
tion to reimburse the U. S. toward the expenses involved in salaries, 
living allowance, etc., which would be incurred in connection with the 
assignment of such a mission. He also made it quite clear that the 
Chinese Government could not furnish housing. Col. Tai stated, 
however, that the Chinese Government would endeavor to provide 
domestic transportation, bi-lingual secretarial assistance and office 
space to facilitate the discharge of the mission’s duties. 

The Embassy suggests that in view of the changed Chinese Govern- 
ment attitude and particularly the attitude of the CAF vis-a-vis civil 
aviation that the objectives of a US CAA mission here can be assured 
under present. conditions through the negotiation of the usual agree- 
ment under which such a technical assistance mission would come to 
China, with the Chinese Government. This agreement could incor- 
porate practically all of the 14 standard points contained in the 
enclosure to the Department’s despatch under reference. Point num- 
ber 6 would, with the Department’s approval, have to be modified to 
the extent that the Chinese Government shall be required to reimburse 
the US Government only in the event of a substantial improvement 
in general economic conditions in China. 

The Embassy will await further instructions from the Department 
on this subject. | 

893.796A/4—1248 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) 

Wasuineton, May 14, 1948—5 p. m. 
905. Re Condes 187 Apr 12.1° Dept and CAA holding preliminary 

discussions re staff of mission and procurement of equipment. More 
definite info will be forwarded Consulate General within 2 or 3 weeks. 
Sent Shanghai as Dept’s 905 repeated Nanking as 727. 

MarsHALL 

*° Supra.
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-893.796A/4-1248 : Telegram | oa 

‘The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) — 

ee _--Wasurneron, June 4, 1948—5 p. m. 

. $48: ReCGdes 187 April 12, Deptel 905 May 14. - Informal discus- 

sions attended. by interested agencies have now resulted in a general 

-plan-of procedure for CAA mission to China. Now. contemplated 

that: CAA official will proceed China near future for purpose examin- 

4ng jointly with Emb staff general problems with which mission will _ 

‘be faced, and to render technical assistance to Emb as may, be neces- 

‘sary in negotiating agreement. Among problems to be.considered 
care those of housekeeping nature as regards mission personnel, mis- 

sion structure, and scope of operations, ee ae is 

_. CAA representative will return Washington after initial problems 

. have been reviewed in order to incorporate material collected into 

planning ofmission = 
_ CAA representative has not yet been designated. However, Dept 

assured that name and biographical info of person selected. will be 

furnished earliest for forwarding toEmb. 2 es ke 4 

_ Foregoing may be transmitted Chinese at Emb discretion. ...Re- 

quest Emb advise as to whether it perceives any objection. plan out- 

lined above. ee oo: | es 

Sent to Nanking as 848;rptd Shanghaias1027. ==... 

| | LG ne — s,  Marsrrary 

_ 993.796A/6-1048: Telegram ee . oo eg 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

a — Nawgine, June 10, 1948—10 a. m. | 
ns a [Received June 10—4: 45 a..m.] 

1049. Embassy -perceives no obj ection to plan outlined Deptel sent 

| Nanking 848, repeated Shanghai 1027 June 4. Information contained 

therein will be conveyed Tai, CCAA. , | oo | 

i a os  Sruarr



EVACUATION OF AMERICANS FROM CHINA | 

I. PRELIMINARY WARNINGS TO AMERICAN CITIZENS TO LEAVE 
DANGER AREAS; DEVELOPMENT OF POLICIES AND PLANS FOR THE 

EVACUATION OF AMERICANS FROM CHINA; GRADUAL WITH- 
DRAWAL OF NON-ESSENTIAL AMERICAN CIVILIANS (JANUARY- 
OCTOBER 11) | 

080110/1-248:Atrgram — 
Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

- o a cas oO - - : - a NankInG, January 2, 1948 
coe totes [Received January 13—3: 36 p. m.] 
«A-1, With reference to Embassy telegram No. 2469 of December 
30,* there is quoted below the full text of a circular telegram to the 
Consular offices at Changchun, Mukden, Tientsin, Peiping, Tsingtao. 
and Hankow:? . oe 

“In view of highly fluid state present hostilities and evidences in- 
creasing Communist efforts arouse anti-American feeling we consider 
that preliminary warning to American citizens is advisable. Accord- 
ingly you are authorized to caution American citizens residing interior 
points of dangers of residence close to areas of hostility, of probable 
mability Consulates give last minute warnings or effect evacuation 
‘and to advise withdrawal to points of greater safety. 

“Bearing in mind probable adverse effect on morale local Chinese 
and on Chinese Govt’s position of such advice to Americans at this 
time, you are cautioned to carry out this instruction as discreetly as 
circumstances your district permit. In so far as possible this advice 
should be communicated orally. | : 

“We believe it desirable that all non-essential personnel from interior 
‘points north of the Yangtze River and east of Sian should be with- 
drawn while regularly scheduled commercial air facilities are available 
or while it is still possible to arrange for special charter flights by com- 
mercial companies, leaving in those areas only personnel who would 
be disposed to remain even under Communist control. You should 
point out that air transportation is the only reasonably safe means of 
evacuation at present time and its continued availability depends upon 
unmolested access to landing fields. You should also point out that if 
further delay ensues in withdrawing personnel from interior points it 
is possible that situations may arise where with the best of will it would 
‘be impossible to dispatch United States aircraft because of lack of 
landing facilities at destination. | 

- 1 Foreign Relations, 1947, vol. vit, p. 422. | 
* Dated December 29, 1947:
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“Although we do not wish to appear alarmist it is our thought at the 
present time that it would be better for Americans to be concentrated 
in areas such as the Shanghai-Nanking-Hangchow triangle, Tsingtao, 

Tientsin, Peiping and Hankow where if the situation continues to 
worsen evacuation could be effected with greater prospects of success. 

“Shanghai being separately instructed to-approach head offices mis- 

sionary organizations and commercial concerns there. Foreign Office 
being informed in general terms of our action.” | 

a STUART 

893.00/1-1948 : Telegram | | . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul at Shanghai (Pilcher) 

WAsHINGTON, January 22, 1948—10 a. m. 

119. Dept would appreciate receiving more precise information, in- 
cluding verbatim text if available, of reported (urtel 121, Jan 19 *) 
Red warning to missionaries and other foreigners in central China who 
assisted allied forces during war to get out of China, | | so 

| | | Loverr 

893.1115/1—2248 : Telegram - . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| _ Wasuineron, January 22, 1948—1 p. m. 

101. In event mass evacuation necessary and in order to meet de- 
mands of American public and Congress Dept. desires information 
monthly basis totals only number Amcitz men, women, children, in 
critical districts until situation stabilizes. Your discretion as to which 
areas should report or recommend Dept. least burdensome approach. 
Dept. would also appreciate advance info as to fund requirement in 
event mass evacuation Amcitz certain districts necessary. 

Lovetrr 

125.633/1-—2348 : Telegram , 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Mukden 

(Ward) 

WASHINGTON, January 23, 1948—6 p. m. 

16. Embassy Nanking has authority evacuate American and alien 
employees their families and effects place safety. Therefore all per- 
sonnel changes for evacuation purposes should be authorized by Em- 
bassy and it will keep Dept informed. Urom* Dec 380 re Teiichiro 
Tani.® : 

Lovett 

> Not printed. | 
‘Your operations memorandum. 
* Not found in Department files.
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893.00/1-2448 : Telegram | 

— - The Consul at Hankow (Bacon) to the Secretary of State 

| Hanxkow, January 24, 1948—6 p. m. 
| .-- [Received January 26—3: 57 a. m.] 

17. ReDeptel to Shanghai 119, January 22. Warning as reported 
to ConGen was “A1l-missionariés.are-sent out to China for espionage 
and to report military movements. We want to get rid of all you 
young fellows.” Missionaries of military age are especially suspected. 
See Hankow’s confidential despatch 55, December 27 to Embassy, copy 
to Department; and ditto 3, January 11.¢ 
‘Sent Department as 17; repeated Shanghai as 33. : 

| | | | Bacon 

$93.1115/2-1048 a 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Ambassador in China 
| | (Stuart)? 

No. 5 7 | Perrine, February 5, 1948. 

Srr: I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s recent instructions 
in respect to the matter of evacuation of American citizens from points 
of possible danger, and to enclose as of pertinency in this general 
connection a copy of a memorandum of conversation on January 27, 
1948,° between representatives of different American organs located 
in Peiping and myself on the same subject. | - 

~ It will be observed that I followed the general line of recommenda- 
tion set forth in the Embassy’s circular telegram of December 29,° 
developing the subject with particular reference to the existing 
political-military situation in North China. The Embassy will ob- 
serve that I indicated that Peiping, Tientsin-and. Tsingtao were points 
of relative safety at the present time, that certain other points could 

be considered as not being under immediate threat, but that there 
were certain areas particularly in which American organizations might 
well now consider the advisability of removing those American mem- 
bers of their organizations who were classified as non-essential. 
Further, I indicated that it was deemed desirable to consider the ad- : 
visability of removal in good time of all persons who might be con- 
cerned by further Communist advances, this having particular ref- 
erence to organizations which did not plan to continue on in the event 
that the areas in question might fall under Communist control. It 

° Neither printed. 
"Copy transmitted to the Department by the Ambassador in China in his 

covering despatch No. 61, February 10; received February 19. 
* Not. printed. 
* See airgram No. A-1, January 2, from the Ambassador in China, p. 809. 

429-525—73——52
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will be observed that the participants in the round-table discussion 

did not give clear indication of their several policies in respect: to the 

matter of carrying on under Communist control. In fact, it would 
appear that, although they have been giving consideration to the 
matter, the particular represéntatives who spoke on the subject had 
not as yet made up their minds in regard to the question in point.” 

: Those who expressed any opinion in regard to the matter were in- 
clined to the view that the anti-American propaganda carried on by the 
Chinese Communists had ‘increased in virulence, if anything, inthe 

| course.of the past year... This is a development which has occurred 
despite the circumstance that the American forces have ‘been with- 
drawn from China and the:American policy has been generally. one of 
non-interference with Chinese internal affairs. There are, in short, 
indications that the propaganda begun'by the Chinese Communists for 
cold-blooded political purposes has probably aroused a popular emo- 

tion which they now would find it difficult to control—even should they 
desire to do so. That this popular emotion which has been stirred up 
by the Communists will upon occasion take the same form of bloody | 
incidents as has been. true upon occasion of manifestation of Chinese 

nationalism in the past seems probable. As is known, killings of 
American missionaries and missionaries.of other nationalities have 
occurred in China during the past year with the guilt evidently on the 
hands of Communist units or organizations. -On the other hand, 
foreigners continue to reside in important numbers in places under 
Chinese Communist jurisdiction and the general testimony of 
UNRRA ” workers who have penetrated.Communist districts has been 
that the Communists purport in principle to be against the policy of 
the United States Government but not antipathetic toward individual 
American citizens. The temper. of the times is such in both Com- 
munist and Nationalist controlled areas, however, that it appears to 
be only sound judgment to prepare for a recrudescence of aggravated 
Chinese nationalism in the form of anti-foreignism in 1948. It seems 

probable to the writer that the extension by the United States Govern- 
ment of more direct and more substantial aid to the National Govern- 

ment than has been forthcoming in the past year could only act as a 
stimulant to the existing anti-Americanism in the Communist con- 
trolled areas. Inviting the attention of the Embassy to the manifestly 
violent character of the declaration of Yenching University students _ 
on the subject of “imperialism” (Peiping’s Chinese Press Review No. 
526, January 31, 1948, Yenching News of January 26, 1948), I would 
reiterate my belief that latent Chinese nationalism might in the event 
of increased aid to the National Government likewise bring about a 

renewal of anti-American movements in Nationalist controlled 
territory. | re 

Respectfully yours, — OQ. Epwtunp Cruse 

°° United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration.
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893.1115/2-1648: Telegram = 3 

~: The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

oo Nanine, February 16, 1948—7 p. m. 
Bo — . ... [Received February 17—5: 51 a. m.] 

» 805. We wish to offer.the following comment on ComNavWes- 
Pac’s* operational plan No: 105-47 (China. general emergency) 7” 
xeferred to in Deptel 176 of February 4,6 p.m." Ancillary to this 
plan is ComNavWesPac’s plan No. 104-47 (China. local emergency) ” 

which we feel should also be subject for consideration by SANACC.** 
+» These plans were the subject: of informal conference in the Embassy 
éxecutive office February. 18. with officers of ComNavWesPac’s staff. 
-At that time the Embassy representative pointed: out that it was our 
thought that plans of:this nature, either local or general, should clearly 

¥ecognize that the Ambassador as ranking representative of the US 
in. China is charged. with..the responsibility: for determining when 
conditions exist requiring concentration or evacuation, together with 
the attendant necessary: protective measures, of American nationals 
and that likewise he is charged with the responsibility of determin- 
ing when such conditions have:ceased to'exist. It was pointed out at 
this conference that it: was not. within our province to undertake the 
revision of purely military aspects of the plans under discussion, but 
-we were convinced that: in forthright expression of. the principle of 
‘ambassadorial responsibility -would be essential to the approval of 
-any such plan by this Embassy and that we were so informing the 

Department of State and requesting instructions.._ 
—..The Department: will-note that both plans are based on the assump- 
tion of a development of conditions in China, locally or generally, in 
‘which civil.disorder would take a specific anti-American trend thus 
endangering American lives and property. While we believe sporadic 
‘localized civil-unrest to be a probable development, for which adequate 
-concentration ‘or evacuation plans should be prepared, we visualize 
only as-a remote possibility that this unrest’ would develop without 
warning throughout China or assume a specific and general anti- 
American character. .The Department will, of course, appreciate the 
effect. upon the position of the government if any premature declara- 
tion of an emergency, either local or general, was to take place. Fur- 
thermore, the presence of American forces in China having the 
obvious mission of protecting American nationals and American prop- 
erty would tend to aggravate and inflame any latent anti-American 
feeling which might exist... 

‘1 Commander Naval Forces, Western Pacific. 
.: * Not found in Department files. — _ 

| Not printed. 
 *State-Army-Navy-Air Force Coordinating Committee.
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Both plans assume that American military force will be used to 
protect American lives and property in event these appear to be, or 
are, menaced by civil unrest or disorders. We are reluctant to accept 
this assumption inasmuch as we consider it to be a matter for policy 
decision by the Department. In the past, under the extraterritorial 
system we accepted..certain obligations: to afford «this ~protection as. 
having full or quasi-legal:-character and:have-so acted in‘certain cases. 
Even in the extraterritorial period, however, we informed Chinese 
Government of its obligation to protect American lives and property. 
With end extraterritoriality, primary legal obligation has passed [to] 
Chinese Government and our obligation arises only when confronted 
with obvious inability of Chinese Government to meet its responsi- 
bilities. In such circumstances, any action planned by us for protec- 
tion our nationals and property must, where the question arises in 
practical form, be considered within the larger framework of overall 
policy requirements. The implications of using military force for 
police purposes on territory of friendly sovereign state.and.possible 

consequences of so: doing, particularly in China:at:this:time,needino 
amplification, _ 
- With regard to’purely military details of the plans under consid- 
eration, we have confidence in the competence of ComNavWesPac 
planners. However, it seems to us that the plans lack clarity and 
precision in those sections which deal with steps to be taken to bring 
into play increasing amounts of force to meet increasingly serious 
situations. We feel that considerable danger exists that the premature 
implementation of a plan to meet a minor situation might result in 
aggravating conditions which we should seek to avert. In other 
words, we are convinced that any inherent prejudice in favor of the 
use of force should be avoided as being contrary to the best interests of 
all concerned and we, therefore, consider that in all cases the Ambas- 
sador or consular officer to whom this overall responsibility may be 
specifically delegated will be better able to judge whether forée is 
required in any given circumstance and thus avoid the taking of steps 
to apply force in excess of the requirements of a specific situation. 

With regard to ComNavWesPac’s general emergency plan, we wish 
to point out that this involves a military effort of considerable pro- 
portions and presupposes [its commission] to action in cooperation 
with Chinese Government forces for the maintenance of law and order. 
We feel that such action would involve us in the current civil war to 
such an extent that the disengagement of our forces would rapidly 
become tactically and politically impossible. 

Inasmuch as we may be requested to engage in other conferences 
with representatives of the armed services in China on this subject,
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we would appreciate the Department’s preliminary comment on the 

foregoing and any additional information on the discussion of these 

plans in Washington which the Department may undertake to supply 

us. 
STUART 

393.1115 /2-1648 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineron, March 3, 1948—3 p. m. 

333. Dept in. general agreement comments contained Embtel 305 

Feb 16 and appreciates that one or two of points raised therein will 

no doubt have to be the subject of policy decision in Washington. 

However Dept believes that as basis for discussion in SANACC it 

would be desirable to have a joint plan, covering both regional and 

overall considerations, for protection of Amer lives and property in 

China in event of emergency. Therefore acting under authority of 

Presidential directive contained in SWNCC 349/1* you should thru 

Executive Office or other appropriate channel undertake preparation 

of such a plan as a matter of urgency which should be forwarded 

Dept for interdepartmental consideration here. 

- Repeated to Shanghai for Consul General only, 387. 
7 MaRrsHALL 

393.1163 /3—-1248 : Telegram 

The Consul at Tientsin (Hinke) to the Secretary of State 

. Trenrsin, March 12, 1948. 

a [Received March 12—10: 55 p. m.] 

| 75. Through courtesy of Mayor Tu Chieh-shih of Tientsin, and 

Tientsin and Peiping broadcasting stations, the following message 

was broadcast at 11 p. m. transmission March 11 by Peiping broad- 

casting station to North Shensi Hsin Hua radio station, on behalf of 

British and American Consulates General Tientsin. 

Assistance of civil and military authorities at Sienhsien, Hopei in 

arranging for withdrawal to Tientsin of the American, British and 

Canadian Sisters now believed residing at the Convent of the Precious 

Blood, Sienhsien Procuration, Sienhsien, Hopei, will be greatly ap- 

preciated by the American and British Consuls General at Tientsin. _ 

Registration records for 1947 of British and American Consulates _ 

* Paper approved by the State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee regarding 

the establishment of the Executive Office in the Embassy in China ; see instruction 

No.283, 7 t38 14, 1947, to the Ambassador in China, Foreign Relations, 1947,
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General indicated there were 5 American 2 English and 5 Canadian 
Sisters at Sienhsien. Information will be appreciated as to their 
present whereabouts, welfare and how soon they can be evacuated to 
Tientsin. | : 

_ Sent Shanghai for Connors* as 93, repeated Department as 75, 
Nanking as 124, Peiping March 12th. Chinese text circulated to Chi- 
nese press Tientsin through USIS and in English to Reuters Tientsin 
direct. Will Embassy please advise British Ambassador and Ca- 
nadian Minister, Nanking. Peiping please advise newspaper cor- 
respondents there with credit to Peiping broadcasting station. 

| a : | | _ Hinke 

898.1163/3-1848 : Telegram | oo | | 
he Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) © 

7 a Wasuinerton, March 23, 1948—3 p. m. 
435. If broadcast message (Tientsin Contel Mar 12 sent Emb as 

124) does not within reasonable period elicit responsive reply from 
Chin Communists, consideration should in Dept’s opinion be given 
feasibility sending one or more suitable persons Sienhsien investigate 
and endeavor effect evacuation foreign Sisters. If this course appears 
feasible Emb will doubtless wish ascertain views Brit Canadian col- 
leagues and if possible formulate joint course action. 

Dept has now received letter from Mother Superior Monastery 
of the Precious Blood Manchester New Hampshire directing that 
foreign Sisters Sienhsien confide their native Sisters to care Chinese 
community withdraw Peiping Tientsin or Shanghai and seek hos- 
pitality their correligionists one of these cities. Enclosed was state- 
ment Mother General of St. Hyacinthe Quebec reading “Oblige them 
all to obey”. | | | 

Sent Nanking as 435, repeated Tientsin as 70, Peiping as 61, and 
Shanghai as 510. a | | 7 

| | MarsH anu 

124.06/4-648 : Circular airgram | | | 
The Acting Secretary of State to Diplomatic and Consular Offices — 

| Wasuineton, April 6, 1948—8: 40 a. m. , 

Prawns ror Emercency Action an ; . . 

1. The Department is formulating a new set of instructions for the 
guidance of Foreign Service offices abroad in drawing up emergency 

*'W. Bradley Connors, Consul at Shanghai and Acting Public Affairs Officer. 
* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 75, supra. | 
** Dated March 18, not printed.
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plans to be followed in the event of emergency situations arising from 

any cause whatever in order that the required action may be taken on ) 

short notice, in accordance with uniform’standards for the protection 

of American citizens and American interests in general. = 

9, A comprehensive mimeographed circular instruction is under 

preparation on this subject and will be mailed to the Field to supple- 

ment or replace similar material previously sent’ to the Field on the 

same subject, such as the mimeographed circular instruction dated 
March 21, 1939,”? on the subject of Instructions in Case of Hostilities, 

addressed to American Diplomatic Officers and Certain Consular Of- 
ficers in Europe and the Near East.27 ee 

3. In the meantime, the present message is intended as an introduc- 

tory basic instruction to prepare all United States Foreign Service 

posts which will, in case of emergency, act in conformity with 

emergency plans prepared under this instruction and related material 

under preparation; and consistent with the degree of the emergency, 

carry out the functions required in the interests of the United States. 
4. The following types of situations may call for emergency action: 

A. Disastrous conditions in a specified area due to phenomena of 
nature such as: | | 

(1) Flood, typhoon, hurricane; 
(2) Volcanic eruption, earthquake; | 
(3) Fire; soo : 
(4) Pestilence. _ 

| B. Dangerous conditions in a specified area due to the possibility or 
existence of: : a 

(1) Civil war, public disorder, or riot; 
(2) Warfare between sovereign states, the United States being 

neutral; 
(3) Warfare involving the United States. _ | 

5. In order to be prepared for any emergency each post shall develop 
its own set of emergency plans and shall submit them to the Chief of 
Mission for approval and integration into the Mission general emer- 
gency plan for the respective country. The plan should be transmitted 
to the Department for its information, together with estimates of the 
costs to the Government for each phase of emergency. It appears 
logical that the plans for various posts and countries will vary accord- 

Copies of circular instruction and of a supplement thereto, memorandum 
E-13-V, were transmitted to the Ambassador in China in instruction No. 85, May 
r3, net printed ; for text of circular instruction, see Foreign Relations, 1939, vol. I, 

Piss Circular airgram, April 28, 9:20 a. m., to Diplomatic and Consular Officers, 
referred to circular airgram of April 6, with particular reference to “Part I- 
External, paragraph 7”, and added: “This completes Department’s basic instruc- : 
oan yor entire emergency plan envisaged by reference airgram.” (300.1115/4
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ing to the peculiar local problem. In general, however, it is consid- 
| ered that the problem divides itself into two main categories, namely, 

(1) those concerned with external matters and (2) those involving 
internal factors. External problems are those which include mainly 
the factors outside.of the Foreign Service establishment; that is, they 
would cover the. statutory responsibilities and:related functions of the 

| office in connection with the promotion.of American interests in gen- 
eral rather than the office itself. They would involve such items as 
relief, protection, and evacuation of American citizens, reporting ac- 
tivities, OIE ** functions, and representation of the interests of the 
United States or the representation of foreign interests. Internal fac- 
tors, on the other hand, are connected with the physical problems of 
the Foreign Service establishment itself. They cover such factors as 
office organization and personnel, protection and evacuation of em- 
ployees and families, accounts and fiscal arrangements, communica- 
tions arrangements and general administrative provisions. The plan, 
therefore, will consist of two parts as outlined below. If desired, Part 
I and Part IT may be submitted either together or in two despatches. 

6. The substance of the emergency plan shall be organized in accord- 
ance with the following outline and shall be drawn up in four phases 
under each heading according to the degree of the emergency: (See 
Paragraph 9 below). | | 

Part I—F xternal 

¢. An outline of procedures to be followed in discharging the statu- 
tory, traditional, and other responsibilities of the Foreign Service for 
the relief, protection and evacuation of American citizens in general; 
protection of American property and interests; the performance of 
political, economic, consular, and OIE functions; and transfer of 
representation of interests of the United States where required or the 
fulfillment of commitments for the representation of foreign interests. 
More detailed instructions for Part I of the plan are in preparation, 
and pending their receipt the Department’s mimeographed circular 
instruction of March 21, 1939, mentioned above may serve as a general 
guide where possible for this part of the emergency plan. 

Parr II—J/nternal 

8. The substance of this part of the plan will consist of (A) Func- 
tional plan, (B) Security plan, and (C) Personnel plan, as follows: — 

A. Functional plan providing for normal, restricted, minimal or 
discontinued operations. | 

(1) The contents of the functional plan will be determined at 
each post and communicated to the Chief of Mission. 

** Office of Information and Educational Exchange.
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(2) It will include also a provision for communications ar- 
rangements. Emergency alternate communication chan- 
nels within a country shall insofar as, possible be desig- 

| nated by the Chief of Mission, (Ambassador,. Minister, 
| et cetera). Ermergency courier routes will be designated 

by the District Communications Officer. The Depart- 
ment will designate emergency communications channels 
as required. 

B. Security plan providing for the protection and evacuation or 
| destruction, if necessary, of: 

(1) Classified material ; , 
(2) Government property, including passports, legend ma- 

chines, seals and stamps, in accordance with standing 
instructions. 

_ (8) Government funds; accounts; fiscal arrangements. 

a. U.S. $ Currency 
| b. Foreign Currency | 

c. Negotiable Instruments | 
. d. Copies of Accounts not already rendered to Department 

e. Fee Stamps 
7. Unused numbered D. O. checks 

| g. Blank drafts | 
kh. Local bank account 
z. Trust funds for assistance in repatriating Americans, 

etc. . = | 

For purposes of the records and for subsequent tracing, care should 
be taken to make as complete a record as possible of items destroyed, 
stored, or evacuated. | 

Each post should submit to the Department as well as to the Chief 
of Mission its emergency security plan. | 

Separate detailed instructions on the disposition of cryptographic 
equipment and supplies are being transmitted to the Field by Crypto- 
graphic Memorandum No. 1-11, contained in change No. 3 to “Crypto- 
graphic Memoranda” dated March 1, 1948. 

C. Plan for evacuation and protection of Government personnel and 
effects. 

Safety and welfare of U. S. Government employees and their 
dependents and protection of their property: 

(1) Evacuation to an evacuation point selected by the Chief of 
Mission of those not required or desired at post; 

(2) Protection of those remaining at post; 
(3) Shipment or protective storage of property of American 

employees, including inventory and tracer provisions. 

9, Reverting to paragraph 6 above, the following standard pro- 
gression chart shall be applied in setting up the four phases of the 
functional, security and personnel plans. It will be noted that this 
chart as devised indicates four degrees of emergency and four grada-
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tions of action under (a) Functional plan, (b) Security plan, and 
(¢) Personnel plan. Thus,the three last-mentioned plans, as designed, 
may be activated in four separate progressive stages as required ac- 
cording to the seriousness of the particular emergency situation en- 
countered. The “degree.of emergency” principle shall be adapted also 
to Part I of the emergency plan when developed. 

— Progression CHART . 

oe - 7 _ +» PART II—INTERNAL ~ , 
Degree of oe . 

Emergency A. Functional Plan B. Security Plan C. Personnet Plan 

Phase 1 1. Normal Functions 1. Alert — 1, At the request of 
oe no ee : Do Government person- 

Co | - ae a - nel evacuate their 
oo os - ae - dependents and evac- 

| | gate or store their 
| a a _:. personal effects. 

Phase 2 2. Restrictedfune- 2. Check inventories 2, Evacuate all depend- 
tioning; discontinue and dispose of .un-. ents and ship out or 
functions which can necessary items by __ 5s tore unnecessary 

. _ be postponed. . shipment, storage, or . -personal property. 
8 | Ce destruction, = - 

Phase 8 3. Perform only abso-- 3.. Retain only essential 3 Retain bare mini- 
lutely essential’ func- = minimum of classi- mum of personnel, 

tions. fied material and evacuate others. 
Government  prop- | — 

—_ — 7 erty 

Phase 4 4. Close post. Relin- 4. Destroy classified 4, Evacuate personnel 
quish U. S. interests material. — and evacuate or store 

oe to protecting power. — : - . - personal property. 

10. Whenever the situation and communications facilities permit, 
the Department’s advance authorization must be obtained for the is- 
suance of travel orders for Government personnel and transportation 
of their families and effects or for other related action under the 
emergency plan calling for the expenditure of funds not specifically 
allotted. It is recognized, of course, that in extreme cases this pro- 
cedure may not be practicable. Full authority, therefore, for the 
effectuation of the emergency plan in any country is centered in the 
principal United States representative in that country (Ambassador, 
Minister, Chargé d’Affaires, Diplomatic Agent and Consul General). ? | 3 CS 

That representative may on his own authority, if necessary in the 
interest of the national security of the United States, order the plan 
fully effective. This authority covers all American interests, includ- 
ing Americans serving abroad in a Government capacity in missions 
or delegations of whatever nature. 

11. If advance warning and time permit, certain parts of these 
plans, after specific authority shall have been granted in each case 
by the Department, may be carried out in anticipation of an emer- 

_ gency. Principal officers are enjoined to bear this point in mind and
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to recommend such procedure to the Department when in their judg- 
ment it appears advisable. At the same time, attention in this con- 
nection is directed to Section 103.611 of the Foreign Service 
Regulations which states: “Any expenses which may be authorized 
may also be approved when incurred without prior authorization 
because of an emergency.” Be 

12. In any case not covered by formal plans the principal officer 
at the post shall take all possible steps for the protection of American 
lives and interests in accordance with the traditions, as well as statu- 
tory responsibilities of the Foreign Service, informing the Chief of 
Mission and the Department fully of the circumstances. a 
» 13. The Red Cross and similar organizations cooperate with the 
Department and the Foreign Service in rendering assistance in catas- 
trophes resulting from natural causes. In addition, the Department 
has in progress arrangements with National Defense for the possible 
evacuation of American citizens from certain areas should political, 
military or local security conditions deteriorate. Preliminary inter- 
departmental conversations are held as occasion warrants in respect 
of the most practicable evacuation plans which would entail imple- 
mentation by Military, Naval and Air Forces under various com- 
mands, and in order to make necessary arrangements interdepart- 

mentally to provide for sufficient funds to reimburse the respective 
Departments for expenses incurred. =| oo | | 

14. Such arrangements depend likewise upon the formulation of 
an adequate, detailed, and fully coordinated evacuation plan. The 
Chief of Mission, therefore, should carefully coordinate the emergency 
plans in this connection, including estimates of costs as mentioned in 
paragraph 5 above, with the Service Attachés on assignment in his 
Mission and with such other Service personnel as may in particular 
instances be detailed discreetly to accumulate emergency evacuation 
data for facilitating liaison with Military, Air and Naval authorities 
in nearby areas. , ce | | 

_ 15. This message is not intended to nullify recent instructions di- 
rected to particular areas apprising certain offices of pertinent arrange- 
ments already evolved. In such cases it should be found possible to 
reconcile with the pattern set up in the present message any special 
arrangements which may already have been made and to integrate 
them without difficulty into the respective Mission’s general emergency 

plan. : Oo | | 

16. Chiefs of Missions are requested to submit to the Department 
as soon as possible by airgram or airmail despatch preliminary com- 
ments in connection with the problem outlined, including a statement 
of pertinent steps which have been taken or which are contemplated
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at posts in the respective countries to which they are accredited. All 
principal officers are requested to make an airgram acknowledgment 
of receipt and understanding of the present message. | 

17. Although this airgram is an administrative message designed 
to bring certain established routine procedures up to date, its po- 
tentially disturbing implications are recognized, and principal officers, 
therefore, should take precautionary measures to assure that its con- 
tents shall not come to the knowledge of unauthorized persons. 

18. In the interest of economy and clarity reference in telegraphic 
correspondence to any feature of this message should be by paragraph 
number. a 

Lovett 

898.1168 /4-2648 | | | | 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

No. 73 | : : Perrine, April 26, 1948. 
7 | 7 [Received May 10.] 

Sir: I have the honor to refer to this Consulate General’s despatch 
no. 68 of April 20, 1948,” and to Peiping’s airgram no. A-3 of April 17 
(page 7) % in regard to the Communist attitude in respect to the 
protection of foreign nationals, and to enclose that section of this 
Consulate General’s radio broadcast intercept of February 20, 1948 *6 
which, having reference to the murder of three foreign missionaries 
(including two Americans) in Hupeh Province, set forth what would 

appear to be a definitive statement of Communist policy as regards 
the matter in point. It will be observed that (according to the quoted 
spokesman of the General Headquarters of the People’s Liberation 
Army) “concerning foreigners in China, the policy of the Chinese 
Communist Party, Chinese democratic government, and the Chinese 
People’s Liberation Army, is to ask them to obey the laws of. the 
Chinese democratic government and the People’s Liberation Army 

| and to refrain from offensive acts; so long as they behave this way, 
the democratic government and the People’s Liberation Army will _ 
resolutely protect them. Religious freedom is one of the fixed policies 
of the democratic government and the People’s Liberation Army. 

There is definitely no reason for killing peaceful foreign missionaries.” 
This office’s failure to note at the time of the writing of the reference 

airgram this radio report was occasioned by the circumstance that the 
Chinese text of that radio broadcast was mislaid and held up during 
the enforced absence of one of this officer’s translators due to his 
capture by the Chinese Communists. | | | 

Respectfully yours, _ | | QO. EpmMuND CLuBB 

> Not printed. 
*° Not attached to file copy.
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$93.1115/4-3048 : Telegram 

. The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: Nanxine, April 30, 1948—noon. 
[Received April 80—8: 07 a. m.] 

779. Master evacuation plan has been completed in draft form by 
ComNavWesPac in coordination with Embassy as operational plan 
No. 103 2? (Deptel 635, April 277"). This draft plan has been distri- 
buted to local Army and Navy commanders who will submit comple- 
mentary draft plans for areas their responsibility. Local commanders 
will coordinate planning with Consulates and submit to ComNavWes- 
Pac for coordination with master plan. Master plan as drafted in- 
cludes recognition Ambassador’s responsibility to declare emergency 
and to declare emergency at end. We have suggested certain amend- 
ments to first draft to which Admiral Badger ** has agreed and plans 
submit final draft to Department when received. We have asked Bad- 
ger when we may expect receive final draft and will report further. 

In present form, plan provides for procedure to be followed in event 
| civil disturbance in China endanger[s] American lives and property. 

Master plan refers to separate plan prepared by SANACC to be im- 
plemented in event hostilities between USA and Soviet Union. We 
have not seen this plan but assume its provisions would not conflict in 
any substantial degree with ComNavWesPac plan No. 103. 

STUART 

393.1115/5-348 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, May 3, 1948—9 p. m. 
| [Received May 4—8: 12 a. m.] 

800. Tsingtao makes following comments on letter received from 
General Wang Yao-wu ”? recommending evacuation foreigners from 
Shantung: 

“Remytel 151, April 29,27 quoting General Wang Yao-wu’s letter of 
April 23 to this office. We assume that Wang is recommending evacu- 
ation foreigners from Shantung, is disturbed by failure save Weihsien, 
and that he foresees further deterioration North China without know- 
ing when or where next blow will fall. He probably wishes free him- 
self of responsibility for safety of foreigners by assuring their early 
evacuation. | 

_ Our estimate is that Tsinan is safe for several months unless general 
situation deteriorates more rapidly than now anticipated. The crisis 

“Not printed. 
* Vice Adm. Oscar C. Badger, Commander, U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific. 
” Governor of Shantung.
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for that city is not in sight. But in view of trends and recent events 
there can be little doubt of its eventual fate. If Communist strategy. 
dictates its occupation, it may well fall in near future. The cities in 
most immediate danger where foreigners reside are Tsachow and 
T'saohsien in extreme western Shantung. Liniin south Shantung now 
estimated as next point of attack by Communists (and others on or near 
Tsinpu Railway between Tsinan and Hsuchow). Chefoo is not im- 
mediately threatened although there is an exodus of private persons 
from that city tosouth. Fact that Chefoo is'seaport simplified evacu- 
ation problem. | | a 7 | 

In view Wang’s warning and in light of developments we feel 
Americans should be urged immediately evacuate western and south- 
ern Shantung. As regards Tsinan we feel residents should be urged 
close out operations in orderly fashion which would enable all per- 
sonnel ship effects by rail to south and allow missions remove equip- 
ment from properties in event they wish to reestablish institutions in 
South China. They should again be warned to avoid last minute | 
evacuation with consequent loss of property and inability obtain 
transportation. | 7 a an 
Many missionaries will undoubtedly feel obligated to remain until 

last minute until their headquarters instruct them leave. Probably 
most foreign members of staff Cheeloo University at Tsinan will re- 
fuse depart while possibility exists continuing operations unless Pres- 
byterian Board orders or unless Wang brings pressure on them, which 
he might do if requested. We feel that in order make effective any 
general evacuation this area approval and support Embassy is neces- 
sary. Furthermore, Department’s support may be necessary in con- 
nection action with Presbyterian Board. Would, therefore, appreciate 
indication Embassy’s reaction and advice in this matter.” 

We have informed Tsingtao we strongly support their view ‘no 
place in Shantung except. Tsingtao is safe and have recommended 
renewed warning to Americans to leave. Suggest Department in its 
discretion inform Presbyterian Board. 

Sent Department; repeated Shanghai as 335. | 

125.688/5-548 : Telegram ce 

_ The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

|  _ Nangrne, May 5, 1948—3 p. m. 
| a [Received May 6—9: 21 a. m.} 

— $13. Although next Communist military move in Manchuria is un- 
predictable, possibility remains that they will attempt major assault 
against Mukden. In light probable scale their current’ preparations, 
involving regrouping and large scale concentration, and in light of _ 
fact that Government position continues to deteriorate, we feel that 
next Communist assault Mukden, even if not successful, would prob- 
ably be on such scale as to make further evacuation impossible. Even
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should Mukden be by-passed, as seems more likely, further evacuation 
might be impossible. For this reason we recommend evacuation 
women, children and all other non-essential persons soonest possible. 

_ Embassy cannot find in its files that Ambassador has authorization 
from Department to do more than recommend an evacuation from 
any given post. In view of unpredictable nature of situation in 
various parts of China and possibility of sudden turn of events requir- 
ing rapid action, it is requested that Department authorize Ambas- 
sador in his discretion to order evacuation official American personnel 
from any given post to such place as he may deem appropriate. In 
view of the fact that developments in Manchuria bear directly and 
immediately upon situation in North China, Embassy proposes, and 
Department’s concurrence thereto is requested, to authorize American 
dependents who may so desire to evacuate Peiping and Tientsin. It 
1s further proposed that all American personnel in China who may 
so desire be authorized to pack and ship their personnel [ personal? ] 
effects at Government expense. This authorization is believed de- 
sirable in view of accelerating deterioration of military situation in 
China generally and absence of evidence that any effective steps are 
being taken to arrest thistrend* = =. : oo 

Department’s secret travel authorizations 8-5845, 8-5846 and 8-5847, 
all dated December 29, 1947 °2 authorize travel orders for American 
and alien personnel and their effects to “such place or subsequent 
places of safety in China as may be designated by the officer in charge”’. 
It is requested that these authorizations be amended to permit the 
Ambassador in his discretion to order such travel. In view of crowded 

housing conditions in all major centers of China and the possibility 
that considerable numbers of persons might be involved, it is requested 
that the authorization be amended to include travel to the US at the 
discretion of the Ambassador. It is further requested that the 
authorization be extended: to include 1949 fiscal year? = Miss 

- Sent Department 813, repeated Mukden 84, Tientsin 66, Peiping 98. 
oo | | oo ) STUART 

893.00/5-748 : Telegram a oe oe ' re 

— The Consul General at Mukden (Ward) to the Secretary of State ' 

— oo  Moxpen, May 7, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received May 9—2: 46 a. m.] 

195. Thus far no indication Communist superiority such as endanger 
Mukden in near future more than past offensives. Instead there is 

8 See Department’s telegram No. 697, May 7, 7p. m., and Embassy’s telegram > 
No. 849, May 11, 4 p. m., vol. viz, pp. 815 and 817, respectively. 

52 None printed. 7 
*8 Additional instructions were transmitted to the Ambassador in China in 

airgram No. A-107, May 19, which stated in part: ‘““Authority is extended to order 
or approve evacuation of officers and employees, their families, and their effects 
from posts in cities threatened by Communist occupation.” (125.63838/5-548)
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likelihood Mukden may be subject of feint and then by-passed, and 
thereafter continue existence relative peace until it withers on vine, 
which process may go on for months or even year or more unless 
process accelerated by large troop defections, Government collapse, or 
Communist seizure North China. Government will eventually lose 
Mukden unless effective efforts made toward its retention, but date such 
loss. too remote to be determined with any reasonable certainty at 
present. Therefore unable concur in Embassy opinion (Embtel May 5 
to Dept 813, Mukden 84) time has come evacuate Foreign Service de- 
pendents this post. Review reports this office past half year reveal we 
have with only insignificant error forecasted events faithfully. Have 
no desire prejudice safety any American, and at same time reluctant 
cause premature or needless separation families. Changchun depend- 
ents evacuated May 23 year ago, but Changchun still stands. Mi§li- 
tary Attaché ** withdrew dependents his establishments from Muk- 
den in mid-January, and recommended to Embassy evacuation 
Mukden Foreign Service dependents mid- [apparent omission] but 
Mukden continues stand firm. 

- General Wei * more confident today his ability hold’ Mukden than 
any time since arrival mid-January; understand US Navy Tsingtao | 
stands ready send evacuation planes Mukden within 24 hours upon re- 
quest. Inasmuch Mukden airfields on edge city and well within de- 
fense perimeter, no reason believe collapse Mukden will be so rapid as 
prevent arranging necessary outbound air lift. Major Singlaub, ESD, 
and Assistant Military Attaché Major Bradley concur my opinion. 

Department not yet authorized payment per diem or other separa- 
tion allowance evacuated dependents. Vice Consul Abbott unable sup- 
port 2 establishments, one here for self and another elsewhere for wife 
and. child. He prefers waive evacuation his dependents if allowance 
for their maintenance-not: payable. I therefore recommend issuance 
order for evacuation Mukden dependents be withheld until need there- 
for apparent and requested by this office, or that blanket orders be 
issued now for execution on discretion this office in consultation with 
Embassy, and that no such order be mandatory unless allowances pay- 
able for separate maintenance of evacuees. In view dreariness 
present-day Mukden for anyone accustomed family life, I suggest that 
in making further assignments Mukden no married person be assigned 
here unless accompanied by family and continued presence family here 
appears reasonably certain. 

‘Warp 

*“ Brig. Gen. Robert H. Soule. 
, For Gen. Wei Li-hnang, Commander in Chief of Northeast Bandit Suppression
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893.1163/5-848 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

| _ Perrine, May 8, 1948. 
[Received May 9—4: 28 a. m.] 

206. ReContel 188, April 17.2% Following is English translation 
of Chinese language broadcast from North Shensi Hsin Hua (Com- 

_ munist) radio station May 7: 

“Shansi-Chahar-Hopei dispatch” statement was made on 4th by 
spokesman of the Central Hopei Military Area Army Headquarters 
of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army with regard to request of 
Mr. Clubb, American Consul General at Peiping, who asked the local 
authorities at Sienhsien to assist return of 12 foreign Sisters of 
Catholic Mission of Society of Precious Blood at Sienhsien to their 
homeland. Statement said that it is customary policy of Liberation 
Army to protect religion of the people and their freedom in belief. 
Activities of all foreign missionaries will receive protection of demo- 
cratic government if they obey the laws of policies of democratic gov- 
ernment and do not participate in any work connected with American 
aid to bandit Chiang waging the civil war, or engage in other activities 
of intrigue in liberation areas. Security authorities at Sienhsien have 
discovered large scale international espionage activities going on in 
the Catholic Mission at Sienhsien, which is now receiving legal treat- | 
ment. It was also found that aforementioned 12 Sisters are not in 
any way connected with those activities and they are now being pro- 
tected in accordance with laws of the democratic government. Mr. 
Clubb, American Consul General at Peiping, requested that assistance 
be given them to leave Sienhsien and return to their country. Letters 
from Mr. Clubb to Sisters have been handed over to latter. Whether 
they wish to leave or not is entirely up to their own free decision.*" 

In connection with this incident, letters have been dropped by an 
unidentified plane from our air territories without first notifying or 
receiving permission from Liberation Area Democratic Government. 
This is an illegal violation of sovereign air rights of liberation area. 
In times of war, such acts might easily have unfavorable results. We 
hereby especially lodge protest and arouse attention of American 
authorities notifying them that if in future they should wish to con- 
duct any negotiations with us they should first of all contact us by 
sending messenger to our authorities by land and should not resort 
to former method of dropping letters without first receiving our 
approval. 

__ (Shansi-Chahar-Hopei-dispatch) At about 10 o’clock on morning 
of 38rd, 3 letters were dropped in vicinity of Catholic Mission at : 
Sienhsien by unidentified plane, which flew into central Hopei libera- 
tion area. One of the letters was addressed to Sienhsien Government 
by Mr. Clubb, American Consul General at Peiping. Its contents said 

* Not printed. 
“The 12 Sisters arrived safely in Tientsin on June 17, accompanied by 

Vice Consuls Gordon Tullock and Howard L. Boorman who were sent to escort 
them from Sienhsien. Both Chinese Nationalist and Communist authorities 
cooperated in arranging this successful operation. 

429-525—73——-53
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that Canadian Home Mission of Society of Precious Blood has 
ordered notification of 12 Sisters, being 5 Canadians, 5 Americans, and 
2 British, of Catholic Mission of Society of Precious Blood, located 
8 Chinese li northwest of Sienhsien, to return to their country. It 
was also hoped that local authorities at Sienhsien would assist in 
their withdrawal from that locality and facilities would be given 
them in their return home. If the authorities should consent to this, 
then a reply should be broadcast by North Shensi Hsin Hua broadcast-. 
ing station and all assistance would be deeply appreciated. Another 
letter contains confirmation of orders of the Superior General of 
Society of Precious Blood at St. Hyacinthe in Canada instructing 
Sisters to return to their country by Bishop Chao Chenshang of 
Catholic Mission at Sienhsien. A third letter was from Consul Gen- 
eral Clubb to Catholic Mission at Sienhsien. These letters were 
picked up by people of that locality and handed over to Sienhsien 
Government. The letter to the Sienhsien Catholic Mission from Mr. 
Clubb has been given to former by the democratic government. _ 

| In view circumstances this item was broadcast on regular Chinese — 
language news program. Text of item in English translation is being 
supplied local foreign press correspondents at 1 p. m. today for sake 
accuracy in regard to report. It is also being confirmed to them that 
such message as described in radio broadcast was in fact communi- 
cated by this office. No further release to press regarding matter 
is contemplated at this time. Matter press release is being coordi- 
nated with Tientsin office. Shanghai please forward American Con- 
sul, Hong Kong, by airmail. a 

Sent Department 206; repeated Nanking 362, Shanghai 195, 
| Tientsin. a 

| CLUBB 

. 890.0015/5-1948 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NankInG, May 19, 1948—5 p. m. 
| [Received May 20—5: 57 a. m.] 

905. [To Mukden:] Urtel May 7 ** to Secretary of State suggests 
you believe that Navy is ready to send evacuation planes to Mukden 
on 24 hours’ notice. Navy informs us that is not the case and that 
it is desirable to have up to 1 week’s notice though in an emergency 
evacuation could be handled on short notice. : 

In view of growing menace both in Manchuria and North China, 
and complicating factors elsewhere which may make evacuation at a 
later date exceeding difficult, Embassy urges you as strongly as pos- 
sible to proceed at once with evacuation of women, children and non- 

* Telegram No. 195, p. 825. a —
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essential civilians, advising Embassy of numbers involved and pro- 
posed time schedule. Because of North China situation, Embassy 
proposes that all evacuees be moved south of the Yellow River. | 
Your concurrence, together with your plans would be appreciated 

at the earliest possible date in order that Embassy may coordinate 
with the Navy which has primary responsibility for evacuation in 
Manchuria. | - 

Sent Mukden 94, repeated Secretary of State 905. - 
| oe STUART: 

_-- 898.1115 /5-2048 : Telegram | a 
Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | | Nanxina, May 20, 1948—11 a. m. 
_ | [Received 11:03 p. m.] 

911. With particular reference present situation North China, we 
believe as general policy women, children and nonessential persons 
should be evacuated from places likely to be occupied or isolated. by 
Communists and that such evacuation should take place insofar. as 
possible by normal commercial] transport in advance of such time as 
emergency evacuation might become necessary. While it is possible 
Americans might suffer no serious difficulties under Communist oc- 
cupation or isolation, yet danger of injuries incidental to battle, pos- 
sible discrimination against or actual maltreatment of Americans by 
Communists and probable [hardships of isolation convince us that 
every effort should be] *® made to induce persons in above categories 
to leave danger points while still possible. | 

There are some indications that impending Communist offensive 
might by-pass Mukden and strike at Chinchow or even at points within 
Great Wall, thus posing serious threat to Peiping and Tientsin, and 
there is little evidence of effective N ationalist preparations to help [stop?] such an attack. N anking political developments in past few weeks, as, for example, appointment Ku Chu-tung as chief of staff, do not increase our confidence that Government is willing and able adopt positive measures necessary for protection North China. | We have therefore concluded that general warning should be issued immediately to American women, children and nonessentia] persons in Peiping and Tientsin to leave those cities while commercial transporta- tion still available. There are 636 Americans in Peiping and 200 Americans and alien dependents in Tientsin. More than half total number are women and children. Under present conditions shortage of transportation from Tientsin likely to delay actual departure for 

* Bracketed insertion on basis of Embassy file copy of telegram.
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considerable time after warning issued. Since recommendation to 
resident Americans to evacuate their dependents not likely to be fully 
effective unless Consular personnel do likewise, we propose to urge 
local officer to make necessary recommendation to this effect, accord- 
ance Deptel 697, May 7,*° placing final responsibility on local officer. 
This situation illustrates awkwardness of dividing authority by vest- 
ing in Ambassador responsibility for determining when conditions 
warrant evacuation of Americans but leaving to local officer decision 
as to when his own staff and their dependents should withdraw (Emb- 
tel 849, May 1141). We intend to instruct Consulates to issue warn- 
ing in manner so as to avoid causing undue alarm, and anticipate 
giving advance notice to Foreign Office. We would appreciate recélv- 

ing soonest views of concerned officers and Department regarding 1is- 
suance evacuation warning. | 

In order facilitate evacuation, Embassy is sending to Shanghai 

copies Tientsin’s despatch 32, March 30 and letter May 11 * requesting 
steamship companies approached regarding possibility augmenting 

passenger service from Tientsin. We recommend no additional of- 
ficers with families be assigned Peiping or Tientsin, unless willing to 
leave families behind, and would appreciate early reply to Embtel 813, 
May 5 requesting authority to order transportation families and effects 
to US. Consideration should also be given to removal of Peiping 
[Foreign Service] language school to place of relative safety. Nan- 
king immediately suggests itself as most suitable from viewpoints of 
accessibility and language, but transfer school here would create seri- 
ous housing problem. 

Sent Department 911, repeated Peiping 109, Tientsin 88, Mukden 95, 
Shanghai 403. | 
i | STUART 

125.633/5-2648 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, May 26, 1948—11 a. m. 
| [Received May 26—9: 33 a. m.] 

946. Embassy appreciated comprehensive authorization in Deptel 

765 May 208 and is proceeding to inform Consulates accordingly. 

Embassy has requested ConGen Mukden to proceed at once with plans 
for evacuation of dependents and non-essential personnel as well as 
shipment of effects of all personnel. With specific reference to 

“Vol. vir, p. 815. 
“ Tvid., p. 817. | | 
“Neither printed. 

~®&Vol. vir, p. 818.
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Abbott,4* Embassy believes he should urgently be granted statutory 
leave and subsequently transferred to another post in order that he 
may accompany his family. It would be appreciated if appropriate 
orders could be issued as soon as possible. 

All American personnel in China who desire to avail themselves 
of this authorization are being informed they may pack and ship per- 
sonal effects. Dependents of American personnel in Peiping and 
Tienston who desire to do so are being authorized to evacuate to either 
a point of safety in China or to the US. 

| StTuaRtT 

893.00/5-2748 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxrna, May 27, 1948—6 p. m. 
| [Received May 27—8: 37 a. m.] 

962. ReEmbtel 911, May 20, 11 a. m. Our information indicates 
rapid deterioration of the military situation along Jehol-Hopeh bor- 
der. Peiping—Tientsin railway being rapidly cut and Military 
Attaché believes Communists about to strike at Kailan mines. These 

_ factors combined with serious transportation shortage out of Tientsin 
lead us to conclude that evacuation warning in Peiping—Tientsin area 
should be put out as soon as possible. There will be additional delay 
In issuance of such a warning because of desirability to consult with 
and secure reactions of the Foreign Office. EXmbassy therefore re- _ 
quests authorization from Department as soon as possible to issue 
warning to Americans in Peiping—Tientsin area that they give serious 
consideration to evacuation unless they are prepared to live under 
Communist occupation or to be completely isolated in Peiping and 
Tientsin. 

| Stuarr 

393.1115/5-2748 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

Perrine, May 27, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received May 28—-10: 45 a. m.] 

229. [To Nanking:] Would summarize my interpretation con- 
sensus of opinion as derived from conversations with Minister Clark, 
Consul Hinke, Military Attaché Soule and Asta Military Attaché 
Barrett“ and as conveyed Consul General Cabot essentially as 
follows: 

“ Arthur S. Abbott, Vice Consul at Mukden. 
“ Col. David D. Barrett, Assistant Military Attaché,
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(ReEmbtel 109, May 20“) (1) No emergency military situation 
exists North China at this time which would require urgent evacuation 
either official dependents or other Americans. (2) Peiping-Tientsin 
area, however, may properly be considered to have reached phase one 
and therefore extension to local Americans of warning similar to but 
less strong than that previously sent Americans in outlying points 
east of Sian and north of Yangtze is now appropriate. — (3) Such 
warning should be based primarily upon uncertainty maintenance 
communications and would propose that those persons desirous either 
of shipping effects or of themselves leaving before further deteriora- 
tion military situation would be well advised to undertake matter 

| now while removal by regular commercial facilities is still feasible. 
(4) That warning would be issued only after notification by Embassy 
to Foreign Office and would be couched in terms avoiding if feasible 
overt reference possible occupation Peiping by Communists. 
(5) Notification would perferably be paralleled by discussion of 

_ matter in conference with heads interested American organizations. 
_ Reference Tientsin’s 275, May 2547 expresses opinion that issue 
projected warning (which is logical step from present position) will 
possibly cause some local popular excitement but that even so will 
possibly not result in any considerable exodus Americans from North 
China, many of whom plan to stay even under threat of Communist 
occupation. Believe, therefore, that provision for any substantial in- 
crease transportation facilities should come only after appearance 
real demand. Suggest that character of demand would become 
apparent shortly after issue of circular letter of warning, and 
conference with heads of American organs, OB 

_ ReContel 355, May 29,48 tentatively offer estimate that (1) there 
| will develop no major danger for Peiping-Tientsin area until such 

time as present Communist forces this area have been strengthened 
by other units coming from either south (improbable) or north from 
Manchuria either through Jehol or via Chinchow corridor; (2) it will 

_ probably be some time before Nationalist position Jehol or Chinchow 
will be broken since Communists logically can be expected hold in 

_ ‘Manchuria adequate troops to [deal] with moves by Nationalists in 
Mukden sector and it would also take some time to build up base 
for Communist advance against North China from Manchuria; (3) 
present warning will suffice to stimulate those persons desirous of | 
leaving before Communists arrive to step up their plans; (4) Ameri- 
cans and other foreigners this area who choose remain behind even 

“ Sent to the Department as telegram No. 911, p. 829. Oo Oo 
* Not printed. - , 
“Not found in Department files. — |
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in event there develops real threat of Communist occupation Tientsin— 
Peiping area should not (especially in view importance American 
political and economic interests in Asia) be pressed to [depart] con- 
trary to their own judgment and thus leave field open to influence 
inimical to American interests (Contel 341, May 19 *). Note troubled 
conditions have been experienced by Americans in China with nearly 
constant regularity since 1911 and present conditions therefore are in 
good measure susceptible to their own judgment. Remark here that 
course military developments Manchuria where Changchun and Muk- 
den still hold gives lesson for future North China. Note that with 
hypothetical increase Communist strength from north Fu Tso-yi 
with reinforcements would probably be forced to withdraw west into 
Suiyuan and alternatively with possible reinforcement from Chin- 
chow area would probably choose make East Hopeh and Great Wall 
main arena for battle rather than metropolitan centers Peiping—Tien- 
tsin. ° Granted that situation in respect communications from Peiping 
to Tientsin will probably continue deteriorate, it is nevertheless felt 
that present warning should be directed primarily to communications 
problem and to emphasize to concerned Americans that cannot depend 
upon emergency evacuation by American official transport in event 
they choose to leave later when communications are worse. 

_ Sent Nanking 371, repeated SecState 229. | 
/ | Cruse 

893.00/5-2748 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

. WaAsHINGTON, May 28, 1948—11 a. m. 
799. In light of conditions reported Embtel 962 May 27 authoriza- 

tion hereby given to issue warning to American residents Peiping— 
Tientsin area along lines indicated. _ | - 

893.00/5-2748: Telegram oe | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| an WasHINeTON, May 28, 1948—7 p. m. 
- 809. It is assumed that after consultation with FonOff (Embtel 
962 May 27 and Deptel 799 May 28) and before taking action indicated 
you will appropriately inform your British and French colleagues. 

| | — | | oe Loverr 

- Not printed. — | | : 
* Commander in Chief of North China Bandit Suppression Forces; Deputy 

Director of Peiping Headquarters of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek.
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893.00/5-2948 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

—— Nanxine, May 29, 1948—noon. 
[Received May 29—7: 32 a. m.] 

973. Current reports emanating from Ministry National Defense 
indicate Communists concentrating both sides Tsinpu®™ rf[ail-] 
road near vicinity of Tenghsien. Nationals have moved several divi- 
sions from Hsuchou to northern Kiangsu. Thus Communists prob- 
ably have capability and intention isolating Tsinan. We believe all 
Americans remaining Tsinan should be advised depart at once unless 
prepared undergo isolation and possible siege. 

Shanghai should repeat substance of above to heads of interested 
mission boards. 

Sent Tsingtao 83, Shanghai 482. 
Sruarr 

893.00/5-2948 : Telegram | 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, May 29, 1948—1 p. m. 

813. Previous authorization (urtel 973 May 29) concerning Tientsin— 
Peiping area extended to Tsinan area. | 

| | Lovetr 

893.1115/6-148 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, NANKING, June 1, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received June 1—8: 55 a. m.] 

981. Vice Foreign Minister George Yeh was informed May 28 of | 
our intention issue discreet warning to Americans Tientsin—Peiping 
area that situation seemed to warrant evacuation while normal trans- 

: portation communications were still available of all those who were 
not willing to remain under possible Communist control. We said 
we did not anticipate early collapse of situation, but saw only con- 
tinued deterioration and felt that common prudence required us to 
issue this warning at this time. Yeh requested that we delay warning 
until he could consult with other Ministries. 

: On May 31 he called us in and insisted that North China military 
situation is now same as it has been for past 4 or 5 months and added, 
with some strength, that no need for warning exists; that to issue 

* Tientsin—Pukow.
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such a warning at this time would have “unfortunate psychological 

effect” and that the Government would consider issuance of such 
warning at this time as “highly inadvisable”. 

Our best information which we believe reliable indicates that mil1- 
tary situation in north Hopei and south Jehol continues to deteriorate 
rapidly, Government forces showing no real will to fight, and we | 
remain convinced that ordinary prudence and our responsibility in 
respect of Americans dictate the issuance of discreet warnings to 
Americans in Peiping—Tientsin to evacuate while normal means of 
transportation remain available. This warning would not affect, of 
course, those who plan to remain even though Communists should 
occupy the area. Before doing.so, we should like Department’s 
further instructions. 

In meantime I am seeking interview with Generalissimo; will tell 
him of situation and of our intended action, and endeavor use situation 
as lever to prod him into action necessary to improve situation in - 
north. I shall report further after my interview with Generalissimo 
though I am not sanguine that effort will produce desired result. 

StTuarrT 

393.1115 /6—248 : Telegram 

The Acwng Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuarty 

WASHINGTON, June 2, 1948—6 p. m.. 
826. Min-Counselor Chi Emb * called on Dir of FE ® (urtel 981. 

June 1) indicating his Govt was disturbed over proposed warning 
to Amer citizens discussed by you with Chi FonOff. He stated that in 
opinion of his Govt milit situation did not warrant such action which 
it was feared would have unfortunate psychological effects particu- 
larly coming as it would just after formation of new Govt. He was 
informed proposed warning was not evacuation order but rather sug- 
gestion to non-essential Amers to leave north China while commercial 
transportation facilities still available. In Depts view there were 
two aspects of the problem which should be considered. One was 
question of fact of whether the milit situation in the north of China 
was deteriorating and two if so whether a genl warning issued now 
might not have less unfavorable repercussions than a more drastic 
action later. Dr. 'Tan was assured that the Emb was of course most 
desirous in carrying out its responsibilities to do whatever lay within 
its power to obviate any maleffects on the position of the ChiGovt 

 Shao-Hwa Tan. | 
“W. Walton Butterworth, Director of the Office of Far Bastern Affairs; 

memorandum of conversation not printed.
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and it was with this in mind that Emb had approached the FonOff 
before taking any action. . | | 

Dr. Tan’s attention was also called to the fact that AmEmbs and 
Cons in China have always had the authority and responsibility of 
decision respecting evacuation of Amer citizens from areas of danger 

_ and Dept at this distance and in these circumstances must leave action 
to Emb. | | 

| Lovett 

Nanking Embassy Files, F73, 300 Evacuation | | 

The Consul General at Taipei (Krentz) to the Ambassador in China 
(Stuart) | a 

: Oo | | TarpPer, June 4, 1948. 

Sir: I have the honor to refer to the Department’s Secret Airgram 
, of April 6, 1948, 8:40 a. m., directing the submission to the Chief of 

Mission of a set of emergency plans for integration with the Mission’s 
general emergency plan for China. In this connection, reference is 
also made to your Circular Instruction No. 15 of May 26, 1948, and to 
your note of May 27, 1948, and enclosures.®* 

It is assumed that in considering evacuation plans for mainland 
China the Embassy might propose the use of Taiwan as an intermedi- 
ate evacuation point. This might of course be necessary in certain 
circumstances, but in the opinion of this office it should be avoided if 
at all possible. Taiwan has not yet recovered from war damage to 
buildings and the housing problem is truly acute even as considering 

_ the present population. The influx into Taiwan of large numbers of | 
people from the mainland could not but lead to extreme hardship. 

As far as the Americans already present in Taiwan are concerned, 
| it is believed that the present status of Taiwan as a well-garrisoned 

island makes it unlikely that movements on the mainland would have 
immediate effect here. As indicated in the paragraph above, it seems 
more probable that events on the mainland would lead to population 

| movements. to Taiwan. There is already local evidence that an ad- 
vance movement is taking place. Prices for the little available hous- 
ing have recently advanced sharply. —_ | | / oe 
_ The constant possibility remains that Taiwan could be plunged into 
civil commotion, but with the exception of two families and our mili- 
tary personnel Americans are believed to be concentrated in Taipei; 
detailed evacuation plans would therefore hardly appear to be 
warranted. | OO
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In view of the reasons brought out in the foregoing, it is hoped that 
the Embassy will not consider Taiwan as an intermediate evacuation 
point and unless the Embassy otherwise directs detailed emergency 
plans for Taiwan will not be prepared at this time. 

Respectfully yours, | Kenneta C, Krentz 

124.98/6-548 : Telegram - 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Oo | Nank1no, June 5, 1948—11 a. m. 
| [Received June 5—5: 30 a. m.] 

1011. It is entirely possible that military situation in North China 
may develop in manner which will result in isolation Peiping similar 
to present isolation Mukden. In other words, life within city may be 
safe for long time after surrounding country is controlled by Com- 
munists. Unlike Mukden, the air fields at Peiping are outside de- 
fense perimeter and their use could quite easily be denied by Com- 
munists. Also, evacuation to Tientsin could easily be denied by cut- 
ting the railway. Accordingly, in respect of Peiping, we believe 
earlier evacuation of women and children is necessary than was the 
case in Mukden. We continue of the conviction that officers with 
families should only be assigned to Peiping with understanding that 

_ their families might, in last analysis, be unable to accompany them 
or might be evacuated at an early date (Deptel 823, June 2, noon °°). 
We have been in quandary regarding language school. Peiping is 

obviously most desirable situs, yet under Communist control we might 
lose for indefinite period valuable and greatly needed services of 

_ potential China service language officers. We had thought of treating 
students the same as other personnel and recommending that they 

be left in Peiping even though their families were evacuated, yet on 
more mature consideration we believe best interests of service would 
be served if language school were lifted bodily and established else- 
where should the necessity for evacuation of nonessential personnel 
from Peiping become evident. Our survey of alternatives leads us to 
the preliminary conclusion that Kunming is the logical place to which 
school should be evacuated in case of necessity. We are inquiring of 
Kunming and Peiping in this regard and will report further. In the 
meantime we see no reason why students mentioned Deptel 823 should 
not proceed as planned. Situation in North China is serious and is 
deteriorating, but we are not yet prepared to say that it is hopeless. 

a | Oo | Struarr 

* Not printed. Ob
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125.7146/6-1448 , | | | | 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Ambassador in China 
(Stuart) | ; | 

No. 109 Perrine, June 14, 1948, 

Sir: I have the honor to refer to the Department’s circular airgram | 
of April 6, 1948 entitled “Plan for Emergency Action”, and, in ac- 
cordance with the instruction contained therein, to enclose in mem- 
orandum form * a “Plan for the Evacuation of American citizens 
from Peiping, China”. That plan was prepared in main by Consul 
Joseph I. Touchette in consultation with members of the office of the 
Assistant Military Attaché at Peiping. 

The plan as drawn up is designed to cover general situations en- 
visaged in prospect. It is almost certain that events in North China 
will take a form containing elements at present unforeseen and that 
therefore, in the execution of the plans forwarded herewith, some 
current adjustments will have to be made. It is to be noted in par- 
ticular that it may be found desirable to render assistance to those 
nationals of friendly Powers who may be resident in Peiping and 
may desire to avail themselves of any facilities for evacuation in time 
of crisis. It is to be noted nevertheless that, as things stand at present, 
there is no considerable trepidation or strong move toward removal 
from Peiping of either American citizens or nationals of other Powers. 

It may perhaps be helpful, in viewing the present plan, to note the 
present factors which seem to have pertinency : 

(1) There are many imponderables in the Chinese scene in both the 
political and military situation and in respect to economic matters as 

_ well, and the shape of things to come is very difficult to forecast. For 
the present, however, a forecast of continued political deterioration 
seems warranted. 

(2) Many of the troubles now present in China, and many of those 
now forecast, however, have happened in this country at other times 
before. Going back no farther than the beginning of the present 
century, 1t 1s requisite to note that there has been the Boxer Rebellion 
(and this office has thought it appropriate in formulating its hypoth- 
eses to include the possibility of the development of another anti- 
foreign movement in China), and the subsequent Chinese revolution 
itself. There have been long periods of trouble under the warlords 
and then, in 1932 and 1937, Japanese incursions into this country, 
which brought in their train considerable disorder. The present strife 
between the Communists and the Nationalists, in fact, has a history 
dating from 1927 to the present time—and of course the history of 
the Kuomintang-Chinese-Communist-Party relations goes back to 
1924, If the present disorder has in it perhaps new elements, it has 

* Copy transmitted to the Department by the Consul General at Peiping with- 
out covering despatch ; received July 6. 

* Not printed.
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in it many of the old elements as well, and it is felt appropriate to 
note that during all its periods of disorder foreigners were present in 
China carrying on their activities—with varying degrees of success. 

(3) Something like the violence which attended the Boxer Re- 
bellion and the Kuomintang-Communist excesses of 1927 may in fact 
happen again, but it seems generally agreed that the Chinese Com- 
munist armies in particular maintain a high degree of discipline and 
it seems quite possible that their occupation of urban centers, after 
the first fighting is over, may be without major threat of unrestrained 
violence. It is believed that it is well that the American official policy 
in present circumstances should be based upon the exercise of due 
care, but it is felt likewise that there should not be anticipation before | 
the event of the exercise of unbridled Communist violence against 
foreigners—and particularly Americans—whom they may find in 
their path. - ] } 

(4) It is felt that the above observation bears particular weight in 
view of the apparent circumstance that the Chinese Communists are 
at the present time encountering various difficulties in both economic 
and political fields as they continue on with their program. The 
farther they go the more difficulties they will probably encounter, this 
particularly as regards the Chinese urban population. The extension 
of their conquests, in short, will make probable the necessity that they 
should avoid extreme policies in the immediate future. That ‘proba- 
bility would of course benefit the foreign populations in the areas 
which might be made subject to their impact. Oo 

(5) In short, it is felt by this office that it is undesirable pre- 
maturely to start any time clock going in the anticipation of events 
which have not yet taken form. It is quite true that the political 
situation and the military situation in North China as well as in Man- 
churia continue to deteriorate and bear every promise of doing so in 
the months ahead. It is, however, true that in China political events 
frequently develop at a much slower tempo than in other countries. 
It is thought advisable at this time to communicate to American na- 
tionals either orally or by circular letter this Consulate General’s 
estimate that the political and military situation in North China as 
well as in Manchuria is continuing to deteriorate and that, with par- 
ticular reference to the question of communications, those persons 
who might desire to remove either effects or their persons from Peiping 
prior to the development of a truly critical political situation would be 
well advised to take appropriate steps to that end while regular com- 
mercial transportation facilities are still available. This warning, in 
short, should at this stage be tied particularly, it is believed, to the 
problem of communications. It will be noted that this office has not 
proposed in its memorandum that anything resembling a mandatory 
evacuation should be undertaken under existing conditions, either for 
staff personnel, their dependents, or American nationals generally. 

It is to be remarked, of course, that in these circumstances the evolu- 
tion of a perfect plan is infeasible from the practical point of view. 
It will probably be found necessary, as time goes on, to make recom- 
mendations for new, at present unforeseen, action. This Consulate
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General will not fail to follow the situation closely and to make 
appropriate recommendations to the Embassy and the Department as 
the situation develops. : 

Very truly yours, O. EpMunpD CLUBB 

124,.936/6-1748 : Telegram . 

Lhe Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

_ Wasuineton, June 17, 1948—2 p. m. 

884. Question possible removal language school from Peiping to 
‘other China location (Embtel 1011, June 5) has also received Dept’s 
careful consideration. For reasons given below such move believed 
impractical and undesirable: : co 

(1) Peiping locale ideal for study Chinese because (a) housing and 
school facilities adequate; (b) entire population speaks officially ac- 
cepted Chinese dialect; (¢) supply of good tutors unlimited. (If 
school were removed would be necessary take adequate number tutors 
who would undoubtedly be loath leave without families accom- 
panying.) 

(2) Location of suitable housing facilities for students, director, 
tutors‘and families in any other China city would present formidable 
difficulties. _ : | | 

(3) Transportation of persons mentioned in (2), together with 
household effects, school equipment, books, etc., would tie up excessive 
number aircraft at time when planes may be urgently needed evac- 
uate dependents and non-essential personnel. 

| (4) As language school (like USIS) integral part of ConGen, Dept 
sees no reason why it should be separated therefrom in event Comm 
control Peiping appears inevitable. At such time language students 
might prove extremely valuable in assisting in evacuation procedure 
women children and subsequently in providing additional eyes ears 
during period Comm control while improving language facility. 
Moreover Dept believes Emb’s concern lest services potential Chinese 
language officers be lost for “indefinite period” not entirely warranted 
and Dept cannot assume that in event of Comm capture Peiping it 
could not find means of arranging within reasonable period for evac- 
uation such personnel. 

It is obviously desirable to look into possibility removal of school __ 
to Kunming and Dept would appreciate receiving detailed info in- 
cluding cost, housing facilities, relocation tutors, etc.5® Based on info 
presently available, however, Dept of opinion language school should 
remain Peiping and continue functioning on same basis as ConGen 
unless future events areas overrun by Comms show such course action - 
to be inadvisable. (Sent Nanking as 884, repeated Peiping as 102.) 

| | MarsHALL 

“This information was sent to the Department in Embassy’s telegram No. 
1394, July 30, 6 p. m., not printed.
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393.1115/7-2648 

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affaire 
(Sprouse) to the Director of the Office of Far EKastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) 

| [WasHIneTon,] July 26, 1948. 
Subject: Status of Plans for Protection of American Nationals and 

Evacuation of American Nationals and other Potential Evacuees 
from Areas in China 

Referring to your memorandum of July 22 on the above sub- 
ject, the present status of plans for the protection and evacuation of 
American nationals in China is as follows: 

ComNavWesPac, in coordination with the Embassy in Nanking, 
has prepared Operation Plan No. 103, a copy of which was sent to 
the Department with the Embassy’s despatch No. 217, May 6, 1948. 
This plan, which supersedes Operation Plans Nos. 105-47 and 104- 
47,°° which were unacceptable to the Embassy, “sets forth the action to 
be taken by all U. S. Forces in China in the event of local emergencies 
requiring the protection of lives and property but not involving war 
with a third power.” With respect to the revised plan, the Embassy 
states that it “meets our requirement that the Ambassador should 
have the authority to determine when a state of emergency exists 
which requires the plan’s implementation, and when an emergency 
ceases to exist.” | | | 

Pursuant to the instructions set forth in the Department’s Circular 
Airgram dated April 6, 1948, entitled “Plans for Emergency Action”, 
each post in China is to prepare a local emergency security plan for 
the protection and evacuation of American nationals from its con- 
sular district. These plans are to be sent to the Embassy for integra- 
tion, and the Embassy is to submit to the Department an integrated 
plan. In addition, copies of the plans for each post are to be sub- 
mitted to the Department. To date the Department has received 
local plans from only Tientsin and Peiping.*° No integrated plan 
has yet been received. 

With reference to the local plans, the. Embassy. has stated that they 
are to be prepared by the consular offices in coordination with the 
various local military and naval commanders and then submitted 
to ComNavWesPac for coordination with the Master Plan. Both 
Tientsin’s and Peiping’s plans were so prepared. We have no knowl- 
edge that the local plans have been either received by ComNavWesPac 
or coordinated by it with the Master Plan. Both the Embassy and 

° Not found in Department files. 
© Neither printed. 7
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the Consulate General at Shanghai have stated in communications 

that their local plans are in the process of preparation. It appears 
that neither the Embassy nor Admiral Badger is concerned over the 

circumstance that all of the consular offices have not yet completed 

their emergency plans, for in the Embassy’s despatch No. 217, May 6 

(transmitting Operation Plan No. 103) it is stated: “We have been 
informed by Admiral Badger that preliminary planning between 

responsible Commanders and local officials has progressed so that 
there is thorough cognizance of requirements in an emergency, and 
that, therefore, the temporary lack of local plans on paper is not 
cause for concern.” In this connection, DS * has informed us that 
no deadline was set for the submission of the plans to the Department 

and that it had not expected that even the first of the plans would 
come in before the first of July. re 

With respect to the submission of the evacuation plans for China to 
SANACC, conversations with Colonel Field, Secretary of SANACC, 
and with others in the SANACC office have established the fact that 
the question of plans for the evacuation of American nationals from 

China has never been presented to SANACC. It appears that it was 
the intention that the matter be referred to SANACC at such time as 
a coordinated plan and the Embassy’s comments thereon are received 

from the field. | : 
Presumably it is still considered desirable that the matter be pre- 

sented to SANACC for its consideration. With a view to doing so 
and to ascertaining that all plans are in readiness for any emergency, 
we are preparing a telegram to the Embassy requesting a status report 
by telegram and the early submission of the local emergency plans 
and the integrated plan. — ne 

124.936/7-2848 : Telegram | Be ) 

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

WASHINGTON, July 28, 1948—8 p. m. 

1083. Dept has received copy Operation Plan 103 (Embdesp 217. 
May 6) and copies local emergency plans Peiping and Tientsin.® 
Prior submission protection and evacuation question for consideration 

SANACC, Dept desires receive copies local plans all posts as well as 
integrated plan (Dept Cirair Apr 6, Para 5). Pls report present 
status these plans and approximate dates completion and forwarding 
Dept. 

MarsHALL 

“@ Division of Protective Services. , 
*® None printed.
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124.936/8~—448 : Telegram - 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxrne, August 4, 1948—6 p. m. 
9 [Received August 4—6: 32 a. m.] 

1432. We are querying consular posts for information requested 
Deptel 1083 of 28 July and will report replies received. Department 
will appreciate that chaotic condition this area, disruption normal com- 
munications facilities, necessity coordinating planning with ComNav- 
WesPac and AAG, necessity depending on those agencies for 
transportation and other logistic support for evacuation tremendously 
complicates work of emergency planning by the very limited staff at 

this post. | 
| a STUART 

$93.1115/8-1348 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxina, August 13, 1948—6 p. m. 
— FReceived August 18—10: 09 a. m.] 

1509. ReDeptel 101, January 22. Number Americans critical areas, 

China, as of August isasfollows: . 

Mukden 21 Shensi 4 
Tientsin 168 Kansu 43 
Chahar 2 | _ Hupeh 294 
Peiping 633 - S§Shantung (outside 
Hopei (outside Peiping - Tsingtao) 9 

and Tientsin) 18 ~  Shensi 29 7 
-Suiyuan 11 Honan 10. 

| | STUART 

| Nanking Embassy Files, Lot 55F174, Evacuation and Emergency Planning 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to Consular Officers in China 

No. 30 , NAnkKING, September 15, 1948. 

Sirs: Reference is made to the Embassy’s secret circular telegram 
of May 26, 1948, 10 AM ®© concerning evacuation of American person- 
nel and/or effects from all postsin China. 

_ Numbered paragraph one of that telegram, according to instructions 
from the Department, is hereby amended in the following sense: 

The authority of the Ambassador on evacuation does not extend to 
ordering American citizens other than Government employees to evac- 

“Army Advisory Group in China. | 
* Not printed. 

429-525—73——54
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uate any given city or area, but only to advising such evacuation. 
In the case of dependents of officers and employees, the Ambassador 
may issue travel orders which are authorizations for encumbering 
Government funds and the Department should be notified by T. M.® 

_ of any travel authorized. As in the case of other private citizens not 
in Government employ, dependents can disregard the warning to 
evacuate and.are not.com elled to take advantage of the opportunity 
afforded. The decision of dependents to refrain from evacuating will 
not be reflected adversely in the Department’s personnel records, but 
persons who decide to disregard the warning should take this step 
only with full knowledge of the possibilities inherent in the situation 
after assuming full responsibility for such action. 

| Very truly yours, _ For the Ambassador: 
| Lewis Ciark 

Minister-Counselor 

893.01/10-148 

Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs 
(Freeman) to the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs. 

(Butterworth) | 

[Wasminoton,] October 1, 1948. 
In a broadcast directed particularly to the populaces of Changchun, — 

Mukden, Chinchow and Chengteh, the Harbin radio announced eight 
principles governing occupation of new areas by Communist forces. 
Principle 6 regarding the treatment of foreign consulates‘is of partic- 

_ ular interest and is quoted in full: | 

“§. Foreign consulates, missions and their personnel as well as 
foreign nationals and their property will be given protection without 
discrimination, provided they obey the laws decreed by the Democratic 
Government and carry on no destructive activities, or do not harbor 
war criminals or persons who engage in destructive activities.” 

A summary of the other principles is as follows: 

Land and property of people of all classes will be respected; pri- 
vately owned industrial and commercial establishments will be pro- 

- tected from violence and permitted to function; industrial and.com- 
mercial enterprises owned by Kmt Government will be taken over, 
but private capital invested in such enterprises will not be confiscated ; 
public installations, religious and charitable institutions will not be 
destroyed; personnel should continue their normal activities; person- 
nel of Kmt provincial, municipal and prefectural governments will 
not be placed under arrest except in case of resistance or destructive 
activities; officers and men of Kmt Armed Forces who surrender their 

“ Travel message.
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arms will not be molested; and circulation of Nationalist currency 

will be suspended immediately in favor of Northeast liberated area 

notes. 
A similar announcement was made by the Communists during the 

attack on Tsinan. Specific direction of this broadcast to citizens of 

Mukden, Changchun, Chengteh and Chinchow may indicate. Com- 

- munist intentions to initiate offensives against those cities in the near 

future. 

893.00/10-248 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

-NanxkIno, October.2, 1948-—2 p.m. 
| [Received October 2—6: 36 a. m. ] 

1821. In view deteriorating military situation North China (ourtel 
1807, September 30°) we feel it desirable consider future plans 
Peiping language school. As previously reported, Peiping becomes 
unsuitable as site for school when threatened by Communists and also 
under Communist occupation. Considerations of transportation, 
housing shortage and lack of qualified teachers make movement school 
elsewhere.in China inadvisable... For these reasons should the Com- 
munist, threat to Peiping develop further as now seems likely we 
would strongly recommend removal of school to some point in con- 
tinental US. Given fact of presence of dependents of officers attend- 
ing school and their possession considerable amounts personal be- 
longings we believe this movement should take place at same time we 
issue initial warning to American residents North China to evacuate 
while normal means transportation available. 
We have informed Military Attaché our views this matter. He in- 

tends take parallel action Army language school. Concurrence of 

Department requested. 
Sent Department 1821, repeated Peiping 172. 

Be | | STUART 

123: Stuart, J. Leighton : Telegram . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, October 4, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received October 5—12 : 23 a. m.] 

1882. Carrying out a long planned and somewhat delayed visit to 
Consulates and American communities in Tientsin and Peiping, Am- 
bassador left Nanking this morning for a 10-day visit to North 

7 Vol. vil, p. 477. | |
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China.® This has caused usual speculation in vernacular press, more 
sensational of which reports that he is traveling on a special “mission” 
and that he is conferring with local American residents in attempt _ 
to afford adequate protection for life, property, consular staff and 
American residents that area in face of possible emergency. 

, | SrTuart 

811.3393/10-848 : Telegram | 

, The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

| TrEntstn, October 8, 1948—11 a. m. 
[ Received October 8—2:18 a. m.] 

281. In view potentialities military situation, I recommend Em- 
bassy request Admiral Badger arrange schedule of LST’s visiting 

| Tientsin so that if possible there will always be a vessel in port. 
Hitherto there has usually been an interval of several days between 
vessels, but for time being it would be advisable as precautionary 

| measure to have no interval between vessels. This should cause no 
particular comment as LST’s have been here so much of the time 
during past few months. | 

Sent Nanking 507; repeated Department 281; Peiping. | 
| SMYTH 

393.0015/10-948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

, Nanxrne@, October 9, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received October 9—5: 55 a. m.] 

1877. ComNavWesPac, through ConGen Tsingtao, requests our ap- 
proval his sending ship [to] Chefoo remove 42 foreign nationals 
endangered there by planned evacuation by Nationalist garrison that 
port which is to be completed by October 12. ConGen will send 
Consul Strong ® and Chinese assistant. No American naval per- 
sonnel to go ashore except observer. Evacuation ship should reach 
Chefoo by noon October 10. — 
Preponderance potential evacuees are French. French Ambassador, 

on being informed of situation, requests us inform ComNavWesPac 

“In his telegram No. 1805, September 30, 5 p. m., the Ambassador stated: 
“Present decision is that I will, on forthcoming trip Tientsin and Peiping, dis- 
creetly inform Americans with whom I come in contact of Embassy’s concern 
over military deterioration North China and of my belief that it may soon be advisable to issue evacuation warning.” (393.1115/9-3048) | ° Robert OC. Strong. | oe
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of his gratitude providing opportunity for evacuation his nationals. 

We have informed ConGen Tsingtao of our approval of ComNav- 

- WesPac proposal, stating, “since this is on purely humanitarian basis 

and no American interests directly involved, utmost caution must 

be used avoid becoming involved in untoward incident”. 

Since Chinese gunboat also proceeding Chefoo and since Com- 

munists are in vicinity of port, possibility exists that evacuation may 

take place under fire. However, we feel humanitarian considerations 

are sufficiently weighty to justify this risk. 
StuarrT 

$93.1163/10—-1148 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Tsingtao (Turner) to the Secretary of State 

Tsrnerao, October 11, 1948—midnight. 

[Received October 11—11: 40 a. m.] 

156. Local missionary informs me that Christian Chinese long 

known to him arrived Tsingtao yesterday having left, Tsinan October 2, 

bringing first authentic news of American community there. (Recent 

press report of welfare was apparently unfounded.) 

All 8 Americans unharmed and well. Were courteously treated by 

Communist forces, promised food and urged to continue teaching. 

Communists instructed all schools to remain open and permit religious 

liberty. Was some talk of “down with US imperialism” but no hos- 

tility toward individuals. New mayor is graduate Mission School. 

Cheeloo University practically unharmed. Hospital functioning as. 

usual. Destruction of city estimated about 30 percent. Fires still 

burning when informant left. Hardly building in old city left 

undamaged. 

People delighted to welcome Communists as relief from Nationalists 

who had alienated them by excesses and corruption. Communist 

soldiers well-behaved and well-disciplined and practically no irregular 

conduct. Wu Hu-wen popularly regarded as hero rather than traitor. 

Two of the 7 big flour mills destroyed. Money pegged at 1 gold yuan 

to 2,000 pethet. Flour selling at 25 Gy on October 2. Electric power 

and water restored September 30. In passing through Weihsien in- 

formant saw Russian in Chinese clothes. City was orderly. Busses 

and trains running, and prices steady. 

Department please inform Board Presbyterian Foreign Missions,. 

156 5th Avenue, New York, of pertinent portions. 

Sent Nanking 291, repeated Department 156. 
: TURNER
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II. OFFICIAL EMERGENCY WARNINGS; EVACUATION OF AMERICAN 
CIVILIANS AND DEPENDENTS OF AMERICAN OFFICIALS; PROV I- 
SIONS FOR EMERGENCY PROTECTION (OCTOBER 13-DECEMBER 31) 

893.1115/10-1348 : Telegram . — | 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, October 13, 1948—11 a. m. 
| | | [Received October 18—6: 04 a. m.] 

1896. During Ambassador’s visit North China (see mytel 1832, 
October 47), he has been telling American citizens in Peiping~ 
Tientsin area that time may have come when they should give serious 
consideration to leaving while commercial facilities still available for 
orderly exit with their effects from North China. However, with the 
concerted Communist attacks on Liaoyang corridor and imminent 
fall Chinchow, we feel Tientsin and Peiping are seriously threatened _ 
and time is fast approaching for more formal warning from Con- 
sulate. Generals those cities to American citizens to leave threatened 
areas while commercial facilities still exist. Our military advisors 
feel should Chinchow fall, we may have period of 4 weeks before 
Tientsin and Peiping become object of Communist attack, Unless, 
therefore, we are instructed to the contrary, we plan upon the fall of 
Chinchow or other comparable development in present fighting to 
advise Consulate Generals at Peiping and Tientsin issue formal warn- 
ing to all American citizens remaining their consular districts to leave 
while normal facilities are still available. | ee 
We have already advised Acting Foreign Minister of Ambassador’s 

action and we will, of course, inform Foreign Minister 7 prior advis- 
ing Consuls in north to issue formal warning. We realize the un- 
happy effects this action on our part may have on military and éco- 
nomic situation of Government but feel that our responsibility to 
American nationals in threatened areas will not permit us to post- 
pone formal warning for which many of them are waiting beyond 

_ another significant military reverse for national armies in north. (See 
ourtel 1821, October 2,” repeated Peiping 172, regarding language 
school Peiping.) | BT | 

Isolated position Tsingtao and presence US Navy there creates 
somewhat different problem and we have advised Consul General use 
his own judgment regarding timing of formal warning to Americans 
residing Tsingtao (Consul General, Tsingtao, please pass ComNav- 
WesPac 72). : a oe | re 

Sent Department, repeated Peiping 179, Tientsin 164, Tsingtao 
154, : 

| STUART 

™ Ante, p. 845. oe | " Wang Shih-chieh. 
| “Commander, Naval Forces, Western Pacific (Badger). a
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'893.0015/10-1148 : Telegram | 7 

— _ The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, October 11 [73?], 1948—noon. 
' [Received October 18—7: 05 a. m.] 

292 [sic]. Herewith repeat of Tsingtao’s 292 to Embassy October 

11, noon. | 7 

[“]USN destroyer Higbee departed Tsingtao 6 p. m., October 9 for 
Chefoo to evacuate foreigners. Arrived off Chefoo 6 a. m., October 10. 
Strong and 1 naval officer went ashore with 4 enlisted men without 
arms who established visual signal station for communication with 
destroyer. City in confusion, many officials having departed October 
9 during what was understood to have been general panic probably 
resulting from arrival at least 7 ships for evacuation troops. All 
shops closed and boarded up. Mayor apparently has been instructed 
to be last to leave with his top subordinates. He has completely iso- 
lated himself from public. Police still functioning and with aid of 
soldiers are keeping best order possible and preventing violence. 
Harbor area packed with large numbers persons seeking water trans- 
portation. Sino Navy has 3 vessels Chefoo to take off officials, all 
students who wish to leave and any other civilians who can be accom- 
modated. One ship to proceed Chinwangtao which Sino Navy in- 
tends hold, other 2 ships to Tsingtao. Vice Admiral Kwei,’? CinC 
Sino Navy, at Chefoo in cruiser Chungking to supervise this portion 
of evacuation. Commanding General, Chefoo, on October 9th to 
calm people placed printed proclamations about city stating he had 
received telegram from Nanking ordering him to remain Chefoo and 
defend. city. Effect only temporary. Despite excitement of people, 
no evidence whatsoever at any time of anti-foreign feeling on part 
civilians or military. | re ae 

Latter were uniformly courteous on all occasions. To avoid mis- 
understandings two small boats from USS Higbee came alongside dock 
only when loading passengers and cargo designated by Strong and 
naval officer from ashore. No incident of untoward nature during 
trip. ..Although Communists are actively attacking around Chefoo 
perimeter, no firing is audible within city.. CAF on October 10 sent 
at least three flights of two fighters each which bombed and strafed 
Communists. These actions observed from Higbee. a 

Strong and naval officer personally interviewed every foreigner 
known to be at Chefoo. Only 10 of some 38 persons made decision 
evacuate. Of these 10,4 were nuns of French hospital, 4 German 
civilians, 1 Greek and 1 Italian civilians. With prior consent, Com- 
NavWesPac, 4 Chinese nuns from French hospital were embarked on 
Higbee. Eight Chinese Catholic priests and 8 Chinese Catholic Mis- 
sion girl students were with written consent Admiral Kwei placed 
aboard Chinese warship:from Higbee’s boats. Very few civilian Chi- 
nese requested passage on US naval vessel. These were politely re- 
fused and simnultaneously told of presence’ of Chinese vessel for 
evacuation Chinese civilians. . ce 

% Vice Adm. Yung-ching Kwei, Commander in Chief of the Chinese Navy.
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Higbee departed Chefoo 6 p. m. October 10, arrived Tsingtao 8: 30 
a.m., October 11. All 14 evacuees transported to local Catholic Mis- 
sion which assisting civilians contact friends and relief agencies. 
Signed Turner.” : 

| | StuarT 

$93.1115/10-—1448 ;: Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, October 14, 1948—noon.. 
| [ Received October 14—5 : 59 a. m. | 

1906. It is our understanding that only Ambassador or his desig- 
nated representative has authority determine when conditions exist: 
in China which call for implementation emergency evacuation pro- 
cedures involving employment American Armed Forces to assist in 
evacuation. In exchange of communications with Embassy, Com-- 
NavWesPac has indicated his acceptance of this principle, and it is 
expressly stated in his plan 103, repeated Department under covering 
despatch No. 217, May 6.% (See also top secret Embtel 305 of 
February 16 and top secret Deptel 333 of March 8.’7) 

In recent evacuation foreign nationals Chefoo by naval vessel from 
ComNavWesPac Command, we were informed by Tsingtao Contel 
“Admiral Badger is arranging send ship to Chefoo to evacuate 42: 
foreign nationals”. Message further stated “Badger wants Embassy’s. 
pro forma approval of above”. While we did not believe it desirable 
at that time to raise question as to whether ComNavWesPac required 
our definite, prior approval, for his course of action, we believe that 
his assumption that only our pro forma approval is required in such | 
situations is without. foundation. | 

At present time we can readily conceive occurrence civil disorders 
in larger metropolitan centers, or of rapid spread of hostilities to 
areas previously untroubled, both with little or no prior warning and. 
which might call for implementation emergency evacuation plan. 
Since this.plan as developed by ComNavWesPac, a copy of which is 
in hands of Department, provides for use of facilities of Armed Forces. 
in accomplishing evacuation and provides for protection of American 
lives and property by force if required, it is entirely possible that in 
accomplishing evacuation our forces might become involved in armed ~ 
clash with Chinese. In view of these circumstances, and believing 
that all possible precautions should be taken to avoid such clashes, 

* Neither printed, but see telegram No. 779, April 30, noon, from the Ambas- 
sador in China, p. 823. 

8 Ante, p. 813. 
7 Ante, p. 815. —
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it is our feeling that no emergency evacuation, making use of the 

facilities of our Armed Forces, should be effected without prior 
authority from the Ambassador or his expressly delegated repre- 
sentative. In no case would this authority be granted until there 
should materialize a real threat to safety of American lives. | 

It is our belief that the Department may desire to consider this 
proposition and, if approval is received, take such steps as may be 
necessary to have it made eminently clear to responsible American 
military and naval officers in China that sole authority to determine 
time.and place for implementing emergency evacuation plans resides 
in Ambassador or his delegated representative. : 

Department’s comments and instructions regarding above are 

requested. 
SrTuartT 

120.377/10-1448 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

, | _ Perrine, October 14, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received October 15—12: 37 a. m.] 

364. ReEmbtel 172.78 After consultation with director language 
school,”® would invite attention [Emb to] Peiping previous [recom- 
mendation] (Contel 391, June 10 ®°) that there be given serious con- 
sideration to possibility continuing with language school at Peiping 
even in event Communist occupation. This office’s judgement, Com- 
munist occupation would not indulge in action substantially restricted 
of indicated language study. Sollenberger points out removal of 
students to US would make necessary increased period of study in 
order they achieve same results and he expresses opinion further (basis 
conversations with local Chinese) that there seems now less reason than 
before (see Contel 407, June 30 °°) to anticipate that Chinese tutors 
would.be reluctant to continue work with American language students. 
He and:Embassy are in agreement that should it be found desirable 
temporarily remove language school from Peiping, Formosa or Kun- 
ming instead of USA might well be considered as temporarily site, 
It is to be noted that removal of language school would be costly opera- 
tion at best and that removal to Formosa (1) would be [less?] ex- 
pensive, and (2) would give to students more suitable environment 
for study, thus possibly obviating necessity increasing.period of study. 
Director recommends that in any event those students having studied 

* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1821, October 2, p. 845. 
™ Howard E. Sollenberger. 7 
*° Not printed.
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more than 6 months at Peiping should remain here for purpose trying 
continue their studies even under Communist occupation. It would 
be our suggestion which we offer for consideration that all of present 
group remain Peiping since Consulate is remaining, with qualification 
that they might, of course, be withdrawn if it proves impossible in 
practice for them to continue ‘with their studies as an experimental 
measure Incorporating an economical calculated risk. Attention is 
invited to circumstance that should experience prove language study 
in Peiping impracticable under Communist control, new students 
might be held ‘back in US at a new school and study program set up 
there to meet their requirements. Consulate General believes ‘this 
program would be in accord with general intent Deptel 102, June 17.2 

It is, of course, assumed that language officers, even as other Con- 
sular personnel, would be authorized evacuate their dependents as well 
as effects should they so choose when emergency situation develops. _ 

Sent Nanking 554, repeated Department. a 
re DEA CLUBB 

398.1115/10-1848: Telegram | 
Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| os) Wasutneton, October 15, 1948—9 p.m. 

1457. Dept assumes you will notify it as soon as you instruct Con- 
sulates to issue warning (your 1896, Oct 13) so that it will be in posi- 
tion to answer numerous inevitable press inquiries this regard. In in- 
forming Dept Emb should include text warning, specific reasons there- 
for and date and time of release. Dept also desires earliest info 
giving estimates ConGens Peiping Tientsin re probable percentage 
American residents who will act on formal warning to evacuate. 

_ For Emb info, on receipt notification issuance formal warning 
evacuate north China, Dept will cease issuance passports to all persons 
proceeding that area other than Govt officials or in extraordinary cases. 

893.00/10-1848: Telegram Oo 
The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

2 Nawerne, October 18, 1948—5 p. m. 
7 oe [Received October 18—9: 09 a. m.] 
1926. Altho Chinchow has fallen there is still slight possibility 

Government forces may change pattern of events in corridor (Deptel 
1457, October 15). Accordingly we are deferring issuance warning 

"Sent to the Ambassador in China as telegram No. 884, p. 840.
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until situation more clear. Should we become convinced that fighting 
that area has definitely gone against Government with no possibility 
redemption and that sole remaining uncertainty is when Communists _ 
will undertake occupy Tientsin—Peiping area, we plan issue following 
warning through Consulate Generals Tientsin—Peiping : | 

“Military situation North China appears to indicate that hostilities 
may spread to areas hitherto peaceful and that Communists may even- 
tually occupy Tientsin—Peiping area. Accordingly American citizens — 
unwilling remain under possible Communist jurisdiction should con- 

_ sider possible desirability evacuation at this time while normal trans- 
portation facilities are still available.” 

- Peiping and Tientsin please comment regarding proposed warning. 
_ Sent Department 1926, Peiping 184, Tientsin 170. | 

120.877/10-1948 : Telegram _ - . a ee 

_ Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Oo - | NankKING, October 19, 1948—2 p. m. 
Oo Bo [Received October 19—4: 43 a. m.] 

_ 1933. In view belief Peiping ConGen that language teachers would 
be available that city under Communist control and other reasons 
advanced Peiping telegram 364, October 14 to Department, repeated 
Nanking 554, we are willing to accept his recommendations that lan- 

guage school be maintained Peiping at least for those students who 
have had more than 6 months’ study. Dependents of student lan- 
guage officers would, however, be evacuated as other consular depend- 
ents if situation warrants. Should it prove impracticable continue 
school.after Communists take over, advanced students should, we be- 
lieve, be assigned to posts in free China where they are badly needed 
with prospect continuing their studies later date. oo 
. Sent Department 1933, repeated Peiping 187. : | 

| _ STuarrT 

893.1115/10—-1848 : Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

—  Waseineron, October 19, 1948—6 p. m. 

1469. Dept opinion proposed text warning (your 1926, Oct. 18) un- 
necessarily explicit and may have unduly damaging effect’ Nationalist 
position north China. ‘Fol[lowing] substitute phraseology recom- 
mended: Oo a BS |
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“Military situation north China appears to indicate that hostilities 
may spread to areas hitherto peaceful and that normal transportation 
facilities may be completely disrupted. Accordingly American citi- 
zens should consider desirability evacuation at this time while normal 
transportation facilities are still available.” | 

LovEtT 

393,1115/10-2048 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

Trentsin, October 20, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received October 20—9 a. mJ 

992. Total Americans Tientsin now 177 (reEmbtel 170, October 
18 ®) of which 80 men, 79 women and 37 children, latter 13 are of 
Chinese or part Chinese race, of total 16 are FS personnel and 10 
FS dependents, but not many businessmen (few have dependents) 
would leave if mild warning quoted reftel were issued in circumstances 
indicated. Nearly all consider presence here essential. Stronger 
warning and, in case of businessmen, graver situation would be needed 
to make majority leave. Some businessmen now express opinion they 
would take chance under Communists but qualify statement by saying 
it depends if Communists [are] Manchurian or “within-Wall” group; 
missionaries generally feel their work could not be carried on under 
Communist regime. 
We favor issuance Embassy suggested warning but feel it should 

be followed by stronger warning upon further deterioration situation. 
Second warning should point out dangerous anti-American reaction 
which a policy of increased US military aid to Nationalist Government 
might have on communism. 
When first warning issued, some may wish ship effects although 

not depart themselves. Therefore, arrangements should be made 
with US Navy to transport to Shanghai effects of Americans here 
and Peiping as inadequate commercial transport from Tientsin will 
prove bottleneck to evacuation of effects as well as persons. 

Sent Nanking 532, repeated Department 292, Peiping. 

. Smyra 

:893.00/10-2148 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Mukden (Ward) to the Secretary of State. 

Muoxkopen, October 21, 1948—10 a. m. 
[Received October 21—4: 23 a. m.] 

412. Inasmuch present movements both Government and Communist 
Forces indicate likelihood large battle taking place week to fortnight 

“ Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1926, p. 852.
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hence midway between Mukden and Chinchow, and should Govern- 
ment Forces suffer defeat or be by-passed by columns driving on Muk- 
den, this city may be threatened with early capture. Therefore solicit 
Embassy assistance in arranging Marine airlift requested September 
20 for Mukden supplies ex-Shanghai, Tsingtao and Peiping, begin 
October 26 at rate 2 planes daily so that planes will be available if 
needed evacuate personal effects and American women during critical 
period. Irrespective outcome forthcoming battle, we have most 
urgent need kerosene ex-Tsingtao for lighting and operation refrigera- 
tors and gasoline ex-Peiping for operation motor vehicles and radio 
station. Please keep informed of progress airlift arrangements. 

Sent Nanking 557; repeated Department 412. 
- | WARD 

893.1115/10-2148 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

Prreine, October 21, 1948—2 p. m. 
| [Received October 21—8: 34 a. m.] 

372. ReEmbtel 184, October 18, 5 p. m.% Invite attention Embassy 
to estimate situation Contel 566, October 21 ** which estimate would 
seem in general accord with that given Embtel 179, October 13 ® 
(Tientsin by safehand). | 
Observe Americans residing east of Sian and north Yangtze were 

given warning of deteriorating situation early as last December (Emb- 
cirtel December 29, 5 p. m.**) that American military personnel Pei- 
ping have been instructed to pack and ship effects and personnel 
Consulate likewise alerted (Embcirtel May 26°). Since original 
warning to American citizens contemplated by Embassy was in nature. 
of preliminary alert which would eliminate those unwilling remain 

_ under possible Communist jurisdiction [and] effect occupation [evacu- 
ation? | by normal commercial means, and in view circumstances (1) 
packing concerns Peiping are already overburdened with backlog, (2) 
shipping situation outward from Tientsin is already difficult and (3) 
both rail communications from Peiping, Tientsin and air from Pei- 
ping now subject interruption very short notice, this office believes our 
responsibility to American citizens fully warrants issuance now of 
proposed preliminary warning to Americans. Note possibility par- | 
ticularly political repercussions in US to detriment of services in event 

_ failure give ample formal warning. 
Sent Nanking 567, repeated Department. 

CLUBB 

* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1926, p. 852. 
“Sent to the Department as telegram No. 871, vol. vu, p. 503. 
* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1896, p. 848. 
* See airgram No. 1, January 2, from the Ambassador in China, p. 809. 
* Not printed. |
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393.1115/10-2248 : Telegram OO ne Ee 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State: 

Trentsin, October 22, 1948—5 p, m. 
| : [ Received October 23—12: 12 a. m.| 

295. Estimate 50 Americans would leave (Deptel 1457 to Em- 
bassy **) if mild warning proposed (Embtel 1926 to Department,® 
amended in Deptel 1469 ® to Embassy) issued. If stronger warning 
issued, estimate 120 evacuees. ‘Total American community including: 
FSS personnel 177. | / | : 

Sent Department; repeated Nanking 538, Peiping. et 
| | | SMyre 

893.1115/10-2348 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State: 

| | TrenTSsINn, October 23, 1948—10 a. m.. 
. [ Received October 28—8 ; 25 a. m. |, 

296. [To Embassy:] Tight commercial shipping from Tientsin. 
prompts ConGen repeat request (ourtel 532, October 20 ®t) Embassy 
arrange with US Navy for US LSTs to accept at Tientsin for ship- 
ment to Tsingtao or Shanghai effects American citizens Tientsin andi 

. Peiping. Also if possible arrange transportation American citizens’ 
or their effects via Navy transport from Tsingtao to US. Alternative 
would be arrange US vessel call at Tsingtao pick up effects taken there 
by LSTs. Such arrangement would encourage and expedite: de- 
parture Americans who, if unable send effects through present in- 
adequate commercial channels, might not leave. Please advise: 

| soonest if arrangement feasible in order Americans informed. - 
Sent Nanking 540, repeated Department 296, Peiping, © 

— Seeyver: 

893.1115/10-2348 : Telegram | ° oe 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

) Nanxina, October 23, 1948—1 p. mm. 
[Received October 23—5: 43 a. m.} 

1980. [To Peiping:] We believe time has come when you should 
issue formal evacuation warning US citizens your district (Embtel 
184, October 18 to Peiping, repeated Tientsin 170%). In public 

® October 15, 9 p. m., p. 852. oO 
'® October 18, 5 p. m., p. 852. 

| ” October 19, 6 p. m., p. 853. 
* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 292, p. 854. : 
” Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1926, p. 852. ee
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notice you should use text recorded in Deptel 1469 to Nanking, re- 
peated Peiping 183, Tientsin 195. However, in private conversa- 
tions, you may point out that anyone failing to leave while normal 
transportation. facilities are available may find themselves under 
Communist jurisdiction as no emergency transportation facilities can 
be assured at any later date. | 
_For purposes of coordination, Department’s warning should be 
made public your district Tuesday, October 26, noon, Peiping stand- 
ard time. 7 

Re Embassy’s secret circular instruction 30% I feel time has also 
come when you should give serious consideration to evacuation con- 
sular and other official dependents. Embassy will issue travel orders 
upon request for any dependents desiring to take present advantage 
of this opportunity to move to areas of greater safety in China or 
to return to the US. | a 

Repeated Tsingtao for information only of Consulate General and 
ComNavWesPac, repeated Shanghai for Consulate General and 
Connors.®5- | 
‘Sent Peiping 189, Tientsin 173; repeated Department, Tsingtao 

161, Shanghai 975. 

| | | STuarr 

893.1115 /10-2848 : Telegram Oo : | 

Phe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a Nanxrne, October 23, 1948—1 p. m. 
[Received October 283—3: 05 a. m.] 

1981. We have instructed Consulates Peiping, Tientsin to issue | 
formal warning along lines Deptel 1469, October 19. Release date will 
be Tuesday, October 26, noon, Peiping standard time. We have 
requested Tientsin, Peiping to telegraph directly Department best 
estimate number Americans who will leave in response to warning 
(reDeptel 1457, October 15). | 
Although Department may wish to restrict its comments to press 

to. bare statement that recent military developments in North China — 
indicate capability of Communists to concentrate large forces against 
Peiping, Tientsin area, with resulting increased threat to that area, 
facts of matter are that fall of Tsinan has released Communist troops 
for attack northward to Tientsin, Peiping area; that fall of Chang- 
chun has released large forces to increase threat to Mukden and cor- 
ridor with result there is little prospect Nationalist forces can hold 

*8 October 19, 6 p. m., p. 853. 
* September 15, p. 843. 
*'W. Bradley Connors, Consul and Acting Public Affairs Officer at Shanghai.
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corridor; that fall of Taiyuan is imminent, releasing still further 

Communist forces to be concentrated against Peiping—Tientsin. area ; 

and that Fu Tso-yi,®* lacking reinforcements, is unlikely to attempt 

hold area under. greatly increased pressure and may be expected to | 

withdraw westward. 
Repeated Shanghai for Connors. 
Sent Department, repeated Tientsin 174, Peiping 190, Shanghai 

976. | 
STUART 

393.1115/10-2348: Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) * 

WasHineron, October 23, 1948—5 p. m. 

1484. Dept no objection issuance stronger warning than that recom- 

mended Deptel 1457 Oct 15 if in Emb opinion such warning would 

have effect convincing additional Americans of desirability evacuating 

as indicated Peiping’s 567 Oct 21 and Tientsin’s 588 Oct 22,°° both 

to Nanking. Dept in suggesting changes in Emb text was governed 

by following two considerations: (1) to avoid insofar as possible con- 

tributing to deterioration morale and Nationalist position north 
China and (2) to avoid possibility of adding to hazards of those 
Americans who would decide remain even under imminent Communist | 

occupation. 
Telegraph final text as far in advance of release as possible. 

| Loverr 

$93.1115/10-2448 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NANKING, October 24, 1948—3 p. m. 
[ Received October 24—5 : 46 a. m. | 

1984. With reference Deptel 1484, October 23, repeated Peiping 

188 and Tientsin 197, we feel Embtel October 23 sent Peiping 189 and » 
Tientsin 173; repeated Department 1980 adequately meets situation. 

Sent Department 1984, repeated Peiping 192, Tientsin 175. 
StTuarT 

* Commander in Chief, North China Bandit Suppression Forces. 
No. pepeated to the Consul General at Peiping on the same date as telegram 

#8 Sent to the Department as telegram No. 372, p. 855. 
Sent to the Department as telegram No. 295, p. 856.
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398.1115/10-2448 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State* — 

Nanxine, October 24, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received October 24—11 : 21 a. m.] 

1985. Having informed Chinese Government of proposed public 
warning Tuesday October 26 to Americans Peiping—Tientsin area, 
I have received following urgent message from Generalissimo? who 
is in Peiping actually directing counteroffensive Chinchow area. 

“Personal to Ambassador Stuart from President Chiang Kai-shek. 
Having heard that you are going to withdraw your nationals from 
Peiping—Tientsin area and formally announce this in newspapers and 
realizing that this will not only have serious consequences on military 
situation but will also affect Chinese-American relationships, I ear- 
nestly hope that you may find it possible to delay such action. Fur- 
thermore, I can guarantee that the Peiping—Tientsin area is in no 
immediate danger. While I am staying here and the military oper- 
ations are making progress, evacuation of Americans will do much 
harm to our cause. From now on my Government will pay special 
attention to their safety. If, in the future, it should seem necessary 
for them withdraw I will give you due warning. Even if it should 
be necessary for them to withdraw, do not for the time being announce 
this publicly.” | | 

In view of this plea, I have instructed Consuls General [at] Peiping 
and Tientsin to defer issuance public warning until further advised. 
We do not believe few days’ delay is vital. Nonetheless Consuls have 
been instructed to answer inquiries orally by warning envisaged. 

Following advice our military experts, we are taking advantage 
of Generalissimo’s plea to urge upon him that all troops now Mukden 

. beimmediately instructed fight their way inside Wall to North China. 
If this can be done, our experts believe there remains some slight 
possibility save North China. If this action is not taken immediately 
and improvement of situation is not evident, we can inform General- 
issimo, [that] we can delay issuance warning no longer. 

Department’s approval this action requested. 

Sent Department, repeated Peiping 194, Tientsin 177, Shanghai 
979. | 

| STUART 

| * Repeated in telegram No. TELMAR 98 for the Secretary of State, who was at- 
tending the third regular session of the General Assembly of the United Nations 
meeting in Paris. | 
onan Kai-shek, President of the National Government of the Republic of 

429-525—73——55
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393.1115/10-2448 : Telegram So : 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart)® 

| Oo WasHINGTON, October 24, 1948—8 p. m. 

1485. Emb retains discretion and power re issuance public warning 
Embtel 1985. Dept does not dissent from delay authorized but points 
out that responsibility and onus must remain with Emb. Dept cau- 
tions Emb against binding its hands in any way by making such issu- 
ance dependent upon notification or advice of foreign officials. Matter 
contained penultimate para being referred Paris for information 

Secretary. 7 | 
. | Lovetr 

125.63836/10-2548 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Mukden (Ward) to the Secretary of State 

| Muxpen, October 25, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received October 25—5 :36 a. m. | 

492. For Clark*. Cessation air lifting supplies into Mukden 2 days 
ago plus other indications may be prelude to complete Government 
withdrawal from Mukden and until contrary indications prevail, I 
shall assume early Government abandonment this city. If air lift re- 
quested effective tomorrow (mytel 557, October 21, repeated Depart- 
ment 412) has not yet been implemented, I urge that it begin without 
delay. Picard 5 and McAllister,® now believed Nanking, should return 
soonest. Erickson,’ now believed Shanghai, should also return. Un- 
derstand Stokes * now in Shanghai hospital for fever diagnosis and he 
should return as soon as fit. , 

If abandonment Mukden contemplated, it is being carried out with 
knowledge only highest ranking military, even top flight civilian of- 
ficials being kept in ignorance in view which my interpretation 
of indications should make it utmost secrecy. Even though my 
apprehensions may be groundless, I feel that situation so delicate as to 
warrant leaving as little as possible to chance. | _ | 

Sent Nanking 572, repeated Department. — 
| WarpD 

_* Repeated in telegram No. TetMar 98 for the Secretary of State in Paris. 
_ *Lewis Clark, Minister-Counselor of Embassy in China. 

°*Hugo C. Picard, code clerk at Mukden. | : 
— ©Capt. Edward L. McAllister, Assistant Military Attaché. 

"Elden Erickson, clerk at Mukden. mo , 
* William N. Stokes, Vice Consul at Mukden.
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393.1115/10-2648: Telegram — oS 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxrnq, October 26, 1948—9 a. m. 
[Received October 26—2: 20 a. m.] 

1994. [To Peiping:] Since much Generalissimo’s anxiety over our 
evacuation warning would seem to flow from public nature of pro- 
posed announcement, we suggest that in event formal warning this 
be accomplished by written notice mailed to each American your dis- 
trict including, of course, American press representatives. This would 
obviate necessity of public announcement by you to local press as 
such, at time of circulation of warning and thus meet to some extent 
Chinese wishes. (ReEmbtels 194 Peiping, 177 Tientsin, 1985 Depart- 
ment, and 979 Shanghai October 24; also Tientsin telegram 542, 
October 24 °), | 
Meanwhile you may consider desirable mimeograph and have ready 

for prompt despatch when required the written public warning fol- 
lowing text Deptel 1469, repeated Peiping 183, Tientsin 195, October 
19. 

_ Reference last paragraph Tientsin’s 542, we agree local mayors 
should be forewarned when time comes to dispatch circulars, 

Sent Peiping 196, Tientsin 181, repeated Department, Shanghai for 
Connors 983. | 

| STUART 

893.1115/10-2648 : Telegram . | 
The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

, Prtprne, October 26, 1948. 
a [Received October 26—7 : 35 a. m.] 

887. Re Tientsin’s A-540, October 23,'° strongly support request 
that Embassy arrange transportation American citizens and effects 
Tientsin to Tsingtao or Shanghai, preferably latter. Noting stand- 
ing instructions evidently contemplate providing nonemergency trans- 
port for foreign nationals, assume those same Navy ships would carry 
such other foreigners as might desire prefer travel at this date. These 
naturally been implicit in approach to Consular colleagues (reEmb- 
tel 186, October 1911) understanding that nonemergency transport 
would become available result American arrangements. Colleagues 
deeply interested: possibility arranging evacuation for some their 
nationals. oo 

* Latter not printed. : | 
*° Sent to the Department as telegram No. 296, p. 856... : 
4 Not printed. | , : re
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Noting again that Tientsin harbor approach normally freezes about 

December 15, invite attention to Assistant Naval Attaché’s report 

Taku bar now stands at 15 feet, that it is silting up at rate 1 foot per 

month, that LSTs draw 13 feet water and that December 15 therefore 

represents last practical date for evacuation by LST from Tientsin. 

Local American population deeply concerned recurrent developments 

| and current departure AAG ?? dependents has stirred considerable 

comment locally. One American news correspondent has already in- 

formed Consulate will shortly be necessary write something on evacua- 

tion matter view current developments. 

In accordance Deptel 189 [1887], October 2 [23?]* question of 

evacuation dependents being presented Consular personnel with sug- 

gestion those desirous departing on nonemergency basis should be 

prepared to do so between November 15 and December 1. Estimates 

number such dependents and foreigners who propose evacuate in face 

present situation will be ready by October 31. Despite circumstance 

that all loca] Americans have shown interest in present developments 

and various individuals have shown interest in obtaining transport 

facilities, it is obvious that no reasonably accurate estimate of pro- 

portion some 500 Americans proposing depart could be given without 

asking specific question. Since this office was instructed by Embassy 

(Embtel 191, October 23 **) in this connection refrain from canvassing 

American citizens until warning might be sent them, however, no 

estimate such persons will be offered until appropriate action becomes 

possible. Would emphasize basic fact adequate shipping facilities 

are now not available even for those Americans and other foreigners 

who would be desirous of proceeding by normal commercial facilities 

and therefore strongly recommend arrangements be made for trans- 

port from Tientsin at some date or dates November 15 to December 1. 

Sent Nanking 584, repeated Department 387 and Tientsin. 
ee © 9183:3:) 

398.1115/10-2648 : Telegram | 

The Secretary of State to the Acting Secretary of State | 

| | Paris, October 26, 1948—1 p. m. 

[Received October 26—8 : 08 a. m. | 

Marrev 86. Instructions to Stuart in T=rmar 100” approved. As 

to Te:mar 98,° Dr. Wang ** appealed to me yesterday along lines of 

12 Aymy Advisory Group. | a 

18 See footnote 97, p. 858. 
| 

4 Not printed. | 

Not printed; for text of instructions, see telegram No. 1488, infra. . 

16 See footnote 1, p. 859. | Oo we a oS 

4 Wang Shih-chieh, Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs, then in Paris...
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Generalissimo’s appeal reference American dependents. The issue. 
here involves two factors, one the destructive effect on public of such. 
an announcement and second, responsibilities for safety of American: 
women and children. For this reason I do not entirely agree with: 
placing of complete responsibility on Stuart as indicated in second’ 
sentence of Trxmar 98.1 We must share responsibility of decision. 
Stuart must judge degree of danger and we must judge demoralizing 
effect of such announcement. | 

MarsHALL 

893.1115/10-2448 : Telegram 

‘Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasuinerTon, October 26, 1948—11 a. m. 
1488. Urtel 1985 Oct 24 repeated Paris for info Secretary. Dept’s 

instruction, with Secretary’s concurrence, regarding action described 
fourth paragraph reftel, as follows: 

Whereas under standing instructions it would be proper for Chief of 
J USMAG ” to offer to Gimo on personal and confidential basis mili- 
tary advice such as that referred to in fourth paragraph your 1985 
Oct 24, it is not desirable that you or Emb should so act. Accordingly 
you will seek means immediately to notify Gimo that action you have 
taken was a personal one undertaken as an old friend and without in- 
structions from your Govt. You should indicate that upon receipt of 
notification by you of your action, your Govt indicated you should 
make clear the unofficial and personal character of this advice since it 
could not assume any responsibilities which might flow from the ac- 
ceptance of this advice by the ChiGovt. 

| Loverr 

893.1115 /10-2648 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

No. 440 Nanxine, October 26, 1948. 
[ Received November 12.] 

The Ambassador has the honor to refer to the Department’s Cir- 
cular Airgram of April 6, 1948,?° and to the Embassy’s secret despatch 
No. 217 of May 6, 19487 and to submit the following plan for 
emergency action for Nanking. 

-* Apparently reference to second sentence of telegram No. 1485, October 24, 
8 p. m., to the Ambassador in China, p. 860. 

* Maj. Gen. David G. Barr, Director of Joint U. S. Military Advisory Group. 
» Ante, p. 816. 
7 Not printed.
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{Here followsdetailedaccountofplan.} 2. © =: . . 

In the event that the National Government of China has moved 

from Nanking, the principal officer of the Embassy will have accom- 
panied the Chinese Government to the temporary capital. After 
Plan E becomes operative, and all military and non-Embassy. civilians 
have been evacuated, Embassy personnel remaining in Nanking will | 
thereafter function as a Consulate. | | | | : 

393.1115/10-2748 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| _.. Nanxrne, October 27, 1948—11 a. m. 
| 7 | [Received October 27—3: 31 a. m. | 

2011. Regret we did not make ourselves clear in fourth paragraph 
our 1985, October 24 (Deptel 1488, October 26). Chief JUSMAG 
has previously on personal and confidential basis recommended Gen- 
eralissimo withdrawal forces Mukden with instructions fight their 
way intramural China and we merely took advantage Generalissimo’s 
plea to have chief JUSMAG renew his recommendations. | 

| SruaRT 

393.1115/10-2748 : Telegram | , 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State — 

- : Trenrsin, October 27, 1948—4 p. m. 
| [Received October 27—7 : 35 a. m. | 

307. During past few days many Americans have asked for our 
views on evacuation and we have answered inquiries orally by warning 
envisaged in accordance Embtel 1985, October 24 to Department, 
repeated Tientsin 177. Many Americans here aware, from reports 
of travelers from Peiping, that AAG is leaving (Peiping’s 584, Oc- 
tober 26 to Embassy, 387 to Department). Local Chinese press today 
carried under Nanking dateline report that Americans in Tientsin 
and Peiping will be evacuated. | | 

_ Americans here generally awaiting some formal warning before 
taking action. I, therefore, recommend that, in fairness to Americans, 
formal warning should not be too long delayed. 

Sent Nanking 550, repeated Department 307, Shanghai 519 and 
Peiping. OS 

OC ae | SMYTH
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393.1115/10-2748: Telegram 6s — — | 

_ Lhe Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

| | _ Prrprne, October 27, 1948—5 p. m. 
| - | [Received October 27—8 : 33 a. m.] 

| 396. Accord with instructions Embassy telegrams 193” and 194, 
October 24,” Peiping is refraining from issuing written notice until 
explicitly instructed do so by Embassy or Department. Reference 
Embassy telegram 196, invite attention to circumstance that matter 
will immediately become known in town when some 500 Americans 
are thus formally notified, that newspaper speculation will, of course, 
immediately follow, and perhaps giving restrained statement to press, 
in addition to providing American press representatives with copy 
notice as suggested Embassy telegram, would limit somewhat such 
speculation. — | 

Understand British Consul General, Peiping, is warning British 
subjects tomorrow and French Consul General, now Nanking, pro- 
poses discuss matter with his Ambassador.” 
_ Sent Nanking 594, repeated Department 396. | 

: | CLUBB 

‘893.00/10-2748 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

Nanxine, October 27, 1948—5 p. m. 
| | [Received October 28—1 : 29 a. m. ] 

2018. Our military advisers feel that withdrawal Communist col- 
umns from attack Hulutao back toward Mukden countering National- 
ists’ move to Yingkow may prolong period security Peiping—Tientsin 
area. (Embtel 1985, October 24, repeated Peiping 194, Tientsin 177.) 

Accordingly, we plan continue withhold warning for time being. 
Sent Department, repeated Peiping 198, Tientsin 184. 

| STUART 

893.00/10—2848 : Telegram . 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

| ‘Tren rsi1n, October 28, 1948—11 a. m. 
| : [ Received October 28—12: 44 a. m.] 

309. If Embassy approves issuance restrained statements suggested 
Peiping telegram 594 to Embassy,”° we suggest statement be prepared 

* Nelegram No. 193, not printed. oo, | . 
* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1985, p. 859. 
* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1994, October 26, 9 a. m., p. 861. 
* Text of British circular notification dated October 28 was quoted in tele- 

gram No. 412, October 30, 4 p. m., from the Consul General at Peiping (393.1115/- 

OF Sent ‘to the Department as telegram No. 396, October 27, 5 p. m., above.
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by Embassy and text sent Tientsin and Peiping for simultaneous 

release. Such action would preclude possible confusion arising from 

issuance respective offices of different statements. 

Sent Nanking 552, repeated Department 309. 
SMYTH 

398.1115/10-2848 : Telegram | | 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

Perrine, October 28, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received October 28—8: 14 a. m.] 

403. ReDeptel 1484, October 23 and Tientsin 309.77 According 

Embtel 196, October 26,” this office’s warning follows text Deptel 469 

[1469 ].” 
It is proposed, unless contrary instructions are received, to notify 

concerned Americans by same communication that efforts are being 

made in absence adequate shipping facilities to arrange for sea trans- 

port from Tientsin between November 15 and December 1 and asking 

concerned Americans indicate whether they desire take advantage 

those facilities; this, of course, assuming such non-emergency warning 

will be issued by first indicated date. | 
Sent Department 403; repeated Nanking 599, Shanghai 413 and 

Tientsin. | | | 
CLUBB 

398.1115/10-2848 | | | 

Memorandum by the Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs 
(Butterworth) to the Acting Secretary of State 

[Wasuineron,] October 28, 1948. 

Apropos of General Marshall’s telegram to you no. Marrer 86, 
October 26, and the various telegrams we have had from Nanking, 

Tientsin and Peiping regarding the evacuation of American citizens, 
TI called up Mr. Blum of Mr. Forrestal’s ® office and asked him whether 

he could arrange for an evaluation of the military situation in the 
Tientsin—Peiping area in the light of this problem. I pointed out 
that the British were issuing a warning and that the French are ex- 
pected to follow suit shortly. The most recent word from our Km- 

| bassy indicates it was, on the advice of “our military advisers”, plan- 

ning to withhold warning for the time being. 

* Supra. | | 
78 Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1994, p. 861. | 
” October 19, 6 p. m., p. 853. | | | 
#° James Forrestal, Secretary of Defense.  _— |
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I mentioned that we had a plethora of military advisers in China 
and they speak with more than one voice; that this was not necessarily 

a bad thing provided somebody brought them into harmony here. 
He agreed to see what he could do and let us have an informal estimate 

of the situation. 
: W. W[arton ] B[urrerworts | 

893.111/10—2848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| NANKING, October 28, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received October 29—1 a. m. | 

2029. In view generally deteriorating military situation North 
China, overcrowded transport facilities and critical food and housing 
shortage, we recommend in strongest terms that authorization for 
travel to that area, particularly Peiping and Tientsin, not be author- 
ized for military or other US Government personnel or dependents 
except on official business or in unusual circumstances. 

Sent Tokyo 98, sent Seoul 36, sent Manila 21, repeated Department. 
| —— | STuaRT 

393.1115/10-2948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NankxIn@, October 29, 1948—2 p. m. 
| [Received October 29—9 : 59 a. m. | 

2033. [To Peiping and Tientsin:] In light unusually serious mili- 
tary defeats suffered by Nationalist forces Mukden area within past 
48 hours, we are convinced formal warning Americans to evacuate 
your district should no longer be delayed. (ReEmbtel 189 to Peiping 
and 173 to Tientsin October 23, repeated Tsingtao 61 [761], Shanghai 
975 and Department 1980 and Embtel 2018, October 27, to Department, 
repeated Peiping 198, Tientsin 184). Warning should be made pub- 
lic your district Monday November 1, 12 noon Peiping standard time, 
and issuance written notices as contemplated Embtel 196 to Peiping, 
repeated 181 Tientsin.* 
We appreciate force Peiping’s arguments regarding desirability 

making statement to press (Peiping’s telegram 594, October 27, re- 
peated Department 396, and Tientsin’s 552, October 28, repeated De- 
partment 309), but in light of considerations set forth Embtel 
196 to Peiping, 181 Tientsin, October 26, we are still of opinion 
press handout as such should be avoided. In response to any 

= Sent to the Department as telegram No. 1994, October 26, 9 a. m., p. 861.
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inquiries from the press following receipt of warning notice, you 
may of course furnish inquirer with text of warning (see Deptel 
1469, October 19, repeated Peiping 183, Tientsin 195). Text has been 
translated into Chinese here and is being telegraphed separately. It 
seems to us desirable that you do not go beyond the generalities of 
the warning in any statement you make to the press, although in any 
private conversations you may have with individual correspondents 
there would be no objections to elaboration of details for their back- 
ground information only and not for attribution to you. 

Repeated Tsingtao for information Consul General and ComNav- 
WesPac, repeated Shanghai for Consul:'General and Connors. Sent 
Peiping 200, sent Tientsin 186, repeated Tsingtao 174, Shanghai 1008, | 
Department 2033. 

| , a , STUART 

893.1115/10-2948 : Telegram , 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

NanxIne, October 29, 1948—2 p. m. 
Oo | [Received October 29—5 : 51 a. m.]| 

2034. Our immediately preceding telegram instructs Consulates 
Peiping, Tientsin to proceed issuance formal warning American citi- 
zens evacuate North China; date of warning to be November 1, noon 
Peiping time. Worsening military developments since mytel 1981, 
October 23; repeated Tientsin 174, Peiping 190, Shanghai 976, which 
compel us to issue warning without further delay regarding major 
battles fought west of Mukden last few days resulting in destruction 
several armies National Forces, leaving Mukden exposed to probable 
capture, occupation by Red Forces and leaving remaining National 
Forces in Anshan—Yingkow area in precarious position.” 

Sent Department; repeated Tientsin 187, Peiping 201, Shanghai 
for Connors 1009. : 

| STUART 

893.1115/10-2948 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

: | Tientstn, October 29, 1948—4 p. m. 
| [ Received 5: 09 p. m.] 

311. News Government debacle in Manchuria (as pictured Mukden’s 
583, October 27 to Embassy *) becoming known to Americans here 

* In a memoradum to the Acting Secretary of State on October 29, the Director 
of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs stated: “Immediately upon receipt of this 
telegram, I called up Mr. Blum of Mr. Forrestal’s Office and advised him of its 
contents and told him that it would seem that we had no option but to go along 
with this. I indicated that if Secretary Forrestal had any comments we would 
be glad to receive them.” 

Sent to the Department as telegram No. 432, vol. vu, p. 523.
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through American pilots on Tientsin—Peiping shuttle. Pilots report 

today 3 commercial aviation companies operating out of Mukden in 

process evacuation. Feeling apprehension among American residents 

rising. Several have called at Consulate General [to] inquire re- 
garding issuance warning. Impression obtained is that they deferring 
liquidation business and shipment effects until issuance formal. 

warning. | 

China Merchants Steam [Navigation] Co. today published notice: 

local press that all berths for November have been reserved, no more 

reservations being accepted. Other travel facilities getting tighter- 

In order give Americans opportunity liquidate interests and remove 

effects, Consulate General believes Embassy should defer no longer 

issuance proposed warning. 

Sent Nanking 555, repeated Department 311, and Peiping. 
| SMYTH 

393.0015/10-2948: Telegram | a 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

| | Perrine, October 29, 1948—4 p. m. 

| [Received October 30—2: 03 a. m.] 

410. For Minister.** Reur memorandum October 19 * re tentative 
evacuation plan ComNavWesPac dated October 2, reference par- 
ticularly concept indicated second paragraph that evacuation task unit 
would be built around one rifle company charged with establishing 
local defenses around field and protecting evacuees arriving at field, 

make following observations. | | 

(1) West Field where operation is planned is presently under con- 
trol Chinese military who all probability would not cede control 
American armed force. 

(2) Cautious planning would make it fundamental and it is im- 
plicit in entire plan as presented that Peiping and area (including 
field) would still be securely in Nationalists’ hands at time evacuation 
in which case Nationalist police and military protection would be 
adequate. 

(3) In event contrary is case, it is obvious that (@) one rifle com- 
pany would be unable provide safe operation airfield against hostile 

force equipped machine guns, mortars and artillery and (6) since as 
stated in plan there is no intention send armed forces into Peiping 
which is 7 miles from field. In event situation Peiping was already so 
critical that control of field itself was hazardous, travel of persons 
from/to airfield would hardly be feasible. Presence of rifle company 
in short would in all probability introduce unnecessary complication 
into situation, would not be able contribute substantially to stabiliza- 

* Lewis Clark. oe, | 
* Not printed.
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tion of a deteriorated military situation Peiping and in event clash 
would possibly result serious embarrassment to US Government and 
very probably endanger (by retaliative Communist action) safety of at 
least those foreign Nationalists [nationals?] remaining Peiping who 
either had chosen in first instance remain or had been unable evacuate 
as result confusion and perils attending attempt evacuation in im- 
mediate presence hostile forces. | 

I recommend most strongly project for sending armed forces Peiping 
area connection projected operation be abandoned. 

Sent Nanking 609, repeated Department, Tientsin and Tsingtao. 

CLUBB 

393.1115/10-3048 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, October 80, 1948—9 a. m. 
[Received October 30—12:17 a. m.] 

2043. Reference Peiping 599, October 28.2 ComNavWesPac has 
been queried as to cost, baggage allowance and similar details sea trans- 
port for those responding to initial evacuation warning. You will be 
informed these details soonest possible. Meanwhile at time warning 
issued you should indicate efforts being made provide sea transport 
and should ascertain soonest possible numbers intending take advan- 
tage this facility. 

Sent Peiping 204, Tientsin 189; repeated Department 2048. 

STUART 

398.1115/11-148 : Telegram a 
Lhe Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

Trentsin, November 1, 1948. 
[Received November 1—4:16 a. m.] 

313. Following notice issued by Consulate General to American : 
citizens today. 

“The military situation in North China appears to indicate that 
hostilities may spread to areas hitherto peaceful and that normal 
transportation facilities may be completely disrupted. Accordingly, | 
American citizens should consider the desirability of evacuation at 
this time while normal transportation facilities are still available. 

In view of the present limited accommodations for passengers who 
. might desire to travel by sea from Tientsin, additional facilities for 
transportation to Tsingtao or to Shanghai are being arranged. It is 
contemplated that, as ice conditions may interfere with navigation 

*° Sent to the Department as telegram No. 403, p. 866. 7
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of the Hai Ho about mid-December, such additional facilities for 
passage to Tsingtao or to Shanghai would be available between now 
and December 1, 1948. It is, therefore, requested that you inform 
this Consulate General whether you or any of your dependents would 
desire to avail themselves of such facilities from Tientsin.” 

Sent Nanking 558, repeated Department 313, Shanghai 523, Pei- 
ping and Tsingtao. | 

|  SmMyrH 

893.00/11-248 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nankine, November 2, 1948—4 p. m. 
[Received November 2—5: 19 a. m.] 

2062. We found Admiral Badger fully prepared assist logistics 
evacuation JUSMAG dependents, our 2053, November 1.27 That 
phase of problem should therefore be well in hand. 
We plan, therefore, unless Department directs to contrary, to send | 

each registered American Nanking consular district note of warning 
as follows with idea that copies would be available to press as of 
noon November 5 unless speculation aroused by current packing activi- 
ties of JUSMAG dependents makes prior release seem desirable: 

“Military developments in North China make it appear possible 
| that hostilities may spread further south with the result that normal 

transportation facilities between Nanking and its environs and the sea 
may be disrupted. Also with the approach of winter and the increas- 
ingly acute shortage of food supplies and fuel those remaining in 
Nanking and its environs may be subjected to undue hardships. 

Accordingly it is suggested that unless you have no [a] compelling 
reason to remain you consider the desirability of evacuation while 
normal transportation facilities remain available.” 

As the Hankow consular district has available an alternative exit 
via the Canton-Hankow Railway, we are not issuing a warning for 
that area for the time being; likewise we feel that such a warning in 
Shanghai may be delayed somewhat. Unless conditions change, how- 

_ ever, which we do not anticipate, we will plan issue a warning through 
the Hankow Consulate General possibly next week and one through 
Consulate General Shanghai shortly thereafter.** From a logistical 
point of view Admiral Badger has suggested a [staggering?] of the 
warnings. | 

7 STUART 

7 Ante, p. 332. | 
__ These two consular districts were asked for comments in telegram No. 2070, 
November 3, from the Ambassador in China (393.1115/11-348 ).
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893.00/11-248 : Telegram | : 7 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, November 2, 1948—8 p. m. 

1534. Your 2062 Nov 2. Although Dept concurred in desirability 
- evacuating dependents JUSMAG, perceives no reason why formal 

warning to all Amer citizens Nanking area should be made precedent 
to such evacuation. Position of JUSMAG dependents as directly 
related with efforts US Govt advise ChiGovt on milit matters quite 
different from bulk Amer civilian residents majority of whom have 
many years residence China with missionary and educational institu- 

tions or business enterprises. 
Question of issuing warning to all US citizens should be justifiable 

on own merits without ref to action being taken by armed services 
re evacuation their dependents and should be issued when Emb hav- 
ing benefit of info and advice of reps of Natl Military Estab in China 
decides situation calls for such action. | 

Question issuance warnings to Amer citizens Hankow and Shang- 

| hai should likewise be determined on basis developing situation and 
not related to evacuation milit dependents. __ 

a - Loverr 

393.1115/11-348 : Telegram | | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

- Nanxrne, November 3, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received November 3—3: 32 a. m.] 

2081. We have received urgent plea from Cabot that he be permitted 

issue warning to Americans Shanghai City simultaneously with that 

of Nanking and environs. (Embtel 1029, November 3, to Shanghai, 

repeated Department 2070). We of course accept his judgment and 

are instructing him to include Shanghai with his warning to American 

citizens in provinces of Anhwei and Kiangsu November 5. _ 

Cabot adds in his message to us: | 

“T may add that I thoroughly concur with Embassy’s proposed | 

action. Situation has reached point whereby I have been pondering 

for several days whether I should not appeal for action this sense.” 

| _ Sruarr 

893.00/11-348 : Telegram 2 . 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 3, 1948—5 p. m. 

--_- FReceived November 8—7 : 29 a. m.] 

2086. Appreciated Department’s views expressed in its 1534, No- 

vember 2 emphasizing differences in positions of JUSMAG dependents 

* Not printed, but see footnote 38, p. 871.
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and American civilian residents Nanking. Our decision, however, 
to warn American citizens to leave this area unless there were com- 
pelling reasons to the contrary (Embtel 2062, November 2) was result 
of careful consideration present political military situation and con- 
sultation with representatives all US military establishments China 
and while obviously related was not dependent upon JUSMAG. de- 
cision to evacuate its dependents. Most recent competent US mili- 
tary advice is that battle for Hsuchow may begin within next few 
days and that Generalissimo is proceeding there to personally direct 
defense of that area. This latest intelligence confirms and strengthens 
our earlier belief that the time has come to issue formal warning 
American citizens this district and Shanghai this week. Consequently 
we are proceeding as planned, unless directed to the contrary. 

| | STUART 

893.1115/11-448 : Telegram | oO | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State - 

. SHaneHAI, November 4, 1948—9 a. m. 
; | [Received November 8—9: 05 p. m.] 

2312. Following is message Consul General plans issue for public 
information noon November 5: 

_ “Military developments in North China make it appear possible 
that hostilities may spread further south, with the result that norma? 
transportation facilities from Shanghai may be disrupted. Also, with 
the approach of winter and the increasingly acute shortage of food 
supplies and fuel, those remaining in Shanghai and its environs may 
be subjected to undue hardships. 

_ Accordingly, it is suggested that unless you have compelling reason 
to remain, you consider the desirability of evacuation while. normal 
transportation facilities remain available.” 

Embassy’s approval of changes in message is requested. | 
Sent Nanking 1752; repeated Department 2312. 

- Casor 

393.0015/11-448: Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasurneton, November 4, 1948—5 p. m. 
_ 1548. Dept has refrained from representing to Navy desirability of 
following course of action such as recommended by Clubb (Peiping’s 
tel to Nanking 609, Oct 29*°) pending receipt statement from Emb 
action taken locally. 7 - 

oo oo ee oS - Loverr 

” Sent to the Department as telegram No. 410, p. 869. |
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893.1115/11-848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 8, 1948—7 p. m. 
| [ Received November 8—5: 52 a. m.] 

2137. Following is Hankow’s 305, November 5: 

“We feel statement substantially the same as Embassy’s should be 
released here about November 9 but at this time only for those parts of 
this district north of Yangtze and for those individuals and communi- 
ties located close to south bank. We would as a special case advise the 
school at Kuling, some 30 American children will soon be released for 
vacation, that children whose families are in areas south should pro- 
ceed without delay, but that those whose families are north of river 
should be kept at the school until plans and wishes of families are 
known. Does Embassy concur?” 

Following is Embassy’s reply thereto: 

“Embassy concurs with your 305, November 5. Since presumably 
you cannot prepare warning now for November 9, Embassy suggests 
November 12, notifying Department. Embassy further suggests that 
you prepare warnings for other parts of your district to be issued when 
you believe normal communications are threatened. You are hereby 
authorized to issue such warnings without prior approval of Embassy. 
You should, however, notify both Embassy and Department.” 

| STUART 

893.0015/11—948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 9, 1948—9 a. m. 
| Received November 9—8: 08 a. m. | 

2140. [To Peiping:] Project sending Armed Forces Peiping area 
connection emergency evacuation, your 609, October 29, repeated De- 
partment 410, has been abandoned if ever actually contemplated. 
Your telegram was discussed with Admiral Badger who saw force 
your arguments and said intention had never been more than to send 
possibly a squad of Marines who might guard baggage overnight pend- 
ing loading on planes. 

Sent Peiping 220, repeated Department 2140. | | 
| STUART 

- 398,1115/11-948 : Telegram | 

Lhe Consul General at Hankow (Callanan) to the Secretary of State 

Hanxow, November 9, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received November 9—5:41 a. m.] _ 

133. Warning similar to Consulate General Shanghai sent to Ameri- 
cans today—this district north of and bordering on Yangtze. 

oe CALLANAN
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898.00/11-948 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

| Prrprne, November 9, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received November 10—1 :53 a. m. | 

444, Communist forces reported by press as having entered Hopei 
from Manchu[ria] (Contel 443, November 9 **) presumably are only 
vanguard of larger force. In such event battle North China would 
be beginning (Embassy see Assistant Military Attaché telegram this 
date same subject). American newsman yesterday informed at ‘Tang- 
shan by CO, 87th Army (reorganized 208th Youth Division) that 
Lin Piao[’s] ¢? main force was expected enter North China through 
Hsifengkow (Great Wall Pass north of Fengjun, Hopei). 

Invite attention estimate Contel 420, November 2 ** that Nationalist 
position North China untenable. It seems entirely conceivable Fu 
after recent trip Nanking decided abandon previous decision to sta- 
bilize in North China and will withdraw. If he has decided with- 
draw he must do so quickly and recent activities his forces South 

Chahar may have been designed clear way for retreat. ‘There are 

various indications none of which however definite that withdrawal 

is planned; example is sudden notification CAT ** personnel Peiping 

yesterday morning they and whole establishment must be ready move 

out tomorrow. High official recently home from Mukden informed 

me yesterday his opinion Fu would be unable maintain position Pei- 

ping-Tientsin. 
Sent Department; repeated Nanking 653. 

| | | CLUBB 

893.1115/11—-948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 9, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received November 9—9: 26 a. m. | 

9149. [To Tsingtao:] General deterioration of the situation, plus 

fuel and food shortages, and for reasons which Admiral Badger will 

explain to you on his return, all appear to increase danger to Ameri- 

cans Tsingtao consular district. Accordingly, it is suggested you 

issue immediately warning to Americans your district along follow- 

ing lines: 

“Military developments in North China make it appear possible that 

hostilities may spread to other areas hitherto peaceful, with result that 

“ Not printed. 
“Commander in Chief of Chinese Communist armies from Manchuria. 

8 Vol. VII, p. 535. . 
“ Civil Air Transport. 

429-525—73——56
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normal transportation facilities from Tsingtao may be disrupted. 
Also, with approach of winter and increasingly acute shortage of food 
supplies and fuel, those remaining in Tsingtao may be subjected to 
undue hardships. | | 

Accordingly, it is suggested that unless you have compelling reason 
to remain you consider desirability of evacuation from Tsingtao while 
normal transportation facilities remain available”. 

Upon issuance by you of some such warning to Americans, Admiral 

Badger will plan to change hitherto permissive evacuation Navy 
dependents Tsingtao into directive requiring their departure in imme- 
diate future. Please advise action taken, repeating your message 

Department. 
Sent Tsingtao 186, repeated Department 2149. 

STUART 

124.93/11—-948 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State — 

Nanxine, November 9, 1948-—6 p. m. 
[Received November 9—8: 25 a. m. | 

2152. [To Tokyo:] Because of very rapid deterioration military 

position of Chinese Government, there exists possibility of Communist 
assault on Nanking and certain other Chinese cities where there are 
consular offices. Under these conditions and if development. hos- 
tilities in Nanking and certain other areas appears imminent, we 
believe it would prove desirable evacuate Embassy and certain con- 
sular dependents, official files and some personnel to point from which 
they could be readily returned when hostilities cease. Total number 
estimated at maximum 600 persons. We would appreciate soonest 
possible information as to whether these persons could be temporarily 
accommodated in Japan until their return to China feasible. While 
duration their stay difficult estimate, in all likelihood it would not 
exceed 2 or 8 months. 

Sent Tokyo 106, repeated Department 2152. 
oe | STUART 

125.6383/10-2948: Telegram | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| [Extract] | | 

Wasuineron, November 10, 1948—7 p. m. 

1593. Your 2039, Oct 29, 1526, Aug 18“ and Dept’s A-107, May 
19.46 Following policy and procedure re evacuation alien employees, 

* Neither printed. 
“ Not printed ; see footnote 33, p. 825. - |
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families and effects from posts threatened by Communist occupation 

will govern until otherwise advised. In view (1) absence place in 

China where continued safety could be assured in event Govt falls, 

(2) shortage transportation and housing facilities, and (8) liberal 

treatment so far accorded alien and American staff ConGen Mukden, 

Dept strongly recommends Emb exert utmost caution in applying 

authority herein contained. In general Dept of opinion only non- 

Chinese alien personnel should be considered for emergency evacua- 

tion and then only if principal officer believes such action necessary 

protection safety or lives such employees or families. Chinese alien 

employees should in general be excluded from consideration except 

in extreme cases where principal officer believes safety or lives would 

be jeopardized under Communist occupation and change of locus 

would lessen danger. Emb should consider possibility that alien em- 

ployees once evacuated from posts threatened by Communist occupa- 

tion and later caught in another city by Communists would be in 

greater danger than if they had remained in original post. Emb 

should also note (Title I, pars. 6 and ¢ below) Dept cannot assume 

continuing responsibility for employment or welfare evacuated aliens. 

- No mass evacuation of aliens is contemplated by the Department. 

Lovett 

393.1115/11-1148 : Telegram . 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

- Suanoual, November 11, 1948—6 p. m. 
| [Received November 11—6: 08 a. m.] 

9386. I have today conferred with representatives of Pan American 

and Northwest Airlines and of American President and US Lines. 

We are agreed that sufficient people desire immediate evacuation to 

fill at least one passenger ship sent emergency basis. I recommend 

Department give urgent consideration to sending such a ship to Shang- 

hai. I do not know whether this can be done in view of west coast 

shipping strike but feel due to emergency special arrangements might 

be made or alternatively a ship might be sent from east coast. 

Failing such arrangements and in view of pertinent deterioration of 

military and political conditions, I believe that consideration should 

be given to orderly intermediate evacuation to points in Japan or other 

neighboring safe points. Pan American and Northwest representa- 

tives indicated they believed their companies would cooperate in run- 

ning a shuttle service to such points. 
Airlines point out there is insufficient gasoline in Shanghai to han-
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dle an emergency evacuation. I believe this should be immediately 

remedied. 
Failing measures such as those outlined above, I am afraid of a 

stampede if and when it becomes evident Shanghai is going to change 
hands. Under best of circumstances, an emergency evacuation would 
cause serious hardships and losses; and I feel it important to get as 
many people as possible away in an orderly fashion. 

Repeated. Nanking 1805. 
Caxor 

893.1115/11-1148 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

Trents1n, November 11, 1948. 
[Received November 12—3: 23 a. m. | 

835. Following notice issued this afternoon by Consulate General to 
American citizens Tientsin: | 

“Inasmuch as later evacuation on an emergency basis may be im- 
possible, American citizens who do not desire to remain in North China 
should plan to leave at once by US naval vessel from Tientsin. It is 
planned that the next US naval vessel will leave Tientsin on November 
18. American citizens who desire to avail themselves of the op- 
portunity of proceeding by US naval vessel should communicate with 
the Consulate General by November 13. 

Persons proceeding to Shanghai should endeavor to make their own 
arrangements for lodging there. Efforts will be made to billet per- 
sons unable to make such arrangements.” 

Sent Nanking 584, repeated Department, Shanghai 545, Tsingtao 
and Peiping. 

SMYTH 

124.93/11-1248 : Telegram 

The Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers in Japan 
(MacArthur) to the Secretary of State 

Toxyo, November 12, 1948. 
[ Received November 12—1: 04 a. m.] 

65329. Frou SCAP to American Embassy, Nanking, info Dept 
of Army, pass to State. This refers to 100114Z sent USPol,* 
Tokyo, 106 and repeated to Secretary of State 2152, November. 9. 

“" Office of United States Political Adviser to the Supreme Commander, Allied 
Powers, Japau. :
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Your proposal to transfer personnel of United States Embassy and 
Consular agencies, estimated at maximum of 600 individuals from 
China stations to Japan for accommodations for an indefinite period 
pending readjustment of military situation in China, is considered 
utterly unfeasible because of lack of facilities here. The shortage of 
accommodations has developed a continuing extensive backlog in the 
United States of dependents of certain categories of occupation per- 
sonnel while entry of dependents of certain other categories has been 
denied completely. 

There is further objection to entry of United States personnel on 
the basis suggested by you in that such action would constitute an 
unilateral privilege to the United States in an international area that 
would require the according of similar privilege to persons of Allied 
Nations, thereby creating an impossible and embarrassing situation. 
This proposed use of Japan as a base for the United States diplomatic 
agencies accredited to China would probably be strongly protested 
and would unquestionably develop serious international complications. 

The Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers is, however, pre- 
pared to provide for emergency transitory accommodations in Japan 

_ for this personnel to the extent necessary, pending arrangements for 
passage to the United States or other destination. 

MacArtTHUR 

$93.00/11-1248 : Telegram | 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 12, 1948—9 a. m. 
_ [Received November 12—1: 56 a. m.] 

2177. We are already receiving queries from prominent Chinese 
Government officials who believe their lives would be endangered in 
the event of Communist occupation of Nanking or of protracted and 
extreme civil disorders in the city as to the possibility of seeking 
asylum in the Embassy. We are confident we will receive additional 
such queries and that the numbers might well run into the hundreds. 
We propose unless instructed by the Department to the contrary to 
follow the precedent of Kunming case involving the assassination 
of Wen I-to during the summer of 1947 ** and afford asylum only in 
cases where there is a clearly demonstrable imminent threat of death. 

Department’s guidance and instructions would be appreciated. 
STUART 

“July 1946; see despatch No. 22, August 2, 1946, from the Ambassador in 
China, Foreign Relations, 1946, vol. Ix, p. 1440.
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124,93/11-1248 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 12, 1948—11 a. m. 

[Received November 11—11: 39 p. m.] 

9181. All indications point to rapid spread hostilities Nanking and 

Shanghai areas. We would like to evacuate to place of safety Km- — 

bassy and Consular dependents and female and nonessential person- 

nel from these and possibly certain other points. Information on 

point to which they will be evacuated is urgently required for arrang- 

ing transportation and orderly movement. If use of Japan for this 

purpose, our 2152, November 9, is not feasible, suggest movement to 

Guam. Request Department explore this possibility and inform us 

at once. We repeat that this information is very urgently needed. — 
SruarT 

393.1115/11-1248 : Telegram | | 7 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

7 | Prrernc, November 12, 1948. 

| [Received November 12—5 : 24 a. m.] 

459. Reference Tientsin’s 584 to Nanking, November 11. Coordi- 

nating with Consulate Tientsin [and] Peiping office yesterday, issued 

identical notification American citizens this point. 

Sent Nanking 668, repeated Department 452, Shanghai 448, Tsing- 

tao and Tientsin. 
| CLUBB 

893.00/11-1248 ;: Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State” 

Nanxine, November 12, 1948—3 p. m. 

. [Received November 12—12:43 p. m.] 

9188. Present indications are that Generalissimo intends defend 

Nanking. Meanwhile there is gradual general breakdown law and 

order in city with some mob violence in form looting foodshops. 

Police are beginning lose control of situation and are failing to report 

for duty. We anticipate pronounced increase in civil disturbances, 

particularly as fighting nears city and similar disorders in other cities 

* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 335, p. 878. | 
© Copy transmitted with memorandum to the White House on November 13 

for President Truman at Key West, Florida.
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still under Government control. Possibility exists rioting may take 
anti-foreign turn, but this not yet evident. Martial law just declared 
may temporarily ameliorate this situation. 

Evacuation JUSMAG dependents will be complete by end week and 
movement made personnel will begin shortly thereafter. Naval vessels 
now available here for evacuation Americans and other foreign na- . 
tionals to Shanghai, with first sailing November 15. Destroyer with 
complement Marines will arrive here shortly for evacuation protection 

_ American lives as might be required in emergency. 
_ Embassy classified files being placed on board naval vessel for safe- 
keeping and will be returned to Embassy when conditions permit. On 
receipt reply our 106 to Tokyo, repeated Department 2152,°4 we will 
make firm plans evacuate dependents, female, and nonessential per- 
sonnel. If impossible evacuate to Japan, they will probably be em- 
barked in naval vessels in emergency with destination determined later. 
Arrangements are being concluded with Sino Supreme Headquarters 
for assignment Chinese military police guards for Embassy com- 
pounds and houses. | 

Preliminary evacuation warnings are in effect Peiping, Tientsin, 
Hankow and Shanghai consular districts. On November 10 we in- 
formed Peiping and Tientsin desirability persuading all persons resi- 
dent those districts who may desire leave that evacuation on emergency 
basis may prove impossible and that advantage should be taken of 
presently available sea transport from Tientsin provided by ComNav- 
WesPac. Weare asking Navy provide water transport from Hankow 
and Kiukiang to Shanghai on non-emergency basis. If this transport 
can be made available we shall ask ConGen Hankow urge those Ameri- 
cans desiring leave to make use of it. 
Evacuation nonofficial Americans and other nationalities as presently 

proceeding will result in their concentration Tsingtao and Shanghai. 
Current shortage commercial shipping makes their onward movement, 
particularly to US, virtually impossible. We are attempting ascer- 
tain numbers desiring return States and believe Navy will be able 
furnish shipping on receipt firm estimate numbers desiring passage. 

| Also ComNavWesPac informs us ability furnish transportation from 
Shanghai on emergency basis. 

_ Weare most grateful for funds made available in Deptel 1575 © and 
believe they will be most useful at later date. 

— STUART 

* November 9, 6 p. m., p. 876. | , 
° Not printed.
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124,93/11-1248 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State® 

Nanxine, November 12, 1948—4 p. m. 
[Received November 12—4: 52 a. m.| 

2189. In light negative response from Japan (our 2152, November 

9), we suggest Department explore in addition to Guam (Embtel 2181, 

November 12) possibility of moving Embassy and consular dependents 

and female and non-essential personnel to Philippine Islands. If | 

facilities not available Manila, perhaps Baguio or some similar place 

might be feasible for temporary asylum. | 
STUART 

124.93/11-1248 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chargé in the Philippines 

(Lockett) 

WasuHineaton, November 12, 1948—11 a. m. 

1354. Emb Nanking states in view very rapid deterioration ChiGovt 

mil position it may become necessary evacuate Emb and certain 

consular dependents and some personnel to point from which they 

could readily return after cessation hostilities, total number estt- 

mated maximum 600 persons. Temporary accommodations would be 
needed until return China feasible. Duration stay probably would 

not exceed 2 or 3 months. 

Since SCAP cannot provide such accommodations, Nanking has 

requested Dept explore possibility such facilities Manila, Baguio or 
similar place Philippines. Please give top priority investigation 

this matter and report urgently direct Emb Nanking, repeating 

message to Dept. 
Dept Army informing Gen. Anderson * and instructing him extend 

full cooperation. | 
In event temporary accommodations available Philippines and 

evacuation eventuates, Emb instructed approach FonOff with request 

facilitate issuance necessary visas (on group basis if possible) and 
concert action with Emb Nanking. | 

Loverr 

* Repeated to the Chargé in the Philippines as telegram No. 22. 
“Maj. Gen. Jonathan W. Anderson, Commanding General, Philippine Command.
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898.1115/11-1248 : Telegram 

The Commander of the United States Naval Forces in the Western 
Pacific (Badger) to the Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot)™ 

[Tstnerao,] November 12, 1948. 
[Received November 12—2: 59 p. m.] 

120803 Z. Your priority despatch 2386 of 11 November State Dept 
passed to me for information and comment. Your request for serv- 
ices is all that is necessary for me to provide air and/or water trans- 

' portation for persons desiring to leave China for security reasons. 
Please inform my designated representative, Rear Admiral Entwistle, 
and me if you like, of your requirements in terms of what you need 
and when you need it. Our agreed plans already cover shuttle service 
to Japan where CinCFE * stands ready at my request to receive and 
-eare for evacuees and to make arrangements for their onward routing 
toUS. I only await the necessary information to begin the transpor- 

tation of these individuals. 
With regard to the gasoline, I stand ready to render assistance in 

this regard in case needs for evacuation purposes can be justified as 
differentiated from the routine operation of commercial airlines. 
Agree with you that all US nationals now desiring to leave area should 
have transportation provided now and passage facilitated as much as 

possible. 

124.93/11-—1348 ;: Telegram 

The Chargé in the Philippines (Lockett) to the Secretary of State 

) Mania, November 13, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received November 183—7: 13 a. m.] 

2937. Reur 622 [22], November 12 5 and Deptel 13854, November 12. 
Philippine University area evacuated by army for delivery to Philip- 
pine Government January 1st has housing facilities now available as 
follows: 178 houses for families, bachelor officer quarters for 500 indi- 
viduals and barracks space for 600 individuals. A single mess for 
1,000 persons being operated which army proposes to close Novem- 

ber 21. 
From foregoing it will be seen that Philippine University area 

will house up to 2,000 persons. As army has evacuated area, all fur- 
nishings were removed from housing facilities, but plumbing and 
electric wiring still intact. It is believed bare necessities for furnish- 
ing quarters are available. Stoves and refrigerators are not available 
and persons occupying this area would have to use central mess. 

© Repeated to the Department. | 
* Commander in Chief, Far East (MacArthur). 
* See footnote 53, p. 882.
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Philippine University area is adjacent to metropolitan Manila and 
I believe evacuated personnel would be reasonably. comfortable there. 

A survey indicates Baguio and other areas inadequate. ts 

Army willing to give all possible aid in preparation and operation 
of Philippine University area for evacuees but I am informed it does 
not possess any funds for that purpose. Embassy should receive all 
possible advance notice if area is to be used and request. advance of 
funds from Department when decision is made. I have received 
fullest cooperation from General Anderson who is requesting clearance 
from CinCFE. This afternoon President Quirino *§ informed me he 

_ had no objection to the use of housing facilities at Philippine Uni- 
versity area for emergency purposes and will give necessary instruc- 
tions for issuance of visas that may be required. | 

Sent Nanking 14, Department 2237. | 
Oo : Lockerr 

893.00/11-1348 : Telegram - 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State ** 

| : Nanxine, November 18, 1948—7 p. m. 
[ Received November 13—9: 33 a. m. | 

2206. Principal military forces remaining to Government are pres- 
ently or shortly will be engaged between Nanking and Hsuchow. 
There is no significant Government force in terms of regular troops 
to south of Yangtze. It appears probable that Communists will suc- 
ceed in destroying Government forces north of river within 10 days 
to 2 weeks. When this occurs, Government cannot long defend 
Nanking-Shanghai area, and will either disintegrate or be forced to 
flee to some other point in China. Generalissimo still intends fight 
as long as possible. While there is growing opposition this course 
in Government circles, Generalissimo still controls army and his policy 
will probably prevail. | | | | 

Given Generalissimo’s determination continue war, unless he should 
be removed by coup, upon which we should not count, we do not 
anticipate orderly transfer power from present to successor govern- 
ment. We believe sporadic and largely unorganized resistance to 
Communists will persist in South and Central China for some time, 
with high incidence civil unrest and breakdown law and order. We 
also believe that these conditions will constitute definite hazard to 
well-being foreign nationals resident all parts of country. : 

As Dept is aware, JUSMAG has called in its outlying teams and 
intends evacuate male personnel from points where hostilities threaten, 

: * Elpidio Quirino, President of the Republic of the Philippines. , 
*4 Copy transmitted by the Acting Secretary of State with memorandum to the 

White House on November 13 for President Truman at Key West, Florida.
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jncluding Nanking and Shanghai. Evacuation American and other 

foreign nationals requires use JUSMAG facilities, particularly for 

air movement. Normal means transportation within China are al- 

ready overburdened and are virtually unavailable to unofiicial 

travellers. oo , . 

.» Due to rapid deterioration in Government position and prospective 
nonavailability evacuation facilities which we had planned to use 

in emergency conditions, believe that time has come to institute emer- 

gency evacuation procedures for practically all of China, since it will 
probably not be possible provide these or any other evacuation facili- 
ties as acute and critical emergencies develop in various localities. 
Accordingly, we are instructing ComNavWesPac, unless Dept in- 
structs to contrary, to set “emergency condition D”, as provided in 
ComNavWesPac operation plan No. 108,° as of 0800 hours local time, 
Tuesday, November 16. This condition will apply to Peiping, 
Tientsin, Nanking, Shanghai, Hankow, Chungking, Kunming and 
Canton consular districts only, and will embrace only those pro- 
tective features provided by the plan as may be necessary in the course 
of carrying out the evacuation of non-official Americans and other 
foreign nationals. Consular and Embassy personnel will, of course, 
remain at their posts except as evacuation of dependents and female 
employees is authorized. We are advising ComNavWesPac that the 
protective features included under “condition D” are not needed at 
present and that only the transportation facilities included therein 
are presently wanted. We are also informing him of our opinion 
that the operation should be conducted with as little publicity as 
possible in order that it not occasion further loss public confidence 

in Government. | . 

Co STUART 

893.00/11-1448 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China, (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a Nanxine, November 14, 1948—1 p. m. 
a [Received November 14—8: 25 a. m.] 

_ 2218. Military position Government deteriorating rapidly and Com- 
munist occupation Nanking-Shanghai area expected near future. 
Generalissimo apparently determined attempt defense Nanking but ) 
has insufficient forces avert its loss and will probably be forced flee 
to some other point in China. On these conditions orderly transfer 
power to successor government highly unlikely. Orderly transfer 
possible if Generalissimo removed or left office in favor temporary 

°° Not printed.
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caretaker government but we have no firm reason anticipate such 
development. 
We believe only sporadic unorganized resistance to Communist will 

| prevail after fall capital. Communists will have military capa- 
bility move armies virtually any point in country without significant 
resistance. Flight or disintregration present Government will prob- 
ably result in high incidence civil unrest and breakdown law and order 
throughout country with hazards to personal safety American and 
other foreign nationals. 

Rapid spread hostilities involves likelihood American naval and 
military facilities for emergency evacuate American and other foreign 
nonofficial persons to places of safety will not be available. Com- - 
mercial transport for this purpose greatly overburdened. 

Because of likelihood conditions hazardous for American and other 
foreign nationals and prospective nonavailability means emergency 
movement to places of safety we have reached decision implement 
emergency evacuation plans at once for practically all of China. 
These plans involve provision transport from interior to coastal points 
and onward movement to US and/or other places outside country. 
Persons involved are nonofficial American nationals. Yet foreign 
nationals will be moved for humanitarian reason and on space avail- 
able basis. Arrangement for this transport is responsibility Com- 
NavWesPac and is provided for under “emergency condition D” of 
his operation plan 103 ® copies of which are held by some addressees 
this message. 
We are authorizing ComNavWesPac set condition D as of 0800 

hours local time Tuesday, November 16. Protective features included 
in plan under condition D will be invoked only as needed and emphasis 
will be on transport. Accordingly at that time you should release 
following statement all Americans your district. | 

“In view generally deteriorating situation and likelihood that means 
of exit from China may later be unavailable, all Americans in blank 
consular district who are not prepared to remain in areas where they 
now reside under possibly hazardous conditions should plan at once to 
move to places of safety. Facilities for movement are being arranged 
and will be announced shortly. These facilities will probably be avail- 
able for only short period of time. Therefore, all persons intending 
take advantage this opportunity for movement should do so immedi- 
ately on receipt of information on time and place of availability of 
transport.” | 

This notice should be sent Americans your district by fastest possible 
means. Suggest at interior points it be telegraphed to selected key 
Americans for dissemination to balance local American communities. 

© Not printed. |
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Consuls having local emergency plan coordinated with ComNavWes- 
Pac plan 103 should note that only those measures planned under con- 
dition D relate to transport to place of safety are currently invoked. 
All Consuls should take other measures such as internal security of 
Consulate only as individual appraisal of local situation indicates. 
Consuls whose local emergency and evacuation plans have not been 

coordinated with ComNavWesPac plan nor with AAG Air Evacuation 
Agency will be further advised on necessary procedures. At interior 
points it is desirable prospective evacuees begin soonest possible con- 
centrate at points from which their removal by air or water is feasible. 

Consuls will be further informed of plans for removal official de- 
pendents and such female personnel as may desire to place of safety 
from which their return to posts may be readily possible when condi- 
tions stable. 

Circular Chinese Consulates except Hong Kong, Dairen, Tihwa, 
Mukden, repeated Department as 2213. 

| STUART 

893.00/11-1248 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, November 15, 1948—2 p. m. 

1617. Ur 2177, Nov 12. Dept does not. believe Kunming asylum case 
should be considered precedent as conditions wholly different from 
those which may obtain Nanking or various Consulates China in event 
threat Comm occupation. As Emb aware, Wen I-to assassinated un- 
der circumstances suggesting instigation or complicity on part local 
authorities, and asylum granted by Consulate on basis lives refugees 
in danger and appeal to local authorities futile. Following receipt 
suitable guarantees of protection from local govt, concerned persons 
departed Consular premises. 

- Inevent threat Comm occupation Nanking becomes imminent, Dept 
believes it inevitable Emb will receive numerous requests for asylum 
from ChiGovt officials and civilians who recalling Kunming case may 
consider Emb asylum preferable to flight. ‘However, once asylum 
granted Emb would find it extremely difficult release such persons to 
mercies local Comm authorities as such persons would then be under 
additional suspicion for having sought refuge with Americans. 
Moreover, Comm authorities might present Emb with demand to sur- 
render refugees and, if demand refused, might seek to remove refugees 
by force thus jeopardizing Emb personnel and complicating relations 
with Comm authorities in protection of American interests, par- 
ticularly if circumstances such Chinese Comm authorities not at that 
time recognized by US as legal successor to present govt. |
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- Dept also of opinion absence clear cut stand on asylum issue by 
Emb in advance emergency situation might lead to belief on part cer- 

| tain officials they could defer making their own plans and depend on 
asylum by Emb on “life or death” basis in event overtaken by Comms. 
Emb should therefore make clear to prominent Chinese and Govt 

officials who may inquire that USGovt does not recognize or subscribe 

to doctrine of asylum as part of international law, and that FonServ 

establishments are enjoined by regulation (FSR 101.845) not to extend 
asylum to persons outside their own official or personal households. — 

It is not Dept’s intention in outlining above completely prohibit 

Emb from granting temporary asylum in extraordinary circumstances 

and in discretion Amb, but Dept wishes avoid such a contingency. 

Accordingly, Emb should avoid giving any impression such discre- 

tionary authority may be exercised and should consistently refrain 
from giving any hope of asylum. | 
Emb should circularize concerned Consulates in above sense. 

Lovetr 

398.1115/11-1648 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHaneHar, November 16, 1948—3 p. m. 
| [ Received 3:42 p. m. ] 

9494, ReEmbscirtel November 14, 1 p.m.* Warning to Americans 
issued as directed. We have already requested Americans to report 

by Thursday whether they wish to be evacuated by transport and 

reiterated this request in notice today. 
An evacuation unit has been set up to handle evacuation problems. 

This has necessitated withdrawal of several officers and clerks from 
other sections and will curtail work done in those sections, notably 

commercial reporting. Citizenship unit has been reinforced. | 
Virtually all confidential files of Consulate have been transferred 

to Navy’s custody in Glenline Building, from where it should be pos- 
sible to evacuate them to naval vessels even in extreme emergency. 

Would appreciate guidance re coding machines. If hostile turnover 

occurs here, should Consulate destroy these machines, seek to evacuate 

them or keep them in Consulate ? | 
I assume Embcirtel November 14 1 p. m. does not mean Consulate 

personnel is to leave Shanghai and that Consulate will carry on even 
if hostile turnover occurs. | a 

Sent Nanking 1836, repeated Department 2424. a 
- Cazor 

“Sent to the Department as telegram No. 2213, p. 885. - oe
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124.93/11-1548 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

ae | | Wasuineoton, November 16, 1948—6 p. m. 
1634. No personnel should be evacuated US. Dept plans transfer 

large number to other posts Far East[;] telegraph names personnel 
you intend evacuate from Nanking Shanghai and other Chinese posts. 
Ref para 4 urtel 2216 Nov 15, 1948. Paragraphs 1, 2 and 8 being 
answered separately. " | 

| | LovEtr 

693.1115/11-1748 : Circular telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to Certain Diplomatic and Consular 
Officers 

Oo -  Wasuineron, November 17, 1948—5 p. m. 

For Emb guidance following is text pertinent part letter being 
addressed National Foreign Trade Council and Far East American 
Council in reply business inquiries re Dept’s desires and views con- 
cerning maintenance their offices and essential personnel China: 

“The American Embassy at Nanking and American consular offices 
in China have advised American nationals in their districts who are 
not prepared to remain under possibly hazardous conditions in areas 
where they now reside that they should plan at once to move to places 
of safety. These warnings were issued on the basis of their judgment 
of the situation, and in performance of their normal duty of pointing | 
out the dangers of such situations to American nationals. The De- 
partment approves their action and concurs in their opinion that un- 
necessary risks should not be incurred by American nationals whose 
presence in China is not essential. This advice was directed to those 
Americans who have no compelling reason to remain. 

For its part the Department does not at this time contemplate any 
change in the present functioning of any of its Consulates in China, 
which will continue to afford their usual facilities to U. S. citizens and 
firms. The evacuation of Embassy and consular dependents in China 
is being left entirely to the discretion of the officers and employees 
concerned.” 

Lovett 

® Not printed. : 
“The Ambassador at Nanking; the Consuls General at Shanghai, Tientsin, 

Peiping, Hankow, Tsingtao, and Canton. |
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393.1115/11-—1848 : Telegram . 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

Suaneouat, November 18, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received November 18—6 p. m.] 

2467. Civil Air Transport, CAT, has requested permission operate 

evacuation shuttle Shanghai-Nanking—Hong Kong and has received 

verbal assurances permission will be granted. 
Sent Department, pouched Nanking 1865. | 

| | Canor 

893.796/11-1848 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaneuat, November 18, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received November 18—5: 12 a. m.] 

2468. According Bond,** CNAC company now moving maintenance 

other equipment Hong Kong with view establishing main base opera- 
tions there if eventually necessary. Should Government change 
hands, all CNAC flight equipment will be flown Hong Kong pending 
clarification CNAC status, as Chinese airline CNAC would hope con- 
tinue operations China under either fully Communist or coalition 

government. Bond says PanAm presently plans, if in accord US 
Government policy, endeavor retain its interest CNAC should strictly 

Communist government evolve. | 
Sent Department, repeated Nanking 1866. 

CaBnor 

125.0093/11-1948 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineron, November 19, 1948—7 p. m. 

1673. Regarding evacuation Americans from China to Manila ref- 
erence Manila’s tels 2265 Nov. 18, 2252 Nov 16,° 2237 Nov 138 repeated 
Nanking as 18, 17, and 14. 

View Manila’s request for $75,000 to cover operation Philippine 
University area camp for 3 months Department desires clarification 

on following points: 

1. What is the total number of personnel expected to be evacuated 
from China to Manila for occupancy university area camp? 

2. Will this number include both non-official American evacuees 
7 and American State Department officials and dependents? 

“William L. Bond, Vice President of Orient Pan American World Airways, 
Shanghai and Hong Kong; formerly with China National Aviation Corporation 
(CNAC), Shanghai. 

*® Neither printed.
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| 8. What categories personnel included in maximum estimate 600 

persons to be evacuated (Nanking’s 2152, Nov. 9)? a 

4, What categories persons estimated at 150 dependents going 

‘Manila date of departure unknown (Nanking’s tel 29 to Manila ®) ? 

Noted that university camp area accommodates 2000 persons at 

minimum expense $25,000 monthly covering only electricity, water 

and guard service. If intended that university camp area be limited. 

to official personnel and their dependents is it possible make other 

arrangements smaller space or activate only part university camp 

area at lower expense if total number expected evacuees substantially 

less than capacity university camp area. | 

| Oo LOvETrT 

393.1115/11-2248 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

- SHancuat, November 22, 1948—4 p. m. 
[Received November 22—6: 27 a. m.] 

9489. Am seriously concerned at priority problems which have 

arisen in regard evacuation of Americans from Shanghai area. 

Two types of cases are of special importance: 

(1) Americans who must remain until last possible minute order 
assure orderly evacuation and protection of important US interests 

until evacuation completed. (Typical this class are Shanghai Power 

Company key employees whose departure would result in probable 

breakdown of light and power production and chaos resulting there- 

from. With Navy’s authorization, I am today informing power com- 

pany that 11 named employees will be given priority if they so desire 
in last minute evacuation.[) | 

(2) Most American business concerns wish to retain at least 1 
American to represent their interests. I feel it is highly desirable 

- that this be encouraged within strictly restricted limits. To this end 
I recommend such businessmen be given assurances they will receive 
priority in possible repatriation and exchange arrangements. 

Should Embassy and Department agree with Consulate General, 
this would also enable me to point out to dependents and Americans 
not having compelling reasons to remain that they should evacuate at 
early date. Although I am not certain how far Department and Em- 
bassy wish me to go in evacuation consular staff, I intend to include 
many, particularly women of the staff, in category I and trust re- 
mainder will be included in category II. Details by airmail. 

Sent Department, repeated Nanking 1879. 
, Casor 

“ Dated November 18, not printed. 

429-525—73——57
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125.0098/11-2348 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, November 23, 1948—8 p. m. 
[Received November 24—8: 26 a. m.] 

2299. ReDeptel 1673, November 19. 

1. Estimate total number personnel expected to be evacuated to 
Manila now 125. 

2. Number includes dependents and female employees Embassy, 
Consulates, Service Attachés and ECA but not non-official evacuees. 

3. Same categories included maximum estimate 600 persons (Emb- 
tel 2152, November 9). ‘This maximum included all female employees 
and all dependents in China. 

4, Same categories included interim estimate 150 dependents going 
Manila (Embtel 29 to Manila *). 

Upwards 120 additional female employees and possibly 100 de- 
pendents may be evacuated Manila in case all personnel except males 
must leave China. | | | 

Sent Department 2299, repeated Manila 32. 
STUART 

893,1115/11-2248 : Telegram 

Lhe Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) ® 

Wasuineron, November 23, 1948—8 p. m. 
1691. Apparent from Shanghai’s tel 2489, Nov 22, rptd Nanking 

1879, that there exists disparity in thinking between Dept and field 
re questions evacuation. Dept of opinion Americans in China divide 
into two categories for evacuation purposes not including dependents 
of Armed Forces personnel who are engaged in quasi-military activi- 
ties and who move only under orders: (1) Civilians and their depend- 
ents whose presence China not essential and who have no compelling 
reason remain China; and (2) Americans whose presence China essen- 
tial to continue functioning U. S. business, educational, missionary, 
or other enterprise. Dept’s intention in authorizing issuance evacua- 
tion warnings was to enable adequate notice be given all Americans 
in China of worsening situation and transportation difficulties and per- 

| mit Americans both above categories make arrangements depart if they 
so desired. Dept did not, however, contemplate that Americans in 
category (2) would depart in large numbers but would rather adopt 
traditional policy toward civil disorders in China as in case of Con- 
sulates and Emb. Hazards of advising Americans to remain China, 
thus assuming partial responsibility for any untoward effects result- 

“Dated November 18, not printed. 
“ Repeated to the Consul General at Shanghai as telegram No. 2004.
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ing from such advice, obvious and undesirable, but Dept believes it 
equally undesirable to urge Americans in category (2) to evacuate. 
Present position Americans in China totally different from that ob-_ 
taining 1940-1941 when war involving US appeared imminent, and 
Dept fails comprehend Shanghai’s reference to “possible repatriation 
and exchange arrangements”. As indicated Depcirtel Nov 17, when 
discussing evacuation arrangements with interested business and mis- 
sionary organizations, Dept has invariably coupled recapitulation of 
facts re evacuation warnings with statement that no change contem- 
plated in continued functioning consular establishments and there- 
fore by hypothesis US organizations having considerable interests and 
stake in China might follow similar course. If key employees Shang- 
hai Power Co., for example, were to depart Shanghai even at last 
minute as suggested reftel, Dept believes predominant American in- 
terest that company would be seriously jeopardized. 

Dept realizes that conditions obtaining various parts China when 
occupied by Comms may differ and that Emb and Consulates must 
exercise flexibility re evacuation procedure. Experience Mukden, for 
example, indicates only danger Americans experienced arose from loot- 
ing pillaging by Nationalist troops during period interregnum and 
subsequent bombing by CAF following Comm occupation. Mukden’s 
586, Nov. 16 rptd Nanking 696 © states “No instances of arrests or 
molestation in any way any foreign persons remaining Mukden. At- 
titude remains correct.” While Dept realizes liberal treatment ac- 
corded in Mukden may well be temporary phenomenon, incoming 
troops obviously thoroughly briefed re attitude and actions toward 
foreigners. Peiping’s 474, Nov 19, sent Nanking as 703,” indicating 
no considerable civil unrest or breakdown law and order expected in 
Peiping if Comms occupy also case in point. Conditions Shanghai 
and Nanking may vary considerably from those north China, but Dept 
believes chief danger to US citizens and property would arise during 
any period between collapse or withdrawal present administration and 
successor regime. : 

Re final para Shanghai’s reftel, Dept does not desire that any staff 
members Emb or ConGen be evacuated with exception those female 
employees who specifically request such evacuation. Emb and Con- 
Gen should not therefore except in extremis urge evacuation on staff 
members even on “last minute” basis as such evacuation would have 
adverse effect on continued functioning your offices. 

Dept’s position re evacuation Emb and consular dependents clearly 
set forth in Deptels 1199 Aug 18 and 1302 Sept 13 ™ with request con- 

Vol. voi, p. 571. 
Not printed. 
™ Vol. vil, pp. 822 and 828, respectively.
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cerned Consulates be informed. This position unchanged and Emb 

should therefore not put pressure on dependents to evacuate (as indi- 

cated Clark’s letter to Butterworth Nov 107) if concerned officer or 

employee does not desire such evacuation. 
Emb inform concerned Consulates above sense. 

LovEettT 

393.1115/11-2348 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

No. 981 : SHancHatr, November 23, 1948. 
[Received December 2. | 

Sir: With reference to my telegram no. 2489 of November 22, 1948, 
I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of a letter which the 
Shanghai Power Company has addressed to me and a copy of my 
reply to this letter.* It seemed to me clearly in American interests 

that we should give the assurances requested by the Shanghai Power 

Company since any breakdown in the furnishing of light and power to 
the city might well result in chaotic conditions, disturbances of public 
order, and, in view of the dependence of other utilities on electric 

power in epidemics. | 
In view of the heavy pressure which evacuation problems have 

placed on the depleted staff of this Consulate General, I have held a 
meeting with the women members of the staff at which I asked them 
to remain in Shanghai for the time being despite the fact that au- 
thorization had been granted for their temporary transfer to Manila. 

I felt that this was necessary in the public interest and trust that the 
Department will endorse the stand which I have taken. 

With regard to American business men remaining behind to pro- 
tect American interests, the Department will appreciate that many 
established concerns with important investments should not be left, 
under the circumstances, unrepresented by resident Americans. This 
applies both in the commercial and missionary fields. I have made 
it very clear whenever consulted that I think all dependents, even 
including wives with no children, should leave the Shanghai area at 
an early date. At the same time I have encouraged American busi- 
ness men to leave their interests represented by key Americans re-_ 
maining behind. It seems to me clear that it would not be to the 
national interest to abandon positions held by Americans which have 
been acquired through patient upbuilding. It is evident that some 
of the other foreigners in Shanghai are hoping that they may benefit 
through our abandonment of positions now held. 

*® Not found in Department files. | | 7 
* Neither printed. |
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- It may strike the Department as unchivalrous to give priority to 

such business men over women and children in any eventual repatri- 

ation or exchange arrangement which may be made. Nevertheless 

I do not think women and children who have disregarded our clearly 

expressed warnings and have no essential reason for remaining here 

should feel that they have any just complaint if American repre- 

sentatives of important interests who have remained behind out of a. 

sense of responsibility to the interests they represent are given priority: 

in repatriation arrangements. I may say that there has been much: 

criticism in Shanghai circles of the American families who remained: 

behind in 1941 and thereby prevented Americans who remained be- 

hind for compélling reasons from being included in the repatriation 

arrangements which were concluded in 1942 and 1943. I trust that 

the present situation will not develop to the point that any such 

arrangements become necessary, and I appreciate that even if it should 

it does not appear likely that we would have anything to offer a 

Communist regime in return for our nationals who remain behind. 

At the same time it does appear to me that we should make our attitude. 

clear at an early date. The mere fact that it might be possible to 

get only a few Americans out in such an eventuality would make the. 
question of priorities of special importance. 

In this connection I should perhaps make it clear that I do not: 

contemplate setting up a specific list of Americans to whom I would 

issue priority under category 2. It seems to me that such a list would 

have to be compiled at the time that any general arrangements for 

repatriation became possible, and that it would have to be compiled 

in the light of the record in each individual case. At the same time 

if I were permitted to make our position clear in this matter I feel 
that it would encourage the men representing important American 

interests to remain and might bring home to persons having no com- 

pelling reason for remaining here the desirability of their early 

departure. 

Respectfully yours, Joun M. Cazor 

125.0093/11-2348 : Telegram 

The Secretary of State to the Chargé in the Philippines (Lockett)* 

WasHinetTon, November 24, 1948—5 p. m. 

1390. For Embassy and Wright.”° Appreciate Embassy’s report 
lack of housing, either public or private to accommodate large numbers 
personnel evacuated China other than Philippine University area. 

Repeated to the Ambassador in China as telegram No. 1696. 
“Rear Adm. William Dudley Wright, Jr., Special Assistant to the Director 

General, Office of the Foreign Service, serving as Coordinator Philippine Re- 
habilitation Agencies; he was in Manila November 20-December 1, 1948.
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Your 2282 Nov. 22.77 However, Nanking 2299 Nov. 23 reduces esti- 

mated number personnel now to be evacuated Manila to 125. As pos- 
sible alternative Phil Univ quarters can you consider Camp John Hay 
or Sea Front as staging area to receive China personnel pending pos- 
sible other arrangements Manila or elsewhere. Per diem will be paid © 
while Manila making possible hotel or private quarters as available. 

Report present space available Sea Front and what additional space 
can be made available on barracks basis through consolidation Re- 
habilitation Agencies warehousing quarters and time required for 

consolidation. 
Department will allot funds to cover cost Phil Univ area if required 

but urges exploration other possibilities considering reduced numbers 

evacuees reported by Nanking. | 
Embassy’s recommendation return evacuees to US considered but 

Dept. believes preferable provide point near China as staging area 
from which employees, if necessary to evacuate this category personnel, 

may be reassigned other points in area and from which dependents 
may more easily rejoin officers and employees remaining China when 

conditions permit. . 
| MarsHALL 

124.936/11-2548 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State oe 

Nanxine, November 25, 1948—11 a. m. 
[Received November 25—6: 50 a. m.] 

2321. In Nanking we have fully understood and followed policies. 
outlined Deptel 1691, November 23 re evacuation. However, we have 

| urged dependents with children to seek temporary refuge elsewhere 

as matter of ordinary prudence. If turnover in Nanking takes place, 
as 1s possible as result active Communist assault, it will be no place for 
non-essential women and children. As dependents evacuate it be- 
comes possible concentrate others in fewer compounds, thus facilitating 

protection. We anticipate that presence of Marines on guard at com- 
pounds will of itself be sufficient to deter ordinary rioters and we have 
assurance special protection from municipal police. Female em- 
“ployees have been told that they were expected remain on duty, but 
that evacuation would be effected for anyone unwilling to remain. We 

| also were puzzled by Shanghai’s 2489, Nov. 22 and had requested 
clarification, = | : Oo ee 

Consuls being informed in sense Deptel 1691, November 23. 
oo | | | STUART 

. ™ Not printed. oe oe : |
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393.1115/11-—2648 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| Suaneuar, November 26, 1948—noon. 
| [Received November 26—2: 24 a. m. | 

2529. ReDeptel 2004, November 23, 8 p. m.78 I do not think De- 
partment’s position is substantially different from that taken by Con- 
sulate General in either public or private discussions with American 
residents here. Consulate General has regularly pointed out that 
although risks are involved, it is undesirable for Americans to evacu- 
ate if their presence in China is essential to continued functioning 

_ of US business, educational, missionary or other enterprises. Evacua- 
tion is urged of dependents and other persons whose presence here 
is not essential. 

_ Only difference in emphasis of Department and Consulate General 
appears in case of Consulate General dependents, especially children, 
whose evacuation I have urged as necessary to set example to com- 
munity. I have in no case required such evacuation. With regard 
to evacuation members of staff itself, I have thought primarily in — 
terms of reassuring nervous members of staff*and of possible tem- 
porary removal in case situation deteriorated to point emergency 
measures become necessary. 

_ Reference to “possible repatriation and exchange arrangements” 
refers to possibility that, after Communists take over, international 
war involving China might break out or possibility Chinese Com- 
munists might use American residents as hostages to stop our aid 
program. While I trust these possibilities are remote, I do not think 
we can overlook them in our planning. a 

In counselling private American citizens, we have to deal both with 
those who are inclined to underestimate risks involved and those who, 
having in many cases had bitter experience in 1941, are determined to 
leave now regardless of positions they will leave unfilled. It was 
to persuade the Shanghai Power [Co.] officials to stay rather than to 
urge them to go that I gave them assurance they requested. 

My despatch No. 981 of November 23 will throw further light on 
my thinking in this matter. | | 

Sent Department, repeated Nanking 1901. 
Canor 

* See footnote 68, p. 892.
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125.0093/11-2648 : Telegram : 

The Chargé in the Philippines (Lockett) to the Secretary of State 

| Mania, November 26, 1948—7 p. m. 

| [Received November 26—7 : 23 a. m.] 

2316. ReDeptel 1390, repeated Nanking 1696, November 24. Re- 

survey indicates maximum of 150 evacuees can be cared for immedi- 

ately in part of Philippine University area so that activities of — 

University will not be seriously interfered with. | 

Army will operate officers mess for evacuees. Estimate cost of 

operation evacuee area between $12,000 and $15,000 monthly for 

maximum 150 exclusive of mess. It is essential that Dept make avail- 

able before arrival of evacuees November 29 $15,000 for use of Army 

in operation of area as certain preliminary expenditures in prepara- 

tion of camp are necessary. If immediate transfer of funds to Army 

cannot be effected, Embassy suggests funds be made available to Em- 

bassy in amount $15,000 to assure no delay in camp opening. 

Resurvey of Sea Front and Camp John Hay reestablishes non- 

availability of proper space in those areas. Admiral Wright concurs 

in the inadvisability of trying to jam Sea Front by further crowding 

except in direst necessity. I would like to assure Ambassador Stuart 

that we are ready to welcome a maximum of 150 Government personnel 

and dependents. What we need are the funds requested in this tele- 

gram and definite information concerning arrival of evacuees in view 

of his telegram 2324 to Dept ® indicating a cancellation of evacuation 

to Manila. | 

Sent Nanking 23, Department 2316, repeated Shanghai 153. 
- Locxerr 

898.00/11-2748 : Telegram | | | 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

Tients1n, November 27, 1948—4 p. m. 

| [Received November 28—11: 50 p. m. |] 

- 883. American businessmen here who previously decided not to 
leave North China are becoming much disturbed over implications 

to their safety, in event of Communist occupation, of numerous recent 

press reports of American military aid to National Government, par- 

ticularly press reports of arrival of such aid in Shanghai in US 

| Naval vessels. There is also talk of military aid arriving North China 

by US Naval vessels. These Americans feel that if US Government 

is going to employ US vessels to transport military aid, and perhaps 

® Dated November 25, not printed. |
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increase military aid, question of their safety under possible Com- 

munist occupation should be seriously considered. They believe that, 

if Communists should take Tientsin and Peiping after possibly sus- 

taining heavy casualties because of Nationalist use of American arms, 

Communists, angered by this, might well give Americans very rough 

treatment. Attitude of Communists in regard to American military 

aid increasingly evident in their broadcasts which have appeared in 

press. Americans concerned do not take issue with any policy which 

- their Government may adopt, but they feel that if US is going to 

increase military aid to National Government or employ US Naval 

vessels to transport such aid, they should be given far stronger warn- 

ing to evacuate than comparatively mild notices so far issued. 

Sent Nanking 630, repeated Department 388, Peiping. 
| SMYTH 

125.0098/11-2848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, November 28, 1948. 

| [Received November 28—11: 16 p. m.] 

9348. For ComNavWesPac. Final arrangements completed Ma- 

nila for accommodation Embassy consular dependents. Please 

arrange airlift Nanking group beginning Thursday, December 2 and 

Shanghai group soon as possible thereafter. Will notify you Novem- 

ber 29 exact number desiring airlift as number somewhat lower than 

that given you previously. | 

Sent Tsingtao 218; repeated Shanghai 1170, Manila 40, Hankow 64, 

Department 2348, Peiping 248. _ 
Shanghai pass to CTF 78.°° 

| SruarT 

800.8890/11—2948 : Airgram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SuanGcuat, November 29, 1948. 
[Received December 2—9: 56 a. m. ] 

A-1049. During recent informal discussions with the local man- 

agers of the companies operating American ships, and also some Brit- 

ish managers, it has been learned that in all cases there is no present 

intention to suspend or even curtail operations even if the Communists 

were to occupy Shanghai. While it is clear that they have given 

the matter careful consideration and recognize the difficulties and dan- 

-® Commander Task Force 78. |
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gers that may arise under a Communist regime, most of them feel 
hopeful that Communists would recognize that it would be to their 
own advantage to permit business to continue as usual. oo 

The manager of one British shipping company frankly stated that 
after being here for 120 years, his company had no intention of leaving 
now. | | a a 

The employees of some American lines are sending their families 
home. Others plan to remain at least for the present. In the case 
of the American President Line, the largest American company, all 
dependents of American employees are expected to be out of China 
by about December 15th. : a 
The China Merchants Steam Navigation Company, Chinese Gov- 

ernment owned, has made no arrangements for moving their offices 
from Shanghai as yet, although they look on the future with more 
anxiety than the foreign companies. Oo 

| sos Capor 

893.00/11-3048 : Telegram 

_ Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

: Nanxrna, November 30, 1948—8 a. m. 
| | : [Received 12: 39.a.m.] 

2360. It seems obvious to us that, under aid to China program, 
munitions sought under “other aid” by Chinese Government will con- 
tinue to be supplied so long as we recognize existing Government (your 
630, November 26, repeated Department 383). It is public knowledge 
such munitions are being transported in US Naval vessels. It seems 
unlikely that Congress, in considering possibility increased military 
aid to National Government, would be deterred from granting further 
aid, if otherwise desirable, merely because of presence in China of 
American citizens who had failed to heed warning to evacuate. Amer- 
ican businessmen involved might well take this into. consideration 
in making their decision. oe Po 

Sent Tientsin 226; repeated Department 2360. 
: 7 STUART 

893.1115/11-3048 : Telegram dn | eS 

Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHanewar, November 30, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received November 30—11: 50 a: m.] 

2580. Questions of priority re my 2529, November 26 and 2489, 
November 22 are being more insistently raised every day among Ameri- 
can business community here. I must therefore again respectfully re-
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- quest Department to instruct me as to what I may say when inquiries 

are made of me re individuals who must reach decisions re their per- 

. gonal plans. Local head of Caltex has today called to ask whether 

Caltex American representatives in Tientsin will get any special con- 

sideration in last-minute evacuation or repatriation subsequent to 

anticipated Communist takeover. Standard Oil has evacuated alk. 

foreigners out of Tientsin, leaving Chinese in charge. a 

| “Majority opinion aniong American business leaders here is that: 

Communists cannot be counted upon to adopt policy permitting them: 

freedom of movement or of continued business operations but instead 

will sooner or later expropriate or strangle their business. They are, 

therefore, loath to take risk to stay behind to protect capital investment 

unless they have some assurance from US authorities. Without such 

assurances a number of enterprises may decide to move out even if they 

must abandon property. Typical is willingness of Shanghai Power 

Company officials to abandon entire enterprise unless assured full pro- 

tection since they believe plants will be unable to get fuel and therefore 

to operate in any case. Most businessmen consider themselves already 

slaves of their employees and see little hope of carrying on business, 

meeting payrolls, et cetera, since they expect to be cut off from home 

remittances, raw materials, supplies, et cetera, and doubt Communists 

will have many exports to offer or much exchange for purchases in 

US. Most businessmen, in view of our program to aid Nationalists 

and widespread talk of increasing it, stories of reviving American 

Volunteer Group, et cetera, see dim possibility Communists permitting 

them continue in business on any basis. This viewpoint strengthened 

by reports home offices oil companies already approached by Depart- 

ment re possibility embargo on oil shipments any Communist areas 

China. Net result is many American businessmen see themselves left 

behind in China as virtual hostages of Communists at considerable 

personal risk with little prospect gain themselves. 

US Chamber of Commerce already understood preparing list: so- 

called essential business community to remain behind if we prepared to 

offer suitable guarantees of protection or evacuation if situation de- 

teriorates to point where that proves necessary. Such guarantees as 
they see them should include armed intervention to assure their safe 

evacuation. | | 

Only other alternative as they see it today is to get out with their | 

families. Americans do not consider themselves in same position as 

other foreign nationals as result of our aid to Nationalists. Assurance 

US Consulates will be maintained not sufficient since they feel ConGen 

personnel may have some official immunity. Many unwilling face 

such situation in light 1941 experience. They consider situation not 

essentially different today even though US not now at war and feel any
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financial sacrifice worth making to avoid possible detention for long 
period. Unrest expected to accompany or follow turnover this area 
relatively unimportant consideration. | 

I fully appreciate Department unable to give any strong guarantees 
: at this time. Nevertheless, I feel attitude these businessmen by no | 

means wholly unreasonable. Considering our extensive aid to Na- 

tionalists, increasing tension between Communists and non-Com- 
munists throughout world and fact that we have no Communist 
Chinese or interests in US against whom we might retaliate if Chinese 
Communists should decide to use Americans and American interests 
in this area as hostages to accomplish any political aims, these busi- 
ness leaders may well be right. 

With regard to possibility of doing business after Communists take 
over, I am hopeful Communists will pursue moderate lines at least for 
while and will encourage foreign business to continue operations but 
businessmen would again appear right in noting practical obstacles 
to such continuance. It may also be pointed out that Communists are 
not likely for long to tolerate work of American educators in China 
and that in view of Communist attitude toward religion and obsession 
re spies, American missionaries may well soon find themselves squeezed 

out. 

It is apparent that our hand would be strengthened in persuading 
dependents of missionaries to leave exposed areas if the head officers 
of the principal mission boards in New York were better informed as 
to hazards involved for dependents who remain here. Mission secre- 
taries in New York in certain instances have criticized unjustly local 
mission representatives who have supported evacuation program for 
dependents. It is recommended Department consider advisability of 
passing on to a suitable mission liaison man at frequent intervals latest 
available information on situation in China as it bears on evacuation 
matters and that for all the Protestant mission groups, Wynn Fair- 
field, Secretary of Foreign Missions Conference, New York, might be 
an appropriate channel of communication. It is understood a similar 
procedure was successfully used in 1940 and 1941 for keeping principal 
mission groups currently informed on political and military situation 
as it affected their field missionaries. Consulate General is stressing 
evacuation of dependents but is not encouraging departure of key 
mission representatives. 

I reiterate problem is to persuade those who should go to do so and 
do what we can to induce those in key positions to stay. There is real | 
danger of many cases arising in which key people will go because 
of bitter experiences in 1941 and now [non]essential people belittling 

risks since they have had no bitter lessons will remain to weaken our 
hand in any dealings we may have with Communists as well as com- 
plicate by numbers any emergency evacuation.
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Giving all of above consideration, I feel we should (1) assure by 
name certain people in key positions who expressly request last minute 
evacuation we will do everything in our power to provide them with 
such last-minute evacuation, (2) give general oral assurances through 
leaders of community that in making any arrangement for subsequent 
repatriation those key persons who have remained behind will enjoy 
priority over individuals who remained for purely personal reasons. 
As I have mentioned, this will both help to reassure key individuals 
and to induce an early evacuation of others. In protecting our in- 
terests in Shanghai area we must confront necessary risks involved 
both political and personal with realism and steadfastness but I feel 
we must also prudently try to cut unnecessary risks to a minimum. 

Sent Department; repeated Nanking 1946. 
CaxBor 

893.796/11-3048 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaNncHAI, November 80, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received November 30—6: 34 a. m.] 

2581. Roosevelt * of CNAC informs me that messages from their 
men in Hsuchow indicate rapidly worsening situation there. Yester- 
day officers began to climb aboard returning planes ahead of wounded 
and message just received indicates panic now prevailing at airfield. 
CNAC advised not to send more planes. 

Roosevelt adds that Minister Communications ® has asked CANA 
[CVAC?] to place high official in control at Nanking airfield, indicat- 
ing Government’s intention to evacuate capital. Some offices appar- 
ently going to Chungking and Kweilin. 

Another CNAC source adds to above that on 28th Hsuchow [Bandit 
Suppression] Headquarters moved out of Hsuchow. General Tu 
Yu-ming remained in charge. 

Cagnor 

393.1115/11-3048 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Chief of the Division 
of Chinese Affairs (Freeman) 

| [WasHineton,| November 380, 1948. 

Participants: Mr. John Kopelman, Vice President, Shanghai Power 
Company | 

Mr. Butterworth, FE 
Mr. Freeman, CA 

Mr. Kopelman called this afternoon to discuss questions regarding 
the evacuation of American citizens from Shanghai with specific 

* Quentin Roosevelt. 
“Yu Ta-wei.
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reference to the employees of the Shanghai Power Company. He 

indicated that Mr. Paul Hopkins, president of the company and pres- 

ently in Shanghai, was apparently becoming concerned over the fate 
of his employees in the event of Communist occupation and desired to 
evacuate all Americans in the company prior to such occupation. Mr. 
Kopelman implied that much of Mr. Hopkins’ concern was based on 
the absence of a definitive U. S. Government position to be taken in 
the event of a collapse of National Government authority in Shanghai 

and the establishment of a Communist or Communist-dominated gov- 

ernment there. 7 a 
Mr. Butterworth reviewed briefly the facts regarding evacuation 

of U. S. nationals from China, emphasizing (1) that only those na- 
tionals were being urged to withdraw who had no compelling reasons 

to remain; (2) that no change is contemplated in the continuing func- 

tioning of our consular establishments, indicating by hypothesis that 
American missionary and business establishments might decide to do 
likewise; and (3) that dependents of consular personnel are not being 

ordered to evacuate although travel is being authorized for the de- 
pendents of those officers and employees who so desire. 

| For Mr. Kopelman’s confidential background information,. Mr. 
Butterworth explained that the Department could not advise Ameri- 

can businessmen and missionaries to remain in China, thus incurring 

a share of responsibility for any untoward results, but that on the 
other hand it was not desirable to urge American representatives of 

U.S. organizations having considerable interests and stake in ‘China 
to evacuate, leaving those interests without representation. Also for 
background information, Mr. Butterworth expressed his personal view 
that the period of great danger in Shanghai is likely to occur follow- 
ing a breakdown of civil authority and prior to the establishment of 
any new regime—rather than as a result of occupation by the Com- 
munists. In this connection, Mr. Butterworth stated that apparently 

a large number of Americans in Shanghai are being dominated in 
their thinking with regard to the present situation by their experiences 

in 1941 following Pearl Harbor. He emphasized that the two situa- 
tions are in no way parallel: that while in 1941 there was the imminent 

threat of international war involving the U. S., the situation existing 
today is one of civil strife within China with no threat of war for 
the U.S. Mr. Butterworth indicated that he had supposed that the 

| majority of essential American businessmen and missionaries with 
many years of experience in China would adopt the traditional atti- 

| tude of “sitting out” changes in the governmental structure. | 

Mr. Kopelman indicated his understanding of and general agree- 
ment with Mr. Butterworth’s statements. He said, however, that in 
the case of the Shanghai Power Company there was a real question
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whether fuel would continue to be available for operating the power 
plant. He stated that the coal supply was critical and that oil was 
being used predominantly, but he felt that there was no assurance 
that oil imports would continue in the event that Shanghai was occu- 
pied by the Communists. Mr. Butterworth said that he could give 
no-indication as to what attitude the U. S. might adopt with regard 
to trade relations with Communist areas in China—since that deci- 
sion had not yet been made—but he mentioned the fact that trade 
between the U. S. and Communist countries of Europe was taking 
place. | a oo 

~ Mr. Kopelman assured Mr. Butterworth that he would consider 
this conversation as of a confidential and background nature and that 
he would communicate the pertinent portions to Mr. Hopkins in 
Shanghai requesting that essential personnel of the power company 
be retained on an indefinite basis. | | 

124.018/12-148 : Telegram | | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

a OO WasHineton, December 1, 1948—1 p. m. 
1742. Dept refers plan retain platoon Marines and one APD ® 

Nanking for guard duty and possible evacuation Emb staff event mob 
violence develops interim between departure Govt arrival Communists. 

_ Dept foresees following possible disadvantages use Marine guard 
(1) presence Marines might have inflammatory effect Chinese (2) kill- 
ing or wounding Chinese result Marine action would likely inflame 
large mob against Emb impossible control by small Marine detach- 
ment (3) as in Mukden Communists might demand surrender all arms 
Emb personnel with resulting embarrassment if Marines required 
surrender arms and in any case withdrawal of Marines following 
control by Communists would doubtless be surrounded with difficulties 
and might well result in the perpetration of indignities on them. Dept 
judges Emb contemplates spreading Marines over several compounds 
and observes that small number Marines 1n each might well provide 
excellent opportunity agitators incite mob to violence in hope of em- 
barrassing US rather than expected deterrent effect. | 
~ You will appreciate from foregoing that Dept’s principal concern is 
to provide maximum safety forsEmb and that Dept has some doubts 
that advantages from presence Marines outweigh disadvantages and 
increased dangers listed above. You therefore requested reconsider 
request for Marines in light foregoing having in mind other offices in 
China face similar situation without Marine guard and considering 

8 High-speed destroyer-type transport.
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whether presence Marines will substantially increase safety over reli- 

ance other protective measures such as requesting assignment Chinese 

police guard, electrification of wires on Emb compound wall and 
stationing unarmed Chinese guards. Please give Dept benefit your 
second thoughts regarding this matter. 7 

Loverr _ 

398.1115/12-248 | 

The Secretary of the Navy (Sullivan) to the Secretary of State 

WasuHineron, 2 December 1948. 

My Dear Mr. Secretary: Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Western 
Pacific, in his despatch 300529Z (November ),® a copy of which has _ 
been furnished you, makes certain proposals which he considers are 
essential for the orderly evacuation of U. S. nationals from Shanghai 
and Nanking, and the protection of U. S. lives and property in the 
event of emergency. Heconsiders that the Shanghai U.S. Army mili- 
tary police battalion and the Air Force personnel engaged in the par- 
tial operation of the Kiangwan Airfield at Shanghai, both of which 
units are now under JUSMAG command, are the most important ele- 
ments in his evacuation and protection plan. 

- The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in acting on the proposals of Commander 
U. S. Naval Forces, Western Pacific, were agreeable to the retention 
of the aforementioned Army and Air Force personnel in their present 
functions in Shanghai, provided it met with concurrence of the State 
Department. The time of transfer of those components from JUS- 
MAG to Vice Admiral Badger’s command they considered to be a mat- 
ter for decision at an appropriate time. | 

As you are aware, Vice Admiral Badger has the responsibility for 
the coordination of sea evacuation of U.S. nationals, and other friendly 
foreign nationals, as dictated by humanitarian motives and as directed 
by the U. S. Ambassador, on a space available basis. His plan, the 
formulation of which was coordinated with the Ambassador, provides 
for the use of force as necessary for the protection of U. S. lives 
and property in connection with the evacuation when circumstances so 
dictate. It has not as yet, however, been necessary for him to land 
additional forces, other than the 43 marines at the Embassy, Nanking, 
which were requested by the Ambassador, nor is it anticipated that 
other than small components will be so employed in other localities 
with the exception of Tsingtao, which has been specifically previously 
provided for. 

“Not found in Department files.
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- Tn informal discussions with representatives of the State Depart- 

ment the question arose as to the limitations of Vice Admiral Badger’s 

authority in connection with the use of armed components to provide 

protection indicated by circumstances. I feel confident that you will 

agree that the rapidly changing situation in China necessitates vesting 

in the local commander the necessary authority for accomplishment of 

histask. If, however, the policy of the State Department be otherwise 

then it is essential that Vice Admiral Badger be so apprised. 

It is requested that I be informed at the earliest whether you concur 

in the retention of the specified JUSMAG Army and Air Force 

components at Shanghai; if not, whether you concur in the substi- 

tution of comparable Marine forces. Further, your views are so- 

licited as to the policy to be followed relative to the landing of minor 

Marine forces at other points of evacuation as may be necessary to 

provide for the protection of U. S. nationals and property in 

connection with evacuation. 

Sincerely yours, JoHNn L, SULLIVAN 

893.1115/11-—3048 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghar 

(Cabot) ® 

| WasHINGTON, December 2, 1948—6 p. m. 

9078. Priority questions re “last minute evacuation or repatriation” 

urtel 2580 Nov 30 rptd Nanking 1946 raise basic question continuing 
availability transportation facilities until moment Comm entry which 
Dept not in position answer. Dept fails perceive, however, why as- 
surances or guarantees extended to US business and missionary per- 
sonnel should be any broader than those extended Dept personnel who 
remaining their posts. We cannot, for example, guarantee Caltex 
Tientsin that in event personnel fail take advantage evacuation facili- 
ties presently offered there will be any “last minute” facilities prior 
to Comm takeover. On contrary, as soon as airfield is threatened 
there will be no means of providing additional evacuation facilities 

_ without incurring danger of armed conflict with Comms which is 
not policy of this Govt to promote. Nor can we assure Shanghai 
Power Co. of “full protection”, which would by definition include 
armed intervention, following Comm occupation Shanghai. US 
businessmen and missionaries in China have long recognized that 
there are certain risks incident to their professions not shared by 
persons similar professions in US. Dept does not, however, believe 

ad Repeated to the Ambassador in China as telegram No. 1757. Notation on the 
original: “Cleared with Sec. Marshall.” 

429-525—73—58 "
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present risks in remaining China comparable to those existing 1941. 
Statement reftel that Americans “consider situation not essentially 
different today” without justification from past experience other areas 
China. | Oo a 

Indication reftel that American businessmen consider present and 
possible future US aid program to Nationalist Govt and rumors re 
revival AVG as prejudicing their position vis-4-vis Comms appears in- 
consistent when viewed in light their statement that assurances reten- 
tion US consulates “not sufficient since they feel ConGen personnel 
may have some official immunity”. As ConGen aware, Chi Comm 
anti-American propaganda has been directed against US “imperialis- 
tic” Govt and authorities and not against American people, and in- 
dividual US citizens have for most part recd courteous and correct 

| treatment in Comm territory. Would therefore appear risk sustained 
by US consulate personnel (who lack diplomatic immunity) in re- 
maining considerably greater than private US businessmen and 
missionaries. __ : 

For your info, question of additional aid to Nationalist Govt beyond 
present commitments under China Aid Bill * one for Congressional 
decision as no such authority presently exists. Possibility of revival 
AVG has not been broached to Dept and US Govt support or tacit ap- 

| proval any such scheme extremely unlikely. 
Re Shanghai Power Co., Vice Pres John Kopelman called at Dept 

recently to discuss question evacuation or retention American key per- 
sonnel and was informed in confidence Dept’s thinking along lines 
Deptel 1691, Nov 23 to Nanking rptd Shanghai 2004. Kopelman in- 
formed Dept’s attitude toward possible trade relations between US 
and Comm areas China not yet crystallized, but it was pointed out 
that trade between US and Comm countries in Europe is taking place. 
Kopelman informed Dept in subsequent telephone conversation Bul- 
litt &? had stated in conversation with Hopkins [of] Shanghai Power 
Co. that Comm occupation Shanghai would result in US Govt adopt- 
ing “blackout policy” re trade relations. As indicated above Dept 
has not yet determined policy this regard and no foundation exists for 
Bullitt’s alleged statement. Moreover, Dept has not approached oil 
companies re possibility embargo oil shipments areas occupied by 
Comms as indicated reftel. You are aware from your experience in 
Yugo of conditions under which East-West trade is being conducted. 

Dept also understands British ConGen Shanghai has informed key 
Brit personnel of detailed plans for concentration all Brit subjects | 

* China Aid Act, Title IV, approved April 3, 1948, 62 Stat. 158; for correspond- 
ence on this subject, see pp. 442 ff. | | . 

William C. Bullitt, consultant to U. S. Congressional Joint Committee on 
foreign Economic Cooperation and former Ambassador in the Soviet Union and
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in semi-protected compounds in event mass. rioting for temporary 
period during threat violence. Dept assumes ConGen has prepared 
similar plan and recommends it be made known to key American 
citizens immediately irrespective possibility circulation such info 
might convince few “non-essential” Americans no need to evacuate. 
Pls report urgently. | 
With above considerations in mind, Congen authorized orally as- 

sure key American citizens (by name if desirable) in US business, 
educational and missionary organizations they will be given identical 
consideration with regard to evacuation in extremis or repatriation 
following Comm occupation as Consulate staff in any arrangements 
which may be made. However, it is not expected there will be any 
iast minute evacuation of Consulate staff even though as in Mukden 
rioting and disorders in one form or another are to be anticipated. 
You may also assure them Congen will extend protection all Ameri- 
can nationals remaining Shanghai insofar as possible but that such 
protection may be limited to protection now afforded to US citizens 
(i.e. representation with local authorities) and may not include 
armed intervention. We will seek to avoid in every possible way re- 
sort to armed force for this purpose. If, as you indicate, unrest 
expected during turnover “relatively unimportant consideration”, 
assurances that key US personnel will be accorded same consideration 
re evacuation or repatriation as Congen personnel should have effect 
of reducing apprehensions entertained by essential businessmen and 

missionaries re existence under Comm occupation. | 

oe | | Lovett 

$93.1163/12-848 ns | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by the Director of the Office of Far 
mo ss Bastern Affairs (Butterworth) * , 

a | | [Wasuincron,] December 3, 1948. 

Participants: Dr. Frank Cartwright ] China Committee of . 
a Mr. Rolland Cross the Foreign Missions 
- Dr. John W. Decker | Conference | 
a W. Walton Butterworth, FE 
; - Richard D. Weigle, FE | 
a Fulton Freeman, CA 

Dr. Cartwright, Mr. Cross and Dr. Decker called at their request 
to discuss the policy of this Government with respect to China as it 
affects missionary activity. By way of introduction, Mr. Cross ex- 
plained that the group constituted the China Committee of the Foreign 

_ ® Drafted by the Executive Officer of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Weigle).
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Missions Conference, which represents most of the Protestant mission 
boards. He explained that the China Committee had held a number 
of meetings in New York City with representatives of the major 
mission boards to pool available information on China developments 
and to determine as far as possible a common policy with respect to 
their missionary programs in China. Dr. Cartwright stated that 
the present interview was a result of the desire of this group to obtain 
such first-hand information as the Department might have available 
to guide them in their planning. I, in turn, expressed the Depart- 
ment’s readiness to provide upon a confidential background basis 
information that might prove helpful. 

Dr. Cartwright inquired first about the matter of evacuation policy. 
In reply I outlined the steps which had been taken in issuing the 
various warning orders and went on to explain that the Department 
did not expect that such warnings would be construed as requiring the 
evacuation of individuals with a compelling reason to remain. The 
Government could not advise Americans to abandon their stakes in 
business, education or missionary activity, nor could it advise them 
to remain with possible exposure to physical danger. I further ex- 
plained the plan of the Department to maintain all of its present For- 
eign Service establishments in China even though the tide of civil war 

| should pass over them. Female clerks and dependents of Foreign 
Service personnel were being given the option of transfer and evacua- 
tion respectively, but the decision in each case was being left to the 
individual without pressure being exerted upon him. It would there- 
fore seem that the decision to evacuate or to remain might similarly 
be left to each individual missionary after he had been made fully 
conversant with all the facts in the situation. | 

Mr. Cross asked whether the British were taking parallel action 
with respect to evacuation of their nationals. He intimated that 
reports had been received from some missionaries to the effect that 
British nationals believed this Government was unduly alarmist about 
the situation. Mr. Freeman thereupon produced a copy of the warn- 
ing notice issued to British citizens in North China and invited atten- 
tion to the fact that it predated the American warning by three days. 
I also mentioned the complication introduced into the general situation 
by the presence of the large Joint U. S. Military Advisory Group, a 
quasi-military organization subject to orders and not to voluntary 
action. The fact that dependents of this group had been ordered out 
of China by a certain date had perhaps contributed to the uneasiness 
in Nanking. 

The question was then asked as to the probable treatment of Amer- 
ican nationals remaining after the Communist take-over. In reply 
to this I could make no predictions but described the experiences of
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the personnel in the Consulate General in Mukden. The greatest 

danger to American lives and property probably would arise in any 
interregnum period between the disintegrating civil authority of the 
National Government and the establishing of the succeeding Com- 
munist regime. If the experiences at Mukden could be regarded as a 

reliable precedent, one might envision no very great difficulties during 

this first phase of Communist occupation. The main question would 
arise in the second phase when it would be difficult to predict the suc- 

cess of the Communists in. executing their vast task of consolidation 
and administration and their possible attitude toward Americans, 
both in the field of business and in the area of Christian missionary 
activity. I pointed out that the Communists as a successor govern- 

ment would be charged with the heavy responsibilities that normally 
devolve upon the government of a state as it enters into intercourse 
with other nations. Mr. Weigle suggested in this connection that the 

need of the Communists for certain materials from abroad might 
prove a restraining influence in their treatment of foreigners. 

Dr. Decker then said that he assumed it to be a corollary of Ameri- 
can policy as already described that this Government would not be- 

come involved in a military way in the civil war. I acknowledged 

this to be a cardinal point in this Government’s China policy and 
pointed to the fact that a Republican Congress and a Democratic 
President had approved such a policy in passing the China aid 
provisions in the Economic Cooperation Act. 

This prompted a query as to the amount of military supplies pur- 
chased under the 125 million dollar provision which had actually been 
shipped to China, to which I replied with the latest figure of approxi- 
mately 30 per cent. At this juncture it seemed appropriate to insert 
the advice which the Department has received from China that the 
losses suffered at Tsinan and subsequently have been due to a lack 
of the will to fight on the part of the Nationalist troops, rather than 
any deficiency in equipment and ammunition. 

Dr. Decker asked whether the Communist treatment to be expected 
in North China would be less severe than that in the Yangtze Valley, 
which is the traditional seat of the Nationalist Government. I ad- 
mitted that the people of North China were probably better adjusted 
to a Communist take-over by reason of the fact that the cards had 
been on the table for such a long time that all could see the probable 
course of future events. Shanghai, to my mind, presented the likeliest 
scene of possible trouble in the interim period because it is a large 
metropolis containing questionable and lawless elements, as well as a 
great mass of individuals close to the starvation level. I made it clear 
that the United States would not undertake, alone or in concert with 
other powers, to provide a police force during the interregnum period.
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American naval units stationed at Shanghai have been augmented, 
however, and an attempt would be made to extend appropriate aid to 
American citizens in the event of an emergency. Oo oe 

The question was then asked as to the possibility of obtaining pass- 
ports for various categories of missionaries returning to their stations 
in China or going out under the mission boards for the first time. 
I indicated that the Department was at present scrutinizing each 
request very closely and that a compelling reason would have to be 
shown before favorable action could be taken. Mr. Cross said that 
the boards naturally appreciated the illogic of granting passports to 
prospective travellers to China at the same time major efforts were 
being expended to evacuate personnel from that country. He indi- 
cated, however, that it would be exceedingly desirable to obtain per- 
mission for the return to China of certain key personnel and offered 
to have the Foreign Missions Conference serve as a screening agency 
for passport requests from the various participating boards. I indi- 
cated that this would be extremely helpful to the Department and 
suggested that Mr. Cross write to Mr. Freeman or Mr. Weigle 
furnishing the Department with a list of the member boards. 

In conclusion, Dr. Cartwright asked whether there were any other 
way in which the Foreign Missions Conference could be of service to 
the Department. I responded by acknowledging the helpfulness of 
certain information which had been furnished the Department in the 
past emanating from missionaries in the field and hoped that the 
boards would feel free to forward at any time letters or excerpts from 
reports which the Department might find useful. Mr. Cross promised 
to circularize the mission boards in this connection. _ oe 

124.018/12-348: Telegram tS : an 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

7 - Nanxine, December 38, 1948—6 p. m.. 
re [Received December 4—6 : 57 a..m.] 

2412. I have reconsidered question of use Marines Nanking (Deptel 
| 1742, December 1) and have discussed matter with ranking officers my 

staff. We are unanimous in belief that character of service to be 
rendered by Marine guard and precautions we have taken will afford 
us valuable protection with minimum risk. oo ; 

~ Following considerations have led us to that conclusion: : 

1. Danger we envisage is only from rabble and disorganized and 
retreating soldiers after municipal authority has collapsed and until 
such time as Communists have entered city and assumed control. On 
mature consideration we decided: we could not rely upon Chinese
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police guards or upon electrification of wires around Embassy com- 
pound. We have, however, arranged with the local military police 
to have stationed in our general section of the city a company of mili- 
tary police which has been instructed to prevent rioters and disor- 
ganized soldiers from entering the area. We felt, however, that even 
these military police did not afford adequate assurance of protection. 
We, therefore, turned to the Marine guard idea. : 

2, We are endeavoring concentrate personnel in chancery com- 
pound and in 84-85 Shanghai Road where Ambassador resides. We 
ave stationed Marine guards at strategic points at those compounds. 

These. points were selected with view to impressing upon passing 
puplie that compounds are adequately protected by first rate guards. 

t is our hope that with public knowledge of presence guards looters 
or rioters will go elsewhere where they are less apt to encounter armed 
resistance. Large American flags and notices in both English and 
Chinese have been. affixed to compound gates and there can be no ques- 
tion as to identity property. Even should rioters threaten compounds, 
we are all in agreement they could be dispersed, if necessary, through 
use of tear gas without firing shot. If, however, there are indications 
of organized anti-foreign demonstrations or other reasons to believe 
mere presence of Marines at 84-85 Shanghai Road will be insufficient 
to deter rabble, we plan immediate evacuation persons resident those | 
compounds to chancery compound on Sikong Road where Marine 
platoon is.confident it can afford protection until such time as all per- 
sonnel could be evacuated to APD. Adequate communication facili- 
ties between compounds is being established. 

‘3. Embassy has greater immunity under international law than 
Consulates. We expect Communists upon arrival will, at least in the 
beginning, be correct in their attitude toward Embassy and that, ac- 
cordingly, when we explain purpose of presence Marines and our in- 
tention immediately to reembark them aboard APD when Communists 
have established authority, Communists will not molest Marines or 
seek disarm them. .APD is remaining here to care for remote possi- 
bility that situation may so deteriorate as to require actual emergency 
evacuation all personnel. It will stay out of line of fire and will depart 
with Marines as soon as Communists have taken over city and estab- 
lished authority. | 

In view of above considerations we hope Department will approve 
our plan.®* ST a es 

oe | | - - STUART 

893.48/12-348 :Telegram © - | a | 

Lhe Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| - _ SHANGHAI, December 3, 1948—8 p. m. 
ee a, _. [Received December 3—1 p. m.] 
2637. Question has naturally arisen what assistance in evacuation 

we will give to certain prominent Chinese closely identified with 

"The Acting Secretary of State replied to the Ambassador in China in tele- 
gram No. 1802, December 10, 4 p. m.: “In view urtel 2412 Dec 3 Dept concurs.’” ,
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American activities in Shanghai. Two cases in point are Woo Kya 

Tang, editor of the Shanghai Post, whose trenchant editorials have 

trodden on a good many toes, and Dr. Henry Lin, president of Shang- 

hai University, who is I believe more worried because of his connec- 

tions with British than because of those with Americans. Other 

important cases will certainly arise. | 

I am extremely hesitant to recommend any help in such cases since 

Navy already has its hands full evacuating Americans and has decided 

it cannot help other foreign communities even in emergency. Never- 

theless, both for humanitarian reasons and for our own interests I feel 

that we might come to conclusion that we should do something for 

such cases as those mentioned above. | 
I would appreciate Department’s views on this delicate question. 

Should Department feel any positive assistance desirable, numbers re- 

ceiving it must be severely limited. 
Sent Dept 2637, repeated Nanking 1990. 

CaBor 

893.796/12—448 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHaneuar, December 4, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received December 4—4:25a.m.] 

9643. Civil Air Transport has completed movement all major equip- 

ment Canton. All personnel with exception few top level officers 

moving to Canton next few days. Top level officers such as Chen- 

nault, Willauer, Way will make offices at Hungjao Airport in order 

be close airport in event hasty departure Canton necessary. 

Sent Department, pouched Nanking 1992. 
Casor 

393.1115/12-248 | 

The Director of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs (Butterworth) to 

the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Wooldridge) 

WasHINGTON, December 4, 1948. 

| Drar ApmrraL Woorprice: Since Admiral Badger and General 

Barr should receive immediate instructions, I am authorized thus to 

reply to that part of the letter which the Secretary of the Navy _ 

addressed to the Secretary of State under date of December 2 respect- 

ing the disposition of the U. S. Army Military Police Battalion sta- 

tioned at Shanghai. The other questions raised in Secretary 

Sullivan’s letter will be the subject of a further communication.
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The Department of State is in agreement with the recommendations 

made by General Barr in telegram no. 776 OAGA dated December 2, 

1948, that the 701st MP Battalion be evacuated from China with 

the Joint Military Advisory Group and pending such evacuation, they 

should remain under the command of JUSMAG. 

We note in Admiral Badger’s telegram 300529Z (November) °° that 

Marine units to replace the Military Police Battalion will be quartered 

in the Naval Port Facilities at Shanghai. It is this Departments 

understanding that this step is purely a temporary expedient for the 

purpose of assisting in evacuation of U. S. nationals and protection 

of JUSMAG stores. I am instructed to request information as to 7 

what extraordinary steps are to be taken, in agreement with the De- 

partment of the Army, for the removal of the stores so that with their 

removal in large part and the effective completion of evacuation of 

American nationals, the Marines can be withdrawn from shore and 

put afloat. In the meantime, the Department would appreciate it 

if the Navy Department would communicate with Admiral Badger 

and obtain from him information as to what duties in connection with 

evacuation, under present circumstances, he proposes to assign to 

the Marines and at what places within the city of Shanghai. 

You will have noted that in accordance with instructions from Mr. 

Lovett a copy of Shanghai’s telegram no. 2610 of December 2 was 

sent today to the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of Naval 

Operations; that this telegram indicates that the British Ambassador 

in China is opposed to the landing of British troops in Shanghai to 

preserve law and order. | 

Sincerely yours, W. Watton BuTTERWORTH: 

$93.1115/12-648 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaneuat, December 6, 1948—6 p. m. 

[Received December 6—2: 54 p. m.] 

9665. Deptels 2077 and 2078, December 2. Navy with Consul 

General’s assistance has prepared detailed plan for protection and 

possible emergency evacuation of Americans from Shanghai area. 

Plan calls for 5 stages. 

_ 1. Preliminary. | 
2. Precautionary, after disturbances start. 
3. Concentration. 

»° Not found in Department files. 7 
* Ante, p. 359. 
2 Ante, p. 360. :
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4. Evacuation, = oo — On 
5. Evacuation of military; stages 3 and 4 to be put into effect by 

Senior Naval Officer and Consul General in agreement and if possible 
after consulting Embassy. oo | ) 

Plan calls for Consul General to notify American citizens if and 
when precautionary stage declared; Consul General has prepared al- 
ternate means of notification to function even after utilities not func- 
tioning. Americans would be told to proceed to collection points at 
which they would be processed by Navy teams with Consul General’s 
assistance and taken under armed convoy to protected concentration 
points where they could be fed, quartered and evacuated if this proves 
necessary ; require Armed Forces to be primarily supplied by Navy and 
JUSMAG with possible reinforcements from outside. Forces would, 
of course, be used only to assure safe evacuation of Americans, citizens 
and not either to maintain public order or to protect American prop- 
erty. Intermediate evacuation point probably Fukuoka, Japan. — 

Some 3 months ago we formed a small civilian committee to consult 
with us and aid us in certain essential features of plan. On November 
30, I called together a group of some 50 leaders of American com- 
munity and described to them points in plan which it seemed desirable 
that American community should know, for example: : 

Alternative means of notification by groups, and list of what Ameri- 
cans should bring with them to points of collection. We are keeping 
further points of plan confidential for the present because (1) we do 
not wish to be overwhelmed by stampede of other nationals seeking 
refuge, (2) we do not wish possibly interested groups 'to interfere with 
smooth operations of our plans and (3) see below. be a 

Prospective withdrawal of JUSMAG from Shanghai area is neces- 
sitating drastic revision of plans and Admiral Crawford ® in com- 
mand of evacuation is just returning from conference with Admiral 
Badger. Navy confronted with need of assuring protection of points 
essential to smooth operation of plan has reduced up-town collection 
points to one. I have insisted that Americans must have at least. two 
alternate up-town points at which they can find temporary refuge. 

_ We are now hard at work making necessary revisions in original plan. 
Until this last development we have been steadily well ahead of British 
and other countries in our planning. We hope to establish protected 
routes between American, British and French collection points. Brit- 
ish plan is substantially similar to ours but lacking. adequate armed 
support it has had to depend more upon civilians and has therefore 
received considerable publicity. Consul General has always informed 
American citizens that we, as all posts, have emergency plan but I 

* Rear Adm. George C. Crawford, Commander of Amphibious Group No. 3 and ‘Commander of Task Force 78,
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feel that Department is right in thinking November 30 meeting tended 
to assure American community further. | 

~ Some feeling in American community that it should be entrusted 
with larger share in execution of plan, but Navy believes greater 
degree of civilian participation might result in.confusion. I have 
made it emphatically clear and Navy concurs that plan will not be put 
into operation without my express agreement. 

Sent Department 2665, repeated Nanking 2009. 
a : - Capor 

124.983/12-648: Telegram | : 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

—  Nanine, December 6, 1948—6 p. m. 
| | _— [Received December 7—1: 28 a. m.] 

9485. With evacuation US dependents from Nanking and with 
intention Chinese Government evacuate to places of safety dependents 
its personnel (Embte] 2434, December 6 *), there is increasing pres- 
sure on us from our Chinese staff to assist in evacuation their depend- 
ents. Our loyal Chinese staff gives every indication of remaining 
loyal in any event but they would-be happier and their morale would 
be strengthened if they could have the same assurance we have that 
their families are in places of greater safety than Nanking. Many 
desire to send their families to their native districts where they would 
merge into the community and might expect to be safe until situation 
clarifies. ‘They have been unable to save funds for this. purpose and 
have:appealed to us for transportation at US Government expense. 
Maximum total cost would not exceed $3,000 and might be much less, 
depending on availability transportation those seeking evacuation. — 

| If Department can authorize expenditures not to.exceed that amount 
for. purpose evacuation families Chinese staff, it would undoubtedly 
improve morale alien staff with resulting benefit efficiency Embassy. 
We strongly urge, therefore, that if possible such funds be made avail- 
able to usimmediately.. .° : oo 

- re aR 

'893.00/12-648: Airgram : : | | 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

. Be oo Nangrna, December 6, 1948. 
[Received December 21—8: 53 a. m.] 

A-294, We have following comments to make in connection with 
current discussion of probable treatment to be expected by American 
businessmen who remain in CCP-occupied China: - oo 

“Vol. vil, p. 859.
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To our knowledge, there is in theoretical writings of Mao Tse-tung © 
during at least past year nothing to indicate any desire for foreign 
businessmen, much less American businessmen, to continue their activi- 
ties under forthcoming CCP or CCP-dominated govt. As Commu- 
nists continue to win their victories and to expand their state power, 
there is no reason to expect their attitude to become more cordial. 
Mao’s article of December 25, 1947,°¢ entitled “Present Situation and 
Our Tasks” stated : “Owing to the backwardness of China’s economy, 
it will still be necessary to permit the existence for a long period 
of the capitalist economy represented by the broad petty bourgeoisie 
and the middle bourgeoisie even after the nationwide victory of the 
revolution”. However, when viewed in context, this promise of leni- 
ency toward free enterprise applies only to Chinese entrepreneurs, not 
to foreign businessmen. We know of no analogous quotation promis- 
ing to permit existence of foreign business activity. 

A more positive statement is found in Communist North Shensi 
: broadcast of November 21 which contained a veiled threat to foreign 

business interests. This broadcast, which purported to be the last 
part of an article written for Singapore newspaper by Hu Yu-chih, 
Director of the Chinese Democratic League in Malaya, described eco- 
nomic success achieved in liberated areas and hinted at program of 
autarchy for China in following sentence: “Imperialism has always 
been conducting commodity aggression against semi-colonial China 
but today the Liberated Areas people have defeated this imperialist 
ageression and established a self-sufficient, independent and free na- 
tional economy”. CCP attitude toward foreign enterprise in China 
was reflected in another passage of same broadcast which stated that 
“the Chinese people have also conquered the economic aggression of 
imperialism”. : | : 
From still another viewpoint we are skeptical of future of Ameri- 

can business in China. If Marxian political theory lends itself to 
any predictions it is to those that Marxian state will nationalize 
industry and set up foreign trade monopoly. We have so far heard 
out of Manchuria only. vague reports of a planned economy, but we 
do know that it is developing. In confirmation we cite Dairen’s tel 
Nov. 20 sent Nanking 103, rptd Dept 216 ®” which quoted Dairen news- 
paper as stating that in light of unprecedented accomplishments of 
Soviet industry and. liberation of all Manchuria CCP must achieve 
greater production in Northeast through increased planning along 
Soviet lines, | 

* Chairman of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). 
“For summary, see telegram No. 65, January 9, 6 p. m., from the Ambassador 

in China, vol. vi, p. 28, and memorandum of January 12 by the Chief of the Divi- 
sion of Chinese Affairs, ibid., p. 30. | 

” Not printed. , |
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We do predict that economic life in CCP-controlled China during 
forthcoming period will approximate that of Russia during period of 
Lenin’s New Economic Policy from 1921 to 1927. But we would like 
to point out that even during that period foreign business in Russia 

_ was very badly treated. Developments in Soviet satellite countries 
in Eastern Europe during last 3 years provide additional confirmation 
of fact that American business in Communist countries fares poorly 
even during transition period from free enterprise to Soviet-type 

economy. 
STUART 

393.1115/12-748 | 

The Assistant Chief of Naval Operations (Wooldridge) to the 
_ Director of the Office of Far Kastern Affairs (Butterworth) 

Fo Wasuineton, 7 December 1948. 

My Dear Mr. BurrerwortH: I am in receipt of your letter of 4 
December, wherein it is noted that the Department of State is in agree- 
ment with the recommendations made by General Barr that U. S. 
Army Military Police Battalion be evacuated from China with other 
JUSMAG personnel. It is further noted that the other questions 
raised in the Secretary of the Navy’s letter of 2 December would be the 
subject of future communication from the Department of State. The 
Secretary of the Navy’s inquiries which remain unanswered are: 

a. Whether State concurs in retention of JUSMAG Air Force com- 
ponents at. Shanghai, (this refers to Air Force personnel at 
Kiangwan) ; 

6. Whether State concurs in substitution of comparable Marine 
Forces for the JUSMAG Army and Air Force components at 
Shanghai; 

-¢. State Department views as to the policy to be followed relative to 
the landing of minor Marine Forces that may be necessary to provide 
for the protection of U. S. Nationals and property in connection with 
evacuation. 

With reference to your inquiry concerning the protection and re- 
moval of JUSMAG stores, the Department of the Army, on 2 Decem- 
ber, issued instructions to the Chief of JUSMAG covering the 
disposition of Army and Air Force stores and equipment under the 
custody of that activity. The plan for disposition of the subject stores 
and equipment entails no obligation or responsibility on the part of the 
Navy for either its protection or transportation. 

~ You will appreciate that it is impracticable, at this time, to provide 
even a tentative date as to “the effective completion of evacuation of 
American Nationals.” A cut-off date beyond which the evacuation
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task of the Navy terminates will, because of its significance, require 
governmental decision and is therefore not one to be made by the 
Department of the Navy. | : 

Enclosed herewith is a copy of Admiral Badger’s despatch which 
sets forth in considerable detail his planned action in the Shanghai 
area with respect to the protection and evacuation of U.S. Nationals 
and other specifically designated friendly foreign nationals. 

Sincerely yours, E. T. Woorpripce 
Rear Admiral, U.S. N. 

[Enclosure] 

The Commander of Naval Forces in the Western Pacific (Badger) to 
| the Chief of Naval Operations (Denfeld) 

No. 0507152 | Tsrnerao, | 5 December 1948. 

The evacuation of US and other nationals from China has been pro- 
| ceeding for some months and is virtually completed in North China 

and in the Yangtze Valley with Shanghai now remaining as the only 
important concentration of U. S. Nationals. | 
CTF 78 is assigned the Task of evacuating the Yangtze Valley area 

and the forces present are 1 CL,1 APA, 2 APDS, 2 LSMS, 1 LST, and 
personnel assigned NavPort Fac Shanghai. Emergency Tasks. 
Evacuation US Nationals from Yangtze Valley and Shanghai protec- 
tion within feasible limits against violence all feasible assistance to 
foreign nationals. 

Details of situation. Sufficient warning and adequate means for 
evacuation all US Nationals have resulted in departure of all those 
desiring to leave the Yangtze Valley except Shanghai. Navy afford- 
ing protection against violence and maintaining 1 Platoon Marines and 

- 1 APD for Embassy at Nanking. Amphibious craft assisting in — 
evacuation of material of JUSMAG, Embassy and US Nationals from 
Nanking by frequent trips to Shanghai. At Shanghai are about 2500 
US Nationals representing about one-half normal US population. 
Others evacuated by Army and Navy transports commercial airlines 
and other available means. Capacity of naval ships maintained in 
Shanghai sufficient to embark all remaining US Nationals in event of 
emergency. Amphibious craft maintained as ferries from loading 
points to ships in harbor or lower Yangtze for transporting US or 
foreign nationals in case of emergency. - 
JUSMAG evacuating independently with some assistance from 

Navy. 

CTF 78 has been directed to: 

a. Coordinate with AmConGen Shanghai in the revision and sim- 
plification of approved evacuation plans to meet essential requirements
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emphasizing the importance of initiating action prior to outbreak of 
widespread violence. 

6. Advise US Agencies Shanghai including ECA, ESD and U. S. 
Consulate to amalgamate activities for increased security of records 
and activities and provide aid as necessary in the Glenline Building 
and. Naval annex for that purpose. Both these properties on water- 
front. | 

c. Augment the Security of the Glenline Building and Naval annex 
from forces available in ships present as situation requires. 

2. Companies of Marines with appropriate supporting units now 
ready in Bayfield for movement from Tsingtao to Shanghai to carry 
out Shanghai evacuation plan approved previously by Embassy. Now 
awaiting release as directed your 032148Z.°* After arrival Shanghai 
will billet aboard Bayfield until emergency warrants employment 
ashore. 
Commanding General JUSMAG has been advised that all commit- 

ments of JUSMAG (except those activities essential to continued use 
Kiangwan Airfield by US aircraft) in connection with evacuation 
civilians in China may be discontinued on 10 December at his discre- 
tion by notifying CTF 78 and ComNavWesPac. CTF 78 has already 
been directed to cooperate all possible in the evacuation of JUSMAG 
personnel and material. 

Consider job well in hand. 

125.0093/12-—-848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine6, December 8, 1948. 
[ Received December 8—6: 30 a. m. | 

2450. Marine plane with last group Nanking dependents departed 
today at 0730. 

Sent Manila 54, repeated Department 2450. 

| STUART 

$93.1115/12-848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

NanxKING, December 8, 1948—2 a.m. [p. m.? | 
[ Received 4: 23 a. m. | : 

2452. ['To Shanghai:] ComNavWesPac informs us that he is di- . 
recting Admiral Crawford coordinate with you on revision approved 
Shanghai evacuation plans “to meet essential requirements empha- 
sizing importance initiating action prior outbreak widespread action”. 

* Not found in Department files.
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In participating in conference for revision this plan you should be 
guided by fact that Ambassador or his designated representative has 
sole authority to determine when situation requires implementation 

of plan including evacuation and protective features and that Navy 
or other agencies concerned with carrying out plan should not initiate 
action without prior instructions from Ambassador or his representa- _ 
tive. In Shanghai area you are Ambassador’s “designated repre- _ 

sentative”. | 
Sent Shanghai 1231, repeated Department. — 
| STuarT 

393.1115/12-848 : Telegram | : 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaneHAI, December 8, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received December 8—8:13 a. m.] 

2701. ConGentel 2665, December 6, 6 p. m., repeated Nanking 2009. 
Discussions with Admiral Crawford re revision of emergency evacua- 
tion plan have shown that his ideas differ considerably from those of 
Admiral Entwhistle *® who was in comand until December 1. I am 
continuing to insist on adequate protection for two uptown collection 

points in area where most Americans live but Admiral Crawford is 
reluctant to spread his available forces to protect these points. We 
plan to present this question to Admiral Badger who is due here in next 
few days. Draft of revised plan to be ready December 10; present 
plan can be implemented till about December 20. 

Admiral Crawford wishes to have transport Bayfield come to Shang- 
hai in immediate future with two companies of Marines in order that 
these Marines who are responsible for operation of plan is [to be] put 
into effect may familiarize themselves with local layout. He is most 
reluctant to reduce number coming by sending only those Marines who 
must be familiar with convoy routes, etc., and leaving behind those who 
would defend concentration points on waterfront where little know]- 

| edge of locale is necessary for efficient operations. I have acquiesced 
in this decision subject to possible reversal by Embassy and Depart- 
ment since I feel that we must accept Navy’s decisions re military 
necessities. I am somewhat apprehensive that arrival of any Marines 
may start up further rumors which might be used as a propaganda 
weapon by wishful thinkers and elements unfriendly to us including | 
perhaps disgruntled Nationalists. Admiral Crawford has agreed, 
however, that he will limit the number of Marines ashore at any one 
time outside of Navy annex to not more than 100. We trust this will 

” Rear Adm. Frederick I. Entwistle. |
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prevent a recrudescence of recent rumors and not lead to any serious 
unfavorable repercussions. | 

Sent Department 2701, repeated Nanking 2022. | 
| ~ Casnor 

393.1115/12-848 : Telegram | | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, December 8, 1948—6 p. m. 
[Received December 8—8:15 a. m.] 

2708. [To Nanking :] Embtel 1281 [1237,] December 8.1. Navy has 
never shown slightest disposition to claim that emergency evacuation 
plan should be put into effect without my full agreement and I am 
sure that Admiral Crawford will raise no trouble in this respect in re- 
vision of plan. Ishall, of course, endeavor to get Ambassador’s agree- 
ment before declaring situation requires implementation of plan. 
Nevertheless, I appreciate designated authority Embassy gives me 
since time may be of the essence and moreover way events are now 
shaping up suggests that I may be altogether cut off from Embassy if 
and when crisis arises here. 

All difficulties which have arisen so far in preparing original plan 
and in discussing its revision have been due to fact that conflicts have 
inevitably arisen between military necessities which Navy had en- 
visaged and political and civilian necessities upon which I have felt 
compelled to insist. There is every disposition on each side to view 
other’s viewpoint sympathetically and I am confident that we can work 
out our problems. 

My principal concern is to have a new plan ready for implementa- 
tion at earliest possible moment in order that we may have no embar- 
rassing gap between time we are no longer able to implement old plan 
and time we have effective new one ready. 

Sent Nanking 2023 repeated Department 2703. 
CaBorT 

124.933/12-648 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| WasHineton, December 8, 1948—6 p. m. 

1787. Dept appreciates morale problem affecting Chinese staff result- 
ing evacuation dependents American personnel. (Your 2435 Dec 6) 
Refer our 1593 Nov 10. First para states policy on evacuation aliens. 
While wishes Chinese staff evacuate their families understandable 

* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 2452, p. 921. 

429-525—73——59
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Dept does not believe desirable authorize such evacuation except “in 
extreme cases where principal officer believes safety or lives would be 
jeopardized under communistic occupation and change locus would 
lessen danger.” oe 

Other considerations contained first para Tel 1593 still believed 
controlling in decision not evacuate either Chinese employees or their 
families except in extreme cases. | 

| —  Loverr 

393.1115/12-848 : Telegram 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
(Cabot) | . 

| Wasuineron, December 8, 1948—7 p. m. 

2144. Transocean airlines’ representative seeking Dept’s assistance 
obtain operating concessions on grounds heavy backlog US citizens 
Shanghai desiring evacuate. Dept’s understanding is that adequate 
transportation provided meet any condition emergency. Pls advise 
urgently if in your opinion backlog US citizens Shanghai requires 
transportation facilities beyond those now provided. Tokyo and Ma- 
nila requested provide similar info re US evacuees from China. — 

a a Loverr 

393.1115/12-948 : Telegram | | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxkine, December 9, 1948. 
| a [Received December 9—8 : 23 a. m.] 
2469. [To Shanghai:] Evacuation policy as agreed upon by De- 

partment, Embassy, and Naval authorities has been that foreign na- 
tionals would be accorded facilities on space available basis. In- 
quiries from foreign diplomatic representatives have been uniformly 
answered in this sense and this policy has been followed in evacuations 
by US facilities from North China and interior points. However, 
urtel 1990, December 38, sent Department 2637, states Navy “has de- 
cided it cannot help other foreign communities even in emergency.” 
We would like to know basis this statement. - 

In your discussions with Navy of revised evacuation plan for Shang- 
hai (see Embtel 1231, December 82), consider carefully number for- 
eign nationals involved and to what extent, if any, they could be 
included in emergency evacuation. One essential element to consider 
is destination evacuation ships, whether other point in China or non- 

* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 2452, p. 921. 0 : |
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Chinese territory. Ifthe latter, Navy could presumably only evacuate 
those aliens properly documented for entry such territory, a very small 
proportion total aliens desiring emergency evacuation. If it should 
prove, by reason of limited facilities or non-Chinese destination of 
ships, that in emergency only small fraction total aliens could be 
evacuated, Embassy and Department would be compelled reconsider 
statement made to foreign missions that their nationals would be 
evacuated on space available basis. This statement alone without 
frank and positive qualification that facilities extremely limited may 
encourage foreign nationals to stay on in illusory hope that when worst 
comes to worst Americans will take care of them. 

Sent Shanghai, repeated Department 2469, Tsingtao for ComNav- 
WesPac. 

| Sruarr 

393.1115/12-948 

Lhe Secretary of the Navy (Sullivan) to the Secretary of State 

WASHINGTON, 9 December 1948. 
My Dear Mr. Secretary: Referring to my letter of 2 December 

requesting State Department’s comments on certain questions with 
relation to China, it is requested that your answer cover the matters 
raised in Vice Admiral Badger’s despatch No. 080145Z, copy of which 
has been furnished you previously. 

Particular attention is invited to Admiral Badger’s assumption 
that his objective in providing protection to United States Nationals 
is “to safeguard U. S. Nationals and their properties in China to the 
limit of feasibility during any temporary loss of government control 
and police protection.” _ | 

Sincerely yours, Joun L. Suttivan 

811.8393/12-948 : Telegram 

Lhe Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

Tientsin, December 9, 1948—3 p. m. 
| [Received December 10—5 : 54 a. m.] 

422. Mayor Tu Chieh-shih called on me yesterday afternoon and 
referring to press reports (since proved [to] be accurate) of landing 
of US Marines in Shanghai, said that he hoped a detachment of 800 
or 1000 Marines could be landed at Tientsin. He said that it most 
important to keep up morale troops and he expressed opinion that 

* Not found in Department files.
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present small detachment US Marines in Tientsin would have a 
very beneficial effect on morale troops North China. I listened to 
what mayor had to say but made no comment. : | 

Sent Nanking 663 [6647], repeated Department 422. | | 
|  Smytu 

893.00/12-1048 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaneual, December 10, 1948—1 p. m. 
| [Received December 10—2: 38 a. m. | 

9724, British Consul in speech Rotary Club played down possi- 
bility of disorders and consequent need for evacuation of Shanghai. 
He rather strongly intimated that all Britishers, except perhaps young 
children, should stay. | | 

Sent Nanking 2043 ; repeated Department 2724. 
7 a CaBorT 

| 893.00/12-1048 : Telegram - 
The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxine, December 10, 1948—1 p. m: 
| | [Received December 11—7: 31 a. m.] 

: 9485. Reference Shanghai’s 2637, December 3, 8 p. m., to Depart- 
ment. Embassy fully shares Consulate General Shanghai’s reluctance 
to recommend any assistance in evacuation of prominent Chinese pub- 
lic figures or Chinese who have been closely associated with Americans 
and whose lives would be jeopardized by a Communist take over. This 
problem seems to us closely related with the question of political asylum 
though there are certain obvious differences. In a sense, evacuation of 
Chinese could be construed as unwarranted interference in the internal 
affairs of China. Certainly no such evacuation should be based en- 
tirely on political considerations. On the other hand, we incline to 
believe that certain other factors might well suggest the kind of assist- 
ance Shanghai proposes. 

In the case of Chinese who have closely and loyally identified them- 
selves with American activities, we believe a case could be made that 
we have certain moral responsibility, particularly if it can be demon- 
strated that Jeopardy to these individuals arises in any considerable 
measure from their American connections. There is nothing in cur- 
rent Communist attitudes to suggest that identification with US could _ 
possibly be anything but a liability to those under Communist 
domination. |
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Case of prominent political figures is more difficult. Here we refer 
to individuals such as K. C. Wu,* Wong Wen-hao,® Wang Shih-chieh,® 
and O. K. Yui.’ Men of this calibre have held themselves aloof from 
unsavory aspects of Chinese politics, have unquestioningly and unself- 
ishly devoted their lives to welfare of their country and have demon- 
strated beyond all doubt their genuine devotion to human principles 
for which US stands. There is no reason to believe that they would 
be given anything but short shrift under Communists or that they 
could make any real contribution to their country if they remained 
behind the iron curtain. : 
We believe, therefore, that on humanitarian grounds, and for the 

larger benefit of civilization, we would be justified in a final crisis and 
at their request in evacuating to places of safety in China those Chinese 
responding to above description. : 

Sent Department 2485, repeated Shanghai 1251. 
oe | a : | Sruarr 

893.00/12-1048 : Telegram 7 | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

: an SHaneual, December 10, 1948—2 p. m. 
| oo [Received December 10—9 a. m. | 

2727. Based on several ideas expressed to me, following possible 
course of action recommends itself to me as means for increasing chance 
of a peaceful turnover of power in Shanghai: 

1. Police and firemen forces, 16,000 and 700 respectively, to be as- 
sured that if they maintain order during a turnover, they will be given 
a bonus of rice and of silver dollars (perhaps 50 to 100 pounds of rice 
and 10 silver dollars per man). | | 

(a). ECA to furnish rice free or at nominal cost. 
(6). Foreign business communities to furnish cash, perhaps to 

be matched by contribution by Chinese business community. 
Funds should be separate or wholly administered by foreigners in 
order to assure that foreign pledges are fulfilled and bonuses actu- 
ally reach individual police and firemen. 

2. I have discussed this proposal informally and confidentially with 
Lapham,® Admiral Badger, British Consul General and presidents 
American and British Chambers of Commerce. All are favorably 
disposed and Lapham has agreed in principle to provide rice. 

3. [believe scheme should include following: 

(a). Undertaking that police would neither resist nor assist 
| Communists’ entry into Shanghai. 

‘Mayor of Shanghai. 
° President of the Chinese Executive Yuan. | 
°Chinese Minister for Foreign Affairs. 
"Governor of the Central Bank of China. | 

fet oee D. Lapham, Chief, China Mission of the Economie Cooperation Admin-
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~ (6). Undertaking that Nationalist soldiers would not resist 
within perimeter of Shanghai. _ | | 

___(e). Undertaking from Communists that they will permit 
_ Nationalist municipal authorities to leave unmolested with a rea- 

| sonable interval after turnover and that no reprisal will be taken 
| against police force as a group. Facilities for departure to be 

provided by foreign authorities if desired. — 
(d@). Undertaking on both sides that there would be no sabo- 

tage, destruction or removal (except of personal effects) of civil- 
ian goods and property. | 

4. Since some understanding with Communists would be highly de- 
sirable if not necessary, I suggest this might be undertaken in Hong 
Kong. Perhaps British would be in better position than we to under- 
take this. - 

I urgently request instructions from Department whether I may 
explore scheme further and at proper moment discuss it with Mayor 
Wu. Many details would, of course, have to be worked out and diffi- 
culties may prove insuperable. Nevertheless, the scheme does seem 
attractive considering its relatively small cost compared to the stakes 
involved. Head of American Chamber of Commerce is discussing it, 
not mentioning me, with two or three trusted Chinese friends in order 
to get their assessment of probable reaction of police and firemen. 

‘We would not, for example, wish it to become a precedent for repeated 
blackmail but since scheme presupposes a turnover, we feel this danger 
is unlikely. | oe | | Oo 

Sent Department 2727, repeated Nanking 2046. | oak ° | Canor 

893.00/12-1048 ; Telegram | 
The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

| Tientsrn, December 10, 1948—4 p. m. 
| [Received December 10—5: 30 a. m.] 

426. ReEmbtel 226, November 30, repeated Department 2360. Sub- 

stance Embtel conveyed to American businessmen concerned including 
Hodes, President Tientsin American Chamber Commerce. 

With regard question possible increased military aid to National 
| Government, Hodes commented that American businessmen in Tien- 

tsin are strongly opposed to extension of further American military 
aid to National Government. 

Hodes said feeling of American businessmen here may be stated as 
follows: Previous US aid programs to Generalissimo’s government 
here have been misused and in particular much American military 
aid, because of Government military incompetence and low troop 
morale, has fallen into Communist hands. There is no reason to
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believe future military aid would be used any more effectively. Gen- 
eralissimo’s Government has lost confidence of Chinese people and 
continued military aid to Generalissimo’s Government will arouse in- 
creasing resentment among non-Communist Chinese. Chinese faith 
in Generalissimo’s Government has been destroyed by Government’s 
military, political and economic incompetence and corruption. 

With regard to Tientsin Chamber Commerce recommendation, con- 
tained in its memorandum of July 12 addressed to Mr. Laphan, that 
American military aid be given Fu Tso-yi in North China, Hodes said 
American businessmen now feel that, in view of Government debacle 
in Manchuria and Government defeats elsewhere, it is too late for 
such aid to be effective. (Copy of memo enclosed with ConGen’s 
secret despatch No. 72 of July 13, copy sent Department).° 

Sent Nanking 666, repeated Department 426. 
a SmyTu 

898.1115/12-1048 - ) | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of the Navy 
| , (Sullivan)? - 

a - - Wasuineron, December 10, 1948. 

_ My Dear Mr. Secrerary: Reference is made to your letter, dated 
December 2, 1948 to Secretary Marshall. in which are set forth certain | 
proposals by Vice Admiral Badger, Commander-in-chief of the U. S. 
Naval Forces in the Western. Pacific relating to the limitations on his 
authority in connection with the use of armed components to provide 
protection for American citizens and property and. concerning the | 
use of U. S. Marine units to assume partial control and operation of 
the Kiangwan airfieldat Shanghai. sy 

- Certain of the questions raised in your letter have been dealt with 
in a letter, under date of December 4, 1948 from Mr. W. Walton 
Butterworth, Director for Far Eastern Affairs, to Rear Admiral E. T. 
Wooldridge, Assistant Chief of Naval Operations. In this connec- 
tion, it was the intent of the Department in this letter to indicate its 
concurrence with the proposal that comparable U. S. Marine Forces 
would be substituted for the JUSMAG Military Police Battalion 
scheduled to be withdrawn from China with the Joint U. S. Military 
Advisory Group. | | 

These proposals raise the larger problem of United States policy 
toward China and the question of possible American involvement in the 

° Not found in Department files. 
Marginal notation by the Chief of the Division of Chinese Affairs (Sprouse) : 

“This letter has been cleared by Mr. Lovett with the President and the 
. N{[ational] S[ecurity] C[ouncil], 12-10-48.”
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Chinese civil war. It has been the consistent policy of this country 
that the United States must not become involved in the Chinese civil 

| war and that the United States will not intervene militarily in China. 
Under present conditions the problems confronting the United States 
become largely political and not military problems and our actions 
must be guided by the larger policy considerations rather than by local 
military considerations. It is not believed desirable, therefore, that 
the decision with respect to the utilization of U. S. armed forces for 
the protection of U. S. lives and property in China should be left to 
Vice Admiral Badger or to local commanders under his control ex- 
cept in the most urgent circumstances involving serious danger to 
American lives from mob action when time and circumstances would 
not permit communication with the United States Ambassador or with 
the ranking U. S. consular officer on the spot. This principle is set 
forth in Section 3, 7, of Annex C of ComNavWesPac Operation Plan 
No. 108 of April 10,1948. 

This Department envisages the employment of U. S. armed forces 
solely for the protection of U. S. lives and perhaps certain U. S. Gov- 
ernment property, during the interregnum between the collapse of the 
National Government’s authority in any given locality and the estab- 
lishment of control by a successor regime. It is not contemplated or 
desired that U. S. forces assume responsibility for the maintenance of 
law and order in any Chinese city except in small areas being used for 
the concentration of U. S. citizens in connection with their evacuation 
to points of safety and then only as an emergency measure. It is not 
contemplated or desired that U.S. armed forces landed at any Chinese 
city should remain ashore beyond that interregnum when they would 
provide protection for U. S. lives, and perhaps certain U. S. Govern- 
ment property, and such forces should be withdrawn at the earliest pos- 
sible moment consistent with the safety of U. S. citizens, if possible 
prior to the entry of Communist forces into the city in order to mini- 
mize the possibility of conflict with such Communist forces. | 

In this connection, it should be noted that the British Ambassador 2? 
has opposed the landing of British troops to preserve law and order at 
Shanghai or the administration of Shanghai by a foreign committee. 
The Department has likewise informed the Consul General at Shang- 
hai that it does not approve a suggested plan for the mobilization of 
an international police force at Shanghai which would include U. S. 
armed forces. It has pointed out that such action would involve the 
related problems of food supplies, and, in large degree, of the whole 
machinery for administration of the city, both certain to be intensified 
by the influx of Chinese refugees into any area under foreign police 

~ Not printed. | 
* Sir Ralph Stevenson. |
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control. The possibility of incidents created by the Chinese Com- 

munists or by elements of the National Government desiring to embroil 

U.S. forces with the Communists cannot be overlooked. 

The proposal to utilize U. S. Marine units for joint operation, with 

the Chinese Air Force, of the Kiangwan airfield at Shanghai in con- 

nection with evacuation and protection plans appears to entail very 

serious danger of conflict with Communist forces. This airfield is a 

Chinese Government military airfield and, in the event of hostilities 

spreading to the Shanghai area, would be a logical target for Com- 

munist attack, either by direct assault or by infiltration tactics. It is 

believed, therefore, that U. S. Marine units should not be stationed at 

the Kiangwan airfield and that no U. S. armed services personnel 

should engage in joint operation of this airfield after the withdrawal 

of the JUSMAG Air Force personnel. If it is considered necessary — 

to have the continued use of an airfield in the Shanghai area in con- 
nection with evacuation plans subsequent to the withdrawal of the 

- JUSMAG Air Force personnel, this Department believes that arrange- 

ments should be made with the Chinese Government for landing priv- 

ileges at the Lunghua civil airfield and that use of these facilities 

should be discontinued at any time that Shanghai and its environs 

come under threat of Communist attack. In this connection, it should 

be noted that under similar circumstances of civil war and disturbances 

in China in previous years, the evacuation of U. S. citizens has always 
been carried out by ship without resort to the use of aircraft and that 

the U. S. Navy now has at Shanghai sufficient shipping for emergency 

embarkation of the entire American community. 
~ Sincerely yours, : - Rosert A. Loverr 

893.00/12-1048: Telegram tt , : 7 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
- | (Cabot) | | 

| | - | WASHINGTON, December 11, 1948—3 p. m. 

2161. Scheme outlined urtel 2727 Dec 10 rptd Nanking 2046 for 
peaceful turnover Shanghai appears offer great advantages, but Dept 
somewhat concerned over method implementation and character “un- 
dertakings” recommended. Following Dept’s preliminary views cor- 
responding numbered paras reftel : 

1 and 2. Dept concurs provided ECA in position furnish rice. 
8 (a). This undertaking would appear essential for success plan. 
3 (6). It would appear likely that Nationalist forces will offer little 

if any resistance within Shanghai perimeter and danger likely come 
from disorganized looting and rioting rather than organized resistance 
Nationalist forces. =
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3 (c). There would, of course, be no means assurance undertakings 
given by Comm agents Shanghai or. Hong Kong would be respected. 
(Juestion arranging unmolested departure municipal authorities after 
turnover raises: problem: what destination not under Comm control 
might be accessible. US Govt must not be put in position guaran- 
teeing such departure. 7 | 
.8 (d) See3 (c) above. While police might be requested accept such 
undertaking, removal Govt goods and property will undoubtedly con- 
tinue until last minute. On other hand, Dept perceives no reason ex-_ 
pect similar undertaking by Comms would be necessary, as certainly in 
their interest prevent insofar as possible any sabotage, destruction or 
removal. | | | 

Dept of opinion that, while plan has merit, US Govt participation 
should be limited to furnishing rice by ECA and that planning and 
implementation should be responsibility those foreign and Chinese 
groups who in own interests would presumably be prepared raise 
funds, approach Mayor Wu and arrange details. There would be no 
objection your suggesting matter to civilian groups, such as Chambers 
Commerce, Rotary Club etc, but you should remain in background giv- 
ing personal and unofficial advice in your discretion and as deemed 
appropriate. | | 

Keep Dept advised progress such planning. . | , 
: — Loverr 

811.3393/12-1348 : Telegram | | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHaneunat, December 13, 1948—4 p. m. 
[Received December 18—7 : 42 a. m.] 

2749. Reaction to Admiral Badger’s speech appears mixed. It has 
been generally welcomed in Shanghai pro-Govt circles. Local market 
reacted favorably and general impression is that confidence has been 
increased. Both Mayor Wu and Wong Wen-hao have expressed them- 
selves favorably regarding it tome. 

All foreigners expect to benefit from possible Marine protection 
since, as the Shanghai Evening Post asserts, “in case of big trouble, the 
Navy can be depended on to endeavor to look after more than just our 
American community”. British interests especially appreciate what 
is described as a change in American policy from evacuation to protec- 
tion of Americans. . , 

Other indications less favorable. Marshal Li Chi-sen™ has de- 
nounced our intentions to send Marines to Shanghai and obviously 
thinks we are going further than Admiral Badger indicated. Soviet 
colleague in talk with me made every effort to find out what was behind 

* Chairman of the Kuomintang Revolutionary Committee, Hong Kong.
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our move and was obviously convinced we had ulterior purpose. He 
and French colleague seem somewhat of same opinion. Fear it is even 
conceivable that Russians may now decide to land own forces. 
While the encouragement given to essential Americans to remain 

here is desirable, that unavoidably given at the same time to non- 
essential Americans is unfortunate development, inasmuch as an esti- 
mated 1000 of the latter group are still in Shanghai and as the Shang- 
hai Evening Post observes, “there is a danger that some non-essential 
people in Shanghai may be so reassured as to think their projected 
trips aren’t necessary”. : 

The statement, in stimulating local morale, has also aroused in Chi- 
nese as well as foreign quarters unwarranted expectations, the later 
inevitable disappointment of which would probably have unfortunate | 
consequence. ‘Temporary nature of any Marine landings is not gen- 
erally appreciated and it is reported that those interested in the pro- 
longation of the Marines’ stay might provoke incidents towards that 
end. | 

a Cazor 

393.1115/12-1348 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaneHAI, December 13, 1948—5 p. m. 
| [ Received December 13—8 : 36 a. m. | 

2750. Afternoon December 11, I attended conference on flagship __ 
Admiral Crawford at which he presented proposed revised plan for 

_ protection and evacuation if necessary of American Nationals. Revi- 
sion made necessary by impending withdrawal JUSMAG. Revised 
plan approved as to Shanghai by me and will go into effect upon 
withdrawal JUSMAG. 

New plan is less elaborate than former one and calls for use of one 
battalion Marines replacing JUSMAG forces; these Marines to be 
ship based. Precautions will be taken to avoid Marine embroilment 
in fighting. 

Only 4 collection points established as follows: American school, 
Navy officer mess, New Development Building and Glenline Build- 
ing. Emergency consular headquarters can be established in Glenline 
Building. Principal embarkation point is Naval Annex which is only 
such point to be defended. Three secondary embarkation points 
designated. American evacuees will be concentrated in ships until 
returned ashore or transferred to evacuation ships. Those alien rela- 
tives of American citizens and key alien employees of established 
American organizations placed in second preference category. Navy 
will provide immediate transportation from collection points to em-
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barkation points and will assist officers of Consulate General in proc- 
essing arrivals for eligibility at collection and embarkation points. © 

Light Marine guards to be provided during emergency for American 
utility and petroleum installations important to success of plan. Con- 
sulate General, as Ambassador’s designated Shanghai representative, 
will have local authority in concert with Commander Task Force 78 
to declare state of emergency. Consul General also will have sole 
power to designate alien nationals entitled to preferential status. 
Foreign nationals may be concentrated at Naval Annex rather than 
on board ships in discretion commanding officer. Facilities will be 
established in Naval Annex adequate to billet and feed 3500 evacuees. 
Commander Task Force 78 will establish headquarters Shanghai and 
will command operations. Commander naval port facilities Shanghai 
will be responsible for logistic support Task Force 78 elements ashore 
and evacuees, a - ot 

Navy has agreed to organization of American community to insure 
immediate and complete dissemination of notice of emergency state 
and mutual assistance in reaching collection points. Location of these 
points will be revealed to American citizens with request that informa- 
tion not be disclosed to anyone outside of American community. Con- 
sulate General is working on restricted circular notice to American 
community and will convene civilian committee this afternoon to 

| advise on civilian participation and alien priority list. 
Sent Department 2750, repeated Nanking 2063. 

840.48 Refugees/12-1848: Telegram: Oo ne 7 | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SuHAaneuHal, December 13, 1948—midnight. 
| | | [Received December 14—1: 57 p. m.] 

2755. ReEmbtel 1231, December 9," evacuation foreign nationals. 
Statement mytel 1990 15 that Navy may be unable help other foreign 
communities even in emergency based on statement ComNav port facil- 
ities Shanghai December 1 who was unwilling assume any particular 
obligation to foreign nationals in view then existing uncertainty as to 
amount tonnage which would be available to him for evacuation pur- _ 
poses. In light Admiral Badger’s recent statements and stationing of 
Commander Task Force 78 at Shanghai under revised plan with as- _ 
surances of augmented space for evacuation purposes, outlook for alien 
nationals who may be entirely dependent on US facilities in emergency 

“* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 2469, p. 924. — 
* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 2637, December 3, 8 p. m., p. 918.
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somewhat brighter. However, no specific obligation is being assumed 
to any aliens other than closely related dependents of American citi- 
zens and specified key alien employees of a few American organiza- 
tions. Consulate General and Navy will make it clear that assistance, 
if any, which may be granted to other aliens must be on “means avail- 
able, space available” basis. It is expected that this qualification, plus 
severe limitations on granting of priority status of aliens, will discour- 
age foreign nationals from entertaining unwarranted hopes of US 
Naval assistance. oo 
Navy has indicated no special concern over documentation of aliens 

with valid visas since presumption is that evacuation if to point out- 
side Chinese territory would be to temporary safe haven under US 
military occupation when commanding officer could waive visa 
requirement. 

Sent Nanking 2066, repeated Department 2755, Tsingtao 174. 
| 7 CaxBor 

893.00/12-1548 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

Prre1ne, December 15, 1948. 
, [Received December 15—5 : 09 a. m. ] 

541. Despite efforts BFGAT [of CA7?] and CNAC bring planes 
into Peiping yesterday they were unsuccessful in efforts obtain clear- 
ance local military authorities. American charter plane St. Paul - 
landed today to embark certain prospective evacuees. Understand 
Chinese Civil Airlines have also scheduled two flights Peiping today. 
Local military forces still hold both fields and south field evidently 
currently useable. However, reference particularly CA [#CA?] 
telegram Prxrca 140485, December 14 ** to Chief of Mission Shang- 
hai, no flights American planes Peiping should be undertaken without 
prior checking with this office. 

No Peiping—Tientsin trains ran yesterday and railway authorities 
state same position prevails today. ‘Today’s press reports that rail- 
way was damaged yesterday by Communist action between Wan- 
chuang and Anting. 

Sent Nanking as 799; repeated Department, Shanghai 532, Tsing- 
tao, Tientsin. | 

| CLUBB 

| ° Not found in Department files.
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393.1115/12-13848 : Telegram . ee 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
| (Cabot) | | | 

WasuinetTon, December 15, 1948—6 p. m. 

2191. Assume you have recd from Adm Badger copy Navy message 
quoting Dept letter Dec 10 to Sec Navy stating US armed forces China 
should be employed solely for protection US lives and certain Govt 
property. This letter approved by President and NSC.” 

In view urtel 2750 Dec 138 stating Marine guards to be provided 
during emergency for US utility and petroleum installations Dept 
desires clarification installations to be afforded such protection. If 
installations consist only main Shanghai Power Co plant on Whang- 
poo below Bund and US oil company installations on water front easy 
of access to U'S Naval craft, Dept perceives no objection stationing US 
Marine units as guards with understanding such guards to be provided 
only during emergency and to be withdrawn immediately after inter- — 
regnum between breakdown present local govt and establishment 
successor regime. Pls confirm. | 

| Navy Dept concurs use Marine units as described above. 
Dept leaves your discretion question discussing now with appro- 

priate Chi authorities taking such action or effecting other arange- 
ments when and if you deem use Marine guards necessary. 

For your info former Amb Gauss ?* states that from his experience 
US armed forces during times disturbances in past have guarded 
Shanghai Power Co main installation but have not furnished protec- 
tion other private US property, except Stan-Vac installation which 
was source oil for US Navy. | 

Pls furnish Adm Badger and Adm Crawford copy of this message. 
| | Loverr 

125.7146/12-1448 : Telegram 

The Acting Secrevary of State to the Consul General at Peiping 
| . (Clubb) : 

| Wasuineron, December 15, 1948—7 p. m. 
262. Urtel 538, Dec 14,19 rptd Nanking 795, Shanghai 528. While 

Dept appreciates desirability American correspondents having access | 
to communication facilities during turnover and after Comm oc- 
cupation, believes use ConGen radio by correspondents unwise for 

“National Security Council. 
** Clarence B. Gauss, in consular service China, 1907-89; Minister to Australia, 

1940-41 ; Ambassador to China, 1941-44. 
* Not printed.
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following reasons: (1) if Comms insist on censorship news stories, 
use ConGen radio would place US Govt in position tolerating or tacitly 
accepting censorship which we have consistently opposed; (2) if news 
stories are “of nature which might compromise station in eyes Comms” 
and ConGen therefore refuses to send or insists on deletions, would in 

effect place ConGen in role of censor; (3) possibility of Comms sta- 
tioning observer in ConGen radio room as suggested highly undesir- 
able prospect. 
Would appear probable that if Comms would agree permit US cor- 

respondents send stories via ConGen radio, they would also permit 
correspondents use Chinese public or private facilities which under- 
stood to be numerous in Peiping. ConGen could then inform Shang- 
hai and Nanking of frequencies and times and news agencies could 
arrange monitor direct and transmit US via commercial facilities. 
Dept no objection your approaching Comms this regard in behalf 
correspondents pointing out desirability of continuing news flow from 
areas occupied by Comms reported by reputable American news- 
papermen. | Co en 

Judging from reports of ConGen and Emb, would appear that inter- 
regnum if any will be brief. If, however, there is protracted delay 
subsequent breakdown Nationalist authority with resulting absence 
commercial radio facilities and prior establishment succeeding regime, 
Dept would perceive no objection ConGen sending strictly limited 
number news stories for correspondents pending end interregnum. 

ConGen should not, however, exercise any form censorship. On estab- 
lishment local authority by Comms, ConGen should restrict use radio 
to regular official traffic only with possible exception occasional mes- 

sages of urgent or important character for foreign consulates if no 

other facilities available. 

811.38398/12—1648 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart)* 

| Wasuineton, December 16, 1948—noon. 

1831. Following NSC decisions Dec 10 re use US armed forces in 
connection with evacuation US citizens China: | 

(a) US armed forces China should be utilized for protection lives 
and property US citizens only with concurrence of Amb or ranking US 
consular officer on spot, except in most urgent circumstances involving 
serious danger American lives from mob action when time and circum- 
stances would not permit communication by Commander US armed 
forces with Amb or consular officer. 

2° Repeated to the Consul General at Shanghai as telegram No. 2200.
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(b). US Marine units should not be stationed at Kiangwan military 
airfield near Shanghai, and no US Armed Services personnel should 
engage in joint operation this airfield after withdrawal JUSMAG 
Air Force personnel. : | 

(c) If use airfield Shanghai area required for evacuation US 
citizens, authority should be obtained from Chinese Govt for use 
Lunghua civilian airfield, and use these facilities should be discon- 
tinued in event Shanghai and its environs threatened by Communist 
attack. 

| —  Loverr 

811.8393/12-1648 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

_ Trenrstn, December 16, 1948—7 p. m. 
| [Received December 16—9: 25 a. m.] 

455. Remytel 664, December 9 to Embassy (repeated Department 

492), reporting hope of Mayor Tu Chieh-shih that detachment Marines 
be landed Tientsin. 

Mayor Tu called on me 6 o’clock this afternoon. He said military 
situation for Tientsin very serious. Between 10 and 20,000 Com- 
munist troops arrived this afternon at Hsilitou, 10 miles northeast 
Tientsin, with more coming and battle now in progress with 60 second- 
ary [62d Army?], good but only 2 depleted divisions. Three regi- 
ments Communists observed coming from Lanfang to south of Tien- 
tsin. Situation Tangku even worse. Mayor said in Tientsin-Tangku 

area Government has only 87th Army (Youth Corps which he said | 
very poor), 86th Army (defeated troops from Chinwangtao), depleted 
62nd Army, and Tientsin local defense corps and police said 92nd, 

: 94th Armies sent to Peiping area just before railway cut few days ago. 
Mayor said he was sending his secretary, Peter Y. Chuan, to Tsingtao 

tonight or tomorrow by plane to see Admiral Badger to present to 
him Mayor’s request that Marine detachment be sent to Tientsin to 
assist in maintaining order in city, as forces at Mayor’s disposal not 
adequate to ensure protection of foreigners and others. Mayor re- 
ferred to Admiral Badger’s proposed despatch of Marines to Shang- 
hai. Mayor asked for my comments. I replied that I could not 
comment as this was matter of high policy outside my competence. 

Sent Nanking 692, repeated Department 455, Tsingtao, Shanghai 
633, Peiping. | 

: SMYTH 

4 Joint U. 8S. Military Advisory Group.
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'  $93.00/12-1648 : Telegram | | 

| The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Secretary of State 

OO 7 Perrine, December 16, 1948. 
a | [Received December 18—1: 29 a. m.] 

555. Peiping, south (Nankuan) airfield was subjected Communist 
artillery fire 9 a. m. today whereupon 7 of 8 CNAC and CAT planes 
on field immediately took off only one remaining presumably for 
VIPS. Chartered plane Staul [St. Paul] arriving 10 a. m. was there- 
fore signalled off and failed to pick up second load of day. 

Sent Nanking 811, Department 555, Shanghai 542, Tsingtao, Tient- 

sin. 
| [Cruse | 

811.3393/12-1748 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHaneuHatr, December 17, 1948. 
_ [Received December 17—2: 31 a. m.] 

2805. In press conference held jointly with Admiral Crawford De- 
cember 15 with concurrence of Embassy, I informed press that Navy 

transport Bayfield would arrive Shanghai December 16 with two 
infantry companies of Marines plus a support and service group total- 

ing 695 officers and men. 
I emphasized that their purpose in coming was to protect American 

citizens in event of emergency and that they were not coming to main- 
tain public order, to reestablish an international settlement or in con- 
nection with any other scheme of international action in Shanghai. 

Said that they were coming with the knowledge and consent of the 
Chinese authorities both national and municipal and that they would 
fully respect Chinese sovereignty. Added that men would remain 

aboard ship, would not be billeted ashore although there would be 
usual liberty parties and shore patrols and would not be here any 
longer than emergency required and stressed that no plans existed to 
bring further Marine contingents to Shanghai. 

Admiral Crawford then gave some background data on the Marine 
contingent being sent to Shanghai. In answer to questions, I said 
that Admiral Crawford and I had been designated to determine what 
constituted an emergency requiring evacuation of American citizens. 
I added that Marines were coming primarily to protect lives of 2,000 
Americans still in Shanghai in event an emergency evacuation became 
necessary and that it would depend on circumstances and their wishes 
whether they would in due course return to their homes or [be] re- 
moved from Shanghai areas. : 

429-525—73——60
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Answering another question, I said their arrival this week has no 

significance. Asked if Marines would cooperate with the projected 

Shanghai Defense Corps, both Admiral Crawford and I replied with 

an emphatic “no”. With regard to our evacuation policy I said there 

was no difference between plans discussed today and those Admiral 

Badger outlined on Friday. We still felt that it was advisable for 

nonessential Americans to leave Shanghai. With regard to other 

Americans, they must weigh risks involved in staying here against 

duties, responsibilities and importance of ] ob they are doing here and 

reach decision themselves as to whether they should stay or not. 

English language newspapers contained fairly full accounts of con- 

ference. While each omitted certain important points none has ser1- 

ous misquotations of our statements. Conference also prominently 
reported in Chinese press. 7 | 

Sent Nanking 2107, repeated Department 2805. — 
ee aor 

393.1115/12-1748 : Telegram | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

Swanenat, December 17, 1948—1 p. m. 
| [Received December 17—8:51 a. m.] 

2809. Deptel 2191, December 15. Navy has furnished us copy of 
Department’s letter December 10 to Secretary of Navy. Navy emer- 
gency evacuation plans with which I agreed envisaged protection fol- 
lowing American properties. 1, Shanghai Power Company, main 
installation AFL [and?] 3 substations. 2, Shanghai Telephone, 6 
substations. 38, Caltex and Standard-Vacuum installations. Protec- 

tion of first two highly desirable to facilitate orderly evacuation and of 
third to protect city from grave results which would follow if oil were 
fired and poured into swift tides of river. British have urged pro- 
tection of utilities pointing out that this is in interest of entire city and 
plan themselves to protect British-owned waterworks, gas company 

and Shell installations. I have agreed primarily for other reasons 
given above. All inland points mentioned above will be held by a 
handful of Marines. 

Navy agrees and we have publicly stated that action envisaged only 
during emergency; guards will be withdrawn immediately upon 
establishment of any de facto authority. 

Copy of message furnished Admiral Crawford and forwarded to 
Admiral Badger. Sent Department 2809, repeated Nanking 2110. 

| —. Casor
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125.7146/12-1748 ; Telegram OO | ) 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxineg, December 17, 1948—2 p. m. 
| | 7 | [Received December 19—7 : 07 p. m.] 
2551. [To Peiping:] We feel you should take no steps under new 

regime which might have effect of hastening alien control over your 
radio transmitter (urtel 5388, December 14 to Department”? repeated 
Shanghai 1528, Nanking 798). We recommend continue using trans- 
mitter for official traffic only as in past and that you do not take initia- 
tive in bringing it to attention of de facto authorities. If and when 
latter threaten close down or seizure of transmitter and you are forced 
to negotiate for its continued operation, you might at that time and 
in your discretion include in your discussions suggested service for 
American correspondents or press agencies. If some arrangement 
can at that time be worked out which does not prejudice use of trans- 
mitter for official messages and to which de facto authorities agree, 
there would seem to be no objection. 
Embassy’s principal concern is to.safeguard your use of transmitter 

since without means of communication your continued presence Pei- 
ping is pointless. While we wish to be helpful to American corre- 
spondents, we have in mind Mukden’s experience and undesirable 
publicity by certain American correspondents China of information 
coming out via that channel. As you know, we have had no word 
from Mukden now for one month. 

Sent Peiping 261, repeated Department 2551, Shanghai 1284. 

STUART 

393.1115/12-1748 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

SHANGHAI, December 17, 1948—3 p. m. 
[Received December 17—6: 55 a. m.] 

2812. Deptel 2200, December 16, noon.?? Navy and Consul General 
entirely agree to points (a) and (¢c). Regarding point (c), no emer- 
gency air evacuation now contemplated ; evacuation to be ship borne. 

- Respectfully request reconsideration of point (6) in light of fol- 
lowing factors: 

Navy desires to operate GCA ** on JUSMAG withdrawal. This 
is only GCA in this area and is vital for air safety as Christmas Day 
accidents 1946 show. GCA services both military and civilian air- 

Not printed. oe ne a | 
* Sent to the Embassy in China as telegram No. 1831, p. 987. 
* Ground Controlled Approach. oo | —
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planes to safety. Navy also wishes to operate. weather control and 

MATS Terminal. Other essential local US Armed Forces: services 

such as Utility Squadron and Attaché’s planes use this field. ‘Trans- 

fer to Lunghwa impractical and Navy considers Lunghwa virtually as 
much a military objective as Kiangwan. Only service personnel and 

no Marine units now stationed Kiangwan; units would be sent there 

only on declaration of emergency to evacuate service personnel if 
necessary. Navy contemplates using Kiangwan only for convenience 

and to abandon it first sign of opposition or hostile act by any Chinese. 

I concur with Navy’s position in this matter. 
Sent Department, repeated Nanking 2111. 

| CaBor 

811.3893/12-1848 : Telegram 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| Nanxine, December 18, 1948—noon. 
[Received December 18—7: 26 a. m.] 

. 2568. Admiral Badger has requested whether we desire him to accede 
request Mayor Tu for Marines Tientsin (Tientsin’s 692, December 16, 
repeated Department 455, Shanghai 633, Peiping and Tsingtao un- 
numbered). We have replied as follows: 

“Situation Tientsin unlike that Shanghai. Geographic and other 
considerations do not lend themselves so readily to measures safe- 
guarding US lives and involvement civil strife highly possible. <Ac- 
cordingly suggest you do not accede Mayor’s request.” 

Sent Tientsin 248, repeated Department 2568, Peiping 264, Shang- 
hai 1289, Tsingtao 237. 

| STUART 

893.00/12-1848 : Telegram . 

The Consul at Tsingtao (Strong) to the Secretary of State 

Tstnerao, December 18, 1948—5 p. m. 
[Received December 21—11: 59 a. m.] 

922, Chinese who left Tsinan December 9 arrived Tsingtao Decem- 
ber 17 reports signs of greater Communist pressure on foreigners 

| Tsinan. 
Presbyterian Bible classes originally attended by 100 now dwindled 

to 10. Explanation given they too busy. 
Two inspectors placed in Presbyterian Middle [Mission?] school 

who more severe even than Japanese inspection in their day. 
Although foreigners still have freedom movement, they constantly 

being asked whether do not wish travel Tsingtao, offers made expedite
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trip. Americans understood determined stay although generally rosy 
_ picture painted by Bryant who left Tsingtao November 18 now chang- 

ing. They believe Communists may ultimately force them out in order 
use mission and university property, eliminate observers and foreign 
relations problem. More than 10 Russian technicians seen Tsinan. 

Rev. Mr. West, Presbyterian Mission head Tsingtao, states becom- 

ing more difficult get money to Tsinan. — 
| | . | _ S§Strone 

893.00/12-1948: Telegram | | 

The Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

| TrieNtTSIN, December 19, 1948. 

| | [Received December 19—8 : 34 p. m.] 

CAT plane took off approximately 4:40 p. m. this afternoon from 
Tientsin Changkueichuang field under Communist small arms fire. 
Field now unsafe for further flights. Only two CAT American em- 
ployees able to board departing plane. 

803.796/12-2048 : Telegram : ee | - co 

‘The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

a oe ++ NANKING, December 20, 1948—3 p. m. 
: - - | [Received December 20—8 a. m.] 

2582. Ambassador has received following from General Barr De- 
cember 20: Oo a | a 

“For planning purposes it is desirable to inform you that there is 
a considerable amount of communications facilities presently being 
provided by the air division JUSMAG which will be withdrawn con- 
currently with the evacuation of JUSMAG. These facilities are lo- 
cated at Ta Chiao Whang and Kianwan airfields. So 

- In view of fact that international airlines are using some of this 
equipment, I feel this matter should. be brought to their attention. 
Specifically the facility which is used by the airlines is known as the 
Shanghai area control. The equipment now in place in this control is 
expensive and highly critical to the Air Force in other sections of the 
Pacific. The international airlines concerned are Pan American and 
Northwest Airlines, both US lines; BOAC, a British line; KLM, a 
Dutch line; and Philippines Airlines, a Philippine line. I suggest 
that these lines be notified that when JUSMAG is withdrawn the 
facility known as the Shanghai area control which is now operated by 
J USMAG will no longer be available.” 

Please inform representatives all airlines named of foregoing with 
statement that if withdrawal this equipment will disturb their opera- 
tions they should lay plans for any necessary alternate arrangements. 

Sent Shanghai 1295, repeated Department 2582. 
| | ... . STUART
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893.00/12-—2048 : Telegram ae a | - 

The Consul at Tsingtao (Strong) to the Secretary of State — 

Se _.  Tstnerao, December 20, 1948—5 p. m. 
| a [Received December 21—11: 12 a. m.] 

224. Re mytel 381 to Emb, rptd Dept 222, Dec. 18. Reliable Chi- 
nese source informed West freedom of worship but not propagation 
of religion allowed in country districts around Tsinan. Preaching 
allowed Tsinan probably view presence foreigners. 
Americans Tsinan considerably annoyed by frequent visits Com- 

munist officials who converse at length always ending by asking 
whether they do not wish go Tsingtao. : | 

Sent Nanking 385, repeated Department 224. 
| | STRONG 

893.00/12-2048: Telegram - 
Lhe Consul General at Tientsin (Smyth) to the Secretary of State 

Tientstn, December 20, 1948—7 p. m. 
[Received 9: 56 p. m. ] 

471. Re Embtel 243, December 18, repeated Department 2568, Pei- 
ping 264, Shanghai 1289, Tsingtao. Mayor Tu called noon today. 
He said fighting occurred early this morning around Changkuei- 
chuang airfield, also at Peitsang 5 miles northwest Tientsin and Yang- 
liuching 6 miles west of city (artillery audible 5 to 6 a. m.). He 
estimated present Communist strength Tientsin area at least 2 col- 
-umns, 1 roughly north and east and 1 west. He expected in week | 
to 10 days Communist strength would be increased enough to seriously 
attack city. Mayor then said he had just talked by voice radio with 
P. Chuan, who went Tsingtao to see Admiral Badger and now in 
Peiping. | 

| Mayor said he could not hear Chuan clearly but gathered impression 
Admiral Badger told him Marines would be sent Tientsin. I said 
I had not heard Marines were coming. | 

Mayor intimated Tientsin would be defended to last ditch. He 
raised question protection foreigners event fighting or disturbances 
and said he was thinking over various ways to protect them such as 
possible concentration. | | 

Opinion this office re dispatch Marines to Tientsin same as expressed 
Embtel 248, December 18,?° we feel highly possible any Marines sent 
here would be involved civil strife. Government officials here would 
welcome such involvement. Our opinion not conveyed to mayor. 

Sent Nanking 703, repeated Department 471, Peiping, Tsingtao, 
Shanghai 645. | 

| — Sveyra 

* Sent to the Department as telegram No. 2568, p. 942.
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119.2/12-2248 - | _ | | 

The Consul General at Peiping (Clubb) to the Ambassador in China 

a (Stuart) 6 

No.106 co | Perrine, December 22, 1948. 

- Sm: I have the honor to enclose for the information of the Embassy 

a copy of a communication (in English original only) dispatched 

jointly under date December 18, 1948 by the several consular repre- 

sentatives presently residing in Peiping to General Fu Tso-yi, in his 

capacity of Commander-in-Chief in North China, and of his reply (in 

English translation) of December 20, 1948.7” 

The dispatch of this joint communication arose out of discussions of 

the concerned representatives on December 17 and 18 in respect to the 

situation existing in Peiping, where the presence of large numbers of 

Nationalist troops has already threatened increasing complications in 

respect to the present state of peace and order, and where it is likewise 

threatened that there will be a certain amount of possible looting and 

disorder in an interim period between the relaxation of Nationalist _ 

control and the application of Communist control in case of Com- 

munist occupation of this city. It will be observed that the communi- : 

cation takes note of the circumstance that foreign nationals residing in 

Peiping are entitled in their neutral character by international law 

and custom to the fullest measure of protection from the local authori- 

ties for their lives and property, and requests that General Fu’s Head- 

quarters do everything appropriate and possible to the end that explicit 

orders should be issued by the responsible military and civil authori- 

ties for the indicated purpose. | | 

General Fu’s reply states that his Headquarters has already ordered 

the Peiping Garrison Headquarters to extend special protection to 
foreign residents in Peiping, and states that a copy of his communica- 
tion is being forwarded to that latter Headquarters for strict 

enforcement. | 
Respectfully yours, O. Epmunp CLuBB 

119.2/12—248 : Telegram . 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

Wasuineton, December 24, 1948—2 p. m. 

1880. Dept anxious receive Emb views, plans and present status 
China communications (Deptel 1779 #8). Believe following facilities 

2 Copy transmitted to the Department without covering despatch; received 
January 14, 1949. 

Neither printed. | 
_ December 7, 6 p. m., not printed.
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serving China desirable: (a) Continued Shanghai operations long as" 

possible provisioned for Stateside outlet Pacific mil base event Navy 
withdrawal, (b) alternate base Canton provisioned for Stateside outlet 
via Pacific mil base Guam, Tokyo or Manila, (¢) Pacific mil base sup- 
plied with signal plans (frequencies and calls) prepared to serve China 
posts broadcast and/or contact basis event Canton curtailed or closed. 
Can Emb make above arrangements locally? What arrangements be- 
tween Dept and mil authorities Washington desirable? Advise. 

LovEtr 

124.936/12-8148: Telegram 7 | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

| | | NANKING, December 31, 1948—1 p. m. 
| OO [Received December 31—3: 39 a. m. | 

9673. [To Tsingtao:] Following gist of instructions sent Consulate 

General Shanghai recently by Department in reply request for De- 
partmental guidance should political action by consular body during 

interregnum be considered (reurtel 420, December 2979), : 
Participation by you in any action by consular body that would 

place US Government or its representatives in role of mediator or 
guarantor during turnover of city is inadvisable. Likewise you 
should refrain from participation in political action by consular body 
such as assumption responsibility. You may participate in action 
based humanitarian nonpolitical considerations with clear under- 
standing such participation your part involves no political commit- 
mentsorinvolvement USGovernmentoryou. = = = => | 

- Military Attaché has no information now on National Army plans 
withdraw troops from Tsingtao. | | Co : 

Sent Tsingtao 253, repeated Department. Je 
| Sruarr 

Not found in Department files. |



NEGOTIATIONS RESPECTING EVACUATION OF CERTAIN 
REFUGEE GROUPS FROM SHANGHAI THROUGH THE 
INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION 

393.0015/11-848 : Telegram 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

| SHanouat, November 8, 1948—4 p. m. 
| | [Received November 8—5: 10 a. m. ] 

2345. Mr. Glassgold, head of the American-Jewish Joint Distribu- 
tion Committee, again has requested advice whether our Government 
in any emergency evacuation plan is giving consideration for about 
850 displaced persons under his care. His refugees are mostly Ger- 
mans, Polish, Austrians or stateless. Glassgold claims he could pro- 
vide transportation for them for some nearby place like Guam or 
Okinawa. He also asks what haven they could go to if evacuated. 

Mr. Gologoff, Chairman of the Russian Emigrants Association, 
Shanghai, states there are 8,000 political immigrants residing in China, 
the majority being White Russians who are afraid to remain in China 
if Communists are in power. He wants to know if our Government 
would aid them in case of an emergency evacuation. 

Advice on these policy questions is requested. 
Sent Nanking 17738 ; repeated Department 2345. , 

| Oo | CaBor 

893.0015/11-1148 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxinc, November 11, 1948—5 p. m. 
7 [Received November 12—38: 18 a. m. | 

2173. For purposes evacuation planning we would appreciate 
soonest possible Department’s decision on questions raised Shanghai 
Contel 2345 to Department. We are planning evacuate non-Amerl- 
cans, who may desire, from interior points to Tsingtao and Shanghai 
on humanitarian and space available basis. ComNavWesPac?! emer- 
gency plan includes provision movement all evacuees to concentration 
point in Japan. This provision has concurrence Japan occupation 
authorities. Ambassador or designated representative has responsi- 
bility decision which groups are to be so evacuated. 

1 Commander, U. 8. Naval Forces, Western Pacific (Badger). 

947
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| It is our belief that persons mentioned Shanghai Contel, particu- 
larly White Russians, would be discriminated against by Communist- 
dominated government and that some would be in very grave personal 
danger. Also, in event general breakdown law and order, which - 
now seems likely, all might well be endangered by mob violence. _ 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 1077. Oo 
STUART 

393.0015/11-848 : Telegram SO 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul at Geneva (Troutman) 

| Wasuineton, November 17, 1948—6 p. m. 

1511. For Tuck? from Saltzman.’ On basis current: reports from 
US missions China, Dept seriously concerned re increasing threat 
5000 Jewish, 8000 White Russian and 40 Polish refugees in Shanghai 
all considered eligible IRO protection and assistance. Strongly urge 
IRO take all possible emergency action evacuate all eligible TRO 
refugees soonest either to temporary or permanent places refuge. 

Dept advised Israel has offered asylum 5000 IRO eligible Jewish 
refugees and is attempting arrange issuance visas this group at Shang- 
hai. Can IRO provide shipping Israel visa holders and if so for what 
numbers and on what dates? In this connection Dept suggests possi- 
bility ships in Australian run may pick up Jewish refugees Shanghai 
on return voyagefrom Australia. . . BO De 

No permanent haven presently in sight for White Russian and 
Polish refugees Shanghai. Dept exploring all possibilities temporary 
haven these groups. Is IRO prepared provide interim assistance 
these groups at such places temporary refuge as may be found? Your 
comments and advice as to TRO plans urgently requested. _[Saltzman.] 

393,0015/11-848 : Telegram ce 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in China (Stuart) 

| | | WasuHineTon, November 17, 1948—6 p. m. 

- 1644. Reurtels 2173 Nov. 11, rptd Shanghai 1077; Shanghai’s 2345 
Nov 8 sent Nanking 1773. Dept position that urgent efforts should 
be made evacuate those refugees whose lives in danger. It is hoped 
that as many as possible will be included in evacuation under Com- 
NavWesPac plan. For your info, Gen MacArthur,t on Nov 12 

_ ? William H. Tuck, Director General of the International Refugee Organiza- 
tion (IRO). 

* Charles E. Saltzman, Assistant Secretary of State for Occupied Areas. 
“General of the Army Douglas A. MacArthur, Supreme Commander for the 

Allied Powers, Japan, and Commander in Chief, Far East.
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(before decision had been made to declare state of emergency) trans- 
mitted to Dept Army appeal received by him from Gologoff in behalf 
8000 White Russians, and added “the use of Japan as refugee base is 
impracticable”. Dept realizes it is probable that area other than 
Japan must be found as place temporary haven for considerable num- 
ber Central European Jewish, White Russian and Polish refugees 
noted in reftels. We assume these are only groups for whom evac- 
uation needed. | | 

Dept requesting International Refugee Organization extend maxi- 
mum assistance both financial and shipping in connection evacuation 
refugees to whatever area temporary haven, and their care and main- 
tenance pending permanent resettlement. Jewish refugee group 
Shanghai (which Dept understands numbers 5000) already declared 
eligible [RO and many receiving IRO help Shanghai through AJDC.°® 
Latter has secured firm commitment from Israel for immigration 
entire group as soon as shipping can be provided. Immediate problem 
this group thus to evacuate them temporarily, since shipment entire 
group to Israel by IRO or other means will take considerable time. 
Re other refugee groups, Dept understands 8000 White Russian and 
40 Poles (Fryling group) have not been declared TRO eligibles, but be- 
lieves they are clearly eligible under IRO Constitution. 

In connection foregoing, Dept wishes find areas willing grant tem- 
porary haven above refugees pending their final resettlement. Re- 
quest Nanking and Taipei discuss simultaneously with Chinese Govt 
and Wei Tao-ming ° possibility and number such refugees who having 
end visas other countries might be accommodated Formosa tempo- 
rariuly and advise Dept urgently. Dept continuing investigation other 
possibilities. Will advise IRO reaction Dept’s approach. 

DP’s from Far East are not eligible enter U. S. under DP legisla- 
tion 1948.’ . 7 

| ) oo — . Loverr 

393.0015/11-1848 : Telegram oe 

~The Consul at Geneva (Troutman) to the Secretary of State 

| Geneva, November 18, 1948—4 p. m. 
| : | [Received November 19—2: 30 p. m.] 

1464. From Tuck for Saltzman, Shanghai for Wang and Canberra 
for Lloyd.® | 

1. We have two ships, Wooster Victory and Castelbianca, now in 
Australia, total capacity 1772, which we prepared send Shanghai arriv- 

* American-Jewish Joint Distribution Committee. 
° Chinese Governor of Taiwan. . 
* Displaced Persons Act approved June 25, 1948 ; 62 Stat. 1009. | 
*Maj. Gen. C. E. M. Lloyd, Chief of the International Refugee Organization 

Mission in Australia.
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ing about 14 days from.now. These can shuttle Jews from China or 
Japan to Australia from where they will be sent to Palestine. We are 
cabling Australian Govt requesting transit facilities. 

2. This plan only possible if we can have immediate authority use 
three of our USATS ® on Australian run to avoid disruption of all im- 
portant Austrahan programme. Authority to put USATS into 
Palestine ports also essential in order to bring back Australia ex-China 
Jews as it is impracticable make arrangements any other Mediter- 
ranean port. Moreover, only USATS can be assured of passage 
through Suez Canal. a | 

3. Wooster Victory and Castelbianca being ordered revictual for 
Shanghai voyage pending your reply. 7 | 

_ 4, In addition above, Marella arrives Shanghai about December 9 
and will evacuate 400 White Russians to Italy en route Argentine. 

5. No other immediate shipping moves possible. ee | 
6. We prepared provide interim assistance in any temporary refuge 

for remaining groups in danger. Strongly urge refuge be granted 
Japan. Australian Govt has asked MacArthur transport and accept 
in Japan temporarily 5000. Total requiring refuge would, however, 
be larger. Maximum, as indicated urtel 1° 13,000. | : : , 

7. Japanese or locally chartered ships required for ferry to Japan. 
Urge you approach MacArthur. | 

8. White Russians would need remain Japan until resettlement op- 
portunities. arranged. | | - 

Dept pass Canberra urtel 1511, November 17. - 
_ Sent Department 1464, Department pass Shanghai, Canberra. 
[Tuck] | | | - 

| 7 : TROUTMAN 

893.00/11-2048 : Telegram 

Lhe Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxtine, November 20, 1948—noon. 
[Received November 20—3:28 a. m.] 

2270. We left note with Foreign Office this morning suggesting 
Taiwan as temporary haven for foreign refugees whose lives may be 
endangered by spread of hostilities and Communist domination ( Dep- 
tel 1644, November 17, repeated Shanghai 1954, Taipei 60). Foreign 
Office official said he would refer suggestion to Provincial Govern- 
ment [of] Taiwan. | 

He was not encouraging. He said Chinese Foreign Office had al- 
ready made survey of housing conditions Taiwan as possible refuge for 

° United States Army Transport Service. : 
*° Telegram No. 1511, November 17, p. 948. : |
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families of Chinese officials and Diplomatic Corps; that results of sur- 
vey were negative and that he doubted Taiwan provincial government 
would be able to accommodate refugees. | ) | 

In response to his query we expressed hope that IRO would finance 
evacuation to Taiwan and maintenance and care of refugees there until 
they could be moved on to permanent settlement. Foreign Office of- 
ficial said he would inform us promptly of Taiwan Provincial Govern- 
ment decision. 7 

Sent Department, repeated Shanghai 1639, pouched Taipei. _ 
: STUART 

840.48 Refugees/11-3048 , - a 

The Assistant Secretary of State for Occupied Areas (Saltzman) to 
~ the Under Secretary of the Army (Draper) 

| , _ Wasutneton, November 20, 1948. 

Dear Mr. Draper: Acting on current reports from the United States 
missions at Nanking and Shanghai, the Department of State on No- 
vember 17, 1948 requested the assistance of the International Refugee 
Organization (IRO), Geneva, (Department’s telegram 1511 to Geneva, 
November 17, 1948, copy enclosed *) on behalf of 5,000 Jewish, 8,000 
White Russian and 40 Polish refugees whose lives are endangered in 
Shanghai. With respect to the 5,000 Jewish refugees for whom the 
Israeli Government has offered entrance visas the [RO was requested 
to provide transportation to Palestine utilizing ships in its Australian 
run on the return voyage. In view of the fact that no permanent 
places of refuge are yet available for the White Russian and Polish 
refugees, the IRO was requested to provide care and maintenance in 
such temporary havens as may later be found for them. 

In response the IRO (Geneva’s telegram 1464, November 18, 1948, 
copy enclosed }*) offered two ships, the Wooster Victory and Castel- 
banca, now m Australia, to shuttle Jewish refugees from Shanghai to 
Australia where they might embark for Palestine on IRO ships return- 
ing from Australia. You will note from the IRO telegram that this 
tentative plan of movement is considered possible only if authority is 
given to IRO to use three of the USAT’s currently in TRO service on 
the Australian run and provided these ships may enter Palestine ports. 
Further, IRO assumes that only USAT’s with passengers for Israel 
can be assured of passage through the Suez Canal. 

As you know, the Department of the Army has not heretofore per- 
mitted the use of USAT’s outside Atlantic waters. In view of the 
emergency which has arisen in Shanghai and the need for saving the 

4 Ante, p. 948. - | 
3 Ante, p. 949. :
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lives of the persons endangered, your urgent reconsideration of this 
decision to permit the use for a limited period of three USAT’s in 
the Australian run is requested. Subject to your concurrence, the 
Department of State is prepared to advise the IRO that it is not 
feasible for the USAT’s to enter Palestine ports and that routing 
via the Panama Canal would be preferable because of the saving of — 
toll charges involved in transit through the Suez Canal. In this 
event, debarkation might take place in Italy from which onward 
movement to Palestine might be arranged by interested Jewish agen- 
cies. The Department of State has no information at this time that 
the Australian Government will grant the request made by IRO for 
transit facilities in Australia for the persons concerned, or that the - 
Italian Government has been formally requested to grant transit - 
facilities. It is believed, however, that the Italian Government would 
make such facilities available on assurance of onward movement. On 
the assumption that transit facilities will be granted by the Australian 
and Italian Governments, the Department of State will welcome your 
decision in principle as soon as possible as to the use of the USAT’s 
for a limited period to accomplish the proposed movement from 
Australia to Italy. If your answer to the foregoing question is favor- 
able, I shall appreciate designation by you of a deputy to work out 
the details of the movement with one of my assistants and General 
Wood, Washington representative of the IRO. Arrangements for 
the evacuation will need to be made quickly under rapidly changing 
conditions. , | | | 

Sincerely yours, | Cuartes E. SartzMan 

393.0015/11-—1848 : Telegram | | 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul at Geneva (Troutman) | 

Wasuineton, November 23, 1948—7 p. m. 

1524. Tuck from Saltzman. Pursuant urtel Nov 18 (Geneva’s 
1464 to Dept relayed Shanghai Canberra Nov 18) Dept made urgent 
request Army for IRO use 8 USATs on Australian run for limited 
period. Entry USATs into Palestine ports and transit Suez Canal 
not considered feasible. Will advise further soon as Army reply recd. 
Under circumstances suggest further exploration availability Medi- 

terranean ports such as Genoa for onward movement refugees to 
Palestine. Pending completion other arrangements also suggest 
Wooster Victory and Castelbianca might proceed Shanghai immedi- 
ately to embark refugees. Dept advised that Israeli Consul proceed- 
ing Shanghai and over 1700 refugees will be processed by time 
Wooster Victory and Castelbianca arrive Shanghai. Ships might be
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routed thereafter to Sidney or Mediterranean port accordance with 

arrangements completed at time departure from Shanghai. - . 
Kindly advise whether Australia has granted transit facilities and 

if not whether IRO ships on Australian run could pick up refugees 
Shanghai on return voyage for delivery Mediterranean port. | 

Will keep you advised. [Saltzman.] 

| Lovett 

393.0015/11-3048 : Telegram | 

The Ambassador in China (Stuart) to the Secretary of State 

Nanxina, November 30, 1948—11 p. m. 
OO [Received November 30—3: 04 a. m.] 

2365. ReEmbtel 2270, November 20, repeated Shanghai 1639, re- 
garding evacuation to Taiwan of Jewish and other refugees. For- 
eign Office replied in note dated November 29 that “because of large 
number refugees involved and shortage of housing and other facili- 
ties in Taiwan, it is regretted they cannot be accommodated there”. 
Note adds “as situation in China still may be regarded as stable, it 
would appear that refugees may be gradually evacuated to Shanghai 
to await ships for conveyance to other countries”. 

Sent Department 2365; repeated Shanghai 1177, pouched Taipei. 
| Sruarr 

840.48 Refugees/11~-3048 _ 

The Under Secretary of the Army (Draper) to the Assistant Secre- 
tary of State for Occupied Areas (Saltzman) 

| 7 | WASHINGTON, 80 November 1948. 
Dear Mr. SattrzMan: The Department of the Army has considered 

the request of your letter, dated 20 November, concerning emergency 
use in the Pacific of certain ships to transport Displaced Persons from 
China. This letter confirms the decision with respect thereto com- 
municated to your office informally on Saturday, 27 November 1948. 

The Department of the Army agrees that three ships of the U. S. 
Army Transport Service now on loan to the IRO may, as an emergency 
measure, be used on the Australian run to facilitate evacuation of 
Displaced Persons from China with the understanding that two of 
the three ships will be so scheduled and phased as to be available in 
the Atlantic at all times, and that the ships will be used for one round 
trip only from Europe to Australia. The Department of the Army 
concurs that it is not feasible for the ships to enter Palestine ports and 
that routing via the Panama Canal would be preferable, _
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It is recommended that the International Refugee Organization 
pursue every possible means to supplement this service with ships of 
the Maritime Commission. | SO 

In accordance with your request that a member of the Army Staff 
be appointed with whom your office might work directly, the name of 
the following officer is furnished: Lt. Colonel R. D. Hoisington, 
Logistics Division. 

It is realized that the above is only a partial solution to the problem 
you presented, and the Department of the Army recognizes that there 
remains the safety and welfare of the 8,000 White Russian refugees 

whose lives, as you point out, are endangered in Shanghai. Presum- 
ing that provisions for security of this group in the form of a tempo- 
rary or permanent haven will receive the continuing urgent considera- 

tion of the Department of State and the International Refugee Or- 
ganization, the Department of the Army has explored the possible 
utilization of Japan and certain strategic trusteeship areas in the 
Pacific without successful results to date. General MacArthur has 
suggested that the Philippine Islands or the southern complex of 
China offer the best prospects for a temporary haven from an opera- 
tional standpoint. | - oo 

For the Under Secretary of the Army: 
G. A. Lincomrn” > 

: | ) Colonel, USA 
Assistant to the 
Onder Secretary of the Army 

840.48 Refugees/12-2048 | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

No. 1042 _ §S#anewat, December 20, 1948. 
| [Received January 13, 1949.] — 

: Sir: I have the honor to enclose two recently prepared memoranda 
centering on the increasing panic of local White Russians; the ironical 
apparently preferred position of questionable “White” Russians over 
more bona fide ones with respect to opportunities for escape by evacua- 

tion as DP’s; and Soviet actions suggestive of a newly launched drive 
to strengthen the Soviet position in local Russian, foreign (especially 
American and British) and Chinese circles. These memoranda were 
prepared by a member of the American staff of the Consulate General 
who has exceptional opportunities for acquiring first-hand informa- 
tion concerning local Russian affairs and who desires not to be here 

Neither printed. |
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identified. They are largely in accord with material from other 

sources in so far as such material is available here. . 

Summary About 2000 Russians in Shanghai who had taken out 
Soviet passports have relinquished them in recent months and applied 
for stateless passports. Most of those receiving stateless passports 
from the Chinese Government have been applying for membership in 
the White Russian Emigrants Association, which has been screening 
the applicants before admitting them and has been rejecting a good 
many. ‘Those who have been rejected (and whose anti-Soviet leaning 
is presumably open to serious question) are—somewhat ironically— 
apparently finding it easier to escape from Shanghai as DP evacuees 
under the IRO program than are persons in good standing in the 
White Russians Emigrants Association. The Soviet Consulate Gen- 
eral, in place of its former vengeful policy toward Russians wishing to 
return their Soviet passports, has very recently adopted a practice of 
encouraging many such persons to apply for stateless passports, but at 
the same time advising them to refrain from public repudiation of 
their Soviet citizenship and to have the Consulate General keep their 
passports on deposit for possible future use. Many Russians are avail- 
ing: themselves of this new procedure as it enables them “to keep a leg 
on each side of the fence.” The system benefits the Soviet authorities 
by providing them with increased numbers of potential undercover 
agents in the guise of stateless persons; and a primary Soviet motive 
appears to have been that of facilitating the obtainment by such per- 
sons of employment in American, British, and other firms. That the 
Soviet Union is in fact engaged in a newly initiated drive to strengthen 
the Soviet hand in Russian and foreign (especially American and 
British) as well as Chinese circles here would also seem indicated by 
the apparently well founded report of the recent arrival at Shanghai 
of fifty-five young Soviet men, proficient in English and Chinese, and 
evidently trained for specific tasks here and elsewhere in China. (Ten 
of them are reported to have proceeded on to Tientsin*). Local White 
Russians are becoming panic-stricken in the face of a possibly im- 
minent Communist regime which they fear will be preceded by an 
interim period of terrorism by Soviet agents. (The existence of in- 
creasing fright among the White Russians is confirmed by other indi- 
cations; and, among other factors, reports of a plan of evacuating a 
group of Russian minor technicians to the Marianas are contributing 
to the alarm of those to be left behind.) 

Respectfully yours, | | Joun M. Cazor 

“The Consulate General is endeavoring to obtain more information concerning 
these agents, including their names. [Footnote in the original. ] 

} 
, 429-525—73——61
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840.48 Refugees/12-2148: Telegram _ re | 

The Consul General at Shanghai (Cabot) to the Secretary of State 

oS —— — - Sa#anerat, December 21, 1948—6 p. m. 
a ne [Received 10: 38 p. m.] 

- 9851. I am increasingly disturbed at difficulties [RO is meeting in 
trying to remove White Russians, Jewish refugees and other similar 
persons from.Shanghai area. It now appears probable that 1772 
Jewish refugees will be taken out on ships to Palestine, thereby some- 
what relieving pressure in that sector (total number of Jewish refugees 
estimated to be 6,000). So far as I am aware nothing has as yet actu- 
ally been accomplished despite all efforts to remove White Russians 
from this area, even though they are obviously in greater personal 
danger than Jewish refugees. Principal stumbling block appears to — 

find an intermediate haven until permanent new homes can be found 
for these people. Best specific prospects such as Saipan and Argen- 
tina now appear definitely blocked. a - 

- On other hand, we in Consulate General have been disturbed at 
prospect of removing to an area under our control or of recommending 
to other nations reception of thousands of refugees among whom many: » 
would doubtless be Communist agents or otherwise undesirable. 7 
- We believe that we can largely avoid this difficulty and do at least 
something to ease this problem by agreeing to take a limited number, 
say 2500 refugees (Russian, Jewish, Polish, Austrian, Ukranian, Bal- 
tic, et cetera), to some nearby area under our control, for example 
Okinawa or Saipan. We would include among these many persons 

already processed and approved by the Consulate General and merely 
waiting quota numbers, White Russian police employed by army which | 
is now unable to do anything for them and such other people as we 
know to be generally eligible under our immigration laws or are so.” 
determined as result of a preliminary screening. We feel that such 
an offer would place us in a far stronger moral position than we are 
today vis-a-vis other nations we are asking to help and people in these 
groups who have some claim on us without on our part running any 
particular risks whatever might develop. | ) 

Should Department view this suggestion favorably, I recommend 
that it urgently make arrangements for such intermediate refuge 
with other departments concerned. Would appreciate instructions at 
earliest practicable moment. ) 

Sent Department, repeated Nanking 2139. , 

| | CABOT — 

'
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840.48 Refugees/12—2148 : Telegram | . | 

The Acting United States Political Adviser in Japan (Sebald) to 

ne a the Secretary of State | 

No. 797 OB Toxyo, December 21, 1948. 
| : a [Received January 5, 1949.] 

Sm: I have the honor to report that Mr. George Hoague, Jr., Ship- 

ping Adviser of the International Refugee Organization in Shanghai, 

called upon me during the morning of December 18, 1948, prior to 

calling upon General of the Army Douglas MacArthur at the latter’s — 

office. | | 

_ Mr. Hoague called at the suggestion of Consul General John M. 

Cabot with a view to obtaining such advice and suggestions as might 
be appropriate before taking up with the Supreme Commander the 
purpose of his visit to Japan. Mr. Hoague stated that. he is most 
anxious to obtain immediately a temporary safe haven for some 800 

persons presently in Shanghai who, in his opinion, would quickly 

be liquidated by the Communists in the event that Shanghai should 
fall under the control of Chinese Communist forces. He said that 
these persons are those who had at one time taken out Soviet papers 
but had subsequently renounced their Soviet citizenship. In request- 

ing a safe haven for these people, Mr. Hoague repeatedly stressed the 
urgency of the situation and said that the International Refugee Or- 
ganization would comply with any conditions that might be imposed, 

including all logistic support from the IRO stocks, guards, medical 
treatment, inoculations, and length of stay. 

Mr. Hoague hoped that it would be possible to obtain the Supreme 
Commander’s approval to a plan whereby some 13,000 refugees, dis- 
placed persons, and stateless individuals might be brought to Japan 
in relays for temporary accommodations until plans for their onward 
transportation either to the Philippines, Australia, or as a last resort 

to Naples, might be crystalized. From previous conversations which 

T have had with General MacArthur, it was possible for me to explain 

to Mr. Hoague some of the legal and practical difficulties which would 

necessarily have to be overcome before the Supreme Commander could 

concur in these proposals. | 

Consequent upon Mr. Hoague’s interview with General MacArthur, 

it was agreed that 150 displaced persons, to be selected by IRO, would 

be flown to Japan for temporary accommodations and to be removed 

as soon as practicable but not later than 60 days. A copy of Mr. 
Hoague’s agreed-upon request dated December 18, 1948, together with 

the Supreme Commander’s Chief of Staff’s affirmative endorsement, is 

enclosed.?* It will be noted that rations and medical supplies are to be 

4 Wnclosures not printed. | a |
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furnished from United States Army sources in Japan on a reim- 
bursable basis and that other than the temporary accommodations, 
TRO has agreed to handle this operation on a self-contained basis. | 
For the Department’s information there is also enclosed a copy of 
General Headquarters, CinCFE radio to the Commanding General, 
United States Eighth Army, in implementation of the agreed-upon 
accommodations. 

| Mr. Hoague also took advantage of his presence in Tokyo to ap- 
proach Dr. Bernabe Africa, Chief of the Philippine Mission in J apan, 

_ with a request addressed to the Republic of the Philippines for tem- _ 
porary accommodations for displaced persons not to exceed 8,000 at 
any one time. A copy of this request, which also contains General 
MacArthur’s recommendation for favorable consideration, is enclosed. 
It. will be noted that this request suggests the former United States 

Navy Installation in Guiuan as the locale for a temporary safe haven 
and that these persons will be entirely administered and supported 
from resources of the TRO. As a matter of assistance to Mr. Hoague 
in this worthy and humanitarian project, I forwarded the request to 
Dr. Africa under cover of a formal note dated December 19, 1948, 
recommending favorable consideration. A copy of this note is _ 
enclosed. 

In response to Mr. Hoague’s request, Dr. Africa, on December 20, 
1948, despatched a telegram to his Foreign Office also recommending 
favorable consideration. A copy of this telegram is enclosed. 

Respectfully yours, | W.J.SEBALD 

840.48 Refugees/12-2048 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Secretary of Defense (Forrestal) 

WasHINnGTON, December 22, 1948. 

My Dear Mr. Forrestau: For some weeks the Department of State 
has been endeavoring to find havens of refuge for approximately 
18,000 refugees in Shanghai whose lives may be endangered by the 
occupation of the city by Communist forces. The refugees in Shang- 
hai include 5,000 Jewish refugees who have been promised permanent 
asylum in Israel and approximately 8,000 White Russian refugees, 
some of whom are Jewish, for whom no permanent asylum has yet 
been found. a 7 

The search for permanent asylum for all of the refugees persists. 
However, with the deterioration of the situation in Shanghai the im- 
mediate problem is to secure places of temporary asylum near by in the 
Pacific for those for whom permanent asylum elsewhere is: assured. 
The International Refugee Organization (IRO) is prepared to pro-— 
vide transportation and maintenance for such refugees, including 
medical care, in any areas where housing, water and utilities are or
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could be made available. The refugees would be moved by the TRO 
from places of temporary haven to their end destinations upon the first 

shipping available to IRO. | 
Every area heretofore considered has been found to be unavailable 

for the purpose of temporary haven. The result is that we face the 
necessity of dealing with the emergency in Shanghai with no plan in 
sight. It will be contrary to the interest of the United States to permit 
the refugees in question to suffer permanently under Communist 
domination through any failure to explore every possible resource. 

_ Under these circumstances I shall appreciate your assistance in review- 
ing the possibilities of providing one or more temporary havens in 
areas in the Pacific administered by the National Military Establish- 
ment for those refugees in Shanghai for whom an end destination is 
assured. | 

In view of the urgency of the problem, your early reply will be most 
welcome. 

Sincerely yours, Rosert A. Loverr 

840.48 Refugees /12-2448 , | 

Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. Herbert A. Fierst, Assistant to 
the Assistant Secretary of State for Occupied Areas (Saltzman) 

[WasHINGTON,| December 24, 1948. 

At the request of Mr. Wailes (BC), relayed through Mr. Dawson," 
IT received Mr. Davis ” of the Australian Embassy shortly before noon. 
Mr. Davis stated that the Embassy had received a cable from Can- 
berra explaining Australia’s refusal to grant transit facilities to the 
IRO for the benefit of the Shanghai refugees. The reasons may be 
summarized as follows: 

(1) Australia has agreed to take 100,000 DP emigrants within the 
next 18 months, and must therefore devote all of its efforts to providing _ 
accommodations and other facilities for them. 

(2) Australia has already admitted, since the close of hostilities, 
about 15,000 Jewish displaced persons and feels therefore that it has 
more than done its part in the solution of this problem. 

(3) Since the White Russian DP’s would not be involved in this 
project, Australia would be embarrassed by singling out one group— 
the Jewish DP’s—for favorable treatment. 

(4) Australia is afraid that its own well-organized Jewish com- 
munity would exert considerable pressure to have some of the Jewish 
DP’s who had been admitted on a transit basis remain permanently. 

I replied that the reasons outlined by Mr. Davis indicated to me 
that there was a good chance that the Australian Government had not 
fully understood the IRO project. There was no intention of bringing 

* Hdward T. Wailes, Chief of the Division of British Commonwealth Affairs. 
** Laurence A. Dawson, Adviser to the Assistant for Refugees and Displaced 

Persons (Warren). , 
™ Owen Davis, First Secretary of the Australian Embassy.
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DP’s to Australia from Shanghai in such large numbers and for such 
a long period of time as to affect the accommodation situation in Aus- 
tralia. I explained that the reason Australia had been selected as the 
ideal transit point was because so many ships would be arriving in 
Australia within the next few months from the European DP camps. 
These would, unless other arrangements were made, return completely 
empty over the long distance of the Pacific. All that TRO was asking 
was a small area in a port which could be used temporarily to accom- 
modate a few boatloads of Shanghai refugees until such time as the 
TRO ships arrived. I suggested to Mr. Davis that, in order to make 
absolutely certain that his Government fully understood the nature 
of the IRO project, he might wish to cable the outlines of an appro- 
priate specific counter offer by the Australia Government as follows: 
No more than 1,000 Shanghai refugees would be accepted at any given 
time, and with a maximum duration of two weeks, all of these to be 
persons with assured further destinations. In Mr. Davis’ presence, 
and with his prior consent, I phoned General Wood of IRO to get — 
his comments on the feasibility of such a proposal. General Wood 
said that at least four IRO ships would be arriving in Australia dur- 
ing the first two months of 1949, which would mean that the Shanghai 
refugees could be promptly evacuated from Australia. However, in 
view of the fact that one of these ships had a capacity of 1350, he urged 
that the suggested ceiling be raised from 1,000 to 2,000 or preferably 
2,500. I relayed this suggestion to Mr. Davis. Mr. Davis did not 
commit himself to cabling this suggestion to his Government, but he 
did say that he would consider it very carefully upon his.return to the 
Embassy. | | OO 

840.48 Refugees/12-2148 : Telegram OF an a 

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul General at Shanghai 
| (Cabot) a 

| | Wasuineron, December 24, 1948—2 p. m. 

2959. Appreciate urtel 2851 Dec. 21. Dept anxiously awaiting 
replies from other concerned departments to Dept’s previous requests 
that temporary haven in areas under US control be granted refugees 
having end destination elsewhere. Be 7 

Will advise further when such repliesreceived. = = —§ a 
) So a ee LovErr 

Editorial Note | | OO 

_ Arrangements were made in the first quarter of 1949 for evacuation, 
of several thousand refugees from Shanghai. These included about 
5,000 given temporary haven in the Philippines and others sent via 
the United States to other destinations. Some 1300 Russian emigrants 
remained asof April1949inShanghai.
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